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PREFACE.

The present treatise is based for the most part on studies carried out by me at the Zoo-

logical Institution of the University of Upsala on material belonging to the Swedish State
Museum (Riksmuseum), Stockholm. For the purpose of carrying out verificatory investi-

gations smaller collections have also been furnished by the Zoological Museum o f

the University of Upsala, the Chris tiania Zoological Museu m, the

Copenhagen Zoological Museum and by Professors G. W. MClleh, Greifswald

and G. S. BRADY, Sheffield. In addition the Ostracod material brought home by the ,,M i c h a e 1

S a r s North Atlantic Deep Sea Expedition". 1910 has been kindly entrusted to me for examination.

— In order to study the oecology of the marine s t r a c o d s and to collect material for this

group of animals I have spent some summer months (assisted partly by grants from the

Swedish Royal Academy of Science) at the west coast of Sweden (the Zoological Marine Station

at Krisfcineberg) and from December 1915 till June 1916 (with a grant from the C. F.

LlLJE\\ALCH's travelling scholarship fund) at the Labotatoire Russe de Zoologie at Villefranche-

sxir-Mer and the Musee Oceanographique de Monaco.

Among the Ostracod collections in the Swedish State M u s e u m I found the

original material of P. T. Clf^vb's work of 1900 (a part of which had been already published by
C. W. S. AURIVILLILS in 1899). On re-examining this material I verified that Conchoecia bispinosa,

C. borealis, C. elegans and Microconchoecia Clausii (= Conchoecia curia J. LunBOcilv) were

correctly determined. On the other hand Paraconchoecia oblonga was incorrectly determined;

the specimens on which this statement was based turned out to belong to EuconchoeciaChierchiae

G. W. MtlLLER. See these species below. There was only a single specimen of Conchoecetta

{— Conchoecia) acuminata; this was a male which was not yet mature (presumably belonging to

the oldest larval stage). The length of this specimen was 2,1 mm,; the number of furcal claws

seven. As far as could be seen the correctness of its determination was fairly certain.

In the collections of this museum there is also a part of the original material of Conchoecia

borealis, C. elegans and C. obtusata in P. T. Cle\b's work of 1903 (= P. T. Clenr and 0. PettersSO.V,

1903). On re-examining this material I found that the determinations were correct.

In the collections of the Zoological Museum of the University of

Upsala I found the original mat(>rial of Philomedes globosus and Cypridina Reynaudii

ZooloK. bidrag, Uppsala. SuBpl.-Bd. I.
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W. Lll.i,Ji;i;t,)m'., 1S7<>. Tlif correctness of the determination ol thr lormer species was

veritied. For the result of my re-ex;unination of the latter form see tlic remark on the sub-

i.'enns Cypridina below.

The collection sent to me liom the Z imi 1 o g i c a 1 M u s e ii m of (' ii r i s t i a n i a

included the following species: Ci/pridina (Vargida) norvegica ^^ . lUiiMi. ('. (Vargula) megalups

G. O. S-^l^'"*, Pfiilomcdes LiUjchoigi G. O. Sahs, Asterope norvegica G. (). Sahs, A. ahyssicola

G. 0. Saus, Couchoccia clcgans G. 0. Sars and C. borealis G. 0. Sahs, all of which were d(>ter-

inined by Professor Sai{S hiinst^lf. For the results of ray re-examination of this material see

the respective species below. (On tlie same occasion as this collection was sent to me Professor

Sahs informed me that the original material of his work of 1887 — which I asked permission

to investigate
— had unfortunately been completely lost.)

From the Copenhagen Zoological Museum I obtained a portion of the material

on which G. S. Brady based his treatise of 1902 a. The following marine sjiecies were found in

this collection (the names are those used in G. S. Brady's treatise): Asterope oculata, A. lichenoides,

Cyclasterope fa-scigera, C. brevis, C. similis, Cypridina foveolata, C. insolita, Pyrocypris americana,

P. Chierchiae, Cypridinodes favus, Codonocera cruenta, Conchoecia spinirostris, C. striata and

Eiiconchoecia Chierchiae. Of these species Asterope lichenoides, Cyclasterope brevis, Cypridina

foveol<Ua (according to G. S. Brady's label — Cypridina monopia Claus) anfl Codonocera cruenta

were represented by an empty shell and Cyclasterope similis, Cypridina insolita and Cypri-

dinodes favus only by one valve. Because of this I thought it best not to deal with these forms

at any length in this work. Asterope oculata and Cyclasterope fascigera are re-described by

me below. Conchoecia spinirostris (from lat. 26" N. and long. 29" W.) and Euconchoecia Chierchiae

were correctly determined; see these species below.* For the result of my re-examination

of Pyrocypris Chierchiae see the remarks on the sub-genus Cypridina below. For the same

reasons as are given at the place mentioned it did not seem convenient to me to deal in this

work with P. americana, the other species of this sub-genus; there are in this collection a couple

of mature individuals of this species. Conchoecia striata is presumably incorrectly determined,

but the material is so poor that it does not seem to be possible to arrive at a certain identi-

fication; I have accordingly refrained from trying to give any definite answer to the question

as to the identity of this form.

Professor G. W. MUller kindly sent me at my request specimens of Cypridina

(Vargula) antarctica G. W. MOllei^ and Asterope teres (A. M. NORMAN); for the result of

my re-examination of these specimens see the former species below and my remarks under

Asterope Miilleri.

For the purpose of carrying out a verificatory investigation I wrote to Professor G. S.

Brady for specimens of Asterope Mariae (W. Baird) and A. teres (A. M. Norman). I obtained

a mature female of the latter species; for the result of my investigation of this specimen see

Asterope Miilleri below. I also received five specimens of the former species; the result of

my investigation of these will be found under Asterope aberrata and A. norvegica below.

* One specimen in the sample lalx'lled Conchoecia spinirostris was, hovvover, a mature female of V. bispinosa C. Claus ;

see this species below.
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Only two of the species from tlie ,,M i c li a c 1 S a r s" (see Gigantocypris Miilleri and

Ci/pridina (Macrocypridinu) castanea) have been treati-d in tlie present work. All the other

Ostracod species of this expedition will be treated in a special work that I am preparing.

The first impulse to my studies of the marine Ostracods came from my highly esteemed

teacher, Professor A. Appellof, Upsala. It is with real pleasure that I take this opportunity
of expressing to him my sense of gratitude

— which has become more and more profound in

the course of years
— for the untiring interest with which he has followed the development

of my work and for the never failing kindness and sympathy he has shown me on the numerous

occasions when it was necessary to ask for his help.

To Professor A. WiREN, the head of the Zoological Institution of the University of

Upsala, where, as I pointed out above, the greater part of this work was carried out, I beg to

express my gratitude for all his kindness and interest during the past years.

At the same time I wish to thank the following persons as well for the help they have

rendered me in connection with this work: Professor H. Theel and Phil. Dr. N. Odhner, Swedish

State Museum, Stockholm, Dr. H. Ostergren, Kristineberg, Professors G. 0. Sars and

T. Odhner. Christiania, Professors G. W. Muller and G. S. Brady, Dr. M. v. Davidoff,

Laboratoire Russe de Zoologie, Villefranche-sur-Mer, Dr. J. RICHARD, Musee Oceanographique
de Monaco, Mr. Henry Alexander, lecturer in English at the University of Upsala (for his

skilful and untiring work in translating the present work), Herr G. Lidjevall (drawings of

some figures; see Philomedes (Scleroconcha) Appelloji), Herr J. W. Englund (Indian ink

reproductions of most of my drawings of tlie group Cypridiniformes), Froken AMY Wastfeet

(Indian ink reproductions of my drawings of the Halocypriformes and Polycopiformes, some

of the figures of the Cypridiniformes and all the figures in the general part of this work)

and Froken Gerda Jungberg (the first two drawings of Cypridina (Siphonostra) spinifera).

Finally I wish to tender my heartfelt thanks to Herr H. Manxheimer, Bank Director,

of Gothenburg. Owing to the present difficult conditions and the abnormally high prices, the

printing of this treatise seemed almost impossible, and it is only because this exceedingly

generous benefactor stepped in and, together with some friends of his, made the financial side

secure that I have been able to have it printed.

/



INTRODUCTION.

„// seems to me most desirable that minute,

and even apparently trivial, features should

Iw given in the descriptions of species".

C Stkwart*

In the present work there has been collected under the title of ,,S t u d i e s on marine
Ostracod s", Part I a part of the results that have proceeded from the investigations that I

have carried out during the last few years on the marine representatives of the s t r a c o d s,

a group of Crustacea wliich is in many respects particularly interesting, both to the zoologist

and the geologist.
This ivork is not One Criticism that may possibly be made against this work is that although it is rather

reason"': for ihi^ voluminous, it has uot the form of a monograph; a number of the many problems presented

by the marine Ostracods have been left quite imtouched, and my efforts have been con-

centrated on others — some of them very heterogeneous in their nature.

I must readily admit the justice of this criticism. The type of the work seems anything

but satisfactory to myself. It is, as the title itself shows, a conglomeration; some of its integral

parts are quite independent of each other.

Although the marine Ostracods have been treated by a number of investigators

in a comparatively large number of works, it may be said not without justification that, on

accoimt of the uncertainty and superficiality that characterizes the great majority of these

works, they constitute a subject that in many respects is almost entirely unknown. Under

these circumstances it would of course have been most convenient to have directed these studies

on a smaller systematic unit, for instance one family or even one genus, and to have submitted

this to a fundamental and comprehensive examination or to have examined the Ostracod

group as a whole from the point of view of a limited problem. In this way a result that was

more favourable in many respects might certainly have been obtained and at the same time

the treatise might have been more homogeneous from a structural point of view, a real unit.

As a matter of fact this was the direction I intended at first to take. My first studies

were concentrated on the C y p r i d i n i d s and H a 1 o c v
])

r i d s.

*
J. R. Microsr. Soc. London. ISSO.
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It soon became clear to rac, liowever, that my investigations would have to proceed on

other lines. There were several causes for this. The most important of these was the scarcity

of material. A comprehensive and thorough examination of a group needs a material rich in

specimens and comprising a comparatively large number of species. For several reasons the

greater part of my work had to be carried out at Upsala and in this town there was only the

not too abundant material of the Swedish museums at my disposal. Moreover, during the

periods I spent at the west coast of Sweden in order to study Ostracods I soon discovered

how sparsely these groups were represented there — both with regard to species and to indi-

viduals. I had the same experience as Gr. W. MULLER had previously at Naples with regard

to the C y p r i d i n i d s; I found that specimens of these groups were so rare „dass ich bald

die Lust verloren habe, besonders nach ihnen zu suchen" (G. W. MULLKR, 1894, p. 2, remark).

Because of the circumstances under w^iich I was working it was thus necessary for me almost

completely to accommodate my studies to a material which had, on the whole, been furnished

once for all. A fairly abundant material was at my disposal in some groups and my work has

expanded round these; other groups, on the contrary, could unfortunately be treated only

rather cursorily because of the scarcity of the material both in species and individuals. This

may — at least partly
—

explain and account for the conglomerate character of the present work.

I myself look upon this treatise only as a preparatory work for the really exhaustive

monographs on the various divisions of the Ostracods and the problems connected with

them, which are awaited by everyone.

Among the problems that I was faced with during my studies of the marine Ostracods The main object of

and that can be advantageouslv dealt with on the basis of a material like that which was at ,'* .".'"" .

'*
, ,"~

"
classificalton of the

my disposal there was, in my opinion, one esjjecially that demanded a quick and thorough mnrinc Osirar.xis.

examination. This problem was that of classification and so I devoted most of my time and

labour to it.

Other problems, such as the comparative morphology and histology of the forms, also

need, of course, a new and thorough examination, as there is much to correct and add here too.

They may, however, be said to be so well known already
—

especially from G. W. MOllrr's

large monograph, 1894, which is so rich in morphological and histological facts — that it is not

absolutely necessary to reconsider them immediately if we are to have a sound development

of our knowledge of this group of animals.

I do not mean by this that the main features of the current classification of the marine The main features

_ , ." ^^, rp.T^i-i^i^->_-i of the current Oalrn-
Ostracods are mcorrect. On the contrary, as a matter of tact 1 thmk that it is only ^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^ „,

necessary to alter these very slightly. The Ostracods, like the Arthropods in general, most correct

are characterized by what may be called a morphology that points outward. A consequence

of this is that a quite modern revision of the classification of this group of animals — i. e. taking

carefully into consideration as many characters as possible, both internal and external — is not

likely to attain residts that differ so much from those gained by older investigators, whose work

is marked not only by too little accuracy but by the fact that attention is paid only or practi-

cally only to external characters, as a modern investigation of the classification of, let us say,

the lower groups of worms. The latter are characterized by a morphology that — if I may say
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so — points uww inwardly, tlu'ir outer cliaractcrs incsciil only a lew (('rtaiii and |)liylotirncl :(all\-

inij)ortant fixed points, \vliil(\ on tlic otlicr liand. a carclul invcstigiition of the inner stiueluro

in those groups is often likely to give good and ini|>ortant results.

f spreial classi- ^^^lat I refer to is the special classification

irtiiion o/ this Even at a rather early date H AHCKI:!. put forward the su])position that the marine

saiif/ariory.
Ostracods might prove to be exceedingly rich in species. This supposition has been fully

confirmed by the following investigations. Thus (4. \V. MnLlJOH in his synoptic work on the

Ostracods in ,,Das Tierreich", 1912, includes no less than ITIli living Ostracod species

and of these the marine forms compose the vast majority. To jiuige from the most recently

published works and from the experience I had myself in working out this treatise, the number

is. in addition, far from exhausted.

Under the.se circumstances it would be a great pity if the quality of the descriptions of

the species were not to correspond to their quantity.

Vneertainiy Even in Fh. Dahl's work on the Cy t h e i- i d s of the Baltic, 1888, we find on p. 1 the

i ineompteifness
following Statements, mifortunately only too true, which throw light on this state of affairs:

ofspeeifs. >'^^^^ muBte aber bald einsehen, daB sich schon dem Vorstudium zu einer solchen Arbeit,

d. h. der Bestimmung der Arten, ganz erhebliche Schwierigkeiten entgegenstellten. Selbst

nach eingehender Priifung konnte ich nicht mit Sicherheit angeben, ob meine Bestimmung
wirklich richtig sei. Es lag dies theils daran, daC in der vorhandenen Literatur gar keine oder

ungeniigende Zeichnungen vorliegen, \ind doch diirften gerade in dieser Thiergruppe genaue

Zeichnungen unbedingt nothwendig sein . . . ."

G. \V. MCller states that, out of the 1719 Ostracod species included in his work

of 1912, only 921 are to be considered as ,,sichere", the remaining 798 are ,,unsichere Species".

My own experience goes to .show that even a rather considerably greater percentage of these

species are to be denoted as uncertain.

On a closer study of the numerous diagnoses of marine species of this group that are

found in the literature one cannot but be struck almost continually by two facts: first the

indefinite and uncertain nature of all that is written and secondly the fewness of the characters

that are taken into consideration.

Most of these species are, as a matter of fact, so superficially described and reproduced
— the diagnosis consists only of a general description of the habitus — that certain identification

is quite impossible merely because of this.

This superficiality has had the result that obvious errors have very often crept in.

Only a few authors, such as G. W. MtlLLER and N. Hirschmann, seem to have troubled about

any great exactitude with regard to details. But not even they can escape criticism for lack

of care, a fact that I had an opportunity to observe, for instance, in the case of G. W. Mulleh,
in a mmiber of verificatory investigations. As the conditions now are, it is at least equally

probable, in the cases where a diSerence is foimd between the form investigated and

the description or figure of a species formerly treated in the literature, that this devi-

ation is due to lack of precision in the description or the figure as that the difference

actually exists.
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In arriving at a certain identification of species at least as much trouble is caused by
the fact that too few characters have been taken into consideration as by the lack of exactness

in preceding writers. A very large number of species, for instance, have only the characters

of the shell described. G. S. Brady wrote, 1868 a p. 112: ,,By far the greater number of

Ostracoda at present known have been described from fossil specimens"; in the original descrip-

tions of these forms of course only the characters of the shell have been taken into consideration.

A rather large number of these species have been since identified with living forms, but the

extent of the descriptions has not, however, been increased. G. S. Brady himself has afterwards

very much increased the number of species that are only described by shell characters. A good
illustration of this imdesirable state of affairs is also shown by the fact that in G. W. MCl.LER's

large monograph on the s t r a c o d s of the Bay of Naples, undoubtedly the foremost

work on this group of animals that we possess, the author has only included characters taken

from the shell and the penis in the diagnoses of the great majority of the very numerous species

belonging to the family Cytheridae. The appendages, their number of joints, bristles, etc. are,

on the other hand, as a rule not included at all in these diagnoses. To this may be added that

in almost all cases only a few appendages of these forms are reproduced. A number of this

author's later works, e. g. that of 1908, are even worse in this respect.

The situation in most groups is really such at the present time that if the locality of the

find is situated near the type locality of a previously described species one may venture

perhaps
—

though with hesitation — to establish identity, but if the two localities are situated

in regions that from the point of the view of their fauna are different one is inclined not to

make an identification, although there are no differences according to the diagnosis of the

species and the figures. Only a few descriptions of species that have been carried out so far

can really be considered so complete and certain that merely on the basis of a comparison

with them it is possible to distinguish minor systematic units, e. g. geographical sub-species.

A natural consequence of the above-described uncertainty and incompleteness of the incompleteness of ihe

descriptions of species is that the diagnoses of genera and families in this group of animals are
'

'"""nd^families"^'^"

also characterized by great tmcertainty and incompleteness. Even the diagnoses of genera and

families found in G. W. MOller's above-mentioned large monograph, 1894, are anything but

satisfactory. Only a comparatively few characters are included in these. This is of course

due to some extent to the fact that this investigator only had an opportunity of personally

investigating in detail a rather limited number of species in each group, but on the other hand

his intentions do not seem to have extended very far. A single t}qDical example may be

given: In the diagnosis of the family Nesideidae we read concerning the mandible, p. 265:

,,Die Mandibel mit kriiftigem Kaufortsatz, der 4 langere, 3 spitzige und einigc kleinere,

einfache Zahne triigt, zwischen den Ziihnen entspringen Borsten; Taster deutlich viergliedrig,

das letzte Glied mit starker Klaue; die Athemplatte mit wenigen (3) Strahlen, von denen einer

auBerordentlich lang ist." In the diagnoses of the two genera of this family Nesidea,

p. 267, and Bythocypris, p. 275, this limb is not mentioned at all. The same thing is also

true with regard to the diagnoses of the ten species belonging to the former genus and with

regard to the diagnosis of the only species of the genus Bythocypris. This limb is only rcpro-
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iluccd Uir a siiiglo ono out of all tluvso elovon species, nanu'ly Nesidea frequens (Ci. W. MtlLLHU).

Is the mandible quite similar in all these species oris it subject to variation? No information

is given on this point.

It is to be noted that N. HlHSCIIMANN is his very fine essay (in the Ostracod fauna ol

the Gulf of Finland, 1912. has given a good diagnosis of the genus Cythere.

The uientthcauun
| ,1 iilentifving previously described marine Ostracods most investigators also

i thf species is un- i . c •

i-i. j j.
•

i.

, show verv great suiierhcialitv and uncertamtv.

The most striking instance of this is probably J. G. E('.('.i:i;. In liioi this writer pnl)lishc(l

a work called ,,0 s t r a c o d e n a u s M e e r e s g r u n d p r u ii r n. g e 1 o t h e t v o n

1874—76 V o n 8. M. S. G a z e 1 1 e". Out of 149 .species included in tliis work no less than

almost half are stated to have been previously found in Europe in a fossilized condition, in

post-tertiary, pliocene, miocene, oligocene, eocene and chalk. Most of these species were from

antarctic regions and had not been found living in our Scandinavian seas. In other words,

according to this author there was a great re.semblance between the present antarctic Ostracod

fauna and the Ostracod fauna in Europe during the tertiary and chalk periods, a state

of affairs, which, if it turned out to be correct, would be of the greatest interest. G. W. MOl-LER,

however, undertook an investigation in order to test the identifications of this autlior and

arrived at a really surprising result: scarcely a single one of them was correct. G. W. MOller

writes as follows about this 1908, p. 144: ,,Eine solche Nachpriifung ergibt, daB kaum cine Be-

stimmung richtig ist; ich habe zurzeit eine groBere Zahl von Bestimmungen gepriift und nicht

eine richtig gefunden. (Vor Jahren habe ich die samtlichen Bestimmungen gepriift, die Resultate

sind mir zurzeit nicht zuganglich; soweit ich mich entsinnen kann, lieB sich nur eine Bestimmung
mit einiger Wahrscheinlichkeit aufrecht erhalten.)" It seems to me beyond all doubt that

G. W. MCller's view is correct.

Good instances of this state of affairs are also found in G. S. Brady's work on the

,,C h a 1 1 e n g e r" Ostracods. PI. XXIV in this work affords, for instance, a very good

proof; Cythere dictyon G. S. Brady, which, according to the statements of this author, seems to

have a cosmopolitan distribution, is certainly not a natural unit.

Another very striking proof of this uncertainty will be found below in the remark under

Asterope aberrata.

In short everything is vague in this field of work ....
nav method must This state of affairs cannot continue. A firmer basis must be created for the classi-

, c a tor e-
gg^^^Q^ ^^^j g^ f^p .j^]^ ^^^ knowledge of this group of animals. The classifier must make his

methods of description more strict. The general descriptions of habitus which pay attention

to only a few organs must disappear. Greater and greater exactitude must replace dilettantism.

As many organs as possible must be subjected to a careful investigation and described correctly,

attention being paid to the variety of the details. — In an essay entitled ,,P r i n z i p i e n

der Systematik, etc.", 1914, L. PLATE put forward, p. 95, the following fundamental

principle for modem classification: ,,Jedeskonstante Merkmal kann zur
T r e n n u n g von U n t e r a r t e n und A r t e n v e r w a n d t w e r d e n.

" The

characters for distinguishing the different systematic categories may be obtained equally well

:riptions of species.
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from physiology and oecology as from morphology. Wo have not the right to prefer one

character to another. W e must t r y t o give a pic t u r e t li a t is as correct
and complete a s p o s s i b 1 e of t h e s p e e i e s a s w (> find it in nature.
This programme puts a gigantic task before us, but nature is work.

It is of course not only from the point of view of the identi fication of species that it is '^'^""e reasons for th-

desirable to pay attention to as many characters as possible. The descriptions of species are

not only useful for a barely certain identification. They are also to enable us to decide

the mutual relationships of the forms described. The descriptions of the species form the basis

on which in most cases the investigation of the natural system of a group almost exclusively

must rest.

If attention is paid to only a few organs this obviously presupposes that the characters

that are not taken into consideration are quite constant or, if they are variable, that their

variation is accompanied by correlative changes in the organs that are included in the diagnosis

or of which reproductions are given. A constancy or correlation of this kind seems of course,

even a priori, very improbable. I myself have observed a great many instances in which it

does not exist.

A good illustration of this is shown bv the two species described below belonging to the

svib-family Cypridininae, namely Gypridina. (Doloria) levis and C. (D.) pectinata.
— I may mention

in passing that these two forms played a considerable part in the development of my studies

of this group of animals, as it was during the examination of them that I realized the necessity

of departing from the old-established superficial methods of investigation and description.
—

These two species show a striking resemblance with regard to the length and the type of the

shell, the endopodite of the second antenna, the seventh limb and the furca, in other words,

those organs to which in the group Cypridiniformes (cf. below) attention had hitlierto been

almost exclusively paid. I too assumed at first that they were quite identical. Only after

the number of species investigated by me was increased and I had observed that there was a

great difference between the Ostracods of South Georgia and those of the Falkland Islands—
Tierra del Fuego did I undertake a detailed re-examination of specimens from both these regions,

paying attention not only to the organs mentioned above but to the other organs as well. It

was only then that I discovered that this was a case of two very well differentiated species

and that profountl differences were present, especially in the maxilla and the fifth linib,

in other words two organs to which practically no attention had formerly been given

in this group.

As a proof of how necessary it is to observe carefully in each form tlie conditions of the

various characters and not to attempt a premature generalization, some examples may also be

given, taken from forms treated in the present portion of my work. In the sub-genus Gypridina

the number of furcal claws is quite constant. In some other sub-genera and genera of the

sub-family Cypridininae this character is constant in each species, but on the other hand

it is variable for the sub-genus or genus considered as a whole. Finally in a number of species

in this sub-family the number of the furcal claws differs not only from individual to individual

but sometimes even on the two furcal lamellae of the same individual. Similar conditions may
2

/.oolnff. hldraR, Uppiuln. 8uppl.-Bd. i.
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alsi) be observoil witli rcmiid to otlicr character.s in tliis .sul)-laiiiily. c ;j;.
tlir iuiiiil)i'r of iilamriils

on the sensory bristlo (if the fifth joint on the first antenna. 'riir bristU^s on the second and

tliird endite of the protopodite of the fifth linil) sliowetl complete constancy with regard to

number and abnost with regard to type in all the species of the sub-family Cypridininae that

1 had an opportunity of closely investigating. The bristles on the first endite of the protopodite

of this limb were with equal regularity subject to variation both in number and type. Curiously

enough the species of tlie sub-family Philomedinae that I investigated showed quite opposite

conditions. In these the bristles on the first endite of the above-mentioned limb were quite

constant in number and their tjrpe too showed a rather marked constancy. On the other hand

the bristles on the second and third endites of this limb varied. — In this connection I may

point out as a curious fact the constant appearance of the three medial bristles inside the rostral

sinus of the shell in Doloria. VargnUi; Macrocypridina . Siphonostra. Cypridina (sensu str.)

and Cypridinode^, sub-genera which presumably constitute a natm-al unit within the sub-family

Cypridininae. The medial bristles situated near these three bristles are, on the other hand,

subject to considerable variation. This shows how in a rather large group details that are appa-

rently quite insignificant may remain constant.

But it may be said by some that such small characters, such as bristles, etc., in which

the present work abounds, cannot, of course, be constant as a rule. With regard to this I wish

to state two facts. In cases in which I had an opportunity of carefully investigating a large

number of specimens of the same species, some hundreds for instance, as in the case of Philo-

medes globosa (W. LILL.IEBORG), Pontocypris monstrosa G. W. Mt5LLER, some new species of

the genera Pontocypris, Xestoleheris and Krithe, I found such small characters surprisingly

constant. (Of course no general conclusions are drawn from this.) In addition it is to be noted

that the variability of a quality in a species is to the classifier a fact of equal or almost equal

importance as the constancy of a character. If these small characters are not constant this

must be established.

1 thorough refision \Miat is Specially necessary under the present circumstances is of course a thorough

r/o de^rrihed mii^i
^evision of the great majority of the species hitherto described. In doing this it would be best

he carried out. to procced veiy radically with all the forms that are not described so well that they can be

identified with complete certainty and of which it can be proved that there are no type specimens

in existence. Unless there are special reasons for not doing so, these species ought not to be

taken into consideration any further; it woidd be best to consider them as non-existent. It

does not seem right to devote a great amount of work to setting up more or less long lists of

synonyms, in which most of or sometimes almost aU the names ought really to be followed by
a query; from a scientific point of view such lists do not seem to be any gain.

In the same way it seems necessary to deal very radically with identifications made

from species that are described in an unsatisfactory way, whether they are nomina nuda or

vmsatisfactorily re-described. In the first place these should not — unless, of course, there are

special reasons — be included in lists of synonyms and secondly they should not be used in

zoogeographical investigations if the specimen or specimens on which the statements in

question are based are not still in existence.
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I have unfortunately had no opportunity of contributing to any great extent to this

work of clearing the path of study. The conditions brought about by the war were a decisive

obstacle to this. I have only succeeded in getting type specimens of a few previously described

species; see the preface.

The main object of this work of mine became consequently to make as large a number

of species well known as possible. . . Although now that the first part of this work is nearing
its close I feel that I have not attained the precision and comprehensiveness at which I ventured

at one time to aim, yet I put forward the results that I have obtained in the hope that the

descriptions given below may prove to be satisfactory both for certainty in the identification

of species and for establishing the positions of the forms in question in the natural system.
L. Plate, in his above quoted essay „P r i n z i p i e n der S y s t e m a t i k, etc.," />if/cr,i,rr behveei,

1914, writes, p. 148: „Ganz allgemein laBt sich behaupten, dafi die auBerlich sichtbaren Oreane . '^'""'""f
"'"^

" internal chnmrtrrs
der Tiere schon aus dem Grrunde zur Diagnose besonders geeignet sind, well sie viel verander-

licher sind als die inneren. Nah verwandte Arten sind haufig nur an solchen Differenzen der

Hautskulptur, der Fiirbung, der Hautanhange, der Schalen, der Sinnesorgane zu unterscheiden,

wahrend sie in den inneren Organen gleich oder fast gleich gebaut sind. . . . Selbst Arten aus

verschiedenen Gattungen sind gar nicht selten an inneren Organen nicht zu erkemien."

I have made the same observation with regard to the marine Ostracods. The external

characters are much more variable than the internal ones, a state of affairs that, as L. Plati-;

writes (loc. cit.), is presumably due to the fact that the former „von dem bestiindigen Wechsel

der auBeren Faktoren in erster Linie getroffen werden". As a rule only the liigher systematic

units differ from each other in the internal characters, such as the digestive organs, the inner

sexual organs, etc. One consequence of this is that in the descriptions of species and genera

I liave given below I have dealt almost exclusively with outer characters taken from the shell,

limbs, furca, the outer sexual organs and sensory organs.
— The inner characters, the nervous

and the digestive systems, the inner sexual organs and musculature, which have been partly

worked out in a very meritorious way by preceding authors, for instance G. AV. MOlleu, 1894,

I hope to have an opportunity to deal with in more detail in a subsequent work in connection

with a comparative morphological study of these forms.

A consequence of the incompleteness and uncertainty of the great majority of the My descriptions o,

preceding descriptions of species is of course that it is at present often quite impossible to decide A'""'"'*' "" ff«"«''"

the value of a character from a systematic point of view, i. e. it is impossible at present to

establish detailed family and genus diagnoses of a definitive nature. It is therefore necessary,

when more detailed diagnoses are now worked out, to biu-den the descriptions of species in many
cases with a multitude of characters of a liigher systematic value, characters which may

gradually be transferred to genus or perhaps (>ven to family diagnoses according as the number

of the well described species increases. In the cases where I had a comparatively abundant

material of the same family or genus at my disposal I worked out comparatively detailed family

and genus descriptions in order to avoid too umch repetition. In these descriptions, which are

to be taken as quite provisional, I have collected all or at any rate most of the characters that

1 found common to all the species of the family or genus in question that were investigated
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bv 1110 aiul iiK'Uuli'il in this work. In exceptional cases the wame charactor.s as were iiK'liulcd

ill the genus diagnosis are also repeated in the diagnoses of tlic species. This was done when

it seemed desirable to draw attention to these qualities because, to judge from the preceding

literature, they were perhaps not common to all the species belonging to the genus in question.

No short, concentrated family and genus diagnoses, for the purpose of rapid orientation,

have been given in the present work. For them the reader is referred to G. W. MOLlkr, 1912.

descriptions of In order to obtain the greatest 2)ossible perspicuity all the diagnoses in this work have

species. \)^Qn carried mil in as stereotyped a uianiKM' as possible. Each character has the same place

in each diagnosis.

On account of the incompleteness of the preceding descriptions of species 1 liave been

unable to give, by the side t>f the comprehensive and comparatively unwieldy descriptions

of species, short, summary and less unwieldy diagnoses of species. In those cases where a

rather large number of species of the same genus have been dealt with, a key has been drawn

up in order to compensate for this deficiency.

If a species that has already been described in the literature is included in the present

work a complete re-description of this is given when the original description is very incomplete

or obviously incorrect; otherwise only a suplementary description is given.

In some descriptions the male is given first, in others the female. The cause of this

inconsistency is either to be found in the nature of the material at my disposal (jr in the fact

that in some genera one sex — either the male or female — is easier to characterize with certainty

than the other.

The absence of any information about a character in a species must not be taken as

indicating that in this character the species in question agrees with the most closely related

form. It only means that there is no information about it!! Statements as to pilosity are

exceptions to this rule. The absence of information as to this means that I foimd the organ

in question quite smooth.

In the cases where no special remark is made about the constancy of a character in a

species this means that the character was practically constant in all the specimens examined

by me. It is of course left to subsequent investigators to discover how far this constancy

extends. It is to be noted that I often had a rather small amount of material of each separate

species at my disposal. In those cases where there wasmore abundant material of a species a number

of specimens have always been carefully investigated with regard to all the characters included

in the descriptions. It might quite justifiably be remarked that I ought to have stated how

many specimens of each species were carefully examined. By means of this a more certain

idea of the constancy of the separate species would, of course, have been obtained. The reason

why this information is not given is that it was unfortunately not included in the original

records of my investigations.

It may perhaps seem superfluous to have given both exhaustive descriptions of species

and detailed figures. The reasons for this are as follows: l) in studying the figures given by

preceding authors I often felt uncertain as to the interpretation of details, 2) in many cases

it was impossible to show all the details and to modulate them on account of practical reasons
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— the small size of the figure, the method of reproduction, etc. — 3) it seemed exceedingly

important to give a verification of the figures by means of the text.

With regard to the description of the shell we must note:
All shell measurements are taken by means of an ocular micrometer. Like most preceding
authors I have, when measuring the length of the shell, included any processes that were

present, e. g. the rostrum, spines, etc. In his measurements of H a 1 o c y p r i d s and C y p r i-

dinids G. H. FOWLEH, 1909, measured ,,parallel to the dorsal border from the most pro-

ininent part of the anterior border, ventral to the niche for the second antenna" to the most

projecting part of the posterior border, leaving out of account any spines that might exist.

This method of measuring was to give ,,a real measurement of the shell, which is comparable
in different species" (loc. cit. p. 222). As I never had any need of any such „real" values,

I have, as stated above, employed the method used by other investigators.

G. W. MlJLLER writes, 1894, p. 9, as follows: ,,Die meisten Untersuchungen an der Schale

konnen mit Erfolg nur an isolierten Schalen vorgenommen werden, besonders soUten Profil-

zeichnungen nur nach ihnen gemacht werden . . . ." This principle has been applied to as

great an extent as possible in the present work. Only in cases where it was impossible, on

account of the soft condition of the shell, to separate the two valves without destroying the

form has the profile been drawn from the whole shell. In the latter case the body was almost

always first removed from the shell. ,,Man ist dann leichter im Stande, das Thier in (.lie

Profillage zu bringen" (G. W. MOller, 1894, p. 10).

During the drawing of the profile the shell is most conveniently fixed, if it is drawn

whole, by means of gelatinous glycerine.

G. W. MOller writes as follows in his work of 1894, p. 9, with regard to the shell: ,,Maii

untersuche, wenn auch vorwiegend, so doch nicht ausschlieBlich in Canadabalsam oder Nelkenol.

sondern auch in Glycerin, eventuell auch in Wasser oder Alkohol, da liautig Einzelheiten der

Sculptur in Canadabalsam vollstandig verloren gehen." To this it may be objected that it is

absolutely necessary to investigate and reproduce sculptured shells in a dry condition and

in reflected light. If the shell is investigated in a liquid we may easily obtain a mistaken

idea of the sculpture whether we use reflected or transmitted light.
— The reproduction of the

sculpture as it appears in transmitted light is of course inconvenient, because by this the identi-

fication of fossil forms is rendered much moje difficult.

The figures of the shells ought to be made comparatively large and as similar in details

as possible; generalized and minute figures, such as those of G. S, Brady, are of little use to

us; sculptured shells ought to be reproduced by means of shaded figures, not figures of the

type given by G. W. MUller in his work of 1908; unsculptured shells are drawn most con-

veniently in transmitted light and without any shading.

The cross-striatioii of the selvage is most often very slight; it is exaggerated in the

drawings in order to show what is selvage.

In describing the 1 i m b s we m u st n o t e: Tiie relative lengtli of the joints

of an appendage has sometimes been shown below in a way that is illustrated by the foUowing

example: I ^; II ^: III y . . . . N'lll 0.5. Here the nirnaii figures denote the numbers of tlir
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Statements

of frequenc}/.

'lankton samples.

Statements of

locality,

istorical resumes.

Final remark.

joiiils, the
figiiu'is

abuvf tho lino ili'iiote tho ivlativc loiiglli of the joints on the dorsal or anteri(j)'

side, the figures below the line the rehitive length of tlie joints on the ventral or posterior side.

I iniiv point out in passing that when I speak below of bristles that aic more or less

finely pectiuuted distally, this pectination is ])iesuinablv always in two rows, even if it is

shown in one ri»w in the drawing; the two rows of spines are often situated on the same si(U',

so that what is apparently one row of pectination seems to be present. This jjcctination could,

of course, only be reproduced in outline.

It is often rather difficult to estimate the number of bristles because they are situated

so close together. G. W, MOller complains about this, 1894, p. 28 ... . „Wer die Schwierig-

keit einer genauen Feststellung dieser Verhaltnisse kennt . . . ." I think I have overcome

this «lifficulty, at least partly, by a simple manipulation: the limb (in glycerine) is crushed

by a slight pressure on the cover-glass and then the latter is moved, if desired, in different

tlirections. By this procedure bristles that are placed close to each other are sejjarated. I have

obtained very good results with this method. Chitinous parts ought not to be reproduced from

fresh material; the material ought first to be hardened in alcohol, or else the chitinous parts

are too strongly compressed by the cover-glass and misleading images arise.

In the descriptions given in this work the penis is described rather superficially,

but I hope that the drawings that are given of this organ will, in spite of their being done in

outline, prove to be sufficiently detailed to permit of quite certain identification of species.

I hope to have an opportunity in a subsequent work to give more detailed descriptions and

reproductions of this organ which is so interesting from a morphological point of view.

Although it is almost always stated below how many specimens of each species were

caught, this information cannot be used, except with very great caution, as an indication ol

the frequency of the forms in question, as the samples that were investigated were not collected

for comparative quantitive investigations.

All the plankton samples were caught in open nets. The statements as to depth given

under these forms are consequently of comparatively little value.

All statements as to the longitude of the localities are made with reference to Greenwich.

A historical resimie is given after each of the higher systematic units, sub-families,

families, etc. These resumes deal chiefly with the historical development of our knowledge
of the classification of the Ostracod group and the organs that are most important for the

special classification, the shell, appendages, external sensory organs, etc.

Before ending this introduction and giving the results of my investigations I wish to

quote a statement made by Th. Mortensen in his distinguished work on the Echinoids of the;

Ingolf Expedition, 1903, p. 3:,,Det viste sig, atDyrene var saerdeles gode
at have med at gore, Arterne meget vel karakteriserede. Det er

Literaturen, der bringer Vanskelighederne gennem den Uende-
lighed af daarlige Beskrivelser, den rummer."* This remark coincides

entirely with the experience I obtained myself in carrying out the present work.

* Translation: The animals jirdved lo be very good \o work willi. Uie species were very well (lisliiif^iiislied. II is

the literature that causes difficulty on nceount of the great mmdier of ])oor descriptions it eontains.
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CHAPTER I.

General terminology.' With a discussion of the general

morphology of the limbs.

With regard to several terminological questions connected with the Ostracods
there is still, unfortunately, considerable confusion and uncertainty in the literature. Because

of this some of these problems have liad to be subjected to a new treatment in the present

work. The most important of these is the general terminology of the limbs, a problem which

can scarcely be dealt with except in connection with a discussion of the general morphology
of these organs. In the case of others I have had to define my standpoint with regard to the

views of previous authors.

Shell: — she/l

With regard to the shell the terminology worked out by G. \\. MtlLLER has been

used in this work. — For the term ,,Saum" I have used ,,s e 1 v a g e", the word used by
G. H. Fowler, 1909 (see, for instance, p. 257).

— When „s hell, seen from the side" appears
in the explanations of the drawings, this means that the figure is drawn from the whole shell;

when the word valve is used, the figure is drawn from a detached valve.

Limbs: — '^''"*s-

The names of the limbs: — \V. Giesbrecht, in his essay „Mittheilungen

iiberCopepode n", 1893, p. 102, after having first pointed out a number of inconsistencies

that previous writers had been guilty of in the terminology of certain limbs, utters the follow-

ing noteworthy words: ,,denn wenn die Namen der GliedmaBen auch urspriinglich nach

ihrer Function gewahlt sein mogen, so ist doch als Princip festzustellen, daB die homologeii

GliedmaBen mit gleichlautenden Nanien zu benennen sind, und man derselben GliedmaBe nicht

nach ihrer, zuweilen in derselben (Jrdnuug wechselnden Function verschiedene Namen bei-

legen darf."

* The questions of thn special tfrminolotjy have been deall with in ronnertion with the prohleniK fo whirh tliey

are related.

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bii. I.
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In till' Ostracuil liliTMl uic ttxi there is hmient^Mr nieoiisislencN' :ni(l ((iiilnsidn in

the denomination of certain limbs, especially with leiianl to the tliree posterior ones. Tliis is

due to a great extent to the very fact that the functions and not llie homology of these organs

have been taken as a basis for the terminology. Thus J. ]). ]~)ana, the first writer to interpret

the appendages of the t' v p v i d i n i d s correctly. n;inies the three jiosterior linibs as follows

in his work of 1852.*

tlie st'coiid pair of maxillae
(

the lil'tli

In the Cv p r i d i n i d s

In the (' v p r i d s

Tn the (' \- t h e ! i d s

\

third
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liuiljs llic lil'tli, sixth and seventh limbs or the tiiiid, i'oiutli and fil'tii post-oral limbs; sometimes,

liowever, he uses the terminology employed in the special part in this part as well.

Referring to the above quoted statement of W. GiESBRECHT, G. W. MOllek points

<nit, however, even in this work the desirability of employing a consistent terminology for these

organs, based on their homology. Then he writes, p. 195: ,,.... Die Bezeichnung, ohne

Riicksicht auf die Function, einfach von der bei anderen Krebsordnungen zu entnehmen,

scheint mir schon wegen der Unsicherheit der Homologie unzulassig. So wart; cs wohl fiir

spatere Arbeiten das Gerathenste, die betrefEenden GliedmaaBen einfach als 3., 4., 5. postorale

oder schlechtweg als 5., 6., 7. zu bezeichnen wobei wir freilich wieder bedenken miissen, dafi

sie den 5., 6., 7. anderer Krebse nicht homolog sind."

In his later works, in accordance with this statement, G. W. MOller applies the same

terminology for all appendages in all Ostracod groups. In these works the three posterior

pairs of limbs are not, however, given names in accordance with any of his two suggestions

quoted above, but are called instead: the first, second and third thoracal limbs. — Other

authors, such as, for instance, G. Alm, 1915, have adopted this terminology.

On the other hand'W. GlESBRECllT, who also uses a terminology that is applied consist-

ently to all Ostracod groups, calls these three limbs in his work r)f 1913: the second

maxilla, the first and second thoracopods.

Which of these suggestions is the most convenient to adopt?

Even in his above quoted statement of 1894 G. W. MOrjJOii indicates, as is seen, that

^ there is difficulty in carrying out a certain homologization between the appendages of the

s t.r a c o d s and those of other Crustacean groups. The difficulty there indicated is the

uncertainty with regard to the interpretatioji of the fifth limb of the O s t r a c o d s. \\'hile

some investigators (for instance, G. 0. Sarw and W. GlESBRECH'J') are of the opinion that the

fifth limb of the s t r a c o d s is homologous with the second maxilla of other Crustacea,

other writers (G. W. MtJLLER among them) definitely state that this limb in the Ostracods is

to be taken as homologous to the first thoi'acal limb in the higher Crustacea, the second maxilla

being quite absent in the Ostracods. To suppoi't this opinion of his G. W. MULlJir, in his

work of 1894, p. 179 brought forward a noteworthy argument from the embryology of the

C y p r i d s. He points out that while a new limb appears at each of the first, third, fourth

and fifth larval moults, no new appendage is formed at the second larval moult, the moult

at which the second maxilla ought to appear. He illustrates this state of affairs by the follow-

ing table:

Stage
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A hracket rovuul u tiguro donotes that the liml) witli this iiunilicr is mily Imind in thi

form of ,,stuMiinolf6rniige, imgoglioderte oder undovitlich gegliederto, iiici.st auch unbewegliche

Anlage"", a tiguiv without a hrackot denotes that the limb in question is more or less fully deve-

loped.
* ilenotes the undeveloped secoiul maxilla. The same state of affairs is also found

in the family Ci/theridae ,,die Liicke zwischen 4. and 5. GliedmaaBe tritt noch deutlicher hervor"

(1894, p. 182). 1 must leave the question open as to the value of this argument. It ought to

be noted, however, that in the Cypridiiiids the development of the limbs is quite

independent of the moults, a fact that I myself have had an opportunity of observing during

very eareful investigations of the embryology of these forms. Another argument for G. W.

Mil.lkr's view is perhaps to be found in the fact that in the C 1 a d o c e r s, which are

presumably rather closely related to the Ostracods, this appendage is very much reduced:

it is observable in young specimens, but it persists only very seldom in mature individuals

(e. g. in Sida and Moina). On the other hand what we know so far about the nervous system

of the Ostracods does not seem to support G. W. MUller's opinion; it is to be noted,

however, that our knowledge of this subject can by no means be said to be too certain. In

my opinion, the problem of the nature of the fifth appendage in the Ostracods must still

be considered as being unsolved. A very thorough embryologico-histological investigation

is needed for the solution of this question.

On account of this I am of the opinion that it is not convenient at the present time to

carry out a consistent terminology for the Ostracods in accordance with the principle

laid down by W. GlESBRECHT.

There is in addition another reason, which seems to me rather strong, for rejecting the

terminologies employed both by W. GlESBRECHT and by G. W. MOller in his later works.

In the Crustacea we understand by the thorax, according to modern terminology, if this term is

taken as a strict morphological conception, the eight post-cephal segments in Leptostra,ca

and Malacostraca as opposed to the cephalon and pleon of these forms. It seems as if this

term ought not at aU to be used in the case of Entomostraca. W. GlESBRECHT writes on this

point as follows, 1913, p. 20: ,,Da also der vordere Rumpfabschnitt der Entomostraca deui

stets aus 8 Metameren bestehenden Thorax der Leptostraca und Malacostraca nicht homolog

ist, und auBerdem sein morphologischer Inhalt (Metamerenzahl) audi iunerhalb der Entom-

ostraca variiert, darf man ihn nicht ebenfalls Thorax nennen, sondern wir bezeichnen ihn als

Vorderrumpf und den hinteren Abschnitt als Hinterrumpf." If thus that part of the Ostracod

body on which the three posterior appendages are attached ought not to be called the thorax,

these appendages cannot, of course, be conveniently called thoracal either.

The homologization of the limbs in the different Ostracod groups that is now generally

adopted seems, on the other hand, to be fairly well founded.

Starting out from these facts I have in the present work, like most of the preceding

writers, termed the first four limbs of the Ostracods the first and second antennae,

the mandible and the maxilla; in other words in the case of these organs I have employed the

same terminology as that which is now used in other Crustacea. For the three posterior

appendages I have tried to find terms that were neutral and at the same time followed
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tlio preceding literatuio. Fur several reasons the terms: iU'th, sixtli and seventh lunbs

seems to me most convenient; i. e. in the case of these organs one of the two methods

recommended by G. W. MtJLLER in his work of 1894 (cf. the ([notation on p. 1!» above)
has been adopted.

P r e - o r a 1 limbs*: —
First antenna: — With regard to this appendage I follow the terminology I'usi anicnnu.

used by G. W. MULLER in all essential points. On this appendage, as on all the following

ones, the joints are reckoned proximo-distally, unless something is said to the

contrary. In naming the different sides of the joints on this appendage, as on the

following ones, the appendage is always thought of in its natural position of rest, unless

something is said to the contrary. It is to be noted that the sides on which the joints border

on each other are always called the proximal and the distal sides; if attention is ])aid to

this, there is no danger of any mistakes.

Post-oral limbs: — Pom-vral limbs.

The post-oral limbs of the Crustacea may, as is known, be divided into three main

types according to their structure: the leaf-like or foliaceous, the biramous and the

rod -shaped limbs.

The first tyjae is found in the Phyllopods and is characterized by W. GlESBRECllT A general duscniHK,

in his work of 1913, p. 31 as follows: The leaf-like limb consists of a lamella with an anterior "I ^'"^

'»«"";^''f"
'

ihe posl-ural limbs t

and a posterior surface and with medial, distal and lateral edges; the edges are provided with ihrCnu'Kiren.

hairs and bristles and have lobes and processes. Its middle jjiece is called the protopodite,

the lobes and processes are called exites, if they are situated on the lateral edge of tlie lamella,

endites, if they issue from its medial edge. In a number of forms the protopodite appears to

-be — though sometimes only rather incompletely
— divided into transverse joints. The exites

and endites may sometimes not only be bounded from the protopodite but also divided more

or less distinctly into joints themselves.

The second type of limbs is described by W. GlESBRECHT in his work just quoted as

follows: The biramous limb consists of a trunk, the protopodite and two branches, an outei-

one called the exopodite and an inner one called the endopodite. Proximally of the exopodite

and the endopodite exites and endites may occur on the protopodite; the former are called

epipodites. The protopodite of the biramous limb is proportionately less strongly developed

than in the foliaceous limb and is in most cases divided into two joints, the proximal one of

which is called the coxale, the distal one the basale. It is to be noted that in most cases probably

only the distal part of the protopodite (jf the leaf-like limb, the part that has the exites, is to

be considered as homologous to the protopodite of the biramous limb; that part of the proto-

podite of the latter type which corresponds to the proximal part (^f the protopodite of the

former type seems, in most cases, to have been more or less completely united to the body of

the animal. Sometimes, when this union is less complete, one can, however, observe a joint

or the remains of a joint between the coxale and the body; this joint is usually called the pro-

• G. W. MiJLLEK ill his worlv uf 1894 considered Ijolli llie first and second aiiti-iiiuu- as pre-oial. Now, as is wi'll

liiiowii, tlic socoiid antennae of all Crustacea hiWi- bocii sliowii to l)e post-oral.
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foxali". Tlio I'XojKHlite iiiul the ciuloiHalitt'
of the liiraiimus limb aiv in most cast's divided

into a larijor or smaller numbor i)f joints, wliich are usually distinct.

ThethirdtviH\ the rod-shapt'clliinb. is iisually well j()iiitcd and o()nsists() Fa single n)\v()fj()iiits.

The chief function of the foliaceous limb seems to be that of locomotion, swimming, and

its secondary functions are those of respiration, carrying the food to the mouth, breaking uj)

the food, etc. In the biramous limb these functions are differentiated and localized; the exo-

podite and endopodite are specially adapted for locomotion and the epipodial appendages

especially are used in respiration; the endites on some of the, limbs situated nearest the uKJuth

are differentiated for the function of taking up food. Tlie rod-shaped limbs are especially

locomt»tory t)rgans, functioning chiefly as organs for crawling and climbing.

hick v/ iltese types Which of these three types is to be considered as the most primitive? This seems an

emo>iprimiiive.
exceedingly difficult question to answer.

It is rather common nowadays to consider, with Ray LaNKESTER, the first type, the

lobed foliaceous limb as most primitive (e. g. W. GIBSBRECUT in his comprehensive work on

the Crustacea, 1913). It is this type that we find in the P h y 1 1 o p o d s, the group that is

now generally and presumably correctly considered as the most primitive of all the recent

Crustacea known at present.

Another view is maintained by C. Claus. This eminent investigator of Crustacea writes

}is follows in his important work of 1876, p. 17: ..Demnach wUrden wir zu dem gewiB nicht un-

berechtigten Schlusse gefiihrt, daB die Extremitaten der Stammkrebse, iiber deren Bau uns

leider die iiltesten palaontologischen Crustaceenreste zur Zeit keine Auskunft geben, keines-

wegs echte blattformige PhvUopodenfuBe waren, sondern den GliedmaBen von N a u p 1 i u s

ahnlich, eine Annaherung an die SpaltfilBe zeigten, welche nun um so leichter in einseitiger

Streckung der Aeste, den sich nach einer anderen Richtung mehr flachenhaft gestalteten Phyllo-

podenfiiBen gegeniiber, ihre Eigenthiimlichkeiten ausbilden konnten." According to this author

(p. 16) the epipodial appendages are later acquisitions.

E. KORSCHELT and K. Heider seek the original type of the limbs of the Crustacea in

the bifurcated parapodium of the Annelids. In their textbook of 1890, p. 389 these authors

write as follows: ,,Man ist versucht, die typische zweiastige Form des Crustaceenbeines direct

von der ahnlichen gegabelten Gestalt der Annelidenparapodien herzuleiten. Hierfiir spricht

die eben erwahnte Thatsache, daB die Sonderung von Exopodit unci Endopodit sich an den

Beinanlagen von Branchipus ungemein friihzeitig geltend macht." The endites are according

to these authors new acquisitions; the epipodial appendages, on the other hand, are primitive

organs, which „man wohl mit einiger Wahrscheinlichkeit auf Dorsalcirren der Annelid en

beziehen diirfen". ,,Gegen letztere Auffassung spricht allerdings das verspatete Auftreten

"dieser Bildungen in der Ontogenie der Crustaceen. Doch darf man nicht vergessen, daB

eine Steigerung des respiratorischen Bediirfnisses erst bei einer gewissen KorpergroBe sich

geltend zu machen pflegt und es somit erklarlich scheint, wenn kleine Krebslarven (ebenso

wie ausgebildete Formen von geringer Korperentwicklung) der Kiemenanhange entbehren."

J. Thiele also starts out fi-om the idea that the parapodium of the Annelids
is the original tvpe of the Crustacean post-oral limbs. This author writes, 1905, p. -467:
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„Di<' Ausgangsform des Crustaceenbcincs, die jedonfalls auE eiii
Aiuu'lidciiparapodiuiii zuriick-

t'uhrhar ist, diirfte die eines zweigliedrigen Blattes sein, dessen proxiniales Glied noch unvoll-

koinmen vom Korper getrennt ist iind seine Muskulatur aus diescm empfangt, wahrend das

distale Gliod noch ungegliedert ist und einen dorsalen blattformigpti Anhaiig triigt." (See fig. [.)

\\"it!i legard to the epipodial appendages this writer assumes, contrarv

to the iwo preceding writers but similarly to C. Claus, that they are

j.besondere Erwerbung der P h y 11 o p o d e n und L e p t o s t r a k eii
""

(p. 466): as an argument for this he adduces tlie relatively late appearance
of these organs during the ontogeny.

With regard to the views of the three last-mentioned writers I wish

to quote a statement of W. T. Calman. This author writes, 1909 a, i). 9:
"^

_
"

12 1 1

.1
j.-j^, J — Diagraiii of Uic

,.it does not seem prohtable .... to attempt, as some have done, to
(„.igi„al type of the post

-

compare the limbs of the Branchiopodu in detail with the Polvchaete oral Cnistaroan limbs,

parapodiiim". It is to be noted that in the Archiannelida, the Annelid '"'f"'''^'"^'

'° •
^"\l''':'

group with the simplest structure, — whether this sim])licity is original j). '.f.7).

or secondary seems to be uncertain as yet — there are no parapodia at

all. E. KORSCHJSLT and K. Heider have not attempted to give any more detailed reasons for

their view — their statement is probably to be considered more us a whim than as a serious

hypothe.sis. On the other hand J. Thiele has tried to produce arguments for his opinion, but

his demonstration is anything but convincing. As a matter of fact one cannot, when studying
his exposition, help reflecting that it would not be very difficult, using his method of proof and

other facts, to ,,prove" other views of this question.

The biramous lind^ has — according to the first mentioned opinion
—

dev(4oped from ffomologizatifm o,

the foliaceous limb. No agreement has. however, been yet reached as to whicli parts of the
''"^ '''Z/'"'"'"'" /""''"j

^
_

-^ '^
lliese types.

latter are to be considered as homologous with the exopodite and endopodite of the former

nor in general as to the part that the different parts of the foliaceous limb have played in this

development. As, early as 1881, in U.W Laxke.ster's essay on ,,Appendages and
nervous system of Afus cancriformis'\ this author put forward the assumption that of

the six endites that characterize ,.tlie second thoracic foot'" of this species no. 5. counting proximo-

distally, is homologous with the endopodite and no. 6 with the exopodite; cf. the accompanying

fig. IT. This view has been accepted in many quarters. On the other hand \V. GlESBRECiri

assumes in his work of 1913 — following J. TllIELE — that the end part of the protopodite corre-

sponds to the endo[)odite; the exopodite, according to this author, corresponds to the distal exite.

This uncertainty will be by no means surprising to those who have studied the mor-

phology of the foliaceous limbs of the P h v 1 1 o p o d s and have observed the great difficulty

that is attached to carrying out a certain homologization of tlie lobes and processes of the

different limbs in the different sub-groups of this group. See A. Behnixg. 1912.

It is supposed that the third main type of post-oral limbs, the rod-shaped limb, has

arisen by the reduction and disappearance of one of the two branches of the biramous limb.

Whether, as is now generally assumed, (cf. W.GiESBRECHT, 1913, p. 32) it is always the exopodite

rliat disappeared, seems, according to what I believe I have observed, to be rather \mcertain.
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morphotogieni

ue of the dif/ereni

Is of ihf p'Kfl-

\ timhf of ihr

('riiflami.

iil'f..

li\U ilia ihimiImt 111Ca.si's, Imwcvcr. tin" nxl-sliapcd liiiiW a|i|iiMi\->
hi have (lr\ I'lujicd directly I'miii

tho foliaceous tvpo. As an instaiu-r cf this W . C.IKSl'.UKCll r iiiintioiis, 1913. p. 33, among other

thinjis. ..die stal>bt'inf6rnu<ron liinttMen Maxillfn uiid die iihtilieheii 'rhoiacnpodieii inatuher

() s t r a e o d e w" : for those form.s see below.

1 1 seems, however, to he bv no means impossible that the developmont has sometimes

l.iMted.'d in tlie opposite direetion. that, for instance, more or less foliaceous limbs have been

developed from biramou.s or rod-shaped limbs. Thus,

even if we accept the assmuption that the foliaceous

tvpe is the ptiinilive one in the Crustacea, we are not

by any means justified in assuming a priori that we

have an original type every time we meet this limb.

With regard to what might be called the

morphological value of the different parts of the

Crustacean post-oral limhs o])inions also still differ.

Thus E. KORSCHELT aixl K. HKlUKt;, in their work

of 1890, are of the opinion that the exopodite and

the (Midopodite are organs of equal value — they refer

them, as we have seen above, to the two main branches

of the Annelidan parapodium: when in a number of

forms, especially among the Malacosfraca, the endo-

podite forms a direct continuation of the protopodite,

while the exopodite appears in the form of a more or

less reduced appendage, this is — according to these

authors — not to be (considered as a primitive con-

dition; cf. loc. cit. p. 388. On the other hand, accor-

ding to these two authors the epipodial appendages
are of a different nature from the exopodite and endo-

podite; they are, as we see above, p. 22 homologized

with the dorsal cirri on the Annelidan p.arapodiuni.

J. Thiki.k protests against this view; in his

work of 1905, p. 466 he writes as follows: ,,Dazu be-

merke ich zunachst, dafi nach meiner Auffassung die

beiden Aste, Endopodit und Exopodit. urspriinglich durchaus nicht gleichwertig sind, sondern

der erst«re die einfache Fortsetzung des Stammes, der letztere ein Anhang desselben, dahei'

kann man sie nicht wohl auf die gegabelte Gestalt der Parapodien zuriickfiihren, s(mdern den

Basipoditen mit dem Endopoditen auf deren Stamm, den Exojjoditen auf einen dorsalen

Anhang, etwa einen Cirrus."

Neither of these two alternatives can be said to be proved in anv way. So far both are

to be considered as assumptions.

In my opinion there could o i- i g i n a 1 1 v scarcely have been
any essential morphological difference either between e x i t e s

Fi;;. II. — Tin- ..sorontl thoracic fool" of Apiis

cancrifonnis Sciiaff.

iFr..in V.\\ Lankf-ster, 1881).
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and e n d i t e s u r between these and t li e distal p a r t of t li e
j)

r o t o-

podite. These terms seem to be merely expressions for a classi-

fication of parts of the same organ which were originally
similar, a classification based on the relative position of the

parts to each other and to the organ, the limb considered as a

w h 1 e. The probability of this assumption ought to be obvious to anyone who has made
a thorough comparative morphological study of the post-oral limbs of the Phyllopods.

The problem of the phylogeny of the Crustacean post-oral limbs must consequently
as yet be considered as being far from settled. Our knowledge of the types of limbs that

characterized the Protostraca, the hypothetical ancestral forms of the Crustacea, is still rather

uncertain. The homologization of the different parts of the limbs in different Crustacean

groups in many cases cannot be said to be proved.

Is it possible to carry out a certain homologization of the
different parts of the multiform post-oral limbs of theOstra-
c o d s? In other words is it possible to carry out for this group as well the terminology

employed above?

In discussing this very complicated problem we must, I think, pay special attention The principles used

to the fact that, as I have iust pointed out, there was presumably no essential and fundamental '/". '.*""'! '",/""""
. .

'
logtzing the different

difference originally between the different parts of the limbs, the epipodites, the exopodite, parts of tlie Umhs.

the endopodite and the endites. The cause of their varied differentiation probably lies chiefly

in their different positions. Thus the endites that were situated inside were destined to serve

as organs for taking up food, the distally situated exo- and endopodites to develop into loco-

motory organs, natatory, crawling or climbing organs, the lateral epipodial appendages were

to become especially respiratory organs of one sort or other.

Looking at it from this point of view, it can by no means be considered surprising or

improbable if it should turn out that the exopodite of one limb were differentiated to fulfil a

function which was connected with, let us say, the endopodite in the case of another limb of

the same species or of the same Umb in another group, or if the exopodite and the epipodial

appendage of different limbs of the same species were differentiated in corresponding ways

for the same function. As is shown by the following facts it may be considered quite certain

th.it instances of such conditions occur in the Ostracods: In Thaunrntocypris and Pobj-

oopw/ae both the exopodite and the endopodite of the second antenna are developed for a natatory

function; in the C y p r i d i n i d s and most of the H a 1 o c y p r i d s the exopodite alone

has taken over this function, the endopodite has been more or less reduced and adapted

to quite different functions; in tlie males, for instance, it is used as an organ for

seizing the females. In the C y p r i d s the endopodite of this antenna is adapted in

a number of forms both for crawling and for swimming- in other Cyprids, as well as in the

Ne side ids and Cy the rids, this branch is exclusively a crawHng organ; in these

three groups the exopodite is more or less completely reduced. In the Cytherellids
l)oth the exopodite and the endopodite are very powerfully developed and both of them are

crawling and digging organs.
4

Zoolog. bldrag, Uppgaln 3uppl.-Bd. I.
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Tlu' |<nsl-()ral
liihlis til the ( ) s t r a c o d s arc. as lias jiisl Ihmmi inMiitcd out. cxT'ccdintily

iu\iltiforni; tin- same limit i)ltcn appears in muIi (lilTcrciit types in the different <;nm]>s that

a certain hoiuoli)gizatiim of its diftVrent parts seems to be almost hopeless. As a mattei'

of fact the Ostracod jirouj) comprises such heterop;eneous elements that one cannot expect

a jiriori to find any far-reaching morphological agreement between actually homologous organs.

Innervation, musculature, the number of joints, the bristle equipment, in other words the

anatomical characters that arc concerned, often completely fail to give a certain clue to the

homologization.

A 1 t h o u g h facts obtained from comparative m o r p h o 1 o g y

a n (1 e m b r y o 1 o g y have a s f a r a s possible li e e n taken into c o n-

s i d e r a t i o n in discussing these ]>
r o b 1 e m s, t h e determining factor

has been, under these circumstances, the position of the parts
dealt wit h. their r e 1 a t i v e p o s i t i o n t o e a c h o t h e r a s well as t h e i r

position in relation to the 1 i m 1) t a ]< en as a whole. The r e s u 1 1 s

of h o m o 1 o g i z a t i o n s carried out on so slight a basis as the

positions must, of course, be both uncertain and unsatisfactory
in manv cases*; this is still more so as the situation of the different parts of the limbs

is by no means constant.

G. W. MOller, the only author who has discussed this problem in detail for the () s t r a-

c d s, does not show quite clearly what principles he has followed in working it out. But

this writer seems, at least in some cases, chiefly to have followed the last principle put forward

by me above, i. e. the positions of the different parts has been taken by this author too as

the determining factor. In other cases, on the contrary, other principles have been the dominant

ones for this writer. As a result of this he has in many cases, as is shown below, arrived at

results quite different from those put forward in this work.

Srmnii nnii-nna. Sccoud antenna: — With regard to this limb I follow almost entirely the

terminology found in G. W. Muller's large treatise of 1894. According to this author this

antenna is a biramous limb, consisting of a protopodite, an exopodite and an endopodite; on the

other hand there are no epipodites and endites at all. The protopodite is sometimes single-

jointed, sometimes two-jointed, sometimes it even has an indication of a third joint. The

exopodite and endopodite are developed very differently in different groups; sometimes both

these branches are well developed, as in Thaumatocypris, the P o 1 y c o p i d s and the

Cytberellids, sometimes the exopodite dominates decidedly over the endopodite, as, for

instance, in the C y p r i d i n i d s and most of the H a 1 o c y p r i d s; sometimes the exopodite

is very much reduced, the endopodite on the other hand, very large and powerful, as in the

Cx'prids, Darwinulids, Nesideids and C y t h e r i d s.

Before G. W. MCller it was assumed that the natatory branch in the C y p r i d i n i d s,

Halocyprids and Polycopids represented the endopodite, the other branch the

• The diffirulty of carrying out a terminology, based on a (ertaiii homologization. for the different parts of I lie

Ostracod limbs, corresponding to that which has been accepted for other Crustacea may perhaps seem to justify tlie use.

at least for the pre.sent, of a quite neutral terminology for this group. The reason why this method has not been chosen

in the present work is that because, in my opinion, it would only inrrease Ihe confusion in these fpieslions.
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oxopodite (,,trotz seiner niedialen Lage", as C. Claus points out in his work of 1891 a, p. 22).*

All the authors after 1894 too except E. v. DadaY, 1908, are opposed to G. W. MtlLLER in this

tjuestion
— if they take up any position at all with regard to it.

In spite of this it seems certain that the opinion put forward by G. W. MOLLER is correct.

,,Dies ist eine nothwendigeFolgerung aus der wechselseitigen Lagerung der betreffenden Anhange"
(G. \V. MOller, loc. cit. p. 44).

G. W. MilLLKR was of the opinion that he had found proof for his view in comparative

morphology as well as in the relative positions of the branches. He writes (loc. cit. p. 44) as

ioUows: „Ich glaube, die Ansicht laBt sich auch noch weiter begriinden durch einen \'ergleich

der Aeste in den verschiedenen Familien. Als ich von der nahe liegenden Meinung ausgiug,

daB der Hauptast der C y p r i d i n i d e n etc. homolog dem der C y p r i d e n etc. sei, was

ineines Wissens bisher nirgends klar ausgesprochen, aber wohl als selbstverstandlich angenommen
worden ist, war ich iiberrascht durch den Mangel jedweder deutlichen morphologischen Be-

ziehung zwischen den einzelnen Gliedern; mindestens fehlte jeder Anhalt daflir, wie eine Form
aus der anderen, oder beide aus einer gemeinsamen Stammform abzuleiten seien. Anders,

wenn wir den Nebenast der Halocypriden mit dem Hauptast der C y p r i d e n ver-

gleichen: hier finden wir als typische Gliederzahl 3, dort 4, die. Anzahl der Glieder ist also nicht

wesentlich verschieden, wenn sich auch nicht sicher nachweisen liifJt, an welcher Stelle die

Verschmelzung erfolgt ist (ich vermuthe, Glied 1 der Halocypriden ist homolog 1+2
der C y p r i d e n). Wie bei den Halocypriden entspringt bei den C y p r i d e n das

letzte Glied am ventralen Rand des vorletzten, weit unterhalb der Spitze desselben, und die

fiir die Halocypriden typische Zahl von 3 Borsten am letzten Glied wiederholt sich bei

einer ganzen Anzahl von C y t h e r i d e n. Am iiberzeugendsten spricht fiir die hier vertretene

Ansicht die Antenne der P o 1 y c o p i d e u, bei denen wir 2 wohl entwickelte Aeste finden,

den einen auBeren von auffalligerUebereinstimnmng mit dem Hauptast der Cypridiniden
und Halocypriden, den anderen inneren zum mindesten mit deutlichen Beziehungen

zu dem Hauptast der C y p r i d e n etc., zura Nebenast der Halocypride n."

The weakness of this proof ought to be so striking to everyone who knows this group

of animals in detail that any further discussion of it may even perhaps seem superfluous. But

I shall criticize it briefly here. The small number of joints seems to be, as far as can be seen,

the most important resemblance between the .secondary branch of this antenna in the C y p r i-

d i n i d s, Halo cypr ids and Polycopids on the one hand and the main branch

of the Cyprids, Darwin u lids, Nesideids and C y t h e r i d s on the other. In

order to test the weight of the evidence afforded by the number of joints it ought to be sufficient

to bring up the case of the family Cytherellidae: in this family the exopodite of the second

antenna is characterized by two joints, its endopodite by three, i. e. in this family the exopodite

• In a „Berichtigiiiig", on p. 80 of thu iiioiilioned work, this autlior, however, >vriles as fallows: ..Wonii ich l)ii

Hesprocliunj,' des zwciten Aiiteniienpaares dem langeii gcilielformigen Riiderast die l^edeutiingals Endopodit einraimiteiind

denigemaB den Nebenast mit seinen Siiinesschlauchen als den nach der Medialseite gcriieklen Exopoditen hetraihten niuIS'.e.

so scheint niir dicse Doutung docli nicht zulreffend zu sein. Ich glaube kaum zu irren, wenn ich umgekelirl den vielu'litMliigeu

OeiQelast als Exo|i()diten auffasse und den auch medial gelegenen Nebenast als Endopodilen deul.." fn tli.- following

Irealises by lliis aulhur {I89M, 18'.)'i)
tin- indopodite is, however, still only termed the ..Nebenast".
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lias fewiT joiuta than tlie endopodite. With regard to the iiunibur of joints in the eudopodite

of the second antenna in tlifferent Ostracod groups I need only refer to what is written about

this limb in the second chapter of this work. The weight of the evidence afforded by the position

of the end joint of the inner branch is well ilhistrated by the fact that in the H a 1 o c y p r i d s

as well as in the P o 1 y e o p i d s the end joint has a dorsal position, when the branch

is pointing forwards contrary to the statement of G. W. MOller (see my fig. 12 of

Haloci/pru bredrostris). A close comparison between Halocyprids, Polycopids,
C V p r i d s, 1) a r w i ii u 1 i tl s, N e s i d e i d s and C y t h e r i d s will also afford good

material as to the strength of tlie evidence of the number of the end bristles; it must be

described as nil. There is no additional resemblance between the homologized branches, at least

according to G. W. MtlLLER — and my own experience does not contradict this idea. The

muscular system, for instance, shows, as anyone can easily ascertain, far-reaching differences

in this limb in the different Ostracod groups. G. W. MOller stated that he was surprised

,,durch den Mangel jedweder deutlichen morphologischen Beziehung zwischen den einzelnen

Gliedern; mindestens fehlte jeder Anhalt dafiir, wie eine Form aus der anderen, oder beide aus

einer gemeinsamen Stammform abzuleiten seien" when using the old homologization. He

might have experienced the same surprise on comparing the exopodite in, for instance, the

C y p r i d i n i d s and the Cytherellids. These are both essentially different from

each other — but nevertheless it is certain that they must be homologous.

The fact that it is not possible to observe any far-reaching morphological agreement
between the homologized branches of the Cypridinids, Halocyprids and Poly-
copids on the one hand and the other Ostracod groups on the other does not, however,

render the homologization carried out by G. W. MCller in any way less probable, as the

morphological differences between the former groups and the latter are so far-reaching in other

respects as well that no close agreement between these limbs can be expected a priori.

Matidibk. Mandible; — This limb appears as a very uniform type in the different Ostracod

groups. It has not been a subject for any important differences of opinion among preceding

authors; we may note, however, that several of these authors have not given any opinion as

to the morphological value of its different parts; thus the small appendage on the Cypridinid

mandible, which is interpreted as the exopodite in this work, is often called simply ,,appendage".

Apart from one important exception I have followed in this work the homologization
used by G. W. MtlLLER in his work of 1894.

According to this writer the mandible, like the second antenna, is almost always deve-

loped as a biramous limb. The protopodite is powerful, and in most cases it is distinctly divided

into two well developed joints, the coxale and the basale; in some Polycopids even three

distinct protopodite joints are to be distinguished on this limb, see my fig. 5 of Polycope setigera;

sometimes the protopodite is fitted with two powerful endites, one on the coxale and one on the basale

(Halocyprids); in most cases, however, it has only one endite, which is situated on the coxale.

The latter endite in, for instance, the Polycopids and C y p r i d s and most of the

Cytherids is very powerful, but in the Cypridinids, on the other hand, it is weak

and in most cases small and is not used as a masticatory organ; in a number of forms belonging
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to this last-mentioned group this limb may even be without the slightest trace of endites, as,

for instance, in the females of the genus Sarsiella. (For the endites on this limb in the males

of the genus Philomedes see the description of this genus in the present work.) The endopodite
is in most cases well developed and has well developed joints. The exopodite, on the other

liand, is always more or less reduced and is unjointed. In the C y p r i d i n i d s and the

Polycopids the exopodite is situated at the typical place for that organ, dorso-distally-

laterally on the basale, in the Halocyprids it is in most cases or perhaps always displaced

somewhat medially. In the other groups, Cyprids, Darwinulids, Nesideids,
Cytherids and C y t h e r e 1 1 i d s, on the other hand, it is very much displaced proximally ;

in most cases it is situated near the proximal-lateral boundary of the basale. In most of the

last-mentioned groups it is used for respiratory purposes, it has been developed as a

vibratory plate.

The only point in the explanation given above as to which there seems to be tlie

possibility of any justifiable doubt is whether the organ that has been explained as an

exopodite in the Cyprids, Darwinulids, Nesideids, Cytherids and

Cytherellids is really homologous with the exopodite. This has been generally assumed

by preceding authors, but they have not given any reasons for this view of theirs.

This view seems to be supported by the fact that in the family Polycopidae the mandi-

bular exopodite appears in two different types. One of these types resembles rather closely

the one that is characteristic of the Cypridinids; cf. G. W. MOller, 1894, pi. 7, fig. 7;

the other shows a close agreement with the vibratory plate of the Cyprids, etc. ; cf. U. W.

MUller 1894, pi. 7, fig. 39. That this process on the mandible of the Polycopids really

corresponds to the exopodite is shown with all desirable distinctness first by its position and

secondly by a comparison between the mandible and the maxilla in this family; cf. figs, in pi. 7,

G. W. MOLLER, 1894.

The following are the reasons why this opinion has nevertheless not been accepted

in this work:

It is true that all Cyprids, Darwinulids, Nesideids, Cytherids and

Cytherellids are, apart from the vibratory plate, quite without any appendage on the

mandible that could be interpreted as an exopodite, and that in those forms of the C y p r i-

d i n i d s and Polycopids that are furnished with a typical exopodite on the mandible

there is no trace at all of any epipodial appendage on this limb. There is, however, one group,

the Halocyprids, in which the second protopodite joint of this limb sometimes has two

appendages, one situated disto-dorsally, somewhat medially, the other proximo-medially, at

or somewhat above a point half-way up the joint, lu tlie genus Conchoecia the former

appendage is represented by a small, verruciform process with a plumous bristle; in the

genera Halocypris and Euconchoecia *
only by a plumous bristle, no traces of the verruci-

form appendage could be observed in these genera. In the genus TJiawmtocypris there is at

the corresponding place, accordmg to G. W. MCller's work of 1906 a, pi. VI, fig. 7, a curious

* This is presuiiuilily also tlir rase in the genus Arcliiconcltoa.in. but "ii m count of hck of material I cannot

give a drfinite opinion as to this.
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little verrucifdnn uppciulage, unjuintfil aiul witliout bristli's. In my opinion this appcuclagc

corresponds to the exopodite of this limb. In the case of this apjiendage in the genus Conch-

oecia this explanation has already l)t>en adopted by preceding investigators; (G. W. MOllek,

1894, p. 49); in Tliaum<itoci/pri^, on the eontraiy, this appendage is not even mentioned in

our only description of this genus (G. W. Mt'LLlcu, 1906 a). In most species of the genus

Cifuchoeoia the proximo-medial one of these appendages is represented by a small, verruciform

jirocess, which is furnished distallv with a single bristle; in other species of this genus there is

t)nly a bristle developed at this place; in a lew forms there is no trace at all of this appendage.

In the species of the genus Euconchoecia that I had an opportunity to investigate this append-

age was represented only by a bristle; no trace of any verruciform process could be observed.

In Halocypri'i this appendage seems always to be quite absent. Thaumatocypris, which is

in many respects the most primitive genus among the H a 1 o c y p r i d s, is very inter-

esting in this respect. In this genus there is at the corresponding place on the mandible

,,eine ovale Warze mit 2 Borsten an ihrem Vorderrand" (G. W. MUller, 1906 a, p. 41).

This appendage, which has not been observed by preceding investigators in the case of

the genera Conchoecia and Euconchoecia, must certainly be regarded as an epipodial appendage.
This assumption is supported by its position; that it can scarcely be homologous with the

exopodite is shown, of course, by the fact that another appendage, presumably homologous
with the exopodite, is found on this joint.

With regard to this appendage in the genus Thaumatocypris G. W. MtJLLER writes as

foUows, 1906 a, p. 42: ,,Bemerkenswert ist der warzenartige iVjihang an der medialen Seite

des 1. Tastergliedes. Einen Anhang tragt dieses Glied bei den Ostracoden ziemlich

allgemein, aber deutlich lateral (Podocopa) oder dorsal (Mehrzahl der Myodocopa). Dieser

Anhang wird als AuBenast des Tasters gedeutet. Es kann kaum zweifelhaft sein, daB der hier

beschriebene Anhang dem als Exopodit bezeichneten zum mindesten der Myodocopa homolog

ist, doch widerspricht dieser Deutung die deutliche mediale Lage. WahrscheinUch haben wir

es hier mit einem auf die mediale Seite verschobenen AuBenast zu thun, wenigstens scheint

mir diese Deutung noch die einfachste und nachstUegende, sobald wir iiberhaupt eine Homo-

logie dieses Anhangs und des sogenannten Exopodits bei den anderen Ostracoden
annehmen."

For reasons given above I cannot accept the interpretation of this appendage as homo-

logous to the exopodite in C y p r i d i n i d s, H a 1 o c y p r i d s and P o 1 y c o p i d s. On the

other hand it seems to me rather likely that it is homologous with the vibratory plate in

Cyprids, Darwinulids, Nesideids, Cytherids and Cytherellids. The

fact that this appendage is placed laterally in the five latter groups and medially in Thaumato-

cypris (and other Halo cyprids) cannot, as G. W. MtJLLER has shown in the quotation

given above, be considered any decisive argument against this homologization. (It is to be

noted that the exopodite in the H a 1 (j c y p r i d s too is somewhat, though only sUghtly,

displaced medially). If this line of argument is correct, the consequence of it would be

that the vibratory plate on the mandible in C y p r i d s, Darwinulids, Nesideids,
Cytherids and Cytherellids is not, as has been assumed by preceding authors,
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homologous with tlio oxopodite, but with an epipodial appendage, an explanation tliat is,

by the way, also supported by the function of this organ.

On this, as on the following, limbs, the endites arc nuniljered proximally distally.

Maxilla: — The morphological interpretation of the different parts of this limb Maj-uin.

presents considerably greater difficulty than an explanation of the second antenna and the

mandible, a fact that is clearly reflected in the j^receding literature. A detailed study of the

different types of maxillae in Polycofidae and a comparison between the state of affairs in

this family and in other groups ought, however, to render possible a solution of this problem
that, if not absolutely certain, is nevertheless fairly certain.

The maxilla of Polycofsis serrata G. W. Muller (of. G. \\. MllLLEH, 1894, pi. 7. i-;bi,npidne.

fig. 61 — reproduced in
fig.

Ill: 1 of the present treatise) represents the simplest type within

the family Polycopidae; it may be described as a rather straight, typically biraraous limb,

presumably of a fairly primitive type. Its protopodite, which is fairly strong, consists of two

well developed joints, coxale and basale, proximally of whicli there is a somewhat weaker

joint, the procoxale. The exoj^odite and the endopodite, both of which are situated distallv

on the basale, the former weakly two-jointed, the latter distinctly threejointed, are also fairly

well developed; the former is somewhat weaker than the latter. The protopodite has on the

procoxale and tlie coxale slight indications of three endites armed witli bristles; there are

some ventral bristles on the basale as well. No epipodial appendage is developed. In other

forms of this family, e. g. Polycope rostrata G. ^^^ MuLLER and P. tuberosa G. W. MCller,

the maxilla differs from the preceding type by liaving the basale, the endopodite and the

exopodite bent ventraUy and by an increase in the strength of the three endites on the

procoxale and the coxale; the basale, on the other hand, has no endites. In both these

species the exopodite shows no division into joints; in the former one the endopodite is still

distinctly three-jointed, while in the latter this branch too is unjointed; in tliese species too, as

in all the others belonging to this family, the maxilla has no epipodial appendage. Cf. G. W.

MULLER, 1894, pi. 7, fig. 13 (reproduced in fig. Ill: 2 of this treatise) and fig. 27.

The maxilla found in the families Vyjrridinidae (in the scope given to this family in the <ui>'-i<liiii<tae ami

present work) and Sarsiellidae (i. e. in all the Cypridinids except the families Rutidermatidae

and Asterofidae) shows a type that agrees rather strikingly witli the maxilla of Polycopc

rostrata and P. tuberosa (see fig. Ill: 3). TIk; morphological explanation of this limb in these

families, which is given in the present work on the basis of a comparison with these two species,

may accordinglv be considered as fairly well grounded. In these two families the protopoflitc

of the maxiUa is strongly developed and is more or less distinctly divided into joints; in

most cases two well developed joints, coxale and basale, can be observed, proximally of which

a third joint, the procoxale, is sometimes marked off. The procoxale and the coxale arc

(at least in all the species I have investigated or in which I was able to ascertain the conditions

with the help of the literature — except in the genus Psetuhphilomedes) armed with three

endites; these endites are in most cases very strongly developed, considerably more strongly

than in the two last-mentioned Poly cop ids; the basale, on the other hand, has no

trace of any endites. Tlie basale has two appendages distally, which are certainly to he

Sttrsirlliilae.
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iiloiititiotl with tlic i'xi)])iKlitc ami llic riHloiJoilitc.
< Mir ol these is veiy |Mi\verlul, with .strong

iimsoulatuiv, in most cases with two or tliree joints, and armed with nnmerous bristles, which

are most frequently strong. The other is considerably less voluminous, even rather small in

the sub-family Philomedinae, hyaline and weak, unjointed and only furnished with a few bristles;

there art> no nuiscles in this process, wliieli is moved only by muscles attached at its base.

Fig. 111.— -Maxilla. I. Pohjcopsis ferrala G. \V. ^fi i.i.f.I!. 2. Poh/rape rostrnla O. \\'. JIOller. '.i. Diagram of the sub-fani.

Cypridininae. 4. Diagram ol the genus Asterope. (From G. W. Mijller, 1894; r.os. 3. and 4. are somewhat altered).

In all the species of the family Cypridinidae which were investigated by me and of which

descriptions are given in this work, the latter appendage has only three bristles, all of which

are placed near its distal end and which are almost always of the same type, rather long

and weak, in most cases finely plumous, a uniformity that may perhaps be considered to

indicate a great phylogenetic age. In the family Sarsiellidae this appendage seems, if one

is to judge both from G. 0. Sars's and G. W. MOller's drawings, to be still weaker than

in the sub-family Cypridininae; among other things it always seems to be provided with

only two distal bristles.
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Which of these two appendages is to be looked upon as the exopodite and which

as the endopodite? Tlie fact that it is the exopodite that is most weakly developed in the

family Polycopidae and that it is this branch that shows the greatest tendency to lose its division

into joints in this family seems, at least to a certain extent, to make it probable that in the

families Cypridinidae and Sarsiellidae it is the weak, unjointed appendage that represents the

exopodite. AVe may in point of fact with a fair degree of certainty assume this to be the case; the

relative position of the two appendages supports this explanation very decidedly, as the weak,

unjointed process is in almost all the forms both of the family Cypridinidae (cf. G. 0. Sahs,

1887, pi. VII, fig. 11) and of Sarsiellidae (cf. G. 0. Sars, 1887, pi. X, figs. 5, 6) placed at almost

exactly the corresponding place on the basale as the mandibular exopodite in these forms,

i. e. disto-laterally, laterally of the strong appendage; in most cases, perhaps, a very slight

displacement ventrally can be observed (with this orientation the maxilla is thought of in its

natural position, i. e. pointing obliquely forward and outward). Only in one out of all the forms

seen by me, Monopia (Cypridinodes) acuminata (described in this work), in which, moreover, this

appendage is rather strongly reduced, almost verruciform, is it placed distinctly medially of

the larger process and, in addition, it is very much displaced distally. Only very slight impor-

tance, however, should be attached to this exception, as the maxiUa in the sub-genus Cypridinodes

must be regarded as very much metamorphosed.
— Finally, if we start out from the fact that

this explanation of the two distal appendages is correct, there cannot be much doubt that

the lamelliform ajjpendage, in most cases more or less rounded, that is found dorsally

on the coxale in a number of forms belonging to the sub-family Cypridininae is to be

explained as an epipodial appendage. In most cases this appendage has dense, fine hairs

and, in addition, it is sometimes furnished with a few bristle-like processes; cf. C. Claus,

1873, pi. XI, fig. 27. Additional arguments in favour of this interpretation are perhaps,

first, the fact that this appendage is developed rather late during the ontogeny and,

secondly, that it is not very constant, being absent in a number of forms belonging to the

sub-family Cypridininae and in the sub-family Philomedinae and the family Sarsiellidae; in

the two latter groups it appears only in the form of „einen flachen, fein behaarten Hautsaum"

(G. W. MOLLER, 1894, p. 56).

The maxilla in the family Rutidermatidae has about the same tj^pe as in the two RuHdermaiidae.

preceding families; its exopodite seems, however, to be almost entirely reduced; cf. G.W. MOller,

1908, pi. VII, fig. 5.

The morphological explanation of the different parts of the strange maxilla in the Asterop.dae.

family Asteropidae, see fig. Ill: 4, certainly presents rather great difficulty, but nevertheless

it can be carried out with fairly great certainty. Presumably this limb has originally had

five or six joints, the protopodite having three and the endopodite two or three joints, thus

having the same fundamental type as in the preceding families. The long, powerful, forward

pointing part, situated distally of the endites, probably represents the distal joint of

the protopodte, the basale; the part at which the endites issue thus corresponds to the

procoxale and the coxale. It seems very probable that the two-jointed palp which is

situated distally on the basale and points downward is, as in the preceding families,. homo-

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I.
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Hal"cypridae.

Cypridae, Danvin-

ulidae, Xesideidae

and Cylheridae.

logons to tlio ondopodite. The exopodite is {)o.ssibly quite absent. It does not seem to be

impossible, however, that the bristle or bristles found (listn-latcrally on the basale are to be

explained as a remains of this branoli. The large lamellit'orm ajipendage, furnished with fine

hairs, that is found dorso-proximally on this limb in all the forms of this family known so

far. is probably, on the other liand not homologous to the exopodite. It is presumably

homologous to an epipodial appendage; this idea is supported both by the position of this

appendage
— distallv on the part that has been explained as the coxale, i. e. at the same

place as the epipodial appendage on the maxilla in a number of forms of the sub-family

Cijpridininae
— and by its appearance, which bears a rather close resemblance to the epipodial

appendage in the last-mentioned group.

The Halocyprids have a maxilla that resembles very closely, on the whole, the type,

that is found in the family Cypridinidae; consequently in the present work quite the same

homologization has been carried out in both these groups. The exopodite has, however,

quite disappeared. C. Claus points out in his work of 1891 a, p. 26 the occurrence on the

inside of the endopodite of ,,ein nach innen gerichteter borstentragender Fortsatz, dessen

Deutung Schwierigkeiten bietet"; this process was homologized with the exopodite. This

author is certainly mistaken as to this. A similar process with a single bristle is also found

in Cypridinids; see, for instance, fig. 13 of Philomedes (Scleroconcha) Afpellofi below.*

The epipodial appendage is always absent.**

The explanation of this limb in the Cypridae, Darwinulidae, Nesideidae and Cytheridae

seems, on the other hand, rather uncertain. The proximal part with its three endites

of course probably corresponds, as in the preceding groups, to the procoxale and

the coxale. But does the palp, as in Cypridinids, Halocyprids and Poly-
cop i d s, correspond to the basale of the protopodite and the endopodite or does it represent

the basale and the exopodite or only the endopodite or the exopodite? Is the vibratory plate

to be considered as homologous to the exopodite or to an epipodial appendage? Neither the

relative position of these organs, their morphology or their embryology give any certain infor-

mation on these points. The fact that it is presumably the endopodite that has predominated
in the development of the maxilla in Cypridinids, Halocyprids and P o 1 y-

c o p i d s clearly does not justify us in assuming without further hesitation that the same branch

has also predominated in the four families mentioned above; of this the second antenna affords

proof. The fact that in the Cyprids, Darwinulids, Nesideids and Cytherids
it is, in the case of the mandible, probably an epipodial appendage that is developed as a

• The same process had been already observed previously both by C. Claus, 18;'i b, and by G. O. Sars, 1887

and G. W. Muller, 1890 a. It is true that G. O. Sars did not directly state that this appendage was homologous
with the exopodite, but nevertheless he points out (p. 75) that it ,,if0lge sin Beliggenhed aabenbart svarer til det nedadretlede

membranase Vedhaeng hos Cypridiniderne og den staerkt udviklede Vifteplade hos Podocoperne" (Translation :

On account of its position it obviously corresponds to the downward pointing membranous appendage in the Cypri-
dinids and the strongly developed vibratory plate in the Podocopa").

•* G. S. Brady, in his work of 1880, pi. XL, fig. 10 reproduces a maxilla of ,,Halocypris atlantica Li'bbock"

(presumably Conchoecia serrulata Claus) with a strongly developed vibratory plate, and he includes this character both

in the family and the genus diagnosis. As G. O. Sars pointed out (1887, p. 75) it is presumably the vibratory plate
on the fifth limb, which, owing to a mistake during the dissection, happened to be attached to the maxilla.
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vibratory plate may certainly seem, at first sight, to support the assumption tliat we are also

concerned with an epipodial appendage in the case of the maxilla in these groups. This arguincnt

will, however, count very little with those who take the same view with regard to the morpho-

logical value of the different parts of the limbs in Protostraca as that given above on p. 24.

The situation and function of the vibratory plate support the assumption that we are concerned

with an epipodial appendage; in the C y p r i d i n i d s, in addition, there is often, as we have seen

above, an appendage which is situated at about the corresponding place on the maxilla and

whose epipodial nature seems to be quite certain.

In short it seems to me at present quite impossible to find any more decisive proofs

for the real morphological value of the different parts of the maxilla in the C y p r i d s,

Darwinulids, Nesideids and Cytherids. Under these circumstances would it

not be best to accept the terminology used by the majority of the later writers on this subject?

This would perhaps have been most correct. I have, however, allowed my personal opinion to

prevail in this matter. The homologization adopted by me differs in one important point

from that of previous authors: I take the vibratory plate on this limb too as an e})i-

podial appendage. In accordance with the view taken by previous writers I look upon the

distal part of this limb as an endopodite. It seems to be rather probable that this explanation

is correct. At any rate the possibility that it is right must be considered as an open question.

In the case of the maxilla of the Cytherellidae too the difficulty of carrying out a certain

homologization of the different parts is very great. The proximal part with its three endites

may very well correspond to the two proximal joints of the protopodite, the procoxale and

the coxale. There is the same uncertainty with regard to the palp and the vibratory plate as

there is in the case of these organs in the Cyprids, Darwinulids, Nesideids
and Cytherids. It seemed to me most convenient to adopt the homologization

accepted above for these four groups in the case of the first-mentioned group as well.

The explanation of the two appendages situated distally on the basale of the maxilla

in the family Cypridinidae as an exopodite and an endopodite has already been made by

C. Glaus, 1865. This author writes concerning the exopodite (loc. cit. p. 151): ..Jedoch geschieht

hier" (W. Liljeborg, 1853) ,,des schmalen .Vnhanges keine Erwahnung, welcher bei unserer

Art an der Spitze drei Borsten trjigt unci dem am ersten Maxillenpaare von Cypris und Gythere

machtig entwickelten ,Kiemenanhang' zu entsprechen scheint." Tlie vibratory plate, „Kiemen-

anhang" on the maxilla of Cypris and Cythere is explained b}' this writer as an exopodite.

C. Glaus based this homologization especially on the important fact that in young larvae ,,noch

ira Brutraume des Mutterthieres" these two appendages are developed more similarly (cf.

G. Glaus, 1865, p. 150, pi. X, fig. 6) and that it is only later on that the endopodite grows stronger

in proportion to the
, .appendage". A similar opinion is expressed by G. 0. Saks, 1887; he

identifies this process with the ,,saakaldte Branchialplade"* in the C y p r i d s ami G y t h e-

rids; he does not, however, give any reasons in support of this view. On the other hand

G. W. MtlLLER, in his work of 1890, has an explanation of this limb in the family Cypridinidae,

which differs exceedingly from that adopted in the present work. This \vriter describes the

• This wiiter oxprcsswi no opinion as to Iho morpliolotriial inlcrprelation of this .,[5ran<hialplade" {hraiic-hial plale).

Cytherellidae.

Historical.
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basiilo as tlio first ondopoclito joint, tlio oxopodite as an cnditc of tlio piotojioditc and the

t'pipodial appi'ndago as the exopoditi-; d. Uk: cit. p. 219. In his hxrgo monograph, 1894, G. W.

MCller retains this exphmution on the wliole, but, curiously enougli, he docs not touch at all

on the question as to the morphological nature of the parts interpreted by me as the exopodite

and the epipodial appendage.

The maxilla in the family Asferopidae has so far been explained as follows: According

to C. Cl.\US, 1876, p. 93, it can easily be traced back to the natatory limbs in I' h y 1 1 o-

pods and Nebalia; ,,nach Art eines SchwimmfuiJcs gebaut", p. 94; the basale and the cndo-

podite are explained as the endopodite, the epipodial appendage as an exopodite; the endites

were observed and identified. G. 0. Saks, 1887, p. 22 and G. W. MdLLER, 1890, p. 220

ami 1894, p. 56 adopted the same view as C. Claus.

With regard to the explanation of the proximal part of the maxilla with its endites in

C V p r i d s, D a r w i n u 1 i d s, N e s i d e i d s and C y t h e r i d s a somewhat different

opinion from that adopted above has in some cases appeared in the literature. I shall not

criticize these writers at any length, but merely quote what G. Alm says on this point (1915,

p. 7): ,,Die 3 hier von mir als Kauladen gedeuteten Stammfortsatze sind auch anders aufgefaBt

worden. Zexker, v. Daday, Claus und KaUFMANN haben namlich behauptet, daB diese

Fortsatze wirkliche Glieder sind, und zusammen mit dem kleinen, soeben als Endopodit auf-

gefaBten Teil den eigentlichen und dann aus 5 oder 4 Gliedern bestehenden Endopodit bilden.

Als Stlitzpunkt fiir diese Auiiassung gilt hauptsachlich das Vorhandensein kraftiger Chitin-

balken zwischen den Basalteilen der Kauladen, auch haben einige Forscher geglaubt, besondere

]Muskeln fiir die verschiedeneu Kauladen gefunden zu haben. Diese Muskeln dienen aber, wie JENSEN

gezeigt hat, zur Bewegung der Atemplatte, In den Kauladen finden sich keine Muskeln, was da-

gegen in den Endopoditen der Fall ist, und dies bekundet ohne weiteres die Verschiedenheit

zwischen den Endopoditen und den Kauladen. Auch sind die Chitinbalken nur im distalen Teil

des Stammes vorhanden, mid sind natiirlich nur als Stiitzorgane der Kauladen aufzufassen."

5ih, 6th and 7th Fifth, s i X t h and seventh limbs: — On account of the great resemblance

between these appendages in many groups it seemed best to deal with them together.

These three limbs, like the maxilla, appear in rather different types in the different

Ostracod groups, and an attempt to interpret their different parts morphologically seems to

be even more difficult than the explanation of the maxilla. The difficulties in the solution

of this problem are clearly shown in the preceding literature; even with regard to the main

points we still find one unproved assumption opposed to another. I did not succeed either

in attaining a quite certain solution of these problems, although I studied them very

thoroughly. This uncertainty does not only apply to details; there still seem to be at least

two almost completely different explanations possible.

I shall first try to give an account of these two explanations below; in this each limb

wiU be discussed independently, and under each limb the explanations of previous authors

wiU also be given. I shall then give the reasons that have caused me to choose one of these

two methods of explanation. I may, however, point out here in passing that the result of this

choice is only looked upon by me as provisory.

limbs.
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Fifth limb: —
According to the first of the methods of explanation just

mentioned this limb would in my opinion be explained morphologically as follows:

Family Polycopidae: The fifth limb in this family is of a comparatively simple structure

and it is possible that a thorough study of it — as in the case of the second antenna, the mandible

and the maxilla — may contribute considerably to a correct explanation of the somewhat more

complicated structure of this limb in other Ostracod groups. On the other hand, however, it

is by no means impossible that this limb in the P o 1 y c o p i d s is to be considered as a type
that has been simplified in a number of respects; this is supported perhaps bv the fact that

the two following limbs in this group have been quite reduced; cf., in addition, chapter II of

this treatise for the type of the fifth limb in the primitive s t r a c o d s; in other respects it

is perhaps of a type that is secondarily somewhat complicated.

According to G. W. MiJLLER the fifth limb of tlie P o 1 y c o p i d s consists of ,.einem

undeutlich gegliederten Stamm, der am Ende 2 kurze ungegliederte Fortsatze (Exopodit

und Endopodit?) tragt" (1894, p. 62). This opinion coincides with what I have called in this

treatise the first method of explanation. According to this we thus see that this appendage
too is to be considered as a biramous limb, although of a less marked type; it resembles rather

closely the foliaceous type on account of the protopodite's strongly dominating over the

verruciform, unjointed* branches, the exopodite and the endopodite, which are certainly well

marked off, but very much reduced. The part which, according to this explanation, corre-

sponds to the protopodite always seems to be divided into at least two joints; the proximal

one of these joints is sometimes more or less distinctly two-jointed, i. e. three joints

can be distinguished, which are consequently to be denoted as the procoxale, coxale and

basale. This limb is furnished proximally with a rather long and narrow vibratory plate,

which is furnished with fairly numerous and long marginal bristles; this plate is united

throughout its whole length with the outside of the two joints that were termed above the

procoxale and the coxale; cf. fig. IV: 1 of Polycnpe frequens (I. W. MUller. — In Poli/copsis

serrata G. W. MOller the vibratory plate issues, according to G. W. MOller, 1894, pi. 7.

fig. 37, from a narrow base situated proximo-laterally on the joint denoted above as the

procoxale, but it seems to me not at all impossible that this organ is, in this form too,

attached throughout its whole length to the two proximal joints of the protopodite and

that in the specimen investigated by G. W. Mt'LLER (presumably only one specimen was

investigated by this writer; cf. his work of 1894, p. 2,39) it was partly detached, during

preparation, from the protopodite along the chitinous list that forms its inner boundary.
— If the two distal verruciform processes on this limb are to be considered as the exopodite

and the endopodite, then it is evident that this vibratory plate must be explained as an

epipodial appendage, as G. W. MOLLER has also done. Of the two distal processes the outer

one is to be denoted as the exopodite, the inner one — armed with f)nly one bristle in th(^

accompanying figure
— as the endopodite. This limb has no endites.

Family Sarsiellidae: The fifth limb in this family shows a rather close resemblance to

that which is found in the family Polycopidae. (It seems to be rather difficult to decide for

* Sometimes a more or less slight indiration of a division iido two joints rati lie oliserved on the aiitero-inner hraiich.

Fijih limb.

The first method

(ij explanatian.

I'nlycupidae.

Sarsiellidae.
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rortain wliothor it is to be considerod, coinparod witli the fifth liinl) in tlio following family, as

a primitively simple one or as having been simplified secondarily; for several reasons the

latter of these two alternatives seems to me the more probable; with regard to this I shall

onlv refer to what has been ^vritten below in the second chapter of this treatise about the type

of the fifth limb in the primitive s t r a c o d s.) The exopodite, endopodite and epipodial

appendage on this limb are — if this same method of explanation is employed for this family

as has just been used for the family Polycopidae
— of types that differ rather slightly from

those observed in the Polycopidae. The process that is supposed to represent the exopodite

is, however, relatively larger, the endopodite* is small relatively; the joints of the protopodite

cannot be distinguished. There is, at least in some cases, an indication of an endite proximally

of the process that has been explained as the endopodite (cf. the fifth limb of Sarsidla capsvla

A. M. NORMAN, in G. 0. Sars, 1887, pi. X, fig. 8, reproduced below, fig. IV: 2 and Gr. W. Min^LER

1894. pi. 4, fig. 28).

Cmiridinidne. Family Cypridiuidae (see fig. IV: 3, 4): In this family the fifth limb is both very much

differentiated and (secondarily?) also of a rather marked foliaceous type. But in spite of its

complex structure it shows a fairly great resemblance to the same limb in the families Poly-

copidae and Sarsiellidae, especially to the latter. If the homologization carried out above is

applied to this family, we have, in my opinion, the following results: The protopodite

is powerful and often dominates somewhat over the distal part of the limb; it is in most

cases divided into two joints, but sometimes, however, it is three-jointed, the proximal one

of these two joints has been divided into two more or less distinct joints; in the latter case we

can thus distinguish a procoxale, a coxale and a basale. The protopodite is armed on its

inner edge with three endites, in most cases powerful, one on the procoxale, one on the

coxale and one on the basale. According to this method of explanation the part situated distally

of the protopodite is homologous with the exopodite; it is in most cases four- or five-jointed
*

(four-jointed in the accompanying figure). Of the joints of the exopodite the two proximal
ones are in most cases very strongly chitinized; each of them has on the inner edge a powerful
endite armed with bristles and teeth. The following joints differ in most cases very considerably

from the preceding ones on account of their structure**; they are very slightly chitinized and

their bristles are in most cases rather soft and plumous. The fourth exopodite joint is, as

G. W. Mt'LLER showed as early as 1894, p. 62, sunk deeply in joint no. 3. In this way the

latter joint is divided into two lobes, one outer and one inner one; the inner lobe is, in addition,

often more or less reduced. The vibratory plate, which, according to this explanation, is to

be looked upon as an epipodial appendage, has almost exactly the same type and position as the

same organ in the family Sarsiellidae. The endopodite seems to be always absent in this limb.**

Asieropidae. Family Asteropidae: In this family the fifth limb shows, as we know, a type that differs

very much from the same appendage in other families; cf. the genus description of Asterope

* The interpretation of this part seems to me, however, rather uncertain.

** This difference caused me at first to assume that the two powerful proximal joints represented the endopodite,
an assumption that seemed to be supported by fig. 4, p. 60, G. V\'. Mlller, 1894 (= my fig. IV: 3). It is. however,

presumably incorrect.
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below. C. Glaus wrote in 1876, p. 94, of this limb that it „seine fuBahnliche Form erhalten

hat". If by this statement C. Claus meant that this limb had retained a number of primitive

characteristics, he has certainly committed a fundamental mistake. This limb is imdoubtediy

Fig. IV. — The fifth liml); according to ,,the lir.st, niolhod of Pxplanation". 1. Poli/copfi freqiiens G. \V. .AIuLLEr.

2. Sarsiella ca;).'?(/ta A. M. Norm.\.n. :>. Cypridina medilerranea 0. Costa, juveni.s; from beliind. 'i. The same linil) from

before. 5. Aaleropc oblnnga Gm Bn. 6. Conchoecia. 7. Macrocypiis. 8. Cylherella snrdida G. W. MCllek j. (Figs. 1.

3, 4, 6 and 8 from G. W. Miller, 189'i; figs. 3, 4 and 6 are somewhat modified. Figs. 2 and 5 from G. O. Sars, 188T.

no. .5 is soniewliat modified. Fig. 7 is drawn liy me from nature.)

to be regarded as very much modified. This far-reaching modification and the total lack of

known transitional forms makes any attempt at homologization merely a caprice, at worst

obviously incorrect, at best unverifiablc.
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As an instance of an homologization df tlio I'ornier kind tlic loilowiiig may bo given:

In 187(1, p. 114 ('. ClaUS explained the spine-like ventral part of tlie chitinous support of the

vibratory plate, the part that, as it were, completes posteriorly the part of this limb that is

called ,,the comb" in this work, as ,,Kieferhaken, der eine Beziehung zur Nahrungsanfnahme
zu besitzen scheint''. The ooniplete incorrectness of this explanation is shown with all desirable

distinctness by the fact that this chitinous part is not free, but only consists of a thickened part

of the wall of the body, and that a similar spine- like part also completes the vibratory plate or

perhaps, more correctly, the chitinous support of this organ dorsally. (It may be pointed out

that in forms whose fifth limb seems to represent a more primitive type, e.g. in the sub-family

Cypridininae, the vibratory plate of this limb is often completed ventrally by a chitinous process.

This process is, however, probably not homologoiis with the chitinous ])art discussed above

in the Asieropidae.)

Only two out of all the preceding authors have tried to homologize the part of this limb

that is called ..the comb'" in the present work.

One of these writers, C. Claus, 1876, p. 94 and 1888, p. 152 explained this organ as an

endopodite; transcribed in the terminology used by me above this would correspond to about the

whole exopodite. C. Claus did not give any further reasons for his view; it is to be pointed

out that he considered the vibratory plate to be homologous to the exopodite.

The only writer who has made a more thorough attempt to homologize this organ is

G. W. MULLER, who has dealt with this problem on two separate occasions, 1890, p. 221 and

1894. p. 63.

In the first-mentioned place we read as follows: ,,Die groBte Schwierigkeit bietet beim

Versuch, einen Vergleich durchzufiihren, Asterope; augenscheinlich handelt es sich auch hier

um eine weitgehende Reduction; der eigenthiimliche Kaufortsatz von Asterope diirite nur einem

der Glieder von Cypridina entsprechen, zum mindesten der weit vorragende Theil, wenn es auch

nicht ausgeschlossen erscheint, daC in den vorderen Theil des borstentragenden Randes die Reste

von anderen Gliedern mit aufgegangen sind. Ziehen wir zum Vergleich die Bildung beim Mann-

chen von Philomedes heran, so konnen wir, die Berechtigung eines solchen Vergleichs voraus-

gesetzt, kaum daran zweifeln, daB es der Fortsatz 7 ist, aus clem der eigenthiimliche Kaufortsatz

bei Asterope hervorgegangen. Der Fortsatz beim Manncheu von Philomedes hat die entsprechende

Lage, zeigt auch bereits die eigenthiimliche Richtung. Ziemlich haufig entspringt mitten auf

dem Fortsatz von Asterope eine einzelne, ziemlich lange Borste; an ihrer Stelle finden wir bei

Asterope hilgendorfii zwei langere Borsten, die auf einem kleinen, aber immerhin deutlich ab-

gesetzten Grundglied entspringen, welches durch einen schmalen Fortsatz mit dem gemeinsamen
Stamm verbunden ist. Dieser kurze Fortsatz, ebenso wie die gewohnlich allein vorhandene

Borste, muB seiner Lage nach dem Fortsatz 8 an der zweiten Maxille von Cypridina entsprechen"

(cf. G. W. MfJLLER, 1890, pi. XXVI, fig. 4). The joint of the fifth limb that is denoted by
G. W. MilLLER as no. 7 corresponds to the joint that was denoted as the fourth exopodite joint

in the homologization carried out by me above for the family Cypridinidae; the joint denoted

by G. W. MUller as no. 8 corresponds to the outer lobe of the third joint of the exopodite

according to my terminology. Thus, according to the statement just cpioted from G. W. MUller,
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the comb as a whole or at least the greater part of it is homologous to the joint that is denoted

by me above as the fourth exopodite joint; the long bristle (or the two long bristles) on the

lateral side of the comb is, according to the same statement, part of the outer lobe of the joint

that is termed by me the third exopodite joint.

After having had an opportimity of studying the fifth limb of the genus Pseudophilo-

medes G. W. MUller, however, altered his opinion. Thus he writes, 1894, p. 63: ,,Ueber die

Morphologic des Fortsatzes habe ich an anderem Ort die Ansicht geauBert, daB er vielleicht

homolog dem Glied 4 sei, wobei ich mich auf die Aehnlichkeit mit der 2. Maxille der (J von

Philomedes stiitzte; hier sehen wir das 4. Glied nach vorn gerichtet. Die einzelne Borste, welche

auf dem auBeren Rand des Blattes entspringt, sollte den hinteren Borsten von Glied

3 entsprechen. Zu einem anderen Vergleich giebt Pseudophilomedes die Veranlassimg. Der

Fortsatz entspricht in Richtung und Lage dem stark verlangerten Zahnfortsatz von Pseudo-

fhilomedes; der Haken an der Basis wiirde dann dem inneren (vorderen) Zahn, die Borste dem

Glied 4 entsprechen. Die Aehnlichkeit in der wechselseitigen Lage der einzelnen Theile ist auf-

fallig genug. Giebt man die Moglichkeit zu, daB sich ein Zahn in einen borstentragenden Fortsatz

umwandelt, so erscheint dieser Vergleich ziitrefiender als der altere. Einstweilen muB wohl

die Frage in Ermangelung entscheidender Zwischenformen als ofEen betrachtet werden"

(cf. G. W. MtJLLER, 1894, J). 60, fig. 6). In the statement just quoted joint no. 4 corresponds

to joint no. 7 in the statement of 1890; joint no. 8 in the statement of 1890 corresponds to the

outer lobe on joint no. 3 in the statement of 1894. The „Zahnfortsatz" corresponds to the

second joint on the part of this limb in the Cypridinidae that was termed the exopodite in the

homologization that I carried out above for this family. Joint no. 4 in the statement just quoted

corresponds to the joint that, according to the terminology used by me above, is denoted as

the fourth joint of the exopodite. According to G. W. MCller's last statement the comb

is thus to be considered as homologous to the second joint of the part that is termed by

me above as the exopodite, the long bristle (or the two long bristles) on the outer side of

the comb is, according to the same statement, part of the joint termed by me the fourth

exopodite joint.

The fact that G. W. MCLLER writes: „Giebt man die Moglichkeit zu, daB sich ein Zahn

in einen borstentragenden Fortsatz umwandelt" seems to indicate that this author has started

from the assumption that the primitive forms of the family Asteropidae were characterized by a

fifth limb of about the same type as in the genus Pseudophilomedes. This can, however, scarcely

have been the case. Although, as has been shown in anotlier part of this treatise, of all the

recent forms so far known the sub-family PhUomediinae is probably most closely related to

Asteropidae, the latter can by no means be considered as being derived directly from the former.

(Jn the contrary, the sub-family PhUomedinae must certainly be considered to have a type

that differs verv much from the primitive form from which the Asteropids originate;

the fifth limb especially must be considered as being rather much modified in this sub-family.

On the other hand it does not seem impossible that PhUomedinae and Asteropidae originate

from a common primitive form. The part of the fifth limb that was termed the first and second

exopodite joints in the homologization carried out by me above was presumably more power-
ft

7-nolo?. bidrai,', UppauLi. Suppl.-Bd I
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luilv iIcvoIojhhI in this primitivo form tliiin in the snli-faniily Cifprirlininar :m(l, ;is in tlic Inttcr,

it was arnunl witli numerous bristles.

Which of the explanations described above, C, Claus's. (i. \V. MOLLRR's of 1890 and

that of the same investigator of 1894 is to be considered correct — judging from the view of

the methixl of homologization applied by me above to the families Polycopidae, SarsieUidac

and Ci/prKJiyndael Or is it possible
—

judging from tliis
])()iiif

of view — that any of ttieni

on the whole is to be considered quite correct?

No very definite answer to these questions can be given
— at least at pres(>nt. The

strongly luodified type of this limb and the complete absence of any known intermediate forms

seem — as has been shown above and as G. W. MULLER has also previously pointed out — to

make it almost impossible to carry out a certain homologization of this organ at the present time.

It seems to me very improbable that, as G. W. MtiLLER assumed in 1894, the comb

has developed only from the part denoted above as the second joint of the exopodite. on account

of the fact that this organ issues near the base of the limb. The same reason militates to an

even greater extent against G. W. Mi'LLER's assumption of 1890. It seems to me most probable

that the proximal part of the comb has been formed by wliat I termed above the protopo-

dite, its di.stal part by what is called above the first and second joints of the exopodite. The

long bristle (or the two long bristles) with the short bristles situated near it (them) on the lateral

side of the comb presumabh' belong, according to my idea, to what I have called the third and

fourth exopodite joints; on the other hand it seems quite impossible to decide whether they

belong to only one of or to both these joints. It is uncertain, however, whether this homo-

logization is more correct than that worked out by G. \V. MOller. It is at present based

only on such weak arguments as the relative positions of the different parts.

The xnbratory plate on this limb is of about the same type as in the families Polycofidae,

SarsieUidac and Cyfridinidae and must certainly behomologized with this organ in these families.

According to the explanation given above it is consequently to be considered as an epipodial

appendage. Cf. the adjoining figure IV: 3, 4.

ihiheypridni: Family Halocypridoe: At the first glance there seems to be a great gap between the type
of the fifth limb in the families Sarsiellidae and Cypridinidae and that found in the same organ
in the family Halocypridae. ^^^lile in the two first-mentioned families this appendage is deve-

loped as a more or less tA^ical foliaceous limb, in Halocypridae it-is a typical rod-shaped limb.

Still it is possible to show, although with a certain amotmt of doubt, which parts of this limb

are homologous in these three families.

If the homologization employed above is applied to the fifth limb of the H a 1 o c y p r i d s

we shall find tlie following results: The vibratory plate is to be considered as homologous to the

same organ in the preceding families and is consequently to be denoted as an epipodial

appendage. The three distal joints are probably to be homologized with the process that

is denoted by me above as the exopodite. The protopodite, which is proportionately
almost as large as in, for instance, the Cypridinidae, is sometimes divided into two joints,

which are often only weakly marked off from each other, a proximal one, on which the

vibratory plate issues which is to be considered as a procoxale and a coxale, and a distal
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one, which, Hke the preceding joint, is rather powerful and is to be denoted as a basak-.

Distally on the anterior side the protopodite has indications of two endites. Distally of

these and in front of the part that has just been termed the exopodite there is a rather strong,

but short and unjointed, process, furnished with powerful muscles and bristles, a process which,

on account of its position, is perhaps to be regarded as homologous to the process in the

family Polycofidae that was termed by me above the endopodite; cf. fig. IV: 6. The morpho-

logical value of this last part seems to me, however, rather doubtful. Does it perhaps belong
to the protopodite or the exopodite?

The families Cypridae, Danvinvlidae, Nesideidae, Cytheridae and Cytherdlidae: In these

families the fifth limb shows such far-reaching agreement with the same limb in the Halucypridae
that one can show with a fair degree of certainty which parts of this appendage in these families

correspond to the different parts of the same organ in the last-mentioned group.

Cypndat; Darwin-

ulidac, Nesideidnc.

Ci/theridae and

CylherelUdac.

Fiir. V. — Position of llic vibi-atoiy plair <in liic rillli and sixlli iiiiilis. 1. l-'illh liinl) i>\ Srkrochilua contuHu-s

(A. M. XoitMAN). ?. -1. Sixtl\ lirnli (d' Ni-^idoa frcqitens (O. VV. Mi'LLKii) (Kroiii C. W. Millkh. 1894).

The vibratory plate, which is more or less completely reduced in tiic C \- t li v. v i d s and

a number of C y p r i d s, is certainly homologous with the same organ in the H a 1 o c y-

p r i d s and, according to the explanation made use of above, it is consequently to be

denoted as an epipodial appendage. It is situated at different jilaces
on thr protopodite, some-

times distally*, sometimes proximally (cf. the accompanying fig. \': 1). The protopodite is

unjointed. Distally anteriorly it has sometimes an unjointed process pointing forwards and

inwards, which, according to its position, is to be considered homologous to the part that

was denoted as the endopodite in the preceding family. This part is in most cases more or

less completely absent in Nesideulae and Cytheridae. The backward pointing, rod-shaped.

* Tlie singly liiisllc (jii llif iiustt-rior side ol' tlie protopodite »r this iiiid) in some C y prids (see fig. 1\ : Ti

lias ueilainly been explaineil liy me as a reduied fonn of the vil)ratory plate, but this assumption is. however, far

from certain. This uncertainty is jierhaps best illustrated by the sixth limb o\ Cyl/ierella S ; ou this we find on the

posterior side of the protopodite not only a well -developed vil>rat<>ry plate, but also some sinirle bristles. Cf.. f'-r

instance. C. .<„rdid(i. O. \\ . M) i i.Ei;. I80'i. |>I.
3i. fit,'. 5.
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SeeomI method <>/

explanation.

Polycopidae.

Sarsiellidae.

Cypridinidac.

Asteropidae.

one- to fciur-jointed part of this limb seems to be homologous with tlie bruncli that was

termed the exopodite in the preceding families. Cf. figs. IV: 7, 8.

According to the second of the two methods of explanation mentioned above th'' liftJi

limb in the different families is in my opinion to be explained as follows:

The vibratory plate corresponds to the exopodite. The greatest difficulty in carrying

out this homologization arises when we have to define the boimdary between tiie protopodite

and the endopodite. In this but rather little value can be attached to the position of the

vibratory plate; it is very far from improbable that this organ has been subject to not

inconsiderable alterations in position. The difficulty in fixing this boundary was really so

great that it seemed to me impossible to reach any definite result; there have always seemed

to be different possibilities present.

Family Polycopidae: The protopodite either has the same extension as it has according

to the first method of explanation, i. e. it is more or less distinctly three-jointed, with a pro-

coxale, a coxale and a basale, or else it is formed only by the two joints on which the vibratory

plate is fixed. In the first ease the nearest joint distally to the vibratory plate would eorresjjond

to the basale and the outer of the two distal processes would correspond to the endopodite,

the inner being an accessor}- appendage, an endite on the basale, cf. fig. VI; in the second

case the first-mentioned joint would correspond to the first endopodite joint and one of the

two distal processes is to be regarded as the end joint of the endopodite, the other as an

accessory appendage to the first endopodite joint. In the former case the vibratory plate,

the exopodite, has been displaced proximally, but not in the second case.

Family Sarsiellidae: As is seen above, this limb is almost entirely without any division

into joints. The large outer distal process is to be regarded as an endopodite, the small inner

distal lobe presumably as an endite either on the basale (cf. the accompanying figure VI)

or on the endopodite.

Family Cypridinidae: The protopodite either has the same extension as according to

the first method of explanation or else it is represented only by the joint (or the two joints)

on which the vibratory plate is fi^ed. In the former case the joint nearest to the vibratory

plate distally is to be homologized with the basale, and the following joints correspond to the

endopodite; with this homologization the part that was denoted, according to the first method

of explanation, as the first and second exopodite joints would correspond to the first and second

joints of the endopodite; cf. the accompanying figm-e VI. In the latter case the joint situated

distally nearest to the vibratory plate is to be considered as the first endopodite joint; the

endopodite should have five joints in the accompanying figure. In the former case the exopodite

has been displaced proximally.

Family Asteropidae: The comb seems to have been formed from the protopodite + the

two proximal endopodite joints or from the protopodite and the three proximal endopodite

joints. The long bristle (or the two long bristles) with the short bristles close to it

(or them) on the lateral side of the comb appears, according to this interpretation, to

belong to the two distal joints of the endopodite or to one of these two joints; cf. the

accompanying figure VI.
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The families Ilulocypiidae, (Jyyridae, JJarwinulidae, Nesideidae, Cylheridac and Cyllwrel-

lidae: The protopodite either has the same extension as according to the previous explanation,

with the addition, however, that even the part that was denoted as the endopodite according
to this explanation belongs to it; this part is to be considered as an ciidito on tlie basalo; el'.

Hiilocypridut

Cypridac,

Danvinulidur

yrsidcidar,

f'l/l/tcrlrlar.

Fig. VI. — Till.' fiftli limb; aetoriliiig lo „tlu' seLOiui mutliod of explanation", one altciiiativc

IVir lull her explanation see fig. IV.

the accompanying figures VI or else the joint situated distallv nearest to the vibrat(jry

plate is to be homologized with the first endopodite joint, equipped with an endite process.

In the former case the backward pointing branch would represent the whole endopodite, in the

latter case only the second, third and fourtli cTulopodite joints. In the former ense tlie vil)ratory

plate has been displaced proxinuilly.
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Till' biiundarv between the prott)podite and the endopodite niiiy of course be tliought

of as being drawn in other ways as well; the alternatives described above seem, however, to

be those that are most probable. As I have already pointed out above, I have not succeeded

in deciding which of these two alternatives have the strongest argunicnts to su2)port tlieiu;

1 know of no forms so far that give any clear evidence on this point.

ihsiorirai. .Most of the authors who have dealt with this group of Crustacea are very sujjcrficial with

regard to this important problem. Thus, for instance, no one has tried so far to identify the

different joints of the protopodite; the terms jjrocoxale, coxale and basale have not come into

use for this group.

The vibratory plate has — if its uu)rj)hok)gical value has been touched upon at all —
been taken by most investigators to be the exopodite, and the distal part of this limb, wliich

often points backwards, has been taken an endopodite. With regard to the exact boundary
between the protopodite and the endopodite these writers are very vague, and one cannot

tind any definite statements in their works on this point; most of them seem, however, to have

taken the forward pointing processes on the antero-ventral part of this limb as belonging to

the protopodite.

The only one of the previous authors who has sought to enter more deeply into this

difficult problem is G. W. Mt'LLER. Leaving aside the opinion of this writer as expressed in

earlier works — which seems to me of little interest in this connection — I shall give an account

here of his view as expressed in his monumental work of 1894, a view that he did not depart

from in his later works. According to this investigator the vibratory plate on this limb is to

be taken as an epipodial appendage in all families, „ohne damit eine Homologie mit dem

Epipodialanhang der Phyllopoda behaupten zu woUen, wie mir iiberhaupt die Homologie der

verschiedenen Epipodialanhange keineswegs sichergestellt erscheint" (G. W. MUller, 1894,

p. 85). The family Polycopidae: With regard to the fifth limb of this family G. W. MULLER —
the only investigator who has dealt in detail with the homologization of this appendage

—
gave, as is seen above, p. 37, on the whole the same explanation as I have worked out above and

called the first method of explanation. This author does not, however, touch upon the question
as to wliich of the two distal verrucae corresponds to the exopodite and which to the endopodite.

The family Sarsiellidae: The large outer distal process corresponds to „den verschmoLzenen

beiden letzten Gliedern" (1894. p. 63) of the endopodite; no information is found in this author's

works as to the morphological value of the small inner distal process. The family Cypridinidae:
The joint or the two joints on which the vibratory plate is fixed was identified by G. W. MUllei{

with the protopodite; all the following joints were homologized with the endopodite; the part

that, according to the first of the two methods of explanation given by me above, is homologous
with the first and second joint of the exopodite, is taken to be a single divided (bifurcated)

joint, the second joint of the endopodite. The family Asteropidae: G. W. Muller's idea of the

morphology of this limb has already been described above, so that I need only refer to this

account, p. 41 above. The family Halocypridae: The backward pointing branch is taken by
this writer as the second, third and fourth endopodite joints; the part that, according to tlic

first of the two methods of homologization given by me above, was interpreted as the endopodite,
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is taken to be tlie tii'.st cndopoditc joint. The families Cyfridae, Darwinuiidae, Nesideidae,

Cytheridae and Cytherellidae: The backward pointing branch is taken as the endopodite, but

G. W. MtJLLBR did not feel quite certain about this explanation, cf. below; tliis uncertainty is

also expressed in his work of 1912; in the latter work we read on p. 105 ,,der hintere Ast, den

ich als Endopodit bezeichne (obwohl die Deutung nirht sicher)" . . .; the forward pointing process

is homologized with the exopodite.

Sixth limb: — Like the following limb this is, as we know, quite absent in the familv

Polyeopidae. so that in this case, as in the case of the second antenna, the mandible and the

maxilla, this family cannot throw any light on the conditions in the other groups.

The families Halocypridas, Cypridae. Darwinvlidae, Nesideidae, GytJieridae and Cythe-

rellidae: In these families the sixth limb shows such far-reaching agreement with the fifth limb

that there seems to me to be no serious reasons against carrying out quite the same homo-

logization for both these appendages. In other words there seem to b(> for the sixth limb, as

for the fifth one, two quite different explanations possible. According to the first of these two

methods of explanation the vibratory plate is to be taken as an epipodial appendage, and

the backward pointing rod-shaped branch as the exopodite. The endopodite is scarcely ever

developed ; only in the Halocypridae is there often a part (without any endite) that must be

homologized with the part that has been explained as the endopodite on the fifth limb; cf. p. 4.3

above and fig. 30 of Conchoecia symmetrica G. W. MOLLER, in this treatise below. According
to the second method of explanation the vibratory plate is homologous with the exopodite,

the backward pointing rod-shaped branch with the endojjodite. The vibratory plate is well

developed only in H a 1 o c y p r i d s and C y t h e r e 1 1 i d s; in all the others it is more or

less completely reduced. There are no endites.

It seems to me that it is somewhat more difficult to explain this limb in the C y p r i-

d i n i d s. In all the forms of this group it is. as we know, developed as a broad, flattened

appendage. In the families Sarsiellidae and Asteropidae it lacks — presumably secondarily
—

entirely or almost entirely all traces of division into joints and, in other respects as well —
this is especially the case in the Sarsiellidae — it is very slightly differentiated. It is, of

course, quite impossible to carry out a detailed homologization in these two families. — The

family Cypridinidae: In this family the structure of the sixth limb is more complicated; in most

cases it has well developed joints; the variation in the structure of this limb is, however, rather

slight in this group. According to the first method of explanation the proximal joint of this limb,

which is almost always characterized, as shown, for instance, in the accompanying fign?i'. Iiy two

bristle-bearing endites on the anterior edge, is presumably to be regarded as a procoxale

and a coxale, the following joint, which also has a powerful endite on the anterior edge,

appears to correspond to the basale; the two following joints, the proximal one of which

is relatively short and is armed on the anterior edge with a powerful endite, while the

distal one is comparatively large and has no endite, correspond to the exopodite; the

collection of short bristles, which sometimes issues on a lobe-like little process almost always

found on the posterior edge of the protopodite, is, according to this method of explanation,

to be considered as the remains of an epipodial appendage; cf. the accompanying figure ^ If : I.

Sixl/i /mill.

Hiilncypridae.

( ypridae, Danvin -

iilidae, Nesideiilne.

Cfllheridne and
( 'yllierHlidnp.

Ciipridinidac

Snntiellidar find

.isternpidne.
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.\ciH)rding to tlio socoiul iiu'tliod of oxplanation the last-mentioned collection ol l)ristle,s is to

be considereil as a remains of the exopoditc, the two distal joints presumably represent the

ondopodite; the protopodite has the same extension as according to the former metliod of

explanation; cf. tig. VII: 2.

The collection of bristles that is in most cases to be found on the" posterior edge of the

part that has been explained as a protopodite is thus, in my opinion, to be considered as the

rudiment of a homologon to the vibratory plate on the preceding limb. This assumption seems

to be supported both bv the position of those bristles and by the fact that they are sometimes

Fiii. \'II. — Sixth liiiil) of Cypiidinn inedilerranea O. Costa (Fioni G. W. Muli.ku, 189'i). 1. According to ..tlic first

nielhod of explanation". 2. According to „tho second method of explanation" the first alternativp.

attached to a lobe-like process, though tbe latter is small. It seems, at least at present, to be

impossible to prove this assumption. For the cause of a possible reduction of this vibratory

plate see G. W. MCller, 1894, p. 198.

There is no part that might be explained as an endopodite according to the first

method of explanation* (as in the fifth Umb).

We must note the uncertainty that, in my opinion, exists in both the methods of explanation

described above, with regard to the boundary between the protopodite and the branch situated

distally of this. Perhaps only the proximal joint, the one that in most cases is characterized by ha-

ving two bristle-bearing endites on the anterior edge, is to be considered as a protopodite. Or does

the exopodite (or the endopodite as the case may be) consist only of the large end joint? These are

questions that probably cannot be decided with certainty, at least at present. Of the three

alternatives mentioned above it seems to me, however, that the first, namely that the protopodite

comprises the two proximal joints, is the most probable and it has been adopted in the present

work. This statement is supported, it seems to me, by a comparison between the fifth and

sixlh limbs. It may be sufficient to refer to a comparison between the schematic figures,

reproduced above, of the fifth limb in the sub-family Cypridininae (figs. IV: 3, 4) and the figures,

the limb below.

II seems to nio inipmhalilf that it is ropreseiilcd liy tlic jciiiil iirxl to Die ii\ilei- one. Cf. tlie (Mnhrynlciyy of
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reproduced here, of the sixth limb in the same group. From this comparison it will be seen

that, in spite of profound difEerences, these two limbs have the same fundamental plan; it

seems to me that the homologization of the different parts of one limb stands or falls according

to the homologization of those of the other. The great resemblance that exists between the

fifth and sixth limbs in the families Halocypridae, Cypridae, Darwinulidae, Nesideidae and

Cytheridae seems to justify us in drawing conclusions in the family Cypridinidae as well from a

comparison between these two limbs.

This limb begins embryologically as a simple, unjointed, lamellifonn process; in the

next larval stage ifis two-lobed distally, with one rather large outer lobe, the end joint of the

complete limb and a smaller inner lobe, explained according to the interpretations given above

as the first joint of the exopodite (or the endopodite respectively). It is only later that the

proximal joints with their endites appear. Cf. G. W. MOller, 1894, pi. 34, figs. 21, 22 and

24. Whether these embryological facts justify us in drawing any final conclusions in the

questions dealt with above I must leave imsettled.

In dealing with the morphology of this limb, just as in the case of the others, the prece-
Historical.

ding writers have been rather superficial: most of them do not seem even to have tried to form

any idea as to the morphological value of the different parts of this appendage. We find

the following views in the previous literature: C. Claus, 1865, p. 151, seems to have had a

vague idea that the part of this limb in Cypridinidae that has been explained by me above

as the end joint corresponds to the vibratory plate on the preceding limb; he expresses him-

self so cautiously, however, that one cannot be quite certain about this — ,,welcher seiner Lage
nach an die schwingende Platte des vorhergehenden Kiefers erinnert". C. Claus himself,

however, took up a definite position against this assumption as early as in his work of 1873

and this idea does not seem to have been seriously adopted by any of the other writers either.*

In the work just mentioned C. Claus writes as follows of this joint (p. 218): „In der

That erinnert die Stellung und Form dieser mehr oder minder dreieckigen Platte an den sog.

MaxiUarfuB von Cypris, sowie an das diesem gleichwerthige vordere Beinpaar von Halocypris,

ohne jedoch morphologisch diesem (5.) Gliedmafienpaar zu entsprechen." The small collection

* It is true that G. O. Saks in his work of 1887, p. 9 seems to adopt this explanation, as he writes as follows:

,,Laminarum vibratoriarum 2 paria adsunt valde dissimilia, anteriores de basi appendicum antepenulti-ni paris

prodeuntes, . . . posteriores apici appendicum penultimi paris affixao, iiiferne vergenles, triangulares, verlicales, juxta-

positae." But it is quite clear, however, from his statements on pp. 41 and 42 in the same work that this is not the

case. He shows here that the part of the fifth limb which has been explained by me above, according to the so-

called first method of explanation, as the third and fourth exopodite joints
— it is described by G. O. SAE8 as a

,,tyndt og gjennemsigtigt membrai;0st W'dhang" (a thin, transparent, membranous appendage)
— is most probably

homologous to „den saakaldte Vifteplade (lamina vibratoria) paa det felgende Par Lemmer" (the so-called vibratory

plate on the following pair of limbs). It is impossible to decide with certainty what is G. S. Brady and \. M. Xorma.n's

view about this part of the sixth limb in their work of 1896. They have not made any distinct statement as to the homo-

logy of this organ — just as in the case of most of the other organs. In their description of Cypridina ( Vargula) norvegica

W. Baird we read on p. 648 with regard to this limb: „The penultimate limbs or third maxillae end in three setiferous

lobes, the outer side of the limb carries a sub-triangular vibratory lamina, margined at first with nine plumose setae,

beyond which the margin is simply finely ciliated, while near the further angle arc three more plumose setae." The

vibratory plate on the fifth limb is termed by these writers ..vibratory plate". The similar terms perhaps indicate that

these organs are considered to be homologous. It is possible, however, that these wTilers have not even attempted to

form any opinion at all of the Iiomology of these organs,

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I. '
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Seventh limb.

Cypridae,

Darwinulidae,

yesideidae and

Cytheridae.

Halocypridae.

Cypridinidae.

of bristles that is found in most cases on the posterior edge of the protopodite and that was

taken by me above to be a remains of a vibratory phite appears, according to a statement on the

same page, to belong to a reduced vibratory plate. This assumption has later been adopted

by G. W. MULler. Neither of these two authors has tried, however, to give any proof for

their views. — With regard to tlie morphological value of the vibratory plate
—

just as in the

case of the same organ on the fifth limb — we find two different views in the literature; most

writers — if they have any opinion in this matter — take it to be an exopodite; G. W. MOller

assumes that it is homologous to an epipodial appendage. The backward pointing part of this

limb, the part which is rod-shaped in Halocyprids, C y p r i d s, -1) a r w i n u 1 i d s,

Nesideids and Cytherids, is taken by all writers to be an endopodite. With regard

to this limb in the family Cypridinidae G. W. MULLER assumes, 1894, p. 68, that the proximal

joint, with two endites, corresponds to the protopodite, the three distal joints to the endopodite.

Curiously enough G. W. MCller seems to have been very sure about the extension of the

protopodite. Thus he writes on this point, loc. cit. ,,so ist es wohl unzweifelhaft, daB bei

Cypridina das 1. Glied, welches an seinem Vorderrand 2 Hooker mit Borsten hat, als

Stamm . . . zu bezeichnen ist". The reason why G. W. MOller and I have arrived at

somewhat different ideas as to the morphological value of this limb in the family Cypridinidae

is probably to be found in our different explanations of the fifth limb in this family. Just as

I have done above, G. W. MOller has completely applied the homologization of the fifth limb

to the sixth one. Other investigators too have assumed that the distal part of the sixth limb

in the Cypridinids corresponds to the endopodite, but they have not indicated the

exact boundary between the protopodite and the endopodite.

Seventh limb: — This is not found in the Polycopidae and Cytherellidae.

The families Cypridae, Darwinulidae, Nesideidae and Cytheridae: In these families the

seventh limb shows such a far-reaching agreement with the two preceding limbs that it seems

to me that there are no serious objections to applying quite the same homologization to this

limb as well. According to the first method of explanation the backward pointing rod-

shaped branch is to be considered as an exopodite, according to the other it is to be taken

as an endopodite and the part situated proximaUy of this branch is homologous to the

protopodite. No organ is ever developed that could be considered as an endopodite accor-

ding to the first method of explanation. The vibratory plate, which according to the first

explanation is to be homologized with an epipodial appendage, according to the second with

the exopodite, is always reduced; it can, however, be traced in most cases as single bristles

on the posterior side of the protopodite, situated sometimes proximaUy, sometimes distaUy.

No endites are developed.

It seems impossible to decide with certainty at present whether the very much reduced

seventh Limb in the Halocyprids is to be taken as a protopodite -j- an exopodite or only

as an exopodite, according to the first method of explanation, or as a protopodite + an

endopodite or only as an endopodite, according to the second.

It is rather probable that the peculiar worm-like cleaning organ in the family

Cypridinidae is also to be taken as a rod-shaped limb consisting of a protopodite and
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an exopodite, according to the first method of explanation, or of a protojjodite and an

endopodite, according to the second; there is, is course, no proof of this as yet.

In the previous literature this limb has always been taken as being composed of a proto-

podite and an endopodite.

Is it possible to prove that any of the explanations put fVhkh of these me-

forward above is quite certain? '^°''' "f explanation

mi • • •
1 • • • r

'* correct?
ihe most important pomt m this question is: What is the nature of the

vibratory plate in these three limbs? Is it to be considered as an epipodite
or is it homologous with the exopodite? As has been shown above, this organ has been taken

as an exopodite by almost all the preceding investigators; only G. W. MOller has explained
it as an epipodial appendage. No decisive proof of either of these views has been given so far;

only a few writers have tried to give any reasons at all for their assumptions.
G. W. MUlleR writes as follows in his large monograph of 1894, p. 84 with regard to this

problem: „Wie ist sie zu deuten? Claus spricht sie als AuBenast an, und diese Deutung scheint

die nachste mit Riicksicht auf die Athemplatte der vorhergehenden beiden GliedmaaBen zu sein,

welche wir ebenfaUs als AuBenast auffaBten. Doch ist dagegen zu bemerken, daB der Ursprung
derselben an den verschiedenen GliedmaaBen ganz verschieden ist. An der 6. und 6. GHedmaaBe

entspringt sie sehr weit oben am Stammglied; betrachten wir sie als Exopodit, so miissen wir

annehmen, daB das 1. Stammglied voUstandig oder fast voUstandig geschwunden ist. Bei

Polycope scheint die Zugehorigkeit zum 1. Stammglied auBer Frage zu sein, jedoch lege ich

diesem Befund geringen Werth bei mit Riicksicht auf die Schwierigkeit der Untersuchung und

die Unsicherheit der Deutung bei der genannten Form. Abgesehen hiervon ist noch gegen

diese Deutung einzuwenden, daB wir bei Cytherella auBer der Athemplatte einen Anhang finden,

der seiner Lage nach wohl nichts anders als ein Exopodit sein kann. Ein ahnlicher ^\jihang

findet sich, wie gesagt, bei Macrocypris. Durch dieses Vorkommen scheint mir die Deutung
der Athemplatte an der 5. und 6. GHedmaaBe als Exopodit widerlegt; ich bezeichne sie daher

als Epipodialanhang." A part of this statement merits a closer examination.

First — I mention this in passing
— G. W. MtlLLER's statement tliat ho thought it

certain that the vibratory plate on the maxilla was homologous with the exopodite. This

statement must seem rather curious to those who have carefully read this writer's statements

on this point in other places in tlie work quoted. It is true that in dealing with the vibratory

plate on the maxilla in the family Cypridae this organ was first explained as an exopodite, but

there was clearly a certain amount of doubt; thus we read on p. 57: ,,v i e 1 1 e i c h t ist sie als

AuBenast zu betrachten". Lower down on the same page, however, G. W. MULLER seems to

have followed quite another line of thought; we read here of the same organ: „Eine wesentlich

andere Auffassung vertritt ClaUS .... die Athemplatte laBt er dem Exopodit entsprechen

und homologisirt sie dem Anhang am 1. Tasterglied von Cypridina." According to this state-

ment one would think that G. W. MCller disagrees definitely with the explanation of the

vibratory plate of the maxilla as an exopodite. His statement about the vibratory plate of

the maxilla on p. 194 of this work: „AuBenast . . . der . . . zur Athemplatte wurde (?)"

also seems to show that this writer was very doubtful about explaining this organ as an exopodite.
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As a matter of fact — as has been already shown on p. 35 above — it must be considered

that the niorphologiral vaUie of the vibratory ])hxte on the maxilla (in tlie faniilies Cypridae,

Darivimdidae, Xesideidae and Cytherkiae) is far from being settled witli certainty. It is true

that in this work I have explained this organ as an epipodite, but I did so with reserve; the

possibility of its being of the nature of an exopodite must still be considered as being present.

Under these circumstances, in lioinologizing the vibratory plates on the three posterior limbs

it is not convenient to pay too much attention to the results attained so far in attempting to

homologize this organ on the maxilla.

To support his view that the vibratory plate on the postericjr limbs is an epipodial aj^jjx'u-

dage G. W. Mt'LLER thus brings forward, in the first place, the proximal position of this organ

on the fifth and sixtli limbs. As a matter of fact, however, the position of this organ on tlie

posterior limbs varies rather considerably. In a number of forms this plate is certainly situated

verv proximally, as, for instance, on the fifth and sixth limbs of H a 1 o c y p r i d s, on the

fifth limb of Nesidea and on the fifth, sixth and seventh limbs of C y t h e r i d s (cf. the accom-

panying fig. V: 1 of the fifth limb of Sderochilus coniortus [A. M. NORMAN]); in other forms,

however, we find it situated rather near the distal boundary of the protopodite, as, for instance,

on the sixth and seventh limbs in Nesidea; cf. the accompanying fig. V: 2 (Gr. W. MtlLLER,

1894, pi. 15. fig. 35), on the fifth and sixth limbs of a number of C y p r i d s; cf. fig. IV: 7

above of the fifth limb of Macrocypris, and on the sixth limb of the family Cypridinidae,

fig.
VII above. (If G. W. Miller's explanaticm of the joints on the fifth limb of the sub-

family Cypridininae is correct, the vibratory plate is also attached close to the distal boundary

of the protopodite on this limb as well; cf. p. 46 above and G. W. MUller, 1894, p. 60, fig. 2.)

In those cases where the vibratory plate is situated proximally we need not, however — even

presupposing that it is of the nature of an exopodite
— by any means resort to so radical an

explanation as G. W. Mt'LLER has adopted, namely that the ,,1. Stammglied vollstandig oder

fast vollstandig geschwunden ist" (and there is just as little need to explain the distal position

of this organ
—

presuming it is of the nature of an epipodial appendage
— by assuming that

the distal joint of the protopodite has more or less completely disappeared). As has already been

pointed out above, the vibratory plate (probably always
— the epipodite) on the mandible

is often more or less displaced; in a number of forms it is situated on the medial side of the

second protopodite joint, in others on the lateral side of this joint; in other words the position

of the vibratory plate is not always quite constant. If we apply this experience to

the posterior limbs, we need consequently only assume — if we suppose that the vibratory

plate on these limbs is of the nature of an exopodite
— that in forms in which the vibratory

plate has a decidedly proximal position this organ is displaced proximally more than is usual.

(\Miether we assvune that the vibratory plate is an exopodite or an epipodial appendage, it

seems to be necessary for us to assume that this organ has been displaced in one direction or the

other in a number of forms.)

% As another argument G. W. MUller puts forward the occurrence of a forward pointing

process distally on the protopodite of the fifth limb of CytJierella and Macrocypris. The signi-

ficance of this process must not, however, be overestimated; no decisive value can be attached
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to it; it may very well be considered as an accessory appendage. Neither the position, size nor

structure of this process form any decided argument in favour of its being a branch. The

position is explained by its function; it is an organ for breaking up food or carrying it to the

mouth or towards the masticatory appendages that are situated in front; the distal endite on

the maxilla has about the same position. The size is of very little value as an argument; in this

connection it w^ill be enough to point out that the endites on the maxilla are often of considerable

length, sometimes almost as long as the palp that has been explained as an endopodite. The

structure seems to be an argument against, rather than for, its having the nature of a branch;

it is always unjointed, in most cases not even bounded proximally; (a proximal boundary need

not, as a matter of fact, have much significance, as I have myself observed specimens of a species

belonging to the genus Macrocypris in which the middle one of the three endites of the maxilla

had a well-defined proximal boundary); finally it is practically always without muscles inside

itself —•

contrary to the backward pointing branch; I only succeeded in observing these muscles

in the Halocyprids; cf. below, however, for the latter characters.

This investigator does not bring forward any other reasons for his view.

It ought to be clear from this that G. W. MOller has not proved in any decisive way
the assumption put forward by him as to the morphological nature of the vibratory plate on

the three posterior limbs.

On the other hand we find that none of the investigators who adopt the view that the

vibratory plate on the posterior limbs is of the nature of an exopodite has advanced any decisive

proof for his view. The only one who has made a serious attempt to sujjport his assumption

by facts is G. Alm. This investigator has advanced a number of facts which seemed to him

to support the idea that the forward pointing process on the fifth limb of a number of C y p r i d s

and of C y t h e r e 1 1 a has the nature of a branch. We read in this writer's work of 1915,

pp. 9— 10: ,,Diese Bildung entspricht doch was Form und Lage anbelangt den Kauladen am
Mandibel und der Maxille, zumal sie auch an der Innenseite des Beines sitzt, was nicht fiir den

Exopodit gelten diirfte, und weiter vermiBt man vollkommen etwaige Muskeln in derselben,

was alles gegen die Deutung als Exopodit sprechen muB."

I have tried to show above that the shape and position of this process cannot be used

as proofs of its having the nature of a branch, but these characters arc equally incapable of

being used as evidence in favour of the opposite opinion. The position is distal on the protopodite,

i. e. where one would expect to find it if it were a branch. It is true that it is always unjointed,

but in connection witli this it may be pointed out tliat the same thing is always true of the

exopodite on the mandible, of which no investigator has yet denied that it has the nature of

a branch. With regard to G. ALM's argument that this process has no muscles it may be pointed

out, first, that these can be observed in the Halocyprids (cf. fig. 27 of Conchoecia sym-

metrica G. W. MULLER, in this treatise), secondly that muscles are also absent in the exopodite

of the mandible of Cypridinidae, etc. G. Alai assumes in the same work, p. 10, that the strong

development and individualization of the forward pointing process on the fifth limb of Macro-

cypris is connected with the fact that this limb is in this genus also used as a crawling leg and

a climbing organ and in consequence of this ,,nicht so weit nach vonie verschoben werden kann.
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wie es bci den hohoron Cypridon, wo dor Endopodit keine Bedcutung hat, der Fall ist.

Statt desseii muB alsdanii dor bci dor Naliruiigsaut'nahnio zu vorwendonde Toil verliingort wordon,

audi ist ihro Bowoglicldcoit von Nutzeu, um iiiclit von don Bowogungon dos iibrigen Beincs abhiingig

zu seiu." It ouglit to be obvious that this assumption cannot bo used as a proof of the accessory

nature of the forward pointing process; as an assumption it may be taken for what it is worth.

As a proof for the exopodite nature of the vibratory plate there has also been advanced

the early appearance of tliis organ during ontogeny, as in other Crustacean groups the

epipodial appendages usually appear comparatively late. We should note, however, that the

forward pointing process on the fifth limb is also developed rather early; in a number of forms

it is even more powerfully developed relatively in the larvae than in the mature individuals.

It is probably impossible to draw any conclusions from these facts as to the morphological value

of these processes. The early appearance of these two organs during ontogeny is presumably
due less to their great phylogenetic age than to the fact that they are both of vital importance

even in the early larval stages. E. KorsCHELT and K. HbIDER state in their „Lehrbuch der

vergleichenden Entwicklungsgeschichte der wirbellosen Thiere", p. 389, that it can by no means

be considered impossible that the early or late appearance of the epipodial appendages is closely

connected with the needs of respiration.

No really decisive evidence in favour of either of the

alternatives mentioned can thus be said to have been brought
forward so far, nor, in my opinion, is it possible at present to

f i n d a n y. I have myself tried to find evidence both among the facts of comparative mor-

phology and in embryology, but without any positive result. It seems most probable to

me, however, that G. W. MOLler has found the most correct solution of this problem. In

the present treatise the vibratory plates on the fifth, sixth and sevenths limbs have conse-

quently been taken to be epipodial appendages.
What was most decisive in causing me to take this view was the structure of the fifth

limb in the family Polycopidae. It is true that the assumption that the two distal, verruciform,

unjointed processes on this limb really correspond to an exopodite and an endopodite has not

yet been proved; it is only a postulate put forward by G. W. MUller even with the addition

of a query, and no forms have been found so far that have enabled this statement in any way
to be changed into a proof. But it seems to me, however, as is pointed out above, fairly probable

that this assumption of G. W. MCller's is correct. It seems to be supported partly by the

fact that the Polycopids show primitive characteristics with regard to the preceding

limbs, partly because both these processes seem to appear constantly in all the forms belonging

to this group, partly also perhaps because they are moved by special muscles in the same way.
If these two processes are homologous with the exopodite and the endopodite, the vibratory

plate must of course, as has been pointed out above, be taken as an epipodial appendage. The

shape of the vibratory plate in this group also seems to me to support the idea that it is of the

nature of an epipodial appendage.
This view is perhaps also supported by the fact that the forward pointing process on the

fifth limb is developed best in a number of forms which are at the present time looked upon
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as more or less primitive in a number of respects, as, for instance, in P o 1 y c o p i d s, H a 1 o-

cyprids, Macrocyprids and Cytherellids.
Finally the fact that the vibratory plates on the mandible and maxilla are presumably

of an epipodial nature may also be advanced to support this explanation. With regard to the

value of this argument see p. 52 above.

If we start from the assumption that the vibratory plates on the fifth, sixth and seventh

limbs are homologous with epipodial appendages, how is that part of these limbs to be

explained that is situated distally of the protopodite and is often pointed backward and

rod-shaped? Is it to be looked upon as an exopodite or an endopodite? And liow is the

forward pointing process on the fifth limb to be explained?

The position of these organs in relation to the limb as a whole does not — I think
—

permit of more than one explanation, the one which has already been put forward by me
and called the first method of explanation. According to this the forward pointing process on

the fifth limb is to be homologized with the endopodite; the part that is in most cases rod-shaped
and pointing backward corresponds to an exopodite that is turned somewhat backward.

This is opposed to the results of all previous investigators; in all previous works, as is

seen above, the distal part of these limbs has been explained as the endopodite. In the case

of those investigators who homologize the vibratory plates on all limbs with exopodites this

result is quite natural. But it seems to me exceedingly curious that G. W. MULLEH, who has

interpreted the vibratory plates on the three posterior limbs as epipodial appendages, should

have been able to arrive at this result.

What arguments can G. W. MOller bring forward in favour of a homologization of the

two branches of the fifth limb that is quite the opposite of what is assumed by me above?

It is quite clear that the position of these organs does not support this view. G. W.

MULLER writes with regard to this, 1894, p. 196: ,,Nicht unerwahnt will ich lassen, daC die Art

der Einlenkung die umgekehrte Deutung befiirwortet, doch wird man auf diese Thatsache

wenig Werth legen, mit Riicksicht darauf, daB es nur einer geringen Verschiebung, einer

schwachen Verbreiterung des Stammes an der betreiienden Stelle bedarf, um die heutige Form

herzusteUen." In other words this author admits that the position shows his explanation to

be quite incorrect. At the same time, however, he tries to diminish the value of the evidence

of the position by stating that a slight displacement of the parts in question would be enough

to produce a position that would be suitable for the homologization accepted by him. When

the foliaceous fifth limb of the P h y 1 1 o p o d s is in a position of rest, the endites and the

endopodite are pointing obliquely inwards and forwards towards the mouth; the exopodite

is pointing obliquely backwards and outwards. On the foliaceous fifth limb in the family

Cypridinidae, when the organ is in a position of rest, the endites point forwards and inwards,

the part that G. W. MUlleh explained as an endopodite points obliquely backwards and out-

wards. On the same limb in the C y p r i d s and Cytherellids the process that was

explained by G. W. MtJLLER as an exopodite is, when the limb is in a position of rest, pointing

inwards and forwards; the rod-shaped branch which was explained by the same author as an

endopodite, points backwards. The homologization carried out by G. W. MCller thus makes
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it necessary siniplv to assume that t h e o x o p o d i t o a ii d t h o o n d o p o d i t o have

changed p 1 a c o s; the enditos on the protopodite have, t)n the other hand, retained tlieir

original position. An alteration of position of this sort can scarcely be described as ,,gering"!

The explanation adopted bv ine, on the other hand, makes it necessary for the different

parts to have retained thi'ir oriiiiiial position in a number of forms, e. g. in the families Cypri-

dinidae and Sarsiellidae: in the families Halocypridae, Cypridae, DarwinuUdae, Nesideidae,

Cytheridae and CythereUidae the rod-shaped branch would have been turned somewhat back-

wards, a turning that seems fairly easy to explain when one considers the comparatively great

length of this branch in these forms and the presence of a shell that encloses the whole body;

other parts have retained their original position in these groups too.

There seems to have really been only one argument present for G. W. MOller in favour

of this homologization . namely the resemblance that he believed he had observed between the

rod-like distal parts of the three posterior limbs and the endopodites of the anterior post-oral

limbs. Thus he writes, 1894, p. 84: ,,Die Uebereinstimmung im Bau des Innenastes der genannten

Gliedmaafien scheint mir von einigem Interesse. Bei der 2. Antenne unterliegt es keinem Zweifel,

daO der fragliche Theil wirklich der Innenast ist; anders bei der 5.—7. GliedmaaBe. Mogen
andere Griinde die fragliche Deutung sehr wahrscheinlich machen, mir scheint der starkste

Grund in der Uebereinstimmung des fraglichen Theiles mit dem Innenast der 2. Antenne zu liegen."

I cannot decide with certainty which characters this writer is here referring to. A more

detailed comparison between these limbs will, in my opinion, convince anyone who has a thorough

knowledge of this group of animals that any resemblance that may be observed must be said

to be so superficial that it cannot properly be put forward as ,,evidence" in this matter.

In an essay entitled ,,M i 1 1 h e i lu n g e n liber C o p e p o d e n", 1893, W. GlES-

BRECHT writes as follows p. 92: ,,Man kann im Allgemeinen (vorbehaltlich einer Reihe von Aus-

nahmen) die auBere Halfte der vorderen GliedmaBen des Rumpfes als die locomotorische und

respiratorische, die innere als die prehensile bezeichnen." This statement was only observed by
6. W. Ml'LLER after his large Naples monograph of 1894 was nearly all in print and seems to

have aroused in the mind of this author some doubt as to the explanation of the posterior limbs

of the Ostracods that he had accepted in this work, but, all the same, it did not cause him

to depart from the position he had already taken up. He writes on this point in the above-

mentioned work, p. 195: ,,Der Gesichtspunkt, von dem Giesbrecht bei seinem Satz ausging,

ist wohl dazu geeignet, Zweifel an der Richtigkeit der pag. 84 vorgetragenen Auffassung der

GliedmaaBen zu erwecken. Doch liegen die Verhaltnisse bei den Ostracoden in einer

Beziehung anders. Das Vorhandensein einer 2klappigen Schale begiinstigte die Ausbildung

desjenigen Astes zum Bewegungsorgan, vor allem zu einem solchen, das aus der Schale hervor-

gestreckt wurde, welcher der Mittellinie am nachsten stand, also des Innenastes. Eine That-

sache scheint von diesem Gesichtspunkt aus beachtenswerth : wir finden nur einen umfang-

reichen Anhang, den wir mit Bestimmtheit als AuBenast bezeichnen konnen, und der im Dienste

der Bewegung steht, das ist der AuBenast der 2. Antenne der Myodocopa, und fiir diesen existiert

fast durchweg eine Erweiterung der Spalte zwischen beiden Schalen oft als querer Schlitz

(Rostralincisur), um ihm Spielraum fiir seine Bewegung zu schaffen. Dieser Gesichtspunkt
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sclu'int bfiachtenswerth fiir die morphologische Deutung der (JliedmaaBen der Ostracoden.

Freilich fiir entscheidend fiir die Auffassung gerade des fraglichen Beinpaares halte ich ihn nicht.

Es sind da zahlreiche Moglichkeiten zu beriicksichtigen: so kann die GliedmaaBe in den Dienst

der Nahrungsaufnahme getreten sein, bevor die Schale den heutigen Umfang erreicht hatte,

oder es kann der eine Ast sich an der Nahrungsaufnahme betheiligt haben, bevor der andere als

Klammer- oder Schreitorgan Verwerthung fand, was durch die geringe GroBe des nach hinten

gerichteten Astes bei den H a 1 o c y p r i d e n vmd C y p r i d e n eine gewisse Wahrschein-

lichkeit gewinnt. Die Zahl der in Betracht kommenden Moglichkeiten liefie sich leicht vermehren;

aber bei der Unmoglichkeit, sich fiir die eine oder andere zu entscheiden, wird man am besten

than, ahnliche Gesichtspunkte bei derFrage nach der Deutung der Aeste aus dem Spiel zu lasscn.

Die Aehnlichkeit der Aeste verschiedener GliedmaaBen liefert immerhin noch den sichersten Anhalt.
"

With regard to this statement of G. W. MtlLLER's we may first point out the justice

of his objection to a quite uncritical application to the limbs of the Ostracod group of the rule

observed by W. GlESBRECHT for the anterior limbs in the Copepods. The conditions in

these two groups are certainly so different that what is a rule in one may very well be an ex-

ception in the other. On the contrary, every special case must be tested by itself as thoroughly

as possible. The necessity of this is probably best illustrated by the second antennae of the

Ostracods.
On the other hand there is, as far as I can see, no evidence at aU for G. W. MOller's

statement that the development of the epimeres on the posterior cephalomeres into a shell

enclosing the whole body favours the development of the inner branch into a locomotory organ.

It can scarcely be thought that the shell was any absolute obstacle to an increase in the length

of an exopodite that was pointing obliquely backwards and outwards. At most, as is pointed

out above, this branch was forced by the shell to turn slightly backwards. The ,,evidence" in

favour of this statement of his obtained by the author from the exopodite of the second antenna

in Cypridinids, Halocyprids and P o 1 y c o p i d s is, of course, almost too

weak and transparent to need further discussion. To judge from the reservation he added,

G. W. MiJLLER himself realized this weakness. It will probably be sufficient to point out that

the exopodite of this antenna is used as a locomotory (natatory) organ, even in such forms

as have no rostral incisur, e. g. in Polycopidae and Thaumatocypris. The rostral incisur is not

to be considered as a structure that makes it possible for the exopodite on this antenna to

be used as a locomotory and natatory organ, but as a structure by means of which the second

antenna alone, without the help of the first antenna, may be able to fulfil the function of a loco-

.motory (natatory) organ; for tliis it is necessary that this limb shall be moved, not in the

sagittal plane, but straight outwards from front to back. This has already been pointed out

by G. O. Sars, 1865, p. 6 (cf. chapter III of this work), ^^'ith regard to the useless nature

of the rest of the above statement I am quite in agreement with its author.

I can thus merely keep to my view as accepted above with regard to the explanation
77«- first method /

„ , , . ^ , , .-11 /- 1 i ii 1 i- -i- explanation is ado[i-

of these branches. In arnvmg at this I have been practically confined to the relative positions ^^^ .^ ^^^^ ^^^^^

of the parts. In these cases other characters have ahnost entirely failed. Thus in the

present work the method of e x
]i

1 a n n t i o n accepted for the fifth,

Zoolop. bidrap, tJppsala. Supp].-Bd. I.
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.\ few more words mav bo addcil luTe with regard to the three posterior limbs in the

faniilie.s Haloci/pridac. Cifpridae. Darimiulidae, Nesidcidae and Cytheridae.

As is mentioned above, almost all writers assume tliat in the Crustacea the rod-shaped

limb has alwavs or almost always aris(>n from the birainous type liy a reduction of the exopodite;

upon this reduction the endopodite became — according to a number of writers — „was es am

Rlattbein war: zur direkten Fortsetzung des Protopodites" (W. GlESBRECin\ 1913, p. 32). If

the explanation adopted by me above is correct, the fifth, sixth and seventh limbs of the five

families mentioned above would thus form an important exception to a general rule. (It is.

however, to be noted that in the case of the limbs of Leptost.raca J. TlllELE, 1905, p. 449

arrived at a result similar to that obtained by me above; this investigator writes (loc. cit.):

.,Die iibrigen Korperanhange : vorn die vordere Maxille, die Mandibel und die hinteren Antennen.

hinten die beiden letzten Pleopoden haben den einen ihrer beiden Aste verloren, an den vordereii

Anhangen wahrscheinlich den iiuBeren, an den hinteren vielleicht den inneren, etc."). This

cannot, however, be considered surprising by those who, like myself (p. 24), take the view that

there was probably no far-reaching morphological difference originally between the different

parts of the limbs in Protostraca.

In exceptional cases the rod-shaped limb would have developed directly from the folia-

ceous type. (Even in these cases the distal part of the limb would be homologous with the

endopodte). .\s examples of such a development W. GlESBRECHT, 1913, mentioned, as is seen from

p. 24 above, the rod-shaped fifth, sixth and seventh limbs in the five Ostracod families just

mentioned. This assumption of Giesbrecht's must be regarded as very problematical It is.

of course, connected with this author's homologization of the vibratory plates on these limbs

with the exopodites. If we accept my view that this organ is of an epipodial nature, the

problem is obviously different: at least for the present it seems best to leave this assumption

out of consideration.

Copulatory organs: —
I was doubtful as to the terms I should use for the male copulatory organs in the

C y p r i d i n i d s.

We know that in this group the two vasa deferentia unite distally and open on an unpaired,

papilla-like little swelling situated medio-ventrally somewhat in front of the furca. On both

sides of this papilla there issue two more or less extensive appendages, in most cases bifurcated

distally; these are the organs of copulation. These two organs do not include any part of the

ducts of the sexual organs; they are nevertheless called penes by C. GLAUS, G. W, MtJLLER and

others; no special reason for this terminology is given. A. Ramsch, 1906, most frequently calls them

penes, sometime genital limbs. On the other hand A. Garbini, 1887, calls these organs ,,zampe

sessuali"; only the small papilla on which the sexiial ducts emerge is called penis by this writer.

If the state of affairs had been the same in other Ostracod groups as in the C y p r i-

d i n i d s it would undoubtedly have been most convenient to denote the small median
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genital papUki as a penis, as A. GAKbIM has done; the copulatory organs might have conveniently

been called „genital limbs" or something similar. We know, however, that this is not the case.

On the contrary, in other groups* the distal parts of the ducts of the sexual organs do not emerge
between the copulatory appendages, but more or less distally on them; in other words the

latter are to be taken as real penes.

The question now arises: are the copulatory organs in the Cypridinids homologous
to the same organs in other Ostraeods. It is exceedingly difficult to answer this question;

a multitude of facts from comparative morphology and embryology, which unfortunately I

f-annot yet give, are necessary for this answer. G. W. MtJLLER does not attempt to give any
definite answer to this question. He writes, 1894, p. 77: „. . . . So beschranke ich mich hier

darauf, die verschiedenen Moglichkeiten der Homologisirung des Penis, die ich kenne, aufzu-

ziihlen, ohne damit behaupten zu woUen, daB damit alle Moglichkeiten erschopft sind. —
1

)
Der Penis der C y p r i d i n i d e n ist das umgewandelte 8. GliedmaaBenpaar und dem

Inirstenformigen Organ der Podocopa, nicht aber dem Penis der iibrigen Ostracoden
(einschlieUlich der Podocopa) homolog. Der Penis der letzteren ist nicht aus einem GliedmaaBen-

paar hervorgegangen. Hierfiir lieBe sich das verschiedene Verhalten des Penis bei den

C y p r i d i n i d e n und den iibrigen Ostracoden anfiihren. Bei den C y p r i d i n i d e n

nimmt er keinen Theil des Vas deferens auf, sondern steht nur neben der Miindimg. Bei den

iibrigen Ostracoden umfaBt er den Endtheil des Vas deferens, ist selbst Begattungsrohr.

2) Der Penis der Cypridiniden ist aus einem GliedmaaBenpaare hervorgegangen, das sicli

bei den Podocopa gespalten und den Penis nebst dem biirstenformigen Organ geliefert hat,

wiihrend bei den H a 1 o c y p r i d e n und P o 1 y c o p i d e n nur die eine Halfte erhalten ist.

3) Der Penis der Cypridiniden ist aus 2 Gliedmaafienpaaren hervorgegangen, von denen

das eine den Penis der H a 1 o c y p r i d e n, P o 1 y c o p i d e n und Podocopa, das andere das

biirstenformige Organ der Podocopa geliefert hat. — Ich finde keine Griinde, welche die eine

Amiahme wahrscheinlicher machen, als die andere." As for several reasons I am fuUy convinced

that the copulative organs are homologous formations in the whcjle Ostracod group
— I regard the

conditions in the Cypridinids as primitive
— it seemed to me best to use the term penes

for these organs, thereby following the terminology accepted by most previous investigators.

It will be necessary in the future to define and amplify the special terminology for this

organ very considerably. The reason why this is not done here is that in the present work this

organ is dealt with very superficially. The complicated structure of this organ needs a very

thorough and comprehensive examination, a piece of work that probably needs a special treatise.

Gills: —
I shall only mention in passing A. DOHHN's hypothesis (Geschichte des Krebs-

s t a mm 6 s) that the gills in the genus Asterope are homologous with epipodial appendages of limbs,

the other parts of which have now entirely disappeared. No proof of this assumption can be

given, but it also seems, at least at present, impossible entirely to disprove it. It may, however,

be pointed out that it seems much more probable that we are only concerned with accessory folds

of the skin without any connection originally with limbs; (on the other hand it is quite uncertain

• The state of affairs in Polycopidae is unfortunately not known with curlainly.
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Ptirca.

Frontal organ.

Other organs.

The larval stages.

wlu'tluT those folds arc arnuigocl segiueutally or imt). Ki. Miller, 1870, p. 273, had already

I'xpressod this view; as did C. Cl.\US also, 1876, p. 96. As a proof of the probability of this

assuinptiim it mav be pointed out that weak transverse, folds have been observed on the

ilorsid sitle of the back of the body iu the males of a number ol species belonging to other genera

of C y p r i d i n i d s; cf., for instance, Cypriilina dursuserrata (J. W. MOLler, 1908, pi. IV,

Hg. 2. In the male of Cyprulina Hilgendorfi G. W. MtlLLBR, 1890, we find at the corresponding

place gills in the form of comparatively high transverse folds, seven in niiiuliii-; as in the

last-nieutioued species but contrary to the genus Asterope, these folds extend across tlie back

without any median break; only the foremost one has a medial concavity. G. W. MOl.LKR,

1890. p. 224. homologizes these gills with those of the genus Asterope, supporting his view

especially by theii' number and position. It is, at any rate, certainly premature at the present

time to describe these gills by the terra „epipodial appendages" .

Furca: —
With regard to this organ the terminology used by G. W. MU1.LER has been adopted

in this work. Consequently the furcal claws are counted distally-proximally, contrary to the

practice of a number of other writers, e. g. G. S. Brady. This method is necessitated partly

because in several forms these claws vary in number, when it is always the small proximal claws

that are subject to variation, and partly because they are formed ontogenetically distally-

proximally, the proximal ones not appearing until the matui-e stage is reached.

Frontal organ*: —
This is most frequently termed in the present work ,,the rod-shaped organ", on

account of its shape.

^^'ith regard to other organs the terminology used by G. VV. MtJLLER has been

adopted in this work.

Terminology of the larval stages: —
By Stage I in the present work is meant the oldest larval stage, the stage next to

the mature stage. The stage immediately preceding Stage I is called Stage II, the stage

immediately preceding Stage II is Stage III, and so on.

This terminolog}' has not been used by previous writers. C. Claus and G. W. MOLLER
denote the youngest freely Uving larval stage by Stage I, the subsequent stage by Stage II,

and so on. This terminology seems inconvenient on account of the deficiency of our present

knowledge of the post-embryonal development of this group, especially with regard to the

youngest larval stages. A consequence of the employment of this terminology has been that

larval stages with the same numbers do not correspond to each other in the works of different

writers or even in different works of the same writer. Thus Stage I of the genus Conchoecia

in G. W. MuLLER's works of 1893 and 1894 — of which this author says, 1893, p. 376, „Das
erste mir bekannt gewordene Stadium, das ich geneigt bin, fiir das erste iiberhaupt zu halten"

—
corresponds to Stage III of the same genus in C. Claus, 1893.

*
Contrary to the practice ia G. W. Muller's works, in tiiis treatise, as in VV. Giesbrecht, 1913, the nauplius

eye is not reckoned as a frontal organ (W. Giesbrecht, 1913, p. 120). G. W. Mli.i.er wriles. 1912. p. 8: ..Das Frontal-

organ . . . besteht aus clem dreiteiligen Medianauge iind . . . ."
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It is true that (A. H. FowLER in his work of 1909 counts from the older to the younger

stages, as I do, but he denotes the oldest mature stage, not the oldest larval stage, as Stage I.

As a result of this the oldest larval stage in the genus ConcJwecia is termed Stage III in this

work, as this writer assumes that this genus is characterized by two mature stages which dift'cr

from each other. It is to be noted that in several Ostracod groups moults— characterized by small

growth-factors and inconsiderable morphological alterations — occur after maturity is attained.

So far. however, we do not know which groups are characterized by post-larval moults; it is not

impossible that different species in the same genus differ from each other in this character. Nor do

we know how many larval moults the different species are characterized by. From these reasons

it may be evident that it is not convenient to follow the terminology used by G. H. FoWLER.



CHAPTER II.

Contributions to our knowledge of the natural system
of the Ostracods.

Some introdueiory During the course of the last ceiituiy zoological classification has, as we know, — like

remarks.
^j^^ biological sciences in general

— shown an enormous advance. The cause of this is probably

to be found especially in the way in which the idea of evolution has asserted itself in biology.

The purely descriptive classification, whose main — and in many cases only
—

object was to try

to get an arrangement and summary of the multitude of forms belonging to organic life, has

given way to deeper and more scientific efforts. Natural scientists have laid down as their

object an attempt to establish, by means of comparison, the laws of the phenomena in the

animal and vegetable kingdoms and an attempt to arrive at an understanding of these pheno-

mena by means of exact methods and experiments.

It is true that even C. v. LiNNE spoke about ,,natural" and ,,artificial" systems, but

it was only after the theory of evolution was put forth that the idea arose that a real consan-

guinity existed between the different systematic categories. The motto was formulated that

,,the degree of resemblance is a measure of consanguinity; the greater the resemblance is, the

closer are the genealogical bonds, the greater the difference becomes, the farther away is the

common original form".

During the first decades after Darwin's epoch-making work ,,0 n the Origin of

Specie s", 1859, the main interest of zoologists was directed to comparative morphology
and embryology; they tried to obtain from these departments of study facts that might explain

the genetic position of the different groups of animals. But it was the great increase of interest

in the field of theoretical speculation as to evolution that probably left the greatest impression

on this period of investigation. Both experts and laymen often devoted themselves freely to

far-reaching speculations, hypotheses were often constructed on hypotheses, facts were often

made to fit in with h\'potheses previously arrived at. During this time the ,,pedigree" of the

animal world was constructed and the hypothetical original forms of the different groups were

re-constructed.
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(!ra(lually, liowever, there came a natural reaction against tl\is mania for speculation.

During the last few decades the interest of biok)gists has been concentrated more and more on

more exact methods of investigation, especially experimental investigation. With the watch-

word ,,More facts, less theory" scientists have attacked, with brilliant results, such problems

as the conception of species, variability, heredity, the factors that produce species, etc. Beneath

the pressure of the multitude of facts discovered by scientists during this period a great

deal of the bold speculative fabric of the preceding jjeriod has collapsed piece by piece; manv

,,pedigrees" and hypothetical original forms have been proved to be untenable.

As a result of this reverse theoretical classification has been neglected, perhaps even

more than it deserved. A number of investigators have even expressed a wish that classification

should quite get rid of the theory of evolution and that it should only have as its aim a good
characterization and a lucid arrangement of the organic world; in other words they desire a

return to the tasks that the classifier formerly looked upon as his.

It is certain that this is going too far. Only after the introduction of the principle of

evolution into classification can the latter be said to have been raised to the level of a science.

To separate these two things would certainly be a retrogressive step. I should like to quote

in this connection a statement of L. PLATE, 1914, p. 109: ,,Von jeder groBeren syste-

matischen Abhandlung sollte man erwarten, daJ3 sie mit phyletischen Betrachtungen ab-

schlieBt und aUe zurzeit vorliegenden Beobachtungen aus dem eigenen Untersuchungsgebiet

und aus verwandten Disziplinen (Anatomie. Embrvologie) zusammcntragt und nach dicsor

Richtung hin priift".

In dealing with the theoretical problems connected with evolution it seems to be most

convenient to retain the method of working out hypothetical original forms — a crystaUizatif)ii

of the qualities that are assumed to be original
— and ,,pedigrees"

—
graphical presentations

of the hypothetical genetic position of the different systematic units. The argument may gain

considerably in clearness by the use of this method. But a far deeper criticism must be made

than was formerly the case; the hypotheses must be founded on a very broad basis of facts;

it is best to stop when the facts cease to furnish distinct evidence.

I shall attempt below to give an exposition of the natural system and the history of

the evolution of the Ostracods according to the results given by previous writers and

by my own studies of this group of animals.

In all the works published before 1850 the s t r a cods were divided directly into History oj ihc i-,i-

T , . 1 I iiT T^ , •
, 1 XT ^ 1 IT • i '""' xyxtem fij ihn

genera. In this year there appeared \\ . Baihd s important work „N a t u r a 1 History o.s(rn«rf.v.

of the British Entomostrac a", in which this group of animals was divided into

three families:

Familv I. Cypridae with the genera Cypris and Candona

„ II. Cytheridae ,, „ „ Cythere ,, CytJiereis

III. Cypridinadae „ ,, genus Cypridina.

In J. D. Dana's large work on the Crustacea collected by the „U n i t e d States

Exploring Expedition" another important advance is to be noted, as the Ostra-

cods are here divided into two families, both of which are again divided into two sub-families:
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Fiimilv I. Cjipridae, witli the sul)-fainili('s dyprinae and Cytherinae

II. Hii/ocifpndac. .. ., ,, Cypridininae and Halocyprinae.

This classiticatiuti mav l>o said to form tin' basis for the present system of the

( ) s t r a c o d s.

On the basis laiil down liy J. i). J)A\A G. (). S.-U^s went further. The classification used

bv this hitter author in his work ..() versigt af Norges marine Ostracode r",

I860, is particularly noteworthy, partly because it established two new main groups based

on forms quite or almost quite unknown to previous writers, partly because in this work the

names now used for the large main groups were used for the first time. This writer divides

the O s t r a c o d s into four main groups, comprising six families altogether:

Sectio I. Podocopa, comprising the families Cypridae and Cytheridae.

,, II. Myodocopa. ,, ,, ,, Cypridinadae and Conchoeciad.ae

III. Cladocopa. ,, ,, family folycupidae

\\. P/atycopa, „ „ „ Cytherellulae.

Most of the investigators who have worked in this field have adopted the foundation

of the Ostracod system as accepted by G. 0. Sars without any alteration at all. G. W. MOLI.RR,

who is undoubtedly our greatest Ostracod expert, has, on the other hand, somewhat modified

this system. In his large monograph on the Ostracods of the Bay of Naples he has

returned to the classification into two main groups adopted by J. D. Dana. ( )n p. 202 in this

work he classifies the Ostracod world as follows:

Tribus I. Myodocopa, comprising the families Cypridinidae, Halocypridae and Polycopidae

,. II. Podocopa. „ ,, .. Cypridae, Nesideidae, Cytheridae, Cytherellidae

and Darwinulidae.

In other words, of G. 0. Sars's four groups G. W. MULLER combines Cladocopa and

Myodocopa on the one hand and Platycopa and Podocopa on the other. In his later works too,

even in the one published most recently, 1912, G. W. MtlLLER u^es this classification. Only
one writer has adopted his view, namely T. R. R. Stebbing in a work of 1910.

Only one author, namely C. Claus, entirely rejects the main classification adopted by

G. 0. Sars. While G. W. Muller states in 1894, p. 188, that ,,die gesammten s t r a-

( o d e n sondern sich in zwei scharf getreimte Unterordnungen
— Podocopa imd Myodocopa'',

we find the following statement in C. Claus's work of 1876, p. 97: ,,Sie" (Cypridinidae) ,,wiirden

den C v t h e r i d e n und C y p r i d e n des sUBen Wassers gegeniiber in eine besonderc

Unterordnung zu bringen sein, wenn nicht die marinen Halocypriden in der inneren

Organisation den Cypridinen nahe verwandt, im Bau der GliedmaBen unmittelbar zu

jenen beiden Familien hinfiihrten und somit als Uebergangsgruppe eine scharfere Scheidung

der aufzusteUenden Unterordnungen verhinderten". C. Claus also defends the same view

in his later works, e. g. 1891a, p. 6. We thus see that this writer divides the Ostracod group

directly into families.

hick of the sysf^ms Are We to Consider that any of these three authors, G. 0. Sars, C. Claus and G. W.

,

' " P''^""'^ Muller. is correct? In other words which fundamental classification of
thors IS the most

natural? the Ostracods is to be considered most natural?
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In answering this question it will be best first to try to show which characters in the

Ostracods are to be regarded as primitive. Or in other words what was tlie

organization of the original Ostracods, the- P r o t o s t r a c o d s?

On what lines has the development of the Ostracods proceeded?
In investigating these problems we get no help at all from palaeontology. Represen- T^'x^ organization of

tatives both of G. \^'. Muller's group Podocopa and of Myodocopa are probably found even
"'" ^'""''''"""^'

in Lower Silurian. Almost always shells alone are known.

It is very difficult to draw any conclusions as to the structure of the Protostra-
c o d s from the organization of other Crustacean groups, as our knowledge of the genetic posi-

tion of the Ostracods is anything but certain. I shall only give here as examples the

views of two of our foremost Crustacean investigators.
* C. GROBBEN assumes, 1892, that the

Ostracods and the Cladocers have come from the same forms as the Conchostraca,

while C o p e p o d s, C i r r i p e d s and Branchiura are more closely related to Notostraca,

and Leptostraca and Malacostraca are joined to Anostraca. W. Giesbrecht assumes, on tlie

other hand, 1913, pp. 230—233, that Phyllopoda Anostraca, Notostraca and Conchostraca, Clado-

cera and Ostracoda form a special branch from Protostraca and that the Ostracods have

branched out from this ,,als dieser in der Richtung auf die Phyllopoden etwas iiber die

Abgangsstelle der Copepoden hinausgewachsen war". Thus, according to this writer,

Phyllopoda Anostraca, Notostraca and Conchostraca and Cladocera are comparatively closely

related to each other; on the other hand they are comparatively remote from the Ostracods
even though they are nearer to this group of animals than any other recent Crustacea.

According to W. GlESBRECHT it is difficult or even impossible at present to decide which of

the four groups just mentioned is most closely related to the Ostracods.
The prevalent uncertainty in our knowledge of the organization of the Protostraca, the

hypothetical primitive forms of the Crustacea, ought also to be mentioned. I shall only

point out here the uncertainty with regard to the structure of the limbs of these forms. It

may be sufficient in this connection to refer to what is written on this problem on pp. 22—24

above. The main object of this somewhat detailed exposition is to give the reader an idea of

the great uncertainty with regard to this important problem.

In dealing with the problem of the organization of the P r o t o s t r a c o d s we

are thus entirely or at any rate almost entirely confined to a comparison of the morphology

and embryology of the recent Ostracod groups.

It ought perhaps to be pointed out at the very outset that the result of this

investigation is bound to be rather uncertain, both on account of the

great difficulties of the problem and the uncertainty and incompleteness of our knowledge

with regard to much that concerns the organization and embryology of these groups of animals.

The only author who has closely studied the problem of the organization and development

of the P r o t o s t r a c o d s is G. W. MCller. In his large monograph of 1894, pp. 191—199.

this writer has given a very detailed account of the results he obtained during these investi-

gations. Other authors touch on this question more cursorily; I need only mention here, among

* Cf. also C. Claus's view. 187fi. p. 91 ami W. Giesbreciit's remark on Ibis. 1893. p. 88, reinark.

q
Zoolog. bidrag, tJppsBla. SiippI -Bd I.
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in\ answer into tlic Jonn o 1' a criticism of G. W. MClleh's

exposition of tlu' results gainod l>y him.

(.'. \\ . MilLLKR depicts thr litV. organization and development of the Protostracods

on tlu» whole as follows:

The P r o t o s t r a o d s were freely swimming organisms, hut did not travel far

from the hottoni. often attaching themselves to hydrophytes ,,ohiie indessen umherzukriechen"*.

Thev already had a calcified shell which enclosed the whole body and which was shut

bv a closing muscle which went through the body. The shell was ,,vermuthlich" characterized

hv a rostral incisiir ..fiir den .Vustritt des AuBenastes der 2. Antenne" and by an arched ventral

margin.

The body was segmented externally; there were at least eleven segments

behind the head, of which only some had limbs.

A heart was developed. The alimentary o r g a n s were of the same simple

t\'pe as in the recent C v
])

r i d i n i d s. There were well-developed c o m p o ti n d lateral

e y e s and an u n p a i r e d m e fl i a ii eye divided into three parts.

There were eight pairs of limbs, and a ninth had perhaps already become employed as

a copulatorv organ. Only four of the limbs belonged to the head; the appendage corresponding

to the second maxilla of other Crustacea was absent.

The first antenna had eight joints. It was probably most similar to that of the recent

C V p r i il i n i d s, which is a sensory and a locomotory organ at the same time. „Von einer

solchen Form konnte sich ebensowohl die vorwiegend der Bewegung dienende Form der Podo-

copa, wie die ausschlieBlich oder fast ausschlieBlich als Sinnesorgan fungirende mancher Myodo-

copa entwickeln. Unzweifelhaft hat ein Wechsel, der zum Ueberwiegen der einen oder anderen

Function gefiihrt hat, wiederholt stattgefunden."

Second antenna: — This had a two-jointed protopodite and a well-deve-

loped endo- and exopodite. The endopodite was four-jointed, the exopodite composed of a

rather large number of joints. Of the recent Ostracods the Polycopids woidd

have the most primitive second antenna; these forms would differ from the original type chiefly

in the structure of the protopodite. The protopodite of this limb would have had a very different

fate in the Cypridinids, Halocyprids and Polycopids on the one hand

and in the other Ostracods on the other. In the former groups the two protopodite joints

have pointed in the same direction and then gradually have been quite united to each other.

In the latter the protopodite was distinguished by the fact that the two joints together formed

an upward pointing knee; in most of them it became single-jointed afterwards by the total

disappearance of the distal joint; this joint is still found only in the genus Cytherella. In the

Cypridinids and the Halocyprids the endopodite is more or less completely

reduced. ,,DaB bei einer fast aiisschlieBlichen Verwerthung der 2. .\ntenne als SchwimmfuB

• G. W. MiJLLER writes, p. 198, that thi'V were ,,in der Lebensweise den Halo (; y p r i d e ii am luichsleir'.

When he wrote this, he was of the opinion that the Halocyprids live chiefly at the holtoni and ..niii'

zeitweilig schwimmend aufsteigen". 1894. p. 1.1: of course he gave ii]i tliis opinion later on.
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diT Innenast schwindet, scheint verstandlich, denn er verdankt seine Erhaltung als kleiiiei-

Rest nur der Function als Greiforgan beim (J und diirfte diese bereits bei der gemeinsamen
Stammform der Myodocofa besessen haben."

From being natatory animals without any power of crawling the original forms of the

group termed by G. W. Muller Podocopa developed into crawling organisms. During this

the exopodite was reduced. ,,Dies fiihrte zur Ausbildung des Innenastes zu einem nach vorn

greifenden, den Korper nachziehenden FuB. Dieser Function entsprechend bildete sich ein

scharfes Knie zwischen dem 1. und 2. Stammglied aus, an dessen Stelle spater durch Ausfall

des 2. Stammgliedes das Knie zwischen Innenast und Stamm trat. Weiter hatte sie die Ver-

schiebimg des Ursprimgs nach vorn und die Ausbildung eines besonderen Fortsatzes, auf dem
die 2. Antenne entspringt, zur Folge.

— Vielleicht war bei dieser Art der Bewegung der AuBenast

geradezu hinderlich, jedenfalls entwickelte sich der Innenast starker; er bewahrte sich den

Antheil am Schwimmen, wobei er durch die 1. Antenne imterstiitzt wurde. Rlickbildung des

AuBenastes und Betheiligung der 1. Antenne am Schwimmen stehen in enger Beziehimg zu

einander: eines ermoglichte das andere. Die weiteren Veranderungen der 2. Antenne bei den

Podocopa . . . bestehen in einem Verlust der Schwimmborsten und in einer Streckung."

Mandible: — In the Protostracods this was composed of ,,einem Basal- Mumitbir

glied mit Kaufortsatz und einem 4gliedrigen Taster".* The peculiar type of endite found on

the first protopodite joint of the C y p r i d i n i d s, like the powerful endite on ,,the first

palp joint" in the Halocyprids seems to be a later acquisition ,,die wir bereits bei den

Polycopiden vorbereitet finden". The palp in the C y p r i d i n i d s, which is ,,umfang-

reich, sehr beweglich und eventuell eine hervorragende RoUe als Bewegungsorgan spielt" is

taken by this writer to be of a more primitive type than the palp in the forms that are grouped

by him under the name of Podocopa, which is ,,maBig groB, wenig beweglich und nicht oder sicher

nur wenig zur Bewegung hilft". ,,VieUeicht stand er zunachst fast ausschlieBlich im Dienst der

Nahnmgsaufnahme und betheiligte sich dann bei der Gewohnung an ein Leben im Grund als

GrabfuB an der Fortbewegung. Bei den Podocopa diirfte er a-uch urspriinglich umfangreicher

und geeigneter zum Ergreifen und Festhalten der Nahrung gewesen scin.'" The reduction of

the palp in the latter forms would have been connected with the development of the second

antenna as a crawling leg in these forms. G. W. MtlLLER gives no information as to the type

of the exopodite of this limb in the Protostracods.
Maxilla: — G. W. MOLLER stated that it seemed to him more probable that this Ma.aih.

limb had originally a three-jointed protopodite with three endites or at least a protopodite with

three endites than a two-jointed protopodite with two endites; in other words it seemed to this

writer more probable that two of the endites have been united than that a cleavage has taken

place. Endopodite: This had three joints. The exopodite was small; in a number of forms

the exopodite disappeared, in others it became a vibratory plate. The most primitive type is

represented by the Polycopidae.

' One might imagine Ironi Ihis stulenuiil tlial (1. W. Mulleu assuinod tlie existence of a single-jointed prolo-

pudite and a fo\ir-jointed endopodite. This is. however, not the case, as it is clear from what is said on p. 'i6; ..der

erete Tasterglied" is taken by this writer as the second protopodite joint.
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fifth limb. Fifth limb: — This appendage would have been of about the same type as that

of Macrocypru, a recent genus belonging to Cyfridar. l)ut it was probably furnished, however,

with a vibratory plate of about the same type as that wliich characterizes this limb in the

H aloe vpr ids. Its protopodite would have been fairly large and to a rather great extent united

to the bod\\ Distallv-anteriorly the ])rotopodite woidd have been furnished with a short

process (explained by G. W. MCllbr as the exopodite). Its exopodite*, which pointed backwards

and was fairly long, was four-jointed, with a small end-joint armed with three bristles. This

limb woidd have been used partly in taking up food and partly as a locomotory organ „(An-

klammern?)". During its further development sometimes one and sometime the other of these

two functions was prominent. \Mien the former function predominated the forward pointing

process on the protopodite was almost always completely reduced. When the taking up of

food became the principal function of this limb it was necessary, owing to the reduction of the

forward pointing process, for the limb to move forward to the boundary between the head and

the trunk of the body (Cypridae) or even right up to the hypostome (Cypridinidae and Halo-

cypridae), so that owing to its position it came to look like a limb of the head. In the males

of the ancestors of the families that are placed by Gr. W. MOller in one group under the name

of Podocopa the exopodite of this limb would have been already developed as an auxiliary

organ in copulation.

Sixtii ittiih. The sixth limb would in the Protostracods have borne the closest

resemblance to this appendage in the females of the Halocyprids. This limb of the

Cyprids, Darwinulids, Nesideids and Cytherids has been adapted to

a crawling life and especially on account of this has been lengthened. With regard to this limb

in the C y p r i d i n i d s G. W. MOLLER says that it is ,,nichts weniger als eine urspriingliche

Form". „Bei den Polycopiden ging in Folge der starken Reduction der KorpergroBe

dieses, sowie das folgende Beinpaar verloren."

Seventh limb. Seventh limb: — This appendage, which has two principal functions in recent

forms, namely those of a cleaning or a crawling organ, was already a cleaning organ in the primitive

forms and had about the same type as in the recent Cyprids. We find it developed as the

most complete cleaning organ in the Cypridinids; its chief task is to keep the brood-

chamber clean. In the Halocyprids it was originally a more perfect cleaning organ

than in the recent Cyprids; it was then reduced, „in Folge des Aufgebens der Brutpflege?".

In the Nesideids and Cytherids it became exclusively an organ of locomotion.

Vibraionj plates. Vibratory plates: — These are arranged as follows in the recent Ostracods:

In Cypridinidae and Polycopidae on the fifth limb, in Haiocypridae on the fifth and sixth limbs,

in other Ostracods they are situated farther forward, on the mandible and the maxilla,

less frequently on the fifth limb as well, in exceptional cases (CytJierella) on the sixth limb.

G. W. Mt'LLER assumes that the Protostracods had vibratory plates on the fifth and

sixth limbs of about the same type as in the recent Halocyprids or perhaps on the fifth,

sixth and seventh limbs, ^^^len these organs were reduced on the^posterior
limbs similar ones

would have appeared „compensatorisch an Mandibel und Maxille". As evidence for this opinion

"^

Eiidopodite according to lliis author's interpretation.
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this author points to the reduced vibratory plates on the posterior hmbs in Nesideidae and the

conditions in the Cytherellids.
The brush-shaped organ is considered by this writer to be homologous with iin,xh-^i,ni,rd organ

an eighth limb. This limb would have been found in both males and females of the P r o t-

ostracods and have belonged to the segment behind that of the seventh limb. The ])Osition

of this organ near or just behind the fifth limb is considered to be a secondary one.

The f u r c a of the Protostracods would have been of about the same type Furcn.

as this organ in Conchoecia.

This author does not express any opinion about the sexual organs. sexuui organs.

In this cormection he does not mention the rod-shaped organ either. It is Hodshniied urgan.

merely stated on p. 161 that this organ is „lediglich" homologous in C y p r i d i n i d s and

Halocyprids.
Although this view of the Ufe, organization and the development of the Prot- a criticism of a. w

ostracods, as worked out by G. W. MOller, is very meritorious, it is, nevertheless,
^^"'''^''*' ''"•'"' "f ''"....-., '

Protostracods.

open to criticism m many details.

According to this author tlie Protostracods swam freely. H o w d i d ^'^"«' '^''^ ''«« P^ot-

,1 • Q ostracods move?
they s w 1 m?

We can distinguish three types of swimming in the recent Ostracods; first the

method of swimming found among C y p r i d i n i d s and most H a 1 o c y jj
r i d s, secondly

the method of swimming in the Gyp rids and P o 1 y c o p i d s, and thirdly that found in the

genus TJiaumatocypris. The Cypridinids and most of the Halocyprids use what one

might call rostral incisur swimming. They do not use the first antenna as a natatory organ,

a fact that was pointed out by G. W. Muller in 1894, p. 23: ,,irgend welchen Antheil an der

Schwimmbewegung nimmt hier die 1. Antenne siclier nicht.'" I have also been convinced of

the correctness of this observation by examination of living animals. It is to be noticed, in

addition, that the structure of this antenna makes it anything but suitable for a natatory organ.

Thus G. W. MfJLLER writes, 1894, p. 24: ,,Auch ihr Bau macht mir eine Mitwirkung daran

wenig wahrscheinlich."* On the other hand the second antenna, which is the only natatory

organ of these forms, is particularly well suited by its organization to fulfil this function. It

is very powerful, its protopodite is very large and full of powerful muscles which move the

exopodite. This is long and cylindrical and is fitted with long, powerful natatory bristles and

joined very loosely to the protopodite. Each valve in these forms is furnished anteriorly with

an incisur, the rostral incisur, and in swimming the exopodite rests with its basal joint in this

almost as an oar rests in a rowlock.** In swimming the exopodite moves almost straight out

at the sides and backwards, only slightly downwards; in this way a straight forward motion

of the animal is produced. The endopodite of this limb is more or less reduced in these forms

and does not play any part in swimming. In the C y p r i d s that have no rostral incisur both

the first and the second antenna take part in swimming. The first antenna is long, cylindrical

• G. S. iJRADY ;uul A. M. XoRMAN assumc, however, 1896, ]>. &la. that this limb is used in swininiin^r.

** Of course I do not mean l>y this lliat the arlion in lliis kiml nf s\vin\ininfr is th>' saini' as in rowing. On l\v

contrary this is not at all the case.
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and arinod with lumirruus Umj;. jinwcrtul nalatoiy bristk's; in .swiiiiiiiiug tliis limb stiiki-s powcr-

t'ullv upwards and backwards and soniowhat outward. The second antenna is a conibinod crawling

and swimming organ. Its exopodite is reduced and does not seem to take part in swimming,
or at anv rate it does so only slightly. Tlic t'uiution of swimming is carried out In- the cudo-

podite. which is furnished with a cluster of long, pc)werful natatory bristles distally on the first

joint. In .swimming this limb is moved powerfully downwards and backwards and somewhat

outward. Bv the combination of the ujjward and backward natatory movc^ments of tlie first

antenna and the downward and backward movements of the second antenna the animal is

propelled straight forward. The same principle of swimming is found in the I' o 1 \- c o p i d s.

These forms also have no rostral incisur. Their first antennae are certainly rather short,

but are furnished with long. |)ow('rful natatory bristles and in swimming strike upward
and backward, somewhat outward. The second antenna is of about the same type as this

appendage in the (' v p r i d i n i d s, but its endopodite is better developed and is provided

with long, powerfid bristles. In swimming both the exo- and the endopodite are used; they

both strike powerfully downward and backward and somewhat outward. Jn this they are

assisted by the maxilla; this limb is provided with long and rather powerful bristles both at

the end of the exo- and the endopodite and, like the second antenna, it strikes powerfully down-

ward and backward in swimming. In Thaumatocypris too, in which we find the third methotl

of swimming, there is no rostral incisur. This genus has a first antenna of about the same type

as is found in the C y p r i d s and a second antenna of about the same type as that of the

Poly c o p i d s. In swimming both the first and the second antenna strike downward and

backward (and probably somewhat outward). Such a method of swimming would obviously

cause the animal to have a rotatory motion if there were not special means for preventing this.

^^'e have such means, however, in the long spines that issue from the shell (cf. the chapter on

the adaptations for planktonic life in this treatise).

Did the Protostracods use any of these three methods of swimming?
G. W. MOller himself does not give any direct information with regard to this. From

some statements in his monograph of 1894 we can, however, indirectly get an idea of this

writer's opinion on this subject. As we have seen above, he assumed that the first antenna

of the Protostracods resembled that of the Cypridinids most closely. As

in another part of this work he has pointed out that this antenna, on account of its structure,

is not suitable as a natatory organ and has himself discovered that it is not used as such, he

could not have been of the opinion that this appendage took part in the operation of swimming in

the Protostracods. He thus seems presumably to have meant that in the latter

only the second antenna acted as a natatory organ, i. e. he seems to have had the idea that

these animals swam about in the same way as the recent Cypridinids. That this was

really his opinion is also shown by the fact that he assumed the rostral incisur to be a character

belonging to the Protostracods. (Cf. also p. 67 above.)

Did the Protostracods have any rostral incisur? G. W.

MtJLLER himself does not give any reasons at all for his assumption that they had. But this

assumption needs to be proved in more detail even perhaps more than most of the others.
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Ct. W. MilLLFJR seems to liave suspected the weakness of this assumption hiifiself, as he writes

,,vermuthlich" before it. In dealing with this problem the following facts ought to be noted;

There are only two groups among the recent Ostracods, namely the C y p r i d i n i d s

and the Halocyprids, which are characterized by having a rostral incisur. The

C y p r i d s, Da r w i n u 1 i d s, N e s i d e i d s, C y t h e r i d s, C y t h e r e 1 1 i d s and

P o 1 y c o p i d s of which the latter group is considered, presumably correctly, to be rather

primitive in many respects, and Thaumatocypris , presumably the most primitive genus among
the H a 1 o c y p r i d s, have not this peculiarity in their organization. The rostral incisur

in the C y p r i d i n i d s is presumably not homologous with that of the Halocyprids.
In the Halocyprids the rostral incisur has been partly formed by the outer lamella of

the shell having been bulged out like a finger of a glove into a sort of rostrum near the dorsal

boundary of the anterior margin of the shell; the margin of the shell continues, as U. W. MOLler

himself pointed out in his monograph of 1894, p. 101, in the form of an s-shaped bent line,

,,Buchtlinie" (C. Claus), situated basally on the inside of the rostrum. In the C y p r i d i n i d s,

on the other hand, the incisur is formed simply by a concavity of the anterior margin of the

shell. In the face of these facts and as there seem to be no reasons to support G. W. MUller's

assumption, it does not seem too bold to draw the conclusion that the rostral incisur
is not a character which belonged to the Protostracods.*

Whe thus see the failure of the strongest
— and as far as I can see the only

—
argument

in favour of assuming that the Protostracods had a method of swimming of the

same type as that of the recent Cy p r i d i n i d s. There is, in addition, at least one more

reason that seems to contradict this assumption. G. W. MlJLLER assumed that the second

antenna of the Protostracods had both the exopodite and the endopodite well

developed and that both these branches were used in swimming (cf. G. W. MUller, 1894, p. 199);

this antenna seems to resemble most closely the recent P o 1 y c o p i d s. The assumption that

the second antenna originally had both the exopodite and t he endopodite well developed seems

to me justified; there are several arguments in favour of this. First, the exopodite dominates

in a number of forms (C y p r i d i n i d s and most of the Halocyprids), while the endo-

podite dominates in others (C y p r i d s, D a r w i n u 1 i d s, N e s i d e i d s and Cythe-
r i d s), secondly, a number of forms, Thaumatocypris, Poly cop ids and C y t h e r e 1-

1 i d s, have a second antenna with both the exopodite and the endopodite well developed.

On the other hand it seems to be very unlikely that the two branches took part in swimming,

at least if we assume the same method of swinmiing for the Protostracods as

• In this fonncrlion I nuglll perhaps lo nn'iilidn tlic .statrnuMit put fdrwaicj hy C. Clais, 1876. p. 'J, In Ihc

(effect thai the deep concavities found behind the ..ear-shaped lobes" anteriorly on the shells of larvae of the Dithelopod

genus Euphausia are recurrences of the rostral incisurs in C y p r i d i n i d s and Halocyprids and are of great

value phylogenetically. This author writes as follows on this point: ,,Von Interesse scheint mir das Vorhandensein zweier

ohrfiirmiger Lappcn an deni als Kragcn bezeichneten Abschnitt der Panzerduplicatur. Eine tiefe Einbuchtung,

hinler jedem der beiden Seitenlappen ist eine Wiederholung des Ausschnitles an der Schale der Cypridinen und

H a 1 o c y p r i d e n. und waist mit vielem andcren darauf hin, daB wir den Alalacostrakenpan/.er und die Schalen-

bildungen der E n I o ni o s t r a k e n von gleichem Ausgangspunkt abzuleiten haben." I give this statement for what

it is worth. I ought perhaps to mention, however, the great variation shown in the shape of the shells of larvae belonging

to Malacofirnra. Why should just the peculiar type of shell in this genus be of great phylogenelir value?
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tliat whuli cliariictorizt's thi' ivci'iil C y p r i d i ii i d ,s; there are. both anatoiiiieal aud lue.eliani-

lal reasons against this. This method of swimnung seems to presuppose the dominance of the

exopodite. This circumstance seems also to have been noticed by G. W. MtlLLER; this author

writes, 1894, p. 193, as follows:* ..DaU bei einer fast ausschlieBlichen Verwerthimg der 2. Antenne

als SchwimnifuB der Innenast schwindet, scheint verstandlich, denn er verdankt seine Erhaltung

als kleiner Rest nur der Function als Greiforgan beim (^ und diirfte diese bereits bei der gemein-

samen Stammform der Mi/atlocopa besessen haben." It will probably be sufficient to point

out in this connection that all the forms that swim in this way (all the C y p r i d i n i d s,

all the genera of H a 1 o c y 2>
r i d s except Thaumatocypris) have the endopodite reduced;

this branch does not help as a natatory organ. On the other hand, in Thaumatocypris and the

P o 1 y c o p i d s, \vlii( h are, as we know characterized by another method of swimming, both

the exopodite and the endopodite are always well developed.

It seems to me most probable that the rostral incisur swimming is a later acquisition.

It even seems not impossible that this method of swimming has arisen and been developed

independently in the two groups, C y p r i d i n i d s and H a 1 o c y p r i d s. This idea seems

to be decidedly supported by the fact that Thaumatocypris, the genus that is in many respects

the most primitive of aU the H a 1 o c y p r i d s, does not have this method of swimming, but

swims in quite a different way. It must, of course, be considered as very improbable
— not

to say entirely impossible
— that the Cypridinids diverged from the Halocyprids

after Thaumatocypris.

Can we assume that any other of the three methods of swimming described above as

occurring in the recent Ostracods is primitive in this group?

It seems to be impossible to assume that the method of swimming that characterizes

the genus Thaumatocypris is original; as far as I can see this method needs long processes on

the shell (cf. below, the chapter on adaptation to a planktonic life) and such processes could

scarcely have characterized the shells of the Protostracods.
There remains consequently only the method of swimming that we found as characteristic

of the Polycopids and a number of the C y p r i d s. But it does not seem possible to

consider this either as primitive in the Ostracods, as both the position of the Poly-
copids and the C y p r i d s in the Ostracod system and the details in the development of

this mode of swimming seem to support very decidedly the idea that this mode of swimming
has arisen and been developed independently in these two groups.

Is it not really at least equally probable that the ancestors of the Ostracods were

not freely swimming but crawling forms
—

although their powers of crawling were not quite so well

developed as in a number of recent forms, e. g. Nesideids and Cytherids? By this

I do not, of course, mean to state decidedly that they had a crawling life and that they lacked

all power of swinmaing, but I only wish to point out that this possibility does not seem to me
excluded. Before we have succeeded in showing quite definitely that this possibility is out of

the question it does not seem right to put forward an assumption that the opposite state of

affairs is the correct one — at least the matter should not be put in such as definite way as

*
I leave allogelher out of coiisidcratiun llir illngical di'dui linn in lliis slaliMiii'iit.
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G. W. MUller has done. On the contrary, the facts of the case will probably make us admit

that it is still impossible to express our opinions with any great degree of certainty on this

important problem, that of the mode of locomotion of the Protostracods.
Shell: — G. W. MOller's assumption that the Protostracods had a calci- 5'^''"-

fied shell, enclosing the whole body, and that it was shut by a muscle that went through
the body, is probably correct. At least it seems to be supported by the fact that almost

all the recent Ostracods so far known are distinguished by a shell of this sort.

With regard to the assumption that the shell was characterized by a rostral incisur I shall

only refer here to what has been said on this matter above, p. 71. It seems at present to

be impossible to decide as to the correctness of the assumption that the shell had an arched

ventral margin, which was gradually flattened in a number of forms ,,entsprechend der krie-

chenden Lebensweise". G. W. MCller has not produced any reason for this assumption
and I cannot find any definite reason either for or against it. We can find shells with a

flattened ventral margin both in swimming and in crawling forms. But the arched ventral

margin predominates in the swimming forms, the flattened one in the crawling forms. Presumably
the dorsal margin had no hinge teeth.

Segmentation: — As is seen above, the body would have been segmented externally; Segmentation.

at least eleven segments would have been developed behind the head, only a number of which

had limbs.

In the same work, p. 18, G. W. MtlLLER points out that the recent Ostracods.
almost always lack external segmentation of the back of the body. Only in a single one of the

genera investigated by him, the genus Cytherella, did this segmentation seem to exist. He

writes as follows about this: ,,Nur Cytherella hat zu beiden Seiten der hinteren Korperhalfte

eine Reihe von gelenkig verbundenen Chitinstiicken. Diese stehen in keiner directen Beziehtmg

zu den GliedmaaBen, wie etwa die Chitinstiitzen der Cytheriden, das beweist schon ihre

Zahl. Vielmehr haben wir in ihnen unzweifelhaft Reste einer Segmentirung zu sehen. Von

den GliedmaaBen bei den Weibchen von Cytherella gehort das einzige wohl entwickelte des

Thorax, das wir als 4. postorales deuten, dem zweiten Segment an, dann ware das 3. postorale

auf den 1. gesonderten Ring zu beziehen. Es wiirden dann fiir den unsegmentirten Kopf 4 Glied-

mafien bleiben, die gleiche Zahl, die wir oben angaben. Gliedma;iCen lassen sich am Thorax der

Ostracoden mit einiger Sicherheit 4 Paar nachweisen (auBer den bekannten GliedmaaBen

betrachte ich als GliedmaaBenrest das biirstenformige Organ). Es wiirden dann beim Weibchen

von CytliereUa noch 7 Segmente ohne Extremitaten bleiben." A reference is given in the

text to pi. 32, fig. 12, Cytherella sordida, G. W. MtlLLER, $. As far as I can discover,-

G. W. MUller rests his assumption about the segmentation of the Protostracods exclusiv-

ely on this genus, on a single species, or, more correctly speaking, on the female of a single

species, C. sordida, of this genus. He has even only paid attention to the chitinous stripes he

found on the back of the body in this form.

Unfortimately I have not had any opportunity myself of investigating closely any repre-

sentative of this genus. In discussing this problem I was consequently confined to the

description and figures given by G. W. MtlLLER.

Zoolog. bidiag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I.
'"
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Thus tl\o fourth post-oral limb, or according to the terminology used in the present

work, tlie sixth limb, of this species belongs, according to G. \V. MOller, to the segment represen-

ted bv the second chitinous stripe. No reasons are given for this statement; we are obviously

concerned with a purely external position. If we turn to the figure to which (i. W. MtlLLER

refer, we find a certain difficulty in finding the orientation of the limb mentioned in

relation to the chitinous stripes; as G. W. MOLLER himself points out, the latter are not

directly connected with the limbs, as is the case in the C y t h e r i d s. It seems to me to be

most closely connected with the most anterior of the chitinous stripes drawn in the figure. If

we start from this orientation we shall find nine more ,.segments" come after this ,,segment",

i. e. the number given by G. W. MCller himself. (The most anterior chitinous stripe in this

figure would thus represent the second ,,segment", the most anterior one not being drawn).

If we compare with this pi. 32, fig. 5, which represents the back of the body of the male Cytherella

sordida, we find the following facts. The orientation of the sixth limb is, if possible, more

difficult than in the figure of the female. It seems to be most closely connected with the next

to the most anterior chitinous stripe. If we start from this orientation, only five more ,,segments"

would come after the „second segment", i. e. four less than the number given by G. W. MOlleR;

if we assimie that this limb belonged to the anterior chitinous stripe, the number of ,,segments"

that follow would be three less than the number given by this author. In the male the number

of the chitinous stripes at the back of the body is, at least if we are to judge from G. W. MOller's

figures, considerably smaller than in the female.

Under these circumstances it is probably somewhat premature to draw conclusions as

to the number of the segments in the Protostracods from the number of these

chitinous stripes and to assume that the latter are remains of an original segmentation. Is it

not equally likely that we are not concerned with a primitive segmentation, but with secondary

chitinous stripes developed as a support for the movements of the back of the body? This

assumption seems to me to be supported by the fact that these stripes are developed differently

in males and females. In the males, in which the back of the body presumably has a relatively

limited power of movement on account of the great development of the penis, the number of

these stripes is considerably less than in the females, in which the back of the body is not

obstructed in its movement by an appendage of this size. The difference in the shape of

the stripes in males and females is also perhaps an argument in favour of this assumption.

Chitinous stripes as a support for the movements of various organs are a fairly common phenomenon
in the Ostracods. (Other species of Cytherella dealt with by other writers are unfortunately

so incompletely described that it is impossible to take them into consideration in this question.)

In a nvmiber of C y p r i d i n i d s we find on the back of the body a number of transverse

folds. AMiether these are remains of external segmentation is also uncertain. The number of

these folds is different for different forms. Cf. also the bristles and hairs on the back of the

body of the P o 1 y c o p i d s (G. W. MOller, 1894, pi. 7, figs. 26 and 50).

The result of the above discussion seems to be that it is stiU too early to answer the

problem as to the conditions of segmentation in the Protostracods. Whether this

problem will ever be able to be solved I must leave undecided. In any case more far-reaching
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and comprehensive arguments than tliose put forward by G. W. MtlLLER are an absolute necessity.

Above all the question as to whether the nervous system may, in spite of its changed condition,

possibly afford some information on this subject must be investigated.

The assumption that the Protostracods were characterized by a heart, lateral eyes
Slean and eyes.

and an unpaired median eye with three parts seems to me very probable. It is now generally

considered, as we know, that these organs belonged to the Protostraca. Other writers previous
to G. W. MUller expressed similar views to his. As early as 1859 E. Grube pointed out, p. 326,

that the genera Cypridina and Asterope resembled the Cladocera by their lateral eyes, among
other things. C. Claus, in his work of 1865, p. 147, stated that by having a heart and by the

development of the organs of sight Cypridina resembled the D a p h n i d s ; from his later works

it is also clear that he considered these characters as being primitive for the Ostracods.

Finally it may be pointed out that F. MOller, 1870, p. 273, assumed that the Protostra-
cods had a heart. In this connection it may also be pointed out that L. LUders, 1909,

pp. 117—118, assumes that the genus Gigantoajpris, on account of its well developed system of

blood-vessels and its development of blood- corpuscles, is to be considered as more primitive in

this respect than other known Ostracods.
With regard to the assumption that the Protostracods had alimentary organs Alimentary organs.

of about the same simple type as those of the recent C y p r i d i n i d s it seems to me that

no serious objection can be raised against it. We may note, however, that W. GiBSBRECHT,

1913, p. 228, states that Protostraca presumably had metamere coeca on the middle part of

the intestines ,,jedenfalls gab es coeca an seinem Vorder- und Hinterende". We find hepatic

coeca among the Cypridinids (Asterope) and Halocyprids as well as among

Cyprids, Nesideids and C y t h e r i d s.

The number of the limbs: — The assumption that the Protostracods Number of the limbs.

were without the limb corresponding to the second maxilla of other Crustacea is connected with the

assumption made by this writer, and some others, that the recent Ostracods never have this

appendage. With regard to this question I only refer here to what has been shown in coimection

with this subject on p. 20 of this treatise; see also the brush-shaped organ and the penis.

The question of the nature of the so-called b r u s h - s h a
j)

e d organ is very difficult Brush-shaped organ.

to decide. It is perhaps a limb. But in this case which one?

In the Nesideids and the Cytherids this organ is always found in the males,

never in the females; in these groups we find it most frequently in the neighbourhood of the

fifth limb, sometimes a little in front of and sometimes a little behind it, but it is rarely found

so far back as between the sixth limbs. Among the Cyprids it has so far been observed

only in one genus, Macrocypris. It has also been found in Cytfierella. In the two latter genera

this organ is also confined to the males; it is not situated, however, at the same place as in Nesi-

deidae and Cytheridae, but near or somewhat behind the seventh limb. Among the Cypri-
dinids this organ has been observed by G. \V. MOller behind the seventh limb in the

female of Cypridina squamosa G. \\. MCller. In all other species of this group, as in all the

Halocyprids and Polycopids in which this organ was sought for, even in the

forms investigated by me, it was not foimd.
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It may. liowovpr. bo pointed out here in passing that G. W. Mni,l,RR has assumed that

the brush-shaped organ miglit possibly be found in the males of tlie (.' y p r i d i n i d s; he

writes as follows about this: ,,Man mulJ an (.lie Mogliehkeit denken, daO der Penis der Cy p r i-

d i n i d e n daraus hervorgegangen ist, oder daU es in den Penis aufgegangen ist und einen Theil

desselbeu bildet. An deni Penis verschiedener C y j)
r i d i n i d e n, nicht aller, laBt sich eine

borstentragende Platte nachweisen, welche bei Cylindroleberis" (= Asterope) ,,entschieden an das

biirstonformige Organ erinnert, dem sic auch in ihrer Lage im Wesentlichen entspricht."

Without entering in any detail into this difficult problem I will only point out that these assump-
tions are to be considered as, to say the least, very uncertain — a fact that has, of course, been

admitted by G. W. MCller himself. If we regard the penis in the C y p r i d i n i d s as homo-

logous to the brush-shaped organ, we pre-suppose, of course, that the former organ is not homo-

logous with the penis in the C y p r i d s, N e s i d e i d s, C y t h e r i d s and C y t li e r e 1-

1 i d s. It is true that some investigators have denied the homology of these organs
— because

the penis in the Cypridinids does not include the vas deferens — but this view seems

to be untenable for several reasons. It also seems to be very improbable that the bristle-bearing

plate on, for instance, the penis of Asterope is homologous to the brush-shaped organ. It seems

more probable that it represents one of the twt) branches of the biramous limb from which the

penis probably has developed; cf., for instance, G. W. MULler, 1894, pi. 5, fig. 41.

We thus find that the brush-shaped organ is situated in a number of forms close to the

fifth limb, in others close to or behind the seventh limb. Are these homologous organs?

G. W. Mt'LLER is of the opinion that they are because of the similarity in shape of the organs in

all the groups and also because in almost all the groups in which it has been observed, C y p r i d s,

Nesideids, Cytherids and Cytherellids, it is confined to the same sex. I

have nothing to add to this. At any rate the possibility is not excluded. The position behind

the seventh limb is taken by G. W. MtlLLER to be the original one; the brush-shaped organ

would represent the eighth limb. With regard to the cause of the hypothetical displacement

this author writes as follows, p. 76: ,,Die Bedingimgen, welche das Organ zwischen die anderen

Beinpaare drangt, sind wohl in der Verkiirzung des gesammten Korpers zu suchen. Nachdem

es einmal zwischen die Beinpaare gerathen war, wurde es bei den Formen, welche seitlich stark

comprimirt sind (z. B. Paradoxostoma) bei denen kein Platz mehr zwischen den der Mittellinie

sehr genaherten Beinen blieb, bis vor das vorderste Beinpaar gedrangt." In support of the

assumption that the position behind the seventh limb is the original one it may be pointed out

that the forms in which this position has been observed are considered to be more or less primi-

tive in several respects. It is perhaps also supported by the late appearance of this organ during

ontogeny; it appears only ,,wenn alle GliedmaaBen annahernd ihre definitive Form besitzen"; with

regard to the last argument it may, however, be pointed out that reduced organs often appear com-

paratively late, as, for instance, the reduced second maxilla in the Cladocera. Other authors assume

that the position in front of the fifth limb is original; according to these authors the brush-shaped

organ would represent the second maxilla of other Crustacea. No reasons of any importance have

been put forward in support of this view; on the other hand we must say, I think, that this pos-

sibility must be regarded as being present. This problem thus seems so far to be unsolved.
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It seems to me very probable for several reasons that the penis is of the nature of a

limb, as has been assumed by several investigators; I need only point out here the great resem-

blance this organ bears to a biramous limb in those forms in which it is characterized by a very

simple structure, e. g. Asterope, Philomedes, (cf., for instance, G. W. MUller, 1894, pi. 5, fig. 41)

and that it is innervated in the same way as other limbs.

First antenna: — This antenna would have had eight joints. The only

reason for this assumption that I am able to find in G. W. MUller's work is that this

number is the largest that is observed in all the known Ostracods, „wir finden

diese Zahl als hochste bei den Podocopa und Myodocopa" . It seems to be impossible to accept

this reason as in any way decisive. From the point of view of the theory of evolution one can

of course equally well imagine a cleavage of joints as a union of them. Embryology does not

support this assumption at all, nor does comparative anatomy. The only resemblance between

this limb of a C y p r i d and a C y p r i d i n i d is really the number of joints. Both the

equipment of bristles and the musculature are so profoundly different that they do not seem

to indicate that the different joints of this antenna in one group are homologous with the corre-

sponding joints in the other.

The same uncertainty applies to the assumption that this antenna was originally a sensory

and a locomotory organ at the same time, ,,vielleicht glich sie am meisten der 1. Antenne

der Cypridinide n". According to the theory of evolution there can scarcely be any
reason against an assumption that even a first antenna that was originally used exclusively

as a locomotory organ might gradually develop as a sensory organ and vice versa. It may be

pointed out that among the Halocyprids, in the majority of which the first antenna is

exclusively or almost exclusively a sensory organ, the genus TJiaumatocypris, which in many

respects is to be considered as the most primitive, has a first antenna which, as far as one can

see, serves exclusively or practically exclusively as a locomotory organ. As is seen above,

G. W. MilLLER assumes that during the course of development sometimes one and sometimes

the other of these two functions has dominated.

In my opinion it is impossible at present to give an opinion with any great degree

of certainty as to the type of this limb in the Protostracods.
Second antenna: — It seems to me probable that the protopodite of the

second antenna in Cypridinids, Halocyprids and P o 1 y c o p i d s is composed

of at least two joints; traces of the original boundary between two joints have presumably

been observed by G. W. MUller in the Poly cop ids (1894, p. 39). On the other

hand this author's view with regard to the protopodite in other forms seems to me far

less probable.

In an article „Mittheilungen uber Copepoden", 1893, W. GlESBRECHT

wrote as follows (p. 86) with regard to the maxilliped of the Copepoda: ,,DaB Glieder miteinander

verschmelzen und die Gliederzahl sich auf diese Weise vermindert, laBt sich hiiufig nachweisen;

aber wie Glieder verschwinden konnen, zumal relativ so umfangreiche und rauskelerfUllte und

so niitzUche wie die Basalia, das hiitte Claus doch irgendwic dem Verstiindnis des Lesers naher

bringen miissen" . . . etc. However much ope nto criticism this statement may be, I should

Penis

First antenna.

Second antenna
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like to start out from it in judizini; (i. \V. Mt'LLEIi's view in this case. Tlir latter writer assumes

that in (" v
i>
rids. I) ;i r w i ii ii 1 i d s, N o s i d c i d s and V y t li c rids tlic distal proto-

podite joint has been quite lost. But where is the proof of this assumption? As far as I can see

there is none. G. W. MCl.lKU brings forward in this connection tlie fact that in the genus Cyfhe-

rcUa the bending into a knee takes place between the first and second protopodite joints. But

this does not prove this assumption. The fact that this formation of a knee in the second antenna

in tlie s t r a c o d s has actually taken place at different places
— between the protopodite on the

one hand and the exopodite and endopodite on the other in C y p r i d i n i d s, H a 1 o c y p r i d s

anil r o 1 y c o p i d s and between two protopodite joints in Cytherella
— may at least be

explained by assuming that this limb of the Protostracods was of so primitive a

type that no definite formation of a knee had as yet taken place. This assumption seems to

be supported by the fact that this limb differs very much in its type in the different Ostracod

groups. The genus Cytherella is comparatively far removed from all other s t r a c o d s by its

whole organization (G. 0. Sars as we know distinguished this genus as a special group, parallel

to Myodoeopa, Podocopa, etc.). The ancestors of this genus presumably branched off from all the

other Ostracods at a rather early period. Perhaps this differentiation even took place so

early that the second antenna had not yet acquired a definite knee. At any rate this possibility

must be regarded as being present. G. W. MOller's view finds just as little to support it in

embryology as in comparative morphology. I have never found any trace of the distal proto-

podite joint which, according to G. W. MtlLLER, has disappeared in larvae of C y p r i d s

or other forms in which, according to this author, it is absent in the mature specimens.

Nor has G. W. ]\ICller or any other investigator of this problem ever mentioned

such a trace.

Moreover, according to G. W. MUller's assumption, in the forms whose distal proto-

podite joint has disappeared the place on the body from which this antenna issues has developed

into a joint-like process. What has caused G. W. MOller to assume that this process, which

resembles a joint very much by its type, has not been a part of this antenna from the very

beginning? We are given no information at all as to this; I should like once more to quote from

the above-mentioned work of W. GlESBRECHT. This author writes as follows with regard to the

reduction of the basal joints of the maxillipeds that is assumed by C. Claus for the Copepoda

(p. 86): ,,Wie ist dieser Verlust namentlich fiir den hinteren Maxillipeden zu begreifen, der doch

durch seine Lange und die hohe Zahl (7) seiner Glieder bei den meisten der hoher stehenden

Copepoden zeigt, daB er eher einer Vermehrung als einer Verminderung seiner Gliederzahl

bedurfte, als seine Function im Herbeischaffen von Nahrung zu bestehen begann?" One

must necessarily follow W. GlESBRECHT in trying to find out the reason for such a

reduction in the number of joints. Why, one asks, has this limb, which needs to

be relatively long in order to fulfil its supposed function as a locomotory organ, first

reduced its length by the total disappearance of the second protopodite joint, and then (or

at the same time?) made up for this loss in length by the development of an accessory process

that does not belong to the original limb. Such a question as this may perhaps seem unscientific,

but it seems to be forced inevitably on the reader's attention.
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Why does not the proximal, joint-like process represent the first joint of a two-jointed

protopodite? Or — if it were to appear that a similar process exists in the genus Cytherella

as well, which does not seem improbable, first because of a drawing of this antenna given by
G. W. MtlLLER, 1894, pi. 32, fig. 1, and secondly because of what I have observed myself in

a preparation of a similar antenna* — why should we not assume a three-

jointed protopodite? This number is as a matter of fact assumed by H. J. Hansen
as the original one for all the post-oral limbs of the Crustacea (cf. Z o o 1. An z. 1893, p. 194).

In a new form (not described)**, closely related to the genus Macrocypris I observed that this

basal part is composed of two clearly separated segments. Why then might it not be assumed

that this process is homologous with the procoxale and the coxale, so that the large joint that

follows is homologous with the basale? The formation of a knee would thus in these forms

too have taken place between the basale on the one hand and the exopodite and endopodite on the

other. As in the case of the mandible of the Cypridinids a ventrally pointing knee would

have been developed between the coxale and the basale. Before it has been clearly proved that

these homologizations are impossible we cannot accept the view put forward by G. W. MtlLLER.

G. W. MUller's assumption with regard to the endopodite of this antenna of the

Protostracods seems to me almost equally unfounded. This would resemble most

closely this branch in the Polycopids.
The endopodite would have been four-jointed. According to G. W. MOller's state-

ments the recent Ostracods have the following number of joints on this branch. Leav-

ing out of consideration forms with a more or less reduced endopodite, the Cypridinids
have three joints. Among the Halocyprids the female (the male is imknown) of

Thaumatocypris, which is in several respects presumably the most primitive genus,

has only two joints; in the other forms of this group we always find in the males more

or less distinctly three joints, in the females most frequently only two joints. The P o 1 y-

c o p i d s, the group that would possess the most primitive second antenna, appear always

to have three joints. The C y p r i d s sometimes have a four-jointed, and sometimes a three-

jointed, endopodite; in the cases where a three-jointed endopodite is found the end joint has

either more or less entirely disappeared or else the second joint has arisen by a union of two

joints; traces of this union can still be observed in some forms. Darwinulidae has three joints;

the second joint would have arisen by the union of two joints, but there seems to be no traces

of this union present; no such traces are at any rate to be seen on figures hitherto published,

nor are they mentioned either by G. W, MUller or other writers. Nesideidae is characterized

by four joints. The Cytherids have three or four joints
— in the cases in which three

joints are found the second joint would have arisen by a union of two joints; traces of this union

can sometimes by observed. The Cytherellidae have three joints; the second of these would

show „deutliche" traces of a miion (1894, p. 43); no such traces can, however, be found on the

figure given by G. W. MCLLER (1894, pi, 32, fig. 4), nor have I succeeded in observing any on a

specimen investigated by me.

* The preparation was unfortunately defective.

** To be published in a following part of this work,
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Are we to accept the hoiiu)logiz:ition carried out by G. W. M(lLLEH?

In answering this question I shall leave the Cypridinids, Halocyprids
and Polycopids out of consideration and turn to the groups, on whose number of joints

G. W. MCller has obviously based the assumption mentioned above. 3Iacrocypris, the genus

that is considered as the most primitive among the (' v p r i d s, is characterized by a four-

jointed endopodite. It.s second joint is comparatively long and has on the posterior edge,

proximally of the middle, one or a couple of bristles, on the anterior edge, near the third joint,

two bristles situated close to each other. The third joint is comparatively short and is moved

by two muscles, a flexor and an extensor, both with a proximal attachment situated proximally

in the second joint; this joint is always armed disto-anteriorly with a number of long, powerful

claws. The fourth joint is small, issuing at about the middle of the posterior side of the third

joint; it is moved by only one muscle, which has its proximal attachment proximally in the

second joint; and it is armed distally with several bristles, one of which is a sensory bristle.

In other genera belonging to the family Cypridae the state of affairs is often somewhat different.

The postero-proximal bristle of the second joint is almost always lacking, but, on the other

hand, this joint almost always has, as in Macrocypris, on the anterior edge two* bristles situated

close together; only in exceptional cases does one of these bristles seem to be absent. In some

species the boundary between the second and third joints has more or less completely disappeared.

In a number of these forms the two muscles which we found moved the third joint in the genus

Macrocypris are missing; in others, however, they can be found; distally-anteriorly this joint,

as in Macrocypris, always has powerful, claw-like bristles. The fourth joint may be more

or less completely reduced in a number of species, but even in those forms in which this joint

has quite disappeared it always seems possible to distinguish by their position the bristles that

belong to this joint from those that belong to the original third joint, as they are situated

distally-posteriorly on the end joint and are separated from the bristles of the original third

joint by a swelling in the chitinous wall of the joint; in some forms a distinct gap can also be

observed between these two groups of bristles. In the family Nesideidae we find the follow-

ing state of affairs: AH the three recent genera of this family that have been described so far,

Nesidea, Bythocypris and Anchistrocheles
,
have a four-jointed endopodite, of about the same

tA-pe in all of them. The genus Nesidea (cf. G. W. MtJLLER, 1894, pi. XV, fig. 29): The second

joint is moderately long and has only one or a few bristles situated postero-distally. The third

joint is relatively long; it is not moved by special muscles and has, among other things, two

bristles situated close together on the anterior edge a short distance from the distal boundary;

distally-anteriorly this joint has no bristles at all. The fourth joint is short and is moved by
two muscles, a flexor and an extensor, both having a proximal attachment proximally on the

second joint; it is provided with five bristles, which, at least in a number of species, are situated

in two groups, as I have had an opportunity of observing myself when investigating a couple

•) G. W. MuLLER states, 1894, p. 40 that the C y p r i d s always have a single bristle at this place. ,,Das

2. Glied des Innenastes .... tragi constant eine kleine Borste am dorsalen Rand"; two bristles, are, however, drawn

in the figures of several species belonging to this group that this author has given in this work. The statement made
above is based on observations of a large number of species investigated by me.
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of species belonging to this genus; cf. also G. W. MtlLLER, 1894, pi. 15, fig. 31. One of these

groups is situated antero-distally on the joint and comprises two claw-like bristles, the other is

situated postero-distally and consists of three bristles, one of which is a sensory bristle of about the

same type as the sensory bristle of the fourth joint in the genus Macrocypris and other C y p r i d s.

The two groups are separated from each other by a distinct swelling in the wall of the joint.

Can we, in the face of these facts, accept the homologization worked out by G. W. MUller
for these joints of these two families? I believe not. It seems far more probable

— not

to say absolutely certain — that the joints in the family Nesideidae that are denoted by G. W.

MOLLER as nos. 2 and 3 are homologous with the second joint in Macrocypris, the fourth joint

in the N e s i d e i d s corresponds to the third and fourth joints in Macrocypris. If we assume

this homologization we shall find the following points of agreement: The second joint is elongated;

it has on the posterior side proximally of the middle one or two bristles and on the anterior

edge somewhat proximally of the distal boundary two bristles situated close together. The

third joint is relatively short; it is moved by two muscles, a flexor and an extensor, both of

which have their proximal attachments proximally on the second joint; distally-anteriorly it

is armed with claw-like bristles. In Nesideidae, as in several C y p r i d s, the fourth joint is

completely reduced, but the bristles that belong to this joint can be distinguished from those

of the original third joint by means of a swelling in the wall of the joint; one of the bristles

of the fourth joint is a sensory bristle. In other words the agreement is complete. The lack

of resemblance if we accept G. W. Muller's homologization is as striking as the similarity if

we accept that worked out above. The same correction must also be made in G. W. MlIller's

homologization of the endopodite of the second antenna in the C y t h e r i d s. This will

indicate the degree of certainty in the facts on which G. W. MCller has based his assump-
tion with regard to the number of joints in the endopodite of the second antenna of the

Protostracods!
It is quite impossible at present to carry out a homologization between the joints of

the endopodite in all the groups of the Ostracods; we get no help at all from the characters

of bristles and muscles.

If, looking at these facts, we ask what is the number of joints that is to be taken

as the most primitive for the endopodite, whether this branch was originally characterized

by two, three, four or five joints, I think we shall be compelled to acknowledge that this

is a question we cannot yet decide with any degree of certainty.

The exopodite of the second antenna of the Protostracods is supposed to

have been composed of a rather large number of joints, about the same as in the case of the

recent C y p r i d i n i d s, H a 1 o c y p r i d s and P o 1 y c o p i d s. No proof of this is given by
G. W. MCller. Among the recent Ostracods we apparently find nine joints constantly in all

representatives of the three above-mentioned groups; the Cytherellids have a powerful,

two-jointed exopodite; in all other Ostracods this branch has no joints and is more or

less completely reduced. Thus from comparative morphology we cannot — at least at present
—

produce any facts that indicate with any degree of certainty the number of joints that is to

be taken as the original one for this brancli. Nor can any such facts be obtained from com-

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I.
*^
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parative omV^rvoloirv. It sopius, however, to be by no means impossible, perhaps even rather

probable, that (i. W. Mt'M.Ki; was pretty near the truth when he assumed that the Prot-

o s t r a c o li s had a nine-jointed* exopodite, perhaps of about the same type as in tlic

recent P o 1 y c o p i d s. The reasons that seem to me to support this are, first, that the

forms which are now characterized l)y an antenna of this sort, C y p r i d i n i d s, 11 a 1 o-

c y p r i d s and P o 1 a- c o p i d s, are in several respects certainly to be considered as the

most primitive s t r a c o d s, and, secondly, that the agreement in structure in these groups

is altogether too great to justify us in assuming a convergence, in the case of an organ of so

complicated a structure as this branch. At any rate the ancestral forms of these three groups

probably had a similar exopodite on this limb.

The o n 1 \' statement about t li e second antenna of the P r o t-

o s t r a c o d s that we can make at p r (> s e n t with almost c; o m p 1 e t e

certainty, is, according to my opinion, that it possessed a well-

developed protopodite and a comparatively strong exopodite
and endopodite.

We ought perhaps to note the great resemblances there is between this limb in the

Cytherellids and the type that is presumably to be considered as the original one for

the two following limbs, the mandible and the maxilla. Perhaps this indicates that the

second antenna of this group represents a comparatively primitive type.

Was the endopodite in the males of the ancestral forms of C y p r i d i n i d s, H a 1 o-

cyprids and Polycopids developed as a seizing organ, as G. W. Mt'LLER has assumed?

In the recent Cypridinids the whole of the end joint of the endopodite is pressed

against the preceding joint in seizing. In the H a 1 o c y p r i d s, on the other hand, the end

joint has a process in the shape of a seizing arm, which issues proximally on the joint. The

males of the Polycopids do not have the endopodite developed as a seizing organ;

whether the wart-like process near the point of the endopodite which is found in this group

(cf. G. W. MtLLER, 1894, pi. 7, fig. 10) is homologous with the seizing arm in the H a 1 o-

c y p r i d s, as G. W. MCller has assumed, I must leave undecided; there is no certain proof

of this homologization, G. W. Mt'LLER does not give any and I have not found any myself.

In the face of these facts — that the Polycopids, in several respects presumably
the most primitive of these three groups, do not have this branch developed as a seizing

organ and that the seizing function has been carried into effect in different ways in the

Cypridinids and the Halocyprids — one must say that this assumption of

G. W. MUller's is to be considered as rather uncertain.

Mandible. Mandible: — G. W. Mt'LLER's assumption that this limb in the Protostracods
was composed of two protopodite joints and three endopodite joints seems fairly probably;

* G. W. MCller points out, 1894, p. 36 that ..manche Arten weisen darauf liiii, daB die Zahl ursprunglich

groBer war (Philomedes)" . A careful study of some forms of this genus has convinced ine that the chitinous structures

on the end-joint of this branch (of the males), to which this writer refers, cannot probably be explained as traces of

a tenth joint. In addition it is to be noted that, even it the genus Philomedes originally had a ten-jointed exopodite
on this limb, it is obvious that we have no right, because of this, to conclude that the Protostracods
origin.-illy had ten joints.
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at least there seem to be no facts tliat are definitely against it. A greater number of joints

do not appear in any forms; a two-jointed protopodite and a three-jointed endopodite occur

in the most widely separated groups viz: C y j)
r i d i n i d s, Halocyprids, Cyprids,

Nesideids, Cytherids and Cytherellids. A smaller number is foimd in the

Polycopids and in Darwinulidae. No trace of a procoxale has yet been observed in any
recent forms; it is, however, not quite impossible that such a joint existed originally. Nor

does there seem to be anything of importance to add with regard to this author's

assumption about the endites on this limb. A powerful endite is found on the coxale in

almost all groups. Without drawing any conclusions from this, I wish, however, to point

out here that an endite or indications of such a process on the basale is found not only in

Halocyprids and Polycopids but also in A s t e r o p i d s and Philomedes as

well, and in the Cypridinids, where traces of such an endite can also be observed,

these traces are most strong in forms which are presumably to be considered as primitive

(Crossofhorus) ;
cf. the remark on the group Cypridiniformes below. On the other hand there

seem to be no reasons that support the assumption that the palp in the Cypridinids
is of a more primitive type than in other forms because of its size. The group Folycopidae,

which is presumably in several respects rather primitive, is characterized by a very short mandible.

Might not this fact be considered to support an assumption that the elongated mandible palp

in Cypridinids and Halocyprids represents a secondary ty-pe? The assumption

of a short mandible or at any rate of a moderately long mandible as being the original one in

the Ostracods seems to me to be supported by the fact that in a number of forms in this

group the mandible has been developed as the most important crawling limb on the anterior

part of the body, while in others the endopodite of the second antenna has been developed for

this function. It seems to me that the easiest way to explain this phenomenon is by assuming

that in the Protostracods both the mandible and the endopodite of the second

antenna were relatively short. With regard to the exopodite of tliis limb G. \V. MUllbr makes

no assumption, as has been pointed out before. In the recent O s t r a c o d s this branch is

always very small; in a number of forms it is peg-like, unjointed and almost bristleless; in

others it is quite absent. It seems to me fairly probable that this branch was comparatively

small in the Protostracods; on the other hand it seems to be more difficult to say

anything certain about its type. As to whether the protopodite had an epipodial appendage

is very difficult to decide; it may be best to leave this question open.

After having discussed the problem of the mandible of the Protostracods
G. W. MUller put forward the question as to why the endopodite of the second antenna had

been developed into a powerful crawling leg in Cyprids, D a r w i n u 1 i d s, Nesideids,

Cytherids and Cytherellids; would it not have been more probable, he asks, for

this function to have been taken over by the mandibular palp in these groups as in the C y p r i-

d i n i d s? In answer to this question this author writes as follows, p. 194: „So auflallend ahnlich

die Verwerthung des Mandibulartasters bei den C y p r i d i n i d e n und der 2. Antenne bei

den Podocopa (natiirlich abgesehen vom Schwimmen bei letzteren) ist, so existirt doch ein

wesentlicher Unterschied: bei den einen haben wir es mit einem GrabfuB, bei den auderen mit
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eincm Schroitfuli (urspriinglicli siclior iihcrall) zu ttniii. Dor crstoro tnuB kurz und gcdrungen

sein, cntspriH'luMul dom grolJoii Widerstand, deu or zu iiberwiiidt'ii hat; der zweite soil lang

gostrockt soin. Die Mandibulartaster hatte die heute von der 2. Antenne ausgeiibte Function

nicht iibernelunen konnen, ohnc cine Streckung und besonders ohm- cine Verschiebung seines

Ansatzpunktes zu erleiden. die niit seinen Beziehungen zur Nahrungsaufnalinic unvereinbar

geweseu wiircn." It does not seeni to be going too far if we say that this statement lias no scientific

value whatever. To illustrate the statoinont that the mandibular palp in the Cypridinids
must, on account of its digging function, be ,,kurz und gedrungen", I may, in the first place,

refer here to G. W. MCller's own statement, 1894, p. 47: ,,Wenden wir uns zum Taster, so ver-

dient in erster Linie Erwahnung sein groUer Umfang und seine freie Beweglichkeit, beidcs ent-

sprechend der groIJen RoUe, die er fiir die Bewegung spielt, wonach man die ganze Mandibel

als KieferfuB, KinnbackenfuB (Dana) bezeichnet hat", and, secondly, to the figures that have

so far been given for these limbs. If, for instance, we compare the mandible of Cypridina medi-

terranea (G. W. ^ICller, 1894, p. 45) with the second antenna of Eucytherura gibbera (G. W.

Mt'LLER, 1894, p. 35) we seem to be compelled to admit that the former is at least as elongated

and slender and fitted to be a crawling limb as the latter. That the mandible could not be

developed as a crawling limb except after a forward displacement of its point of attachment

had taken place seems to be a statement that it is very difficult for G. W. MOller to prove.

For further details I need only refer here to what has been pointed out above (under the mandible)

with regard to this matter.

Maxilla. Maxilla: — In the case of this limb too there does not seem to be anything of

importance to remark about the assumption put forward by G. W. MtJLLER. The maxilla found

in a number of forms of the family Polycopidae is presumably of a very primitive type. In any

case, as will be seen from p. 31 of this treatise, the maxillae in Cypridinids and H a 1 o-

c y p r i d s may fairly naturally be derived from the simply built type of maxilla that is found in

Polycopsis serrata G. W. Mt'LLER (cf. G. W. MOller, 1894, pi. 7, fig. 51; reproduced in the

present work, fig. Ill: 1). An.epipodial appendage was probably developed on the coxale;

about the occurrence of this organ on this limb see above.

In passing I wish to point out here that it does not seem to me improbable that the

mandible and the maxilla were of about the same type in the Protostracods; they

were probably moderately long, with powerful protopodites, and exopodites and endopodites

with rather few joints. It is not impossible that they had three more or less distinctly

separated protopodite joints, a two-jointed exopodite and a three-jointed endopodite. The

second antenna may also have been of about the same tvpe (of course apart from the fact

that the two first-named were possibly provided with endites), but this assumption seems to

me more uncertain than the former one; cf. p. 82.

Fifth limb. Fifth limb: — There seems to be greater uncertainty with regard to the struc-

ture of this appendage in the Protostracods than with regard to the preceding limbs.

In the recent Ostracods this limb shows very different types. In the Cypri-
dinids — I leave out of consideration here the family Asteropidae, which is certainly

very much metamorphized, and also the family SarsieUtdae, in which this limb is
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presumably to be considered as having undergone a secondary simplification
— it is of the

foliaceous type. Its protopodite, which dominates somewhat over the exopodite, is broad

and powerful, in most cases more or less distinctly two- or three-jointed and is closely joined

to the body; each of the three protopodite joints is armed on its inner edge with a short but

powerful endite. On the outside of the procoxale-coxale part of the protopodite there is an

epipodial appendage that is developed into a very large and powerful vibratory plate. The

exopodite has in most cases four or five joints; of these joints the two proximal ones are in most

cases very strongly chitinized and are each provided on the inner edge with a low, but powerful,

endite, armed with powerful bristles and teeth; the following two or three exopodite joints

differ in most cases very considerably from the preceding ones in their structure, as they are

very slightly chitinized and their bristles are most frequently rather soft and plumous; the

end joint has a somewhat varying number of bristles. There is no endopodite on this limb.

In the Halocyprids the protopodite of this limb is moderately large and sometimes has two

joints; the boundarybetween these two joints is, however, rather weakly developed; the protopodite

is somewhat less closely united to the body than in the preceding family; the basale has only

one or two very small endites. On the outside of the procoxale-coxale part of the protopodite

there is an epipodial appendage that is developed as a vibratory plate; this is somewhat smaller

than in the preceding family. The endopodite is developed as a short, imjointed, powerful

masticatory process. The exopodite is elongated and rod-shaped, with three or four joints

{Thawnatocypris has four joints, all the other forms only three), its distal joint is small and has

three bristles. In the Polycopids the protopodite is very powerful and dominates very

strongly over the exopodite and the endopodite; in most cases it is more or less distinctly

three-jointed, without endites. On the outside of the procoxale-coxale there is a rather large

vibratory plate, the epipodite. The exopodite and endopodite are short, verruciform, un-

jointed, the exopodite has a somewhat varying nmnber of distal bristles. In Cypridae,

Darwinulidae, Nesideidae and Cytheridae we find a fifth limb that reminds us very much of

this appendage in the Halocyprids. The protopodite is imjointed; in most cases it is

much more free than in the preceding groups. The endopodite is sometimes developed as a

more or less powerful, unjointed, masticatory process; often, however, it is more or less comple-

tely reduced. The exopodite is more or less elongated and has at most four joints, e. g. in

Macrocypris, often three joints and sometimes two or one; in many forms it has three bristles

distally, in others only one or two, but the evidence seems to show that three bristles is the

original number for these families. The protopodite sometimes has a fairly well-devoloped epi-

podial vibratory plate, but this organ is often more or less completely reduced. Cytherellidae

(in the male): The protopodite is unjointed, the endopodite is developed as a rather long,

unjointed process for introducing the food into the mouth. The exopodite is elongated, three-

jointed; its end joint is small and has only two bristles. The epipodite, the vibratory plate,

is well developed and large.

Which of these types is the most primitive?

Most investigators of this subject assume that the foliaceous type that we find in the

C y p r i d i n i d s is the most primitive. On the other hand G. W. MCl.LEll assumes, as we
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soo above, that the I* r o t o s t r a cu» d s had a lillli limb ot abiiut tlir .saiue type as tliat

of the recent genus Macroci/pru, but with a well-developod vibratory phite on the protopodite.

It seems to me very diffioult to decide with certainty which of these views is correct. On

the one hand I consider it by no means impossible that the foliaceous type in tlie V y j)
r i d i ii i d s

may be original; this assumptic^n agrees, of course, with the hypothesis that is almost univer-

sally adopted nowadays, namely that the foliaceous type is the original one for this limb in

the Cruslacea and that the rod-shaped limb is a secondary type developed from the foliaceous

one — in most cases v^ia the biramous stage. On the other hand I think it far from

impossible that G. W. Mt'LLER is nearest to the truth and that the foliaceous type is of a

secondary nature in the C y p r i d i n i d s, that in tliis group this limb was shortened in

connection with its development as the most important or at any rate one of the most important

masticatory organs. It is obvious that G. W. MCller based his assumption on the agreement

found between the fifth limb in the Halocyprids on the one hand and this appendage in

Cyprids, Darwinulids, Nesideids and Cytherids on the other. This agreement is

certainly striking, but this is such a relatively simple organ that I can by no means consider it quite

impossible that the resemblance is due to convergence. See also below, tlie sixth and the

seventh limbs.

It is possible, however, that the foliaceous type is the original one and that the

rod-shaped t}'pe was developed from it, without it being necessary to assume that the

resemblance between the fifth limb in the Halocyprids and the Cyprids, etc. is

necessarily the result of convergence. This presupposes, however, that the ancestors of the

Cyprids, Darwinulids, Nesideids and C y t h e r i d s branched off from the

ancestors of the Halocyprids after the latter had been differentiated from the ancestors

of the Cypridinids.
With regard to G. W. Muller's assumption that the original number of joints on

the exopodite* of this limb was four I only wish to point out that this is partly based on

presumably incorrect homologizations. This writer states that the Cypridinids have four

joints on this branch; in doing so he coimted the basale of the protopodite as the first endo-

podite joint, the first and second joints of the exopodite as joint no. 2; on the other hand this

writer has not paid attention to the fact that there is sometimes an additional joint distally

of joint no. 4, sensu G. W. Mulleri. According to this author the Halocyjjrids also

have four joints on this branch; he arrived at this number by counting the endopodite as the

first exopodite joint; cf. G. W. Muller, 1894, p. 60. It is, however, to be noted that in one

genus of this group, which was not known to this writer when he put forward the assumption
discussed here, namely the genus Thaumatocypris, the exopodite has four joints; cf. G. W.

MULLER, 1906a, pi. VI, fig. 3. This is noteworthy, as this genus is in many respects to be consid-

ered as the most primitive among the Halocyprids. With regard to the uncertainty

of the homologization of this limb compare p. 54 above.

G. W. MUller's assumption that this limb was developed as a seizing organ in the

males of the ancestors of the forms which he groups together under tlie name of Podocopa
*
Explained by G. W. Miller as an endopodite.
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seems to be quite unsupported. With regard to this it ought to be enough to point out that

this limb is not developed as a seizing organ in two of these families, namely Nesideidae and

Cytheridae, and that the sixth limb in the males of Cytherella even shows a closer resemblance

to the fifth limb of the C y p r i d s than does their fifth limb.

It is possible that the position of the fifth limb of C y p r i d i n i d s and H a 1 o c y-

p r i d s, where it is placed far forward, is, contrary to G. W. MtlLLER's view, to be considered

as original. This assumption of G. W. Muller's is, of course, connected with his supposition

that the limb corresponding to te second maxilla of other Crustacean groups has disappeared

in the Ostracods.
Sixth limb: — There is the same uncertainty with regard to this limb as with the

preceding one. The assumptions that the foliaceous type of the C y p r i d i n i d s is original

and that the rod-shaped type is the most primitive are opposed to each other in this case as

well. The fact that with regard to this limb too there is a very great agreement between

the Halocyprids on the one hand and Cyprids, Darwinulids, Nesideids
and Cytherids on the other makes the assumption that the resemblance between these

limbs is due to convergence seem very improbable.

It seems to be impossible to make any detailed statement at present as to the cause

of the disappearance of this and the following limb in Polycofidae. G. W. MtiLLER assumes

that it was due to the smaUness of these forms. It is to be noted that these limbs are also

reduced in the C y t h e r e 1 1 i d s, although these are comparatively large forms.

Seventh limb: — Contrary to the two preceding limbs the seventh one never has a

foliaceous type in the recent Ostracods. In Cyprids, Darwinulids, Nesi-

deids and Cytherids it is of about the same type as the fifth and sixth limbs ; in the

Halocyprids it is certainly short, but all the same it is rod-shaped; in the C y p r i-

d i n i d s, the group in which the fifth and sixth limbs are of the foliaceous type, it is developed

as a long, vermiform annulated appendage. (In the Polycopids and Cytherellids
this appendage is, as we know, not found at all.) These facts seems to support G. AV. MCller's

assumption that this limb was originally of the rod-shaped type; it was perhaps, as this

investigator assumed, of about the same type as in the recent C y p r i d s. This fact may
also perhaps be considered to support the assumption that the rod-shaped type was also

original for the two preceding limbs.

Was this limb developed as a crawling limb in the Protostracods or did it act

as a cleaning organ? G. W. MtJLLER assumes, as we have seen above, that it was used as a

cleaning organ; other investigators, e. g. G. Alm, 1915, assume that it only adopted this function

later. Which of these views is to be considered as correct?

G. Alm puts forward the following reasons for his view (pp. 18—21): In the Nesi-

deids and Cytherids this appendage is used as a crawling limb, not as a cleaning organ.

In the Darwinulids it is possibly used as a cleaning organ, but probably, at any rate,

this fimction is only to be considered as secondary, crawling being the most important function.

In the Cyprids we find in the lower forms that this appendage, although developed as a

cleaning organ, ,,nach ihrer Lage zu urteilen sowohl als Bein wie als PutzfuC anwendbar ist"

Sixth tiinh.

Seventh limb.
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(cf. (i. \\'. MCl.l.Kn. 1894, p. lt>), while in the higher forms it is exclusively a cleaning organ.

In tlie C" V p r i d i n i d s this ;ipj)('iulage is developed into a complicated cleaning organ; in

the Halocyprids it certainly tunctions as a cleaning organ, but still it is considerably

less suited to this function than in the C y p r i d i n i d s. ,,Stehen nun, wie MUlleh meint,

die (.' y p r i tl i n i d n entwickelungsgeschichtlich aut ciiuT hoheren Stufe als die H a 1 o-

c y p r i d e n. so wiirde dies in Bezug auf den PutzfuB bedeuten. daB dieser bei den hoheren

Furmen mehr verandert und seiner Funktion besser angepai3t ist als bei den niederen." In

other words in several groups this limb is not developed as a cleaning organ, in others it is most

complete as a cleaning organ in the most metamorphosed forms. In both high and low

Cyprids, in Nesideids, Cytherids and Halocyprids* it begins embryologi-

cally as a downward and backward pointing process; only in the Cypridinids does it

point upwards from the beginning. In the Cyprids it is developed pretty far without its

position being altered; only at a rather late stage is it bent upwards. On the other hand

G. W. ilCLLER gives no reason for his view; nor does it seem to me possible at present to find

any. We seem to be compelled for the present to adopt the view assumed by G. Alm, but

is does not seem to me impossible that G. W. MUller may be right.

The question of why the cleaning limb has been reduced in the Halocyprids is

one that can scarcely be answered yet. At any rate G. W. MOller's assumption that the

reduction was connected with ,,des Aufgebens der Brutpflege" seems to me, however,

impossible**, as this organ almost always or at least in most cases is as well developed among

•
It is to be noted that this limb in the Halocyprids is often still kept jioinling backwards and

downwards even in the mature stage, with only its small end joint pointing upwards. It is often found in this position even

in dead specimens. Sometimes its end joint also points downwards.

'he funetion of the
** In this connection I should like to say a few words with regard to the funi tion of this limb in Cypridinids,

seventh limb. Halocyprids and Cyprids. H.E.Straus, the first author to investigate this appendage in the Cyprids,
assumed (1821, p. 47) that it was used „k soutenir les ovaires". H. Miine Edwards, one of the first authors to

discuss the Cypridinids, assumed (1840), presumably influenced by H. E. Straus, that this pair of limbs functions

as eggbearers; he c^lls them ,,pattes oviferes". Several succeeding authors, e. g. VV. Baird, J. D. Dana, E. Grube
and even C. Clais in his earlier works, accepted this assmnption. \V. Zenker, in his work ,.M onographie der
Ostracoden, 1854", pointed out, p. 17, that H. E. Straus's assumption could not be correct. ,,Die Eier aber brauchen

keine Unterstutzung, da sie von der Wandung des-Eileiters und auCerdem noch von der Chitinhaut bedeckt sind." This

author assumed that this appendage served as a cleaning organ for ,,die groBe Kiemenplatte mit ihren gefiederten Haaren".

F. MiJLLER, in his work of 1870, expressed the view that this limb functions as a cleaning organ in the Cypridi-
nids as well. He writes on p. 257 as follows: ,,Beobachtet man eine lebende Cypridina nitidula oder eine C. Agas-
sizii mil nicht zu undurchsichtiger Schale, so sieht man die geringelten Anhange, die niit ihrem meist rechtwinklig

abstehenden Borstenbesatz fast wie die Bursten aussehen, deren man sich zum Reinigen von Glascylindern liedient, in fast

ununterbrochener, lebhafter Bewegung. Einem Ringelwurm vergleichbar, der aus seiner Rohre weit vorgestreckt nach

alien Seiten umhertastet, kriechen sie und biegen sie sich nach alien Richtungen; namentlich an den Kiemen und in deren

Umgebung fegen sie und putzen sie fleiBig hin und her. Mit den Eiern, die allerdings wenigstens bei C. Agassizii innerhalb

der Schale der Mutter sich entwickeln, haben sie nichts zu schaffen. Sie sind bei beiden Geschlechtern in vollig gleicher

Weise ausgebildet." The same observations were afterwards made by other investigators, e. g. G. W. Mijller,

1894, p. 72, for the Cypridinids, and I too have had occasion to verify them. As a further proof that we are here

concerned with a cleaning organ G. W. Miller (1. c.) states that in the genus Sarsiella he often found „den 1. FuB
des t3 arg verschmutzt, ja, einmal war es auch die Athemplatte der Maxille und die hintere Korperhalfte"; we know
that in the males of this genus the 7th limb is quite absent. In Cyprids too it has been observed that this

appendage is, as it were, continually combing and cleaning. With regard to the Halocyprids G. W. Muller

pointed out, 1894, p. 73, that this limb carries out movements that closely resemble the cleaning movements of the

corresponding appendage in the Cypridinids and he assumes that these movements have the same purpose here
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males as females. As far as we know the males have nothing to do with the brood charge
in the Ostracods. Moreover it is, as we know, developed as a cleaning organ among
the C y p r i d s as well, a group which has no brood charge.

After having discovered that the development of the seventh limb as a cleaning organ
'^"'"' '''^/"s «*'*' «

in C y p r i d s and C y p r i d i n i d s is presumably not to be taken as a result of common '''""'"f°'f
" between

.' Ill • •
Uie development of the

mheritance but that we are probably concerned in this case with a phenomenon of convergence, oih and nh limbs?

Gr. Alm. in his above-quoted work, puts forward the question as to whv this appendage is not '""'' factors have

developed into a cleaning organ in the families Nesideidae and Cytheridae. On this point he
"opml'lu' If these

writes as follows: ,,Was die soeben bemerkte Eigentiimlichkeit der 1. und 3. Beinpaare betrifft. /"''*s? [Some acces-

so ist zu bemerken, daB augenscheinlich eine gewisse Korrelation zwischen diesen .beiden Extre- '"'"' ''^""''^'•)

mitatenpaaren vorliegt. Ich halte es nicht fiir unmoglich, daB wir die Erklarung derselbeu

in der Lebensweise imd Nahrungsaufnahme der verschiedenen Gruppeu zu suchen haben. Wenn
man den PutzfuB als ein Reinigungsorgan betrachtet, was mir ganz sicher erscheint, darf man
wohl annehmen, daB das Tier da, wo ein solches Bein auftritt, mehr dem Beschmutzen ausgesetzt

ist, als in dem Falle, wo das 3. Bein keine Putzfunktion hat. Es ist da bemerkenswert, daB gerade
bei den C y p r i d e n das 1. Bein in Bezug zur Nahrungsaufnahme tritt, und da diese Formcn

gerne von kleinen toten Tieren und in Verwesung begriffenen Tieren und Pflanzen ihre Nahrung
entnehmen, ist es leicht denkbar, daB bei der Nahrungsaufnahme kleine Teilchen der Beute

umhergestreut werden und an den Korperseiten und Innenlamellen haften bleiben."

as well. But, he adds, the result seems to l)e very poor. ..Der Theil des Korpers, wclchen das Bein mit seiner Borste

erreichen kann, also der Rticken tiber der Furca und die Innenseite der hinteren Schalenhalfte. ist iiamlich anniihernd

glatt und so der Gefahr des Verschmutzeus wenig ausgesetzt. Die benachbarten Atheinplatten. fiir welchc ein Reinigungs-

apparat am ersten nothig scheint, kann aber das Bein nicht erreichen. Halt man eine Conchoecia in Wasser, in welchem

feine Carminkornchen suspendirt sind, so kann man sehen, wie sich bald Kornchcn, verklebt durch das Secret der

Drusenzellen des Schalenrandes, zwischen die Strahlen der Athemplatten setzen. In einem solclien Fall, den ich genau
beobachtete, reinigten sich die Athemplatten selber lediglich durch die eigeno Bowegung; die Kornchnn ballten .siih

zusammen, stieCen sich ab, und die Platte war bald wieder rein, ohne daB das let/.te Bein odor ein anderes eine direct reinigende

putzende Bewegung ausgeftihrt hatte. In dieseni Fall war eim; Mitwirkung des fraglichen Beines auch schon dadurch

ausgeschlossen, daC es sich mit seiner Spitze in einem Kliimpchen des klebrigen Secretes, gemischt mit Carminkornchen.

das am Riicken saB, gefangen hatte und sich daraus trotz aller Anstrengungen nicht Oder erst nach langerer Bemiihung
befreien konnte, nachdem die Athemplatten bereits ihren Schmutz selbstiindig abgestoCen hatfcn."

It seems presumably to be a case of a cleaning organ; at any rate I cannot offer any new explanation. But I

should like to point out some facts which seem, in the first place, to support the above-quoted statement of G. W.
MuLLER about the Halocyprids, and, in the second place, perhaps to suggest tlial this appendage has some other

function besides that of a cleaning organ. First it may be stated that on several occasions I came across C y p r i d i n i d s

with well-di'veloped seventh limbs, but with their bodies very much covered with dirt. A more important fact, liowever,

is that in the C y p r i d i n i d s this appendage appears very late. According to what I found, Philomedes globosa goes

through seven post-embryonal moults before it airivcs at maturity. The seventh limb is not developed until the penultimate
*

larval stage, when the larva has already attained two-thirds of the length of the mature specimen. During all this time

the larva lives, like the mature female, digging in the sand and mud of the bottom. In spite of this it shows no sign of

dirt; on the contrary it is as clean before the development of the seventii limb as after. I have found the same

state of affairs in other C y p r i d i n i d s. In the C y p rids too this limb obtains its definite shape very late and

no difference can be observed with regard to the cleanliness of larvae and mature individuals. This state of affairs

clearly shows, as far as I can see, that this limb is not absolutely necessary for the cleanliness of these forms. The

fact that this limb is developed so late may perhaps indicate that it has a special function in connection with propagation.

G. W. MtLLER, 189'*, p. "2, like L. Luders. 1009, p. 110, points out its importance for keeping the eggs clean. „Diese

Bedeutung, die es danach augenscheinlich fiir die Brutpflege hat, macht es in etwas verstandlich, dal3 es beim ^ von Sar-

siella rudimentar geworden ist." But this can, of course, only be a secondary function, as in most forms this limb

is as well or at least almost as well developed in males as in females.

Zoolog. liidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Brt T.
'^

.,o.^°;>'
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Tilt' assumption that the littli and scxcuth linil)s arc cdi rclilcd to each ntlicr. Iliat

the lattor lias boon (IovoIojumI into a oKMiiinu ur^aii when, nwiiifj; to tlif (Icvelopment of tlic

former as an masticat'Orv organ, the breaking-up of the food had boon intensified, seems to be

open to criticism to a considerable extent. 0. Alm seems, as a matter of fact, to have realized

this, and his assumption is put forward very cautiously.

Let us first examinf tiic family ([Uoted, the Cypridae. The fifth liiiil) in. for instance,

a Cypris
— or Candona — species certainly seems to help pretty considerably in the breaking

up of the food, both directly by chewing and indirectly by holding the food fast and by pushing

it in under the two anterior masticatory appendages. There are thus reasons that support

the idea that in these forms, owing to the co-operation of the fifth limb in the process of chewing,

the breaking of the food is intensified and that, in connection with this, a rather considerable

increase of the defiling particles is produced. These forms thus seem to support G. Alm's state-

ment. On the other hand, however, there is in this family a number of forms which decided!}-

contradict this assumption. Thus the masticatory part of the fifth limb in the genera Ponto-

cypris and Pontocypria is sometimes not developed at all and often only slightly developed

and is furnished with a few weak, often soft and plumous bristles (as examples may be mentioned

PotUocyprh pellucida G. W. MCller and P. pirifera (i. W. Mt^LLER; the males of these species

have about two to four bristles on the reduced endopodite of this limb; cf. G. W. MtlLLER, 1894,

pi. 9. fig. 54 and
pi. 10, figs. 23, 24). In these genera the fifth limb does not take any part

— or at any rate only a very slight one — in holding and breaking up the food; we have not,

even in the forms whose fifth limb is characterized by a somewhat greater number of bristles

than in the species mentioned above, any well-groimded cause to assume any essential increase

of the small defiling particles produced by mastication. In the males of the genus Erythrocypris,

e. g. those of the^. pallida G. W. MOller (cl G. W. MtJI.LBR, 1894, pi. 11, figs. 43, 44) the most

projecting part of this limb is quite without bristles; in the case of these forms any discussion

of the use of this appendage in the service of mastication may be considered superfluous.

Although in these genera it is thus impossible to think that we are justified in assuming that

any real increase in the number of the small defiling particles is produced by the activity of the

fifth limb, yet the seventh limb is in them apparently developed into an effective cleaning organ,

at any rate as effective as in the genera Cypris and Candona. Although a certain difference

may be observed in different forms with regard to the development of the seventh limb (the

degree of pectination of the end bristles), this has no connection at all with the development

of the bristles on the anterior side of the fifth limb. In the genera Argilloecia and Macrocypris,

and to a still greater extent in Paracypris the masticatory part (the endopodite) of the fifth limb

is furnished with numerous bristles and is also developed as a long branch pointing forward

(cf., for instance, G. W. MtJLLER, 1894, pi. 12, fig. 41, 42); in these genera this limb seems to help

considerably in intensifying mastication and thus possibly in increasing the number of the

small defiling particles as well. But the seventh limb is apparently not so well developed as

a cleaning organ in these forms as in the preceding genera; for instance it has no pectination

at all on the end bristles. In Paracypris ram (G. W. MOller), a form with a very powerful

ma.sticatory part on the fifth limb, we even find a seventh limb that is almost completely without
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such characters as distinguish a cleaning limb from a crawling leg (cf. G. \\. MUllku, 1894,

pi. 12, fig. 49). If we turn to the family DarwinuUdae, which is closely related to the

C y p r i d s, we find that although the fifth limb has been developed as a presumably rather

effective masticatory organ, the seventh limb is not differentiated as a cleaning organ but has

entered the service of locomotion. Nor do the conditions in the C y p r i d i n i d s support
the assumption put forward by G. Alm. The fifth limb in, for instance, the genera Cypridina
and Philomedes certainly helps considerably in breaking up the food, even to a far greater

extent than in some C y p r i d s ; this idea is supported by the extremely powerful musculature

and armature of this appendage. As in these genera the seventh limb is developed as a presum-

ably effective cleaning organ one would think, of course, that the conditions in these genera

support G. Alm's hypothesis, but, as we know, the fact is that in these genera the mandible

does not at all help or at any rate only helps very slightly in the breaking up of the food, wliich

(|uite makes up for the development of the fifth limb as a masticatory organ. The Asteropids

are characterized by a method of taking up the food that is quite unlike that of other C y p r i-

fl i n i d s. As we know, a rather strong current of water from front to back is produced in the

C y p r i d i n i d s by the movements of the vibratory plate on the fifth limb; this is for respi-

ration — as is generally assumed and appears very probable. \^Tiile in most C y p r i d i n i d s

this stream is allowed to pass freely along between the shell and the body without losing any
f)f the organic and inorganic little particles that naturally accompany it, whirled up from the

bottom, this is not the case in the Asteropids. As has been described in another place

in this treatise, the limbs of the mouth have been differentiated in a very strange way in these

forms. The maxilla has been developed into a sort of baleen-like organ, which, with its epipodial

appendage and its long, fine ventral bristles fills the anterior opening of the canal through

which the respiratory water has to pass. By means of these baleens the water that runs througli

is cleaned of a great many of the defiling particles; a number of these particles constitute the

food of these forms. The water that, after passing the maxilla, continues backwards between

the shell and the wall of the body, is thus presumably much cleaner than the respiratory water

in other Cypridinids. It is true that the fifth limb is developed as a mouth organ in these

forms, but it does not act as a masticatory appendage and thus does not increase the number

of the defiling particles. The food is not broken up at all and the respiratory water that passes

is cleaned from small defiling particles before it penetrates into the part that is cleaned by

the seventh limb. In spite of this this limb is well developed as a cleaning organ in

these forms. The Halo cypr ids have in their mandible and maxilla quite as powerful

masticatory organs as any representative of the family Cypridae; in addition they have

a rather powerful masticatory part on the fifth limb. In spite of this their cleaning

limb is very much reduced; cf. the remark above, p. 89. Finally it ought to be noted

that among the families whose fifth and seventh limbs are developed as typical crawling

legs there are certainly forms that have more powerful and more intensive mastication

than a number of forms whose seventh limb is developed as a cleaning organ and whose

fifth limb helps more or less in intensifying the mastication. The methods by which

the y t h e r e 1 1 i d s and the P o 1 y c o p i d s take up their food are too little known
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for thesi" families to be taken into consideration in tliis connection. See also the remark

above, p. 89.

From what has been shown above it seems to follow that G. Al^M's assumption that

the seventh limb was developed as a cleaning organ in the cases where the mastication

had been intensified by the development of the fifth limb as a masticatory organ cannot

be maintained. Nor have I succeeded in establishing any condition of correlation between

the development of the masticatory parts of the mandible and maxilla on the one hand and

the seventh limb on the other.

Docs there not exist, however, a certain correlation between the fifth and seventh

limbs? Or, as I should prefer to put the question: WTiich factor or factors have exerted an

influence in the development of these appendages? \Miat is more natural in dealing with this

problem than fii'st to try to discover whether this development has not been connected with the

method of locomotion of these animals?

Let us once more take the case of the family Cypridae first. If one observes a Cypris

in motion on the bottom one can easily discover that with the help of the first antennae, which

strike regularly upwards and backwards, and the second antennae, which either strike down-

wards and backwards or carry out crawling movements, it seems rather to glide than to crawl

heavily over the sub-stratum. Owing to the natatory movements of the first and second antennae

the representatives of this genus naturally have less need of effective assistance from the poste-

rior limbs for locomotion. This applies, of course, still more strongly to the j^owerful swimmers

in this family, e. g. the genera Cypria and Cyclocypris. The same method of locomotion as in

the genus Cypris is found in a nmnber of representatives of this family; I need only mention

here as examples the genera Pontocypris, Erythrocypris and Iliocypris. G. \\. MCller writes

about the representatives of the sub-family lliocyprinae in ,,Deutschlands SiiBwasser-
Ostracoden" 1900, p. 90, that besides freely swimming they generally ,,sich rasch g 1 e i-

t e n d liber den Grvmd bewegen". There are, however, representatives of Cypridae that are

unable to swim at all; I need only mention here as examples the genera Candona and Macrocypris,

as weU as the females and partly the males too of the genus Argilloecia. But this does not exert

very much influence on what might be called the principle of crawling, as these forms also have

rather long, stiff bristles on the first antenna— though not so long as in the swimming species. These

forms use the second antenna and the sixth limb in crawling. This movement woidd, however, be

veryheavy and uncertain unless in these genera too the first antenna struck upwards and backwards

in the same way as in the swimming forms and so help very much both in keeping the animal

in equilibrium and in propelling it forward. Thus in all the forms belonging to the family

Cypridae the first antenna is used in crawling in a way that gives both comparatively great

rapidity and also good stability to the movement.

The mode of life of the family Darwinididae is too little known for us to use it in this

argimient. It has presumably about the same method of locomotion as the N e s i d e i d s and

Cytherids, so that I shall only refer here to what is said in connection with these families.

The family Cytherellidae is also very little known oecologically ; they are slow, digging

forms ^\'ithout any power of swimming. The digging life has to a great extent left its impression
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on the two pairs of antennae. These have been developed into real small digging shovels. If

one leaves the furca out of consideration, these limbs are on the whole to be considered as

the only locomotory organs.

The families Nesideidae and Cytheridae are, as G. W. MOller wrote in his monograph,

1894, p. 16 ,,vollstandig an den Grund gefesselt und durchaus unfahig zum Schwimmen".

They are, however, not slow like the Cytherellids, but in most cases crawl about fairly

rapidly on the bottom or on water plants. Unlike the C y p r i d s they obtain no help or

only very slight help from the first antenna in crawling. In a number of forms, e. g. Cytkere,

Cythereis, Krithe, etc., this antejina is used chiefly for thrusting obstacles to the side, e. g. grains

of sand, etc.; in other forms, e. g. Nesidea, Sclerochilus and Paradoxostoma, etc., it is to be

regarded almost exclusively as a sensory organ. But whatever may be the case, this limb

does not help to produce a stable and comparatively easy crawling movement in these two

families. Looking at it from this point of view it is not surprising that in these families the

limbs that have a rather slight significance or none at all in locomotion in the C v p r i d s,

namely the three posterior ones, have been more differentiated as locomotive organs. The fifth

limb has been lengthened and does not take any part in mastication. The seventh limb is a

typical, elongated crawling leg and does not point upwards as in the C y p r i d s. The second

antenna in these forms is one of the most important crawling organs; it is this appendage

especially that draws the body forward. As G. W. MtJLLER has pointed out, this limb has in

the Cytherids a powerful spinning gland, opening out on the point of the exopodite. From

this gland a fine thread of a sticky, quickly stiffening, substance is pressed out (as in spiders)

and is attached to the sub-stratum. These threads are, as G. W. MtiLLER has shown, of great

importance in locomotion, especially in climbing down steep and smooth objects, e. g. algae,

etc., as it is on them that the posterior limbs obtain a hold during'chmbing. It is obvious that

there must be several pairs of legs to keep the animal safely attached during the alternate

seizing and releasing that takes place while climbing along these steep objects and to prevent

it from falling outwards and sinking to the bottom, as these animals have not, as has been

pointed out above, any first antenna, like that of the C y p r i d s, which by means of its natatory

movements is able to keep the body pressed against the sub-stratum. The three posterior

limbs can, however, be also used in crawling on horizontal sub-strata. They are, as we know,

built in such a way that the}' might seem to be best fitted for a backward crawUng movement,

a structure that is presumably to be considered as an adaptation to the chmbing movements

described above. S0REN JEXSE\* even assumed that they were situated in a direction quite

the opposite of that which they actually have and he accordingly also assumed that they were

used as ordinary crawling legs. After a correct idea of their direction was obtained, the idea

of their function was also altered. G. W. MULler, for instance, writes in 1894, p. 16: „Sie

dienen zum Anklammern. Auch hier scheinen sie gewohnlich nicht zum Fortschieben benutzt

zu werden. Doch ist es kamn moglich, sich dariiber GewiBheit zu verschaffen." G. ALM, in

his work quoted above, describes how the Cyprids use their sixth limb in crawhng. The

same crawling movements are carried out by the three posterior limbs of the C y t h e r i d .s

*
„Biologisk'' og systematiski' Undersogelsi-r ovir, FiTskvatuls-Ostratoder.- Natli. Mtdd. Kjeboiihavii.
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ami N o s i il f i il s. a tact that 1 iil)sfrvi'(l inyst'lf and that is hy no means diffit'iilt to verify.

In this mode of crawling ton it seems expedient for several ])airs of legs to co-o|)erate.

The C y p r i d i n i d s pass their lives — provided they are not exclusively swimming
or digging forms — partly in swimming about freely in layers of water just above the bottom,

partly in digging in the sand and mud of the bottom. ,,Zu einer eigentlich kriechendcn Be-

wegimg auf dem Grund sind die C y p r i d i n i d e n vermoge des Bancs ihrer Gliedmaalien

durchaus imfiihig; ich habe sie denn audi niemals in der Gefangenschaft sich in ahnlichcr

Weise bewegen sehen.'' (G. W. Mt)LLElt, 1894, p. 14.) In swimming and in digging the three

post'erior limbs have no function to fulfil; swimming is carried out exclusively by the second

antenna, digging, as in the Cytherellidae, by a couple of the anterior limbs (the mandible,

sometimes the second antenna as well) and the furca.

The Halocyprids are exclusively pelagic forms; they swim only with the second antenna.

The Polycopids cannot crawl. They either lie still on the bottom or take short

swimming trips to the layers of water just above the bottom. They swim with the first and second

ant<>nnae and the maxilla; as in the case of the Halocyprids, the other limbs are not

used in locomotion.

We thus find that the fifth and seventh limbs do not take part or take only a very

slight part in locomotion in the case of freely swimming forms or in crawling forms in

which the crawling motions are helped by the more or less powerful upward and backward

natatory movements of the first antenna. In crawling forms whose first antenna does not

take part in locomotion the fifth and seventh limbs are developed as crawling legs.

I do not mean by this, of course, that the method of locomotion was the only factor

that influenced the development of the two limbs just mentioned. Presumably, though not

certainly, other factors — both internal and external — have, as G. Alm also supposes,

cooperated; among such presumable factors may be mentioned the nature of the sub-stratum

on which these animals live and presumably the nature of their food as well. In any case the

method of locomotion must be considered to have been an important factor.

After this excursus I return to my discussion of 6. W. MULLER's exposition of the organi-

zation of the Protostracods.
1 have nothing to add about his assumption as to the vibratory plates; it is not

impossible that in this G. W. MUller has come very near to the truth, but it is by no

means proved.

G. W. MtlLLER assumes that the furca of the Protostracods was of about

the same tvpe as this organ in Conchoecia. This seems presumably to be a some prematiu-e

assumption.

Comparatively short and powerfid fureal lamellae, armed with several strong claws,

i. e. about the same type as in Conchoecia. is found in Cypridinids, Polycopids
and most of the Halocyprids. In the other Ostracods we find fiu-cae of very varying

types. A number of forms, viz. C y t h e r i d s, have a very short and weak furca with a few

weak bristles. Others, viz. C y p r i d s and N e s i d e i d s, are characterized by relatively

long und narrow furcal lamellae, armed with a comparatively small number of bristles and
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claws. Finally the C y t h e r e 1 1 i d s have, it is true, rather short and broad and powerful

furcal lamellae, armed with rather numerous claws, but the furca in these forms is of quite a

different type from that found in C y p r i d i n i d s and H a 1 o c y p r i d s.

^^^^ich of these types is to be considered the most jjrimitive?

I consider it rather improbable that the ver)- small furca in the Cytherids repre-

sents a primitive condition. Presumably a reduction has taken place in these forms (possibly

in connection with the powerful development of the posterior limbs). The different development
and type of the furcal lamellae and the great variation in the number and development of the

furcal claws in the other groups seem to indicate that, in spite of the fact that it presum-

ably had comparatively well developed lamellae, the furca of the Protostracods was,

all the same, very slightly differentiated; presumably it was armed with only a few claws.

The following facts also seem to support this assumption. Thaumatocypris, which is, in many

respects presumably the most primitive genus among aU Halocyprids, has a furca that

consists of two relatively short, broad and powerful lamellae — like that of other Halo-

cyprids. Each of these lamellae is armed with only two claws, situated distally; behind

these claws there is only a number of short spines. What perhaps strikes the observer of this

furca more than anything is its great resemblance to the furca in a closely-related group of

animals — the Cladocera. Without going so far as to say that this furcal type is the

most primitive, I wish, however, to point out one fact that may perhaps be considered

to point in this direction. In investigating the post-embryonal development of the Cypri-
d i n i d s I observed that both in the sub-genera Z)o/oria and Vargula and in PhUomedes the

youngest freely living larval stage is characterized by a furca consisting of two relatively short

and broad, but powerful, lamellae; each of these lamellae is armed distally with two rather

long and powerful claws, behind which there follow a number of short and weak spine-like

claws; cf. the special part of this work, fig. 21 of Philomedes globosa and fig. 14 oiCypridinn

(I)oloria) pectinata; only during the larval stages that immediately follow do these claws grow,

so that in these stages the transition between the distal and the proximal claws becomes uni-

form. G. W. MilLLER made the same observation (1894, p. 18.5) in the representatives of the

Cypridinid group investigated by him, species of Vargula, PhUomedes, Psevdophilomedes, Sar-

siella and Asterope; cf., for instance, G. W. MOLler's figure of a larval furca of the genus

Asterope, 1894, pi. 34, fig. 53. C. Clais, 1893, showed that the same condition is also charac-

teristic of the Halocyprids (p. 286). ,,Das jiingste der beobachteten Stadien, leider nur

ein einzigesmal aufgefunden .... besitzt nur 2 Paare von Furcalklauen." During the first

freely living larval stage these forms thus have a furca whose tyTpe differs very nmch from that

of the mature individuals, but which shows, on the other hand, a comparatively close agree-

ment with the furca in Tliaumatocypris.
— It is to be noted that the genus Thaumatocypris

was imknown to G. W. MOllrr in 1894.

As will be seen from what has preceded, G. W. MCller does not say anything about '^ome adduinnni

the sexual organs of the Protostracods. This problem has rather great
'''^""'^*'

."*""'
'J

difficulties. On account of the conditions in the recent s t r a c o d s and closely related Proiosimcods.

Crustacean groups, it seems to mo most probable that both the testicles and the ovaries in Sexual organs.
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whothor the sexual ducts opened outwards with a simple or a paired orifice. In the males

the posterior pair of legs was userl in copulation and was developed into the two penes.

The fate of this pair of legs in the females is imcertain; there is possibly a remains

of them in the genital verrucae. Among the recent Ostracods the most primitive con-

ditions seem to be found in ;i nuinlicr of Cy p r i d i n i d s, possibly, for instance, in Philo-

medes and Asterope.

Did the Protostracods have a rod-shaped organ?
G. W. Mt'LLRR does not make any statement on this point either. ('. Clams expresses

himself (1876, p. 97) in such a way that one can scarcely doubt that he considered that they

had. I scarcely think, however, that they had. Among the recent s t r a-

c o d s this organ is absent not only in C y p r i d s, D a r w i n u 1 i d s, N e s i d e i d s,

C v t h e r i d s, but also in C y t h e r e 1 1 i d s and P o 1 y c o p i d s, which we are accustomed

to consider as being in many respects rather primitive and in the genus that is in several

respects presumably the most primitive among the H a 1 o c y p r i d s, namely Thaumatocypris.

(Jnly in the Cypridinids and most of the H a 1 o c y p r i d s is it developed. I myself

have only had an opportunity of investigating one species of Polycopidae. This was charac-

terized by two bristles, situated rather near each other on the front of the head, on

each side of the place where the rod- shaped organ is situated in the Cy p r i d i n i d s. Do

these bristle^s correspond to the similarly situated bristles in other lower Crustacean groups?

Is this a primitive stage? It seems to me by no means impossible that this is the case. It seems

difficult to assume that a rod-shaped organ existed originally and was then completely reduced

in all these forms. The fact that this organ is absent in the most primitive genus of the

H a 1 o c y p r i d s even seems to indicate that the appearance of this organ in Cypridinids
and Halo c v p r i d s is not, as C. Claus has assumed, the result of common inheritance, but

that we have here once more a phenomenon due to convergence.

This investigation has thus shown that while it is true that we can say with some

degree of certainty in the case of a number of characters that they are original, our whole

knowledge of the organization of the Protostracods is very incomplete and uncertain, a

good deal more uncertain than one would imagine from G. W. MUller's exposition.

G. W. MuLLER gives the results of his investigation of the mutual relationships of

191.classification of the
^^^ ^^^^^^ s t r a c o d s in his monograph of 1894, pp. 188-

recent Ostracods ar-
. t j j

•

cording to c. If. The most important of these rcsults is that the recent Ostra CO ds are to be divided mto
Mailer. j^^YO main natural groups, sharply divided from each other, Myodocopa and Podocopa. To the

former belong Cypridinids, Halocyprids and P o 1 y c o p i d s, to the latter

Cyprids,- Darwinulids, Nesideids, Cytherids and Cytherellids.
The view that these animals can be divided into two natural, sharply differentiated

— „scharf getrennte"
— main divisions is, as is shown above, decidedly opposed to the views

of C. 0. S-\RS and C. Ci.AU.?. As a matter of fact (i. W. MCller is almost alone in this view.
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Is it possible to maintain these two main groups? Can ih£ two main

Myodocopa, as this group is taken by G. W. MtJLLER, is, according to the same author,
^''""^^ Myndocopn

. .
and Podofiipa he

1894, pp. 188—189, characterized by a rostral mcisur on the shell, the great number of joints maintained?

on the exopodite of the second antenna, the large, mostly very mobile, mandibular palp, the

absence of a large vibratory plate on the maxilla, the presence of one on the following limb and

finally by the type of the furca. This author diagnoses this group as follows in his work of 1912:

,,Schale meist mit Incisur am Vorderrande; Ventralrand meist gewolbt. Stamm der 2. Antenne

umfangreich, schinkenformig, ungegliedert; Exopodit gestreckt, meist 9-gliedrig; das 1., selten

1.—3. Glied des Exopodit gestreckt, die folgenden Glieder (mindestens 6) sehr kurz, einander

ahnlich, jedes mit 1 umfangreichen, meist gefiederten Borste, das Endglied mit mehrerenBorsten;

Endopodit mit 3 oder weniger Gliedern, meist viel schwacher als der Exopodit, beim cJ gewohnlich

als Greiforgan entwickelt, bisweilen in beiden Geschlechtern rudimentar. Maxille mit meist

deutlich 3-gliedrigem Taster, ohne Atemplatte. Das 1. Thoraxbein steht fast durchweg im

Dienste der Nahrungsaufnahme, auch die Glieder seines Endopodit konnen zu Kaufortsiitzen

werden; sein Stamm, in groBem Umfange mit den Seiten des Korpers verschmolzen, tragt eine

umfangreiche Atemplatte. Das 2. und 3. Thoraxbein zeigt auBerordentlich verschiedene

Formen; beide konnen fehlen. Ein biirstenformiges Organ fehlt fast stets. Furca stets wohl

entwickelt, breit, lamellos, mit wenigstens 3 starken, dornartigen Anhangen."

Pndncopa, in the sense in which it is taken by G. W. MULLER, is, according to this writer,

1894, p. 189, characterized by the fact that the ventral margin of the shell is flattened, by the

structure of the second antenna, above all by the reduction of the exopodite and the position

of this limb, and finally by the vibratory plates on the mandible and the maxilla. This writer

diagnoses this group as follows in his work of 1912: ,,Schale stets stark verkalkt, niemals mit

Incisur oder Eostrum, Ventralrand abgeflacht, oft mit Einbuchtung, ausnahmsweise konvex.

Die 2. Antenne entspringt zu beiden Seiten der Oberlippe auf einem Fortsatze, der von manchen

Autoren als 1. Stammglied betrachtet, hier aber nicht zur Antenne gerechnet wird; sie besteht

aus dem ein- seiten zweigliedrigen Stamme, dem hochstens 4-gliedrigen Endopodit und deni

Exopodit, welcher ausnahmsweise aus 2 deutlichen, borstentragenden Gliedern zusammengesetzt

ist, meist nur als kleine, borstentragende Platte oder als einzelne Borste erhalten ist; das 1. Stamm-

glied ist cylindrisch, in der Ruhe nach vorn und dorsalwarts gerichtet; es bildet in der Ruhe

mit dera 2. Stammgliede und dem Endopodit oder beim Fehlen des ersteren, nur mit dem Endo-

podit einen meist scharf ausgepriigten, ventraKviirts offenen Winkel; Endopodit meist gestreckt,

terminal stets mit Klauen bewaffnet, im iibrigen sehr verschieden gestaltet. Mandibel meist

mit deutlich gezahneltem Kaufortsatze des Basalgliedes und hochstens 4-gliedrigem Taster,

der seiten ganz fehlt; sein 1. Glied tragt eine Atemplatte. Maxille mit 3 meist gestreckten Kau-

fortsatzen des Stammes und diescn ahnlich gestaltetem Taster, der seiten 3-gliedrig, meist

durch Verschmelzimg des 1. imd 2. Gliedes 2-gliedrig oder ungegliedert ist. Kaufortsatze und

Taster konnen zum Teil oder vollstiindig vcrloren gehcn; mit umfangreicher Atemplatte, welche

radiar angeordnete, gefiederte Strahlen tragt, ein Teil derselben, und zwar in erster Linie die

ventralen des Hinterrandes, selteuer des Vorderrandes, sind haufig abweichend gestaltet und

gerichtet. Das 1. Thoraxbein besteht aus dem ungegliederten Stamme, der bald seitlich dem

Zoolog. bidrag. Uppsala. Suppl.-Bii. I.
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Rumpfo anpolioftet unci in groBoni ITnifaiiiio mil ilun verbunden ist, bald nichr ventral ont-

sprinpt und froi oingoU-nkt ist; dorsolbo triijit den narb voru gcrichtoten.als Kaufortsatz dionendcn

Exopodit ('.'). wolcber liaulig mit dom Stanunc vcrschinolzen oder ganz gesrliwunden ist; der

hintere Ast (Taster), den ich als Endopodit bezeichne (obwohl die Deutung nicht sicher), ist

da. wo die GliedmaBe als Hilfsorgan Uti der Nahrungsaufnahme dient, beini ? kurz, tasterartig,

selt^n 4-gliedrig, nieist wonigergliedrig oder ungegliedert, beim ^ als Greifoigan entwickelt,

wobei die meist versclunolzenen 2.—4. (ilieder als beweglicher Finger gegen das 1. Glied ein-

gescblagen werden konnen; der Finger kann mit dem Stanime verschnielzen; die (Jreiforgane

sind meist auffallend asymmetrisch gestaltet. Wo die GliedmaBe nicht als Maxillarfuli dient,

ist der Exopodit geschwunden, der Endopodit gestreckt, 4- oder 3-gliedrig, selten weniger-

gliedrig. Der Hinterrand des Stammes kann in beiden Gruppen eine Atemplatte tragen, die

aber hiiufig der Riickbildimg verfallt. Der Stamm des 2. Thoraxbeines weist beziiglich der

Anheftiing iihnliehe Unterschiede auf wie der des 1. Beines; Reste eines flxopodit sind nicht

nachweisbar; der Endopodit ist fast ausnahmslos nach hinten gerichtet, gestreckt, 4- oder 3-,

selten wenigergliedrig; er tragt terminal eine groBe Klaue; eine Atemplatte findet sich nm*

sehr selten. Das 3. Thoraxbein zeigt beziiglich der Anheftung des Stammes ahnliche Unter-

schiede wie das 1. \md 2. Bein; Reste eines Exopodit fehlen ganz; der Endopodit ist stets gestreckt,

4- oder 3-gliedrig; er ist als Schreitbein ventralwjirts gerichtet, dem 2. oder 1. und 2. Thoraxbein

iihnlich, oder aLs Putzbein dorsalwarts gerichtet; den Cytherelliden fehlt es ganz.

Biirstenformiges Organ auf die (J beschriinkt, auch diesen fehlt es bei den C y p r i d e n fast

ganz; es steht bald hinter, bald zwischen, bald vor den Thoraxbeinen. Begattungsorgane des cJ

paarig, umfangreich. Furca von sekr wechselnder Form."— In the following discussion the terms

Myodocopa and Podocopa are used in G. W. MULLER's sense.

The value of the How much value fiom a classificatory point of view can be assigned to these characters
eharaelers used by t i. r\ w Ar^'iTT^r^o

/- .1- «•» "sfd bv G. n. MtLLER?
(.. M . Muller.

Shell. Shell: — With regard to the rostral incisur, a character to which G. W. MOller

clearly attached great importance, we may note, first, that it is not common to all M y o d o-

c o p i d s, being absent in Polycofidae, and secondly that the rostrum in Halocyprids
.seems, as has been shown on p. 71 above, not to be homologous with the corresponding organ

in the C y p r i d i n i d s. Nor can any importance be attached to the calciferous nature

of the shell or the shape of the ventral margin. Presumably, as G. W. MOller pointed out,

the Protostracods had a calciferous shell enclosing the whole body; this is also the

condition found in practically all recent forms, both Myodocopa and Podocopa. The shape of

the ventral margin varies pretty considerably both in Myodocopa and Podocopa, even though
on the whole it is more convex in the former group, more flattened or even concave in the latter;

the shape seems, at least to some extent, to be connected with the mode of life; finally we must

note that G. W. MULLER assumed that the convex ventral margin was characteristic of the

Protostracods.
First antenna. First antenna: — This appendage varies so much in structure both in Myodo-

copo and Podocopa that no attention can be paid to it from a classificatory point of view. It

may be noted in passing that the first antenna in. e.
g., Thaurnatocypris. shows a greater
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resemblance to this appendage in the C y p r i d s than to the corresponding organ in the

other Halocyprids.
Second antenna: — It is true that this antenna issues at the same phice ,,zu beiden

Seiten der Oberlippe", but in other respects it shows rather far-reaching differences in Myodo-

copa and Podocupa. It is this organ, from the structure of which G. 0. Sars has

given the names to the two groups, that really seems to me to be the best

support for G. W. MULLEr's classification. There are, however, a

number of facts that seem to deserve closer observation. According
to G. W. MtJLLER, an important difference between Myodocopa and Podocopa is that in the

former group a knee has been formed between the basale of the protopodite on the one hand and

the exopodite and endopodite on the other, while in the latter group a knee has been formed

between the coxale and the basale. In the families among Podocopa in which a knee is now

formed between the protopodite and the endopodite, i. e. in C y p r i d s, D a r w i n u 1 i d s,

N e s i d e i d s and Cytherids, in other words in all the families of this group except

Cytherellidae, the distal protopodite joint would be absent and so the knee would not be formed

between the basale and the endopodite, but between the coxale and the endopodite. The joint-

like process from which the second antenna in Podocopa issues would not originally have belonged

to this limb. It seems, however, as is shown on p. 79 above, far from impossible that G. W.

MUllbr is quite mistaken in this matter. As a matter of fact it seems not at all improbable

that the large distal protopodite joint in C y p r i d s, D a r w i n u 1 i d s, N e s i d e i d s and

Cytherids corresponds to the basale, and that a knee has thus been developed in these

forms at the same place as in the families belonging to Myodocopa; in this way the formation

of a knee between the coxale and the basale would only have arisen in the Cytherellids.
The part of the second antenna that seems specially to support the affinity of the Cypridinids,

Halocyprids and P o 1 y c o p i d s is the exopodite. The agreement in structure is, as

has been shown, too great to justify the assumption of convergence. It is, however, to be

noted that G. W. MUller himself assumed that this antenna had in the Protostracods
an exopodite of the same type as in the P o 1 y c o p i d s. Although this assumption is by no

means proved yet, it is nevertheless, as has been pointed out above, not impossible that it is

correct; on the contrary there seems to be a certain amount of probability that it is so, cf. p. 82.

If this is correct it is obvious that this character will lose a great deal of its classificatory

value. The endopodite of this family cannot be used as a basis for a classification of the sort

assumed by G. W. MOLler. The fact that this branch is developed as a clasping organ in

Cypridinids and Halocyprids seems to be of little importance. This is probably,

as is shown on p. 82 above, a convergence phenomenon; at any rate it is not impossible that

this is the case.
'

.

•

Mandible: — According to G. W. MtJLLER's statement, 1894, Myodocopa is dist-

inguished from Podocopa especially by its extensive and often very movable mandibular palp.

This character is certainly of very slight classificatory value. As a matter of fact this limb

is subjected to not inconsiderable variations both in Myodocopa and Podocopa. The man-

dible of the Halocyprids reaUy approaches more closely to the t}i)o that is characteristic

Second niilrniifj.

Mandible
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AtaxiUa.

Fifth linib.

Sixth limb.

eventh limb.

Brush-shaped organ.

for Podocirpa tliiii\ to that of C y p i- i d i ii i <1 s and I* o 1 y c o
|)

i <1 s. — In liis work of 1912

G. \V. Mt'LLlili does not mention this limb in the diagnosis of Myodocopa, a fact that seems to

indicate that he has arrived at the same opinion about the classificatory vahie of this organ as

that adopted in the present treatise.

Maxilla: — With regard to this limb it may be said that it shows less difference

in Myodocopa and Podocopa than one would be inclined to believe from G. W. MOller's

statements. In Pohjcopidue, especially in a number of forms belonging to this family, we find

a maxilla of so simple a t>^e that from it we can quite naturally derive the types found in othci-

families. In most of the forms belonging both to Myodocopa and Podocopa the protopodite is

armed with three endites, in most cases powerful (in the Halocyprids two of these are,

however, almost completely joined). In almost all recent Ostracods the endopodite of

this limb has two or three joiiits: the number of joints varies, however, somewhat, both in

Myodocopa and Podocopa. The most important difference according to G. W. MUller would

undoubtedly be that in Podocopa the exopodite is developed as a vibratory plate, while in

Myodocopa this limb has no such organ. In this matter G. W. MULLER is, however, probably

quite mistaken; see p. 34 above.

Fifth limb: — As has been shown on p. 85 above, this appendage appears in very

different types in the recent Ostracods. The type found in the Halocyprids differs very-

much from both the Cypridinids and the Polycopids, and has a striking resem-

blance, on the other hand, to the fundamental type in Podocopa. We must note, however,

that, according to G. W. MOLler, the Halocyprids are to be regarded as primitive

with regard to this limb, an assumption which, although not at all proved, cannot, as we

have seen above, by any means be considered impossible. The Myodocopa would be characterized

by a powerful vibratory plate on this limb. This character is, however, of slight significance.

In the first place the vibratory plate is of rather moderate size in the Halocyprids;
secondly we also find a rather powerful vibratory plate on this limb in forms belonging to

Podocopa, e. g. a few C y p r i d s, all N e s i d e i d s and C y t h e r e 1 1 i d s.

Sixth limb: — This limb is absent in Polycopidae and apparently also in the

females of the genus Cytherella. In Halocyprids and Cypridinids it appears in

very different types; the type found in the former group shows a far-reaching agreement
with the fundamental tj'pe in Podocopa. In the males of the C y t h e r e 1 1 i d s we find a

type that differs very much from both Halocyprids, Cypridinids and other

Ostracods. G. W. Muller considers this limb of the Halocyprids to be of a

primitive t\'pe.

Seventh limb: — This appendage is absent in both Polycopidae and CythereUidae.

In other forms it varies fairly considerably, but it may also be said of this limb — though
with a certain amount of reserve — that in the Halocyprids it shows a greater agree-

ment with Podocopa than with the Cypridinids.
Brush-shaped organ: — This organ is foimd both in Myodocopa and Podocopa.

It is presumably of a comparatively slight classificatory value as it probably existed, as

G. W. MilLLER has pointed out, even in the P r o t o s t r a c o d s.
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It is true that the f u r c a in Myodocopa is of a relatively uniform type, but, as is shown Furcn.

on p. 95 above, it is by no means impossible that we are dealing here with a phenomenon ol'

convergence. In Podocopa this organ is subject to very considerable variations.

The sexual organs vary very considerably in both Myodocopa and Podocopa Scj,uai org(w<.

and it is certain that they cannot be adduced as evidence either for or against the classifica-

tion made by G. W. MOller. These organs seem to be rather primitive in Myodocopa.
Nor can the alimentary organs be used in support of G. W. Muller's view. The type .iinnrKUini i,r-^>ins.

found in Myodocopa seems in all probability to be comparatively primitive. These organs are

not known in the Cytherella.

A heart is found in C y p r i d i n i d s and H a I o c y p r i d s, but is absent in Heart.

P o 1 y c o p i d s and Podocopa. It existed in the P r o t o s t r a c o d s.

Lateral eyes are only found in C y p r i d i n i d s. They were certainly to be %'-•

found in the Protostracods. A median eye is found in C y p r i d i n i d s and

most Podocopa. It existed in the Protostracods.
The rod-shaped organ is found in C y p r i d i n i d s and H a 1 o- /in/i-^imfmi „r^nii.

c y p r i d s, but is absent in the others. In the two former groups we are presumably con-

cerned with a phenomenon of convergence: see p. 96 above.

Are there any other organs that might be used to support this classification of G. W . '>(ii<-r "iiicn-^.

MiJLLER's? This question must, I think, be answered in the negative.

It will be seen fi'om this that G. W. Muller's statement that the recent s t r a- Smumdnj uj my cm-

cods can be divided into two sharplv differentiated natural main groups can scarcelv
"''^'''

,

"'
. ': ;^

. .

'' Mailer s opinion lliiii

be considered as justified. The characters on which he based his assumption are partly ,/,e recent Ostracods

such as he himself considered primitive and partly such as we have reason to believe have '"''^ '" '"" dt^'ided mio

two ninin ^rnups.
arisen by convergence.

In my opinion the C y p r i tl i n i d s. Halo c y p r i d s. I' o I y c o p i d s ritr main groups of

d/1 , 1 1 1
• J i i' 1 1 I

•

X' i' .^ i. 1 'PI ''"' rereiit Oslraro/ls
L y t h e r e 1 1 1 d s form four well d i t i e r e n t i a t o d <f i- o u n s. I li c

•' '^ '

iircoratng to my
C y p r i d s, D a r w i n u 1 i d s, N e s i d e i d s and G v t li c t- i d s a i' e. on t h e o t li e r nnimon.

hand, comparatively closely related to i' a c h o t h e r; t h e y might
conveniently be included in a h i g li e r c I a s s i f i c a t o r y u nit, b y

the side of the four groups m e n t i o n e d a 1) o v c Thus, in my opinion, the
.

Ostracods ought to be divided into five main groups*.

This view coincides on the whole with that of G. (). S\l:s; it really differs from this

author's view only by the division of the Myodocopa into two groups, equivalent to the three

other groups, the G y p r i d i n i d s and H a I o c y p r i d s having been separated. It agrees

with G. Glaus's view inasmuch as the Halo c y p r i d s are not grouped with the G y p r i-

d i n i d s in a higher classificatory unit but differs from it l)ecause these two grouj)s are taken

as sub-orders and because each of them is considered t(j be parallel to the group composed ot

the imited families Cypridae. Darwinulidae, Nesideidae and Cytheridae.

The question as to whether these five groups are to be considered as being of quite the

same classificatory value cannot be answered at present with certainty.

* With i-csjai-il lo the . Iiaiac ti-ri/Klidn ul thcsi- i;niups 1 iiced uiily ix-rer htTi- to lla- group diu^'iiusos givi'U lirlow.
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'hr names of ihrsr

main frotifm.

untmary of the dif-

•rcncef behveen nn/

pinion of the funda-

lenlal classification

f the recent Ostrn-

id.i and that of

G. O. Sars and

G. W. MiUler.

1 ilitl uot tliink it convenient to use the nomi'iiclatuic intiiHluccd liy G. 0. Sahs ior

these groups. It seems unsuitabU' for tlic following reasons. The names Myoducopa utkI

PiKiocopa have been used by preceding writers in different senses; if the name Mijudocupa is

retained for the C y p r i d i n i d s or for the H a 1 o c y p r i d s, it would be used in a new

sense, differing from both G. 0. Sars' and G. W. MOllkr's view. If we retain the names

Myodocopa. Cladocopa, Podocopa and Platycopa it would be impossible to introduce a thoroughly

consistent nomenclature. G. 0. S.\RS took these names from the structure of tlie s(>cond

antenna in the different groups: Myodocopa refers to the muscular structure of this limb,

Hjc')dr,; et xtbmr,. ..the muscular oar"*. Cladocopa refers to the fact that both the e.xopodite and

the endopodite are developed as natatory implements, x>.ad&; et vMT.r^ ,,the branched oar".

Podocopa refers to the fact that this limb is developed as a crawling leg, -oSo; et xwtiy, ,,the

leg-shaped oar". Platycopa refers to the flatness of the same appendage, Ti/.aTu? et xwtitj,

..the flattened oar". It seems impossible to find a suitable analogous name for C" y p r i d i n i d s

and H a 1 o c y p r i d s, as these groups have second antennae of almost quite the same type.

It is also to be noted that the term Cladocopa suits one genus among the Halocyprids
as well, namely Thaumatocypris.

For these reasons it seems to me most convenient to give quite new names to these five

groups, which, according to G. W. MCller, may be termed sub-orders. I have chosen for them

the temis: Cypridiniforrnes, Halocypriformes, Polycopifortnes, Cypriformes and Cytherelliformes.

The difference between G. 0. Sars', G. W. MCLLER's and my classification is shown in

the following table:

Myodocopa G. \V. MtJLl.i:i!

Podocopa

Myodocopa G. (). Sars

Cladocopa

Podocopa ,, ,, ,,

Platycopa ,, ,, ,,

Halocypriformes

Cypridiniformes

Polycopiformes

Cypriformes

Cytherelliformes.

'he mutual relation.^

of my five main

groups.

Cypridiniforrnes,

Halocypriformes
and

Polycop iformes.

The question of the nmtual relations between these groups seems to be exceedingly

difficult to answer satisfactorily.

G. W. MCller assumes that Halocypriformes and Polycopiformes
are more closely related to each other than they are to Cypridiniforrnes; Polycopi-
formes are to be considered as a small branch of the first-mentioned group, a branch

that has preserved primitive features in a number of respects. The characters that show

the closer relationship of these two groups would be the position of the first antenna high

up on the forehead and the unsymmetrical exit of the sexual organs. I think that G. W.

Mt'LLER has been somewhat too hasty in this deduction. These two characters, the place

of attachment of the first antenna and the way in which the sexual organs open out.

* G. O. Sars wTites, 1865, p. 10: ,,Den sidste Del af Sammensaetningen, xdnri, Aare, er specielt anvendi

paa disse Antenner, da deres Betydning som Bevaegelseorgauer er noget, man vil finde mere eller mindre tydeligt udpraeget

gaai' igjeiinem den hele store Krebsdyrafdeling, Entomostraca. (The last part of the compound, y.cj.^ij. oar, is specially

used for these antennae, as their importance as locomotory f)reans will lie found nioic or less riunknl throughout Ihr

whole ^Teat Crustacean group Entomostraca.)
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should not be given too nnuch importance. With regard to the vahie of the former character

the following facts may be instructive. In Thaumatocypris the first antenna is situated

somewhat deeper down than in other Halocypriformes. In Cypriformes we find forms

with both high and low places of attachment; this antenna of the Cy prids is fixed ,,hoch

oben an der Stirn" (6. W. MCller), while in the C y t h e r i d s and N e s i d e i d s it shows

a resemblance to that of the C y p r i d i n i d s ,,besonders in der tiefen Einlenkung an der

Stirn" (G. W. MtlLLER, 1894, p. 29). With regard to the way in which the sexual organs

open, we may, in the first place, mention the important differences that are actually

to be observed between Polycopids and Halocyprids, and, secondly, that

the Cytherellids are also characterized by an unsymmetrical exit of these organs

(Note too the resemblance — superficial, it is true — that exists between the copulation organ

in Cytherellids and H a 1 o c y p r i d s). I do not think G. W. MtJLLER would bring

forward this character as a sign of close relationship between Cytherellids and H a 1 o-

c y p r i d s. In my opinion it is not at all impossible that we have here a phenomenon of

convergence.

Halocypriformes, Cypridiniformes and Polycopiformes are probably to be regarded

as three groups fairly independent of each other. That nevertheless they resemble each ()th(>r

not inconsiderably in a number of characters is due, first, to the fact that in several respects

they show primitive featurs, and, secondly, to convergence.

It seems difficult to decide which of these three groups is to be taken as the most

primitive. The facts of the matter are probably that each group is in a number of respec-ts

more primitive than the two others, while in other respects, on the contrary, it is more

developed. Thus, for instance, Cypridiniformes are presumably primitive inasmuch as, let us

say, the lateral eyes, median eye, the heart and the two posterior limbs are developed, but they

differ from the original type in having a rostral incisur and a rod-shaped organ, and in the

structure of the second antenna and the maxilla. Polycopiformes, which have no lateral eyes,

median eye, heart or two posterior limbs are, on the other hand, presumably j^rimitive with

regard to the rostral incisur, the rod-shaped organ and the structure of the second antenna

and maxilla. .' , •

It is at least equally difficult, perha]is oven more so, to determine with certainty the CyiherelUformes.

natural position of the Cytherelliformes in the Ostracod system.

G. W. MOller placed this group together with the families Cypridne, Darivinididae,

Nesideidae and Cytheridae. The same author points out in his work of 1894, p. 190. that the

Cytherellids show ,,wenige, aber immerhin beachtenswerthe Eeziehungen zu den

C y p r i d e n". The characters by which this group would show agreement wirli Cypriformes

are the following: Second antenna: The group of sensory bristles on the first joint of the

endopodite and the group of five bristles distally on the inside of the same joint. The use of

the fifth limb as a clasping organ in the males.

^\^lat value can we assign to these characters from a classificatory point of view?

Second antenna: With regard to the second antenna it ought to be pointed out

that similar sensory bristles are also found in the Cytherellids proximo-posteriorly on
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the siM'ond and third oiulopodite joint of this linili. I do not unch'rstand at all what (J. W .

.MCLLKK means about the other character. In the first place the number five is not at all uni-

versal for these bristles in the (' \- p r i d s; cl'.. lor instance, fi^s. 1, 2 and 13 of pi. 13 in (J.

W. Mi i.l.Kl;"s work of 181(4. The tiist two li^uics show the second antennae ol Paracypris rara

((I. W. .M('LLEH). ;) and $; the former is characterized by seven, the latter by six bristles at this

place. Fig. 13 of Macroci/pris succivea (;. W. .MCu.KH. shows I'our bristles at the corresponding

place. If we examine more rlosely G. W. .Mi'I,m;i;'s figure of the .seccmd antenna of Cytlierella

sordida G. W. MCl.l.KH. 1894, pi. 32, fig. 3. we shall find that the first endopodite joint has a

dense row of powerful bristles along the whole of the inside of the distal boundary; I think as

many as eleven can be counted. The .same was true of a species of this genus that I had an

opportunity of investigating; there I counted twelve bristles. A row of similar bristles is also

found, in addition, distally on the inside of the first exopodite joint of this antenna in the

(' V t h e r e 1 1 i d s. Fron\ a structural point of view too the distal liristles on the first endopodite

joint in Cytherella show no resemblance to those similarly situated in the family Cypridae.

Fifth limb: — With regard to the strength of the evidence afforded by the last-

mentioned character of (t. W. MCi,i,kp>'s it will perhaps be sufficient to point out, first, the great

difference that exists between the male fifth limb in (' y t h e r e I 1 i d s and C y p r i d s,

secondlv. that in the families most closely related to the C y p r i d s, namely the N e s i-

d e i d s and the C y t h e r i d s, this appendage is not modified in the males as a clasping

organ, but is developed as a typical crawling leg and, thirdly, that in the males of Cytherella

the sixth limb too is developed as a clasping organ, perhaps resembling in its type the fifth limb

of the C y p r i d s even more than the fifth limb does.

This seen.s to show that we have every reason to consider that the classificatory

evidence afforded bv the characters brought forward by G. W. Mi'l.LEi; is rather uncertain.

On the same page of the work quoted above G. W. MOLLER states that there is possibly

a close relationship between C v t h e r e 1 1 i d^ and Darwin ii lids ,,in der Vermehrung
der Borsten des 1. Tastergliedes der Mandibel und ihrer Anordnung zu einem Kamm". A
similar comb of bristles also occurs on the maxilla of Cytherella, but not, on the other hand,

on this limb in \) a i- w i n u 1 i d s. Might nf)t this be explained as a sign of relationship with

—
AsteropeV. 1 think that we shall not arrive very far with such uncertain assumptions,

it is obvious that G. ^^'. MfLLER himself does not attach much value to his surmise. He writes

(p. 190) as follows: .,Legt man Werth auf diese Beziehung. so wird man zu der Annahmegedrangt.
daB die Darwinuliden die Vorlaufer der Cytherelliden waren, ihnen nahe stehen;

dies halte ich aber wegen der iibrigen starken Abweichung fiir unwahrscheinlich."

I do not mean by this to say that Cytherelliformes are not more closely related to Cypi-

fonnes than they are to any other group. As a matter of fact I consider that this is by no means

impossible. \Miat I wish to say is that the position of this group, which is aberrant in almost

all respects, is very uncertain and that so far no evidence has come to light that allows

us to assign to it with any degree of certainty a place in the natural system of the Ostrocods.
Cypriformea. With regard to the classificatory position of the four families belonging to Cyprifornies

G. W. Mt'LLER assumes that the C y p r i d s are nearest to the original type; the N e s i d e i d s
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would have issued from the C y p r i d s, the C y t h e r i d s from the N e s i d e i d s. The
Darwinulids would be rather closely related to Cypridae. He obtained his arguments
for this view from the three posterior limbs and the furca. With regard to the former he

points out that the protopodite is closely joined to the body in C y p r i d s, is somewhat more
free in Nesideidae, and is most free in Cytheridae. The distal joint of these limbs is distinct and
is armed with three well-developed claws in the C y p r i d s

;
it is very small and is armed

with only one long claw and two small bristles in Nesideidae; in the Cytherids it is quite

joined to the end claw and traces of the two bristles can only sometimes be observed. The fifth

limb is used in the Cyprids as a masticatory implement and consequently it is provided
on its anterior side with a masticatory process armed with bristles, or else with a number of

bristles; at the corresponding place the fifth limb in Nesideidae has a number of bristles; it is

not used, however, as a masticatory organ; in the Cytherids the number of these bristles

is still more reduced. The furca is well developed in the Cyprids; in the Nesideids
it is somewhat smaller; in the Cytherids it is always very small. G. W. Muller then

writes, p. 190: ,,Ich brauche kaum zu sagen, daB ich die B a i r d i e n" (= Nesideidae) „in

ihrer heutigen Form nicht fiir eine getreue Copie der Stammform der C y t h e r i d e n halte,

ebensowenig wie ich in den heutigen C y p r i d e n die Stammform der B a i r d i e n oder

der gesammten Podocopa sehe, sondern glaube nur, daB unter den heute lebenden Arten die

genannten jenen hypothetischen am nachsten stehen, daB also die Aehnlichkeit der heutigen

Bairdien mit jener Form besonders groB ist."

G. Alai, in his work of 1915, pp. 17—18, subjects these arguments put forward

by G. W. MUller to a critical examination, which seems to me fully justified. He argues

as follows: It is certainly true that the protopodites on the three posterior limbs in the

Cytherids are more free than in the Nesideidae, but in the Cyprids one can detect

a tendency in the opposite direction. ,,Hier ist namlich der Stamm ungefiihr gleich bei den

niederen wie bei den hoheren Formen und sollte die Beweglichkeit verschieden sein, so waren

es die niederen Formen, die Unterfamilien Pontocyprinae und Macrocyprinae, wo man die

groBere Beweglichkeit finden sollte. Noch mehr ist dies der Fall bei der den C y p r i d e n

nahestehenden, aber vielleicht nicht so weit wie diese vorgeschrittenen Familie Danvinididae,

wo der Stamm beinahe so frei ist wie bei den N e s i d e i d e n." With regard to the second

reason that G. W. MCller adduces, namely the reduction of the number of bristles on the end

joint of these limbs, G. Alm writes: „Das letztere Verhaltnis ist ahnlich innerhalb der beiden

Typen" (on the one hand Cypridae, on the other Nesideidae-Cytheridae) „und zeigt also nur,

daB es eine Tendenz zum Verschwinden der Borstchen bei den Podocopa gibt." This author

writes as follows about the fifth limb: ,,Wahrend dieses Beinpaar bei den niederen C y p r i d e n

sowohl als FreBorgan wie als Bein fungiert, hat es bei den hoheren C y p r i d e n nur die

erstere Aufgabe. Bei den Nesideiden und Cytheriden wieder ist es vollstandig als

Bein ausgebildet, hat aber bei den Nesideiden mehrere Borsten an der vordere^ Seite,

obgleich das Beinpaar wahrscheinlich nicht mehr zur Nahrungsaufnahme dient. Hicr haben

wir also wieder entgegengesetzte Tendenzen, etc.'" According to G. Aui the furca must be

considered as of little value as classificatory evidence, as this organ is often developed very

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I.
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differeiitlv in very closely-related forms. — I may state here in passing' that I have found a

hitherto undesoribed genus*, quite withdiit any I urea; this genus is certainly closely related

to Macrocifpris. a Cvprid genus wliich is considered, probably quite correctly, to be a primi-

tive one. This facts of course supports G. Alm's view. — Other reasons too, obtained from the

seventh limb and the sexual organs, liave been adductMl by G. Alm against G. W. Ml'M.KU's

view (cf. G. A1..M, 1915, pp. 18—21).

In G. Alm's opinion the four families belonging to Cypriformes have ,,beinahe gleich-

zeitig" entered on two separate lines of development; Darwinuliclae and Cypridae have

developed in one direction, Nesideidae and Cytheridae in the other. He thus denies ,,daB der

eine oder der andere Typus von dem zweiten abstammt" (p. 17). He considers that it is

difficult to decide the question as to whether the N e s i d e i d s or the C y p r i d s are more

closely related to the original forms, but he adds, curiously enough, that this is ,,bei meiner

AufEassung nicht von groBerer Bedeutung".

This author sums up his view in the following words. ,,Das verschiedene Aussehen von

MCLLER's und meinem Stammbaum liegt also darin, daB nach ihm die Nesideidae-Cytheridae

ziemlich hoch oben am C y p r i d e n - Stamra ihre Abstammung hat, wahrend nach meiner

Auffassung diese beiden Gruppen, einerseits Cypridae mit der kleinen Familie Darwinulidae,

andererseits Nesideidae-Cytheridae, ziemlich bald nach der Abgrenzung von Myodocopa, sich

voneinander getrennt und nachher voUkommen selbstandig entwickelt haben." These forms

would consequently have branched ofi fairly soon after the Cytherelliformes. The genealogical

tree of the Ostracods has thus, according to this writer, the type shown in my fig. VIII.

This may, of course, appear to be rather similar to the genealogical tree drawn up by G. W.

Mt'LLER 1894, p. 191; the difference is, however, perhaps better shown by a comparison between

this diagram and that of G. W. Mt'LLER's as re-constituted by me in the present work, fig. IX.

C. Glaus, in his work of 1876, p. 98, puts forward another view. According to him the

C y p r i d s have developed from the C y t h e r i d s. A. KaUFMANN took the same view

in liis work of 1900, p. 244, ,,wenn wir die marinen Cytheriden . . . als direkte Stamm-

formen der C y p r i d e n ansehen". Neither of these two authors has tried to give any
detailed reasons for their views.

According to C. ClaUS (loc. cit.) the Cytherids have developed from the

Halocyprids „oder vielleicht besser von einer nahestehenden, bislang nicht naher

bekannt gewordenen ausgestorbenen Ostracodengruppe". According to this writer the

pedigree of the recent Ostracods is thus of the following type: (fig. X). (This

writer does not say anything about the position of the Polycopids, Nesideids and

the Cy there 11 ids.)

Summary of the re- It seems exceedingly difficult to decide how far t h e „p e d i-

sulls of my -studies u r ^ i , i , i , i
•

i i , t j

.h ^ . I i„ grees oi these three authors are to be considered correct. It
on the mutual reta- '-'

tions ofmy five main seen^s to me not impossible that G. Alm's view as to the class i-

groups. ficatory positionof the four families belonging to Cypriformes
is nearer to the truth than G. W. Muller's. O n the o t h e r li a n d it

• This form will be described in n loliowing part of this work.



Cytheridce

Darw/nulidce

Myodocopa ^ Podocopa

Cijlherellidce

''g. VIII. — The pedigree of the recent. Ostrac, ods, according to fl. Alm's exposition 1915.

Cijtheridce

f^o/ocijpridce
Cf^prida

Dar u.-nulldc

W Podocopa

Ciftherel'idx

Fig. IX. — 'I'he pedigree of the rcceiil O s 1 r a c o d s, according to G, W. MiiLLER, 189'« (somewhat modified).
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Summary of this

chapter.

Cupridinidce

Halociipridce

Cijtheridae

C^prldoe.

Y

see in s a n v t h i ii g li ii t p r o h a li 1 c t h a t C. Clats' v i c w t li a ( 1 li e C y p i" i (1 s

h a V il V flop e d f r u in ni a r i n c (

'

y t h i" i' ids is c o r r e c t. But it is (juitc

impossible to solve this problem delinitoly in tiic present state of affairs.

It see m s t o m e b y n o m e a n .s impossible t li a t dyprijorines h a v e

b r a n e h e il o f f f r o m the ancestors of t h e Hal o c y p r i d s a f t e r t h c

1 a t t 1' I' h a (1 1) e c n d i I I' c r c n t i a. t e d

f r o m (' y p r i d i n i d s a n d J' o 1 y c o p i d s.

Tliis (juestion will only be able to be sol-

ved after the solution of the problem as to

whether the foliaceous type of the hflli and sixth

limbs of C y p r i d i n i d s is a primary or a secon-

dary one. A n u m b e i' o f f e a t n i' e s i n t h e

a n a t o m y of the P o 1 y c o p i d s see m t o

indicate that this g r o u
j)
branched

off from t h e other g r o vi p s at a v e r y

early stage, presumably before the

Cypridinids, and consequently long
before the time indicated in the

pedigree drawn up by G. W. MUller. () n the o t li e r hand it seems to

me quite impossiljle at present to decide when the original forms
of the C y t h e r e 1 1 i d s were differentiated from other ( ) s t r a c o d s.

It will be seen that the result of this e n q u i r >' has been to a great
extent negative. Only in a comparatively few respects has it seemed to me possible

to follow more or less without reservations the views of previous writers as to the organization

of the Protostracods and the natural grouping of the recent Ostracods; in

most cases I have been compelled to doubt or even to reject the suggestions made by them.

I did not think I could construct any ..genealogical tree", nor did it seem possible to accept

any of those previously drawn up. I have only been able to bring a small number of new facts

into the discussion. This is due especially to the fact that only a few phylogenetically important
forms have been included in the literature of late. Only one such form has, as far as I know,

been added; I refer to the curious genus Thaumatocypris. But I hope that this investigation

will not prove to be of no importance.

Fig. X. — The pedigree of the recent Ostracods
according to C. Claus' statements.



CHAPTER III.

Contributions to our knowledge of the Ostracods'

adaptation to a planktonic life.

It was at first my intention to put forward even in this part of my work all the results

at which I had arrived during my studies of the s t r a c o d s' adaptation to a planktonic life.

But because of the great space demanded by the other chapters of this work and the difficulties

in printing that are now prevalent, it seemed to me best to postpone for the present the publi-

cation of a portion of these results. Here I shall only try to show briefly
the relation of the s t r a c o d group to the theory put forward
b y R. WOLTERECK, 1913, of the function of the ,,sogen. Schwebe-Fort-
siitze pelagischer Cladocere n", as the results attained bv me with regard to

this question seem to be of such general interest that a rapid publication of them

seems desirable.

First I shall give an account of R. Woltereck's view:

A number of forms in the Cladocera are at present, as it were, at a transitional stage

between littoral life and planktonic life. This transition can perhaps be best studied in the

genus Chydorus, for instance in Ch. sphaericus. This species still lives to some extent the life

that is presumably the original one for the Cladocera, namely a crawling and jumping life at

the bottom or on the water vegetation in the littoral region. Sometimes, however, it swims,

and then it occasionally penetrates into the pelagian region of the lakes. „Chydorus sphaericus

bewerkstelligt die Eroberung der pelagischen Region dadurch, daB er seinen schweren Korper

mittels kraftiger Ruderschliige durch das Wasser trJigt.'" This form is, however, not entirely

independent of the substratum even during its pelagian excursions; now and then it has to

rest on foreign floating objects, e. g., clusters of algae, etc.

The method by which this form prevents itself from sinking down during its pelagian

excursions, i. e. self-motion, swimming, is, according to R. Woltereck, certainly tlie

original one for the group Cladocera.

This method of preventing sinking represents, however, a serious consumption of energy.
— A closer study of the plankton world of our seas and lakes shows how the organisms

[ntroductory

remarks.

.4n account of

H. Woltereck's i'ieu'.

The original method

of preven t ing s in king

in the Cladocera.
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tdiflertnimethods trv ill iiianv Wiivs to (locrensc this consuniption of energy l)y iiicreaHing tlicir power of

mcrr.,s,nf ,hr

p^ggj^.p buoVanCV.

^'Zioyancy'*^'^ Accordliig to W. Ostwald's works (1902, 1003a aiid h)

(iherifewiclit

, ,Sinkgeschwindigkeit
Forinwiderstand x Viskositat des Wassers".

Of thest- tliree factors the overweight and the form -resistance have been denoted

as the biokigical ones, because they are dependant on the organism. An increase in

the power of buoyancy is thus produced (if the viscosity
^ tlie inner friction in the

water is constant) by the overweiglit being decreased and the form resistance in-

creased.

ii« •'
According to A. SteUKI!. 1910, p. 190, a decrease of the organism's overweight in the

plankton world has been produced in the following ways:

1) by the secretion of mucus and the development of jelly substance, by the development
of strongly aqueous tissues,

2) by the formation of vacuoles,

3) by the accumulation of specifically light metabolic products, e. g. gas, fat and oil.

An increase of the friction resistance in these organisms has been produced, according

to the same writer (loc. cit.):

1) by an increase of the whole (relative) surface of the organism (,,Trommeltypus"

according to SchrOter),

2) by the organism obtaining a lamellar form (,,Discoplankton" according to Ostenfeld),

3) by the extension of the body in one direction (rod-shape),

4) by the development of „regelrechter Schwebeapparate", e. g. the long processes in

Chaetoceras, a multitude of spines and bristles in Crustacea, etc.,

5) by the formation of colonies (,,Froschlaichtypus").

What is strived after in these five cases is obviously an increase of the horizontal

cross-section.

e relation of the What is the relation of the planktonic Cladocera to these two factors?
ocera to these

j^ tendency to decrease the overweight can be observed in all of them. This
methods. •' ^

_

decrease has in most cases been brought about by the chitin and the tissues of the

body becoming finer and by the development of fat. In exceptional cases (Holopedium)

it has been produced by the development of a covering of jelly. In a number of species,

e. g. Diaphanosoma, the decrease of specific gravity has proceeded so far that the latter has

almost coincided with that of the water; these forms can „in scheinbar beliebiger Lage im

Wasser .stehen' bleiben". In most of the planktonic Cladocera, however, the specific

gravity has been decreased rather inconsiderably.

By what means are the latter forms kept buoyant?

According to R. Woltereck (and C. Wesenberg-Lund, 1908), in these forms,

as in the genus Ckydorus, the principal factor in preventing sinking is self-motion

(swimming).
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The first-mentioned writer has in the case of these forms accordingly written the above-

quoted buoyancy formida established by W. Ostwald, in the following way:

„. , , . -. , . trbergewicht x Abwartsbewegung und -steuerung
„Smkgeschwmdigkeit = —-_

—
Reibung x Aufwartsbewegung und -steuerung".

The factor ,,Reibung" in this formula, which includes both the viscosity of the water

and the friction between the sinking body and the water, i. e. the form-resistance, appears,

according to this author, in these forms (as in the actively swimming forms of Crustacea in

general) not to have ,,eine besonders groBe Bedeutung", p. 480.

The shape of the body in the pelagian Cladocera varies, however, to a very great extent;

many of them are characterized, for instance, by more or less excessively developed processes

of different kinds.

How are these processes to be explained? How are the more oi

The most widelv spread view seems to be that these processes are to be explained
**°

*'^^"^"'"
P"""'

^ r r cesses on the shell oj

as buoyancy organs. the Cladocera to bt

A view that differs somewhat from this is put forward by C. Wesenbbrg-LUND; explained?

in a work of 1908 this eminent author writes as follows (p. 12): „I am inclined to Uii'«>!if"icy organs.

believe on the whole, that many of these buoyancy-organs which have hitherto been

considered of importance only in as far as they increase the cross-section resistance

and surface-area, play a by no means small role in shifting the centre of gravity of the

body", i. e. a number of these processes function as balance -
organs as well as buoyancy

"-' ^«'°"<=^ organs.

organs. In support of this view observations made on the genus Bythotrephes are given

in the work mentioned; thus we read (p. 12): ,,As mentioned above I have never seen

Bythotrephes floating; it hops about always in the aquaria with innumerable, small and

short jumping movements; it gives one the impression of being an excellent swimmer but

not a floating organism. I have never seen it use its long, posterior legs as outriggers; it drags

the long spine behind it during swimming and we might think on a cursory glance that this

was rather a hindrance. The direction of movement is as a ride distinctly horizontal. If we

now remove the spine, which can easily be done with a good pair of scissors, we change the

Bythotrephes to a dancing figure, waltzing round and round in spirals or closed circles; they

finally end at the bottom, from which they never again rise. The spine has thus actually

been a balancing organ, which has played the role of moving the centre of gravity, so

that a horizontal movement could be possible; further it is a buoyancy organ, which accor-

ding to its point of insertion and the position it gives the body in the water augments

the cross-section resistance."

The same view (which was afterwards adopted by F. E. RtHE, 1912, among other writers)

had already been previously (1896) expressed by C. CHUN with regard to a nmuber of other

pelagian Crustacea. After an expression of this opinion we read in the work mentioned (p. 103):

„Sind die betrefienden Formen mit kraftigen RuderfiiBen versehen, so liegen die Balancirstangen

horizontal in der Mediane vmd bedingen bei dem Durchschneiden des Wassers eine geradlinige

Fortbewegung und einen geringen Widerstand,"
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I\. WoLTERECK contests lnuli these views in his work (iiioted above. The reasons

that soein. in the opinion of this writi-r. to controvert the exphination nf these processes

as buoyancy organs are as follows (pp. 485 and 4S()):

1) A number of the extremely developed processes, e. g. the crest in Hf/a/fidaphnia,

the horns in liosmiua. are carried during swimming more or less vertically, i. c. tlicv do not

contribute or contribute oidy very slightly by their position to increase the horizontal

cross-section of the organism.

2) Such processes in animals with variable energy of nintion and variable specific gravity

can scarcely be explained as arrangements merely for increasing the power of buoyancy unless

they are extensive, because otherwise thtMr importance compared with the two former factors

is too slight to be decisive.

3) The main argument in favour of the buoyancy function, namely the temporal variation

in Hijalodaphnia, is not absolute evidence for this explanation. It is true that the crest becomes

longer in summer, but this does not prove the function postulated, as the head often becomes

considerably shorter in the late summer water, which is often very warm. This corresponds

to the experiments carried out by WolterecK; in warm water a low crest can be obtained and

a high crest in cold water according to the intensity of the assimilation.

4) Bosmina longirostris and B. (coreguni) lotigis'pina are characterized in many places

in summer by short and in winter by long processes, i. e. exactly the opposite of what one would

expect according to the principle of buoyancy (the viscosity of the water decreases, as we know,

with a rise in temperature). WOLTERECK carried these Bosmina from water with a temperature

of about 12° C to water of 25" C and gave them abundant food; the anterior processes (first

antennae) in these experimental animals were very considerably shortened, almost 50'!(,.

In order to test whether the explanation of these processes as balance organs was correct

E. WOLTERECK carried out the following experiments:

1) The long crest in Daphnia cucullata was removed. The result of this was that the

animals got on the average a more vertical position, such as is characteristic for the short-crested

Daphnids. A consequence of this was that the operated animals swam in more steeply

ascending courses. ,,No disturbance of the equilibrium, which must show itself in an unnatural

position and direction of movement, occurred after the loss of the crest. This consequently has

not the function of rendering possible the retention of the typical Daphnid position, i. e. of

making up for (,ausbalancieren') an otherwise one-sided weight. On the contrary it has the

function of altering the typical Daphnid position (for the originally crestless forms) in a definite

way. Because of this we cannot explain it as a balance organ, although it influences the position

of the centre of gravity." The removal of the spina in these animals had, on the other hand,

no essential effect on the position of equilibrium; the motion of the operated animals became,

however, less straight.

2) After the removal of the first antennae in Bosmina longirostris the motion of the

experimental animals was altered from being in a straight line to a continuous backward rotation.

,,Die Storung beruht aber nicht in einer Verschiebung des Schwerpunkts: operierte wie unope-

rierte Tiere sinken, wenn man sie betaubt oder totet, mit dem Riicken nach miten."
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ming of the Daph-
nids and Bosmina.

In other words these experiments certainly seemed to show that a number of processes

in these animals influence more or less the position of the centre of gravity, but, as R. Woltereck

points out, this influence was often so slight that it not „geniigt zur Erklarung".
What are then the functions of these processes? According to R. Woltereck they 3) Organs for stab

ought to be looked upon as stability and steering organs, i. e. organs for bringing about ''"^ ""'^ steering.

swimming in a straight line. As a matter of fact a similar explanation had been put forward

more in passing by G. Burchhardt, 1900, p. 282, in the case of the anterior antennae and the

mucrones in Bosmina and the spina in Daphnia; when Woltereck worked out his treatise

this statement of G. Burchh.\RDT's was, however, unknown to him (see p. 525).

Woltereck supports his theory especially by a very thorough analysis of the swimming ft- Woltereck's

of the Daphnids and of the genus Bosmina. The result of this analysis is briefly as follows: '"''"'^* " '"* "'*"'

1) In the Daphnids, which take up an almost vertical position when at rest, the The method of swim

second antennae, in which the animals are, so to speak, himg up, strike upwards and backwards

during swimming. On account of this a contin-

uous displacement of the longitudinal axis is

produced during swimming. This displacement
is illustrated by Woltereck by the adjoined

figure XI.

The following explanation is given of

this figure: ,,Instead of the longitudinal axis of

the body one may imagine a rod, which is first

(phase 1) suspended at the point b and receives

a blow against this point from the direction B.

The result of this is, first, a progressive move- Fig.

ment in the direction B and, secondly, a

displacement of the forepart of the body in the

direction Bj and of the back part of the body in the direction Bi. Phase no. 2: We imagine

that the progressive motion is finished and thus the body is now suspended (with its antennae

extended) at point b in a position caused by the blow last mentioned. Now gravitation exerts

a downward drag in the direction Gi on the heavier back part of the body and an upward pull

on the head in the direction Gj. (The dotted line denotes the position of the centre of gravity.)

Phase no. 3: This shows the result of this effect of gravitation at the moment when a new

thrust is made by the natatory antennae in the direction B. As the axis has not yet reached

the position of equilibrium (the centre of gravity is under b), it is affected simultaneously by

gravitation and the natatory thrust in directions opposite to each other."

In Bosmina, which in its normal position is suspended by the second antennae and

has the ventral side downwards, the natatory strokes are directed downwards and backwards.

In these forms too a continual displacement of the longitudinal axis consequently takes place

during swimming. WOLTERECK illustrates this displacement with the following figure XII.

The following explanation is given of this figure: ,,Phase no. 1: Normal position in swim-

ming. The natatory stroke influences the longitudinal axis suspended at point b forward in

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. 4..

XI. — The (iis|ilacemcnt of the longitudinal axis

of I he body of Da/ihnia during swimming.
{From R. Woltkreck, 1913.)

15
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Fig. XII. — The displacement of the longitudinal

axis ot the body of Bosmina during swimming.

(From. R. Woltereck. 1913.)

the direction B. It also produces a displacement of the axis in the direction Bi and B^. At the

siuuc time tlie force of gravity produces an eilect in the same direction, (J, and Go. Phase no. 2:

The result of 1. Phase no. 3 (tiot realized): The result of the forces B and (I durinii pliase no. 2."

lu other words both in I) a p h n i d s and H o s ni i ii i d s a displacement of the

longitudinal axis of the body is produced by the strokes of the natatory antennae. In tlie

former this displacement is opposed, in the latter

assisted, by the force of gravity.

In the genus Bosmina, provided there are no

obstructing forces, an overturning backwards ought

consequently to result. If, however, we watch a

Bosmina swimming, we see, as R. Woltereck has

pointed out, that it goes forward rather swiftly and

in a straight line through the water, usually with

its ventral side downwards. The factor that makes

a straight- lined progressive movement possible and

prevents overturning is, according to the same

writer, the resistance of the water. WOLTERECK

illustrates the resistance of the water with the

following figure XIII,

The following explanation of figure XIII is

given: ,,a) The influence of the resistance of the water

(\V) on the direction of the motion of a body that is driven forward by a force

applied at a point b in the direction B. \\\ and W^ = the deviation of the longitudinal axis

due to the greater pressure against the upper half of the body. This results in a continual devi-

ation of the direction of motion from B to F. b) This illustrates the same case as fig. a,

but a steering surface (S) is developed, which makes the resistance of the water equally great

against the upper half and the lower half of the body. Result: The retention of the direction

of the force as direction of the motion. If the steering surface is somewhat longer or wider

the body i^ made to move forward in the direction of its longitudinal axis (F,)."

The co-operation of these three forces, the natatory strokes of the antennae, the force

of gravity and of the resistance the water, in the swimming of the D a p h n i d s and Bosmina

is illustrated by Woltereck by the

accompanying figures XIV and XV.

This explanation is supported

by the above-mentioned amputation

9/n« other facts in

ipport of Wolter-

k's opinion, ad-

incedbythis author, experiments that Woltereck carried

out on Daphnids and B o s-

m i n i d s. The fact that in many

places Bosmina longirostris and B.

(coregoni) longispina have short pro-

cesses during summer, and long ones
Fig. XIII. — Diagrams showing the influence of the resistance of

the water. (From R. Woltereck, 1913.)
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in winter is also explained in this way. „In summer these animals swim", as WOLTERECK

points out, p. 505, ,,in warm water and when abundantly fed they have swift and energetic

natatory strokes
;
in cold water and with less intensity of assimilation in winter they swim ,at

half speed' and consequently need longer steering surfaces."

Fig. XIV. — The factors of the direction of motion in the high-crested Hyalodaphnia (Reproduction of fig. 28 in

R. Wolterf.'ck's work of 191.3).

a) ,, Effect of self-molion (direction B) and deviation due to gravitation (direction G). Tlie resultant of the parallelogram
of forces is the direction of motion B. G."

1)) „The total effect of tlie i)ropeliing force, the twisting of the a.xis, the resistance of the water, the spina and the

crest. The dotted arrows show the displacement of the points G 1—4, when the head is pressed up about as much
as the width of an eye. In this cases the spina acts as a ventral rudder pressing down the head. When, on the other

hand, the head is pressed just as much down in the natatory movement (fig. XI: 2), the spina is raised to the same

extent and then has a lifting effect on the head (dorsal rudder); it is thus here, on account of its position in the

direction of the motion, a typical stability surface. The body always acts as a ventral rudder because of the different

resistances met by the water in the case of the head and the body. The number of the arrows drawn at equal

distances from each other only shows the difference of pressure in one plane. As a matter of fact the broad body is

subject to a much stronger pressure than the narrow head."

w

Fig. XV. — Factors in the direction of motion of Rosmlna (Reproduction of fig. 18 in R. Woltereck's work of 1913).

a) „The effect of self-motion (direction B) and deviation owing to gravitation (direction G). Tlic resultant of the

parallelogram of forces is the direction of motion B. G."

b) „The axis-twisting effect of gravitation at four different points of the body, when the head has been pressed up

about as much as the width of the eye = G. g = centre of gravity. W = the effect on the dorsal and ventral sides

of tiie body of the w^ater displaced in swimming forward."
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> li. Wultfreikg Tliis oxphinatiim givou by K. \\ (.)l.Ti;i;i:i;K of tlic crost ami spina in the I) a
j)

h ii i d s

planaiion correct^
j^^^^j j|^^^, aiitorior and posterior j^roccsses (the first antennae and the niucrones) in Bosmina as

steering and stability organs is certainly very interesting, but is it correct?

Even for the reasons put forward l)y this writer it seems to nie very probable that

this question must be answered in the affirmative. We may grant that they do not posses these

functions alone, but it seems certain tliat these are among the most important.

Vfienhfrs-Lunds Seen from this point of view the experiment witli Bythotrephes quoted on p. Ill

prrmrnt uuh By- above Carried out by C. Wesenberg-Lund seems more comprehensible. It seems surprising

e point of t'iea- of
t^** t^^ removal of the fine spina sliould have so powerful an effect if it only influences the

Wniiereck's position of equilibrium. If, on the other hand, the function of this process as a steering and
prmcip e.

stability organ is taken into consideration, we have a different state of affairs.

Chun's statement Fresli liglit is also thrown upon the statement of C. Chun quoted on p. Ill above with

quoted on p. Ill
j^gard to the connection between the force of the natatory movements and the direction of the

of this principle, processes. No causal Connection seems to exist between these two factors; on the other hand the

direction of the processes is presumably dependant on the direction of the natatory movements.

<rhat is the relation How does the Ostracod group stand in relation to this problem?
I the Ostracods to j^ answer to this question I must say that all the facts that I have ascertained during

my investigation of this group decidedly support R. WolterecK's view as given above.

The ovenveight of In all the planktonic forms of this group, as in the Cladocera, a decrease of the over-

the Ostracods.
weight Can be established. This decrease is often brought about by a reduction of the amount

of lime in the shell, by the chitin and a large number of tissues becoming finer and by the

development of fat. We find a good example of the reduction of the lime in the genus

PhUomedes; while during life at the bottom the species of this genus are characterized by heavy
and very calciferous shells, during the pelagian period, i. e. the time just after the moult at

which maturity is reached, they have shells comparatively poor in lime. A number of pelagian

forms, e. g. G-igantocypris, Thaumatocypris, even seem to be quite without lime. With regard

to the development of fat (oils) C. Chun* wrote as early as 1896, p. 101: ,,Weit verbreitet

ist hingegen das Auftreten von Oeltropfen, welche durch ihr geringes specifisches Gewicht

das Schweben ermoglichen. Die Cladoceren, Ostrakoden etc. sind oft so iiber-

reich und so constant mit Oeltropfen ausgestattet, daB gerade den mit relativ glatten Ober-

flachen versehenen Organismen das Schweben ermoglicht wird." — In a few cases (the

species of the genus Gigantocypris) the decrease of the specific gravity has gone so far that

we may speak of passive buoyancy. In this genus
— which lives both at very great depths

(2700
—3600 metres) and near the surface of the ocean (about 200—150 metres in the Sargasso

sea, consequently in water of comparatively slight viscosity)
— the specific gravity seems

practically to correspond to that of the surrounding medium; the tissues are fine and

exceedingly aqueous; when one dissects the animal from the sheU there is an exceedingly

* The same WTiter also states (loc. cit.) that ,,Ausbildung von Gallertsiibstanz durch Aufnahme von Wasser"
— as in, for instance, the Hyperids — is also indicated in some H a 1 o c y p r i d,s. As I have not found any
other .-statement of this sort in the literature nor observed anything similar in the rather abundant material investigated

bv me. I must leave this information alone.
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abundant effusion of liquid, the lamellae of the shell come together and the body collapses.

G. W. MUller writes as follows with regard to this genus, 1895, p. 162: ,,Wie gesagt, fehlt der

Schale jede Spur von Kalkablagerung, zudem tritt die feste Substanz der Leibeshohlenfliissigkeit

gegeniiber sehr zuriick, das specifische Gewicht kann kaum hoher als des umgebenden Mediums

sein. Flachenhafte Ausbreitungen fehlen so gut wie bei anderen Ostracoden, doch ist,

wie gesagt, der Umfang im Verhaltnis zur Korpermasse ein sehr groBer, so daB man sich sehr

wohl denken kann, daB das Thier ohne Zuhiilfenahme seiner Ruder wie eine leichte Blase durch

das Wasser treibt, ohne unterzusinken." To judge from the development of the second antenna

(cf. the description of G. Mulleri below), the species of this genus seem, however, to be at the

same time fairly good swimmers. — In most pelagian Ostracods, however, the specific

weight has been rather moderately decreased.

As in the case of the Cladocera we are here faced with the question: by what means are 5// uIku nK-ans are

these forms kept buoyant?
"^ ^"'-''""^' ""'^

To this question I must return the same answer as C. Wesenberg-Lund and

R. WoLTERECK gave in the case of the Cladocera: chiefly by swimming. Thus, for instance,

a non-swimming Halocyprid sinks to the bottom ,,like a stone". The natatory power
of these forms is in point of fact very well developed; this is especially true of the H a 1 o-

cyprids; a very good illustration of this will be found in the information given below in

the descriptions of species worked out in the special part of this work.

Contrary to what is the case in the planktonic Cladocera the shape of the shell in the

planktonic Ostracods is subject to rather slight variation. The shells in the planktonic

C y p r i d s (only a couple of species, mentioned by C. Apsteix, 1907) and the C y p r i d i n i d s

are of about the same types as in the representatives of these groups that live on the bottom;

thus all of them are quite without spines and large processes. Even most of the Halocyprids
have shells of a very simple, moderately elongated shape without any large processes or spines.

A number of representatives of this group are, however, characterized by more deviating types

of shells. As examples of forms of the latter kind I may mention the following species:

Conchoecia daphnoides (C. Claus). This species is distinguished, as is shown by the

accompanying fig. XVI, by an elongated fish-like type of shell, the posterior part of the shell

is very much lengthened and flattened at the sides, the rostrum is long and wide.

Other species (e. g. Eucon-

choecia aculeata (T. ScOTT) var.

elongata G. W. MUller, see G.W.

MULLER, 1906 a, pi. XXXII,

fig. 21) resemble this type of

shell but are less extremely

developed. Conchoecia caudata

G. W. MUller is characterized

by having the posterior dorsal

corner of the right valve and ,„ „ „ . ^°
Fig. XVL — The shell of Conchoecia daphnoides (C. Claus), ?.

— 1. Seen
the rostrum on both valves from the side. 2. Seen from below. (From G. W. Mlller, 1906a.)

relatively high spec-

ific weight kept

huoyanl?

The shape of the

shell of the plank-

tonic Ostracods.
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drawn out into very long spine-like processes situated in the same din^etion as the lonpitiidinal

axis of the body; see the aeeompunying fig. X\'ll.

In some species, e. g. Conchoecia imhricata (G. S. Hu.\il^) and C. symmetrica

Ci. W. Mt'LLER (see fig.
1 of the latter species in the special part of this work) tlie rostrum

is well developed and the posterior dorsal corner of both the right and the left valve is

Fig. XVII. — The shell of Conchoecia caudala G. W. Mult.er. $, sppii from Ihr side. (From G. \V. Miii,i,F,R, 1906a.)

hat is the relation

the shape of the

?ll to the principles

lentioned above?

furnished with a spine-like process situated in the same direction as the longitudinal axis

of the body but considerably shorter than in C. caudata; in addition some of these species

have weak processes, pointing about in the same direction as the first-mentioned processes

and corresponding to the mucrones in a number of Cladncera. The characteristic feature of

all the processes so far mentioned is consequently that they point in the same direc.tion as

the longitudinal axis of the body. In others the shoulder ridges on the shell are differentiated

as more or less powerful wing-like processes; these are found, for instance, in Conchoecia

alata G. W. MCller and Halocypris cornuta G. W. MUller (see G. W.MtJLLER, 1906a, pi. XXIX,

figs. 1 and 2 and pi. VIII, figs. 1 and 3).

Only in one species (Thaumatocypris echinata G. W. MOller) do we find on the shell

a number of spines pointing in different directions; see the accompanying fig. XVIII.

^ What view are we to take of these pro-

cesses and spines?

The only writer who has touched on this

question is A. Steuer. In tliis author's work

of 1910 they are denoted (p. 208) as buoyancy

organs. It will soon, however, be obvious to

anyone who studies these matters in detail

that this explanation cannot be an adequate
one. If we look, for instance, at the posterior

part of the shell in Conchoecia daphnoides, we

shall see that this is rather decidedly flattened

at the sides, i. e. its horizontal section is rather

slight. That the two pairs of spines in the

genus Thaumatocypris cannot be explained as

adaptations of buoyancy is shown quite clearly
Fig. XVIII. — The shell of Thaumatocypris echinata by their position, as they are not, as one would

G. U. ILiJLLF.R, juv., seen from the side.
"

.

(From G. w. moller, 1906a.) expect according to the buoyancy theory, both
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placed in the horizontal plane in order to bring about an optimal increase in the horizontal

projection; only one of them is in this plane
—

pointing almost straight forward — the other

points almost straight downward ; moreover, both pairs are concentrated on the anterior side

of the shell.

By a closer investigation of the methods of swimming in the different Ostracod groups

and by putting the results obtained in this inquiry into relation with the facts mentioned

above I think we are enabled to understand this problem.

All Ostracods swim, at least as far as is known up till now, with the ventral side

downwards. With regard to the methods in which the limbs function in swimming three

different types can be distinguished:

Type I: There is only one representative of this type, namely the peculiar species

Thaumatocypris echinata. The first antenna and the exopodite and endopodite of the second

antenna co-ogerate in swimming; they all carry out downward and backward natatory strokes:

in this the backward component is presumably the predominant one. (The species in question

is, at least as far as we know so far, a deep-sea form; up till now it has only been caught

once, with an open horizontal net at 1100 metres' depth. Observations as to its mode of

swimming have certainly not been carried out hitherto on living material ; the information given

above is based exclusively on the structure and position of these limbs in pi. VI, fig. 3, G. W.

MULLER, 1906a; all the same I have very little suspicion of the correctness of this information).

Because of this in this genus, as in Bosmina, the body is pressed forward and upward in

swimming; in order to bring about a progressive motion in a straight line it is thus necessary

for other regulating factors to co-operate.

Type II: To this type belong Cypridinids and Halocyprids (except

the genus Thaumatocypris). The first antenna and the endopodite of the second antenna do

not take part in swimming. Only the second antenna, which — apart from the endopodite
—

has in these groups about the same structure as in the genus Thaumatocypris, functions in

swimming. Unlike what is the case in the latter genus, the exopodite of this limb does not

strike downwards and backwards in swimming, but outwards and backwards and somewhat

downwards. By means of this a progressive motion in a straight line is produced. Alteration

in the direction of motion is produced chiefly by increase and decrease of the force of the stroke

in the exopodite of one side or the other and by twisting of the joint between the protopodite

and the exopodite.

Type III: To this type belong only the C y p r i d s*. In swimming the first antenna

strikes upward and backward and somewhat outward, the endopodite of the second antenna

* A variant of this type is found in tlie little family Polycopidw, which never has a pelagian life, as far as

we know so far. (S. Lo Bianco mentions 1903, p. 152 a P o 1 y c o p i d in a plankton sample from a depth of 500 .ti.

I can give no opinion about the value of this statement.) The only information that we possess as to the way in

which these forms move is found in G. W. Mlller's work of 1894, p. 15. According to this writer these animals lie

at the bottom for the most part. „13isweilen erheben sie sich in kurzen Sprungen vom Grnnd, schwimmen uniher,

jedoch wenig anhaltend, entfernen sich aber nie weit vom Boden." I have myself observed a specimen of Polycopc

seiigera (see the special part of this work) living in an aquarium. The specimen was characlerized by a straight-lined,

progressive, comparatively swift and rather tenacious method of swimming. If it was disturbed it rose from the

bottom and swam around with rapid natatory strokes for a long (sometimes several minutes) or short period, some-
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downward and backward; in this way a progressive movement in a straight line is produced.

Alterations in the direction of tht> movement are brought about chiefly by modification in the

force of the strokes of one or more of these pairs of limbs.

If we combine these facts with those put forward on pp. 117 and 118 above, we obtain

the following results:

I. In all planktonic s t r a c o d s whose natatory limbs give the body a j)rogressive

movement in a straight line the shell has no processes that effect the direction of the

motion. Such forms can Ix' divided into two categories:

1) Those whose shells are quite without any large processes (Cy p r i d i n i d s, most

of the Halocyprids* and all C y p r i d s).

2) Those whose sheUs have processes. These processes, however, either point in the

direction of the movement (the longitudinal axis of the body) or are developed as lateral,

symmetrically situated, wing-like formations (a number of Halocyprids).
II. In the only planktonic Ostracod f Thaumatocypris echinata) whose limbs do

not give the body a progressive motion in a straight line the shell has processes that effect

the direction of the motion by their position.

With regard to the processes that are found in the representatives of category I:

2 it seems to be beyond doubt that they function as buoyancy organs, as they all contribute

more or less to increase the resistance of projection. But this does not seem to be the only

funtion. perhaps it is not even the most important one. That this is the case seems to be

shown partly by the fact that many of them do not have their maximum extension in the

horizontal plane and partly because the forms in which they are developed are very strong

swimmers. It is certain that they also function as stability organs. The way in which the

posterior part of the shell and the rostrum point in Conchoecia daphnoides
— see fig. XVI

above — resembles as a matter of fact very much the arrangement of the metal plates that

we see on submarines, plates that do not increase the buoyancy power in these vessels, but

are designed to increase the stability of the motion (besides influencing its direction). A study

of the shape of the shell in this species will show that it very closely approaches the ideal of

a swift and stable swimming organism.

It thus remains to analyse the function of the spines on the shell of Thaumatocypris

echinata. In this species, as is seen above, the mechanical arrangements for swimming resemble

rather closely those of the genus Bosmina. The body is pressed forward and upward by

the natatory strokes of the first and second antennae and for the same reasons as in the

last-mentioned species a continual backward rolling movement would be produced if there

were no special organs to prevent this. As in Thaumatocypris the natatory limbs are not,

times in the neighbourhood of the bottom, sometimes higher up, sometimes right up to the surface of the water,

about two decimetres from the bottom. In other words it acted in the aquarium in about the same way as most

C y p r i d i n i d s. A closer investigation showed that in swimming the first antennae struck upward and backward

and somewhat outward, while the exopodite and endopodite of the second antenna and maxilla struck downward and

backward and somewhat outward. Alterations in the direction of the motion were produced chiefly by modification

of the force of the strokes in one or more of these limbs.

• To these belong the Polycopids tog.
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as in tlie case of the genera Daphnia and Bosmitm, extended at the sides by a shell incisur, and

as the body of this species is not, as in the last-mentioned species, suspended during swimming
in these excentricaUy situated appendages, its rotatory axis is not, as in Daphnia and Bosmina,

situated through the points of attachment of the appendages in question, but presumably just
in front of the middle of the shell. The following factors prevent a backward rotation and

render possible a progressive moton in a straight Une. The most important factors are

the two pairs of spines on the shell. These are situated, as is shown in
fig. XVIII above,

almost on the continuation of the radii of the almost circidar shell, one pointing almost straight

forward (perhaps somewhat downward), the other almost straight downward. As the axis

of rotation is presumably situated, as is shown above, just in front of the middle of the shell,

this position of the spines as a continuation of the radii of the shell seems to be almost ideal;

during rotation the resistance of the water will be directed practically at a right angle to them.

The resistance produced by the water against the progressive motion of the body obviously
has no effect at all (or at any rate only an exceedingly slight one) on the forward- (or possibly

slightly downward-) pointing pair of spines, and, on the other hand, it exerts practically a

perpendicular influence on the downward-pointing pair of spines. Thus the lower pair of

spines, like the first antennae in the genus Bosmina, operate like a pair of oars that are held

out on one side of a moving boat. Just as the oars try to turn the boat in the direction in

which they point, so the downward-pointing pair of spines in Thaumatocypris press the anterior

part of the body downward, in other words this force, too, opposes the natatory strokes of the

antennae, which give an upward turn to the body. Both pairs of spines thus make a pas-

sive resistance against a backward rotating movement; the lower pair of spines exercises,

in addition, an active downward pressure on the anterior part of the body. One more

factxir seems presumably to help to prevent a backward rotating motion; this is the force

of gravity, for, as is seen from pi. VI, fig. 2, G. \\. MUller 1906a, the centre of gravity

in this species is presumably somewhat in front of the middle of the shell.

R. Woltereck's theory, which has, of course, by no means been imopposed* thus Summary of the re-

seems to me, as I have pointed out above, to obtain very strong support *"'*"/ '"2/ mvesu-

_

'^ o r ir
gallon of the relation

from the conditions in the Ostracod group. For scarcely anything more »/ the Osiracods lo

striking can be imagined than that of all the many planktonic Ostracod species, whose nata- ''"'•' '"'"''f<'">-

tory limbs produce a progressive movement in a straight line, not a single one has processes

that influence the direction of the motion, while the single form in which the natatory

appendages do not produce a movement of this sort has a shell that is equip^jed with

these processes.

All the same it seems to me that R. Woltereck — like many other investigators before /•''«'« remark.

him, when they have hit on a productive idea — is inclined to overestimate the importance

of his new principle. A careful analysis of the importance of the more or less peculiar

shapes of the different plankton organisms will probably show that the different principles,

the principle of 1) buoyancy, 2) balance, 3) direction and 4) stability all play a very great part.

*
See, for instance. O. Olofsson: ..Studirn uber die SiiOwasscr f aun a Sp i t z b cPKe n s, eti-."

ZooloKiska Bidrag t'r4n Uppsala, Bd. VI.

Zoolog. hulr.ig, Upp^ahi. Suppl.-P.ii. I.
^°
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he iniftKrlancr of With regard Ui tlu' spiiu's tliat arc touiul along a pari oi the margin of the shell in

me small nuirgmai /;<,„/„„<, /g^e thc acconipanviiig Hgnre XIX) R. Wolthhec.K writes as follows in his abovc-
..nr>- of Ihr shell.

r \ t.e-P-
^ , t-

mentioned work (p. 530): .,Bf'i('i' i^tadien" (ot development of these spines)

„kommen z. H. am ventralen Schalenrand vor; uiid zwar sind liier die

Dornen nach hinten gerichtet, wahrend die ganz analogen Chitinfortstitze

des Naokens am vorderen Winkel der Raute entstehen und dementspreelieiid

nach vorn gerichtet sind. Aiis dieser Wrschiedenheit liiBt sich die Funktioii

der so gerichteten Dornen wahrscheinlich ablesen: sie dienen dazu, das

Zuriickpendeln des .hiipfenden' Daphnienkorpers zu verlangsamen, indem

sie dieser passiven Bewegung des Korpers viele kleine Flachen entgegen-

stellen und damit die Reibiing vergroBern, also die Geschwindigkeit der

Axendrehnng vermindern, ohne doch die Vorwartsbewegung allzusehr auf-

zuhalten. Das ist aber schon eine sekundare oder tertiiire Funktion; die

urspriingliche Bedeutung der Chitinrauten und ihrer dornartigen Winkel-

verstarkungen ist wie bei anderen kriechenden C 1 a d o c e r e n die des

Schutzes dtirch Festigung und Bestachelung des Chitinpanzers."

I will not say anything in detail as to this hypothesis; it seems to

me, however, not to be very probable. It should be pointed out that similar

spines are found in young specimens of the species Thmimatocyfris echinata. A number of

these spines point in a direction that agrees with what this theorj- of Woltrreck's necess-

itates, other do not; .see fig. XVIII above.

Fig. XIX.

Daphnia ofcfu.sn.

..Die verschiedenpii

Bildungsstellen von

.pelagischen Fort-

satzen'." From R.

WOLTBRECK. 191S.



CHAPTER IV.

BROOKS'S Law.

With a general description of the post-embryonal development of a few

species of Cypridiniformes and Halocypriformes.

Among the material of tlie S t o m a t o p o d s that was collected during the introductory

Challenger expedition, 1873—1876, there was also a very rich collection of pelagian
""''*

larvae. This caused AV. K. Brooks, who examined this material, to make an attempt to

,,unravel the tangled thread of the larval history" of this group, one of the most difficult

problems that are presented in the study of post-embryonal development in the Crustacean

group. W. K. Brooks presented the result of these studies of his in a large work, „R e p o r t

on the Stomatopoda, etc.", 1886.

In attempting to identify the different larval stages this author made use of (1) the

greater or less resemblance of the different individuals and (2) comparative measurements

The method of comparative measurements seems to have given very good results, as

is shown by the following statement on p. 5: ,,the measurements usually enabled me to decide

with confidence whether a given larva does or does not belong to a certain series." From a

general point of view the greatest interest of the investigation is perhaps centred in this point.

This method gave the best results in the study of four larvae that were caught

at the same time off Cape St. Vincent. This author writes as follows about this, p. 5:

,,In a few cases these comparative measurements gave proofs of specific identity which

could hardly be made more conclusive by rearing the larvae. Thus the lengths of the series of

Coronis larvae shown in pi. XIII, figs. 1—8 are as follows, and if the length of the first stage

be successively multiplied by five-fourths of itself, and this number by five-fourths of itself

again, and so on, we obtain the series of numbers given in the second line, and as it is not conceiv-

able that an accidental collection of larvae should exhibit such exact conformity to a numerical

law, we may feel certain that these larvae are genetically related, that they belong to one

species or else to closely related species, and tbnt tlie series is consecutive, with the exception

of one missing stage before the last.
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l.itj luiu.

4,16 „

o,2l) mm.

5,20 „

t),49 mm.

6,60 „ 8,13 mm.
10,21 mm.

10,16 „

The prineipU.

hat is thf value of

this principled

were examined were measured fmiu the tip of the rostrum to the

e. ,,the length of the larvae increases uniformly at
The specimens that

tip of the telson. I

each moult by one-fourth of its length before the moult" (p. 105).

Have we here a principle that can be applied universally?
Do the larvae increase by a constant percentage of their length in other Crustacean

groups as well?

W. K. Brooks gives no answer to these questions. And almost all other investigators

have, curiously enough, left this question almost entirely untouched, although it seems to merit

the greatest possible attention. If we are concerned here with a universal principle, a law, we

shall have discovered a method of investigation that would to a very great extent increase the

possibility of determining with certainty the species and relative age of the larvae of the Crustacea.

F. H. Herrick in his important work „The American Lobste r", 1896, has

ncestigations on the _
apparently quite independently of W. K. BROOKS — made use of the principle described

above in order to calcidate approximately the number of moults of the shell that a lobster of

a given, arbitrary length has undergone.

As F. H. Herrick's exposition of this point seems particularly interesting I shall give

a verbal quotation of it from the work mentioned. Thus we read, pp. 96, 97: „In table 24

I have recorded the molts of eight lobsters varying from 5^2 to 11^ inches in length. The

actual increase in length varied from 1 inch to l^/o inches, and the increase percentage (that

is, the ratio which the increase bears to the total length before molting) from 6,66 to 18,18.

The average percentage of increase in all these cases is 12,01.

F. H. Herrick's

Table 24. — Increase in the length of lobsters at the time of molting.

No.
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The increase per cent in tiie growth of larvae is recorded in table 34. Sixty-six molts

belonging to more than half as many individuals are tabulated. The average increase per

cent in length in stages 2 to 10 varied from 11 to 15,84. The average for stages is 13,67;

for individuals, 13,89. These facts seem to warrant the conclusion that the increase percentage

in the young is very similar to that of the adult, a result of considerable interest. The

average length of the young lobster during its first ten molts is given in the following table.

The data are taken partly from table 34:

Table 25. — Actual length of lobsters during the first ten molts.

Number of
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//. FoiVier's

stifitlion^ on

III-

Irarxxis, Homnrus
nnii Carcinuf.

rooks's law as /or -

Hlated by C. II.

Fiitvler.

1/olocyprtd.'^

The agreement between the lengths of the first ten larval stages as actually determined

by F. H. Herf<k:k and given in Table 25 and the calculated lengths must — when one considers

the comparat iv elV small number of specimens measured — be described as striking.

These facts seem, of course, to a great extent to support the idea that the prnici])U'

used by W. K. BROOKS for the Stomatopods is of universal application.

The only writer who has dealt in more detail with this problem is G. H. FowLER in a

work, 1909, on the plankton Ostracods collected during the cruise of H. M. S. R e s e a r c h

in 1900. The result of this study is particularly noteworthy, as G. H. FOVVLER was of the opinicjii

that he could show that the above-mentioned principle applied throughout the whole Halo-

cyprid group. It was also applied to Cypridina (Macrocypridina) castanea' G. S. BraIjY,

Homarus americanus MiLNE EDWARDS and Carcinua maenas Leach.

On p. 224 of this work G. H. Fowleh suggests that this principle should be called

..Brooks's Law", ,,in honour of one of the most ingenious of recent naturalists" and he formu-

lates this .law in the following general way: ,,D uring early growth, each stage
increases at each moult by a fixed percentage of its length, which
is approximately constant for the species and sex."

The following examples of the applicability of this ,,law" in the Halocyprid group arc

given in this work:

Halocypris globosa (C. Claus).

Stage 1.

Mean 2„')1

Stage 11.

^lean l,.5'i

stage V.
StayclU Stage IV. ^^^^
Mean 0,9.', Mean 0,61 „,,,

l.iMii;tli ill mm.:
Number of $ measured:

2,!< 2,7
j

2,6
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expected to yield a satisfactory mean; the mean is too low to fit with the ratios between

Stages III. and II. : 1,08 x 1,30 = 1,40; 1,40 x 1,30 = 1,82" (p. 275).

Conchoecia procera G. W. MOller.

Stage II. StaRe III.

Mean 0,9

Stage IV. ?Stage \'.

Mi-aii 0,6'i Mean 0..t

1
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,,Tlie ratios for Brooks's law ronu' out sufficiently clearly, although the total numbers

are small, and in spite of the difficulty of separating this species from magna at the lower stages.

Taking the means as a basis for calculating:

? 1.07 X 1,48 = 1,58; 1,68 X 1,48 = 2,33.

0*0,77 X 1,40=1.078: 1,08 x 1,40=1,51: L.W x 1,40 = 2,10" (1,51 x 1,40 = 2,11),

(p. 266).

. Conchoecm rhynchena G. W. MUller.

Stage 11.

Mean 2,47.

Stiigi' HI.

Mean 1,60. Mean l.O'i.

Stage v.!

Mean 0,70.

Length in mm.:
Niimber of 2 measured:

2.6
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In a footnote on the same page the author adds: ,,Since this was written, I have measured

the two specimens of ,,lacerta" taken by the ,,R e s e a r c h" in the Faeroe Channel (Proc.

Zool. Soc. 1903, p. 122) and now in the British Museum. They were females of 2,0 mm. in length."

With regard to other species of the family Halocypridae that are dealt with in this work

we may note the following:

In the case of three species, C. elegans G. 0. Sars, C. rotundata G. W. MOller and

C. curta J. Lubbock it was impossible for the author to set satisfactory average lengths for the

different stages because the curves for these were overlapping, p. 263: ,,the differences in length

between the successive stages are so small that measurement to only one place of decimals

does not bring out clearly the boundaries between stages . . . ." The average values obtained

by approximation agreed very well, however, with Brooks's law. Cf. pp. 263, 274 and 261.

Conchoecia magna C. Glaus, p. 268, gave less satisfactory results. G. H. Fowler himself

tries to explain this by the impurity of the material; no attempt is made to fit this species in

with Brooks's law.

It is true that three stages both of males and females were found of Conchoecia loricata

(C. Glaus), p. 267, but the specimens of Stage III were „too few to give satisfactory growth-

factors". Only four specimens of this stage were caught, two males and two females. The

following average lengths were found:— Females: Stagel, 2,58mm., Stage II 2,0mm., Stage III,

1,3 mm. Males: — Stage I, 2,31 mm., Stage II, 1,75 mm.. Stage III, 1,2 mm., These average

figures give the following coefficients of growth:
— 2,58 : 2,0 = 1,29; 2,0 : 1,3 = 1,54.

—
2,31 : 1,75 = 1,.32; 1,75 : 1,2 = 1,46.

With regard to Conchoecia ametra G. W. MULLER p. 259 the individuals that were caught

were also too few to give satisfactory growth-factors; three stages of both sexes were found.

Stage II.
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This writor's investigations with reganl to Macrocypricfina . llaiiKinis and Carcinus gave

the {t)llo\ving results:

.i/.im.ri//iri./in. Ci/pridtno (Macroci/jmdina) casianea G. S. Hi;\io.

(tnlv five specimens were recorded; tliey measured 6,(t, 4,0, l,!i, 1,8, and 1,8 mm,

,, Apparently three stages, I., II., and IV., were represented in the five specimens; with

a growth-factor of 1,5, the lengths 1,8,2,7 (missing), 4,0, and 6,0 are related as in the other

species" (p. '279).

/fomanis. Homatus americanus Milne Edwards.

This investigation is based on the statements as to length given by F. H. Herrick in

the work of 1896 quoted above. The result of this study quite coincides on the whole with

the result previously obtained by F. H. Herrick, cf. p. 125 above. It is noteworthy,

however, that G. H. FowLER pointed out that there must be a difference between the

early, larval moults and the moults at a more advanced cge, p. 280: ,,If a lobster con-

tinued to moult at the same brief intervals, and to grow by the same increment as

did Herrick 's larvae, it would be 10 ^i inches long at the end of its first year (instead of

2 -3 inches), and in five years would be a dangerous monster of portentous size."

Oirci/i ».•.•. Carcinus maenas Leach.

G. H. Fowler based this investigation on measurements of the greatest breadth of the

carapaces that were thrown off b}^ eleven individuals kept in aquariums; the measure-

ments were previously published by H. C. WlLLL\MSON, 1903. ,,The observed breadths

seemed... to fall into groups round obscure medians." Although the average values for

these classes of breadths seem to be anything but certain, they agree in qmte an

amazing way with BrOOKs's law. In the following table the left row represents ,,the

means of these vaguely indicated groups", the right row ,,the successive products, by an

empirically
- found growth - factor, of means starting from 4,80, the lowest observed mean

of the series" (p. 281).

4,80 4,80 X 1,27 =- 6.09

6,05 6,09 X 1,27 = 7,73

7,75 7,73 X 1,27 =- 9,81

9,61 9,81 X 1,27 = 12,45

12,65 12,45 X 1,27 = 15,81

16,02 15,81 X 1,23 = 19,44

19,50 19,44 X 1,23 = 23,91

23,89 23,91 X 1,23 = 29,40

29,30 29,40

As will be seen from the above table G. H. Fowler was of the opinion that in this case

too a smaller growth-factor could be observed for older stages. For more details see this author's

account, pp. 280, 281.
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One of the reasons why I submitted this „law" to a fresh test was that a number a criticism ofG.n.

of the proofs given by G. H. FOWLER seemed to be altogether too good.
Fowler's exposUion.

As is seen from the account given above, out of all the H a 1 o c y p r i d s of whicli

two or three stages had been found by G. H. FOVVLER all except three, Conchoecia magna,
C. loricata and C ametra, agreed very well with BrOOKS's law.

In the case of C. magna G. H. Fowler tried, as will be seen above, to explain this

deviation by assuming that the material investigated was not pure. This explanation is

certainly correct. Stage I (= Conchoecia macrocheira G. W. MtJLLER) and Stage II (= C. magna
C. Glaus) are (as is pointed out in the special part of the present treatise) certainly two

quite distinct species.
>

In the case of the two other of these three species the cause of the deviation is to be sought,

according to the same author, in the small number of individuals that were investigated.

Whether this explanation is correct for C. ametra I must leave undecided; it is to be noted that

the growth-factors obtained from the average lengths that were actually observed vary a good

deal; cf. above. With regard to C. loricata it ought to be pointed out that the material

investigated was presumably impure. Stage I (= Conchoecia ctenophora G. W. MUller) and

Stage II (= C. loricata [C. Glaus]) are presumably to be regarded as two closely related species;

cf. the special part below.

All the other of these species agreed very well with BROOKs's law, as has been

mentioned above; these species were: Halocyfris glohosa, Conchoecia spinifera, C. elegans,

C. procefa, C. rotundata, C. curta, C. Haddoni, C. hyalophyllum, C. rhynchena, C. imhricaia

and C. daphnoides.

In spite of this agreement it is probable that t li e m a t e r i a 1 of so m o

of these species was not pure. Thus in the case of Conchoecia curta Stage I

(= C. stigmatica G. W. MUller) and Stage II (= C. curta J. LUBBOCK) certainly represent

two well differentiated forms. The same is true of Stage I and Stage II of C. hyalophyllum;

Stage I = C lophura G. W. MUller, Stage II = C. hyalophyllum C. Glaus, Nor is it impossible

that a mixture has also taken place in the case of the larvae of C. rhynchena, as this writer points

out on p. 248 that , ,it is probable that C. kampta or C. tyloda may be the oldest stage of this

species". It seems to be beyond all doubt that C. karapta G. \V'. MtJLLER and C. tyloda

G. W. MUller are forms that are well differentiated both from each other and from C. rhynchena.

Both these species occur in the material investigated by G. H. FovvLER — according to this

author — only as mature individuals. Were there also larvae of these two species among the

larvae of C. rhynchenat For the reasons why C. stigmatica, C. curta, C. lophura, C. hyalophyllum,

C. rhynchena, C. kampta and C. tyloda represent different forms I shall only refer here to what

is written in the special part of this work.

For Stage I and Stage II of C. rotundata the reader is referred to what is written about

this species in the special part of this work. The result of G. H. Fowler's investigation of

C daphnoides and Halocypris glohosa seems also to merit further verification. The length of

the first stage of C. daphnoides varied from 2,6—3,5 mm; only a single specimen of Stage III

was found and yet the law agreed perfectly!
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turnmary nf ihis

rnlicism.

These instances ought to show betti'i than many words tlio if proceeding witli

My (Hvn investi-

gation of this laiv

as applied on the

Ostracods.

Cypridiniformes.

necessity

the greatest caution in applying the ,,law'\

The weak point in the proofs obtained by this author from the genus Conchoecia is that

they are based on a material that was caught at a region so rich in similar and closely-related

species as the Bay of Biscay. In earlier stages it is almost or quite impossible to distinguish

closely related species of this genus with certainty by means of morphological characters.

Investigations of this kind oiiglit, of course, to be based either on material in aquariums or,

preferabl}-. on nuvterial from localities at which there are no forms that are closely related to

the species investigated, and the material should be submitted to a very careful morphological

investigation.

On the other hand it must be definitely pointed out that some of the examples

given by G. H. Fowler strongly supjjort BR00!\S's law as it is formulated by this writer.

Among these forms there is especially Conchoecia imbricata; this form is very characteristic

and even during the earliest larval stages it seems to be distinguishable with certainty from

other forms found in the region investigated. The result of this author's measurements of

Cypridina (Macrocypridina) castanea, which is mentioned above, also seems particularly

noteworthy, but the material of this species was unfortimately too sparse for the result

obtained to have any decisive importance.

I now pass on to give an account of some observations made by myself, which may to

some extent help to increase our knowledge of this ,,law". For the terms given to the

different larval stages see p. 60 above, the chapter on general terminology; for the method

of measuring the length of the shell see p. 13 above of the introduction.

Sub-order: Cypridiniformes.

Cypridina (Doloria) pectinata.

All the individuals whose measurements are given below were caught at the

same time and at the same place: S. A. E. station 60, the eastern exit of the Beagle

Channel, Tierra del Fuego, 100 m. deep. It seems certain that all these specimens belonged

to this species, partly because of morphological reasons, partly because this species seems

to be the only or at any rate quite the dominant representative of the sub-family Cypridininae

in this region.

Six free-living larval stages could be distinguished:

General description of the larval stages: —
Stage I: —
Male: This is very like the mature stage. Shell: Average length, 2 mm.; length:

height = about 1,5: 1. The first antenna is of about the same type as that of the

mature female; it is quite without secondary sexual characters. Second antenna:
The endopodite is of about the same type as that of the mature male but has a rather decided

larval appearance; its end joint is somewhat straighter and it is obvious that it cannot be folded

back on its predecessor; cf. fig. 12 of this species. The posterior limbs differ from

those in the mature stage only by having a more larval appearance and having the bristles
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somewhat fewer and less differentiated. The penis is small and simple and of an embryonal

appearance, resembling somewhat the simple type in the genus Philumedes. The f u r c a has

only nine claws, which in most cases decrease fairly uniformly in length the more proximally

they are situated. The lateral eyes, the median eye and the rod-shaped
organ are well developed.

Female: This too is very like the mature stage. Shell: Average length, 2,1 mm.;

length: height
= about 1,5: 1. All the limbs are well developed; the posterior ones are

of about the same type as in the male of this stage. The f u r c a has eleven claws — i. e. the

same number as in the mature stage
—

decreasing in most cases fairly uniforndy in length the

more proximally they are situated. The lateral eyes, the median eye and the

r o d - s h a p e d organ are well developed. The character by means of which this stage is

most easily distinguished from the mature stage
—

apart, of course, from the size — is the

larval appearance of the tissues.

Stage II: — I was not successful in distinguishing with certainty between males and

females in this stage by means of dissection ; this may be due to the fact that the sexual characters

have not yet begun to develop or that all the specimens investigated were actually females.

Shell: Average length, 1,75 mm.; length: height
= about 1,5:1. With regard to the

limbs it need only be mentioned here that they were all well developed, but they had,

especially the posterior ones, a still more larval appearance than in the preceding larval stage;

thus the cleaning limb — although it had proportionately about the same size as in the mature

stage
— is armed with only about half the number of cleaning bristles. Each f u r c a 1 lamella

is armed with only nine claws, in most cases decreasing fairly uniformly in length the more

proximally they are situated. The lateral eyes, the median eye and the rod-

shaped organ are well developed.

Stage III: — Shell: Average length, 1,4 mm.; length: height -- about 1,5:1.

All the limbs are developed in this larval stage too, but the cleaning limb is only

represented by an upward pointing appendage that is certainly rather long, but very slightly

differentiated; it has no cleaning bristles at all. The sixth limb, although of about

the definitive shape, is of a decidedly larval type; along the ventral margin of its end joint there

are, for instance, only six bristles, three anteriorly on the joint and three posteriorly; the former

are separated from the latter by a sharply marked gap. ( ) t h e i- 1 i m b s also have about

a definitive shape, while at the same time they present features that are even more larval than

in the preceding stage. Each f u r c a 1 lamella is furnished with eight claws, of which

the fourth is relatively short and weak, the others decreasing almost uniformly in length the

more proximally they are attached (note that only one specimen of this stage was investigated;

among larvae belonging to Stage I and Stage II single individuals were also observed with the

fourth furcal claw comparatively short and weak). The lateral eyes, the m e d i a n

eye and the rod -shaped organ are well developed; the median eye, however,

has rather weak pigmentation.

Stage IV: — Shell: Average length, 1,2 mm.; length : height
= about 1,5:1.

In this larval stage too all the limbs are present, the c 1 e a n i n g 1 i m b exists, however, only
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as a vory short, upwanl |H>iuting peg. without bristles. Tlie s i .\ t h I i in li has a more iiiarkcdly

hirval type than in the preceding stage; it is represented only by a luiiiidcd, uiijointed or almost

unjointed. weakly two-lobed little plate, of about the same type as is shown in fig. 22, pi. 34,

(i. W. MCI.LEU, 1894; the proximal joint usually has only one bristle; the distal one has no

bristles, only numerous stiff hairs. Each f u r c a 1 la m c 1 1 a has six or seven claws, of

which the two distal ones dominate rather decidedly over tlie others; cf.
fig. 13 of this

species in the special part of this work. The lateral eyes, tiic m e d i a n eye and the

r o d - s h a p e d organ are rather well developed, the median eye, however, is only

rather slightly pigmented.

Stage V: — Shell: Average length, 1 mm.; length : height = 1,4: 1. While the

preceding larval stages were characterized by a shell whose length was somewhat greater in

]iroportion to its height than in the mature female, this stage, like the following, shows a shell

in which the proportion between length and height is about the same as in the mature female.

The seventh limb is cjuite absent. The sixth limb is developed only as a small

midifferentiated, downward pointing peg with stiff hairs. The other limbs have about

the definitive fundamental type, but have a somewhat more larval appearance than in the

preceding stage
—

especially in the case of the bristles. Each f u r c a 1 la ni e I 1 a lias only

five or six claws, the two distal of which dominate over the others even more strongly than in

the preceding stage. The lateral eyes are large and fairly well developed, the median
eye and the rod-shaped organ ar^ developed but have a decidedly larval appearance;

the median eye has scarcely any pigment.

Stage VI: — This is the youngest free-living larval stage that I found. Shell:

Average length, 0,9 mm.; length : height
=^ about 1,4 : 1. Even in this stage the shell has about

the same type, when looked at from the side, as in the mature stage. It agrees fairly closely

with the preceding stage; the sixth limb is almost as much develojied here as in this stage.

The next stage that I found had not yet left the brood chamber. Its length was only

0,6—0,7 mm. The lateral eyes were large and well pigmented but had no ommatids

developed. The limbs were scarcely developed. Possibly it ought really to be termed an embryo.

Although the length classes that were observed were thus in a number of cases rather

closely related to each other morphologically, there can be no doubt that each of them

represents a moult.

G. W. MtLLER in his Ostracod monograph, 1894, gives a short description of the three

youngest larval stages of Cypridina mediterranea 0. CoSTA. According to this author the larva

of this species leaves the brood chamber as soon as it has been hatched from the egg. The

youngest free-living larval stage has about the same shape of shell as the mature specimens, only

,,etwas kiirzer und hoher"-. The five anterior limbs have about the definitive type, but the

fifth limb „mit wesentlich geringerer Anzahl von Borsten und zahnartigen Gebilden". The

sixth limb is already formed, but is very simple; it has a ,,bereits an die definitive Gestalt

erinnemde Form",* and has no bristles at all. The furca has five claws, the two distal of which

dominate strongly over the others.

*
PI. :?», lig. 21 shows a type very like that described by me above for Stage V.
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The following larval stage is very like the preceding one, but the fifth limb is somewhat

more diiTerentiated. The sixth limb is distinctly two-jointed; its proximal joint has one bristle,

its distal joint none. The furca has the same number of claws as in the preceding stage, but

the difference between main claws and secondary claws is less striking.

The next larval stage is characterized by the fact that the sixth limb has almost a

definitive shape, but it has comparatively few bristles; according to pi. 34, fig. 24 the end joint

has only five bristles, three anterior ones and two posterior ones; the cleaning limb is developed

as a short, unjointed, upward pointing appendage without bristles. The furca has eight claws.

With regard to the further development of this form this author writes as

follows, p. 185: ,,Ueber die weiteren Entwicklungsstadien kann ich fur Cypridlna mediter-

ranea keine Angaben machen. Nach Untersuchungen an Pyrocypris dUrften noch ver-

schiedene Hautungen folgen. Die Veranderungen wiirden, abgesehen von einer allgemeinen

GroBenzunahme und einer Vermehrung der Borsten an verschiedenen Gliedmaafien, in

einer Streckung des PutzfuBes bestehen, verbunden mit dem zuniichst nur andeutungs-

weisen Auftreten von Gliedern und dem Erscheinen einzelner Borsten an der Spitze."

According to C.Claus, 1865,p. 153,theyoimg-

est larval stage (which is still in the brood chamber)

is quite without the two posterior pairs of limbs.

It follows from this that the results obtain-

ed by these authors agree very well, on the

whole, with what I observed above for Cypri-

dina (Doloria) pecdnata. There are, however,

some small differences to note: thus, for instance,

in the third larval stage of Cypridina (Vargula)

mediterranea, which seems to correspond to

Stage III of Cypridina (Doloria) pectinata, the

cleaning limb is very short. Stage V and Stage VI

seem to have been confused by G. W. MLfLLi:i{;

they seem to correspond to the youngest larval

stage given by this author.

Measurements: ^
Sixty free-living individuals of Cypridina

(Doloria) pectinata from the above-mentioned

station were measured. The results of these

measurements are given in fig.
XX.

The column 17—21 comprises the em-

bryos in the brood chamber; when these leave

the mother they probably have a length of

about twenty divisions. A mature male measured

62 divisions. The mature females are represented

by columns 73—76 and 77-
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The growth factor determined empirically --1,22.

The average lengths calculated theoretically are:

Stage XU Sitativ M Stago V Stage IV Stage III Stage II Stage I Mature

20d 24il 29a 35d 43d 52d 63 d 76d

Actual lengths:

17—21d 25—27d 28—30d 3-4—36d 41—43d 50—52d 6U—63d$ 73—77d$
57d(? 62(J

Cypridina (Vargula) norvegica.

All the specimens of this species that are dealt with below, mature males and females

and larvae, were collected at Lofoten at the same locality and on the same occasion by Professor

G. 0. Sars. There seems to be no doubt that all the specimens investigated really belonged

to this species. Only two representatives of the sub-family Ci/pridininae seem to exist at the

west coast of Norway, namely Cypridina (Vargula) norvegica and C. (V.) megalops. There

seems to be no great difficulty in distinguishing these forms even during the larval stages; see

for instance, the endopodite of the second antenna.

Five free-living larval stages could be distinguished.

General description of the larval stages: —
In the ease of the four youngest of these five larval stages I did not succeed in distinguishing

with certainty between males and females by means of dissection. Even in the last larval stage

it is almost impossible to distinguish the two sexes except by means of a close investigation

of the rudiments of the sexual organs. In the mature stage there is, as will be seen in the special

part of this work, a close agreement between males and females; differences are merely to be

found in the shape of the shell, the first antenna, the mandible and the furca. These differences

are almost entirely absent even in the oldest larval stage. In this stage the shape of the shell

is almost the same in both sexes, closely resembling that of the mature male, i. e. with a distinctly

marked posterior corner; the first antenna is practically alike in both sexes and the

mandible as well. In this larval stage, as in Stages II—IV, f ureal claws nos. 2

and 4 are united to the lamella, as on the furca of the mature female; claw no. 3 is, like the

others, well marked off basaUy. In Stages I—IV, as in the mature individual, furcal claw no. 3

is somewhat shortened and weakened. In the youngest stage observed by me. Stage V, the

two distal furcal claws dominate very decidedly over the proximal ones, from which they

are also separated by a rather well marked gap. In this stage furcal claw no. 2 is united basaUy

to the lamella; the other furcal claws are well marked off basaUy. The number of the furcal

claws increases by one for each stage: Stage V has 4, Stage IV has 5, etc.

Apart from this these larval stages agreed very well with the above-described five

oldest larval stages of Cypridina (Doloria) pectinata. It seems to me quite certain that they

correspond to five moults.

Measurements: —
From the above-mentioned locality 72 specimens of this species were examined. The

measurements of the shells gave the following results:
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M a t u ]• e f (' in a 1 e s:

1 specimen with a shell-length cil' 3,65 mm.
5 specimens ,,

4

4

2

Mature m ales:

) J >?

J? j>

„ 3,6

„ 3,5

„ 3,45

„ 3,4

,, 3,35

„ 3.3

Mean 3,46 mm

10 specimens with a shell-lenpth of 3.3 mm.
•i ., ,, ,, ,, ,, ., o,.^o ,

1 specimen „ „ „ „ ., 3.2

^ ?5 JJ )) J) J) 7? '^•A
J

Larval stages:

Stage I: Fnrca with 8 claws (males and females).

4 specim(>ns with a shell-length of 2,9 mm.

„ .. - ., :, 2.85 ,

Mean 3.27 mm.

2

4

3

„ 2,8

„ 2,7

Mean 2.81 mm.

Stage II: Fnrca with 7 claws.

3 specimens witli a shell-length of 2,4 mm.j
5 „ „ „ „ „ „ 2,3 „

I

Mean 2,32 mm.

1 specimen ., „ „ „ „ 2,2 „ I

Stage III: P^irca with 6 claws.

1 specimen with a shell-length of 2,0 mm.j
5 specimens ,, ,, „ „ ,, 1,9 ,,

[

Mean 1,01 mm.

1 specimen ,, ,, ,, ,, „ 1,85 „ j

Stage IV: Furca with 5 claws.

1 specimen with a shell-length of 1.55 mm,} Mean 1,55 mm.

Stage V: Furca with 4 claws.

1 specimen with a shell-length of 1,35 mm.
Mean 1.31 mm.

4 specimens ,, ,, „ ,, ,, 1,3

G r o \v t h - f a c t o r, found empirically
— 1,21.

Estimated lengths of the last five larval stages:

2,81 : 1,21 = 2,32; 2,32 : 1,21 = 1,91; 1,91 : 1,21 ^^ 1,58; 1,58 : 1,21 1.3

(2,81) (2,32) (1,91) (1,55) (1,31) (actual mean.s).

Length of Stage I, 2,81 nnn. x 1,21 = 3,4 mm.
Zoolog. bidr.ag, Uppsnla. Siippl.-Bd.

18
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riii/iininlrs (Ph.) (//olxisd.

All the specimens of this species dealt with below, mature females and males as well

as larvae, were collected during the Swedish Greenland K x p e d i t i o n, I8i»i»,

all on the same occasion, the ITthofJuly. and at tiie samr place, lat. 74" 10' N., long 20"8' \V.,

depth 25—40 m. It seems to me certain that tliev all really belong to this species, partly for

morphological reasons and partly because at the locality in (|uesti()ii probably only this species

of this genus is found, (f. this species in the special part below.

Six free-living larval stages could be distinguished.

General description of the larval stages: —
Stage I: —
Male: As has alreadv been pointed out by preceding authors (cf. the special part of

this work), this differs strikingly from the mature male. Shell: Average length, 2,4 mm.

It agrees entirely with the shell of the mature female. The first a n t e n n a, the m a n-

d i b 1 e, the maxilla and the fifth, sixth and seventh limbs are also of the

same t^•pe as those of the mature female; the posterior limbs have perhaps a somewhat smaller

number of bristles. Second antenna: The protopodite and exopodite have the same

appearance as in the mature female, but the bristles on the four distal joints of the exopodite

are primarily short and without natatory hairs; for the endopodite see the figure of this

organ of this species in the special part below. The f u r c a has eight claws, which decrease

fairly uniformly in length and strength the more proximally they are situated. The lateral
eves are almost of the same size a,s in the mature male, but are only very slightly pigmented.

Female: This agrees completely with the male of this genus except in the

sexual character s, the endopodite of the second antenna and the lateral

eves; in the latter characters it resembles the mature female, but is more larval in type.

Stage II: —
^I a 1 e: Shell: Average length, 1,9 mm. The endopodite of the second antenna

is considerably smaller and much less differentiated than in Stage I; its second joint has

only two bristles. The posterior limbs have somewhat fewer bristles and the lateral

eyes are considerably smaller than in the preceding stage. The f u r c a has eight claws.

Otherwise this stage agrees with Stage 1.

Female: This agrees completely with the male of this stage except in the sexual

characters, the endopodite of the second antenna and the lateral eyes; in the latter characters

it resembles the female of Stage I, but is more larval in type.

In the following larval stages I did not succeed in distinguishing with certainty between

males and females by means of dissection.

Stage III: — Shell: Average length, 1,5 mm. In this stage too all the limbs are

present. The seventh limb, however, is only represented by a long, unjointed, upward point-

ing appendage, which is quite without bristles. Sixth limb: The end joint is furnished

ventrally with only about eight bristles. Other limbs are also furnished with fewer bristles than

in the preceding stages, but. like the sixth limb, they have about the definitive type. Each
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f u r c a 1 1 a iii e 1 1 a has seven claws, which decrease fairly uniformly in length and strength

the more proximally they are situated.

Stage IV:— Shell: Average length, 1,2mm. In the third larval stage the bristles on

the surface of the shell are somewhat fewer than in the first and second stages; this decrease is still

uiore striking in this stage, the surface of the shell being almost smooth. Tlie sixth limb is

represented by a rounded, unjointed or almost unjointed, two-lobed plate; cf. fig. 20 of this species

in the special part of this work; the proximal lobe is only furnished with one bristle, the distal one

has no bristles, armed only,with long, stifi hairs. The seventh limb is also found; it is repre-

sented, however, only by a small, undifferentiated process pointing upwards. Each f u r c a 1 lamella

has six claws, which decrease fairly uniformly in length the more proximally they are situated.

Stage V: — Shell: Average length, 1 mm. Even in this stage the shell has about the

same shape as that of the mature female. The dorsal margin is, however, somewhat more uniformly

rounded. The sixth 1 i m b is less flattened and is simple, peg-like, without bristles, furnished

only with stiff hairs. The cleaning limb' is quite absent. The anterior limbs are

also of a decidedly larval type, with a very much reduced number of bristles, but yet of about the

definitive type. Each f ureal lamella is armed with from three to five claws, of which

the two distal ones dominate very decidedly over the others in size and strength; the proximal

ones are very weak, spine-like; cf. fig. 21 of this sjDecies in the special part. The rod-

shaped organ and median eye are well developed as in the preceding stages, but

have a very pronounced embryonal character.

This was the youngest freely living stage I found.

Stage VI: — This is hypothetical, as no specimens have been found so far.

The average length of the shell, as calculated theoretically, = 0,83 mm.

Stage VII: — This is still in the brood chamber of the mother. Shell: Average

length, 0,7 mm. It is oval; the rostral incisur is broad and rather shallow. The sixth
and seventh limbs are absent. The other limbs are developed with about the

definitive type; the posterior ones have, however, rather few bristles.

Measurements: —
142 specimens of this species from the above-mentioned station were measured. The measure-

ments of the lengths of the shells gave the following result as shown graphically, fig. XXI.

It follows from this figure that the specimens investigated could be divided into six

distinct classes of length. In each class the length differs by about three divisions. The

class 80—82 consists of mature females (there were no mature males in this sample), the others

consisted of larvae. I succeeded in distinguishing males and females only in the two oldest

larval stages, as is shown above; both sexes appeared to have the same length of shell. Thus

classes 54—56 and 68—70 include both males and females.

The g r () w t h - f a c t o r as determined empirically was 1,23,

With this growth-factor the following average lengths are to be expected theoretically:

Stage V Stage IV Stage III Stage II Stage I Mature individuals.

29 d 36 d 44 d 54 d 66 d 81 d

28—30 d 34—36 d 43—45 fl 54—56 d 68—70 rl 80—82 d. Actual lengths.
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lu the sample that was investigated there was, as is shown above, no fi-ce-living hirvai

class younger than that of 29d. But the hitter is probably not to be taken as the youngest

free-living stage. In a number of females larvae were observed which were apparently ready to

leave the brood chamber. These larvae were only 0,9 mm. (= 20 d) long. If, using Brooks's

law, we di\-ide 29 d by 1,23 and the quotient again by 1,23, we shall obtain, of course, the

theoretical average lengths of the two next

youngest stages. According to this method

of calculation these stages ought to have an

average length of 24 d and 20 d respectively.

In other words the younger of these two

stages ought theoretically to have the same

average length as that which was determined

empirically for those larvae that are about

to leave the brood-chamber of the mother.

This stage ought consequently to be presum-

ably taken as the seventh; on the other hand

the larval stage representing the sixth was

quite absent in this sample.

Corresponding classes of length were also

found in other samples, but in these the abso-

lute measurements were different with different

external conditions. In all these samples,

however, the younger larval stages were repre-

sented still more sparsely than in the one dealt

with above.

Although, as in Cypridina (Doloria)

pectinata and Cypridina (Vargula) norvegica,

the classes of length that were observed were,

at least in a number of cases, very near each

other, it seems to me certain that each re-

presents a moult; the agreement with the post-

embryonal development of the preceding species

is too great to leave any doubt.

The agreement between the develop-

ment of the larvae in Philomedes globosa and

Cypridina (Doloria) pectinata is, as is shown

above, ver}' great, ^^^len to this it is added that quite a similar post-embryonal develop-

ment is observed in Cypridina (Vargula) norvegica, it ought not to be too bold to

assmne that the post-embryonal developed is, on the whole, quite similar in all repre-

sentatives of the family Cypridinidae (perhaps in all the species belonging to the sub-order

of Cypridiniformes).
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.V 1 1 representatives of this family presumably go t li r o u g ii Tb; numbfi- oj posi-

sevenpostembryonal moults. At any rate the number of moults is not subject to '^"^bryonal mouli^ m

variation in this family, a result that is of the greatest importance in judging of BROOKS s law.

Sub-order: Halocypriformes. iioi„ri/i,ri/'>iiiir-..

ConcJioecia elegans.

All the individuals described and measured below were caught at the same time and

at the same locality, on the 1st. of Feb., 1911 off the west coast of Sweden, S. Koster, at a

depth of 125 m.

Only two larval stages could be distinguished with certainty.

General description of the larval stages: —
S t a g e I: —
Male: Shell: Average length, 1,74mm. It is of about the same type as that of

the mature female; cf. fig. 5 in the special part. The shoulder ridge is somewhat less distinctly

marked. The r o d - s h a p e d organ is of about the same type as in the mature female,

shows about the same variation and projects almost the same distance beyond the first antenna

as in this sex. First antenna: The e-bristle is, as in the mature female, about twice as

long as the four other distal bristles; the latter are subequal or else the b- and d-bristles are

somewhat shorter than the a- and c-filaments; the b- and d-bristles arc rounded distally and

somewhat narrower than the a- and c-filaments, and unlike these, they are annulated; the bristle

on the second joint is straight. Second antenna: This is like that of the mature female;

the c- and d-bristles are developed; laterally and somewhat distally of the latter there is a rather

powerful peg, see
fig.

9 of this species in this work. The sixth limb has the same number

of bristles as in the mature stage; of the bristles of the end joint the middle one is somewhat

longer than the total length of the two distal joints, the two others are about a third or a

quarter shorter; the remaining bristles are more like those of the mature female than those

of the mature DUile. The seventh limb has the definitive type. Tlic penis is about

of the same type as shown in fig. 17. pi. 34, G. \\. MCLLEf!, 1894. The f u r c a has seven claws,

which decrease fairly uniformly in length and strength the more proximally they are situated.

Female: Shell: Average length, 1,5 mm. It is of the same type as that of the

mall' in this stage. The rod- s h a p e d o r g a n and the limbs are about the same as in

the mature female. The f urea is like that of the iiialc in this stage.

Stage II: —
Male: Shell: A\'erage length, l,i;{ tiun. It is relatively somewhat higher than in

the preceding stage; length : height
= about 2,25 : 1. 'I'he shoulder ridge is scarcely developed

at all. The jjostero-dorsal corner of the shell has a point that ])rojects rather less, but the latter

is furnished with secondary teeth as in the preceding stage. The rod -shaped organ
is somewhat more slender tlian in thi' preceding stage. The first antenna has quite the

same type as in the female. The sceund antenna is the same as in the preceding

stage, but one of the c- and d-bristles is very small. Sixth 1 i m b: 1'he three bristles of

the end joint have about tlie same relative lengths as in the mature female; as in the last
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8t«go. these lougths vary si.inewhat. The seventh 1 i m 1) is of the definitive typo witli

two distal bristUvs, one long and one sliort one. The number of bristles on tlie other limbs

is ..nlv verv sliglitlv (b<civased. The penis consists of two very small embryonal processes.

Each f ureal lamella has six claws.

'~¥g?J^g?s?^tJ3i9^¥a;'^'gi^g^^Si?|!iJ^5jsg]^:?Ar|^-;^^^
vvhich decrease faiil\- regularly in length

and strength the more |)roximally they

are situated.

Female: Shell: Average length,

1,(»U mm. It is oi the same type as in

the male of this stage; the secondary teeth

on tlic |)oster()-dorsal spine are, however,

somewhat less developed. The r o d-

shaped organ is similar to that of

the male in this stage. The limbs are

about the same as in the female of the

preceding stage. The f u r c a is similar

to that of the male in this stage.

There cannot be the slightest doubt

that these two larval stages really belong

to C. elegans, as in the region from whicli

these specimens were obtained there are,

except the species mentioned, only two

forms of tile genus Conchoecia, namely

C. ohtusata (t. 0. Sars and C. borealis

G. 0. Sars; there is no risk of confusion

with either of these species during the

two oldest larval stages.

It seems also to be quite certain

that they represent two moults. The

agreement with the observations of

('. Claus and G. W. MCixer is com-

plete; cf. the latter author, 1894,

pp. 183, 184.

Measure ni e n t s: —
258 specimens of this species from

the station mentioned were investigated

and measured. The measurements of the lengths of the shells gave the following result, as

shown graphically in fig. XXII.

The above table shows that the specimenij could be divided into three distinct male

and three female classes according to the lengths of their shells. The male class 68—61 and th<'

female 53—60 represent mature specimens.

Kisr. XXII. —• Curves sho\ving the results of my iiii-asui't;ni(;iits d
Ihelengtlisof the shells of a number of specimens of Conchoecui

elfgans from Koster, west coast of S^xeden. — = the females;

= the males. The abscissa represents the lengths of

the shells expressed in divisions of a micrometer (27 divisions

= 1 mm.); the ordinate represents the niiriiber of sin'iinieiis

measured.
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Average lengths, expressed in divisions of the micrometer: males, mature — 60d, Stage I =
47d, Stage II = 30,7d. Females, mature = 57d, Stage I = 40,2d, Stage II = 27 d.

G r o w t h - f a c t () r: Males: — 60 : 47 -= 1,277; 47 : 30,7 -= 1,53

Females: — 57 : 40,2 = 1,41; 40,2 : 27 = 1,5.

Sub-order: Cypriformes. r,//,nfon)ict.

In this group eight post-embryonal larval stages have been observed, according to the

investigations of C. Claus and G. W. MlJLLER. The number of moults seems to be constant

within the whole group. The development is very similar in the different families; cf. G. W.

MtJLLER, 1894, pp. 175—183.

The species of this group investigated by me have a post-embryonal development that

corresponds exactly to that which has been established by C. Claus and G. W. MOllrr for other

forms in this group. Because of this I have omitted to give descriptions of the observed classes

of length below.

Krithe sp*

All the specimens of this species dealt with below were collected at the same locality on

the same occasion: the Bay of Villefranche (Maritime Alps, France), at a depth of 95 m. on

January 19th, 1916. A considerable number consisted of empty shells. This fact does not.

however, make their determination less certain, as this species differs greatly fi-om all othci-

species from the locality mentioned by the shape of its shell. The Ostracod fauna from tliis

locality was not at aU rich in species, and I had obtained a thorough knowledge of it by means

of a large number of dredgings.

Measurements: —
428 specimens of this species from the locality mentioned were examined and measured.

The measurements of the lengths of the shells gave the following result, which is ])resented

graphically in fig. XXIII.

As this table shows, the specimens that were investigated may be divided into six distinct

classes according to the length of their shells. Of these class 43—48 represents mature individuals.

The males and the females were of about equal lengths.

It is practically quite certain that each of the five larval classes of length really rejjresents

a nK)ult. A decided argument in favour of this is the fact that I succeeded in observing in an aqua-

rium how individuals of one class attained the length of the next largest length class by one moult.

Two females in Stage I, with shells 36 and 36,5 divisions long respectively, attained a length

of about 44 divisions after one moidt. One larva of Stage II, with a shell about 28,5 divisions

long, had after one moult a length of about 35 divisions. On all the occasions the moult occurred

from two to five days after the beginning of the aquarium life.

Average lengths for the six classes of length mentioned above:

Mature = 45,1 d; Stage I = 36,12 d; Stage II == 28,8 d; Stage III = 23,23 d; Stage IV ^
19.2 d; Stage V = 15,5 d.

* This spiM-ifs will lie (IrscriliiMl in iii<ii>' drlail in m rnllcrwint; |p;ir-l
of this wnil;.
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at the transition from Stage II to Stage I and between the latter stage and the mature stage.

57 d: 51 d = 1,108; 62 d: 57 = 1,109.

Gypridina (Vargula) norvegica: In this the agreement between the theoretically calculated

lengths and those actually observed may be said to be surprisingly great. Here too the males

increase somewhat less rapidly at the change to the mature stage; 3,27: 2,81 = 1,16.

Philomedes globosa: The agreement between the theoretically calculated lengths and

those actually observed is striking; only the oldest larval class of length is somewhat longer than

it ought to be theoretically.

Krithe sp. : In the case of this species too it can be said that the growth at the different

moults is very similar. The relations between the mature stage and the oldest larval stage, between

the latter and the next oldest larval stage, between this and Stage III and between Stage IV and

Stage V are really very similar, 1,24
—

1,254; average, 1 ,245. Only at the transition from Stage IV

to Stage III does the growth seem to have been less, the growth-factor being 1,21.

In passing I may point out here that a smaller number of specimens of the investigated

material of this species might have given a considerably more striking agreement with BitooivS's

law. Growth-factor = the average found above, 1,245.

15,5

15,5 X 1,245 = 19,29

19,29 X 1,245 = 24,0

24,0 X 1,245 = 29,88

29,88 X 1,245 = 37,2

37,2 X 1,245 ^ 46,3.

In other words, if we use this growth-factor, we obtain theoretically average lengths,

all of which are within the boundaries of the length classes that were established empirically.

In passing I may point out here that other Ostracod species as well, of which luifortunately An addu onni

I had at my disposal only a rather slight material, showed a good agreement with BuoOKS's '^am/)/<?(n /«(-.«/ „f

law. I shall only mention a single one of these here, as it gives a rather good illustration of the

applicability of this law.

In a tube of s t r a c o d s from the Falkland Islands that I investigated there were,

besides mature specimens of a Cythereis species* not previously described, a number of larvae

which, in spite of a number of differences, were, on fairly good grounds, assigned to the above

species. At the locality in question the mature specimens of this species were characterized

by great constancy with regard to the length of the shell; mature males = 0,80 — 0,83 (usually

0,83) mm. Mature females = 0,77—0,79 (usually 0,78) mm. A number of the larvae in question

measured 0,49—0,51 (average 0,50) mm., others 0,40 mm. For anatomical reasons I concluded

that they represented Stage II and Stage III. The growth-factor was consequently 1,25.

0.40

0,40 X 1,25 =- 0,50

0,50 X 1,25 = 0,625

0,625 X 1,25 = 0,781.

* To be described in a later part of tliis worlc.

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I.
'^
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The agreement between the last number and the length of the mature female is of course

striking. There were, however, no larvae witli shells 0,625 mm. lonn iti this tube. In order,

if possible, to be able to complete the chain of development of tliis species, I went, however,

to the sample of sand etc. from wliicli the specimens dealt with above had been picked out. In

this I found two complete intlividuals, clearly larvae in the last larval stage, and one valve

which certainly belonged to this species; these individuals had shells from 0,62—0,65 mm. in

length. The largest specimen was a male; 0,65 x 1,25 = 0,8125, i. e. about the length of the

mature male.

This example seems to show that in the case of species with a relatively constant length

of shell we may expect a far-reaching agreement even in those cases where only a small material

is present.

Gromh-jaetor. We nuist note the very slight difference in the growth-factor in different species:

Cypridina (Doloria) pectiimta
= 1,22, Cypriditm (Vargula) norvegica

= 1,21, Philomedes

globosa
— 1,23, Krithe sp.

~ 1,245.

Erceptions to ihix If thus a number of cases agree particularly well with BROOKs's law, there are, on the

by G h" Foiiier
Other hand, a great many exceptions to this law to be noted. It is certain that the law is

by no means absolute. It obviously applies only with a number of restrictions and with certain

assumptions.

This has already been pointed out by G. H. Fowler himself. This investigator pointed

nnt. 1909, p. 258, that it seemed to him possible that not only the average lengths and the

growth-factors employed by him but also ,,the law itself, as here phrased" are approximative.

As is seen above this author has shown that the same growth-factor does not presumably apply

to all stages in large forms with many moults (Homarus, Carcinus). He states on p. 258 that

this is presumably true „even in Ostracoda of small size and few stages". We find this latter

assumption true in the case of the males of Cypridina (Doloria) pectinata and Cypridina

( Varguln) norvegica. On the other hand there are no such cases in G. H. FoWLER's own examples.

Krithe sp. shows obvious variation with regard to the growth-factor. The larvae of

Conchoecia elegans can certainly be divided into well distinguished categories of length
—

contrary to what G. H. Fow LER observed — but they do not permit of any simple application

of Brooks's law. Males and females have different growth-factors at the change from Stage II

to Stage I and at the change into the mature stage. It is to be noted that the growth-

factor is about the same for males and females at the transition from Stage II to Stage I.

I have also observed other cases that do not conform to this law, for instance Asterope Giimaldi,

a form that I caught in rather large numbers in the harbour at Monaco.

^^ e must note that in the cases in which there was agreement with Brooks's law

all the specimens that were investigated were caught at the same locality and on the

same occasion. On the other hand the water in the harbour at Monaco is subject to great

variations and the same is true, though not to such a great extent, of the water in the

Bay of Vniefranche.

On pp. 227 and 228 G. H. Fo\\"LER points out (1909) that it will probably appear
that the growth-factor is not quite identical for the same species and sex ,,at every
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geographical position and sea-climate". It lomains as a fact that the same species has different

sizes at different localities. Thus the specimens of Philomedes globosa measured by me were

only 2,4
—2,6 mm. at Skager Rack while the same species attained a length of 2,9—3,1 mm.

at Greenland. This difference in length is not due to the species undergoing a different

number of moults before maturity under different external conditions. The number of larval

moults in the Cypridinid group seems to be constant for every species, as is shown above.

Corresponding classes of length were found at the different localities, but the absolute measure-

ments are different; cf. Philomedes globosa. This difference in length really seems often to

be accompanied by a difference in the growth-factor. Unfortunately my material was not

large enough to work out a definite answer to this problem by means of it. A fact that

supports, however, the idea that there is sometimes an alteration of the growth-factor is that

the embryos in the brood-chamber of large individuals are often not essentially larger than

those in small individuals. (In the large individuals, on the other hand, the number of embryos
is often larger than in small individuals.)

The final result of my investigations is thus that the

growth -factor during the post-embryonal development of the
Ostracods is presumably an inherited factor, but it is rather

strongly influenced by external circumstances; in addition in

a number of species it is not quite the same during the whole
post-embryonal development. It thus seems as if Brooks's law, as formulated

by G. H. Fowler, 1909, p. 224, needs a not inconsiderable modification. Before it is

re-formulated, however, it will be necessary to investigate a still larger material; moreover the

importance the abundance of nourishment, temperature and other external conditions for the

rapidity of growth must first be studied.

In spite of this the law even as formulated at present seems to be very useful. G. H.

Fowler himself has estimated it correctly when he says, 1909, p. 258: „0n the other hand,

I have little doubt that the law as phrased on p. 224 is a sufficiently accurate weapon for the

zoologist to use in combination with the morphological evidence, even if the words ..fixed

percentage" may require revision at the hands of the mathematician".

Summary of the

rfsutts of my m-

I'etligation of ihix

problem.
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Order: Ostracoda.

For synonym y, see G. W. MCller, 1912, p. 1.

Diagnosis and descriftion:
— C'f. G. W. Mt'LLER, 1912, pp. 1—4.

Historical: — C. VON LiNNE was the first to denominate scientifically a form belonging Linne.

to this group of animals, and although still earlier investigators, even the Nestors of microscopy,
SWAMMERDAM and Leeuwenhoek, had already been occupied to some extent with the study
of Entomostraca — and in this could of course scarcely avoid coming across some species belonging
to the group in question

—
yet this master of science was, at least if we are to judge from

the results to be seen in the literature, the first to make an attempt, even though a gropinT

one, at a closer investigation and description of an s t r a c o d. — 0. F. MILLER states

in 1772 that H. Baker in his work ,,Microscope made easy", 1743, had already

mentioned an Ostracod; this statement is, however, due to a mistake.

In his ,,F a u n a S u e c i c a", 1746, LiNNE gives on p. 344 a species called: ,,Monocidus

antennis capillaceis mtdtiplicibus, testa bivaJvi", with, one must admit, a very superficial de-

scription, and this form, certainly a Gyp rid, occurs again in the author's ,,Sy sterna
N a t u r a e", 10th ed. 1758, p. 635 and in „F a u n a S u e c i c a" of 1761, p. 498, under the

name of Monoculus conchaceus. In,,Systema Natura e", 1758, are also given two other

Ostracod species; these also presumably C y p r i d s, Monoculus lenticulans and 31. ielemus,

which are also only superficially described.

Even in the later part of the 18th century we come across a number of works which Auihors of ihe la

mention, among other things, forms belonging to Ostracoda; examples are H. Baker, 1753, pnrt nj lUe isth

L. JOBLOT, 1754, M. F. Ledermuller, 1760, G. de RiMl.LE, 1760, N. PODA, 1761, E. L.
<«"'>"!)

Geoffrov, 1762, 0. F. MfJl.LER, 1772, 1776, 1785, C. de Gker, 177S, J. F. G.MELIN, 1788,

and B. E. Manuel, 1792. — Most of these comparatively numerous works, however, did little

ro nothing to increase the knowledge of this group of animals. Only 0. F. MOller's two last

works, especially ,,Entomostraca seu Insecta Testace a", 1785, an extensive

work for his time, indicate a real step forward. In the last-named work MCller gave two

genera, Cypris and Cythere, the former with eleven species living in fresh water, the latter with

five marine species. By this classification the foundation may be said to be laid for the great
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and certainly ijuito natural families Cypriflae and Cytheridae.
— G. de RlVlLLE's work, a small

article entitled ,,JI e m o i r e s u r 1 a ni o r 1 \i in incus c" is noteworthy because in it

are to be found the first account and — for his time comparatively good
—

figures of a species

belonging to the sub-order Cypridinifortnes. The author, however, gives no name to the form

investigated bv him, nor does he try to classify it; he merely points out that it seems to him

j.ressembler .... des Puces d'eau"; his work does not seem to have given much stimulus

to new investigations; on the contrary it seems until recently to have been forgotten.

hors of ihe earlier During the earlier part of the 19th century, a rather great number of writers devoted
VI of the I9ti,

themselves to some extent to the study of the Ostracods, but they too obtained comparati-
cenliiry.

•'

.

vely insignificant results. As examples may be mentioned such works as those of L. A. G. Bosc,

1802, K. A. Ramdoiir, 1805, 1808, L. JUIUXE, 1820, H. E. STRAUS, 1821, A. G. Desmarkst,

1825, P. A. Latreille, 1829, C. M. A. KocH, 1837, H. MiLNE Edwards, 1840, A. Philiiti,

1840, and G. Zaddach, 1844. —
Although most of the works during this period were purely

classificatory, devoted principally to describing species, yet as far as the natural classification

of the Ostracod group is concerned, scarcely any results were obtained beyond those arrived

at in 0. F. MI'ller's work 1785. — H. MiLNE Edwards' and A. Philippi's above-mentioned

works are, however, noteworthy because in them were for the first time scientifically denominated

and classified forms belonging to the sub-order Cypridiniformes; in the former of these two

works the genus CypridiTui was established, in the latter the genus Asterope; the descriptions

of these genera were, however, exceedingly incomplete and, in addition, contained serious errors,

so that our knowledge of the forms belonging to them was but slightly increased. L. JURlNE's

,,H istoire des Monocle s", 1820, may be said to be the most important of these works,

at least as far as comprehensiveness is concerned. In it are described no less than 18 fresh-water

C y p r i d s, and in addition it contains rather important statements about the oecology

of these forms, especially about the conditions under which they propagate. With regard to

the acuteness of both morphological and oecological observations, however, H. E. Straus seems

to be quite as capable as or even somewhat superior to the last-mentioned investigator. The

value of this author's above-mentioned work „M emoire sur les Cypri s", 1821, is

also increased by the fact that it was in it that the Ostracods were first separated from

the other Entomostraca as an independent group.

About this Straus writes as follows 1. c. pp. 33, 34: ,,Les deux valves qui recouvrent

le corps des c y p r i s avoient fait illusion aux naturalistes, qui trouvant des parties semblables

chez les daphnia, les lynceus, etc., ont reuni ces divers genres dans ime meme famille,

quoique la difierence de leur organisation soit tres-considerable; je crois cette difference assez

grande, non-seulement pour considerer les c y p r i s comme appartenant a une famille distincte

de celle que j'ai etablie sous le nom de Daphnides, mais meme pour devoir former un

ordre nouveau dans lequel je place encore les cy there." On p. 58 in this work the name

,,0 s t r a p o d e s" is proposed for the new group.
stracoda the right In passing we may discuss a problem of nomenclature which is rather important. We
\e fort IS group? ^^^ that Ostrapodu is the name first given to this group. Ought

it to be kept?
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The Hist time in literature that we come across the name Ostracoda, whicli is nowadays
practically quite the accepted name for this group, is in E^ A. I^atkeille's work ,,H i s t o i r o

naturelle des Crustaces et des Insect s", 1802. The ,,ordre quatrieme"
of Entomostraca, under which the author includes the genera Lijnceus, Daphnia, Ci/priv anti

Cythere, thus both Ostracods in the modern sense and Cladocera, is called Ostrachoda in

this work (p. 17). The same classification is employed in this writer's later works (1806 and

1810); the name is written, however, somewhat differently: Ostracoda (pp. 17 and 89), thus

with the now generally accepted spelling. In his work of 1829 this author divides .,le premier
ordre des Entomostraces", Branchiopoda, into two branches, LopJiyropa and Phyllopa.

Lophyropa is divided (p. 151) into three divisions: Carcinoida, Ostracoda and Cladocera. Of these

three groups Ostracoda includes two genera: Cythere and Cypris; Cladocera consists of three

genera Polyphemus, Daphnia and Lynceus. In other words this author thus follows

H. E. Straus's example in differentiating between Daphnia etc. and Cythere and Cypris but

rejects his nomenclature. He writes Ostrapoda Stiiaus as a synonym for Ostracoda LATli.,

but this is clearly not so. In his work ,,C ours d'E n t o m o 1 o g i e", 1831, this author is,

however, more consistent; in it he employs (p. 429) the name Ostrapoda Straus for the group
formed by the genera Cythere and Cypris. A. G. Deswarest (1825) follows H. E. Straus

consistently.
— In passing it may be mentioned that A. Philippi, 1840, p. 186, uses a variant

of H. E. Straus's term, namely Ostracopoda.
— The name Ostrapoda is obviously

the right one for this group, but it has been so completely forgotten, the name

Ostracoda has come into use in such a great number of works and has been so completely
admitted into scientific literature that it would be quite impractical at this late date to

adopt the older name again, especially as the rules of nomenclature that are now followed

do not make it absolutely necessary to use the principle of priority in this case.

Accordingly in the present treatise I have retained the name Ostracoda,

and I nuist take the risk of doing the inventor of the name Ostrapoda what T. ]?. R.

Stebi!I\g in his work published in 1910 — in which the name Ostrapoda is again used --- calls

on p. 495 ,,a great injustice".

From the middle of the 19th century the investigation of Ostracods may be said Authors uf the later

to begin a new epoch. This is especiallv the case with regard to the studv of the salt-water P'"i of ihc mh cen-

representatives, i. e. that part of this group to which the present work is devoted. ««<«/</.

In the following portion of this historical resume attention will be paid practically

exclusively to progress in the study of the salt-water Ostracods.
While up to 1840 practically all investigations were concerned exclusively with fresh-

water forms and only a few investigators such as 0. F. Ml'LLER, G. de RlMi.LE, H. Mll.NE-

Edwards and A. Phiuippi, the three latter only cursorily, were directly occupied with tiie

study of salt-water forms, towards the middle of the 19th century there appeared a number

of scientists with comprehensive and illuminating works on the sea-0 s t r a c o d s, and after

interest was once seriously roused, investigation has continually been directed to them, even

though it must be said that this study, compared with the very intensive work on many other

animal groups during the same time, has always been rather badly treated.

Zoolog. bidrag, Uijpjahi. 5uppl>Bd. 1.
-''
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Of tho vi'iv imini'nms wdiks on tlu' iiiariiu' ( ) .s t r a c o d s that Ikivc a])pcarcd siuco

the beginning of this periotl only a few of the most important can be iin'iitioned here: W. B.MliD,

1850a. J. D. Dana, 1852. W. LIUEHOHG, 1853, G. O. Saks, 1865 and 1887, (J. 8. Hkadv, 1868 b,

1880. F. Mt'LLliK, 1870, V. Claus, 1873, 1874b, 1876 and ISOla, F. Daiii., 1888, G. S. BliADV

and A. M. Nohman. 1889 and 1896, G. W. .MtiLLER, 1890, 1894, 1906a and 1), 1908, and 1912,

and N. HiuscilMANN. 1912.

The works from the earlier part of this period are- for tiic most jjurt purely classiiicatory.

Questions of oecologv and comparative morphology seem as a rule to have been outside the

sphere of interest of the authors of this time, or were at least only cursorily discussed. These

works are certainly not noteworthy for any great acuteness and preciseness in establishing details

of morphology, on the contrary the species described during this time are treated so super-

ficiallv, the diagnoses often consist merely of generally formulated descri})tions of the shell,

that in most cases it is quite impossible to identify them with certainty nowadays. Our

knowledge of the Ostracod system was, however, rather rapidly enlarged, the main features

of the natural classification of tliis group were already during this period brought within the

limits of our knowledge.

Among the earlier works of this epoch one may without hesitation point out that of

\y. LiLJEBORG, published in 1853: ,,De Crustaceis ex ordinibus tribus:

Cladocera, Ostracoda e t Copepoda, in Scania occurrentibus" as the foremost,

both as regards the excellence of the drawings and the number and exactitude of the morpho-

logical details given. On the other hand this work is not distinguished by any systematic

acuteness; a striking weakness is shown, for instance, in the complete absence of any

classification into families; the O s t r a c o d s are in this work divided directly into

genera; in the morphological interpretation of some organs of the C y p r i d i n i d. s

this author was also not so fortunate. In these two respects this work is far inferior to

J. D. Dana's work 1852. With regard, to the forms belonging to the group Cypriformes

W. LlL-JEBORG attained much better results; these may be said to be a very great advance;

imfortunately, however, they could not be used to any great extent because most of the

work was written in Swedish.

G. 0. Sars' two above-mentioned works, F. MtlLLER's essay on the genus Cypridina,

1870, and C. Claus' different works all show a fairly big advance in the department of morpho-

logical study. G. W. Mt'LLER is, however, beyond all comparison the most important author

for the development of this study. His monumental monograph ,,D i e s t r a c o d e n

des Golfes von Neape 1", 1894, dealing with the marine O s t r a c o d s in an

exceedingly comprehensive and exhaustive way both from the systematical, phylogenetical,

morphological, and oecological standpoints, immediately made this group one of the best known

among the marine invertebrates.

After this work of G. W. MUller the study of the marine Ostracods may be said

to hnve entered on a barren period. The succeeding works — even those of G. W. MUller

himself — are practically all mere descriptions of species. There are, however, a few exceptions,

for instance N. Hirsch.aiann's meritorious little work in 1012, especially valuable for the
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thoroughgoing study of the organs of copukitioii in the Cytheridae, one of the most difficult

problems presented by this group of animals.

For more detailed information with regard to the progress of the study of the O s t r a-

c o d s' special classification, morphology, etc. I may refer the reader to the historical resumes

to be found in the succeeding part of this work in connection with the discussion of the various

units of the system.

During this period the fundamental features of the natural system of the s t r a c o d s yawral system.

underwent the following development:
W. Baird was the first to divide this group into families. In his above-mentioned work

1850a, ,,Natural History of the British Entomostraca" a rather

eminent work for its time, this author divides the Ostracod group into three families*:

Family I. Cypridae with the genera Cypris and Candoim.

,, TI. Cytheridae ,, ,, ,, Cythere and Cythereis.

„ III. Cypridinadae ,, ,, genus Cypridina.

The families are classified by this author directly into genera.

J. D. Dana makes a further very important advance. In his monumental work on the

Crustacea brought home by the ,,U n i t e d States Exploring E x p e d i t i o n" of

1852, he divides the Ostracod s, called Cypridacea or Cyproidea, into two families, both

composed of two sub-families:

Family I. Cypridae, comprising the sub-families Cyprinae and Cyfherinne.

,, II. Halocypridae. ,, ,, ., Cypridininae and Halocyprinae.

The last-named sub-family comprises the two interesting genera discovered by this

author, Halocypris and Conchoecia. The sub-families are divided in this work directly into

genera and species. This classification may be said to form the basis of the present system of

the Ostracod s.

The classification employed by G. 0. Sars in his work on the Ostracod s of Norway,

1865, certainly follows that worked out by J. D. Dana, but is, however, noteworthy partly

on account of the far-reaching extention of the new groups by the establishment of a rather

large number of new genera, partly by the founding of some new main groups, based on forms

that were completely or almost completely unknown to former authors, partly too because

in this work the names nowadays adopted for the large main groups were used for the first time.

G. 0. Sars divides the Ostracods into four sections, comprising altogether six families:

Sectio I. Podocopa comprising the families Cypridae and Cytheridae

,, II. Myodocopa, „ ,, ,, Cypridinadae and Conchoeciadne

III. Cladocopa. ,, ., family Po/ycopidae

IV. Platycopa, ,, ,, ,, CylhereUidae.

- In a schome on p. li of the same work, in wliich VV. Daird says that he wishes to „give a connectMl view

of the arrangement of the British Entomostraca which I propose to adopt" this author, curiously enough, maizes tlie

Ostracods comprise only one family, named Cyprididae. including all the five above-mentioned genera. This

last-mentioned division is also found in this author's work of 1850c.
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Tho sootio (^ladoropa included a ,c;emis Polifcnpe that was quito unknown bcforo; tlio

softio P/dli/copa was based un a genus Ci/l/ierclla, previously known only ineonij)letely from

fossil specinions. The families were divided by this author directly into genera and species.

(t. S. BR.M'V in Ills work 18(58 b adopts the above-menti(iiii'(l ciassificatiitn ol SAlis's; his

work is notewurtliv because uf the establishment dl a new I'amilv. Entomoconcliidae, comprisinf>;

two genera, Kulomoconchns and Heterodesmus. The cjuestion of the value of this family J shall

not discuss; T only wish to point out here that the genus Heierodesmus, which is placed l)y

ti. W. .Mi'LLi;!!, lt)l'J, among ,,()stracodum genera et species incertae
sedis'', may possibly be regarded as a typical Cypridinid genus; cf. the note below on

the sub-genus Siphonostra. EntomoconcJms is only known tioin fossil sj^ecimens.

(J. (). Sai^s carried out a rather important iniproveincnt of his above-mentioned system

in his work on the Ostracods of the Mediterranean, 1887; in it he arranged the genera

Xesidea and Bythnciipris as a separate family within the group Podocnpa.

Another important thing was the establishment of the family Darwimdidae as a new

unit within Podocopa (G. S. BRADY and A. M. NORMAN, 1889).

Most of the investigators who have worked on this group have adopted unaltered the

fundamental principles for the Ostracod classification used by G. 0. Sars. (!. W. MdRLEI?,

however, adopted this system only in a modified form. In his large monograph, 1894, this

author classifies the Ostracods in the following way:

Tribus I. Myodocopa, comprising the families (Jypridimdae, Halocypridae and Poh/copidae.

,, II. Podocopa, „ ,, ,, Cijpridae, Nesideidae, Cytheridae, Cytherdlidae,

and Darnun iilidaf.

In other words, of U. (). Sars' four st>ctions (J. W. Miil.LKR unites Cladocopa with Myodo-

copa and Platycopa with Podocopa.

Only one author, C. Claus, entirely rejects the basis given by .1. D. I)a\a for the

Ostracod system. He looks upon the C y p r i d i n i d s, H a 1 o c y p r i d s, G y p r i d s and

Cytherids as equivalent families. See 0. Claus, 1876, p. 97 and 1891a, p. 6.

G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman, 1896, who, like G. O. SAi«, look upon the P o 1 y c o-

p i d s and the C y t h e r e 1 1 i d s as groups systematically equivalent to Myodoqjpa and

Podocopa, classify Myodocopa in no less than five families:

Family I. AMeropidae
II. Cypridinidae

,. III. Rutidermatidae

„ IV. Sarsiellidae

„ V. Halocypridae*.

In other words these authors do not, like G. W. MliLLER, look upon the H a 1 o c y p r i d s

as a group systematically equivalent to the P o 1 y c o p i d s and the (
'

y p r i d i n i d s
,
but as

• This is the name that is used foi' this family on p. 6S2; in the beginning of the same work, houcvir. these

investigators use the name Conrhoeciitlae. see pp. 622 and 62.T. or (7onchoe(iailae. pp. 62" and 628.
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equivalent to the sub-groups of the (
'

v p r i d i n i d s. A. Scott, 1905, and A. M. NOKMAN, 1905,

also employ the same classification.

(i. \V. MUller, however, even in his later works, among others that of 1912, which to

some extent may be said to form a conclusion to an ejooch of the history of Ostracod

investigation, uses unaltered the fundamental classification that he worked out in 1894. In

this he is only followed by T. R. R. Stkbbing, 1910.

Since then the system has been enlarged by a number of families being divided into a

greater or less number of sub-families. For this development I must refer the reader to the

historical resumes given under the sub-orders.

At a very early date it was surmised that the Ostracods would prove to be one nesnipiwn nf ih^

of the groups richest in species within the Entomostraca and time has not disproved this. Thus «/"*'""'••

G. W. MCller in his synoptic work 1912 records no less than 1719 described recent

species. To judge, however, from the latest works and from my own experiences in working

out the present treatise, this figure seems by no means to be the limit. At the present time

there seems to be on the earth an Ostracod kingdom enormously rich in forms. Under

these circumstances it is, of course, absolutely necessary to take the utmost care in introducing

new forms into the literature, otherwise this will soon be c[uite unwieldy. This seems, however,

not to have been recognised by most of the investigators who have been occupied with the

systematization of the Ostracods. This may perhaps best be illustrated by G. W. Ml LLER's

statement (1912) that only 921 out of the 1719 species recorded by him could be considered as

,,certain"; in reality the jiroportion between ,,certain" and ,,uncertain" species is probably

even more discouraging. This lack of care applies especially to the works of G. S. Brad^ , one

of the most productive authors in this departement. It must be admitted that most, almost

all, the descriptions of species that this industrious author has published are so incoinplete

and uncertain that they are quite insufficient for full certainty of identification. Instead of

advancing our knowledge of the Ostracods most of this author's work has only rendered

the study of this group of animals more difficult. But even the most eminent of our Ostracod

investigators
— G. W. MUller not excepted, this applies especially to some of this author's

later works — can scarcely be acquitted of the charge of superficial descriptions. One must

admit, unfortunately, that the method of description of species witliiii this group is still at

rather a low level.

Hemarks: — As appears from the preceding historical survey, there are, with regard y'lmrai s)/siem.

to the main lines for the systematic classification of the Ostracod group, three separate

and mutually opposed views present in the literature of the siibject, namely those of G. 0. Sars,

G. W. MOller and C. Glaus.

According to G. 0. SarS this group is to bo divided in the following way:

Sectio I. Podocopa, comprising the families Cyfridae, iJarwimdidae, Nesideidae, and Cytheridae

II. Myodocopa, .. „ „ Cypridinidae and Halocypridae

III. Cladocopa, ,,
.. family Folycopulae

„ IV. Plafycopa „ „ ,, Cytherellidae.
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According to G. \\'. Mi'ij^rk's view, the tulldwiii^ is tlic correct classification:

Trilnis 1. Mi/ndocopa. coinprisiiig the tainilifs Ci/pridinidae, Haloci/pridae, and Polycopidae

II. Podocopa, „ „ ,, Cypridae, Darwinulidae, Nesideidae, Cytheridae,

and Cytherellidae.

C. ClaI"S, on the other hand, divides the Ostracod group directly into families.

According to this author the H a I o c y p r i d s form a transitional group between the C y p r i-

(l i n i d s and the families grouped under Podocopa.

W'liieh (if tliese methods of classification is preferable? Is any of them to be

regarded as comph>tely right?

T have tried to answer these questions in the second chapter of the general part of this

work, entitled: ..Contributions to our knowledge of the natural system of the O s t r a c o d s."

As is seen in p. 101 tlie result of my study iuis been to show that it does not seem quite

convenient to adopt any of these three methods of classification quite unaltered. It appeared
to me to be necessary to divide G. (). Saus' sectio Mj/orfocopa into two main groups equivalent

to Podocopa, Cladocopa and Platycopa. but apart from this Sahs's view lias been accepted.

The main classificatinn df the Ostracod group that is employed in tin's work is as follows:

Sub-order I. Cypridini/orme.'s, comprising all (' y j)
r i d i n i d s

II. Halocypriformes, ,, ,, Malocyprids
., .. III. Polycopiformes, „ ,, Polycopids

IV. Cypriformes, „ ,, C y p r i d s, D a r w i n u 1 i d s, N e s i d e i d s,

and C y t h e r i d s

V. Cytherelliformes, ., ., C y t h c r c 1 I i d s.

in what order ought these grouj)s to be placed? In other words, is it possible to

decide which groups are most primitive?

As is shown in the above-mentioned chapter in the general part of this work, the

facts of the matter are presumably that each group is in a number of respects more primi-

tive than the others, in other respects more developed. It is difficult to decide with certaintv

which of these groups has the greatest number of primitive characteristics. Under these

circumstances it seems to me most convenient to adopt the arrangement u.sed by G. W. MOller.



Sub=Order I. Cypridiniformes.

Gen. ,,(Jy p r i d i n es", H. MlLNE Edwakds, 1838, ]>.
178.

'

., Cypridina, H. MlLXE ED\\AHDt>, 1840, p. 409.

Fam. Cypridinadae. W. Baihu, 1850 a, p. 176.

Sub-Fam. Cypridminae, J. D. Dana, 1852, p. 1281.

Fam. Cypridinidae, G. S. Brady, 1868 b, p. 462.
-

G. W. MUller, 1894, p. 203.

,, Asteropidae + Fam. Cypridimdae + Fam. Rutidermatidae + Fam. Sarsiellidae,

G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman, 1896, pp. 628, 638, 673, 675.

,, Cypridinidae, G. W. MOller, 1912. p. 7.

Diagnosis:
— Shell: — Has most often on the anterior border a more or h^ss well-

developed rostral sinus, placed at or a little beneath, rarely a bttle above, half the height of

the shell; its dorsal and ventral margins most often more or less convex; the hinge very seldom

with teeth; within the free edge of the shell a greater or less number of medial bristles*;

the edges of the valves without or with comparatively few glands; most often with a strong

incrustation of lime. . .

First antenna: —
Originates rather deep down on the front. Strong, more or less

elongated, with 5—8 joints; first joint quite without bristles, is directed more or less upwards,

and together with the next joint forms a decided knee, f)pen downwards. The original fifth

joint has, in the male always, in the females most often, distally at the back a powerful sensory

bristle, always (?) furnished with sensory filaments, termed ,,the sensory bristle of the fifth

joint", but apart from this this joint has no bristles at all. This limb is principally a sensory

and locomotory organ, as an organ of locomotion, however, it never co-operates in swimming.

Second antenna: — The protopodite is situated on the side of the upper

lip. With a rather narrow base, very movably united to the body; large, relatively high, heart-

or pear-shaped flattened at the sides, with very powerful musculation, unjointed, without

any obvious traces of the boundary between the original joints; sometimes with a short bristle

* Tliese medial bristles prevent foreign particles from entering the cavily of the shell but allow a free exit,

being, at least the outer ones, almost always directed outwards.
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situated distallv. K x i> p (m1 i t i^: \'«'r\ inovably joined to the protopodite, with which, in

a position of rest, it forms a decided, ventrally open knee; developed into a powerful, long,

cvlindrieal. (always?) 9-jointed locomotive organ (in all the species of this group investigated

by me for this treatise I constantly found idne joints); almost always used for swimming. Its

first joint always extended, forming distally-laterally a powerful, almost rectangular process

which extends over the base of the second joint (functions as a ratchet), is either entirely without

bristles or has distally-ventrally an extremely short and weak one. The succeeding joints grow

narrower the more distallv they are situated; the distal one is very small; at least the six distal

ones of them are short; the second to the eighth joints each have a bristle distally-ventrally

and somewhat medially; on the third to eighth joints these bristles are long and powerful,

annulated along the greater part of their length; most of them most frequently provided with

natatory hairs arranged in feather shape; the bristle of the second joint generally rather long,

powerfid, annulated, in exceptional cases almost completely reduced; the end joint has distally

more than one bristle, one of which at least is long and powerful. A greater or less number of

the distal joints have a more or less powerful spine situated ventrally-distally and somewhat

laterally. Endopodite: Always considerably shorter and weaker than the exopodite;

of a rather varj'ing type, with never more than three joints; sometimes more or less reduced

in one or both sexes. In the male often developed into a clasping organ by which the female

is held fast; never used as a locomotory organ.

Mandible: — This is always very powerful, and elongated, chiefly used for crawling

and digging. Protopodite: This is always two-jointed. The coxale, which is fixed at the

sides of the body just behind the second antenna, has most often a comparatively weak endite

directed backwards-dorsally (used only for inserting the food into the oesophagus, never as

a masticatory organ?); this endite is sometimes, however, entirely absent. An endite is sometimes

found on the basale in the A s t e r o p i d s, but there is usually no well-developed one; traces

of an endite in the form of an accumulation of bristles proximally-ventrally-medially on this joint

can most often, however, be stated to exist. Epipodial appendage always

absent. Exopodite: Is fixed distally-dorsally-laterally on the basale, always more or

less diminutive (reduced?), unjointed, often including the openings of a powerful gland; some-

times entirely absent. Endopodite: Is always powerful, 2—3-jointed, forming together

with the protopodite a decided knee open downwards.

Maxilla: — Very varying in type; always used in taking up food. With a well-

developed endopodite. Its exopodite always more or less reduced, sometimes even

quite absent. E p i p o d i t e sometimes developed, forming a lameUiform appendage, most

often with fine hairs and quite without bristles.

Fifth limb: — Similarly of very various types, always used in taking up food.

Fixed at the sides of the body, just at the boundary between the head and the body. Always

with a relatively short exopodite. Endopodite often not developed. With a large

and powerful oval epipodial appendage developed as a vibratory plate, attached

vertically to the protopodite along its whole length and furnished with very numerous

marginal bristles, not divided into distinct groups; these bristles are furnished along
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the greater j^art of their length with close, fine, stiff, rather long hairs, arranged in shape
of feathers.

Sixth limb: — Forms a comparatively short, lamelliform, very slightly moveable

or sometimes immoveable, plate of somewhat varying type, situated ventrally on the body
between the mouth and the furca; is apparently never used as a locomotory organ.

Seventh limb: — Originates rather high up on the side of the back of the body.

Very elongated and mobile, annelid-like, with very numerous joint-like, ring-shaped chitinous

stripes (like the structure of the trachea), but with no real division into joints; flattened distally

and here armed more or less abundantly with cleaning bristles arranged in a single row along
the dorsal and ventral edges of the limb. The cleaning bristles are of about the same

type within the whole group, rather powerful, annulated and provided distally with bell-shaped

segments, overlapping each other somewhat; these segments become more and more narrow

the more distally they are situated, and are armed along the distal edge with a dense series ol'

moderately long, fine, stiff spines. This limb is often fitted at its point with teeth arranged
in the shape of a comb. It is absent in males of the genus Sarsiella.

B r u s h - 1 i k e organ: — Is absent almost throughout. For ttie possibl(> occurrence

of this organ on the penis see p. 76 above.

Copula to ry organ: — Paired, varies a good deal in type; compared witli

the same organ in other Ostracod groups it is in most cases of a rather simple structure.

The vasa deferentia do not pass through it.

Furca: — Always well developed, large, powerful, with comparatively short, broad

lamelliform rami, always armed with several powerful claws. The posterior part of the dorsum

forms a rather strongly chitinized, oval, somewhat spoon-shaped furcal field, which is well

tlefined from the furcal lamellae and furnished with a well developed muscular system; see

G. W. MULLER, 1894; pi. XXXV, figs. 5 and 11. Proximally to the furc;il claws there is no

unpaired bristle (such as is found for instance in Hal o c y p r i d s and P o 1 y c o
j)

i d s).

Alimentary organs: — Mouth wide, narrowing rapidly towards the interior.

\ t r i u m relatively weakly defined. L a b r u m varying in type, sometimes very large,

sometimes rather small. Lower lip very small, may be quite absent. P a r a g n a t e s

most frequently quite absent, and if developed, small and weak. The glands of the
u p p (> r- 1 i p most frequently developed but very varying in type and development; may be

absent. Oesophagus lather long, most frequently very strongly muscular, somewhat

varying in type. Stomach large, oval, most frequently without hepatical appendages;
surrounded by a layer of pigment cells, outside which is to be found a stratum of wido-meshed

connective tissue. Rectum very short, opening out in front of the furca. No parts of the

digestive organs ever penetrate between the lamellae of the shell.

Sexual organs: — Male: The testes are paired and consist of two bag-

shaped oval bodies situated posteriorly in the body. From each of the testes there runs a rather

short, wide canal, vas deferens; the vasa deferentia emerge with a common pore just

in front of the anus, i. e. between the two penes; they unite rather near the outer exit; sec

G. W. MLiLLEH, 1894, pk XXXVIII, fig. 30. Female: The ovaries, like the tester,

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppaalii. SiippI -Ud. I. '-'
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are pairoil and aro situated p()st<'ri(Ml\' in the Kodx. In voung spocinicns they arc bag-sliapod.

in mature specimens sliaped like a buiuli ol <;rapes; see (). W. Ml'llJJOli, ]894, [)1. XL, fig. 27.

Tliey gradually pass into the thin-walled oviducts (whicii are widened distally onlv in

I'xceptional cases); these emerge paired, in ino.st case.s on small genital lobes situated

in the corresponding places as the copulatory organs of the male. Two recep taenia
s e m i n i s are developed, one on each side; each receptacuhim consists of a chitinous capsule.

which is sometimes sunk deeply in the body, but in most cases, however, projects freely (in the

L'enital lobe) and emerges close to the oxidnct. No parts of the genital organs penetrate

lietween the lamellae of the shell.

Heart always developed.

Organs of sense: — Lateral eyes most frequently well-developed,

less often more or less reduced, seldom ([uite absent; the number of ommatidia varying

greatly.
— The n a u p 1 i u s or m e d i a n e y e situated rather deep down on the

forehead, always developed, .sometimes ((ji^iantocjifris) extremely large. Ventrally close

to the nauplius eye there is a r o d - s h a p e d frontal o r g a n, often rather long,

sometimes very small (or even not developed at all?).
— Some of the limbs have

sensorial bristles.

B r a n c h i a e sometimes developed dorsally on the back of the body.

The eggs are carried continuously after laying between the shell and the back of the

body until they hatch.

Salt-water forms of moderate size or sometimes even very large (maximum length so

far found: 21 mm., Gigantocypris). Most frequently more or less completely confined to the

bottom; sometimes, however, they belong entirely to the plankton.

Special terminology:
— Second antenna: — The spine at the base of the

natatory bristles of the exopodite is called ,,basal spine".

Mandible: — It does not seem to be quite right to follow most writers in calling

the endite of the coxale a ,,masticatory process" since, at any rate as far as we know, it is not

used directly in dissecting food. In the present work it is called (except in the family

Asteropidae) simply endite.

Seventh limb: — The bell-shaped segments distally on the cleaning bristles are

called ,,bells"; the most distal of these segments often ,,the end-tongue". The comb-like

foi'mations distaUy on this limb are called „end-combs".

Historical * :
— Some of the first publications about forms belonging to this group consist

merely of descriptions of species written in very general terms, based exclusively on the outer

characteristics of the shell. But even the earliest writers on this subject made an attempt at

* On account oi profound ilifferen( es between the A s I e r o p i d s and the oilier forms belonging to the

group disc ssed here both in their morphology and oecology, the knowledge of the first-named group has developed in

a rather independent manner. Because of this it seemed most convenient to me in the present treatise to discuss the

history of the investigation of the Asteropiils in n special chapter togelhei- with other p?'ohlems lorHcrninsr
this gionp.
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a closer study of the morphology of these animals and the main features of this became rather

well known comparatively soon.

At first rather serious mistakes were made in interpreting the limbs, the organs which, 'i'ii'''in<:ifin-uiu<inoj

after the shell, quite naturally aroused the greatest attention; this is, of course not so surprising

when one remembers the frequently peculiar type of these organs, how closely together they

are situated and the small size of the forms investigated.

Thus H. Milne Edwards in his work of 1840 denotes these organs as follows: „antenne

superieure j^ediforme" (= first antenna), ,,patte natatoire" (= second antenna), ,,antenn('

inferieure" (= mandible), ,,mandibule" (this organ is interpreted by C. Claus, 1873, p. 214 as

,,einen paarigen Seitenfortsatz der Oberlippe"; it seems to me impossible to decide with certainty

whether this assumption is correct or whether the organ described by MiLNE EDWARDS may

possibly be the maxilla), ,,machoire de la premiere paire" (=fifth limb), ,,machoiredeladeuxieme

paire" (presumably the sixth limb; it seems to me rather improbable that it should be tlie

maxilla; if it were so the sixth limb, which is rather conspicuous, would not have been observed

at all) and „patte ovifere" (= seventh limb). The descriptions and drawings of these organs

are extremely incomplete and uncertain. This author writes on p. 41U: ,,Les deux paires

d'antennes .... constituent des rames natatoires ..." — In W. Baird's work of 1847

we find the following interpretation: ,,anterior antenna" {— the mandible), „natatory foot"

{— the second antenna), ,,second pair of antennae" (= the maxilla), ,,the mandible I did not

succeed in seeing'", ,, first pair of jaws" (= the fifth limb), the sixth limb is not mentioned, tiie

,,oviferous foot" (^ the seventh limb). Compared with this interpretation the one we find

in the same author's work of 1850 a may be considered as an advance, even though

a small one: „first pair of antennae" (= first antenna), „second pair of antennae" (=^ man-

dible), , .natatory foot" (= second antenna), ,,the mandible is a flat plate armed at its extremity

with three or four sharp teeth", p. 177, (it is difficult to decide which limb or part of a

limb is referred to; it may possibly be a part of the fifth limb), „the fii'st pair of jaws is

composed of a large body with three or four appendages, like fingers, armed with stout cilia,

and having attached to each a large branchial plate", p. 177 (here too it is difficult to decide

which parts are referred to, possibly the sixth limb with the vibratory plate of the fifth; it

seems improbable that it should be merely parts of the fifth limb that are referred to, one reason

among others being that it is certainly a species belonging to the genus Philomedes that has

ftn-med the basis for these statements), „second pair of jaws" (^ maxilla), and ,,oviferous foot"

(seventh limb)
— S. FISCHER may be said to have been still more unfortunate in his work of 1855 :

„erste Antenne" (^ first antenna), ,,zweite Antenne" (= mandible), „Maudiber' (=- the fiftii

limb or the masticatory part of the fifth limb + the sixth limb), „Maxille" (=^ maxilla),

„hinter ihm" (maxilla) „liegt die ziemlich groBe und starke Kieme" (either the vibratory plate

of the fifth limb or the sixth limb) ,,und unmittelbar unter derselben zwei uach riickwarts

gerichtete, mit starken befiederten Borsten versehene Palpen" (-- the seventh limb?). This

writer is especially unfortunate in the interpretation of the second antenna; the exopodite

of this limb is interpreted as the „erste FuB", its endopodite as ,,zweiter FuB". Fischer also

surpasses the two first-named writers in the incompleteness and uncertainty of the descriptions
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and ivpnuliutions of the liiiili.s. W . Lil,.ii;i;oKci, isr)3, wIid m tJu' iiilfrj)rctaluiii ol tlic liiiib.s

i)f those forms takes the same staiulpoint as H. MiI-m; MhwaHDS, except that lie
iiitei'])i'ets

the imixiUa ei>ireetly this pair of appendages is calh'd tlic first pair of maxiUac, tlie fifth

and sixtli pairs of limbs the second and third pairs of maxillae — is a good deal superior to his

contemporaries in accuracy and acuteness in observing details and in the clearness of his

descriptions as well as in the elegance of his drawings.
— It may be pointed out as u curious

fact that (). t'OSTA in 1845 explained the exopodite of the second antennae as branchiae, an

aiwumption that was decidedly rejected by E. Grube already in his work of 1859, p. 326.

As early as 1852, thus before the al)ove-mentioned works of S. FISCHER and W. Liljebohu,

•I. !>. Dana, however, gave the first correct interpretation of the limbs of this group, and his

view soon foimd general acceptance*.

With regard to the differences in opinion that have appeared in literature as to the

terms ior the vari(.)us limbs and with regard to the various opinions that have been put forward

as to the interpretation of the different parts of the limbs I merely refer in this connection

to what has been stated above in the chapter on terminology and the morphology of

the limbs.

The other orgatts. In 1838 H. MlLNE EDWARDS verified the existence of the lateral eyes and correctly

described the structure of the furca. In a work of 1840 the same author found that the mouth

was provided with an upper lip. W. LiLJEBORG finds (1853) the median eye and the rod-

shaped organ** and surmises that the latter is a sensory organ; he writes about this 1. c. p. 175:

,,Midt enieUan ogonen sitter en lang, utat afsmalnande papill, soni framskjuter mellan de

ofre ant«nnerna. Vid basen ar den uppsviilld, med en uppstaende utvidgning, som irmesluter

ett amne, som mycket bknar ogats pigment. Mojligen torde denna papill vara ett kilnsel-

organ"***. This discovery seems to have been quite overlooked by most of the succeeding

writers. In 1864 F. MOlleu stated (p. 72) that Cypridina, contrary to Cypris and Cythere,

had a heart. — In passing it may be pointed out that G. W. MUller, 1894, p. 169 writes that

C. Glaus was the first to observe this organ. It is certainly true that in his work of 1865, p. 143,

G. Glaus says that he had discovered this organ quite independently of other investigators,

but when he published the work in question he had already (cf. p. 145) seen the above-mentioned

publication of F. Mt'LLER.

The year after this work by F. MtJLLEh' there appeared almost simultaneously two ver}-

important treatises, first C. Glaus's ,,Ueber die Organisation der Gypri-
dinen" and shortly afterwards G. 0. Sars's ,,0 v e r s i g t af Norges marine
Ostracode r". In both these works clear and also rather detailed descriptions were given

of both the exterior and interior morphology of these animals, which may be said to have

become fairly well known through these works.

* On pi. 90 ill tlie work iiieiitioned tin; fifth hikI sixUi limbs aiu placed by inistaki' in llic wrong order.

** The rod-shaped organ in the Halocyprids was discovered one year earlier by J. D. Dan.\.

*** Translation: Between the eyes there is a long papilla growing narrower distally, which projects between Lhc

upper antennae. It is smaller at its base and has here an upward directed hump containing a material that is very

like the pigment of the eye. This papilla may possibly be a tactile organ."
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By his work ,,U » t r a c u d a m e cl i t v v r a n e a", 1887, U. O. S.\l;.s also lielitud in

a high degree to make this group of animals knowii. This work together with (J. W. Muller's

big monograph of 1894 — especially the latter — are the publications that, broadly speaking,

may be said to have carried our knowledge of the forms belonging to this sub-order to its

present standpoint. Not only did the latter work, with its nmltitude of details, fill many ga])s

in our knowledge of the morphology of these animals, but in it, generally speaking, they were

treated, for the first and only time, from standpoints other than a purely morphological-

classificatory one; even their oecology was the subject of a rather thorough study.

Of the other publications that deal with this group we may only mention here:

A. Garbini, 1887, in which Cypridina mediterranea O. C'OSTA was submitted to a morphological-

liistological investigation; the following organs were dealt with: the first antenna, alimentary

organs, central nerve system, sensory and sexual organs. It is quite a meritorious work.

C. Claus (1891 b) dealt with the median eye, A. Ramsch (1906) the female sexual organs in

Cypridina; L. LilDERS (1909) made a rather thorough study of the organisation of Gigantocypris.

The first to give a scientific name to and describe a species belonging to the sub-order

(yypridiniformes was H. Milne Edwards in his treatises of 1838 and 1840. As is seen from

the historical summary given above this author distingiiished the new form from the

other then known recent Ostracods — divided into two genera, Cypris and Cythere
—

by taking it as a representative af a new genus, Cypridina. W. Baird, i850a, separated the

then known forms of this group as a special family Cypridinadae, by the side of which he put

the families Cytheridae and Cypridae. C. Claus suggested, 1876 (p. 94, note 1)), tliat the genus

Asterope should be distinguished as a special family ,,d e r A s t e r o p i d e n" from other

genera of this group then known, namely Cypridina, Monopia and Phihmedes. G. S. BRAii'i

and A. M. Norman, 1896, divided the known forms of this group into four families:

Family I. Asteropidae with only one genus Asterope

CrossophofUH

Cypridina

Philomedes

Streptoleberis

Tetragunodon

Farainekodon

Rutiderma

Eurypylus
Sarsiella

I Newalohamiiiu.

G. W. MiJLLER in his later works (1906 b, 1912) employs the following division of this group:

Cypridina

11. Cypridinidae

Familv III. Kutidermatidae

1\. Harsiellidae

SIX genera

onl\' one uei'ii^

three genera

Sub-famil Cypridininae with five genei'.

Pyrocypris

CrossopJtoras

Codonocera

Gigantocypris

.Xiiliirot si/.-itnii.
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Sub-taiiiil 1 I. l'hilii)iu'ili)i(if

III. SarsirUindr

1 \ . Asti'iufjiiuic

Of tlu'se genoni <-'. W . .M('LLEJ{ writen:

Fsi'itilopJidvuicdr-y

thrt'c L;t'iH'i:i

(inr ;j,i'!ius

twi) genera

as a svtiiiiisin nl

I'luloinrdcs

I'si'iahiplii/onit'dcs

Hutidvnmi

Sarsidla

Asterope

Ci/dastcrofX'.

TdriujiiiKidiin

I'aramekudoii

S/ reptoleberis

Sarsielln ,, ,, ,, ,, Eurypylus
V Nemalohaninia

umber uf species. Ill liis sviioptic Work ill ,,D a s T i c r r e i r h", 1912, this uutlior records 155 recent

species of this sub-order, 105 of which would be ,,certain", 50 ,,uncertain". Tlie proportion

between ,,certain" and ,,uncertain" is, however, much more in favour of the hitter category,

a fact that I have unfortunately been only too often reminded of during my study of this group.

After this work of G. W. MtJLLER some additional species, thougii only a few, have been incoi-

porated in tlic literature of this group.

.\aturat system. Remarks: — Tlio difference between the two above-mentioned divisions of this sub-order

worked out by G. 8. Bhadv—A. M. NoiiMAX and G. W. MOller is, as is seen at the first glance,

not profound. Two divergencies are to be noted. First G. W. Mt'LLER has removed the genera

PkUomedes and PseudoplMomedes from G. S. BltAU'i's and A. M. NORMAX's family Cyprklinidae

and of these has formed a new systematic unit, tlie sub-family Philomedinae, ranged with the

sub-family (Uipridininae, which includes all the remaining genera of the above-named family,

and with the sub-families tiarsiellinae antl Astewpinae. Secondly the same author has adopted
the genus Rutiderma in the new sub-family Philumsdvtae, which genus had formerly been

distinguished by G. S. Bhaio and A. M. NOR.MAN as a representative of a special family Ruti-

dennatidae, ranged with the (

'

y j)
r i d i n i d s, S a r s i e 1 1 i d s and A s t e r o p i d s.

Which of these divisions is preferable? Is any of them quite natural or is none at

all suitable to be accepted without alteration?

A thorough study of the forms belonging here has led me to the following conclusions:

The separation attempted by G. W. Ml'ller of the genera PhUomedes and Pseudophilo-

medes from the genera Cypridina, Pyrocypris, Crossophorus, Codonocera and Gigantocypris

is undoubtedly at least partly justified. The two first-mentioned genera are, as is clearly shown

by the descriptions given by G. W. MUller and by those I have worked out below, decidedly

opposed to the genera enumerated after them in so many respects that they must necessarily

be separated systematically from the latter.

This, however, does not prevent the division given by G. S. Brady and A. M. NORMAN
fi-om having its advantages. The sub-families Cypridininae and PJiilomedinae arc, it is true,

well differentiated from each other, but on the other hand they are considerabl)' more closely
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related to each other than to the sub-families Sarsiellinae and Asteropinae; tlie similarity

between the two latter sub-families is, in addition, considerably less than that existing between

Cyfridininae and Philomedinae.

With regard to the classificatory position of the genus Rutiderma the following infor-

mation, taken from G. W. MUllek's work of 1908, p. 91, may be put forward. (I have

unfortunately had no opportunity myself of personally investigating any form belonging to this

interesting genus):

The shell reminds one strongly of the sliell of some species belonging to the sub-family

Philomedinae, but on the other hand it undoubtedly approaches the type of shell in the

sub-family Sarsiellinae.

The first antenna shows entirely the same structure as that of the females of Sarsiella.

Second antenna : The reduction of the endopodite of this antenna reminds one of

Sarsiella: the bristles on the exopodite of the females of Philomedes.

The mandible has a structure that differs greatly from all otlier s t r a c o d s,

but still it shows a certain relationship both to Philomedes and to Sarsiella.

The maxilla shows a type rather similar to that of the females of Sarsiella; it

has, on the other hand, no close resemblance to Philomedes.

The fifth limb is, on the contrary, considerably more like this appendage in

the sub-family Philomedinae, it has no close resemblance to this appendage of Sarsiella.

The sixth limb is about half way between Philomedes and Sarsiella.

The remaining organs ,,scheint bei der Beurteilung der Frage nach den verwandt-

schaftlichen Beziehungen kaum von Wert".

Finally on the page just mentioned G. W. MuiJ.EP. writes as follows: „Versuchen wir an

der Hand des gegebenen Materials die Frage nach der Zugehorigkeit zur einen oder anderen

Unterfamilie zu beantworten, so scheint es nicht leicht, diese Antwort zu geben; mit beiden

Unterfamilien stimmt sie in Organen iiberein, deren Bau fixr die Unterfamilie besonders charak-

teristisch, mit Philomedes im Bau des ersten und zweiten Thoraxbeines, mit Sarsiella im Bau

der ersten Antn., der Mandibel und der Maxille, doch ist zu bemerken, daB sich die erste Antn.

auch nicht allzuweit von der von Philomedes 9 entfernt, und daB die t'bereinstimmung mit

Sarsiella im Bau der Mandibel keineswegs eine vollstiiudige ist. Im ganzen ist unzweifelhaft

die Ubereinstimmung mit den Philomedinae groBer, und halte ich es fiir angebracht, sie dieser

Unterfamilie einzureihen. Aber schlieBlich ist das etwas Geschmackssache, da die verwandt-

schaftlichen Beziehungen zu beiden Familien unzweifelhaft" ....

This result, the grouping of the genus Rutiderma with Philomedes and Pseudojjhilomedes

into one sub-family, seems to me incorrect. For even if Rutiderma were to turn out to agree

somewhat more closely with the two latter genera than with the sub-famih- Sarsiellinae, it

represents, all the same, a rather divergent type. It seems to me, therefore, more convenient

to follow the example of G. S. BRADY and A. M. NORMAN and to distinguish this genus as

a representative of a higher classificatory unit.

The result of this discussion is consequently that neither of these two divisions is to be ac-

cepted unaltered. The following combination of the two has been used by me in the present work:
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ltrlnltoiisliii> ••/ (A>

famHifs.

Philomedex a mn-

iiffiiiig link beUi'erii

Ci/pritiinn niiii

Kainily 1. ('i/priiiiiiuldc

II. h'lifitli I itKifitldi

I s\il>-fainily ('i/pridininor.

I'liiloincilinuv

III. S(irsi.ell,i<lav

\\. Asterofidae.

It is piobahlo. lutwovor. tliat thoiv is not coiuplctc (Vjuivalence betwoen these four

families; vet this seems to me to bo the division that best reproduces their mutual re-

lations. In this case it might be said as G. W. Mullki{ wrote about the systematic position ol

the genus Rntidermn: ,,Aber schlieRlich ist das etwas Geschmackssache . . . ."

IIiTc it may be pointed (uit iliat all the above-mentioned groups, Cijpridinume,

I'hi/omedinae. Rutidermatidae, Sarsi^llidnc and Asferojmlae are certainU- to be considered

((uite natural.

Which is the mutual relation of the above-mentioned four families?

It still seems to be too early to try to enter more closely into this problem. For the

present I shall therefore confine myself to merely a passing reference to it.

The only writer so far who lias dealt .with the mutual relationship of the forms belonging

to these families is G. W. MOllicr. In his work of 1890 this author suggested on
j).

224 that

the genus Philomedefi would form a connecting link between the genus Cypruima s. 1.

and the genus Asteropc. The reasons that seemed to this author to support this assumption

were as follows:

The shell: In the genera Philomedes and Asterope there .sometimes appears

a sculpture of the shell in the form of prominent ridges ,,die wir nach ihrem gesammten
A'erlauf als homolog bezeichnen miissen"; such ridges are, on the other hand, not

found in Cypridina. The selvage is smooth-edged in CypruUna, in Philomedes it is

broken up into hairs at the margin, in Asterope it is quite broken up into hairs.

Mandible: The endite on the coxale is small and simple in Cypridina, somewhat

larger and bifurcated in Philomedes, large and very deeply bifurcated in Asterope. The

endite on the basale is large in Asterope, somewhat weaker in Philomedes, almost com-

pletely or quite completely absent in Cypridina.

With regard to the maxilla and the fifth limb the males of Philomedes would

form a kind of transitional type between Cypridina and Asterope.

The sixth limb is jointed in Cypridiim and in this genus the different joints are

moved by special muscles, in Philomedes this appendage is jointed, the different joints

would, however, not be moved by special muscles, in Asterope it is quite unjointed.

Seventh limb: In the genus Cypridina ,,sind beide Schenkel der Zange sehr ungleich,

bei Philomedes sind die Unterschiede geringer, bei Asterope sind sie fast ganz geschwunden".
The rod-shaped organ, like the upj^er lip, would be alike in Philomedes and Asterope;

the upper lip in these two genera would be specially characterized by the absence of

glandular fields.

On the furca there sometimes appear secondary claws, ..Nebendornen" in Philo-

medes and Asterope; in the genus Cypridina there wo\ild ])e no such claws.
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Proceeding from these facts G. W. MOller then put forward the following hypothesis

(pp. 225 and 226): ,,Der aufEiiUigste Charakter der Gattung Asterope liegt (abgesehen von den

Kiemen) in der Gestaltung der beiden MaxiUen; die Formen dieser GliedmaaBen, welche wir

mit den bei Asterope* vorkommenden glaubten in Verbindung bringen zu konnen, treten bei

Philomedes nur als secundare Geschlechtscharaktere der Mannchen auf, als ziemlich auffaUige

Abweichungen vom Typus. Um diese Formen zur Ableitung von Asterope heranziehen zu

konnen, miissen wir zu der Annahme unsere Zuflucht nehmen, daB diese Charaktere des Mann-

chens sich bei einem Zweig der Gattung auch auf die Weibchen iibertragen haben, aus welcheni

Zweig dann die Gattung Asterope hervorging. Nehmen wir diese Hypothese an, so bietet sich eine

bequeme Handhabe fiir die morphologische Deutung der beiden MaxiUen von Asterope, die Kluft,

welche Asterope von den iibrigen Cypridiniden zu trennen schien, ist geschwunden (letz-

teres auch mit Riicksicht auf die Kiemen); nehmen wir sie nicht an, so wird man immerhin

nicht leugnen konnen, daB iibrigens eine Reihe von Thatsachen existirt, welche nahere verwandt-

schaftliche Beziehvmgen zwischen Philomedes und Asterope wahrscheinbch machen, was wiederum

als Grund fiir die Richtigkeit der oben geauBerten Hypothese angefiihrt werden konnte."

In his large monograph of 1894 G. W. MtJLLER deals with this question in only a cursory

manner. He merely writes (p. 204): „0b nun aber Cylindroleberis'' (= Asterope), „wie ich friiher

annahm, naher mit Philomedes verwandt ist, oder nicht vielniehr einen besonderen Zweig

darsteUt, der sich schon sehr friih von Philomedes abgetrennt oder ganz selbstandig entwickelt

hat, ist schwer zu entscheiden."

In his later works this author does not touch on this problem at all.

Is the genus Philomedes to be considered a transitional type between the genera Cy-

pridina and Asterope, or, perhaps more correctly, is the sub-family Philomedinae to be accepted

as a connecting link between the sub-family Cypridininae and the family Asteropidael

With regard to the characters that G. W. MUller has brought forward as evidence

of a closer relationship between Philomedes and Asterope the following may be pointed out:

The shell: The scxilpture of the shell in the Ostracod group is subject to such

profound variations and shows so many instances of more or less obvious convergence that

this character can certainly not be a suitable one to adduce in this connection. In addition

it may be pointed out that most reasons indicate that shells without prominent sculpture,

shells with practically a smooth surface represent the primitive stage both in Philome-

dinae and Asteropidae.
— In the genus Cyclasterope the selvage is smooth-edged on

the right valve, and partly edged with hairs on the left (see the description of Cyclasterope

fascigera given below). In addition it does not seem to me impossible that the selvage has

originally arisen by fusion of hairs situated in a row. Free selvage bristles (Asterope) would

in that case denote the most primitive stage, selvage with an edge of hairs, i. e. selvage hairs

joined at their bases, (Philomedes) the next stage, and selvage with smooth margin (Cypridina)

the most developed stage. As a support for this assumption it might be mentioned that

the selvage is almost always
— even when it is quite smooth-edged

— cross-striated.

Full certainty in this question is, of course, still not to be obtained.

•'

Obviously a misprint; it should be Philnmedfs.

Zooloe. btdrag, Uppmln. Snppl-Bil. I.
"•



MamUhlc: In thr siil)-t'aiuily (^i/priflininas tlicic also sniiictitucs appears on llic

roxalo an oiulitc ot al)out tin- same ty|)(' as in tlic tVinalcs ol I'ln'/inncdrs, nainclv in

Crossophonu'i.

The maxilla and ilic liith liinh in tlic males of the <;('niis Plii/omedes do not lonn

any transitional typo to thi' san\(> organs in the m'nus Asteropc; tlu'V arc. on the contrary,

of (]uite the same type as in the females, with the only diflference that most oi the parts,

especially the masticatory jiarts, are very much reduced, a reduction that is closely connected

with the peculiarity that the males of this genus do not eat food after attaining sexual

nuiturity, but die comjiaratively soon after fertilization.

Sixth limli: Tiic .statement that the different joints of this limb are not moved

by special muscles in the genus Philomsdes is also due to a mistake; at least in all the species

of this genus investigated by me this appendage possessed as well-developed a musculai'

svstem as the species of the sub-family Cypridininae that T have had the opy)ortnnitv to

study personally.

Seventh limb: Tiic distal armament of this limb in Philomedes cannot be

said to form a transitional type between that of the sub-family Cypridininae and that of

the family Asteropidae; on the contrary it forms an independent type, strongly resembling

that of the sub-family Cypridininae.

On the furca secondary claws. ,.Nebendornen", may also appear in the sub-family

Cyprulininae.

The rod-shaped organ cannot apparently be used as evidence either for or against

a closer relationship between Philomedinae and the . A s t e r o p i d s, as this organ is

subject to far too profound variations within the sub-order Cypridiniformes. In addition

it shows but a rather slight agreement in Philomedes and Asternpe.

The upper lip both in Philomedes and Asterope has a glandular field, though a small

one. The small size of this organ in these two genera may be considered a primitive featun*.

The characters that G. W. MtiLLER put forward as evidence for his hypothesis may

consecpicntly be divided into three categories:

1) those in which (4. W. MOller was mistaken,

2) those which cannot be used as evidence in this problem on account of their great

variability, and

3) those which may possibly be suspected of appearing in Asteropidae and

Philomedinae under a comparatively primitive type.

To the first of these categories the following characters would belong: the maxilla, tlio

fifth, sixth, and seventh limbs and the furca. — This author was also mistaken with regard

to the selvage of the shell and the glandular field of the upper lip.

To the second category would belong the sculpture of the shell and the rod-shaped organ.

To the third category: the selvage of the shell, the upper lip and the characters taken

from the protopodite of the mandible.

It may be impossible at present to prove with full evidence that the charac-

ters included in the last category really bear an impression of primitiveness in Philo-
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medes and Asterope. It appears to nie that there is a support for this assumption
ill the following facts:

That the endite on the coxale of the mandible was originally bifurcated in the C'/y-

•pridinijormes seems to be supported by the fact that bifurcation is found not onlv in the

sub-family Philomedinae and the Asteropids but also in Cypridininae and Saraiellidnc

Moreover, in the sub-family Cypridininae the bifurcation of this process is best developed
in that genus which we have rather good reasons to assume as the most primitive, viz.

Crossophorus, cf. below, p. 182. In most species of the family Sarsidlidae this process seems

to be absent, but when it does occur it is deeply bifurcated, at least according to G. S.

Brady and A. M. Norman, 1896, PI. LX, fig. 10. This endite is not developed, so far as

is known, in Rutidermatidae. — I must not refrain, however, from stating that there are

tacts that might be considered to point in the opposite direction; cf. below p. 182. — The

supposition that the basale of the mandible in Cypridiniformes originally had an endite

is supported by the fact that an endite on this joint occurs in Halocypriformes , Polycopi-

formes and Asteropidae, and traces of one in Philomedinae, Cypridininae, Sarsiellidae and

Rutidermatidae; in the Cyridinenes the traces are best developed in the genus

Crossophorus, which was pointed out above as being presumably the most primitive type of

this sub-family.

The occurrence of glandular fields on the u p p e r lip in both Cypridininae,

Philomedinae and Asteropidae seems, of course, to support an assumption of the primitiveness

of this character.

With regard to the eventual primitiveness of the selvage of the shell in

the Philomedines and Asteropids I content myself with referring to what

has been stated above.

Other characters in Philomedes could be brought forward, in which this genus agrees more

closely with the Asteropids than does the sub-family Cypridininae. Among these tlu'

following may be mentioned:

The first antenna: The second joint always has a distal-lateral bristle; the

posterior edge of the original fifth joint is in the male so much shortened that the sensory

bristle of this joint seems most frequently to be placed next to the posterior-distal bristles

of the fourth joint. In the males the bristles of the distal joints are always without suctorial

organs; the c- and f-bristles (cf. the terminology for the sub-family Philomedinae) are very

much lengthened in' this sex.

The second antenna: The endopodite is always developed as a clasping organ

in the males.

The penis is always of ab(Hit the same type, small with weak nmsculation, more

or less clearly bifurcated distally.

It is, however, to be noted that at least some of these characters may be considered old.

presumably belonging to the ancestral forms of Cypridiniformes. Such characters are: the

absence of suctorial organs on the first antenna in tlie male, the development of the endopodite
of the second antenna as a clasping organ in the male (we find both these characters in the
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Cypridinid geuus Crus^aphorti^. pointcil out above as priimtivc), tlu' sliglit diftiTcntiution and

size of tlie penis and it-s shape like that of a biramous limb (what is the state of afiairs in

Crossophorus with regard to this is not known).

From what has been stated above it may be clear that there are not adequate reason to

justif}' an assumption that Philomedinae is more closely related to the Asteropidae than are

other forms belonging to the sub-order Cijpridiniformes. On the other hand, it is, of course,

by no means impossible that it is so. It does not seem to me impossible that those of

G. W. MOller's characters which were placed in the third category above and at least a few

of the characters put forward by me above really indicate a closer relationship between the

two first-mentioned groups. The fact that there is a possibility that these characters are more

or less primitive causes us, however, to use them only with the greatest caution as evidence

in this matter.

The absurdity of G. W. MtJLLER's assumption that the family Asteropidae has arisen

from PhUoiiiedesAike forms in which the reduction of the maxilla and fifth limb appeared
in both males and females ought in point of fact to be so obvious to every one who knows

these forms intimately that a refutation in addition to that which has been given above seems

scarcely to be necessary.

Relationship On the Other hand, according to G. W. MtJLLER, loc. cit. p. 224, there were characters

'""d i'<^-"i'^

'""
^^ ^^ observed that seem to indicate a closer relation between Cypridina and Asierope;

these characters were:

The first antenna: In Philoniedes this has six joints, in Asterope and Cypridina

seven; Asterope is, however, strongly difierentiated from Cypridina by the type of the

joints „wahrend in Bezug auf Schlankheit wieder Philomedes in der Mitte steht".

Gnis, which are characteristic of Asterope, occur, although rarely, in Cypridina

but, on the other hand, are never found in Philomedes; this last-mentioned fact loses —
according to this author — in importance, however, if we assume that gills were character-

istic of the ancestral forms of the sub-ordo Cypridiniformes.

It must be clear to every one who has closely studied the last-mentioned group that the

number of joints on the first antenna caimot be used to support an assumption that the

Asteropids approach the sub-family Cypridininae. The number of joints is, in reality,

not infrequently different in males and females of the same species of these groups. The im-

portance of the gills for the solution of this question may be said to be very small; these simple

organs may very well have developed by convergence in Cypridininae and Asteropidae.

Relationship beween According to G. W. MtJLLER's statement, 1890, the genus Sarsiella also resembles
'^*'* "^

"des
Philomedes. The characters brought forward to support this assumption are as follows (p. 226) :

,,In einigen Pimkten erinnert sie an die Mannchen von Philomedes, so

im Fehlen des Kauiortsatzes der Mandibel imd

im Bau der zweiten MaxiUe.

Beachtenswerth erscheint die Reduction der Glieder der ersten Antenne,

das Fehlen jeder Gliedenmg am MaxiUarfuB,

das Auftreten von erhabenen Leisten auf der Oberflache der Schale."
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In his large monograph on the Ostracods (1894) G. W. MUller makes a reservation

to this statement (p. 204) in the same way as he does to his statement with regard to the

relationship of the genus Asterope to Philomedes quoted above. He writes: ,,Aehnlich gilt

fiir Sarsiella."' — After having investigated a species belonging to the genus Rutiderma, this

author states once more, 1908, pp. 91 and 92, that Sarsiella is closely related to Philomedes. The

genus Rutiderma is assumed to be an intermediary form of these two genera. He writes

as follows: ,,Die verwandtschaftlichen Beziehungen denke ich mir so, daB Rutiderma von dei'

Reihe, welche von Philomedes-ahnlichen Formen zu Sarsiella fiihrte, sich abzweigte; sie als eiii

unverandertes Glied der Ahnenreihe von Sarsiella zu betrachten, scheint mir durch den Bau

der Mandibel ausgeschlossen."

Is the genus Sarsiella to be considered as relatively, closely related to the genus Philomedes ?

With regard to the characters put forward by G. W. MtlLLER in 1890 to support this

assumption the following may be mentioned:

Mandible: The endite on the coxale of this limb is not to be put forward

as evidence; the males of the genus Philomedes are not (or at least are not always) without

this process; besides, a process of this sort is also to be found in some species of Sarsiella,

cf. G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman, 1896, PI. LX, fig. lo.

The fifth limb in Sarsiella shows no striking resemblance to the same appendage
in Philomedes, rather the other way about.

With regard to the number of joints on the first antenna, the sixth limb and the

sculpture of the shell it is certainly enough to refer to what I have said above, during the

discussion of the relations of the genus Asterope. In other words these characters cannot

be used as evidence for an assumption that Sarsiella shows agreement with Philomedes.

In short, facts have not yet been brought forward to prove this assumption. We
must answer the question in the negative.

Whether the genus Rutiderma can be considered as a link between Sarsiella and RuUdenna a link

Philomedes I must leave quite open. In any case it is certain that this genus, as was pointed
'"''»''^<'" Sarsiella

out by G. W. MtlLLER, is not an unchanged type in the genealogical table of Sarsiella.

In my opinion the four families, Cypridinidae, Rutidermatidae, Sar- iirsuii.

siellidae and Asteropidae, are variations of one and the same type and
were separated from each other presumably rather early, after-

wards differentiating independently.
^ In some characters a family shows a rather close

resemblance to one family, in others to another (partly due to convergencies?); in some characters,

on the other hand, it is more or less aberrant.



Family Cypridinidae.

Fam. Cypridinidae. G. S. Brady aiul A. M. Norman, 1896, p. 638.

Sub-Fani. Cifpridininoi'+ f!>nh-¥iim. FhUomedinae (purt.). H. W. Mi'MJOl!. 1!M»() 1). p. 12.

,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,
J.M_. pp. r>, z4.

Description:
— Shell: — With or without .sexual diuiorphism.

— The rostral incisur

is in most forms rather deep, iti others, on the contrary, more or less shallow, but is never,

however, quite absent; the upper lip of the incisur does not grow over the under one. The selvage

varies in type, but is always lamelliforni and most frequently well developed both on the

rostrum and along the greater part of the ventral margin of the .shell; it runs about parallel

to and somewhat within the free edge of the valve. The list runs from the rostral incisur in

an even, unbroken bow along the ventral and posterior edge of the shell, and finishes at the

back near the hinge of the shell (exception among the hitherto known forms: Siphonostra and

Cypridinodes. cf. below, the diagnoses of these sub-genera); it is sometimes narrow throughout
its whole length or else somewhat broader at the back; the distance from the list to the edge

of the shell is, on the average, somewhat greater along the back edge of the shell than along

the ventral edge. The valves, as in all forms belonging to the s t r a c o d s, are joined

along less than half the periphery; in only a single one of aU the genera so far known, the genus

Gigantocypris (cf. below, the diagnosis of this genus) are they joined along more than half the

periphery of the valves. The males never have a ring of hairs round the posterior part of the shell.

First antenna: — This has more or less strongly marked sexual dimorphism.— The sensory bristle of the fifth joint developed very variously, sometimes entirely absent

in the females. The original sixth joint has always only one bristle, placed distaUy-medially.

Distally this limb has seven to eight bristles, three to four of which are probably to be

considered as belonging to the original seventh joint and four to the original eighth joint. The

anterior bristle on the original seventh joint (a-bristle, cf. below, the terminology for the sub-

family Cypridininae) is never developed in the shape of a claw.

Second antenna: — In a number of forms this limb is characterized by sexual

dimorphism, in others it is almost or entirely without it. — E n d o p o d i t e: In the female

most frequently rather small and weak, sometimes even more or less entirely reduced. In the

male this branch is sometimes of the same type as in the female, sometimes it is developed as
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a pDWcrlul. tdicc-jointed clasping organ. The end joint in tlic tcmale — and also in the males

ill which this l)nmcli is not developed as a clasping organ
— is always furnished with (inly

one bristle; this bristle is fixed at or near the point of the joint, often attains a rather consi-

derable length, is finely annulated. naked and more or less rounded distally (a sensory bristle?).

In the inales in which this branch is developed as a clasping organ this joint is furnished with

a similar bristle, fixed ventrally, near the proximal boundary of the joint (homologous with

the bristle in the female?) and most frequently with a few (always two?) short distal bristles,

placed close together. .

Mandible: — With or without sexual dimorphism.
— The p r o t o p o d i t e

joints, like the two proximal endopodite joints, are always comparatively large and

powerful, the end joint of the endopodite is, on the other hand, very small. P r o t o-

p o d i t e: The endite of the coxale is most frequently (always? cf. below in connection with

the description of the males of the genus Philomedes) developed in both males and females,

small but rather powerfully built, not lamelliform and hyaline, simple or more or less bifurcated

distaUv. Basale: Has no well-developed endite proximally-ventrally-medially but, on tlie

other hand, always or almost always traces of one in the form of a number of bristles. This

joint always has two bristles dorso-distally. The exopodite is always developed, always

has two most often rather long bristles situated ventero-distally and always the openings of

a large gland. The endopodite is three-jointed, its end joint has practically always

seven bristles.

Maxilla: — Cf. fig. Ill, p. 32. With or without sexual dimorphism.
— In most

cases it is developed as a masticatory organ, short and powerful, with strong musculature.

The males of the sub-family Philomedinae are exceptions, in them this limb is very weak and

certainly not used for mastication of food. It consists of a powerful, thick but rather short

p r o t o p o d i t e with three joints, a rather large and strong, two-jointed endopodite
and a more or less reduced, weak and unjointed exopodite. Between the coxale and the

basale this limb forms a ventrally open knee. Protopodite: All the three joints are

generally well defined and moveably joined with each other; procoxale and coxale are most

frequently rather large, basale is rather small or of moderate size. It is not furnished

ventrally with numerous long bristles arranged in a row like the plates of baleen of a baleen

whale (as in the family Asteropiclae). The procoxale and coxale are armed with three, in excep-

tional cases (PseudofhUomedes) with only two, large, powerful masticatory processes, fitted

distaUy with powerful bristles. In the males of the sub-family Philomedinae these endites are

rather large, but nevertheless extremely weak, cf. above. The masticatory processes aie

Hattened, situated with their flat sides pressed rather closely against one another, overlap each

other a little, and are somewhat turned outwards in relation to the longitudinal axis of the

limb. When the maxilla is in a position of rest, i. e. pointing obliquely forward and outward

the endites point about straight out to the sides, in other words they are placed about trans-

versaUy to the longitudinal axis of the bodv. (Their position may perhaps best be illustrated

by means of the annexed diagrammatic drawing, representing a horizontal section through

this limb.) The basale is without traces of an endite. The exopod ite is furnished with
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throo bristles. < M i lu' two joints ol the c ii d o
|)
o d i I c the proximal otio is largo and powerful;

tho distal one is directed somewhat inwards, small. 1ml latliei iiowerfiil, armed with

numerovis powerful bristles (with the exeeptioii of the males of the sub-family Philomedinae).

With regard to the differences between the previous authors' interpretations of tlH>

difTerent parts of this limit and that which is followed in this work, see above p. 31.

1' i f t h limb: - Cf. fig. I\', p. 39. With or without sexual dimorphism.
— It

is short, foliaceous and developed as a powerful masticatory organ. Exceptions are the males

of the sub-family Philomedinae. in which this, like the. preceding limb, is fitted with very

weak masticatory parts and in which it can certainly not be used for mastication of food. The

p r o t o p o d i t e is powerful, dominates somewhat over the exopodite, is united rather much

with the bodv. is generally only rather weakly divided into two or three joints and is directed

vertically. On the inner edge it is armed with three powerful,

although rather slightly projecting endites, one on the pro-coxale,

one on the coxale and one on the basale, all three of which are

armed with bristles. The marginal bristles of the epipodial
p 1 a t e most frequently diminish rather regularly in length

the more dorsaUy and ventrally they are fixed. The e x o-

p o d i t e is four- or five-jointed, directed obliquely backwards

and outwards. Its two proximal joints are powerful and serve

as masticatory organs, most frequently rather well defined

both from each other, from the protopodite and from the third

exopodite joint; on the inner edge both are furnished with a

greater or less number of more or less powerful bristles, the proximal one has in addition a

more or less powerful tooth, consisting of several constituent teeth placed in a row. The

following exopodite joints generally differ very greatly in their structure from the two

preceding ones, they are very slightly chitinized and take no part in the mastication of the food.

The fourth joint is deeply sunk in joint no. 3, so that the latter is divided into an outer and

an inner lobe, the connection of which is often to be seen only in rather young specimens; the

inner lobe is .sometimes more or less reduced. The endopodite not developed.

With regard to the differences between the interpretation of the different parts of this

limb that have already appeared in the literature and the interpretation accepted in the present

work see above p. 37.

Sixth limb: — Cf.
fig. VII, p. 48. Without or with rather weak sexual dimor-

phism.
— It is always rather large yet rather moderately lengthened in the longitudinal

direction of the body, directed ventrally. It consists of a rather well developed, more or less

obviously two- or three-jointed protopodite and a rather powerful exopodite; the

endopodite seems always to be lacking. Protopodite: Armed on the anterior

edge with three endites, of which at least the two distal ones are well developed; one of these

is placed on the basale, the two others on the procoxale-coxale. The endites are furnished with

a varying number of bristles, most frequently rather powerful, some of which are placed

distally, some medially, generally .somewhat more proximallv (measuring from the top of the

Fig. XXIV. — Horizontal section of

the maxilla nf a form bplonging to

thpsnb-gpnns rori;i//o,(iiagrnininatir.
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endites) than the former; the distal and the medial bristles generally are of different types.

Distally on the posterior edge the protopodite has a reduced epipodial appendage,
generally represented only by a small number of short bristles. Exopodite: The proximal

joint is comparatively short, well defined both from the protopodite and from the distal exopodite

joint; it is armed on the anterior edge with a powerful endite, most frequently of about the same

type as the distal endite of the protopodite. The distal exopodite joint varies somewhat in shape

and size; furnished with a varying number of bristles along the ventral edge; of these bristles the

posterior-distal ones are most often of a type differing somewhat from the rest inasmuch as they

are densely plumose along almost their whole length. Sometimes this joint has a trace of an endite

on the anterior edge; most frequently, however, it is quite without anything of this sort. The

bristles of this limb seem to be subject to a somewhat greater variation than the bristles on the

preceding limbs.

For the differences in the interpretation of the various parts of this limb in preceding

authors and in the present work see p. 47 above.

Seventh limb: — Without or with rather weak sexual dimorphism.
— Armed

distally with an unpaired comb, which is comparatively constant in type, is placed longitu-

dinally, is more or less horse-shoe shaped and most frequently rather powerful; when the limb

is held in its natural position of rest, i. e. directed upwards and curved backwards, the points

of the teeth of the comb are directed upwards.

The brush -shaped organ is lacking almost throughout.

Penis varying in type.

The upper lip varies in size and type, with a glandular field of varying size.

Gills are exceedingly seldom developed ;
situated dorsally at the back of the body.

Special terminology:
— Mandible: — The two bristles situated dorso-distally on the

basale are simply called: ,,the dorso-distal bristles".

Fifth limb: — The large tooth on the first exopodite joint, composed of several

teeth placed in a row, is called ,,the main tooth".

Sixth limb: — Of the bristles of the endites the distal ones (distal-proximal is

measured from the top of the endite to its base) are called ,,distal bristles", those placed

medially, often somewhat proximally to the former, ,,medial bristles".

Remarks: — I have had some doubt as to which of the two sub-families Cypridininae Natural arrange

and Philomedinae should be placed first. In other words, which of these two groups is to '"«'»^ »/ '^ '"'

... sub-fainilies.
be regarded as the most primitive?

It is certainly true that in several respects the sub-family Philomedinae is probably

more primitive than the sub-family Cypridininae. Among its primitive characters may be

mentioned:

the absence of suctorial organs on the end bristles of the male's first antenna,

the differentiation of the endopodite of the second antenna in the male into an organ

for seizing the female,

Zoolo;. bidras, Uppsala. Stippl.-Bd. I. 23
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till* siniplt'
stniitiin- of tin'

[iciiis (cf., in iidilitiun. ilic rriiiaik^ undi'i' CiipntUnijurmcs

rtlxivo).

In ;\ numluT <>f oflicr cliii meters it is, li()\ve\er. un(liil)it;il)ly cDiisidorablv nioi'c

tlivorgPnt ttian the latter iirdun. fur iiistanee witli I'ei/anl to

the first antenna in the feinak\

the (levelojiinent nl' th(> second exopodite joint of the fifth litnl) into a liniie tootli

and especially,

the great sexual dimorpliisin, which is shown principally in the strongly reduction

of all the masticatory organs in the males.

Under these circumstances it seems to me most convenient simply to follow G. W.

JK'LLEH in placing the siib-fanuly Cupridininae first.

/.< therf any Iran.-:- (_'an any of the fomis so far described be regarded as a transitional type between
itional type hftn-etn ., . i f -i- «
.

, r, , , these two sub-tanulies?

G. S. Bi^ady's assumption, 1898, p. 437, that the genus Pyrocypris {Cypridina, s. str.

sensu meo) wtnild form a transitional type of this kind is of course due merely to this author's

lack of sufficiently thorough knowledge of the forms belonging to it.

As early as in his work of 1880, p. 158, the same author suggested that the genus Crosso-

phorus would resemble the genus Philomedes. This assumption has since been repeated by
G. 0. Sars, 1887,*p. 11. G. W. MOller, 1890, p. 226 expresses himself, however, more

cautiously in this matter; he writes: ,,Ueber die Stellung der GattungCrossop/iorwsBRADY wage
ich kein Urtheil auszusprechen .... Sars glaubt, daB die Gattung naher verwandt ist mit

Philomedes, wofiir auch einige Thatsachen sprechen wiirden." It seems at present to be rather

difficult to decide whether this opinion of G. S. BRADY and G. 0. Sars is justified. It may,

however, be pointed out that the characters by which Crossophorus seems to approach Philo-

medes are probably to be regarded as being comparatively old. Of these characters we may
mention here the absence of suctorial organs on the end bristles of the first antenna, the

development of the endopodite of the second antenna in the male into a clasping organ and

perhaps also the rather deeply bifurcated endite on the coxale of the mandible, cf. p. 171

above. — In any case the genus Crossophorus does not form any unaltered transitional type
between these two sub-families.

As far as I know there is so far no form described which may be pointed out as

a certain connecting link between these two groups. It is, however, impossible to answer

this question with any certainty on account of the incompleteness and uncertainty of most

of the descriptions hitherto published,

* See also C. Glaus, 1888, p. 151.
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Sub-Family Cypridininae.

Sub -Fa in. Cypridininae, G. W. MOller, 1912, p. 8.

Description:
— S li e 1 1: — Sexual dimorphism, in most cases, weak, sometimes scarcely

noticeable or even entirely undeveloped.
— The t y p e of shell varies very much. The s u r-

f a c e sculpture is, in most cases, not at all or else rather weakly developed. Seen from
insid e: The part of the shell between the list and the posterior margin is flattened in most

forms, not curved inwards in the shape of a siphon, so that, when the shell is closed, the two

valves are here pressed rather close to each other; an exception to this last rule among the forms

so far certanly known is the sub-genus Siphonostra, cf. below; to judge from the descriptions

it seems, hoiwever, to be possible that other forms as well are distinguished by a similar pecu-

liarity. Hinge very seldom with teeth.

First antenna: — With rather considerable sexual dimorphism.
Female: — Most often with eight joints, less often with seven owing to a more

or less complete union of the fifth and sixth or the seventh and eighth joints, or it may even

have only six owing to a more or less complete union of both the fifth and sixth as well as the

seventh and eighth joints. The proportion between the joints seems to be subject to but slight

variation; the following are the usual proportions (the figures are from measurements of

Cypridina [Doloria] levis):

I ;i; II ^; III I; IV '^; V }; VI 1; VII |; VIII 0,5.

\\Tien in the descriptions of the forms belonging to this sub-family no special information

is given as to these proportions the form in question agrees pretty nearly with the example

given above. All the forms of this group investigated by me showed the same number and also

almost exactly the same situation of the bristles. All the characters of the bristles given below

are to be taken as common to all these forms. To judge from the literature, the type described

here seems, however, not to be quite general; the genus Crossophorus, for instance, is an

exception (cf. G. W. Muller, 1906a, pi. XXXIV, fig. 4). The second joint is quite without

bristles; the third joint has two bristles, one placed anteriorly and one posteriorly-distally; the

fourth joint also with two bristles, one placed anteriorly-distally and one posteriorly-distally.

All these bristles, like the single bristle on the original sixth joint (see above, p. 174)

are simple, pointed, annulated, naked or with onlv short and usually very fine secondary hairs;

they are comparatively short or of moderate length and, as far as I have observed, never

differentiated into specific sensory organs. The sensory bristle of the fifth joint is always very

powerfully developed; its proximal part is strongly annulated, the annulation becoming more

and more fine distally and sometimes quite disappearing, in which case the end of the bristle

seems quite hyaline; the filaments of this bristle are also finely annulated or distally even quite

hyaline; distally both the principal bristle and the filaments are finely rounded and furnished

with a short, fine sensory hair. The original seventh joint has three distal bristles, situated

in about the position shown in fig. 1(3 of Cypridina (Vargula) norvegica, in other words one is
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situatod on tho anterior odgo, ono medially, somewhat anteriorly ;iii(l one on the posterior edge

of the joint. Of these tliree bristles the first-mentioned is relatively short or of moderate length

and of about the same type as the bristles on tlie third, fourth and the original sixth joints;

the two other bristles are generally of about the same type as each other, typical sensory bristles,

rather powerfully annulated proxiraallv, more and more finely aiiiudated distally, near the point

sometimes even (juite hyaline, characterized by simple, fine sensory filaments, generally of

about the .same thickness throughout their whole length, situated dorsally and distributed

fairly etjually along the greater part of tlie length of the bristles. Like the distal part of the

principal bristles these sensory filaments are very finely annidated or even (juite hyaline; in

addition, like the principal bristles they are finely rounded distally and furnished there with

a short, fine sensory hair. Tiie one of these bri,stles that is situated medially, somewhat anteriorly,

is of moderate length and fitted with relatively few sensory filaments; exceptionally, for instance

Cypridina (Ciipridinn) serrata (G. W\ MtlLLER) var. affirmans, ?, (cf. the description of this

form, given below) it is even quite without any appendages; the posterior one of these bristles is

comparatively long and furnished with a relatively large number of filaments. The small

(original) end joint has four bristles. Two of these, situated close to each other distally-laterally

on the joint, are of quite the same type, narrow or moderately thick, distally roimded sensory

filaments, of about the same thickness throughout; proximally they have ratlier powerful

annulation, distally with increasingly close and fine annulatiou or more or less completely

hyaline; both are quite naked. The remaining two bristles, both comparatively long, are of

about the same type as the posterior bristle on the preceding joint; they both issue distally-

mediallv, one a little in front of the other.

Male: — Often more extended than that of the female. The sensory bristle of the

fifth joint is developed in about the same way as in the female, with exactly the same or else

with only an insignificantly larger number of sensory filaments. Of the bristles of the original

seventh joint the posterior and the one placed distally-medially and somewhat anteriorly are,

in almost all genera so far known (exception: Crossophoms), furnished with suctorial organs

for seizing the female. (These suctorial discs were interpreted by G. 0. Sahs, 1887, p. 39, as

sensory organs
— he writes: ,,et eiendommeligt Mart, baegerformet Appendix, aabenbart of

sensorisk Natur"* — a view which has, however, not been accepted by succeeding writers.

It had already been interpreted correctly by C. ClaUS, 1873, p. 221.) The different genera

vary not inconsiderably with regard to the type, number and arrangement of these suctorial

organs. As in the females the two bristles in <[uestion differ from each other in their length;

the one that is situated distally-medially and somewhat anteriorly is comparatively short in

this sex as well, the other is long. Sometimes the bristles of the seventh and eighth joints are

of about the same length in males and females, sometimes two or three of them are more or less

lengthened in the former sex. This lengthening is found in different bristles in different forms;

in some forms the posterior bristle on the original seventh joint and the anterior one of the

two distal-medial bristles of the eighth joint are lengthened, in others it is both the distal-medial

bristles of the eighth joint and in others all these three bristles.

* Translation: „A peculiar hyaline, cup-shaped appendix, evidently of sensorial iiaturf
"'
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Second antenna: — In some forms with sexual dimorphism, in others it is

without or abnost without it; in most cases it is somewliat more powerfully developed in the

males than in the females. — Exopodite: This branch usually shows a very close agreement
in the two sexes. Of about the same length as the protopodite. The proportion between the

joints, which always seems to be about the same in males and females, certainly varies a little,

but the variations are rather slight. The first joint often attains to about the total length of

all the succeeding joints, the second joint is about as long as the total length of the two or three

following joints, the third and fourth joints are of about the same length. The first joint has

no bristles. The bristle of the second joint is relatively short in comparison with those of the

following joints, generally not much longer than the total length of the seven distal joints of

this branch, and in some forms even almost completely reduced; in addition this bristle has no

natatory secondary hairs, it is either naked or in most cases armed with a varying number of

short and more or less powerful, smooth spines and — at least in all the forms of this sub-family

described in this work — fitted at the top with a very short and fine hair (sensory hair?). The

bristles of the third to the eighth joints are developed into long natatory bristles, usually fitted

with secondary natatory hairs along the greater part of their length. In a few forms some of

these bristles are armed with short and more or less powerfal spines along a part of their length.

In all the forms of this sub-family that are described in this work the distal part of the natatory

bristles was more or less hyaline, somewhat rounded at the point and there fitted with a short

and very fine (sensory?) hair. The end joint usually has four bristles, in a small number of

forms only three and in exceptional cases, as, for instance, in the genns Crossophorus, a somewhat

larger number. Of these four bristles the two ventral ones are long and powerful natatory

bristles, not at all or else only rather slightly shorter than the bristles on the third

to the eighth joints. The two dorsal ones of them, especially the one situated most

dorsally, are, on the other hand, as a rule rather considerably shorter — their length varies,

however, pretty considerably in different forms — and generally fitted with a few short secondary

hairs; in some forms, however, these bristles too carry numerous long natatory hairs. In most

species smooth basal spines are developed; the end joint is also armed with such a spine.

Medially-distally on the third to eighth joints there is usually a series of spine- or hair-like

formations, situated more or less closely together, usually rather fine, short, more or less hyaline,

most frequently rather difficult to discover; this character seems to vary pretty considerably,

so that it is scarcely practical for characterizing the genera and species; nor has it been included

in the descriptions given below of forms belonging to this sub-family. Endopodite: This

branch sometimes shows strong sexual dimorphism, sometimes, however, it is developed simi-

larly in both sexes. In a number of forms it is developed into a powerful three-jointed clasping

organ in the male; it is usually rather long and distinctly three-jointed, sometimes more or

less rudimentary, verruciform and quite unjointed.

Mandible: — This limb is either without, or in some cases witli only very

weak, sexual dimorphism.
— It is comparatively long and slender. The endopodite

is moderately flattened at the sides, its second joint generally considerably narrowed

distally. The proportion between the joints, which seems to be about the same in
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iDolitrin) leris. s):

Pr. 1
i;^;

Pr. 11 Zi '^"tl- i li J'^'^i- II
•!;!:

J^^'k^- '" '.

Protopodite: Cdxnle: Tlie endite is always well dev('lci|M'(| in hotli males and

females, simple or usually \\eid<ly bifiurated distally, sometimes, as. lor instance in the genus

Crossaphorm, even rather deeply bifurcated*; it i-; fitted with a vaiving, generally very large,

number of smooth spines, varying in strength and nianniT dI arrangement; in the cases when

it is bifurcated distally the two distal points are almost always aiin('(i with lateral spines.

[Exception among the species seen by me: Monopia (Ci/pridinode.s) acuminata\. Dorsally at the

base of the endite there is, in addition, (always?; observed in all the species of this sub-family de-

scribed in this treatise) a single, short bristle. Apart from this this joint seems always to be

entirelv without bristles (with the exception of the genus Crossophorus, see G. S. BRADY, 1880,

pi.
XXW'lli. tig. 6). Basale: The bristles on this joint are certainly subject to variation both

as to their number and development, but, as far as I have found, the variation is, in most forms,

rather insignificant. Along the ventral side of the joint the bristles are comparatively few in

number, usually about six to nine, in exceptional cases, as, for instance, in the genus Crosso-

phorus, somewhat more. The situation of these bristles in the species examined by me was

pretty constant and as follows: One group is placed in the proximo-ventral corner of the joint,

somewhat medially; somewhat distally of this group and somewhat laterally, there is often a

single bristle; a little pro.xiraally of the middle of the joint there are a couple of bristles and some-

what distally of this point a couple more. Dorsally this joint seems in most cases to have only

three bristles, viz. the two dorso-distal bristles which are, as is pointed out above, characteristic

of the whole family and another one, placed about at the middle of the joint or a little in front

of this point. In the genus Crossophorus, however, the latter bristle is replaced by a whole

series of rather long and powerful bristles. E x o p o d i t e: Most frequently about as long

as or very slightly shorter or longer than the anterior side of the first endopodite joint; it is

drawn out to a rather fine point and has dorso-distally a sort of cushion of rather short, exceedingly

fine hairs placed closely together in a ring (exits of the glandular cells). Endopodite:
'^ In a numbpr of form.s, in which this endite is only weaiily bifurcated, for instance in Cypridina (Cypridina)

serrain van. ajfirmans (cf. l)elow, fig. 9 of this form), there is lielween the two distal points a more or less well-

developed spine-shaped or verruciform process. In other forms, in which this endite is more deeply bifurcated, this proc( ss

is entirely absent. To judge from its situation, this process may possibly be interpreted as the original point of the

endite. The two comparatively powerful points on each side of the process in question would according to this point

of view be considered as having presumably arisen by two of the distal spines witli which the endite is more or less copiously

furnished having developed more powerfully than the others. According to this oj)inion this endite originally would

have been characterized by a simple point in this group of animals.

There are also, however, facts that seem to argue against this interjirctation. First this endite is deeply

bifurcated in Philomedinae, Sarsiellidae and Asleropidae, thus in all the remaining groups of Cypridiniformes in which

it is developed, and secondly it is most deeply bifurcated (about the same as in Philomedinae) in that genus of the

sub-family Cypridininae (Crossophorus) which we have rather strong reasons to regard as the most primitive. An

additional argument against the assumption that the two distal points are to be regarded as a couple of spines seems to

rae to lie in the fact that these points, even in species in which they are comparatively weakly developed, are almost

always armed with secondary spines contrary to the other spines of this endite whicli are all perfectly smooth (exception:

Monopia (Cypridinodes) acuminata).

It may, however, be impossible at present to decide with certainty which of these two alternatives is the correct one.
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First joint: In all the forms of this sub-family examined by me the bristles were confined to a

single group of four bristles, placed ventero-distally on the joint; in exceptional cases this group

contains a somewhat larger number of bristles (the genus Crossophorus, see G. S. BRADY,

1880, pi. XXXVIII, fig. 6). The length of these four bristles was, as a rule, fairly constant

in the species investigated by me; apart from a rather slight individual variation they had

in most of these species about the following proportions: The two ventral were either about

the same length or of somewhat different lengths, comparatively long, about as long as or

somewhat longer or shorter than the length of the posterior side of the second endopodite joint;

of the two remaining bristles one was about as long as the proximal breadth of the second endo-

podite joint, the other was exceedingly short, sometimes rather difficult to get sight of. Second

joint : This joint is armed anteriorly with a larger or smaller number of bristles placed closely

together, of which the proximal ones are always sitxiated a little way from the proximal boundary
of the joint and the distal ones somewhat from the distal boundary. Among these bristles there

are some, situated on the anterior edge of the joint, with short and fine hairs; others, situated

on the medial side of the joint, mostly somewhat posteriorly of the former bristles, are generally

comparatively shorter than these and fitted with rather fine or more or less powerful hairs or

spines, placed closely together and arranged in the shape of a feather; these latter bristles seem

presumably to function as a sort of cleaning organ. Posteriorly this joint has always only a few

short, generally naked or almost naked bristles, placed distally to the middle of the joint. Of

these bristles the two distal ones are always situated close to each other; in some of the species

of this sub-family described in this treatise the medial one of the two bristles last mentioned

showed sexual dimorphism, being a little, sometimes considerably, more powerfully developed

in the males than in the females [see figs. 12 and 13 of Cypridma (Vargida) norvegica]. The

little end joint is most frequently (as in the sub-family Philomedinae) furnished with seven

bristles, of which even the longest are relatively short, as a rule not exceeding half the length

of the second endopodite joint. The relative strength and the mutual proportion of these bristles

is subject to rather great variation; in most cases, however, the two middle ones are claw-shaped,

a good deal more powerful and somewhat longer than the rest; the three posterior ones are,

on the other hand, weak, the most posterior one, as a rule, even exceedingly weak and short;

of the two situated anteriorly one is, as a rule, more or less claw-shaped, the other weak.

Maxilla: Without or at any rate with only scarcely discernible sexual dimorphism.
— Protopodite: The basale is rather small or of moderate size and most often more

or less closely united to the first endopodite joint. The three well-developed masticatory

processes are most frequently immoveably joined to the procoxale and the coxale. Only in

exceptional cases is the part they all emerge together from developed as an appendage with an

independent power of motion (see the sub-genus Cypridinodes in this treatise). The species

of this sub-family investigated by me showed the following numbers of distal bristles on the

masticatory processes : On the first masticatory process 7—13, on each of the second and third

processes 5—7 bristles. These bristles are modified somewhat differently in the different

species, but within each species they show, on the other hand, a rather striking constancy; they

are often armed at about the middle with rather long and stiff, secondary bristles arranged
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more or less clearly iii wreaths and an- more or less atronp;ly pectinated distally. I'luxinially (Hi

the outside of the third masticatorv process there is usually a single hristlr. 'I'lic coxalc often

has dorsally a lamellifonn e p i p o d i a 1 appendage, often tinc-liaired, and distally of

this often a single ])ristle. On tiie boundary between the protopodite and the endopodite there

are often some bristles to be found: one placed just close by the exojKxlite, one at about the

middle of the inside of the endopodite and one on the anterior edge of the latter; sometimes

a somewhat larger number of bristles is developed at this place. E x o p o d i t e: This branch

is most frei|Ui'nily
to be found at its original place, distally-latcrally on the basale, seldom (in

the sub-genus Vypridiiwd^s) displaced distally. K n d o p o d i t e: The first joint is generally

of moderate length, but very broad and rather strongly compressed laterally-medially (the

limb is thought of as turned straight outwards). Its posterior edge is most frequently more

or less strongly chitinised distally, often more or less projecting and forming a sort of cutting

edge; the shape of this part varies somewhat both in different species and within each species,

so that it is scarcely suited for the characterization of species. Distally this joint has some

bristles both on the anterior and the posterior edge, often two on the anterior and two or three

on the posterior. The small end joint is often rather strongly chitinized and armed with a rather

large number of bristles. In most of the species of this group that I have had an opportunity of closely

investigating these bristles .showed such strong agreement both in number and situation that it

ought to be possible to carry out a pretty certain homologization of them in the different forms.

In most species 13 bristles were found, placed as follows: One group, whose bristles (often four

in number) form a transverse row, is found on the outside of the joint, somewhat towards the

back; its bristles are most frequently of moderate strength and diminish somewhat in length

towards the anterior edge of the joint; they are also but weakly or else not at all armed. The

other bristles are situated more or less distinctly along the distal edge of the joint and are very

different from each other in size and type in the different species; within each species they show,

however, a rather great constancy, so that fairly good classificatory characters may be obtained

from them. In most species some of them at least are developed into very powerful masticatory

bristles. A group of these bristles is placed distally-anteriorly on the joint; it consists most

frequently of three bristles. Distally-medially on the joint somewhat behind this grouji there

is another group; it too has in most cases three bristles. Finally, posteriorly-distally on the

joint, usually somewhat laterally to the last-mentioned group, there is a third group of three

bristles, generally including the most powerful masticatory bristles of this
j
oint. AVhile the first group

mentioned is comparatively isolated, the three latter groups are at no great distance from each

other, on the contrary they are in most species rather close to each other, sometimes (as, for

instance, in the sub-genus Cypridinodes, see below) even so close to each other that I could

carry out homologization only with the greatest hesitation.

Fifth limb*:— Without sexual dimorphism or at least the dimorphism is extremely

weak, scarcely noticeable. — The protopodite: The first masticatory process is armed

with a somewhat varying number of bristles: 5—14 (generally 7—9) were found in the species

• It is to be noted that in the description, for practical reasons, this limb is always thought of as pointing straight

outwards, whereas in the natural position of rest it points obliquely outwards and backwards.
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of this sub-family tluit are described in tliis treatise. The type of these bristles is somewhat

different in different species; within each species, on the other hand, they seem to be characterized

by rather great constancy. They are most frequently arranged in a transverse row, sometimes,

however, as in the genus Gigantocypris, in two closely set and parallel rows. Second masticatory

process: In aU the forms of this group that I have examined with the same number of bristles:

Five placed in a rather close transverse row on the inner edge of the process and one, usually

very short and weak, placed at some distance from the others on the anterior side of the limb.

Together with this uniformity with regard to number there is the comparatively slight variation

with regard to type that these bristles are subject to within this sub-family. Third masticatory

process: This, too, has a quite uniform number of bristles in all the species of this group

investigated by me. There are seven bristles arranged in a somewhat irregular, transverse row;

these bristles also show within this group a comparatively slight variation with regard to type.

The bristles on the two last-mentioned masticatory processes show, with regard to their tvpes,

a not inconsiderable mutual parallelism, the types found on the one reappear, with comparatively

slight variation, at about the corresponding places on the other. Distally on the anterior side,

near the outer edge of the limb, the protopodite generally has an irregular, powerful spine which

forms, so to speak, a ventral conclusion of the chitinous skeleton of the epipodial plate (this

spine seems never to be present in the sub-genus Cypridina, cf. below); dorsally, too, the chitinous

skeleton of the epipodial plate has an irregular swelling (not, however, freely projecting as the

ventral spine). The exopodite has four or five joints. The two proximal ones (developed

as powerful masticatory organs, see the diagnosis of the family) are of about the same strength

and size, the distal one of them not developed into a powerful, tooth-like process. First joint:

The main tooth, the most important masticatory organ of this limb, is fixed transversally and

somewhat obliquely on the joint and is always very large and powerful. It seems to be subject

only to comparatively slight variation within the sub-family. In all the species of this group

described in this treatise it is composed of six to eight, usually seven, constituent teeth ; of these the

one situated most anteriorly is the longest and most powerful, the rest diminish fairly uniformly

in length according as they are situated more posteriorly. The strength of these teeth also

diminishes somewhat, even though sometimes only very slightly, according as they are situated

more posteriorly. The posterior one of them is short, conical and smooth, the others are bent

somewhat backwards and armed along the concave posterior edge with numerous rather powerful

teeth, placed close to each other. This joint has also a number of bristles: In all the species

of this sub-family that were investigated by me a single bristle was found on the posterior side

of the joint, close to the main tooth, and a number of bristles placed in a transverse row on the

anterior side of the joint (in most species two of the latter were situated close to the main

tooth, one farther out on the limb, a short distance from the former). Second joint: On the

inner edge armed with a large number of bristles. Some among these, situated next to the

main tooth of the preceding joint, somewhat posteriorly on the joint, are, like the constituent

teeth of the main tooth, arranged in a close row, running obliquely and transversally on the

joint and are distinguished by their strength; the anterior one of them is rather long, the others

decrease fairly uniformly in length according as they are situated more posteriorly; they are

ZooloK. IjidlMg, lp|isal.i. S»i)))l.-BO. I.
-'
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aniiod with powcrtul liitonil tt'ctli. nl wliicli llic distal (Piirs. hcLiiiniiiiii lirst ji liltlc way irom

tlu' iMtiiil
of tlic hristlo, an- visually the imist |i(i\vcrlul; tliry air never furnished with long,

stiff sido-hristU's and in ninst ciises. t-ontrary tn all tlic oilier bristles of this joint
- and most

of the bristles on this limb — thev are not annulateil. — G. W. M(ll-IiKU makes these bristles

form a , .tooth" together, eomparable to the ..main tooth" of the piccedin^ joint; see

G. W. Mt'LLHH, 11)1-2. p. 9. tig. 7. 1 have not consick'red tiiat 1 ought to foUow this method

of procedure
—-

although it is eoinprehensibJe
— because these bristles do not together form

quite so pronounced a morphological unit as do the bristles through the union of which the

„main tooth" must be regarded as having arisen. They are, on the contrary, quite free basally,

at least in all the species of this sub-family that I myself have had occasion to investigate.
—

Somewhat outside and in front of these bristles there is a somewhat irregularly arranged collection

of, for the most part, rather long and powerful, strongly pectinated bristles; in these, too, the

anterior ones are rather considerably longer than the posterior ones; in addition the inner ones

oi them are most frequently somewhat longer than the outer ones; their pectination, which

continues right to the point of the bristles, is somewhat weaker distally than in the

middle; like the bristles in the last-mentioned group these bristles, too, are without

long secondary bristles (one exception: Cypridina (Cypridina) serrata var. affirmans).

Besides these bristles there are in all the species of this sub-family described in this treatise

two additional bristles on this joint, one close to the last-mentioned group of bristles on

the posterior side of the joint and one on the anterior side of the joint close to the follow-

ing joint. The two or three distal joints are fitted with a somewhat varying number of

generally rather weak bristles.

Sixth limb: — Without or at any rate with only very weak sexual dimorphism.— It varies rather much in type.

Seventh limb: — This has no or only very weak sexual dimorphism.
— The

ntimber of the cleaning bristles varies very much: in some species there are only a few (8
—

10),

in others they are very numerous, as many as a few hundred being found. The teeth of the

end comb vary similarly very greatly in number; while in some species only a small number

(5
—

6) are to be found, they are in other forms very numerous (100
—

150); their usual number

is about 14—20. Within each species the variations in number of the cleaning bristles and the

teeth of the end comb are rather limited. In most forms the distal teeth of the end comb are

distinguished from the proximal ones by their type. The former are in most cases somewhat

longer and narrower than the latter and are rounded or even pointed distaUy; the latter,

which are situated proximaUy close to the former about symmetrically on each side of the

extremity, are distaUy cut off more or less sharply. In other respects the distal part of this

limb varies somewhat in type.

The brush-shaped organ is very seldom found; among all the sjDecies of this

sub-family included hitherto in the literature only the female of Cypridina squamosa G. \^'. MCller

has been established as possessing it; cf. G. W. MtJLLER, 1894, pi. 2, fig. 31. I have not succeeded

in finding this organ in either the males or the females of any of the species oi this sub-family

that are described in this treatise.
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Penis: •—
Altliough it is subject to considerable variation, this organ seems to be

formed on the same fundainental typo within tlie whole of this sub-family. It is oval, very

strongly musculated and in most cases of considerable size. Distally it is sjilit in the shape

of tongs; the ventral leg of the tongs is often larger than the dorsal one and is rounded distally;

the dorsal leg, which is moved by powerful muscles, varies in shape; in most cases it is siclde-

shaped, curved ventrally and rounded distally. When the dorsal leg of the tongs is pressed

against the ventral one it is situated most frequently medially to the latter. Large or small

glands are often to be found in the penis. In addition there are also at different places on this

organ large or small groups of short bristles. As a support a powerful chitinous skeleton is

developed, varying somewhat in different species. The dorsal leg of the tongs articulates to

the dorso-distal part of this skeleton.

F u r c a: — In some, presumably the majority, of the species of this group this organ

agrees in males and females, in others it shows weak or sometimes even not inconsiderable

sexual dimoq^hism.
— The type of the lamellae varies somewhat in different forms, but seems

to be fairly uniform within each genus. The number of the claws is also subject to a rather

considerable variation; in some genera it seems to be quite uniform, in a number of forms it

varies somewhat, even within the species; usually the number varies between four and twelve;

sometimes, however, as in the genus Crossophorus, a somewhat larger number is found. In some

species main claws and secondary claws can be distinguished, in others it is impossible to carry

out this division. The armament of the claws seems to be very similar; at least in the species

belonging to this group that were examined by me there was very little variation shown in this

respect. Each, claw is armed ventrally along the greater part of its length with two rows of

teeth situated rather close together, one row running somewhat laterally, the other somewhat

medially; on the posterior claws the teeth are somewhat weaker than on the anterior ones,

otherwise they are of about the same size and shape as each other, conical, pointed distally, smooth,

and pointing obliquely ventrally-distally. The distal teeth in the medial row of the distal (= first)

claw are, however, exceptions; these teeth differfrom the others partly because they are considerably

stronger, partly because they are displaced dorsally and point almost straight distally; see fig. 24

of Cypridina (Macrocypridina) castanea. The distal part of the claws is sometimes smooth, some-

times the teeth continue right out to the point of the claws; this condition is, however, often some-

what variable even within the species. Dorsally the claws are most frequently furnished with fine

hairs or else almost smooth. Between the claws andbasally on them there are no long, stiff bristles.

The upper lip is large and more or less strongly helmet-shaped. Numerous glands

open on it; the glandular field varies very nuich in type, often more or less distinctly tripartite.

— Similar in males and females.

The r o d - s h a p e (1 organ, m e d i a n e y e a n d lateral eye s vary in

development and type.

Gills are found, but only exceedingly seldom (Cypridina Hilgendorfi G. W.MUller, 5).

Special terminology:
— In a number of cases when, on account of striking agree-

ments both with regard to numlxT and situation, I thought 1 could carry out a safe
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hoiuiiliisiization of the bristles. I liave, for tho sake of l)n'vitv. simplv donolcd tlic l.ittrr hv

letters in the ilescriptions that t'ollow.

First antenna: — The i)ristles on tln< original sevenll: joinl: Tl we situated

anteriorly
-

..the a-brislle"; tlie one placed distally-ini'dmlK- and sdinrwhat antcrioilv ,,the

b-bristle"; the posterior-distal one ..the e-bristle". Tlir tour hiistles on the original I'iohth

joint : The anterior of the two simple sensory filaments which are situated laterally, close to each

other, is called ..the d-bristle". the posterior one of them is called ..the e-hristle"; of the two

di.stal-medial bristles, the anterior one is called ..the f-bristle", the posterior one ..the

g-bristle'"; see the fig. IH of this limb of Cypridina (Varqida) norveqica.

.M a n (1 i 1) 1 (>: - Tlie viMitral bristles on the liasale have in the following descriptions

been denoted 1)\' the lollowinn; letters: The grou]) of bristles proximally-ventrally-medially
= „the a-bristles"; the solitary bristle, somewhat distally of this group = ,,the b-bristle";

the bristles situated somewhat proximallv of the middle of the joint
-

..the c-bri.stlcs"; those

situated somewhat distally of the middle of tiie joint
= ,,the d-bristles". Of the bristles on the

second endopodite joint the comparatively short ones, armed with more or less powerful secon-

dary bristles and situated anteriorly-niedially on the joint are called after what is presumably

their function often simply ,,cleaning bristles".

Maxilla: — Bristles of the end joint: The group whose (often four) bristles

form a row placed acro.ss the outside of the joint, somewhat posteriorly and somewhat

proximallv to the distal edge of the joint is called .,a-bristles"; the group distallv-

anteriorly = .,b-bristles"; the group distally-medially, somewhat behind the last-mentioned

group = ,,c-bristles''; the remaining bristles, situated posteriorly-distal ly on the joint, some-

what laterally
= ,,d-bristles".

Fifth limb: — Second joint of the exopodite: The bri.stles in the group which

was interpreted by G. W. MCLLKH as a ,,tooth", comparable morphologically with the ..main

tooth" on the preceding joint, are called
,,a- bristles"; the irregular group of bristles somewhat

outside and in front of the ,,a-bristles" — ,,b-bristles"; the single bristle close to this group
on the posterior side of the joint

=
,,c-bristle"; the bristle on the anterior side of the joint

close to tlie third exopodite joint
=

,,d-bristle".

Seventh limb: — Of the teeth of the end comb the distal ones, those of the more

or less extended type, are denoted ..distal teeth", the ones situated proximallv to the former

are called ..proximal teeth".

Remarks: — Although a great number of the forms of this sub-family that have hitherto

been introduced into the literature are very incompletelv and vaguelv described, we may, all

the same, say with rather great certainty even now that this group is, from a classi-

ficatory point of view, to be regarded as being fairly uniform. On the other hand it must,

however, be pointed out that, compared with the .sub-family Philomedinae, it comprises
rather heterogeneous elements.

Are the genera Are the genera that have been so far established of this sub-family in their

modern conception to be looked upon as natural, well-defined systematic units?
natural units?
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So far seven* genera ol tliis group have been established, namely:

Cypridina, H. Mhae Edwards, 1840.

Monopia**, C. Claus, 1873.

Crossophorus, G. S. Brady, 1880.

Pyrocypris, G. W. MUller, 1890 (= Eupathisloma, G. S. Brady, 1898, p. 437).

(licjantocypris, G. \V. MtLLER, 1895.

Codnnocera, G. S. BRADY, 1902 a.

(hipridinodes, G. S. Brad^'. 1902 a.

Of these it seems as if the genera Crossophorus, Gigantocypris and Codonocera may
without hesitation be characterized as natural classificatory units, well defined from

each other and from other genera, as has already been pointed out bv (J. \\\ MflLLER,

1906 b, pp. 12 and 13.

The genus Pyrocypris (= Cypridina, s. str., et s. meo) comprises a lather large number

of very closely related species. These species are presumably more closely related to the forms

that have been grouped by G. W. MiiLLER under the name of Cypridina than are the three

above-mentioned genera Crossophorus, Gigantocypris and Codonocera. This does not. however,

prevent their breaking-out as a higher systematic unit from being considered as ([uite

justified. G. W. MOller himself seems, however, to have had doubts as to the correctness

of establishing this genus; he writes on this point, 1906 b, p. 13, as follows: „Die Gattung

Pyrocypris .... steht der Gattung Cypridina s. str. viel naher als die genannten" (Crosso-

phorus, Gigantocypris and Codonocera), ,,man kann in Zweifel dariiber sein. ob nicht manche

Vertreter von Cypridina ihr iiiiher verwandt sind als anderen Vertretern der Gattung. und oh

ihre Abtrennung die natiirliche Verwandtschaft zum Ausdruck bringt." Then he adds: ..Auf

jeden Fall vereinigt sie eine groBere Zahl nahe verwandter Form, liiRt sich audi scharf

characterisieren." — In his last large synoptic wor-k on the O s t r a c o d s. 1912. this

investigator certainly quite correctly retains this unit, in spite of this doubt of his. In tlic

present work I have followed him in this procedure with the exception that the group in

question has been considered a sub-genus of the genus Cypridina***.
Of the three remaining genera, Cypridina, Monopia and Cypridinodes, G. AV. M('i.Li:r

always rejects the two latter; all three are united by this author under the generic name Cypri-

dina. He gives the following reasons for this method of procedure of his (1906 b, p. 13):

,,Anders ist es bei den folgenden Gattungen: Monopia Claus charakterisirt (lurch das umfang-
reiche Frontalorgan. Beriicksichtigen wir nur das Frontalorgan, so reiBen wir niiclist verwandte

Formen, wie z. B. C. flaveola Claus and /ariis Brady = Cypridinodes favus Brady auseinander.

BRAD^ hat 1. c. die Gattung Cypridinodes aufgestellt, doch IxTulit seine Charakteristik ganz
oder fast ganz auf Beobachtungsfehlern: an der Maxille sind die auch bei anderen Vertretern

der Gattung Cypridina kurzon Kaufortsatze der Maxille abgcri.ssen, der schlanke Maxillartaster

* With regard to the gonus I/elrrodi'smiis. G. S. liitAnv. IXfiS h, il'. below under the sub-genus Stp/ionoslra.
*• In a later work. 1891 b, note p. 10 C Cms altered this name to Eumonopin ,.da Ijibbock bereils friiher

eine Po n t e I li d e n-Oattung Mnimp^ genanni hatte". There seems to me to be no reason for following this ehange
of name.

With regard to the name of this sub-genus see lielow
|). 192.

***
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alloin jii'zoii'hnot, or finilot sirh in uIcicluT Form z. H. lici Ci/pn<li)i(i asijmmctricn, die cigon-

thiimlioh knotifio Bewiiffnung dcr Znhiihorslcii di's I. Tlioraxhcinos ('2. Maxillc) diirfto dus

Rosultat oinor porsptH'tivisrlion Vcrkiirziing scin, licini L'. Maxillarl'iiLi diirl'tcii sicli die beidon

dickon nach hinten gerichteten Borston (vorgl. Tat'. (>, Fii;. 7) dcrai l aniinandcrgolofitt haben, daB

sie fiir tMucn obcrlliU'ldiclien Boobaclitcr wic ciii Fortsatz crschcincn. Wollm wir die IVagliche

Form aiis dor Gattung Cypridina ontlVriicii. woliir allcrdiiigs Bl^ADY's Diagnose keinerlei Anlialt

gewiihrt, so niiisson wir sie niit Monopin vereinigen, docli niiiBtc daiin die Diagnose dieser

Gattung ganz anders lauten.""

Is Cypridiiia. in the conception that G. W. MflLl-r;ri lias given to tliis genus, to be regarded

as a classificatorv unit as homogeneous and as well-defined as the other genera of this sub-family?

The ineompleteness and iiicniTectness that are characteristic of the descriptions of the

majority of the species belonging to this genus result in oui- being able at present to submit

these forms to only a comparatively superficial comparative investigation. But even a rather

superficial study of them is, however, sufficient to show us that this genus comprises rather

heteroeeueous elements. It seems to have been a sort of lumber-room in which were thrown together

all the forms that it was impossible to arrange under any of the genera Crossop/torMs, Pyrocypris,

GigatUocypris and Codonocera. — G. W. MtlLLER himself has pointed out the unnatural character

of this genus and the urgency of splitting it up into smaller systematic units. Statements

pointing in this direction are found both in this author's work of 1906 a (p. 130) and in that

of 1906 b (p. 13). In the former we read (loc. cit.): „Die Gattung umfaRt auch nach Aus-

scheidung einiger aberranten Formen noch recht heterogene Elemente. Eine Auflosung der

Gattung in natiirliche Gruppen erscheint dringend erwiinscht, aber zur Zeit nicht durchfiihrbar."

Is there any form or forms that can be said to contribute more than others to making
this genus heterogeneous?

This qiiestion nnist be answered in the affirmative.

Cypridina asymmetrica G. W. Muller is in a great number of the characters of the

shell, maxilla, sixth and seventh limbs, furca and upper lip decidedly opposed to the great

majority of the species included '\\\ this genus. To this species Cypridina Bairdi G. S. BRADY

and C. favus (G. S. Brady) (= Cypridinodes favus) certainly appear to be rather closely related.

Unfortunately these two species are very incompletely known. In C. Bairdi we only know,

out of the organs in question, the shell, maxilla and furca, and these show very great agreement

with the corresponding organs in C. asymmetrica. In the case of C. favus we know, out of the

organs mentioned, the shell, maxilla, sixth and seventh limbs and the furca; of these the shell

(as I myself have verifi^ed during my re-examination of the type-specimen of tliis species; see

below, note on the sub-genus Cypridinodes) the maxilla, seventh limb and furca show close

agreement with the corresponding organs in C. asymmetrica; th(^ differences with regard to the

sixth limb are, as G. W. Mi'LLER has pointed out, probably due to incorrect observation on the

part of G. S. Brady. These three species certainly constitute a distinct and quite

natural group. G. W. MtJLLER seems already to have verified this; in this investigator's

work of 1912 these three forms are placed together. To place them in the genus Cypridina

(.sensu G. W. MUlleri) seems undoubtedly to be a mistake.
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The fact that, in .spite of this, (I. \V. Mui.Li;i; cliose this coui-se is due, as is shown hv

the quotation given above, partly to \\\v imonipleteness, uncertainty and undoulitcd incor-

rectness of several of the characters included in the diagnosis of the genus (Jypridinodes given

by G. S. Brady, partly perhaps, above all, to the strange form Monopia flaveola described by

C. Glaus, 1873.

G. W. MULLEu's criticism of (J. S. BHAltv's tliagnosis ol the genus Cypridinodes is

undoubtedly (juite justified. From this, however, it by no means follows tliat we are justified

in including the three species mentioned above in the genus Cypridina (sensu Mi'i>Li:i!l)!

In several respects
— such as the type of the shell, the sixth and seventli limbs, the

furca and the upper lip
— Monopia flaveola agrees so strikingly witli the three species

mentioned that there can scarcely be any doubt of the existence of a real relationship.

Under these circumstances is it not most convenient to follow G. W. Muller's

indication, quoted above, that, in the case of an eventual breaking-out of Cypridina

asymnietrica, C. Bairdi and V. favus we should unite these forms with Monopia flaveola

into one genus, Monopia'i

I think this is true only with an important restriction. Although Monopia

flaveola
— as is mentioned above — shows in several resjjects rather far-reaching agreement

with the three species in question, yet it differs from them in several characters

of such importance that it seems to me quite correct to distinguish it as a representative of a

special higher classificatory unit. Thus this form is characterized by a frontal organ of a type

that is very different from other known species, by rudimentary lateral eyes (these are certainly

represented by a pair of rather short, short-stalked, somewhat T-shaped appendages, fixed

near the base of the first antenna; these appendages have been interpreted by C. Clais, curiously

enough and certainly incorrectly, as gills (see 1873, p. 225); and G. W. Muller (1890, p. 224)

considered them to be remains of the gills of the primitive C y p r i d i n i d s!) and especially

by the slight modification of the maxilla. Contrary to the maxilla in Cypridina asymtnetrica,

C. Bairdi and C. favus, but similar to the same organ in all the other representatives of the

group Cypridiniformes hitherto known, the maxilla in Monopia flaveola has immoveable

endites on the protopodite and an eudopodite of fairly moderate length. On account of

this limb this species may be said in a way to occupy an intermediate position between

the three above-mentioned divergent forms and other species included in the genus Cypridina

(sensu G. W. MUlleri).

For these reasons it seems to me best to retain both Monopia and Cypridinodes. I con-

sider them, however, as sub-genera of the same genus, Monopia.
— The former sub-genus is at present

only represented by a single species, M. flaveola; in the latter ?ixemc\\\AedCyprMina asymnietrica,

C. Bairdi and C. (-- Cypridinodes) favus; in addition, as is seen below, I have described an-

other species of the latter sub-genus, Monopia (Cypridinodes) acuminata, a form that in its whole

organization shows a very striking resemblance to the representative of this sub-genus described by

G. W. MUller. — With regard to the distinguishing characters of these two sub-genera I merely

refer here to C. Claus, 1873 and to the diagnosis of the sub-genus Cypridinodes that is given

later on in this work.
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AlttT till' cliininatioii ol tln-sc ilivt-r^ii'iil I'lciiu'iits the i;cnii.s ('i//in(lin(i (sciisii

I J. \\ . MCl.l.KlU) iniiy fortainly bo siiitl to liavc Ix'comc ((nisidcraljK' luoic uniform.

A furtlicr division of it appears, however, to lie [larticularh drsiialilr, Tlir in(iitn|)lcicness

and uncertainty of tlie diagnoses and Hfjures of t hr ma jnrit \- nl i he icmaminu sprcics aic however,

so great that any attempt at the present moment to cair\ out a natural ai ran^cinrnt and division

of all these forms must he eonsidereti premature and inconvctdcnt.

A fairly large number of species belonging to this genus were found in tiie material that

formed the basis of the present treatise. Because of this it seemed to me necessary, in spite

of the difficulty of the task, to attempt even now tocarrv out a partial di\isi((ii of the genus in

question. In doing this I have, of course, chielly taken into account tlic forms tliat I myself

have bad occasion Ui investigate closely, i have tried, however, as far as possible, to show the

relations of these forms to species that have l)een previously dealt with in the literature.

As a result of this attempt I have established four new sub-genera, as shown below; tiiesc

sub-genera are:

Doloria

Vnrgulu

Macrocypridina

Siphonostra.

The sub-genus Vanjulu is based on three species investigated by me but ahead)- described

previousl\% namely Cypridina norvegica W. Baihd, C. antarctica G. W. MOLLER and C. megalops

G. 0. SAIiS. Besides these three species a large number of the forms included by G. W. MOLLER

under the name of Cypridina are probably to be referred to tliis sub-genus. That under these

circumstances the name Cypridina has not been retained for these species, but that in the present

work this name has been made to replace the entirely rejected generic name Pyrocypris, will

be found explained below; see note under the sub-genus Cypridina.
—

Macrocypridina

comprises only one species, Cypridina castanea established by G. >S. Bradv, 1897. — The

two remaining sub-genera, Doloria and Sipkonostra, are based on species previously unknown

to science. WTiether any previously described species belongs to the sub-genus Doloria, I cannot

say. To the sub-genus Siphonostra possibly belongs, besides C. (S.) spinifera described below,

Cypridina nobilis P. T. Clex e. With regard to the relationship of the last-mentioned sub-genus

to Cypridina hirsuta G. W. MCller and the extremely incompletely known genus Heterodesmus

established by G. S. Bhady see below, note under the sub-genus Siphonostra.
— With regard

to the characters by which these sub-genera are distinguished I merely refer here to the diagnoses

of these groups given below.

It is true, on the one hand, that all these four sub-genera are undoubtedly fairly closely

related, but on the other hand they show such great differences from each other that it seems

to me quite correct to distinguish them. I have had some doubt as to whether it is most

convenient to denote these groups as genera or sub-genera. The relatively close relationship

that exists between these groups in comparison with most of the previously established genera

of this sub-family has induced me to put forward these new units as sub-genera. The question

is, however, not a very important one
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This sub-family consequently comprises at the present moment in my opinion five natural

recent genera altogether, one of them consisting of two and another of five sub-genera.

Genus Crossophorus

„ Codonocera

,, Gigantocypris-

Sub-genus Doloria

„ Vargtda

„ Macrocypridina

„ Cypridina

„ Siphonostra

,. Monopia

Cypridinode.ft.

Is it possible to establish the mutual relationships of these units? Are there anv The mutual relmion-

forms within this sub-family that can be indicated as being more primitive than the others? '''''' "^ '''^ ""'''

On account of the great uncertainty and incompleteness that, as I have pointed out Difficulties.

above, distinguishes a great many of the descriptions of the forms belonging to this sub-family,

it may perhaps seem too early to attack these difficult problems already. The result is destined

a priori to be both meagre and uncertain. In spite of this I shall make an attempt in this

direction on account of the importance of the enquiries.

To obtain an answer to these questions I have undertaken as detailed a comparison
between these groups as is possible with the incomplete diagnoses at my disposal. In doing

this as great a number of characters as possible have been taken into consideration. If

I were to put forward here all the results arrived at during this work it would be a very

comprehensive statement. It may, however, not be convenient to do so on account of the

great incompleteness and uncertainty of the greater part of the diagnoses in question. Only
the main results of this investigation will be given below.

Besides the incompleteness and uncertainty of the majority of the diagnoses of genera

and species previously given, the difficulty in deciding the classificatory value of the different

characters is an obstacle in determining the phylogenetic position of the various units. The

qiiestion continually arises : is the resemblance the result of common inheritance or of convergence?

According to what I myself have observed, convergence appears to be by no means

rare within this sub-family. In any case it is quite certain that it occurs, rather good evidence

of it being found, as for instance in the furca.

The furca seems originally within this group to have been characterized by the fact

that its claws were well defined from the lamellae and decreased uniformly in length the more

proximally on the lamellae they were fixed. The fact that this furcal type prevails in all the

families belonging to the sub-ordo Cypridiniformes supports this assumption. Within the

sub-famil)'- Cypridininae we find a furca of this type .in apparently all species of Gigantocypris,

Codonocera, Doloria, Macrocypridina, Monopia and Cypridinodes. \\'ithin the sub-genera

Cypridina (sensu meo), Vargida and Siphonostra we find, however, other furcal types as well.

In the first of these three sub-genera the following furcal types may be distinguished:

/ooloE. hidr.iB. Uppsala. Suppi.-Bd. I. 2.>
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Tvpo 1: All the furcal cluws an' wrll di'fincd I'roin the lamellae and dorro.iRo unifonnlv in

leniithandstren^th the more proxinially they aiesituated. This type is found in (\((\) acuminatd

{U. \V. Mri.l.KiO and C. (C.) natatis ((i. S. HuAhN ). Ct. (1. W. M('LI-KH. IIIOO U, pi. 11. fifi. :i.

Tvpe 11: The second fureal claw is united wiiii the lamella, the others are all well defined

proximallv: all the flaws decrease undiuniK in leuLitli and sticn^tli the more proximally they aic

situated, sometimes, perhaps, the third of them is somewhat weaker than one would expect from

its positi(m.
— This type is fo\ind in ('.(( '.) dctitafa ((t. \V. Mi'l.l.Kli), ( '. (( '.) inermis (G. \\. MOLLKl;)

and ('. (C.) sinuosa ((}. W. Mi l.l.KK). W- (i. W. MdLLKi!, 1906 I).
]>\. 11., figs. 21, 10 and 11.

Type III: The second furcal claw is united to the lamella, all the others are well defined

proximally; all the claws decrease fairlv uniforndy in length and strength the more proximally

thev are situated, with the exception of the third, which is considerably shorter and weaker

than one would expect from its jjosition.
— This tyjie is found in f\ (f.) amfhiacanilia (0. \\.

Mri.I.ER). Cf. this author. 1906 h. pi. III., fig. 11.

Tv])e IV: The second and fourth furcal claws are united to the lamella, all the others

are well defineil proximally; all the claws decrease uniformly in length and strength the more

proximally they are situated, with the exception of claw no. 3, which is considerably shorter

and weaker than one would expect from its position.
— This type is found in the femah's of

C. (C.) serrata (G. \V. Mfl.LER) [~- C. (C.) lepi/Iophora {(i. ^^^ Mi'iJj;H), cf. below, note on

('. (C.) serrata, var. affirwam]. Cf. (!. W. MClleh, 1906 b, pi. III., fig. 19.

These types are found in the sub-genera Vargula and Siphonostra as follows:

Tvpe I: Appears to occur in most of the species of the sub-genus Vargula, as for instance

in C. (V.) megalops; see the fig. 16 of this organ of this species in this work.

Type II: Found in Cypridina Hilgendorfi U. W. MiJLLER, a species that is certainly

to be referred to the sub-genus Vargula. See (4. W. MUller, 1890, pi. XXVI., fig. 1.

Tvpe III: Found in Cypridina Vanhoffeni G. W. MOller, a species that certainh-

belongs to the sub-genus Vargula. Cf. G. \\. Mlller, 1908, pi. V., fig.
4.

Type IV: Found in the female of Cypridina (Vargula) norvegica (W. Bau^d); the third

furcal claw is, however, only rather slightly weakened; cf. the description of this species given

below. In addition we find this furcal type in the only representative of the sub-genus Siphnn-

ostra. The resemblance between G. W. MCller's drawing of the furca for Cypridina (C.)

serrata. 2 and the figure given below in this work of the furca in Cypridina (Siphnnosfra) spinifera

is really almost perfect.

The occurrence of the second, third and fourth furcal types in these three sub-

genera can certainly not be explained otherwise than by convergence. One can as a matter

of fact scarcely avoid the idea that in these groups there is to be found a ,,tendency" in the

second and fourth furcal claws to unite with the lamella and in the third furcal claw to be

reduced in length and strength!

Other examples of convergence within this sub-family could be given, but the one given

above, which is the most striking, .should, at least in this connection, be sufficient.

Important Among all the characters I have had occasion to observe those which seemed to

me the most noteworthy for the solution of this problem were the equipment on the b-
characters.
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and c-bristles oi: the male first antenna and the development of the endupodite of the

second antenna in the male.

With regard to the b- and c-bristles on the first antenna of the male one might say witl\

fairly great certainty that originally in the sub-ordo Cypridiniformes they were not provided

with suctorial organs for seizing the female. For in this group an equipment of this kind has

so far been observed only in the sub-family Cypridininae; in all the representatives known

so far of the sub-family Philomedinae and of the families Rutidertnatidae, Sarsiellidae and

Asteropidae such organs are, on the contrary, entirely lacking.

With regard to the other of the two characters mentioned one might say with equally

great certainty that the endopodite of the male second antenna in the Cypridiniformes was

originally developed as a more or less powerful, three-jointed clasping arm used for seizing

the female. As early as 1890 (p. 218) G. W. Mt-'LLER expressed this view. This assumption is

supported by the occurence of an endopodite modified in this way both in the sub-families

Cypridininae and Philomedinae and in the family Asteropidae. In the family Sarsiellidae traces

of such a development can still be verified. In the family Rutiderttiatidae males are unknown.

A classification of the genera belonging to the sub-family discussed here according to

these two characters shows the following result:

The b- and

c-bristles

with

suckers.

The b- and c-bristles have proxi-

maUy a rather short and powerful

branch, furnished at about the

middle with a rather large and

powerful sucker; distally of this

one or two rather long and power-

ful branches are found, which have

distally one or usually a row of

very small suckers all of about

the same size.

The b- and c-bristles with a power-

ful rather long branch, furnished

distally with a number of suckers

of moderate size, all arranged in

an umbel.

The b- and c-bristles with one or

more rather short branches all

with a rather powerful sucker in

the middle.

Cypridinodes

Cypridina

(sensu str. et nieo)

Macrocypridina

Vargula

Doloria

The endopodite of the

male second antenna

is not developed as a

clasping organ.

Codonocera

The b- and

c-bristles

without any
suckers.

(rifjantocyprU

Crossophorus

The endopodite of the

male second antenna

developed as a power-

ful clasping organ.

(Jlassijicalwii accor-

ding to these

characters.
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No males ol thr sub-gcucru Munopni ;iiul i^vp/ionustru ure known so iiir; on account oi

this these two units could not be indudoil in the above table.

rros9vphorus.
As is seen from this table the genus Crossophorus is decidedly opposed to all the otlici

units included in the table, as its male first antenna is quite without suctorial organs on the

b- and o-bristles. ^^^lether this absence of suckers is primary or not is, of course, a question

impossible to decide with certainty at present; it seems, however, fairly probable to me that

it is primary. \\'ith regard to the endopodite of the male second antenna this genus is primitive.

In a number of other characters as well Crossophorus seems to have retained a certain primitive-

ness, for instance with regard to the endites of the mandible (cf. p. 171 above). It seems

to me rather probable that this genus is to be considered as being in several respects

the most primitive one in this sub-family.

A close comparison fully confirms the fact that there is a contrast between

Crotysophoriis and the other genera belonging to this sub-family, ahnost all the organs in

the former genus showing a more or less divergent type, for instance first and second antennae,

the mandible, the seventh limb, and the furca. As a matter of fact there can be no doubt

that this genus occupies a rather isolated position in tliis sub-family. It might be most

convenient to set this genus up as a representative of a special group within this

sub-family, in contrast systematically with all the other genera, or perhaps even to

distinguish it as a sub-family, CrossopJwrinae, i. e. as a group equivalent systematically

to Cypridininae and Philomedinae.

For the relation of the genus Crossophorus to the last-mentioned sub-family see above, p. 178.

The other units. All the other iinits of the sub-family Cypridininae mentioned above seem to me to be

the result of a not very extensive variation in different directions of one and the same funda-

mental type.

According to the table given above these units may be divided into three group as follows:

I. Gigantocypris

11. Codonocera

111. Doloria, Vargvla, Macrocypridina, Cypridina (s. str. et meo) antl Cypridinodes.

This classification, although based exclusively on the equipment of the b- and c-bristles

on the male first antenna, seems also to represent the mutual phyletic position of

these units. For a close investigation of the general organization of these forms seems

to give the result, partly that Gigantocypris and Codonocera are mutually rather

different, partly that each of these two genera presents a certain contrast to the five sub-

genera included in the third group. Whether Gigantocypris or Codonocera is to be considered

as more closely related to the five sub-genera in question seems to be difficult to decide at

present. Probably, however, Gigantocypris represents the type that differs most from these.

The sub-genera Doloria, Vargida, Macrocypridina, Cypridina and Cypridinodes are

certainly closely related to one another. They are also closely related to Monopia
and Siphonostra, the two sub-genera that are not included in the table given above. To

show conclusively their natual mutual relations is an exceedingly difficult — if not quite

impossible
— task. I only wish to make the following statements:
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.^p
rid I n ode

Mono
'pia

Dolor

Mocrocupridina

Cijpridina
(sensu mec
ft s sir)

Siphonosfra

Codonocera

As has beeii puiutetl (lut al)uve, Monopia seems in a way to occupy a classificatory position

intermediate between Vargula and Cypridinodes, the last-mentioned of which is the most

aberrant type of these units. In spite of this, as is seen above, I have considered

it most convenient to distinguish the first-mentioned and the last-mentioned, of these

tiiree units from all the others as two sub-genera of a specific genus Monopia.
— It

)nay be mentioned in passing that C. Claims, 1873, p. 223 put forward the assumption that

Monopia flaveola might be rather closely related

to J. D. Dana's species Cypridina punctata

(J. D. Dana, 1852, pi. 91, fig. 2).

The sub-genus Doloria, on account of

the primitive type of the endopodite of

its male second antenna, seems to occupy
a certain exceptional position not only t(

Vargula, Macrocypridina, Cypridina (s. str.,

s. meo) and Siphonostra, but also to Monopia
and Cypridinodes. It seems to me rather prob-

able that it separated fi-om the others before

the differentiation of Monopia-Cypridinodes.

In spite of this I have deemed it proper to

join it to the foiu' first-mentioned of these

units on account of the great agreement that

it shows with these in all the other characters;

as is pointed out above, they are all in this

treatise classified as sub-genera of one and the

same genu-: Cypridina.

The result of this investigation, which

— as has been pointed out above — merely on

account of the uncertainty and incompleteness

of the material can by no means be considered

as certain, may be shown graphically in some-

thing like the following maimer, fig. XXV.
With regard to the mutual relations of tli(> different species within the genera it is, of

course, even more difficult to make any statement. — Even in those genera in which the

majority of the species have been described by G. W. MOller, undoubtedly our foremost

(Xstracod investigator, our knowledge of the species is rather limited on account of the

deficiencies of the diagnoses. In the present work I have accoi'dingly almost entirely

retrained from drawing conclusions on this point.

Giaantocijp

Crossophorus

Ki-. XW.

Primitive Cypndinina-

rill' hypulliL'tiral pudigix't

r.iniily Ctijiridiiiiiiac.

ul' llir suli

I'ocili'in iif ihr

sjircii'!'.

Oecology of reproduction:
— With regard to the phenomena of the oecology of repio-

duction in this sub-family nothing or practically nothing certain is known, nor can I contribute

much towards the solution of this problem.
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t
'illy 111 tlu' cast" nf two sptvics bcknigiiig to tliis sul)-iiuiiily, ('iffiridiiia (Dolorid)

ptvltnata and Cifpndina ( Varguhi) uarvcgico liavo 1 had an opportunity oi investigating ,s[)t'tinu'iis

i-aptured at different periods of tlic xcar. 1 found that sexually mature females with embryos

in tlio brood rliamber and also larvaf in ditfcrent stages of these two genera appeared at all tin'

periods at which specimens were captund. It seems accordingly probable that these two

species do not have any definite more t)r less short j)airing period but that projiagation in

their cases takes place during the whol(> year. The same thing seems U) apply to the other

species belonging to this sub-family (as in all other Cy p r i d i n i f o r m s?)

It is uncertain whi'tlu r ih(> fertilization takes place during a pairing flight similar to that

observed in the case of PhUomedes (Ph.) (jlubu.sa. All we know for certainty is that benthoic species

of this sub-family have also sometimes been observed in plankton; we find information — though

it is scanty — about this in the literature.

The males seem, at least in some species, to survive for rather a long time after attaining

sexual maturity. There is, as we know, no reduction of the [masticatory limbs as in PhUo-

medes and SarsieUa. A species of this kind is Gy-pridina (Vargula) norvegica; the males

and females of this species were found equally numerous during all times of the year.
— On

the other hand, in the samples of Cypridina (Doloria) pectinata investigated by me sexually

mature males were very rare. During the last larval stage this sex was, however, found to be

somewhat more numerous than the female sex (proportion
— about 5 : 4). Do the males

die comparatively soon after the fertilization of the females in this species?

Genus Gigantocypris G. W. Muller.

Gigantocypris, a u t o r u m.

Description:
— Cf. G. W. MOller, 1895, p. 164.

Shell: — More or less globular. With small but proportionately rather deep and

narrow rostral incisur; the bristles within the incisur variable. Posteriorly close to the hinge

the edges of the valves are separated, by means of which a small, somewhat rounded opening

is formed. The valves united along about 2/3 of the periphery. Tlie adductor weakly developed.

Balloon-shaped; walls very thin, presumably without lime incrustation. Very large forms.

First antenna: —
Long, slender, with 7—8 joints; for the proportion between

the joints see the species description below. The third joint relatively long. The sensory

bristle of the fifth joint has a moderate, somewhat varying, number of filaments, rather more

numerous in the males than in the females. On the bristles b and c one or more of the proximal

rami in. the male are modified for seizing the female. These rami, all of which are placed medially,

are all of about the same type, rather short and powerful, somewhat swollen proximally,

moderately chitinized distaU}', most often ending with a short hair; a httie proximally to half
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their length tliey have a single, large, powerful suctorial disc. The c-, f- and g-bristles are consi-

derably longer in tlie male than in the female; the b-bristle but slightly lengthened in the former.

Second antenna: — The protopodite has a medial-distal bristle.

E X o p () d i t e: The bristle of the second joint rather powerfully developed, unarmed. The

natatory bristles on the third to ninth joints entirely without spines. The last-mentioned joints

with or without basal spines. The endopodite developed in the males into a powerful

clasping organ with three joints. Besides the proximal-ventral bristle its end-joint has two

short distal bristles placed close together. In the females the endopodite is also comparatively

well developed, extended, with three joints; the bristle of its end joint very long.

Mandible: — Protopodite: The endite of the coxale is weakly bifurcated

(listallv; some of its spines are rather powerful, those on the medial and also some of those on

the lateral side arranged in very distinct groups. Apart from the bristle of the endite there

are no bristles on the coxale joint. Basale: Of the ventral bristles one d-bristle is very long,

furnished with numerous long secondary bristles and short-haired distally; the rest of these

bristles are of moderate length or short, most of them furnished only with short hairs. On

the dorsal side tltis joint has three bristles. Endopodite: The first joint has four bristles

ventrallv. The anterior side of the second joint is very richly furnished with bristles. The

end joint armed with seven bristles, of which the medial of the two middle ones is longer than

the others and claw-shaped.

Maxilla: — Protopodite: The coxale has dorso-distally a single long-fine-

haired bristle. Proximally on the outside of the third masticatory process there is a single

bristle. At the boundary between the basale and the first endopodite joint there are in most

cases three bristles, one close to the exopodite, one at about the middle of the inside of the

endopodite and one at the anterior margin of the latter. The coxale has dorso-distally a rather

large, leaf-shaped epipodial appendage. The exopodite is comparatively well

developed, with thick, long fine hairs; not displaced distally. The endopodite is broad

and moderately long.

Sixth limb: — The second exopodite joint rather short; somewhat rounded,

and furnished with numerous bristles; the posterior-distal ones of the latter do not dominate

the others at all strikingly.

Seventh limb: — Fitted with very numerous cleaning bristles; a large number

of these are placed close together near the point of the limb, the rest spread irregularly along

the distal part of the limb; as to the position of the last-mentioned bristles it is to be noticed

that most often there is only one bristle on the same side of one and the same joint, two

bristles are, however, not infrequently found close to each other on the same joint. The end

comb consists of a very large number of teeth of moderate strength, all of about the same type

and size. Dorsally close to the end comb the wall of this limb is not at all or only slightly

thickened, forming merely a slight depression. There is no special muscle for compressing

the latter.

Furca: — The lamellae are short. The number of claws is about 10—1.5, without

any clear division into main and secondary claws.
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lias wo larifo j)r()CO.ssos. Most of the jilands open out on a miHliaii

lidui', nmning dorso-viMitrally on tlu' antorior side; the glandular field is thus quite without

the distinct triple division that is characteristic of most fjenera ol this siili -family. There is

a low protuberance on tiie iroui hctwccu the iippiT lip and the froiit.il or^an.

The n\ e li i a n eye is exceedingly large and strikingly metamorphosed.

The rod -shaped organ is almost or quite rudiinciitary.

The lateral eyes are very much reduced.

Hriatioiiship of G. Remnrks: — So far only two species of this genus, which is so peculiar in its habitus,
'

.fliiiriiil
have been dealt with in the literature, viz. G. Agnnsizi and G. pellucida. Both these forms

were caught at the same time during the cruise of S. S. ,,A 1 b a t r o s s" along the west coast

of Central America in 1891 and were described by G. \V. MtlLLEH, 1896. Five specimens of

the first-named species were found by this expedition, of which four were females and one

male; of the other species only one specimen was captured, a male not mature sexually, wiiich,

according to G. W. Mt"Ll,KR's supposition, was ,,vor der zur Ueschlechtsreife fiihrenden

Hautung" (p. 165).

With regard to G. pellucida this author writes on pp. 1(54 and 165 of the recently

quoted work: ,,Schale, Gliedmaal3en und sonstiger Korperbau wie hei Agassizii; am PutzfuR

war die Zahl der Zahne in der Reihc an der 8pitze viel kleincr (7 anstatt etwa 60; Tafel 1,

Fig. 16, 15). Xeben den typischen Borsten (Tafel 1, Fig. 23), existiren solche mit einfachem

pinselartigem P^nde (Fig. 22), letztere sind viel seltner als die erstgenannten. In der Magen-

wand fehlen die Muskelfasern, an ihrer Stelle finden sich nur diinne, anscheinend nicht contractile

Fasern, entsprechend ist der Darm an conservirtem Material nicht contrahirt; ferner fehlen die

zur Leibeswand verlaufenden Bindegewebsfasern. Das untersuchte Thier .... maB 16 mm."

G. H. Fowi.l^R writes in 1909. p. 257, concerning the relationship of these two species

to each other: ,,1 regard it, however, as possible that pellucida is the penultimate stage of

agassizii''. No reason at all for this assumption is produced, however, by this writer.

About at the same time this assumption was also put forward by L. LtJDERS in his essay

..Gigantocypris Agassizii (MCller)", p. 144. This author pointed out that the cleaning limb

in young animals of this genus is only weakly developed. He then added: ,,Dies diirfte auf die

Ausbildung seiner Zahnchen und Borsten nicht ohne EinfluB gewesen sein." With regard

to the histological differences between the two forms put forward by G. W. MUller L. LOders

wrote (loc. cit.): ..Ferner soUen in der Magenwand die Muskelfasern fehlen und sich nur diinne,

nicht contractile Fasern befinden. Dieser Nachweis ist aber bekanntlich sehr schwierig. Wir

konnen uns hier auf mehrere Autoren berufen .... MUller diirfte seinen SchluU auch mehr

aus dem Umstande gefolgert haben, dalJ der Darm zufallig nicht kontrahiert war. Jedenfalls

konnen wir diese Fasern als ,.scharf unterscheidendes Merkmal" nicht gelten lassen. Endlich

soUen noch die zur Leibeswand verlaufenden Bindegewebsfasern" fehlen. Die., ware allerdings

ein sehr ins Gewicht faUendes Merkmal und verdiente wohl in erster Linie genannt zu werden.

Dadurch wiirde sich die G. pellucida aber von samtlichen C y p r i d i n i d e n unterscheiden,

von denen, soweit bekarmt, auch nicht einer einzigen diese Bindegewebsfasern fehlen. Nachdem

wir ferner die groBe Bedeutung dieses Bindegewebes fiir den Blutkreislauf der G. Agassizii
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kennon gelcrnt habeii, und es endlich unerkliirbar bleibt, wie der Mitteldarm in der Leibeshohle

suspendiert ist, fallt es schwer, diesen Mangel des Bindegewebes als tatsiichlich bestehend

anzunehmen. Ich nioclite deshalb auch hier einen Irrtiun nicht ii'ir ausgescldossen halten."

The correctness of the assumption that G. peUucida is a hirva of G. Agassizi may
be considered as pretty certain. Besides the reasons quoted above from L. LUdkus the

following evidence in favour of this assumption may be advanced here:

Except G. Agassizi no form is yet known which can possibly be considered as the

sexually mature stage of G. j)elhicida.

The two forms were captured at the same time and at the same locality.

In examining 11—12 mm. long larvae of my Atlantic species of this genus described

below I have stated that their seventh limb was characterized by the same small number
— about 15—20, i. e. about 7—10 on each side — of teeth of the end comb as this appendage
of G. peUucida. The number of the bells on the cleaning bristles of this limb was less than

in the sexually mature stage, none of these bristles was, however, quite without bells. It is,

however, noteworthy that cleaning bristles quite of the type that G. W. MULLEP. found in

a very small number on this limb of G. peUucida. in other words bristles ,,mit einfachem

pinselartigem Ende" (G. W. Mulleh, 1895, PL I. fig. 22), were found in G. MiiUeri, also

very,seldom, both on sexually mature specimens and on larvae. This type had. however,

obviously arisen by the distal part of the bristle having been broken off, the simple ,,pinsel"-

shaped point represented simply the proximal bell of the intact bristle.

Whether G. peUucida corresponds to the first or second larval stage of G. Agassizi seems,

on the other hand, very difficult to decide. Its small length, 16 mm., compared with

the 21—23 mm. of the sexually mature specimens, certainly seems to support the idea that

it represents the second larval stage, contrary to G. H. Fow'LER's assumption.

G. W. MtJLLER in his above-mentioned work (p. 165) put forward the assumption that A represeniaiim of

a representative of the genus Gigantoci/pris had already before been mentioned in literature.
""'^'^^^J'l^"

'"''

In a letter to Carl von SiEBOLD Richard von Willemoes-Suhm wrote that the „C h a 1- ..challenger"?

1 e n g e r" Expedition had caught an s t r a c o d with a shell of 25 mm. lengtii between

Prince Edward's and Crozet Islands (R. v. WillemoeS-Slilm : ,,B r i e f e v. d. (* li a II e n g e r-

e x p e d i t i o n." Zs. wiss. Zool. Bd. XXIV, p. XIII, Leipzig, 1874). G. \\. MUlleu also made

the same assumption in one of his later works, 1906 a. p. 136. A later author, L. Ll'DEHS,

1909, p. 103, repeats this assumption.

According to a statement of W. T. Cal.max in a notice in Nature, vol. LXXX. 1909,

p. 248 the specimen to which WiLLEMOES-SUHM referred is still preserved in the British iluseum.

It is not. however, an s t r a c o d, but a species belonging to Leptostraca, Nebaliopsis typica,

described bv G. 0. S.\HS.

ZooloB. bidi'ug, Uppsala. Suprl.-B(l. 1. 26
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Gigantocypris Miilleri n, sp.

? (;i<jaii(oci/pris pv/hiciihi. (1. II. F()\\I-i:i!. 1M(I!), pp. LT)?, 2!)().

Til. Scott, H»l2l). p. r^, ]>\.
II. fitrs. i— 12.

Description:
— Female: —

S lie 11: — TiOngth 14— 17 nun. Tin- sju'i-iinons from B/S ,,M i i' li !' •' 1 Bars" und

.MS ,.Ar manor Hansen" attained a length oi' 14—10 mm.; the speciniciis from S/S

„Autarctic" 16,5
— 17 mm. It is almost gh)bukr, with about the following proportions:

—
length : height : breadth — 16,5 : 15 : 14. Seen from t h (> si d e

(fig. 1) it is almost

perfectly circular, with the posterior part somewhat laigcr than the anterior; the ventral side

is somewhat flattened. The rostrum small, somewhat convex anteriorly, sometimes a little

more than is shown in the adjoining figure, pointed ventrally. The posterior opening of the

.shell, seen from the side, is sometimes not marked, sometimes more marked than in the adjoining

figure. Seen from beneath (fig. 2) it is also almost circular, with the posterior part

dominating somewhat over the anterior; sometimes a little more rounded at the back than

is shown in the adjoining figure. Seen from the f r o n t it is almost circular. The s u r-

face of the shell is smooth, without any sculpture or hair. The pores of the surface

are very small and difficult to verify with certainty. Seen from within (fig. 19):

Medial bristles: On the rostrum there are very numerous, moderately long, simple, smooth,

rather powerful bristles; on the specimens from S/S „Michael S a r s" and M/S Armauer
Hansen" about 75—125 were observed, on the specimens from S/S ,,A n t a r c t i c" about

125—175 (on the adjoining figure, drawn from an ,,A n t a r c t i c" specimen, all the bristles

are, for practical reasons, not shown). Near the point of the rostrum these bristles are arranged

in irregular rows running within one another; sometimes they are, however, almost entirely

without any arrangement; dorsally these bristles continue in a single row running near the

border of the shell almost to the junction between the two valves. Near the inner edge of the

incisur there is only one or a few short simple bristles, which vary in their position. Along the

ventral edge of the incisur there are only a few bristles or no bristles at all. Along the anterior

half of the ventral border of the shell on or near the list there is a somewhat varying number

of bristles, most of them of the same type as the rostral bristles, a few short and weak; posteriorly

these bristles become more and more sparse and at the same time shorter and weaker, but medial

bristles may be observed along the whole ventral edge of the shell ; the number of these bristles

is, as already stated, somewhat varying; on tlie average, however, there is the same number

along the whole ventral edge of the shell as on the rostrum. The joined part of the lamellae

along the edge of the shell is very narrow, which is probably connected with the balloon-like

swelling of the shell. The selvage is moderately broad, about the same width along the whole

edge of the shell, with fine cross-striation, and finely serrated at the edge (fig. 5).

First antenna: — This is rather elongated; the anterior side of the second to

the eighth joint measured, for instance, 4 mm. on a specimen with a length of shell of 14,5 mm. ;



Fig. XXVI. — Giganiocrjpris Millleri. ii. sp.
— 1. Shell, "seen from the siilo, ?; 3,5 X; * = the posleiior apRrture.

2. Shell, seen from below, §; 3,5 X. 3. Shell, seen from the side, cj; 4,3 X; * = the posterior aperture. 4. Posterior

aperture of the shell, seen from outside, ?; 27 X. 5. Margin of the shell, veiilrally to the rostral incisur, seen from

within, ?; 260 X. 6. Proximal part of the b-bristle of the first antenna, cj; I33'x. 7. Endopodile and the distal

part of the prolopodite of the second antenna, ?; 30 X. 8. Bristles of the second endopodite joint of the second

antenna, o : 133 X. 9. Distal part of the endopodite of the right mandible, seen from inside, ?; 88 X. (Figs. 1, 2 and 5

from a specimen from station "0, b, Antarctic E.Kp. 1901—03; figs. 4,7 and 9 from a specimen from station

82 of S/S „M i c h a e 1 S a r s"; figs. 3, 6 and 8 from a specimen from station 9 of M/S ,,Ar m a u e r 11 a n s c n".
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variiitidn; is iilnmt as follows:

l.»
* - >

(I.;);

in otluT woimIs ;il)oiit the s;mit' as in pi. II.. lii^. .">. 'I'll. Sidii. litl'-' li. The end joint is often

siinunvhat witliilnwvn iitto tin' seventh joint and rather iliffnnlt to \erilv with certainty; it

is best seen from the lateral side; it is moved liv special intiscles. The anterior hiistle of the

third joint is situated somewhat pio.xinially of the middle of the joint. This luistle. the

posterior bristle of this joint, the two bristles of the fourth joint, the luistle of the si.xtli joint,

and the a-bristle of the seventh joint are most frecjueiitly subecjual or rather slightly different

from each otlier in length, about as long as the third joint; the length varies, however, to some

extent: all the.se bristles are bare or have short hairs. The sensory bristle of the fifth joint is

rather long, attaining to about the length of the posterior side of the second to the eighth or

the third to the eighth joint. TIk^ b-bristle about as long as the anterior side of the third and fourth

joints. The c-bristle attains about the same length as the whole antenna. The d- and e-bristles

are in most cases somewhat different in length from each other and somewliat .shorter or longer

than the b-bristle. The g-bristle attains about half the length of the shell, the f-bristle is

.somewhat shorter. The number of filaments on the .sensory bristle of the fifth joint and on

the distal bristles varies somewhat, as is shown in the table below. The lengths in this table are

the averages of the right and left first antenna; in most cases, however, the right and left

bristles were quite the same length; the difference was never great.
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filaments (Hi the <listal bristles aro (Mthcr hate di' luinishcd with sdinc Irw slinrt, weak sccoiulai-s-

spines. Pilosity: The wlidlc antenna is hairless or at any rate has only cxtreincly sjjarsc anfl very

short liairs.

Second antenna: — P r o t o p o d i t e: The medial-distal hristh^ is relatively

lonu, attaining to about the same length as that of the longest bristle in the proximal group

of bristles on the first joint of the endopodite (fig. 7). E x o p o d i t e: This is rather long;

vet it is comparativelv somewhat shorter than the exopodite of other species of this suli-fainilv

that are dealt with in this treatise; by way of comparison the following figures may be given:

the length of the shell: the length of the exopodite is about 4 : 1 in this species, 3,5 : 1 in Ci/prklina

(Vargula) norvegica. 3 : 1 in C. (V.) megalofs, and 3,3 : 1 in Cypridimt (Maernq/pridina) caManca.

The proportion between the length of its first joint and the united length of all the following

joints is about 3:2; the second joint is about as long as the total length of the third and fourth

joints. The bristle of the second joint is about as long as the total length of the third to the

ninth joints or somewhat longer; distally it is bifurcated, cf. the adjoining figure 20. The

length of the longest natatory bristles: the length of the whole exopodite is about .5 : 3. The

end joint has four natatory bristles; the dorsal one, which is the shortest, is about the same

length as the whole of the exopodite. All the natatory bristles are fitted with well-developed

and rather broad natatory hairs along almost their whole length. The third to the ninth

joints have rather weak basal spines (these are, however, stronger than those reproduced for

Cypridina (Macroct/pridina) castanea, fig. 11 of this sjjecies). The third to the eighth joints

are in most cases furnished laterally-distally with sparsely placed weak spines; medially-distally,

on the other hand, they have none of these. Endopodite (fig. 7): This is very long and

narrow; the second joint is about twice as long as the first and third joints. The first joint has

a group of four bristles proximally, one of which is rather long, about as long as the second

joint or somewhat shorter; the other three are subequal. not quite attaining to half the length

of the former; in addition on this joint, somewhat distally of this group of bristles, there is a single

bristle, about as long as or somewhat longer than the longest proximal one; all these bristles

are bare or have extremely fine short hairs. The second joint has a short bristle distally.

V2 to Vs the length of the end joint. The bristle of the end joint is considerably longer than the

endopodite, in some specimens even extending somewhat behind the posterior boundary of

the protopodite.

M a n d i b 1 e: — The type is about the same as that shown in pi. II. fig. 7. Th. Scott.

1912 b. — Protopodite: The endite of the coxale is of about the same type as that

shown in pi. I, fig. 20, G. W. MiiLLKH, 1895; it has very numerous spines, is Aveakly bifurcated

distally, the two distal points are somewhat more powerful than the spines and. unlike the latter,

armed with rather powerful secondary spines; between the two distal points there is a low

process (cf. p. 182 above). The basale has ventrallv three short a-hristles. somewhat different

in length, furnished with short hairs or spines; in front of the most anterior of these bristles

there is an extremely short almost peg-like bristle; in front of this, with almost the same situation

and proportions as in Til. Scott's figure mentioned above, there are one b-bristle, two c- and

two d-bristles; the b-bristle was missing on one mandible in the specimen from M/S ,,A r ra a u e r
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H a n s f n". TIk- icliitivo Icii^lli ol tlicsc l)ristlfs varies somewhat. liMWcvcf. 'I'lic h-lnist li-

is short -haired; both the c-bristles usually have sliort hairs, on the rii;ht iiiaiidilile of the specimen

from M, S ...\ r m a u e r H a u s e u" liie longest ol them was. however, litfed with ionu

secomlarv bristles in the middle; the shorter d-bristle also usually lias long secondary bristles

in the middle, often, however rath(>r few in number, in the second specimen from S/S ,,A n t-

arct i c" it was oven short-haired. The three dorsal bristles arc subequal, about as long as

or somewhat .shorter than the dorsal side of this joint; they have short hairs or are almost bare,

the proximal oiu' is ti.xod somewhat distallx' ol liall the length ol' the joint. The e .\ o p o-

d i t e is somewhat longer tlian the dorsal sid(> of the first endopodite joint. Of its two bristles

the proximal one is about a,s long as the dorsal bristles of the second protojjoditc joint, the

distal one attains to only about half the length of the exopodite; both have short hairs or are

almost naked.—E n d o p o d i t e: The four ventral bristles of the first joint have a comparative

length that is typical for this sub-family; the longest one does not quite attain to the length

of the posterior side of the second endopodite joint, furnished with irregular wreaths of long

secondary bristles, with short hairs distally, th(> other three are short-haired. The second

joint: This has a thick mass of bristles of various kinds along almost the whole anterior side.

The number and situation of the bristles seem to vary rather considerably; firstly there are

20—30 more or less long bristles with sparse short hairs, about the same as in Th. ScO'I't's figure

mentioned above, secondly a very large number of cleaning bristles, either arranged in more

or less distinct rows running slantingly upwards and forwards, or at least partly almost ([uite

without regular arrangement; the number of these rows of bristles is difficult to decide with

certainty, as they are situated very close together, yet it seems to vary between fifteen and

a little over twenty. The posterior bristles in these rows are rather short, the distal two thirds

of them are finely pectinated, about the same type as shown in
fig.

21 adjoining; the pectination

on these bristles is so fine that it can only be observed with difficulty with Reiohert's ok. 4,

LeiTZ' immers. j^. In front of these bristles, thus nearer the anterior edge of the joint, the

cleaning bristles are somewhat longer and of somewhat different types; a number of them have

extremely fine pectination on their distal half or third; a number are very powerfully jDectinated

on their distal third or quarter; the stalk of these bristles is often furnished with a more or

less large number of rather powerful spines proximally of the pectinated part (the types shown in

figs. 22 and 23); spines may also occur on the stalk of the short cleaning bristles. Transitional

forms between these different cleaning bristles are, however, to be observed. On the distal

half of the posterior side of this joint there are three to five rather short, almost subequal,

moderately strong, naked bri.stles (fig. 9), situated at about an equal distance from each other.

Distally of these there are two spine-shaped bristles, situated next to each other, most frequently

somewhat shorter than the former but very much stronger, in most cases about as long and as

strong as each other; sometimes the medial one is shorter, though rather slightly so. Of

the seven bristles of the little end joint (fig. 9) the medial of the two middle ones is comparatively

long and powerful, varying somewhat in its comparative length, most frequently about as long

as half the posterior side of the second endopodite joint or .somewhat shorter; the other of

the two middle bristles is somewhat w'eaker and only about half the length of the former
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one or somewhat shorter. Of the two anterior ones, both rather weak, the lateral one

is about half, the medial one about a quarter of the length of the main claw. Of the

three posterior ones, all rather weak, (ine is somewhat shorter than the main claw, one

about half the length of the former, and the third, as iisual in tliis sub-family, almost com-

pletely reduced. All the bristles of the end joint are (^uite smooth. Pilosity: The second

protopodite joint has numerous groups of short, stiff, fine hairs; the other joints have only

sparse hairs or are quite smooth.

Maxilla: — P r o t o p (i d i t e: The first endite has twelve jwwerful, subequul

bristles of moderate length, all furnished with a number of wreaths of long, stiff secondary

bristles. About half these bristles have distally a moderate number of secondary teeth, usually

rather coarse, and a simple and powerful point; the remainder, in most cases somewhat weaker

than the former ones, are strongly pectinated distally right out to the points, so that they appear

more or less strikingly three-pointed distally. In a few cases thirteen bristles were observed on

this process. The second endite (fig. 11) has seven distal bristles, all rather powerful, of moderate

length, subequal except for the fifth and sixth, reckoning from outside, which are most frequently

somewhat shorter than the rest. They all have a somewhat varying number of wreaths of long,

stiff secondary bristles; distally of these secondary bristles bristle no. 5 has only a few secondary

teeth, no. 6 is rather finely pectinated distally and the rest are more or less coarsely pectinated

distally. The third endite (fig. 12) has nine or ten distal bristles, all furnished with a more

or less large number of irregular wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles. Three to four of the

most distally situated of these bristles are considerably shorter than the rest and are usually

furnished distally with only a few secondary teeth; the others are of moderate length, subequal
— the outer one being, however, somewhat longer than the rest — and distally they are either

rather finely pectinated like the two outer ones and the innermost one or else coarsely pectinated.

The proximal bristle on this endite is sparsely furnished with short hairs and is about as long

as the outside of this process. The bristle situated distally of the epipodial appendage is about

as long as the first endopodite joint. Of the three bristles on the boundary between the basale

and the first endopodite joint the one situated near the exopodite is of about the same length

and type as the two distal bristles on the exopodite, the two others are short, about half as long

as the first endopodite joint or somewhat shorter, and have short hairs or are quite naked. In

one case two bristles were observed instead of one on the anterior edge of the endopodite.

Exopodite: The two distal bristles are usually subequal and somewhat longer than the

exopodite; the remaining bristle is about half the length of the former ones; they all have long,

stiff secondary bristles and distally they have short hairs. On one of the ,,A n t a r c t i c"

specimens (the other specimen brought home by this expedition was defective with regiird

to this character) one of the two distal bristles had short hairs. K n d o p o d i t e: First joint:

Distally (fig. 10) this has four (in one case on one maxilla there were only three, in another case

five) anterior and four posterior bristles. The former are moderately long and strong, in most

cases diminishing somewhat in length according as they are situated more posteriorly; all are

sparsely furnished with short hairs. The four posterior ones decrease rather rapidly in lengtli

and strength according as they are situated more anteriorly; they are all sparsely but coarsel}'
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pcctiimtiHl. till' two antorior ones liavi' only a few scroiularv tcctli. Tlir iKistrrinr cdjic of tliis

joint is irrcirularly iindulatod distally. l'orn>ing a low cutting process. The end joint (Hg. 1(1):

This is moderately eliitiniziMl. Usually it has six (in a siniile case seven) a-bristics ol moderate

strength anil length, naked or with sparse, weak seeondarv teeth; this joint has, in acklition,

four b-bristles. four or five, in most cases five, c-bristles and three d-bristles. Tlie b- bristles

are most frequently subeijual. ol moderate length and strength, the anterior' one ol' them

sparsely but strongly pectinated, the rest usually oiil\- with a lew secomlary teeth in the middle.

The c-bristles are often placed somewhat irregularly, some ol them about as long and strong as the

b-bristles. the others rather short and weak; the longer ones among them have rather powerful

but sparse secondary teeth, on the shorter ones the secondary teeth are fewer and weaker and

may even be quite absent. The d-bristles are somewhat longer than the b-bristles and very

powerful, especially the two anterior ones; they are armed with sparse, coarse secondary teeth,

the anterior ones most frequently witli only a few of these. Pilosity: The epipodial plate of

the protopodite is partly furnished with fine hairs. The first endo[)odite joint lias anteriorly-

ilistally groups of fine short hairs.

Fifth limb: — Protopodite: The first cndite (fig. 15j has in most cases

fourteen bristles; in one case among the specimens fromS/S ,,M i c h a e 1 S a r s" only thirteen

were observed, while the specimens from S/S ,,A n t a r c t i c" had fourteen or fifteen bristles

on this process. Of these bristles the inner-anterior one is rather short, almost bare or furnished

with one wreath or a few wreaths of long secondary bristles. The rest are moderatel}' or rather

long, theii- relative length somewhat varying, in most cases being about what is shown in the

adjoining figure; they are all rather powerful and have a varying, in most cases rather large

number of \vreaths of long, stiflE secondary bristles; most of them are fitted distally with a

varying number of rather powerful secondary teeth, some are bare distally. The five inner

bristles of the second endite (fig. 16) are rather powerful, subequal, of moderate length, all with

a number of wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles, the middle one of them finely serrated, the

rest with rather coarse secondary teeth distally, generally somewhat fewer and coarser on the

two posterior bristles than on the two anterior ones. The bristle a little farther out on the

anterior side of this process is short, bare or almost bare. Third endite: (fig. 17) All seven

bristles are of moderate length, subequal except nos. 5 and 6, reckoning from the front, which

are somewhat shorter than the rest; the five anterior ones are rather powerful, the two posterior,

especially the most posterior, very powerful. The two anterior ones are of the same type as

each other, fitted with several wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles in the middle and rather

coarsely pectinated distally; the three middle ones are generally without long secondary bristles,

two of them are finely serrated, the third coarsely pectinated distally; the two posterior ones

have several wreaths or cross-rows of long, stiff secondary bristles in the middle, distally they

are somewhat bent and armed with a somewhat varying number of secondary teeth, of which

the proximal ones are very powerful. The epipodial plat e has about seventy to

eighty marginal bri.stles; on the ventral ones of these the distal third t)r quarter is naked or has

short hairs, on those situated more dorsally the long hairs extend still farther out towards the

point of the bristles; on all of them, however, the point itself is quite naked. The structure



Fig. XXVII. — Gigantocypris Millleri n. sp.
— 10. Distal part of the endopodite of tlie iio;hl maxilla, seen from

witliin, ?; 62 X. M. Second endite of the maxilla, $; 62 X. 12. Third endite of the ma.xilla, ?: 62 X. 13. First

exopodite joint of the fifth limb with the main tooth, ?; 86 X. 14. Distal part of the seventh limb; the proximal

teeth of the end comb are not drawn, 2; 480 x. (From a specimen from station 82 of S/S „M i c h a e 1 Sars").

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I. 27
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of the distal p;irt of those bristles does imt. linwcvcr. jiistily lln' :issuiii|i1 idii of ;im a(laj)latioii

for sensory function. The distal chitinous process of the protopotlitc is rather powerful, bent

and of moderate length. The exopod i t r is live-jointed. The first joint (fiji;. 13): The

main tocUh has seven constituent teeth all well ili'liiud proximally; the secondary teeth on the

latter appear about as in the adjoining figure, alternately powerful and very weak, sometimes,

however, several weak ones between two strong ones. The bristle close to the main tooth, on

the posterior side of the joint, is about as long as \\\r lontj;es1 (constituent tooth of tlic former,

moderately strong and with long, stiff secondary bristles in the middle, almost bare distally.

Ou the anterior side of this joint close to the main tootli there is a series of six bristles; the two

situated clo.sest to the main tooth are .subecpial, rather long and strong, the rest decrease fairly

uniforndy and rapidly in length and strength the farther they are situated from the main tooth;

the shortest one is only about a quarter of the length of the two longest. They all have long, stii!

secondary bristles in the middle; these secondary bristles become, however, fewer as the bristles

become shorter. The bristle situated nearest to the main tooth is rather strongly pectinated

distally; the distal equipment decreases on the others as the length of the bristles decreases,

the shortest ones being almost bare distally. A little way in front of these bristles on the

anterior side of this joint there is a single bristle of about the same type and length as bristle

no. 3 among the last-mentioned six bristles, coimting from the main tooth; in one case among
the specimens from S/S ,,M i c h a e 1 S a r s" two such bristles were observed at this place.

The second joint (fig. 18): This has five, in exceptional cases six, a-bristles, nine b-bristles,

one c- and one d-bristle. The a- and b-bristles are rather powerful, with numerous rather strong

secondary teeth. The c- and d-bristles are of moderate length, with long, stiff secondary bristles

in the middle, distally almost bare or with short hairs. Third joint: The inner process is small

and has three bristles, two moderately long and subequal distal ones, with short hairs or almost

bare, and a proximal-posterior one which is short and has most frequently long secondary bristles

in the middle and short hairs or" else is quite bare distally. The outer process of this joint is

somewhat greater than the inner one and has two moderately long, subequal, rather powerful

distal bristles, both of them with long secondary bristles in the middle and with short hairs or

almost bare distally. The fourth exopodite joint is rather large. Distally it has ten to thir-

teen moderately long and powerful bristles somewhat different in length from each other,

arranged in two parallel rows; in the posterior row there are four or five bristles somewhat

shorter, on the average, than those in the anterior one, with short and rather powerful secondary

bristles; in the anterior row there are five to eight bristles; most frequently all of them are almost

bare, except the outer one, which in most cases has long, stiff secondary bristles in the middle.

The end joint is small but well defined, and is moved by a special muscle. It has two subequal

bristles, whose type and length is about the same as the two bristles on the outer process of the

third exopodite joint. Pilosity: The outer process of the third joint of the exopodite and the

fourth and fifth joint of this branch are partly fiirnished with fine hairs.



Fig. XXVIII. — Gigantocypris Mulleri n. sp., $.
— Fil'tli lirnh: 15. First endite pf the i)rotopO(lite: 105 X.

16. Second eiidilo of the protopodite; lO.'j X. 17. Third endite of the protopodile; 105 X. IS. Tlie four distal joints

of the left exopodite, seen from behind ; 62 X. (From a .specimen captured at station 82 of S/S,,Michael Sars").
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Sixth 1 i in b: As will he si'cii t'nuii tln' Inllowiiic table tlic nunilin- of tlic

bristles of this liinl) varied ;i little: (d distal linstle in medial i)ristle
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ones and the rest. They are somewhat different from each other in length and strength, most

of them being moderately long and strong, some of those situated more anteriorly rather short

and weak. Some of these bristles, especially the short ones, are furnished only with short,

stiff secondary bristles, the others have wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles in the middle

and short ones distally; the wreaths of secondary bristles are rather few on the anterior

bristles, more numerous on the posterior ones. The two or three posterior bristles —
whose long secondary bristles are of the same type as on the other bristles, stiff and

arranged in wreaths — are bare or have rather fine short hairs distally. Pilosity: The inner

side and the ventral part of the outer side of the second exopodite joint have numerous groups

of short, stiff, fine hairs.

Seventh limb: — This is unusually long; we may mention that on two specimens,

one with a shell 15 mm. long, the other 14 mm. this appendage attained a length of 22 mm.
and 20 mm. respectively. The distal V, of the limb is armed with bristles. The position and relative

length of the bristles is about as is shown in pi. II, fig. 11, Th. Scott, 1912 b, but we have,

however, to notice that whereas in this figure
—

presumably owing to a mistake — of the

proximal scattered cleaning bristles two are never fixed on the same side of one and the same

joint, in my specimens such a duplication is by no means uncommon. The number of the

cleaning bristles varies from about 90 to about 130—140 on each side, the numbers being,

however, very difficult to determine with certainty on account of the closeness of the bristles

to each other distally on the limb. The bristles (fig. 24) are armed distally with 1—10 bells

which are most frequently distally cut obliquely; the tongue of the distal bell is also cut

somewhat obliquely; the presence of so few bells as one or two is, however, very rare. Proximally

of the bells the cleaning bristles are smooth. The end-comb (fig. 14) has about 90—150 teeth,

all of about the same type, i. e. fairly square distally and with a series of bristle-like secondary

teeth running across the middle. Dorsally between the end comb and the cleaning bristles

there is an unpaired and rather small and smooth chitinous peg (fig. 14).

F u r c a: — This is of the same type as that shown in pi. II, fig. 12, Th. Scott, 1912 b.

The number of claws varies somewhat; the specimens from S/S ,,M i c h a e 1 S a r s" had

eleven to thirteen (the type specimen eleven) ; the specimen from M/S ,,A r m a u e r Hansen"
had ten; of the specimens from S/S ,,A n t a r c t i c" one had eleven + twelve, the other

not less than fourteen + fifteen claws. Behind the claws the fiirca is bare.

Upper lip and median eye: — These seem to correspond exactly to these organs

in G. Agassizi. The lateral eyes are very greatly reduced, and certainly do not function

as organs of sight.

The number of embryos in the specimens from S/S ,,M i c h a e 1 S a r s" and M/S

,,A r m a u e r Hansen" was about thirty to fifty; in the specimens from S/S ,.
A n t a r c t i c"

there were 57—85. Several of the females with their embryos far developed had rather large

eggs in the ovaries, about twenty to twenty-five in each ovary.

Male: —
Shell: — Length 12—13 mm.; length : height : breadth about 12,5 : 10 : 9, i. e. the

height is comparatively a little less than in the females. The posterior aperture of the shell
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Fig. XXIX. — Gigantocypris Miilleri n. sp.
— 19. Anterior part oT the right valve, seen from within; all the iiuilial

bristles of the rostrum are not drawn, $; 33 X. 20. Distal part of the bristle on the second cxopodito joint of the

second antenna, $; 500 X. 21, 22 and 23. Different types of cleaning bristles on the second endopodito joint of the

mandible, ?; 233 X. 24. Distal part of a cleaning bristle of the seventh limb, $; 325 X. 25. Penis, drawn as if it

were semi-transparent; all the bristles are not drawn; 93 x. — The female specimen from station '0, h of the

„A n t a r c t i c", the male from the station 88 of the „M i c h a e 1 S a r s".

is more strongly marked than in the case of the female, but not always so strongly as shown

in the adjoining figure 3. Otherwise it agrees pretty well with that of the female.

First antenna: — This is somewhat more elongated than in the female; thus,

for instance, the anterior side of the second to eighth joint attained a length of 4,4 mm. on a

specimen with a shell 12 mm. long; the second joint seems to be somewhat shorter, comparatively,
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than in the female. The number of filaments on the sensory bristle of the fifth joint and

on the distal bristles seems to vary somewhat, as appears from the following table: (The lengths

are the averages of right and left first antennae; in most cases, however, the right and left

bristles were almost exactly of the same length; the difference was never great.)
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I'anabiliiy. Rc/»arks: — As is scon lidin tlic dcscriptiim given almvc. this species is distinguished,

oontraiv to most other forms of this sub-f:inul\ tlml arc dealt with in this treatise, by the

fact that several organs, especially the first antenna and the sixth and seventh limbs, are subject

to a not inconsiderable variation. In spite of this it seems to be very ])rol)able that we are

dealing with a single classiticatory unit. In any case the striking continuity shown by the

variation, in spite of the limited material, supports this view.

iiflationship. How is this form related to d. W. MtlLLER's previously described Pacific species

of this genus?

(!. W. M('I,I, Eli's description of ^r. Agassizi (1895) is rather incomplete. In spite of

that 1 believe that one may say w'ith pretty great certainty that the Atlantic form described

above by me is a new species, well differentiated from G. Agassizi, which was in reality

already t« be assumed a priori on account of the fact that the two forms were caught in

two districts fairly well separated from a zooloj^Mcal ])oiut of view.

The characters in which G. Agassizi is differentiated from the Atlantic species are

as follows:

The length of the shell is greater (G. W. Mt'LLEU, [1895] gives 2.3 mm., 1912 only 21 mm.).

First antenna: This has only seven joints. ,,Das letzte Glied, an dem sich Reste

einer Verschmelzung aus 7 und 8 nicht nachweisen lassen . . . ." In the male the five

proximal filaments on the b-bristle and the two proximal filaments on the c-bristle are

modified for seizing the female.

Second antenna: The exopodite has no basal spines on the third to the ninth

joints; the second joint on the female endopodite has no bristles; the bristle of the end

joint of the last-mentioned branch does not attain the length of the endopodite.

The seventh limb has more than 200 cleaning bristles on each side.

In all these characters the Atlantic form seems to be more primitive than the Pacific

form. — To judge from G. W. MCller's drawings the two forms seem to be dilTerentiated

in still more characters. The superficiality of the drawings makes it rather probable, however,

that these differences are due, at least in part, to lack of exactitude on the part of the author;

on account of this I have thought it best not to discuss these characters at any length here.

Synonymy. In a later work (1906 b) G. W. MCller mentions (p. 135) that
,
about ten, mostly

young, specimens of this genus
— „Alle gehoren, soweit ich das feststellen konnte, zii

Gigantocypris Agassizii''
— were caught by S/S „Valdivia"* between lat. 14" N. and

lat. 42'* S. in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. Only two pictures of habitus were given.

AMiether any of these finds are to be referred to my above described species it is impossible to

decide. It may, however, be pointed out that fig. 5, pi. V shows a type of shell so different

from the one that is characteristic of my species that an assumption of this sort seems anything

but probable.
— It may be stated in passing that this figure also suggests most decidedly that

G. W. MUller's identification with G. Agassizi is incorrect.

It is true that the material of the ,,V a 1 d i v i a" expedition was subjected later on

to a renewed investigation by L. LUDERS (1909), but this author's drawings of the limbs, etc.

• See also C. Chis, 1900, p. 515,
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are so extremely bad, so incomplete and incorrect that, unfortunately, the classificatory

position of these specimens cannot be decided fi'om this work either. It is, however, to be

noted that the drawing of the shell given by this author shows a type that approaches con-

siderably more the one which is characteristic of my above described species. The exopodite

of the second antenna appears to be without basal spines; p. 108.

Without giving any detailed information about the type or the species, J. RICHARD

mentions (1900, p. 83) that a Gigantocypris 1 cm. long was caught at a depth of 1732 metres

off the Azores, thus in the neighbourhood of stations 51, 53 and 62 of S/S ,,Michael
S a r s". — In this author's work of 1904 a specimen of this genus is also mentioned from

Atlantic (p. 15).

G. H. Fowler mentions that two specimens of this genus were caught by S/S „R e-

s e a r c h" in 1900 in the Bay of Biscay (1909, p. 257). There are no detailed descriptions.

,,By size they belonged to MuLLER's Species peUucida; the perfect specimen measured about

13 mm."

Similarly G. Agassizi is mentioned in G. W. MilLLER's woric of 1908, p. 87; no figures

or descriptions are given.

\\'hether these finds arc to be referred to G. Mulleri it is impossible at present to decid(>

with absolute certainty. As is seen above I have written FowLER's form as synonymous to

this species, although it seemed to me best to add a query.

There can of course scarcely be any doubt that the species Gigantocypris pelhicida de-

scribed by Th. Scott, 1912 b, p. 5 from lat. 58« 43' N., long. 9" 6' W. — thus in the neighbourhood

of S/S ,,M ichael Sar s's" stations nos. 98 and 101 — is identical with G. Millleri. Small

differences are to be noted in some characters; for these I need only refer to Th. Scott's and

my figiu-es. The explanation of these differences lies probably, however, chiefly in lack of

accuracy on the part of Th. Scott.

AH the larvae investigated by me were females, in either the last or the penidtimate

larval stage; the number of furcal claws was nine or ten.

This form is named after G. W. MtlLLER, who is incomparably our greatest expert on the

Ostracod group and the investigator through whom the first representative of this genus, so

peculiar in its habitus, was made known to science.

Habitat: — This species was captured at the following localities in the Atlantic and

the Antarctic Occeans:

By S/S ,,M i c h a e 1 S a r s" during the ,,North Atlantic Deep Sea
E x p e d i t i o n", 1910 at the following stations: (All catches made with open nets).

Stat. 23. Lat. 35" 32' N.. long. 7" 7' W. 5—6/V. 1 juv.

9—10/V. 2000 m. of wire out. : 1 juv.

1/Vl. 3000 „ „ „ „ 1 mature $

5-6/VI. 300 „ „ „ „ 1 juv.

8—9/VI. 1600 „ „ „ „ 4 „

8—9/VI. 2100 „ „ „ „ 1 mature 9

ZooloK. Ijidiiig. Uppsala. 9uppl.-B<i. 1. 2h

29.
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,,spricht fiir eine Tiefseeform ; leider gcstatten die Fange keinen sicheren SchluB auf die Tiefe des

Vurkommens, da es sich durchweg uin Vertikalfange des ofienen Netzes handelt. Am wenigsteii

tief reicht von den ,,V a 1 d i v i a"-Fangen 55 V b (1200 m.), der ,,A 1 b a t r o s s" erbeutete

Vertreter sogar aus nur 100 Faden (185 m.), so dafi die Form, wenn sie, wie ich vermute, eiii

Bewohner groBer Tiefen ist, sicher gelegentlich zii geringeren Tiefen aufsteigt."

This assumption seems also to apply to G. Mulleri. This species too is probably to he

couvsidered as being a form that lives mainly in deep water and that, like many other pelagian

forms, undertakes migrations up to lesser depths.

The specimens of S/S ,,M i c h a e 1 S a r s" and M/S ,,A r in a ii e r H a n s e n" are

stored in B. Z. M., those of the ,,A n t a r c t i c" (on slides) in R. M. S.

Gigantocypris Mulleri n. sp. var. minor n. var.

In one of the samples of plankton from S/S ,,M i c h a e 1 S a r s" were found

two sexually mature females of this genus, which, althoiigh they bore a rather great resemblance

to the species described above, differed from it so essentially in so many respects that it seemed

to me best, as a preliminary, to distinguish them as a special form. This form has been arranged
as a variety under the above-mentioned species and has not been set up as a new species

especially for two reasons, partly because the preceding species appeared to be not inconsiderabh'

variable and partly because one of the two specimens in question resembled this species consid-

erably more than the other in several respects. It is not impossible that we are dealing with

specimens of the above-mentioned species whose development has been checked by unfavourable

conditions. The answer to this question can only, however, be obtained after renewed investi-

gations, carried out with more abundant material.

To enable the reader to decide how far the two specimens resembled or were diiferejit

from the type species it seemed most convenient in the description to call one specimen (the

most divergent) the a-specimen and the other the b-specimen.

Description:
— Female: —

Shell: —
Length: Specimen a attained a length of 9 mm., specimen b 10 mm. Tlie

shape was about the same as that of the type species, but somewhat less globular, however;

{)roportion of length : height : width about 10 : 8 : 7, thus somewhat lower than the ty2)e

species. The medial bristles were considerably fewer than in the type species, but varied very

much in number; on the rostrum of specimen a about 45 bristles were found (cf. fig. XXX. mi

which all the bristles are drawn), on the rostrum of specimen b about 60; on the list behind

the incisur about 40—60 bristles were found on the former specimen, about 40—50 on the latter.

Otherwise there was agreement with the type species.

First antenna: — The projjortion between the joints is about the same as in the

type species; the second joint is, however, somewhat longer comparatively; the tliird joint,

on the other hand, is somewhat shorter comparatively. The anterior bristle of the third joint

is fixed at about the middle of the joint (in specimen a) oi- just proximally of this. All the
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bristles have about the same length in relation to the antenna as in the
typt.' species. The

distal C-, {- anil g-bristles have eonsiderably lewer tilanients and the sensory bristle f)f the filth

joint has also somewhat fewer tilaments, as is shown in the following table, (The lengtlis

given are the averages of right and left first antennae; often, however, the right and left bristles

were quite equal in length; the difference was never great.)
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a nuH nine

species), the left luaxilla three anterior aud four posterior. In ,'specimeii a the eud joint has

three b-bristles and three or four c-bristles, in specimen b four b-bristles and five or six

c-bristles. In other respects the maxilla is the same as in the tvjje species.

Fifth limb: — Protopodite: The first endite of specimen

bristles, of specimen b has (on the fifth limb of one side, the

other side is defective in this character) twelve bristles, of about

the same type as in the type species, but rather more weakly

armed. Third endite: The third to the sixth bristles (on the left fifth

limb of specimen b even the third to the seventh), counting from the

front, have no long secondary bristles at the middle. Exopodite:
First joint: On the anterior side of the joint close to the main tooth

there is a row of three (on the right fifth limb of specimen b four)

bristles, of a type about the same as that of bristles nos. 1, 2 and 5,

counting from the main tooth, in the type species. Second joint:

On specimen a this has only four a-bristles and eight b-bristles,

on specimen b, as on the type species, five a-bristles and nine b-bristles.

The fourth exopodite joint has seven bristles in specimen a, eight in

specimen b, arranged in two rows in varying ways, aU with short hairs.

In other respects this limb agrees with the type species.

Sixth limb: —
Specimen a: Protopodite: The first

endite has two distal and two medial bristles. The second endite has

three distal bristles and three medial bristles. The third endite has four or

five distal and one or no medial bristle. The epipodial appen-
dage is represented by four short, bare bristles. Exopodite:
The endite of the first joint has nine distal bristles and one medial

bristle; the second exopodite joint has 24 bristles. Specimen b:

Protopodite: The first endite has two distal and two medial

bristles; the second endite has four or five distal bristles and two oi'

three medial bristles; the third endite has six distal bristles and

one medial bristle. The epipodial appendage is represented

by four short, bare bristles. Exopodite: The endite of the

first joint has eleven distal and two medial bristles. The second

exopodite joint has from 33 to 35 bristles. In both specimens the

types of the bristles are the same as in the type species.

Seventh limb: —
Specimen a : Cleaning bristles : Distally

30 dorsal and 30 or 31 ventral bristles were situated close together;

proximally of these were scattered from 25 to 27 dorsal and from 21

to 23 ventral bristles. Specimen b: Cleaning bristles: Distally on

45 bristles were situated close together dorsally as well as ventrally, on the other limb

38 dorsal and 32 ventral bristles; proximally of tliese on the former limb were spread 34

dorsal and 33 ventral bristles, the other limb was defective with regard to these bristles. In both

FiK. XX.X. -

rijpris Miilleri

minor u

]iai't of

Cigaiild-

sp. var.

var. — Aiilurioi'

thr riKlit valve,

seen from williiii; all the

lirisUes of the rostniTn are

drawn: ?; nO X.

the one limb about
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spociinens these bristles were furnished with three to nine bells of about the same type as in

the type speeies. The end comb had about 40 teeth in st)ecimen a, about 46—rM in specimen b,

their type was about the same as in the type species.

Kurc a: - Tliis had 11 or \2 claws on specimen a, 11 on specimen b. Their type
was the same as iu the type species.

N u in b e r o f e in b r y o s: Specimen a had 27, specimen b 34.

Male: — l' n k n o w n.

Habitat: — Atlantic c e a n:

Lat. 29"»8' N., long. 25" Iti' \^ . Depth 1500 metres (caught iu an open net); 1. VI. lOK)

(S/S ..Michael S a r s", station 49 B); type locality: two sexually mature females

with fairly far developed embryos.

Genus Cypridina H. Milne Edwards.

Cypridum, autorum; e.g., H. MiLNE Edwakds, 1840; W. BaIRD . 1850 a;

C. CLuVUS, 1873; G. 0. Sars, 1887 and G. S. Brady and A. M. NoRMAN, 1896. Cypridina

(p a r t.), G. W. Mt'LLER, 1906 b and 1912.

Nwnber of Remarks: — As it is to be seen from above p. 193 this genus in the present work has been
sub-genera. i- j j - £ i

divided into live sub-genera:

Doloria n.

Varyula n.

MacrocypricUna n.

Cypridina H. MiLNE Edwards.

Siphonostra n.

A gcnui diagnosis On account of the great uncertainty about most of the species belonging to this genus
IS not worked out.

j jjayg considered it convenient not to work out yet a diagnosis of this group. I have confined

myself to the elaboration of detailed descriptions of the sub-genera, chiefly based on the species

that I have had the opportunity to examine. A consequence of this is, of course, that many
of the characters included in these descriptions are of generic value.
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Sub-Genus Doloria n. sub-gen.

Description:
— Shell: — Its form is somewhat different in male and female, though

tliis difference is rather slight.
— It is oval without or with only a weakly developed posterior

corner. The rostral incisur is narrow and comparatively deep; near the inner edge of the incisin

there are two medial bristles situated close to each other. With rather strong calcification.

The species of this sub-genus hitherto known are moderately large.

First antenna: — This is long, slender and has eight joints; for the proportion

between the joints see the diagnosis of the sub-family. The sensory bristle of the fifth joint

has thirteen sensory filaments. Three of the filaments on bristles b and c are modified in the

male for seizing the female. Of these three filaments, all proceeding from the medial side of

tlie bristles, the proximal one issues just at the base of the bristles; this is short and powerful,

swollen at the base and strongly chitinized distaUy, almost spine-like; medially at about half its

length it has a single suctorial organ. The two other filaments are relatively long and have

distally-medially on one side a series of small suctorial organs all of about the same type and size.

The end bristles are not much longer in the males than in the females.

Second antenna: — The protopodite has one medial-distal bristle.

Vj X o p o d i t e: The bristle of the second joint is rather powerfully developed. The natatory

l)ristles on the third to the ninth joints are quite without spines. The third to the ninth joints

have basal spines. Endopodite: In the male this branch is developed into a powerful

triple-jointed clasping organ, the end joint of which has, besides the proximo-ventral bristle,

two very short distal ones as well. In the female it is comparatively rather well developed,

I'longated, and triple-jointed; its end joint is, however, sometimes rather weakly marked. The

bristle of the end joint is long.

Mandible: — Protopodite: The endite on the coxale is simple distally oi'

lias only indications of bifurcation; its spines are partly rather powerful, especially those situated

distally-medially and have only rather a slight tendency towards arrangement in groups. Apart
from the bristle of the endite there are no bristles on the coxale. Basale: Of the ventral bristles

one d-bristle is very long, has numerous long secondary bristles and is furnished with short

hairs distally, the rest vary from being moderately long to very short and have generally short.

tine hairs or are quite bare. This joint has three or four bristles dorsally. Endopodite:
The first joint has four bristles ventrally. The end joint has six or seven bristles, one of the

posterior ones may be missing;
— this is noteworthy, as in all the other forms of this-sub-family

dealt with in this work, as well as in the species of the unh-iamily Philomedinae, seven bristles

are always developed on this joint
—

: the two middle of these bristles are rather powerful,

claw-shaped, and about as long and as strong as each other.

Maxilla: — Protopodite: The coxale has dorso-distally a single bristle with

long and fine hairs. Proximally on the outside of the third endite there is a single bristle. On

the boundary between the basale and the first endopodite joint there are three bristles, one close

to the exopodite, one at about the middle of the inside of the endopodite and one on its anterior
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i'dfiv. I )ur.sii-tlistally mi the CDxaK- (luMf is a rallicr hw^v laiiU'Uiloriii c p i p <• <l i a I a p p v n-

(1 )i g 0. The o x «> p <) il i t e is comparatively wi'll (icvcloped, with close, line long hairK;

it is not disphiced distally. Tlic en do pod it c is hroad and iiiodprately long.

Sixth 1 i Ml !•: The second (>xopoililc' joint is rather- short and somewhat

rounded witli numerous bristh's: its jiosterior-distal luisties are not strikingly large in cotnparison

with the other bristles.

S e V e n t h limb: — This has ralhei- nuinerous cleaning bristles, of which a ratlier

large number are situated very close to each other distally, the rest scattered irregularly along

the di.st-al part of the liniii. W ith regard to the |)()sition of these latter bristles it is to be noted

that on the same side of the same joint there is only extremely seldom more than one })ristle.

The end comb consists of a moderate number of rather powerful teeth, some rather h)ng, distally

rounded distal teeth, smooth except tliat at the middle they have a small secondary spine on

each side, and decreasing somewhat in length tlie more proximally they are situated, some

rather shorter and broader, quite bare proximal teeth rather sharply cut off distally. Dorsally

close to the end comb the wall of the limb is rather strongly thickened and also rather deeply

concave. The ventral part of the wall in this notch is continued proximally as a peg of

I'hitin with which the chitinous part that forms the dorsal wall of the notch is moveably joined ;

this latter chitinous part ends dorsally in a freely projecting, rather powerful little verruca.

The ventral and the dorsal walls of this notch may be pressed together somewhat like a jaw,

when the distal teeth of the end comb are also pressed in towards the dorsal edge of the notch;

this compression is carried out by a short, powerful, paired nauscle, issuing somewhat proximo-

dorsally of the point of the limb and fixed to the bottom of the notch, both to the ventral

and the dorsal chitinous hinge. This muscle seems to be a specialized part of the anterioi'

longitudinal muscle of the limb.

Furca: — The lamellae are moderately elongated; the number of claws is about

eleven; there is no clear division into main claws and secondary claws.

Upper lip:
— This has no large processes and is only slightly divided into fields;

one can distinguish one anterior upper unpaired field of glands, the openings of which are directed

anteriorly-ventraUy and two posterior-ventral fields with the openings of the glands directed

ventrally; these glandular fields are divided from each other only by shallow grooves. There

is an unpaired protuberance on the front between the upper lip and the rod-shaped organ.

The median eye is well developed and is of ordinary size and type. The r o d -

shaped organ is fairly well developed and rather short and thick.

The lateral eyes are well developed.

.\iiinher nj sperifis. Remarks.' — As far as I know this sub-genus comprises only the two species described

below. Possibly one or more additional representatives of it may be lound among the rather

numerous species of this sub-family that have been dealt with in the literature; on accoimt of

the incompleteness of the descriptions nothing can. however, be stated with certainty about this.

fMaiion benveeii ihc With regard to the relation between the two species I will only point out here that the

species. form C. (D.) lei-is found at South Tt e o r g i a is certainly to be regarded as more divergent
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from the common original type than C. (D.) pectinata. The great agreement with regard, for

instance, to the distal part of the endopodite of the maxilla that the last-mentioned species

shows with closely-related forms of other groups, for instance of the sub-genus Vargula, decidedly

supports this assumption.

On the other hand it is to be stated that they are very like each other ; they are certainly

very closely related to each other; they may be regarded as representative forms, the one living

at South Georgia the other at the Falkland Islands and T i e r r a del

F u e g o.

As the type-species of this sub-genus I regard C. (D.) levis. Type.

C. (Doloria) levis n. p.

Description:
— Female: —

Shell: — Length 2,4—2,7 mm.; length : height, about 1,38
—1,45 : 1; length : breadth,

about 1,9 : 1. Seen from the side (fig. 1) it varies, though rather slightly, in form;

it is irregularly oval with its greatest height at or somewhat behind the middle and the posterior

part of the shell somewhat larger than the anterior part, sometimes rather more than in the

adjoining figure. The dorsal margin is rather boldly arched, flattened anteriorly, sometimes

even rather more than in the adjoining figure, sometimes rather flattened posteriorly as well,

as in the specimen reproduced, sometimes evenly arched; the ventral margin is much more

slightly arched than the dorsal one, its arcuation is even and uniform. The posterior part of

the shell is broadly rounded, somewhat flattened with a slight indication of a posterior corner

somewhat below half the height of the shell. The anterior margin of the rostrum is well rounded

with only a weak indication of a corner, its ventral corner is rather pointed. Seen from
below it is egg-shaped with its greatest breadth at or somewhat behind the middle and with

gently and uniformly rounded sides; its anterior and posterior ends are rather broadly rounded,

the former rather narrower than the latter. The surface of the shell is even and

shiny, with rather numerous but exceedingly short and fine hairs. The pores of the surface

are small. Seen from inside (cf. fig. 1 of C. (D.) pectinala): On the rostrum there is

a rather sparse but distinct row of rather long, simple or bifurcate bristles, going slantingl)^

upwards. Some of these bristles, those that are situated most ventrally, are somewhat longer

than the others and situated rather closely together; the place on which they are fixed is not

developed into a verruciform protuberance. Most of the bristles of this row seem to be quite

bare, like the other medial bristles in this species; often, however, some of them at least seem

to have along a part of their length short, close and very fine secondary hairs (very difficult

to get sight of even with Reichert's ocular 4, Leitz' imraers. Vj,). Apart from this row of bristles

there are only a few single scattered bristles on the rostrum. Within the inner edge of the

rostral incisur there seems to be, besides the two bristles placed close to each other near the edge,

as a rule only a single rather short bristle, placed near the joining line. On the list behind the

Zoolog. bidnig, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I. *•'
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rostral incisur thoro is n ratlicr sparse mw of inodcratcly long bifurcated bristles (fig. 2); this

row becomes more and more sparse posteriorly, and at the same tiiiir tin' luistles become shorter

and simple, and already at half the length of the shell it practically ceases altogether; single short

simple bristles may. however, be observed on the list along tiic posterior part oi the ventral

edge of the shell. ^Vitllin the posterior margin of the shell the list is rather broad and has

from about 20 to 25 short bristles and outside these a varying number of peculiai' formations, the

nature of which I have not succeeded in establishing with full certainty; probably they are a sort

of pores, at any rate they somewhat resemble these formations; seen from the side, they have

about the type reproduced in the accompanying figure 3, some of them at least seem to have,

if 1 am not mistaken, an extremely short and fine hair (the verification of this is uncertain

even with a magnifying power as large as Reicmert's ocular 4, Leitz' immers. Vu). On

the part between the list and the edge of the .shell, both along the ventral edge and posteriorly,

there are practically no medial bristles at all. The selvage is rather broad along both the anterior

and posterior edges of the rostral incisur; on the other hand it is rather narrow along the anterior

edge of the rostrum and along the ventral margin of the shell; it extends, however, rather consi-

derably outside the edge of the shell even in these parts. It has close, even and fine, in most cases

almost invisible cross-striation, and is exceedingly finely serrated at the edge, almost quite even.

First antenna: — The posterior distal bristle of the third joint is generally some-

what longer than the bristle of the anterior side of this joint and also somewhat longer than

half the length of the fourth joint; the anterior of these two bristles is fixed at about a third of

the length of the joint. The two bri.stles of the fourth joint are generally subequal, not quite

as long as the fifth joint. All the bristles mentioned seem, however, to show a not inconsiderable

variation with regard to their length. The sensory bristle of the fifth joint is about as long as

the anterior sides of the second to the fourth joints taken together; of its thirteen sensory fila-

ments the ten proximal ones are about a third of the length of the whole bristle and are rather

considerably thicker than the distal ones, from which they are, in addition, separated by a

distinct gap; the two following ones are only a quarter to a fifth of the whole length of the bristle;

the remaining, distal one is situated near the point of the bristle and is very short and narrow;

they are all of about the same thickness throughout whole their length and quite naked. The

a-bristle of the seventh joint is about as long as the fifth joint, the bristle of the sixth joint

is somewhat shorter. The bristles of the third, fourth and sixth joints and the a-bristle of the

seventh joint are all furnished with short, fine hairs. Of the bristles of the seventh and eighth

joints the b-bristle is about the same length as the five distal joints and has five sensory filaments.

The c- and f-bristles are subequal and about double the length of the six distal joints; each

of these two bristles has ten sensory filaments. The g-bristle is somewhat longer and is character-

ized by eleven sensory filaments. The proximal filaments on these bristles have from one to

six rather short and weak secondary spines, the distal ones are smooth. The sensory tube-like

bristles d and e are subequal, about the same length as the six distal joints taken together.

Pilosity: The second joint is very sparsely furnished with hairs.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: Length about 0,7
—

0,8 mm. in specimens

about 2,5 mm. long. The medial-distal bristle
(fig. 7) is short, about as long as or even somewhat
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shorter than the three short bristles on the first endopodite joint (cf. below) and almost bare.

E X o p o d i t e: This lias about the following proportions between the joints:

I : II : III : IV : V : VI : VII : VIII : IX = 38 : 13 : 5 : 4 : 4 : 4 : 3 : 3 : 2.

In other words the first joint is about as long as the total length of all the following joints

and the length of the second joint is about as great as that of the three following ones together;

the lengths vary somewhat, however, though rather slightly. The bristle of the second joint

is about as long as the total length of the six or seven distal joints and has ventrally some

rather weak spines, which vary rather considerably in number (from about fifteen to twenty -five)

and dorsally, on the average, a rather smaller number of short, still weaker ones. The longest

natatory bristles are almost double the length of the whole exopodite and have rather broad

natatory hairs. The end joint has four bristles; of these the dorsal one is about as long as

the three or four distal joints, its hairs are long but comparatively few in number. The

third to the ninth joints have basal spines of the same type as those found in C. (Vargida)

norvegica, but they are, however, somewhat weaker. Endopodite (fig. 7): The end joint

is sometimes not very well defined. The first joint has proximally a group of four bristles, three

of which are comparatively short; in addition this joint has at about the middle a single bristle,

somewhat longer than the longest proximal one and about as long as or somewhat longer than

the two distal joints of the endopodite; all the bristles of the first joint are sparsely furnished

with short and fine hairs. The second endopodite joint is quite without bristles. The bristle

of the end joint is about double the length of the endopodite and almost reaches the posterior

limit of the protopodite.

Mandible (fig. 4) :
— P r o t o p o d i t e : The endite of the coxale has very

numerous spines; its two distal points are generally somewhat stronger and thicker than the

other spines, though only slightly so, and, contrary to the latter, are furnished with a few weak

secondary spines; between the two distal points a low point can sometimes be observed; cf.

above p. 182. Basale: The ventral side has seven bristles; two of them, the a-bristles, are

situated at the proximo-ventral corner; one of these is quite short, the other relatively long,

attaining about half the length of the ventral side of this joint; the b-bristle is very small;

somewhat proximally of the middle of the joint there are two c-bristles, one of which is not

quite as long as the longer of the two a-bristles, the other is exceedingly small, even very difficult

to distinguish; in addition there are two d-bristles, one of which is quite short, the other long,

of about the same length as the second endopodite joint; the last-mentioned bristle has along

a great part of its length very numerous rather long secondary bristles, only slightly arranged

in groups; the other bristles of the ventral side of this joint are furnished with short hairs or

naked. The proximal one of the three bristles of the dorsal side of this joint is situated somewhat

in front of the middle of the joint and is about half the length of the latter; the two distal

bristles are subequal and rather slightly longer than the proximal one; aU three of them have

short fine hairs. The exopodite is rather considerably longer than the dorsal side of the

first endopodite joint. Of its two bristles, both furnished with short, fine hairs, the one situated

most distally is somewhat longer than this branch, the other is about twice as long as the first.

E n d o
]3

d i t e: Of the four ventral bristles on the first joint the two longest are somewhat



Fig. XXXI. — r. (Doloria) levis n. sp., 2. — 1. Shell, seen from the side; 35 X. 2. One of the medial bristles of

the shell just behind the rostral incisur; 680 X. 3. A part of the list in.side the posterior edge of the shell; 680 X-
4. Mandible, seen from within; 224 X. S. Distal part of the mandible, seen from within; 480 X. 6. Gleaning bristle,

abnormal type, of the second endopodite joint of the mandible; 1000 X.
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different in length; the shorter of these two bristles has rather many fairly long secondary bristles,

arranged to some extent in groups, and has short, fine hairs distally; the longer one, like the

two short bristles, has short, fine hairs. Second joint: On the proximal half of the anterior side

there are fairly numerous bristles: Six or seven more or less long bristles with short, fine hairs,

the longest with its point extending somewhat beyond the end joint; the relative lengths of

these bristles vary somewhat. Ten or eleven are rather short with fine double pectination

(of the type shown in fig. 8 of M. (Cypridinodes) acuminata in this treatise; all these bristles

are drawn smooth in the adjoining figure). About five or six bristles, also short but armed

with coarse double pectination (of the type shown in fig. 9 of M. (Cypridinodes) acuminata in this

treatise; these bristles are furnished with secondary spines in the adjoining figure). All the bristles

of the two last categories, the cleaning bristles, are either clearly arranged in two or three rows

running steeply and slantingly forwards and upwards or else situated quite irregularly. There

is, however, a transition from one type of cleaning bristles to the other. The variability of these

bristles was, on the whole, rather striking, one specimen had a cl eaning bristle of the type shown

in fig. 6. On the posterior edge this joint has, at about % of the way along it, a single rather

short bristle with short and exceedingly fine hairs or bare and a short distance distally of this

bristle two more bare bristles situated close to each other, of the same length and strength as

each other, somewhat shorter than the former bristle. All the six bristles of the end joint (fig. 5)

are smooth. The two middle ones, which are the most powerful, are about a third of the length

of the second endopodite joint. Of the two anterior ones the medial one is claw-shaped and

somewhat more than half the length of the two middle ones, the lateral one is considerably

weaker and also somewhat shorter than the medial one. Both the two posterior bristles are

rather weak and different in length from each other, the longest lateral one is slightly shorter

than the two middle main claws. Pilosity: The first endopodite joint has dorso-distally a series

of short, stiff hairs; on the second endopodite joint there are proximo-anteriorly and along the

posterior edge rather sparse transversal rows of exceedingly short, fine hairs; this limb is other-

wise bare.

Maxilla: — Protopodite (fig. 9) : The equipment of the three endites seems

to be fairly constant, though slight variations from the type described and reproduced below

may be observed, especially in the relative lengths of the bristles. The first endite has nine or

ten bristles of moderate length (on all the specimens investigated except one the first number

was found). They are several different types: one, situated at about the middle, is powerful

but quite short and has only a few distal and rather powerful secondary teeth; one, situated

somewhat outside the former, is of the same type as this but rather considerably larger; one,

placed somewhat inside these two, differs from the latter bristle only by its having also some long,

stiff secondary bristles at the middle; all the other bristles are subequal and somewhat longer

than the former ones; the outer one (or if there are ten bristles the two outer ones) have only

rather weak distal secondary teeth; the three inner ones have numerous long, stiff secondary

bristles, placed extremely close together; of the two remaining bristles, both with a moderate

nimiber of long, stiff secondary bristles, one has very powerful, the other rather weak secondary

teeth distally. The second endite has six bristles: the two inner ones of these are rather short,
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with rathtT powerful secondary tootli distallx , inic is of about tin' same type, l)ul larger and

more powerful, tlie three reinaiiiiu'; ones, all somewhat longer than thr thrrc others, are latlirr

weakly poetinated distally; the two outer of these usually have on the midille rather sparse

and rather long, exeeedingly tine hairs. The tiiiid endite has also six bristles: the three outer

of those are of about the same type as the outer ones on the seeond endite; of the three remaining

ones one is of about the same length as the three former ones, with short, fine hairs or almost

bare, one somewhat shorter, rather strong and with rather powerful distal secondary teetli,

the remaining one, the inner one, is of about the same length as the last-mentioned one, l)ut weaker

and apparently in most cases bare (sometimes missing?). The proximal bristle on the outside

of the third endite is nearly as long as the outer edge of this process and has short, fine hairs or

is almost bare. The dor.so-distal bristle of the coxale is about as long as the outer ones of the

distal bristles of the third endite. Of the three bristles on the boundary between the basale

and the first endopodite joint the one that is situated close to the exopodite is about as long as

the bristles of the last-mentioned branch and is plumose; the two others are almost bare, the

one on the anterior edge of the palp is somewhat shorter than the dorso-distal bristle of the

coxale, the other still somewhat shorter. Exopodite: 01 the three bristles the proximal

one is about as long as this branch and has short, fine hairs or is almost bare; the two others

are somewhat longer and densely plumose. Endopodite (fig. 10): First joint: This has

distally on the anterior edge two rather long bristles, of which the proximal one is somewhat

longer than the distal one; both are bare, or else the proximal one is sparsely plumose. On the

posterior edge of this joint there are similarly two distal bristles, the posterior one rather long,

the anterior one half the length of the posterior one, both with moderately strong pectination

distally. The chitinized posterior, verruciformly projecting distal edge of this joint is comparati-

vely weakly developed and varies somewliat in form. The end joint is very strongly chitinized,

especially on the inside, which forms a broad, blunt and strong tooth. It has thirteen bristles:

four moderately long, rather strongly pectinated a-bristles; three b-bristles, the anterior one

of which is moderately long, rather powerful and rather strongly pectinated, tlie two others

are subequal, also rather powerful, straight, spine-like and bare or almost bare, only about

half the length of the former one; three c-bristles, of about the same tyi^e and size as the anterior

one of the b-bristles; three d-bristles, very powerful, very much bent in the middle and quite

smooth (from which quality the name of this species is derived), only in exceptional cases can

one or more weak secondary teeth be observed on these bristles, the posterior of them is largest

and most powerful, the anterior shortest and weakest. Pilosity: On the first endopodite joint

there are some transverse rows of fine, rather long hairs.

Fifth limb: — Protopodite: The first endite (fig. 12) has seven bristles.

Of these nos. 2, 4 and 5, counting from the anterior side of the limb, are subequal and

comparatively long and powerful, equipped distally with numerous rather long and stiff secon-

dary bristles, placed close together in more or less well-defined oblique wreaths. Bristle no. 1

is of about the same type as those already mentioned, but is only about half their length. The

three others are still shorter: no. 3 has in the middle a wreath of rather long, stiff hairs and is

pectinated distally; no. 6 is rather weak, with thin walls and furnished with a rather small



Fig. XXXI
?; 138 X.
2; 465 X.

- C. (Duloria) /ci'/x n. sp.
—• 7. Endupoditi,' and the distal i)arl of Ihe prolopodife of tho second antenna,

8. Endopodite of Ihe second antenna, ^; 221 x. 9. Tiie throe enditos of tho maxilla, somewhat pressed.
10. Distal part of tlie endopodite of the right maxilla, seen from outside, $; 337 X- 11. Furca, the teeth

of the claws are not drawn; ?; 138 X.
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number of fine, rnthor floxiblo, long, sparse hairs; no. 7 is of iil)ou( the same type as no. 1, l)\it

somewliat stronger. Of the tive inner bri.stles of the seconil endite (fig. 13) the two anterior

ones are rather strong, subequal, moderately long and both of the same type; they are rather

strongly pectinated distally and may or may not have a wreath of rather long, stiff secondary

bristles proximally of the miiUlle. The posterior bristle is of the same type as the former ones

but is considerably more powerful. Of the two middle bristles, both somewhat shorter than the

former ones, the anterior is finely serrate distally and has no long secondary bristles; the posterior

one. which is the shortest, has in the middle a wreath of long secondary bristles, distally it is

smooth or perhaps with a few exceedingly weak secondary teeth. The remaining bristle on

this endite. situated on the anterior side of the process, a short distance from the five former

ones, is very short and bare. Of the seven bristles of the third endite (fig. 14) the two anterior

ones and the posterior one have the same type and about the same size as the corresponding

bristles on the second endite, nos. 3 and 4, counting from the anterior side of the limb, agree

with no. 3 on the process mentioned, no. 5 is quite short and bare or has a few long and

rather soft hairs, no. 6 is moderately long and strong and has short, fine hairs. The distal

spine of the protopodite is unusually long and powerful. The e p i
j:)
o d i t e has from 55

to 60 bristles, all furnished with long hairs right to the point. Tlic c x o p o d i t e has four

joints: First joint: The main tooth (fig. 15) has seven constituent teeth all well defined proximally;

the secondary teeth on the latter of about the same type as is shown in the adjoining figure,

but vary, however, to some extent. The bristle close to the main tooth on the posterior side

of the joint resembles in type and size the posterior bristle on the third endite. On the anterior

side of this joint there are four bristles, three of which are situated close together in a row near

the main tooth, the other one a short distance from these, farther out on the joint; two of the

three former ones are sube(iual and rather long and strong (about the same as is shown in the

figure 22 of C. (Vargula) norregica), the third is somewhat shorter; one of the two long ones is

rather strongly pectinated distally, the other has exceedingly fine, short hairs distally, both

have stiff, long hairs in the middle; the short one has long, stiff hairs in the middle, short hairs

distally, almost bare. The outer one of this joint's bristles is somewhat shorter than the two

longer of the former bristles and has long, soft hairs along the greater part of its length, short,

fine ones distally. Second exopodite joint: This has four powerful a-bristles with numerous

moderately powerful secondary teeth continuing almost to the points of the bristles; in addition

this joint has eight b-bristles, one c- and one d-bristle; the two latter are somewhat shorter

than the longest b-bristles and have rather close, long, soft hairs at the middle and short hairs distally.

The outer and iimer lobes of the third exopodite joint are well developed (fig. 16); the outer one

somewhat larger than the inner one. Bach of these lobes has two subequal bristles of moderate

length, with long, fine hairs at the middle and short, fine hairs distally. The end joint (fig. 16)

is about the same size as the outer lobe of the preceding joint and is furnished with two

bristles of the same t}'pe and size as the bristles on this joint. Pilosity: The outer lobe of the

third exopodite joint and the end joint are partly provided with close, soft, fine, long hairs.

Sixth limb (fig. 17):
— Protopodite: The first endite has two or three

rather long and strong distal bristles, two of which usually have a few oblique wreaths of long.



Fig. XXXIII.— C.(Dolona) levis n. sp., ?.
— 12. First endile of the protopodilc of the fifth Imb; 588 X. 13. Second

endite of the prolopodite of the fifth limb; 588 X. 14. Third endite of the protopodite of the fifth limb; 588 X.
15. Main tooth of the fii'sl exojjodite joint of the fifth limb; 700 X. 16. The two distal exopodite joints of the left

fifth limb, seen from behind; 480 X- !' l^eft sixth limb, seen from inside; 240 X- -

Zoolog. bidrag, UppSciIa. Suppl.-Bd. 1. 30
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stiff secondary bristles, tlio third, in most cases, with short hairs distally and two shorl, i)huiH)U,s

niodial bristles. Second ondite: This has two rather long and
])(i\v(

rlui
siili('(|iial distal bristles

and two or three short, plumous medial bristles. Third cndite: Tliis lias tliree rather long and

powerhd distal bristles of which the middle one is somewhat shorter than the two others, and

one medial bristle, of about the same length and type as the long distal bristles. The distal

bristles on the second and third endites are of the same type, with a wr(>atli of long and rather

stiff secondary bristles at the middle and short hairs distally. The e
])

i p o d i a 1 a p p e n-

d a g.e of the protopodite is represented by itnir latlier short bristles, either with short hairs

or bare, issuing from a small, lobe-like process. Exopodite: The endite of the first joint

has three or four, usually three, rather long and powerful distal bristles; of these the middle

one is somewhat longer than the others and of the same type as the distal bristles on the

preceding endite; the ventral one has short hairs, the dorsal one (or the two dorsal ones) usually

also with short hairs, sometimes, however with long hairs in the middle. In addition this endite

has one medial bristle of the same type and length as that on the preceding endite. Second

joint: This has a rather large number of bristle. Eleven or thirteen of these bristles are of

moderate length or rather long, all situated very near to the ventral edge; the two posterior

ones of them with dense long, soft hairs right to the point, the others with long hairs at the

middle and short hairs distally; the long hairs of the last-mentioned bristles are soft on the

posterior ones, on the anterior ones they are somewhat more stiff, though only slightly so, and

they are not arranged in distinct wreaths. Four or five bristles have short hairs and are generally

considerably shorter than the former; some of these are somewhat, though only slightly,

displaced from the ventral edge of the joint up the lateral side. There is no pronounced

gap between the posterior ones of the bristles of this joint and the others. Pilosity: On the

inside this limb has rather close, short, stiff hairs; laterally along the ventral edge of the

second exopodite joint there is also a series of short, stiff hairs.

Seventh limb (fig. 18):
— This is comparatively short, attaining only half the

length of the shell. Distally there are ten or eleven (usually ten) ventral and seven or eight

(usually seven) dorsal cleaning bristles, placed very close together. Of these bristles, both in the

case of the dorsal and ventral ones, the most distal one is rather short or of moderate length;

the next distal one, on the other hand, is comparatively long; starting from this latter bristle

these bristles decrease fairly uniformly in length the more proximally they are fixed, though

one or two may not follow this rule; the proximal ones are rather short. Proximally of these

bristles there are eleven or twelve (usually eleven) ventral bristles and from nine to thirteen

dorsal ones scattered irregularly along the distal half of the limb; these bristles are generally

subequal and moderately long; their length is, however, somewhat variable. The cleaning

bristles are furnished with from three to six bells, transversely cut off distally; (the very short,

ventero-proximal cleaning bristle on this limb of the type-specimen, see fig. 18, which was furnished

\vith only a single bell, was apparently pathological); the tongue of the distal bell is cut off very

obliquely [type about the same as is shown in
fig.

28 of C. (Macrocypridina) castanea]; proximally

of the bells the cleaning bristles are perfectly smooth. The end comb (fig. 19) consists of from

seven to ten distal teeth and of three or four proximal teeth on both sides of these. The distal
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wart on the dorsal chitinous plate of the distal cavity has one short, powerful central tooth with

several distal points and from two to five short, powerful, conical, bare teeth on each side of this.

Furca (fig. 11):
— This has eleven claws, all well defined from the lamella and

decreasing uniformly in length the more proximally they are fixed; no. 4 is, however, rather

often somewhat short and weak comparatively; proximally of the claws the furca is smooth.

Fiir. XXXIV. — C. (Doloria) levis n. sp.
— 18. Sevenlh limb; ?; 240 X- 10. The point of the seventh limb; ?;

1000 X. 20. Left penis, seen from inside, (drawn as if it were somi-tran.sparent); 312 X.

Upper lip:
— The unpaired dorsal glandular field, like the paired ventral one, is

of moderate size. The unpaired protuberance dorsally of the upper lip is of moderate size,

somewhat conical, distally rounded.

The rod -shaped organ: — This is somewhat pointed distally (the upper lip

and the rod-shaped organ present a picture that reminds one very much of G. W. MOllrp.'s

picture of these organs in Cypridina dorsoserrata, 1908, pi. IV, fig. 3, but the dorsal glandular
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tioKl (til tlir uppiT li])
is situatod more in one

iiliiiic; besides, as has hern poinlcd mit above, the

dorsal protuboraiu-o bftwci-ii th<' upper li|)
and the rod -

shaped organ lias only a

single point).

riif 1 a t e r a 1 o y e s are large.

Male: —
Shell: -

Length: 2,1—2,2 mm.; length : height, about 1,4 : 1. Seen fro in I h e

side: The greatest height is situated about at the inidille; the posterior part of tlie shell is

not perceptibly larger than the anterior part. The dorsal border is somewhat less flattened

anteriorly than in the female. With a rather well-developed, broadly rounded posterior corner

somewhat ventrally of half the height. In other respects the male shell is like that of

the female.

First antenna: — The bristles of the third and fourth joints seem to be somewhat,

though rather slightly, shorter than these bristles in the female. Bristles of the seventh joint:

The b-bristle is about as long as the anterior side of the second to the fourth joints; it has four

filaments, of which the three proximal ones have suctorial organs and the distal one, which

issues close to the distal of the three former ones, is short and bare; the proximal filament has

a powerful, rounded, verruciform process distally of the suctorial organ [about the same as in

figure 15 of C. (Vargula) norve(jica\; the two other filaments with suctorial organs are rather

long and powerful, the distal one extending somewhat beyond the point of the principal bristle,

and having four suctorial organs distally, proximally of which a small wart, like a shaft of still

another suctorial organ, is to be found. The c-bristle is somewhat longer than the preceding

bristle; it has nine filaments; of these the three proximal ones have suctorial organs and are

of exactly the same types as the filaments with suctorial organs on the b-bristle. Bristles of the

end joint: The f- and g-bristles are about as long as the whole antenna, the latter only slightly

longer than the former; the f-bristle has ten, the g-bristle eleven filaments. In other respects

this antenna agrees with that of the female.

Second antenna: — The protopodite and the exopodite are similar

to those of the female. The endopodite (fig. 8) : The first and the second joints are rather

long and powerful, the latter not quite twice as long as the former, both almost uniformly thick;

the end joint is about a third of the length of the second joint, narrow, of about the same

thickness throughout its whole length, curved ventrally and distally furnished with a few irre-

gular teeth. The bristles of the first joint completely agree with those on this joint in the

female. The second joint has, at about two-thirds of the way along it, two subequal rather

short ventral bristles. The proximo-dorsal bristle of the end joint is somewhat shorter than

the total length of the two proximal joints; close to the point of the end joint there are two

exceedingly short bristles placed close together.

The mandible, maxilla, fifth and sixth limbs are similar to those

of the female.

Seventh limb: — This also shows a great agreement with that of the female,

but the end comb seems, however, to be somewhat weaker; it has from nine to eleven distal

teeth and on each side of these from two to four proximal teeth.
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Penis: — This is of the fundamental type for this sub-family. For details see the

accompanying figure 20, There seem to be no glands on the ventral lobe.

F u r c a: — Very like that of the female; the two or three distal claws are, however,

somewhat more curved.

The r o d - s h a p e d o r g a n and the u p i)
e r 1 i

i) agree with these organs in the

females.

The lateral eyes are slightly larger than those of the females.

The dorsal side of the back of the body has rather strong transverse

folds or ridges.

Habitat: — S o u t li Georgia:
S. A. E., Station 18, mouth of West Fjord, Cumberland Bay, lat. 54" 15' S., long.

360 25' W.; 22. lY. 1902; depth, 250 m.; loose clay; temperature at the bottom, + 1,2" C:
1 mature female; R. M. S. 151. S. A. E., Station 25, off Grytviken, lat. 540 22' S., long. 36"

27' W.; 21. V. 1902; depth, 24—52 m.; greyish clay with scattered algae: 2 juvenes; R. M.

S. 152. S. A. E., Station 26, off Grytviken, lat. 54" 22' S., long. 36" 27' W.; 24. V. 1902; stony
bottom with algae just outside the Macrocystis-region : 1 mature female, 1 mature male and

16 larvae of different stages; R. M. S. 153. S. A. E., Station 34 (t y p e - 1 o c a 1 i t y), off the

movith of Cumberland Bay, lat. 54o 11' S., long. 36o 18' W., 5. VI. 1902; depth, 252—310 m.;

greyish clay with scattered stones; temperature at the bottom, + 1,45'' C. : 1 mature male,

17 mature females and 7 larvae of the first stage; R. M. S. 154.

Type specimen, on slides, R. M. S.

C. (Doloria) pectinata n. sp.

Description:
— Female: —

Shell: —
Length, 2,45—2,8 mm. It agrees completely with the shell of C. (D.)

levis. The peculiar formations (pores?) of the list inside the posterior border of the

shell are, on the average, somewhat more numerous?

First antenna: — This agrees very closely with that of the preceding species;

a slight, but apparently constant, difference is, however, to be noted with regard to the sensory
bristle of the fifth joint. Of the ten long proximal sensory filaments that distinguish this bristle

of the preceding species, the distal one is in this species displaced rather much distally and is,

in addition, somewhat shortened and narrowed; it thus constitutes a sort of transitional form to

the more distally situated filaments, the sharp division into long, somewhat thicker proximal sensory
filaments and short, narrow, distal ones being thus less marked in this species. On one specimen
two (normally only one) subequal anterior distal bristles were observed on the fourth joint on

the antenna of one side.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: The medial-distal bristle is rather long,

about twice as long as the three shorter of the four proximal bristles of the first endopodite
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joint, yet not (|uitf so long as the longest of these four bristles. The e x o
])
o d ite agrees

very nearly with that of the preceding species. It differs from this i)rincipally in the following

respects: The bristle of the second joint is furnished with rather .strong ventral secondary spines,

somewhat fewer in number than in the preceding sjiecies (from about ten to fifteen). The basal

spines on the tliinl to the ninth joints are comparatively ratlier stronger, they attain about the

same development as in C.(Vargula) norvegica. The short, dorsal one of the four bristles on the

end joint has rather numerous long natatory hairs. The e ii d o
])
o d i t e has quite the same

type as in the preceding species. On one specimen I found tlie abnormal type that is reproduced

in the adjoining figure 2 developed on the antenna of one side; that of the other side was

perfectly normal.

Mandible: — Protopodite: Tlie cndite of the coxalc is furnished with a

moderate or sometimes rather large number of spines; its two distal points are rather consider-

ably stronger than the other spines, and are, unlike the latter, furnished witli a few secondary

spiiies; between these two points there is a low verruciform process (cf. above p. 182). Basale:

This joint has eight bristles ventrally: three a-bristles, one b-bristle, two c-bristles and two

d-bristles. The a-bristles are all relatively short, somewhat different in jength from each other,

the longest one about a quarter to a third of the length of the longest a-bristle in the preceding

species. The longest c-bristle is slighth^ shorter than the corresponding bristle in the preceding

species. The shortest of the d-bristles is in most cases somewhat displaced proximally; otherwise

these bristles show agreement in length, equipment and situation with the corresponding bristles

in C. (D.) levis. The dorsal side of this joint has four bristles: Three of these have about the

same tA'pe, length and position as the three dorsal bristles on this joint of C. (D.) levis, except

perhaps that the bristle just in front of the middle of the joint in the latter species is comparatively

somewhat shorter. The fourth of these bristles — which is noteworthy because no bristle of

this kind occurs in any of the other species belonging to this sub-family that have been described

in this work — has short, fine hairs, almost bare, is rather short, only about a third of the length

of the bristle situated just in front of the middle of the joint, and is placed rather near the prox-

imal limit of this joint. The exopodite has about the same size and type as in the preceding

species; its' end bristles are perhaps comparatively slightly shorter. E n d o p o d i t e: Of the

four ventral bristles on the first joint the two longest ones are somewhat different in length

from each other; the longest, which is somewhat longer than the posterior side of the second

endopodite joint, has rather numerous long secondary bristles, only indistinctly arranged in

groups, the other three have short hairs. The second joint, as in the case of the preceding

species, has on the proximal half of the anterior side a moderate number of bristles: from nine

to twelve more or less long bristles with short, fine hairs, of about the same proportions as the

corresponding bristles in the preceding species and, as in this species, of somewhat varying

lengths, and, in addition, about sixteen to twenty cleaning bristles (their number and development

difficult to ascertain with certainty because of their very dirty condition), more or less distinctly

arranged in from two to four steep rows directed obliquely upwards and forwards; the cleaning

bristles are of two types as in the preceding species, some with exceedingly fine double pectination,

some with coarser pectination ; the difference in pectination is, however, not so striking, the transition



Fig. XXXV.— 6'. ^/Woria; pectinala ii. sp., $.
—

1 Animor part of Iho left valve, .-con from inside; 86 X. 2. Endo-

poditcof the secoad antenna, abnormal type; the proximal bristles of llie first joint, like llie long bristle of the end

joint, are broken; I52X. 3. First endite of the protopodite of the fifth litnh; 480X. 'i. Second endite of the nrotopodite
of the fifth limb; 480 X. 5. Third endite of the protopodite of the fifth limb; 480 X. 6. The two distal exopodite

joints of the left fifth limb, seen from before; 428 X. 7. Right sixth limb, seen from inside; 240 X.
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is jilmost contiuiunis. Tin- tud postoro-distal bristles on this joint, wiiicli arc situated close

to each other, arc similar to those of the jirocoding species. I'mxiinally of llicsc there are

generally
— as in the majority of species belonging to this sub-J'aniiiy that are dealt with in

this work — two bristles, generally of equal lengtli and of about the same tyj^c and length as

the two former ones, one situated somewhat proxiinally of the other; in a few cases, however,

three such bristles were observed, of wliieh the (wo jjroximal ones were situated close to each

other, and sometimes only one such bristle was developed. l*>nd joint: Tliis has, in addition

to the si.x bristles observed on the preceding species, a very short bristle, situated posteri-

orly; (of the same type as, for instance, in C. (Vargula) norvegica; cf. fig.
12 of this species).

The six bristles have about the same development as these bristles in the preceding .species,

apart from the fact that the two anterior ones and the two posterior ones are relatively somewhat,

though rather slightly, longer. The three claws have a few weak posterior secondary teeth proxi-

mally of the middle, the longest anterior and posterior bristles have short, weak posterior

hairs or are almost bare. The pilosity of this limb is similar to that of the preceding species.

Maxilla: — Protopodite: The first endite (fig. 8) has twelve rather powerful

subequal, moderately long bristles, furnished with abundant stiff, long secondary bristles placed

close together; only the outer bristle has comparatively few of these; on the three inner bristles

these secondary bristles continue right to the point of the bristle, on the others they stop a short

distance from the point; of the latter bristles four are trifurcated distally, five have a strong,

simple point and are with or without powerful distal secondary teeth. The second endite
(fig. 9)

has seven moderately long bristles, which decrease somewhat in length the farther inward they

are placed; they all have at the middle a moderate number of long, stiff secondary bristles,

and five of them have, in addition, more or less strong distal secondary teeth. The third endite

(fig. 10) is similarly furnished distally with seven bristles of moderate length, the exterior ones

somewhat longer than the interior ones; all except the innermost, which has short and exceed-

ingly fine hairs, have a moderate number of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle; the

two outer ones are finely pectinated distally, the third outer one is somewhat more strongly

pectinated distally, the rest, as far as I could see, smooth distally. The bristle situated proximally

on the outside of the third endite has short and fine hairs and is not quite as long as the outside

of this process. The dorso-distal bristle on the coxale is about as long as the outer bristle on

the third endite. Of the three bristles that are situated on the boundary between the basale

and the first endopodite joint the one situated close to the exopodite is about as long as the

distal bristles of the exojiodite and is plumose in the middle, the one on the anterior edge of the

palp is somewhat shorter than the dorso-distal bristle on the coxale, the one on the inside of

the palp is somewhat shorter still; the two last-mentioned bristles have short, fine hairs or are

almost naked. Exopodite: Of its three bristles the distal one has short, fine hairs, the

two others are densely plumous; one specimen had all three densely plumose. The two distal

ones are somewhat longer, the proximal one somewhat shorter, than the exopodite. Endo-

podite (fig. 11): First joint: This has two rather long bristles distally on the anterior edge,

the anterior one somewhat longer than the posterior one, both with short, fine hairs or almost

bare. Distally on the posterior edge there are three bristles, one rather long, the two others
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about lialf the. length of this one or somewhat shorter; all are pectinated distally, the two shorter

ones rather weakly, however. The cutting part of the posterior distal edge of this joint is of

about the same type as in the previous species. The end joint is rather strongly chitinized,

but not so strongly as in the preceding species, nor does it form an inner tooth -
like, powerfully

chitinized process as in the case of the species mentioned. It is furnished with exactly the same

bristles as in the preceding species; most of these bristles are, however, developed quite differently

from those of the latter: Four a-bristles of the same size and strength as these bristles in C. (D.)

levis; the posterior ones of these are weakly and sparsely pectinated in the middle, the anterior

ones are bare or have a few fine, short secondary spines. Three b-bristles, of which the anterior

one is moderately long, the two others about half the length of this one, all strongly pectinated,

the two short ones, however, having rather few secondary spines. Three c-bristles, of which

the posterior one has about the same type and size as the anterior b-bristle or else is somewhat

shorter, the middle one agrees fairly well with the two short b-bristles and the anterior one is

very short, bare or only having sparse, short, fine secondary spines. Three d-bristles, rather

long, subequal, powerful like these bristles in C. (D.) levis, but only weakly and uniformly curved

and very strongly pectinated (from which character the species derives its name) ; on the posterior

one of these bristles the secondary spines are more numerous than on the anterior ones.

Pilosity: The first endopodite joint has transverse rows of fine and rather short hairs.

Fifth limb: — Protopodite: The first endite
(fig. 3) is furnished with eight

bristles, of about the same type, powerful masticatory bristles armed with long, stiff secon-

dary bristles situated close together and more or less clearly arranged in obliquely placed wreaths.

On all the specimens investigated, five in number, from Falkland Islands and T i e r r a

del Fuego, the proportion between these bristles was about the same: Bristles nos. 3, 5,

7 and 8, counting from the anterior side of the limb, were rather long, decreasing somewhat

in length the more posteriorly they were placed; nos. 2, 4 and 6 form a similar series, but are

considerably shorter; no. 1 is very small. The five inner bristles of the second endite (fig. 4)

are powerful, subequal, and of moderate length. The two anterior ones and the two posterior

ones are of about the same type, the latter being, however, somewhat more powerful; distally

they are furnished with powerful secondary teeth and in the middle with some obliquely situated

wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles. The middle bristle is finely serrated distally and has

one or a few wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle. The remaining bristle of

this process, situated on the anterior side at some distance from the five former ones, is short

and almost bare, with only a few long, stiff secondary bristles. The seven bristles of the third

endite are moderately long (fig. 5), subequal except for bristles nos. 5 and 6, counting from the

anterior side of the limb, which are somewhat shorter, no. 6 being rather shorter than no. 5.

They are all powerful, especially no. 7; bristles nos. 1, 2, 4 and 7 have at the middle long,

stiff secondary bristles arranged in a wreath, the others are, in most cases, without such armament.

Bristle no. 1 has short hairs, nos. 2 and 4 have rather powerful secondary teeth, nos. 3 and 5 are

finely and sharply serrated distally, nos. 6 and 7 have very powerful secondary teeth distally.

The distal chitinous spine of the protopodite is relatively somewhat shorter than in the preceding

species. The epipodial plate has the same number and type of bristles as in the

Zoolon. bidriii;, Uppsnlii. Sii|iiil.-Bil. I. •"



Fig. XXXVI. —• C. (Doloria) pectinata n. sp., $ — Maxilla. — 8. First endile dl' IIk^ protopiidili-; 435 X. 9. SecoTui

endile of the protopodite; 435 X. 10. Tl)ird pndite of the protopodite; 435 X. 11. Distal p:irl of tlic Icfl ondopodite,
spfiii from insidi-; 'iT..^ y.
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preceding species. The exopodite is four-jointed. First joint: The main tooth has seven

constituent teeth, all well defined proximally; the secondary teeth of the latter vary to some

extent, approaching the type reproduced for C. (Vargula) norvegica. The bristle close to the

main tooth on the posterior side of the joint is of about the same size as in C. (D.) levis and,

as in this species, has long, stifE secondary bristles proximally of the middle; at the middle

it has a few powerful secondary teeth, distally it is smooth. On the anterior side of the joint

there are four bristles of the same type and position as in the preceding species. The second

exopodite joint has exactly the same number and position of its bristles as iji the preceding

species: four a-bristles, eight b-bristles, one c- and one d-bristle; these bristles also show a far-

reaching agreement with this species in type and size, but the equipment of the a- and b-bristles

is obviously more powerfiil in the form dealt with here. The outer and inner lobes of the third

joint (fig. 6) are comparatively small, considerably smaller than the end joint. The inner

lobe has three bristles, two rather long and powerful distal bristles, somewhat different from

each other in length, and a very short one, situated jjroximally on the posterior side; all three

of them have long secondary bristles at the middle and short, fine hairs distally. The outer

lobe has two bristles, situated distally, whose type and size are about the same as those of the

distal bristles on the inner lobe of this joint; they are sometimes subequal, sometimes the outer

one is somewhat shorter than the inner one. The end joint (fig. 6) is rather large, almost square

in shape and shows traces distally and outwards of a little verruciform fifth joint. On the

latter process there are two bristles, of about the same length and type as the two bristles on

the outer lobe of the preceding joint. Besides these bristles the end joint has distally near

the medial edge three or four, usually foiu', bristles of which the inner ones are somewhat shorter

than the outer ones, all somewhat shorter than the two outer bristles of this joint; the outer

ones of these four are usually of the same type as the two last-mentioned bristles, the inner

ones often have short hairs. __Pilosity: The outer lobe of the third exopodite joint and the end

joint have close, fine hairs.

Sixth limb
(fig. 7) :

— P r o t o p o d i t e: The first endite has two rather long and

powerful distal bristles, furnished with a few oblique wreaths of long, stiii secondary bristles,

and two to three short, plumous medial bristles. The second endite has two rather long and power-

ful, subequal distal bristles, with a wreath of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle and short

hairs distally; in addition it has three rather short, plumous medial bristles. The third endite

has four distal bristles, of which one of the dorsal ones is rather short and powerful, with a wreath

of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle, and bare distally; the other three are rather long

and powerful, subequal, all of them sometimes of the same type as the distal bristles of the

second endite, sometimes two of them have short hairs; this joint has, in addition, one medial

bristle of about the same type and length as the distal bristles on the preceding endite. The

epipodial appendage of the protopodite is represented by 5 rather short bristles,

either with short hairs or bare, fixed on a small, lobe-like process. E x o p o d i t e: The endite

of the first joint has from six to eight distal bristles, one of which is of about the same type
and size as the short distal bristle on the previous endite, a couple of ventral ones also rather

short, but weak with short hairs, the rest subequal, rather long and powerfid, inost of thein
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with long, stiff socDiulary bristles at tlu- iiiiddU', distally tlu'y have slioit hairs or are bare;

this eiulite has one medial bfistle, of about the same type and size as that of the preceding endite.

The second exopodite joint is slightly shorter than that of the preceding species. It has a rather

large number of bristles, all situated very near the ventral edge of the joint. The two (sometimes

the three) posterior of these bristles are rather long, with long, soft hairs right to the point.

There is no pronounced gap between these bristles and the others. Ten to seventeen of the

remaining bristles are of moderate and somewhat varying lengths, with long hairs at the

middle and short hairs distally'; their long hairs are not arranged in distinct wreaths, those

on the posterior of these bristles are rather soft, those on the anterior ones are more stiff,

even somewhat stiffer than in the preceding species. From six to twelve bristles have short

hairs, are, as a rule, not inconsiderably shorter than the other bristles on this joint and are

somewhat, though only slightly, dis])laced from the ventral edge of the joint up the lateral

side. The pilosity is similar to that of the preceding species.

Seventh limb: — This is very similar to that of the preceding species. The

following differences are to be noted: Distally there are from eleven to thirteen ventral cleaning

bristles and nine or ten (usually nine) dorsal ones placed very close together. Scattered irre-

gularly proximally of these there are eleven or twelve ventral and from ten to fourteen dorsal

cleaning bristles. The cleaning bristles are equipped with from three to seven bells. The end

comb consists of from ten to thirteen distal teeth and live or six proximal teeth on both sides

of these. The distal wart on the dorsal chitinous plate of the distal cavity is of about the

same type as in the preceding species, its central tooth, however, seems always to have a

single point. In other respects this limb is similar to that of the preceding species.

Furca: — This is very like that of the preceding species, with the same number

of claws, aU weU defined fi'om the lamellae. The fourth claw is usually somewhat short and

weak comparatively, sometimes its weakness is even rather striking. The curvature of the

Fig. XXXVII. — C. (Doloria) pectinaia n. sp.
— 12. BncJopodite of the second antenna of a male larva in Stage I;

224 X- 13. Furca of a larva in Stage IV; the teeth of the claw.s are not drawn; 224 X. Furca of a larva in Stage V;

the teeth of the claws are not drawn; 224 X.
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claws is perhaps, uu the average, somewhat weaker, though only slightly so, than in the

species mentioned.

!•' i • The frontal organ, upper lip and lateral eyes are similar to those

of the preceding species.

Male: —
Shell: — This agrees both in shape and length with the male shell of the preceding species.

With regard to the other organs but little information can be given, as they were in so

damaged and dirty a condition in the only specimen accessible that it was impossible to carry

out a detailed investigation with any certainty. As far as could be seen, the exopodite of

the second antenna, the mandible, maxilla and fifth, sixth and seventh limbs seemed to agree

closely with these organs in the female. The endopodite of the second antenna was very like

this organ in the male of the preceding species.

Habitat: —
Falkland Islands:
S. A. E. Station 58, lat. 52« 29' S., long. 60" 36' W. (type locality); 11. IX. 1902;

depth, 197 m. ; sand and gravel; temperature at the bottom, +4,1" C. : several mature females

and larvae of different stages; R. M. S. 147. S. A. E. Station 59, on the Burdwood Bank, lat.

53" 45' S., long. 61" 10' W.; 12. IX. 1902; depth, 137—150 m.; mussel sand with scattered stones:

3 juvenes; R. M. S. 149.

Tierra del Fuego:
S. A. E. Station 60; east mouth of the Beagle Channel, lat. 55" 10' S., long. 66" 15' W.;

15. IX. 1902; depth, 100 m.; bottom of broken shells; temperature at the bottom +5,0" C. :

12 mature females, 1 mature male and about 50 larvae of different stages; R. M. S. 148. S. A.

E. Station 62, Beagle Channel, lat. 54" 53' S., long. 67" 56' W.; 16. IX. 1902; depth, 140 m.;

clay mixed with sand: 1 mature female; R. M. S. 150. S. M. E., Puerto Condor; 26. II. 1896;

depth, 72 m.: 2 mature females; R. M. S. 146. S. M. E., Puerto Harris; 11. III. 1896; deptli

27 m. ; bottom of dead shells: 1 mature female and 3 larvae; R. M. S. 145. S. M. E., Cap

Valentyn; 12. III. 1896; depth 270 m.; bottom of dead shells: 5 mature females; R. M. S. 144.

Type-specimen, on slides, R. M. S.

Sub-Genus Vargula n. sub-gen.

Cypridina (part.), a u t o r u m.

Description:
— Shell: — The shape is somewhat, though rather slightly, different

in males and females. — It is oval, with or without a weakly developed posterior comer.

The rostral incisur is most frequently narrow and comparatively deep, only in exceptional

cases quite shallow. Near the inner edge of the incisur there are two medial bristles situated clos(^

to each other. With rather strong calcification. All the species hitherto known are rather large.
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V i r s t a n t e u n a: — This is long ami sk-iult-r and ciijlit -jointed. The sciisorv bristle

of the tiftli jt)int has thirteen sensory lilanients. The b- and c-bristlcs ol tiie males aic

generally eharacterized by quite the same modiiication as described above, p. 223, for 1lie

.sub-gemis Doloria; in exeeptional cases the former of these two bristles has only nne lihniK nl

with a series of small distal suckers; see Cyprklina mediterranea, G. W. MihAMU, 18U4, ])1.
2.

Hg. 20. The end bristles are sometimes rather sliglitly longer in the males than in the females,

sometimes in the former sex bristles f and g are considerably longer than in the latter.

Second antenna: — The protopodite has a medial-distal bristle. The

bristle on the second joint of the exopodite is rather powerfully developed. The natatory

l)ristles on the third to the ninth joints have no trace of spines. The third to the iiiiitJ: joints

have basal spines. The endopodite is similarly developed in males and females, being

either comparatively well developed, rather elongated and three-jointed or more or less reduced,

with a reduction in the number of joints. The bristle of the end joint is comparatively long.

Mandible: — Protopodite: Th,e endite on the coxale is weakly bifurcated

distally; some of its spines are rather strong, especially those situated medially-distally; at

least some are arranged in rather distinct groups. Apart from the little bristle situated dorsally

on this process this joint has no bristles. Basale: Of the ventral bristles one d-bristle is very

long, has numerous long secondary bristles and is furnished with short hairs distally; the others

are of moderate length or short and have short, fine hairs or are naked. Dorsally this joint

has three bristles. Endopodite: The first joint has fo\ir bristles ventrally. The end

joint has seven bristles, of which, the two middle ones are tbe most powerful, claw-like, and

of about tbe same length and strength as each other.

Maxilla: — Protopodite: The coxale has a single bristle dorso-distally with

long, fine hairs. There is a single bristle proximaUy on the outside of the third endite. The

bristles on the boundary between the basale and the first endopodite joint vary somewhat;

sometimes three are developed, one close to ^e exopodite, one medially at about the middle

of the palp and one on the anterior edge of the palp; this last bristle is, however, sometimes

missing. There is a rather large lameUiform epipodial appendage dorso-distally

on the coxale. The exopodite is comparatively well developed, with close, fine, long

hairs and not displaced distally. The endopodite is broad and of moderate length.

Sixth limb: — The second exopodite joint is rather short, somewhat rounded

and has numerous bristles. Its posterior bristles do not dominate strikingly over the other

bristles. (G. W. MtJLLBR states, 1894, p. 68, that the epipodial appendage of the

protopodite in the genus Cypridina, s e n s u G. W. MUllbri, is always characterized by four

bristles; that this is not the case is shown by tbe descriptions of the species given below.)

Seventh limb: — This is furnished with rather numerous cleaning bristles, a

large number of which are placed close together distally, the rest scattered irregularly along

the distal part of the limb. With regard to the position of these latter bristles it is to be noted

that only exceedingly seldom or perhaps never is there more than one bristle on the same side

of tbe same joint. The end comb consists of a moderate number of rather strong teeth, some

ratber long, distally rounded or more or less pointed distal teeth, smooth except for a little
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secondaiy spine at tli(> micltllc of each side, some somewhat shorter and broader proximal teeth,

cut off rather transversally distally. Dorsally, close to the end comb, the wall of the limb is

somewhat thickened and has a more or less weak chitinous wart. It is also somewhat concave

at this point, the depth of the concavity varying. The dorsal and ventral walls of the cavity

are not moveably joined to each other, but at least in some forms they may, however, be pressed

somewhat towards each other like a jaw, when the distal teeth of the end comb are pressed in

towards the dorsal wall of the cavity (see fig.
14 of C. (V.) megalops). This compression is

effected by a paired short, powerful muscle, which issues proximally somewhat proximo-dorsally
of the point of the limb and is fixed distally to the bottom of the cavity. This muscle is some-

times absent; whether in this case the distal teeth can be pressed in or not I am not able to decide,

as I have had only preserved material of these forms at my disposal; I merely point out here that

these teeth were not pressed in on any of the numerous specimens of species without this muscle

tliat I investigated, while they were pressed in very often on specimens of species with it.

F u r c a: — The lamellae are moderately elongated. The number of claws fi'om about

nine to eleven, without, or in some cases with, division into main claws and secondary claws.

Upper lip:
— This has three glandular fields: an anterior one, unpaired, moderately

large, in which the exits of the glands are directed obliquely forwards and downwards, and two

pa ired ones, situated somewhat ventrally ofthe former, the exits of which are directed somewhat more

\'entrally. The two latter are sometimes comparatively small and situated distally on a couple of

large tusk-like processes, sometimes they are of moderate size and not raised; eveninthelast-men-

rioned case, however, the three fields of glands are separated from each other by rather deep groo-

ves. There is an unpaired protuberance on the front between the upper lip and the frontal organ.

The rod- shaped organ is well developed and rather short and thick.

The lateral eyes vary in their development; sometimes they are almost

completely reduced.

Remarks: — Besides the three species described below we have probably to include in >''ii>nber of .-pecies

this sub-genus a rather large number of the species grouped together by G. W. MtJLLER in liis

work of 1912 under the generic name Cypridina. Of these species I merely mention here:

Cypridina meditermnea, 0. Costa, 1845, (G. W, MOLLER, 1894, p. 206, pi. 2, figs. 1, 2.

4, 5, 8—20, 22—27, 33).

dorsoserrata, G. W. Muller, 1908, p. 83, pi. IV, figs. 1—3, 5—10.

Sarsi G. W. Mt5LLER; G. 0. Sars, p. 43 (215), pi. Ill, figs. 1, 2, pi. VIII, figs. G, 7.

Vanhoffeni, G. W. MOller, 1908, p. 82. pi. V. figs. 1—8, 13.

sqmmosa, G. W. MtLLER, 1894, p. 207, pi. 2, figs. 3, 6, 7, 21, 28—32, 34—3H.

Hilgendorfi, G. W. MtJLLER, 1890, p. 228, pi. XXV. fig. 9, pi. XXM. figs. 1—3,

pi. XXVII, fig.
30.

A closer examination of these species will probably make it necessary to widen somewhat

the above diagnosis of the sub-genus.

As the type of this sub-genus I consider the form described below under the name '''//"•

('. (V.) norvegica.
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C. (Vargula) norvegica W. Baird,

t Cjipruiitm nnrriyini. W . liAlKlt. ISGOa.
]). 'JOd; pi. LXXl. liys. 4. 4n 4(1.

(.'. O. SaRS, 1865, p. 1(14.

.. „ „ 187-2. pp. 278. 28(i.

.. „ .. 188(). p. 74.

(;. S. Rhady iind A. M. Norman, 1896, p. 647; pi. TJV. fijjs. 7, 8;

pi. \jX. fig.s. 19—21.

v.. O. Saks, 1899, p. 234.

(). NOHDGAAHD,* 1905. p. 182.

(.;. W. .MOLLER, 1912. p. 15.

I)escnp(u))}:
— Female: —

Shell: — Length, 3,3 -3,65 mm. W . li.MKl) specifie.s a length of 3,81 mm. ( 1,5 line);

G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman give a length of 4 mm. for this species. These authors do not

give any information about the range of variation of the length. Length : height, about 1,4 : 1;

length: breadth, about 1,75 : I. Seen from the side the form varies somewhat, thought only

slightly (figs. 1 and 2). It is oval with the greatest height at about or just behind the middle

and the posterior part only very slightly larger than the anterior one. The dorsal and ventral

margins are uniformly and rather boldly arched, the arcuation of the former somewhat stnmger
than that of the latter; both without corners joining the anterior and posterior margins. The

rostrum is well and uniformly arched anteriorly, without any anterior corner; its ventral corner

rather pointed. The rostral incisur is deep and narrow. The posterior part of the shell is

broadly rounded with only a faint indication of a broadly rounded posterior corner somewhat

below half the height of the shell or else it is rather strongly truncated (fig. 2). S e e n f r o m
below (fig. 3) it is oviform with its greatest breadth somewhat behind the middle; the anterior

and posterior ends are well roimded, the posterior somewhat broader than the anterior one.

The surface of the shell is almost quite smooth with only an exceedingly faint indication of

small cavities just within the anterior margin of the shell; in most cases this sculpture is scar-

cely distinguishable. There are no bristles on the surface. The pores of the surface are very

difficult to distinguish. Seen from within (fig. 4): Medial bristles: On the rostrum there is an

irregular row of rather short and most frequently bifurcated bristles directed slantingly forwards

and upwards [about the same type as is reproduced for C. (Doloria) Levis, fig. 2];

the place on which the ventral bristles of this row are fixed is not developed into a verruciform

protuberance. In front of and behind this row there are a few scattered bristles. Along the

ventral edge of the rostrum there is a great number of scattered bristles; most of these latter

are of about the same type as the bristles in the row. Sometimes all the bristles on the

rostrum are scattered without any arrangement in a distinct row; they also vary considerably

in number. The two bristles near the inner edge of the rostral incisiir are of about the

same size as the bristles on the rostrum; they are bare or furnished with short, fine hairs

* G. O. Sars dftcrm.
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Fig. XXXVIII. — C. (Vargula) noivegicaW'.hxiRD. — 1. Right valve, seen from the side, $ with embryos in the brood

chamber; 21,6 x. 2. Shell, seen from the side, 2 with embryos in the brood chamber; 17,6 X. 3. Shell, seen from

below, ? with embryos in the brood chamber: 17,6 x. 'i. Anterior part of the left valve, seen from inside, $ with

embryos in the brood chamber; 47 X. 5. Left valve, seen from the side, q: 19,5 X. 6. Upper lip and the median

eye and the rod-shaped organ, <J; 62 X. 7. Left penis, seen from inside, drawn as if it were semi-transparent; 147 X.
S. Furca. the teeth of the claws are not drawn, ,5: 80 X- Specimens from Lofol en.

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. 1 '•>-
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and simpli'. Abovo tlu'so two bristk's near the joining lini' tlioro is a singK', sliort, simjjlc bristk*.

Besides these three there are in some cases one or a few bristles inside tlie incisur. The list

behind the incisur is narmw. wcaivly mululatinfi and has bifurcated bristles, situated very close

together, of about the same type as those on tlic rostnnn. Fartlier l)a(k the list has fewer and

fewer bristles, half-way along the shell they are already very sparse and a little behind this

point they stop almost entirely, though one or a few may be found. Within the posterior

margin of the shell — where the list is somewhat broader than it is anteriorly
— it has, however,

rather numerous small, simple bristles, very difficult to verify, and it is also characterized here

Ity ])ore-like formations similar to those reproduced for ('. (Doloria) levis (see p. 228, fig. 3).

< )n the part between tlio list and the margin of the shell — along both the posterior and ventral

margins
— bristles generally seem to be quite absent; sometimes, however, a few may be observed.

The selvage is only broad along the posterior edge of the rostral incisur — the latter is quite filled

by it — the rest of it is narrow and does not extend outside the margin of the shell. It has

close, imiform and fiine cross-striation, often rather difficult to distinguish, and is exceedingly

finely serrated at the edge, almost smooth-edged. It is strongly calciferous, but thin and fragile.

First antenna: — The two bristles of the third joint are rather long, of about

the same length as the following joint, the anterior one is fixed just proximally of the middle

of the joint. The anterior bristle of the fourth joint is, as a rule, somewhat shorter, the posterior

one somewhat longer than the fifth joint. The bristle of the sixth joint and the a-bristle of

the seventh joint are of about the same length as the fifth joint, the latter bristle being generally

somewhat longer than the former. The length of all these bristles varies somewhat, however.

They all have short hairs. The sensory bristle of the fifth joint is generally not quite as long

as the anterior side of the second to the fourth joints; sometimes it is only the same length as

the second and third joints. Of its thirteen sensory filaments the proximal ones are rather

long, attaining about a third to a half of the whole length of the bristle, and somewhat, though

only slightly, thicker than the distal ones; the latter are rather short, the transition in length

and thiclcness is, however, fairly gradual; all the sensory filaments are equally thick throughout

the whole length; the proximal ones are furnished proximally with up to four exceedingly

small, fine secondary spines, the distal ones are bare. Of the bristles on the seventh and eighth

joints (fig. 16) the b-bristle is quite short, rather slightly longer than the a-bristle (and rather

considerably shorter than the d- and e-bristles); along its proximal half it has four or five rather

short sensory filaments. The c-, f- and g-bristles are rather long; the last-mentioned one, which

is the longest, is about as long as the anterior side of the seven distal joints; of the two others

the f-bristle is the shorter. The c-bristle has ten or eleven sensory filaments, the f-bristle has

ten and the g-bristle has eleven. The sensory filaments on the b-, c-, f- and g-bristles are

furnished anteriorly with some (from zero to six) short and rather strong spines. The simple

sensory bristles d and e are about a third of the length of the c-, f- and g-bristles. Pilosity:

The second joint is only sparsely furnished with short hairs, arranged in a few transverse rows

on the anterior and posterior margins.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: About 1 mm. in specimens about 3,5 mm.

long. The medial-distal bristle is about as long as the second joint of the endopodite.
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and has short hairs. Tlio e x o
j)
o d i t e (fig. !J)

has about the foUovving proportions

between its joints:

I : II : III : IV : V : VI : VII : VIII : IX = 55 : 1 1 : (> : 5 : 5 : 5 : 5 : 5 : 3.

In other words the first joint is somewhat longer than all tlie other joints together, the second

joint has about the total length of the third and fourth joints. The bristle of the second joint

is about as long as the five to seven following joints and is furnished with from about nine

to thirteen powerful ventral secondary teeth. The proportion between the longest natatory

bristles and the total length of the exopodite is about 13 : 10. These bristles have broad

natatory hairs (about the same as in C. (Macrocypridina) castanea; see
fig.

12 of this species).

The end joint has four bristles, of- which, the dorsal one is quite short, attaining about the total

length of the three or four distal joints, with short, fine hairs or almost naked. The third to

the ninth joints have strong and rather long conical basal spines, the proximal ones somewhat

shorter than the distal ones, the one on the thu'd joint being specially short in comparison with

the others. At the base of the bristle of the second joint there is a series of short and moderately

strong spines. Endopodite (fig. 10, ^J
=

$): This is comparatively well developed,

elongated and triple-jointed. Its first joint has proximally a group of four bare or almost

bare bristles, three of which are subequal, rather short, scarcely attaining half the length of

the fourth; the latter is about the same length as the second or the second and third joints.

Somewhat distally of this group there is a single bristle with short hairs, which is generally

somewhat longer than tbe longest of the four bristles mentioned. The second joint has distally

a single bristle, with short hairs or almost naked, which is somewhat longer than the end joint.

The bristle of the end joint is about twice as long as the endopodite.

Mandible
(fig. 11):

— Protopodite: The endite on the coxale has very

numerous spines; it is weakly bifurcated, the two distal points are considerably stronger than

the other spines of the process; between the two distal points, which, unlike the other spines,

are furnished with a few weak secondary teeth, there is a low, powerful wart. Basale: This

has seven bristles ventrally: two a-bristles, one b-bristle, two c-bristies and two d-bristles.

The a-bristles are somewhat different in length from each other, the longest one being about

as long as half the height of the joint; the b-bristle is short; one c-bristle varies somewhat in

length and is about as long as the height of the joint, the other is short; the shortest d-bristle

is somewhat shorter than the longest c-bristle, the longest d-bristle is about as long as the

endopodite. Of the three dorsal bristles on this joint the proximal one is fixed somewhat in

front of the middle of the joint and is about half its length; of the two distal bristles one is about

as long as the proximal dorsal bristle, the other about double its length; all three have short

hairs. Exopodite: This is about as long as the dorsal side of the first endopodite jomt
or somewhat longer. Of its two bristles, both furnished with short hairs, one is about as long

as the exopodite, the other is somewhat longer. Endopodite: The longest of the four

ventral bristles on the first joint has some irregular wreaths of long, stifi secondary bristles and

has short hairs distally, the others have short hairs. Second joint: On the anterior side there

are from eleven to fourteen more or less long bristles with short, fine hairs; the longest of those

that are fixed distally reach the end joint with their points. There are, in addition, from
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finirtoon ti> cii^hti'i'ii short rloaiiiiiff bristles, situati'd iiiini' or less iiiciiularly, all lindy [X'cLiiiatcd

(listallv. Oil tlio posterior sido of this joint, distallv ol tin' miildlo. tiicrc arc two ratlu-r short.

smooth bristles of about the samo hMifith as cacli otlicr. nnv situated .soiiu'wiiat distallv <il tlir

other, ami near the posterior distal limit of the joint two other bristles of the same type as the

former, situaU'd close to each other, are to be found; of these the medial one issomewhat, though

only rather slightly, more powerful than th(> lateral one. (M the seven bristles of the small

end joint (Hg. 12) the two middle claw-like ones are only about a (|uarter of the length ol the

second endopodite joint. Of the two anterior ones, both of which are somewhat shorter tliaii

the two former ones, the medial one. which is the longer one, is somewhat claw-like, the lateral

one is rather weak. Of the three posterior bristles the one situated most posteriorly is very

short and weak, the two others are subecjual, somewhat longer than the two anterior ones and

about as strong as the weaker of these. The two main claws have a few weak secondary teeth

posteriorly, proximally of the middle, the other bristles of the end joint are smooth. Pilosity:

There are short, stiff hairs dorso-distally on the first endopodite joint and transverse groups
of short hairs posteriorly on the second endopodite joint.

^1 a X i 1 1 a: — 1' r o t o
j)
o d i t e (fig. 17, (?=?): The first endite has ten or eleven

(usually eleven) powerful, subequal, moderately long bristles, furnished with an abundance

of long, stiff secondary bristles placed close together: there are .somewhat fewer of these secondary

bristles on the outer bristles than on the inner ones. On the three inner ones the secondary

bristles continue as far as the points of the bristles, on the others they stop a short distance

from the points. Three of the latter bristles are trifurcated distally; four or five have a single

powerful point, the latter being generally without distal secondary teeth. The second endite

has five bristles (only on one specimen were there found six bristles on the maxilla of one side).

They are all rather strong, of moderate lengths, .subequal, the inner one being, however, a little

shorter than the others, and aU of about the same type, with a moderate number of long, stiff

secondary bristles at the middle and rather thinly pectinated distally; there is often, however,

no pectination on the inner bristle. The third endite has also five distal bristles, rather powerful

and of moderate lengths, the outer one being slightly longer than the inner ones. The four outer

ones are furnished at the middle with a moderate number of long, stiff bristles and are finely

pectinated distally; the inner one has short, fine hairs or is almost naked. The bristle situated

proximally on vhe outside of the last-mentioned process has short and exceedingly fine hairs

or is bare and is not quite as long as the outside of this process. The dorso-distal bristle on the

coxale is about as long as the outer of the distal bristles on the third endite. On the boundary

between the basale and the first endopodite joint there are only two bristles, the bristle that is

found in most of the other .species of this sub-family on the anterior side of the palp is quite

absent in this form. Of these two the one that is fixed close to the exopodite is somewhat

longer than the bristles of the exopodite and has sparse long secondary bristles at the middle,

distally it is almost bare. The one that is fixed on the inside of the palp is almost bare and

quite short, only about a third of the length of the former (the last-mentioned bristle seems

sometimes to be absent). Exopodite: Its three bristles are subequal, somewhat longer

than this branch. The distal one of them has short hairs, the two others are plumous.
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Fig. XXXIX. — C. (Varguta) imrfegica \V. Baiud. — 9. Distal part of tlie exopoditc of the right second antenna, seen

from outside, $; 160 X. 10. Endopodile of the second antenna, cJ: 125 X. 11. Mandible, seen from inside, $; 160 X.
12. Distal part of the maiidil)l<>. !^oi-n from outside, $; 392 X. 13. Distal part of the mandible, seen from inside, o^

392 X. Specimens from Lofoten.
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K II il o
|i
o (1 i t t>

(fifj. 18, (J
-- 9): First joint: Its

))OstiM'i(ii-
distnl culiinii •'»1^<' |)ii>j('cts Imt,

slightly aiul is onlv nitluT wfaUly lohi'd; it variivs in loiin. I )islaiI\-aiUeri()rlv' on this joint

there are two rather hmg bristles, the anterior one ol' which is somewhat longer tlian the other-;

both, espeeiallv the longer one. furnisheil with cU)se, k)ng. line hairs. Distally-posteriorly this

joint has three or four liristles. oiw rather long and powerful and very strongly pectinated, the

others somewhat different from each other in length and about half as long as the i'ornier bristle

or somewhat shorter, rather weak, bare oi- with short, weak secondary teeth. The end joint

is rather strongly chitinized and is usually furnished with thirteen bristles, in exceptional cases

a somewhat larger number being found: l''oiir a -bristles (exceptionallx five were found) of

moderate lengths and strength, bare ov furnished sparsely with short, fine secondary bristles.

Three b-bristles, the anterior one of which is rather powerful, of moderate length and very strongly

pectinated; the two others are subequal and somewliat shorter and weaker, the anterior of them

rather strongly pectinated distally, the other furnished distally with rather few, but very

powerful secondary teeth. Three c-bristles (four c-bristles were found on the maxilla of one

side in onlv one specimen), the two posterior of which have about the same type and size as the

anterior b-bristle, the anterior one being quite short and weak, in most cases armed with a few

secondary teeth. Three d-bristles, somewhat more powerful than the other bristles of this

joint, of moderate lengths, the posterior one somewdiat longer than the others. The posterior

d-bristle is of about the same type as the anterior b-bristle, the two others are armed at the

middle with a moderate number of very powerful secondary teeth. The bristles of this joint

all varied somewhat with regard, to the shape and number of the secondary teeth. Pilositv:

< In the first endopodite joint there are transverse rows of short, fine hairs.

Fifth limb: — Protopodite: The first endite (fig. 19) has eight bristles, all

of the same type, powerful masticatory bristles, furnished with exceedingly numerous long,

powerful secondary bristles, arranged in more or less distinct wreaths. Of these bristles

nos. 2, 4, 6, 7 and 8, counting from the anterior side of the limb, are of moderate lengths ; the

two first-mentioned ones are subequal and somewhat longer than the three others, which are

also subequal. Bristles nos. 1, 3 and 5 are rather considerably shorter than the five mentioned

above. In one specimen nine bristles were observed on this endite on the fifth limb of

both sides, the extra bristle being situated close to bristle no. 5 and being somewhat shorter

than this bristle. The five inner bristles of the second endite (fig. 20) are powerful and of

moderate lengths, the anterior and the posterior ones being somewhat longer and more powerful

than the others; tbey are all furnished with one or a few wreaths of long, powerful secondary

bristles. Nos. 1 and 2, counting from the anterior side of the limb, are furnished distally with

a few rather powerful secondary teeth, no. 3 is finely serrated distally, nos. 4 and 5, especially

the latter, are strongly pectinated distally. The single bristle on the anterior side of this process

is short, somewhat varying in length, often furnished with short hairs, sometimes with a few

long secondary bristles. The seven bristles of the third endite (fig. 21)are all powerful, especially the

posterior one, and of moderate lengths, nos. 4, 5 and 6, counting from the anterior side of the

limb, being somewhat shorter than the others. All except the three last-mentioned ones are

furnished at the middle with one or a few irregular wreaths of long, pow^erful secondary bristles.



Fig. XL. — C. (Vargula) norvegica W. Baiiid. — 14. Distal part of the left first antenna, seen from outside, 3' 96 X.
15. Proximal ramus of the b-bristlo of the male first antenna; oO'i x. Ifi. Distal part of the left first antenna, seen
from inside; all the bristles broken; the dotted lines niai'k the lateral l)oundaries of tlio joints; $; 392 X. 17. The
endites of the maxilla, (J; 200 X. 18. Distal part of the endopodite of the right maxilla, seen from inside, <J; 240 X.

Specimens from Lofoten.
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Rristli's nos. 1. 2 and 4 aro rather strongly pootinated distally; on tlio two latter ones tlie points

seoni. however, to be always sniootli. Bristles nos. .'} and .5 are finely serrated distally. JJristles

no,«i. 6 and 7 are bent .somewhat into an an^le distally of the middle and very .strongly pectinated

distally. especially \\\v latter one Tln' distal cliiliiiotis tooth ot tiic iirotupodite is of moderate

length, anil irregular in form, varying to some extent. \\
]>

i n >> dial pi a t e: This has

from about fifty-five to sixty bristles, all with long hairs almost right out to the points. The

c X o p o d i t e is five-jointed (fig. 22): First joint : The main tooth has seven constituent teeth

all well defined proximally; the secondary teeth on the latter are of about the same type as is

reproduced in the adjoining figure, but there is, however, some variation. The bristle near the

main tooth on the posterior side of the joint is about as long as the anterior constituent tooth

of the main tooth and is furnished at the middle with a wreath of long, stiff secondary bristles

and a few secondary spines; distally it is bare. On the anterior side of this joint there are

usually four bristles; sometimes, however, five or six were found. Of these four bristles three

are situated in a close row near the main tooth, the fourth at a short distance from these three,

farther out on the joint. The two nearest the main tooth are of about the same type as each

other, subequal, rather long and powerful, strongly pectinated distally and furnished at the

middle with a number of long, stiff secondary bristles. The two others, of the same type as

each other, are subequal, somewhat .shorter than the two former ones, and have at the middle

long and rather soft secondary bristles, and short, fine hairs distally. In tho.se cases where

a greater number of bristles were found on this joint, the extra bristles were of the same type

as the two last-mentioned bristles and were situated between these. Second exopodite joint:

This has four or five, usually four, rather powerful a-bristles, equipped rather strongly, eight

b-bristles and one c- and one d-bristle. The c-bristle is of moderate length, either with short

hairs or with short hairs distally and furnished at the middle with some long hairs.

The d-bristle is of about the same type and length as the outer anterior bristle on the first

exopodite joint. The inner and outer lobes of the third joint are rather small. The inner lobe is

furnished distally with two or three rather strong and moderately long bristles, with short hairs

and somewhat different in length from each other. Posteriorly-proximally there is on this

lobe a moderately long bristle, with long, soft hairs at the middle and short ones distally. The

outer lobe of this joint has two moderately long bristles distally; these are either both of the

same type, with long hairs at the middle and short ones distally or else one of them is of this

type and the other has oidy short hairs. On one specimen three distal bristles were found

on this lobe on the limb of one side. The fourth exopodite joint, which is rather large and square,

has distally and inwards four or five rather short and weak bristles of somewhat different lengths

and with short, fine hairs, and somewhat proximally of these there is a group of two or three

similar bristles; the hairs on the latter bristles are, however, somewhat stronger

than those of the former. The end joint is quite small, fixed distally and outwards on the

preceding joint, and is moved by special muscles. It has two or three, usually two, distal

bristles of moderate lengths with short hairs. Pilosity: The outer lobe of the third exopodite

joint and the two distal exopodite joints are partly furnished with fine hairs, placed close together.

The end joint has short, stiff hairs distally.



Fig. XLI. — C. (Vargula) norvegica W. Baird, ?.
— 19. First endite of Ihe prolopodile of the fiflh liiib; 'I'lO X.

20. Second endite of the protopodite of the fifth limb; 440 X- 21. Third endite of the protopodite of the fifth limb;
440 X. 22. Exopodite of the right fifth limb, seen from the anterior side; 224 X. 23. Right sixth limb, seen from

outside; 120 X. . Specimens from Lofoten, .

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I. "3
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Sixth 1 I in 1)
(tig. 23):

— 1' r n t n p o d i t c: Tlic lirNt cnditi' has ono (ir Iwo ratlicr

long and powerful distal bristles, furnished witli a lew wrraths <i| \i>\\'^. slitT secondary Inistles,

anil, in addition, two short, plunmus medial Inistles. Second endite: This has two or three

rather long and powerful, subeijual distal Inistles. with long, stilt secondary bristles at the

inidille and short hairs or else bare distally, and, in atldition, usually four rather short, 2)luinous

medial bristles; in one specimen five medial bristles were observed on one lind) on this endite.

Third endite: This has three rather long and powerful distal bristles, the iniddh; one of which

is somewhat shorter than the two others; all of them ai'e of about the sanu' type as the distal

bristles of the second endite; this joint has, in addition, one medial bristle of about the same

type and length as the middle distal bristle of this process. The e p i p o d i a 1 a
j) j)

o n d a g e

of the protopodite is represented by five short, bare or almost bare bristles. Exopoditc:
First joint: The endite has two distal bristles and one medial bristle; these are of about the same

type as the bristles on the preceding endite. Second joint: This has rather numerous bristles,

all situated very near the ventral margin; with a pronounced gap between the posterior bristles

and the others. The three posterior bristles — on one specimen they were four on

the limb of one side — are ratlier long and have long and soft hairs right to or

almost right to the point. The rest, from eight to twelve, the number varying from

specimen to specimen and also on the right and left limb of the same animal, are of

moderate and somewhat different lengths, most frequently all of the same type, furnished

at the middle with long, stiff secondary bristles, arranged to some extent in the form of

wreaths, and with short hairs distally. Pilosity: The inside of this limb has rather close,

short, fine hairs; along the ventral margin of the second exopodite joint there is a series

of short, stiff hairs laterally.

Seventh limb (figs. 24—26) :
— This is comparatively short, not quite half the

length of the shell. (On several specimens whose shells were from 3,3 to 3,4 mm. long this limb had

a length of from 1,3 to 1,4 mm.) Cleaning bristles: From nine to eleven ventral bristles and

from eight to eleven dorsal ones are situated very close together distally. The relative lengths

of these bristles vary to some extent; in most cases, however, the most distally situated of

the ventral ones is of moderate length, the next distal one is relatively long, the rest diminish

somewhat in length, though rather irregularly, the more proximally they are situated, the

proximal ones being rather short; among the dorsal ones the distal ones generally are relatively

long, the proximal more or less short. Proximally of these bristles, scattered irregularly, there

are from nine to thirteen ventral bristles and from ten to fourteen dorsal ones; the lengths of

these also vary somewhat, but in most cases, however, they are subequal and of moderate

length. The cleaning bristles are furnished with from one to six bells cut off transversally

distally; the tongue of the distal bell is also cut off rather transversally distally (cf. fig. 25);

proximally of the bells the cleaning bristles are smooth. The end comb consists of from seven

to eleven rather long distal teeth, rather pointed distally, decreasing somewhat in length the

more proximally they are situated, and, in addition, of from three to six considerably shorter

proximal teeth on both sides. The cavity dorsally of the end comb is rather deep; its dorsal

wall is furnished with an unpaired, rather high and narrow, distally rounded, chitinous peg.
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almost or quite bare, but apart from this it lias no ajjpendages at all. There is no special muscle

for closing this cavity.

F u r a :
— This has nine claws, somewhat more powerful than those shown in the

accompanying figure 8 of the male furca, all decreasing rather uniformly in length the more

proximally they are situated, with the exception of claw no. 3, which is somewhat, though

..^.^^

Fig. XMI. — C. (Vnrgula) iwrvfgica W. B.URD. ?.
— 24. Seventh limb; 192 X- 25. Some of tlie distal bells of a

cleaning bristle of the seventh limb; 1240 X. 26. The point of the seventh limb: r>8() X. Speeimens from Lofoten.

slightly, shortened and weakened; it is about as long as or slightly shorter than claw no. 4.

All the claws are well defined from the lamella except claws nos. 2 and 4, which are quite joined

to it. Proximally of the claws the furca is smooth.

Upper lip (fig. 6, j"
—

2):
— The upper glandular field is of moderate size; the

two lower paired ones are small and situated distally on two long tusk-like processes. The

protuberance dorsally of the upper lip is rather low and broad.
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The r o (1 - s li a p o J o r g a n is blunt distnlly.

The lateral eyes arc small, with about nine or ten ominatidin.

Male: —
Shell: Length, 3,1^3,3 mm. Jjength : height, about 1,4:1. Seen from the side

(fig. 5) it is of about the same type as that of the female, differing especially by the postcMior

part of the shell being somewhat lower — in some cases ratlicr coiisKhMably lower than is shown

in the accompanying figure
— the anterior part of the shell is even somewhat, though only

slightly, larger than the posterior one. The dorsal margin is well arched anteriorly, in some

specimens somewhat more than is shown in the accompanying figure; sometimes it has an

indication of a low hump in the middle as in the adjoining figure, in most cases, however, it is

evenly arched. The posterior-ventral corner is rather better developed than in the female. In

other respects it agrees with the female shell.

First antenna (fig. 14):
— This is somewhat longer than in tlie female; the pro-

portion between the length of the anterior side of the seven distal joints in the male and in the

female is about 35 to 30. The end joint seems to be somewhat less well defined than in the

female. Bristles of the seventh joint: The b-bristle is about as long as the anterior sides of the

second to the foxirtli joints; in most cases with only three filaments, all with suctorial organs.

The proximal one of these has distally of tlie suctorial organ a powerful, rounded verruca

(cf. fig. 15). The two others are long and powerful, the distal one extending considerably be-

yond the point of the bristle and having five (in one case there were six on the distal one) suctorial

organs, proximallv of which a small verruciform process is found. In one case an additional

extremely short and bare filament was observed just distally of the distal one of these filaments.

The c-bristle is about as long as the anterior side of the seven distal joints of the antenna; it

has ten filaments, of which tbe two proximal ones and the sixth one (counting from the base)

are furnished with, suctorial organs; the position of the distal filament that has suctorial organs

may, however, vary; the three filaments with suctorial organs are of the same type as the

corresponding filaments on the preceding bristle. Of the bristles of the end joint bristles

f and g are only very slightly longer relatively than these bristles in the female; they have the

same number of filaments, ten and eleven respectively, as these bristles in the female. In

other respects this antenna shows great agreement with that of the female.

Second antenna: — This agrees very closely with that of the female, with the

sole exception that it is somewhat more powerfully developed; the exopodite was, for instance,

equally long in a male with a shell 3,2 mm. long as in a female with a shell 3,5 mm. long.

The proportion between the length of the natatory bristles in the male and female is about

three to two.

Mandible: — This is very similar to that of the female. The medial of the two

posterior-distal bristles on the second endopodite joint is, however, much more powerful than

the lateral one (fig. 13), attaining almost to the strength of the two middle main claws on the

end joint; the lateral one of these two bristles is about the same as in the female. There is

also some difference to be observed between the two sexes with regard to the shape of the claws

on the end joint (cf. figs. 12 and 13); all the bristles of the end joint are quite bare.
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The maxilla and the fifth and sixth limbs are very like those of the female.

Seventh limb: — This is very like that of the female. The following numbers

of cleaning bristles were observed: from nine to thirteen ventral ones and from eight to eleven

dorsal ones situated close together distally; proximally of these from five to seven ventral ones

and from eiglit to ten dorsal ones scattered about. The equipment of these bristles was similar

to that of the female. The end comb sometimes seemed to be slightly weaker than in the female.

Penis (fig. 7):
— This is of the fundamental type for this sub-family; for details see

the accompanying figure; the number of bristles varies to some extent.

F u r c a (fig. 8):
— As in the case of the female, it has nine claws; in the male, however,

these are somewhat mores lender; the second, third and fourth claws are joined to the lamella; no. 3

is somewhat weakened. The equipment of the claws is perhaps a little weaker than in tlie female.

The upper lip and r o d - s li a p e d organ are about the same as in the female.

The lateral eyes have from fourteen to sixteen ommatidia and are thus somewhat

larger than in the female.

The back of the body is somewhat folded transversally.

Remarks: — The original description of CypricUna norvegica W. Baihd is, as is seen from Remarks about

the above list of synonyms, to be found in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London,
^^^ original

1860, p. 200. G. S. Brady and A. M. NORMAN, 1896, and G. W. MlIller, 1912, give it as
«*«"/'«"'"•

being from the Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 1860, p. 1.39. This is, however,

incorrect, inasmuch as the treatise entitled ,,0n some new species of Cijfridina'', to which

these authors obviously refer, is only a reproduction of the original treatise. It is printed

under the heading ,,Proceedings of Learned Societies, Zoological Society". Unlike the original

treatise, however, it is not accompanied by any illustrations.

The description in question is very short and is given in very general terms, without

any characteristic details being produced. Only the shell is dealt with. The accompanying

figures are also of such a nature that certainty of identification is impossible. Thus in 1012

G. W. MULLER quite justly denotes G. S. Brady's and A. M. Norman's identification as uncertain

by adding a query.

The species in question was described from a specimen caught on ,,the coast of Norway". Identification.

Only one other species of this sub-genus is described from this region, namely C. (V.) megalops

G. 0. Sars. As this region may be said to be rather well investigated
— at least as far as forms

as relatively large as the two mentioned ones are concerned —• and as C. (V.) norvegica and

C. (V.) megalops are so essentially different from each other with regard to the form of their

shells that there may be no risk of confusing them, I have decided, in spite of the incompleteness

of W.Baird's original description, to identifymy form described above with this species of Baird's.

According to the statement of W. Baird himself the type-specimen of this species is

preserved in the British Museum. If, however, this specimen is no longer to be found and if

new species with a habitus agreeing with that of C. {V.) norvegica are discovered on the coast

of Norway, then, of course, this species of Baird's will have to be deleted from the list of the

identifiable species and a new name given to the form described by me above.
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Synonyini/.

iediiction of the

lird ftircal clan:

me of occurrence.

Specimens from

afferent regions.

Pnr(i!!ite<! of this

Phenomena of

parasitism.

Tin- fiirm that is dealt with l)v (I. O. S\liS, IS*!"), p. I(i4, is also lalhcr iiicom-

plotoly dfsoribod. As. in addition, the description is not accoiniKiiiied by ilhistrat ions, tiiis

form should roally ho denoted as unident iliaiile. Tlie description given by me above is, liowever,

from .specimens
— found at Ijofoten - that this investigator had determined to be Cifpridina

norregica. For this rea.stm I have considered it best to look upon all the int'onnaiion given

Ity this writer about ('. notTegica as really referring to the species dealt with here, altlioiigh

all the separate statements have not been tested by me.

Wliether the form described by (J. S. Bhahv and A. M. NORMAN, 189(5, p. 647, imder

the name of Cypridina norregica is to be considered as identical with the species dealt with

above, is not quite certain, at least if attention is only j)ai(l to the description and figures.

Dirt'erences are found both in regard to the shell and the furca and limbs, as is soon shown by

even a superficial comparison between the two descriptions. In spite of this I have incliKh'd

this form as a synonym of the species dealt with above, because G. S. Bl; amy and A. M. NORMAN

have, if we judge from the text, based their description on specimens from the coast of Norway
and because I knew that these writers often take very little care about the correctness of their details.

On the other hand it did not seem proper to me to include as synonyms Cypridina norvegica

A. M. NORMAX, 1868, p. 439, 1869, pp. 2o6, 257, 260, 295, 1891, pp. 119, 121; G. S. BHADY and

D. Robertson, 1872, p. 70 and C.H. Ostenfeld and C. Wesenberg-Lund, 1909, p. 113, because

these statements were not accompaiii(>d by any figures or information at all to verify them.

The reduction of the third furcal claw, though only slight, ought perhaps to be specially

mentioned; it has a certain interest because it is just this claw that is exceedingly reduced

in another species of this sub-genus, V. Vanhoffeni (G. ^^^ MCllrr).

Sexually mature males and females with embryos were found both on tlic 18th of May
and the 5th of August on the West Coast of Sweden and between the 3rd and 11th of September
in Trondhjem Fjord.

There was no difference in size between the specimens from northern regions, the Lofoten

Islands, and those from more southern places, Koster Fjord. From both localities comparatively

large as well as comparatively small specimens were recorded.

Especially conspicuous was a parasitic I s o p o d, Cyproniscus cypridinae (G. O. Sars),

concerning which I will only quote G. 0. S-\l^s's statement, 1899, p. 235: ,,1 have not infrequently

fotmd this interesting form off the Lofoten Islands and at Bodo and Selsovig, infesting Cypridina

norvegica Baird The parasite, when full}' developed, is easily observable through the

semipellucid valves of the Cypridina, always occupying the place where otherwise the ova and

embryos of the latter are carried during their development. Occasionally the parasite also

occurs on male Cypridinae; but in no instance have I found it in this case fully developed, and

it is very probable that under such circumstances it does not ever reach maturity." This parasite

occurred on about 30 per cent, of the specimens of the above species recorded from the Trondhjem

Fjord and the Koster Fjord, but curiously enough no specimen of it was found on the specimens

of Cypridina from the Lofoten Islands that I have examined.

The specimens of this species that are mentioned below as having been caught in Trond-

hjem Fjord were all found in the cloaca and uterus oiEtmoptents spinax (LiNNE). According
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to information received by me from the collector, Fil. lie. If.J. OsTERGREN, all the specimens
were quite active and emitted an intensely phosphorescent light. This fact, like the circum-

stance that a number of specimens were found in the uterus, decidedly indicates that they had

not been swallowed by the fish as food, i. e. that they had not passed through the alimentary

canal, but it must be assumed that they penetrated actively into the fish, where they lived

on waste products and, at least in the uterus, as parasites.

Curiously enough all the twenty-five specimens were found in a single specimen of the

above-mentioned fish, although no less than about a hundred specimens of the latter were in-

vestigated (according to information received from Fil. lie. OsTERGREN). As I have carefully

investigated myself about sixty specimens of this Etmopterus species caught in Trondhjem

Fjord without finding a single specimen of Cijpridina and Fil. lie. 0. Nybelin has investigated

about 150 from the same fjord with a similar negative resujt, this habitat must perhaps be

regarded as a rare one, in spite of the curiously large number of specimens found in one fish.

— It ought perhaps to be pointed out that C (V.) norvegica seems to be very rare in Trondhjem

Fjord: ,,Sparsim in siuu Nidarosiensi" (G. 0. Sars, 1865). (Is it possible that all these

25 specimens are the offspring of one and the same fertilized female which have left the mother

after the latter had penetrated into the fish?)

I was unable to discover any morphological differences between free-living specimens
and the parasitic specimens, although they were subjected to a very minute examination.

There may be an increased interest attached to this find because this is not the first

nor the only time that a Cy p r i d i n i d has been found under conditions that seem to indicate

a certain tendency to parasitism.

The first mention of a case of this sort in the literature is to be found in 0. G. CoSTA's

work in 1847, p. 6. Here we find the following statement: ,,Dopo la pubblicazione della Memoria . .

dissecando una Scorpaena scrofa, trovammo tutta la cavita addominale, o meglio il peritoneo

in ogni punto attaccato da questo ostracode parassito, che a primo sguardo presentavasi

come di glandolette bianche di cui pareva disseminato il cavo addominale. Noi potemmo
trarve 120 di tutte le grandezze, niimo uguagliando pero i precedenti ospitanti nell' Ofisuro.

La qual causa rafferma essere propria una tale specie del Mediterraneo, e vivere abitualmente

parassita su i pesci."

The latter find is mentioned in the same treatise, p. 1. Here we find that a Cypridinid,

presumably the same species as in Scorpaena scrofa, i. e. Cypridina mediterranea, was found

on the body of a Ophisurus ,,Noi trovammo nel corpo di un Ofisuro".
The next find is mentioned by A. BRIAN in a short essay on parasitic Crustacea (1909).

In this we find that a number of specimens of Cypridina mediterranea (?) were found in ,,seni

e canali frontale" of a &sh Coryphaena hippurus. The length of these specimens was only 2,5 mm.,

which suggests that they were not sexually mature. With regard to this case the author writes

as follows: ,,Questa specie d'o s t r a c o d e uon e da ritenersi parassita per quanto trovata

su di un pesce. Esse vive liberamente e non si tratta qui che di un semj^licc caso di commen-

salismo." In other words this author considers this habitat quite an accidental one, as I

did above.
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Still moro iiiterosting is tlic staU'inont about llic [)arasiti(' (icciirrcnci' of species of tiiis

sub-gonus that is given by C'li. !>. \VlIiSO\, 1913 (a preliminary note li»l 1,
j). 22} Tiiis antlior

describes (p. '2(>9) a new spei'ies railed Ci/pridiun parasitica, which is cettaiiily uni(lcntiiial)le

as a species, but without doubt belongs to the same sub-genus as iloes the species tlial I have

dealt with above. This form seems to have been discovered as a parasite in no less tiuiii live

cases: ..Five lots of this ostra cod were obtained in all; two of these were taken from the

gills of two hammer-head sharks, Sphyrna zygaena, on July !), and include about 50 specimens

each . . . The third lot contains a single specimen found on the gills of Epinephelus adscensionis,

August 9. . . . The fourth lot contains three specimens taken IVom the gills of a jack, Caranx

cri/sos, August 1. The lifth lot contains 12 specimens and was obtained from the nasal tubes

of the hammer-head shark on June 17."

Whether all these finds given by WILSON really refer to a single species is anything but

certain, at least if we are to judge from the superficial way in which the species in question is

described and reproduced. A comjjarison between the two reproductions of the furca given

ill pi. 53, figs. 303 and 311 is even decidedly against such an assumption.

On the same page on which this information is found Wilson gives the following details

about these finds. ,,That the presence of these ostra cods on the fishes' gills was not

accidental is abundantly proven by the following considerations: First there were too many
of them; one or two or half a dozen might be washed on to the gills of a fish accidentally,

but not 40 or 50. Again they were arranged altogether too regularly; in the space between

the bases of two adjacent filaments and in contact with the gill arch, there was always a single

ostra cod, its long diameter at right angles to the gill arch, so tliat its anterior end

projected slightly on one side between the filaments, and its posterior end on the other side. —
Furthermore the tissues of each filament where they came in contact with the shell of the

o s t r a c o d, were hollowed out in the center and slightly raised around the edges, thus forming

a sort of pocket, which held the ostracod securely in place so that it could be removed

only with a pair of forceps. This of course is absolute proof that the ostracod was not

washed in temporarily, but that it had remained in position long enough to produce this effect

on the tissues. In view of such conditions these ostracods may fairly be called parasitic.

While it is impossible to see how they can draw any blood from the fish's gills, yet they certainly

share the oxygenated water with which the fish keeps its gills supplied, and they get their food

in some way while there. For food they may devour anything that the water contains and

brings to them, they may eat scraps of the fish's food that come their way, or they may feed

on the slime with which the fish's gUls are covered. It is impossible to determine at present

just what does constitute their diet."

No adaptation for parasitism of one kind or the other can be discovered in the

form in question
— at least if we are to judge from WiLSON's description and figures; on the

contrary this species must be said to have the structure that is typical for free-living forms

of this genus. Accordingly it seems to me do^ibtful whether we are concerned in this case,

contrary to the two preceding ones, with a (or several) exclusively parasitic form

or forms.
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Alfrkd Ramsch, in his work of 1906. p. 384, rejects O. G. Costa's assumption that we

have to deal with parasitism in the case quoted above, put forward by 0. G. Costa*. He points

out that he had himself often come across different forms of large Ostracods in Pagdlus
both beneatli the gill-cover and in the stomach; all the specimens so found were, however,

dead. He writes 1. c. : ,,Sie dienen den Fischen zur Nahrung und gelangen mit dem Atemwasser

an die Kiemen oder finden sich gelegentlich im Darmtraktus. Ihr angebliches Vorkommen

in der Abdominalhohle mochte ich wohl als eine zufaUige Erscheinung auffassen."

This idea of A. Ramsch's seems to be incorrect. It is true that 0. G. CosTA does not give

anv information as to whether the specimens found by him were alive or not at the time they

were caught, but all the evidence is in favour of their being parasitic specimens. Of course

this does not prevent O. G. Costa's theory that we are concerned with an exclusively
parasitic species from being incorrect.

From the cases put forward above one may perhaps draw the conclusion that within

the sub-genus Vargula there exists a certain ,,tendency" towards a parasitic life. One may
perhaps say that it is the first groping attempts towards the carrying out of this tendency that

have been just brought to our notice.

It may be objected here that the word
,.parasitism" ought not to be used for these cases. This

form of life ought rather perhaps to be called ,,conimensalisni", as has already been done by A. BRIAN.

As a matter of fact we are probably dealing with a case which is on the boundary between these two

phenomena; both commensalism and real parasitism certainly exist; the question as to which

term is to be used before the problem has been investigated more closely is of minor importance.

If we try to determine this species according to the scheme of the genus Cypridina given Relation to

by G. W. MOLLER, 1912, p. 10, we find as follows: The furca has nine claws, the thii-d of which
^- ^^^'^ «""'^^">«-

is more than half the length of the second; the rostral incisur of the shell is well developed; the

length of the shell is less than 4 mm.; the upper lip has two large tusk-like processes
—

,,Mit

2 hauerartigen Fortsatzen hinter den anderen Driisenmiindungen" ; the second and fourth

furcal claws are joined to the lamina. — It is, however, not Cypridina norvegica we arrive at —
as, on account of the incomplete description of this species, it could not be included in this exami-

nation scheme — but an antarctic species, Cypridina antarctica G. W. MtJLLER.

A close investigation of the description of the last-mentioned species
— G. W. MOller,

1908, p. 84 — shows that we are dealing with a form closely allied to C. (Vargula) norvegica.
—

In order to be able to undertake a more detailed comparison between these two forms I wrote

to Professor G. W. MUller, who was kind enough to send me a sexually mature female of the

antarctic form and it is on this material that the supplementary description given below is based.

Habitat: — Coast of Norway:
Lofoten Islands: 1 mature male, 2 mature females and 3 juvenes; coll. unlfnown;

R. M. S. 155. Skarnsimd, Trondhjem Fjord; in a specimen of Etmopterus spinax (Linxe):

5 mature males, 12 mature females and 8 juvenes; coll. Hj. OstergreN; R, M. S. 156 and 157.

• „VolllvOmmen im Irrthum ist jedoch Costa, wenii er behauplol, dali Cypridina mediterranea parasitisch in

Fisohpn lebe."

Zoloog. bldras, TJppsuln. SiippK-Bil. T. 34
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Fiirno Fjord; on a miuldy Uotloin: •_' niatuir Icinali's; cdll. v. ^'llM;\; |{. M.S. IfiH. KristiiViisuiid :

.").") spt'ciinoiis, mature males and females and a lew lar\ ai' of di ITerent stages; coll. W. Lll,l,.li;i;()li(;.

r. 7.. M.

\\ e s t coast o 1 S \v (> d e n :

St. Sneholmeii. Kostor; at a depth nf aliout l.")()- -JOd m.; on a muddy bottom; on

spveral occasions: 4 mature males. 20 mature females and a few larvae of different stages; coll.

.1. (;. AM>I:RSS0\ and ('. W . S. Al lilVILLIUS; R. M. S. 159—161, H. Z. .M.

Tvpe-specinien of the new description. oi\ slid(\s. H. \I. S.

Diiirxhuiion: — \\' o s t c o a s t of N o r w a y.

Out of Norway it has only been recorded once: lat. 71" N., long. IS" W. ((}. 0. Sars, 188G).

— With regard to A. M. Norman's statement (1809) that it was captured at the Shetland Islands

etc. see above p. 'l^S'l.

C. (Vargula) antarctica G. W. Mullek.

CyprnUm nniorctim, G. W. MitLLEIi, 1908, p. 84: pi. i\'. fiiis. 4. 1 1- 13; pi. \'. figs. 9—12.

Description:
— See G. W. .Mi'i.l.Ki;. lor. c i t.

Stippletnentarij description:
— Female: —

Shell: — Seen from inside (see fig. XLIII): Medial bristles: Tlie rostrum has rather

sparse, in most cases bifurcated, bristles (of about the same type as is reproduced for (J. (Doloria)

levis, p. 228, fig. 2). Some of these bristles are arranged in a sparse row running obliquely upwards
and forwards; sometimes this row is not distinct, in some cases, according to G. \V. MOller's

statement, all these bristles are scattered. The arrangement and number of these bristles

not only vary from one specimen to another but are also different on the two valves.

Along the posterior edge of the rostrum there are also rather sparse bristles; at least some of

them are bifurcated. The two bristles near the inner edge of the rostral incisur are about as

large as the rostral bristles and seem to be furnished with fine, short hairs situated

close together. Apart from these bristles there is often only a single short bristle inside the

incisur near the joining line. Along the anterior part of the list behind the incisur to about

a fourth or a third of the length of the shell there is a moderate number of bristles, mostly

bifurcated; farther back they are practically entirely absent, though a few may sometimes be found.

Inside the posterior margin of the shell the list is of the type described for C. (V.) norvegica

(contrary to G. W. Mt'LLER's statement). Between the list and the margin of the shell there

are in most cases no bristles. The selvage is very wide along the posterior margin of the incisur,

quite filling the latter (contrary to G. W. MtiLLKt^'s drawing), continues along the whole of the

ventral margin of the shell, extending here a little outside of it. On the anterior side of the

rostnmi it also extends beyond the edge of the shell, but, on the other hand, it is very narrow
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along the posterior edge of tlie rostrum. It has uniforni, close and tine t-russ-striation and is

exceedingly finely serrated at the edge, almost smooth-edged.

First antenna: — The situation and the relative lengths of all the bristles seem

to agree ratlier closely with (J. (V.) norvegica, the posterior bristle of the fourtli joint is, however,

shorter relatively and the (--bristle of the seventh joint is somewhat, though rather slightly,

longer than the g-bristle of the eighth joint. Presumably, however, the relative lengths of the

bristles vary somewhat in this species as well. These

two species also show very close agreement with regard

to the number and type of the filaments of the bristles.

On the proximal filaments of the sensory bristle of the

fifth joint we find proximally from none to seven small

secondary spines, some of them almost invisible. Of

the bristles on the seventh and eighth joints the b-

bristle has four filaments, the c-bristle ten, the f-bristle

also ten and the g-bristle eleven filaments; these fila-

ments are furnished with from none to five secondary

spines. The simple sensory bristles d and e are about

third of the length of the c-bristle. Pilosity: The

a more abundant pilosity than insecond joint has

C. (V.) norvegica.

Second antenna: — This agrees in most

respects with that of C. (V.) norvegica. It is to be noted,

however, that the spines at the base of the bristle on

the second exopodite joint seem to be almost or

entirely lacking, and that the bristle on the secontl

c n d o p d i t e joint attains about the same length

as or is somewhat shorter than the end joint of the

endopodite.
—

According to Gr. W. MOller's state-

ment (1908, p. 85) ,,das basale Glied" (of the endo-

podite) is ,,kurz, mit einer Borstengruppe am Vorder-

rand nahe der Basis, zu der noch eine weiter distal

stehende kommen kann". Whether or not a variation

is present in the last-mentioned bristle I have, of

course, been unable to decide; it seems to me probable, however, that tliere is no variation,

but that the statement is based on some specimens that were defective in this character. This

assumption is supported by the state of affairs in C. (V.) norvegica, in which species this

bristle is always found; cf. also several other species, for instance those of Gigantocypris and

Doloria. The specimen investigated by me had this bristle developed as in C. ( V.) norvegica.

Mandible: — This is extremely similar to that of C ( V.) norvegica. The anterior

side of the second e n d o p o d i t e joint has comparatively few (eight were observed) more

or less long bristles with short, fine liairs and has from seventeen to nineteen cleaning bristles.

Kiy. XLllI. — ('. (Vai-jiuia) iinlarrlica CI. W.

MuLLEu, b)?.

— Aiilcrior puvl of tlu,' right valvL',

sco.'ii I'roni inside; 52 X.
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Of tho bristlos on tho I'lul joint tho two iniiliUc tines, wliii-h are iK'vcIoihhI liki' claws, seem to

be somewhat more powerfully arnieil than those of tlie species in question.

M ft X i 1 1 a: — This shows close agreenuni with the maxilla in C. (V.) norvegicu. TUv

first endite of the p r o t o
])
o d i t e has eleven, the second five and the ihinl livr masticatory

bristles. Distally-posteriorly tlie tirst e ii d n p o d i t e joint has three bristles; the end joint

has thirteen bristles; a few of the a-hiistles have, however, some few rather strong secondary

teeth at the middle.

Fifth limb: — OnW the left limb ot one sexually mature female was investigated
— This showed a very close agreement with the corresponding appendage in C. (V.) norvegica,

the only differences that were observed being that the main tooth of the first e x o
j)
o d i t e

joint was composed of eight, and not seven, constituent teeth, that the fourth exopodite joint

had only three bristles distally close to the inner edge and that the group of bristles situated

proximally of these bristles was represented by a single bristle. — It is to be noted that the

first endite of the protopodite was defective, so that I cannot give any information

about it-s structure in this species.

Sixth limb: — This is very similar to the corresponding appendage in C. (V.)

norvegica, but the specimen investigated had, however, only seven to ten bristles on the end joint.

Seventh limb: — This is very similar to that of the preceding species. Cleaning

bristles: There were seven ventral and five or six dorsal bristles situated very close together

distally; proximally of these there were six or seven ventral and from six to nine dorsal bristles

scattered irregularly. The single chitinous peg on the dorsal wall of the cavity dorsally of the

end comb was finely serrated distally.

F u r c a :
— This is also very like that of the preceding species. It is to be noted that

in this species too, contrary to G. W. MOller's statement, the third claw is somewhat, though

only slightly, shortened and weakened.

Upper lip, rod-shaped organ, lateral eyes: seeG. W. MtJLLER's

description.

Material of

"veslisalion.

Remarks: — As appears from the remarks on C. (V.) norvegica, j). 265, the above supple-

mentary description is based on a sexually mature female, which was kindly sent to me by
Prof. G. W. MCller.

Relation to A comparison between the descriptions given above of this species and C. ( V.) norvegica
(V.) norvegica. ^iH show that wc are dealing with two rather closely related species. Possibly they ought to

be denoted as representative forms in the Arctic and the Antarctic.

Parasites. It may be pointed out in passing that, although both forms possess a parasite of the

genus Cyproniseus, we are concerned, all the same, with two well-defined species of this genus,

one infecting the arctic, the other the antarctic, species.

Distribution: — Antarctis: ,,Gausstation" of the German South Polar

Expedition, 1901 —1903. ('ommon, about 200 specimens were captured on several

occasions. (G. W. MCller, 1908.)
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C. (Vargula) megalops G. 0. Sars.

Cypridina meqalofn, (i. 0. Sahs, 1872, j).
278.

G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman, 1896, p. 64!); pi. LIV, figs. 5, 6.

G. W. MOller, 1912, p. 15.

Description:
— Female: —

Length, 3 mm. Length : height, about 1,43 : 1; length : breadth, about 1,85 : 1.

Seen from the side (fig. 1) it is broadly egg-shaped with the greatest height situated

rather considerably behind the middle and the posterior part rather &*trikingly larger than the

anterior one. The dorsal margin is rather boldly arched, its arcuation being somewhat more

pronounced posteriorly than it is anteriorly, and, like the ventral margin, which is uniformly

and somewhat more slightly arched, joining the anterior and posterior margins without decided

corners. The rostrum is well rounded anteriorly or has a broadly rounded and rather weakly

developed anterior corner; its ventral corner is rather well pointed. The rostral incisur is deep
and narrow. The posterior part of the shell is broadly rounded and has a weakly developed and

broadly rounded posterior corner at about half the height of the shell. Seen from below
(fig. 2) the shell is oviform with its sides evenly arched and its greatest breadth situated somewhat

behind the middle; the anterior end is somewhat more narrowly rounded than the posterior one.

The surface of the shell is quite smooth except in the neighbourhood of the anterior

margin of the shell, where it aj^pears to have small, rounded cavities. The bristles of the surface

seem practically to be entirely lacking. The pores of the surface are, on the contrary, very

numerous and rather large and striking. Seen from inside (fig. 3): Medial bristles:

On the rostrum there is a fairly close row of rather short and in most cases bifurcated bristles

running obliquely upwards and forwards. The place on which the ventral ones of these bristles

are fixed does not form a verruciform swelling. Apart from these bristles there are only a few

found on the rostrum. Apart from the two bristles situated close to each other near the inner

margin of the incisur there is generally only a single bristle inside the incisur; this bristle is

short and is situated somewhat dorsally of the two just mentioned. Along the anterior part

of the list there is a moderate number of bristles, mostly bifurcated, situated most closely

just behind the rostral incisur and becoming more and more sparse posteriorly, but observable,

however, along the whole ventral side of the shell. All the medial bristles are bare or almost

bare. The list within the posterior margin of the shell is somewhat wider than it is anteriorly and

has no other appendages except a comparatively few short, simple bristles, which are difficult

to distinguish. On the part of the shell between the list and the margin there seems as a rule to be

practically no bristles. The selvage is wide, extending rather considerably beyond the edge of

the shell both along the anterior and posterior margins of the njstral incisui- — the incisur is

quite fiUed with it — as well as along the anterior edge of the rostrum. Along the whole ventral

side of the shell the selvage also is comparatively wide —• although considerably narrower than

it is anteriorly
—

extending somewhat beyond the edge of the shell. It is finely and fairh'

uniformly crrjss-striated. The shell is rather strongly calciferous, but thin and fragile.
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First a II I (' II n ;i: 'I'ln' lirislK's dl' ilir tliiid, Imiilli .iiid sixtli juiiits :iimI tlic

a-bristlc of tin- sovonth joint liavc aluuit the same position and tlic same iclalixc l('iij>tlis us in

C. (V.) uorregiat. The posterior bristle ni' tlif I'mirtli jnint is somewhat shorter ichit ively. All

tliese bristles have short liairs or aii' almost naked. The sensory luislle ol the lil'th joiril is ol

about the same length tis the second to the fourth joints (countiiijj; on tiie posterior side) or

somewhat longer. Of its thirteen sensory filaments - all entirely witlioiit secondary spines
--

tile nine proximal ones are separated from the distal ones by a rather wide gap and. compared

to the latter, they are relatively thick and long (attaining about a third to a hall ol the whole

length of the bristle); the three following ones are only about a fifth of the length of the bristle,

the distal one is still shorter. Of the bristles on the seventh and eighth joints the c-, f- and

g-bristles are rather long, the c-bristle attaining about the same length as the seven distal joints,

the f-bristle is somewhat longer, the g-bristle is about as long as the whole antenna. The

b-bristle is about as long as the total length of the fourth and fifth joints and has five sensory

filaments, each with one or two secondary spines. The c-bristle has ten sensory filaments each

furnished with from none to two (most of the distal ones with none) secondary spines. The

f-bristle similarly has ten sensory filaments, each with from none to five secondary spines.

The g-bristle has eleven sensory filaments, each having similarly from none to five secondary

sjjines. The secondarv spines on all the distal bristles are rather strong. The simple sensory

bristles d and c are about as long as the four distal joints. Pilosity: The second joint has anter-

iorly and posteriorly a few almost invisible transverse rows of short, fine hairs; apart from

these tills antenna is smooth.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: Length about 0,0 mm. The medial-

distal bristle is of moderate length, not quite so long as the longest of the four

proximal bristles of the first endopodite joint, bare or almost so (fig. 12). Exopodite:
The first joint is about as long as the total length of all the following joints, the

second joint about as long as the total length of the two following ones, the

remaining ones are subequal. The bristle of the second joint is about as long as the

total length of the six following joints, and is furnished ventraUy with numerous moderately

strong spines, arranged in two rows. The proportion between the length of the long natatory

bristles and the total length of the exopodite is about three to two. These bristles are equipped

with broad natatory hairs. The end joint has four bristles, of which the dorsal one

is about as long as the total length of the five distal joints; like the others, it is furnished with

long natatory hairs situated rather close together. The third to the ninth joints have

powerful, rather long and conical basal spines, perhaps even a little longer relatively than

those in C. (V.) norvegica; they decrease in strength and length the more proximally they are

situated, the one on the third joint being of rather moderate proportions. At the base of the

bristle on the second joint there are no spines at all. Endopodite: This is very short, two-

jointed or with a very faint indication of being three-jointed. The first joint has a group of

four bristles proximally, one of wliich is rather long, considerably longer than the whole endo-

podite, the three others not half as long as this bristle; they are bare or almost so. In addition

there is presumably to be found a single bristle situated more distally on this joint, attaining
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Fig. XLIV. — C. (Vnrgida) mcgalops 0. O. Sars. — 1. Right valvp, soen from tho side, ?; 25,6 X. 2. Slioll, socn from

bolow, ?; 19 X. '^- Anterior part of the left valve, seen from inside. ?: 7fi X. 4. Loft valvo, seen from the side. (J;

2'i X. •''. Maiiililile. seen frdiii iiisicle. ^r I'lT X.
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about the samo Irngtli as tlio loiigost proximal imc; tliis hristlc was. Imwcvcr. (|iiilr lackiiij; in

the spocimon invostigatod; its j)robahU' existence is itidicated j)artly by the incsciicc of a similar

bristle in the male of this species as well as in closely related forms, and also by the fact that

on tile endopodite on both sides of the female investigated there was. at the place where this

l)ristle should have IxM-n situated, a circular opening in the chitin, such as arises wlien a bristle

has been torn off.

M .1 n il i b 1 e: - I' ro t dpod i t c: The cndite mi the coxah^ is nt aliout tlie same type as

that of C. ( V.) norvegicxi. Basale: This has nine liristles ventrally: three a-bristles, one b-bristles,

two c-bristles and two tl-bristles; between the two latter groups there is an additional bristle.

Of these the a-bristles, the b-bristle, the shorter of the c- and d-bristles and the bristle between

the last two groups are very short, the longer c-bristle is about as long as the height of the joint,

the longest d-bristle is about as long as the second endopodite joint. Of the three dorsal bristles

on this joint the proximal one is fixed at about the michllc of the joint and is half as long as the

joint, the two distal bristles, which are somewhat different from each other in length, are a little

longer; all these three bristles have short, fine hairs. Exopodite: This is about as long

as the dorsal side of the first endopodite joint or a little longer. Of its two bristles, both of which

have short hairs, the distal one is about as long as the exopodite, the other one being about

twice this length. Endopodite: Of the four ventral bristles on the first joint the longest

one has a rather large number of long secondary bristles and has short hairs distaUy, the other

three bristles have short hairs. Second joint: On the anterior side this has eight or nine more

or less long bristles, with short hairs, the longest of these extending with their points a little

beyond the end joint, and ten or eleven cleaning bristles, all with rather fine double pectination.

The arrangement of the latter bristles varies; sometimes they are clearly arranged in two rows

running obliquely upwards and forwards, sometimes they are situated almost quite irregularly.

On the posterior side this joint has four bristles, bare or almost so, situated in the same way
as in the preceding species of this sub-genus. The two distal ones, which are situated close

to each other, are somewhat shorter and weaker than the two others and of about equal strength;

the medial one of them is only slightly longer than the lateral one. The bristles of the end joint

are practically of quite the same type as that described and reproduced for C. (V.) norvegica

except that the anterior and the posterior bristles are relatively somewhat, though only slightly,

longer; all the bristles of this joint are smooth. Pilosity: The first endopodite joint has short

hairs dorso-distally, the second endopodite joint has groups of short hairs situated transversely

proximallv on the anterior side and on the posterior side.

!M axilla: — Protopodite: The first endite has twelve powerful bristles, sub-

equal and of moderate length, of the same types as the corresponding bristles in C. (V.) norvegica.

On the three inner ones the secondary bristles continue right to the point of the bristle, on the

others they stop a short distance from it: of the latter bristles five have a simple coarse point

and four are tri-furcated distally. The second endite (fig. 6) has seven rather strong and mode-

rately long bristles, all almost subequal except the inner one, which is only half the length of

the others. Sometimes they are all furnished with a moderate number of long, stiff secondary

bristles at the middle, sometimes there are no signs of any such secondary bristles on the third
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bristle, counting from inside, whicli in that case is quite bare. The three outer ones are pectinated

distally, the one situated nearest to them, which in most cases is somewhat more powerful

than the rest, is either bare distally or has a few secondary teeth; the long one of the two inner

bristles is tri-furcated distally, the small one has short hairs or is bare distally. The third endite

has also seven distal bristles, rather strong and of moderate lengths, those situated distally (in

the middle) being somewhat shorter than the others. Of these the inner one has short, fine

hairs, all the rest are furnished at the middle with rather sparse, long, stiff secondary bristles;

the two outer ones are pectinated distally, the rest seem to be smooth distally. The proximal

bristle on the outside of the third endite has short, fine hairs and is not quite as long as the

outside of this process. The dorso-distal bristle on the coxale is not quite as long as the outer-

distal bristle on the third endite. On the boimdary between the basale and the first endopodite

joint there are three bristles. Of these the one that is fixed close to the exopodite is somewhat

longer than the last-mentioned branch and is furnished at the middle with a few long secondary

bristles, distally it is bare or has short fine hairs. The one at about the middle of the inside

of the palp is about a third of the length of the former, the one on the anterior edge of the palp

is slightly longer than the last-mentioned one; the two latter bristles are bare or almost so.

Exopodite: Of the three bristles of this branch the distal one has short hairs, the two

others are plumous. The two distal ones are subequal and of about the same length as this

branch, the proximal one being somewhat shorter. Endopodite (fig. 7, <S
=

$): The

posterior-distal, chitinized, cutting edge of the first joint is rather strongly lobed, the lobes of

varying types. Distally this joint has two bristles on its anterior edge and three on the posterior

one of about the same proportions as the corresponding bristles in C. (V.) norvegica. The two

anterior ones are practically quite bare; of the three posterior ones the long one is powerfully

[pectinated, the two others are bare or almost bare. The end joint has the same number of bristles

as in C. (V.) norvegica: four a-bristles, three b-bristles, three c-bristles and three d-bristles;

they are of about the same relative lengths as in the species mentioned, but somewhat weaker;

their equipment, especially, is very weak; the a-bristles are bare, the two posterior b-bristles

have only a few secondary teeth, the c-bristles similarly have only a few rather weak

secondary teeth or are almost bare, and the same is true of the anterior d-bristle. The

pilosity is similar to that of C. (V.) norvegica.

Fifth limb: — Protopodite: The first endite (fig. 8, cJ
=

?) shows a rathei'

great resemblance to this process in C. (Doloria) fectinata. It is furnished with eight powerful

masticatory bristles all of about the same type furnished with copious long, powerful secondary

bristles, arranged more or less clearly in oblique wreaths. Of these bristles nos. 3, 5, 7 and 8,

counting from the anterior side of the limb, are moderately long, decreasing somewhat in length

the more posteriorly they are situated; bristles nos. 2, 4 and 6 form a similar series, but are

considerably shorter than the former ones: no. 1 is very small. Second endite (fig. 9, (J
=

?):

The five inner bristles are powerful masticatory bristles of moderate lengths, tlie three middle

ones being somewhat shorter than the two outer ones. They are all, except the middle one,

furnished with some wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle. The middle one

is sharply serrated distally, the rest are pectinated a short distance distally of the distal wreath

Zonloi;. liidr.iB, Uppsala. Siippl.-Cd. I. ^^
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of seconilarv bristles, the pri'tinntioii hciii^ ratlior weak mi l)ristlr iii>. 2. ('(unitiiif; I'roni the

antorior sido oi tho liinl). most powerful on no. f). The sinij;l<' bristle on the anterior side of this

proi'oss is sliort and has short liairs. The seven bristles of the third endite
{l'\'^. 10, j

—
-
$)

are powerful, especially tlie posterior one. and of inodeiate leni;tlis; bristles nos. 4, 5 and 6.

countinfj; frum the tri>nt. are soinewh.it shorter than the rest. <)l these seven bristh-s either

onlv tile two anterior ones and thi' posterior one have at the middle wreaths of louf;;, powerful

.secondarv bristles while the others have no sueh bristles or else one may also find .such wreaths

on bristles nos. 4 and ti, counting from the anterior side of the limb. Bristles nos. 1, 2 and 4

with a moderately strong pectination distally; their points are, however, smooth; bristles nos. 3

and 5 are sharply serrated distally; nos. 6 and 7, especially tiie latter, are very strongly pectinated

distallv; on the former one the point is, however, smooth. The ventral chitinous spine of the

protopodite is of moderate size and irregular. K p i p o dial a p p e n d age: This has from

about 50 to 55 bristles, all with long hairs, but with smooth points. The e x o p o d i t e is

tive-jointed. First joint: The main tooth consists of seven constituent teeth, all well defined

proximally; the secondary teeth of the latter vary to some extent, from a type about the same

as in C. (Doloria) leris to that of C. (V.) norregica. On the posterior side of this joint, close to

the main tooth, there is one bristle, on the anterior side of the joint there are four, which show

a close agreement with those of C. (V.) narvegica. but of these four the next innermost one is

somewhat shorter and weaker than the one nearest to the main tooth and only weakdy pectinated

distallv. The second exopodite joint has four a-bristles, seven or eight b-bristles, one c-bristle

and one d-bristle. The equipment of the a- and b-bristles is possibly somewhat stronger than

in ('. (V.) norregica; the c- and d-bristles are moderately long and have long, fine hairs at the

middle, short, fine hairs distally. The following exopodite joints are quite of the same type

as in the last-mentioned species, with about a similar equipment of bristles. The inner lobe

of the third exopodite joint has two distal bristles and one j^roximo-posterior bristle, the outer

lobe has two distal ones. The fourth joint has distallv on the inner edge three or four bristles,

proximally of which one or two bristles are to be found. The end joint has two distal bristles.

The equipment of the bristles is also about the same as in the species mentioned. The pilosity

is also similar in the two species.

Sixth limb: — Protopodite: The first endite has two rather long and powerful

distal bristles, furnished with some wreaths of hmg, stiff secondary bristles and two or three

rather short, plumous medial bristles (on the right side of the only specimen that was investigated

the medial bristles [two] were almost completely reduced [pathological?]; they were well

developed on both limbs in the male). Second endite: This has two rather long and powerful

distal bristles, furnished at the middle with long, stif? secondary bristles, distally pectinated,

and, in addition, with three rather short, plumous, medial bristles. The third endite has four

or five distal bristles, one of which is rather short, the rest rather long and powerful, .subequal;

they either all have long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle and short hairs distally or else

one or two of them may have only short hairs. In addition there is on this endite a rather

long medial bristle' plumous in the middle. The e p i p o d i a 1 appendage of the proto-

podite is represented by four short bristles, bare or almost so; .sometimes the distal one of



Fig. XLV. — C. (VargutaJ intgalops G. O. Sars. — G. Second eiidite of Ihu protopodite of the maxilla, $; 312 X.

7. Distal part of the endopodite of the right maxilla, seen from inside, cJ; 220 X. 8. First endile of the protopodite
of the fifth limb. tJ; 384 X. 'J. Second cndite of the protopodite of the fifth limb, cj; i'«0 X. 10. Thiid endile ol

the protopixlil.- ol til.' fifth limb, (J; W) X. ". Lrft sixth limb, seen from inside, ^j; 136 X.
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thoso brislU's is phinmus. E x o p o tl i t c: Fust joint: The cndiU' has .six or seven distal

bristles and a rather long medial bristle, of the same types as the corresponding bristles of the

preceding endite. Second joint: This has a rather large uuihIh'i (20
—21) of rather long bristles

of somewhat different lengths, all situated near the ventral edge. Thcic is no pronounced gap

between the posterior and the other bristles. Of these bristles the two or three posterior ones

have long, soft hairs right to the point. A number of the rest have long hairs at the middle

and short one.s distally; the long hairs are soft on the posterior ones of these bristles

and somewhat stiffer on the anterior ones and not clearly arranged in wreaths. Some bristles

have only quite short hairs. Pilosity: On the inside of tiiis limb there are short, fine hairs

situated rather close together; along the ventral margin of the second exopodite joint there

is laterally a series of short and rather stiff hairs.

Seventh limb (fig. 13) :
— This is relatively short, not attaining half the length

of the shell (in the two specimens that were investigated, a male and a female, this limb

was about 1,2 mm. long). Cleaning bristles: Distally, situated very close together, there are six

or seven ventral and six dorsal bristles; of these — both in the case of the ventral as well as the

dorsal ones — the one situated most distally is rather short, the next distal one is, on the

other hand, relatively long; beginning from the latter these bristles decrease fairly uniformly

in length the more proximally they are situated; one or two may, however, be exceptions to

this rule; the proximal ones are rather short. Proximally of these bristles there are seven or

eight ventral bristles and ten or eleven dorsal ones scattered irregularly, subequal, of moderate

length, their lengths varying somewhat, however. The cleaning bristles are furnished with irom

one to seven bells cut off transversally distally; the tongue of the distal bell is cut off obliquely

(of about the same type as in figs. 27 and 28 of C. (Macrocypridina) castanea); proximally of

the bells the cleaning bristles are smooth. The end comb consists of from seven to nine long,

distally rounded, distal teeth, subequal or decreasing somewhat in length the more proximally

they are situated, and on each side of these there are four or five somewhat shorter proximal

teeth. The cavity dorsally of the end comb is comparatively shallow; its dorsal wall has a low

verruciform process; apart from this it is bare. This cavity has a special adductor (cf. the

diagnosis of the sub-genus).

F u r c a (fig. 16):
— This has eleven claws, all well defined from the lamella; beginning

from claw no. 2, which is somewhat longer than claw no. 1, they decrease fairly uniformly in

length the more proximally they are situated. Proximally of the claws the furca is smooth.

Upper lip: — AH three glandular fields are moderately large; the unpaired dorsal

one is somewhat larger than the two paired ventral ones. Some of the mouths of the glands

in the former are directed obliquely forward, the others downward; the latter are situated in

about the same plane as the mouths of the glands on the two paired, ventral glandular fields.

(The upper lip shows a very great resemblance to that of Cypridina dorsoserrata, as this is

illustrated in pi. IV, fig. 3, G. W. MtlLLER, 1908; it differs from this especially in having the

three glandular fields separated from each other by deep grooves, as is shown in the diagnosis

of the sub-genus.) The protuberance dorsally of the upper lip is rather high, with a simple point

and somewhat rounded.
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The r o d - s li a p e cl o r g a n is moderately large and rather blunt distally.

The lateral eyes are moderately large, with about 25 ommatids.

Male: —
Shell (fig. 4):

—
Length, 3,35 mm.; length : height, about 1,45 : 1; length : breadth,

about 1,9 : 1. S e e n f r o m t h e s i d e it differs from the female shell in having the posterior

Fig. XLVI. — C.(l'argulaj inegalops G. O. Saks. — 12. Eiidopodite and the distal pari of the prolopodilo of the secon<l

antenna, cJ; 184 X. 13. Distal part of the seventh liml) (bristles broken), with the end comb open, $; 576 X. 14. Distal

part of the seventli limb (bristles broken), with the end eonib closed, <?; 57(1 X. 15. Left penis, seen from out.side

(drawn as if it were semi-transparent); 160 X. 16. Fiirra, the secondary spines of Ihi- (laws nul drawn. J; 120 X.

part relatively lower, and the posterior
- ventral corner considerably better developed.

In addition the anterior side of the rostrum, especially on the right valve, seems to form a some-

what more prominent
— 1)r(i:i(l and well nmiHU'd — coriuT. Tlie Hues close to the rostral
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iiu'i.sur iirr M)iuo\vhat diftViviit Iroiii tluise of the I't'iuuk' (seo the liguros). No Murfaco pores

are visible. In other respects like that of the female.

First antenna: - Tliis is slightly lunger relatively than that of the i'einalc.

Bristles of the seventh joint: The b-bristic is alxmt as long as the anterior side of the second

and the third joints; it has five filaments, of which the three proximal ones have suctorial organs.

The proximal one of the three latter have distally of the sucker only an indication of a verruciform

swelling. The two others, which are long and powerful, the distal one of them extending some

distance beyond the point of the bristle, are fui-nished with from ten to thirteen small suctorial

organs distally, proximallv of which there is a small verruca. Distally of the three filaments

just mentioned there are on this bristle two short, bare filaments. The c-bristle is somewhat

longer than the preceding one, attaining about the same length as the anterior sides of the second

to the fourth joints. It has ten filaments, of which the three proximal ones have suctorial

organs; these three filaments are of quite the same types as the corresponding filaments on the

b-bristle; on the two distal ones of them ten or eleven suctorial organs were observed. The

seven distal filaments of this bristle are bare or almost so. Bristles of the end joint: The f- and

g-bristles are subequal, not quite as long as the shell (length of the shell : length of these bristles —
about 11 : 9); the former has eleven, the latter twelve, filaments, each furnished with from

none to four weak secondarv spines. In other respects this limb agrees entirely with that of

the female.

Second antenna: — This is slightly stronger than that of the female. E n d o-

p o d i t e (fig. 12) : On the first joint this has, besides the group of four proximal bristles, a single

distal bristle as well, of about the same length as the longest bristle in the proximal group.

With regard to this character compare the description of the female given above. In other

respects this antenna is quite like that of the female.

Mandible: — This is very like that of the female. The second end o p o d i t e

joint has on the anterior side nine or ten more or less long bristles with short hairs and thirteen

or fourteen cleaning bristles with varying arrangement. The two postero-distal bristles on

this joint are almost equally strong, agreeing completely with those of the female; fig. 5.

The maxilla and the fifth limb are like those of the female.

Sixth limb: — This is very like that of the female, but the bristles are, however,

furnished with softer hairs almost throughout. The numbers of bristles observed were as follows:

Protopodite: First endite: two or three distal bristles and two medial bristles. The

second endite: two distal bristles and three medial ones. The third endite: four distal bristles

and one medial bristle. The epipodial appendage is represented by three or four

short bristles. Exopodite: The endite on the'first joint has six distal bristles and one

medial bristle; the second joint has 17 or 18 bristles; fig. 11.

Seventh limb: — This is very like that of the female. The number of bristles

observed was as follows: seven ventral and from five to seven dorsal ones concentrated distally;

eight or nine ventral and nine or ten dorsal ones scattered proximally of these.

Penis
(fig. 15):

— Of the type characteristic for this sub-family; for details the reader

is referred to the accompanying figure.
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T li e f u r c a. u p p o r lip. r n d - s li a p e d o r ^ n n and lateral e y ft s are

like those of the female.

Remarks: — The above description is based on two specimens, a mature femalb and

a mature male, which were kindly sent to me by Professor G. 0. Sars for a supplementary

investigation. To judge from a statement by G. 0. Sars in his note under the original de-

.<cription, p. 279 : ,,en fuldvoxen Hun med store gulr0de Aeg indenfor Rkallen" *, the female specimen

investigated by me does not seem to be the same one as that on which G. 0. Sars's original

description was based, as the female I investigated had no eggs in the brood-chamber (the eggs

in the ovaries were, however, rather large); moreover it was not dissected but quite intact.

There can scarcely be any doubt, however, that the female investigated by me really

belongs to G. 0. Sars's Cypridina megalops.
— G. 0. Sars's original description of this form

is very incomplete; G. W. MtlLLER (1912) indicates this species as unidentifiable. All the

characters given by G. 0. Sars agree, however, with only one slight exception. The second

exopodite joint on the sixth limb should have only fourteen bristles, the five posterior ones of

which should, in addition, be separated from the anterior ones by a gap. ,,Lamina terminalis

subovata setis ciliatis circiter 14 posterioribus 5 ceteris intervallo brevi sejunctis marginata."

The male of this species was previously entirely unknown. On account of the great

resemblance it shows to the female, there can be little or no doubt that the male described above

really belongs to this species. The only thing that might be said not to be in favour of this

assumption is the fact that it is larger than the female. For if we are to judge from the literature

tlie males of forms belonging to this sub-genus are always somewhat smaller than the females.

This species occupies a somewhat isolated position from the two forms of this sub-genus

that have been previously described on account of the following characters:

the considerable lengthening of the f- and g-bristles of the first antenna in the male,

the reduction of the endopodite of the second antenna,

the development of special muscles for closing the end comb of the seventh limb and

the strong development of the lateral eyes.

It did not seem proper to me to include as synonyms Cypridina megalops of A. M. NORMAN,

1891, p. 121 („doubtful origin") and of C. H. OSTENFELD and C. Wesenberg-Lund, 1909,

p. 113. The information about these is not accompanied by any descriptions or drawings to

verify it.

Material of

investigation.

Identification.

The female.

'I'lir male.

I'o, itwii Within the

siih-geniis.

Sfinonymy.

Habitat: — The exact locale of the specimens of G. 0. Sars investigated by me is unknown;
it is presumably on the west coast of Norway.

Kristiansund, Norway: 1 mature female; W. LiLLJEBORG coll. The specimen was

in a very bad condition, but good enough for certaintv of identification.

Distribution: — Norway: Hardanger Fjord.

* Traneiatioa: ..^i ruU-grown ivmnlo with largn yellowish-red eprgs insido the shell."
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Sub-genus Macrocypridina n. siib-gen.

('tfpri4{in<i (part.). :i u ' " '' " i'\.

Desciiplion:
— Slit- 11: - The li)rin is somrw li;ii . ilioiifjii (Hiiy rather slightly, (iillcicnt in

thf inalo.s and tho females. — It i.s oval with ;i wfll developed posterior corner. The roslnil

incisur is coniparativelv small, moderately deep and rather narrow. \ear llie inner ed^e ol the

incisur there are two medial bristles situated clo.se to each other. Presumably with com-

parativelv weak calcification. The species belonging to this sub-genus are comparatively large.

First antenna: — This is long, slender and eight-jointed. The sen.sory bristle of

the fifth joint has thirteen sensory filaments. The b- and c-bristles of the seventh joint have

a similar modification in the males as that described above p. 223 for the sub-genus Doloria.

The proximal filament of these two bristles, which is situated a short distance from the base

of the bristles, is. however, comparatively rather slightly metamorphosed; it is of moderate

stri'ugth. is onlv slightlv .swelled proximally and is not stronglv chitinized and spine-shaped

distallv. but more hyaline and ending in a short and very fine (sensory?) hair like most of the

filaments on the bristles of the two distal joints of this antenna. The f- and g-bristles of the

end joint are very much lengthened, being considerably longer than those of the females.

Second antenna: — The p r o t o p o d i t e has a medial-distal bristle. E x o-

p o d i t e: The bristle of the second joint is reduced. The natatory bristles of the third to the

ninth joints have no trace of spines. The third to the ninth joints have basal spines. The

e n d o p o d i t e is similar in the males and females, more or less strongly reduced, often with

a reduced number of joints. The distal (sensory?) bristle of the end joint is very long.

Mandible: — P r o t o
])
o d i t e: The endite on the coxale is weakly bifurcated

distallv; its spines are arranged in distinct groups, those situated medially and distally being

rather powerful. This joint has no bristles except for the small one on the endite.

Basale: Of the ventral bristles one d-bristle is very long and has numerous long secondary bristles

and short hairs distally, the rest are of moderate length or short and have short, fine hairs or

are bare. This joint has three dorsal bristles. Endopodite: The first joint has four bristles

ventrallv. The end joint has seven bristles, of which one of the anterior ones is long and powerfiil,

claw-shaped, the rest being relatively short.

Maxilla: — Protopodite: Dorso-distally the coxale has a single bristle with

long, fine hairs. Proximally on the outside of the third endite there is a single bristle. On the

boundary between the basale and the first endopodite joint there are three bristles, one close

to the exopodite, one at about the middle of the inside of the endopodite and one on the anterior

edge of the endopodite. Dorso-distally on the coxale there is a rather large lamelliform e p i-

podial appendage. The exopodite is relatively well developed, has long, fine

hairs, situated close together, and is not displaced distally. The endopodite is relatively

short and very broad.

-
It is probably best not to use namiis ending with Cypris (e. g. Gioanlncypris. Pymcypris) foi' genera belonging

to Cypridtnifnrnies. This suffix may be reserved for real C y p r i d s.
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Sixth limb: — The second exopodite joint is rather short, somewhat rounded and

furnished with ratlier numerous bristles. Its posterior distal bristles are not strikingly larger

than the others.

Seventh limb: — This is furnished with rather numerous cleaning bristles, a

large number of which are placed very close together distally, the rest being scattered irregularly

along the distal part of the limb. With regard to the situation of these latter bristles it is to be

noted that more than one bristle is exceedingly seldom or perhaps never found on the same side

of the same joint. The end comb consists of a moderate number of moderately strong teeth, firstly

some rather long distal teeth more or less pointed distally, smooth except that they are furnished

at the middle on both sides with a small secondary spine, and decreasing somewhat in length

the more proximally they are situated, secondly somewhat shorter and broader proximal teeth,

transversally cut off distally. Dorsally close to the end comb the wall of the limb is somewhat

thickened and is furnished with a few wart-like chitinous processes. In addition it is slightly

concave here; the dorsal and ventral walls of the cavity are not moveably joined to each other,

but can, all the same, be pressed against each other like a jaw to some extent; when this happens,

the distal teeth of the end comb are pressed in towards the dorsal wall of the cavity. The

compression is carried out by a short, powerful, paired muscle, issuing proximally somewhat

proximo-dorsally of the point of the limb and fixed distally to the bottom of the cavity.

F u r c a: — The lameUae are rather short. The number of claws is about nine, without

any clear division into main claws and secondary claws.

Upper lip:
— This has only one large, rounded and quite undivided glandular

field, directed forwards (corresponding to the unpaired dorsal glandular field in closely-related

forms?). Ventrally of this there are on both sides some low pegs with glandular openings

(corresponding to the two paired lower-posterior glandular fields in closely-related forms?). The

ventral side is quite without glandular openings.

The r o d - s h a p e d organ is comparatively small.

The lateral eyes are well developed.

Remark: — It is certain that not more than one species of this sub-genus has been de-

scribed in the literature, namely the one dealt with below, which is thus to be characterized as

the type-species.

C. (Macrocypridina) castanea G. S. Brady.

Ci/pridina castanea, G. S. Brady, 1897, p. 88; pi. XVI, figs. 1—-t.

G. W. MUller, 1906a, p. 130; pi. Y, figs. 1, ^; pl- XXXIII,

figs. 11—16; pl. XXXIV, fig. 10-13.

„ „ „ 1906b, p. 13.

?„ obesa, V. Vavra, 1906, p. 67; ph VII, figs. 132b—142.

castanea, G. H. FOWLEU, 1909, pp. 279, 296; pl. 26, figs. 279—281.

G. W. MULLER, 1912, p. 14.

Zoolog. bjdrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I. "^
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Drscripliou : V >' m a If:

Slioll: - l.ciiuth. (>,3—6,8 nun. LtMijitli : liciulil. al>mil 1,.")5:1; length : breadth,

about '_M : 1. Seen Ironi the side (fiu;. 1) it is mndciati'ly elongated with its greatest

lieiiiht somewhat in front of the middle and the anterior part soniewliat largei' than the posterior

one. The dorsal margin is rather strongly arched, either uniformly or often somewhat flattened

at the middle, joining the anterior and the posterior margins without any indication of corners.

The ventral margin is uniformly arched with a rather decided bulge anteriorly, somewhat more

stronglv archeil at this part than the dorsal margin; joining witliout any sign of a corner the

posterior margin, together with which it forms a slightly convex, straight, or sometimes even

a very slightly concave line. The posterior part of tlie shell is drawn out into a sharply projecting,

acute angled, but well rounded corner at or a little below half the iieiglit of the shell. The

rostrum has a rather strongly projecting but broadly rounded anterior corner; its ventral corner

is rather pointed. Seen from the side the rostral incisur is often of rather a varying type, the

variations being obviously caused by the flexibility of the shell; yet it was not found to be so

deep as it is shown in pi. V, fig. 1, G. W. MOLLER, 1906 a. Seen from above
(fig. 2),

the shell is broadly lentiform with its greatest width a little in front of the middle and with

uniformlv curved side contours, which are, however, somewhat concave in front of the lateral

eyes. The front and back ends are rather well pointed. The surface of the shell

is quite smooth without any sculpture and quite without bristles. The pores of the surface

are difficult to observe with certainty. Seen from within (fig. 3): Medial bristles:

Near the ventral point of the rostrum there is a verruciform swelling, projecting rather strongly

and directed inwards and downwards; it is furnished along the anterior side with a dense row

of about 15 to 20 rather long and powerful and smooth bristles. Basally on this swelling there

is a single tube-like bristle, thick but evidently very flexible; in some rare cases two of these

were present. Dorsally of this swelling there is a row of bristles running upwards, of the same

type as the first-mentioned bristles: the number of bristles in this row varies, from six to as

many as sixteen have been observed. Apart from these just mentioned the rostrum is usually

quite without medial bristles, but sometimes, however, one or a few short, scattered bristles

may be found. The two bristles close to the inner margin of the incisur are of about the same

type and size as the bristles in the row mentioned above. Above them, about half-way between

the joining line and the margin of the shell or somewhat nearer the latter, there is a single bristle,

quite short and rather weak. Besides these three bristles a few other short bristles are sometimes

found inside the incisur. The list is usually quite without bristles along the whole ventral side

of the shell even just behind the rostral incisur, where, in most forms of this family
— in all that

are described in this work — bristles are to be found. Posteriorly it has, however, a few bristles.

The posterior part of the list, which is somewhat broader than the anterior one, is also

characterized by pore-like formations, such as are reproduced on p. 228 of this work for

C. (Doloria) levis, but I believe I have ascertained with certainty, with Reichert's ocular 4,

Leitz' immers. yi2,*that these do not end in a short bristle. (The list appears on the whole

to be very like the one described for the species just mentioned, but has, however, still fewer

bristles than this.) On the part between the list and the ventral and posterior margins of the



Fi,'. XLVII. — C. (Macrnnypridina) castanea G. S. Brady, ?.
— 1. Shell, seen from the sido; 16 X. 2. Shell, seen from

above; 14, i X. 3. Anterior pirt of the left valve, seen fro.n inside; the transverse strialion of the selvage is only

indicated; 82 X. 4. Part of the selvage along the dorsal margin of the rostral incisnr and the two medial bristles near

the inner edge of the ineisur; 348 X. 5. Part of the selvage just behind the rostral incisur; 348 X. 6. Ventral margin
of the shell: somewhat behiiul the middle of the shell: seen from inside; 504 X.
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shell there are a few short bristles to be oljserved, especinlly posteriorly near tlio margin of the

shell; similar bristles may also sometimes be found inside tlio list. The selvage (figs. 4, .1. {]) is

rather wide on the rostrum ami has e.xceedingiy line and close cn^ss-striation at this part

this striation oouhl only be indieated quite roughly in (lie a(((iin[)anying figure. This part of

the selvage is sometimes divided into rectangular divisions varying in width; its edge is e.vcecd-

inglv finely serrated at this part. Along the anterior edge of tlie incisur the selvage has a

structure like that shown iji
fig. 4, in other words it is divided into rather wide, conical parts,

which are rather strongly chitinized; these cones at the edge produce an evident undulation;

in addition an exceedingly fine striation can be traced here. C^lose to the two medial bristles

at the inner margin of the incisur the selvage suddenly comes to an end. It is widest along the

posterior edge of the incisur, and becomes narrower and naiiowcr ])osteriorly, suddenly stopping

on the ventral side of the shell about five sixths of the way along the sliell. Along the posterior

edge of the incisur the selvage is divided similarly into conical parts, rather strongly chitinized,

but these cones are, however, considerably narrover than those which characterize the selvage

on the anterior edge of the incisur; at the free edge of the selvage these conical parts continue

as powerful, free points. Besides the cones the selvage is also characterized here by a close

and exceedingly fine cross-striation; posteriorly tlio conical structures gradually disappear

altogether and only the fine cross-striation is to be found, even the latter often only with diffi-

culty; (this fine striation is only partly and very roughly indicated in the accompanying figure).

Along the ventral side of the shell the edge of the selvage is closely and fairly finely serrated

(see fig. 6). Just behind a point half-way along the sheU a rather wide secondary selvage with

very coarsely serrated edge (of. fig. 6) issues basally on the inside of the selvage; it stops at

a point somewhat in front of the posterior boundary of the selvage. The specimens examined

by me (preserved in 85% spirit) had leather-like shells, apparently quite without any calciferous

incrustation. They are of a dark-brown colour and semi-transparent; outside the lateral

eyes, however, the colour is almost completely absent on an almost circular part with a diameter

of about a third of the length of the shell. (The boundary of this circle is indicated diagrammatic-

ally on the figure by means of a line; the transition from the pigmented to the unpigmented

part is, however, gradual.)

First antenna (fig. 7) :
— The anterior bristle of the third joint, fixed somewhat

proximally of the middle of the joint, the postero-distal bristle of this joint, the two bristles

of the fourth joint, the bristle of the sixth joint and the a-bristle of the seventh joint are all

comparatively weak, subequal, short, of about the length shown in the figure mentioned; their

length varies, however, to some extent, though only very slightly; they aU have short, fine hairs.

The sensory bristle of the fifth joint is somewhat longer than the anterior side of the second and

third joints. Of its thirteen sensory filaments the nine proximal ones are rather thick — of

about the same thickness throughout
— and long, being about a third of the whole length of

the bristle. The three following filaments, situated at a considerable distance from the former

ones, are much shorter and finer; their position relative to each other varies to some extent;

sometimes they are scattered and sometimes situated very close together. The remaining one,

situated at rather a long distance from the point, is exceedingly short. Of the bristles on the



Fig. XLVIII.— C. (Macrocypridina) castaneaG.S. BnAUY. — 7. Distal pari of Ihi' left first anlenna
the f- and g-bri^tlos broken; $; 60 X. 8. Tlie sensori il liriitle of the fifth joint of the first antenna,
c-bristle of the first antenna, (J; 64 X. 10. Proxi iial part of the last-mentioned bristle, cJ; 312 X.
the exopodile of the left second antenna, seen fron outside; all the bristles of the seven distal joint
12. Part of a natatory bristle of the exopodile of the second antenna with three natatory

13. Bndopodite and the distal part of the prolopodite of the second antenna, ?: 15

. seen from

o: 105 X.
11. Distal

s broken, $
hairs, rj

fi X.

inside;

y. The

part of

; 84 X.
312 X.
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seventh joint the li-bristle is nnxleratoly long, about equal to the Iciiptli of I he anterior sides

of the second to the fourth joints {aV)out 111 -'10 mm. in sjieeimens witli a length of slidl nl" aljout

r»,7 mm.); it has five scattered, moderately long, sensory Hlaments; its distal third is without

anv short sensory filament such as is found on most of the other end bristles. Tlic ( -bristle is

.somewhat longer than the former one. about •i.S--;^.! imn., i. r. nni
i|uit('

so Iohl' as the whole

antenna; it has t<?n sensory filaments, nine rather long ones and a xcry short distal one The

f- and g-bristles of the end joint are subenual, very greatly lengthened, being about as long as

the whole shell or even somewhat longer (i>n specimens with a shell about (i,7 iniii. long these

bristles had a length of from 6,8 to 7,1 nun.); with scattered and moderately long iihuuents

varying somewhat in number, sometimes similar on both sides, sometimes different, different

both on the right and the left antenna and Iroiii one specimen to another; the iminl)('r observed

was 18—21, the distal one of which was exceedingly short. The .sensory filaments on all the

bristles of the seventh and eighth joints are bare. The simple sensory bristles d and e are

subequal and almost as long as the third to the eighth joints. Pilosity : The second and third joints

are only weakly furnished with hairs, the rest of the joints seem to be quite smooth.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: Length about 2 mm. in specimens

about 6,5 mm. long. The medial-distal bristle is almost completely reduced and is considerably

shorter than the proximal bristles on the first joint of the endopodite. E x o p o d i t e (fig. 11):

The first joint is somewhat longer than the total length of all the following joints; the second

joint is about as long as the total length of the third and fourth joints, the third is about equal

to the total length of the fourth and fifth or a little shorter, the remaining joints are subequal.

The bristle of the second joint is very weak, quite bare and only about half the length of the

third joint. The proportion between the length of the long natatory bristles and the total length

of the exopodite is about three to two. The former have very wide natatory hairs (cf.

fig. 12), which issue along the whole length of the bristle and even near the point where the

bristle is attached. The end joint has four bristles, of which even the two dorsal ones are

well developed; the shortest dorsal one, which, like the three others, has wide natatory

hairs situated close together along its whole length, is about as long as the total length of the

eight distal exopodite joints. The third to the ninth joints have short, conical and almost

reduced basal spines; that of the end joint especially is extremely weak, sometimes even difficult

to verify with certainty; the basal spines are sometimes provided with fine secondary teeth. The

endopodite (fig. 13) is small, verruciform and more or less distinctly two-jointed. Proximally

on the first joint there are four subequal, moderately long, bare or almost bare bristles. Distally

on this joint there is a single bristle, in most cases somewhat shorter than the four proximal

ones and of the same type as these. The bristle of the end joint is rather long, about a c^uarter

of the length of the protopodite of this limb.

^landible: — Protopodite: The endite on the coxale has over the greater

part of the dorsal-lateral and dorsal-medial sides only a few short and rather weak spines;

ventrally and distally, on the other hand, the spines are numerous and rather long and powerful.

Distally it is weakly bifurcated; the two points are a good deal more powerful than the other

spines and are furnished with a few secondary spines; between these two points there is a low
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peg. Basale: This has seven ventral bristles, viz: two a-bristles, one b-bristle, two c-bristles

and two d-bristles. Of these the a-bristles, the longer of tlio c-bristles and the d-bristles are of

about the same proportions as are shown in pi. XVI, fig. 2, G. S. Brady, 1897. The b-bristle and

the shorter of the two c-bristles, which are not drawn in this figure of Brady's, are short, the

former being about the same length as the a-bristles and distinguished by being displaced to rather

a great extent dorsally ; the short c-bristle is almost entirely reduced. The three bristles on the dorsal

side of this joint are about as long as these bristles on the above-mentioned figure of G. S. BRAD y's,

i. e. the proximal one, situated somewhat in front of the middle of the joint, generally does not

reach with its point the distal boundary of the joint, the two distal bristles are subequal and

slightly longer than the proximal one; all three have short hairs or are almost bare. E x o-

p o d i t e: This is somewhat longer than the dorsal side of the first endopodite joint. Its two

bristles are relatively short, the proximal one of about the length of this branch, the distal one

about half this length; both have short hairs. Endopodite (fig. 14): All the four bristles

of the first joint have short hairs. The second joint has on its anterior side a sparse series of

five moderately long bristles with short and sparse hairs; these bristles differ somewhat in length.

In addition this joint has here a rather large number (about 28—35) of rather short cleaning bristles,

arranged in several more or less irregular rows running obliquely upwards and forwards or else

almost entirely without any regular arrangement. Most of the cleaning bristles have extremely

fine and double pectination (of the type shown in fig. 8 of M. (Cypridinodes) acuminata in this

treatise; drawn smooth in the adjoining figure); the rest are coarsely pectinated. Posteriorly

this joint has four subequal bristles with short, coarse hairs, two next to each other distally,

and two, one of them a little proximally of the other, a short distance proximally of the two

former ones; the two distal ones are equal in strength. The end joint has seven bristles. Of

these the medial-anterior one is rather powerful, claw-shaped, and rather long, generally about

half the length of the second endopodite joint. The one situated most posteriorly is very weak

and short, as is usually the case in this group of forms; the five remaining ones are subequal,

rather weak and short; in most cases about half as long as the main claw. The main claw is

bare, the remaining six bristles are more or less pectinated. Pilosity: The first endopodite

joint has short hairs dorso-distally, the second endopodite joint has transverse rows of short,

stiff hairs along the posterior side.

Maxilla: — Protopodite: The first endite (fig. 15) has in most cases twelve

powerful bristles of moderate length. Of these the two inner ones are subequal, rather consid-

erably longer than the others and furnished with two or three wreaths of rather short, stiff

secondary bristles; distally of these they are rather strongly pectinated. The ten outer ones

are often subequal; their lengths vary, however, to some extent; most of them have at the

middle wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles, more copious on the inner ones than on the

outer, and distally of these more or less powerful secondary teeth. In a rather large number

of specimens there was a slight variation from the type shown in th(> figure to be observed.

Outside the outer bristle of those drawn in the figure an additional hristle may often be found;

this thirteenth one is quite short and weakly pectinated. The second endite (fig. 16) has five

rather powerful bristles of moderate length, the three outer ones usually somewhat longer than
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thotwoinnoronos, allpoctinatod ilistally; on the middlo liristlc, wliirli is soiiiowhat niori' jioworfiil

than till" otliors. tlu' ptH-tination is rather coarse. In addition tiiese bristles have at the middle

one or two wreaths of King, stiff secondary bristles; the latter vary somewhat, sometimes

occurring on all the live bristles, sometimes only on the two inner ones. The third cndite

(fig. 17) has seven distal bristles, similarly rather pnwcrlul and of moderate length; (he ones

situated most distally are somewhat shorter than the others. They are. all weakly or moderately

strongly pectinated, and the three distal ones are usually furnished at the middle with one or

two wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles, which do uot occur on the others. The proximal

bristle on the outside of this process is bare and about as long as the outside of the jirocess. The

bristle dorso-distally of the coxale is relatively long, rather considerably longer tlian the outer

distal bristle of tlie third eudite, being about half the length of the jmlp. Of the three

bristles on the boundary between the basale and the first endopodite joint the one that is

situated near the exopodite is rather long, being almost as long as the first endojjodite joint,

the one on the anterior edge of the palp is about as long as the outer-distal bristles on the third

endite, the one at the middle of the inside of the palp being somewhat shorter; all three have

short, fine hairs or are almost bare. Exopodite: The three bristles of the exopodite

have fine, long hairs at the middle and short hairs distally; the two distal of these bristles are sub-

equal, somewhat shorter than this branch, the proximal one is about half the length of these two.

Endopodite: (fig. 18) The chitinized postero-distal edge of the first joint projects slightly

and is only weakly lobed. Somewhat dorsaUy of this edge we find on the outside of this joint

two or three short, smoo.th bristles or processes of somewhat different lengths, of a strange hyaline

structure and directed upwards (shown in the figure by dotted lines). Distally on the anterior

edge of this joint there are two moderately long, subequal and rather weak bristles with short

hairs. Distally on the posterior edge there are three bristles, the posterior one of these being

moderately long but rather powerful, the anterior one, the shortest and weakest, only about

half the length of the former, all of them rather strongly pectinated distally. The end joint

is rather strongly chitinized and has thirteen bristles: Four a-bristles of moderate length, rather

strongly pectinated; three b-bristles of moderate length, of which the anterior one is of about

the same type as the a-bristles, the two posterior ones, on the other hand, being extremely powerful

and almost conical, with or without a few very powerful secondary teeth; three c-bristles of

moderate length, the posterior one being the longest and the anterior one shortest; these too

are of about the same type as the a-bristles; three d-bristles somewhat longer than the b-bristles

but in other respects of the same types as these bristles; the posterior d-bristle is like the anterior

b-bristle, the two anterior d-bristles are like the two posterior b-bristles. Pilosity: The first

endopodite joint has transverse rows of short, fine hairs.

Fifth limb: — This is unusually elongated, the endites are comparatively widely

separated from each other in about the same way as is shown in C. Claus's reproduction of

Cypridina messinensis, 1865, pi. X, fig. 4. P r o t o p o d i t e: The first endite (fig. 19) has six

bristles, arranged in two groups separated by a rather large space, an anterior group of four

bristles and a posterior group of two. Of the former group one bristle is c[uite short and rather

weak, with short hairs, and is situated somewhat inside the others. The three others are rather



Fig. XLIX.— C.(Macrocypridina) casianea G. S. Brady, $.
—

I'l. lindopodite of the right mandible, seen from inside;
104 X. 15. First endite of the maxilla; 160 X. 16. Second endite of the maxilla; 160 X. 17. Third endite of the

maxilla; 160 X. 18. Endopodite and exopodite of the left maxilla, seen from inside; 101 X.

Zoolog. biUiag, Vppsnla. Suppl.-Bd. I. A)
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long and powerful, tho middle one being somewhat longer than the two others; they are furnished

at the middle with from two to five wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles and aic rather strongly

pectinated distally. Of the two bristles in the posterior groiij) the anterior one is generally

somewhat shorter than the posterior one in the anterior group, powerful, furnislied at the mirldle

with a few wreaths of k)ng, stiff secondary bristles, and very strongly pectinated distally. Tlie

posterior bristle is considerably shorter, usually rather weakly pectinated distally and furnislied

at the middle with a wreath of long, stiff secondary bristles. Of the five iniu^r bristles on the

second endite (fig. 2(»), all rather powerful and moderately long, all except the middle one have

one or more wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle. Bristles nos. 1, 2 and 3,

counting from the anterior side of the limb, are rather strongly pectinated distally, nos. 4 and 5

are somewhat angular and very powerfully pectinated distally. The single bristle on the anterior

side of this endite is very short and weak and lias short, fine hairs or is almost bare. Third

endite (fig. 21): All the seven bristles of this process are rather long, except no. 6, counting

from the anterior side of the limb, which is relatively short; no. 5 is also a good deal shorter

than the others, but not so short, however, as no. 6. Of these bristles no. 1 is furnished

proximally of the middle with one or a few wreaths of rather long, stiff secondary bristles and

bristle no. 7 also has a few such secondary bristles at the middle (sometimes they are absent

in the latter bristle; perhaps broken off?); the other bristles, on the other hand, have no such

secondary bristles. Bristle no. 1 is rather weakly pectinated, bristles nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5 have

rather strong pectination distally; bristles nos. 6 and 7 are somewhat angular distally and very

strongly pectinated. The distal chitinous spine of the protopodite is rather long, narrow and

bent. Epipodial plate: This has about 55 bristles, all with long hairs, their points

being, however, bare. Exopodite: First joint: The main tooth (fig. 22) has seven constituent

teeth all well defined proximally, whose secondary teeth are usually of the type reproduced in

the adjoining figure. The bristle close to the main tooth on the posterior side of this joint

is rather short, with sparse, short hairs. On the anterior side of the joint, near the main tooth,

there are four rather powerful bristles, arranged in a close row, the one nearest to the main

tooth being rather long, the rest decreasing rather rapidly in length the farther towards the

outside of the joint they are situated. The two longer ones of them are rather strongly pectinated

distally, but usually have no long, stiff secondary bristles, the two shorter ones are weakly

pectinated distally and usually have a wreath of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle.

The second joint has four a-bristles. Of these the three larger ones are of about the type that

has been reproduced in fig. 23 of C. (Siphonostra) spinifera, very powerful and furnished with

very strong but rather few secondary teeth; the number and strength of the secondary teeth

of these bristles seem, however, to be subject to rather great variation. The smallest a-bristle,

the posterior one, is quite short and rather weak, usually bare but sometimes, however, furnished

with some relatively coarse secondary teeth. There are also seven or eight b-bristles; only in

one specimen was the latter number observed on the limb of one side; these bristles are moderately

strong and of about the t}^e reproduced in fig.22 of C. ( Vargula) norvegica. This joint has, in addition,

one c- and one d-bristle, subequal and somewhat shorter than the longest b-bristles; the c-bristle

has short hairs, the d-bristle has long, fine hairs at the middle and short hairs distally or is almost



Fi;;. L. — C. (Macrnciipridina) castanea G. S. Bradv, $.
— 19. First oudito of Iho proUipodite of llio fifth limb,

seen from irisido: 192 X. 20. Second endite of the protopodite of the fifth limb: 192 X. 21. Third endilo of the

prot>i.odite of the fifth limb: 192 X. 22. Main tooth of the first exopodito joint of the fifth limb with the adjacent
bristles; 192 X. 23. Distal part of the right fifth limb, seen from in front: 192 X. 2'i. Distal part of the first furcal

claw, seen from inside; ^Ifi X.
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bnre at tho lattor part. The innor lobo of the third joint is rathor small (fig. 23) and has two

or throo rathor powiTiul ilistal bristlos of inodorato and somewhat dilTcront lengths, the lengths

varying to some extent; these bristles liave either short hairs or else rather coarse secondary

spines. In addition tiiis Idho has proximally ^>u the posterior side a fairly long bristle, with

short hairs distally and usually with long hairs at the middle. Tlic outer lolx- of tliis joint lias

two moderately long distal bristles, usually subequal, with long hairs at the middle and short

hairs distally, but sometimes, however, the inner one, sometimes the outer one has only short

hairs. The end joint, which is fairly large and without any signs of any further division into

joints, has five or six, usually six, moderately long and rather powerful distal bristles; their

relative lengths vary to some extent. Pilosity: The two last-mentioned joints are rather

sparsely furnished with soft hairs.

Sixth limb (fig. 25) :
— This is rather elongated and has a rather varying number

of bristles; the types and relative lengths of the bristles also vary both from one specimen to

another and on the right and the left side of the same specinien. Protopodite: The first

endite has only one rather long and powerful distal bristle, furnished with about three oblique

wreaths of secondary bristles and pectinated distally; this endite always seems to be without

any medial bristles. The second endite usually has three distal bristles, of which the two dorsal

ones are subequal, rather long and powerful and have at the middle a few wreaths of long, stiff

secondary bristles and are pectinated distally; the ventral bristle is somewhat shorter, but

powerful, at the middle it has a wreath of long, stiff secondary bristles, distally of which there

are a few powerful secondary teeth. This process usually has, in addition, two short, plumous
medial bristles. Variations in the number of the bristles were observed, the following numbers

were found: three distal bristles + one medial bristle; three d. + three m., four d. + two m.,

four d. + three m, and even four d, + four m. The third endite usually has three distal bristles

and one medial bristle. Of the former the middle one is of the same type as the ventral one

on the preceding endite, the dorsal and the ventral ones vary in type, sometimes having short

hairs, sometimes having one or a few wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle and

short hairs distally. The medial bristle is of about the same length as the distal bristles and has

a wreath of long secondary bristles at the middle and short hairs distally. Variations were

observed with regard to the number of bristles, the following numbers were found: three distal

bristles -f no medial bristle, three d. + two m. and four d. + one m. The e p i p o d i a 1

appendage of the protopodite is represented by from two to four short, bare or almost

bare bristles. Exopodite: First joint: The endite usually has six distal bristles and one

medial bristle. Of the former one of the middle ones is about the same as the ventral distal

bristle on the second endite of the protopodite, the others are rather long and powerful, varying

in type, sometimes having short hairs and sometimes with one or a few wreaths of long, stiff

secondary bristles at the middle and short hairs distally. The medial bristle is similar to the

corresponding bristle on the preceding endite, sometimes, however, having only short hairs.

Other numbers of bristles that were observed were as follows: six distal + two medial bristles, five

d. + one m. and three d. -f one m. Second joint: This has from 25 to 32 bristles, some rather

long and others rather short, all situated near the ventral edge; there is no pronounced gap
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between the posterior and the other bristles. The two or three posterior ones either have long,

soft hairs extending right to the point or else they have short hairs distally, the other

bristles are all usually fui'nished with short, coarse secondary bristles, but sometimes,

however, a few of them may be observed with a wreath of long, stiff secondary bristles

at the middle. Pilosity: The inside of the limb is sparsely furnished with short, fine

hairs; along the ventral margin of the second exopodite joint there is laterally a series of

short, but rather stiff, hairs.

Seventh limb: — This is rather long, but not, however, quite so long as the shell

(on specimens with shells 6,6
—

6,7 mm. long this appendage was about 5 mm.). Cleaning bristles:

These are arranged in about the same way as in G. W. Muller's fig. 13, pi. XXXIII, 1906 a.

There are from 14 to 16 ventral bristles and from 12 to 16 dorsal bristles situated very close

together distally; proximally of these there are from four to seven ventral bristles and from

five to seven dorsal bristles scattered irregularly. The distal one of the ventero-distal bristles

is in most cases moderately long; the next distal one is very long (the proportion between these

two is about the same as is shown in G. W. MUller's figure referred to above) and considerably

coarser than the others, most frequently the rest decrease fairly regularly in length the more

proximally they are situated, the proximal ones being rather short; a few bristles may, however,

form exceptions to this rule. The dorso-distal bristles also show a certain tendency to these

proportions, the longest one being, however, rather considerably shorter than the longest ventral

one. The scattered bristles are most frequently subequal and of moderate length. The longest

ventero-distal bristle is usually quite without bells distally
—

only on one out of several

specimens investigated was one bell observed on this bristle on the limb of one side — but is

only furnished distally with a moderately strong double pectination. The other cleaning bristles

are usually furnished with one or two — exceptionally three or four — bells cut off transversally

or else more or less obliquely distally (figs. 27 and 28). The tongue of the distal bell is cut off

very obliquely and is furnished with a moderately strong double pectination such as is described

for the longest ventero-distal bristle; the teeth of the combs seem, however, in most cases to be

somewhat more numerous and finer than on the last-mentioned bristle. Proximally of the bell most

of the bristles are furnished with a dense covering of short fine hairs; the hairs, as far as I have

been able to verify, are not arranged in wreaths. The end comb (fig. 26, (J
=

?) consists of

from four to six subequal distal teeth, rather pointed distally and, in addition, of from three to

seven proximal teeth on each side of the former. Between the end comb and the dorso-distal

cleaning bristle this limb is furnished with an unpaired and moderately strong chitinous process;

this is furnished distally with a conical and rather powerful central tooth, bare or almost bare,

and on each side of this a somewhat lamelliform process, armed distally with from about four

to six serrate teeth. Between this chitinous process and the end comb there is, in addition,

a chitinous process which is distally rounded, peg-shaped and bare. Both these processes vary

somewhat in size and also in shape.

F u r c a (fig. 24):
— This agrees very well with the description given by G. W. MOller.

The number of claws is in most cases nine; sometimes, however, there arc only eiglit. With

regard to their shape it is to be noted that they are often more regularly curved than in
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(i. \\ . Mri.l.r.K's tiguro aiul that claw im. 1 is even somewhat sliortcr n-lat ivcly to claw no. 2

than in tills lijruiv.

The 1 a t (> r a 1 exes, the r o d - s h a p c d o r
fi

a n and the u
|) |)

c r lip ngreo

vcrv well wilh (i. \\ . .M("l-l.KI{'s description, the rod-shaped organ licinu. however, directed

somewhat more upwards than in tlii-s aiitlior's figure.

Kach female has from ;">() to 7;") etiiis or embrvos in the brood chamber.

Fig. LI. — C (Macrocypridina) caslanea G. S. Brady. — 25. Right .sixth limb, seen from inside, cj; 105 X. 2fi. Distal

pari of the seveath limb; all the bristles broken, cJ; 680 X- 27. Distal part of a cleaning bristle of the seventh limb,

?: 1000 X. 28. The same in another position: lOOn x.

Male: —
Shell: — Length, 6,4—6,6 mm. Seen from the side, it has almost entirely

the same shape as that of the female, but the greatest bulge of the ventral margin is situated

somewhat further back, so that the greatest height of tlie shell is about half-wary along the shell;

consequently it agrees fairly well with G. W. MULLER's figure 1, pi. V, 1906 a; sometimes, however,

the difference from the shape of the female shell is almost imperceptible even in this point.

Seen from above it agrees well with the description and figure of the female shell given

above and therefore not with that of G. W. Mt'LLER.
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First antenna: — The sensory bristle of the fifth joint (fig. 8) is somewhat thicker

proximally and grows narrow somewhat more abruptly distally than in the female; its nine

proximal sensory filaments are longer relatively and are thicker at the middle, rather spool-

shaped. Bristles of the seventh joint (figs. 9, 10): The b- and c-bristles are of about the same

relative lengths and have the same number of filaments, five and ten respectively, as in the female.

It is the three proximal filaments on these bristles that have suctorial organs. The proximal

one of these three filaments has no verruciform process distally of the sucker. The two others

are rather slightly stronger than the distal filaments and rather short relatively, of about the

same length as most of the latter ones; they have from five to seven small suctorial organs

distally, sometimes arranged rather irregularly; sometimes there is a small verruciform

process distally or proximally of these. The other filaments on these two bristles are on the

average somewhat longer than those of the female; the distal one on the c-bristle is exceedingly

short. Bristles of the end joint: The f- and g-bristles are subequal and about twice as long as

the shell (on one specimen, for instance, with a shell 6,5 mm. long these bristles were 13 mm. long,

thus exactly double; in some cases they were somewhat shorter, in others even somewhat longer

relatively). In spite of this great length they have about the same number of filaments (from

19 to 22 were observed) as in the female; these filaments are also on the average somewhat

longer than in the female; the distal one is not short as is the case in the last-mentioned sex.

In other respects this antenna agrees with that of the female.

Second antenna: — This is considerably stronger than that of the female.

Protopodite: On some males with shells 6,5—6,6 mm. long this was 2,5—2,6mm. in length.

Exopodite: In the males mentioned above this was 2,2—2,4 mm. long (in some females with

shells 6,6—6,7 mm. long this branch measured only 1,9—2,0 mm.); the natatory bristles some-

what, though only slightly, longer relatively than in the female. In other respects this limb

agrees very closely in both sexes.

The mandible, maxilla and fifth limb are very like those of the female.

Sixth limb: — This too shows very close agreement with that of the female,

but the bristles seem, however, to be on the average somewhat fewer, especially on the second

exopodite joint, on which only 20—25 ventral bristles were observed. This divergency seems,

however, to be of less importance when one takes into consideration the comparatively great

variability shown by this limb with regard to the number of its bristles.

The seventh limb is like that of the female; the end comb sometimes seems,

however, to be somewhat weaker than in this sex.

The furca, upper lip, rod-shaped organ and lateral eyes are

similar to those of the female.

The penis agrees with G. W. MOLLER's description.

Remarks: — In spite of the incompleteness and uncertainty of G. S. Buady's original Differences from the

description of Cypridina casianea there can scarcely be any doubt that the form described by
"'"'"'"'' '^^'^"^ '""'

me above is to be referred to this species.
—

Although the original description is so deficient

there are, however, not a few differences that may be observed, but these are certainly to be
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to Philomedes.

Synonymy.
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up food?
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Colour of the

larvae.

tell of the larvae.

explaimni as being due pjirtly to obvious inaccuracies on the |)art of G. S. BRAIjV and paitlv

to the superficiality of the description. With regard to the shell this author writes us follows:

.,the convexity of the sub-rostral cleft has a fringe of niMuerous slender spines, which arc long

in the middle of the series and gradually smaller towards the ends." This series of spines

corresponds to the selvage. Further, if we are to judge from fig. 1, pi. XVI, the shell is

characterized by a long row of short medial bristles along the anterior side of the rostrum in

front of the row of bristles that is mentioned in the description 1 have given above and a shorter

row of similar bristles within the two bristles close to the inner edge of the incisur. In both

these cases it is clear that there has been confusion between bristles and pores on the margin
of the shell. According to Brady's figures there appear to be other divergencies in the pro-

portion between the bristles on the end joint of the mandible and in the fact that the end joint

of the maxilla has only two c- and two d-bristles.

It may be pointed out as a curious fact that 6. S. Brady thought that he could observe

a certain agreement with regard to certain characters between this species and — the genus

Philomedes. ..Provisionally, however, it maybe referred to the genus (7?/pm/tna, though some of the

characters show an approach to Philomedes.''^ Such a statement cannot of course be explained

unless we assume that this author did not have any detailed knowledge of the genus Philomedes.

There are many reasons in favour of G. W. MOller's assumption that Cypridina obesa

Vavra is a larva of the species dealt with above. In investigating a larva of the latter species

with a shell of about the same length as that given for C. obesa, I found, however, that if this

identification is correct, Va\RA must have committed not insignificant mistakes with regard to

almost all the organs in his description and reproductions. When, however, one takes into

consideration the superficial method that evidently has been employed by this author in working

out the rest of the Ostracod material brought home by the ,,P 1 a n k t o n - E x p e d i t i o n",

such mistakes do not seem at all imlikely to have occurred.

The majority of the specimens of this species investigated by me, both males and females,

had the long end-bristles of the first antenna stuck in the pharynx. When some of these

specimens were dissected, it was observed that the ends of these bristles were rolled up in

the stomach. This observation strongly supports the idea that these limbs are used to help

in taking up food, a fact that has not been previously known. It is to be noted, however, that

among all the very numerous specimens of other species belonging to this family I have never

observed this phenomenon. Does this support the idea that it is only in the species treated

above that this method of taking in food occurs?

In the material of this species investigated by me the males were somewhat fewer than

the females but only very slightly so.

Among the mature females there were some with and some without eggs or embryos

in the brood chamber in the samples from May as well as in those from July.

All the larvae, even those in the last larval stage, had no pigment, except on the stomach

(cf. 6. W. MCller, 1906a, p. 130). Some mature females were considerably lighter in colour

than the others; these had probably just undergone the last larval moult.

The larvae in the last larval stages have a shell of about the same shape as the mature males.
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Habitat: — This species was captured by S/S ,,M i c h a e 1 S a r s" during the ,,N o r t h

Atlantic Deep Sea E x p e d i t i o n" 1910 at the following stations: (all the hauls

were made with open net).

Atlantic Ocean:
Stat. 23. Lat. 35" 32' N., long. 7" 7'

,. 23. .
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Sub-Genus Siphonostra n. sub-gen.

I^csrription:
— Slii-ll: Tliis is clonfiatod :iii(l lias a wcll-dcvclnpi'd, licak-sliapcd

posterior process. Tlio rostral incisvir is docp and nairow. Near tlic iinici cdLjc nl the iiicisur tliiTc

aro two inodial bristles situated close to eacli otlicr. I'listeriorly, wilhiii the posterior margin ol

tlie shell, the list is not developed. Seen from inside, the posterior licak-like process appears

to have thin walls and to be constructed in ^nc\\ a way that when (lie two valves are close to

each other a rather wide tube, a siphon, is formed, a character wliicli lmvcs the siib-gemis its

name. With rather strong calcification. Ttie forms are of moderate size.

First antenna: — This is comparatively short and moderately slender; with eiglil

joints; the proportions between the joints dill'er rather slightly from those given in the diagnosis

of the sub-family; cf. the description of the species. The sensory bristle of the fifth joint has

a comparatively small nundier of sensory filaments (always fewer than thirteen?).

Second a n t e n n a: — Tlie p r o t o
|)
o d i t e lias a medial-distal bristle. K x o-

p o d i t e: The liri.stle of the second joint is rather strongly developed. Some of the natatory

bristles of the following joints have, in addition to natatorv hairs, powerful spines as well.

The third to the ninth joints have basal spines. The e u d o p o d i t e is reduced. (Similar

in the males as in the females? Cf. below that Cypridina hirxuta CJ. W. Ml'l.i.i i! may possibly

belong to this sub-genus.) The bristle ol' the end joint is long.

31 a n d i li 1 e: — Protopodite: The enditc on the co.valf is rather weaklv bifur-

cated di.stally, furni.shed with a rather powerful equipment of spmes especialU- mediallv-distallv;

the spines only with rather a slight tendency towards arrangement in groups. This joint has

no bri.stle except the small one on the endite. Basale: Of the ventral bristles one d-bristle is

verv long, with numerous long secondary bristles at the middle arranged in irregidar

groups and with short hairs distally; the other ventral liristles on this joint are more

or less short and have short hairs or are l)are. This joint has three bristles dorsally.

E n d o p o d i t e: The first joint has four bristles ventrally. The end joint has seven

bristles, of which the two middle ones are powerful and claw-shaped and of about the

same length and strength.

.Maxilla: — Protopodite: The coxale has distally a single bristle with sliort,

fine hairs or almost bare. Proximally on tlie f)utside of the third endite there is a single bristle.

On the boundary between the basale and the fir.st endopodite joint there are three bristles,

one close to the exopodite, one at about the middle of the inside of the palp and one on the

anterior edge of the latter. Dorso-distally on the coxale there is a rather large and .somewhat

lamelliform epipodial appendage. The exopodite is comparatively well

developed and has close, fine, long hairs; it is not displaced distally. The endopodite is

very wide and of moderate length.

Sixth limb: — The second exopodite joint is very short, broader than it is long,

furnished with rather few bristles; the posterior ones of these bristles are not stiikingly larger

tlian the others.
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Seventh 1 i in h: — This is furnished with a moderate niunber of cleaning bristles

a large ^jart
of which are situated close together distally, the rest being scattered on the dorsal

and ventral edges somewhat proximally of these; with regard to the situation of the scattered

])roximal bristles it is to be noted that we never find more than one bristle on the same side of the

same joint. The end comb consists of a moderate number of rather powerful teeth, among
which can be distinguished distally rounded or more or less j)ointed distal teeth, l)are or with

only a weak spine on each side at the middle, and also bare proximal teeth cut off transversalh-

distally. Dorsally, close to the end comb, the wall of the limb is very much thickened,

strongly chitinized and also deeply concave. The ventral portion of the wall in this concavity.

the part that is enclosed by the end comb, is continued proximally as a powerful chitinous

process, to which tlie chitinous part that forms the dorsal wall of the concavity is moveablv

joined. The dorsal and ventral walls of this concavity can be pressed together like a jaw; wlien

this occurs the distal tooth of the end comb is also brought against the dorsal wall of the concavitw

This compression takes place by means of a short, .powerful, paired muscle, issuing proximally

somewhat proximo-dorsally of the point of the limb and fixed distally to the proximal process

nl the chitinous plate that forms the ventral wall of the concavity.

Furca: — The lamellae are moderately elongated. The number of claws is a])ouf

eight; the division into main and secondary claws is rather faint.

The upper lip has three glandular fields, one dorsal, unpaired, directed forwards and

downwards and two ventral ones, paired; they are all separated from each other by deep furrows.

There is no large and conspicuous process. Dorsally of the lip there is an unpaired protuberance.

The late r a 1 e y e s are well developed.

Remarks: — Of this sub-genus only the species dealt with below — the type species
— yuniOer of .^pcvie^

is known with any certainty. It seems, however, not impossible that at least one species that

lias been previously described is also to be included in this sub-genus, namely Ci/pridina nobilis

W T. Clbve (1905a, p. 134, pi. VII, figs. 3—5, 8; pi. VIII, figs. 10, 11; pi. IX, figs. 15—18, 22).

lor this species, as far as one can judge, has posteriorly on the shell a siphon similar to thai

which is characteristic for tlie form dealt with here. The incomplete description does not,

however, permit of any definite decision in this question.

Whether Cypridina hirsuta G. W. MuLLKR (1906 a. p. 131.
])1. XXXIII, figs, l^l(i)

Ijelongs to this sub-genus is a still more difficult question to decide; it is, however, not impossible

that this is the case.

In my opinion tlie most interesting point about the species described above is that, il /i' luuon lo t/iv gmtiis

I am not mistaken, it may perhaps make it possible for us to understand the systenmtic position

of the genus Heterodesmus.

This genus was established by GI. S. BliADY, 18G5, p. 387, and was based on a single

species, H. Adamsi. The description of this species is exceedingly incomplete and also presumably

partly mcorrect; only some characters of the shell are mentioned, ,,animal unknown". In the

above-mentioned work the genus Heterodesmus was placed in the family Cypridinidae. In

a later work. 1868 b, ]).
358 the same author makes this genus, together with the geiuis

Ifflciodcsinii:'
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EntonuK'OHcliua M'CoN . Inriii a siKrial t'ainily. Eutomoconcliulae, li\ llic sitlc dl llir I'aiiiilics

i'l/ftridinidae and .X'onclioi'OMdae'^ within the section Myodocopa. («. S. Bkahn and A. .M.

X(.)l{.\l.\N, in their work of ISHli.
]i.

CriS. write of this ifonus that it ,,|)rol)ably will he J'ouiid lo

hehmg to the group Mi/odocapd". \\ lien in 1UU2 a. p. KS8 (i. 8. JiHAUV established the genus

CiHionocera lie wrote the genus Heterodesmus as a synonym: ,,? Heterodesmun liKADV." Since

tlien — it' we are to judge fn)ni the literature — this form has never been found again, nor have

any new species been described that can be referred with certainty to this genus.

On account of the incompleteness of the description (!. W. ;\ir 1.1.1:1;. when revising the

Ostracod group, did not think it ]K>ssible to place this genus systematicalK-. in his synoptic

work of 11)12, p. 398 he puts it under the heading of ,,U s t r a c o d u m genera e t species
i n c e r t a e s e d i s"; in doing so he wished to point out that it is even impossible to decide

which main group within the Ostracoda this genus belongs to. Othei- authors who deal with

this group do not touch upon this genus.

Even from the shape of the shell — the strongly ventricose ventral margin ami thc^

presence of a rostral incisur (the latter is, however, only very indistinctly indicated in the figure

and is not mentioned in the text)
— it seems very probable that the genus Heterudentnua is to be

placed within the group Myudocopa, as G. S. Brady has already done. The fact that the species

in question was caught swimming freely in the sea, ,,taken in the towing-net", also supports

this supposition. It also seems to me very probable that this genus is closely connected

with the sub-genus Siplionoslra established by me above. This is supported, above all, by the

fact that, to judge from figs. 6 a, g and h, H. Adamsi has a shell that is developed postero-

dorsally into a siphon (presumably) of quite the same type as that of the last-mentioned

sub-genus. The hinge of the shell points to the same conclusion. The question as to whether

the two forms are distinguished from each other generically oi' not can, of course, not yet be

decided, though it does not seem impossible that at some future time it will appear that they

ought to be included in the same sub-genus.

With regard to G. S. BliADv's assumption that Heterodesmus is a synonym of the genus
CodoHOcera I may merely point out here that — to judge from the literature — the s^jell of the

latter genus is not developed as a siphon posteriorly.

Siphonostra spin ifera n. sp.

Description:
— Female: —

Shell: — Length, 2,32 mm. Length: height, about 1,8 : 1; length : breadth, about

1,75 :1. Seen from the side
(fig. 3) it is very elongated with the greatest height at

about a third of the distance along the shell; the anterior part is slightly larger than the posterior

one. The dorsal and ventral margins are of about the same shape, uniformly arched, the

arcuation is moderately strong; they join the anterior and posterior margins without corners.

The posterior part of the shell is, at about half the height of the shell, drawn out into a rather

•wide process cut abruptly off distally and directed obliquely upwards; the ventral margin of
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this process is iinii'orinl\- ami weakly roiivex, forming a uniform continuation of tlie ventral

margin of the shell; its dorsal margin is, on the other hand, rather strongly concave. The rostrum

has a rather prominent, broadly rounded corner anteriorly; this corner is, however, less striking

because the ventral portion of tlic antcrioi' margin of th(> rostrum, seen from the side, is covered

hv a low. l)i()a(ll\ rounded verruciform process, issuing ventrally on the rostra of both valves

and directed forwards and downwards; the ventral corner of the rostrum is almost rectangular.

Seen from below (fig. 4) the shell has its greatest breadth at about the middle; the

posterior siplion-shaped process is well defined. Seen fro m t li e I i' o n t the shell appears

almost circular. The surface of the shell is without ridges and other sculptural

elevations except for the above-mentioned low, broadly rounded, verruciform process situated

ventrally on the rostrum and a low rounded elevation situated just ventrally of the rostral

incisur, a short distance inside the margin of the shell. On the tj-pe specimen this last-mentioned

process was somewhat larger on the right valve than on the left one and covered the margin

of the shell to some extent when the shell was seen from the side; to judge from the larva (male)

that was also investigated, this character seems, however, to vary somewhat. The whole surface

of the shell is covered by numerous rounded cavities, which are situated rather close together,

are moderately deep and vary to some extent in size, those situated near the margin of the

hell being rather small and most of those situated farther in somewhat larger. In addition it

is to be noted that on the rostrum, on the part just behind the rostral incisur and on the siphon

the surface of the shell, near the margin, has diminutive warts. The pores of the surface are

small and moderate in number, either with or without a short, fine bristle. Seen f r o m
inside (fig. 5): Medial bristles: On the rostrum there is a sparse row of rather long bristles

which runs obliquely forwards and upwards; most of these bristles are bifurcated and are

furnished with long, fine hairs arranged close together in the shape of a feather; the others

are generally simple and smooth. In addition on the rostrum behind and above this

row there is a moderate number of scattered, smooth, short, simple bristles. On the anterior

side of the incisur there are a few rather long or rather short bristles, most of them apparently

simple and smooth. The two bristles situated close to each othei- near the inner edge of the

incisur are bifurcated, smooth or almost smooth, the anterior one being rather long; above these

there is a single, bifurcated, rather short, bare bristle. ( )n the list behind the rostral incisur

there is a rather dense row of bristles, all rather long, bifurcated and furnished with long

hairs situated close together and arranged in the shape of feathers (one of the anterior of

these bristles is reproduced in fig. 6). This row of bristles stops suddenly at about a third of the

distance along the shell ; a few single, simple, smooth , rather short bristles may, however, be observed

on the list along the posterior part of the ventral side of the shell. A few, simple, short, smooth,

scattered bristles are to be foimd between the list and tlie inner line just t)ehind the rostral incisur;

on the part between the list and the ventral margin of the shell no bristles seem to occur.

The inner walls of the posterior process of the shell, the siphon (fig. LII), are almost perfectly

smooth, with only weakly developed, reticulate sculpture (giving an apparent effect of scahness)

and have a few scattered short simple bristles. Note also in fig. 1 tlu; complicated structure

of the joining liiu' and the niai-ginal ])(ires. The exit outwards of the .siphon is a rather wide,
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almost riiTular oju'iiiii^. 'I'lif siphon is vu\ oil anteriorly hy a narrow, liigli. irrci;nlar wall,

tlifTiTinj; somewhat on tlif riuiit and tin' Iftl \al\i'; cdninuinical ion l)ci\\tcn tlic siplion and llu-

larger anterior cavity of tiie shell takes place princijiallx thiou^li a rather narrow, irregular

openinj,' situated at about the centre of this sej)aratin;; wall (this opening marked by* in the

ailjoining ligure) and on the left \al\i' ii\ means of a smaller opening situated dorsally (shown

by** in the figure mentioneil). For turt her details about the structure of this separating wall

it seems to me most convenient merely to refer to the ae(dni|)aiiying fig. Ul. Dorsally a short

distance in front of this wall, there is on both the right and on the left valve a rather long and

somewhat irregular peg, directed downwards and somewhat backwards. < >n the right valve

the lunge is furnished with a long, wing-shajied anil rather stroIlgl^ projecting tooth; this tooth

y^
A

/

Kig, Lll. — C.ySiphonostra) spinifera ii. s|i.
— Tlie posterior jiail ol Ihu slu'll srvn lioiii iii>-iili . |. lijulii, val\i. ,.

2. Left valvi'. jiiv. q.

suddeuly ceases anteriorly, a striking, almost rectangular, corner is iornied, and decreases

gently and uniformly in height posteriorly. On the left valve there is a cavity corre-

sponding to this tooth. (In the accompanying figure 5 this tooth is only indicated

schematically by a curved line.) I did not succeed in finding any hinge tooth posteriorlv

either on the right or the left valve. The selvage is very wide along the anterior and

posterior margins of the rostrum and along the posterior margin of the rostral incisur —
the incisur is quite filled by it — and along the anterior part of the ventral margin ol

the shell; it continues along the whole ventral margin of the shell, extending somewhat

outside the edge. It is uniformly and finely cross-striated and is extremely finely, almost

invisibly, serrated at the edge or else smooth-edged. The shell is presumably rather

strongly calciferous — although the type specimen had a soft shell, not calciferous; a larva,

preserved in the same liquid as the type specimen, had in its shell numerous rounded

calcareous concretions.
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F'i^. lilir. — C.(Siphfiru>slrn) itpiiiijera n. sp., $.
—

:i. Shi-ll. si'fii rrom llu- side: 40 X. i. Shell, soen rrom Im'Iow. tlii'

opening of the siphon represcnled by a dolled circle: .'!! X. 5. Vnlerior part of the ri<;ht valve, seen from the inner

side: 138 X. ^i. One of the anterior hrislles on the list jnst lieliind llie roslral inci<nr of Ihi' shell; (ii; x. '-. Upper

lip. ^eiMi fi'oni the side; 166 X. 8. Furca: the secondary leelh of the claws aru not drawn; 166 X.
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K i r s t a II t CM II a: Tin- lil'lli and sixth iuinls. altlmu^li still lice, scciii to show

a cfrtjiiii tendt'iU'V to liocoinc joined t<) cacli other. The approxiiuute proportions lietweeii

tlie joint.'' arc ns follows:

I '': ll'-: III ;; l\
:

; \ •; VI :;;
\ II

;
; \ III (>.:!.

Tht> nn»st strikinji fart is perhaps the Lrreat rediu tion ot the third joint; this joint has. however.

no marked tendoncv to l)eeonie joined to the neigh bouring joints. 'Plie posterior bristle ol I he

third joint and the postero-distai bristle of th(> fouiih joint are about suber|iial and almost

completely rediu-eil; their |en<j;th corresponds to about the breadth ol' the sensory bristle ol

the Hfth joint proximally. The anterior bristle of the third joint, the antero-distal bristle of

the fourth joint, the medial-distal bristle of the sixth joint and the a-bristle of the seventh joint

are all subequal. of about the total length of the fifth and sixth joints and have short, fine hairs.

The sensory bristle of the fifth joint is .somewhat longer tliaii thi' anterior side of the seven

distal joints (the proportion is about 57 : 50) and has eleven sensory filaments. The seven

proximal ones of these are fixed between about a tliird and a quarter of the distance along the

bristle, are rather thick and long, being about a third of the whole length of the bristle, and are

liare. The three following ones are considerably shorter, about a fifth to a sixth of the total

length of the bristle, and narrow; they are furnished with a few, about one to three, weak second-

ary spines, and are separated from the others by a decided gap. The most distal of these

filaments is quite short and bare, and is fixed near the point of the bristle. Of the bristles on

the two distal joints the b-bristle is not quite as long as the five distal joints, and has four short

filaments which are almost quite bare; the f-bristle is about as long as the anterior side of the

seven distal joints and is characterized by eight or nine filaments, the c- and g-bristles are

subequal and about a third longer than the last-mentioned one and have ten filaments. Some

of the proximal filaments on the three last-mentioned bristles, the c-, f- and g-bristles, have

a few (about one to four) short, weak secondary spines. The two simple sensory bristles d and

e are subequal and almo,st as long as the anterior side of the second joint. Pilositv: The second

joint is rather well furnished with hairs, especially postero-distally; otherwise this lindj is smooth.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: Length, about 0,6 mm. The medial-

distal bristle is relatively long, of about the same length as the longest of the bristles of the

first endopodite joint; it has short, fine hairs (fig. 10). The e x o p o d i t e (fig. 9) has abo\it

the following proportions between the joints:

I : If : III : W : V : VI : VII : VIII : IX =-- .30 : (> : 3 : 3 : .3 : 3 : .S : 2 : 2.

In other words the first joint is somewhat longer than the total length of all the following joints,

the second joint is about as long as the total length of the two following joints, the other joints

are subequal. The bristle of the second joint is about as long as or somewhat longer than the

total length of the eight distal joints; it is furnished ventrally with a few — in the two cases

investigated there were eight
—smooth, powerful secondarv spines, sparsely placed, and dorsally

it has a corresponding number of short, rather fine, bristles, situated opposite the ventral spines.

The proportion between the length of the longest natatory bristles and the whole exopodite

is about five to three. The natatory bristles have broad natatory hairs jilaced close together.
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The bristles of the third and fourth joints and the middle one of the three bristles on the end

joint are, in addition, furnished, the two former ventrally, the latter dorsally, with a series

of very coarse, strong, smooth spines, somewhat blunted and rounded distally (the species has

obtained its name from this character); the number of spines on each bristle seems to vary,

from twelve to eighteen have been observed; they are so placed that when the natatory bristles

are situated closely along each other a single row of spines is formed, in other words, the spines

on the bristle of the fourth joint are situated so as to form a direct continuation of those of the

preceding bristle and the spines on the bristle of the end joint are a continuation of those of

the bristle on the fourth joint; the row of spines on the bristle of the third joint begins a rather

long distance from the base of the bristle, the unarmed proximal part of this bristle corresponding
in length to about the total length of the five or six distal joints. (This unarmed part is protected

by the strong bristle of the second joint). The end joint has only three bristles, of which the

two ventral ones are developed in the same proportions as the natatory bristles of the

preceding joints; the dorsal one, which also has long, well-developed natatory hairs, situated

close together, is about as long as the total length of the eight distal joints. The four distal

joints have powerful basal spines; the basal spines on the third to the fifth joints are, on the

other hand, very small, especially those on the third and fourth joints, which can only be observed

with difficulty. Endopodite (fig. 10): This is short and verruciform, with only an indication of

having two joints. Proximally it has three bristles of somewhat different lengths, the longest

being comparatively long, more than double the length of the shortest and about as long as the

total length of the four distal exopodite joints; they all have short hairs or are almost naked.

Mandible (fig. 11):
— P r o t o p o d i t e : The endite on the coxale has a rather

moderate number of spines. It is — as has been pointed out above — weakly bifurcated

distally, the two distal points are considerably stronger than the spines and are almost quite

bare; between these two points there is a verruciform process. The basale has seven bristles

ventrally: three a-bristles, one b-bristle, two c-bristles and one d-bristle. Of these the a-, b-

and c-bristles are short, the b-bristle being even rather difficult to distinguish, the d-bristle

is about as long as the second endopodite joint. At the base of this last bristle there is no short

bristle, contrary to what is the case in all the other species of this sub-family that are dealt

with in this work. Of the three bristles on the dorsal side the proximal one is fixed at or just

behind the middle of the joint and is quite short, being only about a fifth to a quarter of the

length of the dorsal side of this joint; the two distal bristles are similarly rather short, one being

about as long as the dorsal side of the first endopodite joint, the other twice as long; all these

three bristles have short hairs. The exopodite is a good deal shorter than the dorsal side

of the first endopodite joint; both its two bristles have short hairs or are almost bare; the longest,

the proximal one, is about as long as the longest distal bristle situated dorsally on the second

protopodite joint, the distal one is short, about as long as the exopodite. Endopodite:
Of the four ventral bristles on the first joint the longest one, which is not quite as long as the

posterior side of the second endopodite joint, has numerous long secondary bristles arranged

in irregular wreaths, and has short hairs distally; the other three have short hairs. Second

joint: This has rather few bristles on the anterior side; these are concentrated on the proximal

Zoolog. bidrng, t'rpsahi. Suppl.-Bd. I. >59
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third of tlu> joint: sovon long bristles with short, fine liairs, tlnir relative leiigtlis vinviiiji :iihI

somewhat ditlereiit tnun eaeii ntlirr, the longest being almost as long as to the cikI jdiiit ; in addition

to these seven bristles there are only two more short cleaning bristles, nt wliidi the proximal

one is almost bare, the distal one with a strong double pectination. On the jxisterior edge,

distally of the middle of the joint, this joint has, as is usual in forms belonging to this sub-family,

two rather short, bare, spine-like bristles of about the same length, one situated somewhat distally

of the other, and near tlie [)ostero-distal corner there are two additional bristles of the same

kind, situated by the side of each other; the nu'dial one of these two bristles is not perceptibly

longer and more powerfid than the lateral one. The bristles of the end joint (fig. 12) are rather

short. The two middle claws are about a quarter of the length of the second endopodite joint,

are very powerful and miiforraly but rather weakly curved, and have rather few but comparatively

powerful secondary teeth posteriorly on the proximal half. The two anterior bristles, which are

of about the same length as each other, are somewhat shorter than the middle claws; the medial

one of them is developed into a powerful claw of the same type as the latter, the other is rather weak

and bare. Of the three posterior bristles, all bare, two are rather weak and about as long as the

middle claws or somewhat longer, the other, which is situated most posteriorly, is, as usual, very short.

Pilosity: The second endopodite joint has short hairs along the distal part of the posterior side.

Maxilla: — Protopodite: The first endite (fig. 13) is furnished with nine

powerfid bristles of moderate length, eight of which are subequal and one, one of the outer

ones, is somewhat shorter. The three innermost of these bristles have simjile points and are

furnished with a few oblique wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles; the distal one of these

wreaths continues right to the point of the bristles. Of the rest three, including the short one,

are trifurcated distally and three have a powerful simple point; all of them are furnished at the

middle with rather few long, stiff secondary bristles and distally with fairly powerful secondary

teeth; the secondary teeth are most powerfid on the bristles with simple points. The second

endite (fig. 14) has seven bristles of moderate length. Of these the inner one is rather power-

ful, trifurcated distally and is furnished at the middle with a moderate number of long, stiff

secondary bristles, distally of which there are a few rather strong spines. The three bristles

fixed close to this bristle are subequal and somewhat shorter and considerably weaker than it;

they are weakly pectinated distally and one of them has a few long secondary bristles at the

middle. The three outer bristles are rather powerful, especially the innermost one of them,

subequal and somewhat longer than the other bristles on this process; the innermost one has

a few long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle, the rest have no such bristles; all of them

are rather strongly pectinated distally. The third endite (fig. 15) has five rather powerful distal

bristles, of which the outer one is rather long, the four others being subequal and of moderate

length. The outer one has a large number of long, stiff secondary bristles situated close together

and is finely pectinated distally. Of the rest the next to the outer one and the inner one have

short, fine hairs, almost bare, and the two remaining ones, which are somewhat more powerful

than the two former, are rather strongly pectinated distally. The proximal bristle on the outside of

this process has short, fine hairs, almost bare, and is about half the length of the outside of this

process. The dorso-distal bristle on the coxale is not quite as long as the outer distal bristle
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Kig. LIV. — C. (Stphonoslra) spinifera n. sp., $.
— 9. The eight distal joints of the exopodile of the right second antenna^

seen fro.n outside; the bristles on the seven distal joints are broken, their natatory hairs are not drawn: 312 X.
10. Endopodile and distal part of the prolopodite of the second antenna; 312 X. 11. Left mandible, seen from inside:

192 X. 12. Distal part of the right mandible, seen from inside; 592 X.
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on the third iMulito. Of the three bristles on the boundary between the basale and the first

endopodite joint the one near the exopodite is about as long as the distal bristles on the exopodite

and has short, fine hairs; the one on the anterior edge of the palp is somewhat longer than the

dorso-distal bristles on the coxale, the one at al)tiut the middle of the inside of the palp is somewhat

shorter; these two bristles have short, fine hairs or are almost naked. Of the three bristles on

the exopodite the two distal ones are subequal, somewhat longer than this branch and

about twice as long as the proximal one; the distal one has short, fine hairs, the other two xre

plumous. Endopodite (fig. 16): First joint: Distally on the anterior edge there are two

rather long bristles with short, fine hairs, the anterior of which is a good deal longer than the

posterior one. Distally on the posterior edge there are also two bristles, the posterior one rather

long and rather strongly pectinated, the anterior one considerably shorter and weaker and with

short, fine hairs distally, almost bare. Close to the two latter bristles the joint has a somewhat

pointed triangular process, which projects strongly and is rather strongly chitinized. The end

joint is rather strongly chitinized and is furnished with a rather small number of bristles, only

ten: three a-bristles of moderate strength and length, bare or almost bare; one b-bristle of

moderate length, rather powerful, and rather strongly pectinated; three c-bristles, subequal,

rather powerful, of which the two posterior ones are of the same type as the b-bristle, while

the anterior one is furnished at the middle with a few powerful secondary teeth ; three d-bristles,

very powerful and somewhat longer than the former ones, subequal, the posterior one very

strongly pectinated distally, the two others with a rather small number of very powerful secondary

teeth at the middle. Pilosity: The first endopodite joint has transverse series of short, fine hairs.

Fifth limb: — Protopodite: The first endite (fig. 19) is furnished with six

bristles, of which nos. 2 and 4, counting from the anterior side of the limb, are of moderate length

and somewhat longer than the other four; no. 1 is short but, judging from the larval specimen

investigated, not always as short as shown in the adjoining figure. All these bristles are rather

powerful and are furnished w^ith one or a few wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles. Second

endite (fig. 20): The five inner bristles are of moderate lengths; nos, 3 and 4, counting from

the anterior side of the limb, are somewhat shorter than the rest. All except no. 3 are

furnished at the middle with a wreath of long, stiff secondary bristles. Bristles nos. 1 and 2 are

rather powerfid and rather weakly pectinated distally, no. 3 is also rather powerful and is sharply

serrated distally, nos. 4 and 5 are very powerful and have a few strong secondary teeth distally.

The single bristle on the anterior side of this process is short, rather weak and bare. Third endite

(fig. 21): Most of its seven bristles are moderately long, the middle ones being somewhat shorter

than the outer ones; no. 6, counting from the anterior side, is very short. The six anterior ones

are rather powerful, the posterior one is very powerful. Bristles nos. 1 and 7 are furnished

with a wreath of more or less long, stiff secondary bristles proximally of the middle; on no. 1

these are, however, rather few in number and weak; all the other bristles are without any
such secondary bristles. Bristles nos. 1 and 2 are finely pectinated distally, nos. 3 and 5 are

sharply serrated distally, no. 4 is rather strongly pectinated distally, no. 6 has a few powerful

secondary teeth distally, no. 7 is very powerfully pectinated distally. The distal chitinous

spine of the protopodite is long, narrow and curved. The epipodial appendage has



Fig. LV. — C. (Siphonostra) spinifera n. sp.
— 13. First eiulito of tlie maxilla, ?; 312 X. 14. Second oiidito of the

maxilla; in a position opposite to that of the first and third endites; ?; 312 X. 15. Third endite of the maxilla, ?:

312 X. 16. Distal part of the endopodite of the left maxilla, seen from inside, ?; 480 X. 17. Seventh limb, ?; 312 X.
18. Distal part of the seventh limb, all the cleaning bristles broken; from a larva in the last stage; 480 X.



about Kfty to sixty bnstli's, all witli Iniiu hairs liclit out. to tlK'ir points. K x o p o d i t. c: This

has four joint^s. First joint: Thf iikuii tooth
(tig. 22) consists of six constituent tooth, all woll

iloHnoil proximally. whose secondary teeth are of about the same tyi>e as tlial siiowii in tlie

accompanying figure. The bristle on the posterior side ol this joint, close to the main tooth,

is about as long as tbo atitorior constituent tooth of the main tooth, is furnished at tlie middle

with a wreath of long, stifT secondary bristles and is rather strongly pectinated distally or else

almost bare. On the anterior side of this joint there are four bristles, three in a row near the

main tooth and one farther out. Of those bristles the two situated nearest to the main tooth

are rather long and subequal. the one next ti) tlie main tooth is powerful and is strongly pectinated

distally but has no long secondary bristles, the other one is somewhat weaker and has long

hairs at the middle and short ones distally. The two remaining of these bristles are somewhat

shorter than the former ones, the inner one being the shortest, and are of about the same type,

having long hairs at the middle and short ones distally. The second joint (fig. 23) is furnished

with three a-bristles, five b-bristles, one c-bristle and one d-bristle. Of these the a-bristles are

very powerful and have very strong secondary teeth, the b-bristles are rather powerful; the c- and

d-bristles are of moderate length and of the same type, having long, soft hairs at the middle

and short hairs distally. The outer and inner lobes of the third joint, like the end joint, are

of moderate size. The inner lobe of the third joint has two distal bristles of moderate length,

the outer one has long hairs at the middle and short ones distally, the inner one is bare and

somewhat shorter than the outer one; in addition this lobe has a single bristle posteriorly, somewhat

more proximally, which is a little shorter than the distal ones and has long hairs at the middle

and short ones distally. The outer lobe has two distal bristles of moderate length, the outer

one being somewhat shorter than the inner one; both have long hairs at the middle and short

ones distally. The fourth joint has three distal bristles of moderate length, one with long hairs

at the middle and short ones distally, the two others with short hairs. Pilosity: The outer lobe

of the third exopodite joint is partly furnished with fine hairs.

Sixth limb
(fig. 24):

— Protopodite: The first endite has one rather long

and powerful distal bristle, furnished with a few wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles, and

two short, plumous medial bristles. Second endite: This has three distal bristles, two of which

are rather long and powerful, furnished at the middle with long, stiff secondary bristles and with

short hairs distally, the third, the middle one, is rather short and has long hairs at the middle.

This endite has, in addition, two medial bristles, one of which is short and plumous, while the

other, which is about as long as the long distal bristles, has long hairs at the middle and short

ones distaUy. Third endite: This has three distal bristles corresponding approximately to those

on the former endite, the dorsal one being, however, furnished only with short hairs; in addition

there is one medial bristle, of the same type and length as the long medial bristle on the second

endite. The epipodial appendage of the protopodite is represented by five imusually

long, bare bristles, the distal ones of which are considerably longer than the proximal ones.

Exopodite: First joint: The endite has six distal bristles and one medial bristle, of the

same types as the bristles on the preceding endite. The second joint is about twice as broad

as it is long, and has nine or ten bristles, all situated near the ventral edge; there is no pronounced



Fig. LVI. ^ C. (Siphonoslra) spinifeia n. sp., ?.
— 19. Fir.st endite of the protopodito of the fiftli limb; 480 X.

20. Second onditn of the protopodite of the fifth limb; 'i80 X. 21. Third endile of the protopodite of the fifth limb:
480 X. 22. The main tooth of the first exopodite joint of the fifth limb and thi> adjacent bristles; 480 X. 23. The
distal exopodite joints of the right fifth limb, seen from in front; the pectination is not drawn on one of the posterior

l)-bristles; 480 X. 24. Left sixth limb, seen from outside; 312 X.
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gap between the posterior bristles and the otlnMs. The two posterior ones arc rather long,

with long, soft haii"s right out to their points. Oi the others some are rather long, others are

of moderate lengtli or more or less short. iSome of them have long hairs at the middle

and shcnt haii-s liistally; the long hairs are not or arc only slightly arranged in wreaths;

on the posterior ones of these bristles they are soft, on the anterior ones somewhat stiffer. The

other bristles, in most cases the shorter ones, have only (piite short hairs. Pilosity: This limb

is smooth both i>n the outside and tlic inside, but has a series of unusually hmg and powerful

hairs along the posterior part of the ventral margin of the second exopodite joint.

Seventh limb (figs. 17, 18):
— This is of nu)derate length, slightly longer than

half the length of the shell. Cleaning bristles: Distally, situated very close together, there are

ten bristles, five dorsal and five ventral ones; of these — both among the dorsal and the ventral

ones — the most distal one is rather short, tlie next distal one relatively long and the rest

decrease somewhat in length the more proximally they are situated, the proximal one being

rather short. At some distance proximally of these there are four more bristles, two on each

side; these are rather long or of moderate length. The cleaning bristles are furnished with

from three to eight bells, cut off transversally distally; the tongue of the distal bell is also cut

off transversally distally. (Of about the same type as is shown in fig.
25 of C. (Vargida) nor-

cegica.) Proximally of the bells the bristles are bare. The end comb consists of a long, very strong,

bare central distal tooth, somewhat bent inwards and distally pointed, and three considerably

shorter distal teeth and three proximal teeth on each side of the former. The distal one of the

three last-mentioned distal teeth is somewhat longer than the two others and is distally pointed,

the two others are rounded distally. The dorsal wall of the cavity, dorsally close to the end

comb, consists of two somewhat S-shaped chitinous plates, situated by the side of each other,

cut abruptly off dorsally and furnished there with a number (about ten) of fine, short teeth.

Furca (fig. 8):
— This has eight comparatively powerful and straight claws, all well defined

from the lamella, except nos. 2 and 4, which are completely joined to it. The claws decrease fairly

uniformly in length the more proximally they are situated, except no. 3, which is only about as

long as and considerably weaker than no. 4. Proximally of the claws the furca has short hairs.

Upper lip (fig. 7) :
— The upper glandular field is narrow, almost crest-shaped and has

about nine or ten moderately large pegs (the mouths of the glands), of which only a few of the

ventral ones are paired. The paired ventral glandular fields are also almost crest-shaped and

about as large as the unpaired dorsal one; they have a rather small number of moderately large

pegs, a couple of the most posterior of which being somewhat higher than the others. The protuber-

ance situated dorsally of the upjDcr lip is rather large, and has a single point, somewhat rounded.

The median eye is rather well developed. The rod-shaped organ is missing?

(broken off?).

The male is unknown.

ypc specimen. Remarks: — The type specimen of this species is a female with large eggs in its ovaries.

Apart from this specimen I haA^e only investigated a larva, presumably in the last larval stage.

This larva agreed in practically every detail with the type specimen.
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The situation of the spines on the bristles of the exopodite of the second antenna seems Equipment of the

to afford a good support for G. W. MULLER's assumption that they are to be regarded as an '''^"po'i'"^ "f 'he 2nd

T , , ! 1 • antenna.

adaptation tor diggmg.

Habitat: — Australia:

Cape Jaubert (type 1 o c a 1 i t y), 42 miles W. S. W.; at a depth of about 25 metres;

26. V. 1911 (coll. E. MjOberg): one mature ?, one larva; R. M. S., on slides.

Sub-Genus Cypridina H. Milne Edwards.

Cypridina, H. :\Iilnk Edwards, 1840; Cypridina (part.), J. D. Dana, 1852; Philomedes

(part.), G.S.Brady, 1880; Pyrocypris, G.W.Muller, 1890, 1912 etc. ; £'Mpa</m<oma,G.S.BRADY,
1898. (Non Cypridina J. BoSQUET, Schrenk and other authors on fossil s t r a c o d s.)

Description:
— Shell: — The shape is similar or somewhat, in most cases, however,

rather sliglitly, different in the male and the female. It is rather elongated. The rostrum has

always a distinct ventral corner; the rostral incisur is comparatively narrow and moderately

deep, sometimes even rather shallow. The posterior part of the shell has a well-developed beak-

shaped process. Near the inner edge of the incisur there are two medial bristles situated close

to each other, at least in most of the species. Calcification? The forms are moderately large,

all of them being about 2 mm. in length.

First antenna: — This is long and slender and has seven or eight joints; the

fifth and sixth joints seem in most cases to be more or less joined together; the joining is sometimes

even complete; the small end joint also seems sometimes to be not quite distinctly defined.

The sensory bristle of the fifth joint has comparatively few (always less than thirteen?) filaments.

The b-bristle has precisely the same modification in the males as in the sub-genus Doloria.

Note that in the female of the only species of this sub-genus that I have had an opportimity
of investigating this bristle had no filaments at all. The c-bristle is characterized by having,

apart from the proximal filament with only one sucker, only one, not two, filaments with suctorial

organs; in other respects this bristle is also like that of the sub-genus Doloria. The small suckers

on bristles b and c are very weakly developed. In the males the c- and f-bristles are very much

longer than in the females.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: This has a medial-distal bristle. Exo-

podite: The bristle of the second joint is rather weakly developed. The natatory bristles

on the third to the ninth joints are quite without spines. The third to the ninth joints have

basal spines. Endopodite: This is similar in the male and the female and is very much

reduced; it is verruciform; the distal (sensory?) bristle is comparatively short.

Mandible: — Protopodite: The endite on the coxale is rather weakly bifur-

cated distally; its spines are moderately strong or else weak and have no distinct arrangement

Zoolos- bidra«, Uppsaln. Suppl-.Bd. i. 40

.-€.^^'
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in groups. Apart from tlu> bristle of tlic ciulitc this joint is quite without bristles. Basale: Of

the ventral bristles one d-bristle is very long; it has a moderate number of long secondary bristles

arranged in irregular wreaths and has short, fine hairs distally; the rest, most of which are short,

have short hairs or arc bare. Dorsally this joint has three bristles. Endopodite: The

first joint has four bristles ventrally. The end joint has seven bristles, the two middle ones of

which are rather powerful, claw-shaped, of about equal length and strength.

Maxilla: — P r o t o p o d i t e: Dorso-distally the coxale has a single bristle with

long, tine hairs. The proximal bristle on the outside of the third endite, which is always developed
in other closely-related sub-genera and genera, does not seem to be developed. On the boundary
between the basale and the first endopodite joint there are two bristles, one situated close to

the exopodite and the other at about the middle of the inside of the palp. Dorso-distally on the

coxale there is a rather large, somewhat lamelliform e
jj

i p o d i a 1 appendage. The

exopodite is comparatively well developed and has fine, long hairs situated close together;

it is not displaced distally. The endopodite is broad and moderately long.

Sixth limb: — The second exopodite joint is rather short and somewhat rounded,

with comparatively few bristles. Its posterior bristles are not strikingly larger than the others.

Seventh limb: — This is furnished with very few, ten at most, cleaning bristles,

some of which are concentrated distally, the others situated irregularly more proximally; with

regard to the latter it may be mentioned that there is never more than one bristle on the same

side of the same joint. The end comb consists of a comparatively small number of teeth, all

of one kind, the distal ones often being exceedingly long, the proximal ones short. Dorsally

close to the end comb the wall of this limb is only weakly or not at all thickened and only quite

weakly concave. Although there is no special adductor, it seems as if this concavity can be

compressed somewhat (like a jaw), as I have sometimes seen in preserved material the teeth

of the end comb pressed inwards.

F u r c a :
— The lamellae are moderately elongated. There are nine claws, which show

no or rather slight signs of division into main claws and secondary claws.

The upper lip is very characteristic for the genus. It is rather large and has six

processes, of which the two anterior ones are unpaired and the other four paired. The posterior

two are shaped like fingers, the others are verruciform, but are, however, at least as long as they

are broad proximally. These processes include the openings of the very strong glands of the

upper lip, which secrete a luminous matter. (The two unpaired dorsal ones correspond to the

dorsal field of glands in closely-related forms, just as the ventral ones do to the two paired ones'?)

The rod- shaped organ is rather short and thick.

The lateral eyes are well developed.

All the species are distinguished by their strong phosphorescence. They rise to the

surface of the sea at nights.

Tropical seas: Indian and Pacific Oceans.

The name of the
- Remarks: — The name Cypridina has formerly been used for many heterogeneous elements

sub-genus. belonging to the sub-order Cypridiniformes.
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In the present work, on the other hand, tliis name is used for a smaller group which is

\\{A\ defined systematically, a group that in recent works has appeared under quite different

names. The following facts may probably show that this change of name is well grounded.

The first author to denominate and describe scientifically a species belonging to the sub-

family Cypridininae
— thus at the same time the first species belonging to Cypridiniformes,

cf. p. 165 above — was H. MiLNE Edwards. In a work that this author wrote in collaboration

with C4. P. Deshayes, published in 1838, there is mentioned cursorily on p. 178 an s t r a c o d

which differed so greatly from all the other forms of this group that were known at this time

— the genera Cypris and Cythere
— that it seemed necessary to the former author to present

it as a representative of a new genus ,,sous le nom de C y p r i d i n e s". The ,,des-

cription detaillee" of this form that is promised in this work is to be found in Milne

Edwards's work „Histoire naturelle des Crustace s", vol III, 1840, p. 410.

Unfortunately this description is anything but ,,detaillee"; on the contrary it is very incomplete;

at any rate it does not permit of a certain identification of the species.

Is it possible to identify this species of MiLNE EDWARDS' — Cypridina Reynaudi
—

generically, or, to express it perhaps in a better way, to which species or group of species

now known is this species most closely related?

In other words which forms ought now to have the name Cypridinat

G. W. MOller, 1912, p. 52, includes this species under the heading: ,,Cypridini-
d a r u m genera d u b i a e t species d u b i a e", thus indicating that it is un-

identifiable both as a species and as a genus.
— This may perhaps, however, be a rather

premature step.

W. LILLJEBORG writes, 1876, p. 4: „Genom Professor S. LOVEXS godhet har jag blifvit i

tillfalle att taga kannedom om en i Indiska Oceanen tagen och for sin formaga att lysa i morkret

sarskildt anmarkt Cypridinid
— utan tvifvel lefvande i ytan af hafvet — som sannolikt ar af

samma art som MiLNE Edwards' Cypridina Reynaudi, och som saledes torde kunna betraktas

som typ for det af samme forfattare uppstallda sliiktet Cypridina.''* This statement of

LiLLJEBORG's has up to now been neglected by writers on this subject presumably on account

of its being written in Swedish.**

LlLlJEBORG does not give any figure or detailed description of the specimens of this

form investigated by him. Merely from a number of statements in the text there can, however, be

very little doubt that they belonged to the group of species that later on, in 1890, was distinguish-

ed by G. W. MOller as a new genus under the name Pyrocypris. I liave also been able to

verify this assumption by an examination of LiLLJEBORG's original preparations.

Whether \X. LiLLJEBORG's identification of the species is correct is a question which

may be quite impossible to decide. On the other hand it is very likely that Cypridina Reynaudi

* Translation: ,,Owing to Professor S. Lov^n's Icindness I have had the ojiportunily of becoming

acquainted with a Cypridinid caught in the Lidian Ocean and specially notable because of its power of shining

in the dark. It undoubledly lives near the surface of the sea and is probably of the same species as Mii.ne Edwards'

Cijpndina Reynaudi and thus may be looked upon as the type of the genus Cypridina which was established by the

same author."
** This find was also mentioned by W. LiLLJEBonc, 1853, p. 170.
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bolonps to the abovo-montionod tronu-^ Pi/rnri/prh. althouiih i>v(>n on I his point it may be

impossiblo ti) got full evidence.

This assumption is supported In- tlu' Inllowino; reasons:

First there is the fact lliat Ci/pridina Reynavdi lias I lie same characteristically

elongated type of shell as distinguishes Pyrocypris.

Secondly there is nothing in MiLXH Edwards's description against this identification,

apart, of course, from statements that are obviously due to mistakes in observation on the

part of this author, such as, for instance, the absence of the rostral incisur.

In addition, a reason that is — in my opinion
— rather strong is to be foiind in the

statement as to the locality of the find: The species in question was captured in the Indian

Ocean. — Several species of Pyrocypris occur in this ocean, some of them even in enormous

numbers. As an example of this it may be mentioned that no less than 20 000 specimens

of P. Chierchiae were caught in these regions in a single haul (G. W. MOllkh, 1890, p. 2.S2).

To this it may be added that species of this group attract attention by their intense phos-

phorescence, and, on account of their pelagian life, are very easy to catch, reasons that must

of course be taken into account when we are dealing with a form that was apparently captured

quite accidentally.

On the other hand, of all the specimens to which G. W. MOller, 1912 etc. and other

authors applied
—

apparently arbitrarily
— the name Cypridina, it may be said with very

great probability that they are not closely related to Cypridina Reynaudi.

As no other forms either — except those belonging to Pyrocypris
— are known so far,

which can witb any great probability be considered as closely related to the species described

by Milne Edwards, it seems to me justifiable and convenient to use the name Cypridina for

the last-mentioned group of forms.

As the t}'pe species of this sub-genus it may be convenient — in accordance with the

above-quoted statcjment — to take the species investigated by W. Lilljeborg. Identifiable

material of this form (four specimens) is still preserved in the collections of the Zoological Museum

of the University, Uppsala.

It may, on the other hand, not be appropriate to give this species the name Reynaudi

Milne Edwards; Lilljeborg's identification is evidently too uncertain. — Do the specimens

investigated by Lilljeborg belong to a species that has been mentioned and described later?

As far as I can decide, they seem to belong to Pyrocypris inermis G. W. MOller. I cannot,

however, be quite certain on this point on account of the incompleteness of this species of

MCller's.

If my identification is correct, P. inermis would thus be coveniently taken as the type

species of the sub-genus Cypridina.

Diagnosis of the In G. W. MOLler's diagnosis of the genus Pyrocypris it is stated (both in 1906 b, p. 16

and 1912, p. 16) that the equipment of the distal bristles of the male first antenna in this group

agrees with that in the genus Cypridina (sensu MULleri), and also that the endopodite of the

second antenna is furnished with four or five bristles. — With regard to the former character

it is to be noted that in the sub-genera Vargula, Macrocypridina and Cypridinodes, in other

sub-genus.
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words in the groups identical with Cypridina (sensu MDlleri) the c-bristle of the male first

antenna has two filaments with small suctorial organs distally, while in the sub-genus Cypridina

(sensu meo), i. e. Pyrocypris, this bristle has only one such filament. With regard to the latter

character I only wish to point out that, at least in some species, six bristles are to be found

on the endopodite of the second antenna in this sub-genus.

Fifteen species of this sub-genus are known so far.

In passing I may make a contribution to the synonymy of a species belonging to this

sub-genus.

In G. S. Brady's work of 1902 a we find on p. 186 that C. (Cypridina) Chierchiae (G. W.

MtJLLER) was caught in the ,,Bay of Bengal" by the ,,G a 1 a t h e a" expedition. The specimens

on which this statement is based are preserved in the Zoological Museum of the University of

Copenhagen and have been re-examined by me. The following facts are the results of this

investigation :

Firstly the locale stated by G. S. BRADY is a little incorrect. The correct habitat is lat.

60 22' N., long. 750.54' E., i. e. somewhat S. W. of Cape Comorin in India.

Secondly I discovered that Brady's identification is incorrect. The characters in the

„G a 1 a t h e a" specimens that do not agree with the information given by G. W. MCller

for C. (C.) Chierchiae are as follows:

Shell: The anterior part of the ventral margin, behind the rostral incisur, has from

ten to twelve bristles.

Second antenna: The endopodite has six bristles.

Mandible: The longest of the (four) ventral bristles of the first endopodite joint

is rather considerably longer than the others (it is about the same length as in C. (C.)

serrata affirmans, cf. below).

The seventh limb has six distal bristles, three on each side.

All the limbs are without pigmentation except the left first antenna.

(It is, however, not impossible that a number of these differences are only apparent,

as G. W. MtlLLER's description of C. (C.) Chierchiae is very deficient.)

To which species do these specimens belong?
— I do not consider it convenient to express

an opinion on this question. In any case the answer would be very uncertain, partly on

account of the very damaged condition of the specimens in question, partly and not least on

account of the deficiencies in most of the descriptions of species belonging to this sub-genus.

Xiimher of species,

A contribution to Ih

synonymy of

C. Chierchiae.

Cypridina serrata (G. W. MCller) var. affirmans n. var.

Description:
— ]\I a 1 e :

—
Shell: — Length, 1,7

—
1,75 mm. Length : height, about 1,!) to 1. Seen from

the side (fig. 1) it is of about tlie same shape as that of the type species, but the ventral

margin seems to be somewhat more boldly arched. (The shells investigated by me were all soft

and consequently their shape was somewhat uncertain.) Tlie surface of the shell
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is smooth, practically ontiroly without bristles. Seen I" !• o in i n s i d c: The medial bristles

are about the same as in the type species. On the rostrum there arc from seven to eleven bristles,

simple orweaklvbifurcated; the ventral ones of the series are not fixed on a verruciform swelling.

Inside the incisur there is, apart from the two bristles that are situated close together near

its iiuier edge, generally only a short, simple bristle near the joining line. The bristles on the

list are most frequently simple; they decrease in iuiinl)er towards the back and seem to disappear

entirelv along the posterior part of the ventral margin. All \\\r medial l)ristles are quite or

almost quite bare. The spines along the list inside the posterior margin of the shell are almost

the same as those of the type species. On the right valve they are large, decreasing rather

slightly in size ventrally and varying somewhat in number, from fifteen to eighteen; of these

the two ventral ones were very small in one case, in two cases only the most ventral one was very

small. On the left valve the spines are very small and difficult to verify, some of them even seem

to be missing. That part of the list which has spines has, in addition, a few — in most cases

about one or two for each spine
— short and exceedingly fine bristles. The part between the

list and the margin of the shell is of about the same type as in the type species. The selvage is

rather wide along the anterior margin of the rostrum, but is narrow along the posterior rostral

margin; along the posterior margin of the rostral incisur it is very wide, filling the whole incisur;

it continues along the whole ventral margin of the shell, extending rather considerably beyond
the latter except at one part just in front of the middle, where it is rather narrow.* At the last-

mentioned part it is characterized by the fact that its edge is closely and finely serrated, the

edge of the remaining part is almost even. In the incisur the selvage is rather strongly cross-

striated, at the remaining part the cross-striation is exceedingly fine.

First antenna (fig. 4):
— This has seven joints; the fifth and sixth joints are

practically entirely joined (the original boundary, shown in the accompanying figure, can only

be verified with difficulty). The approximate proportions between the joints are:

If,; UU; Ill'i; lY 'j; (V ,^; VI |); VII |; VIII 0,5.

Third joint: The bristle on the anterior side is fixed at about the middle of the joint and is

about half as long as the anterior side of this joint. The posterior distal bristle is nearly as long

as the total length of the posterior sides of the two following joints or else a little shorter. The

anterior bristle of the fourth joint is quite short, scarcely half the length of the anterior side

of this joint, the posterior one is somewhat longer, about as long as the posterior side of this

joint. The sensory bristle of the fifth joint is somewhat longer than the anterior side of the second

joint. It has eleven bare sensory filaments, situated in about the positions indicated in the

accompanying figure; the eight proximal ones are somewhat thick in proportion to the distal

ones, and are relatively long, being about a third to a half of the whole length of the bristle;

the two following filaments are narrow and only about a fifth of the length of the bristle; the

distal one is very short, almost verruciform. The bristle of the original sixth joint and the

a-bristle of the original seventh joint are subequal, rather short, being only about as long as the

original sixth joint. These bristles, like those of the third and fourtli joints, have short; fine

• This is not shown in the drawing; iu this specimen the selvage was directed somewhat inward.
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Fig. L\ II. — v. (Cypndina) seirala (O. W. Mlllkii) var. ajfinnans n. var. — 1 Shell, Seen from tiie side, o; 53 X.

2. Sliell, seen from the side, ?; 43 X. 3. .\nterior part of the right valve, seen from inside, ?; 166 X. '•. Riy;hl

first antenna, seen from inside, the c-, f- and g-bristles are broken; (J; 173 X- 5- -^ledian eye and roil-shaped

organ, <J: 275 X.
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hairs. Of tho distal bristles tiic l)-l)ristlo is about as loni; as tlio anti-rior sido of ilic second joint

or somewhat shorter; its proximal filament is furnished with a chitinized verruciform swelling

distally of the sucker (like ( \ ( Vargula) norvcgica; see fig. 1 5 of this species). Apart from this filament

there are on this bristle only two others, each furnished distally with five small, weak suctorial

organs and proximally of these a small verruciform process; the distal one of these iilaniciits

does not reach the point of the bristle. The c-bristle has ten filaments; the proximal one of

these is about the same as the jiroximal one on the b-bristle, no. 3, counting from the base,

is about as long as or only slightly longer and more jjowerful than the following ones and has

distally three very small and weak suctorial organs, proximally of which there is, as in the

b-bristle, a small wart; the other filaments on this bristle are furnished proximally with from no

to three very fine, secondary spines; the distal filament is very short and verruciform. 'I'he

f-bristle also has ten filaments, furnished with up to three short, fine secondary spines proximally;

the distal one of these filaments is verruciform. The c- and f-bristles are subequal and rather

considerably longer than the whole length of the shell (measuring from 2 to 2,1 mm. in specimens

with a length of shell of 1,72 mm.).* The g-bristle, which has eleven filaments, whose proportions

and equipment are about the same as the filaments on the f-bristle, is not quite so long as the

whole antenna. The simple sensory bristles d and e are somewhat different in length, the longer

one, the d-bristle, being about as long as the total length of the four distal joints (the original

fifth and sixth joints being reckoned as one joint). Pilosity: On the posterior side of the second

joint there are numerous transverse rows of short, stiff hairs (only faintly indicated in the

accompanying figure); this character seems, however, to vary to some extent; in one of the speci-

mens investigated these hairs were practically completely reduced. The other joints are smooth.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: Length, about 0,65 mm. The medial

distal bristle (fig. 6) has short hairs; it is moderately long, being about as long as the distal sensory

bristle of the endopodite. Exopodite (fig. 7) : This has about the following proportions

between its joints:

I : II : 111 : IV : V : VI : VII : VIII : IX = 28 : 10 : 6 : 4 : 4 : 3 : 3 : 3 : 2.

In other words the first joint is about as long as the total length of the five following joints,

the second is about that of the two following ones. The bristle of the second joint is onl}' as

long as the total length of the three following joints or somewhat shorter; it is furnished ventrally

with a few, about seven to ten, rather strong spines. The longest natatory bristles are somewhat

longer than the exopodite; the proportion between these two lengths is about 85 : 70. The

natatory^ bristles have broad natatory hairs. The end joint has only three bristles, of which

the two ventral ones are long, powerful natatory bristles, developed to the same extent as those

on the preceding joints, the dorsal one is only about as long as the total length of the four distal

joints and has short, fine hairs. The third to the ninth joints have narrow and relatively short

basal spines, which decrease in strength the more proximally they are situated, the one on the

third joint being almost completely reduced. The endopodite (fig. 6) is unjointed and

• la this species I have observed, as G. W. Muller previously did for other species (cf. G. W. Mijller, 1906 b,

p. 16), that in a state of rest these bristles are bent posteriorly upwards along the dorsal side of the body inside the shell.
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Fig. LVIII. — C. (Cypridina) serrata (G. W. MiiLLEn) var. affirmnns n. var., (J.
— 6. Endopoditc and the distal part ol the

pi'otopodite of the second antenna; 325 X. ". Distal part of the exopoditc of the left sorond antenna, seen from outside;

2'J2 X. 8. Ri;?ht mandible, seen from inside; 250 X. 9. Endite on the coxale of the right mandible, seen from inside;

708 X. 10. Distal part of the riglit mandible, seen from inside; strongly compressed; 525 X.

Zoolog. biUmg, Uppsala. Suppl.-BU. X. 41
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has six bristlos; ol thoso the one situated farthest back, which is very liki' ami i)l)viously corre-

sponds to the long distal (sensory?) bristle on the end joint of tlic ('ii(lo|)o(lilc in other forms,

is moderately long, being about as long as the total length of tiie three distal joints of the exopo-

dite; it is somewhat shorter than the nearest of the remaining bristles, which, like the others,

is of the ordinary type with short, line hairs. These remaining five bristles decrease almost

uniformly in length the more anteriorly (and proximally) they are situated and correspond

presumably to the five bristles on the first endopodite joint in ilosely related genera and

sub-genera.

Mandible
(fig. 8):

— Protoijodite: The endite on the coxale (fig. 9) has com-

paratively few spines, mostly relatively short; its two distal points are rathei considerably more

powerfully developed than the spines, and, unlike the latter, they are furnished with weak

secondary spines; between these two points there is a rather low point; cf. remark on p. 182

above. Basale: This has seven bristles ventrally: two a-bristles, one b-bristle, two c-bristles

and two d-bristles. Of these the two a-bristles, the h-bristle and one of the c-bristles are very

short, and also one of the d-bristles is rather short; the other c-bristle, on the other hand, is

relatively long, longer than the height of this joint; the longest d-bristle is not as long as the

posterior side of the second endopodite joint. Of the three dorsal bristles of this joint the prox-

imal one is fixed at rather a long distance in front of the middle of the joint and is about half

the length of the joint; of the two distal bristles one is about as long as the former bristle, the

other is somewhat longer; all three have short hairs. The exopodite is about as long as

or slightly longer than the dorsal side of the first endopodite joint. Of its two bristles, both of

which have short hairs, one is somewhat shorter and the other somewhat longer than this branch.

Endopodite: The four ventral bristles of the first joint all have short hairs; the two longest

of them, which are somewhat different in length, are relatively short, considerably shorter than

the posterior side of the second endopodite joint. The second joint has comparatively few

bristles along the proximal half of the anterior side: seven more or less long bristles with short

hairs, — their relative lengths vary to some extent, — and four or five short cleaning bristles

with rather strong double pectination distally. On the posterior side, distally of the middle,

this joint has two short, bare or almost bare bristles, one situated somewhat distally of the other;

one specimen, cf. fig. 8, had only one of these bristles developed on the right mandible, Distally of

these bristles there are two more bristles, situated at the side of each other, generally rather consid-

erably shorter and weaker than the former ones; the medial one of these is somewhat, though

only slightly, longer and more powerful than the lateral one. Of the seven bristles on the end

joint (fig. 10) the two middle ones, the main claws, are about a third of the length of the second

endopodite joint. Of the two anterior ones the medial one is powerful, claw-shaped and rather

slightly shorter than the main claws; it is also distinguished by the fact that its anterior edge

has a sort of hyaline border or casing; the other of the anterior ones is weak and is only a little

more than half the length of the former one. Of the three posterior bristles one is about as long

as the main claws, but somewhat weaker, one is weak and about as long and as strong as the

shorter of the two anterior ones, the third is exceedingly short. All the bristles of the end joint,

except the anterior claw, have weak posterior secondary teeth. Pilosity: On the inside of the
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oenlr
^^^

Fig. LIX. — C. (Cypridina) serrata (G. W. Muller) var. afjirmans n. var.. J.
— II. Eiidito.s of thi; maxilla, somewhat

compressed; 525 X. 12. Distal part ot the ondopodite of the left maxilla, seen from inside: fi08 X. 13. Seventh limb;

571 X. I'j. Right penis, seen from outside; 292 X.
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soooml protopodilc joint and tin- stM'dnd cndniioditc jnint tlicrf aic
i;r()ii|)s

ol slmrt, linr liaii's,

and dorsd-distally on tho first ondopoditc joint tlicrc arc also a tew short haiis.

.Maxilla: P r o t o p o d i t c
(lii.'. 11): I'Ih- iii'st cnditc is I'lirnislird with seven

powerful bristles of moderate len<;tli. (>f these the two inner ones are subequal and lurnished

with 11 few oblique wreaths of lontr. stiil'seeondary bristles; tiiedistal one of those wreaths eont iniies

right to the point of the bristles. The other five are subeiiual and somewhat shorter than the

two inner ones; of these five the two outer ones are furnished with rather numerous long, stiiT

secondary bristles and are trifureated distally; the other three, one of whieli is very powerful,

are furnished with rather few long, stiff secondary bristles, distally of which there are some

short secondary teeth, and have a simple point. The second endite has five rather strong

subequal bristles. Of these the inner one has short and exceedingly fine hairs or is bare, one

is only rather weakly pectinated distally and the three others have at the middle a few long stiff,

secondary bristles and are pectinated distally; on the one next to the outer one the pectination

is rather strong, on the two others it is rather weak. The third endite has also five rather powerful

distal bristles, all of about the same length except the inner one, which is rather short and weak.

The last-mentioned bristle has short and exceedingly fine hairs or is bare; of the other four,

all of which have a few stiff, secondary bristles at the middle, the inner one is bare distally,

the others are rather weakly or very weakly pectinated distally. The dorso-distal bristle on

the coxale is about as long as the outer bristle on the third endite. Of the two bristles on the

boundary between the basale and the first endopodite joint the one that is situated near the

exopodite is about a third of the length of the bristles of the exopodite, the other is still shorter;

both are bare. Of the three bristles of the exopodite the distal one is bare, the two others

are plumous; all of them are of about the same length as this branch. Endopodite: First joint

(fig. 12): Distally on the anterior edge there is a single rather long, 23lumous bristle. Distally

on the posterior edge there are two bristles, one of which is long and powerful, furnished at the

middle with rather weak secondary teeth and characterized especially by being bent at almost

a right angle somewhat distally of half its length, the other is considerably shorter and weaker

and has short, fine hairs. Proximally of these two bristles the edge of the joint is characterized

by a strongly projecting, distally bifurcated verruca. The end joint is rather strongly chitinized

and has only eleven bristles: three bare a-bristles of moderate length and strength; three

b-bristles, of which the anterior one is moderately long, rather strong, furnished at the middle

with a few weak secondary teeth and plumous distally, the two others are naked, weak and short,

their lengths being somewhat unlike, the shorter one not quite half as long as the anterior one;

two c-bristles of the same type and sizes as the short b-bristles, the anterior one being the shorter,

and three d-bristles, subequal, very powerful, especially the two anterior ones, the posterior

one rather strongly pectinated, the two anterior ones furnished at the middle with rather few

fairly strong secondary teeth. Pilosity: The first endopodite joint has transverse series of

short, fine hairs.

Fifth limb: — P r o t o p o d i t e: The first endite (fig. 15, cJ
=

?) is furnished

with only five bristles. Of these bristles no. 1, counting from the anterior side of the limb,

is very small, furnished in most cases with long, stiff secondary bristles. The others are of mode-
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rate length, mostly decreasing somewhat in lengtli the more posteriorly they are situated.

Bristles nos. 2 and 3 are of the same type, ratlier powerful and furnished witli two or three

oblique wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles; the distal one of these wreaths continues right

tf) the point of the bristles. Bristles nos. 4 and 5 are very powerful and are furnished at the

middle with one or a few wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles, distally with a few powerful

secondary teeth; these are most powerful on the first-mentioned bristle, on no. 5 they may
even be entirely absent. Second endite (fig. 16, cj

=
$): Of the five inner bristles nos. 1 and 5,

counting from the anterior side of the limb, are furnished at the middle with a wreath of long,

stiff secondary bristles, the other three have no such bristles. The three anterior ones are rather

powerful and of moderate length, nos. 2 and 3 somewhat shorter than no. 1; the latter bristle

is rather weakly pectinated distally, no. 2 seems to be quite bare (even with as strong magni-
fication as Reichert's ocul. 4, LeHz' immers. V12), no. 3 is sharply serrated distally. No. 4 is

only represented by a small, powerful, conical, bare chitinous spine; no. 5 is moderately long,

very powerful and has, distally of the wreath of secondary bristles, a few powerful spines. The

bristle on the anterior side of this process is short and has short hairs. The seven bristles of

the third endite (fig. 17, c?
^

?) are of the same types as the five inner bristles on the second

endite. Bristles nos. 1, 2 and 6 on the third endite, counting from the anterior side of the limb,

are very like bristles nos. 1, 2 and 4 on the second endite; bristles nos. 3 and 5 on the former

endite are like bristle no. 3 on the latter; the posterior bristle on the third j^rocess differs from

the same bristle on the second only by having more secondary teeth distally; bristle no. 4 on

the third endite is rather strongly pectinated distally, it is usually quite without long secondary

bristles. The epipodial plate has from about thirty to forty bristles, all furnished

with long, soft hairs almost to their points. The protopodite has no distal chitinous spine

at all, which is specially noteworthy because a spine of this sort is developed on all the other

species of this sub-family that are dealt with in this work, as has been pointed out above,

p. 185 in the description of this sub-family. The exopodite has four joints. First joint:

The main tooth (fig. 18, c?
=

?) consists of seven constituent teeth, the anterior one of which

is relatively somewhat stronger than in the other forms of this sub-family that I have investigated,

and, contrary to these, is completely united to the joint; the secondary teeth of the constituent

teeth are comparatively weak. The bristle on the posterior side of the joint near the main tooth

is about as long as that of the anterior constituent tooth from the point where the second

constituent tooth is situated and may or may not have long hairs at the middle, distally it has

short hairs. On the anterior side of the joint there are three bristles, two situated near the main

tooth, one somewhat farther out on the joint. Of the two former ones one is rather long and

powerful, its point reaches about as far as the point of the anterior constituent tooth; it is strongl}'

pectinated distally and has at the middle a wreath of long, stiff secondary bristles. The other

is only a little more than half the length of this one, rather weak, furnished with a wreath of

long stiff secondary bristles at the middle and short hairs distally. The outer bristle on this

joint is somewhat longer than the last-mentioned bristle and has long, soft hairs at the middle

and short hairs distally. The second joint has three a-bristles, three b-bristles, one c-bristle and

one d-bristle. The a- and b-bristles are moderately long and strong, the outer b-bristle is often
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distinguished by boiii^' furnislu'd at tlio luiililk' with a wn-ath of lonp;, still soi-oiulaiy bristles,

contrary tt> what is usual in bristles of this group. The c- and d-hristles are of about the same

type as each other, with close long, soft hairs at the middle .md sIkhI hairs distaily; iidtli arc

moderately long, the former somewhat shorter than tin' latter (almut tliesaiue as in figure 22

of C. (Vargula) norvcgica). The two lobes of the third joint (Hg. 19, (J
=

$) are of moderate

size, like the end joint. The inner lobe of the third joint has distaily two moderately long bristles

with short hairs or bare; proximally-posteriorly it has a single bristle, which is somewhat shorter

than the distal ones and which has long hairs at the middle and short ones distaily. The outer

lobe of this joint has two moderately long distal bristles with short hairs or almost naked. Tli(>

end joint is furnished distaily with four moderately long bristles somewhat different in length

and with short hairs. The proportion between all the bristles of the two distal exopodite joints

seems to be fairly constant and is shown in the accompanying figure. Pilosity: The outer

lobe of the third exopodite joint and the end joint are partly furnished with soft hairs placed

close together.

Sixth 1 i m b
(fig. 20):

— Protopodite: The first endite has one rather long

and powerful distal bristle, furnished with a few oblique wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles

and two short, plumous medial bristles. The second endite has two rather long and jjowerful

distal bristles, of which the dorsal one is somewhat shorter than the other; both are furnished

at the middle with long, stiff secondary bristles and with short hairs distaily; this endite lias,

in addition, two short, plumous medial bristles. The third endite has two rather long and

powerful distal bristles, furnished at the middle with one or a few wreaths of long, stiff secondary

bristles and with short hairs distaily; between these two bristles there is a short and somewhat

plumous bristle. The epipodial appendage of the protopodite is represented by

two rather short bristles with short hairs. Exopodite: The endite of the first joint has

two bristles, one rather long and powerful, of the same type as the long distal bristles on the

preceding endite, the other rather short, with long hairs at the middle and short ones distaily.

The second joint has from six to eight moderately long bristles, all of which are situated very

near the ventral edge; there is a rather pronounced gap between the posterior and the other

bristles. The two posterior bristles have long, soft hairs right out to their points; the bristle

that is situated nearest to them has soft, long hairs at the middle and short hairs distaily; the

other three or five bristles are fiu-nished at the middle with long, stiff secondary bristles, arranged

in most cases in two very distinct wreaths; distaily they have short hairs. Pilosity: On the

inside this limb is furnished with fine, short hairs, placed close together; the second exopodite

joint has laterally a series of short stiff hairs along the ventral margin.

Seventh limb (fig. 13):
— This is weak, almost of a larval structure and very

short comparatively, being only about a third of the length of the shell. It is furnished with

eight cleaning bristles; six of these, three dorsal and three ventral ones, are situated very close

together distaily, the two remaining ones are situated somewhat more proximally, one on the

dorsal and one on the ventral edge. The bristle situated most distaily, both among the dorsal

as well as among the ventral ones, is comparatively long, the others are moderately long or

rather short. The cleaning bristles are furnished with three or four bells cut off transversally



Fig. LX. — C. (Cypridina) scrrala (G W. Muller) var. ajfinnans n. v:ir. — 15. First enditc of the protopoditc of the

fifth limb,?; 1240 X. 16. Second enditc of the protopodite of the fifth limb, ?; 1240 X. 17. Third endito of the

pi'otopodite of the fifth limb, ?; 1240 X. 18. The main toolh on the first exopodite joint of the fifth limb and the

adjacent bristles, $; 10t)0 X. 19. The two distal exopodite joinis of the right fifth limb, seen from behind, ?;

808 X. 20. Right sixth limb, seen from outside, oJ 350 X.
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distally: tho tonguo of tlic ilist;il ln-ll is ;ilsi> rather sharpiv ciif olT distally (about the saiuc ty|H'

m is shinvn in fip. 25 oiC. (Vanjula) tiorvegica); proxinially dl llic hells tlie.se bristles are smooth.

The end eoinb eonsists of live narrow, bare, ratiier weak teetii, one central tooth and two teeth

jilaeed syninietrieally on each side of this. Tiie central tooth is long, not quite so loiiij; as the

height of the limb, and is rather pointed distally. The two proximal teetli are considerably

shorter; the one .situated most proximally is the shortest, being only about a quarter or a fifth

of the length of the central tooth; distally they are somewhat rounded. Tlie concavity dor.sally

near the end comb has on its dorsal edge a reduced verruciform process.

Penis (fig. 14):
— This is of the type that is characteristic of the sub-family. See the

accompanying figure for details. A very large gland situated ventrally in the penis has its exit

on th(> ventral process of the pincers.

F u r c a :
— This is of the same type as in the type species. It differs in the two following

characters from this as it is represented by (i. \V. MOller, 1906 b, pi. Ill, fig. 5: all the claws

are furnished with teeth; the second to the fifth teeth on claws nos. 4 to 8 are considerably

coarser than the distal ones.

The upper lip agrees with that of the type species.

The rod-shaped organ (fig. 5) of moderate length, rather thick, slightly pointed

distally.

The lateral eyes are, as in the case of the type species, situated somewhat above

the middle of the shell.

Female: —
Shell: — Length: 1,6

—
1,7 ram. Lenght : height, about 1,75: 1. Seen from the side

(fig. 2) it shows fairly close agreement with the shape of the shell in the type species, the prin-

cipal differences being that the ventral corner of the rostrum is somewhat more pointed and that

the posterior beak-shaped process is developed rather more powerfully; this process is only

slightly smaller than that of the male and has about the same shape. The surface of the
shell is similar to that of the male. Seen from inside (fig. 3) : Medial bristles: These

seem to be somewhat fewer than in the type species; their number seems, however, to vary rather

considerably. From 14 to 26 were observed on the rostrum (the maximum number is shown

in the accompanying figure); these were arranged in two almost parallel rows, the posterior

of which, situated along the posterior edge of the rostrum, is very sparse dorsally, some-

times represented at this part by only a few solitary bristles. The bristles on the list behind

the rostral incisur are considerably more sparse than is shown in the figure of the type species.

On the right valve from 12 to 14 spines of the same type as in the male were observed posteriorly

on the Ust; of these from none to three of the ventral ones were very small. On the left valve

the spines may apparently be quite absent. The bristles on the part of the list that has spines

seem to be somewhat fewer than in the male.

First antenna: — This, like that of the male, has seven joints; at least in some

cases, however, the fifth and sixth joints seem to be less closely united than in the other sex.

The joints have about the same relative proportions as in the male and the bristles on the third,

fourth and sixth joints and the a-bristle on the seventh joint also show a rather close agreement
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with these bristles in the male. Tiie sensory bristle of the fiitii joint is of about the same length

and type as in the male, but has fewer (six or seven) long, proximal sensory filaments. Of the

distal bristles the b-bristle, contrary to what is the case in all other forms of this sub-family

that are described in this work, is simple, without sensory filaments, of about the same type as

the d- and e-bristles; it is about as long as the anterior side of the fourth to the sixth joints.

The c- and f-bristles are subequal and about as long as the whole antenna (about 1,1
—

1,2 mm.,
thus somewhat more than half the length of the shell; the former has eight, the latter nine

or ten filaments. The g-bristle is somewhat longer than the c- and f-bristles and has ten filaments.

The distal filament on the three last-mentioned bristles is very short, the others are all of the

same type, most of them rather long, furnished with up to three weak spines. The two

simple sensory bristles d and e are somewhat longer than in the male. The jjilosity is similar

to that of the male.

Second antenna: —
^
The p r o t o p o d i t e, like the e x o p o d i t e, is some-

what more weakly developed than in the male; apart from this the two sexes show a very close

resemblance with regard to this limb. The proportion between the joints of the e x o p o-

d i t e, measured on the same scale as in the male, (cf. above) was as follows (the length of the

specimen measured was 1,65 mm.):

I : II : III : IV : V : VI : VII : VIII : IX -= 21 : 7 : 4 : :5 : 3 : .3 : 2 : 2 : 1.

From these figures it will be seen that the jjroportion between the joints is about the same in

both sexes, but that, as has been mentioned above, the exopodite is, on the whole, somewhat

weaker in the female.

Mandible: — This shows an agreement in details with that of the male. All the

specimens investigated had on the posterior side of the second endopodite joint, distally

of the middle, two short bristles, one situated somewhat distally of the other, thus agreeing

with what we must regard as normal in the males. It may be specially mentioned that the

posterio-distal bristles of the joint in question are quite similar in both sexes.

Maxilla: — This agrees with that of the male. It may, however, be noticed that

the powerful posterior bristle on the first endopodite joint, which is specially characterized

in the male by being bent almost at a right angle somewhat distally of the middle, is only weakl}'

bent in the female; it is also relatively somewhat shorter and has moderately strong pectination

distally.

Fifth limb: — Quite like that of the male.

Sixth limb: —
Very like that of the male. It differs by the e p i

jj
o d i a 1

appendage of the i^rotopodite being represented by four short bristles. The second e x o-

p o d i t e joint has seven or eight bristles ventrally, of which the four or five anterior ones are

furnished with long, stiff secondary bristles, in most cases arranged in two very distinct wreaths.

Seventh limb: — This is quite similar to that of the male.

F u r c a: — This is of the same shape as in the type species. All the claws have secon-

dary teeth; the proximal teeth on claws nos. 4 to 8, unlike these in the male, do not dift'er

strikingly from the distal teeth b}- their size and strength.

Zoolog. biUrag, Uppsala. buppl.-Bd. I. 42
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The u
|i |i

I' r lip ;intl tlic rod -sli ;i |)(mI (irt^aii ;in' similar to tliosf of (he inalc

The lateral o y i* s »n"t*, like those of tlio lyju' species, situated soiuewliat in Jiont

of the middle of the shell and somewhat above half the height of the latter. They arc rather

smaller than those of the male.

7. (C.) lepidophora Remarks: — I regard C. (C.) lepidophora ((J. W. i\li'l,l.i;ii) as t h c f r m a 1 c o f

= C. fC.) serraia. ?.
^, ^.^,,.^,,^y l^.

y^y Mt'i.LKH).
—

Descriptions of these two forms are to be found in d. W. MiJLl.liit's

work 190(3 b, pp. 20 and '21.

This author has the following remark a!)out the latter species (p. 22): j.W'Jihicnd wir sonst

die J in iler C^berzahl finden oiler die V ganz fi'lilcii. vermissen wir hier die J- Unigekehrt ver-

missen wir bei P. serrata die V. iind da sich heidc Formen in Stat. 99 und 140 in grolierer Anzahl

nebeneinauder fanden, liegt der A'erdacht nahe, dalJ sie als die Geschlecliter einei' Art zusaniiucn-

gehoren. Immerhin unterscheiden sich beide Formen in so zahlreichen Merkmalen, auf welche

sich sonst die secundiircn Geschlechtsmerkmale nicht zu erstrecken pflegen, daB ich mich nicht

habe entschlieBen konnen, beide in einer Art zu vereinigen, doch wircl man bei weiteren Fiingen

die Frage der Zusammengehorigkeit ini Auge behalten miisseu."

The fact that in an additional case these two forms — or rather a variety of these two

forms — were caught together
— there were no other species at all of this sub-genus in this

sample
— as well as the rather great morphological resemblance has convinced me that it is

most in accordance with the facts of the case to connect the two forms in question as males

and females of the same species.

yame. As in G. W. Mt'LLER's Work mentioned above C. (C.) serrata is placed before C. (C.)

lepidophara, the former name must obviously be retained according to the rules of nomenclature.

.1 mistake made by In describing the posterior part of the shell, as seen from inside, in ('. (C.) serrata
' "

/'^r''rr'\
^' ^^ • Mtj'LLEK has obviously confused the right and the left valve owing to a mistake, a fact

serrata. that has apparently increased the amoimt of difference between this form and C. lepidophora;

the same mistake is repeated in his work of 1912. That there is a mistake is shown by the

accompanying figures in G. W. Miller's work, which show that C. (C.) serrata and C. (C.)

lepidophora, like the males and females of the form described by me above, agree in this character.

The variety The variety described above closely resembles the type species and it does not seem

impossible to me that in the future we may find that it must be united with this. As a preliminary,

however, it has seemed to me necessary to distinguish it as a separate form. With regard to

the differences that exist I need only refer to the description and figures. A number of the

differences may possibly be explained as the results of lack of accuracy and care on the part

of G. \\. MULLER.

Habitat: — Australia:

Gape Jaubert, N. W. Australia (type locality); at the surface of the sea;

2. VI. 1911 (coll. E. Mjoberg): four mature males and five mature females; R. M. 8.

identical with the

type species?
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Genus Monopia C. Claus.

Monopia, C. Claus, 1873. Eumonopia, C. (^laus, 1891 b. Cypridina (part.), G. S. Bhady,

1865, 1897 and 1902 a; G. W. MOllkr, 1900 b and 1912. Cypridinodes (part.), G. S. Brady 1902a.

Remarks: — This genus comprises according to my opinion (cf. above
y>]). 193) two A'Kmber oj

, siih-i'pnprn.

sub-genera:

Monopia C. Claus

Cypridinodes G. S. BRADY.

It may probably not be convenient to work out a diagnosis of this genus before a detailed * 'H'l^'iosis „/ the

re-examination of C. Claus' Monopia flaveola
— the only representative hitherto Icnown of one

of the two sub-genera mentioned — has been carried out. I have, consequently, confined myself

in this treatise to an elaboration of a description of Cypridinodes, the only one of these two

sub-genera of which I have had material myself. A consequence of this is that several of the

characters in this description are of generic and not of sub-generic value.

Sub-genus Cypridinodes G. S, Brady.

Cypridina (part.), G. S. Bi!ADY, 1865 and 1897; G. W. MfJLLKR, 1906 b and 1912.

Cypridinodes, G. S. Brady, 1902 a.

Description:
— Shell: — The shape is somewhat oval with a well-developed postei'ior

corner. The rostral incisur is rather deep and narrow (G. 8. Brady's figure of C. favus, 1902 a,

pi. XXII, fig. 20, is in this respect, as in several others, quite incorrect, a fact that I verified

when re-examining the type specimen). Near the inner margin of the incisur there are two

medial bristles situated close to each other. Posteriorly the list runs in an unbroken line straight

across the posterior part of the shell (I have not succeeded in finding the place where it passes

into the list along the ventral margin of the shell). With very strong calcification. The forms

hitherto known are comparatively large.

First antenna: — This is long, slender and has eight joints. The sensory bristle

of the fifth joint has thirteen sensory filaments. Bristle b and c in the males are modified in

the way described for the sub-genus Doloria. The distal bristles are not nmch longer in the

males than in the females.

Second antenna: — The p r o t o p o d i t e has a medial-distal bristle. E x o-

p o d i te : The bristle of the second joint is powerfully developed. Tiie natatory bristles on

the third to the ninth joints are quite without spines. The second to the ninth joints have basal

spines. Endopodite: This is similar in males and females and is comparatively well

developed, elongated; the bristle of the end joint is relatively long.

Mandible: — Protopodite: The endite on the coxale is either simple distally

or has only a faint indication of bifurcation; its spines are rather powerful, especially those
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situattnl modio-distiiUy. aiul aiv priirticnlly t|uiti' witliout any (listinct arrangement in "jroiips.

Apart from the bristle of the endite there are no bristles at all on this joint. Basale: Of tlie

ventral bristles one d-bristle is very long and has numcrons long secondary bristles arranged

in irregular wreaths; distallyit has short hairs; the others of these bristles areof niodcrate length

or short and they all have short hairs or arc almost bare. This joint has three bristles dorsallv.

E n d o p o d i t e: The first joint has four bristles ventrally. The end joint lias seven bristles,

of whieh the two middle ones are powerful, elaw-shaped and of somewliat different lengths.

Maxilla: —• P r o t o p o d i t e: The part of the procoxale and the eoxale from

which the three endites issue is developed as a somewhat heart-shaped appendage witli an

independent power of movement. The coxale has dorsallv a single bristle, rioximally on IIh'

outside of the third endite there is a single bristle. On the boundary between the basale and

the first endopodite joint there is only one bristle. No e p i p o d i a 1 appendage is devel-

oped. The exopodite is very small comparatively and is displaced distally. The

endopodite is long and narrow, the first joint is very much lengthened. (The proportion

between the length of this joint and that of the second endopodite joint of the mandible is about

1:1. whereas in other species of this sub-family the ])roportion between the lengths of these

two joints is about 2 : 3.

Sixth limb: — The second exopodite joint is very mucli elcjngated, becomes

gradually narrower distally and has numerous bristles; its two posterior bristles form a sort

of direct continuation of the joint and are strikingly larger than the other bristles on this joint.

Seventh limb: — This is sometimes furnished with rather numerous, sometimes

with quite a few, cleaning bristles. In the former case a large number of bristles and in the latter

case a few bristles are concentrated ventero-distally but there is no sucli concentration dorso-

distally. The other bristles are scattered irregularly along the distal part of the limb; with

regard to the position of these bristles it is to be noted that in only a rather few cases more than

one bristle is to be found on the same side of the same joint; sometimes (twice in the accom-

panying figure) two bristles are found close to each other on the same joint. The end comb

consists of a moderate or a rather large number of rather strong teeth, some fairly long distal

teeth, finely serrated on either side and rounded distally and some shorter and bare proximal

teeth, cut off rather sharply distally. The part of the wall of the limb that is enclosed by the

end comb is very much thickened and powerful; the part dorsally of the end comb is developed

as a large and powerfid chitinized jaw'-like process, which moves freely and is furnished distally,

on the side that is turned in the direction of the end comb, with a series of powerful teeth. On

account of this the distal part of this limb gets an appearance very like the head of a fish. The

,,upper jaw", the part of this limb on which the end comb is fixed like a set of teeth, can

evidently be pressed a little downwards by the posterior longitudinal muscles of the limb;

a fold of chitin, which goes from the ,,corner of the mouth" ventero-proximally to an articulation

knob situated somewhat below half the height of the ,,head", shows the place where the bend

takes place (cf. fig.
22 of M. (C.) acuminata). The compression of the .,jaws" takes place by

means of an exceedingly powerful paired muscle, which rises up proximally somewhat proximally

of the ,,lower jaw" and is fixed distally to the wall of the limb, ventrally of the proximal teeth
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in the end comb. (It seems certain, however, that the nu'cliaiiisin ol tlic jaws is more complicated

than is described here, but rortain results with reoaid t,, this (jucstion seem impossible to attain

with preserved material; the ,,lower jaw" can, as has been stated above, certainly move f|uit('

freely, and, in spite of this, it is not moved by special muscles fixed directly on it.)

Furca: — The lamellae are elongated. The number of claws is about five or six.

There is no distinct division into main and secondary claws.

The u p p e r 1 i p has three fields of glands, one unpaired, directed forward and tlown-

ward, forming a rather high process, cut off somewhat obliquely distally, and two paired fields,

directed somewhat more ventrally and situated distally on two fang-lilce processes. Between

the upper lip and the frontal organ there is an unjjaired jirocess.

The r o d - s h a p e d organ is rather well developed but short.

The paired eyes are well developed.

Remarks: — The description given above is based chiefly on the form described below Basis nf the

and M. (C.) asymmetrica (G. W. MtiLLEii), the only species of this sub-genus which are described
' ' " ' ' '^'

in detail.

This sub-genus was established, as is seen above, by (1. S. Bkadv in his work of 1!J02 a.
'' '^^ -'^'"'A'/"-

The following diagnosis is given, loc. cit. p. 187: ,,Like Cypridina, except as to the three pairs

of maxillae. The first pair form a simple, elongated, triarticulate liml), which bears at its

distal extremity several strongly pectinated claws and setae; to the basal joint is attax;hed a

small single-jointed trisetose palp. The second maxilla is in general built like that of Philomedes

or Cypridina, but the principal masticating processes are armed with blunt nodular marginal

teeth; third maxilla without the hatchet-shaped lobe of Cypridina, which is replaced by a

digitiform prolongation, retaining, however, something of the hatchet-shape."

A comparison will show that there is no great agreement between this (to say the least

of it) strange description and the new description I have given above of the sam(> unit. Tliis

lack of agreement seems, however, at least to some extent, to be due to mistakes on the part

of G. S. Brady. Thus, for instance, this author has overlooked the peculiar freely moveable

appendage of the maxilla from which the three endites issue. In the description of the second

endopodite joint of the sixth limb there are also certainly some mistakes; the two very large

posterior bristles, which are directed backwards and are closely covered witli hairs, w(>re ])re-

sumably situated so very close to each other (possibly they were also broken off distally) in

Brady's preparation that they have produced an appearance something like what this aiithor

has described and reproduced (loc. cit. pi. XXII, fig. 28). Whether the main tooth of the first

exopodite joint of the fifth limb has the ecj[uipment described by Brady I must leave undecided;

it does not seem impossible to me, however, that there is also a mistake with regard to this.

This explanation of G. S. BiiADY's peculiar statements has already been giv(>n by G. W. Mi'Ll.ioii,

1906 b, p. 13.

There scarcely seems to be any reason for seriously doubting that the species described below Certaim;/ of

by me really belongs to this sub-genus. In spite of many mistakes in the description and reproductioti
idenuftcanon.

of M. (C.) javus G. S. Buady has not quite succeeded in concealing the type of this species.

Dilfi'icDcrs in llic

livo drsrriplinns.
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Xiimher of species.

Function of the

maxilln.

nislribution.

Type sprcies.

1 havf obtaiiit'd conlirmatiim of tliis idctit iticat ion liv a ic-rxaminat ion ol ( he t vpc .specimen

i>f this specios of BHADY's (it is kept in the / o o 1 o
j;

i e a I i\l n s e ii m al (Op e ri h a
fx

e n).

Unfortunatoly only tlu' slieli is li'lt of this ini|)()rtant sppcinien; all llie oiliei' organs aic missing'.

As is shown by tlie lU'seription of the sub-genus given by me above, several mistakes were fimnd

in BHADY's description and figures. Contrary to wliat one would be iiu lined to expect from

BltAl>\'s statements, the type specimen exhibits a marked relationship to the species (h'seribed

by nie below.

In addition to .1/. (('.) javus there are certainly two oilier species belonging to this sul)-

genus. namely Cypridina Bairdi G. S. BliAUV (18(55, j). 387; pi. 62, fig. 7 and 1807. p. 88; ]>!.
IC,

figs. -Ji' ami 23) and Cifpridina asymmetrica G. W. Mi'LUOi; (Ifxxi b. p. N; pi. (i, figs. 1—12).

Of these two species, which are certainly very closely related to each other, tiie former is very

little known; the latter, on the other hand, is one of the better known representatives of this

sub-family. Both of them confirm the correctness of the new description of the sub-genus

I have given above.

On account of the incompleteness of the descriptions it is impossible to decide whether

any more of the species hitherto described are to be included in this group.

With regard to the function of the maxilla in this sub-genus it may be pointed out here

that the palp of this limb is certainly to be considered as an important organ of locomotion, wliile

the endites — as is usual in this sub-family
— are masticatory organs. This double functicm

is rendered possible by the fact that the palp and the part from which the endites issue are

capable of free motion independently of eacli otliei-.

All the forms of this sub-genus so far known come from the western j^art of tlie V a c i f i c.

(The locality of the type specimen is, however, unknown.)

Type species: M. (C.) javun, G. S. BliADY, 1902 a.

M. (Cypridinodes) acuminata n. sp.

De'^eription:
— Male: —

Shell: —
Length, 5,5 mm. Length : height, about 1,5 : 1; this applies to the left

valve, the right one is somewhat lower. Length : breadth, about 2:1. Seen f r o m t h e

side
(fig. 1), it has its greatest height at about the middle and the posterior part of the shell

is not, at least not perceptibly, larger than the anterior part. The dorsal and the ventral margins

are arched rather boldly and almost uniformly and evenly, the ventral margin is, however,

somewhat irregular, as it is somewhat pouting anteriorly; both join the anterior and tlie posterior

margins without corners. The posterior part of the shell forms, at about half the height of the

shell, a rectangular, pointed corner. The rostrum has anteriorly a strongly projecting but

broadly rounded corner; its ventral corner is narrowly rounded and strongly marked because

the ventral part of the anterior margin of the rostrum curves inwards rather decidedly. The

narrow and rather deep rostral incisur is characterized by having its posterior margin defined

from the ventral margin of the shell by a rather strongly marked corn(>r. Seen f r o m a b o v e
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the slu'll has its gieutost l)readtli at about the middle; its sides are evenly and uniformly curved;

the anterior and the posterior ends are of about the same type, rather narrowly rounded. The

surface of the shell has numerous very striking and rather large pores, but has

practically no hairs at all. It is almost (piite smooth, having small cavities only partly, at least

anteriorly, and with finely reticulate sculj^ture, especially on the rostrum. Seen fro m
inside (figs. 2 and 5): Medial bristles: On the rostrum there is a rather distinct row of fairly

long bristles running obliquely u^jwards and forwards. Most of these bristles are of about the

same type as is shown in fig. 4, in other words they are weakly bifurcated, the proximal part

on one side is furnished with rather powerful secondary spines, the distal part having short,

fine hairs. Some of these bristles are, however, more decidedly bifurcated, others are ([uite

simple; some are equipped with more powerful spines, others are almost smooth. The ventral

ones are not attached to a verruciform swelling. This row continues into a very dense row of

bristles running a short distance along the dorsal edge of the rostral incisur, the bristles of

which become more and more short and more and more powerfully equipped the more posteriorly

they are fixed (cf. fig. 3 for the three posterior bristles in this row). Apart from this row of

bristles there are on the rostrum a moderate number of what seem to be for the greater part

simple and bare, short or rather long bristles, scattered both in front of and behind the row.

The two bristles near the inner margin of the rostral incisur are rather short and powerful, and,

like the posterior bristles in the row on the rostrum, furnished with strong spines, fig. 3. Above

these, near the joining line, there is a single very small bristle; apart from these three there

are no bristles inside the incisur. On the list behind the incisur there is a dense row of long

bristles, of about the same type as is shown in fig. 4, and between these there are short, simple

bristles; this row of bristles becomes more and more sparse posteriorly, the bristles becoming at the

same time shorter and weaker, and even at a quarter of the way along the shell it practically ceases,

although a few short, simple bristles may be observed on the list along the whole posterior part

of the ventral margin of the shell. The posterior part of the list, inside of the posterior margin
of the shell (perhaps it does not constitute an imbroken continuation of the list along the

ventral margin of the shell; at any rate I did not succeed in observing any connection, cf. the

diagnosis of the sub-genus) is broad and has a dense row of about 30—40 rather long spine-like

formations, the exact shape and nature of which I have been unable to decide with certainty

on account of the lack of material. On the part between the list and the margin of the shell

there seem to be no bristles at all. On the rostrum the selvage is very narrow, extending only

very slightly beyond the margin of the shell; along the ventral side of the shell, on the other

hand, the selvage is very broad, and extends rather considerably beyond the margin of the

shell, especially along the posterior margin of the rostral incisur — the incisur is quite filled by

it — and along the anterior part of the ventral margin of the shell; it ends posteriorly at the

posterior corner of the shell. It has close, fine and uniform cross-striation and is even or

practically even at the edge, with only a faint indication of an extremely fine serration.

First antenna: — Third joint: The bristle on the anterior side is attached near

the proximal l)()Uiidary of the joint and is not quite as long as the anterior side of this joint;

the postero-distal bristle is somewhat shorter. The anterior bristle of the fourth joint is not
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Fig. LXI. — M. (Cypridinodes) acuminata n. sp., $.— \. Shell, seen from the side; 17,7 X. 2. Anterior part of the

right valve, seen from inside; 50 X. 3. The two bristles near the inner edge of the rostral incisur and the three inner

bristles in the row along the dorsal edge of the incisur; 500 X. 4. One on the bristles on the list just behind the

rostral incisur; 325 X. 5. Posterior part of tlu; right valve, seen from inside; 100 X.
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quite half the length of the following joint, the posterior bristle of this joint is still shorter.

The bristle of the sixth joint is about as long as the anterior bristle of the fourth joint, the

a-bristle of the seventh joint is about twice as long as this. All these bristles have short hairs

or are almost bare; the hairs on the a-bristle of the seventh joint are very coarse, almost

spine-like. The sensory bristle of the fifth joint is about as long as the anterior side of the six

distal joints. Of its thirteen sensory filaments — all of them without secondary spines
— the

nine proximal ones are relatively long
— about a third of the length of the bristle — and thick

in comparison with the distal ones; the three following ones are considerably shorter — about

a fifth of the length of the bristle — and narrower, and are attached considerably distally of

the former ones; the remaining filament is very short and narrow and is attached near the point

uf the bristle. Of the distal bristles the c-, f- and g-bristles are subequal and slightly shorter

than the anterior side of the seven distal joints, the b-bristle (measured to the point of its longest

distal filament) is about a third shorter than these three. The b-bristle (see fig. 13) has five

filaments. The proximal one of these (fig. 14) has no trace of any verruciform swelling distally

of the sucker (such as is found in, for instance, C. (Vargula) norvegica, see above, fig. 15 of this

species). Of the four other filaments on this bristle the three distal ones issue almost at the

same point, rather close to the point of the bristle, the fourth is fixed somewhat proximally of

the middle of the bristle. Two of the three distal filaments are bare and comparatively short

and narrow, the third is long and rather powerful
—

extending far beyond the point of the

bristle — like the one fixed somewhat proximally of the middle of the bristle. Of these long fila-

ments the proximal one is furnished distally with from nine to eleven, the distal one with eight

or nine, small suctorial organs, proximally of which one or two verruciform spines may be found.

The c-bristles has ten filaments altogether. The proximal one of these is of the same type and

strength as the corresponding one on the b-bristle. Seven filaments are of the same type as

those of the f- and g-bristles (see below) but are bare or with only a few very short, fine secondary

spines. Proximally of these seven filaments and between nos. 2 and 3 of them we find two

long and rather powerful filaments (of the same type as the two last-mentioned filaments on the

b-bristle), the proximal one having distally nine or ten, the distal one eight or nine small suctorial

organs, proximally of which one or two short spines are foimd. The f-bristle has ten and the

g-bristle eleven filaments of moderate length; most of these filaments (fig. 12) have two kinds

of secondary spines, some, about two or three, strong and scale-shaped, the others short and tine;

the distal filaments are either furnished only with secondary spines of the latter kind or else

they are quite bare. The simple sensory bristles d and e are subequal and somewhat less than

a third of the length of the last-mentioned bristles. Pilosity: The second joint has numerous

transverse rows of short, fine hairs on both the anterior and the posterior sides. Apart from

these this antenna is bare.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: Length, about 1,6— 1,7 mm. The

medial-distal bristle is short, being about as long as the shorter of the proximal bristles of the

first endopodite joint; it is bare or almost so. The exopodite has about the following

proportion between the joints:

I : II : III : I\ : A' : VI : \ 11 : VIII : IX = 31 : 6 : 3 : 3 : 2 : 2 : 2 : 2 : 1,

Zoolut;. bidray. Uppsala. Suppl.-Iid. I. 43
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In other words the first joint is rather consideraMy lonyer tlian the total lonp;th of ;ill (lie followin;^

joints, the second joint is about as long as tin- next two joints |)ut tn^ctlicr. The luistlc ol' the

second joint is somewhat longer than the eight distal joints and is fuinislicd ventrallv with

about seventeen or eighteen strong secondary teeth, dorsally with ,i somewhat, smaller number

of weak aiul short ones. The projiortion between the length oi ihe longest natatory bristles

and that of the whole exopodite is about three to two. The natatory bristles are furnished with

broad, well developed natatory hairs. The end joint has inur bristles of which the dorsal

one is about as long as the total length of the six or seven distal joints ajid is I'uriiisluMl with

well developed long natatory hairs. The second to the ninth joints have powerful and rather

long conical basal spines, which decrease somewhat in length the more proximally they are

situated, the one on the second joint being rather small, those on the fourth to the eighth joints

are equal to or even exceed the length of the following joint. The endopodite is well

developed and is of exactly the type reproduced for C. (Vargula) norvegica. The first joint has

a group of foiu' bristles proximally, one of which is somewhat more than twice the length of

the three others and is somewliat shorter than the second joint; this joint has, in addition,

ventrallv at the middle a single bristle, which is somewhat longer than the longest proximal one.

The second joint has veutero-distally a single bristle, which is not quite as long as the end joint.

This bristle, like the two long ones on the first joint, has short hairs; the three short proximal

ones are bare. The distal bristle of the end joint is not quite twice as long as the endopodite.

M a n d i b 1 e (fig. 6) :
— Pro t o p o d i t e : The endite on the coxale has very

numerous spines; it is weakly bifurcated distally; the tw^o distal points are somewhat, though

ordy rather slightly, coarser than the other spines and like these they are smooth. Basale:

This has seven bristles ventrally: two a-bristles, one b-bristle, two c-bristles and two d-bristles.

Of these the a-, b- and c-bristles are very short; the longer of the d-bristles is about as long

as the second endopodite joint, the other is about V4—Vs of this length. Of the three dorsal

bristles the proximal one is attached a short distance in front of the middle of the joint

and is somewhat shorter than the longest d-bristle; the longest distal bristle is about as

long as or somewhat longer than the mentioned d-bristle, the other distal bristle is less than

half the length of its neighbouring bristle. All three are of the same type as the long

d-bristle, i. e. they have long secondary bristles arranged in irregular wreaths and

have short hairs distally. The exopodite is about as long as the dorsal side of the

first endopodite joint; of its two bristles the proximal one is of about the same length

and type as the shorter of the distal bristles situated dorsally on the second protopodite joint;

the distal one, on the other hand, is very short, extending only slightly beyojid the point of the

exopodite, and has short, stiff hairs situated very close together distally. Endopodite:
Of the foiir ventral bristles on the first joint the two longest are of about the same type as the

long bristles on the second protopodite joint, i. e. they have long secondary bristles arranged
in irregular wreaths; the two others have short hairs. Second joint: On the anterior side there

are a great number of bristles of different types. Some of these, about eighteen, are more or

less long; among these there are some which have long, stiff secondary bristles arranged

in irregular wreaths, distally of which there are close (as in the specimen shown in
fig. 7) or
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Fi^'. LXII. — M. (Cypridinodes) acuminata n. sp., i^.
— 6. Left mandible, seen from inside; 65 X. 7. One of the longer

bristles on the anterior side of the second ondopodite joint of the mandible; 265 X. 8 and 9. Two kinds of cleaning
bristles on the second endopodite joint of the mandible; 570 X. 10. The distal part of the right mandible, seen

from outside: 265 X. 11. Median eye and rod-sb;iped organ; 100 X.
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spai'so short, liui' liairs; otlicrs. t's|)C(ially those situ.iii'd iiioif distally, have only short,

fine hairs or aro almost haro. In aihlition thon- arc huiihtoiis short, oloanitiif bristlos, all

of alumt tin* sanii' Icn^ith, of two typos, 22—25 of thiMii with :in rxt irnicK line imd dense

ilouhlt* j)octination (ti<;. S; drawn as smooth in lie. (i). and a smaller rnnnlier. alioul six or seven,

with very powerful double distal pectination (tifj;. !•: the spines are shown in
ii^f. (i). On tlic

posterior edge this joint has. in addition, .somewhat distallv of the middle, two bristles, both

of the same type, rather short, bare and spine-like, nnc of them sitiiat(>d somewhat di.stallv of

the other. Near the posterior distal boundary of the joint there are also two smooth, straight,

spine-like bri.stles (fig. 10), situated at the side of each other; the lateral one of these is about as

strong as the two last-mcntinncd bri.stles, but somewhat shorter lliaii these, the medial one is

considerably stronger and is aliout twice as long as the lateral one. The small end joint (fig. 10) is,

especially posteriorly, very strongly chitinized. Of its bristles the two middle ones, the main

claws, are extremely powerful, but short, being only about a fifth of the length of the second

endopodite joint, and very strongly serrated along the proximal two-thirds of their length; (for

practical reasons this serration is only drawn on one of these claws in the adjoining figure);

of these two claws the lateral one is rather considerably shorter than the medial one. The

two anterior ones, somewhat different in length from each other, are rather considerably shorter

than the middle claws, weak and quite bare. Of the three posterior bristles, all bare, two are

somewhat weaker than the two anterior ones, one of them being about as long as the longest,

the other as long as the shortest, of the main claws; the third one of these bristles is very short.

Pilosity: The first endopodite joint has short hairs dorso-distally, the second endopodite joint

has posteriorly groups of short, fine hairs placed transversally.

Maxilla (fig. 15):
— Protopodite (fig. 16): First endite: The bristles on the

only specimen of this species I have had the opportunity of examining were defective; ten strong,

subecjual bristles of moderate length were observed. All of them were furnished with rather

numerous long, stiff secondary bristles; on the two (originally there were presumably three) inner

ones the secondary bristles continued right to the point of the bristles, on the others they

stopped a short distance from it. Of the latter three were trifurcated distally and five had

a simple strong point. Of the latter five one was smooth distally, the others were furnished with

powerful distal secondary teeth. The second endite has seven rather powerful, subequal, moder-

ately long bristles. All of them, except the one next to the outermost one, seem to be furnished

at the middle with long, stiff secondary bristles; the four outer ones are pectinated distally,

the three inner ones are smooth distally. The third endite has five moderately powerful distal

bristles, of which the outer one is imusually long, about twice as long as the next outer one;

the rest are moderately long, the inner one being somewhat shorter than the others. The inner

bristle has short hairs; the outer one has, along a large part of its length, rather numerous, long

and comparatively flexible secondary bristles and is extremely finely pectinated distally. The

three remaining ones of these bristles have a moderate number of long, stiff secondary bristles

at the middle, and are pectinated distally, the pectination on the inner one of them is, however,

very weak. The proximal bristle on the outside of this endite is about half the length of the

outside of the process and has .short hairs. The dorsal bristle of the coxale is attached at abont
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Fie:. I-XIII. — ill. (Cj/pridiiwdes) acuminata n. sp. <?.
— 12. A part of the c-hristle of the fir.st antpnna with tiie fifth

filament; 480 X. I'f. The b-brisllc on the first antenna; 105 X. 14. The proximal filament on the last-mentioned

bristle; 400 y. 1.'). Maxilla: 62 X. 16. The endites of the maxilla; 96 X. 1". Distal part cif the left maxilla, seen

from inside; 165 X.
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tli(> iniddlt' of tlu' juinl ami has slmil hairs; it is aliout as h)iit; as 1 he next In the (iiitci'iunsl

of the distal bristh's nii the third ciiditf. The liiistic dti the b()iindar\' Ixtwccii ihi- liasaic and

tho lirst i'i\do|)i>diii> joint is ratlior sliort, al)out as \ou^, as the proximal liiisth' (ni the ()utsi(h'

of thi' third eiulito. and has short hairs. Thr > x n p o d i t c is very small, almost verni<il'(irm,

and is disphu'i'd distally almost to the midtile of the Un\^ tirst (^iidopoditc joint. Of its three

bristles the two distal ones are subequal and about half tlu" length of the first endopodite joint;

the proximal one is only about a quarter of the length of i he distal ones. One of the distal ones is

sparsely furnished with long hairs, the other is bare; tlie short proximal one has short hairs.

K n d (1 p o d i t e: The tirst joint has mimerous transversal creases on its outside; one of these

creases, somewhat distally of the exopodite, seems to extend across the joint; it can, however-.

scarcely be considered as an indication of a further division of this joint. The 2)ostero-distal

part of this joint is not strongly chitinized nor developed as a cutting edge. Distally this joint

has (fig. 17) two bristles on the anterior edge (denoted by x in the figure), one rather long and

powerful, somewhat bent into the shajse of a claw distally and having there a thick cushion

of fine, soft hairs, the other considerably weaker and only about half the length of the former

one and furnished at the middle with a few long, stiff secondary bristles. On the posterior

edge there are three bristles distally (denoted by y in the figure). Two of tiiese are of about

the same length and strength as the longer of the two on the anterior edge and are very strongly

pectinated distally, the third is weak, bare and only a little more than half the length of the two

former ones. The end joint (fig. 17) has thirteen bristles: Four a-bristles, of which the next to

the posterior one is of about the same type and size as the two powerful posterior distal bristles

of the first endopodite joint, but with a still better developed pectination, the three others are

somewhat shorter, rather weak, and bare. There seems to be no doubt that the other nine

bristles on this joint are to be homologized with the groujjs of b-, c- and d-bristles on the end

joint of other forms of this sub-family which are described in this work; this homologization

is made very difficult, however, by the fact that the bristles are situated very close together

and are somewhat displaced. The attempt at homologization, the result of which is seen in

the accompanying figure 17, cannot be taken as quite certain, although there is a rather great

probability that it is correct. If this homologization is used, these bristles are developed as

follows: Three b-bristles, two of which are of the same type as the longest a-bristle, one almost

as long as this bristle, the other somewhat shorter; the remaining b-bristle is only about a third

or a half of the length of the shorter of the two former b-bristles, rather weak and weakly

pectinated. Three c-bristles, the two posterior of which are subequal and also of the same

type as the longest a-bristle, but not quite half the length of this bristle; the third, the anterior

one, is very short, almost reduced and only w^eakly pectinated. Three d-bristles, subequal and

of about the same type and length as the shorter of the two long b-bristles. Pilosity: The inside

of the first endite has some fine hairs, the outside of the third endite has very close, fine hairs.

The palp and the exopodite, on the other hand, are smooth.

Fifth limb: — Protopodite: The first endite has eight powerful bristles

of moderate length. The proportion between these bristles is about what is showh in fig. 19

of C. (Vargida) norvegica, but bristles nos. 3 and 5, counting from the anterior side of the limb.

I



Fig. LXIV. — M. (Cypridinodes) acuminata n. sp., (J.
— 18. Second endile oi tlie protopoditc of the fifth limb; 352 X.

19. Distal part of Hip oxopodito of the right fifth limb, seen from in front; 105 X. 20. Right sixth limb, seen from

inside; 74 X. 21. Seventh limb; 96 X.
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are rolativoly simu'what long(>r than in this limirc. Those iwd ln-istlcs have at the innhllc a few

WToaths of long, powerful secomlaiy luistli's and aic liai'i' distally; []\v dtlicr l)ristles arc furnished

-.listally with similar sceondary l)ristK\s. here too arraufjied more or k'ss distinctly in wreaths.

Second cndite (tijj. IS): The five inner l)ristk>s are inoderatelv loiit,'. the miihlh^ oties heiiiji; some-

what sliortcr tlian the outer ones, ami powerful, the posterior one l)eiiij; somewhat more powerful

than the rest. On the specimen that was investi«;ated ])y me all these bristles, except the

posterior one. were furni.shed at the middle with one or a few wr(>aths ot lonn, stilf seeondary

bristles; the posterior bristle has no such wreath at all or (inly a reduced one. represented by

a few short seconilarv bristles (see the drawing), liristles nt)s. 1 and 2, counting from tlie front,

were almost bare distally, only furnished with a few rather weak spines; no. 3 was sharply

serrateil distally; no. 4 was strongly pectinated; no. 5 was furnished near the point with rather

few very powerful secondary teeth, proximally of which there were some weaker ones. The

bristle on the anterior side of this process was moderately long and had short hairs. The seven

bristles of the third endite are powerful and moderately long; the proportion between them is

about the same as is shown in fig. 21 of C. (Vargula) norvegica. Bristles nos. 1, 3, 6 and 7,

counting from the anterior side of the limb, are furnished at the middle with a wreath of long, stiff

secondary bristles, the other bristles have no such secondary bristles. Bristle no. 1 is weakly

pectinated distally; bristles nos. 2 and 4 are strongly pectinated distally; bristles nos. 3 and 5

are sharply serrated distally; bristles nos. 6 and 7 are very strongly pectinated distally. The

distal spine of the protopodite is of moderate size, fig.
li). The e p i p o dial

|)
late has

71 to 73 bristles, all with long hairs almost right to their points. The exopodite has four

joints. First joint: The main tooth is composed of seven constituent teeth, which have about

the same equipment as is shown in fig. 22 of C. (Vargula) norvegica. On the posterior side of

this joint close to the main tooth there is a single bristle of about the same length and type as

this bristle in the figure mentioned oi C. (Vargula) norvegica. On the anterior side of this joint

there are four bristles, which have about the same position and types as in the above-mentioned

species; the third, counting from the inside, is, however, somewhat shorter relatively and has short

hairs or is almost bare; the two inner ones are perhaps somewhat more powerful. The second

joint has three a-bristles, ten b-bristles, one c-bristle and one d-bristle. The a- and b-bristles

are somewhat more powerful than the corresponding bristles in C (Vargula) norvegica (cf. fig. 22

of this species). The c- and d-bristles
(fig. 19) are about as long and strong as in the species

mentioned and of about the same type as each other, having close long and soft hairs at the

middle and short hairs distally. The third joint is very small (fig. 19). its outer lobe even

almost completely reduced. The inner lobe has four bristles distally; these are rather weak,

have short hairs or are almost bare; two of them are moderately long, subequal; one is a little

more than half as long as these, the fourth, the outer one, is quite short. Postero-proximally

this lobe has, in addition, a bristle of about the same length as the shortest of the distal ones.

The outer lobe has two bristles, one of moderate length and with short hairs and one, the outer

one, very short, almost reduced, naked or almost naked. The end joint is moderately large

and somewhat rounded; it has five moderately long bristles distally, of somewhat different

lengths. They either have only short hairs or one or a few of them have, in addition, a moderate



Fig. LXV. — M. (Cypridinodes) acuminata n. sp., ^J.
— 22. Distal part of tlie seventh limb; 312 X. 23. Right penis,

seen from inside; 160 X. 24. Left penis seen from outside; 160 X (
Holh penes drawn as if they were senii-transparenl).

25. Furea (the secondary teeth of the claws are not drawn); 40 X- 26. Ujiper lip; 96 X-

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd 1. 44
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minibcr of long stiff secondary bristlos at tlu' niiildlc. I'ildsity: Tlir (nitcr Inlic of llir lliinl

twopodito joint and the ond joint liav(< at parts suit haiis.

Sixth 1 i in h (Hg. i2U):
- 1' r n t o p u d i t i-: Tlio iirst cndilc has one ratlier long

and jioworfvd distal bristle, furnished witli simic wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles and,

in addition, with two shmt. pluiimiis medial bristles. The secniid cnditi' has I lure distal liristles;

two of these an- rather long and ]i(iw(tI'u1 and I'uniishi'd at tln' iniddlc with l<ing, stilT

secondary bristles, the dorsal oni' with short hairs distally, the ventral one rather strongly

pectinated distally; the thirtl is very short and liare or almost so. This endite has, in addition.

two moderately long, phinious, medial bristles. The thiril endite has three distal bristles, two ol

which are rather long and powerful, with long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle and short

hairs dist-ally, the third is rather sliort and has short hairs; in addition this endite has a moderately

long medial bristle, which is plumous at the middle. The e p i

])
o d i a 1 a p p e n d a g e of

the protopodite is represented by five rather short bristles, which are bare or almost bare.

E X o p o d i t e: The endite of the first joint has the same ecpiipment of bristles as the preceding

endite; the ventral distal bristle, is, however, somewhat longer. The second exopodite joint

has 32 bristles ventrally (the same number on both the right and the left limbs of the only

specimen that was investigated); a number of these bristles are displaced rather far from the

ventral edge up on the inside of the joint; there is no pronounced gap between the posterior

bristles and the others. The two posterior bristles, as is pointed out in the diagnosis of the sub-

genus, are very large, directed backwards and furnished with long, soft hairs situated close

together along their whole length. The other bristles are of different lengths, some rather long,

some short, and of different types, some with long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle and short

hairs distally, some with only short hairs; the long secondary bristles are only weakly arranged

in wreaths; the short-haired bristles are usually the shortest. Pilosity: On the inside the limb

has close, short, fine hairs; the second exopodite joint has latero-ventrally only groups of extre-

mely short and fine hairs, but distally these hairs become somewhat longer.

Seventh limb (figs. 21 and 22):
— This is very long, being almost as long as the

shell. Cleaning bristles: Concentrated ventero-distally there are from 17 to 20 bristles varying

somewhat in length; a few of the distal ones are moderately long or rather short; then there are

a few rather long ones; the rest are moderately long or short; these bristles are furnished with

from one to seven bells. On one side of the limb, proximally of and near the end comb, there

are two moderately long bristles situated close to each other and fiirnished with five or six bells.

In addition there are 15—19 ventral and thirty dorsal bristles scattered irregularly; these vary

somewhat in length; some are rather short, usually furnished with three (in exceptional cases

with oidy one or two) bells, some rather longer, usually with five (in exceptional cases four)

bells. The bells are cut off transversaUy distally; the tongue of the distal bell is cut off very

obliquely (of about the same type as that shown in figs. 27 and 28 of C. (Macrocypridina) castanea).

Proximally of the bells the cleaning bristles are smooth. The end comb consists of eleven or

twelve distal teeth and on each side of these eight proximal teeth. Round the distal half of the

„lower jaw" at about equal distances from each other there are twelve simple, conical, pointed,

bare and rather long and strong teeth.
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Penis: — This is constructed according to tlie type tliat is characteristic for this sub-

family. For details see the accompanying figures 23 and 24.

F u r c a (fig. 25) :
— This has six claws, the five posterior ones decreasing fairly uniformly

and strongly in length and strength the more proximally they are situated. All the claws are

well defined from the lamella except no. 2, which is entirely united to this. Proximally of the

claws the furca is smooth.

Upper lip (fig. 26) :
— The unjiaired upper glandular field is rather large and has

numerous pegs of about eqiial size (= the mouths of the glands). The two paired ventral ones

are moderately large. The fang-like processes on which the latter are situated issue dorsally

from two rather large, wing-like processes, which are cut transversally off distally and there

(ventrally of the fang-like processes) coarsely serrated, having about twelve or thirteen teeth.

(It is to be observed that no glands have their moviths on these teeth.) The outside of the fang-like

jirocesses has a dense longitudinal row of bristles at about the middle. These bristles hang

down like drapery; the proximal ones of them are about as long as th6 height of the processes

{)roximally, rather broad proximally, narrowing distally and most frequently split at this part;

the others decrease in length and breadth the more distally they are situated on the processes.

Ventrally the fang-like processes are furnished thickly with fine more or less short hairs and

dorsally they have groups of short, stiff hairs as well. The upper lip has groups of short,

stiff hairs proximo-ventrally as well. The protuberance dorsally of the upper lip is small.

The rod -shaped organ (fig. 11) is very short and thick, somewhat drawn in

distally, so as to seem sharply truncated with a small projecting distal knob, the point of the organ.

The lateral eyes are very large.

The back of the body has strong transverse folds.

No female is known.

Remarks: — Even with regard to the shell this species is distinguished so markedly from Differences from

the other species of this sub-genus that there is no danger of any confusion. In the case of
' ' ''

none of the species M. (G.) favus, M. (C.) Bairdi and M. (C.) asymmetrica is there information

of any shell longer than 3 mm., while the species described above is no less than 5,5 mm. long.

The shape and sculpture of the shells are also very different.

The relationship between these species is impossible to decide because of the incompleteness Relationship of the

(it preceding descriptions.

Habitat: — A u s t r a 1 i a :

Cape Jaubert (type locality); depth: 25 m.; 13. VII. 1911: one mature male

(coll. E. MJOBERG).

species.
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Sub-Family Philomedinae.

Sub- Fa 111. Phihmedimie (part.), (i. W. Mi'i.M;i;, litlii, p. 'Jl.

Why no description

of this sub-family if

tt'orkfd out.

Dificiencies in llic

description of the

genus Philomedes.

yiunber of genera.

Reproduction of

Pseudophilomcdes,

Pleoschisma and

Telragonodon.

Reproduction of

Philomedes.

Diagnosis:
— Cf. (.'. W. MOllkh, loc. cit.

Remarks: — On account of the comparatively small miinbcr of species of this sub-family

that I liavc hail an opportuiiitv of investigating closely, it has not seemed convenient to me

to give in this connection a more detailed descri])ti()n of the sub-family than the one quoted

above, worked out by G. \Y. MVlAAin. Such a description would, in any case, be very uncertain

because of the uncertainty and incompleteness of the diagnoses and descriptions of the forms

hitherto given.

A natural consequence of this is that several of the characters that in the present treatise

are included in the description of the gomis Philomedes are certain to be characters of the sub-family.

Five genera of this sub-family have so far been established viz.:

PIiilo7)iedes, \V. Lii.L.iEnoRG, 1853,

Pleoschisma, G. S. Bn.vrjY, 1890,

Pseudophilomedes, G. W. MtlLLER, 1894,

Telragonodon, G. S. Brahv and A. M. NORMAN, 189(5.

Paramekodon, ,, ,, ,, ,, „ ,, ,, ,,

In his svnoptic work of 1912 G. W. MUller approves of only two of these five genera,

viz. Philomedes and Pseudofhilomedes. The genera Pleoschisma and Telragonodon are in this

work included under the genus Philomedes; Paramekodon is identified with Pseudophilomedes.

Unfortunately the descriptions of the species that are included in the genera Pleoschisma

and Telragonodon are very incomplete and presumably partly incorrect. It seems to me rather

probable, however, that this procedure of G. W. MULLER's is to be considered premature at

least in one point. As far as I can see at least the species included under Pleoschisma rejiresent

so different a type that they must be dealt with as a special genus. With regard to Telragonodon

it does not seem impossible to me that it must be regarded as a special unit, perhaps as a sub-

genus of the genus Philomedes. These questions can, however, only be decided after a renewed

investigation of these forms. — In the identification of Paramekodon with Pseudofhilomedes

MCLler certainly is correct.

Oecology of reproduclion:
— With regard to the phenomena connected with the repro-

duction nothing at aU is known about the species described under the names of Pseudophilomedes,

Pleoschisma and Telragonodon.

The reproductive oecology of the genus Philomedes (sensu meo) has some very interesting

peculiarities to show.

In the following exposition of some of these phenomena in the last-mentioned genus

attention will chiefly be paid to a single species, Ph. (Ph.) globosa (W. LILLJEBORG), This

seemed convenient to me partly because of the great part this species has played in the investi-
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gation of this probltMn, partly because this species was the onl}' one of this genus of which

there was ample material at my disposal.

I shall first give a resume of the history of the investigation of this species with a few Hisionj of

, , , ,
, . Ph. (Ph.) elobosa.

remarks about other species.

The female was described in 1853, p. 171 by W. LILLJEBORG and was placed by this

author in the previously known genus Cypridina. In the same treatise, p. 176, an additional

new Cypridinid was described, which had been found at the same locality as the former

one. On account of the far-reaching differences that this form showed from all other species

of this group then known to this author, it was established as a representative of a new genus,

Philomedes.

In 1865 G. 0. Sars, pp. 109 and 110, gave Cypridina globosa as a representative of a

new genus, Bradycinetus. At the same time this author gave some interesting oecological

information about this species. On pp. Ill and 112 in the work mentioned we read as follows:

,,Jalmindelighed har jeg fundet Borsterne paa de nedre Antenner, saaledes som de ogsaa ere

fremstillede paa LiLLJEBORGs Figur, meget korte, aftagende i Laengde mod Spidsen samt

ucilierede. Kun hos enkelte Individer, der forresten i et og alt stemme med de andre, finder

man den maerkelige Afvigelse, at de til de 5 sidste Led faestede Barster ere saerdeles staerkt

forlaengede og altsaa skikkede til Svemning. Herpaa blev jeg forst ganske ved et Tilfaelde

opmaerksom. Blandt en Del Exemplarer, jeg havde staaende i et Glas Sovand saa jeg nemlig

til min Forbauselse, et Individ pludselig opgive den traege krybende Bevaegelse, som jeg

ifolge de nedre Antenners Bygning havde anseet som den eneste mulige for denne Slaegt og

med en eiendommelig rullende Bevaegelse gjore en kort Udflugt op fra Bunden af Glasset.

Ved Unders0gelsen af dette Exemplar befandtes som jeg havde ventet de nedre Antenner for-

synede med lange fjaerede Svommeborster. Paa Grund af denne Ulighed troede jeg, at

Exemplaret muligens kunde vaere en Han, men fandt ikke dette bekraeftet ved den anatomiske

Unders0gelse. Senere har jeg blandt mine Spiritusexemplarer fundet flere saadanne for Sv0m-

ning skikkede Individer og har overbevist niig om, at de ligesaavel som de med korte Borster

forsynede ere Hiinner. Heller ikke er denne Ulighed afhaengig af Alderen, da jeg saavel har

fundet UJige som aeldre Individer paa denne Maade iidrustede. Fuldkommen lignende har

jeg ogsaa fundet Forholdet has folgende Art." (= Philomedes (Ph.) Lilljehorgi) ,,Hos enkelte

Individer, som jeg, uagtet jeg ikke har kunnet opdage nogen tydelige Copulationsorganer,

maa anse for Hanner, vise disse Organer endnu en maerkelig Eiendommelighed, idet den kortere

Gren (Bigrenen) er betydelig starre end hos Hunnerne og forsynet med et langagtigt mem-

branost med 2 korte Borster forsynet Endeled, der aldeles mangier hos Hunnerne."*

* The following translation is (with a few corrections) reproduced from O. S. Brady, 1868 b, p. 467:

„I have mostly found the setae of the lower antennae, as represented in Ijilljeborg's figure, very short, decreasing in length
towards the apex, and non-plumose. Only in a few specimens" (G. S. Brady writes: but in one individual . . . .) ,,which

in other respects agree with th(! rest, one finds a remarkable variation, the setae attached to the last five joints being
much elongated, and adapted for swimming. My attention was first drawn to this as follows. Among several

specimens which I had in a glass of sea-water, I saw, to my surprise, one individual suddenly abandon its slow,

creeping movement, which, from the structure of the lower antennae, I had alone thought possible for this genus

and, with a peculiar rolling movement, give a short i)ound upwards from the bottom of the glass. On examination

of the animal, I found that the lower antennae w-ere ai'nu>d with long swimming-setae. On account of lliis pcrnliarily.
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Philoitit'dt's ( Ph.) longicornis is niciititnicd in tin- smiiic trr.itisc Iiy (!. O. (^\i;s as Ix'iiin;

fiHiiul. tli(>uj:li rarely. l)()tl> in th<' mud nf thr liollmii aii<l in the |ilaiikt(in.

In IStil) tlu< saino autlmr put lorwaiil llu' uolabK- su|j|)i)situ)u lliat Jiritdi/ciiit/us (jUibitsiis

and PliilometU's (Ph.) longicornis wero iVmalos and males of the same species, which he calh'd

/'//. glolxKiu.'i. Tims, according to the stateiiiful in this \v(iil<. tiiis species has two kinds of males.

Ph. (Ph.) longicornis and the form that is distinguished lium the iVmah-s by a powerful

development of the endopodite of the second antenna, and two kinds ol females, those with

short and those with long natatorv bristles on the exopodite of the second antenna. — This

autlior observed the same conditions in a closely-related species. Ph. (Ph.) Lil/jchon/i.

It is certainly true that for a short time Bnulycineius globosus and Philomcdcs (Ph.)

longicornis were still looked upon as belonging to two separate genera, as, for instance, in

G. S. Brady's work of 1871, which is exceptionally inconsistent in dealing with this problem;
the reasons in support of G. 0. Sars's supposition were, however, so strong that this author's

view that we are concerned with males and females of the same genus and even of the same

species was very soon completely accepted.

In his large monograjjli on the Ostracods of the Gulf of Naples G. W. MtlLLER,

at the same time as be affirms the union of the genera Bradycinetus and Philomedes, puts forward

a new view with regard to the dimorphism that G. 0. Sars had pointed out among males and

females. On this ML'LLER writes, p. 187 : „Die Fragen, die sich nach dem Gesagten an Philo-

medes kniipfen
—

Zusammengehorigkeit der Gattiingen Bradycinetus und Philomedes, Existenz

von zweierlei $ bei B. — beantworten sich an der Hand der Entwicklungsgeschichte, resp. mit

Hiilfe von Zuchtversuchen sehr einfach dahin, daB 1) Bradycinetus als ? oder als Jugendform
zu Philomedes als cj gehort; daB 2) die Individuen mit kurzen Schwimmborsten lediglich Jugend-

stadien der ^ oder $ mit langen Schwimmborsten sind.

Die Beobachtimgen, auf welche ich diese Satze griinde, sind kurz folgende. Es gelingt.

aus typischen Bradycinetus die (J von Philomedes zu ziehen, oder umgekehrt: die c? zeigcn bis

zum ELntritt der Geschlechtsreife in der Schale, sowie im Bau der 1. Antenne und der FreBwerk-

zeuge durchaus den Charakter der geschlechtsreifen ?. (In der Gestalt des Nebenastes der

2. Antenne und in der Pigmentierung des Auges bereiten die letzten Stadien des c? bereits die

secimdaren Geschlechtsmerkmale vor, was Sars in der oben citierten Stelle veranlaBt, von (S

von Bradycinetus zu sprechen.)

Fur den zweiten Satz vom sogenannten Dimorphismus der $ will ich folgende Beobach-

tungen geltend machen. Nie ist es mir gelungen, bei einem Weibchen mit kurzen Schwimmborsten

I thought that the specimen mif,'ht possiljly he a male, hut diJ not fiiiil this surmise borne out l)y anatomiial exami-

nation. 1 have since found amongst my jireserved specimens many individuals llius fitted for swimming and have con-

vinced myself that they like those with the short setae are females." (Brady's translation is not quite correct here.

He writes: ,,.... and have convinced myself that those with the short setae are females"). „The peculiarity is not

one of age merely, for I have found it in both young and old individuals. I have noticed it also in another species."

[Ph. (Ph.) Lilljeborgi) ,,In a few' specimens" [Bkadv writes: ,,In this single example (which though . . . etc.)", an

incorrect translation which destroys the whole meaning of Sars's expDsitio i.]' (which though I could not

satisfactorily detect the copulative organs, I must take for males) the lower antennae show another marked jjcculiarity,

the shorter branch being much larger than in the female, and having an elongated membranous tiMiiiinal joint armed

with two short setae, which is entirely wanting in the females."
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Eier odcr ciu cntwickeltes Receptaculiim seminis zii finden (aiioh Sars erwahnt iiichts von

Eiern); sammtliche Jugendformen von Philomedes, vom 1. Stadium beginnend, haben kurze

Schwimmborsten, sind unfiihig zu schwimmen; verschiedenfach habe ich aus Thieren mit kurzen

Schwimniborsten ? mit langen Schwimmborsten gezogen. Was Sars zu der Annahme eines

Dimorpliismus gefiilirt hat, ist wohl der geringe Grol3enunterschied zwischen den geschlechtsreifen

Thieren unci den letzten Jugendstadien und weiter der Umstand, daB man die Jugendstadien

viel haufiger erhiilt als die geschlechtsreifen Thiere."

These statements of G. W. MUller's are based on investigations carried out (in tlie

three species Ph. (Ph.) interpuncta (W. BaIRD), Ph. (Ph.) aspera G. W. MOller and /'//. (Ph.)

levis G. W. MtJLLER, all occurring in the Mediterranean.

Afterwards this writer investigated very carefully the sjjecies that formed the basis of

G. 0. Sars's statements, namely Ph. (Ph.) (jlohosa. The exceedingly interesting results of this

investigation were given in a small essay of only five pages, found in ,,Mittheilungen aus dem

naturwissenschaftlichen Verein fur Neu-Vorpommern und Riigen in Greifswald", 1898. In

this essay we read as follows, pp. 42, 43: ,,Zu meiner groBen Ueberraschung fand ich bei einem

der ersten Thiere, das ich untersuchte, Eier im Brutraum und an der 2. Antenne kurze Borsten

— also ein geschlechtsreifes Weibchen mit kurzen Schwimmborsten, daneben andere mit langen

Schwimmborsten. Ich glaubte Sars Unrecht gethan zu haben, war einigermaBen begierig, die

Beziehimgen beider Formen zu einander kennen zu lernen, die ja sehr mannigfaltig sein konnten,

vieUeicht waren diese Weibchen mit kurzen Borsten Eier producirende Larven; hatte man es

mit einem Fall von Piidogenesis zu thim, oder handelte es sich wirklich um einen Fall von

Dimorphismus? An so viele Moglichkeiten ich auch nach der ersten fliichtigen Untersuchung

gedacht hatte, die Losung, die sich bei genavierer Untersuchung ergab, ist mir zunachst nicht

in den Sinn gekommen. Diese zeigte, daB bei den fraglichen Weibchen die Borsten der zweiten

Antenne nicht von Haus aus so kurz waren, daB sie vielmehr nachtraglich abgebrochen oder

abgebissen waren. Um eine zufallige Verletzung konnte es sich dabei unmoglich handeln;

Bruch einzelner Borsten war iibrigens solten; bei den fraglichen Thieren waren die Borsten stets

in ganz bestimmter Entfernung von der Spitze des AuBenastes und etwa in gleicher Hohe

abgeschnitten. Da die groBe Mehrzahl der geschlechtsreifen Weibchen (vergleiche die imten

gegebenen Zahlen) in dieser ganz typischen Art und Weise verletzt waren, scheint ein Zufall

vollstandig ausgeschlossen.

Von den Larven unterschieden sich die fraglichen Weibchen im Bau der zweiten Antenne

dadurch, daB einmal die Schwimmborsten nicht spitz, sondern stumpf, gerade abgeschnitten

endigten, daB ferner die Borsten der 4 letzten Glieder deutlich gefiedert, nicht wie bei den Larven

imgefiedert waren."

G. W. MULLER subjected a material amounting to 197 specimens to a careful investigation.

During this he discovered : - •

'

-

114 larvae with short natatory bristles

21 sexually mature males

15 ,, ,, females with long, unbroken natatory bristles

47 „ „ „ „ short, broken „ „
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The sexually inaturc fcmalos with lonj;, unbrokiMi natatory bristles had tio eggs at all

iu tho brood chainbor.

Of the sexually mature females witli short, broken natatory bristles

32 had eggs in tlie l)ni(ul thaniber

15 had no ,, ,,

On the basis of these facts this author makes the following statement, pp. 43, 44:

..leh kann da natiirlieh nur ^'ermuthungen geben, glaube aber, daO die folgende Hypothese einmal

mit den Thatsaehen wohl vereinbar, auch sonst einige Wahrseheinlicldveit fiir sich hat: Nach

der letzteu Hiiutung, mit der das Weibchen die langen, gefiederten Schwimmborsten erhalt,

tummelt es sich frei schwimmend im Wasser liis es cin Miinnchen trifft und begattet wird.

Darauf begiebt sich das Thier dauernd auf den Grand, um in Sand und Schlamm grabend seine

Nahrung zu suchen. Die Schwimmborsten liaben ihren Dienst gethan, sie sind bei der unter-

irdischen, grabenden Lobensweise in ganzem Umfang nur hinderlich, — so werden sie zum groBten

Theil entfernt, verniutidich mit Hiilfe dcs ersten Thoracalbcines (sog. 2. Maxille) abgebissen

(dafiir spricht die Lange der Stummel). Nach dieser Auffassung waren die Schwimmborsten

der Weibchen vergleichbar den Fliigeln der Geschlechtsthiere der Ameisen und Termiten, welche

bekamitlich ebenfalls nur zum Hochzeitsflug dienen, nach der Begattung abgeworfen werden."

He then adds: .,Wie steht es mm eigentlich mit dem von Sai^S behauj^teten Dimorphismus,
hat er Lar\^en oder verstiimmelte Weibchen als solche mit kurzen Borsten angesprochen. Un-

zweifelhaft beides, denn daB ihm Larven vorgclegen haben, erhellt aus seiner Beschreibung

der Borsten, die er als ungefiedert bezeichnet; andererseits miissen ihm auch verstiimmelte

Weibchen vorgelegen haben, da er sonst niclit die fraglichen Thiere mit aller Bestimmtheit

als Weibchen hatte ansprechen konnen."

Finally this writer states in this treatise that among the six species of the genus Philo-

medes that he had had an opportunity of investigating Ph. (Ph.) globosa is the only one in which

females with broken natatory bristles are found.

When about ten years later, however, he investigated the Ostracod material from

the ,,Deutsche Siidpolar-Expedition, 1901—3" he found the same oecological peculiarity in

another species of this genus, Ph. (Ph.) assimilis G. S. Brady, which occurs in the Antarctic. This

find caused him to make the following statement, 1908, p. 89: ,,t'T3erraschend ist die Tatsache,

daB wir denselben Gewohnheiten bei zwei Arten begegnen, von denen die eine die Arktis, die

andere die Antarktis bewohnt, daB in den zwischenliegenden Gebieten Formen mit iihnlichen

Grewohnheiten fehlen, wenigstens keimen wir keine, was allerdings nicht viel beweist. Doch

diirfte es sich hier nicht etwa um eine Konvergenzerscheinung handeln, vielmehr um ein Erbteil

einer gemeinsamen Stammform. Ich hetrachte Phiiomedesbrenda." (globosa) „{die arktische Form)
und Ph. assimilis als die nachsten Verwandten, besonders mit Riicksicht auf den Bau der Furca."

In his essay quoted above G. W. MOller does not touch on the important question

whether Ph. (Ph.) globosa had really been found swimming freely in the plankton. Perhaps

this writer did not know of any statements with regard to this. — Statements in this direction,

though only very few, were, however, to be found in the literature even before this author put

forward his hypothesis quoted above. Thus G. 0. Sars writes, 1865, in his work mentioned

I
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above, p. 108: ,,et eukelt Exemplar" (of Ph. (Ph.) longicornis, consequently a male) ,,togtes

ved Lofoten ganske naer Overfladen af Vandet".* — W. LiLLJBBORG mentions, 1876, p. 4:

..Nagra hanar hafva tagits i hafsytan vid 79" 56' N. och 15" 0., hvilket utvisar, att dessa med

sina mera an lionornas iitbildad(> simorganer aro rorligare an de sednare, och sannolikt ofta

simma upp till hafsytan, da deremot honorna halla sig vid bottnen".** — Finally C. W. S.

AURIVILLIUS in his work of 1896 states that this species (he does not say whether there were only

males or both males and females) was taken in the plankton in Baffin's Bay during July.

By the investigations carried out by the ,,Conseil permanent international pour I'explo-

ration de la mer" this species
— like a few others of this genus as well — has been observed

in the plankton on several occasions. C. Apstein, who in 1911 made an analysis of the plankton

tables founded on these investigations, arrived at the following results about Ph. (Ph.) globosa,

pp. 168 and 169: „Es ist zu erwarten, daB die Art nur wahrend der Zeit der Fortpflanzung mit

Planktonnetzen erhalten wird, in der iibrigen Zeit, da sie auf dem Boden lebt, gar nicht, oder

hochstens dicht iiber dem Boden.

So fand sich dieser s t r a c o d e 1907 Il.f Scff 23tt nur in 138 m (Boden), 1903

VIII. D. N. 9 nur in 450—300 m, vermutlich naher an 450 als 300 m. Sonst fand die Art sich

nur noch im Mai, in Planktonfangen, mit Ausnahme des ostlichen Skageraks:

Im Februar 1904 S. Sk. 1: m [- Tiefe des Bodens 200 m
122

55 >> )) '^ 55

5 5 5 5 jy '-*'"
5 5

115

Abgesehen vom ostlichen Skagerak und den beiden oben angefiihrten Fallen fand sich

Philomedes Brenda „(globosa)" war im Mai im Plankton von den Faeroer bis in das siidhche

Kattegat. Die Fange im Ocean im April
—Juni ergaben Exemplare der Art nur in Oberflachen-

fangen. In der Norwegischen Rinne und dem westlichen Skagerak fand die Art sich in alien

Maifangen an der Oberflache. einmal auBerdem in 430—100 m (D. N. 9), also wohl dicht iiber

dem Boden oder wahrend des Aufsteigens zur Oberflache resp. des Niedersinkens zum Boden.

Im ostlichen Skagerak war die Art fast stets in oberflachlichen Schichten zu treffen, im Kattegat

mit seinen meist geringen Tiefen hauptsachlich an der Oberflache, naturgemaB auch in da-

zwischen liegenden \^"asserschichten.

Philomedes Brenda „(globosa)" wird also von April bis Juni an die Oberflache des Meeres

steigen, um sich zu begattcn. Erne Ausnahme von dieser Kegel finden wir im ostlichen Kattegat,

ob es sich dort im Februar 1904 auch um reife Tiere handelt, miiBte erst festgesteUt werden; von

* Translalioii: „a single specimen" (a male) ,,was caught at Lofolea rather near the surface of the water'-.
** Translation: „Some males were taken at the surface of the sea at 79° 56' N. and 15" E., which shows that

these, with their natatory organs more developed than the females, are more capable of motion than the latter and

probably often swim up to the surface of the sea. while the femah's, on the other hand, keep to the bottom."

t Number of the month,

tt Name and number of the station, see Conseil perm. expl. mer. Bull. R6sullats 1902—1903, Copenhagen 1903.

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I. ^.I

5J
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vornlioroin ist os wohl nicht imzuiu'iniicii. ilal.l du' Art liici' Iriilui umI sciii solllc ;ils niidcrswo, liir

Miirz 1900 gilt dassolho, falls nicht sclioii iin Miirz da.s AnI'steigen boginncn solltc. (Jcgen das Aui-

steipen ziiiii Zwocko der Bogattung im Fobruar sprecli.n die iibrigcn Untersuchungon. Es konnto

•sich aiifh uiu das Aufstoigen timrifcr Kx(>in]>l;iri' inlnlge besundrnM- hydrographisclicr V'orhiiltnisso

iiaiidoln; solcho findo ich abcr tiir Fflunar l!t(i4 iiiclit ; ('.< kiiimtc sicli ja aiicli nur mii .Vcndorungcii

dos Wassors dicht iibor iKmh Bodoii haiidciii. da dii' Ticic ,iiii dein Boden Icbcn.''

In the plankton tables of the ,,C o n s c i 1
j)

c r iii a n c n t etc." there is no iulormation

about the sex of the specimens captured and consequently there is not in C. Apstein's oithoT'

any information as to whether females of this species are to be foimd in the plankton oi wIicIIht

his statements, like those of Sars, LlLLJEBORG and AURIVILLIUS mentioned above, are to be

referred to finds of males only. C. Apstkix himself had evidently no opportunity of investigating

the material on which the plankton tables in question were based.

The collection of O s t r a c o d s in the Swedish State Museum comprises

partly very abmidant material of Philomedes (Ph.) globosa (about a hundred samples amounting
to many thousand specimens; most of these specimens had been captured at the bottom, but also

plankton samples occur), partly representatives of four other species of this genus, viz. the Scandi-

navian Ph. (Ph.) LiUjebnrgi and the Antarctic Ph. (Ph.) rotunda, Ph. (Ph.) Eitgeniae and /'//.

(Sderoconcha) Appellofi. This material has been subjected to a very careful investigation by inc.

Ph '7ph")°'"'i'b^"' ^^y investigations of Philomedes (Ph.) globosa gave the following results:

The samples from Xo bcgiii with some bottom samples of this species from different parts of the year were

examined. The results of these investigations are shown in the following table:

Mr/ odvi ri:<iill<.

Ihe bnltom.
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The samples on which this table is based were taken at Spitzbergen and Greenland, thus

from two places with rather similar external physical conditions.

It must be pointed out here that the figures in this table state only how many

specimens were closely investigated by me. They must, on the other hand, by no means be

considered as statements of the approximative proportions between the categories of the

table. The samples in question were certainly rather incomplete; they had — if I am
not mistaken — not been collected for quantitative investigations. In addition it iiiay

be mentioned that in some cases only a portion of the individuals found in the samples

were investigated.

Several hundred additional specimens of this species from other samples were investigated.

As, however, these investigations did not give any results beyond what are already shown in

the above table, they were not included in it.

Mature females: In the first column of this table are included such

females as have no eggs in the brood chambers, have very small eggs in the ovaries and have

their natatory bristles on the exopodite of the second antennae broken off. They are specimens

that evidently had recently laid a hatch of eggs. This is shown by the fact that the posterior

2)arts of their bodies are pressed forward in the same way as in the females in whom the brood

chambers are filled by the voluminous collections of eggs.
—• In the second column are

included females whose brood chambers are filled with eggs; these eggs are often of rather

different sizes in females of the same sample; the ovaries of these females contain very small

eggs and their second antennae are distinguished by having their natatory bristles broken.

The majority of the sexually mature females often seem to come into this category.
— The

females of the third column have no eggs in the brood chambers, have eggs in the ovaries

and have the natatory bristles of the second antennae broken off. These females are distinguished

from the females in the first column by not having the backs of their bodies pressed forward

as in the females with their brood chambers filled with eggs. The eggs in the ovaries

of these females are more or less developed, often very small. — The females in the fourth

column are also without eggs in their brood chambers, the posterior parts of their

bodies are not pressed forward as in the females of the two first categories; they have

very small eggs in their ovaries and are characterized by long (unbroken) natatory bristles

on their second antennae.

Mature males: These were always very rare in the bottom samples of this species

stored in the Swedish State Museum. They were quite absent from about eighty

per cent of all the bottom samples of this species investigated by me. The same state of affairs

has been observed by the preceding writers, both with regard to this species and other species

of this genus. Thus, for instance, W. Lilljeborg writes with regard to Ph. (Ph.) ylobosa. 1853,

p. 177, that among a very large number of females he observed only a single male. G. 0. Sars,

1865, pp. 108 and 111 says about this species that while females occur in very great numbers,

males are always extremely rare.

Larvae: Among the specimens of the first and secc^id larval stage that were investi-

gated by me the females and males were about equal in number.
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All tlu'se lai'li! strongly .support tlu- i-urroi'tiif.ss ol tln' aljovr-ipioli'd liypolhosi.s [)Ut

forward by G. \V. MCi.lkm in 1898 as to the reproductive opc'()lop;y of this si)ecies.*

According to this liypothosis the specimens of the tirst to the lourtii (ulunins of the jlmvc

table probably arc to be interprett'd in llic lullowiug way:

1) The females of the fourth cohinin represent specimens wliich have either not yet

had their planktonic period, in other wonis have not yet l)een fertilized or else have just

finished it.

2) The females in the third toluinu are somewhat older; they Jiave just definitely

returned to a life of creeping and digging in the mud of tlie l)ottoin owing to the breaking

off of their natatory bristles on the second antennae.

3) The females in the second column are still older; eggs had been pressed out into

their brood chambers for further development there.

4) The females in the first column are the oldest; their brood chambers hud just been

emptied.

The fact that the eggs in the ovaries of the females of the third column were often very

small indicates that the natatory bristles are probably broken off fairly soon after fertilization.

With regard to the breaking off of the natatory bristles on the exopodite of the second

antenna it is. as G. W. MCller has pointed out, quite impossible that this is a case of accidental

mutilation. This is supported, not only by the reasons given by this author, but also by the

fact that the points of the bristles on the second to the fifth exopodite joint on this antenna are

practically never broken, although they are very fine and although these bristles are often

somewhat longer than the broken natatory bristles on the following joints.
— With regard

to the way in which the long natatory bristles are broken off nothing can be decided with

certainty. It does not seem improbable to me, however, that G. W. MtiLLlili's assumption

that they are bitten off is correct. An investigation of these bristles on the females of the fourth

category gave a negative result; no structural alteration could be observed in the region where

the breaking off takes place.

What happens to a female after her brood chamber has been emptied?
It is perhaps too soon to give an opinion on this question. But it seems to me not

improbable that they die rather soon afterwards. This is indicated by the fact that no moults

seem to occur in the species of this genus after sexual maturity is attained. (Our knowledge

in this respect is, however, very limited; cf. G. W. MULLER, 1894, p. 188.) Without any moult

followed by a regeneration of the natatory bristles of the second antenna, it is, of course, imposs-

ible for these females to accompany^ the males when they soar aloft in the plankton. The

possibility of fertilization during a continued life in the mud of the bottom is, of course, not

excluded, but does not seem very probable. Nor is it impossible that a sufficient quantity of

sperm remains in the receptacida seminis for the fertilization of a new hatch of eggs. Nor,

of course, is the possibility of a parthenogenetic development of the eggs in the ovaries fully
* At about the same time as G. W. Mijller a Swedish scientist Professor J. G. Andersson, who investigated the

Ostracod material of the Swedish Stale Museum, put forward quite the same hypotliesis; the results of his

investigations, wliich are still in manuscript, were, however, never published. I too arrived at the same result quite inde-

pendently of these two investigators.
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excluded. The last-mentioned possibility seem, however, rather improbable because an utteinj)!

at parthenogenisis that was carried out by G. W. MOller on a female of a nearly related species.

Ph. (Ph.) interpunda, had a negative result. (Cf. G. W. Mulleh, 1894, p. 175.)

The males seem to die fairly soon after copulation.
— This is supported by the two follow-

ing circumstances: 1) Among the larvae the males and the females are found in about equal

numbers, as has been pointed out above. Among the sexually mature specimens, on the other

hand, the females predominate very strongly in number over the males, the latter being in most

cases very rare. (I speak here of the bottom samples.) It does not seem probable that this

scarcity is due to the fact that the mature males more frequently avoid being captured in the

dredge owing to their greater rapidity. 2) The most important reason in favour of this

assumption is, however, that when the males reach sexual maturity, their jaws are very much

reduced, they become quite imfit for dissecting food — ,,welche beim Eintritt der Geschlechts-

reife unfahig werden, Nahrung aufzunehmen", G. W. MtJLLER, 1894, p. 188. G. W. MiJLLER

investigated, 1894, the stomachs of sexually mature males of this genus and found them

empty. The same was also true of the stomachs of the male specimens of Ph. (Ph.) (jlubom

investigated by me.

Another important result shown by the above table is that no clear periodicity can be

observed in the appearance of this species:

1) Mature females with emptied brood chambers, the oldest specimens, were found

in February, March, May, June, July, August and September.

2) Mature females with their brood chamber filled with eggs were found in all months,

from January to September.

3) Mature females with broken swimming bristles on the second antenna and the

eggs not yet pressed out into the brood chamber from February to September.

4) Mature females with long, unbroken swimming bristles on the second antenna in

January, March, April, May, June and August.

5) Mature males in January, March, April, August and September.

6) Larvae in the first and second stages were found in all months from January tt)

September except in February.

It is to be noted here that the only February sample that I had access to was very poor;

it contained only the six specimens given in the table. This deficiency in individuals is certainly

to be explained by the incompleteness of the collection. The sparse occurrence of young larvae

in most of the samples investigated is certainly due to the same cause.

Unfortunately there were no samples from the last three months of the year. It seems,

however, quite certain that all the categories mentioned are to be found also during these months.

The fact that mature males, which — as has been pointed out above — certainly live only

a short time after the last larval moult, and females with long natatory bristles on the second

antennae are to be found during all parts of the year definitely indicates that this species has no

limited period for copidation; on the contrary, this fact makes it very probable that copulation

takes place at all times of the year. Another consequence of this fact is, of course, that this

species is to be found in the plankton during the whole year.
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The plankton

imtslignlionf.

Tills residt is ubvituisly di'tiiiiti'ly o|)|Kist.'il
in the view quoted iibovc as bi'Uiy [)ut loiward

l)v C. Al'STElN, Ittll. that P/i. (Pit.) t/lobusa has a siuglo planktonic copulation period liiiiitcd

to the mouths of April, May and .luiu'.

On ari'oimt «)f this 1 carried out new investigations concerning this prohlcin. In the (list

place 1 investigated aboni a liundnd plankton samples, taken during January, February, May
and July at Skager Rak and Cattegat by the investigation vessel ,,S k a g e r a k" for the

,,S\veilish Hydrographical Biological Commission". Secondly the ])lankton tables publislied

by the ,,("onseil permanent international pour I'exploration de la mer", on which C. Al'STEIN

had founded his view, were subjected to a renewed and careful investigation.

The results of the first investigation seemed to support the view put forwaixl byAPSTEIN,

In all the samples from January, February and July this species was quite absent. Only in

a few samples from the month of May, consequently within the period suggested by APSTElN,

did I succeed in finding it. Both males and females were discovered. This is interesting because

the literature so far published does not clearly show whether both sexes are found swimming
freelv in the hiL'her la vers of the water. The results are shown in the following: table:
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Da. 18, lat. 56" 47' N., long. 11" 47' E., depth to the bottom = 50 m.

1. v.. S 'i

p. 111.
— 8 li :in p. in.

50 in. — 20 ni. —
50 „

—
., +

15 ,.
—

,,
—

,, r.

D. K 9, lat. 57" 52' N., long. 7" 20' E., depth to the bottom = 463 m.

3. v.. 7 '1 a. ni. — 10 '' a. ni.

430 m. — 150 m. —
150 „

— 75 „ —
75 ..

— 40 „ —
40 „ — 5 „ —
5 „ — „ —

„ c.

Sc. 16, lat. 61" 46' N., long. 5" 50' W., depth to the bottom = 116 in.

3(1. \\, 3 li

p. m.

1(10 in. — in. —
,, IT.

Da. Atl. 2, lat. 62" 34' N.. long. 6" 20' W.; depth to the bottom = 115 in.

7. v.. 10 li 25 a. m. — 10 '' 50 a. m.

100 m. — 55 m. —
100 ,.

—
„ —

45 „
_

..
-'

„ rr.

August:

D. N. 9, lat. 57" 52' N., long. 7" 20' E.; depth to the bottom = 468 m.

9. VIIL, 6 1' a. m.

450 m. — 300 in. rr.

300 ,.— ()„ —
450 „

— 20 „ —
20 „ — „ —

„ -
1904: February:

S. 1, lat. 58" 03' N., long. 10" 48' E.; depth to the bottom ^205 m.

16. II.. 5I1 a. m.

130 m. — 60 m. —
60 „ — 30 ,.

—
30 „ - „ —

„ +
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S. •_*. l.n. :*'" XV N.. lonu. J0"4"J' Iv;
(l.'i)lli

\n the liiittoin 1*JG m.

Iti. 1 1., S li 4.") ;i. 111.

liiii 111. (I 111. —
M ..

—
.. r.

<• ..
—

S. .">. lat. r>~" 4-2' X.. lonj;. I)"")!' K.; dcptli t.i the bottom -
TS in.

It). II.. 1
I' 411 p. 111.

(id 111. — (I 111.

30 „ — „ IT.

„ —
May:
S. -2. l.ir. .'iT'TrJ' X.. loiio. l(i"42' !•:.: ilcjith to the liottoin

- 135 in.

lo. \'.. 4 li in
]).

111.

132 m. — m. —
135 ,,

— GO ,.
—

60 „ — ,,
—

„ r.

S. 13. lat. r)8"36' N., long. 9" 20' E.; depth to the bottom ==342 m.

!•_'. \'.. 2 li

p. m.

250 m. — m. —
240 ..

— 100 „ —
]{|(» ..

— (I
,,
—

„ r.

Da. 4. lat. .57" 57' N., long. 10" 49' E.; depth to the bottom = 180 m.

1. \'.. 7 1' 40 p. m.

175 m. — m. —
170 „ — ,.

—
100 „ — ,, rr.

20 „ — „ —
„ +

Da. 7. lat. 57" .52' X., long. 11" 18' E.; depth to the bottom = 90 m.

2. v., 4 li a. m.

90 m. — m. rr.

80 ,,
— „ r.

50 ,,
—

..
—

20 „ — „ —
„ -
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Da. 20, lat. 560 22' N., long. 11" 48' E.; depth to the bottom = 28 m.

1. \'., 11 ti 40 p. 111.

28 111. — 20 111.
—

28 „ — ,. rr.

10 „ — „
—

,, cc.

Da. 21, hit. 56" 07' N., long. 11" 11' E.; depth to the bottom =^ 34 m.

2. v., 4 li a. 111.

34 m. — 15 111.
—

34 „ — „ rr.

10 „ — „ —
„ rr.

1905: May:
Da. 4, Lat. 57" 57' N., long. 10" 49' E.; depth to the bottom = 174 m.

1. v., 5 li 40 a. m.

174 m. — Ml. r.

150 „ — „ -

140 „ — „ —
75 „ - 40 „ —
30 „ — 12 „ —
10 „ — „

—
.. r.

Da. 7, lat. 57" 52' N., hmg. 11" 18' E.; depth to tiie bottom -- 90 m. •

1. v., 5I1 30 p. m.

85 m. — m. —
75 „ — 30 „ rr.

20 „
—

„
—

„ r.

1906: February:

S. 7, lat. 58" 26' K, long. 9" 44' E.; depth to the bottom - 673 m.

13. II., 10 ii 30 a. m.

m. rr.

S. 16, lat. 58" 19' K, hmg. 11" 32' E.; depth to the bottom =^ IKi m.

10. n., 4I1 30 p. m.

m. r.

May:
8. 3, Lit. 58" 11' N., long. 10" 29' E.; de])th to the bottom 229 111.

21. v., 9I1 40 a. m.

125 m. — 12 m. rr.

Z00I02. bidrag, Uppsala. Siippi.-litl. 1. *"
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S. 10. Int. r>8"48' N., lonp. KV'i.'V 1-'-.: (I.j.tli t.. tlic liutloiu inT in.

•_M. v.. 4 I' l.*> p. 111.

."> III. IT.

1!»(»7: Fobniiirv:

Sc. •2:\. lilt. .">!»" :n' N., U>uii. ti":{7' K.: drptli to the liottoin 1:{>S 111.

•J4. 11., t)
'> .S(i p. 111.

138 111. IT. (10\ idciitlv a hottoiii saiiiplc.)

Mnv:

I >. N. (i. hit. ">T" .">.")' X.. Idiit:. 4" 4")' R.; doptli tn the liottdiii lii.S m.

S. \ .. ill ii

]).
in.

(I III. The aliundaiiri" not stated.

ji. N. !t. lat. nT'o'i' X.. lon<i. 7" 20' E.; depth to the hottoin - 44;") in.

I I. \'., 11 li 1.) a. III.

430— l">o 111. The almndance not stated.

Da. IS, lat. .")(i"47' X.. long. U" 47' E.; deptii to the hottoin 43 in.

1. \ ., ;")
li 3U p. m.

40 in. — tn. r.

„ r.

1008: May:
Sr. 36, lat. 08" 26' X.. long. 0" OS' \V.

m. V.

June:

Sc. 16. lat. 62" N., long. 6" 12' \V.; depth to the l.ottom = 112 ni.

9. VI.

in. r.

In other words it was found in plankton during the time from August 1902 to May 1908 in

„Danish Seas" (Skager Rak, Cattegat, The Great and Eittlo Belt)

nine times during May

Skager Rak (Swedish portion)

five times during February

four „ ,, May
North Sea (German portion)

three times during May
once „ August

North Sea (Dutch portion)

never

North Sea (Belgian portion)

never

I

I
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Nortli S(';i (8cotti.sli portion)

twice during Max *

once
,, June

English Clumiicl

IlCVCf

Atlantic (Danisli portion)

once during May
Atlantic (Norwegian portion)

never

Arctic Ocean (Russian portion)

never.

During this time the following numbers of stations were nivestigated :

Febniaiv Mav tu ;usl
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UniphiscluT Verhiiltnisso", us APSTlilN suggests. During February 1904 we are concerned willi

an ascent to the surface of the water from a depth of 205 ni. (at Stat. !^. 1), to 50—o in. Iioni

a deptli i.f 1'2G m. (at Stat. S. 2) and to 30—0 ni. from 78 in. (at Stat. S. 5); duiiug February

1U0(3 tliere was an ascent to tlie siu'face of the sea from t)73 m. (Stat. S. 7) and from 116 m.

(Stat. S. 16). An ascent of this sort is certainly altogether too difficult for larvae which iiave

no power of swimming, even if the hydrographic conditions were very unfavourable!

On account of these facts and the facts shown in the table worked out by me and

given on p. 354, it seems to me probable that, as has been stated above, this species copulates

during all parts of the year.

It seems strange that Pit. ( Ph-J ylobosa is so seldom met with in the plankton. This is

shown by the preceding literature as well. As instances I need only mention here that C. W.

S. AuiilVlLLlus found this species only on a single occasion (during the month of July) in Baffin's

Bay (C. W. S. AURIVILLIUS, 1896, p. 211) and that the same writer did not find this species

planktonically in Skager Rak, in spite of careful studies of the plankton of this sea during several

years; the samples were taken during all the months of the year (C. W. S. AURIVILLIUS, 1898).

I may also here mention the fact that I only found this species in Skager Rak and Cattegat

in a few out of about a hundred samples of plankton from January, May and July (cf. p. 358).

\Vhat is the cause of this phenomenon?
This seems to be very difficult or perhaps it would be more correct to say impossible

to decide with certainty at the present time. The fact that all the samjjles of plankton in which

I found this species were taken during the darkest part of the night, while the greater part of

the samples which did not contain this species were collected during the day first led me to

assume that the copulation of this species took place principally during the night. This assump-
tion seemed also to be supported by the statements of preceding writers. Thus, for instance,

G. S. Brady writes, 1868 b, p. 464 of Ph. (Ph.) interpuncta that it was „taken abundantly in

the towing-net at Cumbrae, chiefly at night time". G. W. Muller writes 1894, p. 14 with

regard to the Cypridinids: „Wenn man sic gelegentlich freischwimmend in der Nahe

der Kiiste gefmiden hat, so handelt es sich dabei um ein zeitweises Aufsteigen, das vorwiegend
bei Nacht zu erfolgen scheint."

The extracts given above from the plankton tables published by the ,,C o n s e i 1 p c r-

m a n e n t" show, however, with all desirable clearness that this explanation is not correct. Tiic

finds included in these tables are distributed faiiiy equally over the twenty-four hours of the day.

It seems most probable to me that the explanation of this phenomenon is to be found,

first, in the fact that the planktonic period of each individual is very short and, secondly, that,

as in the case of termites and ants, with the wings of which G. W. MtJLLER, as we have seen

above, has compared the long natatory bristles of the second anterma of this species
— the

swarming individuals appear in flocks. An appearance in flocks would of course greatly de-

crease the chances of catching the species in the plankton nets. The idea that this species

appears in flocks during its planktonic period seems to be supported especially by the samples
from D. N. 9, 3. V. 1903, S. 1, 16. II. 1904, Da. 4, 1. V. 1904 and Da. 20, 1. V. 1904. At

all these stations this species was found abimdantly or even very abundantly in a single sample
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while, on the other hand, in the other samples it was not found at all or only very sparsely.

At the last-mentioned station, for instance, no specimen was found in the samples from 28

to 20 m, and 10— m., only a few individuals were caught in the sample from 28— m.; in

the sample from the surface, on the other hand, a very great many individuals (cc) were found.

Does planktonic copulation occur in other species of this genus besides Ph. (Ph.) globom'i
(>ii'<"' ••*p<;t/t^ of thin

No investigations in this direction have as yet been carried out, but it seems ratlier

probable that this question is to be answered in the affirmative. This assumption is supported

partly by the fact that a number of other species of this genus have been fomid in the plankton,

partly by the fact that some of the other species of this genus are characterized by the circum-

stance that the females with eggs in the brood chamber have the long natatory bristles of the

second antenna broken in the same way as in Ph. (Ph.) globosa.

The following species have been caught in the plankton: (No information is to be found

as to whether females of these species have been found together with the males,)

Ph. (Ph.) Lilljehorgi:

The following finds of this species are given in the plankton tables published by the

,,C o n s e i 1 permanent":*
1903:

May: N. 2, lat. 61" 17' N., long. 3" 22' E.; depth to the bottom, 380 m.

22. v., 10 li

p. m. — 12 li

p. ni.

m. c.

100 m. — ,, c.

June: N. 24, lat. 67" 11' N., long. 10° 26' E.; depth to the bottom, 223 m.

1. VI., 10 li 15 p. m. — 11 li 30 p. m.

m. +
25 111.

—
„
—

](Mi „ — „ —

August: N. 2, lat. 61" 22' N., long. 3" 08' E.; tk-ptii to the bottom, 380 m.

!J. Vlll., 6 li 10 p. 111.

m. —
25 m. — „ +
50 ,,

— 30 „ r.

200 „ — 100 „ —
1910:

At Anholt, lat. 56" 46' N., long. 11" 51' E. (There is no information as to deptli, etc.)

May: 1. \. rr.

July: 1. VII. rr.

August: 15. VIII. IT.

November: 15. XL rr.

* This species is also staled to liave Ijecn ruiind at llu: station St. 8 of tlio „C o n s e i 1 p e r in a u e n t". ial.

61»30'N,,lorig. :)»03'E., at a depth of 37.5 m., 28. VIII. 1907. Tiiis statement. Iiowever, clearly refers lo a hoiUnw lind.
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I'.Ul:

At t\\v suiiie statuin. (Tliciv is no iiilnnuatidii as to dcptli, etc.)

April: I. I\'.

11. 11. CiKAiN writes as I'dllows abimt tliis species, 1!)02. p. 67: aher die jiesclileclits-

leifeii Miinnehen seliwiirmen uinher iiu treien Wasser, wo sie an Norwe^'eiis Kiisten hesoiulers

iin Winter and Friililiuir in irrolJer Menge ganz an der Obertiiiche angetroft'en werden konneii."

These facts show tiiat tliis species, like I lie |)r('eediiig oiic, is as a ride very rarely iound

in plankton (it is to be mentioned that it is also rather rare in tlie bottom samples, inucli more

uncommon than Ph. (Ph.) globoso) though it certainly exists there in rather great numbers,

and that it is foimd planktonically at all times of the year.

Ph. (Ph.) interpuncta:

G. S. Brady writes IbOS b, p. 404: that this species was ,,taken ainuidaiitl} iri

the towiiig-net."

In the plankton tables of the ..('onseil permanent" this species is only

mentioned once:*

1906:

November: Sc, 32, lat. 58" 08' N., long. 2" 00' W.; depth to the bottom 80 m.

10 m. rr.

Ph. (Ph.) Macandrei:

This species was also caught in the plankton only on one occasion by the ,,C o n se i I

p e r m a n e n t":

1905:

August: Sc. 5 A., lat. 60" 05' N., long. 0" 48' W.; depth to the bottom, 111 ni.

m. +.

Besides Philoinedes (Ph.) globosa two of the species of this genus that I have had an

opportunity of investigating. Ph. (Ph.) rotunda and Ph. (Scleroconcha) Afpellofi, were characterized

by always having the long natatory bristles of the second antenna of the females with eggs

in the brood chamber broken in the same way as is described above for the first-mentioned

species.

In the case of Ph. (Ph.) Lilljeborgi, among the specimens investigated by me, some

females — both from Lofoten and from Skager Eak — with eggs in the brood chamber had

long, unbroken natatory bristles on the second antenna ; most females of this kind were, however,

characterized by having these bristles broken in the same way as in the three preceding species.

Ph. (Ph.) Eu^eniae, on the other hand, always had long, unbroken natatory bristles

on the second antenna in the females with eggs in the brood chamber wdiich I have examined.

One other species of this genus, which is not included in this treatise, namely Ph. (Sclero-

concha) Folini, was investigated by me with regard to this character. In the description that

Cr. 0. Sars, 1887, pp. 52 and 53, gives of the second antenna in the female of this species we

read the following statement: ,,2det Par Antenner hos Hunnen viser vistnok idethele samme

* A form named Philomedes interrupta is also menlioind in llu'se tables (XorOi Sc.i. B. August, 1906), l)ut as

no species of this name is hitherto doscribed I leave this find oul of i onsideration (= I'h. (Ph.) inti-rjiinicta?],
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Bvgning soin lios de 2 foregaaende Slaegter; men de er forholdsvis inindip kraftigt udviklede,

og de til 8v0mmegrenen faestede Borster er ualmindelig korte, med C'ilieringen grovere og

mindre taet. I Virkeligheden kan disse Lemmer lios Hunnen kun uegentlig kaldes Svemmc-

antenner. da de ikke benyttes til Svomning, men kun som et Slags Arme .... ved Dyrets

langsomme krybende Vevaegelser paa Havbunden."* The drawing with which Gr. 0. Sars

illustrates this description shows an antenna of about the same structure as the larval one,

i. 0. with relativelv short, unbroken bristles, well pointed distally, on the exopodite; curiously

enough in this drawing all the bristles of the exopodite have natatory hairs. From this

description and figure it seemed to me probable that the peculiarity of breaking-off the

natatory bristles would also be a characteristic of this species. In order to be absolutely

certain on this point I wrote to Professors Gr. 0. Sars and G. S. Brady asking for permission

to investigate their specimens. Both these investigators were kind enough to send me several

specimens. Among the specimens sent by Professor Sars there was only one (probably) mature

female; this specimen unfortunately, however, was represented only by two empty valves.

Among Professor Brady's specimens there was a complete female with very large eggs in the

brood chamber. Contrary to G. O. Sars's statement this specimen had, on the exopodite of

the second antenna, like Ph. (Sderoconcha) Affellofi, relatively short and quite bare bristles

on the second to the fourth joints; the bristles on the following joints were long natatory

bristles of the same type as in the female of Ph. (Ph.) globosa during its pelagian stage.

What is the connection between these facts and the view put forward by G. W. MtlLLER,

1908, that the peculiarity of breaking off the natatory bristles in the genus Philomede.s is not

a phenomenon of convergence, but that it is to be referred to a common inheritance?

It is obviously tlifficult to fit them in with this theory. Pliilomedes (Sderoconcha) Afpelloji 'i'h<t hrvaking ofj »/

and Ph. (Ph.) rotunda represent two types rather strongly differentiated from Ph. (Ph.) globosa
"'"

"f'^i^'-yhrisac.

and Ph. (Ph.) assimilis; the first-mentioned species especially differs comparatively greatly

from the others. In all these four forms the natatory bristles are broken off. In Ph. (Ph.)

Eugeniae, which is certainly very closely related to Ph. (Ph.) globosa and Ph. (Ph.) assimilis.

and in Ph. (Scl.) Folini, which is very closely related to Ph. (Scl.) Affellofi the natatory bristles

remain unbroken throughout the whole life.

Contrary to G. W. MUller's view, it seems to me necessary to assume that the peculiar

character of breaking off the natatory bristles of the exopodite of the second antenna in tiic

genus Philomedes is not tlie result of common inheritance but of convergence.

It is of course impossible at the present time to give any certain causes for this pheiio-

monon. The following facts are, however, striking:

1) All the species (five) of this genus from warm or temperate seas that were in-

vestigated with regard to this character proved to have long, unbroken natatory bristles

during the whole year.

* The sflconrl piiir of antoniuii' in tin- fein;ile rorlainly show, oi\ tlie whole, the satiie .sfrufliire as in llie Iwo

preredini; jrenera: Ijul they arc (•omparalively less powerfully (leveloped. and the bristles that are attached to the

natatory branch are unusually short, with their hairs coarser and situated less densely. .\s a matter of fact these

limbs in the female cannot really be called swimming antennae, as they are not used foi' swimminfr, but only as a sort

of arms . . . . iti the aiiimnrs stow clnwllni; movements at the liotlom of the sea.

•Jiiverge/icrf
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2) Of tht> six species of this jionus known from coldor sons (Arctic and Antarctic) fnui*

are characterized by iiaving these bristles broken off in okU'r leinaics.

These facts indicate" that external, climatic factors have perhaps caused tliis pccnliai

convergence
**

it does not seen\ impossible that in the case of species which ^re characteriz.ed by having

the natatory bristles of the second antenna imbroken throughout the whole life the females

are impregnated several times. The statement made by G. W.- MtlLI.KK, 1894, p. 174, according

to which /'/(. f Pit.) interpuncta lays at least two lots of eggs, seems to me t(}''support this.

Genus Philomedes W. Lilljeborg.
*

Cypridina (part.) auto rum; c g. W. Baihh, 1850 a and Fn. Mi'i.lkh, 1870.

Asterope, S. Fischer, 185.5. Philomedes (= S) + Cypridina (= $ and juv.). W . LlLl*KBORG,

1853. Philomedes (= c?) + Bradyeineius (= ? and juv.), G. (). Sars, 1865; G. S. Brahv,'

1868 b and 1871. Philomedes (= J, $ and juv.) auto rum; e. g. G. 0. Sars, 1869

and 1887; G. \V. .AFCller, 1894; G. S. BiJADV and A. M. XoliMAX, 1896. Philomedes (part.),

(4. W. Ml'LLER, 1912.

With regard to the relation of Pleoschisina and Tetragonodon to this genus cf. above

the remark below the sub-family.

Diagnosis:
— Cf. G. 0. Sars, 1887, p. 45 and G. S. BRAin' and A. M. Norman, 1896, ]i.

65.3.

Description:
— Shell: — This has marked sexual dimorphism.

Female: — The shape of the shell varies rather considerably. The rostral incisur

is of a somewhat varying type, but is most frequently deep and narrow. The sculpture of the

surface seems in most cases to be very weakly or even not at all developed; in some cases,

on the other hand, it is very powerful. Seen from inside: The part of the shell between

the list and the posterior margin of the shell is flattened and not curved in like a siphon, so that

the two valves are near each other at this part when the shell is closed
; only in exceptional cases

is there any indication of a siphon: (cf. the description of Ph. (Scieroconcha) AppeUofi).

Medial bristles: These had in the species investigated by me almost exactly the same type:

On the rostrum there was a row running at some distance from and almost parallel to the ventral

part of the anterior margin of the rostrum sometimes continuing a little way along the anterior

margin of the rostral incisur. Most of these bristles were rather long and finely feathered;

*
It may be pointed out that Ph. (Ph.) orbicularis, a species from the Antarctic, described by G. S. Brady,

which is certainly very closely related to Ph. (Ph.) rotunda, has, according to this author's drawing, 1907, pi, I, fig, 8,

long unbroken natatory bristles on the second antenna; there is, however, no information as toVhether the female from

which the antenna that is reproduced was taken had eggs in the brood chamber or if it was still in the plankton stag<\
•• See R. Hesse and F. Dofi.f.in, ,.TitTbau und Tierleben", 1914, II, p. 876.
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some of tlieir distal liaii's were long (about the same as in iig. 6 of Ph. (Ph.) Lilljehorgi); the

most posterior-ventral bristles in this row are, however, sometimes almost completely smooth.

Inside the inner edge of the rostral incisur, somewhat posteriorly, there is a short, simple bristle.

Apart from tliese the rostrum and the part round the incisur are quite without bristles. A short

distance behind the incisur on a rather short part of the list there is a somewhat varying number

(about ten to twenty) of moderately long and finely feathered bristles; apart from these the list

is almost entirely without bristles along the ventral margin of the shell; inside the posterior

margin of the shell it has a moderate number of rather short, smooth, fine bristles. Along the

ventral margin of the shell the list is narrow, posteriorly it is somewhat wider. The selvage

is almost exactly similar in all the species of this genus that have been investigated by me.

It is well developed both on the rostrum and along the whole ventral side of the shell; on the

rostrum and along the edges of the incisur it is very wide (the incisur is quite filled by it), but

it is also rather wide along the whole ventral margin of the shell. On the rostrum and along

the edges of the incisur it is divided by a coarse striation into narrow rectangular portions;

this coarse striation gradually comes to an end, however, behind the incisur; along its whole

length the selvage is also finely cross-striated; this cross-striation is, however, sometimes rather

difficidt to verify with certainty at certain parts. On the rostrum the selvage has at the edge

rather fine hairs (cf. fig.
4 of Ph. (Ph.) Lilljehorgi) which vary in length; on the part along the

posterior edge of the incisur and just behind the incisur there are, in addition to such short hairs,

rather long marginal hairs as well, and, besides, issuing at about half the breadth of the selvage,

there are often a number of comparatively long bristles. Along the ventral margin of the shell

the selvage is also divided at the edge into short, fine hairs of different lengths; on the posterior

part they are somewhat shorter and more equal in length than they are anteriorly (see fig. 3

of Ph. (Ph.) Lilljeborgi). (In the specimens of Pli. (Scleroconcha) Appellofi I have had an

opportunity of investigating the selvage was very nmch worn, so that all the details given here

—
reproduced for Ph. (Ph.) Lilljeborgi

— could not be verified with absolute certainty for them.)

Inside the list a part of the inner lamella of the shell just behind the rostral incisur is characterized

by about nine to twelve striae, situated close together and running parallel to the iuargin of the

shell (see fig. 2 of Ph. (Ph.) Lilljeborgi). With strong calcareous incrustati(jn. The forms

are rather large or of moderate size.

Male: — This differs from that of the female especially by being considerably more

elongated and by having the rostral incisur considerably more shallow and wider. The two

sexes also seem to differ a good deal in length. The male shell is less strongly calcified. In those

cases in which a strongly marked sculpture is present it is less developed in this sex.

First antenna: — This has strong sexual dimorphism.

Female: — This is relatively short and has six joints. The original fifth joint is

not developed; whether, as G. W. MUller states, 1894, p. 23, the fourth joint has arisen by the

uniting of the original fourth and fifth joints seems to be very difficult to decide with certainty

at present; judging from the situation of the bristles the original fifth joint seems, at any rate

in this genus, to be very much reduced and it does not seem impossible tliat it has been eliminated,

at least in some forms, an assumption that seems to be supported by a comparison with the

Zoolog. bidrapr, TJppsala. Siippl.-Eil. I. 47
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nirtlo first antenna. Tlu' iiri<iinal sfvcntli and ciiiiitli joints arc .stnuijrly, |>rfsiiiiial)l\- complcicly

imniovoahly, unitcil t<i oarh otlu'r; the (uiiiiiial boundary between them can, liowever, be clearly

observed. Tlie proportions between tiie joints seem lo be subject nnlv \i> sliuhl variation;

the conditions in llie I'orms invest iijiated l)y me wcic about as follows {llie liiiurcs arc lakcii

from mea.surements of I'h. ( J'h.) <j((iliosa):

l\U n':: III ;!: IV ^ V;;; VI |.

With rc<;ard to the etjuipmcnt of bristles on this antenna a rather slight amount of

variation was observed in the species dealt with in this treatise. On account of tlie uncertjiinty

of the statements in the literature attention is paid below only to the conditions in these species

that I have verified myself. The second joint has three bristles, all situated near the distal

boundary of the joint, one anteriorly, one posteriorly and one laterally. The thiid joint has

one bristle distally-posteriorly and a somewhat varying number (from two to four weie obseived)

situated in most cases distally-antcriorly. The fourth joint has four bristles distally-posteriorly

and one or two bristles distally-anteriorly. The original fifth joint is quite without the sensory

bristle that is characteristic of most other genera of this family. All the liristles mentioned so

far, like that on the original sixth joint, are of about the same type: They are of the ordinary

t}'pe, with short hairs distally and furnished in most cases with one or more wreaths of long,

stiff secondary bristles near the middle; in some cases, often not quite constantly, the long

secondary bristles may be missing on one or two of these bristles; the length of these bristles is

somewhat different in different species. On the end joint eight bristles are to be observed, thus one

more than on the seventh and eighth joints in the sub-family Cypridininae. Four of these bristles

are situated on the original seventh joint, four on the original eighth joint. The bristles on the

former of these two joints are situated as follows: one is situated anteriorly, one medially and

somewhat anteriorly, two posteriorly. The anterior one of these bristles is of the same type

as the bristles on the preceding joints. The medial one is a typical sensory bristle; it is about

as long as the anterior sides of the second and third joints; it is powerfully annulated proximally,

the annulation becomes weaker distally anrl may even almost disappear; on its anterior side

this bristle has a few very fine sensorial filaments, of equal thickness throughout, hyaline or

only weakly and finely annulated and bare; distally these sensorial filaments are somewhat

rounded and provided with a short, fine (sensory?) hair; one or two of these filaments were

observed near the middle of the bristle and three close together near its distal point. The two

posterior bristles of the original seventh joint are of about the same type as the last-mentioned

bristle, but differ from it by having a somewhat larger number of anterior sensorial filaments:

five to seven proximal ones and four distal ones were observed. The four bristles of the original

eighth joint have the same positions as in the sub-family Ci/pridininae. All four are subequal

or differ only very slightly in length; they are about as long as the two posterior bristles of the

original seventh joint. The two that are situated close to each other laterally are simple, rather

narrow, of about equal thickness throughout, bare, rather finely annulated sensorial filaments

as in the sub-family just mentioned. The two bristles that are situated more medially are of

the same type as the two posterior ones on the original seventh joint; on the anterioi- one of
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them four to six proximal and four distal sensorial filaments were observed, on tlie posterior

one three to six proximal ones and four distal ones.

Male: —• This is somewhat more elongated than that of the female; as an instance it

mav be mentioned that some males of Ph. (Ph.) globosa with shells about 3 mm. long hail first

antennae about 1,8
—

1,9 inin. l(jng, while on some females of the same species with about the

same length of shell as the above-mentioned males this limb was only about 1,4—1,6 mm. It has

six joints. The original fifth joint is represented by a small, reduced part, most strongly

developed posteriorly (where the sensory bristle of the fifth joint is attached); it is in most

cases rather clearly defined from the fourth joint (cf. the accompanying figure 8 of Ph. (Ph.)

(jlobosa), but it might perhaps, all the same, be convenient to follow G. W. Muller and not

to take this part as a special joint. The original eighth joint is somewhat displaced laterally;

traces of a union between this joint and the original seventh joint can still be observed. The

proportions between the joints seem to be fairly constant and about as follows; (the figures

are taken from measurements of Ph. (Ph.) globosa:

I
''• II ""• III

'

• IV -• V '

• VI
"

The comparatively strong development of the end joint seems to be specially noticeable.

Bristles: In this sex, contrary to the female, there is found on the part that has been stated

above to be the remains of the original fifth joint a very well-developed posterior sensory bristle. This

sensory bristle seems to be developed in about the same way in all the species of this genus;

it is about as long as the anterior side of the second joint, is rather thick and is strongly annulated

proximaUy, grows very narrow distally and is very finely annulated there or quite hyaline;

on its posterior side it has, along the proximal half, very numerous thin bare, distally rounded

sensorial filaments, of about a imiform thickness throughout and ending with a short, fine hair;

in most cases these filaments are somewhat more than half the length of the bristle; on the

distal half this bristle has only a few sensorial filaments of the same type as the proximal ones,

but considerably shorter. With the exception of this bristle the second to the fifth (definitive)

joints have the same bristles as these joints on the female first antenna and these bristles show

in most cases about the same type in both sexes. The end joint has the same number of bristles

as in the sub-family Cypridininae, i. e. seven, three of which are, as in this sub-family, attached

to the original seventh joint, four to the original eighth joint; only one posterior bristle is devel-

oped in this sex on the original seventh joint. With regard to their types they show rather close

agreement with the con-esponding bristles in the female; in length they are, however, very dissi-

milar, as the anterior and medial bristles of the original seventh joint and the two lateral and the

posterior medial bristles on the original eighth joint are rather considerably shortened, while

the posterior bristle of the original seventh joint and the anterior-medial bristle of the original

eighth joint are very much lengthened; the two latter bristles are about as long as the shell. The

number of sensorial filaments on the bristles of the end joint is often different in the two sexes.

Second antenna: — This shows strong sexual dimorpliism.

F e m ale: — The p r o t o p o d i t e has no bristles. The e x o p o d i t e is somewhat

longer than the protopodite (exopodite : protopodite about [6
—

7] : a). The ])roportion between

the joints is about the same in all species:
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i. t\ tin- first joint is sDiiU'wIiat lunger than tiic total Icngtii ol all the other joints; the second

joint is about as long as or somewhat shtu'tor than tiie total length of the third and fourth joints.

The first joint has ventero-distally a very short, almost spin«^-like, liarc lirislle. The bristles

on the second ami the third, the seconil to the I'oiiitli m even the second to the liltli joints are

all of the same type and length, being about as long as the fii'st to the third |nd\ini;d joints,

anil rather ])o\verful, pointed, bare or furnished with short sjiines. The bristles on the othei'

joints are. with the exception of a few of the bristles ou the end joint, long antl powerful natatory

bristles, most of them of about the same size, with rather kmg and wide natatory hairs along

the greater part of their length, without any spines, not hyaline distally nor having any structure

there indicating a sensory function. The end joint has more than four bristles, of which some

of the dorsal-medial ones are comparatively short. Sometimes basal spines are developed,

sometimes they are not present; the end joint never seems to be furnished with any of these.

The second to the eighth joints are provided distally, both on the lateral and the medial sides,

with a close series of short, often rather fine, hairs, those situated on the medial side being often

somewhat longer; sometimes some transverse rows of short, fine hairs can also be observed

on the distal part of the first joint. The endopodite is always small and weak, more

or less distinctly two-jointed. The first joint is short and wide; the boundary between it and

the protopodite is often difficult to determine; it is furnished with some short bristles. The

second joint is somewhat longer; its equipment of bristles varies; it always has a single bare

(sensory?) bristle distally.

Male: — The protopodite is considerably more powerful than that of the female;

as an example it may be mentioned that in some males of Ph. (Ph.) globosa with shells about

2,6—2,7 mm. long this joint was about 1,1 mm. long, while in some females of the same species

with the same length of shell it was only about 0,8—0,9 mm. The e x o p o d i t e is somewhat

longer than the protopodite; the proportion between it and this joint is about the same as hi

the female. The third joint or sometimes the second and third joints are rather considerably

lengthened. The first joint is without bristles (always?). The bristle on the second joint is

comparatively short, being about as long as the first joint, pointed, bare or furnished with short

spines. The bristles on the other joints, with the exception of a few on the end joint, are long

natatory bristles. The endopodite is developed as a powerfid organ for seizing the female.

It has three joints, the two distal ones are very much lengthened, the end joint may be folded

in against the preceding joint. The first joint is rather slightly lengthened and has about the

same equipment of bristles as in the female. The second joint has some bristles ventrally at

the middle. The end joint has one bristle near the proximal boundary and distally it has two

very short and somewhat sunken bristles situated close to each other. In other respects this

limb agrees with that of the female.

Mandible: — This shows considerable sexual dimorphism.

Female: — This is rather long and very powerful. The endopodite is rather

decidedly flattened at the sides, its second joint is only slightly narrowed distally. The pro-
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portion between tlie joints seems to be fuii'ly constant; tlie following tigures may be given to

illustrate it (from a specimen of Pit. (Ph.) (jlohusa):

Pi: 1 1, Pr. II |. End. l^ End. Ill, End. Ill I.

(It thus differs from the mandible in (Ujpridininae especially by the relatively great length

of the first endopodite joint and the relative shortness of the second endopodite joint.) P r o t o-

p o d i t e: The endite of the coxale is moderately large but very powerful and is deeply bifur-

cated distally; the two main points are rather strongly chitinized, well pointed and most

frequently furnished with some moderately strong secondary spines (see fig. 8 of Ph. (Sclero-

((DicliaJ Appellofi); it is furnished with a moderate number of rather long and stiff hairs arranged

in a few groups; in addition it has proximally-laterally a single short bristle, apart from which

this joint has no bristles. Basale: On the inside of the proximal half of the joint there is a group
of rather short bristles, some of which are powerful; in all the species of this genus that are

dealt with in this treatise this group had six bristles, three of which were powerful, furnished

with powerful secondary teeth, the three others were moderately strong and had a wreath of

long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle and short hairs distally. Scattered along the ventral

side of this joint there is a somewhat varying number of bristles; in the species investigated

by me from six to twelve bristles were observed at this place, all of the same type, having one

or a few wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle and short hairs distally, of moderate

length or rather long. Dorsally this joint has a varying number of rather long bristles, two

of which are always situated distally close to each other. The e x o p o d i t e is, in most cases,

somewhat shorter than the dorsal side of the first endopodite joint. It is drawn out to a rather

line point and has dorso-distally a sort of cushion of exceedingly fine hairs situated close together

(the mouths of a gland). Endopodite: The first joint has foiu' ventral distal bristles,

some or all of which are long. Second joint: On the anterior side this joint has a number of

tjristles, situated in two more or less distinct groups, one of which is placed about half-way

along the joint, the other somewhat proximally of this. The bristles in the latter group seem

to vary rather considerably in number and type. The former group, on the other hand, had,

in all the species investigated by me, six bristles, all rather long but differing somewhat in length,

the longest ones often about as long as the joint, and with one or a few wreaths of long, stiff"

secondary bristles at the middle and very fine, short hairs distally. Postero-distally this joint

has two groups of bristles, one situated somewhat proximally of the other. Both groups consist

of three moderately long and moderately strong bristles, about subequal and furnished with

short hairs; those in tlie distal group are somewhat shorter than those in tiie proximal groujj.

The end joint has seven bristles. In all the species investigated by me these were developed

in about the following way: The two middle ones were developed as long, powerful and some-

what curved claws, the lateral one of which — which is somewhat longer than the other — is

often as long as the second endopodite joint. Of the two anterior bristles one is rather powerful,

almost as strong as the middle claws but rather considerably shorter than these, the other is

weak and in most cases somewhat shorter than the first-mentioned one. The three posterior

bristles are all weak and of somewhat different lengths, the longest one somewhat shorter than
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the shorter of tin- two iniiUlk' claws, the shortest oiu' only a third or a cinartcr of tlic Icniitli of

the pri'vious one. Tlio powt'rful claws of llic end joint arc liarc, the weaker bristles of this

joint are ofton linely pectinateil.

Male: — This differs fi'um that of tlu' leiiiale esjieeially liy the reduction of the iiiasti-

oatory part,><. It has formerly always been stated in the literaluic that the coxale is entirely

without any iMulite. (At any rate I have found no statement that this endite exists, unless the

following one by G. O. Sahs, 1865. p. 1(»7 can be conceived to refer to this process: „Pe(luni niandi-

bularium j)ars basilaris intus tubereulo modo minimo pilis2 brevibus obsito ut rudimento partis

ineisivaemandibularium instriieta." In his work of 1887 (jI. O. SAHsdoes not mention any ditl'erence

with reganl to this endite in the males and females of this genus. This statement of G. O. S-Mis'

is repeated without any alteration by G. S. Bl^AH'i and A. M. NOUMAN in their work of 18!)G,

and it is also found in some other treatises. W. Lilljeborg, 1853, G. W. MOlJ.KK, 1890 and

1894 as well as several other writers definitely state that there is no endite on this joint.) On

the single male of this genus that I had an opportunity of investigating, the male of Ph. (Ph.)

globusa, this process is, however, developed, but it is extremely reduced and probably without

any function (see fig. 13 of the species mentioned). The medial bristles on the proximal half

of the second protopodite joint are developed to the same number as in the females, but are

very weak. Other bristles too show some, though only a very slight, difference from those

of the females.

Maxilla: — Tliis shows strong sexual dimorphism.

Female: — Protopodite: The basale in rather large and well defined from the first

eudopodite joint. The three powerful endites are always immoveably joined to the protopodite;

the third of them is rather pointed distally. All the species investigated by me showed a rather

close resemblance with regard to the bristles on these processes. (Because of this 1 have not

considered it necessary to reproduce them for more than one species. Ph. (Sc.J Appellofi;

a detailed description of them is given under the first species. Ph. (Ph.) globosa.) The first endite

in the forms investigated by me has ten to twelve distal bristles, the second has six, the third

has nine or ten. Proximally on the outside of the third endite there is a single bristle. Dorso-

distally on the coxale there is a single bristle with soft, long hairs. On the boundary between

the protopodite and the endopodite there are some bristles: one close to the exopodite, one at

about the middle of the inside of the palp and one or more on the anterior edge of the palp.

This genus seems to be without any epipodial appendage. G. W. MCller writes

with regard to this appendage in this genus, 1894, p. 56: ,,bei PhUomedes habe ich an seiner

Stelle nur einen flachen, fein behaarten Hautsaum entdecken konnen". In the species investig-

ated by me the place at which in the sub-family Cypridinitme the epipodial appendage issues

had also a ,,Hautsaum" with fine, .soft hairs situated close together. Exojjodite: This is

small and short, almost verruciform and naked and situated on the boundary between the

protopodite and the endopodite. Endopodite: First joint: Anteriorly near the distal

boundary this joint has, in all the forms investigated by me, one bristle, posteriorly-distally

there are on this joint a somewhat greater number (4
—5 were observed). These bristles

are of moderate length and strength, decreasing somewhat in length the more anteriorly
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tlioy are Kitiiated. This joint luis not tlie distal-posterior cutting edge that is characteristic

of most genera of the sub-family Ci/pridininae. The little end joint is moderately strongly

chitinized and is furnished with a rather large number of bristles (see fig. 14 of Ph.

(Ph.) glohosa). With regard to these bristles the species investigated by me showed only slight

variation. One group, consisting of three to five bristles in the species investigated by me,

foi-ms a transverse row somewhat posteriorly on the outside of the joint; these bristles are of

moderate length and strength and decrease somewhat in length the more anteriorly they are

situated. The other bristles are situated more or less distinctly along the distal edge of the joint

and are rather different in length and strength. One group of these is situated distally inside

the other bristles; on the species investigated by me this group, like the former one, numbers

from three to five bristles; these are comparatively weak, the posterior ones are moderately long,

the anterior ones in most cases rather considerably shorter. Besides these bristles I observed

on the species investigated by me five more bristles (only on one specimen of Ph. (Ph.) Lilljehorgi

were six observed on the maxilla of one side). The three middle ones of these are very powerful

and of moderate length, the anterior one being somewhat shorter than the two others, and weakly

curved. The bristle that is situated in front of these three is somewhat weaker and in most cases

somewhat shorter than the anterior of them and is moderately strongly pectinated. The bristle

situated behind these three is in most cases somewhat shorter than the posterior one of them,

of moderate strength and moderately strongly pectinated. Pilosity: The first endopodite joint

has along its anterior side rather numerous transverse rows of short fine hairs. (The end o-

p o (1 i t e and the exopodite are so similar in appearance within this genus that it did

not seem necessary to me to reproduce them for more than one species: Ph. (Scl.) AffeUofi;

the end joint is also reproduced for Ph. (Ph.) glohosa.)

Male: — This is of the same fundamental type as that of the female, but it seems

certain, however, that it cannot be used as a masticatory organ. It is somewhat smaller than

that of the female, and is only weakly jointed; its muscular system is almost completely reduced

and all its chitinous parts are soft, thin and hyaline. The bristles seem to be the same or almost

the same as on the female maxilla; the bristles that have long secondary bristles in the female

maxiUa are in the males provided with abundant long, soft hairs along the greater part of their

length; similar hairs seem, however, to occur, though more sparsely, also on bristles that have

short hairs in the female; distal secondary teeth are quite absent from the bristles. Pilosity:

The hairs on the first endopodite joint are more abundantly developed; on tlie j^rotopodite

there is a ,,Hautsaum" with hairs similar to that found on the female maxilla.

Fifth limb:* — This has marked sexual dimorphism.

Female: — All the species investigated by me showed a very close agreement with

regard to this limb. (Because of this I did not think it necessary to reproduce it for more than

one species: Ph. (Scl.) AffeUofi; a detailed description is given under the first species. Ph.

(Ph.) glohosa.) P r o t o p o d i t e: In the species investigated by me the first endite constantly

has six bristles, of which the four middle ones arc situated in a row, the anterior one and the

* In lh<; descriptions this limb is always, for practical reasons, tlioiiirhl nt :is pointing; straislil iintwai'ds. wlici'i'as

in llii' n,ilni;il position of n'sl it points ol)li(pirly onlwnrds nnd liai kwnrds.
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postorit^r one licinii ])liu'('tl
nillicr iiinii' itnvanl. Tlu' scctnul cnditi* in llicsc species liiis seven

to nino. tlio third eleven to tl\irteen bristles; some of tliese bristles are situated verv close

topotluT. not arranjied in a row (in tlio arcoin|)anying figure these (Midites are rather stronglv

coniprossod). Distally on its outer edge the |)rotopodite has no chitiiious
s|)ini',

cnnliarN- to most

tonus of the sub-family Cypridininne. The e
\^

i p o dial plat e has an indication, thou^li

onlv a faint t>no. of the ear-liko shape that is characteristic of the family Asteropidac. On its

marginal bristles tho long hairs continue right out or almost right out to the ])oints;

the jioints of these bristles are not motlitied to function as sensory organs. This appendage
finishes dorsally with an irregular, powerful, spine-like chitinous swelling. The exopodite
always seems to have four joints. The proximal joint is rather small and weak (cf. fig. *21 of

Ph. (ScL) Afpellofi). The main tooth, which is fixed <ibli(|uely-transversally, is developed some-

what less strongly than in the sub-family Cypridininae and does not seem to play so important

a part in breaking up the food as it does in the sub-family mentioned. It seems to be suV)ject

to rather slight variation. In all the species investigated by me four constituent teeth were

observed; the anterior one of these is longest and most powerful, the others decrease greatly

in length and strength tlie more posteriorly tliey are situated, the most posterior one often

being very small and weak and may (>vi'n, in very exceptional cases, be
(|uit(> missing. The

constituent teeth are often slightly bent backwards, sometimes almost straight, and are furnished

on their posterior edge with irregular teeth which vary in form and number. The anterior,

strongest, constituent tooth has proximally on the inside a powerful irregular tooth-shaped

protuberance. On all the species of this genus that I investigated there is a single bristle on the

posterior side of this joint, close to the main tooth, and three bristles on the anterior side of

the joint, two of which are situated close to the main tooth and th(> third farther out on the

joint (cf. fig. 21 of Ph. (Scl.) Appellofi).
— These four bristles seem certainly to be homologous

with the similarly situated four bristles that were observed in the majority of the forms belonging

to the sub-family Cypridininae that I have investigated.
— The second exopodite joint, on the

other hand, is rather large, exceedingly strongly chitinized and differentiated on the inside to

a powerful, tooth-like, almost triangular process. This process is weakly bent inwards and back-

w-ards, in other words in the same direction as the constituent teeth of the main tooth on the

preceding joint. In the species investigated by me this process is furnished on the inner edge

near the base with a few rather weak, irregular secondary teeth; on the outside it has a rather

powerful, conically rounded, smooth secondary tooth directed oblic^uely outwards and forwards;

apart from this it is quite smooth. This tooth-like joint is certainly the most important masti-

catory organ of the limb. With the differentiation of the joint itself to the most important

masticatory organ a parallel reduction of the bristles on this joint seems to have taken place.

In all the species of this genus that were investigated by me only five bristles were observed

on this joint; four of these bristles were situated on the jjo-sterior side of the large inner tooth-like

process, three in one group, the fourth by itself somewhat proximally of the former ones. On

account of the position of these bristles in the male it seems probable that the group of three

bristles corresponds to the important masticatory bristles in the sub-family Cypridininae called

the a- and b-bristles, while the single bristle is homologous with the c-bristlc in this sul)-family.
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On the anterior side of this joint, on the powerful and conically rounded secondary tooth that

is directed forward, there is a single bristle; judging from the position of this bristle on the male

fifth limb it is presumably to be considered as homologous with the d-bristle in the sub-family

Cypridininae. The two distal exopodite joints in the species investigated by me were rather

small, furnished with a number of bristles. It may be pointed out that on all the species in

question the inner lobe of the third joint was furnished with threej the outer lobe with two,

bristles, thus the same number as is most frequently found in the species belonging to the sub-

family Cypridininae.

Male: — The epipodial appendage of the protopodite is of about

the same size and type and has the same number of marginal bristles as in the female; its muscular

system is powerfully developed. The other parts of this limb are also of the same fundamental

type as in the female. It is somewhat, though only rather slightly, smaller than that of the

female, has a rather weak division into joints, its muscular system is almost entirely reduced

and all the chitinous parts are soft, thin and hyaline. The exopodite has four joints

as in the female. The two proximal exopodite joints are, as in the sub-family Cypridininae,
of about equal size. The main tooth of the first joint is represented by four, in exceptional

cases by only three, soft, hyaline, irregularly conical processes, with close, soft hairs; these

processes are of about the same size as or very slightly smaller than the corresponding constituent

teeth in the female. The inner tooth-like process of the second exopodite joint is represented

by a process of about the same kind as the one that represents the anterior constituent tooth

of the main tooth of the preceding joint. The equipment of bristles on this limb is the same or

almost the same as that on this limb of the female. — G. W. MtJLLER states, 1912, however,

that there are considerably fewer bristles on this limb in the male than in the female. — All

or almost aU the bristles have close soft, long hairs at the middle, but they have no secondary
teeth distally. Pilosity: The hairs on this limb are more abundantly developed than in the

female. — It seems certain that this limb, like the maxilla, cannot be used for mastication.

Sixth limb: — Just as in the case of the maxilla and the fifth limb, aU the species

of this genus that were investigated by me showed a close resemblance with regard to this limb.

(On account of this it did not seem necessary to me to reproduce this for more than one species.

Ph. (Scl.) Appellofi; a detailed description is given under the first species. Ph. (Ph.) glohosa.)

It shows weak sexual dimorphism; G. W. MULLER states that this limb is similar in males and

females. The bristles on the endites of the protopodite and the first exopodite
joint, like the anterior bristles on the second exopodite joint are, on an average, somewhat,

though in most cases only very slightly, more weakly developed in the males. In the female

all or almost all these bristles are furnished at the middle with long, stifi secondary bristles,

and are moderately strongly pectinated distally; in the male they have long, soft hairs at the

middle and are finely pectinated or even bare distally. The second exopodite joint:

This is very much wider than it is long. It has abundant bristles, all situated on or near the

ventral edge, sometimes, however, some of them are considerably displaced dorsaUy on the

medial side. The posterior and the anterior of these bristles are not separated from each other

by any pronounced gap. The posterior bristles are, on the average, somewhat longer than the

Zoolog. bidiag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I. 48
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aiitiMinr (uifs ami have Umis.. soft hairs, cillicr. as in tin" case of fliose sitiiati'd farthest back,

riirld out to tlieir points, or else oiil\ almi^ the iiii'atci' part ol tlicii- Ic'iij^ili; in the liist-

montiuiu'd case tliov have short hairs distally. Most or all tlic anterior liristles have, long, stiff

sec'omlary bristles at the middle and are moderately stroniiiy or linely pectinated distally.

The transition from the anterior to the posterior type of bristle is gradual.

Seventh limb: — This shows weak se.vuul dimorphism {(}. W. Mtll.LKU states^

I'.ilL'. p. '2i>. that this limb is similar in lioth sexes).

Female: — The rnunbcr of cleaniiii; l)ristles varies somewhat, from eight to over

forty were observeil. Some of these are situated close together distally, the others are placed

irregularly along the distal part of the limb; with regard to the j)osition of the latter it is to bo

ni>tod that it is only exceedingly seldom that there is more than one bristle on the same side

of the same joint. The end comb consists of a rather slight or a moderate number of teeth (from

about seven to nearly twenty), which, unlike in most forms of the sub-family Cypridininae,

cannot be divided into proximal and distal teeth. Dorsally near the end coml) the wall of tlu;

limb becomes somewhat thicker and is furnisiied with a varying number of chitinous jjcgs; in

addition the wall is somewhat concave here, the depth of the concavity varying. The dorsal

and ventral walls of the concavity are not moveably joined to each other, nor is there any special

adductor such as is found in many of the forms belonging to the sub-family Cypridininae.

\Miether, in spite of this, the end comb can be pressed in towards the dorsal edge of the concavity

I have not been able to decide, as I have had only preserved material of these forms at my
disposal. I wish merely to state here that among the material investigated by me I never found

any specimen with its end comb pressed inwards, although I had very abundant material.

Male: — Differs from that of the female especially by the cleaning bristles having

a somewhat, though only very slightly, smaller number of bells and by a slight reduction of

the end comb.

Penis: — This is small, but has a rather well-developed muscular system. Distally

it is divided into two rather short, ciuved processes, both having a few bristles distally (= the

exopodite and endopodite of an original biramous limb?). It is rather weakly chitinized and

has no strongly thickened lists.

Furca: — This has weak (or is sometimes cjuite without?) sexual dimorphism.

G. W. MCller states, 1912, p. 25, that in this genus this organ is quite alike in males and females.

Female: — The lamellae seem to be subject to rather slight variation with regard

to type; they are moderately elongated. From six to fifteen, in most cases from nine to twelve,

furcal claws have been observed; the number of claws seems to be subject to some, though

only a rather shght, variation in several species of this genus. In a number of species main

claws and secondary claws can be distinguished, in others a division of this kind cannot be

carried out; all the claws are weU defined from the lamella. On aU the species of this genus that

were investigated by me the equipment of the claws is about as follows: The first claw has two

rows of smooth secondary teeth; the inner row, which is displaced somewhat dorsaUy, consists

for the most part of powerful teeth pointing distally, the teeth in the outer row are either

, powerful or there is an irregular alternation between powerful and weak ones — in this respect
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there is variation within the species; like the secondary teeth on the succeeding claws, they are

directed obliquely ventrally-distally. On the following three to five claws the medial row of

teeth is absent; the lateral row on these is about the same as the corresponding row on the first

claw, but the teeth are somewhat weaker the more posteriorly they are situated. These four

to six claws are bare or almost bare dorsally; their distal parts are also quite bare. Of the

succeeding claws the anterior ones, like the preceding ones, are furnished with a lateral row

of rather coarse teeth; distally they are moderately strongly pectinated dorsally and ventrally

right to their points; the coarse secondary teeth become more and more rare on these claws

the more posteriorly the claws are situated; on the most posterior they are often quite missing;

distally the posterior claws are finely pectinated dorsally and ventrally. On the anterior claws

there is often a transverse row of long, stiff, smooth bristles proximally-medially. .Similar bristles

may also be found on the lamellae medially close to the claws. The pilosity of the lamellae varies.

Male: — In this sex the furca is of about the same size as in the female, but it is

constructed more weakly. The number of claws is the same or only slightly less than in the

female; their equipment is somewhat weaker.

Upper lip:
— This shows no sexual dimorphism.

— It seems to be subject to only

very slight variation within this genus. Because of this I did not think it necessary to reproduce

it, but merely refer the reader to G. W. MUllrr's reproduction, 1908, pi. VI. fig. 15. It is rather

small and somewhat helmet-shaped, with an unpaired conical median process, pointing somewhat

upward and forward; on the point of this process there is a small glandular field. Between

the lip and the frontal organ there are some irregular protuberances.

The median eye is well developed in both sexes (it is less pigmented in the female

than in the male). The rod-shaped organ is also similarly developed in the two

sexes; it is long and narrow and grows slightly narrower distally.

Lateral eyes: — These are reduced in the female, being only represented by a little

claviform unpigmented process on each side, in the distal part of which there are remains of

the crystalline cones of a few ommatids. (Sometimes quite disappeared?). In the males, on the

other hand, the lateral eyes are very well developed and situated rather far towards the back.

There are never any gills.

Special terminology:
— First antenna: — The far-reaching agreement that

I have stated between the position of the bristles on the original seventh and eighth

joints in this genus and the position of the bristles on the corresponding joints in the sub-

family Cypridininae can scarcely be explained in any other way except by an assumption that

these bristles are really homologous. Because of this I considered that I was justified in using

the same alphabetical notation for these bristles in this genus as was used above for the sub-

family just mentioned. Of the bristles on the original seventh joint the anterior one is accord-

ingly called the a-bristle, the medial one the b-bristle and the two posterior bristles the Ci and c.

bristles. Of the bristles on the original eighth joint the two that are situated close to each

other laterally are called the d- and e-bristles (the anterior one the d-bristle and the posterior

one the e-bristle), the anterior-medial one the f-bristle and the postero-medial one the g-bristle.
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M 11 X 1 1 1 a: — Kiul joint: The bristles of (his joint, as will be seen Inmi what has been

said above, also show an exccodinjily close agrecnicnt with regard to their position with the

bristles of the corresponding joint in the sub-family Cj/pridininae. On account of this there

can scarcely be any doubt that tliere is real homology present. In this case too I have thought

myself justified in using a similar alphabetical notation, based on homologization, for these

bristles as for those of the sub- family just mentioned. The group whos(> (three to five) bristles

form a transverse row on the outside of this joint are consequently denoted as a-bristles, the

group (two) distally-anteriorly
= b-bristles, the group (three to five) distally-medially

=
c-bristles and the remaining bristles, situated postero-distally on this joint

^ d-bristles.

F i f t li limb: — A\'ith regard to the homologization of the bristles on the second

exopodite joint I merely refer to what has been written above in tlie description.

The classification Remarks: — The five species of this genus that have been described in this work certainly

form quite a natural classificatory unit.

One of these forms, Ph. Appellofi, is, however, opposed to the others in some characters,

especially by its strongly marked sltell sculpture and its jointed rod-shaped organ. On account

of this it seemed convenient to distinguish this species as a representative of a new sub-genus,

which has been given the name of Sderoconcha.

Of the species of this genus dealt with in the literature it is rather certain that three

others belong to this sub-genus, viz.:

Ph. Folini, G. S. Brady, 1871, p. 294, pi. XXVII, figs. 1—5.

„ sculpia*, „ „ „ 1898, p. 434, pi. XLIV, figs. 15—20.

„ flexUis, „ „ „ 1898, p. 435, pi. XLIV, figs. 1—14, pi. XLV, figs. 15, 16.

All these three forms are characterized by a very powerful shell sculpture, developed in the

form of extensive ridges. At least two of them. Ph. Folini and Ph. flexilis, have, in addition, a

jointed rod-shaped organ of the same type as Ph. (Scl.) Appellofi. In Ph. sculpta, unfortunately,

this organ is unknown.— It does not seem impossible that another species. Ph. Wyville-Thomsoni,

G. S. Brady, 1880, p. 160, pi. XXXVI, fig. 1, a—c, is to be referred to Sderoconcha too. Because

of the incomplete description
— this species is referred by G. W. MOLLER, 1912, to ,,Cypridinidarum

genera dubia et species dubiae" — nothing, however, can be said with certainty about it.

^Mth regard to the nmtual relations of the other species referred to this genus it is still

too early to make any definitive statement; the descriptions are generally, unfortunately, too

incomplete. It will probably be necessary
— even after distinguishing Pleoschisma and Tetragonodon

as special classificatory units, cf. p. 348 above — to carry out a further division; I need only

point out here that such aberrant forms as Ph. longiseta Ch. Juday and Ph. lomae Ch. JudaY

certainly cannot be retained in this genus.

Detailed diagnoses of the two following sub-genera may conveniently be postponed
tmtil a greater number of species of this genus have been subjected to a closer re-examination.

* This species is, hesitatingly, identified by G. S. Brady himself, 1898, p. '»35 as Streptoleberis crenulaia, G. S. Brady,

1890, p. 515. This identification demands too much, however, from the inexactitude of the two descriptions to be

adopted a priori. Of course its correctness is not absolutely impossible!!
— It does not seem to me impossible tliat

Ph. sculpia and Ph. flexilis are male and female of the same species.
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Sub-genus Philomedes W. Lilljeborg.

Philomedes (p a r t.), a ii t o r u iii.

Diagnosis:
— See above, p. 380.

Remark: — As to the number of species of this iinit, see above, pp. 348 and 380.

Sub-genotype is Ph. (Ph.) globosa (Lli.L.i.).

Ph. (Philomedes) globosa W. Lilljeborg.

Cypridina globosa, W. Lilljeborg, 1853, p. 171, pi. XVII, figs. 2—10, pi. XVIII, figs. 1—3, 7.

Philomedes longicornis, W. LILLJEBORG, 1853, p. 176, pi. XXVI, figs. 4—6, 14—16.

Asterope groenlandica, S. Fischer, 1855, p. 26, pi. XX, figs. 26—34.

Philomedes longicornis, W. Baird, 1860 a, p. 202, pi. LXXI, fig. 5.

Cypridina globosa, G. 0. Sars, 1863, p. 60.

Philomedes longicornis, G. 0. Sars, 1865, p. 107.

Bradycinetus globosus, G. 0. Sars, 1865, p. 110.

„ brenda, G. S. BRADY, 1868 a, p. 128.

,, „ „ 1868 b, p. 466.

Philomedes globosus, G. 0. Sars, 1869, p. 355.

,, brenda, „ „ „ 1872, p. 280.

Bradycinetus ,, G. S. Brady and D. Robertson, 1872, p. 70.

Philomedes globosus, W. LILLJEBORG, 1876, p. 3.

Bradycinetus brenda, G. S. Brady and D. Robertson, 1876, p. 187.

Philomedes „ G. 0. SARS, 1886, p. 74.

globosus, H. J. HANSEN, 1887, p. 255.

brenda, A. M. Norman, 1891, p. 119, 121.

G. S. Brady and A. M. Normax, 1896, p. 654, pi. LI, figs. 1—3,

pi. LVI, figs. 1—3.

„ globosus, C. W. S. AURIVILLIUS, 1896, p. 211.

„ brenda, E. Vanhoffen, 1897, p. 285, pi. I., fig. 3.

globosus, C. W. S. AURIVILLIUS, 1898, p. 398, 400.

brenda, G. W. MCllei?, 1898, p. 40, figs. 1—3.

Th. Scott, 1899, p. 89.

G. W. MULLER, 1901, p. 10, figs. 18, 19.

G. S. Brady, 1902 b, p. 99.

Th. Scott, 1905, p. 228.

0. Nordgaard, 1905, p. 40.
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Description:
— Fein ale: —

Shell: — Length 2,3—3,1 mm.; only specimens from the most northern locales, Greenland,

Spitzbergen etc. have shells as long as 2,9—3,1 nun.; the specimens from the more southern

locales are, on the average, rather considerably shorter; thus, for instance, the specimens from

Skager Rak that were investigated by me were, on un average, only about 2,4—2,6 mm.

Length : height, about 1,4 : 1; length : breadth about 1,75 : 1. Seen from the side,

(tig. 3) it has a somewhat varying shape, though the variation is rather slight. The greatest height

is at about the middle. The dorsal margin is rather weakly arched; this arching is, however, some-

what different in di fferent individuals ; it is somewhat sloping posteriorly and with broadly rounded

corners passes over into the rather steeply sloping anterior and posterior margins. The ventral

margin is imiformly and moderately strongly curved and is somewhat pouting just behind the

incisur. The posterior part of the shell forms a rather slightly projecting and somewhat rounded

corner somewhat ventrally of half the height of the shell; above this corner the posterior margin
of the shell is straight or is only slightly arcuated. The rostrum has a more or less rounded

anterior comer, projecting in most cases almost at a right angle; its ventral corner is rather

pointed and has a small spine-like process. The rostral incisur is rather deep and narrow and

is defined from the ventral margin by a weak protuberance. Seen from below the shell

is oval, with its greatest breadth at about the middle, the anterior and posterior ends of about

the same shape, the side contours almost vmiformly curved (about the same as in the accom-

panying figure 2 of the male). The surface of the shell has no marked protuberances

except one weak ridge behind the rostral incisur, continuing on to the above-mentioned small

protuberance that forms a boundary between the ventral margin of the shell and the incisur,

and the small .spine on the point of the rostrum. It is covered with numerous rounded cavities,

situated fairly close together; these are very often difficult to discern, especially on the specimens

from the more southerly locales, and sometimes they even seem to be quite absent. The whole

surface has scattered short, stiff bristles, situated rather close together; among these there are

also a few som^ewhat longer bristles, distinguished by the fact that from a short rather thick

basal part they taper to a fine point (these bristles are, however, not quite so long as those on

the shell of the males), see fig. 4. The pores of the surface are very difficult to discern with

certainty in most cases; they are rather small and numerous. Seen from inside: Medial
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Fig. LXVl. — Ph. ( I'hihiiiiaUts) gluho^a (W. LiLLJiiiioiiG).
—•

I. Jjt'l't valve seen lioiii tlit? sidi', o: 36 X. 2. Slii'll seen

from bi-low, (J; 24 X. S. liighl valve, seen from the side, ?; 36 X. 'i. Pari of the surface of the sliell, with jwres
and cavities and two kinds of bristles, $; 312 X. 5. Median eye and rod-shaped organ, o ; 105 X. 6. Distal part of

the right penis, seen from outside; 272 X. 7. Furca; the spines of the claws are not drawn, (J; 81 X. Figs. 1— 'i froin

specimen from Greenland, 5—7 from specimens from Skager Rak.
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bristles: The row of bristles on tin- rostnini Ikis ratlicr nuMifnms ln-jstlcs (alxml (lie saiiu> as

shown in Hji. '2 of I'li. I I'll.) LiJljcboryi). On tho posterior |Mrt of the list there is a tnodcrato

nnniber of bristles, partly arranged in groups. Between tlie list and I lie posterior margin of

the shell there is a rather small mindier of short bristles (about the same as shown in fig. .3 of

I'h. (Ph.) LilljdKmji). The marginal iiairs on the rostral selvage are rather long. The long

secondary bristles on the selvage behind the incisur, issuing from inside tlie margin of the selvage,

are very few in number; they sometimes seem to be entirely absent. Between the list and the

posterior margin of the shell there is no pocket-like formation as in /'//. (Ph.) Li/ljcbonji. Colour:

According to V. APSTEIX. liH 1. it is a beaut iful red; the preserved specimens are a whitish yellow.

First antenna: — Of the three bristles on the second joint the anterior one is

about as long as the anterior side of the third joint or the third plus the fourth joints, the posterior

one about as long as the total length of the third and fourth or the third to the fifth joints, the

lateral one is in most cases slightly shorter than the posterior one. The third joint has most

frequently two anterior bristles and one posterior bristle distally. Of the two anterior ones the

posterior one is often about as long as the total length of the third and fourth joints, the other

is only about half this length. The posterior one is, in most cases, about as long as the fourth

joint. In some cases three anterior distal bristles are found on this joint, either on both antennae

or only on one. The fourth joint has one anterior bristle, which is about twice the length of

the fifth joint, and four posterior bristles. Of the latter the two lateral ones are about as long
as the posterior side of the second to the fourth joints, the one nearest to them is about as long
as or a little longer than the anterior bristle on this joint, the remaining one, the inner one, is

only about half as long. The bristle of the fifth joint is about as long as the last-mentioned

bristle. The a-bristle on the end joint is about as long as the anterior bristle of the fourth joint.

Either all these bristles are equipped at the middle with one or a few irregular wreaths of long,

stiff secondary bristles or else some of them may be without such wreaths; the following bristles

were sometimes found to have no wreaths of bristles: the shorter of the two anterior bristles

on the third joint and one of the long ones of the four posterior bristles on the fourth joint; the

wreaths on these bristles vary both from one individual to another and on the right and left

antennae of the same individual. As is seen from what has been said above, the length of these

bristles varies somewhat; the variation is, however, rather slight. End joint: The b-bristle has

one sensorial filament somewhat proximally of half its length and three distal sensorial filaments;

in one case two proximal sensorial filaments were found on this bristle on the first antenna of

one side, the other first antenna had only one, as usual. The two c-bristles have in most cases

five proximal and four distal sensorial filaments; in one case (on both the first antennae) five

proximal sensorial filaments were found on one of these bristles and six on the other; in another

specimen (similarly on both the first antennae) six proximal sensorial filaments were found

on both these bristles; finally in a third case five proximal sensorial filaments were discovered

on one of these bristles on both first antennae, on the other six on one antenna, seven on the

other. The f-bristle has four proximal and four distal sensorial filaments; only in one case were

six proximal sensorial filaments found on this bristle on the first antenna of one side. The

g-bristle always has three proximal and four distal sensorial filaments. The position of these
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sensorial filaments is quite the same as is shown in fig. 8 of Ph. (Ph.) Lilljehorgi. Pilosity:

The second joint has rather abundant transverse rows of short, stiff hairs. (This limb agrees

entirely with that of Ph. (Ph.) rotunda; cf. the figure 3 for this species).

Second antenna: — Exopodite: The first joint is rather short, being only

about as long as the total length oi the following joints. The bristles on the second to the fifth

joints are about as long as the first joint or even as the total length of the three proximal

joints; they are bare and have a simple point distally. The proportion between the length of

the long natatory bristles and the exopodite is about eight to five. The end joint has seven

bristles, the three dorso-medial of which are short; of these three the longest one is about as

long as the first or the first three joints, the shortest is only about as long as the total length

of the three to the five distal joints; the shortest one often has short hairs, the two others are

usually equipped with rather sparse long natatory hairs. In females with their embryos far

developed the long natatory bristles are broken off; after this they are of about the same

length as the bristles on the second to the fifth joints or are even still shorter. The second

to the eighth joints have rather short and weak basal spines, smallest on the proximal joints

and sometimes apparently even quite absent on the second joint. In most cases the basal spines

are simple; sometimes, however, they have two or three points. Sometimes one or more smaller

spines can be observed close to one or more of the basal spines; these small spines (presumably

like the basal spines) are obviously only strengthened separate hairs in the rows of hairs that

are found distally on these joints. E n d o p o d i t e: The first joint has six bristles, with short

hairs or almost bare, moderately long and strong; five of these are situated in one group, the

sixth is situated somewhat distally of the others. The second joint varies somewhat in shape,

but has in most cases the shape reproduced in fig. 12. Ventrally this joint has usually only one

bristle, situated somewhat proximally of the middle of the joint. This bristle is rather long,

but its length varies somewhat; it is furnished at the middle with several irregular wreaths of

long, stiff secondary bristles and has short, fine hairs distally. On one specimen this endopodite

had, both on the right and the left antenna, an additional bristle distally of the former one; this

bristle had the same type as the former one, but was not quite half as long as it. On another

specimen a bristle of this sort was observed on the antenna of one side, the one of the other side

having only a long one. Finally in one specimen this joint had ventrally two bristles of about

equal and moderate length; both of these had a few irregular wreaths of long, stiff secondary

bristles at the middle and short hairs distally. The distal bristle of this branch is about as long as

the second joint, sometimes, however, a little shorter, sometimes a little longer; distally it is finely

rounded. In one specimen, both on the right and the left antenna, a proximal protuberance

was observed on this bristle; this protuberance was of about the same type as that which

G. W. MULLER observed in Ph. (Ph.) levis (1894, pi. 3, fig. 31).

Mandible: — Proto])()dite: The basalc has from six to eight moderately

long bristles ventrally, most of them subequal; one or more of those situated most distally are

slightly longer than the others. Dorsally this joint has, in addition to the two distal bristles,

two other bristles, one situated somewhat in front of the other just in front of the middle of

the joint. One of the distal bristles is about as long as the anterior side of the first endopodite

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Sui>pl.-Bd. I. *"
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joint, tlio Kthor is about twice as loiifj; as tliis. Tlu' two others ot the biistli's inoiitioiieil an- sub-

otjual and about as long as the shorter distal bristle. All lour are of about the same type, with

a wreath of K>n<;, stiff secondary bristles at the ini(hlle and e.\eee<liiio|v line, short li:iirs distally.

K X o
J)
o il i t o: The distal bristle is most frei|uentl\' about the same leiit^tli as this branch,

the other is rather slightly shorter; either they both havo a wreath of lon<f, still' secondary

bristles at the n\iddle and exceedingly tine, short hairs distally or else one of them has no wreath

of bristles. E n d o p o d i t e: First joint: Three of the four ventral bristles are long and have

a few wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle and fine, short hairs distally; the

fourth is usually only about a third ot tlie length of these three and has one wreatii of long secon-

dary bristles at the middle and short, line hairs di,stally. (The proportions of these bristles are

about the same as in fig. 11 of Ph. (Ph.) Li/ljeborgi). Second joint: The proximal group of

bristles on the anterior side most fre(|uently number three, sometimes four; these arc somewhat

dift'erent in length, the U)ngest being from a third to a half the length f)f the anterior side of this

joint; they all usually have exceedingly fine, short hairs; sometimes, however, some of them

may have some long secondary bristles at the middle. Between this group of bristles and the

distal anterior group there is on the medial side one bristle (on one mandible of one specimen

two bristles) of the same length as the bristles in the proximal group, but with somewhat coarser

short hairs (about the .same as in fig. 11 of Ph. (Ph.) Lilljeborgi). End joint: The longest middle

claw is about as long as the second endopodite joint; the anterior claw is scarcely half this length.

Pilosity: The second protopodite joint and the second endopodite joint have groups of short,

stiff hairs on the inside.

Maxilla: — Protopodite: First endite: This has ten bristles distally. The

two inner ones of these are subequal, of moderate length and strength, furnished at the middle

with one or two oblique wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles and fairly strongly pectinated

distally. Four bristles of about the same strength and length as the preceding ones — their

length and strength varies, however, to some extent — usually have one, sometimes two, wreaths

of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle, and rather powerful secondary teeth, often

rather few in number, distally; the number of these secondary teeth varies, however, rather

greatly. Three of them, one situated just outside the two first-mentioned ones, one at the outside

of all the other bristles of this process and one about half-way between the two others, are

somewhat shorter and weaker than the six already described; they usually have a wreath of

long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle and are rather strongly pectinated distally; some-

times their distal secondary bristles are aLso rather long. The remaining bristle is situated

almost opposite the middle one of the three bristles just mentioned and is very short and rather

weak; sometimes it has short hairs and sometimes a wreath of long, stiff secondary bristles at

the middle (see fig. 12 of Ph. (Sd.) Appellofi). Second endite: This has six distal bristles of

moderate length; sometimes all these are subequal, often one of the anterior or the posterior

ones is somewhat shorter than the others. The two middle ones are powerful, considerably

more so than the others, and are furnished distally with a somewhat varying number of strong

secondary teeth; the four others with a moderately strong pectination distally. AU six usually

have a wreath of long, stifi secondary bristles at the middle (see fig. 13 of Ph. (Sd.) Affellofi).



Fig. LXVIl. — Ph. ( Philnmedcs) globosa (W. Lii.LjEnonc).
— 8. Distal part of the left first nntpnna, seen from inside; the

c- and f-bristles are brolien, cJ; 160 X. 9. Distal half of the sensorial bristle of the fifth joint of this antenna; the

proximal filaments are broken, (J; 408 X. 10. Exopodile of the right second antenna, seen from outside; the bristles of

the 3rd'—8th and 4 of the bristles of the 9th joint are broken, cj; 105 X. 11. Endopodite of the right second antenna, (J:

160 X. 12. Endopodite of the left second antenna, $; 312 X. From specimens from Skager Rak.
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The third omlito has niiio or ten l)ristles distally. Ol tliesc nos. 1. 2, 3. 4 and i), cnuntini; Imni

outside, are of aVumt the same type, subequal, moderately long and stionji;, willi a wreath of

long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle and ratlier lincly peetinated distally; on bristle no. .'},

which is somewhat more powerful than the otiiers, the pectination is also somewhat stronger.

Bristles nos. ;'> aiul 8 are of about the same length as the former ones, but rather considerably

more powerful, furnished distally with a varying number of powerful secondary teeth and

a number of weak ones; these two bristles are quite without long secondary bristles. Between

these two bristles there is a bristle of the same type but in most cases rather considerably shorter.

The remaining bristle or. in the case of ten bristles (which spems to be the more usual), the two

remaining ones are in most cases somewhat longer than the others, are rather finely pectinated

distally and usually have two wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle (see fig. 14

of Ph. (Scl.) Appelloji). The bristle situated proximally on the outside of this process lias long

hairs or is almost bare; it is of about the same length and strength as the outer distal bristles

on this process. The dorso-distal bristle on the protopodite is of about the same length as the

last-mentioned bristle. On the boundary between the protopodite and the endopodite there

are three bristles: one close to the exojjodite, one at the middle of the inside of the palp and

one on the anterior side of the palp. The first of these is about as long as the endopodite and

is usually furnished at the middle with two wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles and with

short hairs distally. Of the two others the one on the inside of the palp is of the same type

as the former one, but somewhat longer, and is in most cases furnished with three wreaths of

bristles; the bristle on the anterior edge is about as long as the first endopodite joint and has

in most cases a collection of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle and short hairs distally.

Exopodite: Of the three bristles two are usually long, subequal or somewhat different

in length, and about as long as the endopodite, in most cases furnished with some irregular

wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle and with short hairs distally. The third

is considerably shorter, often only about half the length of the former ones, often furnished with

some long secondary bristles at the middle and short hairs distally; on one specimen this bristle

was about as long as the two other bristles. The long secondary bristles on these three bristles

seem to vary a good deal. Endopodite: First joint: The bristle situated distally on the

anterior side is not quite as long as this joint; in most cases it has one or two wreaths of long,

stiff secondary bristles at the middle and short hairs distally. Distally-posteriorly this joint

has five bristles, with short hairs or almost bare. End joint (fig. 14): This has four bare or almost

bare a-bristles, four or five, in most cases five, c-bristles with short hairs. The three strong

bristles among the b- and d-bristles are fairly stronglv or else weakly pectinated at the middle.

Pilosity : The third endite has soft hairs situated close together on the outside; the first endopodite

joint has, especially on the anterior side, numerous transverse groups of short, fine hairs.

Fifth limb: — Protopodite: First endite: Of the six bristles the four middle

ones are subequal, moderately long and strong; the anterior one and the posterior one are

considerably shorter and weaker, in most cases less than half the length of the four others. All

these bristles have one or two oblique wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles; bristle no. 2,

counting from the anterior side of the limb, is rather strongly pectinated distally; on bristle
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no. 3 the long secondary bristles continue almost to the point of the bristle; nos. 4 and 5 are

in most cases furnished distally with a comparatively few powerful secondary teeth; the short

anterior and posterior bristles are sometimes bare distally, sometimes rather strongly pectinated

(see fig. 17 of Ph. (Scl.) Appellofi). The second endite has nine bristles, in exceptional cases

only eight. They are subequal and of moderate length and strength; they are either all furnished

at the middle with long, stiff secondary bristles or else one or two may be without these; most

of them are rather strongly pectinated distally; on a few the pectination is comparatively weak

(see fig. 18, Ph. (Scl.) Afpellofi). The third endite has thirteen bristles, of moderate lengtli

and strength; the anterior bristle seems to be always a little shorter and weaker than the bristle

situated nearest to it; the others decrease on the whole somewhat in length the more posteriorly

they are situated. On some bristles there is a wreath of long, stifi secondary bristles at the

middle, but most of them have no such bristles; all the bristles are pectinated distally, some

rather finely, most rather strongly (see fig. 19 of Ph. (Scl.) Appellofi). The e p i p o d i a 1

appendage has about fifty to sixty marginal bristles. Exopodite: First joint: The

main tooth consists of four constituent teeth of about the same type as that rej^roduced for

Ph. (Ph.) Lilljeborgi, i. e. with a very coarse and clumsy anterior tooth. The short posterior

constituent tooth is often very weak; on one specimen it was even missing altogether on the

limb of one side; in exceptional cases this tooth has no secondary teeth at all. On the inside

of the anterior constituent tooth there is a coarse, clumsy, smooth, often somewhat bifurcated,

tooth-like protuberance. The bristle near the main tooth on the posterior side of this joint

is about as long as the anterior constituent tooth, is rather powerful and is fairly strongly

pectinated distally; it has no long secondary bristles. Of the three bristles on the anterior side

of this joint the two situated near the main tooth are subequal, somewhat longer but weaker

than the bristle on the posterior side of the joint; these two bristles are finely pectinated distally;

the outer one has a wreath of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle. The third of these

bristles, the one sitiuited farther out on the joint, is rather short and is furnished with

moderately long hairs. Close to this bristle there is a group of short, stiff hairs. Second joint:

The middle bristle in the group of three and the bristle situated by itself, the c-bristle, are sub-

equal and of moderate length and strength; the two remaining ones in the group of three are

subequal, considerably shorter and weaker, being in most cases not half as long as the two

preceding ones. All these four bristles are often bare or almost bare; in some cases the c-bristle

may have sparse, long secondary bristles at the middle. The bristle on the anterior side of this

joint, on the anteriorly pointing tooth, is short, weak, bare or almost so; it is in exceptional

cases missing (pulled off in such cases?). The two distal exopodite joints are weakly devel-

oped; the outer lobe of the third joint especially is almost completely reduced. Third joint:

The inner lobe has three bristles distally, all of moderate length and strength. One of these is

somewhat more powerful than the others and is furnished distally with a number of moderately

strong secondary teeth. The second is moderately strongly pectinated distally and has a varying

number of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle. The third is somewhat shorter and weaker

than the others and is bare or is only sparsely furnished with short secondary bristles. Variation

was observed in the relative length and strength of these bristles, but it was rather slight. The
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mitor lobe has twn sul)0(|Urtl bristles of inodoratp length and strength, soinctimcs liiiMislu'd witli

some wreaths of U)ng, stiff secondary bristles, sometimes with dcnsr. Idi:;:. soil luirs idoiin iIh"

greatt^r part of tlicir length, .nul witli short h.iirs distally. The cihI jinnt is iiinih'riilciv

large and has in most eases six, si)metinu's seven, bristles distally. These are sonievviiat diiferent

in length and all nn)derately long and strctng: at the niiildle they have one or more wreaths

of long, stiff seeondary bristles, distally they are tiiirly pectinated. Variation was observed

with regard to tlic length and e(|uipment of the bristles, but this was rather slight. The end

joint of the exopodite is partly I'urnishcd with soft hairs, especially on tlie outside.

Sixth limb: — Pro t o p o d i t e: The first endite 1ms two rather short medial

bristles anil one moderately long and strong distal bristle; the medial bristles have soft hairs,

the distal bristle has two or three wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles placed obliquely,

continuing in most cases right to the point of the bristle. The second endite has one medial

bristle and three, exceptionally four, distal bristles. The third endite has one metlial bristle

and seven to nine distal bristles. The endite on the first exopodite joint has one, rarely

two, medial bristles and seven to nine distal bristles. The medial bristles on the three last-

mentioned endites are moderately long, in most cases with long, soft hairs at the middle or

sometimes with rather stiff, long secondary bristles; distally they are bare or finely pectinateil.

The distal bristles on these processes are of slightly different types, subequal or differing rather

slightly in length, moderately long and strong; all or almost all of them are furnished at the

middle with long, stiff secondary bristles and have moderately strong pectination distally.

The length, strength and equipment of these bristles are subject to some, though only rather

slight, variation. The epipodial appendage of the protopodite is represented by

four, very rarely three or five, short bristles with soft long hairs. The second joint of the exo-

podite is about twice as broad as it is long; distally it has twenty to thirty bristles differing

somewhat in length. This joint has fine, short hairs both on the medial and on the lateral side;

hairs may also be observed on the protopodite.

Seventh limb (fig. 16):
— This is of moderate length, being a little more than

half the length of the shell (in some specimens with shells about 3 mm. long this appendage

was from 1,7 to 1,9 mm. long). Cleaning bristles: Situated close together distally there are

from six to nine dorsal and four to five ventral bristles; proximally of these there are from nine

to thirteen dorsal and seven to twelve ventral bristles scattered irregularly. These bristles are

of moderate and of somewhat different lengths, varying somewhat both from individual to indi-

vidual and on the right and left limbs of the same individual. They are furnished with from three

to nine bells cut off transversally distally; the tongue of the distal bell is also cut off rather

transversally; proximally to the bells there are scattered irregularly on the cleaning bristles

a moderate or rather small number of rather weak secondary spines. The end comb consists

of about seven to nine moderately long teeth, decreasing somewhat in length the more proximally

they are situated. These teeth, some of which are reproduced in figs. 17 and 18, are furnished

proximally with from one to three rather strong secondary teeth on each side; in addition they

are provided on both sides with thin wing-like processes, which often continue with a free point

to some distance beyond the central point, which is often well-rounded, of the tooth (fig. 17);

I
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sometimes, however, the points of the wings do not reach the central point of the tooth; cf.

fig. 18. Dorsally of the end comb there are a number (seven to nine, in most cases eight) of rather

low, smooth, chitinous pegs, in most cases arranged in two irregular parallel rows running lono-j-

tudinally. The cavity dorsally of the end comb is moderately deep.

Fig. LXVill. — Ph. (Philomedes) globosa (W. Lilljeborg).
—

i;!. Bnditeon the coxale of the mandible, seen from outside

j": 1000 X. 14. Tlie distal joint of the right maxilla seen from inside, ?; 464 X. 15. Right fifth limb seen from

tht; front, thccxopodite and the third endile of the protopodite; the bristles of the laller are not drawn. J; 312 X. From

specimens from Skager Rak.

F u r c a: — The type of the lamellae and the claws is about the same as that reproduced
for Ph. (Ph.) Lilljeborgi in fig. 15. It has nine to twelve, in most cases ten, claws, decreasing

fairly uniformly in length posteriorly; the number of the claws is sometimes the same on both

lamellae, sometimes different. On the four or five posterior claws there are no long, stiff bristles
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proxinially ami inwanls; tlio otliiT claws liavo at this part a clustiT of hiistlos, varying somewhat

in mimbor. On the hunoUao there are usually no long, stifl secondary bristles medially near

the four ()r live anterior claws; medially near the posterior claws, on the otiicr liaiid. there are

often rather sparse bristles of this kind. At the anterior side of the lirst claw the lamellae often

have short, tine hairs: liehiiid tlie daws too the lamellae have short, fine liairs. Apart from these

they are in most cases
(|iiiti'

without hairs.

The r o d - s h a p e tl organ (fig. 5, tj
=

?): In s])eciinens with shells from 2,7 to

3 mm. long the rod-shaped organ was from 0,5 to 0,G mm. long. In most cases it was

weakly bent ventrally; it is quite without joints; somewhat proxinially of tlie mitldle the

wall seems, however, somewhat weak (the organ is flexible here?); distally it is finely rounded;

it is smooth.

Male: —
Shell: —

Jjcngth 2,4—3,2 mm. As in the case of the females, large individuals, with

shells from 2,9 to 3,2 mm. long, are found only in northerly locales, for instance at Greenland

and Spitzbergen, etc. Tlie males seem, on the average, to be slightly longer (not shorter, as

other authors have stated, e. g. G. W. Mt'LLER, 1901, p. 10) than the females from the same

locale. Length : height, about 1,7:1; length : breadth about 2:1. Seen from the
side (fig. 1), it has its greatest height at about the mitldle. The ventral margin is somewhat

less arched than in the female; it has no pouting behind the incisur. The posterior projecting

comer of the shell is rather broadly rounded; above this corner the margin of the

shell is straight or weakly concave. The anterior and ventral corners of the rostrum,

especially the latter, are well-rounded; the ventral corner has no spine-like process. The rostral

incisur is almost rectangular; the small verruciform process, which in the female forms a boundary
between it and the ventral margin of the shell, is practically absent altogether. Seen from
beneath (fig. 2), it is of about the same type as the shell of the female, but somewhat

narrower. Surface of the shell: The sculpture is somewhat more weakly developed

than in the females. It has a few scattered bristles, some short and some long, just as

in the female; the long ones, situated especially on the posterior part of the shell, are

of the same type as the long ones in the female, but rather considerably longer. Seen
from within: With regard to medial bristles and selvage there is a fairly close resem-

blance between the two sexes.

First antenna (fig. 8):
— Most of the bristles on the second to the fifth joints

are somewhat shorter than the corresponding bristles in the female; with regard to the four

posterior bristles on the fourth joint it is to be noted that the two middle ones are somewhat longer

than the medial and the lateral ones. In most cases there are no long secondary bristles on the

anterior bristle of the second joint, on the shorter of the two anterior bristles of the third joint

and on one to three of the four jDosterior bristles on the fourth joint. The sensory bristle of the

original fifth joint has four sensorial filaments distally, situated in the same way as the distal

sensorial filaments on the c-, f- and g-bristles of the female (cf. fig. 9). End joint: The a-bristle

is about as long as the fifth joint and has no long secondary bristles. The b-bristle is about as

long as the anterior sides of the third and fourth joints; it has two proximal and four distal
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sensorial tilanieuts; in tlie specimens iiom ucjitliern l<jcalities, Spitzbergen, (Greenland, etc.

one of these distal sensorial filaments was somewhat displaced proximally. The d-, e- and

g-bristles are subequal, about as long as the total length of the three distal joints. The last-

mentioned one has three proximal and four distal sensorial filaments, thus the same number

as in the female. The c- and f-bristles are subequal or else the latter is somewhat shorter than

the former; on all the specimens investigated the c-bristie had thirteen, the f-bristle twelve

sensorial filaments, distributed fairly uniformly along the whole length of the bristle. The

hairs on this limb are somewhat more weakly developed than in the female.

Second antenna: — E x o p o d i t e (fig. 10) : This has about the following

proportions between its joints:

I : II : III : IV : V : VI : VII : VIII : IX = 15 : 6 : 9 : 2 : 2 : 2 : 1.5 : J : 0,5,

i. e. the first joint is about as long as the total length of the second and tliird joints and the

third joint is about as long as the total length of all the following joints. The bristle on the

second joint is furnished ventrally at about the middle or somewhat proximally to this point

with about four to six rather strong, smooth spines. The natatory hairs on tlie natatory bristles

are perhaps somewhat wider than in the female. The end joint has only six bristles, one of the

shorter ones of the female being missing; either both the two short bristles on this joint are

provided with long natatory hairs or else the shorter one of them has short hairs. E n d o-

p o d i t e (fig. 11): The first joint has quite the same equipment of bristles as in the female.

The second and the third joints are long and of about the same length. The former has ventrally

at the middle three moderately long, subequal bristles with short hairs. The latter is rather

strongly bent; its concave side, which is turned towards the second joint, is somewhat undulated

and has about five or six weak transverse chitinous ridges distally and no deep notch proximallv;

its proximal bristle is rather short, about a quarter or a third of the length of the joint, and

rounded distally; its two distal bristles are subequal, about as long as the distal breadth

of the joint.

Mandible: — P r o t o p o d i t e: The endite of the coxale is sometimes of about

the type shown in the figure 13, sometimes it is of about the same type as in the tVmale,

only considerably smaller. The two Tnain points are sometimes of about equal length, sometimes

one is rather considerably longer t-han the other; the latter seems to be most often the case;

the chitinization is weak, the bristle situated laterally at the base is similar to that in the female;

there is most often scarcely any armature. Basale: The six proximal-medial bristles are of

about the same length as in the female, all rather weak and finely pectinated; most of them are

without any long secondary bristles; only the distal one often has a wreath of them at the

middle. This joint has six or seven bristles ventrally, of the same length as in the female; the

proximal ones have considerably more abundant long secondary bristles; these secondary bristles

are, however, less stiff. Of the four dorsal bristles on this joint the long distal bristle is about

the same as in the female, the three others are in most cases relatively shorter and liave no

long secondary bristles. The two bristles of the e x o
j:*
o d i t e are in most cases without auv

long secondary bristles; sometimes, however, one or even both may have a wreath of these bristles

Zoolog. bidrag, Upi)sala. Suppl.-Bd. I. 50
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at the middle. E n d n p o d i t <>: In ii tow cases live v»»iitral hristlos were observed <in tlic

i\ry* joint; from one to tliice of these bristles have no wreaths of secondary bristles; the l)risll('s

on the anterior side of the second joint are like those in the female, but have no long secondary

bristles. The bristles of the end joint are somewhat shorter and weaker than those of the female;

the |>roportion between the length of the anterior sidr nl il:e second eiidopodite joint .ind il:e

length of the longest claw is in the female about 28 : 28, and in the male about 28 : 24; t he midille

ilaws are finely pectinated. The pilosity is the same as in the female.

Maxilla: — P r o t o p o d i t e: The first endite has nine or ten bristles. E n d o-

p o d i t e: The first joint has four bristles postero-distally. The end joint had on one specimen

only three a-bristles on the maxilla of one side, otherwise there were four as in the female. Apart
from this it is equipped with bristles in quite the same way as the female. The proportion between

the bristles is sometimes about the same as in the female, but it is subject to variation. The

bristles of the protopodite and the exopodite, like those on the first endopodite joint, are furnished

with long, .soft hairs either at the middle or along the greater part of their length. Some of the

bristles on the end joint of the endopodite may be sparsely furnished with soft hairs too.

Pilosity: The first endopodite joint has very abundant and rather long hairs on the outside;

on the protopodite and the end joint of the endopodite there are also groups of short, fine hairs

to be observed.

Fifth limb (fig. 15):
— Protopodite: The three endites generally have the

same number of bristles as in the corresponding processes in the female, though they sometimes

have one or a few bristles less. Exopodite: The d-bristle on the second joint sometimes

seems to be missing; the inner lobe of the third joint sometimes has four bristles; apart from this

the equipment of bristles is similar to that of the female. The two bristles on the outer lobe

of the third joint are somewhat larger than in the female and have very abundant

long hairs. The outer of the six bristles on the fourth joint is often considerably longer

than the other bristles on this joint and is often bare. The relative length and the pilosity

of the bristles of this limb are subject to variation. Pilosity: Large parts of this limb

have groups of short, fine hairs.

Sixth limb: — The epipodial appendage seems in most cases to be

represented by only three short bristles.

H Seventh limb: — This is somewhat shorter than in the female; in specimens with

shells about 3 mm. long it was about 1,4 to 1,6 mm. long. The secondary spines on the cleaning

bristles proximally of the bells are more weakly developed than in the female or are quite absent.

The end comb has the same or a slightly smaller number of teeth, which are, however, exceedingly

weak, often arranged somewhat irregularly; their basal spines and wing-like processes are very

weakly or not at all developed. The cavity situated dorsally of the end comb is often more

or less compressed. The chitinous pegs on the dorsal edge of this cavity are in most cases some-

what fewer than in the female. It is probable that the end comb in this sex is not used as

a cleaning organ in the real meaning of the term.

Penis (fig. 6) :
— One distal branch has near the base a somewhat bent and rather

strongly chitinized peg-like process. Distally on the two distal branches there are in most

i
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l'"ig. LXIX. — I'll. (Philomedes) globofio (W. Lilljkboko). — 16. SeveiiUi liiiili. ,?; 160 X. 17. One ol' lln' |iruxi]iiaJ UtIIi

'I' IIk> end comb of this limb, ?; 1200 X. 18. One of Uic distal teeth of this end-comb, ?; 1200 X. 19. Endopoditc
iif the soi-oTid antenna, <?, stage I; 160 X. 20. Sixth limb, stage IV; 'jSO X. 21. Furca, slage V; :M2 X. Figs. 16 —

18 from specimens from Greenland, figs. 19—21 from specimens from Skager Hak.
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F u re a
(fifj. 7):

- The iiuiiihcr of claws is on tiic average soincvviuil smaller than

in the female, eight to ten were observed; in most cases nine claws were observed on one lamcNa

and ten on the other; otiicr combinatiotis observed were: nine and nine, eight and nine. The

anterior claws are somewhat more bent than in the female. The C(jui|iiiient
ol the claws is rather

considerably weaker than in the female; claw no. 2 is furnished with two rows of teeth, the inner

one of which is, however, in most cases rather sparse; on tlie tliri'e or four posteiior claws there

are no long bristles medially-basally.

The name. Retnurks: — As is seen from the list of synonyms given above this species is known in

the literature principally under two names, Ph. braiidu {\V. Baihd) and /'//. cjlobosun

(\\. L11.LJEBORG), the former of which has been used most frequently of late.

\\liicli of these two names ought really to be used?

The original description of Ph. brenda, or, as \V. Baihu called this species, Cyprklina

brenda, is to be found in W. Baird's work of 1850 a, p. 181, pi XXIII, figs. 1, a—g. It

is quite clear from this description that this form of Baihd's cannot be considered identical

with the one dealt with above by me. Whether it is identical with any other species now known

seems to be impossible to decide with certainty, but it does not seem improbable that it belongs

to the sub-genus Vargida. It is perhaps identical with C. (V.J megalops G. 0. Saus. As an

argument in favour of this statement of mine I may quote and discuss here a number of facts

from Baird's description.

This author writes: ,,The shell or covering is oval, rounded at both extremities, rather

narrower at the anterior, where it is deeply notched in front, producing a kind of short

beak; .... the valves are smooth and tumid. — The eye is large and ovoid, with about

twenty areolae. — The first pair of antennae is divided into five articulations; the first being

the largest, and the others gradually becoming shorter as they descend, the last sending

off four long, plumose filaments. The second pair is curved, and formed of five joints:

the basilar being stout and rather short; the second, longer, arched on one side, and jjrovided

with three or four long, simple setae; the third is the shortest of all, with a projection on its

imder edge, which gives off two stout, plumose setae; the fourth, longer and narrower than the

preceding, is armed on its outer edge with five simple setae; and the fifth is very slender, and

terminated by four short, simple spines.
— The natatory feet are large, and like those of preced-

ing species „(Ph. Mac Andrei)" , except that the long filaments are distinctly and beautifully

plumose, and that there was apparently no appendage attached to the basilar joint."

The figure with which AA\ Baird illustrates his description of the shell agrees closely

with the description. It shows a shell of an egg-shaped type, with its greatest height somewhat

behind the middle and the posterior part of the shell clearly larger than the anterior part; the

dorsal and the ventral margins are boldly, imiformly and almost symmetrically curved; the

anterior and the posterior margins well rounded, the rostrum without a decided anterior corner.
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III addition — unlike the shell of Ph. Mac Andrei — it is quite without any covering of hair.

The agreement between this type of shell and that of C. (Vargula) megalops is striking. As is

seen from the information given above, the females of the genus Philomedes have extremely

strongly reduced lateral eyes or else the latter are quite absent. The species discussed by
W. Baiud has, on the other hand, large, well-developed lateral eyes, composed of about twenty
ommatids. In tliis point too it thus agrees with C. ( V.) megalops. It can be considered certain

that the first antenna does not belong to any species belonging to the genus Philomedes ; this

is shown partly by the description quoted above and partly by the figure reproduced by W. Balkd

(fig. 1 e). Everything indicates, on the contrary, that we are concerned with a first antenna

of a species belonging to the the sub-family Cypridininae. I wish here only to point out that

a long powerful bristle issues posteriorly on the fifth joint (W. Baird says the fourth joint, but

this writer has clearly overlooked the boundary between the third and tlie fourth joints).

With regard to the natatory antenna it is clear from W. Baird's figure that only the bristle

of the second joint on the exopodite is relatively short, without natatory hairs and furnished only

with short secondary spines; the bristles on the third to the fifth joints are long natatory bristles

with natatory hairs. There seems to be no endopodite on this limb. The latter fact may perhaps

seem to support the identification of this species with G. 0. Sars's C. (Vargula) megalops, as

the endopodite is, as we know, very much reduced in the latter species. Two reproductions of

the mandible — which Baird took to be the second antenna — are given, botli very incomplete

and impossible to use for the purpose of identification. One of these, fig. c, seems probably

to belong to a species of the sub-family Cypridininae, the other (fig. c*) to a Philomedes species!

Additional facts could be given to show that this species of Baird's is not identical with

the species dealt with by me above. It seems, however, superfluous to do so, as those already

mentioned ought to be more than sufficient to show the impossibility of this identification.!

The first to identify this species of Baird's with Lilljbborg's species was G. S. Brady,
1868 b, p. 467. As a reason in favour of this identification only the following is given: ,,I have

not had the opportunity of examining the type specimens of this species; but as I believe
Dr. Baird considers them to be identical with Bradycinetus globosus, I have here adopted
that view."

It is consequently a very weak argument, which of course cannot influence in any way
the statement made by me above as to the necessity of rejecting this synonymization. The

name hrenda is therefore not the right one to use for this species.

It may, on the other hand, be taken as absolutely certain that the species described by
\\. LiLLJEBORG, 1853, p. 171, under the name of Cypridina globosa is identical with the form

dealt with by me above. There are certainly differences in some details between Lilljkborg's

description and the facts observed by me — for these I need only refer the reader to a comparison

between my description and LilljbbORg's — but it is certain that these are to be accounted

for by errors of observation on the part of Lill.iki!ORG. The type specimen of this species of

t it does nol seem right definitively lo idfiitify Cypridina l/rcnda with ('. (Vargula) me^alnpa
— in whii h case

llie latter name would be rejected. The reasons for Uiis i<lentification an' Uio weak. It seems best, at least for tin- ]iresenl,

lo let this species of Baird's increase the list of niiidentifiable sj)erics.



IjII.IJKKOKu's st'ems, as fur as I can jiitl,m', to exist iki loiijffr. Tlicif arc on llir ntlitr liand,

|tanity|K' speciimMis botli limn Bnluisliin ami tlii' west coast ol Norway and Grt'ciiliind. TIk^sc

liave been investigated liv iiic a?id tlirir identity willi I lie I'orm dcsciihcd Ly nir aliovc

verified In addition I have investigated speciineiis caiigiit at the type-loeaiily nl

lJI.LJIOItoi{G's species, near Kullaherg in Skelderviken; these investigations too coiiliiiiietl

the al)ove identiiieatioii.

It is, however, only the female of this species thatW. LlLl>J10HOJ<('. denotes by tin' name

of Ci/pridina globosa. The male is described afterwards under the name of PhUomedes longicornis

{j». 176). Which of these two names of species ought to be used? According to the Art. 28 c

in the International Rules for Zoological Nomenclature (Zool. Anzeiger, 1905), which reads:

..Unter sonst gleichen Umstanden ist derjenige Name vorzuziehen, der in der Veroffentlichung

an erster Stelle angefiihrt wird", I have taken globosa as the name for the species in this work.

Synuiiymy. ^^y ga^j,^u States in his work of 1860 a, p. 200 that the species Cypridina excisa de-

scribed by ^^'. Sti.MFSON, 1853, p. 39 from Grand Manan is synonymous with his Cypridina

Brenda and supports this synonymization by a personaL examination of Stimpson's specimens,

„tide specimens". Wliether this statement proves that this form of Stimpson's is identical

with the species described by me above is uncertain. The statements as to locale do not contra-

dict it; as will be seen below, I have found Ph. (Ph.) globosa common in Fortune Bay, New-

foundland, which is a locale near Stimpson's type-locale. Stimpson's original description and

figure are unfortunately too incomplete to permit of a certain identification. This synonymi-

zation would, however, make it necessary to assume that this author had committed very

great mistakes in his reproduction of the shell and I liave consequently considered it inconvenient

to adopt this view of Baird's.

The chief reason why I — like a few preceding authors — have included Asterope groen-

landica, S. Fischer, 1855 — a form that has been incompletely and certainly very incorrectly

described — as a synonym of the species dealt with here is that the very abundant Ostracod

material I have had an opportunity of investigating seemed to indicate that this was the only

species belonging to the family Ci/pridinidae that is found in Greenland — at any rate it is by

far the most abundant. It was first included in the genus dealt with here by G. 0. Sahs, 1865,

p. 110, and G. S. Bhady writes, 1868 b, p. 466 „and is either identical with, or closely allied to,

Bradycinetus Brenda". In his Naples monograph G. W. MtlLLER writes of this species, that it

,,vielleicht" is a synonym of Ph. (Ph.) globosa.

The reason why A. M. NORMAN's Philomede.; longicornis, 1867, p. 198 and 1869, p. 295

has not been included as a synonym is that this writer identifies this species of LnjLJi':BURG's

with Philomedes interpuncta (\V. Baird). Norman, 1861, p. 280 also has a form Ph. longicornis;

it is clear, however, from his accompanying figm-e that it is Ph. interpuncta and not globosa

that was before the author on this occasion.

Nor are Ph. longicornis in the older works of G. S. Brady (and D. ROBERTSON) included

in the list of synonyms given above. This writer seems also in the beginning not to have dis-

tinguished between Ph. globosa and interpuncta; cf. G. S. BRADY, 1880, p. 154, where these

two forms are synonymized.
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It is evident that Bradycinetus brenda, G. S. Brady, 1871, p. 292, does not even belong

to the genus Philo7)iedes, as is clearly shown by pi. XXVI, fig. 6. According to Brady's own

statement 1896, p. 65(>, this form is identical with tlie male of Cypridina mediterranea 0. Co.si'A,

and this statement is not contradicted by the figure in question.

It is possible that Ph. brenda, R. W. Sharpe, 1909, p. 428 is synonymous with the species

dealt with here. The figure of the male shell given by Sharpe differs, however, so decidedly

from the type of shell observed by me tliat it did not seem right to include this name in tlie

list of synonyms given above.

Habitat :
— \\'est coast of Sweden:

S. of Hven, 16. VII. 1897, depth 36—41 m., clay: 5 specimens (D a g a Exp.,
J. G. Andersson);* W. of Landskrona, 1892, depth 10—20 m., clay containing dead shells:

1 specimen, (coll. H. MUNTHE); W. of Landskrona, 27. VI. 1892, depth 45—50 m., clay:

29 specimens (coll. H. Munthe); S. of Kullen, lat. 56" 12' N., long. 120 26' E., 16. VII. 1878,

depth 25 m., clay with sand and shells: 1 specimen (,,Giinhild" Exp., Hj. Theel and

F. Trybom); Skelderviken (t y p e 1 o c a 1 i t y), 12 and 15. VII. 1897, depth 25 m., clay:

62 specimens (D a g a Exp., J. G. Andersson), R. M. S. 80; S. of Morupsbank, lat. 56" 50' N.,

long. 12" 12' E., 12. VII. 1878, depth 45 m., clay with worm tubes: 8 specimens (,,G u n h i 1 d"

Exp., H.J. Theel and F. Trybom), R. M. S. 81; W. ofVarberg, 8. \. 1912: at the surface:

22 planktonic specimens, R. M. S. 104; depth 25 m., planktonic: 5 specimens, R. M. S. 105; depth

50 m., planktonic: 35 specimens, R. M. S. 106 (Swedish H y d r. B i o 1. C o m m.); W. of

Varberg, 9. V. 1912: at the surface, planktonic: 69 specimens, R. M. S. 107; depth 20 m.,

planktonic: 10 specimens, R. M. S. 108; planktonic just above the bottom: 66 specimens,

R. M. S. 109 (Swedish H y d r. Biol Co mm.); Anholt, 28. V. 1912, planktonic just

above the bottom: 2 specimens, R. M. S. 110 (S w e d i s h H y d r. Bio 1. C o m m.); E. of

Nidingen kit. 57" 19' N., long. IP 27', E., 10. VII. 1878, depth 80 m?, clay: 5 specimens

(Gun h i Id Exp., Hj. Theel and F. Trybom), R. M. S. 82; GuUmar Fiord, Skar, depth

100m., clay: 59specimens (coll. S. LOVEN), R. M. S. 85; Skar. 1897, depth 120 ni., clay: 23 specimens

(coll. J. G. Andersson), R. M. S. 86; Skar, Aug. 1890, depth 125 m., clay: 1 specimen (coll.

0. CaRLGREN), R. M. S. 87; Gullmar Fiord, between Alsback and Skar, 5. VIII. 1896, depth

140 m., clay: 19 specimens (coll. J. G. Andersson), R.M. S. 88; Gullmar Fiord, N.-of Flatholmen,

July 1896, depth 70 m., clay and sand: 13 specimens (coll. J. G. Akdersson), R. M. S. 89;

Vaderoarna (off Fjiillbacka): 41 specimens (coll. S. LovEN), R. M. S. 90; Vaderoarna, depth
70—100 m., coral bottom: 89 specimens (coll. A. v. Goes), R. M. S. 91; Vaderoarna, N. E. of

Storou, 31. V. 1897, depth 50—107 m., coral bottom: 3 specimens (coll. J. G. ANDERSSON),
R. M. S. 92; Vaderoarna, E. of L. Knappen, 1. VI. 1897, depth 140 m., clay: 2 specimens (coll.

,1. G. Andersson), R. M. S. 93; Koster, 2 Swedish miles W., 10. VIII. 1865, depth 100 m.,

clay: 1 specimen (coll. A. W. LJLTNGMAN), R. M. S. 94; Koster, 5. VIII. 1865, depth 180 m.,

clay: 24 specimens (coll. A. W. LJUNGMAN), R. M. S. 97; Koster, 1865, depth 225 m., clay:

7 specimens (coll. A. W. LJUNGMAN), R. M. S. 99; E. of St. Sneholmen, Koster, depth 110 m.,

*) When Tio niu^iu:ii nunii.er is givrn tlic iiilo.iiiation is lakeu I'miu .i iiiaiui-.i lipL vvorki d culliy J. G. Andkksson.
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clay witli Zostirti: 1 spciiiuni (cnll. .1. (.'. AM'KUSson). IJ. M. S. !ir>; K. N. K. nl SI. Sncliolinrn,

IS. V. ISUT. ilt'ptli
!(>(» m.. clay: '_> s|.c(iiiuMis (coll. .1. {',. .\\|||;USS0N), H. M. S. ltd; S. E. ol

St. SnclinliniMi, •_'!». \'. iSilT, depth iSd in., clav : •_' spcciiiicn.s (coll. .1. (.'.
.\\l)i:ii.ss()\),

11. M. S. !>8; K. N. E. of St. Sncholnicn. ."U. \. iSSii. depth !;')(>- l,S(i ni.. clay: 1(1 spcciiii«ns

(coll. .1. .\l;\\ll>sso\). r. y\.

y k a g o r R a k :

Tilt" Norwogian Depression: 6. VII. 1S77. dc])th IMV) in., sand and cla\-: 7 specimens

(..(; u n h i Id" Exp., station Id*. C R(>\ Ai.i.ii s and ll.i. Till:!:!,), K. .M. S. lo2.

W est Coast of No r w a \ :

Bergen. 18.58: 100 specimens (coll. W. iji.lJEBORG), U. M.; Grotsiind. Okt.. 18(11, <lepth

4."> m.. clay: 1 specimen (8. S. E.). R. .M. S. 40.

N o V a Z e m b 1 a:

JIatotschkin Scliarr. 8. \'ll. 187o, depth It— IS m.. sand: 4 specimens (A. E.

NORPRNSK-IOLIt's Exp.). R. M. S. .J4; ^Fatotschkin Scharr, 10—13. iX. 1876, depth 19—27 m.,

clay and sand: 84 specimens (A. E. NordhnskjOLD's Exp.), R. M. S. 55—56; Besimannaja

Bay. 1875: 5 specimens (A. E. NordenskjOld's Exp.), R. M. S. 57.

S p i t z b e r g e n :

King Charles' Island, lat. 78" 50' N., long. 27" 39' E.. 12. VIII. 1898, depth 20 m., fine

yellowish-red clay, temperature at the bottom +0,2" C: about 200 specimens (S. S. E.), R.

lAI. S. 50: King Charles' Island, lat. 78" 50' N., long. 29" 39' E., 17. VIII. 1898, depth 60—70 m.,

fine dark gray clay: about 350 specimens (S. S. E.), R. M. S. 51; Rivalen's Sound, 8. VIII. 1898,

depth 100—110 m., fine clay with stones, temperature at the bottom — 1,45" C: about 175 speci-

mens (S. S. E.), R. M. S. 52 and 53; Swedish Foreland, Cape Hammerfest, 8. VIII. 1898. depth
12—20 m., fine dark gray clay: 1 specimen (S.S. E.), R. M. S. 112; Mount Loven, lat. 79" 20' N..

long. 19" E.. 15. VIII. 1861, depth 180 ra., fine clay: 1 specimen (S. S. E.), R. M. S. 3; Enbay,
lat. 79" 45' N., long. 20" E., 5. VIII. 1861, depth 90 m., fine clay: 1 specimen (S. S. E.), R.

M. S. 4; Parry's Island, 8. IX. 1868, depth 55—70 m., gravel: 4 specimens (S.S. E.), R. M. S. 5;

Castren's Islands, 7. IX. 1868. depth 50—70 m., clay with stones: 103 specimens (S. S. E.),

R. M. S. 6; Shoal Point, lat. 80" 9' N.. long. 18" E., 15. VII. 1861, depth 55 m., clay: 144 specimens,

(S. S. E.), R. M. S. 7; Treurenberg Bay, lat. 79" 55' N., long. 16" 5' E., 8. VI. 1861, depth 25 to

40m., clay: 1 specimen (S. S. E.), R. M. S. 9; at the same station, 17. VI. 1861. depth 55m.,

clay •with stones: 17 specimens (S. S. E.), R. M. S. 10; Mossel Bay, at 16 different stations,

I.—IV. 1873, depth 3—18m., sand or clay: about 650 specimens (S. S. E.), R. M. S. 11—24;
lat. 79" 56' N., long. 15" E., at the surface, planktonic, 3. VII. 1873: lo mature males (S. S. E.),

R. M. S. 25; lat. 80" X., long. 13" E., depth 125 m. : 18 specimens (S. S. E.), R. M. S. 26;

Wijde Bay, July 1861, depth 55—70 m., clay: 1 specimen (S. S. E.), R. M. S. 27; Hakluyts

Headland, lat. 79" 50' X., long. 11" E., 22. V. 1861. depth 30 m., clay: some hundreds of specimens

(S. S. E.), R. M. S. 28 and 29; Danes Gat, lat. 79" 40' N., long. 11" E., 10. IX. 1861, depth 36 m.,

clay: 39 specimens (S. S. E.), R. M. S. 30; Kobbe Bay, depth 5 ra., sand: 1 specimen (S. S. E.),

R. M. S. 31; Ice Fiord, no definite locality, Sept. 1861, depth 4 m., algae: 24 specimens (S. S. E.),

* .No (leliiiitc locality.
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B. M. S. 32; Nord Fiord, lat. 78" 27' N., long. 15" 20', E., 19. VII. 1808, depth 175 m., dark

brown clay: 4 specimens (S. S, E.), R. M. S. 34; Ice Fjord, Coles Bay, 22. VII. 1908, depth
3—4 m., temperature + 5" C, loose clay: 45 specimens (S. S. E.), U. M.; Sassen Bay, Sept.

1861, depth 18 m., clay: 49 specimens (S. S. E.), R. M. S. 35; at the same locality, Sept. 1861,

depth 35m., clay: 39 specimens (S. S. E.), R. M. S. 36; Advent Bay, Aug. 1861, depth 20—50 m.,

fine clay: 40 specimens (S. S. E.), R. M. S. 37; at the same locality, 10. VIII. 1908, depth

11—19 m., fine clay, temperature at the bottom + 3" C: 25 specimens (S. S. E.), U. M.; Ice

Fiord, Cape Boheman, 21. VII. 1898, depth 36 m., clay and gravel: 20 specimens (S. S. E.),

R. M. S. 113; Bel Sound, depth 10—20 m., clay: 16 specimens (S. S. E.), R. M. S. 38; at the

same locality, depth 35 m., clay: 2 specimens (S. S. E.), R. M. S. 39; at the same locality,

depth 55 m., clay: 16 specimens (S. S. E.), R. M. S. 40; Horn Sound, depth 70—100 m., clay

with stones: 21 specimens (S. S. E.), R. M. S. 41; WTiales Point, 9—10. VIII. 1864, depth

35—55ni., clay: 16specimens (S. S. B.), R. M. S. 42; at the same locality, 10. VIII. 1864, depth

55—70m., clay: lOspecimens (S. S. E.), R. M. S. 43; lat. 760 40' N.. long. 18" E., 29. VII. 1868,

planktonic at the surface: 21 specimens, males and females (S. S. E.), R. M. S. 45; Ginevra Bay,

lat. 78" 35' N., long. 20" E., 21. VIII. 1864, depth 7—12 m., fine clay: 13 specimens (S. S. E.),

R. M. S. 46.

Greenland:

Clavering Island, 17. VII. 1899, depth 25—40 m., mud and sand: some hundreds of

specimens (S. G. E.), R. M. S. 59; Small Pendulum Island, lat. 74" 35' N., long. 18" 23' W.,

6. VII. 1899, depth 18—21 m., mud and sand: 3 specimens (S. G. E.), R. M. S. 114; Franz

Josef Fiord, lat. 73" 6' N., long. 27" 17' W., 12. VIII. 1899, depth 1—9 m., mud and sand:

about 300 specimens (S. G. E.), R. M. S. 115; at the same locality, 11. VIII. 1899, depth 23 to

70 m., mud with sand and gravel: 6 specimens (S. G. E.), R. M. S. 116; lat. 73" 32' N., long.

24" 35' W., 28. VIII. 1899, depth 100—110 m., mud with gravel and stones: 2 specimens

(S. G. E.), R. M. S. 117; lat. 72" 43' N., long. 26" 50' W., 23. VIII. 1899, depth 3.5—60 m.,

mud: 12 specimens (S. G. E.), R. M. S. 118; King Oscar Fiord, lat. 72" 56' N., long. 24" 49' W.,

24. VIII. 1899, depth 125 m., mud with gravel and stones: 2 specimens (S. G. E.), R. M. S. 119;

Scoresby Sound, lat. 70" 50' N., long 22" 31' W., 4. VIII. 1899, depth 9 m., mud with algae:

25 specimens (S. G. E.), R. M. S. 120; lat. 70" 27' N., long. 22" 35' W.. 30. VII. 1899, depth

13—18 m., clay, mud and sand: 30 specimens (S. G. E.), R. M. S. 121; lat. 70" 43' N., long.

22" 29' W., 7. VIII. 1899, depth 70 m., mud: 2 specimens (S. G. E.), R. M. S. 122; Sukkertoppen,

24. VII. 1870, depth 100 m., clay: 4 specimens (S. G. E.), R. M. S. 60; Christianshaab, 28. VII.

1870, depth 5—9 m., clay with stones and algae: 13 specimens (S. G. E.), R. M. S. 61; at

the same locality, 28. VII. 1870, depth 27—50 m., clay: 62 specimens (S. G. E.), R. M. S. 62;

Claushavn, 4. VIII. 1870, depth 35 m.. clay and stones: 146 specimens (S. G. E.), R. M. S. 63;

at the same locality, 8. VIII. 1870, depth 500 m., clay: 4 specimens (S. G. E.), R. M. S. 64;

Jacobshavn, 7. VIII. 1870. depth 60 m.. clay: 133 specimens (S. G. E.), R. M. S. 65; at the same

locality, 14. VIII. 1870, depth 215 m., clay and sand: some hundreds of specimens (S. G. E.),

R. M. S. 66; Godhavn, depth 50—90 m., clay: 4 specimens (S. G. E.), R. M. S. 67; Disco

Island, Nord Fiord, 11. VII. 1871, dejjtli 280 m,, loose gray clay: 5 specimens (S. (!. E.), R.

Zoolog. bijia^', L'lppsala. buppl.-liJ. I. '!
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-M. S. US; Vinanak. tlcptliTO '.Mini., clay: ,s<nnr Imndrrds ot specimen.^ (S. (I. K.). I!. .M. S. 70;

at tho samo localitv. fiiio clay. (l(|)tli
4.")(i m.: '_'."> s|)criinciis (S. G. E.), H. M. S. 71; Kikcrtak,

T<»s,sukatoks Icefionl. 31. \ 111. IS7t>. depth 50—70 m., clay: 96 specimens (S. (i. K.), K. M.

S. 7'J; at the same locality. ;Jn. \ III. 1S70. depth 100— 125m., on a rocky bottom: 5 specinicn.s

(S. (I. M), R. M. S. 73; at the same locality. 31. VIII. 1S70, dei)th 125—250 m., clay and stones:

82 specimens (S. 0. E.). R. M. S. 74; Aid<padlavtok. depth -l.'>o in., tine clay: 56 specimens (S. G.

E.). R. M. !^. ";">; (ape Dudley Diggers, 5. \'ll. 1>S!»4. deplh do so ni., nuid: about 70 specimens

(S, G. E.). i;. M. S. 70.

Ra I 1 i 11 I', a y:

Lat. 71" 10' N.. long. 58" 50' W.. 20. \11. 1871, dej)tli 350 m., chiy: 7 specimens, (S.

t;. !•:.). K. -M. S. 70; lat. 72" 4' K., hmg. 5'J" 50' W.: 1 specimen (S. G. E.), R. M. S. 77.

N e w f o II n d 1 a n il :

Lat. 46" 13' N., long. 51" 46' W.. Ki. \'ll 1. Is7l. depth ](i(i in., sand and shells: 2 specimens

(S. G. E.). R. yi. S. 78; Fortune Bay, 8. \IJ. 1870, ileptli 35 m., clay: about 200 specimens

(S. G. E.). 11. y\. S. 69.

Distribution: — Tliis species seems to be oi an arctic-boreal nature — not arctic, as

A. 31. NOR-AIAN states, 1891, p. 120. According to statements formerly made in the literature

it occurs:* round Great Britain (G. S. Brady, A. M. Norman and D. Robertson), along

the west and north coasts of Scandinavia (W. LiLLJEBORG, G. 0. Sars, A. M. Norman), in

the Kara Sea and off the Murman coast (G. 0. Sars and H. J. HANSEN), at Franz Josef Land

(Til. ScuTT), Spitzbergen {W. LiLLJEBORG, G. 0. Sars), Jan Mayen (G. 0. Sars), Greenland

(\V. LiLLJEBORG, C. AuRlviLLiLS, E. Vamiofken, K. Steffensen) and north of North America,

lat. 77" N., long. 71" 37' W. (W. Baird).

Relation to hydrographical conditions: — According to the results arrived at by the

,,Conseil perm, intern at. pour I'e x p 1 o r. de la mer", collected by C. Apstein,

1911, this species is restricted to comparatively low temperatures. It had been observed at

8,20
" C and + 1,3" C. As is shown by the information given by me above, it has been found

at a still lower temperature
—

1,45" C. Salinity: from 35 to 19,96 "/uo.

Ph. (Philomedes) Lilljeborgi (G. 0. Sars).

Bradycinetus Lilljeborgi, G. O. Sars, 1865. p. 112.

Philomedes „ „ ,, ,, 1869, p. 357.

„ „ „ 1872, p. 280.

? Bradycinetus ,, G. S. BRADY and D. Robertson, 1872, j).
70.

* Not on the coast of Finland. This information, which is found in G. VV. .Muller's woik of I'JOl, p. 10,

is certainly a mistake; presumably il is, as is already pointed out by C. Apstki.n, 19H, p. 168, a misprint for

Finnurken. Not in the Bay of Biscay, as G. W. Mli.i.er stales, 1912. Tliis statiineni, taken from G. S. I3U.\uy's

work of 1871, p. 292, refers to another species; cf. above,
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Fig. LXX. — Ph. (Philnmecks) Lilljebnrgi (O. O. Sars), ?. —1. Right valve spcn from the side; 39 X. 2. Anlerior

pari ol Ihe left valve seen from inside: 100 X. 3. Posterior part of the left valve seen from inside; 100 X. 4. A part

of the selvage of the ventral margin of the rostrum; :)25 X. S. A part of the selvage just behind the rostral incisur;

500 X. fi. Mcdi il litistlefrom the rostrum: 500 X. (All figures are drawn from a sperimen determined by O. O. Satis.)
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J'/iilonii-iliS LiUjclumji. C <>. S\i;s. 18S(). p. 71.

A. M. .\'ih;\i\\. ls!tl.
|iji.

1 I'.), r_'l.

(J. S. Ki;\i>\ iiiul A. M. XoKMW. ISIMI. p. ().")S, pi. \A.. \\<^^. A l<i

C; pi. 1,11, fi,L;s. :{. 1.

II. 11. GkaN, 1002, ]>p. '2(1, Cd. so. I'Ki.

r. T. Ci-HVH. liio:?, p. i'4.

„ ,,
( . II. OSTKM l.lli. I'.KKl,

|i.
97.

„ ,. .. .. .. and ('. Wi:si:\ii;i;(;-l.i Ml. litii!). p. 114.

,. ,. ('. .Al'STKiN. Kill. p. Kill, pi. XXlll. fig. 4.

Description:
— F r in ale: —

Shell: —
Length 2,15—2,6 mm. It does not seem to be decidedly larger in northern

than in southern locales; a few specimens from Lofoten that I had an opportunity of investig-

ating had shells about 2,3 mm. long, which was the average length of the specimens from

Skager Rak that were investigated by me. Length : height, about 1,45 : 1; length : breadth,

about 1,8:1. Seen from the side (fig. 1) it is ,,rounde(l-suli-(|ua(liangnlar", with

its greatest height at about the middle. Tlu' dorsal margin is only weakly arched, sometimes

almost straight, running almost parallel with the longitudinal axis of the shell, and with broadly

roimded corners jjassing into the rather steeply descending anterior and jiostcrior margins.

The ventral margin is uniformly and moderately curved and weakly pouting just behind the

rostral incisur. The posterior part of the shells forms, somewhat ventrally of half the height

of the shell, a rather small but characteristic beak — which is perhaps the easiest means of

distinguishing this species from Pli. (Ph.) globosa. Above this beak-like process the

posterior margin of the shell is straight or very slightly arched. The rostrum has in most cases

a rather pointed anterior corner, which projects almost at right angles; its ventral corner is

rather pointed and is armed with a small spine-like process. The rostral incisur is rather deep

and narrow, defined from the ventral margin of the shell by a slight protuberance. Seen
from beneath the shell is oval with its greatest breadth at about the middle; the

anterior and posterior extremities are almost similar, the side contours are uniformly curved

(agreeing fairly well with pi. LII, fig. 4, G. S. Brady and A. M. NORMAN, 1896). The sur-

face of the shell is smooth, without any marked protuberances except the little spine

on the ventral corner of the rostrum and a very slight ridge behind the rostral incisur, running
out on the little protuberance, which, as has been mentioned above, marks off the rostral incisur

from tlie ventral margin of the shell. It has only some scattered and moderately long bristles;

these bristles are characterized by coming to a fine point from a rather broad basal part
—

they

are of about the same type as the long bristle in fig. 4 of Ph. (Ph.) globosa. The pores of the

siirface are of moderate size, rather numerous and often very difficult to observe with certainty.

Seen from inside (figs. 2 and 3): Medial bristles: The row of bristles on the rostrum

consists of a rather large number of bristles, about as in fig. 2. On the posterior portion of the

list there is a moderate number of bristles, partly arranged in small groups. On the part of the

shell between this part of the list and the margin of the shell there are a few very short bristles.



Fi'T. LXXr. — Ph. ( Philnmedes) Lilljchorgi (G. O. Sars), ?.
—''. I,(fi first antenna, seen fro.n inside; 105 x. 8. The oiiil

joint ol this antenna, seen from outside: 312 X. 9. The endopodite of the right second antenna (normal typo): 248 X.
10. The endopodite of the left second antenna (abnormal type): 248 X. (All these drawi'igs from a specinien determined

by'G. O. Saks.)
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On this part thoro is also an plonpattHl little jxH-kot, situated alxnit |)iirallcl
to the inaryiii of tlio

slioll: on till' ('ili»o of thrs pocket tliere are often a few extremely sliort i)ristles; fliis pocket is

often full ef all sorts of dirt. For tlie selva<!;e see fi«i;s. 4 and 5. The in;ir<.Mrinl liristles on the

rostral selvajje are ratlier short. Aecordiiii; to (I. ( ). Sahs's stateineiil the shell has a pali'

yellowish colour.

First a n t c nMi a (fig. 7):
— Of the three bristles on the second joint the posterior

one. which is somewhat longer than the two others, is usually as loiiy as the total length of the

third and fourth joints. The third joint has three or four, usually three, bristles anteriorly;

the anterior one of these is rather short, usually not quite so long as this joint, the others are

subequal and in most cases about as long as the Inurth joint. The posterior bristle on this joi?it

is short, about half the length of the next joint or somewhat longer. The fourth joint has the

same bristles as in Ph. (Ph.) globosa; their length is, however, on the average, somewhat less

than in this species, the two medial ones and the four posterior ones especially are rather short.

The bristle on the fifth joint is about the same length as this joint. The a-bristle on the end joint

is about the same as the anterior bristle on the fourth joint. Most of these bristles have one or

a few wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middh': these are, however, often missing

on the short anterior bristle and the posterior one on the third joint. Variation in the secondary

bristles may, however, be observed; in the length of the bristles so far mentioned I have also

observed some, though only rather slight, variation. The bristles of the end joint (fig. 8) have

the same equipment as in Pli. (Ph.) glohosa, i. e. the b-bristle with one proximal and three distal

sensorial filaments, the c-bristles with five proximal anil four distal sensorial filaments, the

f- and g-bristles with four and three proximal sensorial filaments respectively and four distal

sensorial filaments; in one specimen six proximal filaments were observed on one c-bristlc on

the antenna of one side. The pilosity is about the same as in Ph. (Ph.) globosa.

Second antenna: — Exopodite: This is very like that of Ph. (Ph.) globosa. The

proportion between the length of the first joint and the total length of all the following joints

is about 43 : 37. In some cases females with rather large eggs in the brood chamber were dis-

covered with their long natatory bristles quite intact; in most cases, however, these natatory

bristles were broken off as in Ph. (Ph.) globosa. This ma}- perhaps indicate that this character,

of having the long natatory bristles broken off is not completely fixed in this species. There

seem sometimes to be no basal spines at all on the second, or the second and third, joints. In

most cases the basal spines are simple; sometimes, however, they have two or three points.

In some cases one or more small spines may be observed close to one or more of the basal spines

(cf. p. 385 above). Endopodite (figs. 9 and ID): The first joint has quite the same

equipment of bristles as this joint in Ph. (Ph.) globosa. The second joint has several bristles

ventrally: One rather long one — its length varies somewhat, however — situated somewhat

proximally of the middle of the joint; this bristle is furnished at the middle with several irregular

wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles and with short hairs distally. Distally of this bristle

there are in most cases three moderately long bristles; on one specimen only two bristles were

observed on the antenna of one side; whether the third had been broken off could not be decided

with any certainty, though probably it had not been. G. S. BhaijY and A. M. NORMAN, 1896



FiR. LXXll.— I'li.fl'liHomede.-i) Litljehorgi (G. O. Sars), ?.
— 11. Riglil iiiarulihlc, seen from iiifidc: 192 X. 12. Tin"

riu'iii tooth of the lirsl exopoilite joint of the fifth limb; 480 X. 13. Srventli limb; 25C) X. li. Distal purl of thi:<

limb; 980 X. (All these ciravvings from O. O. Sars's spetimen.)
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pi. 1,1.
tij,'.

(). .-^luiw iiiiK- two of tiicsf luistli's. These liiistles vnvv Imlli witli reLiiiid t(i li'iit;lli

and e(|ui|iineiit : dinereiieo.^ ma\' l)e dli.seiAcd. not (Hily liel\veei\ one iii(li\i(iual and anolliei-,

l)ut al.so botwiH'ii the riijht and left antennae of the same indixidual. Sometimes it is the distal

one, somotimes the proximal one and soinotinies tlic middle one that i.s loneest; sometimes one

or two of them have an irreirular wi-eath of lon<i. stifT seeondarv bristles at the middle and short

hairs distally. while the two or one that remain iiave short hairs; sometimes ail three hav(>

onlv short hairs. The distal luistle uf tliis joint is about as long as the joint or somewhat

U)nger; it is finely roundetl distally. On one antenna of one indiviilual there was observed,

pro.ximallv on this bristle, a protuberance of about the same type as (J. \\ . All LLKI! observed

on Ph. Icvis (1894, pi. 3, lig. 31).

Mandible (fig. 11):
— This is very like that of I'li. ( I'li.J tjlobum. I* r o t o p o d i t e:

The basale has eight or nine bristles ventrally, of about the same length as in the species just

mentioned. Dorsally this joint has, besides the two distal bristles, five (sometimes four) bristles

on the distal half. As in /'//. i Ph.) globosa the shorter distal bristle is about as long as the

anterior side of the first endopodite joint, the longer one is about twice as long. The remaining

five are subequal and about as long as the shorter distal bristle. In most cases all tliese bristles

of this joint have a wreath of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle ajid exceedingly fine

hairs distally; sometimes, however, there may be no wreath on some of them. Endopo-
dite: The second joint differs from Ph. (Ph.) glohusa by having five, sometimes even six,

bristles in tlie anterior-proximal group.

Maxilla: — This is very like that oi Ph. (Ph.) globosa. We may note: P r o t o-

podite: On the boundary between the protopodite and the endopodite there are on the

anterior edge of the palp two bristles with short hairs, usually subequa! and varying somewhat

in length, sometimes only about half as long as the first endopodite joint, sometimes about as

long as the corresponding bristle in Ph. (Ph.) globosa. On one specimen three of these

bristles were observed in this place on one maxilla. Exopodite: The equipment
of the three bristles is rather variable; the short bristle often seems to be without

long secondary bristles. Endopodite: End joint: This has usually, as in Ph. (Ph.)

globosa, four, sometimes five, a-bristles; on one specimen three b-bristles were observed,

two of which were powerful; four or five, usually four c-bristles; the three d-bristles are

sometimes subequal, in most cases, however, the relation between their lengths is the same

as in Ph. (Ph.) globosa.

Fifth limb: — This is quite like this appendage in Ph. (Ph.) globosa.

Sixth limb: — This is very like that of PJi. (Ph.) globosa; we may note that the

second joint of the exopodite has 28—33 bristles.

Seventh limb (fig. 13):
— This has about the same relative length as the corre-

sponding appendage in Ph. (Ph.) globosa. The cleaning bristles are relatively few, usually ten,

sometimes eleven, of moderate, somewhat varying length. UsuaUy six of these are situated

dorsally, three close together distally and three scattered somewhat proximally of the former.

Four, sometimes five, are situated ventrally, two close together distally and two or three somewhat

proxima lly of th e former. EquijDment of the cleaning bristles : Three to six bells cut o ff transvcrsally
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distallyj also the tongue of the distal bell is cut ofi rather transversally distally; proximally

of the bells these bristles are furnished with short hairs, which are either rather fine or compara-

tively coarse; at least some of them are arranged in a few wreaths; sometimes these hairs seem

to be almost completely absent. The end comb (fig. 14) consists of about eleven to seventeen

teeth of moderate length and strength, decreasing somewhat in length the more proximally they

are situated. These teeth are furnished proximally on both sides with a powerful secondary

spine and are rather well rounded distally; they are provided on each side with a thin wing-like

process, which in most cases, as far as I could see, did not continue as free points (as is the case

in Ph. (Ph.) globosa). The cavity dorsally of the end comb is rather deep. Between the end

comb and the distal dorsal bristles there are two parallel and somewhat irregular rows, running

Fig. LXXIII. — Ph. (Philomedes) Lilljeborgi (G. O. Sars), ?.
— 15. Furca seen from inside; the teetli are not drawn;

120 X. (From a specimen determined hy G. O. Sars.)

longitudinally, of rather short, claviform, smooth chitinous pegs, each row comprising about

four or five pegs (sometimes somewhat fewer, broken?).

Furca (fig. 15) :
— This has ten claws, decreasing fairly uniformly in length and strength

posteriorly. On the three posterior claws there are no long, stiff ^bristles proximo-medially.
Otherwise it is about the same as in Ph. (Ph.) globosa.

R o d - s h a p e d organ: — This is of quite the same type as in Ph. (Ph.) globosa; its

length is a little more than 0,3 mm.

For the male cf. the description by G. S. BRADY and A. M. Norman, 1896, p. 658.

Remark: — On account of the incompleteness of the original description of this species

I wrote to Professor G. 0. Sars for permission to re-examine the tj^e-specimen. In answer

to my request Professor Sars informed me that the type-specimen seemed unfortunately to have

been lost, but sent me at the same time, however, two specimens (one male and one female)

taken at Vallo, Christiania Fjord, thus near the type-locality which had been determined by
him as belonging to this species. The determination of G. 0. Sars' is presumably quite correct.

The new description of this species given above is based on this female; of course several other

specimens were also taken into account. — The male sent by G. 0. Sars was unfortunately so

dirty that it was not suitable for description and reproduction.

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I. 52

Tlie material on

ti'hich my de-

scription is based.
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Habitat: - W • s t coast n I S w c d c ii :

KosttT (H(.liusliin). K. \. K. ..f Stora SiiclioliiuMi; 18. V. 18!»7; dcptli down to 160 in.;

clay: 1 imvturo iViiiak' (coll. J. V,. AM>i:i;.ssuN); R. .Al. S. 12:}. Kostcr; 5. \ill. 1805; depth,

180 in.; clay: 130 spocinuMis. mature foinales and hirvac (coll. uidviiown); K. Al. S. 125. The

same loc^ility; 24. \ II. ls(i."); depth, 225 in.: 98 specimens, iiiatun' females and larvae (coll.

unknown): \{. M. S. 124.

C h r i s t i a u i a b' i o r d :

Vallo: depth, .'5(50—400 m.: 11 specimens, niatnrt' females and larvae (coll. (!.(). SAKS);

Chr. Z. M.

S k a g e r K a 1< :

.jSkager Rak" (without definite localities; the depths indicate, however, that all these

samples were taken in the Norwegian Depression; coll. J. LiNDAHL): depth, 150m.: Gspeciraens,

females and lan'ae, R. M. S. 126; depth, 200m.: 2 females, R. M. S. 127; depth, 300m.: 15 speci-

mens, mature females and larvae, R. M. S. 128; depth, 350 m.: 211 .specimens, mature females

and juvenes, R. M. S. 129. Lat. 58" 26' N., long. 9" 40' E.; 4. VII. 1872; depth, 350 m.; clay:

1 mature female (coll. J. Lindahl); R. M. S. 130. „Bassinen" in the Norwegian Depression (no

definite locality) ; 6. VII. 1877; depth, 360 m.; clay mixed with sand: 1 female (S w e d i s h „Gun-
h i 1 d" Exp., St. 10., C. BOVALLIUS and H.I. ThEel); R. M. S. 131. Lat. 58" 21' N., long.

9''11' E.; 17. VII. 1879; depth, 360 m.; fine brown clay: 2 females (Swedish „Gunhild"
Exp., St. 14, C. BOVALLIUS and HJ. ThEEL); R. M. S. 132. Lat. 58« 14' N., long. 8» 56' E.;

17. VII. 1879; depth, 415 m. ; fine brown clay: 11 specimens, mature females and juvenes

(Swedish „Gunhild" Exp., st. 15, C. Bovallius and Hj. Theel); R. M. S. 133.

West coast of Norway:
Lofoten Islands at a depth of 360—540 m. : 5 specimens, mature females and juvenes;

collector unknown; R. M. S. 134.

Distribution: — Skager Rak; west coast of Norway, Beeren Island (H. H. Uran)
Iceland (H. H. Gran); between Faroe Islands and Norway and between lat. 45" and 50" N.,

long. 10" and 15" W. (G. S. Brady and A, M. Norman).

Ph. (Philomedes) Eugeniae n. sp.

Description:
— Female: —

Shell: — Length 1,6—1,75 mm.; length : height,about 1,5:1; length : breadth about

1,85 :1. Seen from the side (fig. 1) it has its greatest height at the middle. The

dorsal margin is rather strongly and almost uniformly curved, sometimes, however, somewhat

less than is shown in the figure; in most cases it passes over into the anterior and posterior margins

without any decided corners; sometimes, however, when the dorsal margin is less strongly arched,

distinct, though broadly rounded, corners may be observed. The ventral margin is uniformly

arched, but less strongly than the dorsal margin; it is weakly pouting just behind the inci.sur.
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The posterior part of the shell is, at about a third of the height of tiie shell, drawn oiit into

a well-marked, almost rectangular, and in most cases rather pointed, corner—sometimes, however,

somewhat less pointed than in the accompanying figure. Above this corner tbe posterior margin

of the shell is very weakly concave or almost straight. The rostrum has a rather strongly pro-

jecting, almost rectangular, but rounded, anterior corner; its ventral corner is about of the same

shape as the anterior one and has an exceedingly small, almost completely reduced, spine. The

incisur is rather narrow and deep, and not, as in Ph. (Ph.) globosa, Lilljeborgi and several other

species of this genus, marked off from the ventral margin of the shell by a protuberance. Seen
from beneath the shell is oval, with its greatest breadth at about the middle, the anterior

and posterior ends being almost symmetrical, the side contours uniformly curved. The s u r-

f a c e o f t h e s h e 1 1 is, at least partly, covered with small, rounded, shallow, rather close

foveolae, in most cases difficult to observe, but apart from these it is quite without sculpture.

It has rather sparse, scattered and rather long bristles, somewhat more numerous near the

margin of the shell; these bristles are characterized by the fact that they suddenly grow narrower

from a rather thick basal part (of about the same type as the long bristle in fig. 4 of Ph. (Ph.)

globosa). The pores of the surface are difficult to observe, rather small and numerous. Seen
from inside: Medial bristles: The bristles in the row on the rostrum are rather numerous

(about the same as in figs. 2and 6 of Ph. (Ph.) Lilljeborgi). On the posterior part of the list there is

a moderate number of bristles, partly arranged in small groups. On the part of the shell between

this part of the list and the margin of the shell there are a few bristles (of about the same type

as in fig. 3 of Ph. (Ph.) Lilljeborgi). There is no such pocket as characterizes this latter species.

The selvage on the rostrum has short, marginal hairs.

First antenna: — The three bristles on the second joint are most frequently

subequal and about as long as the fourth joint. Either all the bristles or one of the two anterior

ones and the posterior bristle on the third joint were without long secondary bristles in the

case of the specimens investigated by me. The same was true of the a-bristle on the end joint.

Each of the other bristles on the second to the fifth joints had only one wreath of long, stiff secon-

dary bristles at the middle. Otherwise this antenna agrees very closely with that of Ph. (Ph.)

globosa. No variation was observed in the sensorial filaments on the end bristles.

Second antenna: — Exopodite: This is very like that of Ph. (Ph.) globosa.

The bristles on the second to the fifth joints are about as long as the total length of the two

or three proximal joints and are furnished at about the middle with a series of about ten rather

strong, smooth ventral spines. The long natatory bristles were unbroken in the females in-

vestigated by me, although some of these had rather large eggs in their brood chambers.

Endopodite (fig. 2): The first joint is of the same type and has the same equipment of

bristles as this joint of Ph. (Ph.) globosa. The second joint is rather elongated and has two

bristles ventraUy, somewhat proximallv of the middle, the one situated somewhat proximally
of the other. The proximal one of these bristles is rather long and has several wreaths of long,

stifi secondary bristles at the middle and short hairs distally. The distal one is rather short

and has only short hairs. The end bristle on this joint is somewhat longer than the joint and

is finely rounded distally.
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M a II (1 i 1) 1 1': — With regard to tliis limb the type-specimen showed practically

complete agreement with Ph. (Ph.) ylobosa. in a few other specimens this liinh was rather

considerably more slender, and its bristles, especially those on the endopodite, were relatively

shorter; on the latter specimens the secondary bristles also seemed to be more weakly developed.

Fi^. LXXIV. — Ph. ( Philomedes] Eugeniae n. sp., ?.
— i. Shell, seen from the side; 56 X.2. Endopodite of llii- Icfl

second antenna seen from inside; S12 X. 3. Seventh limb; 312 X.

In one case three bristles in addition to the two distal bristles were observed dorsally on the

second protopodite joint.

Maxilla: — This is like this limb in Ph. (Ph.) globosa. The equipment of almost all

the bristles is somewhat weaker than in the species mentioned. Protopodite: The bristle

on the anterior side of the palp on the boundary between the protopodite and the endopodite

is comparatively short, being sometimes not even half as long as the first endopodite joint; it

has no long secondary bristles. E x o p o d i t e : Its three bristles have in most cases only
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a very few long secondary bristles. E n d o p o d i t e: The first joint has distally-posteriorly

only four bristles. The end joint has three a-bristles and three c-bristles; the d-bristles are

often subequal.

Fifth limb: — This is very like this appendage in Ph. (Ph.) globosa. As a rule,

however, the equipment of most of the bristles seems to be somewhat more weakly developed

than in this species.

Sixth limb: — This is very like that of Ph. (Ph.) globosa; we may add that the

epipodial appendage is represented only by three bristles and that the second joint of the exo-

podite has only seventeen to twenty bristles.

Seventh limb (fig. 3) :
— This has about the same relative length as the corre-

sponding appendage in Ph. (Ph.) globosa. There are, as in Ph. (Ph.) Lilljeborgi and rotunda,

three dorsal and two ventral cleaning bristles situated close together distally; proximally of

these there are from five to seven dorsal and four to six ventral bristles scattered irregularly.

The cleaning bristles are moderately long and difier somewhat in length from each other, varying

also to some extent from individual to individual and on the right and the left limb of the same

individual. They are furnished with three to seven bells cut off transversally distally, the

tongue of the distal bell being also cut off transversally. Proximally of the bells these bristles are

furnished with short, and in most cases rather fine, hairs, partly, at least, arranged in one or

a few wreaths; these hairs seem sometimes to be almost entirely lacking. The end comb consists

of eleven to fifteen teeth of the same type as is described for Ph. (Ph.) rotunda. The cavity

dorsally of the end comb is rather deep and is furnished dorsally with two rather small, clavi-

form, smooth chitinous pegs.

Furca: — The five posterior claws have no long basal-medial bristles. Apart from

this the furca of this species agrees completely with this organ in Ph. (Ph.) Lilljeborgi.

Rod -shaped organ: — This is of precisely the same type as that of Pli. (Ph.)

globosa. It is about 0,3 mm. long.

The male is unknown.

Remark: — This species is very closely related to Ph. (Ph.) assimilis G. S. Brady, but Hfiniifn to oihe

differs from it by the equipment of the endopodite of the second antenna and by having more

numerous cleaning bristles on the seventh limb. In addition, unlike the species just mentioned,

it has not the peculiarity that the older females break off the natatory bristles on the second

antenna.

Habitat: — T i e r r a del F u e g o: Strait of Magellan; depth, 7 m. : 3 mature females

(The Swedish „E u g e n i c" - E x p e d i t i o n, 1851—1853); R. M. S., on slides. Off

Cape Valentyn; 12. III. 1896; depth, 270 m. ; bottom of dead shells: 1 mature female and

5 juvenes (The Swedish Magellan Exped.); R. M. S. 135.

Type specimen: on slides in R. M. S.

spertt's.
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Ph. (Philotnedcs) rotunda n. sp.

Dvscriptwii:
— F o in u 1 o: —

Shell: — Length, 1,9—2,1 mm.; U'ngtli : heiglit about 1,;J : 1; U'ligth : hicadtli about

l.ti : 1. S c t> n f r o m t li c s i d o (fig. 1) it has a broad oval shape, with its posterior part

somewhat larger than the aiitirinr jiart. the greatest height being at about the middle. The

dorsal, posterior and ventral margins are uniformly rounded, passing into each other without

anv corners; the ventral margin is weakly pouting just behind the incisur. The rostrum has

a broadly rounded anterior corner, its ventral corner is rather pointed, but is witliout any

spine (such as we find, for instance, in PIi. (Ph.) globosa, Lilljehorgi and other species of this

sub-genus). The incisur is moderately deep and narrow, and is not marked off from the ventral

margin of the shell by any protuberance (cf., foi- instance, Ph. (Ph.) qlohosa and Lilljehorgi).

Seen from beneath it is oval, with its greatest breadth at about the middle, the anterior

and the posterior ends rather broadly (more so than in Ph. (Ph.) globosa, for instance; cf. the

figure for this species) and almost symmetrically rounded; its side contours are uniformly arched.

Surface of the shell: This has no marked sculpture; in transmitted light it appears to be

rather finely and irregularly reticulate (cf. fig. 2); in reflected light each mesh seems to correspond

to a rather shallow cavity. It is sparsely furnished with moderately long, scattered bristles,

which are characterized by suddenly becoming narrower from a rather broad basal part (their

type is about the same as the long bristle in fig. 4 of Ph. (Ph.) globosa). The pores of the surface

are rather small and numerous and very difficult to observe with certainty. Seen from
inside: Medial bristles : The bristles on the rostrum are about as numerous as on Ph. (Ph.)

LiUjeborgi; most of them seem not to have any long hairs distally. Posteriorly on the list

there are a moderate number of bristles, partly arranged in small groups. Between the

posterior part of the list and the margin of the shell there are a few short bristles. On the other

hand there is at this place no such pocket as has been given as characteristic of Ph. (Ph.) LiUje-

borgi. The rostral selvage has rather short marginal hairs.

First antenna (fig. 3) :
— This agrees in its details with this antenna of Ph. (Ph.)

globosa. No variation was observed in the number of sensorial filaments on the end bristles.

There are rather abundant hairs on the second joint, and short, stiff hairs were also observed

on the first joint, especially ventrally.

Second antenna: — Exopodite: This is very like that of Ph. (Ph.) globosa.

The bristles on the second to the fourth joints are about as long as the first joint. In females

with large eggs in the brood chamber the long natatory bristles were broken off as in the species

just mentioned. The e n d o p o d i t e is also very like that of Ph. (Ph.) globosa. Sometimes

a rather short bristle, with short hairs, may be found somewhat distally of the long ventral

bristle on the second joint. The distal bristle on this joint is perhaps somewhat more pointed

than in Ph. (Ph.) globosa.

Mandible: — P r o t o p o'd i t e: Basale: This has from seven to nine bristles

ventrally, some of which are rather long and some of moderate length. Apart from the two
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Fig. LXXV. — Ph. (Philomedes) rotunda ii. sp.
— 1. Shell, seen from the side, ?; 43 X. 2. The sculpture of tlie surface

of the shell, $; 312 X. 3. Left first antenna, seen from inside, ?; 133 X. '> Endopodile of the rii,'hl second antenna,

seen from inside, (J stage I; 232 X. 5. Furca seen frornlnside, $:115 X. fi. Hod-shaped organ and median eye, $;lfiO X.
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distal bristles there is only one bristle dorsally, sitnated just in front of the nud(ile of the joint;

this bristle is about as long as this joint. The two distal bristles are somewhat different in length,

somewhat longer «)r shorter than this joint. All three are of about the same type, with one

or a few wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles at the iniddii' and short, fine hairs distally.

The two bristles of the e x o
})
o d ite are somewhat shorter tiian the distal bristles on the

second protopodite joint, but of about the same type as these. I\ n d o
]>
o d i t e: Of the four

ventral bristles on the first joint the shortest one is about half as long as the second endojxnlite

joint, the three others are about as long as this joint; they are all furnished at the middle with

one or a few wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles and with short hairs distally. Second

endopodite joint: The anterior proximal group of bristles comprises three bristles, of which the

medial ones are somewhat shorter than the lateral one, the latter being about half as long as

this joint; all of them are usually furnished with short, fine hairs. End joint: The longest middle

claw is about as long as the second endopodite joint. The anterior claw is only about

a third of this length. The weak anterior bristle in tliis species is somewhat longer than

the anterior claw. Pilosity: The second protopodite joint and the second endopodite joint

have groups of short, fine, stiff hairs on tiie outside; similar hairs are also found distally-

anteriorly on the first endopodite joint.

Maxilla: — This is very like this limb in Ph. (Ph.) globosa. Protopodite:
The bristle on the anterior side of the palp on the bcnindary between the proto2:)odito and the

endopodite is long, being about as long as the endopodite, and has no long secondary bristles,

Endopodite: This has four or five bristles on the first joint distally-posteriorly. The

end joint has three or four c-bristles; the powerful bristles among the b- and d-bristles have

a very weak equipment, almost smooth.

Fifth limb: — This is very like the corresponding appendage in Ph. (Ph.) globosa.

In one specimen three bristles were observed on the outer lobe of the third exopodite joint on

this limb of one side.

Sixth limb: — Very like that of Ph. (Ph.) globosa. The second exopodite joint

has, on the average, somewhat more numerous bristles.

Seventh limb (fig. 7):
— This has about the same relative length as in Ph. (Ph.)

globosa. Cleaning bristles: These are rather numerous, 23—26 being observed; in most cases,

as in Ph. (Ph.) Ldlljeborgi, three dorsal ones and two ventral ones are situated close together

distally, sometimes three dorsal ones and three ventral ones were observed; the rest are scattered

irregularly proximally of the former ones, being in most cases somewhat more numerous on the

dorsal side of the limb. They are of moderate and somewhat varying length, and are furnished

with from two to five beUs, cut off transversaUy distally; the tongue of the distal bell is also

cut off transversally. Proximally of the bells the cleaning bristles are furnished with from one

to five wreaths of short, stiff hairs, placed obliquely. The end comb (fig. 8) consists of about

twelve to sixteen teeth of moderate strength and length, decreasing somewhat in length the more

proximally they are situated. These teeth are furnished proximally on each side with a rather

strong secondary tooth and are rounded distally; there are no wing-shaped processes at the

sides (such as are found, for instance, in Ph. (Ph.) globosa and Lilljeborgi), or if they do exist,
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they are very weak and have no free jaoints. The cavity situated dorsally of the end eonib

is rather deep and is furnished dorsally with three moderately long, claviform, smooth, chitinous

pegs (fig. 8).

Furca (fig. 5):
— This has ten claws, diminishing in length posteriorly, without any

clear division into main claws and secondarj- claws. Claws nos. 2 to 4 are rather decidedly

bent; this bending varies, however, to some extent. The five anterior claws have a proximal-

medial group of long, stiff bristles, tlie posterior ones have no such bristles. Medially close to

Fig. LXXVI. — Ph. ( Philomedes) rotunda n. sp., ?.
— 7. Seventh liiiiij; 248 X. 8. Distal part of thisliiiil); the brisths

are broken; 680 X.

the claws there are on the lamellae sparsely scattered stif! bristles varying in length and number.

In front of the first claw and behind the jjosterior one the lamellae are furnished with short,

fine hairs; apart from these they are most frequently quite smooth.

Rod- s h a p e d o r g a n
(fig. 6):

— This organ is about 0,5 nmi. long. It is finely

pointed distally. Somewhat proximally of the middle of the organ a rather considerable portion
of it is thin-walled; at this part the organ is flexible. There is no division into joints at all.

It is smooth.

The m ale is unknown.

Zdolog. biflrag, Uppsala. Siippl.-I!<l. I. 53
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lUtainmio I'h.d'h.) HoiHirks: - It is iiiipossibli' to di'i'uK' fur icrtaiii wlu'thcr lliis species is identical witli

nniftfs aoiy.
j,^^ (I'll.) lat'ripcs. tliou^li it does not spom impossible. As a prelimiiiiuv I ooiisidired it best

to describe it as a new species. The description ol Ph. laevipes that is I'ound in \\. von l)\ii\^ ,

1!M)S, p. I'J is exceedinglv th'ticient , cleaih' chaw ii up witliout the aut bur ha\ini,M he necessary

knowleilge of the forms belonging to tiiis sub-gemis.

Ph. tnn-iprs = ln pa.ssing 1 mav point out tliat Pli. Incripc.'i is pr()l)al)ly a larva of the s])e(ies I'll, {'liar-

"'"•'
cvd. which is described by K. von D.M'A'i in tiie same treatise. l)AliA^ hinisell indicates the

possibility of these two forms being identical. Thus we read on p. 1.1 of tliis treatise: ,,En

general, les particuhnites de Torganism rajipellent beaucoup la I'hilomedes Charcoti, et, si la

structure des pattes vermiformes ne diflierait pas atitanl. on pourrait reunir les deux especcs,

v\rque toutes deux sont du meme endroit ,,(la cote de Tile Booth- Wandel, Terrc de Graham,

Antarctis)". encore que capturees a des dates differentes." According to this author the seventh

limb of Ph. laevipes is. unlike that of Ph. Charcoti, quite bare. This character to which Daday

attached such great importance that he derived the name of the species from it, can, of course,

not be regarded as any reason for not identifying these species. It is known tliat tliis absence

of armature on the seventh limb is a character of the larva; all species of this genus seem to

have a seventh limb of this type during the third larval stage. Other cliaracters as well, such

as the length of the shell, the number of fureal claws, etc. support the idea that Ph. laevipes is

a larva of Ph. Charcoti in the third stage.

The form dealt with by me here seems to differ from Ph. Charcoti, of which only the male

is described, in at least one character, namely the number of bristles on the seventh limb. Ph.

Charcoti is said to have only thirteen bristles, six on one side and seven on the otlier, while Ph.

(Ph.) rotunda is characterized, as we have seen above, by having a somewhat larger number

(23—26).

RflaiiontoPh.fPh.) Another species to which Ph. rotunda is certainly very closely related is Ph. (Ph.) orbicu-

oris ra y. ^^^^— which, curiously enough and certainly incorrectly, is regarded by its author, G. S. Bhaia
,

as a southern variety of Ph. (Ph.) globosa
—

,,It is in all respects very similar to the well-known

European species P. Brenda'' (globosa) ..and may perhaps be fairly looked upon as a southern

variation of that form". G. S. Brady's description is unfortunately too incomplete to permit

of a certain identification. The relatively great length of the shell (2,5 mm.) and the fact that

,,the surface of the shell is smooth and densely clothed with a villous coating of very short hairs"

(G. S. Brady, 1907, p. 4) seem, however, to argue against the identity of these forms. It is,

however, not impossible that they are identical, nor can it be considered impossible that G. W.

Mt'LLER was right when in 1912 he identified Ph. orbicularis with Ph. laevipes.

Habitat: — South Georgia: S. A. E., Station 18, mouth of the West Fiord, Cumber-

land Bay, lat. 54" 15' S., long. 36" 25' W.; 22. IV. 1902; depth, 250 m.; loose clay; temperature

at the bottom + 1,2" C: 1 mature female; R. M. S. 136. S. A. E., Station 22, off May Bay,

lat. 540 17' S., long. 360 28' W. (type locality); 14. V. 1902; depth, 75 m.; clay with

scattered algae; temperature at the bottom -f lj5o C: 1 mature female; R. M. S., on slides,

S. A. E., Station 23, off the mouth of Moran Fiord, lat. 54" 23' S., long. 36o 26' W.; 16. V. 1902;
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depth, 64—74 in.; grey clay with gravel and stones; temperature at the bottom +1,65" C:

4 mature females and 14 larvae; R. M. S. 137. S. A. E., Station 24, off Grytviken, lat.

54«22' S., long. 36" 27' W.; 20. V. 1902; depth, 95 m.; clay: 2 juvenes; R. M. 8. 138. S. A. E.,

Station 30, Moran Fiord, lat. 54" 24' S., long. 36" 26' W.; 26. V. 1902; depth, 125 m.; clay with

scattered stones; temperature at the bottom — 0,25" C: 1 mature female; R. M. S., on slides.

Type-specimen, on slides, R. M. S.

Sub-genus Scleroconcha n. sub-gen.

Philomedes (p a r t.), a u t o r u m.

Diagnosis:
— See above p. 380.

Remark: — For the number of species see above, p. 380.

Sub-genotype is Ph. (Scl.) Appellofi n. sp.

Ph. (Scleroconcha) Appellofi* n. sp.

Description:
— Female: —

Shell: — Length, 3,3
—3,6 mm.; length : height about 1,5 : 1; length : breadth about

2:1. Seen from the side (fig. 1) it varies, though only slightly, in shape. It is somewhat

sub-rhomboidal with its greatest height at about the middle. The dorsal and ventral margins
are boldly arched. The former is somewhat irregular, its posterior part is sometimes more

flattened than is shown in the accompanying figure and with a distinct corner marked off from

the posterior margin of the shell. The ventral margin is uniformly curved, passing without

any corner into the posterior margin of the shell. The posterior part of the shell is drawn out

into a strongly projecting, rounded beak-like process somewhat ventrally of half the height

of the shell. The rostrum has a strongly projecting, rounded anterior corner; when the shell

is seen from the side, the ventral margin of the rostrum is covered by a strongly projecting,

powerful process, somewhat rounded distally (cf. fig. 3). The incisur is broad, almost

rectangular, and is marked off from the ventral margin of the shell by a rather large and

somewhat bifurcated protuberance. Seen from b e n e a t h (fig. 2) the shell has almost parallel

sides anteriorly and posteriorly converging irregularly and suddenly towards the anterior and

posterior points. The surface of the shell has a powerful, decorative sculpture: partly four

strongly projecting longitudinal ridges, and also numerous irregular foveolae of moderate depth

and size, situated close together. Of the four ridges two, one dorsal one and one ventral one, run

close to the margin of the shell, which they cover to a great extent when the shell is seen from

the side; the dorsal one splits about half-way along the shell into two ridges running close to each

This species is called afler my esteemed li'iicher, Professor A. Appellof.
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otluT ami almost parallel, iioth coiitinuinjr down to tlir nisliuin. Tin' tun diIkt ridges run nioif

parallel to tin- lon^itmlinal axis of tlic siii'li. one sonicwlKil above, the other somewhal hehiw

half the height of the shell. The former eontin\ies anteriorlv to tlie rostrum, where in most

cases it joins the ilorsal ridge; posteriorly it joins the ridge that runs along thi- ventral margin
on the posterior beak-like process of the shell; the anterior part of this ridge is weakly and i'airlv

uniforndy curved tlorsally; behind the middle of the shell, on tiie other haiul, it is very irregular

with at least two very striking, nodose, projecting corners. The latter, the ventral one of the ridges

that run more parallel to the longitudinal axis of tlie shell, is almost straight and suddenU- comes

to an end posteriorly a short distance in front of the posterior beak of the shell with a rather

strongly projecting protuberance; anteriorly just behind the rostral incisur it is joined by means

of a low but ilistinct transverse ridge both to the ridge running most dorsally to it and to the

Fig. LXXVII. — Ph. (Scleroconcha) Appelloji n. sp., $.
—

I. Left valve seen freiii Uie side (in reflected

light); 23 X. 2. Shell seen from below; \'t,h X.

ridge that runs along the ventral margin. The foveolae are sometimes considerably less developed

than is shown in the accompanying figure. The ridges, like the bottoms of the foveolae, have

a sculpture with small cavities, sometimes very difficult to observe (in some cases not even

existing?). The surface of the shell is sparsely furni.shed with small hairs, more numerous and

somewhat longer near the margin of the shell. Pores of the surface are found to a moderate

number; they are small and difficult to observe. Seen f r o m i n side the posterior beak-

like process appears to be slightly hollowed out in the shape of a siphon. Medial bristles:

The row of bristles on the rostrum is rather .sparse; a number of bristles in this row do not seem

to have any long distal secondary bristles. The bristles on the posterior portion of the list are

difficult to observe with certainty; they seem to exist in moderate number and not to be arranged

in clear groups. Between the list and the posterior margin of the shell no bristles seem to occur,

nor is any pocket-like formation observable here.

First antenna (fig. 4):
— Of the three bristles on the second joint the posterior

one is the longest, being in most cases about as long as the total length of the third to the fifth

or the third to the sixth joints; the lateral one is the shortest, in most cases about as long as

the total length of the third and fourth joints. The third joint has two anterior bristles and one



Fig. LXXVIII. — Ph. (Scleroconcha) Appellofin. sp.
— H. Roslnim of Iherighl valve seen from inside, $; 82 X. 4. Right

first antenna seen from inside, ?; 80 X. 5. Distal part of the left first antenna, seen from inside, 2; 160 X
6. Endopodile of the left second antenni seen from outside, $: 160 X. /. Endopoditc of Uie rig'lit second antenna seen.

from inside, ^J stage I; 132 X.
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of till' joint, the imtcrior one is oftt'ii soimw h:it loiii^rr ihan ihc othff ;iihI nliout as Imi^ as the

total longtli of tlio tliii'il ami fourth joints. Thf [lostcrior hiistic on this joint is in most cuscs

about as lonji as tho shortor of the two anterior ones. Tho fourth joint has two anterior and four

posterior bristles. The latter are of about the same relative lenjjth as in PJi. ( I'li.) (//(ilxim;

the two anterior ones are in most cases about as long as or somewhat longer than t hr two anterior

bristles on the preceding joint. The l)ristle on the fifth joint and the a-bristle on the end joint

are subequal. tlieir lenirtli l)eing about the same as the total len^dh of the fonith and liftli or

the fourth to the sixth joints. The lengtli of the bristles discussed so far varies somewhat,

though only slightly; their equipment is usually two to four irregular wreaths of long, stiff

secondary bristles. The sensory bristles on the end joint (fig. 5) have the following equipment:

the b-bristle has two proximal and three distal sensorial filaments; the c-bristles have seven

proximal and four distal sensorial filaments: tlie f- and g-bristles have six proximal and four

distal sensorial filaments. Pilositv: ,The second to the fifth joints have rather abundant trans-

verse groups of short, stiff hairs.

Second antenna: — E x o p o d i t e: This is very like that of I'll. ( I'h.J globosa.

The proportion between the length of the first joint and the length of all the succeeding joints

is about the same as in Ph. (Ph.) Lilljeborgi. The bristles on the second to the fourth joints

are about as long as the two to three proximal joints, bare, and finish distally as two short, fine

points. In females with large eggs in tlie biood chamber the long natatory bristles are broken

off in the same way as in Ph. (Ph.) globosa. There are no basal sj^ines, but a number of hairs

in the distal rows of hairs on the second to the eighth joints are considerably strengthened and

are like spines at the place where in other species the basal spine is to be found. E n d o-

p o d i t e (fig. 6): The first joint is very similar to that of Ph. (Ph.) globosa. The second joint

is rather short; ventrally it has only one bristle, situated somewhat proximally of the middle

of the joint. This bristle has numerous wreaths of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle

and short hairs distally and is exceedingly long, almost as long as the protopodite of this antenna.

In one specimen (the type-specimen) there was observed on the antenna of one side, somewhat

distally of this bristle, an additional bristle of about the same length and type as the bristles

on the first joint. The distal bristle of the second joint is about as long as or somewhat shorter

than this joint; it is rather pointed distally.

Mandible (fig. 8):
— Protopodite: The basale has ventrally ten to twelve,

usually ten, bristles of different lengths, some moderately long, some, especially among the distal

ones, rather long. Dorsally this joint has, apart from the two distal bristles, only one bristle,

situated somewhat in front of the middle of the joint; the latter bristle is about as long as this

joint, the two distal bristles differ somewhat in length, the longest being about as long as the

dorsal side of this joint or even somewhat longer; these bristles have one or a few wreaths

of long, stiff bristles at the middle and fine, short hairs distally; sometimes the proximo -dorsal

bristle has no wreath. The two bristles of the exopodite are of about the same type

and length as the two distal bristles on the second protopodite joint, .sometimes they are

rather longer, sometimes a little shorter. Endopodite (fig. 11): The four ventral bristles
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on the first joint are ail of alxmt tlie same type, \vitl> one or more wreaths of

long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle and short, fine hairs distalh-. Three of

Fig. LXXIX. — I'll. (Scleroconcha) Appelloji n. sp.,
O —

i^- '-''H maridilplr ^iimi Irnrii inside; 102 X. 9. Alfdian ryo and

rod-shaped (irf;an; 110 X. 10. .V pari of the vod-shaped organ al Ihi' iHiundai'.y IjeUveen tlie jointed and the unjointed

portion; 708 X.

these bristles are subequal , somewhat longer than the anterior side of the second

endopodite joint; the fourth is somewhat shorter. Second joint: The proximo-anterior

group of bristles contains four bristles, the inner one of which is rather short and rather
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coarsely poet ina ted; tlie one situated nearest tliis is suiiiewhat longer ami liiiely pectinated;

the two oth»irs are considerably lonjjer than tlie lornier ones, the lateral one, which is llie

h)ngest, being almost as long as the posterior side of ijie jdinl; dl llie two latter ones the

inner one has siiort hairs, the outer one has shmt li;iiis distalh ;ind iisualU- a wreath

Fig. LXXX. — Ph. (Sderoconcha) Appeltofi n. sp., $.
— 11. Tliu two disUil eiuJopoditc joints o tlie riglit nuuidiblo

seen from inside; 2i0 X.

of long, stiflE secondary bristles at the middle. End joint: The longest middle claw is almost

as long as the second endopodite joint. The anterior claw is in most cases somewhat

longer than half the long middle claw. Pilosity: The second protopodite joint and the second

endopodite joint have groups of short, stiff hairs on the inside; the first endopodite joint has a row

of similar hairs distallv-anteriorlv.
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Fig. LXXXI. — Ph. (Scleroconcha) Appdloli n. sp., J.
— 12. Firsl endile (jt Ihe maxilla; 250 X. 13. Second oiulitR of tile

maxilla; 250 X. 1 '•. Tliird fiulilo of Iho maxilla; 250 X. 15. Endopodite of the left maxilla seen from inside; 200 X.

16. Left sixth limb seen from inside; 110 x.

Zoolog. bidrap, t'ppsala. Suppl.-lid. I. 54
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.Maxilla: — This is vi-ry liki- tlu' convspDiuling appi'iula;^!' in I'h. {I'll.) (jhibosa.

r r o t o p o d i t o: First ondito {^ff. 12): This has oleven distal bristles; in one specimen as

many as twelve were observed on tln' maxilla of one side, on another (inly nnic, but in the latter

case it seemed probable that one or more bristles had been broken (ilT. The extra bristle was

placed close to the short one and was somewhat shorter and weaker than the powerful bristles;

it hail a wreath of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle and was fairly strongly pectinated

distally. In the case of twelve bristles the two extra bristles were of the type just

described. Second endite see fig.
13. The third endite (fig. 14) has nine i)ristles. As in

/'//. (Ph.) gh)h)sa. the equipment of the bristles, especially the distal ones, and the number

and strength of the secondary teeth are subject to variation. The bristle on the anterior side

of the palp at the boundary between the protopodite and the endopodite is very short and almost

bare. E x o p o d i t e (fig. 15): The equipment of the three bristles varies; one of the long ones

often has no long secondary bristles. Endopodite (fig. 15): End joint: This lias usually

three a-bristles and three or four, usually three, c-bristles; the powerful b- and d-bristles are

almost bare.

Fifth 1 i m b: — This is very like the type described for PIi. (Ph.) globosa. P r o t o-

p o d i t e: First endite (fig. 17) : The anterior and the posterior bristle arc in most cases somewhat

shorter than in the species just mentioned and have no long secondary bristles. The second

endite (fig. 18) has only seven, the third (fig. 19) only eleven bristles. Exopodite: The

anterior constituent tooth of the main tooth (fig. 20), like the tooth-like protuberance situated

at its base, is less clumsy than in the species mentioned. The bristles on the anterior and posterior

edges of the main tooth are subequal and of moderate length and strength; there is sometimes

a wreath of long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle of all three; sometimes the bristle situated

behind the main tooth has no such wreath. Second joint (fig. 22): One of the outer bristles in

the group of three bristles is relatively long, being about two-thirds or three-quarters of the length

of the long middle bristle. Third joint: Of the two bristles on the outer lobe one is relatively

short and weak, being only about lialf as long as the other. The shorter of these two bristles

has a few long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle, the other has a few wreaths of similar

bristles. In one specimen four bristles were observed on the inner lobe of this joint on the limb

of one side.

Sixth limb (fig. 16):
— This is very like that of Ph. (Ph.) globosa. We may add:

Of the two medial bristles on the first endite of the protopodite one is short, the other usually

moderately long. The endite on the first joint of the exopodite has one or two medial bristles

and from eight to ten distal bristles. The second exopodite joint has 32—36 bristles distally.

Seventh limb (fig. 23) :
— This is about half the length of the shell. The cleaning

bristles (fig. 24) are comparatively few in number, only ten to twelve being observed; of these

three dorsal ones and three ventral ones arc placed closely together distally, and from four to

six, two or three on each side, are scattered somewhat proximally of the former ones. Some of

the distal bristles are rather long, the others are of moderate and somewhat varying length. On

the long bristles there are about six to ten, on the shorter ones two to six, beUs cutoff transversally

distaUy; the tongue of the distal bell is also cut off transversally distally. Proximally of the
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Fig. LXXXll. — Ph. (Sclerocnncha) AppcUoji. n. sp., $.
— Fifth limb. 17. First eiulile of the protopodite; ol2 X.

18. Second eiidite of the protopodite, somewhat compressed; 'iVl X. 19. Third eiidile of the protopodile, somewhat

compressed; 'AVI X. '-!(). Main tooth of the fii'st exopodite joint, with the adjaceiil bristles: ;il2 X. 21. .\ part of the

tliird eiidile of the protopodile and the two jtroximal exoiKxiile joints seen from the front; on the tliird endite only the

two anterior bristles arc drawn; on Ihi; main tooth only two constituent teeth are to be seen; on the second (rxopodite

joint the d-bristle is to be observed: WM X. 22. The three ilistal exopodite joints seen from Iwhiiid: :il2 X.
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bolls tlic cliMiiiiig hristli's an- furnished along the groatt'r |iart
nl' their len^lh witii (h'lise, shmt,

fine. stifT haii-s. arranged into from about two to live wicalhs. The end eoiub (lig. 25) is lalher

weak anil eonsjsts of about seven or eigtit sube(|ual teeth nl nuxlerate hMiijtli. Tliese teetiiare

rounded distally and are furnished on both siiles with from one to tliree weak set:ondarv teeth.

The cavity dorsally «)f the end comb is .shallow, furnished at about the middle with a chitinous

peg of about the same type and size as the teeth of tlie end comh (lig. 25).

F u rea (figs. 26—29):
— Tliis has from thirteen to Hfteen claws; sometimes the same

number is found on both lamellae, somtimes it is different; tlie combinations 15—15, 15—14

and 15—13 were observed. Claws nos. 1. 2 and 4 are pow'erful. claw no. 3 is somewhat shorter

and rather considerably weaker than no. 4. From claw- no. 5, which is pretty considerably

shorter and weaker than no. 4, the following claws decrease fairly uniformly in length and strength

the more posteriorly they are situated. On claw no. 3 the secondary teeth extend in most cases

right to the point.
< )n tlie two distal claws there is basally-medially a group of rather long, stiff

bristles; these bristles are in most cases rather weakly developed and sometimes seem even to

be missing on claw no. 2. On the following claws there are no .such bristles at all. On the inside

of the furcal lamellae there is at the base of the claws a rather abundant supply of fairly long,

stiff bristles varying in length, in most cases without any evident arrangement in groups. In addition

there are at this part copious short, fine hairs more or less clearly arranged in groups of something

like rows; behind the claws the lamellae have fine hairs. The pilosity is subject to variation.

The length of the rod-shaped organ (figs. 9 and 10) is about 0,7 mm. ; its proximal

two-thirds is segmented; distally it is either finely pointed or rounded. It has sparse, short,

scattered hairs.

The male is unknown.

Habitat: — South Georgia: S. A. E., Station 20, Antarctic Bay, lat. 54" 12' S.,

long. 36" 50' W.; 6. V. 1902; depth, 250 m.; small stones; R. M. S. 139. S. A. E., Station 22,

of! May Bay, lat. 54« 17' S., long. 36« 28' W. (type 1 o c a 1 i t y); 14. V. 1902; depth, 75 m.;

clay with scattered algae ; temperature at the bottom, + 1,5" C; R. M. S. 140. S. A. E., Station 24,

off Grytviken, lat. 54" 22' S., long. 36" 27' W.; 20. V. 1902; depth, 95 m.; clay; R. M. S. 141.

S. A. E., Station 30, Moran Fiord, lat. 54" 24' S., long. 36" 26' W.; 26. V. 1902; depth, 125 m.;

clay with scattered stones; temperature at the bottom, — 0,25" C; R. M. S. 142. At these

stations twenty or thirty specimens were captured in all, mature females and juvenes in

different stages.

S. A. E., Station 6, S. W. of Snow Hill Island, lat. 64" 36' S., long. 57" 42' W.; 20. 1. 1902;

depth 125 m. ; stones and gravel: one specimen, a larva, presumably belonging to this species,

was captured; unfortunately it was too young for certainty of identification; R. M. S. 143.

Type-specimen on slides in the collections of the R. M. S.



Kisr. LXXXIII. — Ph.(Sdernmnrha) Appclldjt n. sp., 5.
— 23. Seventli linih; 166 X. 2'i. Distal part of a rlpaningbristloof

this linilj; 708 X. 25. The end coml) of this limb; 1045 X. 26. Funa seen from within; 100 X. 27. The miildh;

portion of the first claw of the right lamella, seen from inside; 500 X. 28. The middle portion of the first claw of the
left lamella seen from outside: .'500 X. 29. The distal two-thirds of the fifth claw seen from ontside; 500 X.



Family Asteropidae.

Fam. Asteropitlae, U. S. Bkadv aiul A. M. Xoii.M.w, 1896, p. 628.

Sub-Fiim. Cylindroleherinae, G. W. MCller, 1906 b, p. 32.

Asteropinae, G. W. MOlleh, 1912, p. 42.

Description:
— Shell: — This shows sexual dimorphism.

— It has a well-developed

rostrum. The iucisur is rather deep; in most cases, the inner (posterior) part of the upper incisur

lip covers the inner part of the lower incisur lip, with which it is also united at its innermost

part. (This is expressed by G. 0. Sars, 1887, p. 186 as follows: The rostral incisur ,,er nedentil

begraendset af en indad skraat fremspringende, staerkt chitiniseret Lamelle".) The selvage

varies in type, sometimes being rather broad, with a smooth margin, sometimes almost quite

absent or divided into fine, short hairs. The list runs in an even closed bow from the rostral

incisur along the ventral and posterior margins of the shell, coming to an end posteriorly near

the hinge of the shell; it is in most cases narrow along the ventral margin of the shell, and some-

what wider inside the posterior margin of the shell. The distance from the list to the margin

of the shell is on the average somewhat greater along the posterior margin of the shell than along

the ventral margin. The valves are always joined along less than half the circumference. Con-

trary to the females, the males are always characterized by a ring of long hairs round the posterior

part of the shell; in some forms, however, this wreath of hair is very sparse.

First antenna: — This shows rather strong sexual dimorphism.
— The sensory

bristle of the fifth joint is always developed. The original sixth joint has always only one bristle,

situated distally-medially. This antenna has six or seven bristles distally, three of which are

probably to be considered as belonging to the original seventh joint, and from three to four

probably belong to the original eighth joint. In most cases, perhaps always, the anterior

end bristle is claw-shaped.

Second antenna: — This shows dimorphism.
— The endopodite in the

female is small and weak, in the male it is always developed as a three-jointed clasping organ;

the end joint of this branch has only one bristle, fixed distally in the females, proximo-ventrally
in the males.

Mandible: — This has rather slight sexual dimorphism (sometimes even none at

all?).
— The protopodite joints, like the two proximal endopodite joints, are
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always large and well developed, the end joint of the endopodite is, on the other hand, com-

paratively small; the e x o p o d i t e is more or less strongly reduced, l>ut is always distinctly

developed. P r o t o p o d i t e : The endite of the coxale : This is always well developed both

in the male and the female. It is comparatively large, but it is certain, all the same, that it can.

not be used for mastication. It is bifurcated, but the two points are so close to each other that

at first sight it seems to be undivided. Its dorsal point is differentiated into a hyaline, rather

long, narrow, flexible and somewhat scythe-shaped process, which is compressed from the sides

like a lamella and is directed towards the mouth. Its ventral point is considerably shorter and

is rather narrow. The second protopodite joint is differentiated proximo-medio-ventrally

into a conical process, which is armed with bristles and points towards the mouth. The e x o-

p o d i t e has two bristles, situated ventero-distally, and in most cases very short. There

are always a large number of glands emerging on the exopodite. Endopodite: This is

always three-jointed, its end joint has a somewhat varying number of bristles.

Maxilla: — This has no (or sometimes very slight?) sexual dimorphism.
— It is of

a very strange type, differing greatly from all other Ostracods so far known; see fig. Ill: 4.

It is not developed as a masticatory organ. It is moderately large, but rather weak, with weak

chitinization and a rather weakly developed muscular system. It seems, like this limb in

Cypridinidae, to have had five joints originally, three protopodite and two endopodite joints,

but it has now only a slight indication of division into joints or even sometimes no division

at all. The three joints of the protopodite always seem to be quite united; the boundary between

the protopodite and the endopodite, like the boundary between the two endopodite joints, often

seems, on the contrary, to be more or less perceptible.
— Protopodite: The procoxale

and the coxale are rather voluminous, but presumably rather short. The basale, which, like

the two preceding joints, is directed forward and somewhat outward, seems, on the other hand,

(contrary to what is the case in other known forms) to be comparatively long; it grows somewhat

narrow distally and is somewhat arched in two planes, partly downwards and partly
— like the

procoxale and the coxale — inwards. On the procoxale and the coxale there are reduced endites,

which are certainly quite useless for breaking up food; there are no endites on the basale. Latero-

ventrally along the whole length of the protopodite there runs a rather strong chitinous list,

coming to an end posteriorly on the medial side of the limb just behind the proximal endite,

after having curved round the proximo-ventral part of the protopodite. From this list issues

a very dense series of homogeneous bristles pointing ventrally and situated close together
—

almost like the plates of baleen of a baleen whale. These bristles are rather long and stiff, com-

paratively narrow and not annulated; they decrease fairly uniformly in length from front to

back. The posterior bristle in this series differs somewhat in type. The protopodite always

seems to have an e p i p o d i a 1 appendage dorsally. There never seems to be any trace of an

exopodite or else it is represented by a single bristle or a small group of bristles situated

distally-laterally-ventrally on the basale. The e n d o p o d i t e is rather short, in most cases

considerably shorter than the basale; it ])oints downwards and when at rest is almost at right

angles to the protopodite; it becomes narrow towards the point. The ilrst endopodite joint is

rather well developed, somewhat elongated; the end joint is, on {\w other hand, very short.
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Willi iv<j;aril tti tin- tlilTi'rciu'rs botwofii (lie pivvious authors' iiitiTprcfiitions of (lio

iliffoHMit parts of this limh and that which is followed in tliis work, see above |)p. ,'5.3 and '.id.

V i t t h I i 111 li: This lias no (or soiiietiiues very sliglit?) sexual (liiiiui|]|iisiii.
— |jil<e

the ]ireeedin<: liiiili it has a very peculiar type of structure, very dift'ereiil Imm all ntlirr

s t r a c o d s; see tig.
IN : .">. 'i'lie p r n t o p o d i t e ami the (wo proximal exopodite

joints are difTerentiated into a rather long, narrow. toiiguc-slia])ed and (piitc unjoiiitcd organ,

strongly coinpressetl from the sides. This organ is bent slightly inward, — in the same way ;is

the protopodite of tlie maxilla. — pointing anteriorly and outwards and twisted so that its

ventral edge is pointed oblitpiely (lownwards towards the maxilla. Along the ventral edge of

this organ there is a dense series of moderately long or more or less short bristles. The distal

part of the e x o
]i
o d i t e is reduced, being only represented by one or a few bristles, more

seldom by a small verruciform j^rocess laterally somewhat in front of the middle of the tongue-

shaped organ formed by the protopodite and the two proximal exopodite joints. The e p i-

p o d i a 1 appendage is supported by rather powerful chitinous lists, which end dorsally,

as they do ventrally. in a strong, spine-like part. The ventral one of these spines forms the

end, so to speak, of the tongue-like part posteriorly; it is not free, as one would be inclined

to believe from the descriptions of previous writers, but is attached to the wall of the body along

the whole of its dorsal side; cf. fig.
14 of A. aberrata.

With regard to the differences between the interpretations of the different parts of this

limb that have already appeared in the literature and that accepted in the present work see

above pp. 38—42.

Sixth 1 i m Ik — This has no (or sometimes very slight?) sexual dimorphism.
— It is

always rather large and rather considerably lengthened in the longitudinal direction of the body,

lamelliform, quite unjointed, but in other re.spects it varies considerably in type.

Seventh limb: — This has no or sometimes very slight sexual dimorpliism.
— It

has from two to four end combs arranged in pairs. In other respects it varies considerably in type.

Penis: — This is small and is only weakly chitinized. Distally it is split into two lobes.

Gills: — These have no or only very slight sexual dimorphism.
—

Contrary to what is

the case in all other known Ostracods* well-developed gills are found in this group. They
consist of a number of lamellae, attached along the dorsal side of the posterior part of the body
and arranged in two longitudinal rows separated by a narrow space. The lamellae are placed

transversely, pointing backwards and upwards and, when the animal is seen from the side, they

cover the greater part of the dorsal side of the back of the body. With regard to their fine

structure they resemble the lamellae of the gills in the other closely-related Crustacean groups.

Special (erminology:
— First antenna: — The far-reaching resemblance shown

by the end bristles, with regard to their number, position and type, to the end bristles on

this limb in the family Cypridinidae can only be explained as real homology; on account of

this I considered it best to make use of the same notation for this group as for the family

just mentioned (cf. remark on genus Asterope, p. 462).

*
Cypridina Hilgendorfi, G. W. Miller, 1890, p. 228 is an exception.
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IV]M a 11 tl i b 1 e: — The dorsal point of the endite on tlie first protopodite joint is called ,,tlu'

scythe-shaped process", the ventral point the ,,rod-shaped process". The conic'al process situated

|)i()xinio-ventero-medially on the second protopodite joint (,,Riickwarts gerichteter Fortsatz",

a W. MOLLER, 1894, explanation of pi. 4, fig. 44, but not p. 203) is called „the backward

pointing process".

Maxilla: — The dense series of bristles situated latero-ventrally along the proto-

podite is called ,,the baleen", the single bristle ,,the baleen bristle".

Fifth limb: — The narrow tongue-shaped organ formed by the protopodite and the

two proximal endopodite joints is called ,,the comb", its ventral bristh^s ,,the comb bristles".

Historical: — The first description of a species belonging to this family that is found in '''''<' descripiinn of

literature is that of A. Philippi in „A r c h i v f U r N a t u r g e s c h i c h t e", 1840, pp. 186 to
""' f""'' ''P''""'^"-

188. The species in question was pronounced by Philippi to be a type of a new genus, Asterope,

,,der Ostracopode n", for he found that not only the shell, but .,auch das Thier sowohl

von Cypris and Cytherina''^ (= Cythere, part.) ,,als auch von Gypridina Milne-Edwards . . .

so bedeutend verschieden ist, daB es nothwendig ein eigenes Genus bilden muB". Tiie new genus

would differ from the genus Cypridina principally ,,1. durch den Einschnitt der Scliale*, 2. indem

nur zwei Paar blattartiger FiiBe vorhanden sind, 3. indem der Schwanz einfach ist (bei Cypridina

besteht er aus zwei Lamellen)". Thus entirely mistakes! Although the description is very

incomplete and consists principally of mistakes, there can scarcely be any real doubt that the

species in question
— A. elliptica

— is really very closely related to and belongs to the same

genus as the forms that are included in the genus Asterope in the 2iresent work.

During the first three decades after 1840, however, Philippi's new name for the genus did
^'"' ^'''""' ^"'''''"i"'

not gain recognition. The writers who dealt with forms belonging to this genus during this time heginmn^.

referred them to other more or less closely related genera that had been previously described. Thus

H. NiCOLET (Gay, 1849, p. 294) describes a species that certainly belongs here under the name

of Cypris himaculata; J. D. Dana's Cypridina olivacea, 1849, p. 51 can — on account of the

sha])e of the shell and the wreath of hairs round the back part of the shell— be referred to this

genus, though with some doubt.** E. Grube, 1859, also refers forms belonging here to the genus

Cypridina, and A. M. Norman, who adopts the generic name Asterope in his later works, in 1861

describes one of these species under the name of Cypridina teres, and later on, 1867, p. 198,

includes it in the genus Bradycinetus {= Philomedes). None of these writers gives any reasons

for this method of procedure of theirs. W. Bairh, who consistently refers these forms to the

genus Cypridina in all his works upon them, 1847, 1850 a and 1850 c, explains this, 1847, p. 21

by the fact that in dissecting two species, ,,which I can only refer to the genus Cypridina",

namely C. (= Philomedes) Macandrei and C. (= Cyclasteropel) Adamsi, he found that these

* Owing lo a.i ovt.'i-.-;ighl Milnb liDWAiiDs, 1840, described tiie genus Cypridina without any rostral incisur.

** G. S. Brady was the first lo put forward the assumption thai this species miglit be included in the genus

Aslerope (1880, p. 154). This assumption was not accompanied, however, by any reasons; Brady only writes ,,Asteropr?

n/^Vacea Dana". Inthe same place this author writes Cypridina me.dilerranca, O. Costa, 1845 as „Asterope? medilerrnnea".

This view is of course incorrect; it was abandoned in G. S. Rrady's later work and was never adopted by other writers.

'

'ipridina olivacea was vcterred to Philnmedps by G. S. RiiAnY in ISfiS.

ZooIoK. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Ld. I. 55
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woro in sovoral ivspocts closely rclalt'd to tlic ;>;tMius Cifpridiiia. in otluMs to Astrropc. ,,l''rom

this inixturo of tlu- rliiinictiTs of tlw two Lii'iifni. mikI tiilciiig into coiiMdciatioii t lir iiiiimtrncss

of tlu' parts oxainiiunl. ami the (lilltrcni a[i|ii'araiirc these same parts assunic in (lilTcrent

positions inuh'r diflfereiit microscopes and with dilTcrcnt dlisiTvcrs. I am inclined to liclicvc

these two genera to be identical." In his work of IS'Wia \\ . Haihii says. p. ITH. that he is

following the authority of .1. D. I)\\\ in synonyniizing these two genera; he writes: .,fid(>

Dana in Uteris'".* Finally l'\ Mil I i:i; also uses the generic name Ci/pridina for species

belonging here in his essay .,H c ni c i k u n g c n ii 1) c r ('i/pniiind", 1870, a work whi<'li is

to some extent rather meritorious and which is based on t he dissection of three C y p r i d i n i d s

(one species belongiitg to the geiuis I'liilomedes and two species l)eh)nging to the lamil\- Astcni-

pidac). This author writes on p. 25;"): ..Ich hehalte liir aHe diei. wie iiherhaupt fiir alle Muschel-

krebse, die seitliche Augen und die bokannton ..goringelten Aidiiinge" besitzen, den Namen

Ciipridina bei." F. Mri.LHn explains this point of view by stating that the anatomv of all

the species then described was too inadc(|uately known to permit of a scientifically founded

division of the forms belonging to this unit into smaller systematic units.

CJ. O. Saus, in his work of 1865,
j).

loii. points out that Asterope must be considered

as a special genus, w(>ll distinguished from other C y p r i d i n i d s.

Hint,- A.-ierop,\ (J, §_ Bh.-vdy, in his Work 1868 a. p. 127, established a new genna Cylindrnleheris, which

included two species previousl}' grouped under the genus Cypridina, C. Marine W. Baikd and

C. teres A. M. NoRMAX. Brady did not, however, retain this new generic name long; already

in his work of 1871 he identifies (p. 292) the genus Cylindroleberis with Asterope PlllLlPPi and in

all his subsequent works we only find the latter name. In spite of this a number of investigators

who afterwards dealt with forms belonging to this unit have nevertheless retained the name

Cylindroleberis. thus, for instance, G. W. MuLLKH in his works of 1893, 1894, 1906 b and 1908

(not 1890, where he uses the generic name Asterope), J. A. Cl.silMAX, 1906, Cll. Ji day, 1907,

R. W. SlIARPE, 1909 and Til. Stebbing, 1910. The reason for this is to be found in the fact

that in the same year (at the same time?) as A. PlliLii'l'i published his essay on the genus

Asterope two other investigators (MUller and Troschei.) described a now Echinoderm genus
under the .same name. As. however, according to modern nomenclature, the generic name

Asterope cannot be used for the Echinoderm genus established by the two latter authors, this

difficulty may be considered to have disappeared. Accordingly in the present work I considered

it convenient to follow G. S. Brady's example
— as G. W. MOller did in 1912 — and use the

name given by A. Philippi for this genus.

ropechn,-ie. The genus CopecJmete, E. Hesse, 1878 may be briefly dealt with here. This genus was

identified by G. 0. Sars, 1887, p. 13 with the genus Asterope Pllli.lPPi: „At den af Hesse under

Benae\Tielsen Copechaete opfarte Slaegt er identisk med Asterope, er utvivlsomt".** G. S. Brady

and A. M. Xor.MAN, 1896, adopt this name as ,,undoubtedly" synonymous with Asterope, ,,but

what his species are it is impossible to say". G. W. Muller goes still farther; in 1912, pp. 45

*
.J. D. Da\a himself writes, 1852, p. 121X1. about llip genus Ci/priflimt: ..It appears to imludr Die Asti'mpr of

PlMLII'PI.""

**
..11 is certain tlial fho genus establi^ln'il liy IIksse Mliilei- llie name nf Co/jcr/imir is jiieiilirai willi .Isli'iu/)/;-'
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and 46 he succeedetl in identifying the four species established by HESSE. — For several reasons

I find it impossible to follow these authors. It is certainly true that the drawings with which

E. Hesse illustrates his descriptions show in a number of respects, such as, for instance, the

shell and furca, a certain, though only a superficial resemblance to the genus Asterope, but in

most of tli(> characters it is, however, quite impossible to find the slightest resemblance. Let us

look, for instance, at pi. XII, fig, 6, which, according to the explanation, represents the anterior

portion of the body. This figure agrees very well with E. Hesse's description, p. 18: ,,Antennes

formees d'une seule paire, greles, longues et multiarticulees, suivies de pattes thoraciques biramees,

larges, plates, au nombre de cinq, garnies de fortes epines, de soies pennees ou de tres-long crins

divergents et ramifies." The first antenna is long and very narrow, composed of nine joints of

about equal length, each joint provided with from one to three short, fine, simple bristles. The

second antenna is not, as in the genus Asterope, composed of a large muscular protopodite,

a reduced endopodite and a long, slender exopodite with long natatory bristles along the ventral

(anterior) margin, it consists, on the contrary, of two moderately long, subequal, broad, flattened

branches of which the anterior one (the exopodite?) has a series of long natatory bristles along

the posterior edge, a number of moderately long bristles along the anterior edge, the posterior

one having a series of moderately long bristles along both the anterior and the posterior margins.

The following limbs, two of which are drawn, are all of the same type; they are bifurcated, the

anterior branch (the exopodite), with four or five joints, is relatively long, about twice as long
as the posterior one, which has two or three joints; both branches are flattened and are furnished

iilong both the anterior and the posterior edges with a series of powerful, moderately long or

relatively short bristles. The latter limbs show a certain resemblance, though only a superficial

one, to the posterior limbs of the free-swimming C o p e p o d s; they have, on the other hand, not

the faintest resemblance with the peculiarly characteristic limbs of the genus Asterope. It may
be unnecessary to draw any further comparison. If any importance at all is to be attached to

the description and the figures the genus Copechaete must be considered as being not identical

with the genus Asterope. E. Hesse himself puts his new genus as a representative of a new

family by the side of ,,la famille des B o s m i n i d i e n s" of the C 1 a d o c e r s. Whether

this is correct I must leave for further discussion. It is certain that the genus Copechaete cannot

be counted among the (J s t r a c o d s. It seems most convenient, at least for the present,

only to state that we do not know the natural position of this genus.

Of the older writers who tried to give a description of forms belonging to this group,
W'^/nA-cv nininiinid

tiiose whose descriptions are not merely confined to a general account of the shape and
,ii,,'\i,,scri ,t,o>t\ind

appearance of the shell commit very seriovis mistakes with regard both to the descripticju and explanation of thcdij-

the explanation of the different organs. This is not surprising when one remembers the great
/'"'""'"''sc"-'--— '^'"^

,

J. o o
progress of our knoiv-

(lifficulties these authors had to contend with.
ledge of these organs.

Thus the incomplete description by which A. Philippi introduced A. elliptica into the

literature consists, as has been indicated above, almost exclusively of mistakes. The strong

natatory antennae are interpreted by this author as the first (and only) pair of antennae of

these forms, ,,Fiihlhorner". Behind these there are ,,zwei Paar FiiBe . . . welche beide nach

vorn gerichtet sind and nuf zweigliedrig erscheinen . . . An der Basis der FiilJe sitzen zwei
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bi'inah ilivirckij^r, vorii iiusiiobofii'iic iiml mil liin^cn stcilVn \\'ini|)i'rn diclil licsctztc Laiiicllcii

oil Kii'inon? llintor ilinen uiul vor dcni Sdiwanz sail icli eiiu' andiv vt'isiiliiedi'U gestaltete uiid

mir kiirz nowimpcrto Lanu'lK'. Aiilicrdcin fand ich droi Paar siclit'lf6rinif>;t>. laii^ gowiinpcrtc

I'alpi'ii odor Kauliilie". The two pairs oi leet sci'in to correspond to tlio first j)air of aiiti-iuiac

and the mundiblo; the organ that is assumed to be gills, is probably the maxilla, the then

mentioned lamella is the sixth limb and the three pairs of palps finally mentioni'd seem to

correspond to the comb and the epipodial plate of llir liftli iiriih. The rialmc of the cleanijig

limbs has obviously not been understood by this author; these appendages are called „ein

I'aar eylindrischer. geringelter, mit einigen Borsten besctzter Filden"; they arc comf)ared to

the gills, four of which were observed, and it is assumed that, like these, they serve ,,zum Anheften

der Eier". (This interpretation was presumably influenced by Mli.NE EDWARDS, who in 1840

cuUed the seventh lind) a ..patte ovifere".) According to i'liiuii'i the furca consists of only

one lamella.

W. Baird, 1847,
]). 23, interprets the first antenna correctly, he calls the second antenna

a ..natatory foot", the mandible is explained as the second pair of antennae, the maxilla as

the ,,secoud pair of jaws", the fifth limb as the ,,first pair of jaws", the sixth limbs as ,,mandibles?"

and the seventh limb, which in the description is included between ,,the natatory foot" and the

maxilla, as the ,,oviferous foot". With regard to the scythe-shaped process on the first proto-

podite joint of the mandible, a figure of which is given, this author writes: ,,The part ....
is unique, but I do not know its nature or use."

Yj. Grxjbe^s descriipthn oi Cypndina(= Asterope) oblonga, 1859, shows in many respects

an nnportant advance in our knowledge of these forms. This author was the first to observe

the rod-shaped organ in this family (as is shown on p. 164 this organ had, however, been

observed in other Cypridinijormes by W. LilljebORG, 1853 and in Halocypriformes by
J. D. Da.na, 1852); Grube remained, however, ignorant as to the nature of this organ. This

author gives drawings of the limbs which are, at least in parts, rather good. The first and second

antemiae and the mandible are given their right names, the endite on the first protopodite

joint of the mandible is drawn attached to the base of this limb; it is called ,,hakenartigc

Fortsatz", without the author's attempting to give any indication of its nature. With regard

to the explanation of the other limbs GrRUBE is, however, less successful. He calls the maxilla

„der sichelformige zarte Wulst . . . am Rande der Mandibelpalpe". The fiftli limb is placed

some distance behind the sixth and is turned backwards; its epipodial appendage is called the

first maxilla, its comb the second maxilla. The sixth limb is said to correspond to ,,der Lade

der Mandibelpalpen" or else to belong to the ,,first maxilla". With regard to the seventh limb

this author, like A. Philippi, is so far behind MiLNE Edwards, 1840, that lie did not observe

the nature of this organ as a limb; this appendage is called „grifEelformiger Anhang". Both

the lamellae of the furca were observed. Curiously enough the giUs, on the other hand, escaped

attention. Grube writes about these as follows, p. 334: ,,Was die vier wurstformigen hinter

demselben" (= T^h limb) ,,am Riicken emporstehenden Korper bedeuten, die PHILIPPI an seiner

Asterope abbildet, ist nicht naher angegeben, sind es vielleicht abgeloste und dort angebackene

Eierklumpen?"
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In Ci. S. JiliAl'V's works 1S68 a and ISOS b, on the other hand, soint;, thougli only minor,

advances are noticeable. The descriptions and reproductions of the limbs certainly leave much

to be desired, but the author is somewhat more fortunate than his predecessors in interpreting

them. The first and second antennae, the mandible and the maxilla are explained correctly

and the seventh limb is called the ,,oviferous foot"; the fifth and sixtli limbs, of which a parti-

cularly misleading figure is added (1868 b, pi. 41, figs, f, g), are, however, incorrectly explained;

their relative positions have been inverted and they are called the third and the second maxilla

respectively.

After all these mistakes, due, of course, to the smallness of the object and the curious

type and very concentrated position of the limbs, G. 0. SAKS, 1869, pp. 358—359, gives in the

diagnosis of Asterope norvegica the first correct explanation of all the limbs; the description of

these organs is, however, rather incomplete, nor is it illustrated by any figures.

Fhitz Muller's essay ,,B e m e r k u n g e n ii b e r Cypridina'' also denotes an advance

in some respects. The rod-shaped organ is discussed, its capacity as a sensory organ is verified

(cf . p. 164 above) ; the number and the nature of the gills is established (the occurrence of gills

in forms belonging to this group was mentioned cursorily by this author as early as 1864, p. 73);

contributions are made to our knowledge about the heart and the circulation of the blood

(the occurrence of the heart in these forms was observed cursorily by this author as early as

1864, p. 72; cf. p. 164 above). With regard to the middle limbs, however, F. MtJLLBR gives

no information at all ,,um die Zahl der nur muthmafilichen Deutungen nicht um noch eine zu

vermehren".

Our knowledge of this family has subsequently been very considerably increased, especially

by C. Claus's work of 1876, G. 0. Sars's, 1887 and G. W. Muller's, 1894.

As early as 1865 G. 0. Sars points out (p. 101) that the species described by \Y. Baird The classification »/

under the name of Ci/pridina Adamsi seems to form ,,en distinct Slaegtstyp", — a distinct „,"*/""" ^:
'^'^ ^ •' I- '

Till! division into

genus type
—

closely related to the genus Asterope. natural groups.

In his large monograph of 1894 G. W. Muller states (p. 218) that the then known

forms of the genus Asterope s. 1. may be divided into natural groups; an attempt at such

a division was also made, but the groups that were set up received no special names. In the

first group there were placed Lobiancoi, G. W. MtJLLER, 1894, brevis, G. W. Muller, 1890 and

americana, G. W. Muller, 1890; they were characterized by their short, rounded shells, the

uniting of the fifth and sixth joints of the first antenna and by therr short, strong main claws,

always few in number (three or four) on the furca. Agassizi (Fr. Muller, 1870) anil jusca,

G. W. Muller, 1890 were to form one group; these two forms were characterized by lists running
in the same direction on the surface of the shell, by the uniting of the sixth, seventh and eighth

joints of the first antenna, by the small number of sensorial filaments on the sensory bristle

of the fifth joint on this limb in the female and by the fact that the furca has only three slender

and rather h)ng main claws. Of the other species oblonga (E. Gruhe, 1859), elliptica,

A. PlllLlt'lM, 1840 and teres (A. M. Norman, 1861) would be closely related to each (jther; they

were characterized by the fact that the fifth, sixth and seventh joints on the first antenna are

fi'ee and by having six main claws on the furca. G. W . Mulli:r assumed that norvegica.
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C. (t. S\i;>, Isc.ii. itilidnid (Kn. Mri.l.ini, ISTI"). ruliinhini iiiul (iKslia/is. (!. S. Hl;\ll^, Is'to

probably bt'longoil to this giMup, but, on iurount ol tlif unsatisfactorv descriptions ol these

forms, he eoiilil not ijive a definite opinion as to this. Ilihfcndorh. (I. W. !\iri,i.i;i;. 1S!(() would

to a certain e.xtent oceup\' a special position. ..II iliji'iiilorji ei'iniu'il duuli die ( I'lii'dcrnrii; der

1. Antonne uiul die (J»>stalt der l''uicii an die (duppc nh/iuKja. voii der lrrih( li die h'lirca schoii

recht wesentlich abweicht, durch die aHerdings nur spilrliche Bedoinuni; dei- S( liw iMiinl)orslen.

die Starke \'erniehrung dor Borsten. besonders dun h die lior.ston am Doisahand der J. Maxille,

sowie durch die (Jcstalt des Putzful.5es an die (iru|)pe Lobiancui.''

In his work of 18t)7 G. S. BliAD^ sets uj) a new genus. (U/das/.erope, closely related to

Aslerope. and diagnosed it as follows (p. 85): ..The .shell is more nearly spherical than is usual

in Asteropc. Frontal tentacle stout, 3- (or 2?) jointed. The first joint of the mandibular foot

has a falcate masticatory process as in Asterope. but uiuch more elaborately spinous; the second

joint, instead of being produced backwards in an angular pincess, bears on its distal margin

a large tongue-like appendage which extends as far as the extremity of the following joint.

The last limb (vermiform foot) is very profusely armed with setae, many of the segments bearing

two or three on each lateral margin. In other respects the anatomy is that of Asterope.'' This

new genus was based on investigations of two new forms, C. Hendersoni and C. orbicularis. It

is not directly stated which of these two species is to be regarded as typical for this genus; one

can, however, read between tiu' lines that the species that is first described in the treatise,

C. Hendersoni, is looked upon as the type-species by G. 8. Bl{Al>^. This assumption is fully

confirmed in G. S. Brady's work of 1902 a. Here we read (p. 181): ,,This genus was founded on

a species taken in Madras Harbour." C. Hendersoni is given (1897, p. 87) as having been

..dredged ... in Madras Harbour"; C. orbicularis is stated to have come from Valparaiso.
—

In the Work of 1902 a just quoted G. S. Brady describes three new species of the genus Cyd-

asterope. At the same time he feels compelled to modify the diagnosis of the genus given in 1897.

On p. 181 we read: ,,The shape of the shell can no longer be maintained as a generic character,

several other species having been discovered, which with a very different form of shell combine

the other distinctive characters of Cyclasterope. The points which I now suggest as diagnostic

of the genus are the presence of a digitiform process on the penultimate joint of the mandibular

foot, the profusely setiferous character of the vermiform limb, each ring of which toward the

distal extremity usually supports two or three setae, and tlie spinous armature of the joints

of the swimming-branch of the antenna."

In his work of 1906 b G. W. MULl.ER adopts the generic name Cyclasterope. At the

same time he points out, however, that a differentiation of this genus cannot be carried out on

the basis of the diagnosis given by G. S. Brady, partly because the characters given by that

author are too indefinite, partly becauseone of themis due to incorrectobservations (the mandible).

G. W. MUller then adds, p. 32: ..Trotzdem scheint eine Abgrenzung der sehr kurzen, annahernd

kreisformigen Arten, welche bei Brady die Gattung Cyclasterope bilden, nicht unberechtigt.

Dieselben charakterisiren sich scharf durch den Bau der Furca, bei der auf 3 oder 4 kurze,

kraftige, stark gebogene Dornen, welche in groBerem Abstand von einander stehen, noch eine

groBere Anzahl dicht stehender borstenartiger Gebilde, welche sich in ihrer Form scharf von
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den Donu'ii ticniicn, I'olgeii."
— In other words G. W. MCllicu uses Brady's name Cydasferope

foi- the first of flic three natural groups into which he had divided the genus Asterope in his work

of 1S!)4. In addition to these three species which were referred to this group in 1894 this author

makes the genus Cyclasterope inchide four more species, Cyclasterope orbicularis, G. S. Brady,

1897, C. orulum and tenera, G. S. BRADY, 1898 and Cypridina zealandica, \\. Baird, 1850 b.

On the other hand Cyclasterope Hendersoni, the species given by G. S. Brady as the type-species,

is not inchided in this genus. This species is synonymized with Asterope Hilgendorfi,

G. W. MULLER, 1890 and is included, like Cyclasterope fascigera, G. 8. Brady, 1902 a, in tlie

genus Asterope, ,,sie passen zu dieser Gattung (Cyclasterope) weder nach der Schalenform, noch

nach dem Bau der Furca'". According to G. W. MtiLLER's view, the genus Asterope includes,

besides the two last-mentioned species, almost all the remaining species in this group. This

genus was characterized by the fact that the furca is armed with at least five almost similar,

slender claws, the distance between which is relatively small, ,,Zwischenraum kleiner als die

Dornen an der Basis breit". This author then points out that with a classification of this sort

there is no room for Asterope fusca, G. W. Muller, 1890. He writes, p. 33: ,,Keinen Platz

wlirde bei dieser Trennung finden Cylindroleheris fusca. In der Differenzirung der Furcaldornen

wiirde sie sich Cyclasterope, im Bau der Dornen Cylindroleheris s. str. anschlieBen. Nach dem
Bau der Schale ninimt sie unzweifelhaft eine ganz gesonderte Stellung in der Unterfamilie der

Cylindroleherinae ein; bei einer Revision derselben miiBte fiir diese Art eine besondere Gattung

aufgestellt werden."

G. W. MULLER takes practically exactly the same view in arranging these forms in

,,D a s T i e r r e i c h", 1912; the only exception is that Cyclasterope tenera is transferred to

the heading ,,Cypridinidarum genera dubia et species dubiae". Asterope fusca is referred to the

genus Cyclasterope.

G. 0. Sars, 1869, p. 359 is the first to show that the genus Asterope is verv decidedly
The posiiio,, of ti/,-

different from other C y p r i d i n i d s and that a higher systematic unit ought to be formed »'""/'" •••

^ '- n J o ,,j relation lo the

from this genus, but this author does not set up any such unit. — We find a similar statement other (^i/iiniimitis.

in G. S. Brady, 1871, p. 292, but this author does not establish a systematic unit of this sort

either. C. Claus writes in 1876, p. 94, note 1: ,,Icli wiirde die hervorgehobenen, namentlich

auf die Mandibeln, die beiden Maxillenpaare und den Besitz von Kiemen beziiglichen Eigen-

thiimlichkeiten fiir vollkommen ausreichend erachten, um Asterope den Cypridina ahnlichen

Gattungen gegeniiber als Familie der A s t e r o p i d e n zu sondern. Jene Gattungen,

Cypridina, Monopia, Philomedes, Bradycinetus stehen einander viel naher und wiirden als

Cypridiniden vereinigt werden konnen." — C. Ceaus is accordingly to be regarded as

the author of this systematic unit. G. 8. Bhady and A. M. NORMAN say, however, that they

are its authors, 1896, p. 628. — G. W. Mi'ller, 1906b and 1912, gives the Asteropids
as a sub-family; this author divides, as we know, the sub-order Myodocopa directly into

families: Cypridinidae, Halocypridae and Polycopidae.
The division of this

Remarks: — The svst(>matic division of this groxxp carried out bv previous authors, even
"'""''

'"",',

'' '" ''
'

" i ' ' vioiis authors serins

tliat which is given by G. W. MC'LLER in ,,Das Tierreich", 1912, must be considered rather to i„e onsaiisjariorii.
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unsatiNliicii'i V I'roin sovoral points of viow. TlKM-liicf cuisi' of lliis is
|)ri)li:ilil\

lli:it llirsc ^intluns

liavt' paid attoiitioii to too lew cliaractcrs.

A now classification of this family seems to mo ahsolnicU nocossarv .md slimiM lie ciKricd

out as stMin as possible. It may |)t'rliaps soi'iii iirciii.iturt' to a1t('ni|il to do this ;il this ciiK-

st.rtge, as «mr knowledge id" the species belonging to this groiip lli.it h;i\c prcvioiish- been

described is very incomplete in most cases on account ol the iiicoinph'tiMiess and obvious

uncertainty oi these descriptions. In .spite of this 1 tiiouglit it best to maUc the
att<'iii])t.

Wi/ iir>i' (/ii'>.«i.i/i of Xhe result «d' my work on this problem, whicli, merely becau.sc of the reu.son gi\ rn .diovr.
"* '''^"'''^

pan only be considered as a provisional one, is as follows: —
Genus Asterope:

—
For d e s c r i p t i o n see Ix'low.

The number of species included in this genus has been considerably restricted.

In addition to the species described by me beloAV the following forms probably belong

to this gemis:

Asterope australis. G. S. BRADY, 1890, p. r>l.l. pi. IV, figs. 1. 2.

Cypris bimaculald. K. Nicoi.ET. in ('. Gay, 1849, p. 294*.

Asterope cylindrica., G. S. Bhady, 1890, p. 515, pi. IV, figs. 7. 8.

elliptica, A. Pllll.lPPi. 1840. p. 188. pi. Til. figs. 9—11.

glncialis, G. W. Mt'I.lACR. 1908. p. 93. pi. Mil, figs. 11—15, pi. IX, figs. 17, 18.

gracilis, G. SegUENZA, 1885, vol. 5, p. 58. v. 4, pi. II, fig. 9.

grisea, G. S. Brady, 1898, p. 432, pi. XLIII. figs. 9—14.

Cf/lindroleberis inermis, G. W. Mri.i,i:i!. 190(5 b.
]i.

34, pi. V, figs. 6—13.

Ciipridina Mariae, W. Baird, 1850 c, p. 257, pi. XVII, figs. 5—7.

Cijlindroleberis Mariae, G. S. Brady, 1868b, p. 465. pi. XXXIII. figs. 18, 22. pl.XLI, fig.
1.

Asterope Mariae, G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman. 1896. p. 630, pi. L, figs. 1—6.

ph LI, figs. 11—22, pi. LII, figs. 10—15.

Cylindroleheris Marine. J. A. Cl shmaTs, 1906, p. 366, pi. XXIX. figs. 19—25.

Cil. .Ji day. 1907, p. 143, pi. XIX, figs. 7—11.

Cypridina nitidula, Fr. MCller, 1870, p. 255, pi. VIII, figs. 9—12.

oblonga, E. Grube, 1859, p. 322. pi. XII. figs. 2—5.

Asterope „ C. Glaus, i876, p. 92.

G. 0. Sars, 1887, p. 31, pi. I, figs. 5—8, pi. II, figs. 1—2, pi. V, VI.

Cylindroleberis .. R. W. Sharpe, 1909, p. 423, pi. LXII, figs. 1—4.

Cypridina olivacea, J. D. Daxa, 1849, p. 51**.

Asterope oralis, C. Claus, 1876, p. 93.

pacifica, L. GRANATA, 1915, p. 29, fig. 4.

quadraia, G. S. Brady, 1898, p. 432, pi. XLV, figs. 17—21.

Cypridina teres, A. M. NORMAX, 1861, p. 280, pi. XIV, fig. 10.

Cylindroleberis teres, G. S. Bp.ady, 1868 b, p. 465, pi. XXXIII, figs. 6—9, pi. XLI, fig.
2.

* G. S. Brady believes (1880, p. 152) that ttiis form is a Cypridina. This is certainly inrorrect.

** Referred to Philomechs by G. O. Sars 1865, p. 107. lo A-tlero/ic by G. S. P.iiady. 1H80, p. I5<).
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Asterope teres, G. S. Brady and A. M. Nouman
, 1896, p. 636, pi. L, figs. 7-10, pi. LII, figs. 20, 21.

Type species: Asterope elliptica A. Philippi, cf. below.

Divergences from tlie genus Asterope, G. W. MCller, 1912:

The following species are included in this genus by this author, but are excluded by me:

Cypridina Adamsi, W. Baird, 1847.

Asterope Arthuri, T. Stebbing, 1900.

Cydasterope fascigera, G. S. Brady, 1902 a.

,, Hcndersoni, G. S. Brady, 1897.

Asterope Hilgeiulor/i, G. W. MCller, 1890.

„ lichenoides, G. S. Brady, 1902 a.

Species which, contrary to G. W. MtJLLEJi, I include in this genus:

Cypris bimaculata, H. Nicolet, 1849.

Cypridina nitidula, Fr. MCller, 1870.

The two last-mentioned species are put by G. W. Mueler under the heading: ,,Cypri-

dinidurum genera dubia et species dubiae." In spite of the incompleteness of the original

description, there can scarcely be any doubt that Cypridina nitidula really belongs to Asterope

in the sense that this genus has been taken in the present work. (Tliis form is placed together

with the forms in this group by G. W. Mi'LLEl;, 1894.) But C. bimaculata is doubtful.

Everything indicates, however, that this sjaecies too belongs to this unit.

Genus Cydasterope:
—

For description see beh)W.

For reasons that are best seen in the historical resume given above pp. 438, 439 it seemed to

me necessary to give this genus quite another scope than G. W. MtiLLER had given it in 1912.

Besides the species C. fascigera, re-described by me below, the following species are

probably to be included in this genus:

Cydasterope Hendersoni, G. S. BRADY, 1897, p. 86, pi. XV, figs. 1—12.

Asterope Hilgendorfi, G. W. MilLLER, 1890, p. 241, pi. XXV, fig. 1.5, pi. XXM, tigs. 8, 20,

pi. XXVII, figs. 4—6, 17.

Nor does it seem impossible to me that Asterope Arthuri, T. Stebbixg, 1!)oo, p. 66(J,

pi. LXXII, A should be included in this genus, but the position of this species is somewhat

uncertain. (It is described from a male larva.)

Type species: Cydasterope Hendersoni, cf. p. 438 above.

It was necessary to set up two new genera. These have been given the names Cydoleberis

and Asteropteron.

Genus Cydoleberis:*
—

Diagnosis: — The shell, seen from the side, is rounded and has no decided

posterior corner and no decided sculpture.

Second antenna: Kxopodite: The natatory bristles have a strong equipment
of spines; the basal spines are very powerful. Endopodite: This has rather numerous bristles

on the first joint.

* From y.vy.A.o^
= cycle ami /.f^i/yf^

= shell.

Zoolog bidrriK, Uppsala. Siipp! -Bd I 5*"'
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.M a M il 1 l> I »•: Tlic I'xopoilitc is rclal i\t'l\' larm". The rndilr ol the lirst
|iiutn|)()(lil('

joint has a)m|)aniti\i'l\' miimToiis ami |)nwci'tul MMilial spiiics ami inisllcs. 'i'lic sccdrul [iroto-

pndito joint and tlu' second t'lulojtoditc joint liavi' a very almmlani su|i|>i\ ol luistlrs.

Maxilla: Thoro aiv a inodcratf ihimiIici' df ln'isllcs (l()i-s(i-|iniMina llv (ui tlic hasalc;

tlir end joint lias rather nuincrous bristles.

Sixth 1 i 111 li: Tlu' anterior and ])ostrriiir niarniiis arc concave, the anlerioi- and the

posterior ventral corners, seen from th(> side, are jmiiited.

S e V e n t il 1 i lu li: This has very abundant cleaninjf bristles; there are ot'leii, especially

distally, two or three of these on the same side oi the same rinjj;. There are only two em! combs?

F u re a: This has three or hiur very powerful main claws. l)eliin(l which follows a series

of (always rather numerous) bristle-like secondary claws.

This genus comprises on the whole the same forms as G. \\ . .Mi'i.i-i;i!, 1912 included in

the genus Cyclasterope. The following species are probably to be placed in it:

Asterope americana, G. \V. MClleh, 1890, p. 240, pi. XXV, fig. KJ.
j.l. XXVI, fig. 9,

pi. XXVII, fig. 11.

brevis „ „ „ 1891). p. 239. pi. XXV, fig. 10, pi. XXVI, fig. 7,

pi. XXVIl, figs. 7—10, 15, 16.

Cyliiidrolehens Lobiancoi, G. \V. MCLLEH, 1894, p. 220, pi. IV, figs. 40, 42, pi. V, figs. 2,

3, 26, 32, 34, 40.

Cyclasterope orbicularis, G. S. BliAHV. 1897, p. 87. pi. XV, figs. 13—19.

ovulum, „ „ ,, 1898, p. 432, pi. XLIII, figs. 24—30.

tenera, „ „ „ 1898, p. 433, pi. XLIV, figs. 27—29.

zealandica*, „ ,, „ 1898, p. 433, pi. XLIII, figs. 15—23.

Type species: Cycloleberis Lobiancoi (G. W. MOller).

Divergences from the genus Cyclasterope, G. W. MCLLEH, 1912:

Species included by this author in Cyclasterope, but not by me in the genus Cycloleberis:

Cypridina Agassizi, Fh. MCllek, 1870.

Asterope fusca. G. W. MCller, 1890.

Species included by lue in Cycloleberis but not by G. W. MCLLEH in Cyclasterope:

Cyclasterope tenera, G. S. Brauy, 1898.

The last-mentioned species is placed by G. W. MCller, 1912, under the heading „Cypri-

dinidarum genera dubia et species dubiae". It is very incompletely described and the type

specimen was presumably far from being mature. In spite of this I think one may put it together

with the species on which I have based this genus, without running too great a risk of being

mistaken. G. W. MClleh in his work of 1906 b also places C. tenera together with these forms.

Genus Asteropteron** :
—

Diagnosis: — The shell varies somewhat in form. It is characterized by a very

decided sculpture, (always?) with strongly projecting, partly longitudinal, ridges.

•
1 must leave the qucrslioii finite undecided as tn whellici' this fijiwii is synoEiynmus witli CjiprnUrid zealandica,

W. Baiku, 1850 Ij, p. 102, as G. S. Brady assumes.
** From Asterope and sixtQOv =

wing.
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Second antenna: Exopodite: The natatory bristles have no spines and there

are no basal spines. Endopodite: The two proximal joints in the female have no bristles.

Mandible: The endite of the first protopodite joint has a moderate number of

comparatively weakly developed ventral spines and bristles. The second protopodite joint

and the second endopodite joint have a moderate number of bristles.

Maxilla: This has few or no bristles dorso-proximally on the basale.

S i X t li limb: Seen from the side, this appendage has both an anterior and a ^iosterior

pointed corner.

Seventh limb: This has a moderate number of cleaning bristles, in most cases

only one on the same side of the same ring.

The f u r c a has three long, curved, rather slender main claws, behind which there

are a number (always rather few?) of considerably shorter and weaker secondary claws. U

This genus includes two of the species placed by G. W. MULLEi^, 1912, in the genus

Cyclasterope, viz. :

Cypridina Agassizi, Fr. Muller, 1870, p. 255, pi. VIII, fig. 26, pi. IX.
( y\

Asterope fusca, G. W. Muller, 1890, p. 242, pi. XXV, figs. 11—13, pi. XXVII, figs. 19 to

22, 25.

It is possible that Cyclasterope Liguriae, L. Graxata, 1915, p. 30, fig. 5 is also to be

included in this genus; the position of this form is, however, very uncertain on account of the

deficiency of the description.

Type species: Asteropteron fuscum (G. W. Muller).
A number of other species are described, of which it may certainly be said that they ^'/>ff:ies incenae

belong to this family, but whose position, apart from this, is unknown on account of the incom-

2)leteness of the descriptions. Among these there are:

Cypridina Adamsi, W. Baird, 1847, p. 22, pi. VII. This species is included, as is seen

above, in the genus Asterope by G. W. MCller, 1912; it does not seem to me impossible that it

belongs to the genus C^/cfesierojoe. G. W. MCller writes: „Vielleicht identisch mit A. HilgendorfiV

Asterope lichenoides, G. S. Brady, 1902 a, p. 180, pi. XXIII, figs. 22—24. This species

was also included in the genus Asterope by G. W. Muller. I have myself had an opportunity
of investigating the type-specimen of this species.* Unfortunately there was only the shell

of this specimen and the distal part of one cleaning limb, which I discovered inside the shell. These

organs were not sufficient to enable me to classify the species with complete certaintv. I can

liowever say that it does not belong to the genus Asterope in the sense in which tliis genus is

taken in the present work. It will presumably be necessary to set up a new genus for it. The

shell, which it is, as a matter of fact, absolutely necessary to describe again, indicated a close

relationship to Cyclasterope; the cleaning limb was of about the same type as that of Cycloleheris.

Besides these two species two forms placed by G. W. Muller under the heading ,,Cvpri-

dinidarum genera dubia et species dubiae" also come into this category. These are:

Cyclasterope similis, G. S. Brady, 1902 a, p. 183, pi. XXIII, figs. 25—29.

Asterope squamiger, T. ScoTT, 1894, p. 140, pi. XIV, figs. 56, 57, pi. XV, figs. 14, 22, 23, 26.

*
111 the Zoological Miisriiiii at CopciihagiMi.

sedis.
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Tho position of Cifpiiilimi ulhoiiiacuhtld. W . B\ll;l'. KStid ;i. p. 2(il, pi. J^XXI, li;;. 1 is

more uiu-ortain. Tliis
sjJiH-ii's

was placed by (i. W . .Mri,Li:i!, li)l'J, uikIci- the same hoadiiif;; as

the two forms jvist mentioned. ( 'n account of the size and shape of the shell and the airan^'e-

ment of tlie fi.xing spots of the shell muscles, it does not seem tn me impussiMe that this species

may also belong to this family, and that it is most closely related to the genus CijdaMcwfe.

lieltuinn- / u„ i„„r It seems still too earlv to give an opinion as to the mutual relations of the four genera
grnrra mtniionfit

^j^^^^^ ^^.j^j^ above. It Can, howevcr, be said with a fair degree of certainty that Ci/danteropr and

(.'(/c/o/t'bfrw are comparatively closely related to each other. The genus Asterope, on the other hand.

occupies a comparatively isolated position. The same t h
iiig may also be said of the genus Asterofteron.

Occology of reprod\iction:
— As in the case of the sub-family Cypridininae extremely

little, or perhaps it would be more correct to say nothing at all, is known of the phenomena

connected with the occology of reproduction in this family. I myself can unfortunately contribute

ven^ little to the solution of this problem.
So restricted \\\ the facts seem decidedly to support the view that in this family as well breeding is

hreedmg perm .

^^^ limited to a moic OF less short period but takes place during the whole year.

The method of breed- AMien Working at the material of the genus Asterope, so rich both in individuals and in

'the 'enus Asterope? species, on which the present work is based, it was very striking to notice how exceedingly rare

the males were among the mature specimens, in most species they were even quite missing.

In investigating the last larval stages I observed, however, that the males and the females were

about equal in numbers, in some cases the males were even decidedly in the majority (three

to one); cf. A. Grimaldi, below. G. W. MUller had precisely the same experience previously

(1894). As an explanation of this phenomenon he assumes (p. 13) that the males could escape

the net owing to their superior powers of movement. ,,Eine andere Erklarung scheint mir

kaum zuliissig" ....
I cannot say for certain whether this explanation is correct. One m a y, however,

imagine another explanation, which seems even more probable. This is that we have in these

forms an oecology of reproduction which agrees with that which has been observed in the genus

Philotnedes. In other words after the last larval moult males and females live for a shorter or

longer period planktonically. During this planktonic life copulation probably takes place.

After copulation both sexes return to the bottom, the males dying comparatively soon after-

wards, the females returning to their burrowing or digging life. It is probable that the planktonic

life is longer in the case of the males than in the case of the females.

The fact that on several occasions these forms were found in plankton strongly supports

the assumption of a planktonic copulation. I have myself found a male (undescribed) in the

plankton material collected by the Swedish South Polar Expedition. G. S. Bhady, in his

work 1868 a, p. 128 mentions that both A. Mariae and A. teres were caught planktonically,

„though never very abundantly". The same author adds: ,,It would seem, indeed, that these

animals do not come to the surface except after sunset". The same author mentions, 1898,

p. 431, that males of A. australis were caught ,,abundantly" in plankton in ,,Otago Harbour".

But females seem also to have occurred in the find in f|uestion, as is indicated by the following!;
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statement: ,,The Otago gathering consisted almost entirely of males, the lesser swimming-power
of the females doubtless keeping most of them at or near the bottom". In his work of 1902 a

G. S. Brady mentions (p. 180) that A. oculata was caught in plankton ,,plentifully". ,,These gathe-

rings consisted, with one or two exceptions, entirely of males." Finally G. W. MOllek, 1906 b, p. 36,

mentions that A. australis and inermis were caught planktonically, in both cases only one male.

The assumption that the males die comparatively soon after copulation is supported
first by the fact that they are so seldom found benthoically, secondly by the fact that, owing to

the modification of the first antenna during the last larval moult, they are less fitted to return

to the burrowing life which they, like the females, led during their larval stages. It is to be

noted, however, that the parts of the mouth do not — as in Philomedes — undergo reduction

during the last larval moult; on the contrary, they are quite as well developed as those of the

mature female.

Genus Asterope A. Philippi.

Asterope, autorum; for instance A. Philippi, 1840; G. O. Sars, 1865, 1869, 1870, 1872,

1886, 1887; G. S. Brady, 1871; C. Claus, 1876; G. W. MUller, 1890 (part.), 1912 (part.). (Non

Asterope, S. FISCHER, 1855.) Cypridina (part.), autorum; for instance: W. Baird, 1847, 1850 a

and b; J. D. DANA, 1852; E. GRUBE, 1859; A. M. NORMAN, 1861; F. MULLER, 1870. Cypris

(part.). Gay, 1849. Bradycinetus (part.), A. M. Norman, 1867. Cylindroleberis, autorum; for

instance: G. S. BRADY, 1868a andb; G. W. MOller, 1893 (part.), 1894 (part.), 1906b (part.),

1908; J. A. CUSHMAN, 1906; Ch. Juday, 1907; R. W. Sharpe, 1909 (part.), Th. Stebp.ING, 1910.

Description: —Shell: —
Female: — Seen from the side it is of a somewhat varying type, sometimes more

or less elongated, elliptical or cylindrical, with its greatest height at about the middle, sometimes

more or less short, egg- or pear-shaped, with its greatest height somewhat behind the middle

and the posterior j^art more or less strikingly larger than the anterior part. Rostrum: The

anterior margin does not project like a corner, but is broadly and uniformly rounded; its

ventral corner is almost rectangular and is only slightly rounded. The incisur points

obliquely upwards, is deep and rather narrow. Seen from beneath the shell is in most

cases narrow and egg-shaped with its posterior part somewhat larger than the anterior. It is

always a little higher than it is broad. The contours are well rounded and have no sharply pro-

jecting corners. The surface of the shell is smooth, without any decided sculpture; only
after very strong magnification can one notice — besides the pores

— a dense and exceedingly
fine punctulation (very small foveolae?); it is practically quite without hairs and bristles.

The selvage* is very narrow, with a smooth margin except along the inner part of the

lower lip of the incisur and inside the part where the posterior margin of the shell passes

into the dorsal margin, where it is broken up into rather shf)rt and very fine hairs (cf. A. aberrata,

* G. O. Sars states, 1887, p. 15, thai tliu selvage is (luitc absent in liiis genus.
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fijjs.
3 ami 4). List: liisiili- tlir ventral marLMii nl ihc shell this is nunc or less naiiow. cither

(|uiti'
without bristles or oiilv with a very lew short ones. Inside the posterior margin ol the

shell it is developed as a comparatively limad, h\:iliiie lanu'lla ol'unilonn liie;i(|(h and is provided

with a somewhat varying number of soft, hyaline, .somewhat sword-sha[)ed spines and with

a greater or less number of more or less sliort, fine, stiff, simple, bare bristles. The hyaline

spines are often so transparent that they cannot he seen with full certainty, but their number

is easy to verify by means of the oval fixing areolae. It is also verv diflicult to establish their

length, for when the shell is looked at from the inside through the microscope, they are in most

cases directed towards the eye of the observer; the K'ligth that I have drawn in the accompanying

figures may often conseipiently be not quite correct. The latter part of the list is called in this

work, as will be seen below, ..the spine-bearing list" and forms a rather good species character,

as the number of hyaline spines and bristles is often rather different in different species, but

varies only slightly within each species. On the inside of the shell, on the rostrum, inside the

incisnr and between the list and the margin of the shell there are a varying number of simple,

smooth, stiff bristles varying somewhat in length, which, on account of their number, length

and especially on account of their situation, provide good characters for the species. Between

the spine-bearing list and the posterior margin of the shell there is in a number of species a smaller

number of broad pores and close to these a greater or less number of fine ones; the former were,

at least in a number of cases, provided with low, hyaline pegs (which are protrusible?), the fine

ones do not seem to have either pegs or bristles. (The latter, the fine pores are called by
G. W. Mi"LLER, 1894, p. 219, ,,kleine Spitzchen", the inner medial bristles on the rostrum are,

on the other hand, called pores by the same author, ibid.) The shell is rather strongly calrifiiMl.

The forms are moderately large.

Male: — This differs from that of the female as a rule by its greater length, though
sometimes the female may be somewhat longer (cf. A. curia) and by the fact that the posterior

part of the shell is somewhat lower. The wreath of hair round the posterior part of the shell

is sometimes rather sparse; it consists of very fine hairs.

Firstantenna: —
Female: — This is very powerful and rather short and has its joints very much

flattened from the sides. It has six or seven joints, according to whether the third and fourth

joints are free or are united to each other; but even when these tvro joints are obviously free,

they seem to have only a rather slight power of moving mutually ; traces of the original boundary
between them can always be discerned. The first and second joints are subequal and are each

about as long as the total length of all the other joints. The third and fourth joints differ very^

much in shape from the other joints, as they are more or less triangular; the posterior edge of

the third joint and the anterior edge of the fourth joint are very much shortened. The shape
and the relative length of these two joints afford rather good characters for the species. The

two next distal joints are always well developed and rather large; the end joint is small. All

the species investigated by me appeared to have almost the same equipment of bristles. The

second joint has on the anterior edge near the distal boundary a single rather powerful bristle,

usually pointing forward and bent somewhat upwards, about as long as or rather slightly longer
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o r shorter than thv antcrioi' edge ot tliis joint. Ventrally this bristle always has at the middle

numerous long, stiff secondary bristles, some of which are arranged in pairs; distally it has short,

fine hairs. In addition this joint has disto-laterally a bristle that is usually short and weak, with

short, fine hairs. The third joint has along its anterior edge a series of five or six bristles (cf. also

A. ahyssicola, p. 536 of this treatise), of which the proximal one and the distal one are in most

cases of about the same length as the bristle on the anterior edge of the second joint, the others

being somewhat shorter. (On account of this only the approximate length of the anterior bristle

on the second joint is given in the following descriptions of species.) All these bristles are rather

powerful and point more or less forwards and are bent more or less upwards. The proximal
one (= bristle no. 1) has about the same equipment as the anterior bristle on the second joint;

most, sometimes all, of the remaining bristles are furnished at the middle with a greater or less

number of more or less long and stiff ventral secondary bristles and have short, fine hairs distally;

the one or more that remain have short hairs but no long secondary bristles. The ecpiipment

of these bristles was, in the species investigated by me, fairly constant within the species. On the

short posterior edge of this joint there is only one exceedingly short and weak bristle. On the

short anterior edge of the fourth joint there is also only one bristle, which is of about the same

length and strength as the distal bristles on the anterior edge of the third joint and always has

short, fine hairs distally. Postero -distally on the same joint there issue two rather weak bristles

with fine, short hairs. These bristles are of moderate and rather different lengths; the length

of these bristles was observed to be rather different in a number of species, but within each

species it was subject to verv slight variations. The fifth joint has only one bristle, ,,the sensory

bristle of the fifth joint". In all the species of this genus that were investigated by me this

bristle consisted of a rather powerful, densely annulated trunk, of about uniform thickness,

differing somewhat in length in different species and having disto-anteriorly six subequal and

rather thick sensorial filaments placed closely together, of about the same length as or somewhat

longer than the trunk of the bristle. In a number of species there is an additional sensorial

filament on this bristle (thus making seven altogether) at about the middle of the anterior side

of the trunk; this sensorial filament is considerably narrower than the six former ones and is

in most cases not quite half the length of the trunk of the bristle. All these sensorial filaments

are of about a uniform thickness and are distally rounded, almost completely hyaline, bare and

provided with a short, fine sensory hair at the point.
— It is to be noted that J. A. CUSHMAN,

1906, pi. 29, fig. 22 draws this bristle as simple without any lateral filaments, although sensorial

filaments are drawn on the bristles of the end joint in the same figure.*
— The bristle on the sixth

joint was of the same type in all the species of this genus that were investigated by me, being

in most cases somewhat longer than the total length of the three distal joints, rather powerful

and furnished with short hairs. The small end joint, which is in most cases rather strongly

chitinized, has six or seven bristles. The a-bristle, situated anteriorly, was, in all the species

*
C. Claus stales, 18"6, p. 'j:;, tliat iu .1. m-'iiis this l)ristlr lias live seiiMnial tihiinerils, l_>iil he draws six;

evidently this writer eounts one filament as the ..liindv" of a hristle, a metluid whieh is perhaps the right one from

a theoretical point of view, but whicli has been rejected in this work for practical reasons: it is almost impossible to

decide which of these filaments is the distal part of the bristle, all of them being perfectly similar.
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of tliis genus tliat 1 invostigatcd, (lf\t'|(i|)i'il
as a vciy iniwcrlul nuKlciatcly loii^i, stnm^l\- cliiliii-

izoil digjiing claw, bont sliglitly upwards and directed sonirw li;it lnrwiiid, mily slightly aiuiulati'd;

it is denoted as the .,a-chi\v" in the following descriptions of species. All I lie ntluT liristles on

this joint are developed as sensory bristles.* The b-bristle is situated behind and somewhat

nuHlially of the a-claw. It is of ipiite the same type in all the species investigated by me, about

as long as or rather slightly longer or shorter than the total length of the third to the seventh

joints: its pn)ximal half is rather powerful and grows gradually narrower distally and is closely

annulated; its distal half is differentiated as a rather thin sensorial filament of about unilorm

thickness and more or less completely hyaline; at about the middle of its anterior side there

issue, fairly close to each other, three subequal sensorial filaments, which are about half as long

as the bristle, and somewhat pro.ximally of these there is a considerably shorter filament, which

is also situated on the anterior side of the bristle; the distal part of this bristle, like its filaments,

is partly furnished with extremely fine and short hairs. The c- and g-bristles: The c-bristle

is situated posteriorly and proximally on the joint, the g-bristle is somewhat in front of and distally

of the former. These are of the same type, subec^ual, about as long as the anterior side of the

second to the fourth or sometimes even the second to the sixth joints; they are rather powerful

proximally, closeh- annulated; they grow gradually narrower distally, the annulation dis-

appearing at the same time, and become a rather thin and more or less completely hyaline

sensorial filament; on the anterior side they have more or less uniformly distributed, moderately

long and rather thin sensorial filaments in moderate and somewhat varying number (from five

to nine were observed); these filaments are bare. The f-bristle is fixed laterally on the joint.

It is somewhat shorter than the c- and g-bristles and is of the same type as these. Its sensorial

filaments issue, however, on its posterior edge; this has probably some connection with the fact

that this bristle is always directed forward at about a right angle or even somewhat upwards,

while the b-, c- and g-bristles are only pointed very weakly forward. (Often, however, somewhat

more than is shown in the accompanying figures; for practical reasons one or more bristles have

been drawn in these figures pointing somewhat more ventraUy than they actually did in the corre-

sponding preparations.) The number of sensorial filaments observed on this bristle was four

or five; the distal part of the bristle, like the filaments on the posterior side, are often partly

furnished with very fine, short hairs. The sensorial filaments on both b-, c-, f- and g-bristles

are of about equal thickness, more or less completely hyaline and, like the main bristle, distally

rounded and furnished at the point with a short, very fine hair. D- and e-bristles are situated

laterally, somewhat behind the f-bristle; they are simple, rather narrow and almost equally

thick sensorial filaments, rounded distally, closely and finely annulated, sometimes almost

hyaline distally. The e-bristle, often about as long as the total length of the third to the seventh

joints, is always well developed. The d-bristle is well developed in a number of species, but is

always somewhat weaker and shorter than the e-bristle; in most species, however, it is reduced;

even in these cases, however, I was always able to observe it on the species investigated by

* G. W. MiJLLER (1894) denotes the d-bristle (like the sensory bristle of the filth joint) by s. b., sensory bristle,

which is, of course, not right, because, as has been pointed out above, all the bristles of tlic end joint, except the a-claw,

are to be looked upon as sensory bristles (Cf. O. \\'. Muller, 1894, pis. 2, 3 and 4).
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mo as a stuall vcnuriioiiii process situated anteriorly of the e-bristle. Pilosity: The first and

second joints are often furnished with more or less abundant groups of fine, short, stiff hairs,

often arranged in transverse rows on the second joint.

Male: — This is not quite so powerfully built as that of the female and is somewhat

longer and more slender in comparison. Its joints are not so much flattened at the sides. It

lias six or seven joints; the third and fourth joints are always free. The fifth joint is well defined

from the fourth; on its proximal edge there are the distal fastenings for no less than three rather

powerful muscles. The boundary between this joint and the sixth joint is, <jn the other hand,

sometimes not so well developed; sometimes, perhaps, these joints are quite united; the sixth

joint is not moved by any specific muscles. The relative proportion of the joints is subject

to some variation within the genus. The following figures may be given as examples (the

measurements are from A. norvegica, with a shell 2,42 mm. long):

I ??. n "• III '^- IV ''•
A^ -• VI ^^- VII ^

For the sake of comparison the corresponding figures for the female are also given here.

(The same species as above, with a shell 2,2 mm. long. The scale is the same as above.)

I %; II ^; III 1; IV
,\;

V '}; VI *; VII I.

'

The proportion between the joints in this antenna of the male and the female consequently

differs fairly considerably (cf. also A. curta, p. 501 of this treatise). The fifth joint is rather

considerably shortened, its posterior edge is so short that the sensory bristle often seems to be

attached close to the two posterior distal bristles of the fourth joint. The seventh joint is very

considerably larger than in the female, its posterior edge especially is very considerably lengthened.

The boundary between the sixth and the seventh joints is of so irregular a type that mistakes

can easily be made. Observation is often rendered difficult, in addition, by the fact that some-

times it is not very distinctly developed and that accessory chitinous creases arise. I need

only refer here to fig. 11 of ^. Grim.aldi and fig. 7 of A. curta; in the former the contour of the

boundary of one side is drawn with an unbroken line, and that of the other side with a dotted

litii'. I have been and am almost still in doubt as to whether that part of the end joint on which

the (d-), e-, f- and g-bristles are fixed, is really to be considered as a special joint or not. The

idea that this part is a special joint is supported especially by the fact that it can move freely

by means of two powerful muscles. The fact that I do not accept this interpretation but consider

this part as a jjortion of the seventh joint is due entirely to its exceedingly small size;

the muscles seem, as a matter of fact, to be fixed directly to the basal part of the bristles.*

The number and position of the bristles is the same as in the female; with regard to their

development, however, there is a not inconsiderable difference between the two sexes. The

lateral bristle on the second joint is somewhat longer than in the female. The anterior bristle

on this joint is somewhat weaker. The bristles on the anterior edge of the third joint are

also somewhat weaker than in tlie female and are somewhat shortened; sonic of them are

I'ven very much shortened. The sensory bristle of tlic fifth joint: In what seems to l)e tlie

* This pari, is, however, as we know, ilevelo|)e(l as a <lis1iiicl joint in most of llir n|iii'si'nlalives of Ihe sub-rainily

f'/lir/flininar.
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majority of sprcirs tl\t' truiiK" is ciiiisidi'nilily stroii^iT Mtid also soiiicwliat loiijiiT than in tlic

lemale ami is luniisln'tl witii vciy iiuiiicrous sensorial lihrnnits aioiifi; almost its whole leii^tli;

the six distfll ones of those filannMiIs are piaetieally (|iiite lil<e ihe six distal seiisoiial lilaiiieiits

on this hristle in the lemale, with wliuli tlie\- ai'e alsd |iriil)alil\ li(ini(iloL;iiiis; the olhei- sensot'ial

Hlanionts. tho accessory ones, are ahoiit as lon^ as hut somewhat narinwcr llian I hose just

mentioned: they are situated on one si(h> — on the anterior-medial siih' nl the bristle alon<i;

the proximal part of the stem of the hristle. and are arranjied more (ui all sides distally; they

are also, at least partly, arranged in a number of transversal rows (in the cases investif>ated ahout

thirteen to twenty rows were observed). In a nimdier- nl lorms {<(. .1. cur/a p. fiol ol this

treatise) this hristle shows (piite the .same type as in the female. (I. W. .Mri,l,i;ii describes

(1908. p. 93) a species A. (urih's
(

.1. ij/dc/n/is. (1. W. .Ml i,i.i:i;. litl'i). which, as is

shown on p. 503 of this treatise, is very closely related to A. curta; the male of this

species appears to be characterized by having this bristle rather weakly developed and

provided witli only a few sensorial filaments, according to the text ,,etwa vier", according

to the accompanying figure five (pi. 8, fig. 15).* The a-claw is ratliei' considerably

weakened, but is distinctly claw-like. The b-bristle is only rather slightly lengthened; its sen-

sorial filaments, which are only slightly oi- else not at all increased in number (in all the cases

investigated the number was increased by only a single filament), are somewhat more uniformly

distributed along the pro.ximal half of the bristle. The c- and f-bristles are of the same type

as in the female, but are enormously lengthened, being about V/^ times or V/., times as long as

the shell, and have a considerably greater number of sensorial filaments. The g-bristle is

niily slightly longer and the number of its sensorial tilani(>nts is rather slightly greater than

in the female. The f-bristle is not. as in the female, directed rectangularly forward, but

in the longitudinal direction of the antenna, the b-, c-, and g-bristles are also ])ointed some-

what less forward than in the female. On the end joint there is latero-posteriorly a powerful

chitinous verruca, which is quite absent in the female (cf. fig. 8 of A. norvegica). From it the

e-bristle issues basally-anteriorly ; this bristle is of the same type as in the female; it always

seems to penetrate between the c- and g-bristles and is held medially of these bristles (cf.

fig. 8 of A. norvegica. fig. 11 oi A. Griinaldi and fig. 7 of A. curta). I could not observe any
trace of the d-bristle. AMiether this latter bristle is developed in the males of such forms as

have it developed in the females, I cannot decide, as no such forms were present in my collection.

The pilosity is weaker than in the females.

Second antenna: —
Female: — The p r o t o p o d i t e has a very short bristle distally-medially close

to the exopodite; this bristle was observed in all the species dealt with in this treatise except

A. Grimaldi and its variety. The exopodite is about as hmy as the jirotopodite; the

proportions between its joints are as follows:

I : 11 : III : IV : V : VI : VII : VIII : IX = 30 : 6 : 3 : 3 : 3 : 3 : .3 : 3 : 2,

i. e. the first joint is about as long as or somewhat longer than all the following joints together,

the second joint is about as long as the total length of the two following joints. The first joint

*
(1. W. MiLi.F.R cvidiMitly coiititi'il oMi- (if till' lihinionts as tlii' distnl {p.iil nl' Ihr lirisllr.
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has no bristles. The bristle of tlie second joint is powerful and is about the total length ol' the

seven distal joints; ventrully it is furnished with short, stiff secondary bristles but has no spines;

only in exceptional cases (cf. A. aberrata) are these secondary bristles relatively long; distally

it has u fine point. The bristles on the third to the eighth joints are long, powerful natatory

bristles, some of which are sometimes almost double the length of the exopodite. These bristles

have rather long but comparatively narrow natatory hairs and are furnished with short spines

along a large part of the ventral side; these spines are as a rule rather strong on the proximal

natatory bristles, very weak on the distal ones; in a number of species I have even been (^uite

unable to observe them on the most distal of these bristles (with Reicheht's oc. 4, Leitz' imm.

Vij) (([uite missing?). The end joint has three or four bristles, two of which are developed as

long natatory bristles. On these two, which always seem to be somewhat shorter than the other

natatory bristles, I have succeeded in observing, at least in some cases, weak ventral spines;

in most cases, however, there seem to be no spines at all on these bristles. These two bristles,

like the other natatory bristles, are furnished distally with a short, fine hair, but apart from

this they are not differentiated as specific sensory organs. The two remaining, dorsal, bristles

of the end joint have short hairs but have no spines; one of them is often about as long as the

total length of the four or five distal joints, the other is somewhat shorter; one of them

may sometimes be quite absent. The fourth to the ninth joints
— less frequently the third

to the ninth — are each often furnished with a basal spine. These sjjines are often broadly conical;

the one on the ninth joint is the largest, being sometimes about as long as this joint, the others

decrease more or less uniformly in size and strength the more proximally they are attached, the

proximal one being in most cases rather weak, somtimes even scarcely perceptible. In a number

of species, however, the number of basal spines is reduced, sometimes they are even quite absent.

Distally-dorsally on the second to the eighth joints there is a series of hairs, in most cases very

short and rather coarse, or of weak spines; on one or more joints, differing in different species,

they are sometimes not inconsiderably longer than on the other joints. On the first joint there

were observed in most of the species described in this work one or two transverse rows of fine,

rather short hairs dorsally near the distal boundary. The e n d o p o d i t e is more or less

clearly three-jointed and has only one bristle, the distal bristle of the end joint; this bristle is

closely and finely annulated, of about uniform thickness and is rounded distally. Sometimes

a short bristle was observed distally on the second joint; this was obviously abnormal.

Male: — Both the protopodite and the exopodite are considerably

more strongly developed than in the female. Exopodite: The proportions between the

joints are somewhat different from those of the female (cf. the descriptions of the species). The

bristle of the second joint is considerably lengthened, but it is not quite so long as the natatory

bristles on the nearest joints. The end joint has three long natatory bristles, as one of the short

lu'istles of the female is rather considerably lengthened
— but not quite so long as the natatory

bristles of the nearest joints
— and is provided with well-developed natatory hairs. In species

with four bristles on the end joint the fourth bristle is also somewhat longer than in the female

and is provided with well-developed natatory hairs. The natatory bristles on the third to tlu'

ninth joints are also somewhat longer than in the female. All the bristles are without any spines.
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and llif liasiil spines arc very iiiih li nduccd. I (cusallx -dislall) (Hi lln' srcdiid lu tlii' ri^lilli

juints tluTO is a clustor of ratlirr loiiu. tine liairs. I'] ti d >> pud i l r: The end jnint is lallu'f

ilocidedlv curved and is soniewliat more than liall tlir Icii^tli ol tlic scciind joiiil ; il can he loldcd

back against a corresponding furrow on tlie seconil joint. The lirst joint has no bristles aX ail.

The second joint has (always?) three bristles ventrally at al)out two-thirds or three -qunrters

along the joint. The end joint has a single bristle [)roximall\- on the outside; this bristle is of

about uniform thickness and is rounded distally.

Ma i(d i ble: —
Female: — This is rehitively short, but is very powerfully built, with its joints

decidedly flattened at the sides. The proportions between the joints are about the sanu^ in all

the species iiivestigatetl by me ami arc illustrated by the following figures (from measurements

carried out on a specimen of A. norveqica, 9):

I Pr.
;;,;;

11 I'r. ^j; 1 End.
l,';

11 Knd. ;:;
111 Knd. ~.

Protopodite: Coxale: This has no bristles. The endite issues from, or perhaps it would

be more correct to say forms basally, a chitinous list, which extends transversely across the joint;

of. G. 0. Sars, 1887, pi. IV, fig.
4. The scythe-shaped process is uniformly and moderately

strongly curved in two planes, partly^ upwards, partly inwards, and is, in addition, slightl}'

twisted so that its medial side is turned somewhat upwards; it is thus turned towards the mouth,

in which I often found it inserted (already observed by G. W. MOt.LER; cf. 1894, p. 46). On the

distal part of its ventral edge there is always a more or less strongly developed spine, pointing

proximally, characterized by the fact that it is continued by a low ridge, in most cases rather

short, on the lateral side of the process. This ridge forms a curve which is concave proximally

and is furnished, like the spine, with a close series of rather short, tine, stiff spines, pointing

proximally. Proximally of this spine there is along the ventral edge of the process a nund)er

— in most cases rather small — of protuberances or spines; these are most frequently somewhat

different in number and type in different species; within the species they are certainly not

constant, but their variation is not so great that they cannot to some extent serve as a character

for the species; I often found them rather strongly worn, which may, of course, modify their

appearance considerably. From some of these spines a series of low protuberances runs in

a dorso-proximal direction on the lateral side of the process; in a number of species these pro-

tuberances are rather numerous, in others they are more or less sparse; in addition they are

also subject to some variation within the species. Distally of the middle the dorsal edge is often

serrated along, in most cases, a rather short part; the teeth vary in size, in some species they

are even almost completely reduced. The dorsal edge is, in addition, distinguished by a single

bristle, in most cases rather long, which is situated almost f)pposite or somewhat distally' of the

above-mentioned proximally pointing spine on the ventral edge of the process. On a great part of

the surface of the process there are numerous striations, generally .speaking parallel to each other,

of which the distal ones at least are furnished with close, extremely short and fine hairs pointing

distally; these hairs are scarcely perceptible even with very strong magnification (Reichbiit's

oc. 4, Leitz's immers. ^). Similar striations, running across the process in distally concave
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curves, are found both mi tlic lateral and tlic medial sides of the process; they are, however,

V(>rv much more mimerous on the lateral side. The striatory systems of the two sides cross,

because the striations on the medial side, which are also distinguished by having somewhat

coarser hairs, form a more acute angle to the longitudinal axis of the process. I have obser-

ved, however, that the two systems join each other, at least on the dorsal edge of the process.

The distal part' of theT'process has no striations; this part is covered laterally by a mat —
in most cases very thick — of short, very fine hairs. There are also often short, fine

hairs on the bristle of the dorsal edge. In addition there are some transverse rows of rather

short, fine hairs laterally-ventrally somewhat proximally of the middle of the process. Some

irregular lists (strengthening lists according to G. W. MULLER, 1894, p. 46) run in the longitudinal

direction of the process; these are in most cases not drawn at all in the figures given in this work

of mine. The rod-shaped process is rather narrow, not quite half as long as the scythe-shaped

process. Along the greater part of its length it is furnished with rather short, strong bristles;

on both the medial and the lateral sides of the process most of these bristles are arranged in

a rather small number (about three to six) of transverse rows; the ventral bristle in each row is

in most cases the longest, the others decrease fairly uniformly in length dorsally. The rod-shaped

process is blunt distally and is provided there with three or four short spines or bristles. Basale :

The backward pointing process is well developed and is furnished with a rather small number of

bristles (from six to eleven were observed on the species investigated by me). Of these bristles

the three or four nearest to the point of the process are rather long and powerful and are character-

ized by having numerous short secondary spines, arranged in two rows and placed close together,

along the greater part of their length ; these spines are rather powerful proximally and become

more and more fine distally (cf. fig. 9 of A. sfinifera). From one to five, in most cases from

three to five, of the other bristles are also most frequently rather long and powerful and are

characterized by having a greater or less number of secondary spines, arranged in two rows

and situated close together distally; the distal pair of these spines is the most powerful, extending

no inconsiderable distance distally of the point of the bristle; the others are rather short. The

remaining one or two bristles are short and weak, bare or provided with exceedingly fine, short

hairs. In the neighbourhood of these bristles a rather large number of unicellular glands have

tluMr openings on a more or less developed verruciform process. Dorso-distally this joint always

has two bristles with more or less short hairs; these bristles are, as a rule, considerably longer

than the anterior side of the first endopodite joint. Apart from these the dorsal side of the

second protopodite joint is quite without bristles in a number of species, in others it has a larger

or smaller number of these, characteristic for the species. Exopodite: The two ventero-

distal bristles of this branch are always very short. This branch is furnished dorsally with

exceedingly numerous short, fine hairs (the exits of the glands). Endopodite: The first

joint has only three ventral bristles. Of these the two posterior ones especially are very long;

they are in most cases somewhat longer than the anterior side of the endopodite and are always

furnished at the middle with a number of rather long and powerful anterior secondary bristles,

arranged in two rows; proximally of these secondary bristles there is in a number of species a

varying number of short secondary bristles; these two bristles have sliort. fine hairs distally. The
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ri'mainin},' oiu-ot tlicsc llncc l)rLstli's is soiiu'wliat slioilrr than the Im im r mics and lias in nidst

nises short, tiiu' liairs; it is nirt'ly iirovidcd at the ii'.iddir with a nmnlni- nl hmu scr(indar\- hiistk-s.

Antoro-tlistally this joint is in oxrcptional cases liiiiiislicd witli powcrt'iil cliilinoiis spines

(ef. A. spiuifera, tig. 10). The second joint has postero-distallv threi' rather Ujiig bristles with

short, tine liairs; two of these bristk^s are situated ck)se to each otlier sotnewliat distally of tlie

tliinJ. The j)roj)ortions between these bristles wrw .sul)jert to only sli^dit variation in the, species

invostigivted by me; one ol' ihr iwu distal (Hics and llir |)iM.\iinal one arc citiicr sid)i'i|ual or else

the hitter is somewhat h)n<;er; ihr innainiiii^ oiic ol the two distal inistles is c'onsidi'iabl\- shurtcr

than the two former ones and is also often characterized by beiiiif somewhat curved dorsally.

Ahing the anterior edge of this joint there aw a rather large number of bristles. Among these

may always be noticed four powerful and rather long ones, in most cases subequal, situated

at about etpial disttinces from eacli olhci' along the whole of thr joint and generally sparsely

provided with short and fine hairs, sometimes apparently even (piite bare. These four bristles

are called the ,,main bristles" in this treatise and are denoted pro.xinio-distally with the letters

a—d. Proximally of and close to the proximal one of these bristles, the ,,main bristle a", there

are from one to a small number, different in different species, of rather weak bristles with

short, fine hairs or bare, often rather considerably shorter than the main bristles. Between the

main bristles b and c there is in a number of species a rather weak bristle with short, line hairs.

This bristle is of rather considerable length, in most cases, however, not (|uite so long as

the main bristles; in a number of species it is quite absent. Between the main bristles c and

d there is in all the species investigated by me a similar rather weak bristle with slujrt, fine hairs;

this bristle is often about as long as the main bristles. An additional bristle of this sort, but

somewhat shorter, was always observed distally of and just near the main bristle d. Finally

there is anteriorly on the medial side of this joint a greater or smaller number of moderately

long or rather short cleaning bristles, characterized by being furnished distally with close, rather

short, in most cases rather powerful secondary bristles, arranged in the shape of a feather. These

bristles are jjartly arranged in a few more or less distinct rows running slantingly upwards and for-

w'ards. Un the species investigated by me I have always seen a row of this sort, running within

the main bristle e. In these rows of bristles the anterior bristles are somewhat, sometimes even

considerably, longer and more powerful than those situated farther back. The cleaning bristles

vary somewhat within the species both with regard to number and position; they may, however,

be used to some extent as a character of the species. The end
j
oint has six bristles, of about the same

type and position in all the species investigated by me. The anterior one is developed as a power-

ful claW'. Three have about the same type and length as the main bristles of the second endo-

podite joint. Of the two remaining ones, both rather weak, with short hairs, one is situated

close to the claw, the other between the two posterior of the three long and powerful bristles;

the former of these two bristles is always somewhat longer, the latter always somewhat shorter

than the claw. Pilosity: The second endopodite joint has numerous groups of short, fine, stiff

hairs on the inner side.

Ma 1 e: — As has been pointed out above, the male mandible agrees in all essentials

with that of the female. It seems to be too early to try to generalize the dimorphism, because of the
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comparativelv small miinhcr' of species of whicli l)otli inal<^ and Icnialc ate known. I 7-(>}Vi- the

reader to the descriptions of tlie species and will only point out here that variations have been

observed in the backward pointing process on the basale (in some species), the equipment of the

shortest of the three ventral bristles on the first endopodite joint, the bristles proximally of the

main bristle a of the second endopodite joint and tlie cleaning bristles of this joint.

Maxilla: — P r o t o p o d i t e: On the procoxale and coxale there are two very

strongly, sometimes almost completely, reduced endites. Of these endites the proximal one was,

in all the species investigated by me, provided with four bristles, three of which were subequal,

rather long and powerful, the fourth, situatetl between the two proximal of the three former

ones, was rather weak and not quite half as long as these. The distal endite is in most cases

furnished with only three bristles, which are sometimes subequal and of about the same length

and strength as the three long bristles of the proximal endite, while sometimes the middle one

of them is somewhat shorter. In only one species, A. oculata, was there observed between the

two distal of these three bristles a bristle of about the same kind as the short bristle on the

proximal endite. The long bristles on these endites always have, at least in parts, rather long

hairs, of which those that issue from the distal part of the bristles are arranged in the

shape of a feather and are ratfier coarse. The one (or the two) short bristles are bare or have

very fine and short hairs. The posterior bristles in the baleen are only about a third or a half

the length of the anterior ones. The baleen bristles are widened out distally somewhat in the

shape of a lancet and are pointed (not blunt as in pi. 5, fig. 15 a, G. W. Ml-LLER, 1894;

cf. p. 465 of this treatise of mine), somewhat boat-shaped (if I am not mistaken) and

furnished at the edge with exceedingly fine hairs, scarcely perceptible even with very strong

magnification (Reichert's oc. 4, Leitz's immers. ~); cf. fig.
14 of ^. Grimaldi. The posterior

l)ristle in the baleen is of about the same type in all the species investigated by me; it

is of moderate length, its distal part is somewhat lancet-like, inclined forwards and finely and

closely pectinated along the ventral edge; cf.
fig. 15 of A. Grimaldi. On the outside of the

]irotopodite there is only a single bristle; it is moderately long, and situated on the basale, about

half-way up the joint, beneath the epipodial appendage; it is of about the same type in all the

species investigated by me. On the inside of the protopodite there are a number of bristles,

which afford rather good characters for the species by their number and relative length. Dor-

sally, just in front of the fastening of the epipodial appendage, there is a single bristle; I was

iinahle to decide with certainty whether this issues on the coxale or on the basale. Dorsallv on

the distal part of the basale there is in most of the species one or a small number of bristles.

About half way along this joint there is ventrally one or a small number of bristles. A short

ilistance distally of this (them) there is in most cases a very short bristle, situated ventrally

on the joint between the baleen and a list-like medial part; this bristle is in most cases very diffi-

cult to observe with certainty on account of its small size and its concealed position. Finally

the basale has a rather long bristle ventrally and somewhat laterally close to the boundary of

the endopodite. This latter bristle is furnished with rather long and exceedingly fine hairs,

the other bristles of the protopodite are bare or have extremelv tine, short hairs. T h e e p i-

p o dial a p p e n d a g e, issuing presumably distally on the coxale, is compressed at the sides
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almost likt" a liiiiiclla ami is aliiuil liall llic Iciiiitli 41I tlic iiasali' (el. p. 1(14 liclow); it t;rows ratlici'

ilocidt'dlv iiarrowfi" towards tlic point, is directed forwards and lias its ventral edj;e ]iresse(i

against tlie dorsal side of the protopodite. The eiidup^d ito has a constaiil iniinhrr of

bristles: The tirst joint has a short, often hare, bristle on the anterior side, situati'd in most eases

S(>niowhat dist^iUy of the nnddle of the joint. Tliis joint lias in addition postero-distally a lonji;

bristle with short, fine hairs. The end joint has only one l>ristle. Imiu and with short, fine hairs.

The inside of the protopodite and the epipodial a])penda<>e are abundantly furidshed with short,

tine hairs, arranged in groups or irregular rows.

Fifth 1 i ni b: — In all the species of this genus investigated li\ me this limb has

practically the same stiiicture; it has not been used, as we shall see below, as a characteristic

for the species.
— The comb is relatively narrow, with a uniforndy curved dorsal edge. The

eond> bristles are rather numerous; those situated nearest to the anterior point of the comb are

somewhat longer than the others; they are all pointed and finely annulated and are equipped

with abundant short, fine hairs. Most of the comb bristles are situated right on the ventral

margin of the comb, a few are displaced somewhat dorsally; thus from three to five of these

bristles were always observed displaced somewhat dorsally u]) on the lateral side of the comb

near the long bristle of the distal exopodite joints. The distal joints of the exopodite
are represented by a long, powerful bristle pointing forwards, extending in all the species

investigated by me a short distance beyond the anterior end of the comb and thickly furnished

with long, fine hairs arranged in the shape of a feather; cf. p. 465 below. Somewhat ventrally of

this bristle there are always two, short, subequal bristles, pointed similarly forward; only in one

of the species investigated by nie, A. norvegica, was only one of these bristles observed.

Dorsally of the distal comb bristles there is a series of rather long and coarse hairs; apart from

these the comb is to a great extent bare; at some places, however, short, fine hairs may be

observed. The epipodial appendage is somewhat ear-shaped and is characterized

by the fact that the bristles somewhat ventrally of the middle decrease very markedly in length

and then again increase strongly in length on the ventral lobe; a greater or smaller portion of

the distal part of these bristles is often bare or furnished with short hairs, but, as far as one

can see, is not modified as a sensory organ. See fig. 14 of A. aherrata.

Sixth limb: — Seen from the side it is lamelliforni. The posterior margin is

straight or very slightly concave or convex and is marked off from the ventral margin by an

always well-rounded corner. The ventral margin is slightly and in most cases fairly uniformly

convex. The anterior margin is more or less decidedly concave, with a pointed corner marked

off from the ventral margin. Seen from beneath it is rather decidedly flattened anteriorly,

somewhat sole-shaped, with a well-rounded anterior edge; posteriorly it is narrow and lamelli-

form; cf. fig. 16 of A. Grimaldi. On the anterior edge there are usually two bristles with short

hairs or bare (^= remains of endites on the protopodite and the exopodite?); one of these is usually

attached at or .somewhat above, the other somewhat beneath a point half way up the limb;

sometimes there is only one, the uj:)per one, of these bristles, sometimes the ventral one is

duplicated; cf. also the description of this limb in A. ahyssicola. Along the anterior edge of the

sole-shaped flattened part of the ventral side there is a small number of rather short bristles.
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the muuber differing in different species. Separated from these bristles by a marked gap there

is along the posterior part of the ventral margin a smaller or larger number of bristles, the anterior

ones of which are usually rather short, the posterior ones moderately long. All these ventral

bristles have rather long and often rather fine hairs along a smaller or greater part of their length

and have short hairs distally; the posterior ones, however, often have long hairs right to their

points. Some of the bristles along the anterior edge of the anterior sole-shaped flattened part

of the ventral side always seem to be developed, the other ventral bristles may be quite absent;

cf. A. aberrata. This limb is covered to a great extent with abundant short, fine hairs, many
of which are arranged in groups.

S e V e n t h 1 i m b :
—

Female: — This is moderately long; in one female specimen of ^. norvegica the

shell of which was 2,1 mm. long it was 1,2 mm. The distal part of the limb is rather slightly

widened and is supported by rather broad chitinous rings, which articulate with each other

at the middle by processes, both on the medial and the lateral side. The rings situated more

proximally on the limb have no such processes and are also narrower and often rather

irregular. Near the point of the limb there is an oval of irregular chitinous pieces, moveably

joined to one another and enclosing a longitudinal muscle consisting of four parts; this apparatus

is apparently used to press the end combs against each other; cf. A. Grimaldi var. vicina, fig. 2;

this apparatus is, however, often rather difficult to observe with certainty. There are a com-

paratively small number of cleaning bristles, never more than one on the same side of the same

ring. Their number and position vary to some extent, but not so much that they cannot be

used as characteristics of the species. Each cleaning bristle has a rather small number (from

one to five were observed) of bells, cut off transversally; the tongue of its terminal bell is cut

off rather oblicjuely. Proximally of the bells the cleaning bristles are bare. There are only

two symmetrical end combs with teeth of a somewhat varying type; these teeth are character-

ized by the fact that they are always furnished with a larger or smaller number of fine or more

or less coarse secondary teeth arranged in the shape of a feather.

Male: — This has sometimes rather fewer bells on the cleaning bristles.

F u r c a: — This has very slight or is sometimes even quite without sexual dimorphism.

Female: — The lamellae are short, their breadth is somewhat greater than their

length. Each lamella is armed with from seven to ten claws, all well divided from the lamella.

The anterior claw is comparatively long, the others decrease fairly uniformly in length posteriorly,

the posterior ones are short and are shaped like bristles. A division into main claws and second-

ary claws is, at least in many cases, almost conditional; at least the five anterior ones must,

however, be considered as main claws. The claws are rather weakly curved along the greater

part of their length; distally, on the other hand, they are rather strongly curved. The posterior

bristle-like claws are often rather strongly and irregularly curved; the type is shown in
fig. 17,

A. Grimaldi. Only one out of all the species investigated by me was characterized by another

type of claws; cf. fig. 12, A. aberrata. The main claws are armed ventrally with two rows, one

medial and one lateral, of short, strong, pointed teeth. In all the species of this genus described

in this treatise a number of these teeth are of somewhat greater length; on each claw from

Zonloji. bidrau, Uppsala, Siippl.-Bd. I. o8
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alumt four to ttMi such lonji tcrtli wciv obsorvcd. scattered, situated at ahout e(|ual distances

from ono another; on the posterior main claws tliev heconie fewer and lewer and sliorter and

shorter; in some species, however, they aic rather short e\('n nii the anteiidr chtws. Tlie main

chiws. at least the anterior ones, are luinished dorsaily witli short hairs. Claws nos. 2 anil 15

are verv finely serrated ilorso-distally ; 1 cannot say with certainty whether a similar serration

<iceurs in all the species descrihed in this treatise, as this part ol the claws is often rather con-

siderablv worn. The posterior claws are finely pectinated. Sometimes the j)ostcrior claws are

finely annulated and on account oi this they are exceedingly like bristles; this character cannot,

however, be used as a criterion in classifying the claws into main claws and secondary claws,

as it varies, at least in a number of species; in some forms there seems to he no ammlat ion at all.

The lamellae often have short, fine hairs behind the claws.

M a 1 e: — Tn some species it has the same number of claws as in thi- female, in others

it has slightlv fewer. It is practically impossible to discover any division into main claws

and secondary claws. The first claw is, at least in a number of species, somewhat more slender

and somewhat more boldly curved than in the female. The equipment of teeth on the claws

is somewhat weaker, especially on the first claw; this claw is almost entirely unarmed; its

distal quarter is even ipiite smooth.

The u p p e r 1 i p is small and has two lobes; cf. Ci. O. S \i;s, 1887.
])1.

V. fif^s. 4 and 5.

It has a very small field of glands.

The rod-shaped organ is rather long, of moderate breadth and rounded distally;

its shape is somewhat irregular, most often somewhat broader at the middle; unjointed. In most

of the species described below of about the same type as that reproduced in
fig.

11 foi' A. Ohlini.

The lateral eyes are most often well developed; see below, A. ahyssicola.

Gills: — These are of quite the same type in all the species I have investigated.

Cf. G. 0. Sars, 1887, pi. VI, figs. 6 and 7. There are fourteen of them, seven in each row.

They are all of about the same type, rather long and broad lamellae, of uniform width and more .

or less well rounded distally.

Special terminology:
— Shell: — The list inside the posterior margin of the shell is

called ,,the spine-bearing list".

For the terms for the distal bri,stles of the first a n t (> n n a see the special

terminology of the family.

Mandible: — The scythe-shaped process: The spine which is directed

proximally on the distal part of the ventral margin and which is characterized by the fact that it

is continued on the lateral side of the process by a low, bow-shaped ridge, armed, like the spine,

with a close series of stiff, rather short hairs, is called ,,the main spine". The protuberances

and spines on the ventral edge proximaUy of the main spine are called ,,ventral spines". The

serrate teeth of the dorsal edge are called ,,the dorsal serrate teeth". The bristle distally of

these serrate teeth is called ,,tlie dorsal bristle". The backward pointing pro-
cess: The three or four bristles situated distally on this process, which are characterized

by the fact that their secondary spines become weaker and weaker distally are called ..the
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distal bristles'". The bristles whose distal pair of secondary spines are more powerfid than the

proximal ones are called „triaena bristles". The short, weak bristles are termed ,,dwarf bristles".

Bristles on the anterior edge of the second e n d o p o d i t e
j
o i ii t :

The four long powerful bristles are called ,,niain bristles" and are denoted proximo-distally

by the letters a—d. The bristles situated proximally of the main bristle a are denoted as

,,proximal bristles". The row of cleaning bristles within the c-bristle is called ,,the lower row".

The cleaning bristles in this as well as in the other rows are always counted from front to back.

The anterior bristle of the end joint is called ,,the end claw".

Maxilla: — Medial bristles of the protopodite: The bristle situated dorsally, just

in front of the fastening of the epipodial appendage, is called ,,the dorso-proximal bristle".

The bristle or bristles situated dorsally on the distal part of the basale are called ,,the dorso-

distal bristles". The bristle or bristles situated ventrally, at about the middle of the basale.

are called ,,ventral bristles". The short bristle, situated somewhat distally of this bristle (these

bristles), is called ,,the short ventero-distal bristle", to distinguish it from the long bristle that

issues ventero-laterally on the distal boundary of this joint, which is called ,,the long ventero-

distal bristle".

Sixth 1 i m b: — The bristles situated along the anterior edge of the anterior sole-

shaped flattened part of the ventral side are called ,,the anterior ventral bristles", the other

ventral bristles are called ,,the posterior ventral bristles".

Remarks: — The literature is not clear as to the number and the boundaries of the joints Thf nuinhfr nj ihe

of the first antenna. In most cases no information is given on these points; and the writers /"""' "^ ''"' •^""*'

111- !• •! anlenni.
who do deal with these questions make statements that contradict each other. It is certainly

true that variation in these characters does occur in the genus, but these contradictions seem

to be due, mostly if not entirely, to mistakes of one kind or another on the part of the authors.

I shall first give rather cursorily some indications of mistakes made with regard to the

boundaries between the joints, which have caused statements that are certainly incorrect to

be made about the number of bristles that is characteristic for each joint. Most writers give

no or practically no information in the text as to the number and position of the bristles. To

judge from their figures, however, it would appear that rather considerable variations existed

within the genus. Thus G. 0. Sars, 1887, p. 18, states in his genus description that the joint

next to the distal one on the female first antenna is armed with a powerful claw and also

with a pair of narrow, annulated bristles, the end joint would have four annulated bristles,

furnished with sensorial filaments on one edge. The a-claw and the e-bristle would thus belong

to the sixth joint. The same author writes on p. 12 in the description of the genus: „articulo

penultimo in utroque sexu ungue forti antice curvato armato". Although G. W. MtiLLER

states in his genus diagnosis, 1894, p. 217, that the a-claw belongs to the distal joint and gives

in the accompanying figures an exposition of the number and position of the bristles on this

limb that is on the whole quite correct, subsequent authors make mistakes, all the same, with

regard to these things. Thus G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman write, 1896, p. 628, in the diagnosis

of the family, ,,penultimate joint in t)otli sexes furnished with an unguis" an expression
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that is. Imwcvcr. iliivctlv contriidictiMl In tlir ilncc timircs oi' tlic Iciimli' (iisl ;inlcnii;i ix'wvn

bv those \vrittM*s. pi. L. figs. '^ imd S.
])1.

I. IX, lig. 11>. In <>nr limirc ol the male lirst aiilcim;!,

pi. L. fig. 2. the a-claw is drawn as if it issues IVdiii the next to the tlistal joint. In pi. L,

fig. 8 no less than four bristles is.sue distally on the sixth joint.
— J. A. ClsiiMAN, who is the

onlv author besides G. W. Mt'LLEi; who has recently given re])roductions of this liml), also

makes mistakes with regard to the position of tlie end l)ristles; ef. 1!H)6, pi. 29.

I have found the conditions with regard to the number of joints on the f(!raale first

antenna to be very clear in all the species I have investigated. As will be seen from the infor-

mation given above, I foimd six or seven joints, according to whether the third and fourth

joints were free or were united to each other. Previous writers have, on the whole, given quite

correct information with regard to this. The only important remark that can be made is that

some of them have been too quick to generalize; they have adopted in their genus diagnoses what

they discovered in the few species they were able to investigate. Thus G. (). Sars, 1887, j).
18

states in his genus diagnosis that the female first antenna always has six joints.
— G. W. Mf'M.i-^K

writes, 1894, p. 217, that the first antenna is ,,6- oder 7-gliedrig, beim 9 Glied 7+8 oder 5 + 6,

7+8, oder auch 6+7+8 verschmolzen". But, to judge from pi. 4, figs. 14 and 30, the

latter part of this statement ,,oder 5+6, 7+8, etc." refers to forms that turned out later

not to belong to this genus.
— G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman, 1896, do not include the number

of joints in their genus diagnosis; in the descriptions of the species, on the other hand, they

give quite correct information about it.

The number and boundaries of the joints on the male first antenna is, on the other hand,

very difficult to ascertain with certainty. And the statements of previous authors on these

points vary considerably. No quite correct information seems to have been given so far.

G. 0. Sars states, 1887, p. 18 that the male first antenna has eight joints, as the third

and fifth joints of the female have each in the male been divided into two joints by an oblique

suture. This author takes as the eighth joint a small part on which are situated the four end

bristles that are furnished witli sensorial filaments, a part that would be homologous with the

small end joint in the female. — According to G. W. Mullp.r, 1894, p. 217 are ,,beim cJ (stets?)

5+6 verschmolzen, die iibrigen Gli<!der getrennt". In other words the male first antenna

would have seven joints, with the original seventh and eighth joints free. The end joint, i. e.

the original eighth joint, is relatively large and has all the seven distal bristles on it; cf. pi. 4,

fig. 15. Information contrary to this exposition is given in the same work, p. 23; it is there

stated in the table that the male first antenna has seven joints, with the fourth and fifth joints

joined together.
— In G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman we find direct information as to the

number of joints in the male first antenna only in tlie description of one species, A. Mariae.

This species is said, p. 632, to have six joints in its first antenna. The text shows that these

writers take the fourth and fifth joints as one joint, as the sensory bristle of the fifth joint is

given, p. 633, as being on the fourth joint ,,fourth joint .... at the extremity below, a very

large sensory organ". The accompanying figure, pi. L. fig. 2, shows, however, seven distinct

joints, the fourth and fifth joints are well divided; all the end bristles issue from the moderately

large end joint except the a-claw, which is attached antero-distally on the next to the distal
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joint. One can understand indirectly fi'om the text that these authors considered that the

conditions were the same in the other male investigated by them, the male of A. teres. — Finally

I wish to mention in passing that J. A. CuSHMAn, 1906, p. 366 states that the ,,last joint of

antennula in male 3-jointed". As this statement does not even agree with the figures given

by this author, pi. 29, figs. 21 and 22, it may be disregarded here. It ought perhaps also to be

mentioned that the figures in question are not correct either.

As is shown by the description of the genus given above the facts ascertained by me
do not agree with any of the preceding authors' accounts. All the males of this genus* that

were investigated by me had a seven-jointed first antenna, the original third and fourth

joints were always differentiated; the boundary between the fifth and sixth joints was sometimes,

however, at least partly, not distinctly developed. The part on which the (d-), e-, f- and

g-bristles are fixed ought perhaps to be distinguished as a special eighth joint (see p. 449 above).

A more detailed study of the structure of the first antenna seems to show with all desirable

clearness the incorrectness of G. 0. Sars's view that the fifth
(i.

e. the original sixth) joint of

the female first antenna should in the male be divided into two joints and that the small part

of the male fixst antenna on which the b-, c-, f- and g-bristles are situated corresponds to the

whole of the little end joint of the female first antenna.

The small end joint of the female first antenna is moved by three muscles, namely one

extensor and two flexors. The extensor is attached proximally at the anterior part of the

boundary between the fourth and fifth joints, distally on the end joint anteriorly and somewhat

laterally. Of the two flexors one arises posteriorly at the boundary between the third and

fourth joints, and is attached distally on the end joint posteriorly and somewhat laterally;

the other arises posteriorly at the medial boundary between the fourth and fifth joints, and is

attached distally on the end joint somewhat medially. In addition there is a very weak, almost

completely reduced flexor, arising posteriorly at the lateral boundary between the fourth and

fifth joints, and fixed distally on the end joint posteriorly and somewhat laterally, in most

cases a little in front of the flexor that arises posteriorly at the boundary between the third and

foui'th joints; cf. fig. 10 of A. Grimaldi. The seventh joint of the female first antenna is moved

by ([uite the same muscles in all the species belonging to the sub-family Cypridininae that have

been examined by me. These muscles are also found on the male first antenna in the family

Asteropidae. The only differences are that the proximal fastenings of the two flexors that arise

on the boimdary between the fourth and fifth joints are displaced somewhat anteriorly and that

the lateral of these two muscles is much more strongly developed. These four muscles do not,

however, move the small part that G. 0. Sars has homologized with the female end joint, but

the large joint that I have described above as homologous with the female seventh joint; cf.

fig. 11 of ^. Grimaldi. Another reason against the assumption put forward by G. 0. Sars that

• the original female sixth joint has been split into two joints in the male may possibly be con-

sidered superfluous, but I shall, however, state it here. There is always a bristle distally-medially

on this joint in the female first antenna (in this genus as in the family Cypridinidae). The same

* Besides the males of A. Criinaldi. nnrvegica and rurla I invesligated another- male of this genus whieli is not

included in this pulilieation; the result was the same as for the three speeies mentioned.
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bristlo is also to hv found on tlu' tuali' tirst jinti'imn. Tliis liristlcis sitiiiittd near llir distal hrisllcs

in till' fiMnalc. hocauso of tlu* sinallncss of tlio rnd joint, but in tlic male it is rather lar removed

from tlioso bristles. It is certain tliat we are not concerned liere with a displaceiiii'iit of lliis

bristle, as in the male, just as in the female, it is situatetl distally on the sixtli jnini; u]\ the

contrary its removal from the other bristles is due to the strong development of the end joint.

If G. O. S.'VHS's assunipt inn that the oiieinal leniah' sixth joint had lieen s|)lit were correct, it

is clear that this bristle ought still \n lie situati'ii close to the end bristles; in order to reacii its

present jdace it must have shifted rigiit across the joint that (!. O. S.MiS describes as the seventh,

a phenomenon that seems anything but probable.

Nor is the small part that (i. (). Sah.s denoted as the end joint honiolo^dus with the part

that I showed above ought perliaps to be distinguished as a special, an eightli, joint. According

to G. 0. S.\RS the former part carries the b-, c-, f- and g-bristles. The latter part, on the othei'

hand, has the (d-), e-. f- and g-bristles. The latt(>r part is moved in the male by two very strong

muscles, fixed proximally at about the boundary between the sixth and seventh joints.

These muscles have no homologon in the females of this genus. On the other hand the eighth

joint of the first antenna of all the species belonging to the sub-family Cypridininae that I liad

an opportimity of investigating closely is moved by two muscles which are certainly homologous
with these. In this sub-family as well these muscles arise on tlie boundary between the sixth

and seventh joints, but, on account of the comparatively smaller size of the seventh joint they
are not inconsiderably smaller.

It follows from this that G. W. MuLLEli's idea of the male end joint, (pioted above, is

also incorrect. — Nor can this author's statement that the fifth and sixth joints of the male

first antenna are always united be correct either, as is shown by the genus description I have

given above; for all the species investigated by me had these joints free. But it does not seem

impossible, however, that in some species of this genus these two joints are joined into one.

This view is supported first by the fact that the boundary between these joints is sometimes,

at least partly, rather weakly developed, secondly that the sixth joint is not moved by any

special muscles. It is, however, to be noted that G. W. MOller's own figures, both those in

his large monograph of 1894 and others as well, directly contradict his statement. 1 shall

only point out here that in pi. 4, figs. 15 and 17, of the mentioned work the boundary between

these two joints is very well drawn, although on the former the boundary between the fourth

and the fifth and on the latter the boundaries between both the fourth and the fifth joints on

the one hand and the sixth, seventh and eighth joints on the other are not drawn. As far

as this writer's statement, 1894, p. 23 that the fourth and the fifth joints are always joined

in the male first antenna is concerned, this seems to be exceedingly problematical. In the

first place I have always found these two joints well divided from each other on the species

investigated by me, and secondly the fifth joint is moved by no less than three special muscles.

From what has been said above it also follows that G. S. Brady's and A. M. Norman's

information, 1896, is not quite correct.

of the disiai'bristles
"^ number of facts show the correctness of the homologization of the various distal bristles

of the first antenna, on the first antcima of the male and the female which has been adopted above. It may of course
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seem ciiriou.s, as regards the two strongly lengthened bristles in the male, that tiiey should b(!

homologized with the ventral of the two longest bristles in the female and the comparatively short

bristle, which points forward almost at a right angle, of this sex. At the first glance it may
perhaps seem more reasonable to assume that the two longest bristles in the male correspond
to the two longest bristles in the female. The following three reasons may be given in support
of the former explanation. In the first place the relative position of the bristles. As is shown

by a comparison between the strongly magnified part of the male and female first antenna

reproduced for A. norvegica (figs. 7 and 8), the two strongly lengthened bristles of the male

(denoted by c and f) have quite the same position as the posterior of the two longest bristles

and the bristle that is pointed forward at about right angles on the same limb of the female;

the former is situated posteriorly on the joint, the other laterally somewhat behind the strong
end claw. An argument that is perhaps still stronger is to be obtained from embryology.

During the last larval stage the male and the female first antennae are of almost precisely the

same type; dimorphism can, however, be observed in three bristles. Two of these, the one

situated farthest back on the joint and the one situated laterally on the joint somewhat behind

the strong end claw have, it is true, the same orientation as the correspondingly situated

bristles on the first antenna of the mature female, but are somewhat longer comparatively
and are, in addition, characterized by a very marked increase in the number of the sensorial

filaments; cf. fig.
12 of A. Grimaldi. The remaining one of these three bristles, the one that has

the same position as the anterior one of the two longest bristles of the mature female, has scarcely

increased in length and is distinguished by a very slight increase in the number of sensorial

filaments. While the latter bristle in the mature female is of quite or practically quite the same

type as the posterior bristle on this joint, it is thus in the male, even at this stage, of a type

differing exceedingly from it. On the other hand the posterior bristle on the joint and the

bristle that points forwards at right angles are both modified in the same direction in this male

larva. (Such a modification of these bristles can, as a matter of fact, be already traced in male

larvae in stage II, but not earlier. The female larvae, on the other hand, do not show any

modification of this sort at all; they are, on the contrary, very close to the type of the mature

female.) Finally a third reason: As is shown by the description of the genus given above, the

bristle that points forward at right angles on the first antenna of the female is characterized by
the fact that its sensorial filaments issue from the posterior (-ventral) side of the bristle, while

all the other distal bristles on this antenna are distinguished by the fact that their sensorial

filaments issue along the anterior side. In the mature male too only one of the distal bristles

has sensorial filaments along the posterior side; this bristle is the anterior of the two stronglv

lengthened bristles. This is naturally a rather strong argument in favour of the homologi-

zation of the bristle that points rectangularly forward in the female with the anterior of the

two strongly lengthened bristles in the male. The homologization of the four (five) other distal

bristles scarcely seems to need any additional reasons. The situation of these bristles is quite

identical in the two sexes and even the difference in type is onlv very slight.

As appears from the genus description given above the exopodite of the second antenna SeciKt (tui.-niKi.

is distinguished in the forms of this genus examined by me by marked dimorphism. This organ
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is in thoso forms consititM-ably moiv stron<;ly (lovol()|n'il in tin- muli' .md iti .Hldilinn ili (Terences

are to \w obsorvoil in tlio propitrtions of tlio joints, in tlie develoiinienl iind eiiiiipinent ol the

bristles and in the basal spines, ete. This diMior])hisin seems ])resiimahlv to lie characteristic

of the genus as a whole. The fact that it has not been pinpcrh poiTited mil before is piobalilv

due to the rather superficial nature of previous investigators' observations, it is certaiidy true

that G. S. Bl;.\l'^ jioints out as early as 1868 b, p. 464, that the second joint on the e.xopodite

of the male second antenna is relatively longer than the corresponding joint in tlu^ female;

this statement is not found, however, in later works by this author. Of the other writers there

is only G. 0. Sahs, 1887, p. 20 who points out the existence of dimorphism: ,,Idetliele er

Svemmeantennerne hos Hannen kjendelig kraftigere udviklede end hos Hunnen, skjondt, iiaai

undtages Bigrenen, af et temmelig overensstemmende Udseende"*.

W'itli regard to the endopodite of this antenna 6. 0. Sars, 1887, p. 19 states that this

branch is characterized by two bristles in the female, one the comparatively long end bristle

and the other a short bristle situated distally on the second joint. In a few cases a similar short

bristle has also been observed by me on the second joint, as will be seen from the descriptions

of the species given below; the bristle in (piestion is then attached at about the same place as

that where this joint of the male endopodite has three short bristles; it is presumably to be

considered as an abnormally appearing homologon to one of these bristles. There is no question

of any genus character.

I might also point out in passing the abnormal type of the cndopt)dite of the female

second antenna that is reproduced on fig. 10 of A. norvegica and whose resemblance to the male

endopodite during the second larval stage is striking. In this type, which has been observed,

as a matter of fact, in other forms within the Cypridiniformes, though only very seldom, we

perhaps have a proof of the homology of the distal bristle on the female end joint with the

proximal bristle on the same joint in the male.

In all the species of this genus that were investigated by me the epipodial appendage

of the maxilla was of about the same relative size and type. In the genus description given by

me this organ has also been stated to be of about the same type and relative size throughout

the whole genus. AU the reproductions of this organ that occur in the literature also show the

same size and type as was observed by me, with, however, one exception, G. W. MUller's

drawing, 1894, of A. teres, pi. 5, fig. 15. In this figure this organ is drawn consi-

derably smaller than I found it and its type is also somewhat different. I did not

make any reservation for this species in my general genus description because there seemed

to me to be strong reasons to believe that G. W. MlIller had made a mistake on this

point either by drawing incorrectly or by taking an abnormal specimen as a type for the

species. As will be seen from the remark under the species A. Mullen described below,

one specimen of this species from the Gulf of Naples, determined by G. W. MOller as

A. teres, had a maxiUa with an epipodial appendage of quite the same type as I found in

all the other species of this genus.

* On the whole the natatory antennae in the male are obviously more powerfully developed Ihiiii in Ihe female,

though, with the exception of the endopodite, they agree fairly well in appearance.
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The distal parts of the baleen bristles are drawn l)v (t. \V. MtJLLER differenth- I'loiu the

type described and reproduced l>y nie for the genus as a whole; cf. fig. 14 of A. Grinialdi.

(t. W. Mf'l.l.Kii's drawing, 1894, pi. 5, fig.
15 a, is made from A. teres. An examination of a

specimen of this form showed it to have the type described by me; on account of this I have

assumed that G. W. MUller has made a mistake on this point as well and have consequently

made no reservation in this character for this form in the genus diagnosis given above.

As is pointed out in the description of the genus given above, the large lateral bristle ''''/''' '""''•

on the comb of the fiftli limb extends with its point somewhat beyond the anterior end of the

coiiib in all the forms investigated by me. G. W. MtiLLER draws this bristle (1894) in A. ohlonga

as not inconsiderably shorter relatively, pi. 4, fig. 50; in another figure of the same species,

pi. 4, fig. 49, this bristle is reproduced with the same relative length as I observed in the species

investigated by me. On examining a specimen from the Gulf of Naples, identified by
G. W. MtiLLER as A. ohlonga, the same condition was observed as in pi. 4, fig. 49; because of

this I considered it probable that fig. 50 is incorrectly drawn in this character and have therefore

made no reservation for this species in the above genus description.

In the key that G. W. MtiLLER set up for this genus, 1912, p. 43 we find in no. 5 the following
FKrcn.

statement: ..Am 1. und 2. Furcaldorne finden sich zwischen den dicht stehenden kurzen Spitzen

langere Borsten in geringerer Anzahl (5 resp. 3)." This character would distinguish only a single

species, A. quadrata G. S. Brady. This is certainly a mistake on the part of this writer, as these

,,longer bristles" are undoubtedly no specific character for this species; on the contrary they are

certainly identical with the long ventral spines that are shown in the above description of the genus

to be characteristic of the females of all the species of this genus that were investigated by me. Similar

long spines have, as a matter of fact, been reproduced by G. W. MOLler himself; cf. 1894, pi. 5, fig. 23.

The genus Asterofe, in the sense that it is taken in the present work, seems to be a very ('ias-sifia,ii„n

natural systematic unit.
"' ' ''"'''"'"'

Is an additional division of this genus possible and proper?

A number of the species described by me below may fairly naturally be arranged in

smaller and presumably natural groups, and some occupy a more or less isolated position. It

seems to me, however, rather inconvenient to look upon these groups as special sub-genera,

first because we are concerned with rather small differences and secondly because, in my opinion,

these groups wiU probably prove to be very difficult or even quite impossible to distinguish

when in the future the number of well investigated and described species is increased. So far

I have distinguished three groups, which I shall subsequently call:

1) the Quinquesetae group

2) „ Mullen

3) ,, Grimaldi „

With reference to the descriptions of the species given l)elow I shall give a brief account

here of the characters that distinguish these groups:

Quinquesetae group:
Female: — Shell: — Seen from the side this is somewhat oblong, more or less

weakly pear-shaped, with the posterior part rather slightly larger than the anterior part.

ZuoloK. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. 1. '*'
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First ant c n n a: — Tin* .sensory hristli' nf the (il'tli joint has seven sensorial fila-

nu-nts. lt*i enil joint has seven bristles, as both the d- and the e-l)ristle are well (h'veloped (tln'

d-bristle is, however, di.stinttly weaker than the e-bristle).

.Mandible: —
I'rotopoclite: First joinl : Tlu' rod-shaped j)r()cess ol the cnditf has

three or four short, iiowerful spines distally. Sccmnl jnlni : The l)a(k\\:ir(l pniniinu process:

The triaena bristles have relatively iniinerous (;>
— 15 pairs) secondary spines proxinially ol the

distal pair of spine.s. Two dwart bristles are developed on this process. On the middle

of the dorsal side of this joint there are a number of bristles. l<]iido]K)dite: The second

joint has from two to four proximal bristles and one long, narrow bristle, with short,

tine hairs, between the b- aiul <- main bristles.

S e V e n t ii 1 i m b: — This has rather numerous cleiinint!; bristles. The teeth oi' tlie

end combs are Hnely and evenly pectinated.

The m e d i a n e y e is bare.

The m ale is unknown.

To this group belong
— at least with complete certainty

—
only two of all the .species so

far described; these are described by me below:

A. quinquesetae and

,, spinifera.

For A. australin, G. S. Bhady, 1890, cf. remark imder A. spinifera, p. 483 below.

Miilleri group:
Female: — Shell: — Seen from the side, this is rather high and short, somewhat

pear-shaped, with the posterior part rather strikingly larger than the anterior one.

First antenna: — The sensory bristle of the fifth joint has six sensorial filaments.

Its end joint has only six bristles, as of the d- and e-bristles oidy the latter is well developed.

the former being represented by a very small verruciform process.

Mandible: —
Protopodite: First joint: The rod-shaped process of the endite

is fiirnished distally with three short, fine points. Second joint: The triaena bristles of the

backward pointing process have rather few (from one to six pairs) of secondary spines

proximally of the distal pair of spines. Only one dwarf bristle is developed on this

process. There are no bristles at all on the middle of the dorsal side of this joint. Endopodite:

The second joint has one proximal bristle and one long, narrow bristle, with short, fine hairs,

between the b- and c-niain bristles.

Seventh limb: — This has twelve cleaning bristles, six of which are situated near

the point of the limb, three on each side and six somewhat proximally of these. The teeth of

the end combs are variously equipped, the most distal ones having considerably stronger and

fewer secondary teeth than the proximal ones.

The median eye has short, fine hairs.

The males are practically unknown. According to a statement of t^. S. BiiADV's,

however, at least one species has abundant sensorial filaments on the sensory bristle of the fifth

joint of the first antenna.

The following species of those investigated by me belong to this group:
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A. Miilleri.

,, ., var. lungiseta.

,, OMini.

The form A. carta described below also seems to be closely related to this group. In some

characters, however, it occupies a special position:

Female: — First antenna: — On the anterior side of the third joint there are

only five bristles (six in the former species). Mandible: — The backward pointing process

on the second protopodite joint has two dwarf bristles. The seventh limb has more than

twelve bristles; the teeth of the end combs are evenly and finely pectinated. Male: — The

first antenna has only six sensorial filaments on the sensory bristle of the fifth joint.

For the relation to this group of the following species not investigated by me see pp. 488
—490,

the remark under A. Miilleri: Cypridina teres, A. M. Norman, 1861, Cylindroleberis teres, G. S. Brad V,

1868 b. Asterope oblonga och ovalis, C. Clals, 1876, Cylindroleberis teres, G. W. Mui-LER, 1894,

Asterope teres, G, S. Brady and A. M. NORMAX, 1896 and A. oculata, G. S. Brady, 1902 a.

A. glacialis is very closely connected to A. curta; cf. the remark under the latter species.

Grimaldi group:
Female: — Shell: — Seen from the side it is more or less elongated, witli the

posterior and anterior parts of about the same height.

First antenna: — The sensory bristle of the fifth joint has seven sensorial fila-

ments. Its end joint has only six bristles, as of the d- and e-bristles only the latter is well deve-

loped, the d-bristle being represented only by a very small verruciform process.

M a n d i Ij 1 e: —
Protopodite: First joint: The rod-shaped process of the endite

has three short powerful spines distally. Second joint: The backward pointing process: Tlie

triaena bristles have rather few (from two to five pairs) of secondary spines proximally of

the distal pair. Two dwarf bristles are developed on this process. On the middle of the

dorsal side of this joint there is usually one, but sometimes no or two bristles. Endopodite:
The second joint has one proximal bristle and has no long, narrow bristle, with fine, short

hairs, between the main bristles b and c.

Seventh limb: — This has twelve cleaning bristles, six of which are situated near

the point of the limb, three on each side, and six somewhat proximally of these, three on each

side. The teeth of the end combs are evenly and finely pectinated.

The median eye is bare.

Male: — The first antenna has numerous sensorial filaments on the sensory bristle

of the fifth joint. For other examples of dimorphism see the descriptions of the species.

The following species of those investigated by me belong to this group:

A. Grimaldi

,, ,, var. vicina

,, oculata

,, norvegica.

A. abyssicola is also very closely related to this grouj). It differes from it. however, in

a number of characters: Mandible: — The second endopodite joint has two proximal
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bristles. Thi' s c v i- it t li linih l\as ninrc {]\au twelve bristles. In .iililitiini this species dilTers

fn)in i>ther known forms of this genus in being tiuite witliout lati'iiil eyes.

Of tln)se species tliat I have had no opportunity of investigating myself A. incri)iis,

(i. W . MlM.l.KH. 1906 b, seems to be very elosely related to this grou]).

For the relation to this group of the following species that have iidt liecn investigated

bv me see the remark on A. Urimaldi: Ci/pridina Maricu', W. ]i\\\i\>, IH.'iO e, < '. oldoinjit. V). (JhUHI-J,

lsry\^.V!/liiidroh'bcii'< Marwe, (4. S. BRADY. 1868 b, Asterope oblonga, G. O. Sai{S, 1887, CyUndroleberis

ohhuga. (I. W. MCLl.liH. 1894, Asterope Mariae, G. S. Bkauv and A. M. Nohman, 1896, Cylimlro-

leberis Mariae, J. A. Cl sumax, 1906, C. Mariae, Cll. Jl'DAY, 1907, C.oblonga,}{. W. SllAHl'K, 1909.

The only species among those described below that has not been mentioned so far, A. aberrala,

occupies a somewhat isolated position. It seems to be most closely related to%the Miilleri group.

The characters in which it differs from this grouj) are as follows: —
The elliptical shape of the shell.

First antenna: — The marked reduction of the third and fourth joints.

Mandible: — Second protopodite j
oint : Tlie backward pointing process: Tlie triaena brist-

les have from five to eleven secondary spines proximally of the distal pair of spines. Two dwarf

bristles are developed on this process. At the middle ofthe dorsal side ofthisjoint there is one bristle.

The sixth 1 i in b, unlike that of other known forms, has no posterior ventral bristles.

The seventh limb lias less than twelve bristles. The teeth of the end combs

are finely and uniformly pectinated.

A. elliptica. G. 0. S.YHS, 1887 is probably ratiier closely related to this form. As to the

position of A. eUiptica, A. Philippi, 1840 see below p. 509.

With regard to the systematic position of those of the species not investigated by me
that have not so far been mentioned I shall not try to put forward any opinion, as, on account

of the incompleteness of the descriptions, this would be so uncertain that its scientific value

would be exceedingly small.

Which species are the \Miich of the species SO far known are to be considered the most primitive?

At the present moment this question can scarcely be discussed. It can only be said that

in one respect
— the development of the d-bristle on the first antenna — the Quinquesetae

group is more primitive than the others. Whether it is also to be considered as more primi-

tive in other characters cannot be decided with any certainty, though it does not seem to me
to be impossible.

The type species oj The first specics of this gcnus to be described was A. elliptica, A. PHIUPIM, 1840. As this

form — as is shown by the historical sketch, p. 433 — must be said to be unidentifiable as a

species, it can scarcely be convenient to consider it as a type species for this genus. I suggest

instead as the type species A. eUiptica, G. 0. SaRS, 1887, a species of which, it is true, we cannot

say with absolute certainty that it is identical with the form described by Philippi, but which

is, however, presumably very closely related to it. (G. W. MUIXEH makes this identification, 1912.

p. 46, but adds a query.) The form described by G. 0. Sars certainly needs to be re-described,

but it must be denoted as one that is identifiable as to its species. It may be noted that the

type-specimen of this form — according to a written communication to ine from Professor

most primitive?

this sennas.
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G. 0. Sahs — has unfortumitely been lost. It seems to me rather probably that in describing

this species G. O. Sahs has mjt confused two forms, as G. VV. MUlleh seemed inclined to

believe at first — cf. G. W. MOlleh, 1894, p. 218.

Key to tlie species described in tliis treatise (applies also to the males investigated b}' me):

The end joint of the first antenna has seven bristles, two simple

sensorial filaments, d- and e-bristles. — 2.

The end joint of the first antenna has six bristles, only one

simjjle sensorial filament, the e-bristle, is developed,

the d-bristle verruciform. — 3.

The first endopodite joint of the mandible is furnished antero-

distally with powerful chitinous spines. A. s'pinifera.

The first endopodite joint of the mandible has no powerful

chitinous spines at all. A. quinquesetae.

The second endopodite joint of the mandible has a long,

narrow bristle, with short, fine hairs, between the b-

and 0- main bristles. The sensory bristle of the fifth

joint on the female first antenna has only six sensorial

filaments. — 4.

The second endopodite joint of the mandible has no such bristle

between the b- and c- main bristles. The sensor}'

bristle of the fifth joint on the female first antenna

has seven sensorial filaments. — 8.

The sixth limb has no posterior ventral bristles. A. aberrata.

)j ), ,, nas ,, ,, ,, o.

The (original) third joint of the first antenna has five bristles

on the anterior edge. A. curta.

The (original) third joint of the first antenna has six bristles

on the anterior edge.
— 6.

The distal bristle of the endopodite of the second antenna is

about as long as or only slightly longer than the endo-

podite. The second endopodite joint of the

mandible has comparatively numerous cleaning

bristles, seven in :i distiiict lower row. from five to

eight in a distinct upper row. A. Ohlini.

The distal bristle of the endopodite of the second antenna is

twice or more than twice as long as the endopodite.

The second endopodite joint of the mandible

has comparatively few cleaning bristles, five or six in

a distinct lower row, two or three in an upper row. — 7.
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M^ixilla: Tlu' ilnrso-tlistiil bristlron tlic l)asalc is almul as
loii;.;

us or a littli' sliortcr than tlir liist rn(|n|»i(|iic joint. A. Mulleri.

Tin- dorso-ilistal bristlf on the basalr is ((insidcralilx-

lunger than the first tMuloptxlite joint

Without hiteral eyes.

With well developed lateial eyes.
— 9.

The exopodite of the mandible is more than half the lenj^th nf

the anterior side of the first endopndite joint.
— Ki.

The exopodite of the mandible is considerably shorter than half

the anterior siile of the first eudopodite joint.
— 11.

Maxilla: The distal eiidite has three bristles, the basale has five

dorso-distal bristles.

The distal ciulite has four bristles, the basale has two

dorso-distal bristles.

. 1. Miillffi \:\y. /tiiiijincla.

A. (ilii/sslc(i/<i.

A. norvegica.

A. oculata.

11.

The second protopodite joint of tlu' mandible has a bristle on

the middle of the dorsal side. A. Grimakli.

The second protopodite joint of the mandible has no bristle

on the middle of the dorsal side. A. Grimaldi var. riciiia.

Asterope quinquesetae n. sp.

Description:
— F e male: —

!^ h e 11: — Length 2,9.5—3,1 mm.; length : height about 1,75 : 1; length : breadth about

2:1. .Seen from the side (fig. 1) it is rather elongated, with its greatest height somewhat behind

the middle and the posterior part somewhat, though only slightly, larger than the anterior part.

The dorsal and ventral margins are moderately and almost uniformly curved, with almost

the same shape, but the dorsal margin is somewhat more flattened anteriorly than the ventral

one ; they pass evenly into the anterior and posterior margins without any corners. The anteriorand

posterior margins are uniformly and boldly, almost semi-circularly, rounded. The rostral incisur

is situated rather considerably ventrally of half the height of the shell. Seen from beneath

(fig. 2) the shell is rather narrow and egg-shaped, with its greatest breadth somewhat behind

the middle ; the posterior end is somewhat more broadly rounded than the anterior one, the side

contours are evenly curved. Seen from inside: Medial bristles: On the rostrum there is a fairly

distinct, moderately close, row of moderately long, stiff bristles, running somewhat within and

about parallel with the anterior margin of the shell. Within this row there are usually only

rather few scattered bristles on the rostrum; some of these bristles are moderately long, most of

them, however, are very short- they vary somewhat in number. In the incisur there are rather

numerous moderately long, stiff bristles, aU quite without any definite arrangement. On the part
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just behind the incisur there are rather few or a moderate number of scattered bristles, of which

those that are situated near the margin of the shell are moderately long, those situated farther

in more or less short. Along the middle part of the ventral margin of the shell there are a moderate

number of long or rather short, stiff bristles, most of which are arranged in a rather distinct

row running somewhat inside the ventral margin. Between the ventral half of the spine-bearing

list and the margin of the shell there are rather numerous moderately long, stiff bristles, some-

times arranged in a more or less distinct row, running about parallel to and somewhat inside

the margin of the shell, in most cases, however (as in the accompanying figure 3) arranged more

or less irregularly. Dorsally of these bristles there are a moderate number of scattered, very

short bristles right up to the dorsal boundary of the bristle-bearing list. About half-way between

and parallel to the posterior margin of the shell and the dorsal half of the spine-bearing list

there is a sparse row of six or seven broad pores; each of these pores is furnished with a freely

projecting hyaline peg (I was unable to ascertain with certainty the shape of these pegs). The

spine-bearing list is weakly undulated and is provided with about 32 to 3o hyaline spines,

varying somewhat in size, and with a close row of stifi and rather short bristles, varying somewhat

in length; on an average about three bristles were observed for each hyaline spine. Neither

on the right nor on the left valve was there a sharp edge similar to that described and reproduced
as characteristic of the posterior part of the right valve of A. spinifera (cf. this species, fig. 3).

First antenna (fig. .5):
— This has six or seven joints; the third and fourth joints

are sometimes free, sometimes more or less strongly united. These two joints form together

one sub-rectangular joint, whose length is somewhat less than its height and rather considerably

less than the total length of the two following joints. The distal boundary of the fourth joint

is moderately concave. The anterior bristle of the second joint is about as long as the anterior side

of this joint. The third joint has six anterior bristles. Of these nos. 5 and 6 and sometimes nos.

3 and 4 as well are situated at the side of each other. Bristles nos. 1, 2, 4 and 5 are armed ventrally

with long, stiff secondary bristles; the secondary bristles on bristles nos. 3 and 6 are short and

fine, often pressed rather close to the bristle, so that they are sometimes rather difficult to observe

with certainty. The longer of the two postero-distal bristles of the fourth joint is somewhat

longer than the fifth joint, but somewhat shorter, however, than the total length of the fifth

and sixth joints. The stem of the sensory bristle of the fifth joint is about as long as or somewhat

shorter than the total length of the third to the sixth joints; it is provided with seven sensorial

filaments. The end joint has seven bristles, the d-bristle is developed, unlike in most of the species

in this genus. The a-claw is decidedly longer than the anterior side of the two next distal

joints and is smooth. The f-bristle has five sensorial filaments. The c- and g-bristles have six

sensorial filaments. The d-bristle is in most cases considerably shorter and rather considerably

more slender than the e-bristle. Pilosity: The first and second joints have abundant groups

of short, exceedingly fine, stiff hairs — only just suggested in the adjoining figure
— the antero-

distal part of the second joint seems, however, to be always without hairs. There are no hairs

along the distal boundary of this joint.

S e c o n d ant c n n a :
— The

ji
r o t o p o d i t p has distally a very short bristle

on the inside close to the exopoditc. The end joint of the exopodite has four bristles



Fig. LXXXIV. -—
Asierope quinqiiesetae n. sp., ?.

— 1. Shell seen from thf side; 21 X. 2. Shell seen from below; 18 X,
3. Posterior pari of the right valve seen from inside; 105 X. '^ The fixing spots of the shell nuiscle; right valve

seen from o'ltside; 110 X. 5. Right first ;intenna seen from outside: lOf) X. *i. Riglil irwixilla seen from insidr: i ir> y.
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The fourth to the ninth joints of this branch each have a basal spine. The e n d o p o d i t e

is distinctly three-jointed; its distal bristle is slightly longer than the stem.

Mandible: — Protopodite: Coxale: The scythe-shaped process (figs. 8, 9):

The part distally of the main spine narrows imiformly and gently into a fine point; its ventral

edge is even and rather decidedly convex. The distance from the point of the process to the

main spine is about as long as or somewhat longer than the distance from the latter to the

proximal ventral spine. The dorsal bristle is fixed at about a similar distance from the point

of the process as from the main spine and at a distance of about its own length distally of the

latter; it extends only slightly distally of the point of the process. The dorsal serrate teeth are

very weak; some are scarcely developed. The main spine is moderately strong. There are

six ventral spines; of these the three proximal ones are rather strong, the distal ones sometimes

rather weak; the distal one, or sometimes the two distal ones, is pointed proximally. On the

part distally of the main spine there are seven or eight transverse rows of hairs. The rod-shaped

process has three or four short, strong distal spines. Basale: The backward pointing process

has four end bristles, three or four triaena bristles and two dwarf bristles. The triaena bristles

have from three to fifteen pairs of secondary spines under the main j^air of spines. The glands

emerge on a rather weakly developed papilla (this papilla is weaker than in
fig. 9 of A. spinifera).

Dorsally at about the middle this joint has five rather short bristles, subequal or of somewhat

different lengths, equipped on the anterior side with short, fine hairs (the species has

derived its name from this character) ; close to these bristles there are groups of short, fine,

stifi hairs (fig. 7). The e x o p o d i t e is, if its two end bristles are included, about as long

as or rather slightly shorter than half the length of the anterior side of the first endopodite joint

(fig. 7). Endopodite (figs. 7 and 10): Of the three ventral bristles on the first joint the

shortest has short, fine hairs, the two others are furnished with short secondary bristles proxi-

mally of the long secondary bristles; on one bristle about ten to fifteen, on the other about

twenty to thirty pairs of similar short secondary bristles were observed. This joint is not armed

with spines antero-distally. The second joint has two proximal bristles of somewhat different

lengths; the longest is somewhat less than half the length of the main bristle a. Between the

main bristles b and c there is a long narrow bristle with short hairs. The medial cleaning bristles

are rather numerous and are arranged in two rather steeply descending rows. They vary to

some extent; three specimens that were investigated showed the following conditions:

Type specimen: Right mandible

Left

Specimen no. 2. Right

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I.

6 bristles in a distinct lower row.

4 „ „ „ „ upper „

1 bristle above bristle no. 2 of the latter row.

6 bristles in a distinct lower row.

5 „ „ „ „ upper „

1 bristle above bristle no. 2 of the latter row.

6 bristles in a distinct lower row.

5 .. .. ,, upper ,,

[ 1 bristle above bristle no. 2 in the latter row.

60
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( 7 bristles in a tlistiiict lower row.

SpecinuMi iu>. 'J. Jjolt mandible > 4 .. upper .,

I 1 bristle above bristle no. 3 in ihc latter row.

Specimen no. 3. Right

7 bristles in a distinct lnwn inw.

f) .. „ „ „ upper „

1 bristle above bristle no. 3 of the latter row.

1 ., between the main bristles a and b.

!1 bristles in a distiiirt lower row.

Left ,,
! .") ,. ., .. ., upper ,.

'

2 .. above bristles nos. I and 2 of the latter row.

Kml elaw very powerlul. about as long as the anterior side of the second endopodite

joint, smooth.

31 a .X i 1 1 a
(tig. 6):

— P r o t o p o d i t e: The distal endite is armed with three bristles,

the middle one of which is usually somewhat shorter than the other two. The dorso-proximal

bristle is moderately long. The ventral bristles on the basale vary both with regard to number

and position not only from one individual to another but even on the right and left maxillae

of the same specimen; from four to seven of these bristles were observed; of moderate and

somewhat varying lengths. In addition the basale has three subequal and rather short

dorso-distal bristles. The short ventero-distal bristle of this joint is developed. Endo-

podite: The posterior distal bristle of the first joint is somewhat shorter than the bristle

on the end joint.

Sixth limb — The posterior edge is rather well rounded, the posterior

ventral comer is rather broadly rounded. There are 22—24 postero-ventral bristles and

five or six antero-ventral bristles. On the anterior edge only one bristle, the upper one,

is developed.

Seventh limb (figs. 11— 13):
— This is armed with 22—26 cleaning bristles

of moderate and somewhat different lengths, scattered fairly regularly along the distal

part of the limb. The number and position of these bristles vary both from one individual

to another and from the right to the left limb of the same individual. Each cleaning

bristle has from three to five bells. Each end comb consists of 17—19 teeth. All these

teeth are of the same type, closely and evenly pectinated; they are strengthened distally;

cf.
fig. 13.

F u r c a :
— This has eight or nine claws ; of the three specimens investigated two had

nine, the third, the type-specimen, had only eight, one of its secondary claws was absent, but

I could not decide if the sjjecimen in question was defective, which is, however, not improbable.

Of these claws the six or seven anterior ones are to be denoted as main claws. The first and second

main claws have no ventral basal teeth. One or two of the posterior secondary claws are

annulated.

The lateral eyes are well developed. The median eye is smooth.

The male is unknown.



Fig. LXXXV. —•

Asterope quinque.sclac n. sp., $.
—

',. Right mandil)le somi from outside; 128 X. 8. The scythe-sliaped

process; the rows of hairs on the roncave side are only indicated, they extend across the process; 352 X. 9. Ventral teeth

of this process; 480 X. 10. The anterior part of the second endopodite joint of the right mandible seen from inside;

212 X. 11. Seventh limb; 147 X. 12. Cleaning bristle of this limb {distal part); 680 X. 13. Tooth of one of the

end combs; 1480 X.
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Brooks's la,i. Remark: — As will ho seen hciow, 1 I'duiul. besides niatuii' I'liiialcs, tlncc female larvae

as well of this species from station lui. ;}4 of the S w e d i s h ..A n t a r e t i (;" E x
]>

e <li t i o ii.

Two of those larvae were 2,44—2,45 mm. long, the third was diily LDS mm. If we assume — and

the assumption is suj)porteil by anatomical investigation
— that these two classes of length

represent the two oldest larval stages, we obtain, by using BliOOKs's law, a coefficient of growth
of l,2o (2.44 : 1,95 = 1,25). If 2,44 mm. then is nmltiplied by 1,25 we get 3,05 mm., a value

which thus coincides with the leiieih d the mature female.

Habitat: — South Georgia: S. A. E., Station 34, off the mouth of CHnnbeilaiid

Bay, lat. 54" 11' S., long. 36" 18' W. (type - 1 o c a 1 i t y); 5. VI. 1902; depth, 252—310 m.;

grey clay with scattered stones; temperature at the bottom, + 1.45" (': 4 mature females and

3 juvenes; R. M. S. 1(52.

Type specimen on slides in the collections of the R. M. S.

Asterope spinifera n. sp.

Description:
— Female: —

Shell: — Length 2,55—2,6 mm.; length : height about 1,5 : 1; length : breadth about

1.7:1. Seen from the side (iig. 1) it is of about the same type as the shell of the preced-

ing species, from which it differs chiefly by having the posterior part dominating over the

anterior one in a somewhat more striking way, by the dorsal and ventral margins being somewhat

more strongly curved and by the rostral incisur being situated somewhat more dorsally. Seen
from beneath (fig. 2) it is also of about the same type as the shell of the species just men-

tioned, but is somewhat broader comparatively. Seen from within: Medial bristles:

Parallel to and somewhat within the anterior margin of the shell there is on the rostrum a distinct,

moderately close, row of moderately long, stiff bristles. Within this row there are on the rostrum,

in the incisur and on the part just behind the latter rather numerous stiff bristles, all scattered,

most of them moderately long, a number, especially amongst those situated farthest in, more

or less short. Along the middle part of the ventral margin of the shell there are a moderate

number or rather numerous moderately long or rather short, stiff bristles, either scattered

or arranged in a more or less distinct row running somewhat within the margin of the shell.

From a point somewhat in front of the ventral boundary of the spine-bearing list this row of

bristles is continued by a very close, distinct row of moderately long, stiff bristles, running about

parallel to and somewhat within the margin of the shell up to about half the height of the shell,

from where it is continued by a considerably more sparse row of rather short and weak bristles,

which continue right up to the dorsal boundary of the spine-bearing list (fig. 3). Apart from

these bristles there are usually no medial bristles on the part between the posterior margin of

the shell and the spine-bearing list. The spine-bearing list has not an undulated edge and is

provided with 35—38 hyaline spines of somew^hat varying sizes and a very close row of rather

short bristles of somewhat different lengths; about fovir to six bristles were observed for each
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Fig. LXXXVI. — Asterope spinifera n. sp.
— 1. Shell seen from the -side, ?; 23 X. 2. Shell seen from below, $; 20 X

3. Posterior part of the right valve seen from inside; ?; 137 X. 4. Right first antenna seen from outside, ?; 105 X.
5. Endopodite of the second antenna, $; 230 X. 6. Endopodite of the second antenna, o Stage II; 312 X.
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livaliiio spino. At abmit half \va\' liclwfcti ami |iaralli'l
In the pustrrior iiiai-;,Mii

of tlic shell

and the ihnsal half of tho spiiio-boaring list tluMV is a sparse i<i\v dl aliout six (ir .seven

broad poros; oaoh poro is furnished with a freely jirojeetiiig hyaline j)eg (the shape of these

pegs could not be observed with eertainlv). lieiiind the dorsal half of the ])osterior medial

row of bristles is seen in tig.
:5 a dmilile line lunnintr transversely over the shell; this

corresponds to a sharj) edge. The ]iait lutween this and the ])Osterior margin of the shell

is situated rather considerably more laterally and thus, when it is looked at through the

microscope from inside, rather considerably deeper than the part situated within the double

line. This character is in most cases only distinctly developed on the right valve, as on

the left valve this ridge is so near tlie margin of the shell that it often seems quite to

coincide with the latter.

First ant e n n a (fig. 4):
— This has seven joints, the third and fourth joints are

free from each other. These two joints together form a joint that is somewhat shorter than it

is high and also somewhat shorter than the total length of the fifth and sixth joints. The distal

boundary of the fourth joint is rather strongly concave. The anterior bristle of the second joint is

somewhat longer than the anterior side of this joint. The third joint has six anterior bristles,

of which nos. 5 and 6 are fixed at the side of one another. Nos. 1, 2 and 4 of these bristles are

armed ventrally with long, stiff secondary bristles, the others have short hairs. The longer

of the two posterior distal bristles on the fourth joint is not quite as long as the the fifth joint.

Sensory bristle of the fifth joint: The stem is about as long as the total length of the third to

the fifth joints; it is furnished with seven sensorial filaments. The end joint has seven bristles,

the d-bristle is developed as in the preceding species but unlike all the other species of this genus

in which this character is known. The a-claw is somewhat longer than the total length of the

anterior side of the two next distal joints and is exceedingly finely and weakly pectinated proximo-

anteriorly. The f-bristle has four or five sensorial filaments. The c- and g-bristles have a some-

what varying number of sensorial filaments: on the type-specimen the c-bristle had nine, the

g-bristle seven on the antenna of the right side; on the antenna of the left side the c-bristle

had seven, the g-bristle eight filaments; on two other specimens both these bristles had seven

sensorial filaments on both the right and the left antennae. The d-bristle is somewhat more

slender but rather slightly shorter than the e-bristle. Pilosity: The first and second joints have

numerous groups of stiff, fine hairs on the greater part of both the inside and the outside (not

drawn in the figure); there never seem, however, to be any such bristles on the anterior distal

part of the inside of the second joint. Distally the second joint has a close row of short, stiff

hairs antero-laterally.

Second antenna: —•

Distally on the inside close to the exopodite the p r o t o-

p o d i t e has one very short bristle. The e'xopodite has four bristles on the end joint;

the fourth to the ninth joints of this branch have basal spines. The e n d o p o d i t e is distinctly

three-jointed; its end bristle is about as long as the stem (fig. 5).

Mandible: — Protopodite: Coxale: The scythe-shaped process (fig. 8) :

The part situated distally of the main spine grows uniformly and gently narrower in a fine point ;

its ventral edge is even, almost straight or even slightly concave. The distance from the point
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of the process to the main spine is somewhat greater than the distance from the latter to the

proximal ventral spine. The dorsal bristle is attached somewhat nearer to the point of the

process than its distance from the main spine and about as far as its own length distaUy of the

latter; it extends to a distance of almost half its length distally of the point of the process. The

dorsal serrate teeth are rather large. The main spine is unusually powerfully developed. There

are five or six ventral spines, in most cases rather strong, of which the two distal ones point

proximally ; the distal one of these spines is sometimes even of the same size and type as the main

spine. On the part distally of the main spine there are only a few transverse rows of hairs, one

or two were observed. The rod-shaped process has four short and powerful distal spines.

Basale: The backward pointing process is of about the same type as in the preceding species

(fig. 9), but four or five triaena bristles were observed and the glandular papilla was somewhat

more powerfully developed. The dorsal side of this joint has about ten to twelve rather short

bristles with short hairs (cleaning organs? they are often very dirty); these bristles are spread

along almost the whole of the joint and between them there are numerous short, strong, pointed

spines, arranged in groups; in addition there are dorsally on this joint groups of short, stiff hairs.

The exopodite (fig. 7) is, even if its two distal bristles are included, somewhat less than

half the length of the dorsal side of the first endopodite joint. Endopodite (figs. 7 and 11):

The shortest of the three ventral bristles on the first joint is only armed with short, fine

hairs; of the two others one has from about seven to nine pairs of short secondary bristles

proximally of the long ones, the other has either no such short bristles or only a few (one to

four were observed). This joint is armed antero-distally with four short, powerfid, pointed

chitinous spines (from which the species derives its name); cf. fig. 10. Second joint:

This has four rather short proximal bristles, subequal or only differing rather slightly in

length; the longest of these is only about from a quarter to a sixth of the length of the main

bristle a. Between the main bristles b and c there is a long, narrow bristle with short hairs.

The medial cleaning bristles on this joint are very numerous, but vary. Four specimens that

were investigated showed the following conditions:

7 bristles in a distinct lower row.

8 „ „ „ ,, upper ,,

3 ,, ,, ,, ,, row inside the main bristle b.

1 bristle above bristle no. 1 of the latter row.

1 ,, between the main bristles a and b.

1 ., close to the main bristle a.

8 bristles in a distinct lower row.

7 „ ,, „ „ upper „

1 bristle above bristles nos. 3 and 4 of the latter row.

Left ,, \ 1
,, ,, ,. ,. 5 ,, 6 ,, ,, „ „

2 bristles inside the main bristle b.

1 bristle between the main bristles a and b.

1 ,, close to the main bristle a.

Type specimen: Right mandible
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Fig. LXXXVII. — Asterope spinifera n. sp., o.— Mandible. 7. Left mandible, seen from inside; the cleaning bristlcsof the

second endopodite joint are not drawTi; the large lateral muscles of the first protopodite joint are only indicated by their

outlines; 123 X. 8. The endite of the coxale; 383 X. 9. The backward pointing process of the basale; the

glands are of course much more numerous; 325 X. 10. Dorso-distal part of the first endopodite joint; 371 X.
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Spocimeu jm. 2. Right niamlible

„ Left

Specimen no. 3. Right

Left

7 bristles in a distinct lower row.

6 „ „ „ „ upper „

4 ,, not forming a distinct row, inside the main

bristle b.

1 bristle between the main bristles a and b.

1 ,, close to the main bristle a.

7 bristles in a distinct lower row.

6 „ „ ,, ., upper ,,

3 ,, ,, ,, .. row inside the main bristle b.

1 bristle between tlie main bristles a and b.

2 bristles close to the main bristle a.

8 bristles in a distinct lower row.

5 ,, „ „ „ upper ,,

2 „ inside the main bristle b.

1 bristle between the main bristles a and b.

2 bristles close to the main bristle a.

8 bristles in a distinct lower row.

7 ,, ,, ,, ., upper ,,

1 bristle above bristle no. 5 of the latter row.

3 bristles in a row inside the main bristle b.

1 bristle between the main bristles a and b.

1 ,, inside the main bristle a.

6 bristles in a distinct lower row.

6 „ ,, „ „ upper ,,

2 ,, inside the main bristle b.

1 bristle between the main bristles a and b.

2 bristles close to the main bristle a.

7 bristles in a distinct lower row.

1 bristle below bristle no. 3 of this row.

6 bristles in a distinct upper row.

1 bristle above bristle no. 3 of the latter row.

2 bristles inside the main bristle b.

1 bristle between the main bristles a and b.

1
,, close to the main bristle a.

The end claw is powerful, about as long as the anterior side of the second endopodite

joint to the fixing point of the main bristle d, smooth.

Maxilla (fig. 12):
— P r o t o p o d i t e: The distal endite is armed with three sub-

eqiial bristles. The dorso-proximal bristle is rather long. The basale has one ventral bristle

Zoolog, bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. 1. '•!

„ 4. Right

,, Left
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of abinit tlio siiiiH' Icniitli ;is tlic (iursn-prnxiiii:!! Ivrisllr. 'I'liis juinl li;is imc latlirr sIkh) doiso-

distal bristio ami lias tho short vcntcro-clistal bristle (Icvt'lojird. V. ii d n p d d i t i': I'Ih' iiostcro-

ilistal bristio of the tirst joint ;ind the brisllf of tlu' cnil joint .irr sul)('(|U:il.

Fig. LXXXVIII.— Aslerope spiniferan. sp., ?.
—

1 1. Anterior pari of the second endopodite joint of the left mandible seen

from inside; 464 X. 12. Right maxilla seen from inside: 147 X. 13. Right sixth limb seen from outside; 105 X.

14. Seventh limb; 176 X.
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Sixth 1 i 111 1)
(fig. 13) :

— The posterior edge is in most cases almost straight; the poste-

rior ventral corner is, however, well rounded; 23—28 postero-ventral bristles, six antero-ventral

l)ristles; the anterior edge has two bristles.

The seventh limb (fig. 14) is practically of quite the same type as in the preceding

species. From seventeen to twenty cleaning bristles, from eight to ten on each side, were

observed. On one specimen only two bells were found on one cleaning bristle. Each end comb

consists of from sixteen to eighteen teeth.

F u r c a :
— This has ten claws, of which the eight anterior ones may be denoted as

main claws. The two anterior main claws have no basal teeth ventrally. The secondary claws

are annulated.

The lateral eyes are well developed. The median eye is smooth.

Male unknown.

Remark: — This species resembles very closely with regard to the shape of its shell

A. australis, Ct. S. Bhady, 1890, p. 515, pi. IV, figs. 1 and 2, G. S. Brady, 1898, p. 431,

pi. XLIII, figs. 1—8 and Th. Scott, 1912 a, p. 586, pi. XIII, figs. 18, 19. This species of Brady's

is certainly not a real unit, as is shown, among other things, by the length of the shell, 2,1 mm.,

Brady, 1890, 1,4 mm., Brady, 1898, 2,75 mm., Scott, 1912a. It is quite impossible to decide

the relation of the species described by me above to the specimens on which these three

accounts are based, on accoimt of the deficiency of the descriptions given by the above writers.

Habitat: — South Georgia: S. A. E., Station 34, off the mouth of Cumberland

Bay, lat. 54" 11' S., long. 36" 18' W., (t y p e - 1 o c a 1 i t y); 5. VI. 1902; depth 252—310 m.;

greyish clay with scattered stones; temperature at the bottom, + 1,45" C: 7 mature females

and 1 male juvenis; R. M. S. 163.

Tierra del F u e g o: S. M. E., Straits of Magellan, Puerto Condor; 26. 11. 1896;

depth., 70 m. : one female larva; R. M. S., on slides.

Type-specimen on slides in the collections of R. M. S.

Asterope Mulleri''^ n. sp.

Ci/lindroleberis teres, G. W. MULLER, 1894, p. 220, pi. 4, figs. 13, 30, 43. pi V, figs. 15,

24, 25, pi. VIII, fig. 5.

Description:
— F e m ale: —

Shell: —
Length, 1,37

—1,41 mm.; length : height about 1,42:1; length : breadth

about 2:1. Seen from the side (fig. 1) it is somewhat pear-shaped, with its greatest

height just behind the middle and the back part strikingly larger than the front. The dorsal

and ventral margins are almost of the same shape, moderately and uniformly curved, somewhat

flattened anteriorly; they pass evenly into the anterior and posterior margins. The posterior

parts of the dorsal and ventral margins form, together with the posterior margin, almost a semi-

* This species is caiied alti.T Professor G. W. MCller, our foremost investigator of the Ostracod group.
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circle. Tlio anterior injirjjin ttK) is evenly and boldly roiiiuU'd. Seen from li r 1 o w
((i;^. 2)

the shell is narrow and oviform, with its greatest bn>adtli just heliind the middle; the posterior

end is somewhat more broadly roiuuleii than the anterior end; the side contours are evenly

curved. Seen from inside: Medial bristles: On the rostrum there are rather few or

a moderate number of bristles, of which those that are situated nearest to tiie anterior margin

of the shell show signs of being arranged in a sparse row ruiiiiint; somewhat within and alxait

parallel to the anterior margin of the shell; the rest are scattered. Most of these bristles are of

moderate length, a number, especially amongst those situated farthest in, are more or less short.

In the incisur there are simihirly rather few or a moderate number of moderately long bristles,

some of which are scattered on the anterior wall of the incisur, and some arranged in a close,

distinct row running somewhat within and ahdut parallel to the ventral margin of the rostrum.

On the part just behind the incisur there are rather few or a moderate numl)er of scattered

bristles, of which those situated farthest in are more or less short, the others moderately

long. Along the ventral margin of the shell to the spine-bearing list there is a single sparse

row of rather short bristles. Almost parallel to and half way between the posterior

margin of the shell and the spine-bearing list a distinct row of moderately long bristles runs;

this row, which extends along the whole of the spine-bearing list, is rather close ven-

trally, but becomes more and more sparse dorsally, and the bristles become shorter at

the same time (fig. 3). The spine-bearing list has 29—37 hyaline spines varying somewhat

in size. There are usually no bristles between the ventrally situated of these spines; there is

usually one short bristle between each of the others, but sometimes there is no bristle even

between these latter spines. There are no broad pores at all between the list and the

posterior margin of the shell.

First antenna (fig. 4):
— This has seven joints, but the third and fourth joints

are rather slightly separated from each other, especially on the lateral side of the limb. These two

joints together form a joint considerably shorter than it is high and somewhat shorter than the

total length of the fifth and sixth joints. The distal boundary of the fourth joint is rather decid-

edly concave. The anterior bristle of the second joint is somewhat longer than the anterior side of

this joint. The third joint has six anterior bristles, of which nos. 5 and 6 are situated at the

side of each other. Of these bristles nos. 1, 2 and 4 are armed ventrally with long, stiff secondary

bristles; bristles nos. 3 and 6 also have long secondary bristles, but these are considerably fewer

and perhaps somewhat shorter and weaker than those on the three former bristles; bristle no. 5

has short hairs. The longer of the two postero-distal bristles on the fourth joint was somewhat

shorter on the type specimen than on the Naples specimen and about as long as the total length of

the fifth to the sixtb joints. The stem of the sensorial bristle of the fifth joint is about as long

as the total length of the third to the fifth joints; it has six sensorial filaments. The end joint

has six bristles; the d-bristle is represented only by a verruciform process. The a-claw, which

is very weakly pectinated dorsally, is somewhat longer than the total length of the anterior sides

of the two next to the distal joints. The f-bristle has four sensorial filaments; the c- and

g-bristles have five distal filaments. Pilosity: The first joint ^has short hairs, though only

sparsely, dorsally, especially on the outside, and ventrally, especially on the inside. The second
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joint is very sparsely furnished with short hairs botli on the anterior antl tlie posterior sides;

along the distal boundary of the last-mentioned joint there is on the outside a series of short,

stiff hairs, often somewhat longer than the other hairs.

Second antenna: — Distally on the inside close to the exopodite the p r o t o-

p o d i t e has a very short bristle. The exopodite has four bristles on the end joint.

The fourth to the ninth joints (on the Naples specimen the third to the ninth joints) of this

branch have basal spines, which decrease in size and strength the more proximally they

are situated, the one on the fourth joint being scarcely perceptible. The endopodite
(fig. 5) is small with scarcely distinguishable joints; its end bristle is about twice the

length of the stem.

Mandible: — Protopodite: — Coxale: The scythe-shaped process (fig. 7) :

The part situated distally of the main spine grows uniformly and gently narrower into a fine

point; its ventral edge is even and somewhat convex. The distance from the point of the process

to the main spine is about as great as the distance from the latter to the proximal ventral spine.

The dorsal bristle is attached somewhat nearer the point of the process than its distance from the

main spine and is situated somewhat more than half its length distally of the latter; it extends

to a distance of not quite half its length beyond the distal point of the process. The dorsal

serrate teeth are exceedingly small; they seem sometimes practically even to be absent; they are

not indicated in the figure. The main spine is rather small. There are four or five ventral spines,

the proximal one of which is rather strong, the rest are very weakly developed. On the part

situated distally of the main spine there are about eight or nine transverse rows of hairs. The

rod-shaped process is blunt distally and is there furnished with three short, fine, bristle-like

points. Basale: The backwards pointing process has three or four distal bristles, four triaena

bristles and one dwarf bristle. The triaena bristles have from one to six pairs of secondary

spines under the distal pair of spines. The peg on which the glands emerge is rather small.

The dorsal side of this joint is quite smooth, without either hairs or bristles. The e x o-

p o d i t e
(fig. 6) is, if we include its two distal bristles, about as long as or slightly

longer or shorter than the anterior side of the first endopodite joint. Endopodite
(fig. 6): Of the three ventral bristles on the first joint the shortest one has short hairs, the

two others have, proximally of the long secondary bristles, respectively about six to nine

and ten to sixteen pairs of short secondary bristles. Antero-distally this joint is not armed

with chitinous spines. Second joint: This has only one proximal bristle, which is about

a fifth of the length 'oi the main bristle a. Between the main bristles b and c there

is a long, narrow bristle with short hairs. The medial cleaning bristles are relatively few;

the specimen from the coast of England that I was able to investigate showed the following

arrangement of these bristles:

Right mandible

Left mandibk

.") bristles in a distinct lower row.

2 ,, below the main bristle b.

(5 bristles in a distinct lower row.

2 ,, below the main bristle b.



Right mandible

Left iiiaiulilili
I
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The Naples spooiiuen showed the tnllowing arrangcniont:

I
f) bristles in a distinct Idwit row.

'2 .. ,. .. upper

I bristle elose tn the main bristle b.

."> bristles in a. distinct lower mw.
' ;5 ., ,, „ „ upper ,,

The end claw is iimisually powerful, about as loim as tin' anterior sides of the (wo distal

joints; it is very weakly pectinattnl.

•M axilla (tig. 8):
— P r o t o p o d i t o: The tlistal eudite has three bristles, the middle

one of which is somewhat shorter than the two others. The dorso-proximal bristle is very short.

The basale has one moderately long ventral bristle; the short ventero-distal bristle is developed

and one dorso-distal bristle of moderate length. E n d o
j)
o d i t e: The postero-distal bristle

of the first joint is only about half the length of the bristle on the end joint.

Sixth limb: — The posterior edge is fairly straight; the posterior ventral eorner,

however, is rather broadly rounded (about the same as in fig. 7 of A. MiUleri var. longiseta).

It has about sixteen posterior and two anterior ventral bristles. Two bristles are developed

on the anterior edge.

Seventh limb: — This is armed with twelve cleaning bristles of moderate and

somewhat different lengths. Of these bristles six are situated close together distally, three on

each side, six are scattered somewhat proximally of the former, three on each side of the limb

(about the same as in fig. 10 of .4. Ohlini). Each cleaning bristle has three or four bells. Each

end comb consists of about ten to twelve teeth, which increase somewhat in strength the nearer

to the point of the limb they are situated. The two or three proximal teeth on both sides of

the end comb are armed with from about four to six pairs of rather fine secondary spines (about

the same as in fig. 8 of A. Mulleri var. longiseta). The distal teeth are armed with one or

sometimes two pairs of very powerful secondary spines. The points of the teeth are very

powerfid, lancet-hke, finely serrated (about the same as in fig. 8 of A. Mulleri var. longiseta).

F u r c a: — This has nine claws, of which the six anterior ones may be denoted as main

claws. The two anterior main claws have no basal ventral teeth. The three secondary claws

are more or less distinctly annulated.

The lateral eyes are well developed. The median eye has short, fine hairs

(indicated in the accompanpng figure 9).

The male is unknown.

Relaiions Remarks: — The description given above is based chiefly on one specimen, a mature
10 other species, {gj^^j^ ^^.^^ ^.^^ kindly sent to me by Professor G. S. Brady and that was determined by this

investigator as Asterope teres (A. M. NORMAN).

This species of A. M. Norman's was introduced into the literature, 1861, p. 28U under

the name of Cypridina teres. The original description, which is based on the investigation of

an empty shell,
— „animal incognitum"

— is very incomplete; only the following information
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is given: ,,Shell ovate, not produced, very slightly widening just below the middle, quite smooth,

pure white, moderately and regularly convex. Oral slit narrow and somewhat semiciiculai-

Fig. LXXXIX. — Aslerope Mulleri n. sp., ?.
—

I. Shell seen from the side; 42 X. 2. Shell seen from below; 38 X.

3. Posterior part of the right valve seen from inside; 160 X. 4. Hight first antenna seen from inside; most of the

bristles are broken; 160 X. "). Endopodite of the second antenna: 320 X. 6. Endopodite of the left mandible seen from

inside; Ihe posterior bristles are broken; 392 X. /. The cndito of the coxale of this limb; 560 X. K. Rit,dit maxilla seen

from inside; 172 X. 'J. Kod-shaped organ and median eye; 240 X.
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in form, hongth ',,4 iiu'li ( 1.7 iimi.)". Only one liiiiirc. tli^t uf ihc slicll seen Iroin tlic side,

arcoinpanios this jrtMU'ral ami incoinplclo ilosi'ription. trom wliicli it is only clear that a form

lu'longing to tlu> family Attteropidar was bofoiv tlu- writer. 'Phis figuri' shows an dviform shell

with its greatest height .somewhat liehim! tlic niuidle and the imsterior part oft he shell coinpara-

tivelv slightlv larger than the anterior |iart; the
|ir(i|iiirt

i<in ol the lenetli t(i the iiei^ht is

l.r>4 : I; the tlorsal and Ncntral niaiems are evenly eiirved. the Immer distinctly naire linldly

than the latter.

These facts obtained from the original ilescription and figure seem to show with all

desirable clearness that Profes.sor G. S. Bhauv's identification of the specimen on which the

species 1 have described is based as A. teres (A. M. NORMAN) cannot be considered as having

sufficient proof to support it.

Although this species of A. M. NORMAN's is based oidy on an incoini)lete investigation

of an empty shell, subsequent writers have nevertheless succeeded in identifying with it not

onlv forms that they have investigated themselves, but also forms incompletely described by

other authors and obviously not re-examined by themselves. Thus 6. S. BRADY and A. M.

NOR.MAN in their work of 1896 include this species and give the following forms as synon3''ms

of it: Cylindrolebereis teres, G.S.Bradv, 1867 and 1868 a and b, 1 Asterope oblonga, C. CLAtJS, 1876

and Cyiindroleberis teres, G. W. Mt'LLEH, 1894. — G. W. MOller also includes this species of

Norman's in ,,D a s T i e r r e i c h"; as synonyms of it are given: ? Bradycinetus teres, A. M.

Norman, 1867, Asterope oblonga and A. ovalis, C. Claus, 1876, Copechaete armoricana + C. fissa,

E. Hesse, 1878, Cyiindroleberis teres, G. W. MOller, 1894 and ? Asterope ocvlata, G. S. Brady,

1902 a. —
As far as one can see these investigators have followed the principle of combining into

one species all forms of the genus Asterope which are characterized by having the posterior part

of the shell dominating more or less strongly over the anterior part. It seems certain that

this method of procedure can scarcely be considered justifiable and that it can only be explained

as due to these writers' deficiency of knowledge of these forms. A study of the species of this

genus that are dealt with in this treatise will show this quite clearly. Compare, for instance,

A. Miilleri var. longiseta, A. Ohlini and A. curta with the species dealt with above. These species

clearly show that forms quite obviously distinct from one another with regard to the limbs, etc.

may. all the same, show a striking resemblance with regard to the shape of the shell; i. e. that

in this range of forms the shape of the shell alone cannot be considered sufficient to characterize

a species.

•It seems best, in order to avoid further confusion, to delete A. teres altogether from the

list of identifiable species, at least for the present. Only if a careful study of the Ostrocod fauna

at the t}^e-locality, Oban, Firth of Lome, Scotland, were to prove that only a single species

is found here with about the same type of shell as these forms w'ould it be proper, to adopt this

species name of Norman's again.

The form described by G. S. Brady 1868 b, p. 465, under the name of Cyiindroleberis

teres (NORMAN) shows a very striking resemblance to the species described by me above with

regard to the shape of its shell. — On the other hand the resemblance to the species of
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A. M. Norman's discussed above is consequently far from striking.
— Nor do the description

and the figures of the limbs, pi. 41, figs. 2 a—d, form any direct argument
— if we leave out

of account obvious mistakes in observation and drawing
—

against this form of G. S. Brady's

being possibly identical with the species described by me above. AH the same I have not carried

out this synonymization, as is seen above, as it would in any case be so uncertain as to have

practically no scientific value.

C. Claus, 1876, p. 93, writes that this form described by BRADY, is ,,wahrscheinlich"

identical with a species found by him at Trieste, which he also identifies with E. GRUBE's

Cypridina oblonga*. Both G. W. MtJLLER and G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman justly rejected

the latter identification without further discussion, but these writers seem to liesitate a little

more about the correctness of the former identification. It will be seen above that the two

later writers, 1896, add a query to this synonymization and so does G. W. MiJLLER as well,

1894, p. 220; this was, however, deleted by G. W. MUller in 1912, as is seen above. Claus

does not give in the text any information about the shell of the species dealt with by him, but

adds a figure of the shell as seen from the side. This figure shows an oviform shell witli its greatest

height just behind the middle; the proportion of the lengtli to the height is 1,55 : 1; the posterior

part of the shell dominates very slightly over tlie anterior one; the dorsal and ventral margins

are evenly and almost symmetrically curved. The limbs are reproduced and described, but

in such general terms that it is impossible to identify the species with certainty. It seems

to follow from this that this form cannot very well be adopted as a synonym of the species

described by me above. Nor can it be identified witli any other of the forms dealt with here

without disregarding the facts.

As is seen above, I liave identified the species described by me above with

G. ^\'. Muller's species (Jylindroleheris teres, 1894. This identification is not based on

G. W. MtJLLER's description and figures. It is based instead on an investigation I made of a

specimen from the Bay of Naples, which Prof. G. W. Mt'LLER had determined as Cylindro-

leberis teres and which was kindly placed at my disposal by this investigator. On the contrary

G. W. MUller's description and figures show not a few differences from the type-sj^ecimen

described by me above. According to this the Bay of Naples form is distinguished by a shell

only 1,24 mm. long; the shape of its shell, to judge from pi. 8, fig. 5, differs from the form

described above, though only in details; the spine-bearing list has only 25 hyaline spines. First

antenna: The boundary between the fourth and the fifth joints is not slightly concave, but forms

a sharp, almost a right, angle. Maxilla: This has a strongly reduced epipodite; without any

dorso-proximal bristle and without the short ventero-distal bristle on the basale; the proximal
endite has no short bristle; the baleen bristles are blunt distally.

— In all these characters the

specimen from the Bay of Naples investigated by me closely agreed to the species described

above. Its shell was 1,41 mm. long** and with regard to the shape of the shell it showed complete

* Claus writes, p. 93 rem. ;! Asteropc oi'alis in tiic description of tliu loi'ni found by liim, but tliis seems, as far

as one can judge, to be a slip of tiie pen.
**

II will be seen that I have not adopted G- W. Muller's statement of the length, 1,24 mm. in my description'
of the species, as it does not seem impossible that this is incorrect, that there has been a printer's error, a reversal

of the two last figures.

Zoolog. bidraK, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bfl 1. 62
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;i<;nM'intMit with tho fiiiun>s <iivon in this trontisp; the luistlc-lx'nriim list had '211—'M spinos.

•First anti'nii;i: The houmhirv Iti'twi'on tlio fourth and lillh juiiits was like that shown in the

I'v^uTi} jjivon bv nu-. Similarly tho nuixilla afircod entirely with tli.it dl I lie species described

above. The dift'eren<'e I obscrvi'd lirtwcm ihr s|)r(imcn lidiii tlic Hay ol Najilcs that 1 investi-

gated and the t vpe-speeinien of this species with regard (o the liyalini' spines on the spine-

bearing list, the po.stero-di.stal bristles on the fourth joint of the first antenna, the basal spines on

the exopodite of the second ant(>nna and the medial cleaning bristles of the mandible (see above)

cannot be considered to stand in the way of this identilication, as these are cliaracters which,

as I showed in the description of the genus. I did not finil (juite constant in the species of this

genus. \\'ith regard to the postero-clistal bristles on the fourth joint of the first antenna

(J. W. MClleh's fig.
'Mk pi.

4 agrees well with mine, a fact which may, of course, be considered

to support this identification still further.

G. S. Bu.MtY's and A. M. Norman's species Asterope teres, 18!»6. differs strikingly with

regard to the shape of its shell both from tlae former author's Cylindroleberis teres, 1808 b, and

from the species of G. W. MOller's discussed above. Nor does the latter author synonymize

these forms with each other, 1912. Consecjuently this form cannot well be synonymized with

the species described by me above either. G. S. Bhauy's and A. M. NOR man's description and

figures are of such a nature with regard to characters other than the shape of the shell that all

that can be said — due consideration being paid to probable and certain errors in observation

and drawing on the part of these authors — is tliat this form is presumably comparatively

closely related both to Brady's species, 1868 b, and to the form described by me above.

With regard to G. W. Miller's synonymization of Copechaete armoricana and C. fissa

with forms that come into this genus see the historical summary of this family, p. 434 above.

For his synonymization, 1912. of Asterope ocidata G. S. Bl^ADY see the remarks under this

species in this treatise.

On account of the absence of descriptions and figures nothing certain can be said about

the relation of the following forms to the species described by me above: Bradycinetus teres,

A. ^[. NORMAX. 1867. p. 198, Cypridina teres, G. S. BRADY, 1867, p. 208, Cylindroleberis teres,

G. S. Brady, 1868 a, p. 128, Asterope teres, G. S. BRADY and D. ROBERTSON, 1872, pp. 54, 70,

A. teres, G. S. BRADY and D. ROBERTSON, 1874, p. 115, A. teres, G. S. BRADY and D. ROBERTSON,

1876, p. 187, A. teres, A. M. Norman and G. S. Brady, 1909, p. 359 and Cylindroleberis teres,

0. de BUEN, 1916, p. 365.

In connection with this question of nomenclature I wish to point out here, though only

in passing and as a curious fact, G. (). Sars's assumption that Asterope teres is the female of

A. Mariae (W. BaLRD). This assumption was put forward in his work of 1869, p. 357, obviously

under the influence of his discovery of the dimorphism in the genus Philotnedes (G. 0. Sars

1869, p. 355). At first G. S. Brady hesitated about this assumption, 1871, p. 295, but then

he adopted it altogether (G. S. BradY, H. W. Crosskey and D. Robert.'^on, 1874, p. 218);

in his later works he passed it over quite in silence. Other authors do not even trouble

to discuss it. G. 0. Sars maintains it, however, even in his latest work on these forms,

1887. p. 13.
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Habitat: — Coast of England: Salcombe. English Channel (t y p c - 1 o c a-

lity): one mature female and one larva (coll. G. B. Bl^ADY); R. M. 8., on slides. Medi-
terranean Sea: Naples: one mature female (coll. C W. Ml'LUoii); on slides, R. M. S.

Asterope Miilleri n. sp. var. longiseta n. var.

Description:
— Female: —

Shell: —
Length, 1,62—1,66 mm.; length : height about 1,4:1, lenght : breadth

about 1,9 : 1. Seen both from the side and f r o m be I o w (figs. 1 and 2) it is

of quite the same type as the shell of A. Miilleri. Seen fro m within: Medial bristles:

These also show a great resemblance to those of the type species; it is to be noted, however,

that the rather few bristles in the incisur are scattered and the row of bristles between the spine-

bearing list and the posterior margin of the shell is eitlier only developed along the ventral

half of the spine-bearing list or else — and this seems to be the most common case — it is

represented dorsally by single bristles (cf. fig. 3). The spine-bearing list has about 31—32 hyaline

spines which vary somewhat in size; its bristles are like those of A. Miilleri; two bristles were

very seldom found between a pair of hyaline spines. As in A. Miilleri there are no broad pores

between the list and the posterior margin of the shell.

First antenna: — This is very like this limb in A. Miilleri. It is to be

noted: The third and fourth joints form together an almost quadratic joint, only rather

slightly shorter than it is high and somewhat shorter than the total length of the fifth and

sixth joints. The distal boundary of the fourth joint is moderately concave. The longer of the

two postero- distal bristles on the fourth joint is shorter than the total length of the fifth and

sixth joints. The c-bristle has five, the f-bristle has four or five and the g-bristle five or

six sensorial filaments.

Second antenna: — Distally on the inside close to the exopodite the p r o t o-

p o d i t e has a very short bristle. The end joint of the exopodite has four bristles. The

fourth to the ninth, sometimes the third to the ninth, joints of this branch have basal spines.

The endopodite (fig. 4) is very small, almost quite unjointed; its distal bristle is more

than twice, sometimes as much as three times, as long as the stem.

Mandible: — This is very like the corresponding limb in A. Mulleri. We must

note: Protopodite: Coxale: The scythe-shaped process (fig. 5) has six ventral spines,

all with double points, the distal ones rather weak. Sometimes, when the fine points are worn

off on the four distal spines, the latter are only represented by weak, rounded swellings as in

A. Miilleri. Basale: The backward pointing process has four distal bristles, four triaena

bristles and one dwarf bristle. On the triaena bristles from three to five pairs of spines were

observed under the distal pair of spines. The glands of this process emerge on a peg which is

almost as large as in fig. 9 of A. spinijera. The dorsal side of this joint is either smooth or is

furnished with a few groups of short, fine, stiff hairs. Endopodite: The second joint has

one proximal bristle, which is about a third of the length of the main bristle a. The medial
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i'li"aniu{i bristU's arc lairlv cDnstaiit: six bristlfs in a ilisliiii'l lower row and two or lliiiT brisdc*

close to the main bristlo b wtMT obsorvod, they are sometimes different even on tlie right and

h'ft mandibh'S of the same individual.

M a X i 1 1 a
(fig. (5):

— 1* lo t o
|)
o d i t e: The distal cndilc is annrd with three bristles,

which are either snl)e(|ual or else the middle one is somewhat shorter than the other two. The

dorso-proximal bri.stle is moderately long, in most cases somewhat longer than the ventral bristle

on the basale. The basale has the short ventero-distal bristle developed ami a single unusually

long dorso-distal bristle (it is practically the same length as the bristle of the end joint), a character

Fig. XC. — A!:lerope MiiUeri var. longiseia n. sp. el. var. — 1. Shell seen from the side, ?; 38 X. 2. Shell seen from

below, 2; 27 X. 3. Posterior part of the right valve seen from inside, ?; 172 X. 4. Endopodite of the second antenna,

2; 212 X. 5. Endile on the coxale of the mandible, ?; 480 X. 6. Left maxilla, seen from inside, ?; 160 X.

7. Sixth limb; the posterior ventral bristles are broken, ?: 120 X. 8. A part of an end comb of the seventh limb, $;

1120 X. 9. Shell seen from the side, cJ, Stage I; 32 X. 10. Endopodite of the second antenna of this larva: 22'i X.
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from which the species lias its name. E n d o p o <1 i t e: Tlie posterior distal bristle of the

first joint is somewhat shorter tlian the bristle o! the end joint.

Sixth 1 i m b (fig. 7):
— The back edge is fairly straight, the postero-ventral corner

is, however, broadly rounded. It has 19—21 posterior and three or four anterior ventral bristles.

Two bristles are developed on the anterior edge of the limb.

Seventh limb: — This is of the same type as in A. Mulleri. The distal teeth in the

end combs are most frequently armed with from one to three pairs of very powerful secondary

teeth; cf. fig. 8.

The furca, lateral eyes and median eye are about the same as in

A. Mulleri.

The m a 1 e is unknown.

Habitat: — Falkland Islands: S. A. E., Station 51, Port William (type-

locality); 3. IX. 1902; depth, 22 m. ; sand: 4 mature females and 4 larvae; R. M. S. 165

and 166. S. A. E., Station 53, Port William; 3. IX. 1902; depth, 12 m.; sand and gravel:

2 larvae; E. M. S. 167. S. A. E., Station 55, Port Albemarle, lat. 52" 11' S., long. 60" 26' W.;

8. IX. 1902; depth 40 m. ; sand and algae: one mature female; R. M. S., on slides.

Type-specimen on slides in the collections of the R. M. S.

Asterope Ohiini n. sp.

Description:
— Female: —

Shell: — Length, 2,0— 2,2 mm.; length : height about 1,4 : 1; length : breadth about

1,95 : 1. As is seen from the accompanying figures 1 and 2 it has practically c|uite the same

type as the shell of ^. Mw/^m, both when viewed from the side and from beneath. The

posterior part of the shell, seen from the side, is sometimes a little less rounded than in the

species mentioned and more sharply cut off than in the accompanying figure. Seen from
inside: The medial bristles are also almost similar to those in the species mentioned. The

row of bristles between the spine-bearing list and the posterior margin of the shell is, however,

rather irregular, often even more irregular than in the accompanying figure 3. The spine-bearing

list is provided with about 43—52 hyaline spines varying somewhat in size. There are usually

no bristles at all between the most ventrally situated of these spines; between each of the others

there are usually one or two, sometimes even three, short bristles varying somewhat in length.

Between the spine-bearing list and the posterior margin of the sliell there arc no broad pores

such as are found in A. spinifera.

First antenna (fig. 4):
— This is very like this limb in A. Mulleri. There are,

however, some differences to be noted: The third and fourth joints togetlier form an almost

quadratic joint, about as long as or rather slightly shorter than the total length of the fifth and

sixth joints. The distal boundary of the fourth joint is moderately concave. The longest

posterior distal bristle of the fourth joint is shorter than the total length of the fifth and sixth
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Fig. XCI. — Asterope Ohlini n. sp., $.
— 1. Shell seen from the side; 26 X. 2. Shell seen from below; 24 X. 3. Postrrior

part of the right valve seen from inside; 120 X. 4. Left first antenna seen from outside; 128 X. 5. Right mandible
seen from inside; the cleaning bristles of the second endopodite joint are not drawn; 140 x. 6. Endite of tlio coxale

of this limb; 356 X.
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joints. The a-davv is smooth. The c-bristle lias four or five, usually five filaments, the

f-bristle has four or five hlaments and the g-bristle has six filaments.

Second a n t e n n a: — This is like that of A. Miilleri. The fourth to the ninth

joints on the exopodite have basal spines. The e n d o
])
o d i t e is rather distinctly

threejointed; its end bristle is about as long as or slightly longer than the stem.

Mandible: —- Protopodite: Coxale: The scythe-shaped process (fig. 6) is

very like this process in A. Miilleri. It is to be noted: The dorsal serrate teeth, although very

small, are perhaps slightly more strongly developed than in the species mentioned. Basale:

The backward pointing process has four distal bristles, four or five triaena bristles and, as

in the preceding species, only one dwarf bristle. On the triaena bristles were observed from

two to five pairs of spines below the distal pair. The glands emerge on a rather well developed

peg, but this is not so large as in fig. 9 of A. spinifera. The dorsal side of this joint is c[uite

smooth, without either hairs or bristles. The exopodite (fig. 5) is rather powerful; if its

end bristles are included, it is about as long as or slightly more than three-((uarters of the length

of the anterior side of the first endopodite joint. E n d o p o d i t e (figs. 5 and 7): The shortest

one of the three ventral bristles of the first joint has short hairs; the two others have a few pairs

of short secondary bristles proximally of the long secondary bristles. This joint is not armed

with any chitinous spines antero-distally. The second joint has only one proximal bristle, which

is somewhat less than a third of the length of the main bristle a. Between the main bristles

b and c there is a long, narrow bristle with short hairs. The medial cleaning bristles vary to

some extent; they are rather numerous and are arranged in two rows; six specimens that were

investigated showed the following conditions:

Type specimen:

Right and left mandible

Specimen no. 2.

Right and left mandible

Specimen no. 3. Right maiulibh'

Left

( 7 bristles in a distinct lower row.

„ ,, „ upper „

l2 inside the main bristle b.

(

As in the type specimen; the lower row was, however, less

I distinct, its inner bristles were somewhat dislocated.

( 7 bristles in a distinct lower row.

!
S •. ,, ,, ., upper ,,

V 1 bristle close to the main bristle b.

( 7 bristles in a distinct lower row.

6

u:
,, ., ,, upper ,,

inside the main bristle

4. Right

Left

I
«

u

I-

the main bristle b.

in a distinct lower row.

„ „ „ upper „

,, „ ,, row insid(!

,, „ „ lower row.

., ., „ upper ,,

above bristles nos. 1 aiul 3 of the latter row.
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Spcoimon no. ;>. Kight manelibli'

Right

Left
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7 liristlos in ;i distiiut lower row.

."> .. ., .. .. ii])|)cr

1 linstic above liristli' no. ft ol' the latter row.

2 bristles eluse to the main liristle li.

, 1 bristle between tlie main bristles a and li.

7 bristles in a distinct lower row.

U ,, ,, „ ,, UJ.pel' .,

3 ,, inside the main bristle b.

1 bristle between the main biistlc a and b.

7 bristles in a distinct lower row.

7 ,, „ „ „ upper ,,

1 bristle above bristle no. 3 of the latt(M' row.

1 ,, close to the main bristle b.

7 bristles in a distinct lower row.

6 „ „ „ „ upper „

inside the main bristle b.

The end claw very powerful, about as long as the anterior side of the second endopodite

joint, finely pectinated.

Maxilla (fig. 8):
— P r o t o p o d i t c: The distal endite is armed with three bristles,

the middle one of which is somewhat shorter than the other two. The dorso-proximal bristle

is moderately long. The basale has one ventral bristle, of about the same length as the dor„o-

proximal bristle and with the short ventero-distal bristle developed. In addition this joint has

one relatively long dorso-distal bristle, of about the same length as the postero-distal bristle

of the first endopodite joint. Endopodite: The postero-distal bristle of the first joint

is somewhat shorter than the bristle of the end joint.

Sixth limb
(fig. ()):

— The posterior edge is straight or sometimes even weakly

concave; the posterior ventral corner is unusually sharply defined, but is rounded. This limb

has 21—24 posterior and two anterior ventral bristles. Two bristles are developed on the

anterior edge.

Seventh limb (tig. 10):
— This is very like this appendage in the preceding species;

on one specimen thirteen cleaning bristles were observed on the limb of one side. Each end

comb has 12—14 teeth. The teeth have a somewhat varying number of secondary teeth, some-

times as in fig. 8 of .4. Millleri var. longiseta, sometimes as described for the type species of this form.

F u r c a: — This has nine claws; only in one specimen were ten claws observed on one

lamella. The six or seven anterior of these claws may be called main claws. The two anterior

main claws have no basal ventral teeth. The secondary claws are more or less distinctly annulated.

The lateral eyes and the median eye are about the same as those of the

preceding species.

The male is unknown.
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Habitat: — South Georgia: S. A. E., Station 22, off May Bay, lat. 54« 17' S.,

long. 36" 28' W. ; 14. V. 1902; depth, 75 m. ; clay with scattered algae; temperature at the

bottom + 1,5" C: 2 mature females; R. M. S. 168. S. A. E., Station 25, off Grytviken, lat.

54" 22' S., long. 36" 27' W.; 21. V. 1902; depth, 24—52 m.; grey clay with scattered algae:

one mature female; R. M. S., on slides. S. A. E., Station 33, Grytviken, lat. 54" 22' S., long.

36" 28' W.; 30. V. 1902; depth 22 m.; clay with algae: 20 mature females and 7 larvae in different

stages; R. M. S. 169. S. A. E., Station 34, off the mouth of Cumberland Bay, lat. 54" 11' S.,

hmg. 36" 18' W., (t y p e - 1 o c a 1 i t y); 5. VI. 1902; dejjth, 252—310 m.; grey clay with

scattered stones; temperature at the bottom, + 1,45" C. : 6 matui-e females; R. M.S. 170.

Type-specimen on slides in the collections of the R. M. S.

i ig. XCl I. — Aslernpe OhLini n. sp.
— 7. Anterior pari of the second and third endopodile joints of the right mandible seen

from inside; the long bristles are broken, ?; 480 X. 8. Left maxilla, seen from inside, $; 136 X. 9. Left sixth limb

seen from inside, $; 120 X. 10. Seventh limb, ?; 200 X. M. Median eye and rod-shaped organ, ?; 136 X. 12. Second
*

antenna, endopodite, (J, Stage I; 160 X.

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I. 63
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Asterope curta n. sp.

l)(\^cription:
—

l>' c iii a 1 c: —
S lie 11: — LcMLitli, 1.70—1,8(1 nmi.; Iciii^tli : hciiiht about 1,3'2 : 1; \vn^\h : breadth

about l.S : 1. Ivith whtu 1 o o k c d a t t r o iii the s i d c a ii d a 1 s o 1 r o iii b c ii c a 1 h

the shell is of about the same type as that ot .1. Mulleri, but is somewhat highor and wider in

comparison; cf. the figures 1 and 2. Soiuetimes, however, when seen from the side, it is somewhat

more sharjilv rut off at the back. Seen from inside: Medial bristles: On the rostrum, in the

incisur and at the part just behind the latter there is a moderate number of stiff bristles; most of

these are subequal and moderately long, but a few more or less short bristles may be found,

especially among those situated farthest in. All these bristles are scattered; sometimes, liowever,

the bristles that are situated on the rostrum just within the anterior margin of the shell may
be said to be arranged in a sparse and not quite distinct row running about parallel to the anterior

margin of the shell. Along the ventral margin of the shell there are a moderate number of rather

short bristles, in most cases arranged in a simple row running about parallel to and somewhat

inside the margin of the shell. Along almost the whole of the spine-bearing list and about

parallel to and half way between it and the posterior margin of the shell there runs a very close

and distinct row of stiff, moderately long, bristles (fig. 5). The spine-bearing list has about

24—25 hyaline spines and a thin row of short, subequal bristles, usually one or two, sometimes

three between each hyaline spine. There are no wide pores on the part between the spine-

bearing list and the posterior margin of the shell. An edge similar to that on the right shell of

A. spinifera is developed in this species as well, but is somewhat weaker.

First antenna (fig. 6):
— This is very like that of A. Mulleri. A few differences

may, however, be noted. The third and fourth joints together form an almost quadratic joint

and are together about as long as the total length of the fifth and sixth joints. The distal

boundary of the fourth joint is rather weakly or moderately strongly concave. The third joint

has only five bristles anteriorly; judging from the equipment and situation of the bristles it is

bristle no. 2 of those species that have six bristles that is lacking. On bristle no. 1 there are

numerous long, stiff secondary bristles ventrally, on bristles nos. 2, 3 and 5 there are a few similar

secondary bristles, bristle no. 4 has short hairs. The longer of the two posterior distal bristles

on the fourth joint is, as a rule, somewhat shorter than the total length of the three distal joints;

in one case it was the same length as this.

Second antenna: —
Distally on the inside close to the exopodite the p r o t o-

p o d i t e has a very short bristle. Exopodite: The end joint has only three bristles.

There is no basal spine except on the ninth joint, on which it is certainly large, but presumably

very weak, as it is divided into fine hairs distally. The endopodite is distinctly three-

jointed; its end bristle is slightly longer than the stem. In two cases out of five a short bristle

was observed on the second joint, both on the right and on the left antenna (abnormal?; a bristle

of this sort was observed by me as a rather infrequent abnormality not only in this genus but

in species of the family Cypridinidae); cf. the accompanying figure 8,



Fig. XCIII. — Asierope curia n. sp.
— 1. Shell seen from the side, $; 30 X. 2. Shell seen from^olow, ?; 26 X. 3. Shell

seen from the side, (J; 31 X. 4. Shell seen from below, (J; 31 X. 5. Posterior part of the right valve seen from inside, ?;

160 X. 6. Right first antenna seen from outside, 2; 136 X. 1- Right first antenna seen from inside, <J; 104 X. 8. Endo-

podite of the second antenna, ? (abnormal ?); 320 X.
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M a n (1 i li 1 t>: — This is very liko the corn'spDiuUii^; liinli m ./. Mi'tUeri. Wo must note:

P r (> t (1 p II il i t (: Coxiilc: Tin' si\tlic-slia|ic(l |)nicoss (tig. 11): Tlic dursal l)iistli' is ol'lcii

fixod witli aliuiist its whole h'ngth distally nl tlic main s|iiiif
and extends lievond the distal jxiint-

of the process to an extent of abont half its length. 'J'he dorsal serrate teeth are rather weak.

The main spine is sometimes rather weak, often moderately strong. There are four ventral

spines, the Xwa proximal of which are rather strong, the two others have from two to four points

and are rather weak. Between the latter and the main spine two other very weak ventral

spines can sometimes be observed. Basale: The backward pointing process lias lour distal

bristles, three or four triaena bristles and two dwarf liristles. The triaena bristles are armed

with from two to five pairs of spines under the distal pair. The dorsal side of this joint has

only a few groups of short, fine, stiff hairs. The e x o p o d i t e (fig. 10) is, if its two distal

bristles are included, about as long as the anterior side of the first endopodite joint or else it is

only slightly shorter. Endopodite (fig. 10): Second joint: The proximal bristle is about

half as long as the main bristle a. The medial cleaning bristles are comparatively few, four

to six, in a distinct lower row (the number varies from one individual to another and on the

right and left mandible of the same individual) and one bristle between the main bristles b and c.

Maxilla (fig. 12):
— This is like this limb in A. Mullen. The dorso-proximal bristle

of the protopodite is moderately long, about as long as the dorso-distal bristle. The

bristle of the first endopodite joint is rather slightly shorter than the bristle of the end joint.

Sixth 1 i 111 b: — The postero -ventral corner is rather broadly rounded. There are

16—20 postero- and three antero-ventral bristles. On the anterior edge of the limb there are

three bristles, two of which are situated close to each other somewhat below the third.

Seventh limb (fig. 13):
— This is armed with 16—18, usually 18, cleaning bristles,

six of which are, as in A. Miilleri, concentrated at the point of the limb, three on each side.

These bristles have from two to four bells. Each end comb has from five to nine teeth; all the

teeth are finely and similarly pectinated; their points are somewhat strengthened, lancet-like,

about the same type as shown in fig.
13 of A. quinquesetae.

The furca, lateral eyes and median eye are similar to those of A. Miilleri.

Male: —
Shell: — Length, 1,60—1,61 mm. Length : height about 1,42:1. >S e e n from

the side (fig. 3) it has its greatest height about the middle and the anterior and posterior

parts are of about the same height. The dorsal margin forms a well rounded hump at the

middle and slopes from the middle evenly and rather decidedly forwards and backwards, about

equally strongly in each direction. The ventral margin is uniformly and slightly curved. The

shell is cut off rather abruptly posteriorly. The posterior margin is uniformly and moderately

strongly ciirved wnth a broadly rounded hne passing evenly into the ventral margin ;
it is bounded

from the dorsal margin by a broadly round and rather weakly developed corner. The anterior

margin is boldly roimded. The rostrum dominates to some extent over the part beneath the

incisur. Seen from beneath (fig. 4) it has its greatest breadth just in front of the middle

and the anterior part of the shell somewhat larger than the posterior part. The wreath of hair

round the posterior part of the shell is rather sparse. Seen from inside, the rostrum is
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somewhat narrower than that of the female. The medial bristles are similar to those of the

female; those on the anterior part of the shell are, perhaps, however, somewhat fewer and

longer than those of the female.

First antenna (fig. 7):
— This has seven joints. The proportion between the

joints is about as follows:

T?2. ii^l. TII-- TV-- V-- VI-- VII-• 25» ^'- 22' ''-^ 4 » •• ' 10' '
1 ' • ^ 4 ' • '^^

10-

Of the five anterior bristles on the third joint nos. 2 and 5 especially are very

much shortened. Of these bristles no. 1 has rather numerous long, stiff secondary bristles

ventrally, no. 3 is armed with a few similar bristles, bristle no. 2 has moderately long, fine

secondary bristles, the others have short hairs. The longer of the two posterior distal bristles

on the fourth joint is about as long as the total length of the three following joints. The sensorial

bristle of the fifth joint is of quite the same type as in the female, i. e. it has only six sensorial

filaments; its stem is about as long as the posterior side of the second joint. The a-clawis finely

pectinated, as in the female. The b-bristle is about as long as the anterior side of the second

and third joints and, like that of the female, it has five sensorial filaments. The c- and f-bristles

are subequal, about a third longer than the shell (their length was 2,3—2,4 mm.). In one

specimen twenty sensorial filaments were observed on the c-bristle of each antenna, eighteen

on the f-bristle (both these bristles were defective in the other specimen). The g-bristle is

somewhat longer than the whole antenna; it has eight sensorial filaments.

Second antenna: — The exopodite is comparatively slightly lengthened.

The relation between the joints is shown by the following numbers:

S (length of shell, 1,6 mm.) = I : II : (III
— IX) = 40 : 11 : 22.

For the sake of comparison I give here the corresponding figures for tlie female, expressed

on the same scale:

? (length of shell, 1,7 mm.) =- I : II : (III
— IX) = 31 : 6 : 21.

The second joint is about as long as the following two or three joints together; the third

to the ninth joints are of about the same length, as is the case in the female. All the joints,

thus even the end joint, are without basal spines. Endopodite (fig. 9): The three bristles

on the second joint are well pointed and decrease uniformly in length; the longest is about as

long as the width of this joint at the place where the bristle is fixed, the shortest one is about

half as long as the longest one or somewhat more. The third joint is rather broad proximally,

lancet-like, with rather broad, thin side borders. Its point has six or seven powerful, chitinized

cross-ridges on the inside. Its proximal bristle is somewhat shorter than the joint.

Mandible: — Protopodite: Basale : The backward pointing process is as

strongly developed as in the female; it has no perceptible reduction of the bristles. At

about the middle of the dorsal side of this joint there is a single bristle of about the same

length as the dorsal side of the joint. Endopodite: First joint: The shortest of the three

ventral bristles is furnished at the middle with fine secondary bristles situated close together

and all round the bristle; these are about as long as the long secondary bristles on the two other

bristles; distally it has short hairs. On the two other bristles the short proximal secondary



Fig. XCIV. — Asterope carta n. sp.
— 9. Endopodite of the second antenna, (J; 248 X. 10. Distal part of the riglil man-

dible seen from inside, $; 112 X. 11- Scythe-shaped process of this limb, $; 480 X. 12. Left maxilla .seen from

inside, 2; 224 X. 13. Seventh limb, ?; 264 X. 14. Fnrca. ?; tho sprondary spines are not drawn; 212 X.
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bristles seem to be somewhat more numerous than in the female. Second joint: This joint has

two proximal bristles, one of which is about as long as, the other about half the length of, the

proximal bristle in the female. The medial cleaning bristles are somewhat more weakly equipped
than those of the female. On one specimen their number was the same as in the female, on the

other I found, besides the bristles observed in the female, a bristle situated somewhat inside

and distally of the cleaning bristle between the main bristles b and c. The end claw is not quite

so long as the anterior side of the second endopodite joint.

F u r c a (fig. 14) :
— This has eight claws, of which the five or six anterior ones may

be counted as main claws. The anterior main claw is somewhat more strongly bent than the

corresponding claw in the female and a somewhat more decided bend than in the female can

sometimes also be observed in the claw or claws nearest to this one. The two posterior claws

are annulated.

The lateral eyes are some^vhat larger than those of the female.

Remarks: — It seems to me very probable that the male described above really belongs
^"^^ '''<^ ""''<^ ''^

to this species, partly because the two specimens that were caught were found together
'

^^ ^^^-^ ^ edes?

with females of this species at two separate stations, partly, and of course especially, because

of the very far-reaching agreement in its morphology that this male shows with the female

described above. The characters that do not seem to support this affinity are the following:

1) The length of the shell: this male is shorter than the female. In all other species of this genus
known so far the opposite condition has been found. 2) The bristle at the middle of the dorsal

side of the second protopodite joint of the male mandible. With regard to this character it

may, however, be pointed out that there is sexual dimorphism in A. Grimaldi in the bristles

on the dorsal side of this joint. 3) The second endopodite joint of the mandible has one

proximal bristle in the female, two in the male, but here too an increase in the number of

these bristles was observed in the males of A. Grimaldi.

At any rate this seems to be the only one of all the species so far known to which this

male can be assigned with any great probability.

This species is certainly very closely related to the species A. ovalis, described by
Relation to

6. W. MCller, 1908, p. 93, from the Antarctic, and later on named A. glacialis by the same
^/ \y '^^^"/^^^

author (1912, p. 47). Only the male of this species is known as yet; the original description is

rather incomplete. It cannot be decided at present whether there is complete identity. The

following statements about A. glacialis are arguments against this identity: Shell : Length =
1,35 mm.; ,,Die Leiste . . . ist im ganzen Umfang glattrandig" (presumably a mistake). First

antenna: The sensorial bristle of the fifth joint has only about four sensorial filaments (five are

drawn in the figure, one of these filaments is evidently considered as the distal part of the bristle).

The e-filament is shorter than the a-claw. The number of sensorial filaments on the b- and

g-bristles. The cleaning limb has only fourteen bristles. The fuxca has only seven claws.

Habitat: — South (Jeorgia: S. A. E., Station 25, off Grytviken, lat. 54" 22' S.,

long. 36" 27' W., (t y p e - 1 o c a 1 i t y); 21. V. 1902; depth, 24—52 m.; grey clay with scattered
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algae: 7 inaturo females. 1 mature male aiul S juMncs; l\. .M. S. 17-. S. A. 1"!., no number

of the station, tirytvikeu; '2'2. \'. l!t(i'2; on an old root ol Mdcioci/dis: :$ mature I'cmale.s; K. M. S.

173. S. A. E., Station '2S, mouth of Urytviken, lat. 54" 'Ji>' S.. long. 3(5" 28' W.; 24. V. 1902;

depth. 12— \ri m.: sand and algae: t> n\ature females, 1 iiialure male and 3 larvae in the last

larval stage; K. .M. S. 174 and 175. 8. A. Iv. Station 33, Grytvik.'ii, lat. 54" 22' 8., long. 36" 28' W.;

'So. \. \W-2: depth 22 n\.: elay with algae: one mature female; R. M. fc>. 176.

Type-speeinuii on slides in the collections of the J{. M. 8.

Asterope aberrata n. sp.

Description:
— F e m ale: —

Shell: — Length, 1,65—1,71 nun.; leiigtli : height about 1,94 : 1; length : breadth

about 2,43 : 1. S e e n f r o m the s i d e (lig. 1) it is of a somewhat irregular elliptical shape;

the greatest height is at about tlu' middh'; the anterior and posterior ends are both comparatively

low, the latter being somewhat, though only rather slightly, higher than the former. The dorsal

and ventral margins are rather evenly and moderately curved, with almost the same shape,

though the former is somewhat, though only rather slightly, more strongly curved than the latter;

both are somewhat flattened anteriorly; they pass evenly into the anterior and posterior margins,

without any corners. The anterior end is boldly and evenly rounded, the posterior end is some-

what prolonged and forms a broadly rounded corner at about half way up the shell. Seen
from beneath (fig. 2) the shell is narrowly oviform with its greatest breadth just behind

the middle; its posterior end is somewhat more broadly rounded than the anterior one and it

has evenly curved side-contours. Seen from inside: Medial bristles: On the rostrum

(fig. 3) there are a moderate number of moderately long or rather short bristles. A number

of these are arranged in a more or less distinct and rather close row running about parallel to

and somewhat inside the anterior margin of the shell; the others are scattered. In the incisur

there are on the posterior edge of the rostrum a moderate number of moderately long, scattered

bristles. In addition there is in the incisur a few scattered bristles and a close row of moderately

long bristles, running somewhat inside and about parallel to the ventral margin of the rostrum.

On the part just behind the incisur there are a moderate number of scattered bristles, most

of which are moderately long, some, especially those situated farthest in, more or less short.

Along the middle part of the ventral margin of the shell there are a moderate number of rather

short bristles, arranged in a distinct row running about parallel to and somewhat inside the margin
of the shell. This row of bristles becomes somewhat more dense posteriorly and at the same

time the bristles become somewhat longer; it continues along almost the whole of the spine-

bearing list, ninning about parallel to and somewhat inside the margin of the shell (fig. 4);

in its dorsal part it becomes more sparse than it is ventraUy. The spine-bearing list has about

26—28 hyaline spines varying somewhat in size and a very sparse row of short bristles, usually

one bristle between each hyaline spine; between a number of the hyaline spines, however, there

are sometimes no bristles. About parallel to and half way between the bristle-bearing list and



Fig. XC\'. — Asterope aberrata n. sp., $ — 1. Shell seen from the side; 50 X. '!. Shell seen from Ijelow; '38 X
3. Anterior part of the right valve seen from inside; 105 X. 4. Posterior pari of the right valve seen from inside; 164 X.

5. Left first antenna seen from outside; 185 X. 6. Endopodite of the second antenna; 312 X. 7 Endite of the coxale

of the mandible: 480 X.

Zoolog. bidrag, Upp?ahi, Suppl.-Bd. I. u"*
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till' mariiiu of the slu-ll thori" is a sparso row of bmail poros (six such pori's wore observed). Outside

this row a not iiu-oiisith'rabK> number of fine pores are scattered. On the other liand there is

no sueh ridye as is described lur .1. fu^rvajica.

First antenna (iig. 5):
— This has six joints; 1 he third and Innrt h joints are united,

but yet the orijjinal Ixunuhirv between tliese joints can. at least jiartlv. l)e still traced. These

twi) joints are very much shortened; toiiether tliey form a joint that is much shorter than its

height, only about as long as the original fifth joint. The distal boundary of tlie original fourtii

joint is very decidedly concave. The anterior bristle of the second joint is somewhat longer

than the anterior side of this joint. The original third joint has six anterior bristles: Of these

bristles nos. 3 and 4. like nos. 5 and 6, are situated at the side of each other; bristles nos. 1, 2, 3,

4 and 6 have long, stifl secondary bristles ventrally, no. 5 has short hairs. The longer of the

two posterior distal bristles on the fourth joint is not quite so long as the total length of the

two following joints. The seu-sorial bristle of the fifth joint is comparatively short; its stem

is not quite so long as the two penultimate joints; it has six sensorial filaments. The end joint

has six bristles, the il-bristle is reduced. The a-claw is unusually long, being almost as long as

the total length of the third to the fifth (definite) joints; dorsaUy it is weakly pectinated at

the middle. The c-bristle has six, the f-bristle four or five and the g-bristle five sensorial fila-

ments. Pilosity: The first and second joints have only very slight pilosity developed; the first

joint is furnished with hairs ventero-medially; the second joint has hairs proximo-anteriorly

and disto-posteriorly, especially on the inside of the antenna; the latter joint has no hairs on

the distal boundary.

S e c o n d a n t e n n a: —• The p r o t o p o d i t e has a short bristle disto-medially

near the exopodite. The end joint of the exopodite has only three bristles, two long ones

and a rather short one. This joint has a reduced basal spine, which is sharply cut off at the point

and split into short hairs; apart from this the exopodite is quite without basal spines. The

bristle of the second joint of this branch has unusually long, fine secondary bristles, which

are almost as long as the natatory hairs on the following bristles. The endopodite
(fig. 6) is only weakly three-jointed; its end bristle is about one and a half times the length of

the stem.

Mandible: — This is ver\- like this limb of A. Mullen. We may note: P r o t o-

p o d i t e: Coxale: The scythe-shaped process (fig. 7): The distance from the point of the process

to the main spine is not inconsiderably shorter than the distance from the latter to the proximal

ventral spine. The dorsal bristle is placed considerably nearer the point of the process than its

distance from the main spine and is about as far distally from the latter as its own length. The

main spine is, like its ridge of bristles, very weakly developed. There are four ventral spines,

the two distal of which are rather weak, and distally of these two or three very weak ones.

Basale: The backward pointing process has three or four distal bristles, only one or two

triaena bristles and two dwarf bristles. The triaena bristles have from five to eleven parrs of

secondary spines proximally of the pair of strong distal spines. The glands of this process

emerge on an almost entirely reduced verruca. At about the middle of the dorsal side of this

joint there is a single bristle which is about as long as the dorsal side of the joint (fig. 8) (on
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one of the two specimens investigated
— the type-specimen

— it was ojily developed on the

right mandible). In addition there are dorsally on the outside of this joint a few groups of short,

fine, stiff hairs. Of the two dorso-distal bristles on this joint the shorter one is only about as

long as the dorsal side of the joint. The exopodite (fig. 8) is, if its two end bristles are

included, about two-thirds of the length of the anterior side of the first endopodite joint.

Endopodite (fig. 8): First joint: The two longest of the three ventral bristles have n.o

short secondary bristles proximally of the long secondary bristles. Second joint: The proximal

bristle is not quite half as long as the main bristle a. There are five cleaning bristles in a

distinct lower row and one cleaning bristle between the main bristles b and c; on the mandible of

the right side there was, in addition, on one of the two specimens investigated (not on the type-

Fig. XC\I. — Asi,;n,pe aberrala n. sp., ?.
— 8. Right mandihlfi swn from insidr; I9fi X. 9. I^eft in.xvilla seen from

inside; 2^0 X. 1". Right sixth liml) seen from inside; 132 X. 11 Seventh limh; 280 X. 12. Fiirca; tlie secondary

S[iines arc not ilrnwn; 280 X. \'-^. Median eye and llie iYid-sha[i('d organ; 22'i X.
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speciiuon, tho fijiuro is drnwn from tlio foiiuor specimen) a short luislle below and between

the two inner hristh's in tlie hnver row. The end elaw is powerful and about as long as the

anterior side of the two distal joints; il is rather weakly ])eetinate(l.

Maxilla (fig. 9):
— P r o t n p o d i t e: The distal eiidite has three bristles, the

middle one of which is somewhat shorter ihan the \\\'> otlicrs. The dorso-jMoxiuial bristle

is very short. The basale has one ventral bristle ol nioderate length.
< 'n llir other hand

this joint has no short ventero-distal bristle or dorso-distal bristle. Endopoditc: TIh'

posterior distid bristle of the first joint is rather slightly more than half the length uf the

bristle of the end joint.

Sixth limb (fig. 10):
— This is very broad, with a broadly rounded postero-ventral

corner. It is quite different from all the other species of this genus dealt with in this treatise

because there are no posterior ventral bristles at all. On the other hand there are two anterior

ventral bristles and two bristles are developed on the anterior edge of the limb. Along the

ventral margin there are only close, fine, stiff, rather short hairs, of which those situated behind

the sinuosity denoted by a cross on the accompanying figure are distinctly more sparse, shorter

and finer than those in front of this sinuosity. The part behind the sinuosity seems to be thinner

and more hyaline than the anterior part.

Seventh limb (fig. 11) :
— This has ten cleaning bristles, of moderate and somewhat

different lengths; six of these are situated close together distally, three on each side, and four

are scattered somewhat proximally of the former, three on one side, one on the other. Each

cleaning bristle is armed with from two to four bells. Each end comb consists of from eight

to ten similar, weak, teeth, evenly and finely pectinated and strengthened into a somewhat

lancet-like shape distally.

The f u r c a (fig. 12) has ten claws, of which the five anterior ones may be denoted as

main claws. The second to the fifth main claws differ somewhat in shape from the t}^e that

is usually characteristic of species of this genus, as they are considerably less bent, especially

the posterior ones. The two anterior main claws have no ventero-basal spines. The secondary

claws are not annulated.

The lateral eyes are well developed. The median eye (fig. 13) has a few

short, fine hairs.

The m ale is unknown.

Material. Ronarks: — In order to verify by investigation the description of A. Mariae (W. Baird)

I WTote to Professor G. S. BUADY for specimens of this species. A tube containing five specimens,

labelled A. Mariae in the writing of Professor BRADY, was kindly sent to me in answer to my

application. Even a rather hasty investigation of the shape of the shell was enough to show

me that among these individuals there were representatives of two quite distinct species. Four

of them, two mature females and two larvae, belonged to the species described by me above,

the remaining one was a larva whose shell certainly agreed in shape with that of A. Mariae

but which proved, on careful examination, to belong presumably to A. norvegica. (For A. Mariae

see the remark under A. Grimaldi var. vicina, pp. 518—522 of this treatise.)
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A. abermta is probably very closely related to the species that was described by G. O. Sars,

1887, p. 28, under the name of A. elliftica Pllll.ippi. This species is stated by this writer partly to

have been caught at Messina (thus near Palermo, the type locality for this species of Philippi's*)

and partly at Cape Breton

in the Bay of Biscay. There

does not seem to be ftill

identity, however, as the

species described by G. 0.

Sars has, according to pi.

IV, fig. 1, numerous (23)

posterior ventral bristles on

the sixth limb and thirteen

bristles on the seventh

limb. It does not seem

impossible, however, that

these and some other rather

small difierences may be

due to the somewhat stiper-

ficial way in which tx. 0.

Sars has described and

reproduced this form. In

order to verify these state-

ments of G. 0. Sars's I wrote

to this author and asked

for the type specimen of his

re-description. In answer to

my request Professor SARS

informed me that all his

specimens of this species had

vmfortunately been lost, ap-

parently withotit any hope of

their ever being fotind again.

For the possibility

of identifying A. PhilippI's

species A. elliptica see

above, p. 468.

G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman describe, 1896, p. 634, under the name of A. elliftica

A. Philipfi, a form from Valentia, Ireland, i. e. from a locality not far from the type locality

for the species described by me above. This form is also certainly very closely related to this

species of mine, but differs so essentially from it in the shape of the shell (pi. LIT, figs. 16 and 17)

* G. O. Sars states, 1887, p. 30. by an oversight. Ilial the type locahty w.is tlie Hay ol Xajjics.

lii'lations

to other species.

Fig. XCVII. A.steni/)e (ihrrraln n. sp.. I'l. Fifth linih; 205 X.
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and the limbs (pi.
LIX. Iii:s. I'.iaiul

•_'(•)
tluit il must l)('.sai<l llial syimnyinization is iinpossiljlc. We

have perhaps here too, however, mistakes in observation ;iiul drawing on the part of the authors

— it is certain that the lind)s are exceedingly incorrectly drawn — nor does it seem im])ossible,

as I point out in the remark under A. ahi/ssicola, tliat in pi. LU there has been confusion between

figures 17 atul 19. — This species described by these writers cannot be synonyinized with the

above-mentioned species of G, 0. S.\US's either. Nor does G. W. MOU-EU, 1912, p. 4G, inchulc

it as a synonym of A. dliptica.*

Habitat: — Ireland: Strangford Lough (type locality); no information about

the depth and the nature of the bottom was to be found on the label: 2 mature females and

2 juvenes; coll. G. S. BRADY.

T'ype specimen on slides in the collections of the R. M. S.

Asterope Grimaldi n. sp.

Description:
— F e ni a 1 e :

—
Shell: —

Length. 1.53—1,7 mm.; length : height about 2,2:1; length : breadth

about 2,4 :1. Seen from the side (fig. 1) it is very much elongated with the greatest

height at about the middle and with the anterior and posterior parts of about the same height.

The dorsal and ventral margins are almost parallel and are very weakly, uniformly and almost

symmetrically curved, the ventral margin is, however, as a rule, somewhat flattened anteriorly.

These margins pass evenly into the anterior and posterior margins without forming any corners.

The anterior and posterior margins are boldly rounded, almost into semi-circles, and have about

the same shape; the latter is, however, somewhat flattened dorsally in most cases. Seen
from beneath (fig. 2) it is narrow and oviform, with its greatest breadth at about two-

thirds of the distance along the shell; the posterior end is rounded somewhat more broadly

than the anterior end and the side contom's are evenly cui'ved. Seen from inside:

Medial bristles: On the rostrum there is a sparse row of stiff and moderately long bristles, running

parallel to and somewhat inside the anterior margin of the shell. Within these there are a

moder&te number or rather few scattered bristles, most of them short, some about as long as

the bristles in the anterior row. In the incisur there are a few stiff and moderately long bristles,

a number of which are scattered, and some are often arranged in a sparse row running about

parallel to and somewhat inside the ventral margin of the rostrum. On the part just behind

the incisur there are also a moderate number or rather few bristles. Some of these are often

placed in a sparse row running about parallel to and somewhat inside the ventral margin; these

bristles are moderately long. The others that are situated farther in are scattered and more

or less short. About parallel to and somewhat within the ventral margin of the shell there is

a row of rather short bristles, which is partly^ very sparse and sometimes not very distinct.

*
,,A. elUp I ica" is also found by E. Graeffe, 1900, p. 34. No description is given and il is consequent ly quili^

impossible to say anytliing about the synonymy of this form.



Fig. XCVIII. — Aslerope Grimaldi ii. sp.
—

1. Shell seen from the side, ?; 40 X. 2. Shell seen from below, $; 3i X.
3. Shell seen from the side, (J; 40 X. 4. Shell seen from below, q; 34 X. 5. Exopodite of Ihe left second antenna seen
from outside, the long bristles are broken. ?; 'V^2 X. 6. Kight mandible seen from inside, $; 208 X. 7. Endite of th(^

coxale of this limb, ?; 448 X. 8. Triaena bristle of this limb. ?; 500 X. 9. Second and third endopodite joints of the

right mandible seen from inside, the posterior bristles broken, cJ; 240 X.
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Somowhat autoro-veiu rally of tlic siiiiH'-l)oariug list this row becomes denser and a1 the same

time its biistles become soiiu'wliai Idiij^er; it continues alonji llic ventral tliinl or lialldl' llic spine-

bearing list, running about iialf-wax between and parallel \'< the spine-beaiing list and ihe

margin of the shell. Apart from this there are no medial bristles at all on the ])art between the

spine-bearing list and the margin of the shell (= fig. 1 of A. Grimaldi var. vidua). Tlic spine-

bearing list has rather few hyaline spines
—

only 18—22 were observed—and a lliiii row of

short l>ristles, one or two bristles to each hyaline spine. Somewhat within and about parallel

to the posterior margin of tlH> shell there runs along the dorsal thin! or hall ot the sj)ine-

bearing list a sparse row of broad pores; five or six of these weic observed. Close to these broad

pores there are numerous fine pores, arranged in a close and very irregular row extending from

a point somewhat ventrally of the ventral broad pore up to the dorsal boundary of the spine-

bearing list. On the part between the spine-bearing list and the posterior margin of the shell

there is no ridge such as is described for A. norvegica.

First a n t t' n n a (fig. 10):
— This has six joints; the original third and fourth joints

are united, although the boundary between them can still be traced. These two joints form

together an almost quadratic joint, which is about as long as the two following joints together

and which has a distal boundary that is only slightly concave, almost straight. The anterior

bristle of the second joint is somewhat shorter than the anterior side of this joint. The original

third joint has six anterior bristles, of which nos. 5 and 6 are attached at the side of each other.

Bristles nos. 1, 2, 4 and 5 are armed with long, stiff secondary bristles, which are placed pretty

well on all sides on bristle no. 5 and on the ventral sides of the others. Bristles nos. 3 and 6

have at the middle somewhat shorter and finer secondary bristles than those on the four last-

mentioned bristles; they are often pressed close to the bristle, so that it seems to have no

long secondary bristles. The longer of the two postero-distal bristles on the original fourth

joint is about as long as or somewhat longer than the total length of the three distal joints. The

stem of the sensorial bristle of the fifth joint is relatively short, about as long as the total length

of the three distal joints; it has seven sensorial filaments. The a-claw is somewhat shorter than

the total length of the dorsal sides of the two joints next to the distal one; it is smooth. The

d-bristle is reduced. The f-bristle has four or five, usually five, sensorial filaments; the c- and

g-bristles sometimes have six filaments each, often (in five out of the eight individuals investig-

ated) five sensorial filaments were observed on the c-bristle and six on the g-bristle. Pilosity:

First joint: There is sparse pilosity dorso-distally and ventero-disto-mediaUy. The second joint

is sparsely furnished with hairs, especially postero-medially ; there are no hairs distally on this joint.

Second antenna (fig. 5) :
— The protopodite does not possess disto-

mediallv near the exopodite the bristle that characterizes this joint in other species of this

genus that are dealt with in this work. The end joint of the exopodite has four bristles.

The fourth to the ninth joints of this branch have basal spines. The endopodite is weakly

three-jointed; its end bristle is about as long as the stem.

Mandible (fig. 6, 7 and 8) :
— Protopodite: Coxale: The scythe-shaped process:

The part situated distally of the main spine grows rapidly narrower into a fine point; its ventral

edge is somewdiat concave and has a decided corner near the main spine. The distance from
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the point of the process to the main tooth is considerably less than the distance from the latter

to the proximal ventral spine. The dorsal bristle is attached at about the same distance from

the point of the process as its distance from the main spine and is almost opposite the latter;

it extends somewhat distally of the point of the process. The dorsal serrate teeth are rather

weak. The main spine is moderately developed. There are five ventral spines, of which the

proximal and the distal ones are rather weak. On the part distally of the main spine there are

no transverse rows of hairs at all. The rod-shaped process has three short distal spines. Basale:

The backward pointing process has four distal bristles, four or five triaena bristles and two

dwarf bristles. The triaena bristles have from two to five pairs of spines proximally of the distal

pair of main spines. The glands of this process emerge on quite a reduced verruca. At about

the middle of the dorsal side of this joint there is on the left mandible one, on the right mandible

two, short bristles; two such bristles are seldom found on both the right and the left mandible;

in most cases there seem to be no hairs at all on the dorsal side of this joint. Exopodite: This

is very small, only about a quarter to a sixth of the length of the anterior side of the first endo-

podite joint. Endopodite: First joint: The shortest of the three ventral bristles has

short hairs, the two longer ones have no short secondary bristles proximally of the long ones.

This joint is not armed antero-distally with chitinous spines. Second joint: This has only one

proximal bristle, which is about a third of the length of the main bristle a or somewhat shorter.

Close to the proximal bristle there is a cluster of short fine hairs. No long, narrow bristle with

short hairs is found between the main bristles b and c. The medial cleaning bristles are relatively

few and short, and differ somewhat in number both from one individual to another and on the

left and right mandibles of the same individual; four to six were observed in a distinct lower

row and one close to the main bristle b. The end claw is strong but comparatively short, slightly

more than twice as long as the end joint; it is smooth.

Maxilla (fig. 13—15):
— P r o t o p o d i t e: The distal endite has three suber^ual

bristles. The dorso-proximal bristle is very short, almost entirely reduced. The basale has

one ventral bristle and one dorso-distal bristle, both relatively short and subequal; the short

ventero-distal bristle is developed sometimes, but often seems to be lacking. Endopodite:
The postero-distal bristle of the first joint is somewhat shorter than the bristle of the end joint.

Sixth limb (fig. 16):
— This has a rather broadly rounded posterior corner. There

are 17—25 posterior and seven anterior ventral bristles; on the anterior edge of the limb there

are two bristles.

Seventh limb: — This has twelve cleaning bristles, six of which are situated close

together distally, three on each side, and six scattered somewhat proximally of the former ones,

three on each side. Each cleaning bristle is armed with from two to five bells. Each end comb

consists of from 14 to 16 teeth, all of which are evenly and finely pectinated and somewhat

strengthened distally (about the same as in fig. 13 of A. quinquesetae).

F u r c a (fig. 17):
— This has ten claws, of which the six or seven anterior ones may be

called main claws. On the two or three anterior main claws there are some — the number varies

to some extent — irregular, rounded small teeth ventero-proximally. (These do not form a

direct continuation of the rows of fine, sharp ventral teeth that are usually developed in the

Zoolog. bidra?. Uppsala. .Suppl -T^cl I. 65
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Fig. XCIX. — Anernpe Grimal li n.
",]•>.

— 10. Left lir I antenna seen from outside, f; 177 X. II. I-ift first anienni

seen from inside, cj: the dotted ii.ies mark liie boundaiies lietween Iho joints on tile lateral side of the limb: tlie Inn?!;

biistles arc broken; 160 X. 12. Distal part of the left lirst antenna, seen from ontpide, cj stage I; 256 X-
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specie? of this genus, as the latter stop a good distance distally of the nodous teeth.) The second-

ary cluvs never seem to be aiinuhited.

Tlie lateral eyes arc well developed. The m e d i a n e y e is bare.

Male: —
Shell: — Length, 1,7

—
1,75 mm.; length : height about 2,27 :1. Seen from the

side (fig. 3) it has the same elongated type as the female, but is somewhat less regular. Its

greatest height is at about a third of the way along the shell and the anterior part of the shell

dominates to some extent over the posterior part. The dorsal and ventral margins converge

gently backwards from the point where the shell is highest. The dorsal margin is somewhat

irregular, it is somewhat flattened anteriorly and is characterized by a gentle and broad arcuation

somewhat in front of the middle of the shell and a similar arcuation just in front of the place

where it passes into the posterior margin. The ventral margin is slightly and almost evenly

arched, somewhat flattened anteriorly. The posterior margin is evenly and rather strongly

curved, passing into the ventral margin with a broadly and evenly rounded line; it is bounded

from the dorsal margin by a broadly rounded corner, which is only slightly distinct. The

anterior margin is boldly rounded and passes evenly into the dorsal and ventral margins.

The part situated ventrally of the incisur is about as large as the rostrum. Seen from
below (fig. 4) it is narrowly oviform with its greatest breadth at about a third of

the distance along and the anterior part somewhat larger than the posterior part. The

wreath of hairs round the posterior part of the shell is rather dense. Seen from
inside: The medial bristles are perhaps somewhat fewer than in the female. Otherwise

the shells are alike in both sexes.

First antenna (fig. 11):
— This has seven joints. The proportion between the

joints are about the same as in A. norvegica; cf. the description of the genus. Of the anterior

bristles on the third joint nos. 3 and 6 especially are very much shortened; the equipment of

these bristles is about the same as in the female, only somewhat weaker. The longer of the two

posterior distal bristles on the fourth joint is considerably shorter than the total length of the

three distal joints; even calculated absolutely it is in most cases somewhat shorter than that

of the female. The sensory bristle of the fifth joint is very much more powerfully developed

than in tlie female; its stem is thick and about as long as or somewhat longer than the total

length of the three distal joints; it has very numerous sensorial filaments. The a-claw is smooth.

The b-bristle is about as long as the anterior side of the second joint or is somewhat shorter;

it has six sensorial filaments. The c- and f-bristles are subequal and are about one and a half

times the length of the shell; a length of 2,5—2,7 inm. was observed; the c-bristle has 25—29,

the f-bristle 23—26 sensorial filaments. The g-bristle is about as long as the anterior side of

the second and third joints; it has nine sensorial filaments.

Second antenna: — The exopodite is very much lengthened relat-

ively; its two proxiin;d joints especially are considerably longer than the corresponding

joints in the female. The relation between the lengths of the joints is shown by the

following figxires :

3 (shell 1,7 mm. long)
= I : II : (III —IX) ^ 34 : 17 : 22.

o"^
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For the sake of I'oiuparisdii tlu- f(»rr('sj)(>ruliii<; lifiiiics arc jj;i\i'ii Inr tlir Iciiialc, calculati'd

oil tin" saiiu' scale:

? (shell l.ti.-l nun. long)
= I : Tl : (111 I X

)
--- 18,5 : 4 : Ki.

The second joint is about as long as ioiir or live ol ihr lollnwing joints; llic tliini in tlir

iiintli joints are, as ii\ tlic female, all of alu'i't tln' sjiiir Ifiiutli. Tlic fourtli to the ninth joints

y

Fig. C. — Aslerope Grimaldi n. sp., ?.
— 13. Risjhl maxilla, seen from inside; 224 X. 14. Distal part of a baleen

bristle of a maxilla; only the hairs on the most distal part arc drawn: 1520 X. 15. The posterior bristle of the baleen of

the maxilla; 720 X. 16. The sixth pair of limbs seen from l)rln\v: 192 X. 17. Furca; W.Vl X.

have exceedingly weak basal spines, sometimes scarcely perceptible. Endopodite: The

second joint has three finely pointed bristles; these bristles are of moderate and somewhat

different lengths; the longest is about as long as or somewhat shorter than the breadth of the

joint at the place where this bristle is attached, the shortest is about half as long as this or

slightly more. Somewhat proximo-medially of these bristles there is a low peg. The thiid

joint is rather broad, lancet-shaped, and has rather broad, thin side borders (of about the same

t>-pe as in A. curta). On the inside at the point this joint has three or four weak transverse

chitinous ridges. The proximal bristle on this joint is rather long, in most cases somewhat
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iiioro than half as long as this joint; it has a strong bend near the base (as shown in fig. 55,

])1. 4, A. oblonga, (I. ^^'. MtlLLER, 1894).

Mandible (tig. 9):
— P r o t o p o d i t e: Basale: The backward pointing process

has the same number of bristles as in the female, but all of them except the dwarf bristles are

much weaker than those of the female and are almost smooth, with only short, fine, scarcely

visible hairs. In the middle of the dorsal side of this joint there is only one bristle both on the

right and the left mandible; this bristle is in most cases somewhat more than twice the length

of the corresponding bristle in the female. Endopodite: First joint: The shortest of the

three ventral bristles is furnished at the middle with fine hairs scattered on all sides; these are

not quite so long as the long secondary bristles on the two other of these bristles. Second joint:

This has three proximal bristles of somewhat different lengths; the longest is about half as long

as the main bristle a, the shortest is in most cases somewhat less than half the length of the longest.

The medial cleaning bristles are considerably longer and somewhat more weakly equipped

than those of the female. They are also somewhat more numerous; the following numbers were

observed: six bristles in a distinct lower row, three to five bristles in a sparse and sometimes

rather irregular upper row. To judge from its position the anterior bristle in the upper row

certainly corresponds to the bristle ,, close to the main bristle b" of the female. The end claw is

perhaps slightly shorter than that of the female.

The f u r c a has nine claws, of which the six or seven anterior ones may be termed

main claws. The anterior ones are somewhat more decidedly bent than in the female (about

the same as in fig. 14 of A. curta).

The lateral eyes are somewhat larger than those of the female.

Remarks: — In all the samples in which more than one mature female occurred there Occurrence of

were to be found females with as well as without eggs or embryos: the first category was, however,

always in the majority.

The male and the female juvenes of the first larval stage occurred in abcjut the proportion Propor/ian hctwoa,

3 : 1 in the sample collected on the l^t of March; in the other samples the male and the female
"'" " '"" """ ' '

juvenes of this stage were about equal in number or the males were about twice as numerous as

the females. In the second larval stage too the males were stated to be in the majority.

Habitat: — Monaco: In the harbour, (t y p e - 1 o c a 1 i t y); depth about 10 m. ;

fine clay with detritus: 1. III. 1916: 3 mature males, 5 mature females and 25 juvenes in different

stages; R. M. S. 178 and 179. 8. III. 1916: 2 mature females and 20 juvenes in different stages;

R. M. S. 180. 5. IV. 1916: 1 mature female and 4 juvenes; R. M. S. 181. 19. IV. 1916: 2 mature

females and some juvenes in different stages; R. M. S. 182 and 183. (Auctor coll.)

Type specimen on slides in the collections of the R. M. S.
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Astcropc Grinialdi n. sp. var. vlcina n. var.

Cyliwhvh-bnis ohlomja. CJ. W. .Mi'l.I.KK. 1S!»4. p. 2llt, pi. 4, liys. 14-18, 39, 41, 44,

49—55, pi. 5, figs. 1, 4, 5, 13, 14, 23, 33, 41—44, pi. 8, fig. 4.

Aslerope Mariae (put.). C. W. MCllku. 1912. p. 45.

Description:
— F c m ii 1 (>:

—
Shell: —

Length, 1,54—2 mm. (the typc-spcciincn, Irom Villefranchc-sur-mcr,

measureil 1,93 mm.). It agrees very closely with the type species except with regard to tlie

fine pores on the part between the spine-bearing list and the posterior margin of the shell; these

are considerably fewer than in the type species, about four to six near each broad pore, fig. 1.

First antenna: — The f-bristle has five, the c- and g-bristles six sensorial filaments.

yi a n d i b 1 e: — The second protopodite joint has dorsally only the two distal

bristles that are characteristic of the Asteropidae; on the other hand there are no bristles at all

at the middle of the dorsal side. E n d o p o d i t e: Second joint: The female examined had

the following number of cleaning bristles: The right mandible had six bristles in a distinct

lower row, one bristle close to the main bristle b and one obliquely distally inside the last-

mentioned one. The left mandible had six bristles in a distinct lower row, one between the

main bristles b and c and one somewhat inside the main bri.stle b.

The sixth limb has 27—28 posterior ventral bristles.

In other respects it agrees with the type species.

Male: — See G. W. MUller loc. cit.

Synnnijmy. Remarks: — In order to make a verificatory examination I applied to Professor

G. W. MOller for a mature female of the species from the Bay of Naples, which he has dealt

with on p. 219 of his large Ostracod monograph, 1894, under the name of Cylindroleheris oblonga.

Professor MCller kindly sent me a Naples specimen of this form. Although unfortunately this

specimen was not mature— it was a male in the last larval stage
—

yet my synonymization given

above, the result of a careful examination of this specimen, may be considered, if not as abso-

lutely certain, at least as being fairly certain. The only character in which the Naples specimen

differed from the form investigated by me was that its right mandible had three, not two, dwarf

bristles on the backward pointing process on the second protopodite joint. As all the other

species in this group of forms — A. Grimaldi, norvegica and oculata — have two dwarf bristles

on this process it does not seem impossible that we are concerned here with an accidental variation

At any rate it did not seem to me that this character ought to prevent this synonymization.

It foUows from this synonymization that 6. W. Mt'LLER's description and figures of this

species are in a number of respects
— even in the characters of the genus

— somewhat incorrect.

The mistakes will be seen by a comparison with the information I have given above.

G. W. MULLER in his work of 1912, p. 45 includes a species Asterope Mariae (W. Baird).

The following forms are synonymized with it: Cypridina Mariae, W. Baird, 1850 c, Cypridina

oblonga, E. Grube, 1859, Cylindroleberis Mariae, G. S. BRADY, 1868 b, Copeclmete elongata + ?
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C. affinis, E. Hesse, 1878, Asterope oblonga, G. 0. Sars, 1887 and Cylindrohheris ohlonga,

G. \V. MClleh, 1894. In his work of 1894, p. 219 this author does not include in his list of

synonyms of Cylindroleheris oblonga K. Hesse's two species mentioned above and the synonyms

Cypridina Mariae, W.Baihd, 1850 c, and Cylindroleheris Mariae, G. S. Bkady, 1868 b, are denoted

with a query as being doubtful.

G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman discuss in their work of 1 896, p. 630 a species Asterope Mariae.

With it they synonymize all the above-mentioned species included by G. W. MtlLLER, 1912 with

the exception of E. Hesse's two Copechaete species; all the synonymizations are denoted as certain.

— Other authors as well who deal with these forms, J. A. CUSHMAX, 1906, Ch. Juday, 1907

and R. W. Sharpe, 1909 make the same synonymization as G. S. Brady and A. M. NORMAN.

Fitf. CI. — Asterope Crimaldi var. vicina n. sp. et var., ?.
— 1. Lett valve seen from inside; 186 X. 2. Dislal part

of the seventh limb; the cleaning bristles are broken; 656 X.

In order to decide the relation of A. Grimaldi and the variety described above to the

above-mentioned forms and the mutual relations between the latter I shall try to give here a very

much concentrated account and discussion of the descriptions and figures of the latter that are

found in the literature.

The original description of W. Baird's Cypridina Mariae is found in this author's work

of 1850 c, p. 257. This description is very short and incomplete and only deals with the appearance

and length of the shell: ,,Carapace valves elongate oval, of exactly the same size at each extre-

mity; extremities rounded. Dorsal and ventral margins nearly plane or very slightly arched".

The shell is about 1,5 mm. long. It was found at the Isle of Skye, Scotland. Three figures

accompany this description, the shell as seen from the side, from above and from in front. The

description and figures only show that this author had a mature female or a larva of a species

probably belonging to the Grimaldi group ol' the genus Asterope.
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Althoiijili it is (Hiitf iiii|)()ssil)lc to idciititN' ii sjiccics of this groiiji imicK l)\ tlic urniTJil

sliapo and appcaramc nl the slicll, a fact that is clcaiU' sluiwii in I Ins treatise. siil)se(|\ieiit

writtTs have, obviously witlumt aiiv re-oxaiiunation nl IVMUD's typo-sporiinon, .suctTeded, as

ill tlio case of .-1. tnex (A. .M. N'l'liM W), not oiiIn- in identilx inu' forms investij^'ated liv thcnisolves

witlt this spei'ios of ]iAllih"s, hut also m synonyuu/.in^ with it lorins deserilx'd in a more or less

unidentitiaWo manner by other writers and ohviouslv not invostif^ated l)y themselves. This

can only l)e e.\|)lained as being due to these writer's ilelieient knowledec ol this fjciiiis.

I'l/priiiitia oblotiga GlU lUO, from the Adriatic Sea, has, according to tlie ori^'inal de-

scri])tion and figures, a shell that agrees verv eloselv both in shape and length
—

J,55 mm. —
with \V. JiAIUli's Ci/pridina Marine, 'i'he limbs and tiie fiirca of this species are described,

but .so incompletely that it is impossible to identify it with certainty, but still this form may,

although hesitatingly, lie referred to the same group of the genus Asterope as the form of

Baihd's has been with a reservation referred to above. Without going i.ito details as to the

pecuharities in GhI'HE's description and figures that are obviously due to mistakes in obser-

vation on the part of this writer, the following characters that appear to distinguish this species

may be mentioned here: The m a n d i b 1 e has no bristles at all at the middle of the

ilorsal side of the basale. The sixth 1 i m b has only fifteen posterior ventral bristles.

The s e V e n t ii 1 i m b has eleven bristles, of which six are situated distally, three on each

side, and five somewhat more proximally, four on one side and only one on the other.

G. S. Brady's Cylmdroleberis Mariae, 1868 b, which was found off Scotland and in the English

Channel, differs exceedingly with regard to its shell from this species of Baird's: ,,Carapace
as seen from the side, oblong-elliptical, more than twice as long as high, rather higher in front

than behind." The shell is 2,3mm. long. Bhadv's description and figures of the limbs and the

f u r c a are very incomplete and obviously incorrect, so I shall not discuss them at any length

here; although they thus do not permit of certain identification they clearly show that the

species in question certainly belongs to the same group of the genus dealt with here as that to

which the above forms of Baird's and Grube's have been referred. The difference in the

shape of the shell from the former species is clearly due to the fact that Brauy has described

and drawn a mature male while, as has been shown above, Baiud had a mature female or a

larva. The rather strongly marked dimorphism in the shape of the shell has not, if we are

to judge from the text, been noticed by Brady, a fact that did not, however, prevent this author

from identifv'ing the form examined by him with that of Baikii.

G. 0. Sars, 1887, states that the species Asterope oblonga (E. GRUBE) was found at four

localities in the Mediterranean and in the Bay of Biscav*. Both the male and the female are

described. This form certainly belongs to the Grimaldi group of this genus. The shape of the

shell is that which is characteristic of this group. Length, 2,07 mm., J; IJ nim., %
Second antenna: The endopodite has a very short bristle distally on the second joint.

Mandible: At about the middle of the dorsal .side of the second protopodite joint there

is a single bristle, which is about as long as the dorsal side of this joint. The exopodite is very

*
I applied to Pfofessor Sars for Ihu spedmens mcutioned in order to r(;-e.\ari.iiu' lliciji. Iml was inl<iniifd lliat

unfortunately they liad all been lost beyond any hope of recovery.
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small, about a quarter or a fifth of the anterior side of the first endopodite joint. The sixth
I i in h has 24 posterior ventral bristles. The seventh 1 i ni b has twelve cleaning bristles,

six of which are concentrated distally, three on each side, and six scattered somewhat proximally

of the former ones, three on each side.

G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman's form Asterope Mariae, 1896, p. 6'M), is stated to have

been taken at a number of places along the coasts of England and Scotland. The male and the

female are described. The male seems undoubtedly to belong to the Grimaldi group. The female,

on the other hand, can only be referred to this group with a certain amount of hesitation.

Female: — Shell: Length 2,4 mm. The shape of the shell is the characteristic one for

the Grimaldi group. Second antenna: The endopodite has one short bristle distally

on the second joint. Mandible: At the middle of the dorsal side of the second protopodite

joint there is a single bristle, which is about as long as the dorsal side of this joint. The exopodite

is about half as long as the anterior side of the first endopodite joint. The second endopodite

joint has a long narrow bristle between the main bristles b and c. Male: — Shell: Length?

It is of the same type as is characteristic of this group. Mandible: The bristle situated

at the middle of the dorsal side of the second protopodite joint is like that of the female. The

exopodite is very short, only about a sixth or a seventh of the length of the anterior side of the

first endopodite joint. The second endopodite joint has no long narrow bristle between the

main bristles b and c. Sixth limb: (With regard to this and the following limb the text

does not explain whether the descriptions are based on male or female specimens). This has

25 posterior ventral bristles. Seventh limb (according to the text, not according to

the accompanying figure): The cleaning bristles are like those in the above-mentioned form

described by G. 0. Sars.*

It seems to foUow from this review of these forms, which is perhaps too nmch condensed

on account of space: 1) that E. GRUBE's species Cypridina oblonga cannot be considered as

identical with A. Grimaldi and its variety or with any of the other forms discussed here, 2) that

A. Grimaldi and its variety cannot be identified either with G. 0. Sars' Asterope oblonga, 1887

or with A. Mariae, G. S. Brady and A. M. NORMAN, 1896, 3) that the relation between the

two latter forms cannot be decided with certainty; at any rate the females of these species

cannot be considered as identical; the males, on the other hand, seem to be very closely related.

4) G. S. Brady's species Cylindroleberis Mariae, 1868 b, must be considered unidentifiable.

With regard to G. W. MUller's synonymization of Copechaete elorigata and C. affinis

I need only refer to the historical sketch of the genus, p. 434.

It is certain, if we are to judge from these authors' figures, that J. A. (Jushman's species

Cylindroleberis Mariae, 1906, p. 366, Cylindroleberis Mariae, Cll. .JUDAY, 1907, p. 143 and

Cylindroleberis oblonga, R. W. Sharpe, 1909, p. 423. all American forms, cannot be considered

identical with any of the European forms dealt with above. With regard to CuSHMAN's species

I may point out: First antenna of the female: The sensory bristle of the fifth joint has no sen-

•
I may perhaps menlidii that I wroli' to Professor G. S. Brady lo ask whether the type-specimen of Baird's

species was in existence and whether he had examined il. II'- answered that lie did not know whether it still existed

and could not remember if he had investigated it.

ZooloR. hidraK. Upp*ilii. Siipiil -lid. I. fi*"'
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siiriiil liliiiutMits. .M a n il i li 1 c: TIh- sccoiul iiniiiipinlitc jmril lia^ i\(i hristlcs at the middle

of tlu> dorsal sitlo. Thf cxopoditc is about half as lonji as the anlcrinr side nl the llrst I'liddpodilc

joint. Tlu> siH'oiul ciiildiiiidilf joiiil has two |)i(ixiinal l)risth's. whicli aic aliiidst as Iniit: as the

main bristle a anil one lonji, iiaridw l)i'isth' lictwrcn tlir main l)ristlc's li ;ind r. Tlir end daw

is about as long as tho anterior side of the second and third i'nd(i|Miditi' jninls. The I u vva

has seven claws in the female (pi. '2\). lisis. 22. 24, •_'.">). In thr rase ul thi' two hittci- authors'

forms a reference to the figures of the shell should I"' rnniii^h to support the contention 1 iiave

put forward above; further details would be supci nanus.

-\s neither desiTiptions nor tigures have been given nnthine can he said witli ccitainly

about the relation of the I'ollowing forms to the forms treated above: (Jylindroleberis Mariae,

\. M. NOUM.VN. 1867. p. 198; 1869, pp. 259. 295. Philoincdcs Mariae, A. M. N(^l<MAN.

1S67. p. 208. Aslewpc Mariae. CI. S. BUADV, 1871. p. 295; 1902 b. p. 99; (1. (). Saus, 1872,

},. 279; U. S. Bhady and D. R0HEHT80N, 1872, pp. 59, 70; 1874. p. 115; 1876, p. 187; Til. ScoT'l,

1902 b, pp. 497, 509, 511, 517; Marine Biological Association, 1904; C. H. OsTRNFELD, 1906,

p. 96; C. H. OSTE.NFELD and < '. \V!:8ENBERG-LUM>, 19(»9, ]). 112; A. M. NOHMAN and (i. S.

Brady, 1909, p. 359. Asterope oblonga, K Graeffe, 1900,
j).

:U. Cijlimlroleheris oblonga, d W.

MCLLER, 1908. p. 94: 0. de BIjE.N, 1916, p. 365.

In order still fiu-ther to illustrate the uncertainty that exists with regard to the synonym-
ization of forms belonging to this group the following facts may be added. I applied to Professor

G. S. BradY' for specimens of A. Mariae so as to carry out a verificatory investigation. A tube

containing a number of imlividuals, defined by Professor BHAi)\ as A. Mariae, was kindly

sent to me by this investigator. As will be seen in the remark imder A. aberrata, p. 508 of this

treatise, all the specimens except one turned out to belong to the latter species, which is of course

a form that is fairly well differentiated from species of the Grimaldi group with regard to the

type of shell, etc. The specimen that did not belong to A. aberrata was a larva, a male in the

penultimate larval stage, which thus did not permit of certain identification of the species, but

I do not hesitate, however, to state that it is very probable that it belonged to A. norvegica.

Since, as has been shown above, both Cypridina Mariae W. Baird and C. oblonga

E. Grube are too incompletely described to allow of qmte certain identification of these species,

it seems undoubtedly best, at least for the present, to reject these two names of species

in order to avoid further confusion. Only if it should turn out that fully identifiable type-

specimens are still in existence or if only a single form of this type were to be found at the

type localities, the Isle of Sk}-e in the case of C. Mariae and Cherso Island in the Adriatic Sea

in that of C. oblonga, ought these names to be adopted once more.

Habitat: — Mediterranean Sea: Villefranche-sur-mer, France, (t y p e - 1 o c a-

lity); 19. I. 1916; depth 95 m. ; fine clay; temperature at the bottom, + 13,5" 0. : one mature

female; (auctor coll.); R. M. S., on slides. Naples: one male juvenis (coll. LI. W. MOller);
R. M. S., on slides.

Distribution: — Naples (G. W. MCller, loc. cit.).
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Asterope oculata G. S. Brady.

Asterope oculata (part.), (-t. 8. BitADY, 19U2 a, p. 17!). pi. XXL figs. 6—13.

Description:
— Male: —

Shell: —
Length, 1,35— 1,38 mm.; length : height abuut 1,78:1. Seen from

t he side
(fig. 1) it is of about the same type as the shell of the male of A. Grimaldi, although,

as will be seen from the figures given above, it is not inconsiderably higher relatively. Seen
from below (fig. 2) it is also of about the same type as in the species mentioned. The wreath

of hair round the posterior part of the shell is rather dense. Seen from inside: Medial

bristles: There are a few bristles in the incisur, all scattered. About parallel to and somewhat

inside the posterior margin of the shell there is a rather sparse but distinct row of stiff, moderately

long bristles; this row of bristles, which becomes more and more sparse dorsally, extends all

along the spine-bearing list (fig. 3). This list is gently undulated and has about 25—28 hyaline

spines and numerous short bristles of somewhat different lengths, from to about 7 bristles to each

hyaline spine, somewhat fewer ventrally than they are dorsally. No broad or fine pores could

be observed on the part between the spine-bearing list and the posterior margin of the shell.

First antenna: — This is very like this limb in A. Grimaldi. We must note:

The longer of the two posterior distal bristles on the fourth joint is about as long as or rather

slightly shorter than the total length of the three distal joints. The c- and f-bristles are subequal;

they measured about 2,2—2,3 mm. in length, i. o. the same relative length as in the species

mentioned above; the c-bristle has 25—26, the f-bristle 24 sensorial filaments.

Second antenna: — This is very like the corresponding limb in A. Grimaldi.

A short bristle is developed on the protopodite distally medially close to the exopodite.

Endopodite: The second joint has no verruciform swelling close to the three bristles. The

end joint is undulated on the outside (the ventral side) just distally of the proximal bristle in

about the same way as is shown in G. S. Brady's drawing. Both the specimens investigated by me

had this undulation; G. S. Brady in his original description, p. 180, states, however, that this

character is not constant. The proximal bristle on this joint is longer than is shown in G. S. Brad Y''s

drawing; I was unable to decide how long, as it was broken in both the specimens investigated.

Mandible: — Protopodite: Coxale: The scythe-shaped process (fig. 4) :

The part distally of the main spine grows evenly and rapidly narrower to a fine point; its ventral

edge is straight or slightly concave with a distinct corner near the main spine; this corner is

not always, however, so sharp as in the adjoining figure. The distance from the point of the process

to the main spine is very much less than the distance from the latter to the proximal ventral

spine. The dorsal bristle is fixed somewhat nearer the main spine than the point of the process

or is about ecj^uidistant from both and is fixed slightly distally of the main spine. The dorsal

serrate teeth are rather weak. The main spine is also rather weak and has a weakly developed

ridge of hairs. There are four rathei' ])Owerfnl ventral spines and in addition three or four

weaker ones, one between the third and fourth spines and three distally of the fourth. On
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tlu' part ilistally of tlu> main
.s{)im' tlu're air tmly (Hif nr two i raiisvcrsc rows ot liaiis. Tlic nxl-

sliaptnl process has throo sliort, powerful spinos distally. liasalt-: Tlic liackward pointing; process
has four tlistal bristK's, four triaeiia bristles and two dwarf l)ristU's. Tlie anterior of the triaena

bristles was short and weak with very weak secondary teeth, the others wore of the same type
as in other species in this group, i. e. with relatively U-w (Irniii two tn live pairs?) of secondary

spines under the distal pair of spines. The glands of llir process issue on an almost completely

Fig. CII. — Asterope oculala G. S. Brady, q.
— 1. Shell seen from the side; 56 X. 2. Shell seen from below; 42 X.

3. Posterior part of the right valve seen from inside; 188 X. 4. Endite on the coxale of the mandible; 480 X-

5. Right maxilla seen from inside; 256 X.

reduced verruca. Somewhat in front of the middle of the dorsal side of this joint there is a single

bristle, which is somewhat shorter than the dorsal side of this joint; apart from this there are

no hairs or bristles on the middle of the dorsal side of this joint. One of the two dorso-distal

bristles on this joint is unusually short, scarcely half as long as the anterior side of the first

endopodite joint. The exopodite is comparatively large; if its end bristles are included, it

is about as long as the anterior side of the first endopodite joint. Endopodite: The first

joint is not armed anteriorly with chitinous spines. The second joint has at least two proximal

bristles; their length I was not able to observe. No long, narrow bristle, with short hairs,

between the main bristles b and c. The cleaning bristles are comparatively few in number;
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five or six were ubservcd in a Uiatinct lower row and one near the main bristle b. 'J'lie eiul claw

is strong, but rather short; it is about as long as the anterior side of the second endopodite joint

to the main bristle c.

Maxilla (fig. 5):
— 1* r o t o p n d i t e: Contrary to what is the case in all the other

known species of this genus, the distal endite, like the proximal one, is armed with four bristles,

three rather long, subequal ones and one quite short one. The dorso-proximal bristle is rather

short. There is one moderately long ventral bristle and two subequal dorso-distal bristles,

which are about as long as the dorso-proximal bristle; one of these is situated somewhat prox-

imally of the other. (The dorso-distal bristles were found on only one of the two specimens

investigated; the other was defective in this character.) The short ventero-distal bristle is

developed.

Sixth limb: — This is of the same type as in A. Grimaldi; I was unable to ascertain

exactly the number of ventral bristles, but it is probably about the same as in the above-

mentioned species.

The seventh 1 i m b is of the same type as that of A. Grimaldi. '•

.

'

<

The f u r c a has eight (nine?) claws, of which the six anterior ones may be denoted as

main claws; they are of about the same type as is reproduced for the female of A. Grimaldi,

i. e. with a moderately strong bend on the anterior claws. The two anterior claws have no ventero-

proximal spines. The two posterior ones, the secondary claws, are annulated. The equipment
of all these claws is the typical one for males of this genus.

Remarks: — The description given above is based on investigations of two specimens Mau-riai.

from Trincomalee, Ceylon, which were kindly placed at my disposal by the Zoological
Museum of Copenhagen and which were termed type specimens by Professor

G. S. Brady. Unfortunately, however, the description is, as is seen, very incomplete; this

is due to the exceedingly bad condition of the specimens
— mixed with dirt, breaking easily

and with many of their bristles broken. Still I hope that this re-description has made the

systematic position of this species more certain.

The direct deviations from G. S. Brady's original description that occur are probably Differpucen fn,m i/u

due to the exceedingly superficial method of investigation employed by this writer. I may "'"'^""^ e^cnptwn.

mention here: Shell: ,,antennal notch rather wide and shallow", ,,posterior extremity ....

bearing two fascicles of hairs, one near the dorsal, the other near the ventral end". Mandible:

,,there is no toothed process on the basal joint". F u r c a: the absence of ,,distinct pectinated

armature" on the claws.

As is seen above, I have written^, oculata G. S. BRADY'(part.) as a synonym of this species. Sunoiiynni.

The reason for this is that there did not seem to be sufficient reasons for grouping the female

described by G. S. Brady 1902 a, p. 180 under this name together with the male discussed above.

So far in the literature there is only one statement to the effect that mature males of this

genus have been reared from larvae in aquariums, namely G. \\. Muller's statement, 1894.

p. 13, about A. ohlonga {Vj. (}ri I'.K). As the male in the last larval stage is very hke the mature

female, there seems to be no doubt that the male larvae with which (J. ^^^ MriJ.Kl! experimented
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really holonged to tho fomali' montioiinl In tliis autlior. \\y moans of those experinioiits it was

fouiiil that tho inaturo malosof this species iiave aliimst tlie saiiielvpe of sli(>llasthe IVniale; the

iiiaU' sliell ilitlers trointhat ol'tht> female a hnost only by beingsomewiial lower posteriorly. 1 \\:i\v

t>bt«inod imu'li tho same result in the ease of two other spooies belonging to tho same
<:;r(i\ip

i>f forms as .1. dhlDinja. namelv A. (irimaldiiu\t\ A. itorve/fiai . Thire can scarcely bf am doubt

that the males and females wliirh have been iiidii|iiMl toiicthcr in these two cases reall\' belong

to the same species. The great anatomical resemblances are ijuite a decided arguinent for this.

In tho ease of A. (irimaldi this grouping is confirmed still further by the fact that this male

and female were fovind together at one locality, whore 1 ascertained by a large number of

dredgings that there were no other males and females of this genus present.

With regard to the ty})e of shell in the males of females that have short, pear-shaped
shells we know practically nothing from the literature that has appeared up to now. G. S. BHADV
and A. M. NoiiMAN jnention, however, 1896, p. 638. that they had found the male of A. teres

(A. M. N'oHMAN). No description of this male's sh(>ll is given, but the text seems to show that

it was of the same short, pear-shaped type as that of the female. These authors write: ,,We

are unable to say in what slight respects the shell of the male differs from that of the female."

Believing it was a female, they had dissected the specimen before investigating the shell more

closely.
— I cannot of course say with absolute certainty whether the male and the female that

I have grouped together in this work mider the name of A. curta are really the male and female

of the same species. There are, however, strong arguments in favour of the correctness of this

grouping; cf. p. 503. If this grouping is correct, there is thus only rather weak dimorphism
with regard to the shell present in this group of forms as well.

As both males and females of both the elongated and the short type exist, it seems as

if a grouping of males of the one type with females of the other as males and females of the same

species would at any rate necessitate clearer proof than that put forward by G. S. BRADY in

the case of A. oculata.* The only argument that seems to support this writer's assumption is that

the two forms were found in the same sample. ,,One female only could be found, and this occurred

with only one or two males", etc. It was thus not a large number of males and females that were

caught together, but only one female and ,,oue or two" males. This naturally makes this argument
of no value. — Unfortunately this female did not exist in the collection that was sent to me from

the Copenhagen Zoological Museum. It is presumably altogether lost. I am thus unable to confirm

or reject the assumption put forward by G. S. Brady by making an anatomical investigation.

As has been shown at another place of this treatise, p. 490. G. W. MUllbr synonymizes

A. oculata with A. teres (A. M. NORMAN). \Miether the female referred by G. S. BRADY to this

species is identical with this species of Norman's cannot at present be decided with certainty.

It does not seem probable to me. As is shown above, there seems to be still less reason for

assuming that A. oculata, cJ is identical with A. teres.

In spite of the incompleteness and uncertainty of the original description of this species

two subsec|uent authors have succeeded, all the same, in identifying with it forms investigated

*
Compare p. 490 above, G. O. Sap.s's explutiation of A. teres and A. Mariae as lema'e and ma'c of

the same species.
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1)V them. A. Bco'FT, 1905, p. 366, states that this species was found at a muuber of stations

in Ceylon; a total of ten females and four males is stated to have been caught. No figures are

given, so that I did not think it proper to include this form as a synonym. Tn. ScOTT, 1912 a,

p. 586, gives this species as coming from Gough Island, lat. 40" 20' S., long. 9" 56' W. Two

figures which are quite useless for certain identification are given, but no description. This

cannot possibly be included as a synonym.

Nothing definite can be said as to the relation of my species A. Mullen, Ohlini and curtd

to the female referred by G. S. Brady to A. oculata.

Distribution: — C e y 1 o n: Trincomalee (G. S. Brady, 1902 a). Whether it also occurs

at St. Johns (Cruz Bay), Lesser Antilles, I cannot say; it seems rather probably, however, that

this identification of G. S. Brady's is due to a mistake.

Tvpe specimen of the re-description on slides in the collections of the K. Z. M.

Asterope norvegica G. 0. Sars.

Asterope norvegica, G. 0. Sars, 1869, p. 357.

G. S. Brady and A. M. Nor.MAN, 1896, p. 635; ])1. LIL, figs. 7—9.

G. W. Mlller, 1912, p. 45.

Description:
— Female: —

Shell: —
Length, 2,0

—
2,26 mm.; length : height about 1,9:1; length : breadth

about 2,2 :1. Seen from the side (fig. 1) it is of about the same type as A. Grimaldi,

but, as is shown by the figures given above, it is somewhat higher relatively. The dorsal and

ventral margins are somewhat, though only rather slightly, more decidedly curved than in the

species mentioned above. Seen from below (fig. 2) it also has about the same type
as A. Grimaldi; it is only a little broader relatively. Seen from inside: Medial bristles:

On the rostrum there are rather numerous, stiff, moderately long bristles; of these the ones

that are situated nearest to the anterior margin of the shell are arranged in a rather dense and

distinct row running somewhat inside and about parallel to the margin of the shell; the others

are scattered. Most of these bristles are subequal, those situated along the anterior margin
of the shell are perhaps on the average rather shorter than the rest; among the latter, however,

a few more or less short bristles are interspersed, especially among those situated farthest in. On

the anterior wall of the incisur there are rather numerous scattered moderately long bristles,

most of them subequal. There is in addition in the incisur a very dense row of similar bristles,

running about parallel to and somewhat inside the ventral margin of the rostrum. Besides these

bristles there are in the incisur only a few moderately long scattered bristles. On the part just

behind the incisur there are also rather numerous scattered bristles; most of these are of about

the same type and length as the long bristles on the rostrum, a number of those situated farthest

in are very short; on the anterior portion of this part there is often only a very small number

of bristles situated farthest in; these are all extremely short. Along the ventral margin of the
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slioll tluT*' is a iiUHlpratc miinbiT nt tatlicr short bristles, airmiucd in a siiij^lc distiiRt row.

Posteriorly, somewhat in front of tin- spine-benring list, this row Ix-conies very dense and at the

sjinio tiini' the liristles become longer and coarser; it ((intiniies u|) aloni; the ventral i|iiarter oi-

third of the spine-bearing list, running about half way lietween the lattei- and the niaruin of

the shell (fig. 5). The spine-bearing list has rather few hyaline spines, about 1!>—IJU, of somewhat

varving size, and has a sparse row of siiort bristles, about one or two ])etween each hyaline

spine. The double line drawn in tig. 5 inside the posterior margin of the shell corresixmds to

a sharp ridge; the part of the shell between this ridge and the posterior margin of the shell is

situated rather considerably laterally
— i.e., when the shell is looked at from inside, it is consid-

erably deeper
— of the part between the ridge and the spine-bearing list; a ridge of this sort

is characteristic for both the valves. Just inside the dorsal half of this ridge there is a sparse

row of broad pores (six such pores were always observed on the specimens investigated); in the

specimens investigated these pores did not seem to be furnished with low hyaline pegs. In

addition a rather dense and irregular row of fine pores issues near this ridge.

First antenna (figs. 6 and 7):
— This is very like the corresponding limb in

A. Grimaldi. We may note: It is seven-jointed, the third and fourth joints are not united to

each other. Of the six anterior bristles on the third joint no. 5 has short hairs. The a-claw

on the end joint is only shghtly longer than the anterior side of the fifth and sixth joints; it has

only extremely weak pectination dorso-proximally. The f-bristle has five, the c- and g-bristles

six or seven sensorial filaments. The first and second joints are rather abundantly furnished with

hairs; the second joint, however, as in A. Grimaldi, has no row of hairs along the distal boundary.

Second antenna (fig. 9) :
—

Very like that of A. Grimaldi. The p r o t o p o d i t e

has a short bristle disto-medially close to the exopodite. Endopodite: On one specimen

this was abnormally developed on one side, reminding one very much of this branch in the

male in the penultimate larval stage; the second joint had a very small bristle near its distal

boundary; the bristle of the end joint was displaced somewhat proximally (fig. 10).

Mandible (fig. 11):
— Protopodite: Coxale: The scythe-shaped process

(fig. 12): The part situated distally of the main spine grows narrow rather rapidly, but

not so rapidly as in A. Grimaldi, into a fine point; its ventral edge is slightly concave

distally and slightly convex or almost straight proximally; it forms, just near the main

spine, a rather weak spine which points proximally. The distance between the point of the

process and the main spine is rather slightly shorter than the distance from the latter to the

proximal ventral spine. The dorsal bristle is fixed somewhat nearer the main spine than its

distance from the point of the process, and somewhat, though only rather slightly, distally of

the main spine; it extends rather slightly beyond the point of the process. The dorsal serrate

teeth are rather few in number, but comparatively large. The main spine is rather strong. There

are four ventral spines, the two distal ones of which are rather weak, the two proximal ones

rather strong. Between the distal ventral spine and the main spine the ventral edge is finely

serrated; the serrate teeth point proximally; this serration may sometimes be more or less

completely missing
—

presumably on account of wear. On the part distally of the main spine

there are onlv a few — two or three were observed — transverse rows of hairs. The rod-shaped



Fig. cm. — Asterope norvegica G. O. Sars. — I. Shell sci'ii I'ldiii the side, $; 33 X. 'i. Shfll sci'ii fnini below, $:
25 X. 3. Shell seen from the side, o ; 32 X. i. Siiell secui fniiii below, (J; 25 X. 5. Posterior pari of the light, valve
seen from inside, $; 160 X. fi. Right first antenna seen from outside, $; 125 X. ". Distal part of this antijnna seen

from the same side; all the bristles are broken, $: 312 X. 8. Distal part of this antenna seen from the same side; all

the bristles except the a-ela\v are liroken, ,J; 312 X. (Figs. 1—5 are drawn from a specimen determined bv Professor

(\. O. Saks.)

/ooloy. biilrai,', Uppsala. .SuppI -H'l '. "'
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Sars's specimen. Right mandibli

process has tliree short, stroiii; bristles distiilly. Basah-: Tlu' liackwani poiiitiii<i; process has

four distal bristles, three or four triaena bristles ami two dwarf l)ristles. The triaena bristles

have from two to five pairs of secondary sj>ines beiieatli tlie distal pair of sj)iiies. The glands

issue on an almost entirely reduced peg. At about llu' middle of llir dorsal side nl this joint

there is a single bristle, which is about half as long as the dorsal side of this joint; this bristle

has short, fine hairs distally. <hi the outside of this joint there are also groujis of short, stifT

hairs dorsally. some of which, at least, are rather coarse. The e x o
j)
o d i I e is. if its two

distal bristles are iiu'kuled. somewhat more than two thirds of liie length of the anterior side

of the first cndopodite joint. K n d o
]i
o d i t e: First joint: The shortest of the three ventral

bristles has only short secondary bristles. The longest of these bristles is armed with alxmt

nine short secondary bristles proximally of the long secondary bristles; the next longest of these

bristles has no such short proximal secondary bristles. This joint has no sj)ines antero-distally.

The second joint has one proximal bristle, which is about a third of the length of the main bristle a.

Proximally of this proximal bristle there is a group of short, fine hairs. Between the main bristli's

b and c there is no long, narrow bristle with short hairs. The medial cleaning bristles are rather

numerous, varying somewhat in number (fig. i:3); three specimens that were investigated

showed the following conditions:

6 bristles in a distinct lower row.

4 ,, .. .. upper .,

1 bristle close to the main bristle b.

1 ,, between the main bristles a and b

(i bristles in a distinct lower row.

1 bristle above bristles nos. 5 and G in this row.

3 bristles in a distinct upper row.

2 .. near the main bristle b.

1 bristle between the main bristles a and b.

I
7 bristles in a distinct lower row.

I

4 ., ,, ,, ,, upper ,,

2 ,, near the main bristle b.

1 bristle between the main bristles a and b.

7 bristles in a distinct lower row.

4 „ „ „ „ upper „

I

1 bristle near the main bristle b.

(1 ,, between the main bristles a and b.

The end claw is somewhat longer relatively than in A. Grimaldi, about as long as or

slightly longer than the anterior side of the first endopodite joint; it is smooth.

Maxilla (fig. 14):
— Protopodite: The distal endite is armed with three

subequal bristles. The dorso-proximal bristle is relatively short. The basale has one ventral

bristle of moderate length and a series of five subequal dorso-distal bristles, which are in tnost

cases somewhat shorter than the ventral bristle. The short ventero-distal bristle is developed.

Left

Specimen 2

(from Bohuslan).

Specimen 3

(from Bohuslan).

Right and left

mandibles

Right and left

mandibles
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—
Asteropc norvcgica Ct. O. Saks, $.

—
'J aiul 10. KudopudilL' of thr seuoiul aiiU'iina: iiu. lU is abiiornuil :

248 X. II. Lsft mandible seen from inside; 160 X. 12. Endile on the coxaie of this limb: 480 X. 13. Anterior part
Of the two distal cndopoditi; joints of the left niandil)lo seen from inside: all the long brislles are broken; 480 X. 14. Right
nia.\illa seen from inside; IHO x. (I'igs. 1 1, i:i and 14 are drawn from a sperinuMi determined l)y Professor G. O. S.\RS:

the cleaning bristles on lig. 11 ai'e, however, drawn from aiiothrr sin-cimen.)
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E n (1 o p o il i t <•: Tlic postorinr distal luistlc mi tlir lirst joint is soiiu'wIkiI sliortcr iImii

tlu> bristle on the ciul joint.

Sixth limb: — IIh' iiostciior fA<x{- is fairiv striiiifht or soinct iiiics even slightly

concave, hut tho posterior ventral corner is ratiici l)rtia(ll\ niundid. Tluic arc 22—24 ])ostprior

and seven anterior voiitra! bristles. Two Ijiistlcs arc (Icvclojicd un tlic aiitciior c(lfj;c
ol tlic liiul).

S c V c 11 t h 1 i 111 b: — Very like the correspond in<; limb in A. Griuialdi. in exceptional

cases it has only eleven cleaning bristles.

The I" u r c a is armed with ten claws, ul which the seven or eight distal ones may be

termed main claws. The two anterior main claws are equipped with ventral spines right to

their bases, the proximal ones of these spines are, however, oi the same type as those situated

more distallv. The two posterior secondary claws aic annulated.

The lateral eyes an> well (levelo])C(i. The median eye is bare.

Male: —
Shell: — Length, 2,42 mm.; length : height about 2:1; length to breadth about

2,2.") : 1. Seen from the side (fig. 3) it is of about the same type as that of the male

of A. Grimaldi, but, as is shown by the figures given above, it is somewhat higher relatively.

The anterior and posterior arcuations of the dorsal margin are somewhat more defined. The

part beneath the incisur dominates somewhat over the part above it. The posterior part of

the shell is cut off rather abruptly, the posterior margin is rather slightly rounded, the posterior

dorsal corner is somewhat more distinct than in A. Grimaldi. Seen from below (fig. 4) it is of

the same type as in the species just mentioned. The wreath of hairs round the posterior part

of the shell is rather dense. Seen from inside: Medial bri.stles: These are much the same

as in the female, but somewhat more sparse; the short bristles that are interspersed among
the longer bristles seem to be considerably more numerous, . compared with the latter than in

the female. Apart from this the shells of the two sexes are alike.

First antenna (fig. 8) :
— For the proportions between the joints see the description

of the genus. This antenna is very like that of A. Grimaldi; cf. fig. 11 of this species. We may
note: Of the six anterior bristles on the third joint no. 5, like this bristle in the above-mentioned

male, but contrary to the female, is armed with long, stifi secondary bristles arranged fairly

well on all sides. The a-claw is finely pectinated and is somewhat shorter than the anterior

side of the sixth joint. The c- and f-bristles are subequal and about Va times as long as the

sheU (3,3 to 3,5 mm. was observed); 33—34 sensorial filaments were observed on the c-bristle,

31—32 on the f-bristle.

Second antenna: — The exopodite is considerably longer than in the female,

the two proximal joints especially being very much lengthened. The proportion between the

joints is shown by the following figures:

S (shell 2,42 mm. long)
= I : II : (III—IX) ^ 47 : 16 : 26.

For the sake of comparison the corresponding figures (measured on the same scale) for

the female second antenna may be given:

$ (shell about 2,2 mm. long)
= I : 11 : (III—IX) — 29 : 6 : 21.
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The secoucl joint is about as long as the lour or live following joints together. The third

to the ninth joints are about the same length, as is the case in the female. The fourth to the

nintli joints have extremely weak, scarcely perceptible, basal spines. Endopodite: The three

bristles on the second joint have rounded points, furnished with a very short distal sensory liair.

The longest of these bristles is somewhat longer than the breadth of the joint at the point where

the bristle is attached; the shortest is only about a seventh of the length of this bristle. The

end joint is very much flattened and has hyaline side borders. On the inside at its point it is

provided with a few weak transverse chitin lists. Its proximal bristle is at least a third of the

length of this joint (broken).

Mandible: — P r o t o p o d i t e: Basale: The backward pointing process has the

same number of bristles as in the female. Of these bristles the distal end bristle and the

dwarf bristles are practically the same size as the corresponding bristles in the female. The

distal end bristle is, at least towards its point, armed with rather strong secondary spines. The

three other end bristles and the triaena bristles are, it is true, practically the same length as the

corresponding bristles in the female, but they are very weak and have very weak armature;

the main pair of secondary spines on the triaena bristles can scarcely be distinguished from

the proximal secondary spines, wliicli are almost like hairs. The bristle on the middle

of the dorsal side of this joint is perhaps somewhat longer than the corresponding bristle

in the female. The dorsal side of this joint is, apart from this, quite smooth without

any of the hairs and spines that characterize the female. Endopodite: First joint:

Of the three ventral bristles the shortest one is armed at the middle with numerous rather

fine, long secondary bristles placed on all sides; distally it has short hairs. The two

others have no short secondary bristles proximally of the long ones. Second joint: This has

three proximal bristles differing somewhat in -length, the longest not half the length of the

main bristle a. The medial cleaning bristles showed the following numbers and arrangement

on the specimen investigated:

7 bristles in a distinct lower row.

4 „ „ „ „ upper „

2
,, near the main bristle b.

1 l)ristle between the main bristles a and b.

Right mandible

Left mandible

7 bristles in a distinct lower row.

5 „ „ ,. „ upper „

3 ,, near the main bristle b.

1 bristle between the main bristles a and b.

These bristles were somewhat k)nger than the corresponding ones in the female, but,

on the other hand, they were somewhat more weakly armed than these. The end claw was like

that of the female.

Seventh 1 i ni 1): — The cleaning bristles were armed witli from two to four bells.

The f u r c a had nine or ten claws, of which the six or seven anterior ones may be termed

main claws. The anterior main claws are somewhat more decidedly bent than in tlie female
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(about tlu> same as ii\ t\\v inali- ul A. ntrtd) aiul lia\f im inoxiiiial s|iinfs. The twc nr llircc

(lostorior daws an- aiimilatinl.

'I'hi' lateral < y o s are buiuewhal lai'i^or
lliaii tlmsc ol llir li'iiialc

Matrnal. Remarks: — This species was iiitiiKlucfd iritu ilic litiiatuiv li\ <i. (). Saks, I8()!t. \k :i57.

AltliDUjih tlie original description is vcrv dt'licieiit and is not ilhistruted by any ligures, it has,

all the same, seemeil ])ossible to succeeding writers who have dealt with these questions to

identify it. Even U. \V. Mfl.l.HH includes it, 1912. p. 45 as identifiable. This author writes

about this species (1. c): ,,l)er A. ainjssicola sehr iihnlich, weiiig gestreckter. 3. Thoraxbein

mit U> Borsten. Furca mit 5 Dornen, denen nnch •! Borsten folgen. GroBe o iind 9 1,34 mm."

The comparatively small niinilicr of cleaning bristles on the seventh liiiili and of daws

ou the furca and the small length of the shell made me begin to suspect that G. O. Sahs had

based his description on a specimen that was not yet mature. This suspicion seeined, however,

to be directly contradicted by the fact that G. S. Brad^ and A. M. NORMAN, who, to judge

from the figures of the shell that they add, had mature specimens to investigate
—

,,specimens

for which we are indebted to Professor Sars" — gave the same length of shell in their work of

1896 as G. (). Sars had given and merely quote Sars's description for other characters. On the

other hand this suspicion was confirmed still more strongly by a statement of G. 0. Sai^S himself,

as this author writes, 1887, p. 31 (203): ,,Naervaercnde Art" (-^ A. ublumja, length $ 1,7 mm., J

2,07 mm.) ,,upnaar saaledes gjennemgaaende en betydeligere Starrelse end foregaaende, skJ0ndt

den i denne Henseende staar adskilligt tilbage for den nordiske Art A. norvegica."'*

In order to decide this point I wrote to Professor SARS asking if it was possible to re-

investigate the type specimen of this species. In reply to this (|uesti()n Prof. Sars communicated

to me that unfortunately it was quite certain tha-t this specimen was lost, but he sent me at the

same time two specimens, a mature female and a mature male, which he had determined as

specimens of A. norvegica. I could not of course decide with absolute certainty whether this

identification of Prof. Sars's was correct; as, however, the original description does not seem

directly to contradict it, I have accepted it.

The result of the investigation of these specimens is given in the re-description of the

species given above. As is seen best from a comparison between Sars's original description

and my new description, it fully confirmed my suspicion that the type specimen had not

been mature.

It does not seem impossible, however, that the specimens investigated by me are the

same as were previously investigated by G. S. Brady and A. M. NOR.MAN, on which they based

their information in their work of 1896. In this case it is a good illustration of these investigators'

methods of work.

The species captured As Will be Seen from a remark imder A. aherrata I had sent me a specimen caught in

"''

"llela^
"'

Strangford Lough, Irdand, which was defined by Prof. G. S. Bhady as A. Mariae (W. Baird)

and which after a carefid investigation proved to be a male in the penultitiiate larval stage,

*,,The present species thus always allaiiis a consitii-i'ably j;reater size Uiaii I In- iJicrcilingoiic, allhiMigliiisilirnonsioiis

are considerably smaller than the Scandinavian species A. norvegica."
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vinv ])i(il)iil)h' belonging to A. norvegica.
— On account, however, of the difficulty in

defining with certainty the species of larvae belonging to this genus, it did not seem convenient

to me to include this locality among the new habitats given below, especially as this species

is not previouslv know from this region. The sj)ccimen had a shell 1,72 mm. long.

Habitat: — West coast of Sweden: Bohuslan: E. N. E. of Htora Sneholmen

Koster; 18. V. 1897; depth down to 160 m.; clay.one juvenis; (coll. J. G. AXDERSSO.X); R. M. S,

184. N. E. of this island; 26. V. 1897; depth 160 m.; clay: one juvenis; (coll. J. G. AndERSSON)
R. M. S. 185. Vaderoarna; depth 70—100 m.; coral bottom: one juvenis; (coll. v. GoES)

R. M. S. 186. Gullmar Fjord, no definite locality, probably at Skar; depth 90—110 m.; clay

5 mature females and 4 juvenes; (coll. S. LovEN); R. M. S. 187. Gullmar Fjord, Fiskebackskil

16. VII. 1894; clay: 3 mature females; (coll. J. G. Andersson); R. M. S. 188.

On the label of the two specimens that I got from G. 0. Sars, no locality was to be found;

the specimens in question were, however, certainly from the coast of Norway.

Distribution: — Christiania Fjord, Holmestrand, t y }>
e - 1 o c a 1 i t y, depth 90—llo ni.

Asterope abyssicola G. 0. Sars.

Asterope abyssicola, G. 0. Sars, 1870. p. 170.

„ „ „ 1886, p. 74.

G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman, 1896. p. 636, pi. LII.
figs. 18, 19.

G. W. MOller, 1912, p. 45.

Description:
— Female: —

Shell: — Length 1,63 mm.; length : height about 1,92 : 1; length : breadth about

2,17:1. Seen from the side (fig. 1) it is elongated, with its greatest height at about

the middle and the anterior part somewhat, though only very slightly, larger than the posterior

part. The dorsal and ventral margins are almost parallel to each other and are rather weakly,

uniformly and almost equally curved; anteriorly they are somewhat flattened; they pass evenly

into the anterior and posterior margins. The anterior and posterior margins are evenly and

boldly rounded, the former being almost semi-circular, the latter .somewhat more weakly curved

ventrally than it is dorsally. Seen from bene a t h (fig. 2) it has its greatest breadth

at about the middle and grows narrow rather rapidly towards the ends, somewhat more rapidly

forward. The anterior end is rounded, the posterior end somewhat heart-shaped; the side

contours are even. Seen from inside: Medial bristles: (On account of the condition of

the specimen investigated the information given about these bristles is perhaps not quite so

certain as might be desired.) On the rostrum there is a rather distinct, relatively sparse row

of moderately long bristles which runs about parallel to and somewhat inside the anterior

margin of the shell. Inside this row of bristles there is only a rather small number of bristles

scattered on the rostrum, some moderately long and some very short. On the anterior wall
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i)f till' iiu'isiir tluTO is a moilcrati' miinhcr ot scallt'ii'd and ninilcratrlv lonn linstlcs. Kcsidcs

tlicse bristles there luv only a rathri' U'w modfratclN- Imi;:: hrislh's in tin' inrisur. nmst dl' wliicli

are scattered, some perhaps with a faint indication ol licinji arranged in a row running sonicwliat

inside and about parallel to the ventral inarfjjiii
ol the roslrum. Hn llir pait just behind llir

incisiir tliere are also only sparse metlial bristles, ol which those situateii nearest the margin
i>f the shell are moderately lonji and are arran<zed in a s|)arse row running]; about parallel to and

somewhat inside the margin of the slicii; those situated farther in are short and scattered.

Along the middle of the ventral margin ol the slieil there is a not inconsiderable nunilier of rather

short bristles, arranged in a rather ilistinct row running about parallel to and somewhat inside

the margin of the sliell. Alimu the posterior ]iart of liie ventral margin there are only single

short bristles. At about half way between and running })arallel to the ventral quarter or third

of the spine-bearing list and the margin of the shell there is a sparse row of moderately long

l)ristles. The spine-bearing list has 21—22 hyaline spines; in addition there are a moderate

number of short bristles, in most cases two or three between the dorsal spines, one or two between

the ventral ones. Between the spine-bearing list and the ])osterior margin of the shell there

is a ridge similar to that in A. norvegica and close to this ridge there are also broad and fine

pores such as are to be foimd in this species.

First antenna (fig. 3):
— This is very like that of A. Grinuddi. It is to be noted:

The original third and fovuth joints form together a joint that is somewhat, though only slightly,

shorter than it is high and also somewhat shorter than the total length of the original fifth and

sixth joints. The anterior bristle of the second joint is about as long as or rather slightly longer

than the anterior side of this joint. In the specimen investigated the original third joint had

on the anterior side five bristles on the right, four bristles on the left antenna (one or two bristles

respectively broken off?). Of these bristles nos. 2 and 4 were unusually short, only about half

as long as no. 1. The stem of the sensory bristle of the fifth joint relatively short, only about

as long as the total length of the two penultimate joints; with seven sensorial filaments. The

number of sensorial filaments on the c-, f- and g-bristles could not be decided on account of

the defective condition of these bristles. Pilosity: The first and second joints have abundant

groups of short, fine, stiff hairs (only indicated in the accompanying figure), but there are no

hairs along the distal boundary of the second joint. There is a series of short hairs anteriorly

on the distal boundary of the (original) fifth joint.

Second antenna: — Distally-medially close to the exopodite there is a short

bristle on the p r o t o p o d i t e. The exopodite has no basal spines at all. The e n d o-

podite is weakly three-jointed; its end bristle is almost twice as long as the stem

(about 14 : 7,5).

Mandible
(fig. 4):

— Protopodite: Coxale: The scythe-shaped process (fig. 5):

The part distally of the main spine narrows evenly and gently into a fine point ;
its ventral edge

is uniformly and weakly convex, almost straight. The distance from the point of the process

to the main spine is somewhat greater than the distance from the latter to the proximal ventral

spine. The dorsal bristle is attached somewhat nearer the point of the process than its distance

from the main spine and considerably more distallv than the latter: it extends a not inconsiderabl(>
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distance distaily of the point of the process. The dorsal serrate teeth arc rather few, but large.

The main spine is moderately developed. Four ventral spines are developed, of which the two

distal ones are very weak, scarcely perceptible. ()u the part distaily of the main spine four

or five transverse rows of hairs were observed. The rod-shaped process seems to be armed

distaily with three short, coarse spines. Basale: The backward pointing process has four distal

l)ristles, three or four triaena bristles and two dwarf bristles; on the specimen investigated the

left mandible was armed with four triaena bristles, the right one with only three; it looked,

liowever, as if the latter limb too had originally had four of these bristles. On both limbs the

anterior triaena bristle was rather decidedly reduced; it was only about half the length of the

others. The triaena bristles are armed with from two to five pairs of spines proximally of the

main jjair of spines. The glands of this process emerge on an almost entirely reduced peg. At

about the middle of the dorsal side of this joint there is a single bristle, which is about half as

long as the dorsal side of this joint and has short, fine hairs distaily. In addition this joint

has a few groups of short fine, stiff hairs dorsally on the outside. The e x o p o d i t e is, if

its two distal bristles are included, about two-thirds of the length of the anterior side of the first

endopodite joint. Bndopodite: Of the three ventral bristles on the first joint the shortest

one has, somewhat proximally of the middle, about ten to fifteen long secondary bristles arranged

on all sides; distaily of these there are short hairs. The two other of these bristles have no short

secondary bristles proximally of the long ones. This joint is not armed antero-distally with

spines. Second joint: this has two proximal bristles (length?). There is no long, narrow, short-

haired bristle between the main bristles b and c. The medial cleaning bristles were alike on the

right and left mandibles of the specimens investigated: there were five bristles in a distinct lower

row, two bristles below the main bristle b and one between the main bristles a and b. The end

claw is powerful and about as long as the anterior side of the first endopodite joint; it is smooth.

Maxilla
(fig. 6):

— Protopodite: The distal endite is armed with three subequal

l)ristles. The dorso-proximal bristle is short. The basale has one moderately long ventral bristle

and one dorso-distal bristle which is somewhat shorter than the former bristle. This joint has

a short ventero-distal bristle developed, though it is extremely short and weak. Endopodite:
The postero -distal bristle of the first joint is about as long as or only slightly shorter than the

bristle of the end joint.

Sixth limb: — This seems to have six anterior ventral bristles; the number of

posterior ventral bristles could not be determined with certainty. On the anterior edge of this

limb there are, besides the two bristles that are usually found in species of this genus, five

additional rather short bristles (these were found only on the limb of one side; that of the other

side was defective at this place).

Seventh limb: — This is armed witli fifteen or sixteen cleaning bristles of moderate

and somewhat different lengths; of these bristles six are situated distaily on the limb, three

on each side, the others are scattered somewhat proximally of the former ones; there are about

the same number on each side. Each cleaning bristle is armed with only from one to three

bells. Each end comb consists of about eight teeth, which are finely, evenly and similarly pectin-

ated (abovit the same as is shown in
fig. 13 of A. quinquesetae).

Zoolog hirtrag. Upp«;ala. SiippI -Rrt. I. 08

.»»?
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Tlic In r «' a lias cijilit claws, ul' wliicli liic six aiitciior oiifs niav l)r tcinifd main claws,

the two posterior ones secondary claws. The aiitt'rior ones HTv not luiiiishcil with proximal
ventral teeth.

There arc no lateral eyes. The median eye has no iiairs.

The 111 a 1 e is unknown.

Fig. CV. — Aslerope ahyssicola G. O. Sars, $.
—

1. Shell seen from the side; 39 X. 2. Shell .seen from below; 39 X.
3. liight first antenna seen from outside; most of the bristles are broken; 188 X. 4. Distal part of the right mandible
seen from inside; the long bristles are broken: 480 X. 5. Scythe-shaped process of this limb; 560 X. f>. Hight maxilla

seen from inside: 240 X- '. Sevcntli limb; 272 X,
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1nniniipleteneas nf

tlie drsrri/iliiiii.

Remarks: — The re-description of A. ahyssicola given above is based on an investigation
Material.

of a single specimen, a female with large eggs in the brood chamber, which was kindly placed

at my disposal by Professor G. 0. Sars and which was denoted by this writer as the type specimen
of this species. It is certain, however, that this statement of G. 0. Sars's was not quite correct.

This is shown by the fact that the specimen sent to me was not dissected, while the original

description was obviously made from a dissected specimen. The specimen investigated by me
is probably, however, one of the two specimens that G. 0. Sars mentions 1870, p. 171: ,,Kun

2 Exemplarer af denne liUe C y p r i d i n i d e toges ved Guldbrandseerne paa 120 Favnes

Dyb."* This is supported by the habitat, among other things: ,,Lofoten 120 F." The

preparations of the dissected type specimen have, according to what Prof. Sars replied to an

encjuiry of mine, been certainly irrecoverably lost. It seems, however, to be beyond all doubt

true that the specimen re-examined by me belongs to this species.

As the specimen in question was somewhat defective I was unfortunately not able to

give such a complete description of the species as is desirable, but I hope that in spite of the

incompleteness the description will permit of a certain identification of the species. The

characters that could only be described incompletely or to which a certain amount of uncertainty

is attached are as follows: The medial bristles of the shell; the number of bristles on the

anterior side of the original third joint and the equipment of the bristles of the end joint of the

first antenna; the number of bristles on the end joint of the exopodite of the second
antenna; the bristles on the sixth limb and the number of f u r c a 1 claws. \\'ith

regard to the number of bristles on the end joint of the exopodite of the second antenna
it may be pointed out that on this antenna of one side — on the other side the two distal joints

on the natatory branch were missing
— three bristles were observed on this joint, one long

(me and two short ones, the two latter of about the same relative length as the two short ones

in figure 5 of A. Gnmaldi. I did not succeed in deciding with certainty whether an additional

(long) bristle had existed originally, in other words if this joint is characterized by four bristles,

the usual number in species of this genus. It seems, however, very probable to me that this

was the case. The sixth limb is certainly of the same type as is usual for this genus,

with a large number of ventral bristles. Both the f u r c a 1 lamellae were armed with eight

claws. But this organ seemed to be somewhat damaged behind the posterior claws, so that

I am not quite certain whether one or more additional claws may not have existed originally.

As will be seen from a comparison there is a close resemblance between G. 0. S.MiS's ih/f.-n'/uTs hcnvecn

original description and the re-description of this species given by me above. There are, however, J,,^""',111 mh'c^
a number of differences. Thus G. 0. Sars states that the shell is only 1,32 mm. long, while,

as is seen above, I found it to be 1,63 mm. At present of course I cannot express any certain

opinion as to whether this difference in length is due to the fact that the specimen measured

by G. O. Sars was a larva or if the species is subject to such great variations in length at the

same locality. But the fact that, if we assume the specimen measured by G. O. Sars to be

a larva in the first stage, we obtain a coefficient of growth of 1,23 (1,63 : 1,32 = 1,23), i. e. about

the same coefficient as I found for other closely-related forms {A. Grimaldi, Cypridina (Doloria)

-'Only Uvospi'iimensol' this small C y p r i il i n i il were taken at the GuUlbraiul islands al a ilepth of TJO fathi>ms.
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fHCfiualii and I'liilotitedts
( I'll.} ijlobasa; rt. p. 14(» ol this tivatisi') is in liivinir ol llic liisl altci-

iiativo. Kiir tliis reason 1 liavc not ailoptiMl the statvincnt as to Icniitli aivcn l)y (J. O. Sahs.

I givo for what it is worth (!.<>. Saks's inlnrinatii)ii as to llic siicll: ., alt ituiliiir luaxiiiia . . .ante

nuHliuin sitiv" anil the statenionts that ..antennae, pedes niamlilmhires et nia.xiliae structura h-re

exactaeadeniaein .1. xorcfgfj'm" and ..laminae postal)(h)niinales breves unguibus 5 . . . arniatae".

C. -v. Br.u.u ../... The description of this .species given by C. S. l?l!\l>Y and A. M. NOHMAN, 1896, p. CtM.

J

' ' '

, .. is onlv a transhition of Sahs's original description into Knylish. Two figures of tlie shell, one

apfrirs representing tlie side view, the other the shell as seen from below, are added by thes(> authors,

pi. LII, figs. 18. l!i. The figures were drawn from a specimen (if which it is stated that it was

, .kindly given to us by the describer", i. e. presumably the .same specimen as is re-described

and reproduced bv me above. Of these two figures no. 18, that of the shell seen Irnm the side.

shows a fairly close resemblance to fig. 1 given by me above, the other figure, the shell seen from

below, differs, on the other hand, very considerably from the corresponding figure given by me.

This is perhaps due to the superficial way in which these writers have proceeded. It does

not seem impossible, however, that there has been a confusion between the figures and that pi. LII,

fig. 17, A. elliptica, the shell seen from below, represents A. abyssicola, while fig. 19 belongs to A.

dliptica. At any rate, if this change were carried out, there would be considerably closer agreement

between the figures given by BliAl lY and Norman and the forms that are actually found in nature.

Distribution: — Lofoten, Norway; depth, 220 m. (Sars 1870). Between Finmark

and Beeren Island (Station 290 of the Norwegian North -Atlantic Expedition
1876—1878); depth, 345 m. (Sars 1886).

Type specimen of the re-description on .slides in the Chr. Z. M.

Genus Cyclasterope G. S. Brady,

Cydasterope, G. S. Brady, 1897. Asterope, G. W. MtlLLER, 1890 and 1912. Cylindro-

leberis, G. W. MtJLLER, 1906 b.

Diagnosis:
— Shell: — This varies very much in type. In most cases, but not always,

however, it has a well-marked posterior corner. The rostral incisur is comparatively deep and

narrow. The surface of the shell has no sharply projecting sculpture; it is almost smooth. It

is strongly calciferous. The forms are relatively large.

First antenna: —
Disto-posteriorly on the fourth joint there are more than two

bristles, some of which are rather long. The sensory bristle of the fifth joint is very powerful

in the male and has a very large number of accessory sensorial filaments on the medial side of

the bristle, arranged in numerous more or less distinct stages. This antenna has seven bristles

distally, both the d- and e-bristles are developed; the a-bristle is claw-shaped; the c- and f-bristles

are much lengthened in the male.
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Second a n t c ii u a: — The p r o t (i
|)
o d i t e lias a short bristle disto-medially

close to the exopodite. Exopodite: The first joint has no bristles. Kndopodite:
The first joint has a number of short or moderately long bristles.

Mandible: — This is very powerfully built, rather elongated and has its joint de-

cidedly flattened at the sides. Protopodite: Coxale: This has no bristles. The scythe-

shaped process has comparatively numerous and large ventral spines. Basale: The backward

pointing process is well developed and is armed with rather numerous bristles. Dorso-distally

this joint has two bristles and in addition to these it has a relatively large number of bristles

dorsally and ventrally. The exopodite is comparatively well developed. E n d o p o d i t e :

The first joint has a rather large number of bristles ventrally at the middle ; apart from these it has no

bristles. Second joint : Along the whole of the anterior edge there is a forest of exceedingly numerous

bristles situated close together. The medial cleaning bristles are also very numerous and are

arranged in transverse rows anteriorly on the joint. Postero-distally on this joint there is \

group of a rather great number of bristles. The anterior bristle of the end joint is not claw-shaped.

Maxilla: — The protopodite has a large lamelliform epipodial appendage,
which is about half as long as the basale. The latter joint has dorso-proximally very numerous

bristles arranged in a row. There are no endites distinctly developed. The baleen bristles are

of the same type as in the genus Asterope; the proximal bristle in the baleen is also of about

the same type as in this genus. Endopodite: The end joint has a number of bristles.

Fifth limb: — The comb is relatively high and has along its ventral edge abundant

bristles of somewhat different lengths and with fine hairs.
i

Sixth limb: — Seen from the side this is shaped like a broad-axe; the posterior

and anterior margins are rather strongly concave, the ventral margin is weakly convex; it has

well pointed corners, both anteriorly and posteriorly. Seen from beneath it is somewhat sole-

shaped anteriorly, flattened and with its anterior edge rounded; posteriorly it is narrow, lamelli-

form. Along the anterior edge and the larger part of the ventral edge it has abundant bristles.

Seventh limb: — This is moderately long ; its distal part is considerably widened.

It has a comparatively large number of cleaning bristles, two or three of which are often situated

near one another on the same side of the same ring. Distally it has four end combs, arranged

in pairs, of which the two that belong to the one pair are situated dorsally and ventrally

respectively of the other pair.

F u r c a: — The lamellae are short; their breadth is somewhat greater than their length.

Each lamella is armed with about eight to ten slender claws, finely curved ventrally. Of these

the anterior ones are relatively long, the others either decrease uniformly in length posteriorly,

so that there is no distinct division into main claws and secondary claws to be observed, or

else a few of the posterior claws are typical secondary claws. At the base of some of the middle

claws there issues a rather powerful and moderately long bristle. Behind the claws there are

abundant moderately long, stiff hairs.

Remarks: — The species of this genus that have been dealt with so far in the literature

are unfortunately very incompletely described. It was therefore impossible to carry out a
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(h'taili'd iloscriptidii t>t tlu- lii-iuis; only a slidtt diat'iitisis cdulil lie ^i\cn. It is thus piohalile

that n miinbor of the charartcrs that are iiuliulinl in tin- tlcsi riptimi oi tin- species given below

are iliaraeters of the genus as well.

For tl\e scope of this genus and the contrast between C. W. Mri,l.i:i;'s and my ideas

about it see above, p. 441 under tlie remark on the family Astewpidae.

Type species: Cj/clasteropc Hcudnsnni, G. S. BhaH'i , 1807.

Cyclasterope fascigera G. S. Brady.

L'ydasterope fascigera, G. S. Bhadv, 1902 a, p. 181, pi. XXT. figs. 20—31.

Asterope „ G. W. MCllkr, 1912, p. 44.

Description:
— Cf. G. S. Bradv, loc. cit.

Male: —
Shell: — Length, 5,8

—6 mm.; length : height about 1,75 : 1; length : breadth about

1,8 : 1. Seen from the side (fig. 1) it is rather elongated, sub-ovate, with the posterior

part somewhat larger than the anterior part and the greatest height just behind the middle.

The dorsal and ventral margins have about the same shape; they are moderately and somewhat

irregularly curved and somewhat flattened anteriorly. They pass without any corners into the

boldly and imiformly rounded anterior margin. The latter has about the same shape on both

the valves and is not unsymmetrical, as G. S. BUADY has represented it in pi, XXI, fig. 20. The

rostral incisur is situated at about half the height of the shell; the ventral corner of the rostrum

is almost rectangidar, not at all or very slightly rounded. The posterior margin of the shell

forms, somewhat dorsally of half the height of the shell, a rather sharply marked corner, which

forms an obtuse angle and is only weakly rounded; it is uncertain whether this is found on both

valves, as this part of the right valve was somewhat damaged in the only specimen that was at

my disposal. Both dorsally and ventrally of this corner the posterior margin of the shell is

almost straight; it is bounded from the ventral margin by a weak, broadly rounded, scarcely

perceptible corner or it passes evenly into it; its passage into the dorsal margin is marked by
a slight sinuation. ,,Seen from above the outline is elliptical, with broad, slightly rounded

or subtruncate extremities; lateral margins gently and evenly arcuate, greatest width situated

in the middle" (G. S. Brady, p. 181, pi. XXI, fig. 21). The surface of the shell

is almost quite smooth, with only small, rounded, shallow foveolae, chiefly situated on the

anterior part of the shell. There are scarcely any bristles. The wreath of hair round the posterior

part of the shell is dense; these hairs are comparatively long and coarse. Seen from within

(fig. 2): Right valve: The ventral lip of the incisur forms a heel-shaped part, which

projects rather decidedly and is cut off obliquely dorsally. The antero-ventral part of the

rostrum also projects Uke a heel. Somewhat inside and running about parallel to the anterior

part of the dorsal and the dorsal part of the anterior margin of the shell there is a dense

series of very small, rounded and strongly refractive formations resembling a string of pearls.
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Fig. CVl. — C'/rlasterope fascigcra G. S. UitADv, S- --1- She 1 seen fnmi tile side; 13 X- 2. Anterior part of llie riglit

valve sei^n froni inside; 52 X- :*. Tiie fixing spots of tlie siirll muscle, right valve seen from inside: 'ifi X. '<• Left

first antenna seen from insidi^; all the long bristlis are hrokcii; r)<,i X-
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Mi'»lial hristlos: Tlu'Sf aro all simple and hare. SmiU'wliat inside and aixiiit parallel to the ahuvc-

iiUMitiiinod string of pearls a distinct and dense row of line, coniparativolv short bristles runs

along the anterior part ol tin' dorsal inar!j;in ol the shell. Somewhat inside and about parallel

to tins row ol bristles another row of bristles runs, continuing down towards the point ol the

rostrum along the posterior edge of the rostrum - this edge is not distiiiclK marked, however;

this row of bristles is partly rather sparse and also less ilistinet ventrally; its ilorsal bristles are

rather short and tine, its ventral bristles siuiiewhat longer and more powerful. Basally on the

outside of the selvage a scries of comparatively long and ])owerful bristles issues along the anterioi'

and ventral margins of the rostrum; this row of bri.stles is rather dense, even very dense along

the ventral margin of the rostrum. Besides the bristles so far mentioned there are scattered

on the rostrum abundant more or less long and powerful bristles. Basally on the outside ol the

selvage a relatively dense series of comparatively long and powerful bristles issues ahjng the

whole ventral margin of the shell from the incisur to a short distance behind the wreath of hairs

round the posterior part of the shell; this row of hairs continues on the ventral lip of the incisur

to the outside of the ,,heel"". From the incisur to about a third or a hall of the distance along
the shell the part between the bristles in this series bends outwards into a semi-circle

; posteriorly,

on the other hand, there is no such undulation. On the list there is a rather dense series of bristles

varying in length along the whole ventral margin of the shell; along the })osteri()r margin of

the shell the list is armed not only with bustles but also with a number of hyaline spines (this

part of the list was very defective in the specimen I investigated). On the part between the list

and the margin of the shell there seems to be a series of comparatively short bristles inside the

ventral part of the posterior margin of the shell. Apart from this there seem to be scarcely

any bristles here at all. The selvage is well developed along the whole of the anterior and ventral

margins of the shell; it is moderately wide, has a smooth margin and is partly finely striated.

The list is narrow along the ventral margin of the shell, somewhat wider along the posterior margin.

For the fixing spots of the shell muscle see fig. 3. The left valve differs from the right in the

following respects : The ,,string of pearls" inside the anterior part of the dorsal and the dorsal

part of the anterior margin of the shell is absent. The semi-circular convexities between the anterior

bristles in the series within the ventral margin of the shell are absent or are very weakly developed.

On the part between the list and the margin of the shell there are a moderate number of fine

bristles, varying in length, scattered along the ventral side of the shell. Inside the anterior

part of the dorsal margin of the shell the selvage is split up into fine hairs at the margin.

First antenna: — This is rather long and slender, but powerful. It has six

joints, the third and the fourth joints are free, the original sixth, seventh and eighth joints,

on the other hand, are united, although the original boundaries between them can still be

partly traced and on the lateral side the boundary between the sixth and seventh joints is even

partly fairly well developed. The three muscles that move the seventh joint in the genus

Asterope are well developed in this form as well and are attached posteriorly about half way

along the definitive sixth joint on a common thickening of the chitinous wall. The relative length

of the joints is shown by the following figures:

I^^; 11^; III^; IV*; V]; VI (orig.) :; VII (orig.) |.
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Along the distal half of the anterior edge of the second joint there is a series of seven moderately

long bristles of somewhat different lengths, the proximal one rather short, all furnished ventrally

with rather long, stiff secondary bristles arranged in two rows and with short hairs distally.

Laterally this joint has three rather short, short-haired bristles near the distal boundary. Third

joint: Along the anterior edge there are twelve bristles, five of which are attached along the

boundary of the fourth joint. Of the five distal of these bristles the one situated most medially

is relatively short, only about as long as the anterior edge of the foui'th joint; the one situated

most laterally is very long, about as long as or somewhat longer than the total length of the four

(definitive) distal joints; the other three are rather considerably shorter than the last-mentioned

one and decrease somewhat in length the more medially they are situated. The bristles situated

proximally of these five are of moderate and somewhat different lengths. The two medial of the

five distal of these bristles are furnished with comparatively short hairs, all the others are provided
with a larger or smaller number of more or less powerful secondary bristles, in most cases arranged
in two rows on the ventral side of the bristles; these bristles have most frequently fine, short

hairs distally. Posteriorly this joint has a single moderately long bristle with short, fine hairs.

Fourth joint: This has a single bristle antero-distally which is somewhat shorter than the total

length of the two (definitive) distal joints and is provided with long, soft secondary bristles aiTanged
on all sides, and is furnished with short hairs distally. Posteriorly this joint has five bristles

distally, which increase somewhat in length the more laterally they are placed; the medial

one is relatively short, not quite so long as the back edge of this joint, the lateral one is somewhat

longer than the total length of the four (definitive) distal joints. The medial one of these bristles

has short hairs, the others are rather abundantly supplied with soft, rather long secondary

bristles along the greater part of their length. Sensory bristle of the fifth joint: This has a very

powerfully developed stem, which is about as long as the posterior edge of the third to the sixth

(definitive) joints. Distally it is rounded and has there about fifteen (the number was not quite

certain, as the specimen was defective) sensorial filaments of about the same type; these are about

half the length of the stem and are rounded distally and there provided with a short, fine sen-

sorial hair. The accessory sensorial filaments are exceedingly numerous, somewhat narrower

than the distal ones but of about the same length as these, and are arranged in about

sixty more or less distinct transverse rows. The bristle of the original sixth joint is about

as long as the posterior edge of the sixth definitive joint, with long, soft secondary bristles;

it has short hairs distally. Original seventh and eighth joints: The a-claw is about as long

as or somewhat shorter than the anterior side of the fifth and sixth (definitive) joints, is relatively

narrow, and of almost uniform thickness along the greater part of its length, straight, directed

ventrally and pointed distally; it is bare and only slightly annulated. The b-bristle is rather

long, but considerably shorter than the c- and f-bristlcs (broken on both antennae); it has very

numerous sensorial filaments. The c- and f-filaments are subequal, somewhat longer than the

length of the shell, the lengths measured being 6,8
—7 mm.; they have numerous sensorial

filaments, 48—49 being observed on the c-bristle, 55—56 on the f-bristle. The d- and e-bristles

issue, as in the males of Asterope, on a verruciform protuberance (cf. fig. 8 of A. norvegica),

penetrate between the c- and g-bristles and are held medially; they are not quite as long as

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I. (iO
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tlu' four (definitive) distal joints, the dlnisilc is sdincw IimI lliickcr and sli<;litly lonjicr tliiin the

o-bristle; proxiniallv tl\fv, like llif otlicr distal linsl Irs. arc rather stmnuly annulatcd, distal!\'

tlu'V are tineK' and closeK' annnlatetl. almost hyaline. The ji-liristle is not (|uite so long hh the

anterior sides of the second and third joints; it is furnished with twenty .sensorial iilanients.

The sensorial filaments on the b-, c-. f- and g-bristles are annulated proxinially and almost

hvaline distallv; they are bare and end distally in a short, line .sen.sorial hair; on the b-, c- and

g-bristles they are situated on the anterior .side of the bristle, on the f-bristle on the po.sterior

side, i. e. in the same way as in Asterope. Pilosity: The iiisl joint is almost bare; the second

joint has verv abundant short, tine hairs on the medial side; otherwise it is bare.

Second a n t e n n a: — The e x o p o d i t e (fig. 8) is somewhat shorter than the

protopodite. The proportion between the joints is about as follows:

T : 1 1 : III : IV : V : M : VII : VIII : IX = 39 : 7 : 3 : 2 : 2 : 2 : 2 : 2 : 2.

In other words the first joint is considerably longer than the total length of all the following

joints; the second joint is about as long as the two or three following joints. The second to the

eighth joints have subequal and powerful natatory bristles, which are about as long as the

exopodite or somewhat longer and are furnished along their whole length with comparatively

long and broad natatory hairs situated very close together but have no spines at all. Distally

these bristles are hyaline and end in a short, fine sensorial hair. The ninth joint has four such

natatory bristles, of which the three situated ventrally are about as long as the natatory bristles

on the preceding joints, the dorsal one is considerably shorter, being about as long as the total

length of the eight distal joints. In addition this joint has medially a relatively short bristle which

is only as long as the total length of the four or five distal joints; it too is provided along its

whole length with long, powerful natatory hairs situated close together. The second to the

ninth joints have basal spines; these are comparatively narrow, the one on the eighth joint being

the longest, somewhat longer than the end joint; the rest decrease somewhat in length and strength

the more proximally they are attached, the one on the second joint being very small and weak;

the basal spine of the end joint is somewhat shorter and weaker than that of the eighth joint.

The second to the eighth joints have medio-dorsally a mass of long, soft hairs distally; these

are about as long as or somewhat longer than the joint that follows the one to which they are

attached (only indicated in the figure). Latero-distally these joints have, in addition, a series

of short, fine hairs. The first joint has also some groups of hairs distally. E n d o p o d i t e:

The three joints are all elongated and powerful, the distal one being rather slightly shorter than

the second joint (fig. 9). Ventrally on the first joint there are a moderate number of moderately

long or rather short bri.stles, which are finely^ annulated, rounded distally and end in a short, fine

sensorial hair; on the second antenna of the right side there were five such bristles proximally

and a series of four along the middle of the joint, on the left antenna the corresponding numbers

were six and five (the number was, however, somewhat uncertain, one or more being possibly

broken off). The second joint has a rather deep furrow ventrally, against which the end joint

is folded back. At about two-thirds of the way along this joint there is ventrally a group of

eleven or twelve moderately long bristles varying somewhat in length (the longest in tlie
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Fig. evil. —
Cyclaalerope fascigera G. S. Bradv, q.

— 5. Right mandible seen from inside; only a part of the
bristles on the anterior edge of the second endopodile joint are drawn; all the cleaning brislles of this joint are omitted;
02 X. 6. Endite on the basale of this limb; 256 X. 7. The two distal endopodite joints of tliis limb seen from inside;

all the long bristles are broken; 200 x.
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iuljoininjj Hfjuro aiv limkcii); tlu'sc bristirs uro of the saino type as those on tlie lirst joint. The

eiul joint is ratlier broad proxinially and grows uniformly and gently narrower distaiiy. Along
the distal half on the inner side (the dorsal side) it is ,,more or less distinctly cross-furrowed". It

proximal basal bristle is about half as long as thcjointorsoiiicw hat longer. This bristle is ol ahnut

uniform thickness, distaiiy rounded; its proximal part is finely anmilatcd, its distal part hyaline.

^I a n d i 1> 1 e
(tigs. 5—7):

— The proportion between the joints is about as foUows:

1 Pr. ';; II Pr. |"; I End. J^; II End. Un HI ^rid. j.

1' r o t o
J)
o d i t e: Basale: Along the dorsal side of the backward pointing process tiuic

are about 20—30 bristles (the exact number could not be ascertained witli certainty because

the bristles on the proximal part of the process were defective). Most of these bristles are sub-

equal and of moderate length and strength; one of those situated distaiiy is about twice as

long as the others and is considerably stronger than these; they are all bare or only ratlier weakly

pectinated. Along the ventral side of this joint there are a rather large number of bristles: At

about two thirds of the way along the joint there is a group of three rather long bristles, the

longest of which is about as long as the height of this joint. Behind this group there is a series

of about seven to ten subequal bristles, which are somewhat weaker than the three former ones

and only about as long as half the height of the joint. Of these latter the anterior ones, like

the three former ones, have long, stifi secondary bristles at the middle and have short hairs

or are almost bare distaiiy; the posterior ones have short hairs. In addition to these bristles

there are ventraUy a number of more or less short, bare or almost bare bristles; the number

of these is not known on account of the defectiveness of the specimen investigated (a number

are drawn in the adjoining figure, some are only indicated by marking the places where they

are attached). Dorsally this joint has at the middle a series of ten bristles of different lengths,

some of them long, about as long as the dorsal side of this joint or even somewhat longer, the

shortest only about a fifth or a sixth of this length. The shorter ones of these bristles have

short hairs, the long ones have long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle and have exceedingly

fine short hairs or are bare distaUy. This joint has also two dorso-distal bristles of somewhat

different lengths; they are of about the same type as the long dorsal bristles, but somewhat

longer. Exopodite: This is about as long as the first endopodite joint. Its two bristles

differ somewhat in length, the longest is only about half the length of the exopodite; they are

short, have fine hairs or are almost bare. Endopodi te: Firstjoint: VentraUy this has a group
of three bristles of about the same length and type as the dorso-distal bristles on the

second protopodite joint (corresponding to the three similarly placed bristles in the genus

Asterofet). Close to and in front of this group there is a row of nine considerably weaker and

shorter bristles; these are of different lengths, the longest being about as long as or somewhat

longer than this joint, the shortest only about half as long; all these bristles have short hairs

except one or a few of the posterior ones, which have long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle.

Second joint: On the anterior edge there are exceedingly numerous powerful bristles of different

lengths; it is impossible to establish the exact number of these because it is so large and because

they are situated so densely. The proximal of these bristles are on the average rather considerably
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shorter than the distal ones; the shorter ones among the former are only about half as long as

this joint, the longest among the latter being almost as long as the total length of the first and

second endopodite joints. The proximal ones have short hairs or are almost bare, the distal

ones have moderately long, stiff secondary bristles. The numerous medial cleaning bristles

are moderately long, subequal, finely pectinated or almost bare, arranged in about eleven or

twelve transversal rows. Postero-distally on this joint there are eight bristles, two of which

are situated somewhat distaUy of the other six; they differ somewhat in length, the longest

are somewhat longer than the first endopodite joint; they all have short hairs. (Are the two

distal ones of these bristles homologous with the two distal ones in the genus Asterofet) The

end joint has five bristles. Three of these are subequal and comparatively powerful and long,

about as long as the total length of the first and second endopodite joints, almost bare, with

only sparse short hairs. One, situated between the two anterior of three former ones, is

only slightly shorter than these, but considerably weaker; it has short hairs. The remaining

one, situated behind the others, is of the same type as the last-mentioned one, but somewhat

shorter. Pilosity; Basale: On the medial side there are rather abundant groups of moderately

long, stiff hairs.

Maxilla (fig. 10);
— P r o t o p o d i t e: Basale: Dorso-distally, a short distance

from the boundary of the endopodite, this joint has a group of three long, powerful, bare bristles

differing somewhat in length; the longest is almost twice as long as the endopodite. Proximally,

close to these bristles, there is a very short and weak bristle and a short distance proximally

of this another similar one. Distally of the three long bristles and on the inside of the joint,

along the boundary of the endopodite, there is a series of eight more or less short, weak bristles.

Ventero-distaUy there is a group of three relatively weak bristles on this joint, one of which

is about as long as the height of this joint, the two others about half as long (= exopodite?).

Endopodite: First joint: Along the anterior side there is a series of four short bristles;

the distal one is longest, the others shorter the more proximally they are placed. These bristles,

like the short bristles of the basale, are bare or furnished with exceedingly fine, short hairs

and end distally in a short, fine hair. Postero-distally this joint has a single bristle, which is

about as long as the endopodite. The end joint has six rather long bristles differing somewhat

in length; the longest is about the same length as the postero-distal bristle of the first endopodite

joint. These bristles, like the postero-distal bristle of the first endopodite joint, have short

hairs. Pilosity: The basale and the first endopodite joint are furnished on the inside with

abundant groups of moderately long, stiff hairs.

Fifth limb: — Comb (fig. 11): The dorsal edge forms, somewhat in front of the middle,

a process that points somewhat forward and is rounded distally. On this process and

along the proximal half of the dorsal edge of the comb there is a series of short,

finely annulated bristles ending distally in a short, fine hair; seven of these bristles were observed

on tlie right fifth limb, nine on the left. Of the bristles along the ventral edge of the comb those

that are situated near the anterior point of the comb are on an average somewhat shorter than

the rest. The remains of the distal exopodite joints are not distinctly defined as a verruca.

They have two rather long, subequal bristles, the points of which do not reach the distal
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edge of tl»o comb; one of tliosc bristles, situatod somewhat distiillv ol llirnllicr, lias along

its whole length long hairs situated close together ami anaiigeil in the shajic (if a iVatlicr,

the other is also provided with similar hairs. b>it these are somewhat more sparse. Ventrally

near those two bristles there are four slioit, weak, bare or almost bare bristles arranged in ])airs

and ventrally of these, near the ventral edge of the comb, there are two groups of weak, moilerately

Fig. CVIII. — Cyclastcrope fancigera G. S. Urady, J.
— 8. Distal p.irt ni Uie exopoditc jnf llu- l.;ll second antenna sei-ii

from outside; all the long bristles are broken; 106 x. 9. Endopodite of the left second antenna seen from inside;

76 X. 10. Right maxilla seen from inside; 96 x. II. Thf romb of the right Jilth limb .seen from outside; 122 X.
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long or short, bare or plumous bristles; in one of these groups, the proximal one, three bristles

were observed and four in the other. A weak chitinous list runs from the posterior dorsal corner

of the comb to these groups of bristles. The epipodial appendage is somewhat ear-

shaped, but perhaps not quite so marked as in the genus Asterope; its marginal bristles are of the

same type as in this genus.

Sixth limb (fig. 12) :
— The bristles along the dorsal two-thirds of the anterior edge of

this limb are arranged in three rather distinct rows, which are about parallel to each other; the

following numbers were observed in the specimen that was investigated: 33 bristles in the outer

Fiu;. CIX. — Cyclaxtcrnpe fasci^ern G. S. Brady. ,^.
— 12. I.i'I't sixlli linih soon from inside: 92 X.

row both on the right and left limb, 25—27 in the middle row and 27—30 bristles in the inner

row; in addition there were two or three bristles dorsally inside the irmer row. Most of these

bristles are moderately long, some rather short; all or at least the great majority of them are

finely plumous. Along the ventral third of the anterior edge of this limb there is only one row

of such bristles; this row continues ventrally out on the lateral side of the anterior sole-shaped

part of the limb; 25—30 bristles were observed in this row; its dorsal bristles are somewhat

shorter than the ventral ones. Along the anterior three quarters of the ventral edge of this limb

there are about 80—90 bristles situated irregularly close together; of these those situated

laterally are comparatively long, the medial ones more or less short. Some of the long ones

have long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle and short hairs distally; others, like the shorter
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bristles, liavo short hiiirs. Along tlic iMistcrior (|ii:iitrr
of tlic vciitiiil cdgf of tliis linili tlicic

are no bristles at all. Along the ventral third of the posterior edge of tlie liml) tluTc

is a series of five rather h>ng bristles with long, .soft hairs. At the middle of the posterior

edge of this limb there is a groujt of nine short, bare or almost bare bristles
(

the

epipodial plate?), rilosity: This limb is partly densely furnished witii liairs botli

on the uiedial and the lateral side.

S e V ( n t 1\ 1 i m I)
(tig. \li):

— Almost every ring on the distal part of tin' iiinl) has

cleaning bristles both dorsally ami ventrally. The specimen investigated by me had on this

limb of one side 60 bristles on one edge and 63 on the other. Proximally there was in most eases

only one cleaning bristle on the same side of the same ring, ilistally two or three in most eases.

The cleaning bristles are moderately long or rather short; when two or three are found close

to each other on the same ring, one is often moderately long and one or two relatively short.

Haih cleaning bristle has from one to eight bells which are cut o£E transversally distally; the

longer cleaning bristles usually have more than the shorter ones; the tongue of the distal bell

is moderately long and is cut off rather transversally distally. Proximally of the bells the cleaning

bristles are bare. Each comb of the outer pair consists of about 10— 14 teeth, all of the same type.

These are armed at the middle with rather short secondary spines arranged in two rows; they

are somewhat spade-shaped distally, with rounded point and even edge, cf. fig. 14. The number

of teett in the inner pair of combs covdd not be ascertained with certainty (it is presumably

about the same as is shown in the adjoining figure), nor their type (as this organ was very dirty

in the specimen that was investigated).

F u r c a (fig. 15):
— This has ten claws. On the lamella of the right side these decreased

fairly uniformly in length the more posteriorly they were placed; no distinct division into main

claws and secondary claws could be observed; on the other lamella the four posterior claws were

to be denoted as secondary claws. The anterior claws are armed ventrally along the greater part

of their length with rather powerful, simple, pointed secondary teeth arranged in two rows;

some of these spines are ,,arranged in sequences, one large one and one small one alternately"

(G. S. Brady, 1902 a, p. 182), but the difEerence in size is, however, rather slight, and others

are of the same strength and size. On the claws situated farther back there is the same

armature, but the teeth become weaker and weaker the farther back the claws are situated, those

situated farthest back having only a fine pectination. Most of the more powerful claws have,

in addition, more or less short, stifE hairs dorsally. At the base of the first and second claws

there is a group of short, stifi hairs on the inside. Proximally anteriorly-lateraUy at the fourth

to the seventh claws there is a powerful short-haired bristle, which is about a third or a half

of the length of the claw.

Median eye and rod-shaped organ (fig. 16):
— These are well developed. The

former is bare. The rod-shaped organ is rather long and points upwards. It has two joints,

the boundary of the joints being somewhat proximal of half the length; the distal joint is bottle-

shaped, its proximal part being somewhat swollen, its distal part narrowing rather decidedly

and its point rounded.

The lateral eyes are well developed.
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Fig. ex. — Cydaslernpe fascigera G. S. Brady, <?.
— 13. Seventh limb; 80 X. 14. Tooth of one of the two outer

combs; 1520 X. 15. Fiirca seen from inside; the secondary teeth are not drawn; 54 X. 16. Median eye and

rod-shaped organ; 86 X-

ZoolO);. Iiidra;,'. llppsala. Su|i|>l -HU. I. 70
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TluTf an- t'iiilit pairs of
f^

i 1 1 s, ratlicr hrnad and almost ciiuallv luoad I liinii>^li()ut tlirir

whole Irngth; tlu-y an' somewhat rounded distally.

Female: — Cf. (!. S. Bkahv. h)e. eit.

Material. licnuiiks: -- Tlie ro-description of this species given above is based on a single specimen

which was kindlv placed at niv disposal for re-examination by the C o p e n h a g e n Z o o I o-

g i e a 1 M u s e ii m. The specimen in (piestion had been denoted as the type specimen by Pro-

fessor G. 8. BhaU'i , tlie describer of this species. This statement must, however, be considered

incorrect, as the speciincn was not dissected, and the ori;,Mnal (h'scription was made JVoni a

dissected specimen. ( >n the other liand there seems to l>e no doubt that the specimen really

belongs to the species to wliicli it has been ascribed.

^'"••""/""""•'•- "I In several respects the specimen was not in a very good condition for the description
e^crtp ion.

^^ details; in addition some parts of it happened to be destroyed by an accident when it was

dissected. Because of this the description given above had to be left incomplete in several points.

In spite of this I hope it is complete enough to permit of certainty in identifying the species.

Difffrenceg from the Somc divergencies from G. S. Bhady's original description mav be noted, but for tliese it
iirisinal description. . .

'

i
• i

IS only necessary to compare the two descriptions. These differences are probably to be explained

as due entirely to the superficial method of investigation used in the original description.
^''*"*"- G. S. Brady states that this species was caught at two localities in Java ,,Sourabaya,

several specimens, o' $; Cheribon, 4% fathoms, one specimen, (j". In addition one specimen,

a male, is said to have been caught at Madeira. Tliis last statement as to locality is certainly

a mistake. It undoubtedly refers to the specimen described by me above. On tiie original

label attached to this we read: ,,Madoura, 0ens astende, Andrea, 1870". In other words the

specimen comes from the east end of the island of Madoera (Madura) on the north side of Java.

near Sourabaya, i. e. from a locality in the neighbourhood of the two other localities.

Distribution: — J a v a.

Type specimen of the re-description on slides in the collections of the K. Z. M.



Sub-Order II. Halocypriformes.

Gen. Conchoecia, J. D. Dana, 1849, p. 51.

Sub-Fam. Halocyprime, J. D. Dana, 1852, p. 1281.

Fam. Conchoeciadae, G. O. Sars, 1865, p. 114.

,, ,,der Conchoeciaden oder H a 1 o c y p ride n", C. Claus, 1874 b, p. 7.

„ Conchoeciidae, G. O. Sars, 1887, p. 64 (236).

„ Halocyfridae, C. Claus, 1888, p. 152.

G. W. MtJLLER, 1894, p. 221.

G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman, 1896, p. 682.

G. W. MUller, 1912, p. 53.

Diagnosis:
— This sub-order comprises only a single family, the family Halocyfridae.

For the diagnosis of the sub-order I refer the reader to the diagnosis of this family given below.

Family Halocypridae.

Synonyms: — See sub-order Halocypriformes.

Diagnosis:
— Shell: — There is in most cases a distinctly developed rostral incisur

on the anterior edge. The dorsal margin is more or less straight, the ventral margin is in most

cases more or less convex or straight, less often slightly concave. The posterior part of the shell

is not siphon-shaped, the posterior margins of the two valves are, on the contrary, here situated

close to or almost close to each other when the shell is closed. The valves are joined along less

than half the periphery; the joined edges of the hinge never have any teetli. \\'ithiii the free

margin there is in most cases a very small number (sometimes even none (jr ahuost none) of

medial bristles. There is only slight calcification (the preserved material is most frequently

soft because of the more or less complete solution of the lime). Moderately large or rather

small forms.
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First ant run a: — Tliis issiics lii>:li up on the luiflifad. Tlicrc an- never more

than six clearly ilistinct joints. In othor rospctts its type varies considerahh .

S e e o n (I antenna: - The p r o t o
|>
o di t e, wiiieli is situated li\- the side

of tlie upper lip, issues from a rather narrow hase and is verv inovealilv joined to tlie l)o(i\-. It

is large, relatively high, pear-shaped, in most cases somewhat more (lone.itcd than in the

Ctfpridiniformejf. somewhat flattened at the sides, with very powerful musculature, unjointed,

without any eviilent traces of the boundary between the original joints and always without

bristles*. K x o p o il i t e: This is very nioveably joined to the protopodite, with wliicli, when

at rest, it forms a distinct ventrally open knee. It is developed into a powerful, elongated,

(always?) nine-jointed locomotory organ, used in swinnning. (All the species of this group
that were investigated by me had constantly nine joints, but, according to (I. W. MtU,l.ER,

this branch has only eight joints in the genus Thauniatnci/pris; cf. the remark on this sub-family

on p. 580 below.) Its first joint is always elongated and in most cases of about equal thickness

along its whole length; most frequently it does not form disto-laterally a ratchet of the type

characteristic for the CypruUnifornies. This joint is never armed with long natatory bristles.

The eight following joints, of which the seven distal ones at least are short, become more and more

narrow the more distally they are situated; the one next to the distal one is sometimes very

small, even rather difficult to observe. Each of these eight joints are furnished disto-ventrally,

somewhat medially, with a long and powerful natatory bristle. These bristles are annulated

along the greater part of their length and are armed — also along the greater part of their length
— with moderately broad natatory hairs, arranged in the shape of a feather. The end

joint has a somewhat larger number (two or three were observed) of bristles; the ventral one of

these is always a long natatory bristle, but usually somewhat shorter and weaker than those on

the preceding joints; the other (or the others) are somewhat (more or less) shorter and weaker

than the ventral one. All the bristles on this branch are without spines. Along the distal edge

of a larger or smaller number of the second to the eight joints there is often a series of more

or less weak spines; as I found this character varying rather considerably, I thought it best

not to include it in the following descriptions. Basal spines in the sense in which this term is

used by me in the group Cypridiniformes always seem to be absent in the Halocypriformes.

The endopodite is always shorter than the exopodite, but is always well developed. It

has never more than three joints; otherwise it varies in type. It is used only in exceptional

cases as a locomotory (natatory) organ.

SI a n d i li 1 e: — This is always powerful and elongated, and is chiefly used for holding

the food fast and for mastication (also a climbing organ?). Protopodite: This is always

two-jointed. The coxale, which is fixed obliquely forwards and downwards on the side of the

body just behind the second antenna, is very powerful, strongly chitinized and very short and

high; it consists of a rather narrow wedge-shaped dorsal insertion part, w^hich forms the place

of attachment for a number of very powerful muscles, and a particularly powerful ventral

*
J. 1). Dana (1852. pi. XC. fi^s. 4 b and .5 b and pi. XCI, fig. 8 e) draw.s a Ijiistle distally on tlie protopodite

or Conchoecia and Halocypris. In addition G. S. Brady (1880, pi. XL, fi^. ") draw.s two long bristles at about the

middle of the protopodite of .,Halocypris atlantica Lubb" (presumably = Conchoecia serrulata C. Glaus). This is certainly

due to mistakes on the part of these writers.
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masticatory process, the pars incisiva. The latter part, which is in most cases bounded off

from the dorsal insertion part by a slight contraction, is bent somewhat inwards, so that these

processes on the right and the left mandibles are situated about opposite and rather near to each

other, close to the mouth when these limbs are in a position of rest. The basale, which is rather

moveably united to thecoxale, is always large and powerful, rather elongated and, like the follow-

ing joints, strongly compressed from the sides. Proximo-ventrally it is drawn out into a very

powerful, broad, flattened masticatory process, which is cut oft" transversally distally and which

covers the pars incisiva on the coxale from outside almost like a shovel. The distal edge of this

masticatory process, which extends in most cases a short distance beyond the pars incisiva

on the coxale, is armed with a row of teeth. (As G. 0. Sars pointed out in his work of 1887,

p. 74, the masticatory process on the basale seems to have the same function as the cutting

part on the mandible in many other Crustacea, while the jDars incisiva on the coxale serves as

a sort of tuberculum molare to break up the food more finely. The latter process seems, however,

also to serve partly as a cutting organ.) For the relation of the position of the masticatory processes

on the coxale and basale to the atrium see G. W. MtJLLBR, 1894, p. 48, pi. 1, fig. 19, pi. 40,

fig. 66. An e p i p o d i a 1 appendage is developed fairly often; it is moderately large,

or else small, with only one or two bristles (it never functions as a vibratory plate?); it is always

situated on the medial side of the basale, more or less proximally on the joint. The e x o p o-

dite is sometimes represented by a small, verruciform, unjointed process with or without

a single plumous bristle or else only by a single plumous bristle. It is situated dorso-distally

on the basale, most frequently somewhat medially and somewhat proximally of the distal

boundary of this joint. It never seems to be quite absent. It does not contain the exits of any

glands (as in the Cypridiniformes) and never seems to serve as a vibratory plate. The e n d o-

p o d i t e is always powerful and three-jointed, and forms a distinct, ventrally open knee together

with the protopodite. 1

M axilla: — This varies rather slightly in this group. It is developed as a masticatory

organ, comparatively short and powerful and with a powerful musculature. It consists of a

three-jointed protopodite and a two-jointed endopodite; the exopodite
and the epipodial appendage are always quite absent. When in a position of

rest this limb is situated as follows: The protopodite points forward and somewhat outward,

the first joint of the endopodite points rather decidedly downward, there is a bend chiefly

between the coxale and the basale; the first endopodite joint is twisted so that its greatest

breadth almost coincides with the longitudinal axis of the body; the end joint points back-

ward and downward or almost straight backward. Protopodite: This is" comparatively

short and thick. Its three joints are always well defined and are moveably joined to one

another; the basale is moveably joined to the endopodite (both the coxale and the basale

as well as the first endopodite joint are moved by special muscles). The procoxale and

the coxale are comparatively large and powerful, the former being in most cases somewhat larger

and stronger than the latter; the basale is rather considerably smaller than the procoxale and

is moderately strong. The procoxale and the c'oxale are each armed with an endite. These

endites are rather large and powerful, iramoveably joined to these joints, flattened and armed
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Fig. CXI.

(listiillv witli stroiio; bristles; tlicv ;ut situatod almost at ripht angles td cacli (itiicr, the first

I'lulit*' points soiiu'what fonvaril and inward, backward and outward, tlio second cnditc sonicwliat

forward ami outward, backwaril and inward; their relative positions and orientation in relation

to the endopodite will be best seen Iroui ihe adjoining diagram, fig. CXI, representing a horizontal

section through the left ma.xilla. i'lic endite on the coxale is not inconsiderably larger than the

one on the jiroco.xale and is weakly bifurcated distally. (This

bifurcation has been taken by several of the preceding writers

as a sign that this endite Ims aris(>n from the junction of two.

It is difficult to decide hdw lai- this assumption is justified; there

are no transitional forms; the assumption, which is obviously

based on the fact that in the Cypridiniformes this limb has in

most cases three endites on these two joints, seems to me,

however, not improbable.)* The basale has no trace of any
endite. Endopodite: The first joint is comparatively

large and powerful, moderately long but broad and rather

considerably compressed at the sides. The end joint is rather

Horizontal section small, moderately strong and varies somewhat in shape.
through a maxilla of a form belong- Por the differences between preceding writers' ideas
ing to the family Halocypridac: x. ^ ^\ ^ i ^.i \- i i i.u ^ •

l,

diatrrammaiic
about the vanous parts of this limb and that given above

see p. 34 above.

Fifth limb: — This varies rather slightly within this group. It seems to serve

chiefly as an organ for holding the food fast during mastication and for carrying the food to the

mouth, and perhaps as a masticatory organ, too; in addition it also seems to serve as a climbing

organ. It is situated on the side of the body just behind the maxilla, at the boundary between

the hypostome and the anterior part of the body. It is always rather large and has comparatively

powerful musculature. It consists of a ventrally pointing protopodite, which is rather volu-

minous, comparatively elongated, unjointed or in exceptional cases more or less indistinctly

two-jointed, and which is not or only rather slightly larger than the exopodite, a moderately

large epipodial appendage developed as a vibratory plate, a very short, but rather powerful,

unjointed** endopodite, pointing forward and inw^ard and developed anteriorly as a powerful

endite and a rather large and elongated backward pointing exopodite with three or four joints.***

Piotopodite: In those cases in which this has two joints the boundary between the two

joints is often rather weakly developed and difficult to distinguish with certainty; the proximal

joint seems to correspond to the coxale or possibly the procoxale + the coxale, the distal joint

to the basale. The proximal part, the coxale in the forms that have a two-jointed protopodite,

is rather closely joined medially to the body and has no bristles at all. The distal part, the basale

* On the other hand it seems impossible to decide which otthe two processes corresponds to the original second

e.idite and which is homologous with the original third endite. This has been done, however, by G. W. MCller,
1890 a, but without any reasons being given.

** In a number of forms (see, for instance, fig. 27 of Conchoecia si/mmetrica) one can sometimes distinguish distaliy on

the endopodite a more or less well-developed chitinous fold. Is this to be explained as the ivmiins of a divisiini into joints?
* '*

I.i
|il. VI. fi?. :!. Vt. W. Mui.i.KR, 1906 a, theexopoditeof the fifth limb of Thaamatocypris is drawn willi four join Is.
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in the forms with two protopodite joints, is usually somewhat smalh^r than the part that corre-

sponds to tliccoxale and has disto-antcriorly remains of cndites, which are armed with a few bristles.

Apart from these this joint is quite without bristles. The e p i p o d i a 1 plate is elliptically

oblong, situated vertically on the part of the protopodite that has been assumed above to be

homologous with the coxale, and is joined to this throughout its length; along the posterior

edge it has a moderate number of marginal bristles, arranged in three groups which are in most

cases clearly distinct. These bristles are furnished along the greater part of their length with

moderately long, fine, stiff hairs, placed close together and arranged in the form of a feather.

The e n d o p o d i t e, which is moved by special muscles and projects rather far in between

the protopodite and the exopodite, is armed with a rather large number of bristles. The e x o-

p o d i t e is rather thick proximally and grows rather rapidly and uniformly thinner distally.

Its end joint, armed with three bristles, is always very small.

See p. 46 above for the difference between the ideas of previous writers as to the mor-

phological value of the various parts of this limb and the ideas about this jjroblem that are

expressed in the description given above.

Sixth limb: — This limb, too, is subject only to rather slight variation within

this group. In the females it seems to serve chiefly as a climbing organ, in the males often

as an auxiliary organ in swimming, but in some cases, in the males of the genera Archiconchoecia

and Halocypris, genera which show only rather slight or no dimorphism in this limb, it is, as

in the females, chiefly a climbing organ; on the other hand it never seems, either in males or

females, to be used in mastication or taking up food. It is situated on the side of the body,

just behind the fifth limb. It is always rather large and has well-developed musculature; it

is always stronger and larger in the male than in the female. It is constructed according to

the same type as the fifth limb, consisting of a voluminous, rather elongated, ventrally pointing

protopodite, which is sometimes more or less distinctly two-jointed, but in most cases unjointed,

and which is always somewhat shorter than the exopodite, a moderately large epipodial append-

age that is developed as a vibratory plate, a very short, unjointed endopodite (sometimes not

bounded off from the protopodite and then not possible to establish) and a foiir-jointed,

backward or backward-upward pointing exopodite, which is in most cases somewhat more

elongated in the males than in the females. Protopodite: This is of quite the same

type as the one on the fifth limb; like the latter, it is closely joined to the body proximo-

modially, but it is quite without any trace of endites. The epipodial appendage has

about the same size, type and position as this organ on the fifth limb; it differs from this chiefly

by the number of the bristles. The endopodite projects somewhat farther in between

the protopodite and the exopodite than on the fifth limb; its muscles are very znuch reduced

or are even quite absent; it has only a very small number of bristles. As in the case of the preced-

ing limb the exopodite is rather thick proximally, and grows rather rapidly and uni-

formly thinner distally. Its end joint, armed with three bristles, is always small.

For the differences in the ideas about the different parts of this limb held by previous

writers and those put forward in the present work see p. 50 above, the chapter on the general

morphology of the limbs.
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and varies very sliglilly in t his <;rnii|).

It sooins to sorvt' cliit'llv as a sort of ch'imiiig orpui, Iml its cITcctivfuess does not sociii to l)c

vt-rv irn'iit; cf. (i. W . Mi'M.i:!;, lS!t4, y. I'.V; it is
|ir(ilial>l\

to lie taken as a very iiiuch rcdmcd

or<'aii. Like the rleaniiij; limb in tlio Cijprulinijonues it is phici'd fairly hi^h iip on I he si(h'

of the boilv. soiiunvliat behind the sixtli liinh. \\'h('n in a |iosition of rest it points in niostr cases

obli(|uelv upwards and backwards. It is very small and consists of ciiiite a short, two-jointed

or unjointed stem, which firows somewhat narrower distally and is furnished with siin])le,

moderately strong musculature. (Tlie i|uestion of tlie morphological v.due ol this stem seems

at pre.sent impossible to decide with certainty; docs it correspond to tlie |)roto])oditc + the

exopodite or only to the exopodite? See p. 50 above. The latter alternative seems most prob-

able to me.) The e p i p o d i a 1 appendage and the e n d o p o d i t e are (piite absent.

The proximal joint, which is somewhat elongated, is quite without bristles. The end joint is

short and has two well-developed distal* bristles.

The brush-shaped organ is c^uite absent.

F II r ea: — This is always well developed, rather large and powerful with short, broad

lamelliform rami, armed with a varying number of claws: from two to eight were observed.

The heart is always developed?

Sensory organs — Quite blind forms** ;
no traces of cither lateral eyes or a Nauplius eye,

have hitherto been found. (G. 0. Saks pointed out in his work of 1865, pp. 116—117, the following

facts: ..In basi vero antennaruni superiorum corpuscula adsunt pluria lentiforraia, irregulariter

acervatis sed semper in stratu distincte nervoso coUocata pigmento vero nullo circumdata,

quae organa quamquam imperfecta visus esse videntur." In this writer's work of 1887, p. 70,

too, the occurrence of similar bodies is pointed out „en Del eiendommelige lindseagtige Legemer,

der maaske tor ansees for et Slags ufuldkomne Synsapparater"*** in the proximal part of the

first antenna in a couple of the Scandinavian species of the genus Conchoecia. This observation

is repeated by 6. S. Brady and A. M. Norman, 1896, p. 685; they point out that the first joint

of the first antenna in Conchoecia degans G. 0. SaRS „shows, irregularly scattered near its surface,

a number of lenticular bodies overlaying patches of red pigment, perhaps rudimentary visual

organs". I have found similar patches in the first antennae not only of C. elegans and C. borealis,

the species referred to by G. 0. Sars, but of a great number of species of this genus; in exceptional

cases these are also found in other places, e. g. on the protopodite of the second antenna in, for

instance, C. hettacra G. W. MUller. It seems very uncertain whether these bodies are visual

organs but it seems best not to make any statement as to their morphological value before

any experiments at all have been carried out. In any case such statements could only be very

uncertain.
)

A rod-shaped organf is developed in most cases.

*
Only in exceptional cases, in single specimens, are three bristles foniiil.

** For J. D. Data's establishing of eyes (1852, p. 1297) see j). 562 below.

••* ..Some peculiar lenticular bodies, which are perhaps to be interpreted as a sort of imperfect visual organs."

t G. W.Mi-LLER proposes (1894, p. 163) as the „wahrscheinlichste, oder, wenn man will, am wcnigsten

u.uvdhrscheinliche" explanation of the rod-shaped organ in the H a 1 o c y p r i d s that it is a light-percipient organ,

not, however, for forming images, but only for ,,eine Unterschcidung von hrll und dunkel".
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Some limbs are eijuipped with specific sens o r y 1) r i s 1 1 e s.

There are never any traces of gills.
The mother does not take care of the eggs after these are laid. The only exception

to this rule so far known is the species Euconchoecia Chierchiae, dealt with by m(> in this work,

in which the eggs are kept for a time between the back of the body and the shell of the female,

as in the sub-order Cypridinifnrines. I have not been able to observe any development of organs
in the eggs that occur in the brood chamber of the species mentioned.

Habitat: — The forms are marine, all, as far as is known, holoplanktonic.

Historical: — While a rather large number of investigators, both early and mcxlern,

have contributed to the study of the morphology and classification of the Cypridiniformes,

the Halocyprids, on the other hand, have been dealt with in detail by only a few writers.

Because of this the history of the investigation of the latter group is considerably simpler than

that of the former.

I should liki' to bring forward tiie following arguments against this explanation: 1) The organ has no pigment
or other characteristics that are found in organs which are explained as visual organs. 2) It is impossible to establish

any relation between the development <if this organ and the strength of the light. The Halo c y p r i d s comprise
forms that live near the surface of the sea as well as those that live at very great depths (G. W. Mlller states, for

instance, 1906 a, that a number of specimens were caught by the „Val d i v i a" with a closing net at depths of from

:i',iO()—2700 metres), and yet there is not the slightest indication thai the great variation in this organ is in any way
influenced by the strength of the hght. 3) \o relation seems to exist between the development of the rod-shaped organ
and that of the median and lateral eyes, as is shown by the following examples. The Halocyprids, which have, as we

know, in most I'ases an exceedingly well-developed rod-shaped organ, are quite without median and lateral eyes. In the

sul)-genus Vargula (I assume here that the rod-shaped organ has the same function in Halnci/prifornics and Cypridini-

formes, an assumption which is made, however, with the greatest reservation; cf. [).
96 above), whose rod-shaped

organ is short and thick and comparatively well developed, the lateral eyes are generally large. In such forms as have

more or less completely reduced lateral eyes no reduction or increase can be established in the rod-shaped organ: examples
of this are shown in the closely related species Cypridina (V.) antarclica and C. (V.) nori'egica. In the Macrocypridina
the lateral eyes are large, the rod-shaped organ is small. In C'rossophnnis africanus both the lateral eyes and the rod-shaped

organ are reduced; cf. G. VV. Muller, 1906 a, p. 135. Philomedes perhaps affords the best example. In this genus

the rod-shaped organ is particularly well developed and has about the same type and relative size both in mature males

and females and in larvae (it is probably developed even in the earliest postembryonal stages). The lateral eyes arc,

on the other hand, as we know, subject to very great variations in these forms. The females are quite or [)ractically

quite without lateral eyes both as larvae and matun^ specimens. Tlu- mah^ larvae have lateral eyes, although these are

rather small and comparatively slightly pigmented. The mature males of this genus are, on the other hand, as we

know, furnished with large, well pigmented lateral eyes. Other examples from this sub-order could equally well

have been chosen, the result would have been the same, quite negative. 4) Another argument against G. W. Muller's

explanation is probably to be fo\ind in the position of the rod-shaped organ in relation to the light-producing glands

i n Cypridin iformes.

II o w a r e w t^ I h e n to ex p lain I h e v o d - s h a
j)

e d o r g a n?

C. Glaus has interpreted it as ,,Tragt;r eines ausgepriigten Tast und Spiirsinnes" (1891 a, p. 35). G. W. Muller

reji-cts this explanation in his work of 1 894 ; this WTiter's proofs and ciunilcrproof s in this problem seem to me, however,

anything but decisive. Perhaps we are obliged to say that it is an organ whose function we do not yet know. Perhaps
we can — mutatis mutandis — apply in this case a statement of A. Sedgwick's

(
\ Student's Textbook of Zoology, 1909,

vol. III. p. 637): ,,It is more tluiii probable that insects have sense organs which have no counterparts amongst verte-

brate animals and these we cannot even hope to invi^stigale".
— I have myself carried out a largo number of experi-

ments on this organ at the Russian Zoological Station at Villefranche-sur-mer and at the Musee Oceanographique of

Monaco and I hope to present the results of these in a later |iuliliia1ioii.

Zoolog. bi(Jr.aR, Uppsala. Siippl.-Bd. J. ? 4
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liy ,1. I). Dana. In his iniiimnu'nt;il >\.irk nl IS")2 tins in\rsi luatur ^avc a rallni- 1 liipriiui;li and
ihr dfivlopnifnt of

jj^ ^,1^, n-siu'i'ts meritorious doscriiil mii dl tln' yrnnal iiiholotiv of tliis yinun. Tlu' nior-
viir X»i<HrW.5r of ihr

. . '. .

difffrfIII organs. l>llolo<i;ic'iil
valut' ot tlu' (li'st aiul sccniid aiitcniiac and id llic iiiandihlc and the liina was thus

cnrrt'ctly fonct'i\<'d. and tlicso organs wnr drscidud mi a lairl\ satislaclniN' manner. A de-

.sen])tion itiat was nn llie wlmle correet was also <iiven u[ the rod-sliaiied (irjian, ..the e.xsertih'

spii'uluin""; nn tiie other hand uotliinii was stated as to the nature ol this or^an. liut this writer

made more or less serious mistakes in the explanation and description ol the })osterior limbs.

It is true that the maxilla was explained correetly, ,,tlio first pair ol maxillae", but its de-

scription is rather detieient. Tliis aulliDr den()tod the endite tm the procoxale ol the nia.xina

+ tiie epipodial appendaue ol' tlir lilth lindi
|

the seventh liml) as the
,,second pair of

maxillae"'; the sixth lind) was taken as the „Hrst pair of feet" and the filth limb without the

epipodial appendage as ..the second pair of feet". Tfie description of these organs is also rather

tleticient. An additional mistake was committed by this w'riter; he thought that he had fouml

in one species ..two simple eyes near the medial line, just jxjsterior to the base of the tentacles".

C. (). Saus's work of 1865 indicates a great advance, though unfortunately it is not

illustrated. It may be said that the general morphology of the genus Conchoecia became fairly

well known from this work. .\ll the limbs were correctly explained and were ciescribed in a way
that was on the w hole very satisfactory; the sexual dimorphism of the first and second antennae

and the sixth limb w-as pointed out; the upper lip and the male copulatory organ were de-

scribed, though only in very general terms; the absence of eyes was established (for the occur-

rence of these organs in the first antenna see p. 560 above). This writer even perhaps observed

the heart, but he only speaks indistinctly on this point (it is not (piitc clear if he means that

the whole group Mi/odocopa is characterized by this organ or if it is only found in a number

of representatives of this group; cf. p. (>).*

After this work our knowledge of the morphology of the H alocypr ids has been

increased still further. The most important works are the following: C. Claus, 1874 b and

1891a. (i. (). Sahs, 1887 and (i. \V. Mri].i:n. 189(1 a and 1894. The most important of these

works is perhaps the last-mentioned of ('. ('l..\l s's, which is eipiaily distinguished by its com-

prehensiveness as by its wealth of detail; this work made the H a 1 o c y j)
r i d s the best

known group among the marine s t r a c o d s and one of the best known among all Crusfacea.

0. \V. MCLLER's Naples monograph is the last work in which the morphology of the Hal o-

c v p r i d s is dealt with in detail.
The deiriopment of

j^^ .^ preliminary work (1849) J. I). I)A\A collected all the species of this group invest-
'hp classification of . . , , .

7ie Halocyprids. igated by him into a single genus, Conchoecia, and in 1852 he divided them into two genera,

Conchoecia and Halocyprts. From these genera this writer formed the sub-family Halocyprinae,

which was grouped together with the sub-family Ci/pridininae to form the family Halocypridae;

cf. p. 155 above. — The descriptions of the genera Conchoecia and Halocypris were, however,

exceedingly incomplete and partly incorrect as well. One result of this was that the succeeding

authors formed a more or less completely erroneous idea of these genera; they were quite confused

* Otherwise C. Glaus, I87i b, p. 5, was the first to ohsevvc this organ.
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l)v .1. Lubbock, i860. (J. (). Sahs was mistaken about the genus Halocypris; this writer inc luded

in this genus not only the species placed in it by J. I). Dana hut also (Umchopcia

ohtusata G. O. S\iis and C. curta J. Lubbock [=^ C. Clausii ((i. O. Sai!S)|, two forms wliich do

not belong here at all; cf. also (i. O. Sars 1890, p, 53. (!. S. Bkady, 1880 again combined these

forms in one genus, Conckoecia, as he could not find in J. 1). J)A\A's descriptions ,,anv differences

sufficient, in my opinion, to form grounds of generic distinction". Th. Scott, 1894, used the

generic name Halucypris for all the species of this group that were investigated bv him. The

difference between these two genera had. iKtwever, already been pretty well settled in ('. Claus's

worksj 1874 a and I).

(t. (). Saks, 1865, employed the same classification as J. D. Dana, but with the difference

that the latter investigator's family HaJocyfridae was denoted as the sub-order Myodoc.apa

and the sub-families Cypridininac and IhUocyprinae as the families Cypridimdae and ConcJioc-

c.iadae; cf. p. 155 above. The Halo c y p r i d s are denoted by all other writers as a family;

most of them use the name Halocypridae; cf. p. 555 above.

C. Olaus, 1874 a, established a new genus Halocypria and (t. W. MOller 1890 a another,

Euconchoecia, but apart from this these writers did not undertake any further division of tliis

group in the works mentioned.

in C. Claus's work of 1890 we find the folhnving far-reaching classification of this group:

Conchoecia J. I). Dana.

Paraconchoecia n. g.

Conchoecetta n. g.

('Onchoecilla n. g.

Conchoecissn n. g.

Pseudomnchoccia n. g.

Mikroconclioecia n. g.

Sub-family ( Halorypris J. D. DANA.

Halocyprinae \ Haldcypria ('. C'laus.

This author uses the same classification in his following works (1891 a and 1894). His

example was followed by several investigators: (J. S. BRADY and A. M. NORMAX, 1896, G. 8.

Brady. 1897, 1902 a, 1903, 1907, P. T. Cleve, 1900, 1905. A. M. Norman, 1905 and A. ScOTT.

1905. (The last-mentioned writer only partly, as he denotes Mikroconchoecia as Conchoecia).

G. \V. MuiJ.ER in his great Naples monograph, 1894, established a new genus of this

group, Archiconchoecia. This writer strongly opposed G. GUAUS's classification just mentioned.

On p. 223 of the work just referred to he pointed out, first, that of the seven genera into which

C. Cl.\us divided the genus Conchoecia no less than five were represented only by a single species

and, secondly, that the differences that exist between these genera are rather slight. With

regard to the classification of the sub-families Conchoecinae and Halocyprinae this author writes:

..Da beide Formen" (Halocypris ;iiid Halocypria) „naher mit einander verwandt sind als niit

Euconchoecia oder Archiconchoecia, oder als diese unter einander, so wiirde sich als Gonse(jueuz

ergeben. daB wir fiir diese beiden (lurch je 1 Art vertretenen Gattunuen je eine besondere Familie

Sub-family

('onchoecinae
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aiilstclK'ii miilJtt'ii. .Man siclit. wir nalicrn iiiis dciii Idcalr nianchcr Systciiiat ikcr, die

aus joiliT Art fiiio lu-sdiulirr l'"aniilic inaclicii iiKiililcn."" lie tlicii
.sii}j;ii;('sts tliat tlic

familv Hiiloci/pridac slicmld lie dnidnl dinTtl\ into Imir ncnci'a: ( '(ihcIhh'cki. Halocypris,

Euct^uclinecia and Archiconchoecin. No ^roupiiiu ol tlic s|)t'cics within the Lifncra was nndcr-

takcn in this work.

(;. W. AlCl.l.Ki;, in his inoiioiirapli on the (>stracods of the \' a I d i v i a expedition,

the most important work on tlie lld/nri/jinli'niit's altei' 1S!(4. deseribed a new and very dill'erent

Halocvprid genus. T/iauwafocypris. and put it as tlie soh' representative of a new sub-family,

Thaumatocyprinae, opposed to all the other II a 1 o e y |)
r i d s. wliid: were gr<)ii|)ed into one

sul>-familv. Cmicfioecinae. This last snh-laniily was divided iiy this writer into the same four

genera as in his Naples monograph, namely Arcliiconc/ioccia, HiUucypris, (Umclioecia and liuamcli-

necia. The two first and the last of these four genera, which comprised a rather small number

of species, were not divided any further. \ s])litting-up of the multiform genus (Umchoeciu

(no less than 75 species of this genus are included in the work mentioned) was, on the other hand,

desirable even for practical reasons. G. W. MCl.l.Hi; writes on this in the work in question

(p. 5*2) : ,,.\uch gelingt es ja leicht, natiirliche Gruppen abzugrenzen iind wenigstens einige dieser

Gruppen scharf zu charakterisieren ((iruppe curia, rotundata, bispinosa), bci anderen Gruppen

gelingt entweder die scharfe .\bgrenzung oder die Charakterisierung der Gruppe nicht (spinijera.

magna, mollis). Gewohnlieh greift man in ahnlichen Fallen die leicht charakterisierbaren

Gruppen heraus, stellt sie als gleichwertige Gattungen der alteren, alle umfassenden Gattung

gegeniiber, in der man den undefinierbaren Rest belaBt, dessen Auflosung nicht gelingen will,

und der dann keine natiirliche (^ruppe mehr darstellt, auch keine scharfe Charakteristik zuliiLit.

Man vergleiche z. B. das Schicksal der Gattungen Cypris, Cythere und Cypridina. Auch der

Versuch von Gl.\i s, die (Jattung Cnnchoecia aufzulosen, gehort bedingt hierher. Seine neuen,

meist nur durch eine Art vertretene Gattungen repriisentieren natiirliche Grupjjen, die Gattung

Conchoecia umfaBt Vertreter verschiedener Gruppen; doch wird hier wenigstens der Versuch

gemacht, auch diese Gattung scharf zu charakterisieren. Ich lialte ein solches Verfahren nicht

fiir streng wissenschaftlich, habe deshalb von einer Auflosung in Gattungen abgesehen.'"

In other words this author protests against a division into new genera of the genus Conch-

oecia, but puts forward the possibility of distinguishing natural groups; no less than sixteen

such groups were established in this work. But he pointed out at the same time that it was

perhaps possible that a careful study of the limbs to which no attention had been paid ,,schafEt

die Moglichkeit einer voUstandigen Auflosung in Gattungen".

This writer uses the same classification in his later works (1912), but does not divide

the genus Conchoecia into groups. He was followed by some other writers, e. g. Cri. Jun.\>',

1906 and T. R. R. Stebblng, 1910.

Description of the Most of the works dealing with this group of animals are purely faunistic and descriptive

of the species. The most important works on this subject are those of C. Claus, 1891a and

G. \V. MULLER, 1906 a, b. c and 1908.

Postembryonal 'pjjp main features of the postembryonal development of the Halocyprids have
ile.-elopment.

^jg^Q^g nither well known bv C. Glat s's works of 1893 and 1894 and G. W. MtU.LKH's works
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of 1893 and 1894. G. H. Fowler's studies of the larval stages of the H a 1 o c y p r i d s from

the Bay of Biscay (1909) are interesting, especially because of the application of Brooks's law.

The above work by G. H. Fowi.EU is also of interest because in it the working supposition

was put forward that all the species of the genus Conchoecia (and other H a 1 o c y p r i d s)

,,exhibit two stages with secondary sexual characters in the male".

The oecology of the H a 1 o c y p r i d s is almost completely unknown. G. W. Mi^LLEU, Oerohgy.

1894, put forward the assumption that these forms belong to the fauna of the bottom and that

it was only in more or less exceptional cases tliat they travelled up among the plankton. But

even in a treatise published the same year C. Claus put forward strong arguments in favour

of these forms being holoplanktonic organisms. G. H. FowLER, 1909, dealt with the vertical

wanderings of the Halo c y ])
r i d s, the ^iroportion between males and females and ,.the

Death-rate".

Remarks: — Which of the classifications of the Halocypriformes described above is to itVoWf of ihe

be preferred, the one worked out by C. Claus in 1890 or that of G. W. MtJLLER, 1906 a?
ab.n'e.menuoned

^
_ _ _ _ rlfissificnlmns of this

As will be seen from what follows, I have in the present work followed the latter entirely. >;,oi,p is to he

When I began my investigations of this group I considered — like G. W. MOllbr, 1906 a — preferred?

that it was not impossible that a careful investigation of all the organs would make possible

and even necessitate a splitting-up of the genus Conchoecia — sensu G. W. Mt'LLERl — into

a larger or smaller number of genera. But the results of my investigations c^uite refuted this

supposition. The organs to which G. W. Muller had paid no attention in his work of 1906 a,

i. e. the mandible, the maxilla, the fifth, sixth and seventh limbs, the penis, the furca, the lips

and the internal organs are subject to exceedingly slight variation within this genus. A division

of Conchoecia into a number of genera, i. e. into units placed parallel systematically to Archiconch-

oecia, Halocypris and Euconchoecia, thus seems impossible to me too. On the other hand

we can — as G. W. MOller pointed out — distinguish more or less distinct and presumably

natural groups within the first-mentioned genus. A number of these groups are rather strikingly

characterized, e. g. the Rotundata group by the position of the unsymmetrical glands, the Curta

group by the ramosity of one or more of the bristles on the first antenna. These groups, wliich

are easily defined and characterized, can, of course, be distinguished as special sub-genera. But

the method employed by G. W. MUller seems to me preferable on account of its uniformity

and consistency. A number, or, more correctly, most of the groups established by G. W. MOller

are very difficult to define; they are so interwoven in each other — often presumably by con-

vergence
— that the natural position of a good many of their species is and will |)n'suiiial)lv

always be exceedinglv problematical.

As has been pointed out above on tliis page G. H. FOWLEH, in his work on the planktonic (-'.//. Fowler's

s t r a c o d s of the Bay of Biscay (1909). put forward the interesting and, if correct, exceed- '"PP"''''"" "f '"'

. ." . . . .
mature stages in tin

ingly important working supposition that all th(> species of the genus Conchoecia ,,exhibit Hahiypnds.

two stages with secondary sexual characters in the male" (p. 'Irtd,). i. e. these species have to

undergo a further moult after they have attained maturity. According to this author a number

of characters are altered (lurin<r the last moult. On account nf this two forms were in several
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rnsps miitcd undtT ono spi'cics in tin- work m i|Ut'st inn, l lioUt;li tlicsi' Imins Imd liccii (list in^uislicd

1)V iiri'cciliiijj;
writers as spcciiil species mi aicdiiiil nl' i^renter uv iiiiiKirdilVereiices.

is this iissuiupl mil cil (J. II. I-"' 'W l.l':if's (•(uici t'.' l''ni' se\rr:il reasons i1 seems to iiie thai

this t|iiesti()ii
must lie aiiswereii in the ne<:ati\e. '

Its uncertaintv is sliown l>\ the very laet that it is baswl excliisivelyon a material collected

at a phuT SI) rieli in cJoseK-related s|)ecies as the liav of Biscay. An assiimjition ol such a nature

must, in niv <)|)inii>n.
Iiaxc a more certain liasis than that presented hy (J. H. I*'i i\\ l.h:!!.

It would, ol course, lie desiralilc In pio\c <i|- dispid\'e this assumptioi) diicclly li\- exjteri-

ments in aquaria. This was uiilort miatelv. howcxcr. impossilile lor me hecause o| the dil'li( iilt\-

of keeping those foi'nis in lull xiLHUii' lor a loiiy period ol' time m aipiaria.

.\nother method ol setting to work at this prolilem would lie to iincstigate closeK' the

plankton material from di.stricts which have lew species ol the genus Ciinchoccm and where

tliese species are comparatively distantly related to each other. Skager W.xk is a district of this

kind. It is certain that there are only three species of this genus found here — at least regularly

and to any large extent; this is shown with all the certainty that could l)e desired hy the careful

investigations carried out hv the ,,Conseil permanent intei nat i<inal pmir Texploration de la mer".

These three species, C. elegans (!. O. Sai^s, ('. ohtumtd (\. ( ). S\l;s and (\ harralis (i. ( ). Saiis,

represent three tvpes of this genus that diffei' comparatively widely from each other. 1 have

had material from this region at my disp(«al. This material comprised (1) numerous mature

individuals and (2) larvae (of two or three different stages) of all these three species. On account

of the characteristic shape of the shell in these species the larval forms are very easy to distinguish

from each other with certainty. The fact that Ixitli larvae and mature individuals were found

of all these three species shows, of course, with complete certainty that wo are concerned with

throe different .species and that none of them can bo a ,,stage" of the other. It is certain that

the nmturo specimens all belonged to the same stage. The variations in size woie strikingly

small: C. ehgnm: <?
= 2,05—2,25 mm.; ? = 2,0—2.15 mm.; ('. nhlusnta, ^ = 1.15—1,35 mm.,

$=1.6—1,85 mm.; C. horealis, d>
= 2,10—2,20 mm.. ? = 2,5—2,7 mm. Other characters

were practicallv (piite constant in these specimens. The same result was obtained by the

investigation of the material collected in February and that of August, a fact that is connected

with the phenomenon that the development of the Halo c y p r i d s (like that of the (' y p i' i-

d i n i d s) takes place continuously during the whole year. (Among the mature females that

were investigated there were both old and young specimens; some of them had very small,

others more or less large, eggs.)

I arrived at the same result after investigating the FT a I o c y p rids from the Arctic

and the Antarctic Oceans.

It seems to be impossible to retain G. H. Fowler's view under these circum.stances.

Nor does it seem to me necessary to criticize in detail the exposition put forward by this writer;

I refrain from doing so all the more as such a criticism would necessarily be very lengthy, without

the result being of any great value. Only a few striking facts need be pointed out.

In spite of oljvious efforts G. H. FOVVLEH could not find two mature stages for more

than eight of the species investigated bv him; onlv one mature stage was found of the otliei'
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l.vvi'lvi". Among these twelve speeies tliere are several ol' which a lairlv abundant material

was at the disposal of the investigator, e. g. C spinifera and C elegans. This fact alone should

have aroused the atithor's suspicion.

With icuaid to the eight former species I may point out the foUowing facts:

('. zetesius: — Only two stages, ,,Stage (?) I" and ,,Stage (?) 11" of this species, which

(t. H. F<»\\I.i:1! himself established in the work in question, were found in the material investig-

ated by this writer and only females were found of both. The same stages were also found

l)y me in material brought home by the ,,M i c h a e 1 S a r s" from the deep sea expedition

of l!ll(». Both males and females were found. As I hope to be able to show in a subsequent

work on the Ostiacods of this expedition, these two stages represent in all probability

the first and the second larval stages of C. macrocheira G. W. MOller.* Because of this G. H.

Fouler's assumption that the last-mentioned species is ,,Stage I" of ('. magna C. Claus

also collapses.

C. rotundata: — As is j)ointed out below(ina, noteon C. ro<W7ii/oto), it seems to me extremely

probable that this species, as it is at present taken in the literature, is not a unit; it probably

consists of two forms very closely related to each other, one of which has a somewhat more

elongated shell than the other. This view is supported by the fact, among others, that the

geographical distribution of these two forms does not seem to be the same; while both forms

are found, for instance, in the Bay of Biscay and in the greater part of the Atlantic, only the

more elongated form seems, on the other hand, to occur in the Antarctic. According to G. H.

F<)\\iJ*:i;'s presentation the larvae of this species always belong to the short and high type.

According to what I have observed myself the larvae of the elongated Antarctic form have

about the same elongated type as the mature individuals. Elongated larvae are thus found.

It does not seem to me impossible that these also occurred in the material investigated by

G. H. FOWLKH but were overlooked on account of their small number; one ought to note the

great difference in number between elongated and short mature specimens in this material —
the latter were very numerous, the former, on the otliei- hand, very sparse. Finally it is to

he noted that G. H. Fowi-l'^l: diil not succeed in ..bringing out clearly the successive stages"

ill the measurements taken by him to prove Brooks's law in this species. This fact too

seems to indicate! that the material was not pure from a systematic point of view.

C. spinirostris:
— In the case of this species too it seems to me probable that a confusion

has taken place between two very closely related forms. For the reasons in support of this

view of mine I shall in this coimectioii only refer to what 1 have written })elow, remarks on

('. spinirostris.

C. Haddoni: — In the material investigated by G. H. Fowler only two mature males

of this species were found, both with shells 2,1 mnt. long, and three male larvae, all with shells

* .\s can be seen rnnii tlii' I'dllowing woj'ij.s G. H. Fowi.iiit liiiiiself had a preseiilinieiil uf the elose lelatioiishiii

liel\v<'eii .,C. zctesins" and C. macrocheira; he writes p. 2;')'!: ,,The species oliviously l)eloiigs to the magna gi'oiip.

While the slujlJ-fonlour to some extent resembles thai of .,inacrochcira'\ its Iroiital orijan ami the slender longer bristle

u! ttie inner joint of antenna II. are very far from tin; magiia-macrorheira lyi)e; nor can it he fitted into the lengths

which liave been wnrked (lut for that series. It is remotely possil)le that it may lie a dimorphic parthenogenetie
form iif magna, Ijiit )>artlienogenesis has not yet lieen shown to ciiriir in llir I[alo(vpri(hie",
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I. It iiiiii. liwii;. Till' mature
.sj)t'citin'i\s

witc assumed to licloii^ In ..Stajic I", the three hirvae

to the hist hirval stajjie, .,Stage 111". Tlie reason whv the mature specimens were assumed to

belong to , .Stage T* was obviousU- the rehitively ^reat diflerence with regard to the length of

the shells hetween these specimens and ..Stage 111"; these two stages were really prosuniably

soparatoil 1)\' an intermediate stage. Tiie (picslKm tlien becomes: did tlir (hree larvae reall\-

belong to tlie last larval stage? Unfortunately the statements given are too incomplete for me

to venture to say anything cjuite definite in this matter. It seems to me, however, from pi. XIX,

tig. 77. very probable that these tliree specimens belonged to the next to the last larval stage.

If this is the case, then the reason for assuming a mature stage between the stages found by
G. H. Fowler also disappears. On the other hand (i. H. FoWLliH found in this material two

stages of mature females, , .Stage I" being represented by seventeen specimens, ,, Stage, 11"

by only three. Were both these stages mature? For the same reasons as in the case of the males

it is very diffii'ult for me to make any statement on this point, but it seems to me practically

([uite certain that the three specimens of ,,Stage 11" were not mature; pi. XIX, fig. 80 definitely

shows this. They were probably larvae in the last stage. If this is the case, there was in this

sex too only one mature stage.

\Miat has been said above will be sufficient to show clearly how uncertain is the basis

on which G. H. FOWLEH has constructed his important hypothesis.
D,(^s,on of //,,..

_^j. jg gppj^ above, p. 564. this group was divided by G. VV. MClleh, 1906 a, into two sub-

families: Thauinalocyprinae and Cunchoecinae. The same classification is also used in tlie

present treatise. Of these two sub-families Thaiimatocyprinae, which is so interesting from

a systematic point of view, was unfoitunately, however, quite unrepresented in the collections

investigated by me.

Sub-Family Conchoecinae.

Sub-Fam. Conchoecinae, G. W. MCllki;, 1906 a, p. 43.

Description:
— Shell: — This is dimorphous, but in a number of cases only rather shghtly

so. —• The rostral incisur is shallow in all species, but it never seems to be quite absent. An apparent

deepening of the incisur occurs, however, in all the forms so far known. This deepening has arisen

because the outer lamella of the shell curved out like a pocket just above the incisur, forming a

rostrum which is in most cases rather extensive (this rostrum is thus not homologous with the part

with the same name in the Cypridiniformes); the original anterior margin of the shell continues

(as G. W. MiJLLER pointed out as early as 1894, p. loi) in the shape of a more or less S-shaped

ctirved Une (..Buchtlinie", according to C. Claus's terminology) proximally on the inside, or

perhaps more correctly speaking, on the ventral side of the rostrum. The rostral incisur is always

situated above half the height of the shell, in most cases quite near its dorsal margin
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The upper iucisur lip never grows over the lower one. The sculpture of the surface is

in most cases weak. The selvage is always laruelliform, in most cases well developed* both on the

rostrum and along the anterior and ventral margins of the shell. It runs somewhat within and

practically parallel with the ventral and posterior margins of the shell, being only slightly more

distant from the margin posteriorly than it is anteriorly. It approaches more and more closely

to the margin of the shell just beneath the rostral incisur and in the incisur it runs on the margin
of the shell itself. On the rostrum the selvage runs on the „Biichtlinie", i. e. on the original

margin of the shell. The list runs from a point somewhat behind the rostral incisur in a uniform

arcuation along and practically parallel to the ventral margin of the shell, somewhat inside the

selvage ; it has a whole margin and is in most cases very narrow, sometimes even difficult to establish

with certainty. The inner line is in most cases very difficult to follow with certainty; it runs

about parallel to the free margin of the shell somewhat inside the list. Close to the margin of

the shell there always emerge very numerous glandular cells, which, as G. W. MULler pointed

out, 1906 a, may be conveniently divided into medial and lateral glands according to whether

they emerge medially or laterally of the margin of the shell. A number of these glandular

cells are concentrated in more or less large groups, which emerge with common pores or on

a glandular field. Each shell has at least two such groups, one on each valve, each group with a

single opening. As these two compound glands almost always have different positions on the two

valves they were described by G. \V. MCller, 1906 a, as ,,die unsymmetrischen Driisen". In

a number of forms (genus Conchoecia) there are, in addition to ,,die unsymmetrischen Driisen",

two other compound glands developed; these are ,,die lateralen Eckdriisen" and ,,die dorsalen

medialen Driisen", the former emerging with a single pore, the latter on a glandular field.

„Die lateralen Eckdriisen" emerge on the right valve laterally of or close to and dorsally of the

(right) ,,unsymmetrische Driise" and on the left valve about opposite to this place. ,,Die

dorsalen medialen Eckdriisen" are two in number, one on each valve, and emerge symmetric-

ally just ventrally of the postero-dorsal corner of the shell. There are very few glands on the

surface of the shell. The joined part of the lamellae is in most cases narrow along the whole

of tlie free margin of the shell. At or just in fi-ont of the postero-dorsal corner of the shell;

just behind the joined edges of the hinge, there is often on the left valve a more or less

powerful, oblong, hinge-tooth, and on the right valve a corresponding hinge-socket.

First antenna: — This has no or has more or less marked dimorphism.
— It

is moderately long or relatively short and varies in strength; the number of joints varies, but

there are never more than five. Its (original) first joint is always without bristles. It is always

furnished distally with a number of sensory bristles which are developed as thin-walled, hyaline,

bare filaments, in most cases somewhat rounded distally. This limb is chiefly a sensory organ;

it seems never to be used as a locomotory organ; in the case of the males it is often used for

seizing the female.

Second antenna: — This always shows strong dimorphism; it is, as a rule,

developed somewhat more powerfully in the male than in the female. — Exopodite: This

is about the same in both sexes. The first joint has disto-ventrally a rather short and weak

* Cf. tho rinnark on Euconchoecia Chierchiae below.

Zooloii- bidnig. Uppsala. Siippl.-Bd. I. '2
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bristle. All the ciglit ilistjil joints aro short and diffor rather sli<,'htly in leiifjth. K n d o-

p II d i t e: Tins is relatively short; it has three joints in the male, and often two in the female,

owin" to the joining of the second and third joints. The end joint of this branch in the male

is always situated at the side »)f (i. e. not distaliy on) the second joint and is in most cases bent

like a hook (in e.xeeptional cases, viz. in the genus Euconchoecia, this joint is straight on the left

second antenna); on it one can often distinguish a proximal and a distal shank, which form

a deciiled angle with each other; sometimes the distal shank is more or less distinctly bent at an

angle. In the female this joint is exceedingly small, sometimes not perceptible, and, as lias

been pointed out above, often quite joined to the original second joint; the bristles that

belong to it scarcely ever issue distaliy on the second joint but in most cases somewhat proximally

of the bristles belonging to the original second joint (i. e. they have a position similar to that

of the end joint on the male endopodite). The first joint has two short, pointed bristles of the

ordinary type in both sexes. The bristles on the second joint vary somewhat in number, but

there alwavs seem to be two long bristles developed distaliy on the joint both in the male and

the female. The third joint in the male always has three bristles. The same number is usually

found in the female, only in exceptional cases (some species of the genus Euconchoecia) is there

a smaller number in this sex. One or more of the bristles of the (original) second and third joints

are developed, both in males and females, as sensory bristles. This branch is never used as

a locomotory organ; the end joint is used in the males for seizing and holding fast the females.

Mandible: — This has rather weak dimorphism, sometimes even none at all. —
Protopodite: Coxale: The pars incisiva is always furnished on the anterior side with a

very powerful, more or less broadly triangular process, against which the endite on the following

joint rfsts with an antero-inner edge (= ,,Zahnh6cker", according to C. Claus's terminology,

1891 a; see, for instance, p. 24). The pars incisiva is flattened distaliy and is cut off somewhat

obliquely; its distal edge is armed with a number of teeth situated in a row (= ,,Zahnrand",

according to C. Claus's terminology, 1891 a). Inside (or, more correctly speaking, dorsally

of, when the limb is in a position of rest), about parallel to and somewhat proximally of this

margin there are two tooth-lists joined fast to each other (= „Proximale und distale Zahnleiste",

C. Claus, 1891 a) attached by a ginglymus joint; these tooth-lists are as a rule not quite as broad

as the distal edge of the endite. Proximally of these tooth-lists the pars incisiva is furnished with

a somewhat cushion-like masticatory process which varies very much in its development, some-

times being very small, but apparently never quite absent (= ,,Zahnplatte" or ,,7ahnwidst",

C. Claus, 1891 a). In other respects the pars incisiva differs rather much in structure in different

genera. This
j
oint is quite without bristles except close to the masticatory cushion just mentioned on

the pars incisiva. Basale: In most cases this is about as long as or rather slightly shorter or

longer than the two following joints and somewhat higher posteriorly than it is anteriorly. The

distal edge of the endite always has a row of six moderately large and in most cases powerful

teeth, armed with secondary teeth; sometimes the number of these teeth is apparently increased

because the main tooth is only slightly greater than its secondary teeth (cf. fig. 10 of Conehoecia

Gaussi below). Behind these teeth there are two rather short, moderately strong processes,

one situated somewhat behind the other; the anterior one of these is always of the tube-bristle
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type (cf. the special terminology below), the posterior one is almost always more or less

dagger-shaped, only in exceptional cases of the tube-bristle type. On the outside of this endite,

somewhat proximally of nos. 1—3 of the teeth on the distal edge (counting from front to back)

there is a solitary more or less well developed tooth. On the inside of this joint, somewhat

proximally of the middle and about half way up the joint there is a powerfully chitinized,

in most cases broadly triangular edge, against which the coxale rests. The number and positions

of the bristles on this, as on the following joints, are subject to rather slight variation. The

following number and positions were found on the basale on the species investigated by me. On

the endite there were always four bristles; one of these was situated on the anterior edge of

the process, about half way up the process or in most cases somewhat distally of this point,

the three others on the outside of the process. In addition there was in most cases on the

inside, near the distal boundary of this joint, a solitary bristle. The e p i p o d i a 1

appendage is, if it is developed, always small, veriuciform, furnished with a single

bristle and situated on the above-mentioned broadly triangular edge on the inside of the basale,

against which the coxale rests. The exopodite has always one bristle (in most cases

plumous). Endopodite: The proportion between the joints, which seems to be subject

to rather slight variation, is shown by the following figures (taken from measurements of

Conchoecia symmetrica G. W. MtlLLBR, ^):

I : II : III = about y : t : r-

Thus the second joint is relatively short, compared with this joint in the sub-order

Cypridiniformes, the end joint, on the other hand, is comparatively large. The first joint is

somewhat narrower proximally than it is distally, the end joint is often only rather slightly

narrower than the first and second joints. The first joint has a single bristle antero-distally

and a somewhat varying number of bristles posteriorly (from one to four were observed on the

speciesof this sub-family that were investigated by me). The second joint has always three bristles

antero-distally and two or one, in most cases two, only exceptionally (Euconchoecia) one, poster-

iorly. The end joint is always furnished with seven* distal bristles. All the bristles on the

basale (except the two short processes behind the teeth of the distal edge on the endite) and the

endopodite are of the ordinary type, not tube-bristles. On the inside of the end joint tliere

emerges a more or less powerful gland. The exit of this gland is surrounded by numerous rather

short and exceedingly fine hairs. Pilosity: On the basale there are a number, in most cases

three or four, of transverse rows of rather short, stiff hairs posteriorly on the endite.

Maxilla: — This has no dimorphism or at any rate it is only scarcely perceptible.
—

P r o t o p o (1 i t e: The species of this sub-family investigated by me had the following numbers

of bristles on the endites: The endite on the procoxale had from six to ten distal bristles, the

endite on the coxale had from twelve to sixteen distal bristles. These bristles are subject to

rather slight variation; about the same types are found at the corresponding places in all species;

there is great constancy within the species. One or a few of the bristles on the endite of the pro-

coxale are furnished with long, stifi secondary bristles; on the other hand there seem to be

* It may perhaps be of a ccrlaiii iiilcresi, to observe thai llie end joint of lliis li-nli in thc> I'ainily Cyprtdiriidae is

characterized bv the same number.
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ill must oiisos (alwavs?) no suoli si'i'uinlarv hristU-s ;il ;ill ua llic bristles ol liir ciiilitc ol llic

roxalc. Apart from those l)ristlos the procoxale and the coxah' uro quite without hristk's.

The basaU- tonus ou the inside a somewhat lobe-like projecting part, furnished in most

avses witli a sin>:le bristle; apart from this the joint has no l)ristles at all. 1'] n d u p o d i t e:

The tirst joint had in the species investigated by me from tour to six bristles on the anterior

edge and from two to four bristles at about the middle or somewhat distally of the

miiklle of the posterior edge; in addition there is a single bristle on the inside of this joint

sonunvluit distally of the middle or rather near the distal boundary. The end joint is armeil

with five or six distal bristles.

Fifth limb: — This has no dimorphism or at any rate it is scarcely perceptible. -^

Protopodite: The basale is furnished with traces of two endites. Epipodial
plat e: The luimber of the marginal bristles is almost quite constant within this whole group;

the following numbers were observed on all the species investigated by me: five bristles in the

proximal, five (four in only one species) in the middle and four in the distal group; in exceptional

cases, however, an increase or a decrease of one bristle may be observed in one or more specimens

in one or two of these groups. All these bristles are comparatively long, with long secondary

hairs right out to their points, except the proximal one in the proximal group, which is only

about as long as or somewhat shorter than half the length of the others, and has short,

tine hairs. Exopodite: This has always three joints. Its first and second joints are

rather elongated and of about the same length. First joint: This has a moderate number

of bristles ventrally; there is only one bristle dorsally on the joint and it is in most

cases very long; in addition there are laterally, at about or somewhat in front of the middle

of the joint, in most cases one, sometimes two, bristles. Second joint: This has only

three bristles, one of which is situated dorsally, at or somewhat in front of half the length

of the joint, the two others close to each other at the corresponding place on the ventral

side of the joint.

Sixth limb: — This is with or without dimorphism.
— Epipodial plate:

The number of marginal bristles seems to be almost quite constant within the whole of this

sub-family. The following numbers were observed by me on all the species of this group that

were investigated for tins treatise: seven bristles in the proximal group, five in the middle one

and five in the distal one. Just as in the case of this appendage on the preceding limb an increase

or decrease of one bristle in one or two of these three groups may, however, be observed on single

specimens. These bristles are of the same type and about the same length as those on the epi-

podial plate on the fifth limb; I ought perhaps to point out especially that, just as in the case

of this plate, so, too, on the sixth limb the proximal bristle in the proximal group has short hairs

and is relatively short, about as long or not quite as long as half the length of the other bristles.

Endopodite: This has only one or two bristles. Exopodite: The three proximal

joints are rather elongated and often of about the same length. The first joint has a moderate

number of bristles ventraUy, and in most cases one bristle dorso-distally. The second joint has

only one, rarely two bristles, situated ventrally, in most cases at about half way along

the joint. The third joint has in most cases two bristles, one of which is situated dorsally,
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uue ventrally,* at or somewhat tlistully of half the leiigtli of the joint; these two bristles are

sometimes very much reduced in the male, sometimes one at least may even be quite absent.

Seventh 1 i m b: — This shows no dimorphism.
— It varies so little in type that

it did not seem to be necessary to reproduce it for more than one species, Conchoecia symmetrica

G. W. MClleh. One of the two end bristles is rather long, the other is about half or not quite

lialf the length of the former. Both are of the same type: flattened proximally, narrowing

(listally to a fine point; very flexible, but with a strengthening list along one side, on the

proximal half of the bristle. This list is furnished with close, short, stiff hairs, arranged in

two rows; these hairs are so fine that they are almost impossible to establish with certainty.

These bristles are quite bare distally. The end joint is in most cases armed with fine hairs or

spines, which are often difficult to observe with certainty. Apart from these this limb is bare.

Copulatory organ: — Unpaired. It issues on the left side** of the body just

in front of the furca, but is bent so that its point is situated in most cases in or even somewhat

to the right of the middle line of the body. It points obliquely forward and downward. It is

very powerful and large, more or less oblong and flattened at the sides. Near its posterior edge

runs the vas deferens, which emerges distaUy in a forward bending and in most cases strongly

chitinized point near the distal point of the copulatory organ or a short distance proximally

of it. A rod-shaped body penetrates into the vas deferens from the back. By means of special

muscles at the base of the copulatory organ this body can be pressed forwards and backwards

like the piston of a pump. In the middle part of the organ or in its distal half there is a rather

powerful musculature developed; most of these muscles run obliquely across the organ.

Furca: — This has no dimorphism.
— The lamellae are not sharply marked off from

the body proximally, nor is there any furcal field developed. The somewhat arched posterior

margin of the lamellae has a number of moderately strong or rather weak claws, in most cases

weakly bent or almost straight; the anterior ones are moderately long, the others decrease

rather uniformly and strongly in length the more posteriorly they are situated; there is no

division into main claws and secondary claws. The number of claws seems to vary very slightly:

seven or eight were observed on the species of this sub-family investigated by me. All the claws

are well marked off proximally. The most anterior claw (called by a special name ,,Hakenborste"

by C. Glaus) is situated a little way up on the anterior edge of the lamella and is in most cases

separated from the next anterior one by a somewhat greater distance than the distance between

the other claws. The armature of the claws in the species of this sub-family investigated by
me was as follows: The proximal part was often bare or only furnished posteriorly with a rather

small number of weak spines; sometimes, however, like the distal part, it is closely and finely

pectinated; this character is most frequently a variable one. Distally of this part each claw is

armed posteriorly with tw'o rows of close, conical, smooth, pointed spines, which are directed

obliquely disto-posteriorly. These rows, one of which runs somewhat laterally and the other

* It is to be noted that G. \V. Muller, in fig. 13, pi. XXXII, 1906 a, lias drawn two liristles at this place

for ..fiuco/icAoecfd CAiereAtae" and Th. Scott has done the same ill the case of E. (VArcy-Thompsoni, 1909, pi. IV, fig. 10.

** G. W. ^^^jLLER slates, both in 189'i and 1912, that the penis is situated on the right .side of the l)ody.

ill the latter work this writer has also given a wrong position to the exits of the reeeplaiuhini seniinis and the ovidiut :

he writes (1. c. p. .j:ij: ,,iler umfangreiche Penis liegt rechls, die Degatlungsoffnung links, die Mundung des Eileitersrechts."
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sonu'what iiUHlially on tlir olaw, coiitinup in most casi's right nut to tlic point of tlic daw and run

togetluT proxinially in most cases in tlic way sliown in fig. ."14 of Conchuecui siptnnctnca. Tiie

proximal ones of these secondary spines arc moderately strong or rather weak, the others

diminish gradually in size and strength tin' more distally tliey are situated. The lamellae are

often furnished with groups of rather short, rather soft or still hairs; on tlic other hand tlicrc

arc no spines and bristles at all. Behind the furcal claws there is often an unpaired, short-haired,

ratiicr weak, moderately Umg bristle.

Alimentary organs:* — These are subject to only ratlicr slight variation in

this group. Contrary to the Cypridiniformes there is always a very well defined atri u in, which

is fairly well closed below, in front and at the back. This atrium is bounded at the back exclus-

ively l)v the somewhat rounded (when seen from l)(>]ow wedge-shaped; cf. fig. ']5 of Conchoecia

symmetrica in the present work) paragnates, which are always well developed. These have

on the ventral side some, in most cases four, rows of fine hairs running almost parallel to each

other and along the inner margin a row of hairs that are in most cases stiff and powerful. The

paragnates are attached on each side of the weakly arched imder lip. The upper lip is large

and helmet-shaped and is attached to the under lip by means of chitinous lists. Between the

upper lip and the paragnates there is on each side of the mouth a rather deep indentation; see

fig. 36 of Conchoecia symmetrica below; the pars incisiva of the coxale of the mandible

penetrates into this indentation; cf. G. W. MCller, 1894, pi. 1, figs. 18 and 19. The postero-

ventral part of the upper lip is somewhat lamellifoim; cf. G. W. MUlleh, 1894, pi. 37,

fig. 28; the rather strongly chitinized back edge of this part varies rather considerably in type in

the difierent genera, but is always furnished on both sides on the middle part with a row of more

or less powerful hairs. The inside of this part has at about the middle two transverse rows

of stiff and rather powerful hairs and groups of short and exceedingly fine hairs. On the ventral

side of the upper lip numerous unicellular glands emerge, the glands of the upper lip; cf. G. W.

MUller, 1894, pi. 37, fig. 28; in addition there is a gland, in most cases extensive, with its

exit in the atrium; cf. the figure just mentioned. The oesophagus is rather long, with strong

muscles, and is bent evenly and moderately strongly backwards; see G. W. MtJLLER, 1894,

pi. 35, fig. 16. The stomach is large, oval and is furnished on each side of the aperture of the

oesophagus with a rounded or rather elongated hepatic appendage, the lumen of which opens

into the stomach with a rather narrow canal. The rectum is very short and emerges in front

of the furca. No parts of the digestive organs ever penetrate between the lamellae of the shell.

Sexual organs: — Male: — The testes are paired, consisting of two bag-

shaped oval bodies. From each of these there issues a rather short canal, the vas deferens,

which is verv much widened in mature specimens and which is often even more voluminous

than the testes; cf. G. W. MOller, 1894, pi. 38, fig. 19. The vasa deferentia are joined

inside the penis to an unpaired passage, which continues into the penis and emerges at its point.

Female: — The ovaries, like the testes, are paired and are situated posteriorly in the body ;

* The description of these organs given in this work is for the most part taken from G. W. Muller's large mono-

graph, 1894 (pp. 119 and 120). This description, which seems to lie satisfactory in a treatment of the systematizatioii

of this group, must, however, be added to fairly considerably. I hope to have an opportunily of giving a detailed

description of the structure and mechanism of these organs in a subsequent work.
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ill voung individuals they are bag-shaped, in mature ones they are shaped like a bunch of grapes;

cf. G. W. MOllkii, 1894, pi. 40, fig. 14; they pass gradually into the oviducts. These soon

join to an unpaired passage, which is in most cases furnished distally with an extension and

has its exit on the left side of the body just in front of the furca. This exit, a narrow fissure,

always seems to be without chitinous thickenings and is very difficult to observe with certainty

except in series of sections. Only one receptaculum seminis is developed. This, whose outer

(>xit is to be found at about the place corresponding to that of the right receptaculum in Cyfri-

diniformes, extends transversely across the back of the body and has its exit in the oviduct on

the left side of the body; cf. G. W. MtJLLER, 1894, pi. 38, fig. 58. No parts of the sexual organs

ever penetrate between the lamellae of the shell.

The heart is always developed.

Rod-shaped organ:* — This is sometimes with, sometimes without dimorphism.
— It is always developed, in most cases comparatively long and rod-shaped. ((July in a single

one of the species so far known, Euconchoecia lacunosa G. W. Mullkr, is it possibly very short;

it is not improbable, however, that this is a mistake; ,,Frontalorgan des $ auf einen kurzen

Zapfen reduziert (?)", G. W. MtJLLER, 1908, p. 80.) It is attached high up on the forehead

and in most cases points directly forward. It varies rather considerably in type.

Special terminology:
— Shell: — ^^lth regard to the glands I have used the terminology

worked out by G. W. MOller (1906 a). Thus ,,die unsymmetrischen Driisen" (= ,,Riicken-

driise +" ,,untere Hinterrandsdriise", according to C. Claus's terminology, 1891 a) are called

,,the unsymmetrical glands"; ,,die lateralen Eckdriisen" are called „the lateral corner glands"

and „die dorsalen medialen Driisen" (= ,,oberen Hinterrandsdriisen", according to C. Claus's

terminology, 1891 a) are called ,,the dorso-medial glands".

Second antenna: — In the case of the bristles on the endopodite the following

alphabetical notation has been used in the descriptions of the species: The two bristles on the

first joint
= the a- and the b-bristle, the proximal one being the a-bristle. Second joint: The

two long distal bristles = the f- and the g-bristle; the little bristle just near the base of these

in a number of species (of Conchoecia) = the e-bristle, the two bristles, in most cases short

— also occurring only in a number of forms, e. g. males of Conchoecia — somewhat proximally

of these = the c- and d-bristles, the c-bristle being the more proximal one. The three bristles

of the end joint are called the h-, i- and j-bristles.

Mandible: — With regard to this limb I have used, on the whole, the terminology

introduced by C. Claus: Coxale: The ,,Zahnh6cker", according to C. Claus's terminology,

on the anterior side of the pars incisiva is called ,,the hump". The ,,Zahnrand" on this process

* In the present worlv mention is made of jointed and cnijointed rud-sliaped organs. In this I follow the

example of G. W. Muller. On the other hand C. Claus, 1891 a, p. 19, states that there are no real joints here:

,,Die oft scharf ausgepragte Absetzung des eichelformigen V'orderahschnitts beruhl Icdiglieh auf einer Knickung, hal

aber weder mil einer Articulation elwas zu thnn. noch kann sie als eine bewegliche bezeichnet werden" (G. W. Muller
uses the word ,,bevveglich"), ,,da derselben Muskeln fehlen". II is certainly true that the different segments are not

furnished with muscles, but they sometimes possess very great passive mobility. It seems to be WTong to limit the

conception of a joint to tliose cases in which the segments are moved by special muscles.
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is translrttod bv .,tho toothed odgo". Tho ,,proxitnal(' und distalf Zaliiilcisto" .,tho proximal

and distal toi)tii-lists'". Tlio ..Zaliiiplattt'" or ,,Zalui\vulst" is called in the pii'sciit work ,,thc

masticatory pad".

This terminology diftVrs in a mmiliir of respects fi-oni that used hy (J. W. MOLLIOII.

Thus this investigator calls (1890 a) ,,the toothed edge" and tiie two tooth-lists sometimes the

first, second and third, sometimes the third, second and hrst ,,Zahnleiste" ; el', pi. XXVIII,

figs. 18 and *20. In tliis investigator's work of 1894 these parts are similarly called ,,Zahnleiste",

but thev are nut enumerated, in the genus Conclioecia „the masticatory pad" is divided into

two more or less well differentiated parts; the distal one of these is called by G. W. MOLI-Klt

.,Zahn", the proximal one ,,Wulst", both in his work of 1890 a and in his large monograph.

In the present work the tei'in t u b e - b r i s 1 1 e is given to a distally blunt (somewhat

rounded) bristle with — in comparison to the side-walls — an exceedingly thin-walled distal

point; on account of this structural peculiarity bristles of this type have a somewhat tube-like

appearance, whence the name tube-bristle. The point of a bristle of this sort is, when seen from

the side, almost always furnished with two exceedingly short and fine points. (Only apparently?

Do these two spines correspond to a closed ring? On account of the smallness of these forms

I have not been able to decide this question with certainty. It does not, however, seem abso-

lutely impossible.) No terminus tecnicus has so far been found for this type of bristle, as this

peculiarity of structure has not been observed by previous writers.

Upper lip:
— The two comb-like parts of the postero-ventral edge of the upper lip,

which are furnished with a row of more or less powerful hairs, are called below simply the combs

of the upper lip.

Which genus of this Remarks: — Wliich of the four genera belonging to this sub-family is to be considered

sub-famiiyisthemost ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ primitive? It must be admitted that this question is exceedingly difficult, not to

say impossible, to answer at present. They are all variations of the same theme and the variations

are not profound. In this matter I have nothing to add to what has been said by G. W. MUller,

1894, pp. 223 and 224.

Transitional iorms j^q transitional forms between these genera are known. It is true that there are state-

i^-nera.
^^^^^ about such foims, but these are only due to lack of knowledge about the forms in tliis

group; as an example I may mention J. Lubbock's statement (1856, p. 34) that Conclioecia

atlantica (LUBB.) is an intermediate form between the genera Conclioecia and Halocypris.
Number of joints of There has been a certain amount of difference of opinion as to the explanation of the
the first antenna in . . ^ i ^ • i y-i t i rr i

Conchoecia and jomts of the first antenna m the genera Conclioecia and tlaiocypris.

Halocypris. With regard to the first antenna of the males of the genus Conchoecia we find the following

statements in the literature: G. 0. Sars writes 1865, p. 116: ,,antennae superiores .... in

mare .... distincte 4 articulatae". In this writer's work of 1887 it is pointed out (p. 71)

that this antenna is composed of ,,5 tydeligt begraendsede Led", i. e. of five distinctly defined

joints.
— In C. Claus's work of 1874 b, we find (p. 10): ,,der Endabschnitt besteht auch nur aus

zwei Gliedern, neben denen freilich der obere ringformig abgesetzte Theil des zweiten Schaft-

gliedes den Eindruck eines dritten Gliedes macht"; thus according to this view this antenna
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has four joints. According to this writer's work of 1891 a, p. 21, on the other hand, tliis antenna

has five joints; it consists of ,,einen zweigliedrigen, stielforniigen Schai't und eine dreigliedrige

Geifiel". — In G. W. MOlleh's work of 1890 a this antenna is stated (p. 2o8) to have five joints;

according to the same investigator's work of 1894, p. 25, on the other liaiul, it lias only four

joints, but it was pointed out that sometimes ,,noch ein 8. kleines Glied am Ende des Stammes

mehr oder weniger deutlich abgegrenzt ist"; in his work of 1912 G. W. MULLER gives four as

the number of joints in this antenna.

We find the same differences with regard to this antenna in the genus Halucypris.

All these authors have obviously fluctuated betw"een two alternatives: a four-jointed

or a five-jointed first antenna; by the two former authors the latter alternative was adopted; in

G. W. MUi.LER's later works, on the other hand, the former alternative prevailed.

The question at issue is clearly whether the little collar-like part dis tally of the second

joint ought to be counted as a special joint or if it ought to be taken as a part of the second joint.

Which explanation is correct? It seems to me that it is almost a matter of taste. In all the

species of the above-mentioned two genera that I investigated this part had no special

muscles at all, no muscles are limited to it and none are attached on its proximal boundary.

I have nevertheless taken it as a special joint in this work. This is due to the fact that in

a number of forms it is exceedingly well marked off; cf., for instance, fig. 8 of Halocypris brevirostris.

I could not find any guidance towards the solution of this problem from the third genus of this

family Euconchoecia that I had an opportunity of investigating.

Is it possible to carry out a quite certain homologization of the joints of the first antenna Homoiogization of

in the genera belonging to the Conchoecinael
the joints of the first

In the case of the genera Halocypris and Conchoecia these joints may with great certainty

be homologized.
— The highest number of joints on the first antenna in the latter genus

is five, and there does not seem to be the least doubt that these joints are homologous
to the five joints that characterize in most cases this antenna in Halocypris. This assumption
is supported both by the bristles and the musculature of this limb.

The number of bristles is, as we know, quite the same in these two genera: the first and

third joints have no bristles at all, the second joint has a single bristle dorsally and the fourth*

and fifth bristles have two and three bristles respectively. In addition these bristles are of

about the same type in the genus Halocypris as in the females of Conchoecia.

All the; species of Conchoecia investigated and described by me below have a practically

identical muscular system in this antenna. It is true that slight exce2:)tions from the type

described below can be observed, but these are of no importance for this question, so that they
are not mentioned here. In the males of this genus we find the following muscles in this antenna

(type: C. symmetrica G. W. MOller; cf.
fig. 7 of this species): The first joint contains two

muscles. One of these, the extensor of the second joint, is very strong, simple, and has the nature

of almost a pure extensor; proximally it is attached dorso-proximally on the first joint, distally

on the second joint dorso-proximally, somewhat laterally. The other of these two muscles is

also strong, in most cases divided into two (only exceptionally into more) weU defined parts,

* With regard to a larger number of bristles in Conchoecia serrulata see the remark on this species below.

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Siippl.-13U. I, 73

antenna.
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which aiv attiu-hoil t'h).st' to eai-h othor Itoth proxiiiially and ilistally; i)nc' part is situated soinowhat

ili>rsally nf tlio otluT (M1 the iiu-dial side of the liinh; this imiseh' is attached proxiiiially somewhat

in front of the ventral half of the proximal hoinidary of the first joint, distally on the proximal

boundary of the second joint, at about half the height of this joint. (This nmscle seems to move

the second joint straight inward.) In passing I wish to iiiciition that the distal attachments

of two muscles are to be found proximaliy on the fust joint.
— The second joint has the following

four muscles: The flexor of the fourth joint, a very powerful muscle, and, as far as 1 could ascer-

tain, purely of a flexor nature; it is in most cases divided into two parts; the more powerful

part, the ventral one. is ])roximally attached ventero-proximally on the second joint, the weaker

part has its proximal attachiucut proximo-ini'di^illy on this joint al)out half way up it. Dorsally

in this joint there is a very powerful muscle with its proximal attachment dorso-proximally on

the joint and attached distally on the proximo-medial boundary of and at about or somewhat

above lialf the height of the fourth joint. A smaller part of this muscle is often proximaliy

attached about half way along the second joint, dorsally. (This muscle seems to move the

fourth joint inward and somewhat dorsally.) A rather short and moderately strong muscle

runs on the medial side of the second joint, with its distal attachment dorso-proximally on the

fourth joint and its proximal attachment a rather short distance proximaliy of the distal boun-

dary of the second joint, at or somewhat ventrally of half the height of this joint. Finally we

find on this joint the flexor of the fifth joint, a moderately strong muscle, presumably of a purely

flexor nature, perhaps moving the fifth joint a little inward too; its proximal attachment is

proximo-medially on the second joint, at about half the height of this joint, its distal attachment

ventrally (perhaps somewhat medially) on the proximal boundary of the fifth joint.
— There

is no special muscle in the third joint.
— In the fourth joint there is a single muscle; it is very

short, but rather powerful; its proximal attachment is about at or somewhat proximaliy of the

middle of the dorsal side of this joint, its distal attachment on the proximal boundary of the

fifth joint, ventrally and somewhat laterally of the former flexor of this joint.
— We find the

same muscles in this antenna of the females of this genus, but the flexor of the fourth joint is

divided in the second joint into two parts, one of which is proximaliy attached ventrally on the

second joint at about or somewhat proximaliy of half the length of this joint. The muscle of

the fourth joint that has its proximal attachment proximo-dorsally on the second joint is

simple. (All the muscles are weaker than those of the male.)

In the genus Halocypris we find all these muscles in the first antenna, with only small

divergencies. It is to be noted, however, that the muscle of the fourth joint that is characterized

in Conchoecia by being very short, with its proximal attachment a rather short distance proximaliy

of the distal boundary of the second joint, runs near the lateral side of the limb in the

genus Halocypris. For other details the reader may compare fig. 7 of Conchoecia symmetrica

with
fig.

8 of Halocypris breeirostris.

The state of affairs in the first antenna of the genus Euconchoecia is considerably more

complicated. In this genus too the highest number of joints found in this limb is five; of. this

genus below. Yet it seems impossible
— at least at present

— to say that these joints are

homologous with the five joints on this antenna in the genera Halocypris and Conchoecia. In
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the former genus this antennii does not bear any close resemblance to the two latter genera

either in its bristles or its musculature.

The first, second aiul third joints of both the male and female first antennae in the genus

Euconchoecia are quite without bristles. The fourth joint of this antenna has ventrally in both

sexes a large number (about twenty or more) of sensory filaments of the same type as the two

sensory filaments on the next to the distal joint of the first antenna in the genus Halocypris.

The end joint has four or five bristles on the male first antenna, and a somewhat smaller number

in the female (in most cases one bristle less than in the male?). It seems at present to be quite

impossible to carry out a homologization between the bristles on the two distal joints in the

genus Euconchoecia on the one hand and those of Halocypris-Conchoecia on the other.

In the genus Euconchoecia this antenna is characterized by the following muscles : Male (type

E. Chierchiae; cf. the accompanying fig. 12 of this species): First joint: Three muscles penetrate

from the body into this antenna; two of these run ventrally and one dorsally in the first joint;

they are all moderately strong. The dorsal one of these three muscles is attached distally dorso-

medially on the proximal boundary of the second joint
— the extensor of the second joint.

Of the two ventral ones one has its distal attachment proximo-ventrally on the second joint,

the other at the corresponding place on the third joint
— the flexors of the second and third

joints. Besides these three there are two more nmscles in the first joint, an extensor for the

second joint and a flexor for the fourth joint. The former of these two muscles is moderately

strong and has its proximal attachment proximo-dorsally in the first joint and its distal attach-

ment on the proximal boundary of the second joint, dorso-laterally. The latter of these two

muscles is very strong and has its proximal attachment on the medial side of the first joint at

about half the height of this joint, somewhat proximally of the middle; distally it is attached

at the proximo-ventral corner of the fourth joint.
— The second joint has two muscles, both

of which are powerful. One of these has its proximal attachment proximo-dorsally and laterally

in this joint, and its distal attachment on the proximal boundary of the third joint, dorso-laterally.

The other is proximally attached on the proximal boundary of the second joint, medially, at

about half the height of the joint; its distal attachment is on on the proximal boundary of the

third joint, medially somewhat ventrally of half the height of the joint. (The former of these

two muscles seems to move the third joint outward and upward, the other moves the same

joint downward and inward.)
— Third joint: V^entrally in this joint there is a moderately strong

muscle, proximally attached proximo-ventrally in this joint, distally at the proximo-ventral

corner of the fourth joint
= the flexor of the fourth joint. Dorso-proximally in the third joint

there is attached the extensor of the fifth joint, a powerful muscle with its distal attachment

at the dorso-proximal corner of the fifth joint. In addition there are in the third joint two

rather strong muscles, one medial, the other lateral, with their proximal attachments near the

proximal attachment of the extensor of the fifth joint and their distal attachments medially

and laterally respectively on the proximal boundary of the fourth joint at or somewhat dorsally

of half the height of this joint. (These two muscles, which are, for practical reasons, only

indicated in the accompanying figure 12 of E. Chierchiae, seem to move the fourth joint inward

and outward respectively and somewhat upward.)
— The fourth joint h;is only one muscle, the
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lli'xur nf till' tittli joint. Tliis is very powi'iliil. and lias its inoxiinal at tacliiiiciit (loiso-proxiiually,

somowhiit latfrallv. in the fottrth joint and its distal attacliincnt at the vontral corner of the

fifth joint.
— The female first antmna m this i^rcnus has a iiiusciilar system ol aliout the same

tvpe as that describeil lor the male, imt all the muscles ai'c very weak, and some ol them are

even (]nite absent.

The de.seriptions given abo\ e will siiow that it is impo.ssible to lind l)et\V(M>n the niusenlar

svstein of tlie first antenna in the j^enns Euconclioecia on the t)ne hand and the <;enera Haloci/pris-

Conchoecia on the other agreements of sueh a nature as to permit of a quite certain homolog-

ization being carried out between the joints of tiiis antenna in these two groups.

I cannot state anything very certain about the hoinologization of the joints of the first

antenna in the genus Archiconchoecia. — With regard to the numbers and positions of the bristles

this antenna .shows a considerably greater resemblance to Halocypris and Conchoecia than the

corresponding limb in the genus Euconchoecia does. Thus tiie second joint has a single bristle

dorsallv and the next to the distal joint has two bristles of about the same type as the bristles

on the corresponding joints in the genus Halocypris. The end joint has five bristles, i. e. the same

number as in the genus E^lconchoecia. Does this fact indicate that the bristles of this joint (and

the end joint itself?) are homologous in the genera Archiconchoecia and Euconchoecia, and that

the two sensorial filaments on the next to the distal joint on this limb in the former genus

(and in the genera Halocypris and Conchoecial) correspond to the great number of similar sens-

orial filaments on the next to the distal joint of the first antenna in the genus Euconchoecia^

This does not seem to me impossible. The muscular system in this antenna in the genus Archi-

conchoecia is unknown; I cannot describe it myself owing to lack of material. It cannot there-

fore be produced here to help solve this problem.

It is, of course, impossible at present to homologize the joints of the first antenna in this

sub-family with the joints on the corresponding limb in the other sub-orders. Neither the bristles

nor the muscular systems in any of the forms so far known in detail seem to afford any support

for a solution of this problem. A closer investigation of this antenna in the genus Thaumalo-

cypris would, however, be interesting as throwing light on this question.

yumber of joints on As is Seen above, I have established the presence of nine joints on the exopodite of this

the exopodite of the
,j^^_ ^j^j^ number was alreadv given bv C Cl.\us, e. g. 1891 a, p. 22. G. W. MCller,

second antenna. . o . -^

on the other hand, always gives only eight joints for this branch (cf. this writer, 1894, p. 37,

1906 a, p. 30).

The joints on the With regard to the appendage on the endopodite of this limb for seizing and holding
endopodite of the

j^^^ ^^^ female I have followed G. W. MUller; in other words this appendage has been explained
second antenna. '- ^ "

in the present work as the distal joint of the endopodite.
— C. Glaus took another view of this

problem. According to him the distal part of the second joint (according to G. W. MOlleu's

explanation), i. e. the part that has the f- and g-bristles, corresponds to the end joint of the endo-

podite, and the clasping organ is an accessory appendage on the original second joint. Other

writers do not express any quite distinct opinion in this question, but they seem, as a rule, to

have inclined to C. Claus's view. — Both G. W. MUller and C. Claus take up a very decided

position in this question. The problem seems to me, however, exceedingly difficult to decide
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at present. C. Claus's view seems to be supported by the fact that the part on which the f-

and g-bristles are attached ahiiost always composes the distal part of the second joint; thus

in the male the clasping organ issues on the side of and not distally on this joint and in the female

these two bristles issue in most cases distally of the h-, i- and
j
-bristles. In addition in the male

this part on which the f- and g-bristles are attached is often somewhat contracted proximally,

so that it gets a somewhat joint-like appearance (cf. fig.
13 of Conchoecia sijmmetrica below).

G. W. MUli.er's view seems to me to be supported by the following facts. The part on which

the f- and g-bristles are attached is never, either in males or females, marked off proximally

and is never moved by special muscles; on the contrary it is quite immoveably joined to the

second joint. This is, of course, not a conclusive proof. Complete union between originally

well divided joints is, of course, far from being rare in the Ostracod group. (But it seemed to

be conclusive for G. W. MUller, as this investigator writes, 1894, p. 38: ,,Einschniirungen sind

noch keine Grenzen. So deutlich die Ansicht von Claus aus den Figuren ersichtlich sein mag,

so kann icli doch auf eine Discussion dieser Figuren erst eingehen, wenn die Grenzen der Glieder

scharf gezeichnet sind".) Besides, the appendage explained by G. W. MOLLER as an end joint

is well marked off proximally in the males and is moved by a special muscle. This is not conclu-

sive evidence, either; accessory appendages that are well defined proximally and furnished with

special muscles are found, of course, pretty often, e. g. the epipodial appendage, etc. (In [all?]

males of the genus Euconchoecia the part explained by G. W. MCller as the end joint has the

form of a simple cylindrical joint with bristles distally on the left second antenna. Is this prim-

itive or secondary? The latter alternative seems to me the more probable.) The fact which

seems to me to afford perhaps the most decisive proof in favour of G. W. Muller's view

is that in the females of the genus Halocypris (the genus put forward by C. Claus in support

of his view!) and in a number of females in the genus Conchoecia the part on which the h-, i-

and j-bristles are attached is always distinctly defined proximally and that it is moved by a

special muscle; see fig. 12 of Halocypris brevirostris below (even in forms of the genus Conchoecia

in which this part is quite joined to the second joint this muscle is more or less developed).

Genus Halocypris J. D. Dana.

For synonymy see G. W. MOller, 1912, p. 57.

Description:
— Shell: — Always very short, its height being at least two-thirds of

its length. The rostrum is short, sometimes it is even scarcely developed at all. Of the two

unsymmetrical glands the left one opens out just in front of the postero-dorsal corner of the shell,

the right one at about the boundary between the ventral and posterior margins of the shell;

sometimes, however, the latter gland is somewhat displaced dorsally. Apart from these there

are no great accumulations of glands at all. The pores of the surface are moderately large and

easy to observe. The part of the selvage that runs within the rostrum has no spine.
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K i r s t antenna: — This shows no or only rathtT sli^'lH diniorpliism.
— It is rathor

short and modoratoly strong, prowinj; <i;ra(lually narrower ciistally. The two distal joints arc

in most cases rather strongly bent ilownwanis and in most cases too the secontl joint forms,

with the first, a rather distinct and ventrally ojim knee. The second joint has dorsally a single

pointed bristle of the ordinary type. Tl\c next distal joint lias two. tin' f\\t\ joint three, long

bristles; apart from these this antenna is quite withuut inistles. Of the five bristles on the two

di.stal joints the distal (anterior) one on the end jt)int i.s longer and has, at least pro.ximally,

somewhat thicker walls than the others. In the male this bristle does not or at any rate not

to any extent co-operate in seizing the female; it has both in the male and the female the same

armature as in most cases characterizes this bristle in the females of the genus Conchoecia, i. e.

it has a greater or less number of short hairs along the posterior side at oi- in mo.st cases somewhat

distally of the middle. The four remaining bristles on the two distal joints are most frequently

subecpial and are differentiated as thin-walled, bare, rather narrow sensory filaments, of about

equal thickness throughout their whole length.

Second antenna: —
.Male: — The protopodite has a verruciform appendage distally-laterally.

(It is to be noted, however, that this character is not known in most of the species of this genus.)

Exopodite: The first joint is of about the same thickness throughout its whole length. E n d o-

p o d i t e: The first joint is moderately large, more or less square with rounded corners, without

the processus mammillaris. The second joint is rather short, but powerful. It is always armed

with fouj bristles, namely the c-, d-. f- and g-bristles; the e-bristle always seems to be absent.

Of these bristles the c- and d-bristles are rather short and weak, pointed and of the ordinary

type. The f- and g-bristles, on the other hand, are comparatively long, the g-bristle is always

longer than the f-bristle; they are both rather powerful proximally, hyaline distally and obviously

function as sensory organs. The proximal shank of the clasping arm of the end joint is short,

especially on the left second antenna, the distal one, on the other hand, is rather long. The

three bristles on this joint, the h-, i- and
j -bristles, are subequal, always shorter than the f-

and g-bristles; they are developed as hyaline, thin-walled, uniformly thick filaments and are

attached at or somewhat proximally of the boundary between the proximal and distal shanks

of the clasping arm.

Female: — The protopodite is similar to that of the male. Endopodite:
This has three joints (always?). The first joint is about the same as that of the male, only slightly

weaker. The second also is similar to that of the male, but it has only two bristles; the c- and

d-bristles are absent; the f- and g-bristles are (always?) the same as in the male. The end joint

is very short, but (at least in some cases) is distinctly marked off from the second joint*; it is

fixed a rather long distance proximally on the latter joint; it has three bristles, which are (always?)

quite or almost quite identical with those of the male. There is a low peg between two of these

three bristles (for the morphological value of this process see the remark below under this genus).

h I : I The mandible, maxilla, fifth, sixth and seventh limbs, penis, furca and

lips are so incompletely known in most of the species of this genas that have so far been

• Not observed by previous writers.
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described that it did luit seem to nie einiveiiient to include them in the diagnosis of the genus.

In any case the restilt would be too uncertain to have any value. For these organs I refer to the

description of H. brevirostris given below. I need only state here that (as C. Claus has pointed

out) the basale on the mandible is relatively short, somewhat shorter than the total length of the

first and second endopodite joints, and is armed with a very powerful endite which occupies al-

most the whole ventral side of this joint. In addition the sixth limb is characterized by its com-

plete or almost complete resemblance in males and females.

The rod-shaped organ is similar or almost similar in both sexes. — It is moderately

long, in most cases bent in a distinct angle; the part situated distally of the knee is longer than

the proximal part. Otherwise it varies in type.

Special terminology:
— First antenna: — The proximal one of the two bristles on

the next to the distal joint is called in the present work the a-bristle and the distal one the

b-bristle. Of the three bristles on the end joint the proximal one is called the c-bristle, the

middle one the d- and the distal one the e-bristle. (The e-bristle is the one previously termed

by C. Claus „Hauptborste" or „Terminalborste", by G. W. MOller „Hauptborste".)

Mandible: •— The bristles on the pars incisiva of the first protopodite joint of this

limb, which were called ,,Stachelzahne" by C. Claus and G. W. MCller, have been called

„lancet-bristles" in the present work.

Remarks: — Five species of this genus have been described (apart from the great
Number uj species.

number of synonyms). These are:

Halocypris globosa (C. Claus, 1874 a, p. 178), C. Claus,

N. MtiLLLR,



sreoml antrnna.
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ceiluro ailuptt'il
In (J. \\ . Ml'l.l.KH is nuito rorroct. The cliiiractcrs mi wliich C. ('l>Al s

chiclly

based the gemis Ihiloci/fjiia, the clilfert'nt dovelupnient of tiio iDstniui nl tlie shell ami ol the

mastieatDry pad aiul the laneet bristles on the coxale of the mandible, seem to me to be of

so slight a nature that they constitute ([uite insuftieient ^nmiuls Im this classification.

tndofHxliir of ihf As is seen from the descriiitioii i;i\eii above tiieic is mi ilir end joinl ol the endopodite

of the female second antenna a peg-like little process between two of the bristles on this joint

(more exactly between the h- and i-bristles). Tliis ])rocess, which eertaiidy corresponds to the

similarly situated peg- or bristle-like appendafj;e on the female second antenna in a number of

species of the genus Conchoecia (see, for instance, my fig. 8 of C. elegans) is noteworthy because

it has no homologon in the maturr males. On the other hand it is often lound in male larvae

of Stage I. The size and shape ol this process makes one inclined, of course, to homologize it

with the e-bristles (cf. the genus Conchoecia); a closer investigation shows, however, that these

appendages have quite different positions. The first is, as is mentioned above, situateil between

the h- and i-bristles, i. e. on the original third joint, the e-bristle is situated basally-anteriorly

of the f-bristle, i. e. on the original second joint. I wish to point out in this connection the little

process situated proximo-anterit)rly of the f-bristle in my figure 9 of C. elegans, S juvenis in

Stage I ; this process certainly corresponds to the e-bristle in the mature males. In this species

there is also at this stage a little process between the h- and i-bristles, which is of about the same

type as in the m;iture females. The same figure also shows that this process cannot be homologous

to the c- or d-bristles, which would, of course, be exceedingly improbable, because these two

bristles, like the e-bristle, belong to the original second joint.

Halocypris brevirostris (J. D. Dana),

? Conchoecia brevirostris -\-C. inflata, J. D. Dana, 1849, p. 52.

? Halocypris injlata -\- H. brevirostris, J. D. Dana, 1852, pp. 1301 and 1303; pi. XCI,

figs. 8 and 9.

brevirostris +H. Toynbeeana, J. LUBBOCi';, 1860, p. 16 (188) and 17 (189);

pi. XXIX, figs. 35—39.

,, concha, L'. Clals, 1874 a, p. 177.

1874 b, p. 7; pi. II, figs. 20—25, pi. Ill, figs. 26—35.

brevirostris, G. S. Brady, 1880, p. 166; pi. XXXIX, figs. 1—11.

,, concha + H. pelagica + H. distincta, C. Claus, 1890, pp. 24 and 25.

dubia + var. major, G. W. MUller, 1890 a, p. 269; pi. XXVIII, figs. 19, 23,

24, 30, 35.

., conclia + H. pelagica, C. Clals, 1891a, pp. 77 and 78; pi. VIII, fig. 12;

pi. XI, figs. 6, 7;, pi. XXI, figs. 1—11;

pi. XXII, figs. 1—12; pi. XXIV, figs. 6—20

and pi. XXVI, fig. 1*.

* In the explanation of pi. X.W'I this species is narmnl Hdliirypn.i itlhiritiiii.
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Halocypris concha -\- H. pelagica, G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman, 1896, pp. 702, 703;

pi. I.XII, figs. 14—19.

,. „ ,, G. S. Brady, 1897, p. 77.

concha, A. Scott, 1905, p. 370.

pelagica, P. T. Cleve, 1905, p. 131.

inflata, G. W. MULLER, 1906 a, p. 50; pi. VII, figs. 19—28.

„ „ „ 1906 b, p. 2.

concha + //. pelagica, X. Va\RA, 1906, pp. 63 and 64.

„ „ „ Ch. Jliday, 1906, p. 27; pi. VII, figs. 4—7.

inflata, G. W. MtJLLER, 1908, p. 65.

+ H. globosa, Til. ScOTT, 1912 a, p. 587; [)1. XIII, figs. 29—32.

G. W. Ml'ller, 1912, p. 58.

Description:
— See C. Claus, 1891a, pp. 77, 78 and G. W. Ml'LLER, 1906 a, p. 50.

Supplemenlary description:
— Male: —

Shell: — The length varies, according to G. W. MULLEij, 1906a, between 1,15 and

1,75 mm. Of the mature males investigated by me 29 (from ten different stations) had shells

from 1,4
—

1,6 mm. long; thus in these specimens this character was subject to rather slight

variation; one specimen, from S. A. E. station 116, only attained, however, a length of 0,95 mm.;
with regard to the latter specimen see p. 598 below. Length : height about 1,45 : 1; length:

breadth, about 1,65 :1. Seen from the side (see the accomj^anying fig. 1), it has gener-

ally the same type as observed by G. W. MiJLLER; cf. this writer, 1906 a, pi. MI, fig. 20. The

little male from station 116 was, as is shown in
fig. 2, of a somewhat different type. Transitional

forms between these types were found. Seen from beneath the shell is very broad

and lentil-shaped, with its greatest breadth somewhat in front of the middle; the side contours

are well and uniformly rounded and the rather well rounded anterior and posterior ends are

of about the same size. Seen from b e h i n d
(fig. 5, (^

=
$) it is somewhat heart-shaped,

as the dorsal margin is slightly concave. The sculpture of the surface of the sh(>ll

is as described by G. W. MullePv; rather sparse short hairs were observed on the surface of the

shell. Seen from inside: The hinge was of about the same type as is reproduced in

pi. XXII, figs. 1, 2 and 3, C. Claus, 1891 a. The selvage is rather broad along the anterior

and ventral margins of the shell (ventrally of the incisur and along the anterior and middle

part of the ventral margin of the shell the selvage is so broad that when the shell is pressed

beneath the coverglass, it extends somewhat beyond the margifi of the sliell), it becomes more

and more narrow posteriorly until it ceases altogether at about the boundary between the ventral

and posterior margins of the shell or somewhat more dorsally, sometimes it continues up along

the posterior margin of the shell to about half the height of the shell. On the anterior half of

the shell — and on the rostrum too — the selvage has a smooth edge; fi-om a point at or somewhat

behind the middle of the shell it is finely and fairly uniformly serrated (see fig. (S). The selvage

is finely cross-striated along the greater part of its length. Along the free margin of the shell,

about half way between the selvage and the margin of the shell, there are the openings of a large

Zoolog. bidnia, Uppsahi. Suppl.-Hd. I. ' '



Fig. CXII. — llalocypris breviroslris (J. I'. Iiana).
—

1. .Sliill seen from llie sidi-, (^; 44 X. 2. Shell seen lidiri Hie

side, <J (var. ?); 72 X. 3. Left valve seen from the side, $; 44 X. 4. Shell seen from below, $; 36 X. 5. Shell
seen from behind. $; 34 X. 6. Margin of the left valve jnsl in front of the iinsymmelri( al tjland seen from inside, C;

834 X. 7. Rod-shaped organ and the upper lip seen from the side, ?; 94 X. 8. Rod-shaped orpin and the right first

antenna seen from the side, $; 260 X. (Figs. :?—5 are drawn from specimens from station 8 b: ligs. 1, 6, 7 from speci-
mens from station 12 b, fig. 8 from a specimen from station 53 and lig. 2 from a specimen from station 116.)
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number of solitary glands, most of which are arranged in a rather distinct row (cf. fig. 6) and

a number situated irregularly; in the specimens investigated by me from 105 to J 43 of tliese

glands were found on each valve: in most cases they were quite absent inside the rostrum and

along the dorsal third or half of the posterior margin of the shell. In preserved material one

often sees hyaline fibres attached to these glandular exits; these are certainly solidified secretions.

Outside these glands there are a small number of solitary glands, some opening inside and others

outside the margin of the shell. The joined part of the lamellae is narrow. The outer lamella

is not specially thin and is moderately strongly calcified; this lamella was brittle in a number

of the specimens investigated by me.

First antenna: — This has five joints*. Between the first and second joint there

is in most cases a rather distinct ventrally open knee. The proportion between the lengths

of the joints seems fairly constant and is about as follows:

I • II • III • IV • V = - • - • - •
*

• -

The first joint has not disto-ventrally any verruciform process as in (all?) the males

of the genus Euconehoecia (this is presumably a genus character). The dorsal bristle of the second

joint is situated at about the middle of the joint; it is powerful, has short hairs and is compar-

atively long, being in most cases equal to the total length of the four distal joints of this antenna.

The bristles of the two distal joints vary somewhat in length. The e-bristle of the end joint is

about two or three times as long as this limb and is sometimes about as long as, sometimes

a little longer than, sometimes considerably shorter than twice the length of the a—d-bristles;

the e-bristle is only slightly or sometimes not at all widened along its distal half, and is furnished

with only a few hairs. All the joints are quite bare.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: This is of moderate size; in specimens

with shells about 1,4
—

1,5 mm. long it attained a length of about 0,6—0,7 mm. Its distal-

lateral verruciform process varies somewhat in shape; it is often of the type reproduced in

fig. 9. E X o p o d i t e: This is rather slightly shorter than the protopodite. The proportion

between the lengths of the exopodite and the protopodite is about 6:7. The first joint is relatively

long; the relation between its length and the total length of the eight distal joints is about 4:2

or even 5:2. The eighth joint is rather well developed and almost as long as the immediately

preceding joints. The first joint is bare; its ventero-distal bristle is fairly straight and is about

as long as or somewhat longer than the second joint, annulated, bare or sparsely furnished with

exceedingly short hairs. The natatory bristles on the second to the eight joints are all of about

the same length
— the distal ones are only slightly shorter than the proximal ones and abf)ut

one and a third or one and a half times as long as the exopodite; their distal parts, about a fifth

or a sixth of the length of the bristles, are bare, hyaline, but very slightly or not at all widened

in the shape of a lancet (sensory organs) ; they are furnished with relatively long natatory hairs

almost down to the base. The end joint has three bristles: One of these is sparsely furnished

with short, fine hairs or is bare, and is about as long as the total length of the four distal

joints, the second is of the same type, but is, in most cases, somewhat longer than the eight distal

* For Ch. Juday's slalemeiii aboiil six joints on this antenna sco p.
Ciiio ln-lnw. Fur- tlii' i\|ilanali(iii ril' llic

I 111 I'd joint see p. 517 above.
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jointxS. tho tliinl. tin- ventral (ino. is a littK" longer still and nl' tin- same type as tlic natatory

bristles on the proi-fdint:; joints, but has somewhat fewer natatory hairs. K n d o p o d i tc

(tigs. It) and 11): Of the a- and b-bristles on the first joint the latter is <iften about half as long

as the breadth of this joint, the former is only half the length of the l)-l)ristlo. or still shorter;

both are bare or abnost bare. Second joint: Tlie c- and d luistles arc somewhat shorter' and

weaker than the b-bristle and have slioit and exceedingly line hairs oi' are bate. The f-, g-,

h-, i- and j-bristles are of the same types and relative lengths as have been stated by Ci. W. MOlilJOU,

1U(H> a: see
i>l. VII, tig. 20. The g-bristle is about as long as or somewhat longer than the proto-

podite; it varies somewhat in width. The 1- and g-bristles are furnished with sparse and very

short hairs, the li-, i- and j-bristles are bare. Proximally on the end joint (proximally of the

h-bristle) there is a low peg, whieh is sometimes rather difficult to verify with certainty. The

clasping appendage of this joint is subject to only rather slight variation; it is always (even

in the small specimen) of the types reproduced in the accompanying figs. 10 and 11. It has

al)out six to ten transverse folds distally, and sometimes there is a small ])rocess distally, as

in pi. VII, 21, G. W. .Mi'l-I.HI!, 1906 a. Pilosity: The first endopodite joint is partly furnished

with short hairs.

M a n d i b 1 e
(fig. CXIV); — P r o t o p o d i t e: Coxale: The toothed edge of the pars

incisiva has, apparently constantly, eight simple, smooth, triangular teeth, the most posterior

one of which is rather large and powerful; the others are of moderate size, either subequal or

else decreasing somewhat in size the more posteriorly they are situated (almost constantly of

about the type reproduced in
fig. 19). The distal tooth-list, whicli is not inconsiderably narrower

than the toothed edge of the pars incisiva, is furnished posteriorly with a large and powerful,

smooth, tusk-like tooth and in front of this a row of about 15—19 smooth triangular, rather

small, often subequal teeth. The proximal tooth-list is rather narrow, in most cases only about

a third of the width of the toothed edge of the pars incisiva, and is fixed at about the middle

of the distal tooth-list; it consists of about five to ten triangular, smooth teeth, varying somewhat

in size and type. The masticatory pad is very small, almost completely reduced and of a somewhat

irregular type, varying in shape in different individuals. Close to (behind) the masticatory

pad there is one (rarely two) somewhat lancet-like or leaf-like chitinous appendage of moderate

size, which was homologized by C. Claus, probably correctly, with a ,,Stachelzahn". Proximally
of these appendages there is a group of moderately long, rather narrow, stiff hairs; cf. the accom-

panying fig.
18. Basale: Of the six teeth on the distal edge of the cndite the five anterior ones

are usually subequal and of moderate size; they are triangular and have rather strong secondary

teeth proximally; the posterior one is in most cases somewhat smaller than the former ones,

but approaches their type. The two posterior processes on this edge are subequal and moderately

strong; both have short hairs; the distal one is of the tube-bristle type, the proximal one, which

is rather considerably displaced proximally, (see the accompanying fig. 22) is pointed. The

solitary tooth on the outside of this endite is situated proximallv of the first and second distal

teeth (counting from in front); in most cases it is somewhat smaller than these, triangular and

smooth. Of the four bristles on this endite three are situated, as mentioned above, on the oucside

of the process, the fourth on the anterior edge of the process, in most cases somewhat distally



Fig. CXIII. — llnlocyprisbrevirostris (.1. IJ. 1)ana).
— 9. Distal pari of the protO|i(iilite nf tlic left ?('<()nd antenna seen

from outside, ?; 450 X. 10. Endopodite of the right second antenna seen from inside, ^J; 292 X. 1 1. Endopoditc (distal

part) of the left second antenna sei'n from inside, ^, 292 X. 12. Endopodite of thii left second antenna seen from inside,

?; 450 X. 13. First cndite of the mnxilla, $; 807 X. 14. Second endite of the maxilla, ?; 807 X. 15. Endopodite
and hasaleof the left maxilla seen from inside, ?: :!'i8 X. (Fig. 13 is drawn from a specimen from station 8b; figs. 10— ] 2,

I'l. 15 from sperinu'ns from stalion 12 li: fig. 9 fnun a sj)erimen from station 53.)
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of lialf tlu" l\('i_>;lit
of tin-

]
in u ess. Of (lie th n>o fonncr niics two arc plactMl lal lui nrar cadi uthci'

a short distaiuo jtroxiiiuilly of tlu' two postorior luoro or less bristle-like appeiuluges of this

|>rofoss, tlie third is situated near the anterior ed<je of the proeess, a short distaniie proxiinall\'

of the bristle on the anterii)r od<ie. Thetwo former of those bristles are most frecpiently subtMjual

and about as long as the breadth of the endite distally; the two anterim ones vary somewliat

in length, and are usually two or three times as long as the two posterior ones. Distally on tlic

inside on this joint there is a single bristle, about as long as or somewhat shorter than the iirst

endopodite joint. All these five bristles have short, fine hairs. There is no epipodial
a p p e n d a g e. 'I'lu' e x o p o d i t e is represented only by one bristle, situated sonu^what

laterally. This bristle, which is most frequently about as long as or somewliat longer than the

anterior side of the first endopodite joint, is, contrary to the rule in this sub-family,

sometimes furnished with short, fine hairs or quite bare. Endopodite (fig. 17): The antero-

distal bristle of the first joint is about as long as or somewhat longer than the anterior side of

the following joint. On the posterior side the first joint has four bristles; of these the lateral

one is rather powerful and long, almost as long as the endopodite; of the three others two arc

about as long as the height of this joint, the third is about twice or not quite twice as long.

Second joint: The three antero-distal bristles are of somewhat different lengths, the longest

being about as long as or somewhat shorter than twice the length of the third endopodite joint,

the shortest about as long as this joint. The two posterior bristles of this joint are most fre-

quently subequal and are almost as long as the longest posterior bristle on the preceding joint.

End joint: Of the seven bristles four are in most cases subequal, being most frequently somewhat

longer than the anterior side of the two distal joints; one, the most anterior, is of about the same

strength as the four former ones, but in most cases it is about a third shorter than these; the

two remaining ones, situated postero-medially on the joint, are considerably weaker than the

former bristles and about as long as or only rather slightly longer than the end joint. All the

bristles on the endopodite have short, fine hairs. Pilosity: Besides the groups of hairs posteriorly

on the endite the basale often seems to be also hairy distally on the inside, sometimes even

on the anterior side of the endite. The first and second endopodite joints are bare.

Maxilla: — Protopodite: The endite on the procoxale (fig. 13, ^J
=

$), is

furnished with only six bristles. Two of these, the antero-inner and the postero-outer ones,

are of the tube-bristle type. The former of these is moderately long, rather powerful and provided

distally of the middle with an oblique wreath of long, stiff secondary bristles. The other, which

is attached somewhat proximaUy of the rest, is rather considerably shorter and weaker than the

antero-inner one and has short, fine hairs or is almost bare. The four remaining bristles on this

endite are rather powerful, finely pectinated or almost bare and of moderate and somewhat

different lengths. (The proportions of these bristles are often the same as in the accompanying

figure.) The endite on the coxale (fig. 14, <5
^

?) has twelve bristles, seven of which are situated

on the posterior and five on the anterior process. Of the seven former ones the postero-inner

one, which is situated a short distance proximaUy of the others, is rather powerful, moderately

long, pointed and moderately strongly pectinated. The most anterior one is in most cases of

about the same length, strength and type as the former one, but its pectination varies. Of the
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remaining bristles on this endite two arc of the tube-bristle type and three are pointed. The

tube-bristles are rather weak, with short, fine hairs or bare and are of moderate and somewhat

different lengths, the shortest often being not quite half as long as the postero-inner bristle

of this endite. Of the three pointed ones, all of which are bare or armed only with a rather

slight number of weak secondary teeth, two are often subequal and about as strong as the

postero-inner bristle, but in most cases about a third shorter than this; the third is most fre-

quently short and rather weak. (The proportions of these bristles are in most cases the same

as in the accompanying figure.) Of the five bristles on the anterior process of this endite the

antero-outer one is of about the same type as the postero-inner bristle on the posterior process

of this endite, but is considerably weaker and somewhat shorter than this; its length varies,

however, to some extent. The bristle situated next to this is of the same type and of about

the same length and strength as the longest tube-bristle on the posterior process. The three

remaining ones are pointed and bare or armed only with a small number of rather weak secondary

teeth; one of them is of about the same strength and length as the shortest pointed bristle on

the posterior process, one is in most cases about as long as or somewhat shorter than the postero-

inner bristle of the posterior process, but is somewhat more powerful than this; the remaining
one is also rather powerful, but is somewhat, sometimes considerably, shorter than the

latter bristle (on the anterior process). The basale has a single short-haired or almost bare

tube-bristle, the point of which reaches or goes a short distance past the distal boundary of the

first endopodite joint. Endopodite (fig. 15, (^
=

?): First joint: This has along the

anterior edge four to six rather long bristles, often differing somewhat in length; the longest

is about as long as or somewhat shorter than the length of this joint, the shortest is about as

long as the distal breadth of this joint; sometimes they are subequal; their position varies some-

what; they are all furnished with short, fine hairs: the distal one is sometimes of the tube-bristle

type, the others are pointed. On the posterior edge of this joint there are three bristles, situated

rather near each other somewhat distally of the middle of this joint; they are of somewhat

different lengths, varying within about the same extremes as the bristles on the anterior edge

of this joint; they have short, fine hairs and are of the tube-bristle type or pointed. The inner

bristle on this joint is in most cases situated somewhat distally of the middle of this joint; it

is often about half as long as this joint, has short, fine hairs and is usually of the tube-bristle

type. The end joint is rather short and thick, only about half as long as the breadth of the first

endopodite joint at the middle. It has five distal bristles. Of these the anterior and the

posterior ones arc rather strong, the others are moderately strong or rather weak. The

anterior one is often about as long as the anterior side of this joint, the posterior one is

in most cases not quite twice as long. The three others are of somewhat different lengths,

the longest being in most cases about as long as or somewhat shorter than the posterior

one, the shortest often only half this length. All these five bristles have short, fine hairs

or are almost bare; some of them are (at least sometimes) of the tube-bristle type. Pilosity:

Most frequently completely bare; the second endopodite joint is, however, sometimes furnished

with short, fine hairs. It is to be noted that the first endopodite joint is quite without spines

distallv on the inside.
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K i f t li 1 i in I)
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\>
n .1 i t c is iminiiilfd. ( »ii ils lii.st,

eiulito thcro is one sliurt tuho-bristlo with slmrt liairs. On tlic sccnnd ('iiditc tlicrc arc tliicc

bristK's. tmo nf wliicli is about as Umfi as or somewhat shortri t lian t he liifadt li nt I he
|iiut(ij)(p(litc

(calculating front Innit to back); it has sliort haiis and is usuall\- |)(iint(d; the twn others are

most fre(|uently tube-bristles with short hairs; they arc rather short, the smaller one being

about as long as the bristle on the first endite. The e p i p o d i a 1 p 1 a t c has five t)rist les

in the middle group. E n tl o p o d i t e: This has almost constantly eight bristles; only on one

fifth limb of one specimen were nine found. Two of these, situated on the antero-ventral corner

of the process, are rather powerful and bare or almost bare; the others are moderately strong

or rather weak, with short hairs or almost bare. They are all ol' moderate and somewhat di llViciit

lengths, the longest being about as long as the longest bristle on the second endite of the proto-

podite. the shortest about half this length; a number of them are of the tube-bristle tv|)e.

E.xopodite: First joint: This has five short-haired ventral bristles, subequal or differing

rather slightly in length, the longest being usually as long as the height of this joint proximally;

some of them are of the tube-bristle typej one of these five bristles is situated near the distal

boundary of this joint, the rest are scattered somewhat more proximally. The bristle situated

dorso-distally on this joint is very long, being about the total length of the first and second

exopodite joints; it has short, fine hairs and is pointed. Laterally, in most cases somewhat

dorso-distally of the middle of this joint there is a short-haired, jjointed bristle, which is about

as long as the second exopodite joint. The three bristles of the second joint are often subequal
and about as long as this joint; they have short hairs; the two ventral ones are usually of the

tube-bristle type, the dorsal one sometimes of this type, sometimes pointed. \\u(\ joint: Its

three bristles are about as long as the second exopodite joint; the dorsal one is usually only

slightly longer than the middle one, the latter is most frequently slightly longer than the ventral

one; the lengths of these three bristles are, however, subject to some variation. The middle

one of them, which is in most cases somewhat more powerful than the others, has a p(jiiit of

about the same type as is reproduced below in fig. 28 of Conclioecia symmetrica; the two others

are of the tube-bristle type; they are all furnished with fine, short hairs or are almost bare.

This limb is practically always quite bare.

Sixth limb
(fig. 24, ^ almost = ?):

— This is of moderate size and strength and has

moderately strong musculature; presumably it is not used as an auxiliary organ in swimming.
The protopodite is in most cases rather distinctly two-jointed. The endopodite
is only partly joined to the protopodite; a remnant of its musculature can be observed. It has

two bristles, one of which is in most cases about as long as the first exopodite joint, the other

somewhat longer; the shorter one has short hairs or is almost bare, the longer one is most fre-

quently plumous at the middle; both are pointed. Exopodite: First joint: Ventrally
this has three bristles, subequal, or differing only rather slightly in length and about as long as

the longer of the two bristles on the endopodite; one of these three bristles is situated about

half-way along the joint, the two others more or less distally; they are all of the same type,

pointed, and in most cases plumous at the middle. The dorso-distal bristle on this joint is of

the same type and of about the same length as the three ventral ones; it is often of the tube-



Fig. CXIV. — Halocypiis brevirostris (J. I). Dana).
— Ahindibli:. 16. Left mandible .seen from in.sidn, ?; 225 X.

17. Endopodite of the left mandil)le seen from inside, (J; 225 X. 18. Pars incisiva of the right coxak' .seen from
inside; (J; 636 X. 19. Left toothed edge of the co.vak^ seen from in.side, $; 1050 X. 20. Left distal tooth-list seen from
inside, ?; 1050 X. 21. Left proximal looth-list seen from in.side, ^; 1050 X- 22. Distal edge of theondite of the' left basah;
seen from inside, the anterior bristle is broken, (J; 636 X. (Figs. 16, 18, 20 and 21 are drawn from specimens from

station 8 b, the other.s from specimens from station 12 b.)

Zooloi:. bidraij, UppaaU. Suppl.-Bd. I. 75
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bristio tvpo. Socmul ji)int: Vt'iitrally at or somewluvt distally of tlic tiiiddU' of tlit' joint tlioro

is a single short-liairod bristle, either pointed or of the tube-bristle type, about as long as this

joint or somewhat longer. Third joint: The two bristles are sulii(|iiiil, often about as long as the

bristle on the preceding joint, and have short hairs; they are pointed or of the tube-bristle type.

Fourth joint :
( M" tlie tlnee bristles on this joint t he t wo dnrsai ones are often sid)e(|ual and al)()ut

as long as the total length of the second and third exopodite joints, the ventral one is somewhat

shorter, but their lengths vary to some extent; they correspond in tj^^ie to the three bristles on

the cud joint of the preceding limb. I'ilosity: The first exopodite joint is partly furnished with

short, fine hairs. Apart from these this limb is usually bare.

S e V e n t li 1 i in h: — The longest bristle is about a third of the length of the shell

(for instance in a specimen with a shell about l,r> mm. long it measured 0,45 mm.). The end

joint always seems to be smooth.

The penis is of the type described by C. ClauS; see this writer, 1891 a, pi. XXJI,

tig. 11. There is no copulatory appendage; see the accompanying fig. 25.

The f u r c a (fig. 26, (^
=

?) has seven claws. The armature of the claws is moderately

strong. There is no verruciform process between the first and second claw. Behind the

claws there is (always?) an unpaired short-haired bristle of varying length, sometimes about

as long as the second or third claw, sometimes only about as long as the seventh claw. The

lamellae are often furnished with groups of short, stifi hairs on the inside.

The rod-shaped organ (figs. 7 and 8, <?
=

$) is of about the same type as is

described by G. W. .MCLLER, 1906 a; it is loosely joined to the first antenna by the dorsal bristle

on the second joint of this Hmb.

Upper lip: — This projects rather slightly; it is rounded anteriorly and has no

verruciform swellings (see fig. 7, (J
=

?). The exits of the glands of the upper lip are scattered on

the antero-ventral side of the lip, but are, however, arranged to some extent in two longitudinal

bands, each running on one side of and at some distance from the middle line. The posterior

ventral margin of the upper lip is cut ofi transversally (see fig. 27, c?
=

?)• Its combs project

rather slightly and are furnished with rather numerous and moderately fine hairs. In the inner

comer of each of these combs there issue, as in the genus Conchoecia, one or two glands. The part

between the^c combs is in most cases rather narrow, sometimes only slightly more than half

the width of the combs, sometimes, however, as broad as them; it is rather deeply concave

in the middle; this concavity is sometimes rather broad and rounded as in the accompanying

figure, sometimes rather narrow.

The paragnates are oval ; the hairs on the margin are also fine. The chitinous lists

behind the under lip are of the type reproduced by C. Claus, 1874 b, pi. Ill, fig. 26, i. e. they differ

from the t}"pes developed in both the genera Euconchoecia and Conchoecia because the X-shaped

posterior part in the latter genera has in Halocypris a backward pointing process at the middle,

by which it becomes + -shaped.

Female: —
Shell: —

Length: According to G. W. MULLER, 1906a, „bis 1,85 mm."; according

to the same author. 1912, the maximum length for this species is 1,8 mm. The mature females



Fig. CXV. — Ilalocypris brevirostris (J. D. Dana).
— 23. Left fifth limb seen from inside, ?: 180 X. 24. Left sixth

iiml) seen from outside, $; 180 X. 25. Dist;d part of the penis seen from outside; 450 X. 26. Furca, $; 292 X,
27. Upper lip, 9;] 292 X- (Figs. 23, 24 and 26 eu-e drawn from specimens from station 8 b. all others from specimens

from station 12 b.)
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i>f this spocies investigat«nl hy iiio, 28 individuala froin live localitit's, had shells lioni l,(i hi

1,8 mm. long. The proportion between the length and tlic hrii,rhl varies somewhat ; it is about

1,1
—1,25:1; length : breadth abont 1,25:1. Seen from t li e side the sj)eeiiiu'n,s

investigateil by rue were of about the type reproduced in pi. VII, fig. 19, G. W. MCllkh, 1906 a, or

else they were not quite so ventricose at tlie back; si^e the accompanying fig. 3. Seen from
beneath the shell is of the same type as that of the male, but, as is seen from the figures

given above, not inconsiderably wider; its greatest breadth is at about the middle (fig. 4). See n

fro m b e h i n d (fig. 5) it is also of about the same type as that of the male, apart, of course,

from the fact that it is wider. In other respects it resembles that of the male.

Second antenna: — The protopodite (fig. 9) is rather slightly smaller

than in the male; in females with shells 1,6
—

1,7 nun. long this part was about 0,6 mm. in length.

(By way of comparison it may be mentioned that in females of Conchoecia elegans of about

1,6 mm. in length the protopodite attained a length of about 0,7 mm.) Endopodite: This

has three joints; the small end joint is always distinctly marked off proximally; see the accom-

panying fig. 12. The a-, b-, f-, g-, h-, i- and
j
-bristles arc quite or almost quite similar to those

of the male. A peg-like process of the end joint is fixed between the h- and i-bristles. On the

other hand this joint is without the proximal peg-like process that is found on this

joint in the male.

Mandible (fig. 16):
— This differs from that of the male in the following respects:

Endopodite: The first joint has only two bristles ventrally, which, to judge from their

position, are homologous with the lateral and the distal of the medial ones in the male; in most

cases they are somewhat shorter, relatively, in the female than in the male. Second joint: Of

the two postero-distal bristles one is about as long as in the male, the other is about a third

shorter. End joint: The third bristle, counting from in front, is decidedly more powerful than

the others and is usually about as long as the endopodite. The two bristles in front of and the

nearest bristle behind this bristle are in most cases subequal and about a third shorter than the

latter. Of the three others, the posterior ones, the two medial ones are about as long and as

strong as in the male, the third is most frequently somewhat longer than the two anterior bristles

on this joint, but not quite so long as the long bristle situated in the middle. The pilosity is

considerably less developed than in the male; the second protopodite joint is almost quite smooth;

there never seem to be any hairs distally on the inside of this joint. In other respects this limb

agrees with that of the male.

Sixth limb: — This is of the same type as in the male, but some bristles, especially

the dorso-distal and ventero-distal ones on the first exopodite joint, are somewhat longer (see

the accompanying fig. 24).

The rod-shaped organ is of the same type as in the male.

Synonymy Remarks: — As is shown above, I have accepted
— on the whole without alteration —

the list of synonyms worked out by G. W. MOller for the species described above. My reason

for doing this was that, like this writer, I was convinced that all the forms of this genus whose

shells are characterized by rostra of the type reproduced above, belong to one and the same species.
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I have decided, though only after much hesitation, to follow the example of this writer

(1906 a) in identifying J. D. Dana's two species Hcdocypris brevirostris and H. inflata, fii-st with

each other, and secondly with the form described above. This writer does not give any argu-
ments in favour of this procedure of his, and yet it seems to need to be particularly weU supported

by reasons; it is certain, however, that he does not base these identifications on a re-examination

of J. D. Dana's original material. — J. D. Dana's descriptions and figures of the forms in question
are unfortunately too incomplete and uncertain to permit of a quite certain identification of

the species. The only thing there really is for one's guidance is the shape of the shells; the limbs

are too incompletely discussed in the original descriptions of these forms and are too uniform

in this genus to be used as material for proof in this question. With regard to the shape of the

shells there is, however, a by no means complete agreement between the figures given by
J. D. Dana and those given by me above (or with those worked out by G. W. MUller, 1906 a);

on the contrary, apart from the figures of the shells as seen from below, there are not inconsid-

erable differences to be observed. The greatest resemblance is to be found between J. D. Dana's

figure of the shell of H. brevirostris as seen from the side (1852, pi. XCI, fig. 9 b) and the figure

given by me above of the small male from Station 116 of the Swedish Antarctic
Expedition. The resemblance between these figures is, as a matter of fact, so great that

it forms a very strong argument in favour of identity. There is less resemblance between J. D.

Dana's profile figure of H. inflata (1852, pi. XCI, fig. 8 b) and the specimens investigated by me.

This figure resembles most closely
— by its great height

— the type of shell in the females

investigated by me. It is possible that J. D. Dana's species H. brevirostris corresponds to the

male and H. inflata to the female of the forms re-described by me above. This assumption is

supjjorted by the length of the shells as well as their shape; J. D. Dana gives a length of

1,6 mm. (one sixteenth of an inch) for H. brevirostris and 1,7 mm. (one fifteenth of an inch)

for H. inflata. It is impossible, however, to be quite certain in this matter before the specimens

investigated by J. D. Dana have been re-examined.

On the other hand I was unable to accept G. \\\ Muj.lbr's choice of the name for this form

(H. inflata). In J. D. Dana's main work, 1852, H. inflata is certainly placed before H. brevirostris,

but ill ,,Conspectus Crustaceoru m", 1849, the preliminary treatise of this work,

H. brevirostris is, on the contrary, placed before H. inflata. According to Art. 26 c of the int(>r-

national rules for nomenclature* H. brevirostris should thus be used as the name of this species.

There are no figures of H. brevirostris, J . LUBBOCK
,
1 860 ; the statement :

, ,the anterior notch is

single in one valve and double in the other" is, however, a strong argunient in favour of the identi-

fication made above. It is faii'ly certain that the same author's species H. Toynbeeana is identical with

the male of the species dealt with me above; the agreement in the shape of the shell is striking.

C. Glaus, in his little essay on ,,Die Gattungen und Arten der Halocypriden**, 1874 a.

describes (p. 177) a new species of this genus, H. concha. (This is described in more detail in

•
Zoolog. Anzeiger, VA. XXVIII, p. 579.

*•
C. Glaus writes as follows in this work, p. 17«, with regard to the two forms of J. D. Dana's jusl mentiono<l:

,,Hierher gehoren auch Dana's H. inflata und brevirostris, die jedoch als Arten nichl zu trennen sind und ausschlielJlich

nach Weibf-hen beschriebon wurdcn". Claus was (•onsequently Ww first to identify those two forms with each other.

In later works of C. Glaus's these species are not mentioned.
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this writer's \vt)rk i)f 1874 h.) In m liit r work, 1890. tliis invost.ifj;at()r includes, besides tliis species,

two mure species of this genus, //. pdagica iiiul //. distincta. < H these species C. Claus incUides

onlv ff. concha and //. pcUifiica in ids hvrge niunograiih nn tliis ianiily, 1891 a. //. dislinctn,

the niost important character ol whicli was that its shell was lurnished ,,niit zahheiciicn runden,

im Centrum von je einem Porus durchbrochenen Gruben" (presumably, as (1. W. MfJl.LKlt

pointed out. 19(lG a. p. ;")(), not cavities, but calcareous comictiuns of an artificial nature), is

not n\eiitioned at all; C, C1.AUS presumably discovered that it diil not deserve the term ,distincta'.

Different opinions have prevailed with regard to H. concha and //. pcla^ica. Many

mvestigators have taken them to be well differentiated species, e. g. G. 8. BuADY and A. M.

NoiJMAN, 1896. G. S. BHADY, 1897 and V. VAVRA, 1906. G. W. MOllkr, on the other hand,

grouped them together as one species in his work, 1906 a, and retained this view in his following

works. The only author who has clearly followed G. W. MUller in this question is Til. ScOTT,

1912 a; the other authors, A. SCOTT, 1905, P. T. Cleve, 1905 and Ch. Juday, 1906, have not

expressed any opinion in this matter; they apparently share, however, C. Claus's view.

Which of these views is correct? As will be seen from the preceding I have followed that

of G. \V. Mi'Ll.ER. The reasons for this are as follows. According to C. Claus, one of the most

important differences between H. concJia and H. pelagica is in the size of the shell. For the former

form this author gives a length of „circa 1,8 mm." (1891 a, p. 77), for the latter 1,1
—

1,4 nun.

(loc. cit. p. 78). The comparatively great constancy
—

pointed out above — in the lengths

of the shells in the great majority of the specimens of the form dealt with by me above

(cJ
= 1,4

—1,6 mm., ? = 1,6
—

1,8 mm.) made me first inclined to think that this was really

a case of two separate forms, a larger and a smaller one. This view of mine was quite disturbed,

however, by my investigation of the small male caught at Station 116 of the Swedish
Antarctic Expedition. Although this specimen had a shell of only 0.95 mm.

long, it showed, curiously enough, on a particularly thorough and careful examination of all

the organs, a very far-reaching agreement in all respects with the other males investigated by

me. It seemed to be quite impossible to differentiate it as another species or variety. We are

thus probably concerned with a species with a very great amplitude of variation as to length

of shell. G. W. MtJLLER, 1906 a, has brought forward a fact that supports this view: this investi-

gator points out in this work, p. 50, that at the same station he found numerous (28) males,

which showed, with regard to the lengths of their shells, all intermediate stages between 1,2 and

1.75 mm.

The other differences adduced by C. Claus must also be said to be of very little value.

They are partly characters which show a more or less continual variation. To this is added the

not inconsiderable imcertainty of C. Claus's descriptions. This is probably illustrated best

by the lack of agreement between the text and figures in this author's work — a contrast that

was already pointed out previously by G. W. MtJLLER, 1906 a, p. 50. As an example of this

G. W. MULLER points to the three end bristles on the sixth limb of H. pelagica in the work

mentioned. Other examples of this might also be given ;
I need only mention here the proportion

between the f- and g-bristles (P- and a-bristles according to C. Claus's terminology) on the

endopodite of the second antenna in H. concha and the number of the furcal claws in the males
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of H. pelagica. (With regard to C. Claus's description of the bristles on the endopodite of the

second antenna G. W. MtJLLER writes, 1906 a, p. 61: ,,Bei der Lange der Borsten des Neben-

astes der 2. Antn. werden sekundare Geschlechtsmerkmale und Artunterschiede mit Charakteren,

die von einer ganz anderen Art genommen sind, durcheinander geworfen." It seems to me

very doubtful whether this statement is correct.) Among the characters adduced by C. Claus

the following are variable: First antenna: The proportion between the lengths of the e-bristle

and the a—d-bristles. Second antenna: The proportion between the length of the first exopodite

joint and the total length of the eight distal joints of this branch. The shape of the clasping

organ on the endopodite of the males (cf. G. W. MOller, 1906 a, p. 50) and the breadth of the

g-bristle on this branch. With regard to the last character it is, however, to be noted that

I have never found so narrow a g-bristle as in pi. XXII, fig. 5, C. Claus, 1891 a. The length

of the end claws of the fifth and sixth limbs. The type of the frontal organ varied only

rather slightly in the specimens investigated by me; there was not, however, fidl constancy.

Variation in this organ was also observed by G. W. MtJLLER, 1906 a, p. 51.

The only one of the differences brought forward by C. Claus that really remains after

this thinning is the number of the furcal claws. C. Claus gives eight furcal claws for H. concha,

five for the males of H. pelagica and six for the females of the same species. The uncertainty

as to the statement for the males of H. pelagica has been pointed out above; in pi. XXI, figs. 7

and 11 the furcae of both the male and the female have six claws (or five claws posteriorly of the

,,Hakenborste"). Curiously enough, I found seven claws constantly on the specimens investig-

ated by me, i. e. a number between those given for H. concha and H. pelagica. G. W. MtJLLER

writes, 1906 a, p. 51, as follows with regard to this character : . . . „doch kann ein Schwanken

in der Zahl bei einer Art, die so stark in der GroBe variiert, kaum iiberraschen. Auch dieser

Unterschied scheint mir zur Spaltung der Art ungeeignet." Nor do I think it possible to ascribe

any decisive significance to this difference.

It seems to me beyond all doubt that H. brevirostris, G. S. Brady, 1880 and H. concha,

G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman, 1896 are identical with the form described above, in spite of

a number of differences that are to be noted; see, for instance, the rostrum in pi. XXXIX,

fig. 1, G. S. Brady 1880 and the sixth limb in fig.
10 of the same plate. These differences are

presumably due to lack of precision on the part of this author*.

* IL is pcrliaps worth)' of -speuial niciiUuii thai (i. ti. Brady succcedi^d ia liiidiiig Ijoili //. concha and Jl. //clagtca

on a revision of the Ostracod material of the „C h a 11 e n g e r" expedition. In the above-mentioned work by
G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman it is pointed onl in a note to //. concha, p. 70;i, that ,,a few specimens ocenrred in

tow-net gatherings taken by llie ,,C h a 1 1 e n g e r" expedition, but were not recognized nor described by Dr. Brady

in his monograph of the Ostracoda". This shows as far as I can see quite clearly that these investigators did not consider

that H. concha is a synonym of H. brevirostris, G. S. Brady, 1880. But there can scarcely be any doubt that these

forms are identical. As a curiosity and an example of the uncertainty of the information given by G. S. Brady the

following may l)e pointed out here: In the above-mentioned work by G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman there is a statement

to the effect that H. concha was caught by the „C h a 11 e n g e r" oxpcdilion at three different stations; no locahty

where //. pelagica was found by this expedition is mentioned in this work. In G. S. Brady's work, 1897, //. concha

is staled to have been caught at only one station by the „C h a 1 1 e n g e r" expedition, while H. pelagica is said to have

been found at two of this expedition's stations. It is to be noted that the station for //. concha in the latter work

is not identical with any of the three stations for this species given in the work of 1896; on the other hand one of the

stations for H. pelagica mentioned in the work of 1897 is identical with one of the stations for H. concha in the work

of 1896. G. S. Brady does not give any explanation of this curious state of ;iffairs in his work of 1897.
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In tlu> case of //. dtibui U. W. MOi.l.KH and its van major the synonyiiiiz.itidii is based

on (J. \V. Mt'LLKU's own stateinonts.

1 was somewhat doubtful wlu-thcr to identify H. pdagica, Cll. JliD.W, 1906, witli the

spocios discussed b\- nic above, because this foiiii comes from the west coast of America. The

figures given by this writer decidedly support this procedure, however; fig. f) in plat(> Vll,

according to which the first antenna has six joints
— the first joint is divided into two joints

of equal length in this figure
— is certainly incorrectly drawn.

The figures of H. injlaia and //. </fo6osa given by Til. ScOTT, 1912a, are exceedingly deficient

and uncertain, but they indicate with a fair amount of certainty that the former species is

identical with the male, and the latter species with the female, of the form dealt with by me

above. It is to be noted that this writer calls the male reproduced on pi. XIII, figs. 29—31,

a female!

The following synonyms among those included above liave no verificatory descriptions

and figures, but, in spite of this, tliey seemed to me certain for one reason or other: H. concha +
H. pdagica, G. S. Brady, 1897, H. conclui, A. Scott, 1905, H. pelagica, P. T. Clevk, 1905,

H. inflata, G. W. MOLLER, 1906 b, 1908, H. concJia + H. pelagica, V. VAvRA, 1906.

On the other hand it did not seem right to include H. hrevirostris. Til. ScOTT, 1894, p. 141,

a form that is also without any identifying figures or description. The uncertainty in this in-

vestigator's work of 1912 a, which is pointed out above, seems to be sufficient reason for this.

Larvae. The larvae of this species found by me in the material of the ,,A n t a r c t i c"

Expedition all clearly belonged to the last larval stage. Both males and females were

found. In both sexes the shells were of about the same type as that which is characteristic

of the mature female and showed very slight variation with regard to length; 1,0—1,1 mm.

was observed. The number of furcal claws on these specimens varied from six to seven. Several

of the females among these larvae had eggs in the ovary in a rather advanced state of development,

so that these larvae were rather difficult to distinguish from the mature females, whose eggs

are often no farther developed; the same observation was previously made by G. W. MULler,

1906 a, with regard to the material of the „V a 1 d i v i a" expedition. This fact, like the length

of the larvae, seem to make it probable that the species H. pelagica of several of the preceding

authors represent larval specimens of the species dealt with above.

Habitat: — Atlantic Ocean:
S. A. E., PI. station 30, lat. 290 52' K, long. 20« 14' W.; at the surface; 7. XL 1901;

temperature, 21,1" C: 1 mature male; R M. S. 199. S. A. E., PI. station 4 b, lat. 25« 51' N.,

long. 21" 29' W.; at the surface; 9. XI. 1901; temperature, 22,5" C: 3 mature males and 7 larvae;

R. M. S. 189. S. A. E., PI. station 38, lat. 250 46' N., long. 21" 31' W.; at the surface; 9. XI.

1901; temperature, 22,5" C: 1 mature male; R. M, S. 200. S. A. E., PI. station 6 b, lat.

23035' N., long. 220 19' W.; at the surface; 10. XI. 1901; temperature, 23" C: 1 mature

male; R. M. S. 190. S. A. E., PI. station 7 b, lat. 22o 26' N., long. 220 45' \V.; at the surface;

11. XI. 1901; temperature, 23,6" C: 1 mature male; R. M. S. 191. S. A. E., PI. station 45,

lat. 220 8' N., long. 22" 52' W.; at the surface; 11. XI. 1901; temperature, 23.3o C: 1 mature
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male; R. M. S. 201. S. A. E., PI. station 8 b, lat. 21" 51' N., long. 23" 0' W.; at the surface;

11. XL 1901; temperature, 23,20" C. : 2 mature males, 4 mature females and 2 larvae; R. M. S.

192 and 193. S. A. E., PI. station 46, lat. 2P 51' N., long. 23« 0' W.; at the surface; 11. XI.

1901; temperature 23,2" C: 1 mature female and 1 juvenis; R. M. S. 202. S. A. E., PI. station

53, lat. 18" 10' N., long. 24" 28' W.; at the surface; 13. XL 1901; temperature, 23,8" C: 1 mature

female and 1 juvenis; R. M. S. 203. S. A. E., PI. station 12 b, lat. 14" 28' N., long. 26" 1' W.;

at the surface; 15. XL 1901; temperature, 25,50" C. : 14 mature males, 16 mature females and

2 juvenes; R. M. S. 194. S. A. E., PI. station 14 b, lat. 12" 21' N., long. 26" 49' W.; at the

surface; 16. XL 1901; temperature, 26,0" C. : 3 mature males, 6 mature females and 2 juvenes;

R. M. S. 195 and 196. S. A. E., PI. station 18 b, lat. 1" 31' N., long. 29" 7' W.; at the surface;

22. XL 1901; temperature, 26,8" C: 2 mature males; R. iVI. S. 197. S. A. E., Ph station 116,

lat. 15" 46' S., long. 34" 8' W.; at the surface; 1. XIL 1901; temperature, 26,2" C: 1 mature

male; R. M. S., on slides. S. A. E., PI. station 23 b, lat. 19" 19' S., long. 36" 9' W.; at the

surface; 3. XIL 1901; temperature, 25,2" C: 3 juvenes; R. M. S. 198.

Distribution: — Atlantic Ocean from lat. 60" N. (V. VA\i<a, 1906) to lat. 40" S.

(G. W. MtJLLER, 1906 a). Pacific Ocean from lat. 33" N. (Cll. Juday, 1906) to lat. 47" S.

(G. S. Brady, 1880). Indian Ocean.

The stations of the Swedish ,,A n t a r c t i c" expedition at which this species was found

are all within these limits.

Genus Conchoecia J. D. Dana.

For synonymy see G. W. MULLER, 1912, p. 59.

Description:
— Shell: — This varies in shape. The rostrum is always well developed

and is in most cases somewhat more bent ventrally in the females than in tlie males. The

surface of the shell is furnished with only quite a few bristles or has none at all. The pores

of the surface always seem to be moderately large and in most cases not difficult to establish.

The selvage was almost always developed in the following way in the species of this genus that

were investigated by me: On the rostrum it is rather broad, growing rapidly narrow dorsally

and ventrally; it is narrow along the incisur; ventrally of the incisur it increases evenly in breadth

and is rather broad along the anterior margin of the shell and the anterior part of the ventral

margin of the shell; posteriorly it decreases again rather evenly in breadth and is always very

narrow inside the ventral part of the posterior margin of the shell; at about half the height

of the shell or somewhat dorsally or ventrally of this, inside the posterior margin of the shell,

the selvage practically ceases altogether, although it can, at least sometimes, be traced still'

more dorsally in the shape of an exceedingly fine line. (If nothing special is said about it in

the following descriptions of species, it is to be taken as meaning that the selvage agrees with

7,oo\q<,:. liidraK, Uppsala. Suppl.-Brt \. '9
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tlu' typo (lescriluHl above.) Tlio part nl" tlic solvago that runs inside the rostrum lias usuallv

no spiue-liko proecssos. Tlic sclvajjo is linrl\- cross-striatctl alon^ a greater or less pait ol its

!eii>;tli. but tills eross-striation is often only perceptible with (.lillieulty. 'i'he following eoni|)oun(l

glands are found in this genus: Two unsymmetrieal glands as usual. Of those the left one

usually has its exit just in front nl the iMislero-doi-sal coiiut of the slu'll, the right one at the

jM>stero-vontral eorner of the shell or. when this is absent, at about tlie transition between the

ventral and jiosterior margins of the shell {= ,,an gewohnlicher Stelle", according to (!. W.

MCl.l.KU's terminologv). Son~.etimes one or both of the.se glands are more or less displaced;

they never emerge, however, quite symmetrically. Lateral corner glands are sometimes devel-

oped, sometimes they are quite absent; in the former case it happens exceptionally that only

that on one valve is developed. The dorso-medial glands are almost always developed in

the males and in exceptional cases in the females too. (Only the exceptions are mentioned in the

following description of species.) Inside the rostral incisur, according to G. W. MULLEii, 1894,

the joined part of the two lamellae of the shell is more or less deep (see loc. cit. pi. 36,

fig. 6, pi. 37, figs, lu and 11); the boundary of this joined part is exceedingly difficult

to establish with certainty; the part seems to me to be often rather narrow; cf. the description

of C. obtusala below. The outer lamella is not specially thin.

First antenna: — This always shows decided diiii()r])liisni.

Male: — This is moderately long and rather powerful, growing gradually narrower

distally. The two proximal joints, when in a position of rest, always point more or less -straight

forward, the two distal joints point in most cases rather decidedly ventrally. It has five joints,

but the boundary between the second and third joints is rather often more or less difficult to

est-abUsh with certainty (sometimes, e. g. C. curta, quite impossible). (It is to be noted that

I am here counting as a special joint the little collar-like part proximally of the next to the

distal joint; G. W. Mt'LLER, who counts this part as a part of the second joint, consecpiently

gives four as the number of joints in this limb; cf. p. 576 above.) The proportions between

the joints seem to be subject only to rather slight variation in this genus. The two proximal

joints are comparatively long and powerful, in most cases subequal, the three distal joints are

always very short and rather weak; they are of about the same type as is shown in the accom-

panying fig. 7 of C. symmetrica. (If nothing special is said in the following descriptions, the

species in question has about the same proportions between the joints as in the figure just

mentioned.) The first joint has in most cases* no verruciform process ventero-distally as in

the case of this joint in (all?) the males of the genus Euconchoecia. The second joint has dorsally,

at or just behind a point half way along it, a rather short and powerful bristle (retinaculum),

with short, fine hairs or in most cases quite bare, which fastens like a claw (,,ringf6rmig") round

the rod-shaped organ and fixes it to this limb. (This joining is often so firm that the rod-shaped

organ cannot be detached without this bristle being broken off from the antenna.) The next

distal joint has two**, the end joint three bristles varying in length; apart from these this limb

• See C. dorsotuberculata, G. W. MCller. 1906 a, pi. X, fig. 9.

** In pi. I, lig. 7 (Conehoecia serrulata) C. Claus. 1874 b tliis joint has, it is triR', lliiof bristles, luil this is

certainly due to a mistake.
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has no bristles at all. One of tlio bristles on the next distal joint and two of those on the end joint,

amonff them the one situated most distally, are comparatively long and stiff, of a more or less

ordinary type, annulated jjroximally, more or less hyaline distally, all presumably playing

a certain part in seizing and holding the female fast. The most distal of these bristles is, in most

species of this genus, armed on the posterior side at about or somewhat distally of half its length

with a smaller or greater number of spines, which in most cases point proximally; in a number

of cases the armature of this bristle is of other types. The other two of these three bristles

are usually somewhat shorter than the most distal one and are either quite bare or only slightly

armed. On the proximal one of them there is rather often a more or less long pad-like appendage

(„Schwiele", according to G. W. Muller's terminology) at about the place corresjDonding to

the distal bristle's rows of sjjines. G. W. Muller describes this appendage (1906 a, p. 39) as

,,eine zartwandige einseitige Verdickung der Borste". This author then writes: ,,Wie das Bild

zu stande kommt, ob es sich wirklich um eine Erweiterung der Borste oder nur um einen hautigen

Anhang (resp. zwei) handelt, weiB ich nicht." According to what I established with certainty

in a number of species, we are not concerned with a lamelliform, but with what I may perhaps

call a pad-like appendage (cf. G. H. Fowler, 1909, p. 230) that is situated along one side of the

bristle. In all the species investigated by me this pad had transverse folds (somewhat like the

bellows of a camera); cf. my fig. 3 of C. bispinosa and fig. 7 f>f C. borealis. G. W. MtJLLER

states that two such ajjpendages are sometimes found on the same bristle, one situated opposite

the other. This statement is presumably always due to a mistake; in a number of cases, e. g.

in C. antipoda, G. W. MtJLLER, 1906 a, pi. XXVI, fig. 9, 1 have verified the fact that it is a mistake.

An apparently double-sided pad of this sort, as shown in the figure just mentioned, originates

from the fact that a comparatively high pad, placed on one side, becomes visible on both sides

of the bristle under the pressure of the coverglass. One of the next distal joint's bristles and one

of the end joint's proximal bristles are developed as thin-walled, bare sensorial filaments, in most

cases somewhat rounded distally (as in, for instance, fig. 7 of C. symmetrica); they are developed

in somewhat different ways in different species.

Female: — This is of about the same type as that of the male, but is rather consider-

ably shorter and weaker. It has rather weakly developed musculature and often a rather

indistinct division into joints; the number of joints is sometimes the same as in the male,

sometimes it is more or less reduced by complete junction of two or more joints. The proportions

between the (original) joints are about the same as in the male. (If nothing special is mentioned

in the following descriptions of species, the proportions between the joints are about the same

as are shown in the adjoining figure 10 of ('. symmetrica.) The luimbei- of the bristles is either

the same as in the male or else the dorsal bristle of the second joint is absent. The latter bristle

is, if developed at all, pointed, of the ordinary type and does not graSp the rod-shaped organ.

(The latter is consecjuently free from this antenna.) Of the five bristles on the two (original)

distal joints the distal one on the end joint is, as is the case in the male, long and of the ordinary

type, annulated proximally and more or less hyaline distally; along its posterior side at or in

most cases somewhat distally of the middle it has a greater or less number of short hairs; in

some cases it has, in addition, along the proximal ])art of the anterior side a number of more
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or loss lonjr. soft hairs. Tlic rciiminiiif; lour bristles on tlit-sc two joints arc niodcralrls Idiii;,

suboqual and ditTonMitiatvd as thin-walled, rather narrow or moderately wide, hare sensorial

lihunents. more or le.ss rounded distally. (About the same as in
fifj.

10 of ('. symmclrica. If

nothinj: special is mentioned in the followin<i; descriptions of species, these bristles are of the type

reproduced for the .species just mentioned.)

S e c o n d a n t e ii n a :
—

M a 1 e: - 1' 1 (1 I u p o (1 i t e: — This seems to be subject to very slight \ari;ilioii

in this genus. In all the species investigated by me it was characterized by two processes,

both situated near the exopodite. one laterally, the other medially. The lateral (me of these

proces.ses is small, verruciform, and in most cases of about the same type and ])osition as in tiic

adjoining Hg. 11 of C. $if7mnelncn. The medial one is considerably larger, in most cases inorc

or less irregularly globular. It is most frequently of the same type mul jjosition as in tlie

adjoining fig. 13 of ('. symmetrica; only in exceptional cases has this process another type.

(Onlv in the latter case is this character specially mentioned in the following descriptions of

species.) Exopodite: The first joint is in most cases of about equal thickness throughout

its whole length, only in exceptional cases — and then this is specially mentioned in the following

descriptions of species
— of another type. The eighth joint is most frequently very short,

sometimes even difficult to distinguish. The ventero-distal bristle of the fiist joint is hyaline,

bare, in most cases bent vermiformly, narrow, of about the same width throughout its length,

and about as long as the total length of the three following joints. The natatory bristles on the

second to the eighth joints are all about the same length
— the distal ones are only slightly shorter

than the proximal ones. The distal part of these bristles — about a fifth to a seventh of the

whole -- is bare, hyaline and extended like a lancet (about tlie same as in
])l. 5,

fig. 9, Ct. W. MCller, 1894). The proximal part of these bristles has rather long natatory hairs

almost down to the base. The end joint has three bristles. The relative lengths of these are

subject to rather slight variation in the species of this genus that are described below. The

ventral one is usually about as long as the exopodite and of about the same type as the natatory

bristles on the preceding joints, but is furnished with somewhat fewer natatory hairs and is

not lancet-shaped distally, though it is hyaline and bare. The two dorsal ones are rather

narrow, of about equal thickness throughout their length and in most cases hyaline and

bare; only in exceptional cases do these two bristles have short hairs. One of them is about

as long as the total length of the five or six distal joints, the other is about twice as long; of. the

accompanving fig. 12 of C. symmetrica. Endopodite: First joint: This is moderately

large and somewhat irregular in shape. It is about as long as it is broad ; it is somewhat irregularly

rounded posteriorly ,
its anterior side has two processes; one of these, the processus mammillaris,

situated at about the middle of the anterior side, is moderately large or rather small, more

or less conical, the other, situated somewhat distally of the former one, is somewhat larger,

and is verruciformly rounded. This joint was of about the type reproduced in the adjoining

figs. 13 and 14 of C. symmetrica in almost all the species of this genus described by me below;

only in those cases where it is specially mentioned below was there any deviation from this type;

it is, however, to be noted that the little verruciform appendage situated distally on the processus
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in.imiiiillaris that is drawn in these figures is only seldom developed. Of the two bristles on tliis

joint, both of which are attached distally on the antero-distal process of the joint, the distal

one, the b-bristle, is in )nost cases of about the same length as the proximal breadth of this

process, the proximal one somewhat shorter; cf. figs. 13 and 14 of C. symmetrica; only in

exceptional cases — which are specially mentioned in the descriptions of species
— are there

tleviations from this rule. The second joint is rather short, but rather powerful; it is most

often of about the same shape as in my figs. 13 and 14 of C. symmetrica (only exceptions are

noted in the descriptions of species). It is most frequently armed with five bristles. Of these the

c- and d-bristles are rather short and weak, pointed and of the ordinary type, the f- and g-bristles,

on the other hand, are comparatively long, the g-bristle is in most cases longer than the f-bristle;

they are rather powerfid proximally, hyaline distally and obviously function as sensory organs.

Besides these four bristles there is, as has been mentioned, an additional bristle, the e-bristle;

this, which is situated somewhat distally of the c- and d-bristles at the base of the f-bristle,

is always more or less short, pointed and of the ordinary type. The end joint varies very much
in type. The three bristles on this joint, the h-, i- and j-bristles, are subequal, always shorter

than the f- and g-bristles and developed as hyaline, thin-walled (only exceptionally, as in the

case of C. Gieshrechti, partly thick-walled) sensorial filaments, attached a short distance distally

of the proximal boundary of this joint. The first endopodite joint always seems in this genus
to be furnished with exceedingly close short, fine spines on a rather large part of its surface.

Female; — The protopodite is like that of the male excepc for the fact that

it has no disto-medial verruciform process. The endopodite has two or three joints.

The first joint is about the same as that of the male. The original second joint is weaker than

that of the male and more or less cylindrical. The third joint is extremely small in those cases

when it is developed at all.* The bristles of the first joint are about the same as in the male.

Of the bristles on the original second joint only two are developed in most cases, namely the

f- and g-bristles; the c-, d- and e-bristles are almost always quite absent (only when one or

more of these bristles are developed is it stated in the following descriptions of species); the

f- and g-bristles are developed in about the same way as in the male. On the little end joint

the h-, i- and j- bristles are always developed and in most cases they are of about the

same type as in the male. Between the h- and i- bristles there is also in a number of

species a short, peg-like process or a short bristle. (For the morphological value of this bristle

see p. 584 above, the remark on the genus Halocypris.) The first endopodite joint is, as in the;

case of the male, furnished with short and fine spines.

Mandible: — This limb seems to be subject to rather sliglit variation in this genus.

In most of the species investigated by me I found — apart, of course, from small individual varia-

tions — quite the same type as far as most characters were concerned. In some species, however,

more or less deviating types were observed; in this case it was not always the same character

that varied, but sometimes one, sometimes another. Under these circumstances it seemed to

* All the previous writers slate llial Uiis hrancli is always hvo-joiiitcd. G. W. Mum.er, however, has observed

that three joints are someliines developed; if. O. W. Mi i.i.kh. 1906 a, j).
W. He has, however, obviously forgotten this

fart in working out the genus diagnosis.
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mo best, in Dnlcr to ;i\ nid ton miuh ii-jM't
it ioii in t lir Idllnwint; (li'<rn|it loii^ ul

s|ic(ic.s.
In dcscnlx'

horo what one nii<;lit call tlu- norinal ty|)i' ul this liinh in this gciuis. W lu'ii ;i cliaiacti'f nl' tliis

limb is not spcciallv montioi\iHl in the followinji (li'scii|it
ions of species, it thus means tlial in

the species in qviestion this character agrees witli what is ilenoted lieie as the most usual state

of affairs. — This limb shows no, or at any rate scarcely perceptiliK', (liiiior|)liisin.
— I* ro t o-

podite: Coxale: The toothed edge of the pars incisiva is in most cases ot ahoiit the same

type as that reproduced Itelow in tig. 1(1 of C. symmetrica, i. e. the most anterior tootii is very

power{\il, snxooth, low, broad, rather transversally and evenly cut ofT distally; the others are

also smooth and decrease, though somewhat irregularly, in size and strength the more posteriorly

thev are situated; the anterior ones arc niuderately large and somewhat irregularly triangular,

the posterior ones are very small; the posterior part of this edge can conveniently be described

in this tvpe as being irregularly undulated. The number of these teeth is rather difficult to

establish with certainty on account of the small size of the posterior teeth and it varies somewhat

even within the species. The toothed edge seldom varies from this type. In some species,

however, variations wore observed with regard to the teeth situated behind the large anterior

tooth. These are sometimes subequal
— or else the most posterior one is even somewhat more

powerful than its neighbours
— and are all relatively smaller than the anterior ones of these

teeth in the tvpe described above, irregularly triangular and smooth (ef. my figure 9 of C. rotun-

data G. W. MC'LLEU). In one species (cf. my figure 6 of (J. Gaussi) this toothed edge ends poster-

iorly wnth a low, broad, irregularly rounded tooth; the teeth nearest to the large anterior one

are of about the same type as in the ..normal type" described above, but somewhat less relatively;

the other teeth decrease in size and strength the more posteriorly they are situated; the part

just in front of the broad, rounded posterior tooth is finely serrulated. The two tooth-lists and

the masticatory pad show such great variability that it did not seem to me convenient to de-

scribe them in this connection. I need only point out here that the tooth-lists often exhibit

a certain variability even within the species and that the masticatory pad is always well developed.

Along the posterior edge of the pad-like part of the pars incisiva there are four more or

less broad lancet-bristles and also a large number of rather short or moderately long bristles,

situated close together and simple or somewhat bifurcated distally. Basale: This is in most

cases of about the type reproduced by me in
fig.

22 of C. symmetrica; its relative length is in

exceptional cases somewhat less and it has sometimes a relatively stronger endite. The six

teeth on the distal edge of the endite are in most cases all of about the same size and type.

These teeth have most frequently the following type: They are moderately large and

almost equilaterally triangular; about the proximal halves of the anterior and posterior

edges are exceedingly finely serrulated; in a number of cases this serrulation is rather

strong. In exceptional cases (cf. my fig. 10 of C. Gaussi) these teeth are relatively low,

the proximal serrate teeth on one or both of the edges are, on the other hand, very powerfiU,

i. e. the difference between the main points of these teeth and the serrate teeth has almost

disappeared in this type. The two posterior processes on this edge are subequal, moder-

ately strong, bare or furnished with a few secondary spines; the distal one of them is of the

tube-bristle type, the proximal one, which is situated rather slightly proximally of the former
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one, is in most cases dagger-shaped; in exceptional cases it, too, is of the tube-bristle type. The

single tooth on the outside of this process is situated a short distance proximally of distal

teeth nos. 1—3 (counting from the front); it is more ot less broadly triangular and is in most

cases somewhat larger than the distal teeth. My fig. 19 of C. symmetrica agrees very closely

with the normal type described above. This endite always has, as is pointed out above, four

bristles, one of which is situated on the anterior edge of the process, in most cases somewhat

distally of half the height of the process, the three others on the outside of the process. Two
of the three latter bristles are most frequently situated in this genus at or somewhat behind

the middle of the process, the third is rather near the anterior edge of the process, a short distance

proximally of the first-mentioned bristle situated on the anterior edge. The two posterior of

the bristles situated on the outside are most frequently subequal oi differ rather slightly in length;

they are about as long as the width of the endite. The anterior one of the bristles situated on

the outside of the process is comj^aratively long, about as long as or somewhat shorter than the

dorsal side of this joint. The bristle on the anterior edge of this process is about as long as or

somewhat longer than the width of the process. All these four bristles have short hairs.

Medially near the distal boundary of this joint there is a solitary bristle, in most cases abovit

as long as the distal height of this joint and short-haired. The e p i p o d i a 1 appendage
is sometimes developed, but sometimes it is quite absent. The e x o p o d i t e is represented

by a small verruciform process, in most cases of about the same type as is reproduced in the

accompanying fig.
22 of C. symmetrica. It is furnished with a plumous bristle, which is most

frequently about as long as or somewhat shorter than the anterior side of the first endopodite

joint. Endopodite: The antero-distal bristle of the first joint is about as long as or somewhat

shorter or longer than the anterior side of the second endopodite joint; this bristle is sometimes

plumous, sometimes short-haired; this character varies, at least in a number of cases, within

the species. The posterior bristles of this joint vary in number and development. Second joint:

One of the three antero-distal bristles of this joint is rather powerful and about as long as or

somewhat longer than the anterior sides of the second and third endopodite joints. The two

others are somewhat weaker, subequal or of somewhat different lengths; they are about as long

as or somewhat longer than the anterior of the end joint. One of the two posterior bristles

of this joint is rather powerful and about as long as or somewhat shorter than the endopodite,

the other is about half as long. End joint: Of the seven bristles on this joint the third (counting

from the front) is rather powerful and is in most cases about as long as or somewhat shorter

than the endopodite. The most anterior one is also rather powerful but about a third or a quarter

shorter than the former. The bristle that is situated between — and somewhat medially of —
these two bristles is rather weak and is only about a third to a fifth of the length of the longest

one. One of the four posterior bristles on this joint is rather powerful, about as long as or some-

what shorter than the most anterior bristle; the three others are somewhat weaker and rather

short, sube(^ual or of somewhat different lengths; the longest of them is in most cases about as

long as or slightly longer than half the length of the most anterior bristle on this joint. Tlie

shorter bristles on the second and third endopodite jomts are often furnished with rather short,

fine hairs; the longer and more powerful ones are most frequently rather powerfully pectinated.
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Till" liiiuif '2'2 of ( '. ai/ininctrim given l)y me agrees lairly well witli tlif type described lieii'.

Pilosity: This does not seem to be quite constant within the species; the second protoj^jdite

joint is often furnislied with exceedingly line, short hairs distally medially.

Maxilla: — This limb too is subject to rather slight variation in ( his genus. In most.

t>l the species investigated by nie I found almost exactly the same type. In some species,

however, it differed from that of the former ones in one or more respects, .lust as in the case

of the mandible it was not always the same characters that ditt'cred in this way, but sonu'times

one and sometimes another. For this reason it seemed to mo most convenient — in order to

avoid too nuich repetition in the following descriptions of species
— to give in the case of this

limb too a description of what 1 may call the ,,normal type" found by me. Consequently tlic

characters in this limb that are not mentioned in the following descriptions of species are to

be taken as agreeing with this normal t\'pe.
— Protopodite: The endite on the procoxale

seems in the species investigated by me almost constantly to be armed with nine bristles (cf.

C. Valdiviae below). These bristles vary very little in size and type. In most cases the following

conditions are present: The antero-inner bristle is moderately long, rather powerful, of che tube-

bristle t}'pe and armed with two somewhat irregular wreaths of rather long and stiff

secondary bristles, placed obliquely. The bristle situated nearest to the former one

is somewhat shorter, rather pow'erful, well pointed and most frequently armed with one

or two irregular, obliquely situated wreaths of rather long, stiff secondary oristles and has

distally of these a somewhat varying number of more or less powerful secondary spines. The

wrtaths of secondary bristles may be absent in this bristle. The three bristles situated just

outside this bristle are of the same type as the latter, but as a rule they are somewhat longer

and have no wreaths of secondary bristles; only in exceptional cases may the inner one of them

be furnished with one of these wreaths. Outside these three there is a bristle of about the same

type, but usually somewhat shorter and weaker. The three remaining (postero -outer) bristles

are about as long as the last-mentioned one, rather weak, of the tube-bristle type and either

bare or furnished with some secondary bristles or more or less weak spines. My fig. 23 of C
symmelrica agrees fairly well with the normal type described above. Endite on the

coxale: On the posterior process of this endite there are usually ten (in exceptional cases nine

or eleven) bristles. It is true that there is not complete constancy as to the type and size of

these bristles — not even within the species
— but in most cases the following conditions were

observed by me. The two inner-posterior bristles, which are situated somewhat proximally

of the others,
— one somewhat proximally of the other — are subequal, moderately long,

rather powerful, well pointed and rather weakly pectinated in the middle. Four (in exceptional

cases three or five), situated in the midst of the remaining ones, are of the tube-bristle type, of

somewhat different lengths, moderately long or rather short, rather weak and quite or almost

bare. The four remaining ones are comparatively powerful, of moderate and somewhat different

lengths, more or less well pointed and almost bare or armed with a more or less large number

of secondary spines. The anterior process on this endite always seems to be armed with five

bristles. The antero-outer one of these bristles is in most cases of about the same length and

strength as the two inner-posterior bristles of the posterior process, but differs sometimes by
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having its armature somewhat more powerful (tliis armature is, however, subject to variation

even within the species). The next outer one is a tube-bristle of about the same type, size and

strength as the tube-bristles on the posterior process of this endite. The three remaining ones

are comparatively powerful, of moderate and in most cases somewhat different lengths, rather

well pointed, almost bare or armed with rather few secondary spines. My iig. 24 of C.

aymmetrica agrees rather well with the normal type described above. The basale is in most

cases fiirnished with a single short-haired or almost bare tube-bristle of about the same

length as or somewhat longer or shorter than the first endopodite joint. This bristle

has in most cases no long hair distally (cf. below); in exceptional cases it may have long

secondary bristles at the middle; sometimes it may be quite absent. Endopodite:
First joint: Along the anterior edge this joint usually has six (in exceptional cases only

four) long bristles, the longest ones of which are in most cases somewhat longer than

the anterior side of this joint, the shortest ones about half as long as the former ones. All these

bristles are well pointed except one of those situated most distally, which is most frequently

of the tube-bristle type; the latter bristle is in most cases furnished distally with a rather long

hair; cf. my fig. 26 of G. symmetrica. In most cases these bristles have short hairs, only in ex-

ceptional cases they have rather long secondary bristles at the middle. At or somewhat distally

of the middle of the posterior edge of this joint there are almost always three (in exceptional
cases two or four) rather long bristles of somewhat diiierent lengths, about as long as or somewhat

longer or shorter than this joint. In most cases these bristles have short hairs and are of the tube-

bristle type; one or two of them have most frequently a rather long hair distally. The bristle

on the inside of this joint, situated somewhat distally of the middle or rather near the distal

boundary of this joint, is in most cases about as long as the width of this joint or somewhat

shorter; it has short hairs, has long secondary bristles only exceptionally and is of the tube-bristle

type; this bristle always seems to be without a long end hair. Near the distal boundary of this

joint there is a somewhat varying number of — in most cases — rather weak spines along the

anterior half of the inside. The end joint varies in length and is always armed with five distal

bristles. The most anterior and the most posterior of these bristles are most frequently rather

strong, slightly bent, pointed, bare or more or less finely pectinated claws (the points of these

bristles are of about the type reproduced by me in fig.
28 of C. symmetrica). The three remaining

bristles on this joint are in most cases of the tube-bristle type, with short, fine hairs or almost

bare and with no long end hair. Of these bristles the most anterior claw-shaped one is usually
the longest, about as long as or somewhat longer than the breadth of the first endopodite joint

(counting from front to back). The most posterior claw-like one is somewhat shorter than the

former one, in most cases being at least somewhat more than half its length. The three remaining
ones are either subequal or somewhat difierent in length; the longest of them is usually somewhat

shorter than the most anterior claw-shaped one, the shortest one is usually about half this length.

The length of these bristles varies somewhat even within the species. Pilosity: Both the endite

on the procoxale and that on the coxale are furnished with a moderate number of moderately-

long, stiff hairs both on the anterior and the posterior side. Apart from these this limb seems

in most cases to be quite bare.
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Fifth 1 i 111 h: — K(ir tlic sjuiif reasons us in tin- ciisc of the two prcctHliiig limbs

it st'fimnl U> nu- most rtmvoiiioiit to (Icscrilto in this ^cufric (Icscript inn tlic ..normiil type" of

tliis limb as fiuiiul bv mo. The charae'tors on this limb that arc not mi-utmiicil in the following

dosiriptions of spoi-ios are thus to be considered as agreeing with this type.
— Protopodite:

This is in most cases unjointed, but has sometimes a faint indication ol Iwn joints. Tlic first

endite has two bristles, one situated somewhat ilistally of the other. The iHoxmial one of these

bristles is short, has sliort hairs and is of the tube-bristle type. The distal one is rather hjng, in

most cases about as k>ng as the broadtli of the [irotopodite (calculating from front to back), of

the ordinary type, furnished along its proximal half with rather long, stiff secondary bristles,

and with short hairs distally. The second endite is armed with three bristles. One of these

bri.stles is of about the same type and length as the long bristle on the preceding endite. The

two others are of the tube-bristle type; one of them has sliort hairs and is about as long as or

somewhat longer or shorter than the short tube-bristle on the preceding endite, the other is some-

what longer, often about half the length of the long ordinary bristle, either with short hairs

or with rather long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle (the latter character may sometimes

vary even within the species). Epipodial appendage: The middle one of the three

groups of bristles always seems to comprise five bristles. The e n d o p o d i t e is armed with

eight, in exceptional cases nine, bristles; one of these is situated ventrally* rather far back,

the others anteriorly on this branch. The latter (seven or eight) bristles are usually developed

as follows: Two of them are rather powerful, moderately strongly or rather weakly pectinated

claws, one of them, the ventral one, is about as long as the proximal height of the first exopodite

joint, the other is somewhat shorter. One bristle, in most cases attached somewhat more dors-

allv than the short claw, is about as long as or most frequently somewhat shorter than the latter,

has short hairs and is of the tube-bristle type. One (or in the case of nine bristles two) bristle,

situated close to (in most cases somewhat dorsally of) the long claw, is also furnished with short

hairs and is of the tube-bristle type, about as long as or somewhat shorter or longer than the

latter. In exceptional cases the tube-bristles of this branch are very short. The three remaining

(ventral ones) of the anterior bristles of this branch are in most cases rather long, of somewhat

different lengths, the longest of them often being about as long as or somewhat shorter or longer

than the long bristle on the first endite of the protopodite, the shortest about a quarter or a half

shorter. These three bristles are in most cases of the ordinary type, either all with short hairs

or else one or two of them are furnished with rather long secondary bristles at the middle (this

last character sometimes varies within the species). The anterior ventral bristle on this branch

is in most cases of about the same ty^je and length as the long bristle on the first endite of the

protopodite, but has most frequently softer secondary bristles; in exceptional cases this bristle

is more or less short. In a number of species this branch is furnished anteriorly on the outside

with a number of short spines. Exopodite: First joint: The dorso-distal bristle of this

joint is in most cases about as long as or somewhat longer than the two following joints; it has

•
Really laterally. The natural position of the endopodite is altered under the coverglass. Whereas the anterior

bristle-bearing edge of this branch points in its natural position of rest more or less horizontally-outward, it usually points

ventrally under the coverglass. It seemed to me most convenient in describing these bristles to take their bearings

as they are under the coverglass. „\'entrally" is thus really laterally, ..dorsally" corresponds to medially.
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short hairs, is of the tube-bristle type or is well pointed distally (the latter character varies even

within the species). At or most frequently somewhat distally of the middle of this joint, laterally,

there is a single bristle, in most cases about as long as or somewhat shorter than the former one,

sometimes with short hairs, sometimes with rather long hairs at the middle, in most

cases well pointed distally. One or two of the other bristles of this joint are situated ventero-

medially at or somewhat proximally of half the length of the joint; a group (three to five) are

situated ventrally often somewhat proximally of half the length of the joint; a group (two to

four) are situated ventrally near the distal boundary of the joint. These bristles vary to a rather

great extent both in number, length and type, not only from one species to another but also

often within the same species; a larger or smaller number of them are always of the tube-bristle

type; sometimes they all have short hairs, sometimes one or more of them have rather long
hairs at the middle. Second joint: The three bristles on this joint are either subequal or else

the dorsal one is slightly shorter or longer than the two ventral ones; they are in most cases

about as long as or somewhat shorter than this joint, always with short hairs and are most frequently
of the tube-bristle type. Of the three bristles on the end joint the middle one is rather powerful,
in most cases about as long as or somewhat longer than the second exopodite joint, finely pectin-

ated. (Its point
— like the points of the two claws on the endopodite

— is of about the same

type as is reproduced in my fig. 28 of C. symmetrica.) The two other bristles on the end joint

have short hairs and are tube-bristles; the dorsal one is in most cases about as long as or rather

slightly shorter than the middle claw, the ventral one is most frequently about as long as or

somewhat longer or shorter than half the length of the middle claw. The normal type of this

limb described above agrees fairly closely with my fig. 27 of C. symmetrica. The pilosity varies

on this limb, sometimes even within the species.

Sixth limb: — For the same reasons as in the case of the mandible, maxilla and
fifth limb it seemed to me most convenient to give here in the genus description an account of

the
, .normal type" of this limb found by me; consequently in the following descriptions of

species only such characters are included as differ more or less essentially from this type.

Contrary to the immediately preceding limbs this one shows rather great dimorphism.
Male: — This is large and powerful with very powerfully developed musculature

and is used as an auxiliary organ in swimming. The p r o t o p o d i t e is in most cases unjointed,
sometimes it shows a more or less distinct division into two joints. The endopodite is

only partly joined to the protopodite ; remains of its musculature can be observed. In most cases

it has two (in exceptional cases one) bristles, which are most frequently subequal and about

as long as the proximal height of the first exopodite joint, in most cases well pointed and
with rather long hairs at the middle, short hairs distally. Exopodite: First joint:

This joint usually has dorso -distally a short tube-bristle with short hairs. In exceptional
cases this bristle is not found. Laterally, somewhat disto-dorsally of the middle of this joint,

there is usually a single bristle, in most cases somewhat shorter than the distal height of this

joint and in most cases furnished at the middle with rather long hairs and with short

hairs distally; it has a fine point. This bristle may in rare cases also be missing. More or less

scattered along the distal part of the ventral side, partly somewhat medially and partly somewhat
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Intorally, tlioiv uro usuiiUy (ivo (in pxcoptional cusos four or six) bristlos, of soinowhat different

leniiths. the longest being in most cases as long as orsoniewlmt longer or shorter tlian the proximal

height of this joint, the shortest in most eases alxuit hall as long. These bristles are most

frennently well pointed and either have short i\airs or else a larger or smaller numberof them

are furnished with rather long hairs at tiic middle; the hitter character varies a good deal, often

even within the species. In exceptional cases this joint may liavc no l)ristles at all. The second

joint has vcntrally, at or somewhat distally of the middle, a single short-haired bristle, in most

cases of the tube-bristle tvpe and most frequently about half as long as the lieight of this joint

or still shorter. In exceptional cases it may be almost entirely reduced. The two bristles of

the third joint are in most cases of about the same length and type as that of t lie preceding joint.

In exceptional cases the ventral one of them may be almost completely reduced or even quite

absent. The three bristles of the end joint are usually subequal and about as long as the exopodite.

All of them are usually furnished with rather long and powerful natatory hairs along the distal

two-thirds of their length; in exceptional cases the ventral one has short hairs. It ought perhaps

to be specially pointed out that these bristles are not modified distally as sensory organs. This

limb is in most cases quite bare. The fig. 29 of C. symmetrica given by me below agrees fairly

well with the ,,normal type" described here.

Female: — This is rather considerably smaller and weaker than that of the male ;

the musculature especially is considerably less strongly developed. In order to show the relative

sizes it may be pointed out here as an example that whereas the exopodite of this limb (excluding,

of course, the end bristles) is about 1,5 mm. long in males of C. symmetrica 4,0
—

4,1 mm. long,

this branch measures only 1,0—1,1 mm. in females of the same species whose shells are 4,3 to

4,5 mm. long. Apart from this fact this limb differs from that of the male chiefly in the bristles

of the exopodite. These are developed in the following way: First joint: The dorso-distal bristle

has, as in the male, short hairs, and is in most cases about as long as or somewhat shorter than

half the length of this joint. There are five bristles ventrally on this joint; two of these are situated

at or somewhat proximally of half the length of this joint, one somewhat medially, the other

somewhat laterally, the three remaining ones are near the distal boundary of this joint. These five

bristles, like the single bristle situated laterally, somewhat dorso-distally of the middle of this

joint, are better developed than in the male, in most cases subequal, about as long as or somewhat

.shorter than this joint and are all often furnished with rather long hairs at the middle

and short hairs distally. Both the two bristles of the endopodite and these last-mentioned six

bristles are most frequently well pointed, the short dorso-distal bristle is in most cases of the

tube-bristle type, the latter sometimes with a rather long end hair (as in my fig. 26 of C. sym-

metrica). The bristles of the second and third joints are most frequently subequal and somewhat

shorter than the second joint; they have short hairs and are in most cases of the tube-bristle

type. The three bristles of the end joint are in most cases of about the same type and length

as the corresponding bristles on the fifth limb but they are all in most cases somewhat longer

comparatively. The middle one is most frequently about one and a half times as long as the second

exopodite joint or somewhat longer. The fig. 30 of C. symmetrica given by me below agrees

fairly well with the ,,normal type" described here.
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Seventh limb: — The bngest bristle is about a third or a quarter of the length

of the shell, but varies to sonu; extent even within the species. This limb is in most cases

smooth; in exceptional cases the end joint is furnished with spines.

The penis varies rather considerably in type. Disto-laterally on the penis, somewhat

ventrally of half the height of the organ and just proximally of the distal, forward bending part
of the vas deferens, there is in most cases a lamelliform copulatory appendage, wliicli is differently

developed in different species.

Furca: — This has eight claws. The armature of the claws is in most cases moderately

strong. Between the first and second claw there is no verruciform process. Behind the claws

there is sometimes an unpaired bristle which varies somewhat in length. The lamellae are in

most cases furnished v/ith groups of short and stiff hairs on the inside.

Rod-shaped organ: — This shows more or less marked dimorphism.
Male: — This is always large, in most cases longer than the first antenna (the latter,

of course, measured without its bristles). It consists of three parts which are moveably joined to each

other. The middle one of these is rather firmly joined to the first antenna by means of the dorsal

bristle on the second joint of this limb (retinaculum). The two proximal joints, between which

the boimdary runs at about the boundary between the two proximal joints of the first antenna,

point forward, and are of about the same thickness throughout their length. The distal part, which

is always somewhat thicker than the two proximal parts, points in most cases more or less ventrally;

in addition it is in most cases armed with spines, principally along the ventral (posterior) side.

Female: — This organ is developed very differently in the female; in most cases

it is somewhat shorter than in the male. Division into joints is most frequently less distinct

than in the male. The boundary between the first and second joints is sometimes indicated,

but in most cases it is quite absent. The distal part is most frequently somewhat thicker than

the proximal part and in most cases, as in the male, it is armed with spines. The organ is not

joined to the first antenna by a retinaculum, but is quite free.

Upper lip:
— This projects strongly; when seen from the side it forms in most

cases a rather pointed angle anteriorly (see my fig. 36 of C. symmetrica); its anterior side has

no verruciform swellings. The glands of the upper lip have their exits scattered on the ventral

side of the upper lip, arranged on the whole, however, in two longitudinal rows running on each side

of and at some distance from the middle line. The postero-ventral margin of this lip varies some-

what in shape, but it is as a rule somewhat more nninded than in the genus Halocypris; its

combs project moderately and are furnished with rather numerous and rather powerful hairs.

In the inner corner of each of these combs one or two glands have their exits. The part between

these combs is most frequently somewhat narrower than each of the combs, but otherwise it

varies in shape, being sometimes more or less straight and sometimes having a more or less deep .

notch at the middle.

The p a r a g n a t e s are in most cases more or less oval (cf. my fig. 38 of C. symmetrica)
or else somewhat more triangular (cf. my fig. 14 of (7. rotundata) ; they often vary, however,

even within the species. The c h i t i n o u s lists behind the under lip are of the type

reproduced by G. \V. MUllkh, 1894, pi. 35, fig. 15; cf. my fig.
35 of C. symmetrica.
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^ For tlic live l)iistl('s on the two distal

joints 1 havf used tho sanip alphabetical notatmn m this ficiius as 1 did lor tin- ficmis Hnlonipris
abovo. Thus tin- two liristlcs of tin- next to thr distal jnint arc dmntrd l>v a and 1); licrc in

tlio niaU- the hyaline sensorial tilainrnt is di-noti'd as the a-lnistlc. the loiijj;, (irdiiiai\- l)ristle

as the b-bristle. The disto-anteriur ol' t lir t lure lni.stles on the end joint is denoted as the e-hiistle,

the two others as the c- and dd)ristles, the lonj; ordinary bristle in the male IxMn^ denoted as

the d-bristle. the remaining one. the liyaline sensorial tilanient, as the e-bristle.

Mandible: — As in the case of the genus Halucypris so in this genus tlu- hiistles

denoted by ('. Ci.Als as ..Stachelziihne" are termed lancet-bristles.

F i f t h limb: — Those of tlie bristles on the first exopodite joint that are situated

niedio-ventrally. in most cases somewhat proximally of half the length of the joint, are called

..the medio-ventral bristles'", the ventral group of bristles at or somewhat proximally of half

the length of the joint are called ,,ihe proximo-ventral" bristes and the ventral group near the

distal boundary of this joint are termed ..the disto-ventral" bristles.

K (1 il - s h a
J)

e d organ: — The distal part of this organ, which is, at least in the

males, in most cases well marked off, and which, is called by G. W. MUlkek ,,Endstuck", is

called in the present work ,,capitulum", after the example of G. S. B1{AIjy and A. M. NORMAN.

The part situated proximally of the capitulum is called the shaft.

Spinifera group G. W. Muller

(= Paraconchoecia [part.] C. CiiAUS).

Nitmber of species. C. Claus, 1891a, included in the genus ParaconcJioecia, besides the species Conchoecia

ohlonga dealt with below, the following species:

Conchoecia spinifera, (C. Claus), 1891 a, p. 64; pi. X.

„ inermis, „ ,. 1891 a. p. 65; pi. XI.

gracilis, .. .. 1891 a, p. 66; pi. XII.

AJl these species, except C. gracilis, which appeared to be a synonym of C. elegans

G. 0. Sars, are included by G. W. MOller, 1906 a, in the Spinifera group established by him.

In addition this writer adds the following species to this group in the work just mentioned:

Conchoecia allotherium, G. W. MtJLLER, 1906 a, p. 59; pi. XI, figs. 15—19.

aequiseta, „ ,, „ 1906 a, p. 59; pi. XI, figs.l—6, and 11—14.

hirsuta, „ „ ., 1906 a, p. 60; pi. XI, figs. 1—3 and 6—10.

tnamillala, „ „ ,. 1906 a, p. 60; pi. XVI, figs. 1—9; pi. XXXV,
fig. 8.

„ echinata, „ „ „ 1906 a, p. 61; pi. X, figs. 14—24.

„ dorsotuberculala, „ „ „ 1906 a, p. 63; pi. X, figs. 1—3 and 8—13.

„ reticulata, „ „ „ 1906 a, p. 64; pi. XII. figs. 10— 17.
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Concfioecia caudata, (I. \V. Mii.i.KU, 1906a, p. 65; pi. XI. fig. 24 and pi. Xll,

figs. 1—9.

dasyophthnlma. ., „ „ 1906 a, p. 66; pi. XI, figs. 20—23 and 26—30.

Is this group a natural one? .( criticism uj this

As I was only able to investigate closely one of the above-mentioned species it is exceed- group.

ingly difficult for me to decide this question on account of the incompleteness in the de-

scriptions of these forms. It seems to me, however, fairly certain that it must be answered in

the negative.

Both G. W. MUller's characterization of this group and C. Claus's diagnosis of the

genus Paraconchoecia are exceedingly incomplete and leave the reader anything but convinced

as to the justification of including the species in question in one group. G. W. MUllkh himself

states (1906 a, p. 52) that it is not possible to define precisely and characterize this group.
—

In order still further to explain this fact I shall give here a critical exposition of the characters

put forward by these writers.

Shell: —
According to C. Claus this is ,,sehr zart vmd stark comprimiert, meist mit

einem Stachelfortsatz am Hinterende der rechten Klappe". G. W. MOller only adopts the

last of these characters; according to the latter writer the shell is characterized, in addition,

by the fact that the unsymmetrical glands emerge for the most part ,,at the usual place" and

by the absence of lateral groups of glands.

With regard to these characters the following facts may be stated: The species of this

group that I investigated, namely C. oblonga, is not characterized by a more thin-walled shell

than many other species belonging to other groups of this genus.
— The shells of species in this

group are not, or at least not essentially, narrower than in most other sjjecies of this genus,
—

These two characters were, as has been pointed out above, not included by G. W. MiJLLER. —
The posterior dorsal corner of the right valve is armed with a more or less well developed spine

not only in a rather large number (nineteen) of species belonging to several other groups of this

genus but also in representatives of two of the three other genera of this family, namely Archi-

conchoecia and EuconcJioecia. In addition, an armature of this kind is, as both C. Glaus and

G. W. MUller have pointed out, not characteristic of all the species in the group under consid-

eration here ; both C. inermis and C. dorsotuberculata have no spines at all either on the left or the right

valve. It is also to be noted that we are here concerned with a character that sometimes varies

even within the species, a fact that G. W. MUller himself has observed; cf. this writer's work

1906 a, p. 53. — The fact that the unsymmetrical glands have their exits ,,an der gewohnlichen

Stelle" is, of course, a character of little value. This character, which is found in most species

of the genus Conchoecia, is presumably an original one in this genus, as is shown with a fairly

great degree of certainty by the fact that these glands also have this position in the genus Halo-

cypris. Moreover these glands have, as G. W. MOller himself has pointed out, been rather

considerably displaced in not less than four species of this group, namely C. aequiseta, C. hirsuta,

C. dorsotuberculata and C. mamillata. — The absence of lateral groups of glands in these species

is certainly also primitive. Such groups of glands are only found in the genus Conchoecia;

in all other genera of this sub- family they are always absent. In the geims Coitchoecia there are
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uo latvral lonu'r jilands, not only in tlic species of this gniu|i. luit in no Ifss tlian 23 species

belonging to several different <j;roiips.

First antenna: — It is ospeciallv on this antenna that (J. \V. M(1i,li;k bases liis

grouping together oi the species mentioned above. ..('haraeteristisch liir die Gruppe ist die

Bewaffnimg der Hauptborste in beiden Gesehlechtern" (191)6 a,
|). 5(5). In the females of these

species the e-bristle on this antenna is furnished with .danger, (limner, starlc abstehender Bc-

haarung am Winlenand". 'riiere arc nu such hairs in ('. ihisi/ophtlialinit; tliis species is con-

sequently ineUuled here only with hesitation.

It is prt)bablv best, however, not to attach too much importance to this character, as

1 have observed that similar hairs are characteristic oi I lie i'emale of C. spinirustris as well,

i. e. a species that G. W. MCller referred, though with hesitation, to quite another group of

this genus, namely the Magna group, and they are also found in C. obtusata*. Does C. spini-

rostris belong to the Magna group or is this doubt of G. W. MUi.IjEk's justified? It seems to me,

unfortunately, impossible to answer this question on account of the comparatively slight know-

ledge I possess of the majority of the species belonging to the Magna group. On the other hand

it seems to me beyond all doubt that C. spinirostris is not more closely related to C. oblonga

than many other species belonging to other groups of this genus. Anyone who knows C. obtusata

and C. oblonga will understand that there is no specially close relation between these two species.

In the males of the Spinijera group the e-bristle is furnished with ,,langen, borstenartigen

Spitzen; dieselben stehen meist sehr dicht, riicken nur ausnahmsweise (echinata) etwas weiter

auseinander; distal von den basalwarts gerichteten Borsten findet sich meisi (Ausnahme dorso-

tuberculata, allotherium, mamillata) eine kleine Gruppe distalwarts gerichteter Borstchen"

(G. W. MtJLLER, 1906 a, p. 56).

With regard to these characters it may be pointed out, first, that long, bristle-like, close

spines are not characteristic only of species of this group, but of a very large number of species

belonging to several other groups of this genus; we are presumably concerned here, too, with

a comparatively primitive character; cf. also this character in C. dasyophtlmlma, pi. XI, fig. 30.

Nor is the character of a small group of distally pointing spines situated distally of the rows

of spines confined to this group; similar spines are found in several other species of this genus

belonging to different groups; the exceptions within the groups are also, of course, considerably

numerous. Nor can the armature of the b- and d-bristles as put forward by G. W. MULlek

be conveniently used; there are exceptions within the group and we find a similar character

in a very large number of species in many other groups of this genus.

Mandible: —• ,,Kauwulst der Mandibellade in Form einer quergestellten dreiseitigen

Zahnplatte liber die ganze Breite der Kaufiache ausgezogen, die vier Hakenzahne zur Seite

gedrangt, in dem dichten Borstensaum mehr oder minder versteckt." (C. Glaus, 1891 a.)

This character is not included at all by G. W. MUller. With regard to the value of this character,

which applies, of course, only to the three first-mentioned species, it is difficult to make any
definite statement, but it is presumably rather slight, as the differences we are concerned with

* In a large number of species there are exceedingly short, distally pointing hairs at this place. Siiih species are

C. elegans, C. rolundaXa, C. Haddoni, C. bispinosa, C. Gaussi, C. serrulata and C. Chuni.
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here aiv too small to ciiablr us to ascribe any great importance to tlieiii. In this connection I will

only quote G. W. Muller's statement, 1906 a, p. 52: „Der Versuch vonCLAU.s.denBaudesKaufort-
satzes der Mandibel einerweiterenEinteilungzuGrundezulegen, schcintmirnichtdurchfiihrbar."

These writers have not taken other organs into consideration in making this classification.

Puiely tfom the point of view of habitus this group includes rather heterogeneous elements;

cf., for instance, C. cauclata, C. dasyophthalma and C. oblonga.

Is not C. decipiens, for instance, which belongs to the Procera group, considerably more

closely related to C. oblonga than the latter is to, for instance, C. dasyophthalma or C. caudata'i

As has been pointed out above, no answer as to the naturalness of this group can yet
be given. For this a new and comprehensive investigation of the species in it is necessary.

Conchoecia oblonga (C. Claus).

Paraconchoecia oblonga, C. Claus, 1890, p. 13.

Conchoecia variabilis (part.), G. W. Mullek, 189U a, p. 273; pi. XXVIII, figs. 27 and 38.

Paraconchoecia oblonga, C. Glaus, 1891a, p. 63; pi. VIII, figs. 10 and 11; pi. IX.

Conchoecia oblonga, G. W. MUller, 1906 a, p. .58; pi. IX, figs. 11—13, 16—25.

„ „ „ 1906 b, p. 3.

V. VAVRA, 1906, p. 38; pi. II, figs. 21—28.

G. W. MULLER, 1908, p. 66.

., ., „ 1912, p. 69.

(Non Paraconchoecia oblonga, C. Claus, 1894, p. 3; P. oblonga, P. T. Gleve, 1900, p. 4(t

and Conchoecia oblonga, G. W. MULLER, 1890 a, p. 272.)

Description:
— See G. Glau.s, 1891a, p. 63 and G. W. MCLLLl;, 1906 a, p. 58.

Supplementary description:
— Male: —

Shell: — Length, according to G. W. MtlLLER, 1906 a, ..ziemlich konstant 1,45 mm.",

according to V. VAvra, 1906, 1,2
—

1,3 mm. The lengths of the specimens investigated by me

varied between 1,40 mm. and 1,6 mm. Length : height about 2,3 : 1; length : breadth about

2,3 : 1. 8 e e n f r o m t he side it has about the same type as is reproduced in the accom-

panying figure 1, i. e. the posterior part of the shell is not larger than the anterior part. \\'itli

regard to this characteristic the specimens investigated by me differed from the type reproduced

by G. W. MOller, 1906 a, in pi. IX, fig. 11. (This figure certainly represents a female, but

G. W. ML'LLER does not mention the existence of any difference between the sexes in this

respect; cf. imder the description of the female shell below.) On the other hand the

figure of the male shell in this species given by C. Claus, 1891 a, pi. IX, fig. 9 agrees in this

respect with the type foimd by me. S e e n f r o m b e 1 o w, fig. 2. it has its greatest breadth

at or just in front of the middle, its side contours are miiformly curved, it is broadly rounded

anteriorly with a rostrum that is almost symmetrical, and is pointed posteriorly. The shoulder

vault is always powerful, but was never sharp-edged in the specimens investigated by me. The

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. SuppI.-BJ. i. <^
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spiiu' at tin- |)nstt'rinr ctniH'r of tlu' iiLilil \alvi' is always (l('\cli>|)(i| .md In tlir s|)ciiiiit'iis nivcsti-

ijatod by me it was luiuiult'd dIT liy a ilcridoil anjjlo. Iroiii llir imstrrmr iii;ii;;iii til llir shell; cf.

tifi. '^. Whon the sliell is seen lium tlie side the inar<j;in ol the shell has, just ventrallv ul the

rostral ineisur, a sort of spine-liUe proeess. This process is, as ('. Cl^AUS has alreaily jjoiiiti'd out,

formed by the selvage, which is rather broadly convex at this point; when tliis ])art of the selvage

is seen from inside it is well rounded; see fig. 4. Seen from inside: Apait lioin this the selvage

in this species is characterized by the fact that it is smooth-edged oi onlvexeeediimly liuely senu-

lat^'d along the anterior margin of the shell and the anteri( )r half of the ventral margin of the shell; it is

finely serrulated along the posterior half of the ventral margin of the shell and a short distance

of the most ventral part of the posterior margin of the shell; inside the remaining part of the

ventral half of the posterior margin of the shell the marginal spines of the selvage are somewhat

larger, but they never seem to be developed quite in the same way as in the accom])anying

fig. 4 of C. symmetrica. The selvage has no large spine-like processes on the rostrum. There are

a few rather long, soft hairs scattered on the surf a c e of the shell. With regard to the position

of the glands the specimens investigated by me belonged to the type denoted by (J. W. MOi-MOlt,

1906 a, as ,,Form a". The medial glands along the posterior margin of the shell are moderately

large; their exits are always simple, arranged in a distinct row running about half way between

the selvage and the edge of the shell or else somewhat nearer the latter, but not joined by any
distinct list. There is no distinctly developed hinge-socket or hinge-tooth at the posterior dorsal

corner of the shell.

First antenna: — K-bristle: The proportion between the length of this bristle

and the length of the whole limb is about 4 : 3, Somewhat distally of the middle this bristle has

two rows of proximally pointing spines along about a quarter of its lengtli. The number of

spines in these rows seems to be subject to rather slight variation: about thirty or slightly

fewer were found in each row. (\. VAsf.a, 1906, p. 38, gives the number as only 26; there are

28 in the figure given by this writer.) As G. W. Mui.lkh has pointed out, all these spines, even

those situated most proximally, are close together. In most cases the spines in the two rows

are situated about opposite to each other, at any rate they do not distinctly alternate. All

these spines seem to be narrow and well pointed; those situated distally are rather short, about

as long as the thickness of the bristle at the place where they are attached, the others increase

fairly uniformly in length the more proximally they are situated, the most proximal ones being

rather long, from about three to five times as long as the distal ones. Just distally of these rows

of spines this bristle is furnished with a few short spines, which in most cases point somewhat

distally. (Most frequently they are of about the same type as the spines distally of the suctorial

plate on the e-bristle of C. elegans; cf. the accompanying fig.
15 of the latter species.) Just distally

of these spines this bristle is bent at a decided angle. The part of the bristle situated distally

of this knee is bare and, as has been pointed out by G. W. MUlleh, not widened. The anterior

side of this bristle is quite bare. The b- and d-bristles are subequal, somewhat shorter than or

about as long as the e-bristle, often bent at a rather decided angle at about the corresponding

place to that in the last-mentioned bristle; they are not widened distally. As G. W. MULLEi;

has pointed out, the b-bristle is fiirnished with a dense row of (about ten to twenty) rather short
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and fine distally pointing spines, about the same as are shown in pi. IX, fig. 7 in G. W. MOller's

work, 1906 a; this row of spines is sometimes divided into two. The d-bristle has at the eorre

spending place a sparse row of similar spines. None of these three bristles have pad-like form-

ations. The a-bristle is about as long as or somewhat longer than the total length of tlie four

distal joints; it has no accessory saccule. The c-bristle is quite short, only about as long as the

distal height of the second joint. The c-bristle is more or less straight, the d-bristle is in most
cases not decidedly rolled

uj). All the joints are quite bare.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: In specimens with shells 1,4
—

1,5 mm.

long this attained a length of about 0,75 mm. E x o p o d i t e: The proportion between the

length of this branch and that of the protopodite is about 14 : 30. The proportion between

the length of tin' tiist joint and the total length of the eight following joints is about 2:1. The

I"i.i(. CX\'I. — Conchoecia oblonga [C. Ci.AUs).
— 1. Shell seen from Iho side, (J; 56 X. 2. Sholl soeii from below, ^i

'i9 X. :!. Poslero-dorsal conu'i' of tlii^ stu^ll seen from inside, cJ; I'*'* X. 4. Margin of tlie left valve just below tlie

ineisur seen from inside, ,J: 56" X. 5. Postero-dorsal eorncr of the sliell seen from inside. $; 133 X. 6. Chispini;-

appendage of the endopodite of the right second antenna, cJ; '"OO X. 7. Proximal toothdist of the right mandible seen

from inside, ?; 1167 X. 8. Distal part of the penis, seen from outside; 833 X. 9. The fourth to the seventh claws

of tlie furca. ,J; 420 X. 10. Distal part of the rod-shaped organ, cj; 187 X. II. Distal part of this organ -(- a part of

Ihe first antenna, $: IH" X. (All the fisrurcs are drawn from specimens from station 20b.)
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proportion hctwocii tho Icnjltli of the lonjicst iiatatorv hristlcs and that of tlic i-xopoditc is about

4 : 3. Thi* first joint is furnisluHl proxinio-iiistaliv with a dense h)iiiiitudinal row of sliort, fine

spines alonij about a (piarter or a third of its length and rluse to lliis mw there is a hirj^er or

smaller nunil»er of seattered spines of the same tvpe (about the same as in liys. 12 and l."} of

('. si/mmelrica). !•] n d o
ji
o d i t e: First joint : The processus mam miliar is has no distal verruca.

The a- and b-bristles have no Ioul; haiis. m most cases the\' aic iiuite haie. Second joint: The

c- and d-bristlos are most often somewhat shorter than this joint and liave short line hairs t)r

are almost i|uite bare. The e-bristle is e.\ceedinf>;lv short. The ^-bristle is about as lonjf as or

slightly shorter than tiie ])rotopodite; it grows jrraduallv narrow distally and is furnished with

rather sparse short tine hairs. The (bristle is alioul a (juarterora third shorter than the g-bristie

and. lil<e it. is not widened distally and is bare, 'i'hini joint: The clasping organs are of about

the same types as are re])niduce(i ii\ (J. \V. .Ml l.l.i;i;. MKMia. pi. IX, figs. 22 and 23 (se(i the

adjoining fig. 6). The h-. i- and j-iiristles are subecjual, in most cases somewhat less than half

the length of the g-bristle; along the greater part of their length they are about as wide as the

proximal part of the f-bristle; they are only slightly widened proximally and have only indic-

ations of shafts; they are bare.

Mandible: — 1' r o t o p o d i t e: Coxale: The number of teeth on the toothed

edge of the pars incisiva varied between seven and ten in the specimens investigated by tne.

Distal tooth-list: This is rather slightly narrower than the toothed edge of the pars incisiva and

is of about the type reproduced by me in fig. 17 of C. symmetrica, but somewhat variable. It

is armed with a simple row of about 14—18 teeth. The two posterior ones of these teeth are

rather high and ])iiwerful. tht> posterior one of them is iii most cases smooth, the other is most

frequently furnished with a few small secondary teeth. The others, 12—16, are somewhat

lower than the former ones and are smooth; they are either subequal and somewhat rounded

distally (about the same as the middle teeth in the figure just mentioned) or else the anterior

ones are somewhat larger and wider than the others (about the same as in the figure just men-

tioned). Proximal tooth-list: This is rather slightly narrower than the distal one and is armed

with a somewhat varying number (about 14—20) of teeth, arranged in a simple row. As in

the case of the distal tooth-list, the two posterior of these are rather high and powerful, like

tusks, the others vary rather as to their development, being sometimes of about the same type

as the corresponding teeth on the distal tooth-list, sometimes of other types, as, for instance, those

shown in the adjoining fig. 7. This tooth-list is furnished on the inside with numerous fine,

short spines, situated close together. The masticatory pad is simple or at any rate without any
distinct division into lobes; it is comparatively wide, about as wide as the tooth-lists; it is square

distally and is armed with exceedingly numerous rather small spines. The lancet-bristles are,

as C. Cl.\US pointed out, 1891 a, p. 63 ,,in dem dichten Borstensaum mehr oder minder ver-

steckt". Basale: The six teeth on the distal edge of the endite are furnished with exceedingly

fine serrulation. The single tooth on the outside of this process is of about the same size and

type as in my fig. 19 of C. symmetrica, finely serrated only along the distal half of the anterior

edge. The e p i p o d i a 1 appendage is represented only by an exceedingly small

(scarcely observable with Reichert's ocular 4, Leitz's immersion V,,) verruciform process.
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Endopodite: The first joint has three posterior bristles, all with short hairs. The lateral

one of these bristles is about as long as or somewhat longer or shorter than the two distal endo-

podite joints, the two others are somewhat shorter.

Maxilla; — P r o t o p o d i t c: The bristle on the basale is relatively short, oidv

about half as long as the first endopodite joint; in exceptional cases it has at the middle m few

ratiier long secondary bristles. Endopodite: A couple of the six bristles on the anterior

edge of the first joint are usually furnished with rather long, stiff secondary bristles at the middle.

On the posterior edge of tliis joint there are two or three bristles, in most cases three. The

ventral side of the end joint is about as long as the breadth of the first endopodite joint distally

(calculated from front to l)ac-k); its dorsal side is about half as long.

F i f 1 ii 1 i m V): — I* r o t o p o d i t e: The longer of the two tube-bristles on the second

ondite is always furnished at the middle with rather long, stiff secondary bristles. E n d o
]

> ( i d i t e :

One of the three ventero-anterior bristles is of about the same length and type as the long bristles

on the endites of the protopodite, the two others are somewhat shorter and weaker (about the

same proportions as in my Hg. 27 of C. symmetrica) and have short hairs. This branch has no

spine armature. Exopod ite: First joint: This has two medio-ventral bristles, often sub-

(Hitial and about as long as the proximal height of this joint, and with short hairs. There are

three or four bristles in the proximo-ventral group; these are somewhat different in length,

the longest being in most cases about as long as or somewhat longer than the two medio-ventral

bristles, the shortest about half as long; the longest of these bristles has in most cases rather

long hairs at the middle, the others most frequently have short hairs. The disto-

ventral group of bristles consists of two or three short-haired bristles of somewhat different

leno'ths; their lengths vary in most cases within the same limits as in the case of the bristles

in the proximo-ventral group. The dorso-lateral bristle is furnished with long hairs.

I'ilosity: The protopodite and the first exopodite joint have sparse hairs medially, hut a])ait

from these this limb always seems to be bare.

Sixth limb: — Exopodite: The ventral bristles on the first joint are perhaps

on the average somewhat shorter than in my fig. 29 of C. symmetrica; they all have rather long

hairs at the middle as is the case with the dorso-lateral bristles on this joint. The ventral bristle

on the end joint has short hairs.

Penis: —• This is comparatively narrow and has about the same height throughout its

length; it is obliquely rounded off distally; cf. pi. IX, fig. 13, C. Claus, 1891 a. At about the middle

there is a series of about five or six oblique transverse muscles; there are no muscles distally of

these. It has a rather large, distally rovmded, copulatory appendage; cf. the adjoining fig. 8.

Pure a: — The fifth claw is unusually decidedly bent; see pi. IX, fig. 2, C. Claus,

1891 a and my fig. 9. There is no unpaired bristle behind the claws.

Rod-shaped organ: — The shaft reaches to about the proximal boundary

of the third joint of the first antenna or to the point of this limb. The capitulum is about as

long as the second joint of the first antenna; in the specimens investigated by me this part was

of about the type reproduced in the accompanying fig. 10, i. e. of about the same type as was

fouiul l)v C. Claus.
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r p p ( r 1 i p:
— Tho part botwocn the combs on tlif poslcro-vcntnil odfTO of this lip

is slifihtlv coiuavi', about tho same as in my tig. 37 of I!, si/mmetricn. The
j)

a r a <i n a t c s

are about the same as in the hitter species.

K e ni ale: —
Shell: — Length: Aeeonling to (J. W. Ml'lli;!:, UMiGa, this is l.G— 1,8 mm. ((!. ClaUS,

1891 a, gives a length of 1,4—1,5 mm., luit m.ikrs iki distinction between males and females

in tliis respect.) The lengths of the specimens investigated by me varied between 1,5 and 1,8 mm.

JA'ngth : height about 2.5 : 1; length : breaiith about 1} : 1. in other respects we find about.

the san\e tvpe as in the male, both when seen from the side and from beneath; it is, however,

to be noted that the shoulder vault is not quite so powerful and tin' shell, when seen Inmi the

si<le, is somewhat higher than in the male; among the specimens investigated by uie. howe\er.

there was none that was .so high posteriorly as the type reproduced by (!. W. Mdl.MlK, 1906 a.

The spine on the postero-dorsal corner of the right valve is not bounded off from the ])osterior

margin of the shell by a di.stinct angle; see fig. 5. In other respects it resembles the male.

First antenna: — This is of the type described by G. W. MOLLFJi. The bristle

of the second joint has exceedingly tine, short hairs, almost bare. All the joints are bare. In

the first joint there are a large immtier nf velli)wisli-bro\vii corpuscles (explained l)y some ])revious

writers as reduced eyes).

S e c o n d a n t e n n a: — The protopodite is only slightly relatively shorter than that

of the male. The proportion between the length of the ])r()to])odite and that of the e x o p o-

d i t e is about the same as in the male. E n d o p o d i t e: This has three joints; the little

end joint is clearly defined. The g-bristle is slightly relatively shorter than in tho male. The

f-, h-, i- and j-bristles are subequal or differ (mly slightly in length; they are somewhat more

than half the length of the g-bristle. These four bristles are of about the same type as in the

male. Between the h- and i-bristles there is an exc(>edingly short bristle, which is only perceptible

with very great magnification (Ri;icnHltT's ocular 4. LiOlTX's inuncrsion 7,2)- Tilosity: The

second endopodite joint is bare.

The r o d - s h a p e (1 or g a n is (piite of the tyj)c found by C. ClaL'S and G. W. MdlJ.Ki;;

see the accompanying fig. 11.

Synoni/m;. Rer/uirks: — It seems to me beyond all doubt that the form Paraconchoecia ohlonqa

described by C. Claus, 1890 and 1891 a, is identical with the species dealt with by me abo\-c.

Almost entire agreement was observable between the specimens investigated by me and the

fairly full description given by this writer. It is true that a number of difierences can

be observed, e. g. with regard to the e-bristle of the female first antenna and the fifth and

sixth limbs, but these differences seem certainly to be due to the somewhat superficial nature

of this author's description.

Nor does there seem to be the least doubt that Conchoecia oblonga, V .VA\I^\, 1906, is

identical with this species. An almost detailed agreement is found between this author's de-

scription and the information given by me above. V. VAvra's statement that the capitulum

of the male rod-.shaped organ is bare („ganz kahl") is contradicted by this writer's pi. IT, fig. 2.S.
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The great resemblance between V. VAxua's and my figuics df the male shell and the lod-shaped

organ ought specially to be pointed out.

It also seems to me quite certain that G. W. MUl^ler's species C. oUnmja, 11)06 a.

comprises the species dealt with here. On the other hand it seems less certain that the material

investigated by G. W. MOller for this work was pure from a systematic point of view. With

regard to the shell this writer distinguished two forms, which he termed a and b, and the rod-

shaped organ in the males investigated by him was subject to rather far-reaching variation.

This is particularly noteworthy because neither C. Claus nor V. VAvRA mention any variation

although they had abundant material at their disposal; C. Claus writes, for instance, with

regard to this species . . . ,,die in zahlreichen Exemplaren untersucht werden konnte und zu den

am besten charakterisirten Formen gehort", 1891 a, p. 64, and V. VAvRA found and investigated

this species from no less than 39 different stations.

Nor have I observed any variation in this species myself; on the contrary the specimens

investigated by me agreed well with the types described by C. Claus and V. VAvra, as I have

pointed out above; we must note, however, in this connection that the material investigated

by me contained only a small number of specimens of this species. I have nevertheless accepted

the definitions made by G. W. MULLER, because this writer put forward reasons (1906 a, p. 58)

that seem to support fairly decidedly the idea that we are concerned with a species with a rather

great amplitude of variation.

C. Claus in his work of 1891 a, p. 64 identified the species Conchoecia variabilis described

by G. W. MiJLLER. 1890 a with this species; as C. Claus himself pointed out, however, this

identification was very uncertain because of the incompleteness of G. W. Muller's description.

In a later work, 1906 a, G. W. Muller himself accepted this identification, but with the reser-

vation that only a number^f the specimens investigated by him (1890 a) were identical with

this form.

It is impossible to decide whether Paraconchoecia ublomja, G. S. BradY, 1897, p. 95

is identical with the species dealt with above. It is true that this writer gives a couple of figures,

pi. XVII, figs. 20 and 21, but they are so incomplete that no conclusions in this direction can

be drawn from them.

This species is also mentioned in G. S. BisAnv and A. M. Norman's work of 1896, but

we only hnd here a translation of the information previously given by C. Claus.

That Paraconchoecia oblonga, C. Claus, 1894 is not identical with the species dealt

with above is shown quite clearly both by this writer's description and his figures. This form

is, as G. W. MtjLLER has already previously pointed out, presumably identical with Conchoecia

procera G. W. MOller. For P. oblonga P. T. Cleve see the remark imder Euconchoecia Chier-

chiae below; for Conchoecia oblonga, G. W. Muller, 1890 a, see this writer 1906 a.

The name Conchoecia (or Paraconchoecia) oblonga (C. Claus) is also mentioned in the

following places in the literature: C. Claus, 1893, p. 286, G. S. Bdady, 1902 a, p. 199 (— 1903,

p. 337 and A. M. Norman, 1905, p. 155), G. U. Fowler, 1903, p. 121 and P. T. Cleve, 1904,

p. 370 and 1905, p. 132. As no descriptions or verificatory figures accompany these statements

it did not seem to be convenient to include them in the list of synonyms given above.
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Habitat: ~- A t 1 ;i ii t i f ^U- v a ii:

S. A. K., PI. station 23. lat. :U" 2' N., long. 18" 21' W.; at the surface; o. XI. litOl; t.Mii-

|H'ratuiv. 20.1" ('.: 1 niatuiv nialc. 2 niatun- fiMualt's and 1 larva; R. M. 8. 2()!». S. A. I'l,

PI. .station 2(5. lat. :?2" 21' X.. lon<;. l!»" S' W.; at the .surface; 0. XI. 15)01; temperature, 20,5" ('.:

1 mature female: K. M. S.. on slides. S. A. K., PI. .station fib, lat. 23"35'N., long. 22" 10' W.;

at the surface; In. XL l!ti)l; t.'inperauire, 23" C: 1 iiiatuiv male; 11. M. S. 206. S. A. K., I'l.

station 8 b, lat. 21" 51' N.. Itmg. 2:VM)' \V.; at the surface; 11. XL 1!»01; temperature, 23,2" C:

1 mature female; R. M. S. 207. 8. A. E., PL station 20)). lat. IP'O' S., long. 32" 55' W.; at the

surface; 20. XI. 1001; temperature, 26,4" C: 2 mature males and :} mature females; R. M. S. 208.

Distribution: — Atlantic Ocean from lat. 37" N. (C. Claus, 1891a, V. VAvUA, 1906) to

lat. 37" S. (G. W. MtlLLER, 1906 a). Indian Ocean to lat. 32" S. (G. W. MtlM.KH, 1906 a).

The finds of the Swedish ,,A n t a r c t i c" expedition are consequently within the limits

of this species as stated by previous authors.

Elegans group G. W. Muller.

This group is certainly (piite a natural one. It comprises only two species, the one de-

scribed below and C. discophora, which are very closely related to each other.

Conchoecia elegans 0. 0. Sars.

Conchoecia elegans, G. O. Sahs, 1865. p. 117.

„ „ „ 1869. p. 360.

Paraconchoecia gracilis, C. Claus, 1890, p. 15.

„ 1891 a, p. 66; pi.
XII.

Conchoecia elegans, G. S. Bhady and A. M. NOHMAN, 1896, p. 684; pi. LX, lig. 23;

pi. LXV, figs. 11—22.

K. VanhOFFEN, 1897, p. 285.

(>. NORDGAARD, 1898, p. 17.

and C. quadramjuiaris, C. W. S. AUHIMI.MI s. 1898, pp. 16, 42,

218, 224, 230, 398. 400.

0. NUUDGAARD, 1899, p. 26.

C. W. S. AURIVILLIUS, 1899, pp. 37, 58, 62, 66.

P. T. CleVE, 1900, p. 39.

G. W. MOLLER, 1901, p. 3, figs. 1—3.

.. H. H. Gran, 1902, pp. 83, 210.

FaruamchnecM gracilis, G. S. BliADY, 1902 a, p. 109 (- 1003, p. 338).

Conchoecia elegans, Th. Scott, 1902 a, p. 476; pi. XX\', fig.
33.

„ 1902 b, pp. 514, 517.
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Conchoecia elegans, P. T. Clevk, 1903, pp. 19, 23.

P. T. Cleve and 0. PeTTBRSSON, 1903, pp. 2, 7.

Th. Scott, 1905, p. 228.

0. NORDGAARD, 1905, p. 4(1.

C. H. OSTENFELD, 1906, p. 96.

G. W. MDller, 1906 a, p. 69; pi. XIII, figs. 10, 11, 19—26.

V. VAVRA, 1906, p. 41; pi. IL figs. 37—40; pi. Ill; figs. 41—43.

G. W. MOller, 1906 b, p. 4.

A. K. LiNKO, 1907, p. 194.

Paraconchoecia gracilis, G. S. BRADY, 1907, p. 2.

Conchoecia elegans, E. KOEFOED, 1907, pp. 150, 151, 156, 157, 160, 161, 163, 164, 170,

175, 183, 187, 188, 189, 192, 193, 196, 204, 209, 210,

214, 215, 226, 232, 235, 249, 252, 258, 259, 269.

G. W. MIJLLER, 1908, p. 67.

C. H. OSTENFELD and C. Wbsenberg-Lund, 1909, p. 113.

G. H. Fowler, 1909, pp. 233, 263, 286.

C. ApsTEIN, 1911, p. 164; pi. XXIII.

Th. Scott, 1912 a, p. 588.

E. JORGENSEN, 1912, pp. 14, 16.

G. W. MULLER, 1912, p. 72.

K. StephENSEN, 1913, p. 354.

Description:
— See C. Claus, 1891 a, p. 66 and G. W. MULLER, 1901, p. 3; 1906 a, p. 69.

Supplementary description:
— Male: —

Shell: — Length: C. Claus (1891 a) gives this as 1,2—1,3 mm. (the same for ^ and $);

G. S. Brady and A, M. Norman, 1896: 1,4 mm.; V. VAvra, 1906: 1,5—2 mm.; G. W. MOLLER,

1906 a and 1912: 1,0
—2,0 mm., ,,die groBen Individuen liber ... 1,8 mm. stammen aus der

Arktis". The male specimens investigated by me had the following lengths: Skager Rak and

Cattegat: 2,05—2,25 mm., Lofoten: 2,1
—2,25 mm., Arctic Ocean, 2,05

—2,2 mm., Atlantic

Ocean (S. A. E., PI. Station 134): 1,2 mm., Antarctic Ocean: 1,45—2 mm.; specimens from

1,85
—2 mm. long were found only at the most southerly station (S. A. E., PI. station 59 b).

Length : height about 2,6 : 1 : length : breadth about 2,9 : 1. S e e n f r o m the side it

is of about the same type as is reproduced in the adjoining fig. 1, i. e. perhaps somewhat more

elongated and with a posterior part that dominates somewhat less than would appear from the

descriptions mentioned above. The spines just in front of the posterior dorsal corner of the

right valve vary somewhat in number, from one to three were found. In the Scandinavian

specimens the right valve always had at the postero-dorsal corner a process of about the type

reproduced in the accompanying fig. 3; in the male specimens from the Antarctic Ocean investig-

ated by me there was never any such process; see the accompanying fig. 4. Seen from
below (fig. 2), it has its greatest breadth at about the middle and has side contours that are

somewhat irregularly and weakly undulating posteriorly; anteriorly it is broadly rounded with

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-lid. I. '°



Fig. CXVII. — Conchoecia elegans G. O. Sars. — 1. Shell seen from the side, cJ; 40 X. 2. Shell seen from below,
(J; 33 X. 3. and 4. Postero-dorsal corner of the shell seen from inside, (J; 400 X. 5. Shell seen from the side, <J juv.,

stage I; 40 X. 6. Endopodite of the right second antenna seen from inside, the long distal bristles are broken, (J; 353 X.
7. Clasping appendage of the endopodite of the left second antenna. (J; 353 X. 8. Endopodite of the left second
antenna seen from inside, the distal bristles are broken, ?; 400 X. 9. Endopodite (distal joint) of the right second antenna
seen from outside, the end bristles are broken, o juv., stage I.; 400 X. 10. Proximal tooth-list of the right mandible
seen from inside, <?; 1033 X. H. Distal part of the sixth limb, $; 187 X. 12. Penis seen from outside; 260 X.
13. Distal part of the rod-shaped organ, $; 450 X. (Figs. 1— 3, 6—8, 11, 12 are drawn from specimens from Lofoten;

figs. 5, 9, 10, 13 from specimens from Koster and fig. 4 from a specimen from station 64 b.)
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an almost symmetrical rostrum, posteriorly it is somewhat pointed. The shoulder vault is

well developed, but is always rovmded. To judge from the literature the surface

sculpture varies: G. 0. Sahs writes, 1865, p. 117 : ,,striis numerosis densissimis et decussatis

retictdatae" ; G. W. MtJLLER, 1901: „Bisweilen zeigt die Schale eine deutliehe Streifung. Meist

erkennt man als Rest einer Streifung nur eine Zahnelung resp. Felderung an der vorderen Halfte

des Ventralrandes, und auch diese kann fehlen". Cf. also V. VAVRA, 1906, p. 42. The specimens

investigated by me showed an agreement with G. 0. Sars's original description with regard

to this character, but the reticulation was sometimes rather difficult to verify. The variation

is perhaps only apparent; cf. G. W. MUller, 1906a, p. 33. The surface of the shell

is without or practically without hairs. Seen from inside: Selvage: This is in most

cases smooth'edged on the rostrum and has no spine-like process. It is quite smooth-edged or

sometimes exceedingly finely serrulated along the anterior margin of the shell and the

anterior half of the ventral margin of the shell; it is finely serrulated along the posterior half of

the ventral margin of the shell and along the ventral half of the posterior margin of the shell.

There arc compound glands as described by G. W. MtJLLER, 1906 a. The glands along the

posterior margin of the shell are moderately large and have their exits on the margin of the shell

itself; only one or a few emerge (with a simple exit) between the list and the margin of the shell.

There is no hinge-socket or hinge-tooth at the postero-dorsal corner of the shell.

First antenna: — The first joint is comparatively long and has in most cases

a rather distinct contraction near the base; cf. the accompanying fig. 14; the proportion between

the lengths of the first and second joints is about 8 : 5. The b-, d- and e-bristles are in most

cases subequal and somewhat shorter than this limb. E-bristle: This bristle has at about two-

thirds of the way along it an oval plate like a suctorial organ of about the type reproduced

in fig. 15; the edge of this plate is — at least as far as I could observe — smooth. Just distally

of this plate there is a somewhat varying number of short and rather powerfiil spines, arranged

in two groups situated near each other; the number of spines is most frequently about the same

as in the accompanying fig. 15. Just distally of these spines this bristle is in most cases bent

at a distinct angle. The part of the bristle distally of these spines is closely and finely annulated

or partly hyaline, bare, and is not at all or only slightly widened. (Note that the proportion

between the sucker-like plate and the part of this bristle situated distally of this is quite incorrect

in G. W. MUller's work of 1901.) The part of this bristle situated proximally of the sucker-like

plate is furnished on its anterior side with sparse and exceedingly short bristles (scarcely percept-

ible with Reichert's ocul. 4, Leitz's immersion V^). B- and d-bristles: These seem sometimes

to be quite bare, sometimes one or both of them has a rather small number of short, moderately

strong or rather weak spines about opposite the sucker-like appendage of the e-bristle. The

distal part of these bristles is of about the same type as that of the e-bristle; the bending into

an angle is about the same as in the latter bristle or in most cases somewhat weaker. None of

these three bristles has distinct pad-like formations; it is to be noted, however, that their distal

parts have in certain positions a structure that reminds one rather strongly of such formations.

The a-bristle is very long, in most cases about as long as or somewhat shorter than, sometimes

even somewhat longer than the b-, d- and e-bristles; in most cases it is more or less straight,
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pointing backward wlu-n in a position of rest; it is witliovit any accessory saccules. The

c-bristle is straight and rather short, alxmt as long as th(< proximal liciglit of the second joint.

All the joints are ipiite hare. In the lirst joint there are often some yellowish-brown corpuscles.

S e c o n d antenna: - 1' r o t o p o d i t e: In specimens whose shells were about

•J. -J mm. long this measured about l.o l.l iniii. \\ x o p o d i t c: 'I'lic proportion between the

length of this branch and ihat nt the iJrotojnidite is about 1 -.'J. Ttic proportion between the

length of the lirst joint and the total length of the eiglit following joints is about 2 : 1. The

proportion between the length of the longest natatory bristles and that of the exopodite is about

7 : 4. The first joint, at least as far as I could observe with Khichkiit's ocular 4 and Lhitz's

immersion Vis, is quite smooth. K n d o p o d i t e (figs. 6 and 7): First joint: The processus

raammillaris has in most cases a small verruciform distal process. The a- and b-bristles most

frequently have short hairs at the middle and are bare distally. Second joint: The c- and

d-bristles are in most cases somewhat shorter than this joint and have short, fine hairs or are

almost quite bare. The e-bristle is extremely short. The f-bristle is about one and a half times

the length of the protopodite. sometimes even somewhat longer; it grows gradually narrower

distallv and is bare. The g-binstle is, contrary to what is the case in most of the other species

of this genus, shorter than the f-bristle; it attains only about a half or two-thirds of the latter's

length; it is not at all or only slightly widened distally and is furnished in most cases with short

hairs. The f- and g-bristles have no proximal swellings. Third joint: The clasping organs are

of about the types reproduced by G. W. MUller, 1906 a, pi. XIII, figs. 21 and 22. The h-,

i- and j-bristles are subequal, about a third or a quarter of the length of the f-bristle; along the

greater part of their length they are about as broad as the proximal part of the g-bristle; they

are not widened proximally and have only rather slightly developed shafts; they are bare.

There are sometimes some small yellow corpuscles in the protopodite and the endopodite.

Mandible: — Protopodite: Coxale: The toothed edge on the pars incisiva

has from about ten to twelve teeth. The distal tooth-list is of about the same relative size and

type as has been described for C. oblonga above; the number of teeth varies somewhat, from

about twenty to thirty were observed. The proximal tooth-list is rather slightly narrower than

the distal one; there are a somewhat varying number (about fourteen to twenty) of teeth, in most

cases smooth and conical, arranged more or less distinctly in a simple row; the posterior ones

of these are rather large and powerful, the others decrease either (as in the accompanying fig. 10)

rather imiformly in size and strength the more anteriorly they are situated, the anterior ones

being rather small and weak, or else this decrease in length and strength is rather irregular.

This tooth-list is furnished on the inside with numerous short, fine spines, situated close together.

The masticatory pad is of about the same relative size and type as has been described above

for C. oblonga. The part of the pars incisiva that is surrounded by the row of bristles also shows

signs of being developed as a masticatory pad. The lancet-bristles are, as C. Claus pointed

out, 1891 a, p. 63 ,,zur Seite gedrangt, in dem dichten Borstensaum mehr oder minder versteckt".

Basale: The six teeth on the distal edge of the endite are furnished with rather fine serrate teeth.

The single tooth on the outside of this process is of about the same type and size as in my

fig.
19 of C. symmetrica; in most cases it is moderately strongly serrulated along the greater
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part of both its anterior and posterior edges; its point is always smooth. The e p i p o d i a 1

appendage consists of a small verruciform process. Bndopodite: The first joint

has only two posterior bristles, both with short hairs; one of these, situated somewhat laterally,

is rather long, in most cases about as long as the anterior sides of the first and second endopodite

joints, the other, situated somewhat medially, is most frequently about a third shorter. The

three anterior bristles of the second joint are comparatively long; the longest of them is about

as long as the longest bristle on the end joint; their relative proportions are, however, about the

usual ones in this genus.

Fig. CWIII.— Conchoecia elegans G. 0. Sars, cJ.
— 14. Right first antenna4- IhtMod-shaped organ; l.'iO X. 15. Suctorial

organ of the e-liristl(> of this antonna; 938 X.

Maxilla: — Endopodite: In the specimens investigated by me (both from the

Arctic and the Antarctic) one of the three bristles on the posterior side of the first joint was always

furnished at the middle with rather long, stiff secondary bristles. In one specimen I observed

(as an abnormality) on the maxilla of one side two bristles situated close together (instead of

one, as is otherwise the rule in this genus) somewhat distally of the middle on the inside of

this joint. The ventral side of the end joint is about as long as the distal width of the preceding

joint (calculating from front to back); its dorsal side is somewhat more than half this length.

The end joint is often partly furnished with hairs.
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F i f t li limb: — V x n t o y o il i t o: The longor of the two tube-bristles on the

socoiul cmlito always seoins to bi' lurnishcd with ratiicr lonjj; and .stiff secondary bristles at the

midtUo. Kndopodite: Very like that of C. obhnga. In exceptional cases there were in

the specimens investifjated by me two, not one as is normal in this genus, tube-bristles dorsally

of the short, dorsal claw ; one of these two tube-bristles was rather short. K x o p o d i t e: First

joint: This has two medio-ventral bristles, which arc in most cases subequal and about as long

as the proximal height of this joint, both with short hairs. The proximo-ventral group of bristles

has three or four bristles in it; these vary somewhat in length, the longest often being about

as long as the medio-ventral ones, the shortest about half as long; one of the longest of these

bristles usually has long secondary bristles, the others usually have short hairs. The disto-

vontral group of bristles usually contains two or three bristles, all usually with short hairs, the

longest in most cases about as long as the medio-ventral bristles, the two others usually consid-

erably shorter and weaker. The dorso-lateral bristle is most frequently somewhat shorter

than in my fig. 27 of C. symmetrica and is furnished with long hairs; in one specimen
I observed on one fifth limb two such bristles situated close together. End joint: The middle

claw is in most cases somewhat longer relatively than in my fig. 27 of C. symmetrica; the dorsal

bristle is about a third or a quarter shorter than the middle claw. Pilosity: The protopodite

and the first exopodite joint are often furnished with sparse hairs.

Sixth limb: — The two bristles of the endopodite most frequently have

short hairs. Exopodite: First joint: The ventral bristles are in most cases relatively

shorter than in my fig. 29 of C. symmetrica; most or all of them have short hairs. One of the most

distal of these bristles is often absent. The dorso-lateral bristle of this joint usually has long

secondary bristles.

Penis (fig. 12):
— This is somewhat S-shaped; its distal part is bent ventrally. Somewhat

distally of the middle it has from about four to six oblique transverse muscles, distally of which

there are no muscles. It has a moderately large and distally rounded copulatory appendage.
Furca: — There is no unpaired bristle behind the claws.

Rod-shaped organ: — The capitulum, which points forward, reaches with its

point to about the point of the first antenna and is about as long as the height of the second

joint of this limb; its shape is about the same as in pi. XIII, fig. 20, G. W. MULLER, 1906 a;

cf. the adjoining fig.
14.

Upper lip:
— The part between the combs on the postero-ventral edge of this

lip is in most cases of about the type reproduced in my fig. 37 of C. symmetrica, but slight

variation was found. The paragnates are of about the same type as in the species just

mentioned.

Female: —
Shell: — Length: G. W. MOller gives this (1906a) as: 1,1—2,1 mm. „die groBen

Individuen iiber 1,9 ... . stammen aus der Arktis" (the same author, 1912). The specimens

Investigated by me had the following lengths: Skager Rak and Cattegat: 2,0—2,15 mm.;

Lofoten, 1,95—^2,25 mm.; Arctic Ocean: 1,8
—2,2 mm.; Atlantic Ocean: 1,15

—
1,6 ram.;

Antarctic Ocean: 1,5
—

1,85 mm. The females from both the Arctic (with Skager Rak and Catte-
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gat) and the Antarctic were on an average somewhat smaller than the males. The shape differs

from that of the male especially by the posterior part of the shell being somewhat larger than

the anterior part. The spine on the postero-dorsal corner of the right valve is more powerfully

developed than in the male, about the same as in pi. XIII, fig. 19, Gr. W. MOlleh, 1906 a; in

the Antarctic females this process was as well developed as in the Arctic ones. In other respects

the shell resembles that of the male.

First antenna: — The boundary between the first and second joints is weakly

developed. On the anterior side of the proximal third of the e-bristle there are rather sparse

short hairs. All the joints are bare. In the proximal part of this limb there are in most cases

rather abundant small yellowish-brown corpuscles (explained as eyes by some previous writers;

cf. p. 560 above).

Second antenna: — The p r o t o p o d i t e is only slightly smaller than in the

male. The proportion between the length of the protopodite and that of the e x o p o d i t e

is about the same as in the male. Endopodite: This has two joints, the original second

and third joints being quite united. One of the c- and d-bristles is sometimes developed and is

in most cases somewhat shorter than the width of the second joint; it is bare or almost bare;

cf. my fig. 8; in most cases, however, both these bristles are absent. The g-bristle is about

a quarter or a third shorter than the protopodite, sometimes even still shorter; it is only slightly

sword-shaped distally and is furnished with sparse and extremely short and fine hairs. The f-,

h-, i- and j-bristles are of somewhat different lengths, about a quarter or a third shorter than the

g-bristle; they are bare. It is to be noted that in this sex the g-bristle is thus longer than the

f-bristle, contrary to what is the case in the males. The h-, i- and j-bristles have no distinct

shafts. Between the h- and i-bristles there is a short peg-like process. Pilosity: The second

endopodite joint is bare.

Sixth limb: — The long-haired bristles of the endopodite and the first exopodite

joint are often somewhat shorter in comparison and more weakly developed than in my fig.
30

of C. symmetrica. The dorsal one of the three bristles on the end joint is about a third shorter

than the middle one; sometimes it is even still shorter; cf. the adjoining fig. 11.

Rod-shaped organ: — This varies somewhat in type; in most cases it is about

the same as in the adjoining fig. 13; cf. also G. W. MCller, 1906 a, pi. XIII, fig. 23. The shaft

reaches to about the boundary between the second and third joints of the first antenna. The

capitulum, which points straight forward, is somewhat longer than in the male.

Remarks: — It seems to be quite certain that the form dealt vvitli by me above is identical Synonyms.

with C. elegans, G. 0. Sars, 1865. The original description of this species is certainly very

incomplete and, if the material were caught in a region so rich in similar forms as, for instance,

the middle Atlantic, it would not have been adequate for a quite certain identification of the

species. The region in which G. 0. Sars caught the species in question
— the coast of Norway —

is, however, very poor in Halocyprid species. Although the plankton fauna of this region has

been subjected to a rather intensive study, it has so far been found to comprise only three species

of this group, namely Conchoecia elegans, C. obtuscUa and C. borealis, which were all established
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at tln' same tiiiic 1>\' tlic autlmr just iiicntiDiicil; as far as I can sec tlicsf tliri'c arc also the mily

species of this group tlmt are IhuikI in tliis region (at least regularly an«l in any great number

(U. (). Saks writes of the occurrence of ('. rhyiuis ..iiaml fre(|uens in freto Drohakiensi . . .;

eopiosissinie vero ad insulas I-ofoteiises'"). These three sjiecies are of sueli well dillerentiated

tvpes that the descriptions worked out by the author mentioned are quite sufficient to distinguish

tluni. It is also to lie noted that the description and ligures given above are based partly

ox\ inateiial from one nt t he oriuinal localities — Lofoten — which was determined liy (i. < >. SahS

himself for ('. eleijann, anil partly i)n material from Kostcr. a locality situated rather near JJrebak,

one of the two other original localities.

It is true that ani)ther species of the genus Cuncltoccut has been described from about

the same region, namely C. quadrangularis C. W. S. AURIVILLIUS (from the west coast of

Sweden), but this species is, as G. W. MOller has already pointed out, litol. p. 3, certainly

a synonym of C. elegans. It is true that I have not Ix-cn able to verify the correctness of this

identification by a re-examination of the original material, as this, as far as I could discover,

has been lost, but owing to the poverty of this region in Halocyprid species, a fact that has

already been pointed t)ut above, it is nevertheless very easy to decide this problem with full

certainty. An investigation of samples of plankton from the same localities and taken at the

same time of the year as Ai i;i\ ii.i.lUS's original material was captured showed that C. quadr-

anguloris certainly corresponds to larvae of ('. elegans. It seems difficult to decide which

larval stage or stages the author in (juestion was dealing with; presumably it was Stages I and II,

but this question is, of course, of minor importance. A detailed discussion as to which characters

in C. quadrangularis show the larval type and which characters decidedly indicate identity

with C. elegans would be superfluous.

The identification of Paraconchoecia gracilis, C. Cl-AUS, 1890 and 1891 a with C. elegans

also seems to be quite certain. This identification was first made by G. S. BRADY and A. M.

NOR.MAN, 1896. Curiously enough, in spite of this, G. S. Brady adopts the name Paraconchoecia

gracilis in his later works, 1902 a and 1907.

Most of the names taken up in the list of synonyms given above have no verifying state-

ments and drawings; these names are: Conchoecia elegans, G. 0. Sars, 1869; E. VanhOFFEN

1897; O.NORDGAARD, 1898, 1899 and 1905; C. W. S. AURIVILLIUS, 1898 and 1899; P. T. Cleve,

1900 and 1903; H. H. GRAN, 1902; Til. ScOTT, 1902 b, 1905 and 1912 a; P. T. Clevb and

PETTERSSON, 1903; C. H. OSTEXFELD, 1906; G. W. MOlLER, 1906 b and 1908; A. K. LiNIvO,

1907; E. KOEFOED, 1907; C. H. Ostenfeld and C. Wese.\RERG-Ia ND, 1909; C. Apsteix, 1911;

E. Jorgexsen, 1912; K. Stephexsex, 1913 and Paraconchoecia gracilis, G. S. BRADY, 1902 a

and 1907.

All these statements, except those of G. W. MOller, G. S. BRADY, 1907 and Tli. Scott,

1912 a refer to finds from our Scandinavian and Arctic waters. Their inclusion in the list of

synonyms is due to the fact that in these regions
— at least as far as we know — there is

no species found with which confusion seems probable. I have been able myself to verify a

couple of these statements by a re-examination of the original material; these were:

C. W. S. AURIVILLILS, 1899 {^ P. T. Cle\e, 1900; cf. p. 635 below) and P. T. Clene, 1903
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(^ P. T. Clf:ve and 0. Pettehsson, 1903; cf. p. 634 below). It seems to me exceedingly pro-

bable that G. W. MOller's identifications are correct. On the other hand it is only with a certain

amount of hesitation that G. S. BRADY, 1907 and Th. Scott, 1912 a, are included in this list.

All the other names included in the list of synonyms given above are accompanied

l)\- descriptions or verificatory figures. Most of these descriptions and figures are not, however,

so detailed and certain that they exclude the possibility of a confusion having taken place between

this species and C. discophora G. W. MOLler; a confusion of this kind even seems not improbable

in the case of \. Vavra, 1906. All the same it seemed to me as a preliminary best to include

all these names as synonyms; none of the names about which it may turn out that the doubts

were justified refer to finds from regions from which C. elegam is not known with full certainty;

this of course makes a possible mistake comparatively insignificant.

The only difference that I succeeded in finding between Scandinavian and Antarctic Dijlerence between

, . . , . . iii-i--j_T Arclic and Antarcli

specimens of this species after a very careful comparative examination was that which is pointed speamenii.

out on p. 625 above with regard to the posterior dorsal corner of the right valve in male specimens.

The difference seems to me too slight to justify us in establishing an Antarctic variety (as was

previously done by G. W. MUller for the two other Scandinavian H a 1 o c y p r i d s,

Conchoec-ia obtusata and C. horealis).

The following facts may be pointed out with regard to the proportit)ns between males Pro/wnion between

, the scjccs

and females: G. H. FoWLER, 1909, observed the following proportions:

Larvae in Stage I

94

88

Larvae in Stage II

84

106

Mature specimens

S 61

$ 123

G. 0. Sars points out (1865, p. 118) that he found a far greater number of females than

males. „Af de talrige PLxemjilarer af naervaerende Art, som jeg har indsamlet, var den langt

overveiende Del Hunner." (Of the numerous specimens of the present species collected by me

the vast majority were females.)

An investigation that I made of the Swedish H y d r o g r a p h i c • Biolo-

gical Commission's material from Skager Rak showed the following results:

r2th August, 1901: Mature specimens Larvae in Stage I Larvae in Stage II

2

24

1(1

Sample
I

1st—7th February, 1911:

0^ 12

2 13

Sample

33

26

Sample
II

9

6

Sample
II

o

31

11

98

Sample Sample
III IV

7

9

Sample
I

19

20

Sample
I

6

Sample
II

33

31

Sample
III

56

45

Sample
IV

16

6

Sample
III

39

9

Sample
IV

A\'e thus see that the proportions between males and females in the samples investigated

by me were very varied. In the first larval stage males and females were found in about the

Z00I03. Viidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I.
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Do the mature male.

die comparati\'eli/

soon?

same i\uinbor l)otli in tlu' August sainplo and the Fobruary one. Thus in tin' August sample
there were 13 J and 14 +, in the February sani])I(> 108 o iuul 96 9- This observation agrees

very well with (J. H. FOWI.HH's result. On the otlier hand there were in my samples a far

greater number of males than females in the second larval stage. The explanation of this pheno-

ineni'n certainly seems to be that the females of this stage, on account of their small size, passed

through tlu- meshes of the plankton net in far greater numbers than the males; it is to be noted

that the still smaller larval stages were almost entirely absent in these samples; cf. G. H. FowLEU's

result above. Males and females presiunably occur during the larval period in about a proportion

of 1 : 1. The proportion between the mature males and females seems to be subject to rather

considerable variation. In the August sample the males predominate, in sample 1 even almost

in the proportion of 2,5 : 1 and similarly in sample II of February; in sample I of the latter month

both sexes are almost equally represented and in samples III and IV of this month the females

are very strongly [in-ildininant. See also below.

What is the cause of this variation? Do the males die comparatively soon after

attaining maturity? The fact that the February samples are taken at about the same

time and the same locality (cf. below) does not seem to indicate this. But no definite answer

can be given to this question before renewed investigations have been carried out with more

abundant material.

Habitat: — S k a g e r R a k and Cattegat:
North Koster; 2. II.: Depth, 30 m.: very rare (only one specimen). Depth, 65 m. : very

common; R. M. 8. 331. South Koster; I. II.: Depth, m. : very rare (only one specimen);

R. M. S. 332. Depth, 30 m. : very rare; R. M. S. 333. Depth, 65 m. : neither common nor

rare; R. M. S. 334. Depth, 125 in.: very common. Depth, 140 m. : very common

(= 316 specimens); R. M. S. 335. Vaderoarna (off Fjallbacka); 6. II.: Depth, m.: very

rare; R. M. S. 336. Depth, 30 m.: very rare (only one specimen); R. M. S. 337. Depth,

65 m.: very common; R. M. S. 338. Hallo (N. of Lysekil); 7. II.: Depth, 30 m. : common;

R. M. S. 339. Depth, 65 m.: rare; R. M. S. 340. Maseskar (S. of Lysekil); 8. II.: Depth,

30 m. : very rare; R. M. S. 341. Pater Noster (Marstrand); 8. II.: Depth, m.: very rare

(only one specimen); R. M. S. 342; Depth, 30 m. : very rare; R. M. S. 343. Vinga (Goteborg);

9. II.: Depth, 30 m. : very rare; R. M. S. 344. — All these samples were taken by the

Swedish Hydrographical Biological Commissi on during a cruise in 1911.

South Koster; 12. VIII.; depth, 150—0 m.: 1 female; R. M. S. 369. Lat. 58" N., long 9" E.

(= S. VIII); 9. VIII.: At the surface: 9 mature males, 6 mature females and 11 juvenes;

R. M. S. 378. Depth, 300— m. : 24 matiire males, 10 mature females and 16 juvenes; R.

M. S. 379. Lat. 58" 20' N., long. 10" 5' E. (= S. VII.); 10. VIIL; depth, 150—0 m.:

4 mature males and 24 juvenes in different stages; R. M. S. 370. Lat. 58" 46' N., long. 10" 25' E.

(= S. X.); depth, 40 m.; 9. VIIL: 3 mature males, 8 mature females and 6 juvenes; R. M. S. 380.

(Partly
-= the material of P. T. Cleve, 1903.)

Coast of Norway:
Lofoten Islands; coll. et determ. G. 0. SarS: 17 mature males and 102 mature females.
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Arctic Ocean:
Lat. 79058' N., long. 9« 35' E.; depth, 400—0 m.; 27. VIII. 1898: 1 mature male and

6 mature females; R. M. S. 371. Lat. 780 13' N., long. 2058' W.; depth, 2600—0 m.; 29. —
30. VII. 1898: 1 mature female; R. M. S. 374. Lat. 77" 52' N., long. 305' W.; depth.

500—0 m.; 29. VII. 1898: 1 mature male and 4 mature females; R. M. S. 373. Lat. 76" 36' N.,

long. 120 13' E.; depth, 500—0 m.; 1. VIII. 1898: 1 mature female; R. M. S. 375. Lat.

74015' N., long. 180 15' W.; depth, 280-0 m.; 5. VII. 1899: 1 mature male and 3 mature

females; R. M. S. 377. Lat. 660 53' N., long. 2" 52' W.; depth, 500—0 m.; 5. VL 1899:

3 mature females and 2 juvenes; R. M. S. 372. Lat. 660 52' N., long. 2" 55' W.; depth,

500—0 m.; 4. IX. 1899: 1 mature male and 1 mature female; R. M. S. 376. — All these

samples were taken during a Swedish Arctic Expedition 1898—1899 (= C. W. S. AIRIXILLIUS,

1899, pp. 37, 58, 62, 66 and P. T. Cleve, 1900, p. 39).

Atlantic Ocean:
S. A. E., PI. station 26, lat. 32" 21' N., long. 190 8' W.; at the surface; 6. XI. 1901;

temperature, 20o,5 C: 1 mature female; R. M. S. 210. S. A. E., PI. station 34, lat. 27" 49' N.,

long 200 51' W.; at the surface; 8 XI. 1901; temperature, 21,04 C: 1 mature female; R. M.

8. 211. S. A. E., PI. station 45, lat. 22" 8' N., long. 22" 52' W.; at the surface; 11. XL 1901;

temperature 23,o3 C: 1 mature female; R. M. S. 213. S. A. E., PI. station 134, lat. 24' 21' S.,

long. 410 23' W.; at the surface; 6. XII. 1901; temperature, 23,o2 C: 1 mature male, 1 mature

female and 2 juvenes; R. M. S. 219.

Antarctic Ocean:
S. A. E., PI. station 34 b, lat. 46o 45' S., long. 58o 2' W.; depth, 700—500 m.;

28. XII. 1901; temperature unknown: 2 mature males, 4 mature females and 2 juvenes; R. M.

S. 212. S. A. E., PI. station 64 b, lat. 48o 27' S., long. 42" 36' W.; depth, 2500—0 m.;

23. VI. 1902; temperature at the surface, 7,^90 C: 20 matiu-e males, 35 mature females and

8 juvenes; R. M. S. 217. S. A. E., PI. station 66 b, at the same locality; depth, 200-0 m.;

temperature at 200 m., 5,25" C. : 2 mature males and 2 juvenes; R. M. S. 218. S. A. E.,

PL station 347, lat. 49" 3' S., long. 46" 54' W.; at the surface; 25. VI. 1902; temperature 4,5o V.:

1 mature female. S. A. E., PI. station 70 b, lat. 49056' 8., long. 49056' W., depth 2700 to

m.; 27. VT. 1902; temperature at 2700 m. and at the surface, + l,67o C. and 3,40o C:

7 mature males, 6 mature females and 8 juvenes; R. M. S. 216. At the same station;

depth, 500— m. : 1 mature female and 14 juvenes in different stages; R. M. S. 215. S. A.

E., PI. station 59 b (and 318), lat. 53" 0' S., long. 48" 27' W.; depth, 500—0 m.; 17. IV. 1902;

temperature at 500 m. and at the surface, + I05O C. and 3,40* C. resp.: 3 mature males,

4 mature females and 2 juvenes; R. M. S. 214 and 221. S. A. E., PI. station 317, at the

same locality; depth 250—0 m.; 17. IV. 1902; temperature at 250 m., + l,30o C: 1 juvenis;

R. M. S. 220.

Distribution: — In the Atlantic from lat. 79o 58' N. (C. W. S. AURIVILLIUS, 1899) to lat.

55" S. (G, W. MOller, 1906 a) and the Indian Ocean. On the other hand I know of no

information about this species occurring in the Pacific (cf. G. W. MUller, 1912).
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TIjo new looalitios iiuM\litiiic(l l)y iiic mIkivc an- <'(iiis('(|iu'nlly willuii llir rrnimi df distri-

bution pri'viousK- known, (t. W . Mi iij:i;"s statrimnt (I'.ins, |i. ()7) that this species never

cu'eurroil in samples ot the ,.1) e u t s c h e >^ ii d - i' o i a r - K x p e d i f i <> n" from stations

south of hit. 43" 8. is noteworthy (,.aueh der Vang unter 43" steht vereinzclt da"). This writer

then adds: ..danaeh scheint es sich bei dem Fanji der ,.V a 1 d i \ i a" unter 55" S. Br., der audi

ganz vereinzelt dasteht, um verschhigene Individuen zu hanih'In". The k>calitie.s south of

lat. 43" S. given by me above seems to show witli all certainty thai this assumption cannot be

corrrect; cf. also the size nf the sjiccimens found by inc in Antarctic waters with tluit of the

Atlantic specimens.

Daphnoides group G. W. Muller

(Conchoecilla C. Claus.)

This group, comprising, in addition to the species dealt with below, only two other species,

is certainly quite a natural one.

Conchoecia Chuni G. W. Muller.

Conchoecia Chuni, G. W. Mullkr, 1906 a, p. 124; pi. XXXI, figs. 16—28.

„ „ „ 1908, p. 79.

„ „ „ 1912, p. 93.

Description:
— See 6. W. Muller, 1906 a, p. 124.

Supplementary description:
— Male: —

Shell: — Length: According to G. W. MCller, 1,4—1,55 mm. The specimen investi-

gated by me was 1,5 ram. long. Seen from the side it is of the type described and

reproduced b}^ G. W. ]\Ii i.ler. The posterior dorsal comer differs only very slightly in the

right and left valves; in the right one it is furnished with an exceedingly small point; just in

front of this comer the right valve is aimed with one or two more or less powerful spines; see

the accompanying fig. 1. The rostrum is symmetrical and of about the same type as is shown

in pi. XXXI, fig. 19, G. W. Muller, 1906 a. The shoulder vault is moderately developed and

well rounded. The surface of the shell is bare. The sculpture and glands have been described

by G. W. MCller. Seen from inside: The selvage is smooth-edged except along the

posterior part of the ventral margin of the shell, where it is exceedingly finely serrulated. There

is no hinge-socket or hinge-tooth at the posterior dorsal corner.

First antenna: — This is of the ty^pe described and reproduced by G. W. MOlli;r.

E-bristle: Proximally on the anterior side this is bare or almost bare (a few exceedingly

short and fine hairs may perhaps be discovered with very great magnification); it is
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not widened distally of the rows of spines. The b- and d-bristles are also narrow distally, are

only furnished with a few short and fine secondary bristles at three-quarters of the way along

them and have no pad-like appendages. All the joints are bare.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: The length in the specimen investigated

by nie was 0,7 mm. Exopodite: The proportion between the length of this branch and that

of the protopodite was about 10 : 6. The proportion between the first joint and the total length

of the eight follow^ing joints was about 10 : 4. The proportion between the length of the longest

natatory bristles and that of the exopodite was about 22—25 : 15. The first joint is almost bare.

Endopodite: First joint: The processus mammillaris is rather low and has no distal papilla.

The a- ajid b-bristles have some few short secondary bristles, they are almost bare. Second

Fig.CXIX. — Conchoecia Chum G.W. Muller. — 1. Posterior part of the shell seen from inside, <^; 400 X. 2. Shel

seen from the side, ?; 42 X. 3. Shell seen from below, ?; 34 X. 4. Posterior pari of the shell seen from inside, ?;

233 X. 5. Distal part of the rod-shaped organ and the left first antenna, the distal bristles are broken, ?; 260 X.

6. The tooth-lists on the right mandible seen from outside, (J; 1200 X. 7. End joint of the maxilla, ?; 457 X-

8. Penis seen from outside; 260 X. (Fig. 4 is drawn from a specimen from station 64 b. all the others are from

specimens from station 58 b.)



joint: Tilt" c- ;ui(l d-hristlcs arc latlicr sliu'hllv sliortiT tli.iii this joint; llicy liaAc short liairs

or aro almost bare. Tho c-hristlo is short. Tlio g-hristlc is somewhat shorter than the proto-

poilite.
the f-hristle is about a (piarter or a fifth shorter tiiaii IIk" <f-l)ristle; both these bristles

are narrow distallv and have sparse, short hairs. Thiril joint: J'he clasping organs arc of the

tvpes repnnhiee*.! bv G. W . .Mi'l.l.Kl!, cross-striated distally (in the specimen investigated by

me. however, they had no distal i)ai)illa as in the figures given by this writer). The h-. i- and

j
-bristles are subeqnal, somewhat less than half the length of the g-bristle and somewhat narrower

than the f-bristh>; they all have faint indications of shafts and are almost quite bare.

Mandible: — P r o t o p o d i t e: Coxale: The toothed edge on the pars incisiva

has about ten to twelve teeth, the posterior ones are, however, so small that their mimber is

difficult to decide. Distal tooth-list (fig. 6): This is of about the same relative size and type

as has been described above for C. oblonga; sometimes, however, it has only one large posterior

tooth; the number of teeth varies from fourteen to twenty. Proximal tooth-list: This is about

as wide as the distal one. It has three or four powerful, conical, smooth posterior teeth and in

front of these a dense row of rather fine serrate teeth; see the accompanying fig.
6. In other

respects this joint is of about the same t}^e as has been described below for C. symmetrica.

Basale: The six teeth on the distal edge of the endite are finely serrulated. The sing'- tooth

on the outside of this endite is of about the same relative size and type as in (J. elegans. The

e p i p o d i a 1 a p p c n d a g e consists of a small verruca and a very short bristle. E n d o-

p o d i t e: The first joint has four posterior bristles, which have about the same positions and

lengths as in C. symmetrica and have short hairs.

Maxilla: — The bristle on the basale, like most bristles on the anterior and posterior

edges of the first endopodite joint, has a larger or smaller number of rather long secondary bristles.

The end joint is relatively short; see the accompanying fig. 7.

F i f t li 1 i ni 1): — This is of about the same type as in C. symmetrica, but the longer

of the two tube-bristles on the second endite of the protopodite has short hairs and the

endopodite has no spines. The two shorter of the three antero-ventral bristles on the

endopodite are sometimes furnished with short hairs or sometimes one or both of them have

rather long secondary bristles. First exopodite joint: From one to three of the four

or five proximo-ventral bristles are sometimes furnished with rather long secondary bristles;

sometimes they all have short hairs. One of the three or four ventero-distal bristles is

sometimes furnished with rather long secondary bristles, sometimes they all have short hairs.

The protopodite and the first exopodite joint are partly furnished with rather long hairs.

Sixth limb: — The bristles of the endopodite have short hairs. Exopo-
dite: First joint: One of the anterior ones of the five ventral bristles is of about the same type

and relative length as the corresponding bristle in my fig. 29 of C. symmetrica, the others are

relatively short and have short hairs.

Penis: — This is of about the same type as is reproduced by G. W. MtlLLER ;
see the accomp-

anying fig. 8. It has four oblique transverse muscles at the middle. Distally of these there is

a collection of powerful muscles which have one end attached to the base of the copulatory

appendage, from which point they radiate out Like a fan towards the antero-dorsal side of the organ.
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F lire a: — This seems to have no unpaired bristle behind the claws.

Rod-shaped organ: — The shaft reaches to about the distal boundary of the

second joint of the first antenna. The capitulnm is somewhat shorter than the joint just

mentioned; its type in the specimen investigated by me was about intermediate between

pi. XXXI, figs. 24 and 25, G. W. .MCller, 1906 a.

The \i p p e r lip and par agnates are about the same as in C. symmetrica.

Female: —
Shell: — Length: According to G. W. MOlleR, 2,0

—
2,4 mm. The specimens investi-

gated by me measured 2,0
—2,45 mm. Length : height is about 3:1; length : breadth about

3,4 :1. Seen from the side (see the accompanying fig. 2) it is of about the type de-

scribed and reproduced by G. W. MUller. Seen from beneath it has its greatest width

at about the middle and the anterior part not at all or only slightly larger than the posterior

part; the side contours are rather evenly curved, the anterior and posterior ends are

pointed, the rostrum is unsymmetrical and not inconsiderably larger on the left valve

than on the right; cf. the accompanying fig. 3. Both the right and the left valve are

drawn out posteriorly into a not inconsiderable point, the one on the right valve being

in most cases considerably more powerful than the one on the left (G. W. MOller states

the contrary). Just in front of this point there are sometimes on the right valve (as

in the male) one or two more or less powerfully developed spines; see the accompanying

fig. 4; sometimes there are no such spines at all. (G. W. Muller does not mention these

spines.) The glands are the same as are described by G. W. MOller. In other respects this

organ is like that of the male.

First antenna: — The first joint is about one and a half times the length of the

second joint and shows signs of being divided into two joints. The joint division is otherwise

very slight. The bristle on the second joint has short hairs and is somewhat longer than the

capitulum of the rod-shaped organ (see fig. 5). E-bristle: This is about one and a half times

as long as this Limb or somewhat shorter; proximally on its anterior side it is furnished with

sparse short secondary bristles. The a-, b-, c- and d-bristles are subequal, not inconsiderably

less than half the length of the e-bristle. All the joints are bare. There are small yellowish-

brown corpuscles in the second joint.
"

•

Second antenna: — Protopodite: In specimens 2,3 mm. long this measured

0,8 mm. The exopodite is about the same as in the male. Endopodite: This has

three joints; the third joint is more or less well defined. The a- and b-bristles are like those

of the male. There are no c-, d- and e-bristles. The f-bristle is somewhat shorter relatively

than in the male, but in other respects the end-bristles on this branch agree fairly well in

both sexes. There is a small papilla between the h- and i-bristles. The second endopodite

joint is bare.

Sixth limb: — First exopodite joint: The dorso-distal bristle is very short.

The dorso-lateral bristle on this joint is also somewhat shorter relatively than in my fig. 30

of C. symmetrica. The dorsal bristle of the end joint is sometimes even somewhat longer than

the middle claw.
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1\ o il - s h a p i- (1 II r a. a n: The shaft is about tlic same as in the iiialc The capi-

tulum is of about tlu' sauu' typo as in ( '. clajans $; sec the a(coni|)aiiying Hg. a; for t his cliaractcr

compart', however. (I. W. Mri.l.i;i! as well.

Habitat: — A ii I a r c t i e ( ) e e a n:

S. A. K.. i'l. station (14 1). lat. 48'' 27' S., long. 42" .'Jti' W.; (ie[.tli 2r)U(»—(» m.; 23. VI.

1902: 2 mature females; K. M. S. 32;'). S. A. E., PI. station 70 h, lat. 4!»" .'")()' S., long.

49" 56' W.; depth 2700—0 m.; 27. \\. 1902; temperature at 2700 m. and at the siirl'aee,

+ 1,67° C. ami 3,4» C. resp. : 1 mature female; R. M. S. 32(5. S. A. K, I'l. station .'")H h,

lat. 53" 0' S., long. 48" 27' W.: (.lepth 250—<.» m.; 17. 1\. 1902; temperature at 250 m. ami

at the surface, + 1.30" C. and 3,40" C. resp.: 1 mature male and 4 mature females; R. M. 8.324.

.S. A. !•;., I'l. station 312. lat. 53" 1' 8., long. 51" 53' W. ; depth 200—0 m.; 15. IV. 1902;

temperature at 200 m. and at the surface 3,50" ('. and 5,48" C resp.: 1 mature lemale;

H. M. S. 327.

Distrihution: — South Atlantic Ucean between lat. 26" 8. and lat. 43" 8. Indian Ocean

as far north as lat. 2" S.

All the finds of the ,,Antarctic" expedition were consequently made south of the

area of distribution stated by G. W. MCller.

Obtusata group G. W. MOller.

G. \V. Mi'LLEH puts only two species in this group, namely the species dealt with below,

after which the group was called, and C. parthenoda G. W. Mt'LLER. The latter species, of which

only females are known, is included in this group only with the greatest hesit;ation. It is quite

impossible to decide whether these two species are connected on account of the incomplete

description of C. parthenoda.

Conchoecia obtusata G. 0. Sars.

ConcJioecia (jUudoiu, G. (). 8ai{S, 1865, p. 118.

Halocypris „ ,, ,, ,, 1890, pp. 15, 53.

Conchoecia „ G. 8. Brady and A. M. Normax, 1896, p. 693; pi. LXIII, figs. 1, 2.

E. VaNHOfFEN, 1897, p. 285.

O. NORDGAARD, 1899, p. 26.

G. W. MCLLER, 1901, p. 5; figs. 8—10.

P. T. Cleve, 1903, pp. 19, 24.

P. T. Cle\^ and 0. Pettersson, 1903, pp. 2, 7,

TH. 8C0TT, 1905, p. 228.
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Conchoecia obtusata, C. H. Ostenfeld, 1906, p. 96.

V. VAvRA, 1906, p. 36; pi. I, figs. 13—19.

E. KOEFOED, 1907, pp. 150, 151, 156, 202.

C. H. Ostenfeld and C. Wesenbehg-Llnd, 1909, p. 113.

C. APSTEIN, 1911, p. 166; pi. XXIII.

E. JORGENSEN, 1912, pp. 14, 16.

G. W. MULLER, 1912, p. 74.

K. StEPHENSEN, 1913, p. 354.

Description:
— See U. W. MOller, 1901, p. 5, figs. 8—10 and V. VAVRA, 1906, p. 36;

pi. I, figs. 13—19.

Supplernentary description.
— Male: —

S lie 11: —
Length: According to G. W. Mt)LLER, 1901 and 1912, 1,1—1,2 mm.;

according to V. VAvra, 1,2 mm. The specimens investigated by me measured 1,15—1,35 mm.

Length : height about 2:1; length : breadth about 2,5 : 1.^ Seen from the side it

is of about the type reproduced by G. W. Muller, 1901, fig. 8; in most cases, however, it has

a straighter dorsal margin and the anterior part of the shell dominates somewhat less over

the posterior part; cf. the accompanying fig. 1. Seen from below (fig. 3) it has its

greatest width at or in most cases somewhat behind the middle. Its side contours are either

rather evenly curved or else they are somewhat flattened at the middle. The posterior part

of the shell, which sometimes dominates at least to some extent, though only rather slightly,

over the anterior part, is somewhat pointed, the anterior part is somewhat more rounded and

has an almost symmetrical rostrum. The shoulder vault is moderately well developed and well

rounded. The surface of the shell is almost or quite bare. Sculpture: There is a weak concentric

striation, in most cases rather difficult to observe. Seen from inside: Selvage: On the

rostrum it either has an even edge or else it is irregularly serrulated. Along the anterior margin

of the shell and the anterior part of the ventral margin it has in most cases an exceedingly fine

serrulation; along the posterior part of the ventral margin it has a fine serrulation; the serrulation

within the posterior margin of the shell is most frequently rather sparse. The part on the rostrum

has no long bristle-like process. The unsymmetrical glands have their exits at the usual place.

There are no lateral comer glands. VentraUy of the incisur there emerge some glands, which

are small or large according to the physiological condition; cf. V. VAvra, 1906, pL I, fig. 12.

The medial glands along the posterior margin of the shell are moderately large; theii exits are

always simple, arranged in a rather distinct row running a short distance inside the margin of

the shell and not joined by any distinct list. The junction between the lamellae is rather wide

at the rostral incisur; dorsaUy of the incisur the lamellae are joined at a rather large rounded

part; cf. the accompanying fig. 1. At the posterior dorsal corner of the shell there is a rather

well developed hinge-socket and hinge-tooth of an oblong oval shape.

First antenna: — The b-, d- and e-bristles are either subequal or else the e-bristle

is somewhat longer than the two others; they are about one and a third or one and a half times

Zoolog. biUraii, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I.
°^
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Fig. CXX. — Conchoecia obiusata G. O. Sabs. — 1. Shell seen from^the side, (J; 70 X. 2. Shell seen from the side,

$;' 52 X. 3. Shell seen from below, (J; 55 X. 4. The selvage on^the rostrum, ?; 833 X. 5. Equipment of the

e-bristle of the first antenna, (J; 513 X. 6. Distal part of the left first antenna and the rod-shai)iil organ; the b-,

d- and e-bristles of the antenna are broken, <J; 353 X. 7. Distal part of the rod-shaped organ and the first antenna,

(J; 400 X. 8. Distal part of the right first antenna and the rod-shaped organ, $; 353 X. 9. Kndopodite of the right

second antenna seen from inside, the distal bristles are broken, <J: 353 X. 10, Distal part of the endopodite of the

left second antenna seen from inside, the distal bristles are broken, J; 353 X. (-Ml these figures are drawn from

specimens from Skager Rak.)
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as long as this limb. E-bristle: Somewhat distally of the middle this bristle has, along about

a quarter of its length, two rows of moderately strong spines pointing proximally, about fifteen

to twenty in each row. All the spines are pointed and rather narrow, moderately long, the distal

ones are somewhat shorter than the proximal ones; cf. the accompanying fig. 5. The distal

spines in the two rows are arranged in pairs, but even at the fourth or sixth spine, counting

distally-proximally, a tendency to alternation can be observed- from about the ninth or tenth

spine all the spines are situated alternately. The two rows are well separated distally and

approach each other more and more proximally until they form almost a single row. Distally

of these rows of spines this bristle is quite bare, i. e. it has no more or less distally pointing spines

such as we find, for instance, in my fig. 15 of C. elegans; cf. V. VAvRA, 1906, pi. I, fig. 17.

Just distally of these rows of spines this bristle is bent into a distinct angle; the part distally

of this knee is not sword-shaped, but narrow. On the part proximally of the rows of spines

there are on the anterior side of this bristle sparse short secondary bristles. The b- and d-bristles

are not or are only slightly bent at an. angle and are not widened distally. The b-bristle

is furnished with a shght pad about opposite the spines of the e-bristle; distally of this pad

there are in most cases some short, distally pointing, fine secondary bristles. The d-bristle

has no pad but is furnished at about the corresponding place with secondary bristles that are

about similar to those on the b-bristle. The a- and c-bristles are most frequently subequai

or else the former is rather slightly longer than the latter; they are about as long as or somewhat

shorter than the second joint. Neither of them has accessory saccules. The c-bristle is in most

cases straight, the a-bristle more or less bent, but not rolled up like a spiral; cf. the accompanying

fig. 6. All the joints are quite bare.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: In specimens with shells about 1,2 mm.

long this was about 0,5 mm. long. The distal medial verruca is in most cases irregularly lobate

in shape. Exopodite: The proportion between the length of this branch and the length

of the protopodite is about 10 : 16 or 10 : 17. The proportion between the length of the first

joint and the total length of the eight following joints is about 8 : 3 or 9 : 4. The proportion

between the length of the longest natatory bristles and the length of this branch is about 5 : 3

or 4 : 3. As far as I could discover with Reichert's ocular 4, Leitz's immersion Via, the fii'st

joint is quite bare. Endopodite (see the accompanying figs. 9 and 10): First joint: The

processus mammillaris is comparatively small and has no distal verruca. The a-bristle is

fui-nished with short, fine hairs. The b-bristle, which also has short, fine hairs along the greater

part of its length, has some (from about five to twelve) moderately long, stiff secondary bristles

proximally of the middle. Second joint: The c- and d-bristles are of somewhat different lengths;

the longest is not quite as long as this joint; they both have short, fine hairs or are almost bare.

The e-bristle is exceedingly short. The g- and f-bristles are comparatively short and narrow;

the proportion between the length of the g-bristle and that of the protopodite is about 4 : 5

or 3,5 : 5. The f-bristle is about a fifth or a quarter shorter than the g-bristle. The g-bristle

has short, fine hairs, the f-bristle is bare. On the right antenna these two bristles are fui-nished

with shafts of the type described by G. W. MOller, 1901; on the left antenna there are only

traces of a structure of this sort. Third joint: The clasping organs are of the types described
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and ivpnxluri'il 1>\' (>. W . Mi l.l.i;K, IIHU; im Imili tlif iii;lil aiiil lilt antcnicu ilnrc arc cro.ss-

ridgos distully; llu- right clasping organ may or niav in it havo a low .small cliitinoiis vcnucac

on its proximal slcmk. Tlic li-, i- and j-bristlos aro suboqual and in most cases somewhat,

though only slightly, shorter than the f-bristk-; they are of about the same width as the f- and

g-bristles distally of their shafts and are bare; none of them has any traces of a shaft.

Mandible: — Protopodite: C'oxale: The toothed edge on the pars incisiva

has from about nine to eleven teeth, of which the posterior ones are in a number of cases somewhat

more developed than in my fig. 16 of C. symmetrica. The distal tooth-list is of about the same

relative size and type as has Ixh'ii dcsc'rilicd for ('. oblonga above. The proximal tooth-list is

of about the same relative

'

size and type as is described

below for C. spiniroatris, but

the teeth seem to be (jn an

average somewhat, though

only rather slightly, fewer.

The part situated proximally

of this tooth-list is also of

about the same type as in

the last-mentioned species.

Basale: The six teeth on the

distal edge of the endite arc

fm-nished with rather fine

serrate teeth. The single

tooth on the outside of this

endite is of about the same

type and size as in my fig. 19

of C. symmetrica; in most

cases it is finely serrulated

along the greater of both the

posterior and the anterior edge; its point seems, however, to be smooth in most cases. The disto-

medial bristle of this joint is in most cases somewhat longer than in most species of this genus.

There isnoepipodial appendage. Endopodite: The first joint has only two

posterior bristles, which have about the same position and relative length as in C. spinirostris.

Maxilla: — This is of the same type as is described below for C. spinirostris.

Fifth limb: — This is of about the type described on p. 630 above for C. degans,

but in the specimens investigated by me there was never more than one tube-bristle dorsally

of the short dorsal claw on tlie endopodite; in addition the shorter bristles in the ventero-distal

group on the first exopodite joint were usually somewhat longer relatively than in the species

just mentioned.

Penis (see fig. 11):
— This is very powerful, relatively high and distally rounded. It

has from about eight to thirteen transverse muscles in the distal half; distally of these there

Fig. CXXl. — Conchoecia obtusata O. O. Sars, J. .

— 11. Penis, seen lioiii

outside (drawn as if it were semi-transparent); 260 X. 12. The point of this

organ seen from outside; 833 X. (From a specimen from Slcafror Rak.)
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arc no luuscles. The point has a complicated chitinous skeleton, but has no copulatory appendage;
cf. the accompanying fig. 12.

F u r c a: — Behind the claws there is an unpaired short-haired bristle of about the same

relative length as in fig. 33 of C. symmetrica.

Rod-shaped organ: — The shaft reaches to about the distal boundary of the

second joint of the first antenna or somewhat farther. The capitulum is somewhat longer than

the proximal height of the second joint of the first antenna and varies somewhat in type; some-

times it is of about the type shown in pi. I, fig. 15, V. VAVRA, 1906, sometimes somewhat more

bent upward; cf. the accompanying figs. 6 and 7.

Upper lip:
— The part between the combs on the posterior ventral edge of

the lip is of about the type reproduced in my fig. 37 of C. symmetrica or else the

median notch is somewhat deeper. The paragnates are of about the same type
as in the species just mentioned.

Female: —
Shell: —

Length: According to G. 0. Sars, 1865, ,,circiter 2 mm."; G. W. MtJLLKl!,

1901: 1,55—2 mm.; the same writer, 1912: 1,55—1,8 mm.; V. VAvRA, 1906; „durchweg 1,9 mm.".

The specimens investigated by me measured 1,6
—1,85 mm. Seen from the side (cf.

the accompanying fig. 2) it is of about the same type as the male shell, but the posterior part
of the shell is somewhat more developed. Seen from below, too, the shell agrees fairly

well in both sexes; the same variation with regard to the side contours is to be noted; we must

note, however, that the posterior part of the shell in most cases dominates somewhat more over

the anterior part in the female than in the male. Seen from inside: The selvage has

a rather large spine-like process on the rostrum; see the accompanying fig. 4. In other respects

the shell resembles that of the male.

First antenna: (fig. 8):
— The dorsal bristle on the second joint is almost as long

as the distal sensorial filaments and has short, fine hairs. The e-bristle is about twice the length

of this antenna or somewhat longer and on the anterior side of its proximal quarter or third

lias sparse moderately long hairs. This bristle is not widened and sword-shaped distally. There

are no pigment corpuscles in this limb. All the joints are bare.

Second antenna: — The protopodite is almost as well developed as in

the male. The proportion between the length of the protopodite and that of the e x o p o d i t e

is also about the same as in the male. E n d o p o d i t e: This has two joints; I was unable

to discover any boundary between the original second and third joints. First joint: Both the

a- and b-bristles have short hairs. Second joint: The h-, i- and j-bristles are usually somewhat

shorter than the f-bristle. The g- and f-bristles have no shafts. In other respects these five

bristles are about the same as in the male. Between the h- and i-bristles there is an extremely
small process. Pilosity: The second endopodite joint is bare.

Sixth limb: — The dorsal bristle on the end joint is in most cases about a third

shorter than the middle one, sometimes even somewhat shorter.

The r o d - s li a p e d organ is of about the type reproduced by V. VAvra; cf. the

accompanying fig. 8.
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Synonymy. NfituirLf: -- Tlu'
,s]H'ci<'s

dfall willi liv iiic ;ilnivt' is (loscribcd lioin s|)((iinciis (aiight

(iff tin- west coast oi Swinlcn. It serins to iin' |iiactically certain lliat it is identical with ('.

obtmata, G. (). Sahs. 1865. It is tiiie that the original description ol the latter species is very

incomplete, hut for much the Siinie reasons as have been ])ut forward on p. (531 above in tin-

cjise of C. elegaiut it appears to be (juite sufficient for certainty of identification.

This species was at first referred by G. 0. Sars to the genus Uonchoeda; in a later work

by this wTitcr, 1890, however, it was transferred to the genus Hd/oq/prix. This alteration,

presumably made undt>r the inihience of a statement in the same direction by ('. Claus, 1874 a,

p. 178, and only expHcable, of course, as being due to G. 0. Sars's slight knowh'dge of tlie

differences between these two genera, has quite correctly been set aside by other writers.

Tlie following names included in the list of synonyms given above are without descrij)tions

and veriticatory figures: G. 0. Sars, 1890; E. VaxhOfkeN, 1897; 0. NORDGAARD, 1899; P. T.

ChEYE, 1903; P. T. ClEVE and U. PeTTERSSON, 1903; Til. 8(:OTT, 1905; ('. H. OSTENKELD,

1906; E. KOEFOED, 1907; C. H. OSTENFELD and C. WeSENBERG-LUND, 1909; C. Al'STEIN, 1911;

E. JOrgensEiN, 1912 and K. Stephensen, 1913. They are included in the list in question in

spite of this, because they all refer to finds from regions in which this species is known for

certain to exist. I was able to verify one of these statements myself by a re-examination of the

original material; this was that of P. T. Cleve, 1903 {=- P. T. Cleve and 0. PettbrssON, 1903).

G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman's description, 1896, is based on some specimens fiom

the coast of Norway, determined by G. 0. Sars.

G. W. MCLler's description, 1901, which is apparently based on the same specimens as

formed the basis of E. Vamioffex's information, 1897, may be said to be sufficient for certainty

of identification.

It may also be considered as quite certain that this was the form dealt with by V. VAvRA,

1906. Are we to refer the most southerly finds in this author's work to this species as well?

On the other hand it did not seem to me proper to include in the above list of synonyms

Conchoecia obtusata, G. S. Brady, 1868 b, p. 470 (= the same writer, 1868 a, p. 128). The

figure, pi. XLI, fig. 9, with which this author illustrates this find shows an organism of so peculiar

a type that it seems to me quite impossible to identify it (= OstracodV). This uncertainty on

the part of this writer has also prevented me from including C. obtusata, G. S. Brady and

D. Robertson, 1872, p. 70 as a synonym either. Nor has C. obtusata, A. M. NORMAN, 1869,

pp. 256, 257, 260 and 295 been included; with regard to this find, which is presumably the same

as was the basis of G. S. Brady's information, 1868 a and b, the first-mentioned writer says

(p. 295): ,,A single imperfect Conchoecia, believed to belong to this species . . . ."

Differences between It jg true that there are a number of small differences to be noted between the descriptions

"lhos7'of^ revious
°^ ^^^^ species worked out by preceding writers and the information given by me above, but it

authors. does not seem to me necessary to discuss these in any detail. Most of them are presumably

due to lack of accuracy on the part of the previous writers.

I'roportion between There is SO far no information in the literature as to the proportion between males and
n,aUs and females,

fg^-^^j^g j^ ^^ds species. In the material from Skager Rak investigated by me the males were in

most cases rather considerably fewer than the females. Thiis in a sample from Koster there
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were, as will be seen below, 14 males and 29 females. In another sample 125 individuals were

investigated, of which 39 were males and 86 females. In some cases the proportion was one

to four or even one to five or males were quite absent. The females predominated in number

in the larvae as well.

Habitat: — Skager Rak and Cattegat:
North Koster; 2. II.: Depth, Om. : 1 mature male, 5 mature females and 1 juvenis; R. M.

S. 345. Depth, 30 m. : 2 mature males and 6 mature females; R. M. S. 346. Depth, 65 m. :

8 mature females and 1 juvenis; R. M. S. 347. South Koster; 1. II.: Depth, m. : 2 mature

males and 2 mature females; R. M. S. 348. Depth, 30 m. : 14 mature males, 29 mature

females and 3 larvae; R. M. S. 349. Depth, 65 m. : 13 mature females and 2 juvenes; R. M. S.

350. Depth, 125 m. : 1 matui'e female; R. M. S. 351. Depth, 140 m. : 7 mature males, 6 mature

females and 4 juvenes; R. M. S. 352. Vaderoarna (oii Fjallbacka); 6. II.: depth, 65 m.:

1 mature male and 3 juvenes; R. M. S. 353 and 354. Hallo (N. of Lysekil); 7. II.: Depth, 30 m.:

1 mature male, 5 mature females and 3 juvenes; R. M. S. 355. Depth, 65 ra. : 2 mature males;

R. M. S. 356. — All these samples were taken by the Swedish Hydrographical
Biological Commission during a cruise in 1911.

Lat. 58" N., long. 9" E. (-- S. VIII.) ; 9. VIII.: Depth, m.: 6 specimens; R. M. S.

364. Depth, 20 m.: 8 specimens; R. M. S. 365. Depth, 40 m.: 4 specimens; R. M. S. 366.

Depth, 300—0 m.: 23 specimens; R. M. S. 367. Lat. 58« 12' N., long. 10" 29' N. (= S. III.);

depth, 200—0 m. ; 8. VIII. : 8 specimens; R. M. S. 360. Lat. 58" 20' N., long. 10" 5' E. (= S. VII) ;

10. VIII.: Depth, m.: 21 specimens; R. M. S. 362. Depth, 150—0 m.: 362 specimens; R.

M. S. 361 and 363 (partly
= the material of P. T. Cleve, 1903).

Distribution: — The northern part of the Atlantic Ocean, chiefly north of lat. 60", and

the Arctic Ocean.

The localities investigated by me were part of the previously known area of distribution.

Conchoecia obtusata G. 0. Sars var. anfarctica G. W. MCller.

Conchoecia obtusata var. antarctica, G. W. MUller, 1906 a, p. 77; pi. XVI, figs. 10—23.

1908, p. 69.)5 JS

)> J> 1912, p. 75.

Diagnosis:
— See G. W. MtJLLEH, 1906 a, p. 77.

Remarks: — Of the specimens investigated by me the males measured 1,2
—1,37 mm.,

'*'''^^'-

the females 1,3
—1,75 mm. Both among the males and the females there were partly specimens

whose shells agreed well in shape with the type drawn by G. VV. MOller, 1906 a and ])artly

those that resembled more or less the types reproduced by me above for the Scandinavian form.
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Seen from below both the inaK^s and tlif iVnialc '^luHs ditTci I'miii lliosc df the type species by

having the posterior part somewhat less ilevel(>|u'il; in most eases this was not, even in the

females. peree[itibly larger than the ai\terior part.

OiSfr organs. With regard to the mandible, maxilla, lii'th, sixth and seventh liniljs, furea, iijjpcr lip

and paraguates the Scandinavian and the Antarctic forms of this species agree V(rith each other.

The e-bristle on the female first antenna has jjioximally on the anterior side; similar hairs to

those of the type species.

HabUal: — Antarctic Ocean:
S. A. E., PL station 64 b, lat. 48" 27' S., long. 42" 36' \V.; depth 25U0 m.— m.; 23. VI.

KM 12; temperature at the surface 7,90" C. : 26 mature males, 65 mature females and 5 juvenes;

l\. .M. 8. 223 and 224. S. A. E., PL station 66 b, at the same locality; depth 400—0 m.;

23. \'I. 1902; temperature at 400 m. + 3,95" C: 2 mature males, 4 mature females and 1 juvenis;

R. .M. S. 225. S. A. E., PI. station 66 b, at the same locality; depth 200—0 m.; 23. VI. 1902;

temperature at 200 m., 5,25" C: 1 mature female and 2 juvenes; R. M. S. 226. S. A. E.,

PI. station 345, lat. 48" 32' S., long 44" 28' W.; at the surface; 24. VI. 1902; temperature

7,9" C: 1 juvenis; R. M. S. 233. 8. A. E., PI. station 347, lat. 49" 3' 8., long. 46" 54' W.;

at the surface; 25. VI. 1902; temperature, 4,5" C: 2 juvenes; R. M. 8. 234. 8. A. E., PI.

station 70 b, lat, 49" 56' S., long. 49" 56' W.; depth, 2700—0 m.; 27. VI. 1902; temperature at

2700 m. and at the smiace, + 1,67" C. and 3,40" C. resp. : 5 mature females and 1 juvenis;

R. M. S. 228. At the same station; depth 500—0 m.: 2 matui-e females; R. M. 8. 227. 8. A.

E., PI. station 302, lat. 52" 6' 8., long. 55" 32' W.; depth, 500—0 m.; 12. IV. 1902; temperature

at 500 m. and at the surface, 3,78" C. and 6,28" C. resp.: 2 mature males; R. M. 8. 229. S. A.

E., PI. station 316, lat. 53" 0' 8., long. 48" 27' W.; depth, 100—0 m.; 17. IV. 1902; temperature
at 100 m, and at the surface, 3,0" C. and 3,40" C. resp.: 1 mature female; R. M. 8. 231.

8. A. E., PI. station 317, at the same locality; depth 250— m. ; 17. IV. 1902; temperature
at 250 m., + 1,30" C: 1 mature female; R. M. 8. 232. 8. A. E., PI. station 312, lat. 53" 1' 8.,

long. 51" 53' W.; depth 200— m.; 15. IV. 1902; temperature at 200 m. and at the surface,

3,50" C. and 5,48" C: 1 mature male, 3 mature females and 2 juvenes; R. M. 8. 230.

Distribution: — The Antarctic Ocean between lat. 26" S. and lat. 43" S. AU the localities

referred to above are thus south of the previously known area of distribution.

Rotundata group G, W. Mliller.

This group comprises five species (one of which is divided into two sub-sjiecies) besides

the two dealt with below. As has already been pointed out by G. W. MUller, it can be distinctly

defined from other groups belonging to this genus. It is characterized especially by the position
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ol' tlie uiisyiuiiK'trii-al glands. The careful iuvostigation oi the two iurnis dealt vvitli below that

I carried out affords decided evidence that these two at least are very closely related to each

other. Presumably the whole group is quite a natural one.

Conchoecia rotundata G. W. Muller.

Conchoeciu rotmdata*, (\. \\. ML'IJ.KH, 1890 a, p. 275; {A. XXVIII, figs. 41^;};

pi. XXIX, fig.
44.

1906 a, p. 83: pi. XVII, figs. 2.3—34.

19U6b, p. 4.

1908, p. 69.

1912, p. 77.

(part?), G. H. Fowl Eli, 1909. pp. 249. 273, 293; pi. XXIII and

XXIV, figs. 205—224.

J) 5?

?J J)

Description:
— (See G. W. Mulleh, 1890 a, p. 275, 1906a, p. 83 and G. H. Fo\VLEll,loc. cit.

Supplementary description:
— Male: —

Shell: —
Length: According to G. W. MULLEH, 1890a: 1,15 mm.; the same author

writes on this point (1906 a): ,,$ imd S 0,8
—1,75 mm., die der Antarktis durchweg durch GroBe

(1,4
—1,75 mm) vor denen der gemaBigten und warmen Zonen (0,8

—
1,4 mm) ausgezeichnet";

G. H. Fowler, 0,75—1,0 mm. The specimens investigated by me measured 1,45—1,6 mm. Length :

height (inmyspecimens)about2 : 1; length : breadth about 2,2 : 1. Seen from the side the

shells of all the specimens from the Antarctic Ocean investigated by me were of about the type

reproduced in the accompanying fig. 1, i. e. they agreed fairly well with pi. XVII, fig. 26, G. W.

MULLER, 1906 a (= ?) and with G. H. Fowler's fig. 205. For this character see p. 657 below.

Seen from beneath (see the accompanying fig. 2) it has its greatest width at or just

in front of the middle and the anterior part of the shell is in most cases somewhat larger than the

posterior part; it has fairly uniformly curved side contours, is rather broadly rounded anteriorly,

has an almost symmetrical rostrum and is somewhat pointed or narrowly rounded posteriorly.

The shoulder vault is weakly developed and rounded. The surface of the shell is

bare or has only a few very short hairs. Seen f r (j m inside: Selvage : This is comparatively

narrow, in most cases it has a whole margin on the rostrum and along the anterior margin of

the shell and the anterior half of the ventral margin of the shell and is exceedingly finely serru-

lated posteriorly. The selvage has no spine-like process on the rostrum. The glands are as

stated by G. W. MtLLER, 1906 a. The dorso-medial glands are somewhat weakly developed.

The glands along the posterior margin of the shell are also rather weakly developed; they have

their simple exits near the margin of the slicll. There is no distinctly developed hinge-socket

or hinge-tooth at the posterior dorsal edge of the shell.

*
By a misprint: rodim in in.

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppaula. Suppl.-iJd. X, 9*^



Fig. CXXl!. — Cunchoccia roiitndaia G. W. Mi ller. — 1. Shell seen fioni tlie side, ^J; 5;{ X. 2. Shell seen fioin below.

,£: 40 X. 3. Shell seen from the side, $; 53 X. 4. Right I'irst antenna -)- the rol-shaped organ, the b-, d- and ebiistle.s

are broken, cj; 167 X. 5. Equipment of the e-bristle of this antenna, rj; 453 X. 6. Equipment of the d-bristle of this

antenna, o; 833 X. >. Endopodite of the right second antenna seen from inside, ^; 367 X. 8. Clasping appendage
of the endopodite of the left second antenna, 5; 367 X. 9. Toothed edge of the pars incisiva of the left mandible
seen from inside, o; 1033 X. 10 and 11. Distal and proximal tooth-lists of the right mandible seen from inside, J;
1033 X. 12. Basale -j- the endopodite of the right maxilla seen from inside, ?: 400 X. 13. Distal part of the penis
seen from outside; 567 X. 14. Paragnatc, seen from below, ?; 400 X. (All these figures are drawn from specimens

from station 64 b.)
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First antenna: — The first joint is about a third shorter than the second; cf.

the accompanying fig. 4. E-bristle : This is about a third longer than this Hnib and has a distinct

knee somewhat distally of the middle. Just proximally of this knee there are two rows of rather

narrow, proximally pointing spines, which are in most cases pressed rather close to the bristle.

The distal parts of these spines are hyaline and their shape is exceedingly difficult to ascertain

with any certainty; as far as I could discover the distal part is about as wide as the proximal

part and is not furnished with any appendage that resembles a suctorial organ. In the specimens

investigated by me there were fourteen or fifteen spines in each row, all arranged in pairs; cf.

the accompanying fig. 5. (In G. W. Muller's pi. XVII, fig. 34. 1906 a, there are, however,

only eleven spines, and G. H. Fowler gives the number as from eight to twelve; cf. pp. 655, 656

below.) The distal spines are rather short and are situated rather close together, the other are

somewhat longer and more sparse the more proximally they are situated. Except for these

rows of spines this bristle has distally no equipment at all (there are consequently no distally

pointing spines such as are found distally of the suctorial plate in C. elegans). The part distally

of the knee is narrow. Proximally of the rows of spines there are on the anterior side of this

bristle sparse, exceedingly short secondary bristles (scarcely perceptible with Reichert's ocular 4,

Leitz's immersion Yu). The b- and d-bristles are subequal and somewhat ^shorter than the

e-bristle; they have no distinct knee and are furnished with rather few or a moderate number

of short, fine, distally pointing spines situated about opposite the distal pairs of spines of the

e-bristle; cf. the accompanying fig. 6. These two bristles are also narrow and bare distally.

None of these three bristles has pad-like formations. The a-bristle is very long, rather slightly

shorter than this limb, often bent at an angle proximally but otherwise in most cases more or

less straight; it has no accessory saccules. The c-bristle is straight and short, about a third or

a half the length of the capitulum of the rod-shaped organ. All the joints are quite bare.

Second an t e n n a: — P r o t o p o d i t e: In specimens with shells about 1,45 mm.
this measured about 0,7 mm. E x o p o d i t e: The proportion between the length of this

branch and that of the protopodite is about 11 : 20 or 12 : 20. The proportion between the

length of the first joint and that of the eight following joints is about 3 : 1. The proportion
between the length of the longest natatory bristles and that of this bi'anrh is about 4 : 3 or 5 : 3.

The first joint has about the same shape as is reproduced Ix'low foi- C. serrulata, but is not

((uite so wide; proximally it has a rather sparse longitudinal row of short, fine spines, of a})out

the same type as in C. symmetrica (cf. my fig. 12 of this species), but with far fewer spines.

E n d o p o d i t e: First joint: The processus mammillaris has no distal verruca. The a- and

b-bristles have short, fine hairs. Second joint: The c- and d-bristles are comparatively short,

in most cases rather considerably shorter than this joint (l)ut not always so short as in the accom-

panying fig. 7); they have short, fine hairs or are almost bare. The e-bristle is comparatively
well developed, about half as long as the two last-mentioned bristles or sometimes even somewhat

longer. The g-bristle is about as long as or in most cases somewhat shorter than the length

of the protopodite, the f-bristle is rather slightly shorter; the g-bristle is in most cases furnished

with sparse, exceedingly short hairs, the f-bristle is bare; none of these is decidedly sword-

shaped. Third joint : Tin- clasping organs are of the types repioduced by G. W. MllLLER, 1906 a,
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'27; ff. tlu» iicc'ompanvin^ Hjis. 7 and S; l)()tli these orj^ans are furnished proxinially

with one or two vernicitorni proeesses and have exceedinfrly weak transverse creases distally.

The h-, i- and j-bristh's are subequal, about as h)nj; as or soinewiiat shorter tlian hall the length

of the p-bristh»: tliey have a proximal part that suddenly becomes very narmw, alxnit the sanie

as in the acToni})anyinu fiu. 7: tliex- are vcrv thin and hyaliiie, iircmilarl\- rolled u|( ;ind bare.

-Mandible: - I' r o t o p o d i t e: Coxale: The toothed ediie mi tlir pais ineisiva

has from twelve to Hfteen teeth, the anterior one of whicli is of alxait the same relative size and

tvpe as in most other species of this genus, the others latlur small, subequal, somewhat irre-

jrularly triangular (cf. the acc<unpanying tig. it); some of the posterieir teeth are in some cases

a little less developed than in this figure, the most post(>ii()i' one seems, however, almost always

to be well developed, sometimes it is even somewhat more jjowerlul than in the above-mentioned

figure. Distal tooth-list: This is furnished posteriorly with a rather large and powerlul. fang-

like, bare tooth, in front of which there is a single row of about 20—25 subecjual, ratiier small,

smooth, triangular serrate teeth; cf. the accompanying fig. 10. Proximal tooth list (fig. 11 ):

This varies somewhat in type, but agrees on the whole with the j)receding list. It is armed

posteriorly with a rather large and powerful, fang-like, bare tooth, in front of whicli there is

a single row of rather small and somewhat irregular pointed serrate teeth. In most cases it has,

in addition, unlike what is the case in the distal tooth-list, two or three rather powerful and large

fang-like teeth (which are most frequently somewhat smaller than the most posterior large tooth);

these have in most cases, at least proxinially. some more or less well-developed secondary teetJi.

The inside of this tooth-list is not furnished with close small spines. Both the tooth-lists are

of about the same width and are slightly narrower than the distal toothed edge of the pars

ineisiva. The masticatory pad is rather high and narrow, about half the width of the tooth-

lists, and is divided into about four or five transverse ridges, armed with exceedingly fine, rather

short and exceedingly dense spines. The part of the pars ineisiva that is surrounded by the

row of bristles and hairs is somewhat pad-like and has finej^apillae, some of which are exceedingly

short. Basale: The six teeth on the distal edge of the endite are rather finely serrulated. The

single tooth on the outside of this process is in most cases somewhat smaller than in my fig. 19

of C. symmetrica, rather finely serrulated or sometimes even almost smooth. The antero-medial

bristle on this joint is comparatively long, in most cases almost as long as the proximo-anterior

bristle on the endite of this joint, which is about as long as in my fig.
22 of C. symmetrica.

There is no epipodial appendage. Endopodite: The first joint has only two posterior

bristles, both of which have short hairs; one is situated somewhat laterally and is about as long

as or somewhat longer than the total length of the anterior side of the two proximal endopodite

joints, the other is situated somewhat medially and is only about a half or a third of the length

of the former one. Of the three anterior bristles on the second joint the two longer ones are

in most cases somewhat longer comparatively than in my fig. 22 of C. symmetrica; one of them

is about as long as the longest of the bristles on the end joint; the other is rather slightly shorter.

Pilosity: The second endopodite joint has hairs on its anterior side.

Maxilla: — Protopodite: Only the antero-inner tube-bristle on the endite

of the procoxale has long secondary bristles. Endite on the coxale: On th(> posterior process
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there are five tube-bristles, not four, as is usually the case in this genus. The outer-anterior

bristle on the anterior process is somewhat shorter and weaker relatively than in my fig. 24

of C. symmetrica. The basale has no bristles. E n d o p o d i t e (see the accompanying fig. 12):

First joint: At about the middle of the anterior side there are four short-haired bristles, three

of which are about as long as or somewhat longer than the anterior side of this joint, the

remaining one, one of the most distal ones, is about half as long or somewhat more. The end

joint is comparatively short and wide, its ventral edge is in most cases not quite so long as the

width of the first endopodite joint distally (calculating from front to back), its dorsal edge is

about half as long as the ventral edge or rather slightly longer.

Fifth limb: — P r o t o p o d i t e: The longer of the two tube-bristles on the second

endite has in most cases short hairs. E n d o p o d i t e : Unlike most species of this genus, this is

furnished with nine bristles, as there are two tube-bristles, not, as usual, only one, dorsally of the

short claw; one of these two bristles is about as long as the short claw, the other somewhat shorter.

The three ventero-auterior bristles on this branch are of about the same type as has been described

for C. oblojiga. This branch has no spines. E x o p o d i t e : This agrees with the type that has

been indicated above for C. obtusata, but all the ventral bristles on the first joint have short hairs.

Sixth limb: — Endopodite: One of the two bristles usually has short hairs.

Exopodite: First joint: At the middle of the ventral side there are two, rarely three,

bristles, one of which is relatively long (about as long as the height of this joint) and is furnished

with rather long secondary bristles, the other is rather short and in most cases bare or with

short hairs. Ventero-distally on this joint there are also two, rarely three, bristles, all rather

short and most frequently furnished with short hairs or bare. The dorso-lateral bristle on this

joint is relatively short and has short hairs, the dorso-distal one always seems to be absent.

Penis: — This is of about the same type as in C. symmetrica, but is often of about

the same height along the greater part of its length and is somewhat obli{juely cut off distally;

cf. the accompanying fig. 13. At about the middle it is furnished with a series of about four

to six oblique transverse muscles, distally of which there are no muscles. It has a rather large

copulatory appendage, of about the type reproduced in the figure just mentioned.

Furca: — Behind the claws there is an unpaired short-haired bristle of about the

same I'elative length as in my fig. 33 of C. symmetrica.

Rod- shaped organ: — The shaft reaches to about the distal boundary of the

second or third joint of the first antenna; the capitulum is always of about the type reproduced

by G. W. MtiLLER. 1906 a, pi. XVII, fig. 29, cf. my fig. 4.

Upper lip:
— The posterior ventral edge is of a type uncommon in this genus;

cf. the accompanying fig. 15. Its combs are sometimes furnished with some weak spine-like

processes which decrease in strength medially, about the same as in the figure mentioned, some-

times with rather well-developed hairs. Between the combs there is a narrow, deep notch.

The paragnates are triangularly rounded; cf. fig. 14.

Female:
Shell: — Length: This varies within the same limits as in the male. Seen from the

side the shells of all the specimens investigated by me were of about the same type
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as in pi.
X.W III.

tijj;. 42, (i. W . Mi i in:. ISMOa (rf. tln^ iUTonipanviiii: fi.u;. .'{). i. c of the samo

«>loni;nttHl tvpf ;(.>< that t)f the iiuiii', Imt with tho postorior part ol' tlic slioll ihiiiiiiiatint; sdiucwhal

more i>vor tho antorior part. In other respects it was ahoiit I he same as that ol llif male

First antenna: — Tliis is rrlal i\cl\-

between the first and second joints. The .second

one and a halt nr twice as loni; as this liinli: dista

\\i>\\ with a scarceK' |iiMccpt il)lr iKiiindary

lint has no bristle Tlir c-liiistle is about

^ ^

m the pro.xinial third of its anterior side

it iias rather sparse, siiort. line hairs; it is

not sword-shaped distally. The a-, b-, c-

aiid d-bristles are subequal and about

hall as loni^ as the ('-bristJ(\ 'J'here are

yellowish-l)rown pigment corpuscles, at

least in some cases, in the proximal part

of this limb. All tlic joints are bare.

S (' ( o Ti d a 11 t e n n a: — The

p r o t o p o (lite is only slightly weaker

than in the male. The pro])ortion bet-

ween the length of the protopodite and

that of the exopodite is about the

same as in the male. E n d o p o d i t e:

This has two joints, the original boundary
between the second and third joint having

(|uite disapjieared. The f-, g-, h-, i- and

j-bristles are subequal and are about as long as or somewhat longer than half the length of

the protopodite; they are all bare and without any shafts. There is an extremely small

papilla (scarcely perceptible with KEIcmoin's ocular 4 and Lhitz's immersion Vio) between

the h- and i-bristles. One of the c- and d-bristles is developed, at least in some cases; it is

very short, onh' about as long as the proximal width of, for instance, the f-bri.stle (is this

bristle's absence secondary?). Pilosity; The second cndopodite joint is bare.

Sixth limb: — E n d o p o d i t e: One of the two bristles is in most cases furnished

with short hairs. Exopodite: The first joint has no dorso-distal bristle; the other bristles vary
somewhat in length; they are often of the same relative lengths as in my fig. 30 of C. symmetrica.

Rod -shaped organ: — The point of the shaft reaches about as far in front of

the point of the first antenna as the length of the capitulum. The capitiilum is somewhat

more than half the length of the fir.st antenna; it varies in shape; it was huind to be of alxml

the same types as are drawn by G. W. Miller, 1906 a, pi. XVII, figs. 30—33.
'

Fig. CXXIII. — Cnnchoeeia rolundala G. \\ . Mi i i.i:ii, ,^.
—

l.'i. Pf)?liM-o-venlral pari of the upper lip seen from liclow; 5f)7 X.

(Tlie spt'iimon rroni station fi'il). I

s this species a

natural unit?

Synonyms.

Remarks: — Is this species, such as it is taken in the present work, a unit from a systematic

point of \-iew? This is a problem at present extremely difficult to decide.

In the original description, which is worked out from ,,wenige Individuen" caught at

a depth of 1000—4000 metres at about the equator in the Pacific Ocean (lat. 100"—120" W.),
• i. W. Ml'I.LER gives the following information:
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S h ( 1 1: Jifiigth. 1,15 JUiii. iSccii iioiu the side it is rather eiungated; pi. XXN'lIl,

fig. 42, the shell of a female, seen from the side, shows, as has been pointed out above, a type
that agrees fairly closely witli the one luund by me in the Antarctic.

First .-intenna: The e-l)ristle in the male is furnished witli ten pairs of s[)ines

of about the same type and position as has been shown by me above.

R o d - s h a p e d org a n: The capitulum varies in type; in the male it is sometimes

of the type reproduced by me in tig.
4 above, sometimes almost straight and distally rounded; in the

female types were found that resembled rather closely those found by me in the Antarctic specimens.

No difference is mentioned between the male and female shell nor any variation in the

shape of the shell, nor is any variation mentioned in the armature of the e-bristle on the male

first antenna.

a. \V. MCLLEU's description of this species, 1906 a, is based on sjjecimens from the

Atlantic, Antarctic and Indian Oceans. The following information is given in this description:

(Shell: ,,Von sehr wechselnder Form, das Verhaltnis zwischen Hohe und Liinge

schwankt zwischen V, and Vm" (i. e. about 1 : 1,75 to 1 : 2,37). In short specimens the posterior

part of the shell ck)minated rather strongly over the anterior part, in the most elongated ones

the anterior part of the shell was about as large as the posterior })art. The posterior margin
of the shell was more or less strongly rounded; as a rule the elongated specimens were characterized

by a very decided arcuation, the shorter ones, on the other hand, had a somewhat weaker one.

First antenna: With regard to the e-bristle it is remarked in the text that it

agrees with this bristle in C. nasotuberculata; in the latter species this bristle is said to be armed

with ,,etwa" twelve pairs of spines; in
])l. XVII, fig. 34 eleven spines are drawn on this bristle.

Second a n t e n n a: To judge from the figures the c- and d-bristles are developed

on the endopodite in the male. For the clasping organs see p. 651 above.

Rod -shaped organ: In the male the capitulum is of about the type reproduced

by me in fig. 4 above; in the female this appendage varied within about the same limits as in the

Antarctic specimens investigated by nie; cf. p. 654 above.

No information is to be found in this treatise as to whether the variation of the shell

was continual or whether specimens with different types of shell were found together at the

same localities. The statement quoted on p. 649 above as to the length of the shell perhaps indicates

that the Antarctic specimens investigated by this author were also all characterized by having

elongated shells.

G. H. Fowler, 1909, looks upon the elongated forms as ,,Stage I", the short ones as

,,Stage 11"
; cf. p. 567 above. With regard to this question this author writes as follows : ,,According

to Dr. Mi'LLEH, the shells of this species exhibited a remarkable variation in shape, the height

being anything from 41 to 57 percent, of the length. Now in aU other Halocypridae which I have

handled the shell-shape is very fairly constant, and the general contour gives one of the most

rebable specific characters, but its diagnostic value would be seriously weakened if so great

a range of variation were possible as is shown in MtiLLEli's figures, pi. XVII. 23, 24 and 25, 26.

Fortunately, it appears that this extreme range of possible contour is due, not to individual

variation, but to the different shapes of the shells at Stages I. and II. So far as I have seen



(with tin- oxi't'ption of ono ahmirnuil spccimon) all spi'ciniciis at Sta^r I. \V(>rc of the clonj^Mto

tvpo; at Stajn' U. tliov aiv novt>r so cloiij^ate as at Sla;,'i' I., altiu)u;,'li both exhibit a rcrtaiii

amount of iiulividual variation."

The iolliiwinL; in h imiat inti i> luuiul in tlir work mentioned:

Shell: .,Stagi> i"": The male shell is ot about (he type icpiddueed 1)\' me in liy. I

abovi'. but not quito so olongatod (It'iifitli : lieijiht abont l.!» : f). Tiic leiualt' shell is somewhat

more elongated than the one given by nie in tig. ',i above (..length may be more than twiee the

height"). ..'Stage 11": The male shell is rather short and liigli, of about the type reprodueed

by (i. W. MClleh, 1906 a, pi. XVIL fig. 23. i.ength : height
= about 1.7 : 1. The female

shell is still higher; length : height
^ about 1.4— l,;! : 1.

First antenna: ..Stage I": The e-bristle in the male is furnished with fiom ten

to twelve pairs of spines of the same type and position as has been described by me above.

..Stage IT': This bristle is armed with eight or nine .similar pairs of spines.

Second antenna: ,,Stage I": The male endopodite is characterized by cla.sping

organs^ similar to those reproduced by me above (figs. 7 and 8). The c- and d-bristles (,,basal

bristles", according to G. H. FowLEU's terminology) are developed. , .Stage 11": The clasping

organ on the right nial(> endopodite has a marked proximal bend (fig. 209); ..with no basal

bristles".

,,R o d - s h a p e d organ: J: ..Stage 1": Of the type reproduced by me above, fig. 4.

..Stage 11": ..The general type is that of Stage 1, but shorter and plumper". $: In both ,,Stage 1"

and ,,Stage 11" rather variable; the same types as G. W. MUller observed were found.

Do ,,Stage I" and ..Stage 11" really represent two succeeding stages of one and the same

species? 1 believe that this question must be answered in the negative. The fact which in my
opinion forms the strongest argument against this theory of G. H. Fowler's is that in my
Antarctic material the oldest larvae were of about the same elongated type as the mature speci-

mens. For further information on this point see p. 567 above.

How are we to look upon ,,Stage 11"? As is shown by the quotation given above the

variation in shell-shape was not continuous in the material investigated by G. H. Fowler; two

centres of variation could be distinguished. This indicates, of course, that the material was

not pure from a systematic point of view. It does not seem to me improbable that ,,Stage 11"

belongs to a species very closely related to C. rotundata that has already been described by
G. W. MCli.er, 1906 a; this species is C. nasotuberculata. The reasons for this view are as follows:

The shell of C. nasotuberculata has about the same shape as ,,Stage 11"; the length also agrees

fairly well; cf. G. H. FowLER, p. 273. The clasping organ of the endopodite on the right second

antenna in the male is in this species of a type closely resembling that which is characteristic

of „Stage 11"; cf. G. W. MCller's
fig. 30, pi. XVIII, 1906 a with G. H. Fowler's fig. 209;

in both are found what G. W. MULLER describes as: ,,mit auBen wenig abgerundeter rechtwink-

liger Ecke". In addition we must note the great resemblance between the rod-shaped organ

in pi. 6, fig. 18, G. W. Muller, 1894 and G. H. FowLER's fig. 208. This figure in G. W. MtlLLER

is reproduced from a specimen of the same short type of shell and with a similarly shaped clasping

organ on the male right second antenna as in ,,Stage 11". In the work just mentioned it was
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defined by G. W. MUller as C. rotundata, in a later work, 1906 a, as C. nasotuberculata*. It is,

however, to be noted that ,,Stage 11", according to G. H. FowLER, has no c- and d-bristles

on the endopodite of the male second antenna. These bristles are, at least if we are to judge

from G. W. MOller's pi. 6, figs. 10 and 11, 1894, developed in C. nasotuberculata. It would

perhaps be best to say that the systematic position of ;,Stage 11" is uncertain.

Besides the fact that G. H. FowLER found that the variation of the shell was not continuous

in the material investigated by him the circumstance that exclusively elongated specimens were

found in G. W. Mt^LLER's sample from the Pacific Ocean and my samples from the Antarctic

may perhaps indicate that two very closely related forms —
perhaps overlapping in their

variation — have been mixed together. A certain decision in this question would necessitate,

however, a very careful investigation of an abundant material. It is therefore desirable that

future investigators should give very accurate information with regard to the variation in the

material of this ,,species" investigated by them.

In G. W. Muller's work of 1906 a we find (p. 79) that Halocijpris punica Th. Scott

(1894, p. 143, pi. XV, figs. 7, 8, 39, 40) is given as a probable synonym of one of the species

belonging to the Rotundata group: ,,welcher Art, das laBt sich bei der mangelhaften Dar-

stellung von ScoTT nicht feststellen". This writer, in his work of 1912, puts this species of

Scott's as a synonym of C. rotundata, but adds a query. It did not seem to me convenient to

include this name in the list of synonyms given above, as there is no close resemblance between

these forms; on the contrary there are rather essential differences to be noted both in the shape

of the shell and in the second antenna and the rod-shaped organ. As far as I can see, this species

of Scott's is not synonymous with any other species hitherto described.

In G. \V. MULLER's work of 1912 C. rotundata, G. W. Mlller, 1894, is also included as

a synonym of this species. The reason why this name was not included in the list of synonyms

given above will be seen from what has been said above. In addition I may point out

the rather great difference that seems to exist betv/een the penis in the form investigated by

me and that of the Mediterranean form; see G. W. MULLER, pi. 6, fig. 20, 1894.

C. rotundata, Lo BlANCO, 1903, p. 199, is not given in the list of synonyms as it lacks

verificatory informations and drawings. ,,C. rotundata'' of this author, 1904, p. 45 is also

uncertain; with a very superficial drawing.

Habitat: — Antarctic Ocean:
S. A. E., PI. station 64 b, lat. 480 27' S., long. 42" 36' W'.; depth, 2500—u ni.; 23. \'I.

1902; temperature at the surface, 7,90" C. : 7 mature males and 9 mature females; R. M. S. 235.

S. A. E., PL station 65 b; at the same locality; depth 400— m.; 23. VI. 1902; temperature

at 400m., 3,95" C.: 1 juvenis; E. M.S. 236. S. A. E., PI. station 66b, at the same locality; depth,

* The stale of affairs is, howover, parlicularly complicated. R is Iruo Ihat G. W. -Mlillkk writes (1906 a) Ihal

one of the Naples specimens was to be referred to C. nasotuberculata. but in 1912, p. 77, however, the same auLhor

writes „C. rotundata, G. W. MOllf.r, 1894" as a synonym of C. rotundata G. W. MiiLLEK. 1890 a. In the description

of C. nasotuberculata it is stated that the rod-shaped organ is constant; the type shown in pi. XVIII, fig. 28 differs,

however, considerably from the figures of the same organ in 1894. It is to be noted that in the work of 1912

C. rotundata is not included at all as a synonym of C, nasotuberculata.

Zootng, liidra;. Urr^.i'^ Snpnl -"Rd. T. °v
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200—11 m.: 23. VI. 100-2: temju'raturo at '_'(•(» m.. ->",25 V.: 1 juvoiiis; i{. .M. S. tZ.ST. S. A. E.,

PI. station To l>. l.it. 4<t" AG' S., lung. 4y" r.U' W.; dopth, U700— m.; 27. \ 1. l'J()2; tciiiporaturo

at 2700 m. and at tlio surface, + 1''.07 C. and 3'',40 C. resp. : 2 mature males, 3 mature females

and 1 juvenis; H. .M. 8. 238.

l>i)^tribufion: — According to Ci. W. Mii.l.i:!; in the .\tlantic. Indian and Pacific Oceans.

In the Atlantic {.Vntarctic Ocean) as far as lat. 05" S.

The specimens investigated by me were caught in the region ol distrihution previously

known.

Conchoecia isocheira G. W. Muller.

Conchuecia iMic/ieira, G. ^\'. :\It'l.i.r;ii, 1006 a, p. 84; pi. XIV, figs. 28 —31 ; |)1. XV, fig.s.
30—33.

„ „ „ „ l'J06c, p. 4.

„ „ „ „ 1908, p. 70.

„ „ „ 1912, p. 77.

Descriptiun:
— See ti. W. MOlleh, 1906 a, p. 84.

Sufflementary description :
— Male: —

Shell: — Length: According to G. W. Mt'LLER, 0,9 mm. The specimens investigated

by me were also of this length. Length : height about 1,7 : 1; length : breadth about 2,3 : 1.

Seen from the side it is of the type described by G. W. MCller. Seen from
below it has its greatest width at about the middle, with uniformly and rather strongly curved

side contours, the anterior end rather narrowly roimded, with about a symmetrical rostrum,

the posterior end somewhat pointed and the anterior and posterior ends of the shell about the

same size; cf. the accompanying fig. 2, o = $. The shoulder vault is very weakly developed
and well rounded. The surface of the shell is bare or has only a few exceedingly

short hairs. Seen from inside: Selvage : This is of the same type as in C. rotundata

or else it is practically quite smooth-edged. The glands are as established by G. W. MCller;
it is to be noted that the dorso-medial glands are quite absent both in males and females,

contrary to what is the case in C. rotundata, in which, though weak, they are found in the male,

and unlike in most other species of this genus. The medial glands along the posterior margin
of the shell are about similar to those of C. rotundata. There is no distinctly developed hinge-

socket or hinge-tooth at the posterior dorsal comer of the shell.

First antenna: — This is of the type described and reproduced by G. W. MOller.

E-bristle: This has from seven to nine spines situated in a .single row. Each of these spines

has distally a moderately large, oval, hyaline appendage (something Hke a suctorial organ;

cf. the accompanying figs. 3 and 4). The secondary bristles on the anterior side of this bristle

are like those of C. rotundata. The b- and d-bristles have a moderate number or rather few

exceedingly fine distally pointing spines at about the corresponding place to that of the spines
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on the e-bristle. None of these three bristles is widened distally or has a pad-Hke appendage.

All the joints are quite bare.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: Length 0,3
—0,4mm. Exopodite:

The proportion between the length of this branch and that of the protopodite is about 10 : 13.

The proportion between the length of the first joint and the total length of the eight

following joints is about 10 : 4. The proportion between the length of the longest nata-

tory bristles and that of this branch is about 14 : 10. As far as I could observe the

first joint is quite bare. Endopodite: This is of about the type described and repro-

Fig. CXXIV. — Conchoecia isoc/wira G. W. AliJi.i.RU. — 1. Shell seen from the side, ?; 87 X. 2. Shell seen from

below, ?; 50 X. ii. and 4. Equipment of lh(; e-l)ristle on the first antenna, (J; 1200 X. 5. Penis seen from ontside;

387 X. fi. Distal pari of the rod-shaped organ and the first antenna, ?; 567 X. (All these figures are drawn fioni

specimens from station 'I'l li.)

duced by G. W. MuLLER; the length of the f- and g-bristles bears a proportion of about

2 : 3 to the length of the protopodite. The a- and b-bristles have short hairs, the other

bristles are bare.

Mandible: — P r o t o p o d i t e: Coxale: The toothed edge of the pars incisiva

is of about the same type as in C. rotundata, but its teeth, apart from the large anterior one,

are somewhat smaller relatively; this part may be described as evenly and finely serrulated;

the number of the teeth is somewhat larger than in the species mentioned, about 14—18 were

observed. The distal tooth-Ust is of about the same type as in C. rotundata. The proximal

tooth-list is also of about the same type as in this species, but the number of its teeth seems
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in most cases to bo soinowhat siuiilliT. In otlior ivsjK'cts tlu' pars inrisiva agrees witli tlie same

orsian in ('. rotiiiKlafa. liasale: Of the six teeth on tlie distal edge of the endite the five anterior

ones are rather powerfully serrulated, the sixth is only slightly serrulated or is ijuite smootli.

Both the appendages behind these six teeth are of the tube-bristle type. The single tontli on the

outside of this endite is very small, about as large as tlie distal tcelh. The liristles of this joint

are like those of C. roluudala and as in the species mentioned, no epi podia I ;i ppendage is

developed. Endopodite: The first joint has cmly one posterior bristle, which has short

hairs, is about as long as the anterior side of this joint and is situated somewhat laterally.

Second joint: Of the three anterior luistles the two shorter ones are often subequal and about

as long as the anterior side of the two distal joints or somewhat sliortcr. Of the two posterior

bristles on this joint the longer one is in most cases about as long as the two shorter anterior

ones, the other is about half as long or somewhat longer.

Maxilla: — This is of the same type as in C. rotundala.

Fifth limb: — Of the same type as in C. rotundala, but sometimes all tiie bristles

on the endopodite anil the dorso-lateral bristle of the first exopodite joint have short hairs;

sometimes one of the ventero-proximal bristles on the first exopodite joint may be furnished

with long hairs.

Sixth limb: — Endopodite: Both the bristles sometimes have short hairs;

sometimes, however, both are even furnished with rather long hairs. Exopodite:
First joint: This has the same bristles as in C. symmetrica, but has no dorso-distal bristle. The

bristles are of about the same relative length as in the species mentioned or sometimes somewhat

longer; they are either all furnished with rather long hairs or else one or two of them

have short hairs. Third joint: The dorsal bristle is relatively long, often about twice as long as

the ventral one.

Penis: — This is of the type usual in this genus. At about or somewhat distally of

the nuddle there are about four obUque transverse muscles, distally of which there are no

muscles. In the three specimens investigated by me the bent distal part of the vas deferens

was twisted forward in the way shown in the accompanying fig. 5. There seems to be no sign

of any copulatory appendage.

The furca, upper lip and paragnates are similar to those of C. rotundala.

Rod-shaped organ: — The shaft reaches to about the distal boundary of the second

joint of the first antenna or somewhat farther. The capitulum is of the type reproduced by

G. W. MUlleR; it is about as long as the second joint of the first antenna.

Female: —
Shell: — Length: According to G. W. MCller, ,,ziemhch konstant 1,07 mm". The

specimens investigated by me measured 0,95—1 mm. Length : height about 1,8 : 1. Seen
from the side it is of the type described by G. W. Muller; cf. the accompanying fig.

1.

Seen from below it was of about the same type as the male; cf. the accompanying fig.
2.

In other respects it was Hke that of the male.

First antenna: — This is of the type reproduced by G. W. Muller. I did not

succeed in finding hairs on the anterior side of the proximal part of the e-bristle. All the joints
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are bare. Yellowish-brown corpuscles of pigment are found at least in the proximal part of

this antenna.

Second antenna: — The e n d o p o d i t e is of the same type as in C. rotundata,

but I never found either of the c- and d-bristles developed.

Sixth 1 i m b :
— Of about the same tj^De as in C. rotundata.

Rod-shaped organ: — This is sometimes of the type described and reproduced

by G. W. MULLER, sometimes somewhat pointed distally; cf. the accompanying fig. 6.

Habitat: — Antarctic Ocean:
S. A. E., PI. station 317, lat. 53" 0' S., long. 48" 27' W.; depth, 250—0 m.; 17. IV. 19o2;

temperature at 250 m. and at the surface, + 3",40 C. and + r',30 C: 1 mature female; R. M.

S. 340. S. A. E., PI. station 318; at the same locality; depth, 500—0 m.; 17. IV. 1902; tem-

perature at 500 m., + lo,50 C: 1 mature female; R. M. S. 341. S. A. E., PI. station 44 b,

lat. 650 56' S., long. 54" 35' W.; depth, 700-0 m.; 22. I. 1902; temperature at the surface

— 1",15 C: 3 mature males 4 mature females and 1 juvenis; R. M. S. 239.

Distribution: — In the Antarctic Ocean S. of lat. 55 ° S.

A couple of my above-mentioned finds thus come from localities somewhat north of the

previously known region of distribution.

Curta group G. W. Muller.

{MikroconcJioecia C. Glaus.)

This group, which includes two forms in addition to the two dealt with below, is certainly

qiute a natural one. The careful comparative investigation to which I subjected the two

following species affords, at any rate, very strong evidence in favour of this.

Conchoecia curta J. Lubbock.

For s y n o n y my see G. W. Mt'LLER, 1906 a, p. 86.

Description:
— C. Claus, 1891 a, p. 73; pi. XX and G. W. MOller, 1906 a, p. 86; pi. XXX,

figs. 1—9.

Supplementary description:
— Male: —

Shell: —
Length: According to G. W. MtlLLER, 0,75—0,95 mm. The specimens

investigated by me measured 0,7—0,9 mm. Length : height about 1,6 : 1; length : breadth

about 1,75 : 1. Seen from the side it is of the type described and reproduced by

G. W. Mt'ELER; cf. the accompanying fig. 1. Seen from h e 1 o w (fig. 2) it has its greatest
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widtli at about tlif iniiltlli' and tlu- antcrinr part iif tlio slicll loiisicU'ralily lar^^cr tliau tlii' postfrii)!'

part; tlu« sido i-tmtours aro ratluT dciiilodly concave just hohiiul the middle, apart from which

thev are evenlv curvetl; the anterior and posterior ends are broadly j)ointed, the rostrum is

almost symmetrical. The shoulder vault is rather well dcxcldiied and always well rounded.

The surface of the shell is bare and has a sculpture of the type reproduced by

G. \V. MCl.l.KK. Seen from inside: Selvage: This is in most eases smooth on the rostrum

and along the anterior margin of the shell and the anterior half of the ventral margin of the shell;

posteriorly it is exceedingly finely serrulated. It has no spinedike process on the rostrum.

The glands are as described by G. W. MtlLLEK; the left unsymmetrical gland has its exit just

at the posterior dorsal corner of the shell. There is an almost complete absence of medial glands

along the posterior margin of the shell (apart, of course, from the dorsal medial glands that are

well developed); the few that are found emerge with single pores a short distance inside the

margin of the shell. At the posterior dorsal corner there is a well developed hinge-socket and

hinge-tooth; see the accompanying fig.
4 (c?

—
?).

First antenna: — The first joint is somewhat shorter than the second. The

boundary between the original second and third joints is scarcely or not at all developed. The

b-, d- and e-bristles are in most cases subequal, about one and a half times the length of this hmb

or somewhat shorter. The e-bristle is armed with from eight to thirteen spines, according to

G. W. ilCLLEK; in C. Claus's figures (1891 a) there are from seven to fourteen; on the specimens

investigated by me I counted from eleven to thirteen; these spines agree with the type reproduced

by C. Glaus, 1891 a. Proximally of the spines there are sparse and very short secondary bristles

on the anterior side of this bristle. These three bristles are bent at an angle, which is in

most cases a rather decided one, at about two-thirds of the way along them; they are not

widened distally and have no pad-Hke formations. G. W. Mt'LLEU states that the b- and

d-bristles are bare; in the specimens investigated by me I was able in most cases to find

a few short, fine, distally pointing hairs about opposite the spines of the e-bristle. The a-

and c-bristles are of about the types shown in pi. XX, fig. 17, C. Claus, 1891 a. All the joints

are quite bare.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: In specimens with shells 0,8 mm.

long this measured about 0,4 mm. Exopodite: The proportion between the length of this

branch and that of the protopodite is about 10 : 16. The proportion between the length of the

first joint and the total length of the eight distal joints is about 10 : 4. The longest natatory

bristles are about a quarter longer than this branch. The first joint is bare. Endopodite:
First joint: The processus mammiUaris has no distal verruca and is comparatively small. The

a- and b-bristles have short hairs. Second joint: The c-, d- and e-bristles are of about the same

relative lengths as in the figures 13 and 14 of C. symmetrica. The g-bristle is, as a rule, somewhat

longer than the protopodite, somew^hat sword-shaped distally and furnished with exceedingly

short and fine hairs. The f-bristle is somewhat shorter than the protopodite, narrow, bare and

furnished with very short and fine hairs. Third joint: The clasping organs are of about the types

reproduced by G. W. Ml'LLER, 1906 a, pi. XXX, figs. 4—1; they have rather decided transverse

creases distally. The h-, i- and j-bristles are subequal, about half the length of the g-bristle
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and about as wide as the f-bristle proximally, bare or with extremely short find fine hairs. The

h-bristle has a spinous shaft, the f-, g-, i- and
j
-bristles have no shafts.

Mandible: — Protopodite: Coxale: The toothed edge of the pars incisiva

has about ten teeth. The distal tooth-list is of about the same relative size and type as has

been previously described for ('. oblonga, but the number of teeth is on the average somewhat

fewer. The proximal tooth-list also varies within about the same hmits as the corresponding

part in the species just mentioned, but here, too, the number of teeth is on the average somewhat

less. The masticatory pad is very powerfully developed; it is divided into from four to six more

or less distinct transverse ridges; the distal one of these is about as wide as the two tooth-

lists, the next distal one is about half as wide, the others decrease somewhat in width the more

proximally they are situated. The whole masticatory pad is armed with rather small papillae,

placed close together. The part of the pars incisiva that is surrounded by the lancet bristles

and hairs is rather powerful and is armed with papillae similar to those on the masticatory

pad; this part is also armed with a couple of low and powerful teeth. Basale: The six teeth on

the distal edge of the endite are furnished with moderately fine serrulation. The single tooth

on the outside of this endite is more powerful than in my fig. 19 of C. symmetrica and is of the

same type as has been described for C. elegans. The e p i p o d i a 1 verruca is very small

and has a very short bristle. The e x o p o d i t e verruca is very weakly developed.

Endopodite: The first joint has only two posterior bristles, both with short hairs; these

have about the same position and relative length as the two corresponding bristles in C.

rotundata. Pilosity: The second endopodite joint has hairs.

Maxilla: — Protopodite: Endite on the procoxale: Besides the anterior

inner tube-bristle the two bristles nearest to this are also provided in most cases with long

secondary bristles. The basale has no bristle. Endopodite: First joint: The six bristles

on the anterior side of this joint are somewhat relatively shorter than in most other species of

this genus. The end joint is of about the same type as in C. rotundata.

Fifth limb: — Protopodite: The longer of the two tube-bristles on the

second endite has short hairs. Endopodite: This is similar to that oi C. oblonga.

E X o p o d i t e: The first joint is similar to that of the above-mentioned species, but all the

ventral bristles usually have short hairs. The ventral end claw varies in length; sometimes

it is only a quarter or a sixth of the length of the middle claw.

Sixth limb: — Exopodite: The ventral bristles on the first joint are some-

times somewhat relatively shorter than in my fig. 29 of C. symmetrica; the dorso-lateral and

dorso-distal bristles sometimes seem to be quite absent.

Penis: — This is of the type reproduced by G. W. MGller, 1906 a, pi. XXX, fig. 9;

it has a rather narrow copulatory appendage; cf. the accompanying fig.
5.

Furca: — There is no unpaired bristle behind the claws.

Rod-shaped organ: — The shaft reaches to about the distal boundary of

the second joint of the first antenna or somewhat farther. The capitulum is of about the type

described and reproduced by G. W. MULLER or else it is somewhat more curved in anteriorly;

cf. the accorapanying fig. 6; it is sometimes somewhat more pointed distally than in
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G. W. Mt'l.l.KH's and luy figure; tlic pntportion Virtwoon its l.Miutli ;iiul tliat ol tlic second joint

of tlif first anteniKi is about 4 : ;").

r ppor I i p:
- The part between the eonilis on the iiostero-veiitial ed^e ol this lip

is rather deeply and narrowly notched; it is not quite as deep as iti my tig. 15 of C. rotnvddld.

The p a r a g n a t e s are of about the same type as in ('. symmetrica.

F e ni ale: —
Shell: —

Length: According to (i. W. Mtil.I.KH, 0,8—(I.!)") mm. The specimens

measured bv me were 0,7
—

(.),85 mm. long. Length : lieight about 1,4 : 1. S e e n 1 r o m t h e

side it has about the same shape as is described by tJ. \\. MClleu; of. the accompanying

Fig. CXXV. — Conchoecia curia .1. Lttbbock. — 1. Shell seen from the side, cj; 82 X. 2. Shell seen from below, <S;

82 X. 3. Shell seen from the side, ?; 82 X. 4. Postero-dorsal part of the shell seen from inside, $; 567 X. 5. Distal

pari of the penis seen from outside; 833 X. 6. Distal part of the rod-shaped organ, cj; :'«00 X. 7. Distal part of this

organ+ a part of the first antenna, ?; 567 X. (From specimens from station 134.)

fig. 3. S e e n f r o m b e 1 o w it is of about the same type as in the male, but the anterior part is

scarcely perceptibly larger than the posterior part and the side contours are not curved in or

scarcely perceptibly so just behind the middle. The left unsymmetrical gland has its exit some-

what ventraUy of the postero-dorsal corner of the shell; see the accompanying fig.
4. In other

respects it is hke that of the male.

First antenna: — The division into joints is rather weak. The first joint is,

as is the case in the male, somewhat shorter than the second. The boundary between the

original second and third joints is in most cases rather well developed. The bristle of the second

joint has short hairs or is almost bare; it is somewhat shorter than this joint (fig. 7). E-bristle:
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This is about one and a half times the length of this limb or somewhat longer. The simple sen-

sorial filament, the d-bristle, is in most cases not quite a tliird of tlie length of the e-bristle.

All the joints are bare.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: In specimens with shells 0,7 mm.

long this measured about 0,25—0.28 mm. E x o p o d i t e: The proportion between the length

of this branch and that of the protopodite is about 10 : 11. The proportion between the length

of the first joint and the total length of the eight following joints is about the same as in the male.

The natatory bristles are also of the same relative length as in the other sex. E n d o p o d i t e:

This has two joints, the boundary between the original second and third joints not

being developed. Second joint: The g-bristle is of about the same type and relative length as

in the male. The f-, h-, i- and
j
-bristles are subequal and about a third shorter than the g-bristle,

bare or furnished with sparse short hairs and without any shafts; otherwise they are of about

the same type as in the male. There is a small papilla between the h- and i-bristles. Pilosity:

The second endopodite joint is bare.

Sixth limb: — Endopodite: One of the two bristles sometimes has short

hairs. Exopodite: First joint: One or more of the ventral bristles often have short hairs.

The dorso-distal bristle is short; in some cases it seems to be quite absent. The dorsal one of

the three bristles on the end joint is often only half the length of the middle one.

Rod-shaped organ: — This is of about the type described and reproduced by
G, W. MtJLLEi;. Its point reaches about as far as the point of the first antenna or only rather

slightly distally of this; cf. the accompanying fig. 7.

Remarks: — The synonymy of this species is exceedingly complicated and it seems Synonyms.

impossible at present to unravel it with any certainty. In the present work I have

entirely followed the view adopted by G. W. Muller, 1906 a and merely refer to this

writer's exposition.

Conchoecia curta, J. Lubbock, i860, p. 16 (188) is mentioned by the following authors:

G. W. Muller, 1906 a, p. 86, 1906 b, p. 5, 1908, p. 70, 1912, p. 77, G. H. FoWLER, 1909,

pp. 231, 259, 284, B. KAJDif, 1912, p. 939 and L. Schweiger, 1912, pp. 260, 262, 263, 271.

C. rostrata (J. Lubbock, 1860, p. 17 [189]) is only mentioned by G. W. MuLLElt, 1906 a,

p. 86, 1906 b, p. 5 and 1912, p. 77.

C. Clausi (G. 0. Sahs, 1887, p. 87 [259]) is mentioned by the following authors:

C. Claus, 1888, p. 153, 1890, p. 22, 1891 a, p. 73, 1894, p. 3, G. W . .MULLER, 1894, p. 230,

1906 a, p. 86, 1906 b, p. 5, 1908, p. 70, 1912, p. 77, G. S. BRADY and A. M. NORMAX, 1896,

p. 700, G. S. Brady, 1897, p. 97, 1902 a, p. 199 (-- 1903, pp. 337, 338), P. T. Clkve, 1900,

p. 39, 1904, p. 370, 1905, p. 131, S. Lo Blwco, 1903, pp. 148, 150, 199, 229, 230, 1904, p. 45,

A. M. NORMAN, 1905, p. 155, A. ScOTT, 1905, p. 370, V. VAvra, 1906, p. 61, Ch. Juday,

1906, p. 23, C. H. Ostenfeld and C. Wesenberg-Luxd, 1909, p. 113 and 0. de BUEN,

1916, p. 364.

During my re-examination of the original material I verified that C. (~ Microconchoecia)

Clausii (P. T. Cleve, 1900) is a synonym of the form dealt with by me above.

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Snppl.-Bd. I. 84
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Ildbihit: — A I 1 ;i M t i ( (> c c a n :

S. A. K.. I'l. station IM. bt. :{(i" j:r \.. \un<i. 17" It;' W. ; at tli.' surlacf; 4. XI. 1!M»1;

toinpi'ratuiv. 18",o C".: 2 mature males ami 1 juxcins; l\. .M. S. •J4;{. S. A. I-]., 1*1. station 2(i,

lat. 32»2r N.. lon<(. l«t"S' \V.; at the .surfart"; (i. .\I. liKil ; tciii|)cratiiic, 2(t,rj" ('.: 1 matuiv male

and 1 matuiv 1" niale: R. .M. S. 245. S. A. K, I'i. .station 34, lat. 27" 4i>' N., long. 20" 51' W.;
at tlie surface; 8. XI. liUii; temperature. 21,4" V.: 10 mature males and 12 mature females

(some of the females = C. echimdatat); K. M. S. 247. S. A. E., I'l. station 4 I), lat. 25" 51' N.,

long. 21" 29' W.; at the surfaee; i». XI. 1901: temperature, 22,50" C: 1 mature male. S. A. 1'].,

PI. station 8 b and 46, lat. 21" 51' X., hmg. 23" ((' W.; at the surface; 11. XI. 1901; tem-

perature. 23,20" C".: 1 mature male and 1 mature female; J{. M. S. 242 and 248. S. A. E.,P1.

station 116, lat. 15" 46' S., long. 34" 8' W.; at the surface; 1. XII. 1901; temperature, 26,2" C:
1 mature female. S. A. E., Pi. station 23 b, lat. 19" 19' S., long. 36" 9' W.; at the surface;

3. XII. 1901; temperatui-e, 25,2"C.: 16 mature males and 23 mature females (some of the females

= C. echinulatat); R. ^\. S. 244. S. A. E., PI. station 134, lat. 24" 21' S., long. 41" 23' W.;
at the surface; 6. XII. 1901 ; temperature 23,2" C. : 1 mature male, 7 mature females and 5 juvenes;
R. M. S. 2.->o. S. A. E., PI. station 28 b, lat. 26" 58' S., long. 44" 57' W.; at the surface;

8. XII. 19ul; temperature, 22,9" C. : 1 mature male and 1 mature female; R. M. B. 246.

Lat. 42" 09' N., long. 42" 15' W.; 17. III. 1898: 1 mature male; R. M. 8. 381. Lat. 40" 30' N.,

long. 16" 5' W.; 4. l\. 1899: 3 specimens; R. M. S. 382 (= the specimens of P. T. Cleve, 1900).

Distribution: — According to G. W. Mullei! in the Atlantic (from lat. 31" X^. to lat.

37" S.), Indian and Pacific Oceans.

Some of the localities of the Swedish South Polar Expedition are thus

somewhat north of the area of distribution in the Atlantic fixed by the above writer and those

noted by P. T. Cleve lie still more to the north.

Conchoecia echinulata (C. Cnus).

Mikroconchoecia echinulata, C. Claus, 1891 a, pi. XX.
Conchoecia „ G. W. MOller, 1906 a, p. 88; pi. XXX, figs. 10—17.

„ „ „ 1908, p. 70.

jj ;, ,, ,, ,, IJi*-, p. /8.

Description:
— See G. W. MULLER, 1906 a, p. 88.

Remarks: — In the characters not mentioned by G. W. MtJLLER this species agrees well

with C. curta. It is to be noted that a copulatory appendage is developed on the penis, but it

is considerably narrower than in the species mentioned; cf. the accompanying fig. 1.

Habitat: — Atlantic Ocean:
S. A. E., PI. station 23, lat. 34" 2' N., long. 18" 21' \V.; at the surface; 5. XI. 1901; tem-

perat\ire, 20,1" G. : 3 mature males, 5 mature females and 3 juvenes; R. M. S. 251. S. A. E.,
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PI. station 30, lat. 29" 52' N., long. 20" 14' W.; at tlie surface; 7. XL 1901; temperature,

21,1" C. : 1 mature male and 7 mature females (all the females belonging to this species?);

R. M. S. 252. S. A. E., PI. station 34, lat. 27" 49' N., long. 200 51' W.; at the surface; 8. XI.

1901; temperature, 21,4" C: 1 ma-

ture male (see C. curta, p. 666 above).

S. A. E.,P1. station 38, lat. 25" 46' N.,

long. 21" 31' W.; at the surface;

9. XI. 1901; temperature, 22,5" C:

1 mature male; R. M. S. 253.

S. A.E., PI. station 23 b, lat. 19" 19'

S., long. 36" 9'W.; at the surface;

3. XII. 1901; temperature, 25,2" C:

2 mature males (see C. curta, p. 666).

Distrihution: — ,,Die ,,V a 1-

d i V i a" fischte diese Art zwischen
Fig. CXXVI. — Cnnchoecia echinulata (C. Glaus), q.

—
I. Penis seen

from outside; 340 X. (From a specimen from station 23 b.)

dem 26" s. Br. und dem 37" s. Br. und

auBerdem einmal unter 31" n. Br. Auch nach den G a u B - Fangen scheint die Art in einer

breiten aquatorialen Zone zu fehlen. Atlantischer, Indischer Ozean" (G. W. Muller, 1908, p. 70).

The finds mentioned above seem scarcely to support this idea. Probably this species is

distributed all over the central part of the Atlantic Ocean.

Bispinosa group G. W. Muller.

According to G. W. MULLER this group comprises, in addition to the forms dealt

with below, three other species, namely C. striola G. W. Muller, C. atlantica (J. Lubbock)

and C. orthotrichota G. W. MtJLLER. To these may be added the forms included by this writer

as synonyms of C. bispinosa, namely C. secernenda V. VAvra and C. Miilleri Cli. Jlday.

Of these species C Haddoni, C. bispinosa and C. striola are, as G. W. ML'LLKR has pointed

out, certainly very closely related to one another. It is difficult to say anything certain as to the

systematic position of C. secernenda and C. Miilleri (cf. pp. 674, 675 below), but at any rate

they are very close to the three species just mentioned.

On the other hand C. atlantica and G. orthotrichota are, according to G. W. ML'LLER,

more isolated; it is less certain that they belong to this group. I was unfortunately unable

to investigate material of these species, so that it is not possible for me to give any further

opinion in this question.
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Coiiclioecia Haddoni G. S. Bradv and A. M. Norman.

Conchoccia Haddoni. (i. S. Hl{Ah\ and A. M. XmiM w. isiMi; p. (lUd; pi. LXI\'. (ifrs. <>— Hi.

<;. W. Mru.EK, l<Hi|.
],.

!l; liu. 17 (
a ivproducl ion (it lli.' (iri^iiial

(iosfii|)t idii).

P. T. Ci.km:, i«u»5, p. i:5().

(i. W. .Ml'I.lKH, 1906 a, ]).
Sil; pi. Will, figs. 1—1(».

V. VA\l;.\, 1906, p. 49; ])1.
1\", iigs. 65—75.

(t. W. MOLLER, 1908, p. 70.

(i. H. Fo\\i.i:u,1909,pp. 235. 264. 287;pl. XVIII. XIX, figs. 73—89.

('. H. OSTENFELD and C. WeSENKERG-LUND, 1909, ]).
113.

(i. \V. Mi'i.i.Kit. 1912. p. 78.

Description:
— See 0. \X. Mt'LLEli, 19()() a, p. 89 and \'. VAviiA, 1906, p. 49.

Supplementary description:
— Male: —

Shell: —
Length: G. S. Buady and A. M. NOHMAN give tliis as 2,55 mm.

G. W. Mt'LLER, 1906 a says: ,,Die Tiere scheinen sich ziemlich scharf in cine kleinere nordlichc

Basse (2 bis 2,6, <S mir bis 1,9) und eine groRere siidliche Rasse ($ 2,6—2,95, S 2,2—2,5) zu

sondern"; the former one would be found in the north, the latter in the south hemisphere.

The total amount of variation for the length of the shell in the males would be 1,85—2,5 mm.

This division is obviously incorrect; the male investigated by G. S. BiiADV and A. M. Norman,
which was caught off the coast of Ireland, measured 2,55 mm., as has already been pointed out,

i. e. more than G. W. MUller's southern specimens; in addition Y. \'A\7^a gives a length of

2,4—2,5 mm. for northern specimens; G. H. Fowler states 2,1 mm. The specimens investigated

by me measured 2,3
—

2,6 mm. Length : height about 2 : 1. Length : breadth about 2,3 : 1.

Seen from the side the shell has about the type reproduced by G. S. Brady and

A. M. NORSIAN; see the accompanying fig. 1. S e e n f r o m b e 1 o w it has its greatest width

at about the middle and the anterior part is somewhat larger than the posterior part.

The side contours are somewhat concave just behind the middle but apart from this they are

uniformly curved. The anterior end is broadly rounded, with an almost symmetrical rostrum,

the posterior end is somewhat pointed or rather narrowly rounded; cf. the accompanying fig. 2.

The shoulder vault is rather well developed and well rounded. The surface of the shell

is bare. Seen from inside: Selvage: This is either smooth-edged or finely serrulated

on the rostrum and has no spines of any great size. It is smooth-edged along the anterior margin

of the shell and the anterior half of the ventral margin; along the posterior half of the ventral

margin of the shell it is finely serrulated and along the ventral half of the posterior margin of the

shell it is coarsely and irregularly serrulated. The glands are of the type described by G. W.

Muller. The medial glands along the posterior margin of the shell are rather large; most

of them have a single exit; their exits are arranged in a rather distinct row running about lialf
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way between the selvage and the margin of the shell or in most cases somewhat nearer the latter

and (at least in the case of some of them) joined by a fine undulating line in about the way
shown in my fig. 5 of C. symmetrica. Within the ventral part of the posterior margin of the shell,

just dorsally of the left unsymmetrical gland, a number of these glandular exits are joined in

about three groups; each of these groups of glands comprises from two to four glandular exits.

These three groups are situated in line with the other glandular exits or often somewhat inside

them. There is no distinctly developed hinge-socket or hinge-tooth at the posterior dorsal

corner of the shell.

First antenna (fig. 3) :
— This is of the type described and reproduced by

G. W. MUllkr. The a-bristle is in most cases about as long as the second joint of this

antenna. The pad of the b-bristle is of the same type and relative length as in C. bispinosa;

see my fig. 3 of this species. The e-bristle has about 43—47 spines in each row; the distal

1.5—20 of these spines are situated in pairs, the others alternate more or less regularlv; their

shape seems to be the same as is reproduced by G. W. Mullek, pi. XVIII, fig. 7, 1906 a; there

are no spines or bristles distally of these rows of spines. The anterior side of this bristle

is almost quite bare; only one or a few short secondary bristles can be observed. All the joints

are quite bare.

Second antenna: — P r o t o p o d i t e: In specimens with shells 2,4 mm. long

this measured about 1,2 mm. Exopodite: The proportion between the length of this

branch and that of the protopodite is about 10 : 18 or 1 : 2. The proportion between the length

of the first joint and the total length of the eight following joints is about 10 : 4 or 10 : 5. The

proportion between the length of the longest natatory bristles and that of this branch is about

3 : 2. The first joint is furnished with spines proximo-dorsally, but these are fewer than in

C. symmetrica (cf . my fig. 12 of this species). E n d o p o d i t e : This is of the type described

and reproduced by G. W. Muller. First joint: The processus mammillaris has a distal

peg-like process. Third joint: The clasping organ on the right endopodite is in most

cases not c^uite so strongly bent as in G. W. Muller's pi. XYIII, fig. 10, 1906 a;

cf. the accompanying fig. 4; this character varies, however, to some extent. The shaft

of the h-bristle is usually furnished with short, fine spines; those of the i- and
j
-bristles are

usually smooth.

Mandible: — Protopodite: Coxale : The toothed edge of the pars incisiva

has about ten teeth. The distal tooth-list is of aboiit the same relative size and type as has

been described above for C. oblonga, though the number of teeth is on the average somewhat,

though only slightly, greater than in the species mentioned. The proximal tooth-list is slightly

narrower than the distal one, its teeth are rather irregular, often resembling more or less the type

reproduced in my fig. 18 of C. symmetrica; on the inside it is furnished with small papillae situated

close together. The masticatory pad is rather considerably narrower than the tooth-lists, about

the same as in my fig. 15 of C. symmetrica, in most cases rather indistinctly divided into four or

five transverse ridges and furnished with close small papillae. There is a low tooth just proximally

of the masticatory pad. Basale: The six teeth on the distal edge of the endite have exceedingly

fine serrulation. The single tooth on the outside of this endite is of about tlie same type and
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relative size as in (\ clfgans. Tlic c
|i

i

ji
i> dial a p p < ii tl a

jj;
c is ol alioiit the same type

and relative size as in ('. si/mDutriva: el. my liy. '21 nl tliis species. K n d o p n d i t c: The lirst

joint has four posterior bristles, all ol tlicin usually with short hairs. ( •ne ol these, which is

situated .><onie\vhat laterally, is often ahout as lony as the anterior side nl' ihc first and second

endopodite joints, the three others, situated somewhat medially, are relatively sluul, ahout

half as long as the distal height of this joint or even somewhat shorter.

M a .\ i 1 1 a: — The ventral edge of the eiul joint is about as long as the distal width

of the first endopodite joint (calculating from front to back), its dorsal edge is about half as l<mg.

Fig. CXXVII. — Conchoecia Haddoni G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman, (J.
— 1. Shell seen from the side; W X.

2. Shell seen from below; 34 X. 3. Distal part of the first antenna and the rod-shaped organ; the b-, d- and e-bristles

ot the antenna are broken; 117 X- 4. and 5. Distal joint of the endopodite of t lie right and left second antennae; the

bristles are broken; 260 X. 6. Distal part of the penis, seen from outside; 567 X. (From specimens from station 64 b.)

Fifth limb: — Protopodite: The longest tube-bristle of the second endite

has short hairs. Endopodite: This is of the same type as has been described above for

C. oblonga. Exopodite: First joint: This has two, only in exceptional cases one, medial

ventral bristles, both with short hairs. The proximo-ventral group has four or five bristles, one

of which is in most cases furnished with long hairs. The distal ventral group has three

or four bristles, all of which sometimes have short hairs, but sometimes one has long hairs. The
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dorso-lateral bristle is furnished with long hairs. The bristles on this joint are of about the same

relative length as in my fig. 27 of C symmetrica. The dorsal bristle of the end joint is relatively

somewhat shorter than in the figure just mentioned.

Sixth limb: — E x o p o d i t e: The bristles of the first joint are in most cases

about the same as in my fig. 29 of (J. symmetrica (the number of the ventral bristles is sometimes

somewhat reduced?). The ventral bristle of the third joint is relatively long, often about as

long as the height of this joint.

The end joint of the seventh limb is provided with spines.

Penis: — This has almost the same height along its whole length and is obliquely

rounded distaUy. There are six rather broad oblique transverse muscles at the middle, distally

of which there are no muscles. It has a well developed and moderately wide copulatory appen-

dage of about the type reproduced in fig. 6.

F u r c a :
— There is no unpaired bristle behind the claws.

Rod-shaped organ: — This is of the type described and reproduced by
G. W. MULLER; cf. the accompanying fig. 3.

Upper 1 i
J):
— The part between the combs on the postero-ventral edge of this lip

is usually somewhat, though only rather slightly, more deeply notched in the middle than it

is in my fig. 37 of C. symmetrica.

Female: —
Shell: —

Length: According to G. S. BliADY and A. M. NORMAX, 3 mm.;
G. W. MULLER, 1906 a, gives 2,2—2,95 mm. (cf. p. 668 above); G. H. FowLER, 2,5—3 mm. The

specimens measured by me were 2,7—3,2 mm. long. Seen from the side it is of about

the type reproduced by G. W. MtJLLER. Seen from below it is of about the same type
as in the male, but the posterior part of the shell is somewhat larger than in the latter and the

anterior part somewhat smaller, in other words the anterior part of the shell dominates over

the posterior part considerably less than in the male, sometimes the dominance is scarcely

perceptible. In other respects it is like that of the male.

First antenna: — This is of the type reproduced by G. W. MOller. The e-bristle

has short hairs on the anterior side of its proximal third. The second joint has a moderate

number of short, fine spines scattered proximally ventrally; the fourth joint, too, is armed with

similar spines. Exceedingly fine spines of the same kind can also, at least in some cases, be

observed at other places on this limb. I did not succeed in finding any yellow pigment cor-

puscles in this limb.

Second antenna: — P r o t o
])
o d i t e: In specimens with shells aboiit 3 mm.

long this measured about 1,2 mm. The exopodite is like that of the male. E n d o-

p o d i t e: This has two joints: First joint: The processus mammillaris is like that of the male.

Second joint: One of the c- and d-bristles is always developed; it has short hairs and is about

as long as in pi. XVIII, fig. 8, G. W. MiiLLER, 1906 a; sometimes both of these bristles are deve-

loped, in which case one of them is always very short. The g-bristle is of about the same type
and length as in the male (i. e. about as long as or somewhat longer than the protopodite).

The f-bristle is about a third or a quarter shorter. The h-, i- and j-bristles are subequal, about
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hall as long as the g-bristlf. TIk- aniiatiuc ui tlic I-, }i-. li-, i- ami j-hristlcs is about tlu' saiiic

as in tho nialo; it varies to some extent. Between tlie li- and i-bristles there is si small papilla.

Pilositv: The .seeond endopoilite joint is bare.

Sixth li nib: — The ventral bri.stle im tlir cwtl juint is must lrc(|Ucnt ly somewhat

relatively K»nj;er than in my fijr.
•'{" ol ('. sipiimelrica.

The r o il - s h a
|i

e (1 o r i; a n is of the type deseribed by (<. W. .Ml'l.l.i;!!.

^ynonymg. Remarks: — It is true that 1 lound a niunber of dilTciciucs between the specimens

investigated by me and the original description oi' ('. Haddoni as worked out by (J. S. BHAI>V

and A. M. N<»I!MAN, but it seems to me extremely probable that my specimens belong to this

species and tiiat the deviations are due to the uncertainty of the original description. ,,Eine

Xacluintersuchung dieser Individuen wiire dringend erwiinscht, audi wegen der sicheren

Identitizierung der Art" (G. \V. MClleh, 19U6 a, p. 90).

Of the names included in the above list of synonyms (,'. Haddoni, 1*. T. Cliove, 1905,

G. \V. MCller, 1908 and C. H. Ostenfeld and ('. \\'ESENBERG-LUi\D, 1909 have no descriptions

and identificatory figures. On account of the typical appearance of this species it seemed to

me correct, however, to include them as synonyms. The other names are accompanied by

verificatory information.

Habitat: — A 1 1 a u t i c c e a n:

S. A. E., PI. station 64 b, lat. 48" 27' S., long. 42" 36' W.; depth, 2500—0 m.; 23. VI.

1902: 10 mature males, 27 mature females and 3 juvenes; R. M. S. 254 and 255.

Distribution: — The Atlantic, between lat. 60" N. (V. VAvra) and lat. 40" S. (G. W.

MOLLER) and Indian Ocean (G. W. MOller).

The specimens investigated by me were thus caught somewhat south of the previously

established area of distribution.

Conchoecia bispinosa C. Claus.

Conchoecia bispinosa, C. Claus, 1890. p. 10.

1891a, p. 59; pi. V; pi. \'I, fig. 1; pi. VIII, figs. 7, 8.

„ G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman, 1896, p. 692 (= a reproduction

of the original description).

..
^

P. T. Cleve, 1900, p. 38.

„

'

(part?) G. W. MULLER, 1906 a, p. 90; pi. XVIII, figs. 12—19.

1912 n 79
3, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, XcfAW, 1^.

1.7.

Description:
— See C. Glaus, 1891 a, p. 59.

Supplementary description:
— JM a 1 e :

—
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Shell: —
Length: According to C. Claus, 1,5—1,8 mm. (no difference in this character

between male and female is given). The male investigated by me was 1,75 mm. long. Length:

height about 2,2 : 1; length : breadth about 2,3 : 1. S e e n f r o m t h e s i d e it is of about

the type reproduced by C. ClauS; the posterior margin of the shell is perhaps not quite so straight.

Seen from below it is of about the t^-pe described and reproduced above for C. Haddoni;

the anterior part perhaps does not

dominate quite so much over the

posterior part as in the figm'e of

the species mentioned. In other

respects it resembles C. Haddoni.

First antenna: — This

is of the same type as in C. Haddoni

except that the e-bristle is furnish-

ed with only about 30—32 spines

in each row; there are sparse short

secondary bristles on the anterior

side of this bristle.

Second antenna: —
This is of quite the same type as is

described and reproduced above for

C. Haddoni; the clasping organ on

the left endopodite was perhaps

somewhat more rounded proximally
in the specimen investigated by
me than in my fig. 5 of the species

just mentioned.

Mandible: — Of the

same type as in C. Haddoni, but

the number of teeth on the distal tooth-list is somewhat less (about the same as in my fig. 17

of C. symmetrica). The proximal tooth-list varies somewhat in type.

The m a X i 11 a, the fifth, sixth and seventh limbs, the f u r c a, the

r d - s h a p e d organ and the upper lip are of the same type as in C. Haddoni.

The penis on the specimen investigated by me agreed well with the one reproduced

by C. Claus, 1891 a, pi. V, fig.
4 (consequently also with this organ in C. Haddoni; the copuJatory

appendage is, however, not toothed at the edge as in my fig. 6 of the species in question).

Female: —
Shell: —

Length: The specimens investigated by me measured 1,6
—

1,95 mm.

Length
•

height about 2,2 : 1; length : breadth about 2,5 :1. Seen from the side

(fig. 1) it is of the same type as that of the male, but the shoulder vault is somewhat less

developed. Seen from below (fig. 2) it is about the same as in C. Haddoni. In other

respects it is like that of the male.

Zoolog. bidrag. Uppsala. Supril -Bd. I. 85

Fig. CXXVIII. — Conchoecia hispuwsa C. Claus. —• 1. Shell seen fro-n

the side, ?; 50 X. 2. Shell seen from below, ?; 42 X. 3. Pad on the

b-bristle of the first antenna, <?; 1200 X. 4. Distal part of the rod-

shaped organ and the first antenna, ?; 187 X. (Fig. 3 from a speci-

men from station 6 b, the other fignres are from specimens from

station 20 b.)
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Tlu' first a nt n n a is of the sanio tv])o as in ('. Ihiddnm. Iml all tiic joints scoin

always to bo baiv.

Ill other respects it resembles C. Iladdoni.

Synonyms. /?('»«jrA>'; — It seeiiis to nic l)c\iiinl ilniilit that tlic I'liriii (l(';ilt witli li\ inc ^iliovc is identical

with C. bi^pitwsa V. ClaIS. It is true that a number of small dilleroncos may hv noted l)etwe.en

the oriijinal description of this species and the specimens investigated by me, but these are

presumably due to lack of accuracy on the part of C. Clai S. It may be pointed out especially

that in the females investigated by me the second joint of the first antenna was furnished with

a dorsal bristle, while there is no such bristle in the figure of this organ given by C. Claus, 1S1»1 a.

To judge from ('. Cl.Al s, pi. V, fig.
4 and pi. Vlll. tig. 7 in the work mentioned the penis of this

species would be subject to a considerable variation. In the male investigated by me this organ

agreed, as has been pointed out above, with the first of these two figures. It is to be noted that

C. Claus does not mention in the text that this organ is subject to variation. Did the penis

reproduced in pi. VIII, fig. 7 belong to a specimen of another species than the one dealt with here?

As is seen above, C. ClaUS states that there was a moderately great variation in ttie length

of the shell in this species (1,5
—

1,8 mm.). The specimens investigated by me also showed a

relatively moderate variation with regard to this character; as is seen above, they resembled

rather closely the specimens investigated by C. Claus (1,6
—1,95 mm.). Contrary to this,

G. W. MCller points out (19U6 a) that the length of the shell in this species is subject to very

strong variation: ,,Gr6Be auBerordentlich schwankend: $, 1,74—3,0, c?, 1,66—2,4 mm." This

variation was, however, not continuous. We read as follows about it (1906 a, p. 91): ,,An

manchen Fundorten sondern sich die Individuen deutlich in grofiere und kleinero, z. B. in

Station 26 ? 1,74, 1,8, 2,5, 2,6 mm; 3cJ 1,66 mm, 2<S 2,3 mm und derartige Funde legen den

Gedanken nahe, daB wir es mit 2 VarietJiten zii thun haben, doch finden sich zwischen den vcr-

schiedenen GroBen alle Ubergange, auch einen Zusammenhang zwischen GroBe und geographi-

scher Verbreitung vermag ich nicht zu erkennen, ebensowenig wie zwischen GroBe und der ver-

schiedenen Beschafienheit der Oberflache, des Frontalorgans und der Greiforgane des (^."

Are we concerned here with a species whose shell shows a very great amplitude of variation

with regard to length or has G. W. Muller confused two very closely related varieties?

Apart from G. W. Muller, V. VAvRA is the only writer who has touched on this problem.

In his work of 1906 this author distinguishes the larger specimens (J = 2,5 mm., $ = 2,8 mm.;

no variation is stated in this work) as a new species, C. secernenda*. ^^'ith regard to the relation

of this species to C. bispinosa V. VAvRA writes (p. 60): ,,Conchoecia secernenda n. sp. steht

C. bispinosa Cls. nahe, doch ist die Schalenform verschieden und uni die Halfte groBer als diese.

Die mannliche Hauptborste tragt bei C. secernenda 45 Zahne, bei C. bispinosa 30 Zahne". The

difference in the shape of the shell between C. bispinosa and C. secernenda is rather slight. To

judge from V. VA^RA's
fig.

121 the dii!erence really seems to consist merely in the fact .that the

posterior part of the shell is somewhat higher in V. VAvra's new species; the posterior margin

of the shell is also somewhat less straight in the latter form (in this the latter agrees with the

• There were no small specimens, i. e. C. hispiiwsd. in tin- inatciial iiivesligatoil Ijv \. \Wha.
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specimens investigated by nie). The differences in the length of the shell and the armature

of the e-bristle on the male first antenna are, however, more important.

In his later works G. W. MtlLLER retains the view that he adopted in his work of 1906 a.

In liis synoptic work (1912) he thus writes C. secernenda as a synonym of C. bispinosa.

It is of course exceedingly difficult for me to have any decided views on this question,

as I have only been able to investigate a rather small material of these forms. I have prelimi-

narily sided with V. VAvra. The facts that led me to this decision were, first, the discontinuity

of the variation in the length of the shell observed by G. W. MtJLLER at several localities and,

secondly, the fact that in the male investigated by me the e-bristle on the first antenna was

armed with about the same number of spines as C. Claus found in the specimens investigated

by him.

Besides the places included in the list of synonyms worked out above C. bispinosa C.

Glaus is mentioned in the following places: G. S. Brady, 1897, p. 95, P. T. Ci.EVE, 190.5, p. 129

and G. W. Muller, 1906 b and 1908. The reasons why I did not include these statements in

the List just mentioned are, first, the uncertainty I have just pointed out and, secondly, the fact

that there is no verificatory information about them.

C. bispinosa, P. T. Cleve, 1900 is also without any verificatory information. I have

nevertheless included it as a synonym because I have myself investigated the original material

of this form; cf. below.

G. W. Muller (1912) also includes C. Miilleri, Ch. Juday. 1906 as a synonym of C.

bispinosa. This identification is probably incorrect. Unfortunately, however, the original

description of this species is too incomplete and uncertain to permit of any certain decision

(length of shell, ^ = 2,6 mm., ? = 2,8 mm.).

C. bispinosa is extremely closely related to C. Haddoni. The only characters that Relations to oilier

distinguish these two species are really, as is shown above, the occurrence of spines on the

posterior dorsal corner of the shell in C. bispinosa and the armature of the e-bristle on the male

first antenna. In the latter character the (large) specimens of C Haddoni investigated by me

resembled C. secernenda. Cf., in addition, the female antenna in the two forms. It would
perhaps be most convenient to include C Haddoni as a variety of

C. bispinosa. That they are identical, i. e. that the differences mentioned are due to individual

variation, seems to me rather improbable, especially because their areas of distribution do not

quite coincide. Thus G. H. Fowler found C. Haddoni in the Bay of Biscay, but not, on the

other hand, C. bispinosa, in spite of the not inconsiderable material. V. VA\'ra found C Haddoni

at four stations ,,in vielen Exemplaren", C secernenda at not less than twenty stations. In

addition the two forms were never found together. Cf. also G. W. MUller, 1906 a. It remains,

however, a task for future investigators to examine this question in more detail.

Habitat: — Atlantic Ocean:
S. A. E., PI. station 30, lat. 29" 52' N., long. 20" 14' W.; at the surface; 7. XL 1901;

temperature, 21",! C: 1 male juvenis; R. M. S. 259. S. A. E., PI. station 4 b, lat. 25" 51' N.,

long. 210 29' W.; at the surface; 9. XI. 1901; temperature, 22,5" C: 2 mature females; R. M.

species.
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S. -J-)!). S. A. !•;.. I'l. station (i 1), lat. '-'S" 35' X., luii.ii. L'-J" lit' W'.; at the suilacf; lo. Xl.

l;u»l; temperature, 23,0" C: I mature male. S. A. K., IM. station S I), lat. -21" 51' X.. long.

23".() \V.; at the surface; 11. XI. l!»(il: temperature, 23,2" C: 1 mmHhc i'cinale; H. M. S. 257.

S. A. K.. IM. station 20 b. lat. 1 1" it' S., long. 32" 55' W.; at the surl'acr; :>!». XI. l!»(il ; Irinpcratun',

2().4" ('. : 2 mature females ami 3 juvenes; R. M. S. 25S.

Lat. 2t>" 15' N.. long. 20" 50' \V.*; Vll. 1895; collector Chr. Levinscn: I inatuic lemalc (delincd

liv (J. S. liu.MiV. li)02a as C.spinirostris: sec below p. 708). Stored in the collections of K. Z. M.

Lat. 42»09' X., long. 42" 15' \V.; 17. 111. iSltS: I male juvcnis (length, 1,4 nun.);

K. .M. S. 383 (^- V. T. Cle\Ti:'s material, 1900).

Distribution: — Atlantic Ocean from aboui lat. 42" N. (P. T. Clfak, 1900) to lat. 32" N.

(C. Cl.\US, 1891 a).

All the stations of the Swedish „A n t a r c t i c" Expedition are consequently situated

south of the distributional area of this species as stated by previous authors.

Gaussi group n.

Besides the species dealt with below, which has given the group its name, only C. incisa

G. \V. MUller, out of the species of this genus hitherto described, seems to belong to this group.

Unfortunately on account of the incompleteness of G. \\\ MtJl-LER's description of C. incisa

it is impossible as yet to make a detailed diagnosis of this group. The most striking character

in this group is the occurrence of a large compound gland on both valves at about the middle

of the ventral margin of the shell. There is no such gland in any of the other species so far known

of this genus. There are no c- and d-bristles on the endopodite of the female second antenna.

G. W. MUller in his work of 1906 a included C. incisa provisionally in the Bispinosa

group. „Verwandt diirfte der Gruppe C. incisa sein, und mag diese Art hier ihren Platz finden."

This writer was supported in this view by his investigation of C. Gaussi. He writes on this

point (1908, p. 72): ,,Die Richtigkeit dieser Anschauung wird durch die Untersuchung von

C. Gaussi bestatigt, da diese Form die fiir diese Gruppe charakteristischen Merkmale, Ver-

groBerung einiger medialer Driisenzellen des Hinterrandes, auffallige Entwicklung einer lateralen

Borste des zweiten Gliedes des Innenastes der zweiten Ant. zeigt, allerdings weniger auffallig

als bei den typischen Formen. Am Hinterrand findet sich nur eine kleine Gruppe von Zellen,

und diese Zellen scheinen nicht groBer als die benachbarten . . . die langere laterale Borste

ist nicht langer, sondern nur so lang wie das zugehorige Glied, aber immerhin langer als bei

den anderen Arten der Gattung Conchoecia, aucb ist sie viel langer als die neben ihr stehende.

Man beachte auch die Bewaffnung der Nebenborsten der ersten Antn." The similarities pointed

out by this writer are obviously not of a specially far-reaching natiire. But it seems to me

rather probable that C. Gaussi and C. incisa are fairly closely related to C. bispinosa. The

* Not 29" 56, W., a.s is stated by G. S. Bradt.
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differences are, however, so many tliat tlie unity of the Bisfinosa group would be weakened

very essentially and its characterization rendered difficult, if these two forms were to be included

in it. It seemed accordingly most convenient to distinguish them as a special group.

Conchoecia Gaussi G. W. MOller.

Conchoecia Gaussi, G. W. MUller, 1908, p. 71; pi. IX, figs. 14—16; pi. X, figs. 9—12.

„ ,, „ „ 1912, 13.
80.

Description:
— See G. W. MItller, 1908, p. 71.

Supplementary description:
— Female: —

Shell: —
Length: 3,6 mm. Length : height about 2:1; length : breadth about

2,45 : 1. Seen from the side (see the accompanying fig. 1) it is of about the same

type as that of the male. Seen from below (see the accompanying fig. 2) it has its

greatest width at about or just in front of the middle and has the anterior part of the shell

somewhat larger than the posterior part; the side contoui-s are evenly curved, the anterior end

is broadly rounded, the rostrum is symmetrical and the posterior end is pointed. The shoulder

vault is only weakly developed and is rounded. The surface of the shell is bare ;

its scidpture agrees with that of the male. Seen from inside: Selvage: This is smooth-

edged on the rostrum and has no spine-like process. Along the anterior margin and the anterior

half of the ventral margin of the shell it is also smooth-edged. An exceedingly fine serrulation

can be observed on the edge of the selvage at about the middle of the ventral margin; this serru-

lation increases somewhat, though only rather slightly, in strength along the posterior part
of the ventral margin of the shell. Near the right unsymmetrical gland the serrulation is rather

course and irregular. Dorsally of this gland the selvage is either irregularly scratched or else

it is of the type reproduced in my fig. 4 of C. symmetrica, i. e. undulated and with a small lamelli-

forni appendage in every hollow. The compound glands are like those described by G. W. MOller
for the male; there are no dorso-medial glands. With regard to the medial glands along the

posterior margin of the shell in the male G. W. Muller states that ,,die Mlindimgen ....
sind durch flache Bogen verbunden, sie miinden einzeln, abgesehen von einer kleinen Gruppe
von drei Zellen, welche in der Nachbarschaft (dorsal von) der rechten unsymmetrischen Driise

liegt. Ihre Miindungen liegen auBerhalh, der die Miindungeu der anderen Zellen verbindenden

Linie, welche hier etwas ausgeloscht ist." (A group of glandular openings of this sort was found

by this writer only on one valve; the corresponding place on the other valve of the only specimen

investigated was defective.) The same state of affairs was found by me in the female that

I investigated, but with the difference that the group of glandular openings consisted of four,

not three, openings and a similar group was found on both valves. There is no distinctly deve-

loped hinge-socket or hinge-tooth at the posterior dorsal corner of the shell.

First antenna (fig. 3):
— The joints are rather well differentiated. The first

joint is somewhat shorter than the second. The dorsal bristle of tiie second joint has short
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liairs and is sonunvliat longer tlian the total Iciintli of the second and ihird joints. The c-liristlc

is not »|uito twice tlie length of this linih, is rathci lMoa(ny s\\did-slia|ir(l distally and has

short hairs proxiinallv as will. Tlu" other luistles on ili<> two end jonits arc not i|unt' lialf as

long as the e-hristle. .\11 the joints are snioolli.

Second antenna: I' r o t o
|i
o d i t e: The length of this in the sjx'cinieii

investigated was 1.4 1,.") nun. !'] x o p o d i t e: The proportion between tiie length of this

branch and that of the prot.i[iodite is about 10 : li. The proportion between the length of the

ic^

Fig. CXXIX. — Conchoecia Gaussi G. W. Muller, 5.
— 1. Shell seen from the side: 24 X. 2. Shell seen from below:

20 X. 3. Left first antenna and the rod-shaped organ: the end bristles of the antenna are broken; 233 X. '< Rnd

joint of the endopodite of the second antenna seen from inside; the bristles are broken; 260 X. 5. Distal part nf the

g-bristle of this joint: 160 X. 6.—11. Mandible. 6. Toothed edge of the right pars incisiva seen from out.side; 900 X.

7. Right distal tooth-list seen from outside; 900 X. 8. Right proximal tooth-list seen from outside: 900 X- 9. The

distal transverse ridge of the masticatory pad; 900 X. 10. Distal part of the endite of the left basalc seen from out-

side; 626 X. 11. The proximo-medial ridge of the basale -|- the epipodia! appendage; 567 X. (From station 70 b.)
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first joint and the total length of the eight following joints is about 10 : 4. The proportion

between the length of the longest natatory bristles and that of the exopodite is about 7 : 5.

The first joint is similar to that of C. symmetrica. E n d o p o d i t e: This has two joints. First

joint: The a- and b-bristles have short hairs, almost bare. Second joint (fig. 4): The proportion

between the length of the g-bristle and that of the protopodite is about 3:4; this bristle has no

distinct shaft and is rather broadly sword-shaped distally (cf. the accompanying hg. 5). The

f-, h-, i- and j-bristles are subequal and about a quarter or a fifth shorter than the g-bristle;

they all have rather well developed shafts and are not sword-shaped distally. The g-, f-, h-,

i- and j-bristles have short hairs proximally; the four latter ones are quite or almost quite bare

distally; the g-bristle has short hairs along one edge. There are no c- and d-bristles. Between

the h- and i-bristles there is an exceedingly small papilla. Pilosity: The second endopodite

joint is bare.

Mandible: — Protopodite: The toothed edge of the pars incisiva is of a type

rather different from the rest of this genus (see the accompanying fig. 6). Its anterior tooth

is of about the same type and relative size as in (all?) the other species of this genus. Behind

this tooth there follows a series of (somewhat more than twenty) smooth triangular teeth, of

which the anterior ones (about five) are moderately large and strong, the others decreasing in

size and strength the more posteriorly they are situated; the posterior ones form a fine serrulation.

This edge ends posteriorly with a powerful, low, wide, irregularly rounded, smooth tooth. Distal

tooth-list (see the accompanying fig. 7): This is somewhat narrower than the toothed edge;

it has a large, powerful, smooth, fang-like posterior tooth and a single row of about fifteen to

seventeen simple, smooth, pointed, moderately large teeth which vary somewhat in size. Prox-

imal tooth-list (see the accompanying fig. 8) : This is somewhat narrower than the distal tooth-

list. It has a relatively small and somewhat varying number of smooth, pointed teeth, of which

the posterior one is of about the same type and strength as the posterior tooth on the distal

tooth-list, the others decreasing irregularly in size and strength, the anterior ones being quite

small (on both the mandibles in the specimen investigated they were about the same type as

in the accompanying figure). The masticatory pad is rather high, divided into four- thin plates

placed transversaUy, the distal one of which is somewhat narrower than the proximal tooth-

list, the others decreasing somewhat in width the more proximally they are situated; the free

edges of these plates are deeply and irregularly toothed (cf. the accompanying fig. 9). The part

of the pars incisiva that is surrounded by lancet-bristles and hairs is somewhat raised and is

furnished with dense papillae and short, fine hairs. Basale: This has the same number of teeth

on the distal edge of the endite as in the other species of this genus investigated by me; the

difference between main teeth and secondary teeth has, however, almost vanished (the former

are considerably weaker, the latter considerably stronger, than in the majority of the species

of this genus), so that this edge seems rather finely and evenly serrulated (cf. the accompanying

fig. 10). The single tooth on the outside of this process is somewhat wider than each of the (six)

distal teeth and is quite or almost
cj^uite smooth. The two appendages on the posterior edge

of this endite are furnished with unusually strong secondary spines. Tlie disto-medial bristle

on this joint is relatively long and has long hairs. The epipodial appendage is
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rathor small and has a rather small bristle with a thick haso {f^oc tho arr(impanvin<i; fig. 11).

E n d o p o d i t e: The first joint lias four short-haired bristles on the posterior sich'; these are

of about the same relative lengths as in my fig. 22 of C. symmetrica. The antero-distal bristle

on this joint has short hairs and is not inconsiderably longer th.in the sccoiul iri(|(i|i(i(litc jdiiil.

Maxilla: - P r o t o p o d i t e: Kndite on tlie pnico.xalc: The ihicc pd.stcro-mitcr

tube-bristles and the pointed bristle situated close to them are furnished witii a lew moderately

long secondary bristles. The four other single-pointed bristles are furnished with rather long

spines, the two anterior inner ones (like the anterior inner tube-bristle) have rather long secon-

ilary bristles as well. (The difference between ,,secondary bristles" and ,,spines" is of course

not a fundamental one, but only one of degree; the
, .spines" are more or less strongei' tliaii tlie

,,secondary bristles".) Endite on the coxale: There are only three, not, as is usual in this genus,

four tube-bristles on the posterior process. Endopodite: First joint: On one maxilla

in the specimen investigated by me there were three bristles on the posterior edge (as is usual

in this genus), on the other there were four. The end joint is relatively short and of about the

same type as in my fig. 9 of C. serrulata.

Fifth limb: — P r o t o p o d i t e: The longer of the two tube-bristles on the

second endite has short hairs. E n d o
j)
o d i t e: This is of the same type as has been described

for C. oblonga (see my fig. 27 of C. symmetrica). E x o p o d i t e: First joint: This has one or

two medio-ventral short-haired bristles, three proximo-ventral bristles, the two longest of which

are furnished with rather long secondary bristles, the third having short hairs, two disto-ventral

bristles, one of which is furnished with rather long secondary bristles. The dorso-lateral bristle

on this joint is furnished with rather long secondary bristles. All the bristles on this joint are

of about the same relative length as in my fig. 27 of C. symmetrica. Of the bristles on the end

joint the dorsal one and the ventral one are subequal, someAvhat more than half the length of

the middle one. Pilosity: The protopodite and the first exopodite joint are partly furnished

with long hairs.

Sixth limb: — Exopodite: First joint: The dorso-distal bristle is relatively

somewhat longer, the dorso-lateral bristle relatively somewhat shorter than in my fig. 30 of

C. symmetrica. On one limb one of the three ventero-distal bristles of this joint liad short hairs

in the specimen investigated by me.

Seventh limb: — The end joint is furnished with spines.

Furca: — Behind the claws there is no unpaired bristle.

Rod-shaped organ: — This is of the same type as in C. Haddoni and C.

bispinosa; cf. the accompanying fig. 3.

Upper lip:
— This is of about the same type as in the two species just mentioned,

but the part between the combs is perhaps somewhat more deeply notched (not so much, however,

as in my fig. 15 of C. rotundata) and the teeth of the combs are somewhat coarser. The

paragnates are similar to those of the species just mentioned.

Identification. Remark: — It seems to me extremely probable that the female described above really

belongs to this species, partly because of the great similarity that is shown in the type and size
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of the shell and partly because it was caught in a region which, from the point of view f)f its

plankton-fauna, presumably agrees very ch)sely with that from which the male (lescribcd l)v

(J. \V. Mri.LKl! came. Of course this identification is not quite certain.

Habitat: — Antarctic Ocean:
S. A. E., PI. station 70 b, lat. 49« 56' S.. long. 49" 56' W.; depth, 2700—0 m.; 27. VI.

1902; temperature at 2700 m. and at the surface, + 1,67" V. and .3 40" ('. resp. : 1 mature female.

On slides in the collections of R. M. S.

Distribution: — A single male was captiired by the ,.0 a u s s" at lat. 35" S. and

long. 2" E.

Serrulata group n.

{Pseudoconchoecia C. Clai'S)

Of the species of this genus hitherto described the one dealt with below seems to be the

only one that can be referred with entire certainty to this group.

C. serrulata was provisionally placed by G. W. Mullein, 1906 a, in the Loricata group.

As far as I can see, this assignment was based practically exclusively on the agreement with

regard to the positions of the compound glands. To this character, however, no great systematic

importance is to be attached, as the positions of these glands do not differ more or less decidedly

from what is the case in most of the other species of this genus, but are, on the contrary, very

near to what one might call the normal for this genus. (Cf., for instance, C. rhynchena G. W.

MiJLLER and C. plinthina G. W. MCller, etc.) On the other hand the differences between

C. serrulata and C. loricata 0. Claus — C. ctenophora G. W. MOller, the two species that form

the Loricata group, are not inconsiderable. By including C. serrulata in the Loricata group
the systematic unity of this group is lessened to a very great extent. It seemed to me accordingly

inconvenient to follow this procedure of G. W. MCller's and so I have distinguished C. serrulata

as a representative of a special group.

Whether C. concentrica G. W. MOller is closely related to C. serrulata I cannot say.

It does not seem to me impossible. G. W. MOLLER writes as follows with regard to this species

(1906 b, p. 11): ,,Ich vermag keine deutlichen verwandtschaftlichen Beziehungen zu einer der

bekannten Arten zu erkennen; manche Charactere sprechen fiir eine Verwandtschaft mit

C. serrulata.''

Conchoecia serrulata C. Claus.

Conchoecia serrulata, C. Claus, 1874 a, p. 176.

1874 b, p. 6; pL I, figs. 2—7, 9, 10; pi. II, figs. 12, 13, 17. 19.

Halocypris atlantica, G. S. Brady, 1880, p. 164; \)\. XL; pi. XFJ, figs. 11. 12.

Pseudoconchoecia serrulata, C. Clals, 1890, p. 20.

>!oolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I. 86
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PseiKhH'onchopcia sniuhita. V. Cl.Al's, ISJtl ;i, p. T'J: pi. X I X ; pi. XXIII. li^.s. 1 i:{.

„ .. G. S. Hit.MiV. lS!t7,
|i. !»(i; pi. X\ll. lijrs. 22—24.

Couchoecia .. C W. Mi'i i.i'i;. l!t,i(i;i. p. !t7; p|. XXII. lio. -24; pi, XXIII,

li.iis. L'd :{.•{.

Paeudocouclioecia ,. van lacris. (i. S. Hl;\ll^, l!»()7.
|).

2.

Couchoecia ., (i. W. MCi.i.in;. lltiis. p. 7:5.

(serrulata + laevis). (J. W. .Mri,i.i:i{. |<i|-_', pp. si ,iih1 ,s2.

Dfiicription:
— Sec ('. Tl Ais ISOI a. p. 7-2 atul H. \V. Mi'l.l,i;i;. HHir. a. p. !>7.

Supplementary description:
— Male: —

Shell: — Length: C. Claus states this as 1,4
—1.0 mm. (no difference between males

and females). According to G. \V. Mt'l-LER it is 1,25—1,4 mm. ..die dcs IndiscluMi Oceans

deutlich kleiner". The specimens investigated by me measuivd 1,05— 1,4 mm. Length : height

about 1,6 : 1; length : breadth about 1.7 : 1. Seen from the side it is of about the

tN'pe reproduced by C. CI..VLS, 1891 a, pi. XIX. fig. 1 (see the accompanying fig. 1), i. e. it has

a somewhat less arched ventral margin than in G. W. MOller's pi. XXII, fig. 24, 1906 a.

Seen from b e 1 o w its greatest width is at about the middle, and, owing to its shoulder

vault being very powerfully developed, the anterior part of the shell is somewhat larger than the

posterior part. Owing to the powerful development of the shoulder vault a sinuation is produced

somewhat behind the middle; apart from this the side contours are evenly curved. The anterior

end is rather broadly rounded and has a .symmetrical rostrum, the posterior end is also rounded

or somewhat pointed; cf. the accompanying fig. 2. As has already been pointed out, the shouldei

vault is very powerfully developed, but well rounded. The surface: The sculpture varies,

sometimes being rather powerfully developed, of a})out the type described by G. W. MTller,

sometimes more or less weak, the striation having more or less completely disappeared just as

,,the marginal serrulations"; specimens with reduced shell-sculpture have so far been found only

in the Antarctic; cf. p. 686 below. The surface of the shell has no hairs. Seen from inside:

Selvage: This is smooth-edged on the rostrum and along the anterior margin of the shell and

the anterior half of the ventral margin of the shell; it has no spine-like process on the rostrum.

It is finely serrulated along the posterior half of the ventral margin of the shell and the posterior

margin of the shell. The compound glands are of the type described by G. W. MDller. The

glands along the posterior margin of the shell are comparatively weakly developed; their exits

are of about the type described above for C. oblonga. There is a rather well developed oval

hinge-socket and hinge-tooth at the posterior dorsal corner of the shell.

First antenna (fig. 3):
— This is of about the type described and reproduced

by G. W. MCller. The retinaculum of the second joint was bare in the specimens investigated

by me; in G. W. MCller's pi. XXIII, fig.
22 this bristle has short hairs. According to G. W.

Mt'LLER the ,,Nebenborsten" are ,,nicht behaart"; in the specimens investigated by me these

bristles were furnished with a larger or smaller number of short, fine, distally pointing hairs

about opposite to the distal part of the row of spines on the e-bristle; these hairs were
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alvva\-s mure numerous on the b-bristle tlian on the d-bristle. On the anterior side of the e-bri.stk'

there are sparse short distally pointing hairs, the distal ones of which (at the row of spines)

are somewhat more powerful than the proximal ones. These three bristles have no pad-like

formations. The a -bristle is somewhat shorter than the second joint of this antenna. All

the joints are quite bare.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: In specimens whose shells were about

1,35 mm. long this part was about 0,7 mm. long. E x o p o d i t e: The proportion between

the length of this branch, and that of the protopodite is about 1 1 : 20. The proportion between

the length of its first joint and the total length of the eight following joints is about 10 : 4.

The proportion between the length of the longest natatory bristles and that of this branch is

about 3 : 2. The first joint is very wide and flattened (cf. the accompanying fig. 4) and, as far

as I can see, quite bare. Endopodite: This is of the type described and reproduced by
G. W. MUller; see figs. 5 and 6. The a- and b-bristles have short hairs. The e-bristle is deve-

loped, but is very short. The g-bristle is about as long as or somewhat shorter than the proto-

podite. The h-, i- and
j
-bristles are very narrow, only about half the proximal width of the

f- bristle or still narrower.

Mandible: — Protopodite: Coxale: The toothed edge of the pars incisiva

has from about seven to ten teeth, the posterior one of which is rather powerful; cf. the accom-

panying fig. 7. The distal tooth-list is of about the same type and relative size as has been

described for C. oblonga above. The proximal tooth-list is rather shghtly narrower than the

distal one, but otherwise it varies rather considerably in type. In his diagnosis of the genus
Pseudoconchoecia C. Claus states (1891 a, p. 71) that ,,die distale Zahnleiste beginnt mit zwei,

die proximale mit nur einem Zahn". The first part of this statement is quite correct; the in-

correctness of the second part is best shown by the accompanying fig. 8, which shows one of

the many types that this tooth-list had in the specimens investigated by me. The masticatory

pad is not inconsiderably narrower than the tooth-lists; it is divided into four or five transverse

ridges, which are separated by moderately deep grooves, and is armed with fine papillae situated

close together. The part near the lancet-bristles and row of hairs is rather weakly pad-shaped
and is furnished with a number of papillae. Basale: This is relatively short, about the same

as in pi. XIX, fig. 10, C. Claus, 1891 a. The six teeth on the distal edge of the endite are

furnished with very fine serrulation. The single tooth on the outside of this process is of about

the type described for C- degans above. The e p i p o d i a 1 a p p e n d a g e is represented

by a rather short bristle. Endopodite: The first joint has four short-haired bristles on

the posterior side, one of which is situated somewhat laterally and is about as long as the anterior

side of the first and second endopodite joints; the tlu'ee others, which are situated somewhat

medially, are rather short, sometimes even very short. The anterior distal bristles of the second

joint are relatively somewhat longer than in my fig. 22 of C. symmetrica.

Maxilla: — Endopodite: First joint: One or more of the bristles on the anterior

edge of this joint are furnished at the middle with rather long secondary bristles, and similar

bristles are also found on one of or often even on all the bristles on the posterior edge of this joint.

The end joint is moderately long, its ventral edge is somewhat longer than the width of this joint
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(I'liU-ulutinji Iroin Iroiit ti> lnuk), its dorsal cil^c is alioul hall as loiiji; sec tin' a(C(iiii|)-

aiiving Hi;. !•.

F i f I li 1 i in li: — P ro t o
j)
o d i t !: I'ln' Inii^'t-r of llic Iwo tulx'-hristlcs on ilic

second enditi' lias sl\ort hairs. The c n d o p o d i t c is similar to that in ('. (ihlinKjd (scr iii\'

Fig. CXXX. — Conckoecia serrulata C. CL.tus. — 1. Shell seen from the side, <J; 66 X. 2. Shell seen troni lielow.

(J; 60 X. 3. Distal part of the left first antenna and the rod-shaped organ; the b-, d- and e-bristles of the antenna

are broken, (J; 213 X. 4. Exopodite of the right sec nd antenna seen from outside, all the long bristles are broken,

(J; 260 X. 5. Endopodite of the right second antenna seen from inside, f- and g-bristles broken, (J: 400 X. 6. Distal

part of the endopodite of the left second antenna seen from inside; the f-, g-, h-, i- and j-bristles are broken, J;
400 X. 7. The toothed edge of the pars incisiva of the left mandible seen from inside, $; 833 X. 8. The proximal
tooth-Ust of the right mandible seen from inside, ?; 1200 X. 9. Distal part of the endopodite of the left maxilla seen

from inside, $; 567 X. (Figs. 7 and 8 from a specimen from station 314, all the others from specimens from st. 64 b.)
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fi"-. 27 (>[ C. symmelrica). 'I'hc o x o p o d i t e is the same as in this figuic The prutopodite

and the first exopodite joint are partly furnished with long hairs.

Sixth limb: — This is about the same as in my fig. 29 of C. symmetrica, but, as is

the case in most of the other species of this genus, the ventral bristle on the end joint is furnished

with long secondary bristles.

The end joint of the seventh 1 i m b has spines.

Penis: — This is of about the same type as in my fig. 32 of C. symmetrica, onl\- being

})erhaps somewhat less elongated. At about the middle it is furnished with about six oblicpie

transverse muscles, distally of which there are no muscles. The copulatory appendage is rather

narrow, resembling in shape the type reproduced for C. Haddoni, but without serrulation.

F u r c a: — Behind the claws there is an unpaired, moderately long, long-haired bristle,

of about the type shown in pi. XIX, fig. 14, C. Claus, 1891 a.

R o d - s h. a p e d organ: — The shaft reaches to about the proximal boundary of

the third joint of the first antenna or somewhat farther. The capitulum is of about the type

reproduced by G. W. MtlLLEH (see the accompanying fig. 3) and is not quite so long as the second

joint of the first antenna.

Upper lip:
— The part between the combs on the posterior ventral edge of this

lip is of about the type reproduced by me in my fig.
4 of C. Belgicae. The p a r a g n a t e s

are about the same as in C. symmetrica.

Female: —
Shell: —

Length: According to G. W. MULLER, 1,6—1,7 imi).; two females from

the Indian Ocean that were investigated by this writer measured only 1,4 mm.; cf. p. 682 above.

The lengths of the specimens investigated by me varied between 1,2 and 1,65 mm. Seen
from the side the shell is of about the type reproduced by C. Claus, 1891 a, pi. XIX.

fig. 2. consecjuently somewhat more elongated than in the male. Seen f r o m b e 1 o w it

is of about the type reproduced in fig. 3 of the plate just mentioned, i. e. with its shoulder vault

less strongly developed. In other respects it is about the same as in the male.

First antenna: — This is of the type reproduced by C. Claus, 1891 a, pi. XIX,

fig. 6, but has a well developed dorsal bristle on the second joint; this bristle has short hairj^

and is almost as long as the second joint. The e-bristle, which is not widened and sword-shaped

distally, has on the anterior side of the proximal half a moderate number of rather short hairs.

The second joint is partly furnished with short hairs; the distal part of this limb is furnished

more or less abundantly with rather short hairs.

Second antenna: — The p r o t o p o d i t e is somewhat weaker than in the

male. The proportions of the e x o p o d i t e are about the same as in the male. E n d o-

j)
o d i t e: This has three joints; the third joint is, however, extremely small; cf. G. W. MULLEK,

1906 a, p. 98. The bristles on the first joint are the same as the male. Second joint : The g-bristle

is either of about the same type and relative length as in the male or else it is slightly shorter.

The f-bristle is about a (quarter or a fifth shorter than the g-bristle and is also of the same type

as in the male. The c- and d-bristles are often quite absent, sometimes one of them is developed;

see G. W. MULLEJi, 1906 a, ])1. XXIII, fig. 33. Third joint: The h-, i- and j-bristles are of some-

s
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wliat ilirtVrt'iit K'ligths. fioiii ;i sixth lo a tliird slioitcr tluin llic f-hiislli' and aliimsl as thick

as this (those thirc bristlos arc thus considerably nioic ih\cliiiicd tlian in the male), haic and

without shafts. Hetween iho h- and i-hiisth>s tliere is, at h'ast in souio cases, an exceedingly

small papilla. IMlosity: The second endopodite joint is furnished with inoderatelv lout;, fine

hairs; see pi. XXIU, lig. 33. (I. W. Mi'lli:!;, KlOU a.

Sixth limb: — One of the two bristles on the en(hi|Miditc has short hairs.

^i/nonyms. Renmih: — It seems to be quite certain that the species dealt with al)ove is identical

with C.i>nrulota, V. Claus. 1874. It is true that the original description of C. Claus's s[)ecies

is not complete and also in some details obviously incorrect (e. g. in the number of bristles on

the male tirst anteima; see this writer, 1874 b, pi. I, fig. 7), but. in spite of this, it may be said

to be sufficient for a quite certain identification on account of the type of this species, wliicli is

in several respects characteristic.

C. CL.\Ut> in his work of 1890, p. 21 identified Halocypris atlantica, G. S. Bhady, 1880

with this species. This identification is based chiefly on the shell; most of the other organs are

certainly described and reproduced by G. S. Brady, but the descriptions and figures are unfor-

tunately so uncertain and incorrect that no regard can be paid to them. In sjiite of this it may
be said that the correctness of this identification is beyond d(>ul)t. It has also been adopted

both by G. S. Bhahy himself and by ('. \\. Mi'I.LEH. (The latter added a query, however,

in his latest work, 1912.) An important reservation must, however, be made with regard to

this identification. The uncertainty of G. tS. Brady's determinations is such that it is best not

to accept the information as to the localities of this species that is given by this writer. The

following is a gooil illustration of this uncertainty. In his work of 1880 it is stated that this

species was caught by the ,,C h a 1 1 e n g e r" Expedition at twelve stations scattered over the

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. According to the same writer's work of 1897, p. 97, this expedition

caught this species at (mly four stations; only two of these stations are the same as those

given in 1880.

In his work of 1907 G. !S. BraIjY states that C. nerrulata was caught by the ,,D i s c o v-

e r y" at some stations in the Antarctic Ocean. With regard to these specimens it is stated

that they ,,differed in all cases from the type in being almost destitute of colour and striation

of the shell, and in the absence of marginal serrulalions". In all other respects, however, they

seemed to agree with the t}^e species. On account of these deviations G. S. Bhady distinguished

these specimens as the representatives of a special variety, which he called laevis. — These

differences caused G. W. MCl-LKii, 1908, to doubt the correctness of this identification, of G. S.

Brady's, ,,einigen Zweifel an der Richtigkeit der Identifizierung nicht unberechtigt erscheinen".

Both forms (C. serrvlata serrulata and C. serrvlata laevis) are, however, included in this writer's

synoptic work of 1912. It is certainly not impossible that the specimens defined by G. S. Brady as

C. serrulata laevis belong to quite a different species, but there seems to me to be no special

reasons to doubt the correctness of the identification. As has been pointed out above in the

supplementary description worked out by me, the shell-sculpture in this species is subject to

considerable variation. A good illustration of this is found in G. W. Muller's description of
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this specu's (1!)06 a). The specimens investigated by me also varictl with i-egarcl to the strength

of their sculpture; in a juimber of them the sculpture was rather strong, in others, on the contrary,

it was more or less weak; I never, however, found it quite so weak as is stated by (J. 8. Bl'.ADY,

but it does not seem to me impossible that specimens which live at a very low temperature

might be more or less entirely destitude of sculpture (cf. C. borealis-maxima). The distinguishing

feature of the variation found by me was that it was continuous. Because of this it seemed to

me best not to retain the form laevis as a special variety, but in the list of synonyms given

above I have included it as a synonym of the type species.

Habitat: — Antarctic Ocean:
S. A. E., PI. station 64 b, lat. 48" 27' S., long. 42" 36' W.; depth, 2500—0 m.; 23. VI.

1902; temperature at the surface, 7,9" C. : 325 mature specimens and 20 juvenes; proportion

between males and females about 3 : 5; R. M. vS. 264 and 265. S. A. E., PI. station 65 b, at

the same locality; depth, 400—0 m.; 23. VI. 1902; temperature at 400 m., 3,95" C.: 2 mature

males and 9 mature females; R. M. S. 267. S. A. E., PL station 66 b, at the same locality;

depth, 200—0 m.; 23. VI. 1902; temperature at 200 m., 5,25" C: 8 mature males, 6 mature

females and 1 juvenis; R. M. S. 268. S. A. E., PL station 67 b, at the same locality; depth
100—0 m.; 23. VI. 1902; temperature at 100 m., 8,3" C: 14 mature males, 12 mature females

and 1 juvenis; R. M. S. 269. S A. E., PL station 68 b, at the same locality; depth 50— m.;

23. M. 1902; temperature at 50 m., 7,55" C: 4 mature males and 1 mature female; R. M. S. 270.

S. A. E., PL station 345, lat. 48" 32' S., long. 44" 28' W.; at the surface; 24. VI. 1902; temperature,

7,9" C: 1 mature female; R. M. S. 291. S. A. E., PL station 347, lat. 49" 3' S., long. 46" 54' W.;

at the surface; 25. VI. 1902; temperature, 4,5" C. : 6 juvenes. S. A. E., PL station 70 b, lat.

49" 56' S., long. 49" 56' W.; depth 2700—0 m.; 27. \l. 1902; temperature at 2700 m. and at the

surface, + 1,67" C. and 3,4" C. resp. : 2 mature females; R. M. S, 272. At the same station; depth
'500— m. : 1 mature female and 4 juvenes; R. M. S. 271. S. A. E., PL station 357, lat.

51"31'S., long. 54" 39' W.; at the surface; 1. VII. 1902; temperature, 5,0" C: 1 mature female

and 2 juvenes; R. M. S. 293. S. A. E., PL station 355, lat. 51" 34' S., long. 53" 18' W.; at the

surface; 30. VI. 1902; temperature, 4,5" C. : 3 mature females and 5 juvenes; R. M. S. 292.

8. A. E., PL station 302, lat. 52" 6' S., long. 55" 32' \\. ; depth 500—0 m.
; 12. IV. 1902; temperature

at 500 m. and at the surface, 3,78" C. and 6,28" C. resp. : 6 mature males, 3 mature females and

2 juvenes; R. M. S. 279. S. A. E., PL station 301, at the same locality; depth 100—o ni.; 12. IW

1902; temperature at 100m., 5,78" C: 10 mature males, 12 mature females and 9 juv(>nes; R.

M. 8. 278. 8. A. E., PL station 300, at the same locaUty; depth 50—0 m.; 12. IV. 1902; tempera-
ture at 50 m., 6,21" C. : 6 mature males, 4 mature females and 2 juvenes; R. M. 8. 276 and 277.

8. A. E., PL station 298, at the same locality; at the surface; 12. IV. 1902: 1 mature male

and 14 mature females; R. M. S. 275. 8. A. E., PL station 60 b, lat. 52" 39' 8., long 37" 35'

W.; depth 500— m. ; 17. VI. 1902; temperature at 500 m. and at the surface, + 1,35" C.

and + 0,50" C. resp.: 1 mature female; R. M. S. 263. 8. A. E., PL station 307, lat. 52" 55' 8.,

long. 53" 12' W. ; at the surface; 14. IV. 1902; temperature, 6,1" ('. : 1 mature male, 4 mature

females and 1 juvenis; R. M. 8. 280. 8. A. E., PI. stations .59 b and 318, lat. .53" 0' 8., long.
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48" 'J7' \\.; ili'ptli
.".nil (i m.: 17. I\. IIMI-J; lciii|iri:it

iiic al .">(Mi ni. ainl at I lie surface. -\ 1 ,.")(l" ('.

ami .'{.4(t" ('. : Id maturo inali's. G2 niatiiic tciiialfs ami •_> juxciics; |{. .\I. S. 'J^i'i and 2HH.

S. A. E., PI. stations oS b and ;U7. at the same locality; d(|.tli 250 in.; 17. i\'. 1M()2;

tem]iorature at 250 ni., ' l.lio" ('.: i>l mature males, 17.S inaliire I'l'iiialcs and !• juvenes;

|{. -M. S. 2l>l and 287. S. A. K., I'l. stations 57 b and 316, at the same locality; deptii 100— m.;

17. 1\. l!>02; temperature at 100 m., 3" ('.: 39 mature males and 93 mature females; R. M.

S. 2(iO and 286. S. A. 10., PI. stations 5() li and ."{15. at the same locality; dciifli 50 -0 in.;

17. 1\'. 1002; temperature at 50 m., 3,35" C. : 52 mature males and 138 matuic females; R.

.\I. 8. 266 and 285. S. A. E., PI. station 314, at the same locality; at the .surface; 17. IV. I!t(t2:

29 mature males. 216 maturo females and 1 juvenis; R. M. S. 284. S. A. E., PI. station 312,

lat. 53" 1' S.. long. 51" 53' W.; tlepth 200—0 m.; 15. IV. 1902; temperature at 2(»0 m. and at

the surface. 3.50" V. and 5,48" C. resp. : 3 mature males, 4 mature females and 1 juvenis;

H. .M. S. 282. S. A. E., PL station 311, at the same locality; depth 70—0 m.; 15. IV. 1902;

temperature at 70 m., 5,25" C: 3 mature females and 1 juvenis; R. M. 8. 281. 8. A. E., PI.

station 319, lat. 53" 13' 8., long. 47" 0' W.; at the surface; 18. IV. 1902; temperature, 3,31" C:

2 mature females; R. M. 8. 289. 8. A. E., PI. station 291, lat. 53" 15' 8., long. 60" 53' W.; at

the surface; 25. III. 1902; temperatoire, 8,2" C. : 2 mature males and 2 mature females;

R. M. 8. 274. 8. A. E., Pi. station 320, lat. 53" 29' 8., long. 45" 23' W., at the surface; 18. IV.

1902; temperature, 3,67" C: 1 mature female and 1 juvenis; R. M. 8. 290. 8. A. E., PI. station

279, lat. 55" 15' 8., long. 65" 17' W.; at the surface; 3. III. 1902; temperature, 8,6" C: 7 juvenes

of different stages; R. M. 8. 273. 8. A. E., PI. station 214, lat. 57" 9' 8., long. 60" 28' W.; at

the surface; 7. I. 1902; temperature, 6,0" C. : 1 maturo male. 1 mature female and 1 juvonis;

R. M 8. 283.

Distribution: — According to C. Claus, 1874 b: ,,Atlantischer Ocean. Kiisto von Chile."

This writer does not specify the localities of the finds in the Atlantic. According to

G. W. MCller, 1906 a and 1908, it is found in the Atlantic between lat. 10" 8. and lat. 58" 8.

and in the Indian Ocean. G. 8. BRADY, 1907, found it in the Antarctic as far south as lat. 59" 8.

The specimens investigated by me were cauglit within the previously known area of

distribution.

Magna group G. W. Muller.

(= Conchoecia [part.] C. Claus).

As G. \y. ML'LLER pointed out, 1906 a, p. 99, this group cannot be defined and character-

ized quite sharply. To judge, however, from the descriptions of species belonging to it that

are found in the Literature, we are nevertheless probably concerned with a quite natural unit.

The only doubt expressed by G. W. Muller in the work just mentioned was as to the relationship
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of the species dealt with heh)\v, ('. .s'pinirostriti, to the other species of this group. \\'ith regard
to this cf. p. 616 above.

Besides the forms included by 0. W. Muller the species C. zetesios, established by
(t. H. Fowi.Ei;, 1909, also belongs to this group. This species cannot, however, be retained;

as I hope to be able to show in a following work, we are only concerned here with non-mature

individuals of C. macrocheirn (I. W. Muller.

Conchoecia lophura G. W. Muller

Conchoecia lofhura, 0. W. Muller, 1906 a, p. 99; pi. XX, figs. 1—10.

„ „ „ 1906 b, p. 6.

„ .. ., 1908, p. 73.

hyalophyllum (part.), U. H. FOWLER, 1909, pp. 236, 265; pi. XIX, figs. 90 t(j

92, 102; pi. XX, figs. 103, 104.

lophura, G. W. MtiLLER, 1912, p. 82.

Description:
— See G. W. Muller, 1906 a. p. 99.

Suppletnentary description:
— Male: —

Shell: — Length: According to G. ^^^ Muli>er 2,2—2,8 mm. The specimen investig-

ated by me measured 2,65 mm. Length : height about 1,9 : 1; length : breadth about 2,1 : 1.

Seen f r o m the side it is of about the type described and reproduced by G. W. MUller ;

cf. the accompanying fig. 1. S e e n f r o m b e 1 o w it has its greatest width at about the

middle and its anterior and posterior parts about equal in size. In front of the middle the side

contours are evenly curved, the anterior end is broadly rounded with a symmetrical rostrum;

behind the middle the side contours are undulated in about the same way as in the accompanying

fig. 2, the posterior end is somewhat pointed. The surf a c e of the shell is bare; no

sculpture was perceptible on the specimen investigated by me. Seen from inside:

Selvage: On the rostrum this is smooth-edged and without any spine. Along the anterior margin
of the shell and the anterior half of the ventral margin it is extremely finelv serrulated, almost

smooth ; along the posterior half of the ventral margin it is finely serrulated. Along the posterior

margin of the shell it is more or less coarsely and irregularly serrulated and scratched and partly

furnished with small leaf-like appendages of the type that is reproduced in my fig.
4 of ('. sym-

metrica. The glands are as described by G. W. MULLER,. The glands along the posterior margin
of the shell are of about the same type as has been described for C. Gaussi, but the little group
of three or four glandular exits is absent. There is a rather well developed oval hinge-socket

and hinge-tooth at the posterior dorsal corner.

First antenna: — This is of the type described and reproduced by (4. \V. .Muller ;

in the specimen investigated by me the a-bristle was somewhat longer than the second joint

of this antenna (see the accompanying fig. 3). E-bristle: On the anterior side of this bristle

Zoolog. bidr.ig, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd, f. 87
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tluTO is jimxiinalK ul tin- inws of spines a sparse mw nl lallier >li(iit ami pciwcrhil secdiidary

bristles. In the specimen investijiatcd liy inc tliiii' wne (55—67 sjiines in cadi pdstcridr mw.

Dist-allv of these rows of spines this liristle is
(juiti'

willidut armatiin'. All iIh' jnints arc hare.

There are a number of vellowish-brown utrpuseles in tlic iirst joint.

Second antenna: — 1' r o ( o p o d i t c: In the spctiinen investigated li\ mc

this part measiuvil 1,35 mm. Exopoilite: The pinportion between tlie length ol this

brancli and that of the protoj)odite is about 11 : 20. The ])i()p()rti(m between the lengtli of the

Hrst joint and tlie total lengtli of tlu' eight iollowing joints is about In : 4. Thr proportion

between tlu' length of the longest natatory bristles and that of the exopodite is about r, : ."{.

,.jMf\/ \ni,

Fig. CXXXI. — Conchoecia Inpluira G. \V. MtJLLEK, o-
—

l- ^\w\\ sltii fioiii llie siilr; Ti X. - ^\\e\\ seen

25 X. 3. Distal part of the lift first antenna and the rod-sliai)ecl oigaii: the b-, d- and e-l>iislles of the antenii

133 X. 4. Endopodite of the right second antenna seen from insid(!, the long bristles are l)rokeii; 233 X.

appendage of the left second antenna; 233 X. 6. Proximal tooth-list of the right mandible seen from in

7. Endopodite of the mandible, the bristles are broken; 160 X. (From sUitioii Ti'i li.)

from below;

;i are broken ;

5. Clasping

qde; 800 X-
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The first joint has spines proximally-dorsally, as in my fig. 12 of C. symmetrica. E ii d o
]>

d d i t c:

This is of about the t}-pe described and reproduced by G. W. M<'i,i,i;ii ; see the accompanying

figs. 4 and 5. First joint: The processus mammillaris is pointed. The a-bristle has short hairs.

The b-bristle on both the right and the left endopodite was furnished somewhat proximally

of the middle with a group of twelve long hairs; distally of this group there are a moderate

number of rather powerfid spines. Second joint: The g-bristle is somewhat (about a fifth)

longer than the ])rotopodite, not sword-shaped distally and is furnished with sparse short hairs.

The f-bristle is of about the same type as the g-bristle, but about a fifth shorter than this,

bare or furnished with short hairs. Third joint: The h-, i- and
j
-bristles are subequal; the pro-

portion between their length and that of the g-bristle is about 2 : 5. The clasping organs have

a short hyaline papilla distally and are moderately strongly cross-striated distally. In the

proximal part of this branch there were a number of small yellowish-brown corpuscles in the

specimen investigated.

Mandible: — P r o t o p o d i t e: C'oxale: The toothed list on the pars incisiva

has about ten or eleven teeth. The distal tooth-list is of about the same tj-pe as has

been previously described for C. ohlonga. The proximal tooth-list is rather slightly narrower

than the distal one; as is the case in most species it is presumably of a somLwhat varying type;

in the specimen investigated by me it was about the same as in the accompanying fig. 6. The

masticatory pad is relatively narrow, only about half as wide as the proximal list, divided into

from three to five transverse ridges and furnished with fine papillae situated close together.

The part that is surrounded by lancet-bristles and hairs is raised somewhat like a pad and is

also furnished with fine papillae situated close together. Between this part and the masticatory

pad there are, as in, for instance, pi. IV, fig. 5, C. C'LAUS, 1891 a, a couple of low, powerful spines.

Basale: The six teeth, on the distal edge of the endite have very fine serrulation. The single

tooth on the outside of this joint is of about the same type and size as has been described above

for C. elegans. The e p i p o d i a 1 appendage is represented by a little verruca with

a very short bristle. The endopodite is relatively short and high; see the accompanying

fig. 7. The first joint has four short-haired bristles on the posterior side, of about the same

relative lengths as in my fig. 22 of C. symmetrica.

Maxilla: — Endopodite: The distal spines on the first joint are muisually long,

about half as long as the height of the end joint. The end joint is of about tlie same type as in

C- serrulata.

Fifth limb: — This is of the same type as in my fig. 27 of C. symmetrica, but the

endopodite has no spines and the middle end claw of the exopodite is relatively longer. On the

first exopodite joint I found two bristles in the medial-ventral group, foiu- or five in the

proximo-ventral group and three or four in the disto-ventral group. Pilosity: The proto-

podite and the first exopodite joint are partly furnished with rather long hairs.

Sixth limb: — The dorso-lateral bristle on the first exopodite joint was absent

in the specimen investigated by me.

Seventh limb: — The end joint has spines.

Penis: — This is of about the tj'pe reproduced in my fig. 32 of C. symmetrica.
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K VI rcii: Bi'liiiul tlu> daws tlicrc is an unpaiicd. IdiH^-luind luistlc winch is alxiul

as lon>; as the sevonth nr eighth claw.
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o tl organ is as described and re|in)(hiced l)y (!. W . Mi ilii;; sec the

accompanying tig. M.

The u
i> i>
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\^
and p a r a g n a t e s are nt the same types as in my ligs. ."JT aial :{S

of ('. si/mmeirica.

Remarks: — (J. \\ . Mi 1,m:i; in his work ol I'JOS (p. 74) points out tliat ('. iiukjiki.

f'll. .T^^A^. Utoo. p. lit is not a synonym of C. magna C Claus; MflLi.EH writes witli regard

to the description given li\ .1' I'Vi : ..eher pal.U sic zu Conchoecia lophura G. W. MtlLi.EH".

The same writer, in his synoptic work of \UV2. jmts this species ofCll. .Ii llA^ 'S as a synonym of

('. lophura. but adds a (piery. It can be considered beyond doubt that C. magna Ch. Juday

is not a svnonvm of C. magna C Cl-ALS. Certainly its identity with C. lophura seems to me

far from impossible, but it is so uncertain that it did not seem to me proper to include the name

in question in the list of synonyms given above.

To judge from Fowler's description it seems very probable that G. H. Fo\\'LEH's

„/,(»/)// «rfl-stage" of C. hyalophyllum is identical with C. lophura; see p. 565 above.

Habitat: — Antarctic Ocean: —
S. A. E., PI. station 64 b, hit. 48« 27' S., long. 42« 36' W.; depth 2500—0 m.; 2.3. VI.

1902: 1 mature male; on slides in the collections of R. M. S.

Distribution: — Atlantic Ocean from about lat. 46" N. (H. H. Fowt.kr) tf) lat. 35" S.

(C. AV. :Mt'Ll.ER), Indian Ocean (G. W. MOller).

The station of the Swedish ,,A n t a r c t i c" Expedition is consecjueiitly situated some-

what south of the distributional area stated by previous authors.

Conchoecia parvidentata G. W. Muller.

Conchoecia parvidentata, G. \V. Mt'LLER, 1906 a, p. 100; ])1. XX, figs. 11—18.

1908. p. 73.

1912. p. S3.

Description:
— G. W. MCLlep., 1906 a, p. 100.

Supplementary description:
— Female: —

Shell: — The specimens investigated by me were from 2,4 to 2,7 mm. long. The

sculpture varied to some extent, sometimes resembling the type reproduced by G. W. Mt!LLER

for C. lophura and exceedingly difficult to observe. The selvage, the glands along the posterior

margin of the shell and the hinge were of the types described above for C. lophura. In othej'

respects it agreed with 6. W. Muller's statement.
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First ii n t v n n a: — This is of the type reproduced by (i. \V. Mi'l,!,!;];. The e-bristle

is, as far as 1 could discover, bare on the anterior side. The second joint is partly furnished

with short spines, the end joints are furnished with moderately long hairs. The fiist and second

joiiits have numerous small yellowish-brown corpuscles.

Second antenna: — Of the same type as in ('. lofhura. The first joint of the

e X o
])
o d i t e is almost or quite bare. The small end joint on the e n d o p o d i t e is, at

least in some cases, rather distinct. A rather

short c- or d-lnistle is sometimes developed

on the second endopodite joint. Between the

h-and i-bristles there is a small papilla. The

armature of the b-bristle is more powerful
Fig. CXXXII. — Conchuecia pan'idenlala G.W. ^Uu.r.n.

than that of the a-bristle. The second endo- i. Distal pari of i\w rod-siiapo.l organ. ?= 207 x.

podite joint is bare. (from » spccirncn from stalioii f,', li.)

Mandible: — As in C. lofhura,

but only the long lateral bristle is developed on the posterior side of the first endopodite

joint, the three medial ones are quite absent. The epipodial appendage is .some-

times represented by a verruca without any bristle.

The maxilla, the fifth and seventh limbs, the f u r c a and the u p p e ?•

lip are of the same t}q3es as in C. lofhura. The sixth 1 i m b is of the type reproduced
in my fig.

30 of C. symmetrica.

The rod-shaped organ varies somewhat; it is sometimes of the same type
as in C. lofhura; see the accompanying fig. 1.

Habitat: — Ant a r c t i c (^ e a n :

S. A. E., PL station (34 b, lat. 48" 27' S.. long. 42" 3fi' W.; depth 2:(l()—Om.; 23. VL
15)02: (i mature females; R. M. S. 294.

Distribution: — Atlantic Ocean between lat. 31" N. anrl lat. 43" S. Indian Ocean.

My specimens were consequently caught somewhat south of the distributional area stated

by G. \\. MULLER.

Conchoecia hyalophyllum C. Claus.

Conchoecia hyalofhylluni . V. T'lais. 1890. p. 11.

1891 a, p. 60; pi. VI. figs. 2— lo; pi. VIII, fig. 9.

G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman 1896, p. 692 (a reproduction

of the original description).

G. W. MtlLLER, 1906 a. p. KH: pi. XX, figs. 19—26.

„ „ „ 1908, p. 74.

(part.), G. H. Fowler, 1909, pp. 236, 265, 287; pi. XIX,

figs. 93—96, 105; pi. XX, figs. 97. 106. 107.

(J. W. Ml 'LI.KR, 1912, p. 8.3.
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Ih'scriptio)):
— Sim- (". Cl.Ms 1S!M ;i, p.

tin ,iii<l C. W . Mi i i i:i;, llKiC.;!, p. |(i|.

Siipp/tinrntnri/ ih'scn'pfum: 1'' cm ale: —•

Shell: —
liiMiglii : Accdidiii" to ('. t'l.Al s l,r)

— l,(i mm. Accdnliiifi; to ('<. \\ . Ali':i,l,i;i;

1.65— l.S iniu. Acc(irilin<; ti) (!. H. Kowi-KH 1.4—1.7 mm. Tlic tcmalc iiivcstigaU'd l)v me
was 1,() mm. Ions,'. Tlio shape of tho shell was as (lesciiiird li\ (1. W. I\li"l,l.i:n. The suilacc ol

the shell was hare. The .selvage was a.s in ('. hiplmnt. The ylaiids alony the posterior margin
of the shell and the hinge were the same as in ( '. Inphmt. In other respects it agreid with

<;. \V. .MCl.LKu's account.

The first antenna was similar to that of C. parvideMlaUt, hut the distal joints

on the specimen investigated by me were bare. 1 n addition this specimen had no small yellowish-

brown corpuscles in the first and second joints.

S e c o n il a n t e n n a: — Similai- to that of ('. parindentaUt, but the armature on the

a-bristle was almost as powerful as that on the b-biistle. There was no c- or d-bristle.

M audible: — The
j)

r o t o
|)
o d i t e and the e p i p o d i a 1 a

j) p e n d a g e are

similar to those of C. Inphura. The e n d o p o d i t e is perhaps somewhat more elongated

than in the species just mentioned. Its first joint has only two bri.stles on the po.sterior side;

l>oth these bristles have short hairs; one of them corresponds in position and size t(j the lateial

one, the other to one of the three medial ones, of the corresponding bristles in C. lophura. it

is to be noted that in pi. VI, fig. 7, C. Claus, 1891 a, there are three bristles at the corre-

sponding place, one long one and two short ones.

The maxilla, the fifth and sixth limbs, the furca and t Ji e rod-

shaped organ are similar to those of C. parridenfata.

U p p e r 1 i
]):
— The part between the combs is of about the same tvpe as in ni\- (ig. 4

of ('. Belgicae. The paragnates are similar to those of C. symmetrica.

Synonynif. Remarks: — Besides the places given in the above H,st of synonyms C. hyalnphyUum is

mentioned in the following pkces: G. S. Brady, 1902 a, p, 199 (= the same author, 1903,

pp. 337, 338, 339 and A. M. NOHMAX, 1905, p. 155) and G. H. FowLER, 1903, p. 121. These

statements are not accompanied by any verificatory information or figures. On account of

the great difficulty in determining with certainty the species of this group it did not seem to

me proper to include these statements in the list given above.

C. hijalophyllum ,
Ch. Judav, 1906, p. 20 is certainly not identical with C. hyalophyllum

C. Claus. It is perhaps identical with the former author's C. magna; cf. p. 692 above.

With regard to C. hyalophyllum, G. H. Fo\\ler, 1909 I refer to what is written on p. 565

above. I was unable to discover in the specimen investigated by me any lateial glands with

exits such as are shown in this writer's pi. XX, fig. 97.

Habitat: — Antarctic Ocean:
S. A. E., PI. station 64 b, lat.48"27' S., hmg. 42" 36' \\.; depth 2500—0 m.; 23. VI. 1902:

1 mature female; on slides, R. M. S.
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Distribution: — Atlantic Ocean between hit. 46" N. (Ci. 11. Ftiw ijji;) and lat. 36" S.

((i. \V. MDller). Indian Ocean (U. W. MiLLEli).

The female described above was consequently caught somewhat soutli of the previousl}'

known distributional area.

Conchoecia subarcuata C. Claus.

Ciinfl/occia subarcuata, C. Clai s. 1890.
|).

9.

,, striata, ,, ,, 1890, p. 12.

,, subarcuata, ,, „ 1891 a, p. 58; pi. Ill, figs. 3—9; pi. 1\'.

„ striata, ,, ,, 1891 a, p. 62; pi. VllI, figs. 1—6.

„ subarcuata, G. S. BUADY and A. M. Norman, 1896, p. 691 {^ a reproduction

of the original description).

G. W. MULLEH. 1906 a, p. I(t2; pi. XXI, tigs. 10—16, 19.

„ „ „ 1906 b, p. 7.

„ „ „ 1908, p. 74.

,, ,, ,, ,, ,, IJl-, p. 8o.

Description:
— See C. Claus, 1891 a, p. 58 and G. W. MCllki;, 1906 a, p. 102.

Supplementary description:
— Male: —

Shell: — Length: According to G. W. Mt'LLEH, 1,8
—2 mm. The specimen investigated

by me measured 1,8 mm. The shape, as G. W. MULLER pointed out, agrees closely with ('.

lophura. The surface of the shell is bare. The selvage, the glands along the posterior inargin

of the shell and the hinge are also similar to those of C. lophura. The compound glands are of

the type described by G. W. MujXER; for other characters see this author's work.

First antenna: — This is of the same type as in C. lophura, but the armature

of the e-bristle is diiierent; cf. G. W. Mlller; in the specimen investigated by mc I counted

nineteen or twenty spines in each row; a number of these were arranged in pairs and some alter-

nated more or less distinctly. The anterior side of this bristle was, as far as I could see, quite bare.

Second antenna: — The protopodite and the exopodite are of

the same type as in C. lophura, but the first exopodite joint is almost bare. E n d o p o d i t e:

This is of the same type as in C. lophura. First joint: The a-bristle is bare or has some short

hairs at the middle; the b-bristle is also bare, and has only about three or four long hairs just

proximally of the middle. The e-bristle was not developed in the specimen investigated by me.

Mandible (fig. 1):
— Of the same type as in C. hijalophijllum, but the first endo-

podite joint is furnished on its posterior side with three bristles, all of which have short hairs;

these three bristles correspond in position and size to the long lateral bristle and two of the medial

ones in my fig. 22 of C. symmetrica.

The maxilla and the fifth and sixth limbs are similar- tn those of C'./op/mra.

I' e II i s: — Of about the same type as in C. lophura; its co2:>ulatoi'v appendage is some-

what smaller; cf. the accoinpan\'ing fig. 2,
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\< n I ! ;i: TIktc \v;is no un|);iircil luistif Ix'liiiul tin- claw.s in tin- .spcciiiicii investigated

l»y mo; rf.. Imwcvcr, y\.
\ I. li-;. \ti. ( '. ClAI s, IS'.il a.

The r i> il - s h a
|)

( (1 <ir<iaii is of tin- txpr ii|W(i(l\i(
rd

liy (<. W . Mi l,l,i:i{.

Till' u 11 p (' r lip and tin'
|i

a r a Li n a t c s arcalmul \]\i' >A\\\r us \t\ ('.
Ii//(i/ii/iIh///iiii>.

.\"./;t..iitym,-. h'ciiKi ikf: - - 111 11 1\' ulfiit ilicat uiii 111 ( '. sittjtiicuukt ('. ( '),AI s 1 ivl}' fiitiiriy mi llu' iiiliiiiiialiiui

ni\ t'!i by tJ. W. Mi'LLKH, 1J)(U) a, p. 102, as this investigator lias re-examined the original material

of this species.

It seems to me fairly probable that C. striata C. Cl.AUS is identical with this species;

this identification is, however, not quite certain, as the descri])tion is too incomplete for certainty

of identification: the original material is obviously lost. G. W. MOllhu adds in 1912 ,,part."

to this name; this is, ho\V(>ver, obviously due to a mistake; C. Cl^VLS had only a single specimen

of this species at his disposal, as is shown by a statement

of his, 18!t(i.
|i.

l.'i: ,,Nur in riiii'iu nuiniilii-lirii Ivxriii-

plar . . . gefunden"; see also (\. W. MOllbk, liH)(j a,

p. 102 with regard to this identification.

('. subarcuata, V. 'N'AMtA. ]i)n(i. p. 33, seems, as

G. A\'. Mt'LLEli pointed out, 1908, p. 74, not to be

identical with C. Claus's species of the same name.

The description is. however, ton inconi])lete for a certain

decision of this question; see, for instance, the shape of

the capitulum of the rod-shaped organ in the male, pi. 1,

fig. 9; in any case the difficulty of distinguishing the

species in this group is too great to justify us in accepting

straight off all the 44 stations included by V. VAvija.

C. subarcuata is also mentioned by P. T. Clev'E,

1905, p. 130. As this writer gives no verificatory in-

formation at all it seemed to me best not to include

this name in the above list of synonyms.

C. striata, G. S. BliAJJY, 1902 a, p. 190, is not a

ii'ie; this was established by me by a re-examination of

this writer's original material. I was unfortunately unable to establish with full certainty the

species to which this material (a mature male) belonged.

fliicldcl

Fi;^. C.X.XXllI. — Conchoecia subarcuala

C. Glaus, (J.
— 1. .Mandible, the pniximo-

niedial ridge on the basale -)- the epipoilial

appendage; 567 X. 2. Distal pari of tlie

penis seen from outside: 567 X.

synonym of the species dealt with h

Habitat: — Atlantic Ocean:
S. A. E., PI. station 19, lat. 36" 13' N., long. 17" 16' W.; at the surface; 4. XI. 1901;

temperature, 18,5" C: 3 juvenes; Pv. M. S. 295. S. A. E., PI. station 23, lat. 34" 2' N., long.

18" 21' \Y.; at the surface; 5. XI. 19U1; temperature, 20,1"C.: 1 mature male; on slides, R. M. S.

Distribution: — Atlantic Ocean between lat. 37" X. (C. C'LAlis) and lat. 56" S. (G. W.

MULLEH), Indian Ocean (G. W. MOllek)-
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Conclioecia splnirostris C. Claus.

Conchoecia sfinirostris (part.), C. Claus, 1874 a, p. 177.

1874b, p. 6; pi. I, fig. 8; pi. II, fig. 11.

pellucida. G. (). Sahs, 1887, p. 80; pi. XI, figs. 1—4; pi. XII; pi. XIII,

figs. 1—4.

,, s-pinirdstris. C C'l.AUS, 1890. p. 7.

,, ,, ,, ,, 1891 a, p. 5(5; pi. I; figs. 1— 12.

G. W. MtlLLER, 1894, p. 227; pi. 6, figs. 1—9, 13; pi. 37, figs. 1(». 11.

G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman, 1896, p. 689; pi. LX, fig. 22.

G. S. Brady, 1902 a, p. 190.

Ch. Juday, 1906, p. 18; pi. Ill, figs. 4—7.

(part.), G. H. FowLER, 1909, p. 252; pi. XXR' and XXV.

Description:
— See C. Claus, 1891 a, p. 56 and G. W. Muller, 1894, p. 227.

Supplementary description:
— Male: —

Shell: —
Length: The specimens investigated by me measured 0,9

—1,05 mm.;
cf. p. 704 below. Length : height aboiit 2:1; length : breadth about 2,25 :1. Seen from
the side it is of about the type reproduced in the accompanying fig. 1, i. e. it agrees very

well with the figures given by C. Claus and G. W. Muller. Seen from below
(fig. 2)

it has its greatest width at about the middle and has evenly curved side contours; it is broadly

rounded anteriorly, with an almost symmetrical rostrum, and somewhat pointed posteriorly.

The shoulder vault is rather well developed and always well rounded. The surface of the

shell has a few scattered rather long, soft hairs, especially on or near the rostrum. Seen
from inside: Selvage: On the rostrum this is more or less finely and irregularly serrate-

edged or almost smooth; it is about as wide as in pi. 37, fig. 10, G. W. MCller, 1894

(consequently rather considerably wider than in pi. I, fig. 2, C. Claus, 1891 a) and has no large

spiue-like process. Along the anterior margin of the shell and the anterior part of the ventral

margin it is quite smooth-edged or exceedingly finely serrulated; along the posterior half of the

ventral margin of the shell and for a short distance along the most ventral part of the posterior

margin it is finely serriilated; inside the remaining part of the ventral half of the posterior margin

of the shell the marginal spines of the selvage are somewhat larger than the more ventral ones.

The unsymmetrical glands have their exits at the usual place. There are no lateral corner

glands. On the anterior margin, just ventrally of the rostrum, I have not found ,,dicht neben-

einander zwei je nach Erhaltung und physiologischem Zustand mehr odor weniger auffallige

Uriisen"; cf. G. W. Mt'LLER, 1906 a, p. 99. The medial glands along the posterior margin of

the shell are of about the same type as is described for C. oblonga on p. 618 above. I did not

succeed in discovering as deep a junction between the lamellae of the shell inside the rostral

incisur as in pi. 37, fig. 10, G. W. MtlLLER, 1894; on the other hand I was able to find

Zoolog- bidrag. Uppsala. Suppl.-Bil. I. "w
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the round joinod part viMitnilly-proxiinally on the rostruin wliicli is rcproduct'd in tin- figure

just inontioiu'd. At tin' postoro-dorsal roriiiT of the shrll then- is ;i lailic?- weakly dcvoloped

hiuge-socki't ami liingo-tuoth, of about the same types a^ in
jil. 11, lig.

1 (ol C'. magna, $),

C. Cl-AlS, IS'tl a.

First antenna: — The 1)-. d- and e-bristles are in most cases subecjual, aixait

a ijuarter or a lifth longer tiian the joints of tliis antenna. Tlie e-l)ristle had the following

Fig. CX.\.\I\'. — Conchoecia spinirosiris C. Glaus. — 1. Shell seen from the .=i<le, (J; 60 X. 2. Shell seen from below,

S; 60 X. 3. Shell seen from the side, ?: 68 X. 4. Left first antenna and the rod-shaped organ, the b-, d- and

e-bristles of the antenna are broken, cj- 400 X. 5. Equipment of the e-bristle of this antenna; the fourth to the

seventh spines counting from the point of the bristle, cJ; 1267 X- 6. The proximal tooth-list of the right mandible

seen from inside, ?; 1200 X. 7. Distal part of the penis seen from outside; 567 X. 8. Copulatory appendage of the

penis; 567 X. 9. Distal part of the rod-shaped organ, $; 567 X. (Figs. 1, 2, 4, 7, 8 from specimens from station

33; fig. 3 from a specimen from station 19; fig. 5 from a specimen from station 53 and figs. 6 and 9 from

a specimen from station 45.)

armature in the specimens investigated by me (cf. for other details pp. 702—706 below): Somewhat

distally of the middle this bristle has two rows of proximally pointing spines along about

a quarter of its length. The distal spines in each of these rows are situated close together;

these spines are situated in pairs in the two rows. From the eighth or the tenth pair, counting

distally-proximaUy, the two rows approach each other and the spines push alternately in between

each other, so that a single, though not a quite straight, row is formed; at the same time the

distance between the spines increases, some of these being often even rather sparsely situated

(about the same as in
pi. 6, fig. 5, G. W. MCLLER, 1894). In profile I saw about 20—25 spines
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(it is to be noted that the distal doulale row is here counted singly). C. Claus makes no direct

statement as to the shape of these spines; he only denotes the distal ones as ,,Hakchen", the

proximal ones as ,,Hakenspitzen". G. W. Mullbr denotes the distal ones as ,,kraftig, solid",

the proximal ones as ,,borstenf6rmig". As far as I could see (with Reichert's ocular 4, Leitz's

immersion Vij) the distal spines are of about the type reproduced in the accompanying figure 5,

i. e. they are furnished along the side that is turned towards the point of the bristle with a wing-
like appendage and with a more or less narrowly oval plate distallv; the more proximally these

,,spines" are situated on the bristle, the smaller the wing-like appendage and the distal plate

become; on about the eighth to the tenth pair of spines these appendages are scarcely perceptible;

the proximal spines are narrow and pointed. Distallv of these rows of spines this bristle is

quite bare. (More or less distally pointing spines such as are found in several species of this

genus, e. g. C. oblonga, are thus quite absent.) Just distally of these rows of spines this bristle

is bent at a rather decided angle; the part of the bristle distally of this knee is not widened.

On the anterior side this bristle is almost quite bare. The b- and d- bristles are in most cases

bent at a rather distinct angle at about the corresponding place as the e-bristle and are not

widened distally; at about the corresponding place as the rows of spines on the e-bristle they
are furnished rather sparsely with short, exceedingly fine, distally pointing spines. None of

these three bristles has pad-like formations. The a-bristle is relatively long (see the accompanying

fig. 4); when it points backwards, it reaches in most cases to about the middle of the first joint

of this limb, sometimes it is rather slightly shorter or longer; it has no accessory saccule. The

c-bristle is quite short, about as long as or rather slightly longer than the distal height of the

second joint. This bristle is more or less straight; the a-bristle too is most frequently rather

straight, at any rate it is not strongly rolled up. All the joints are quite bare.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: In specimens with shells about 1 mm.

long this part attained a length of about 0,5
—0,55 mm. The distal-medial verruca varies

in shape, being in most cases somewhat irregularly lobate. Exopodite: The proportion

between the length of this branch and that of the protopodite is about 1 : 2. The proportion

between the length of the first joint and the total length of the eight following joints is about 2 : 1.

The proportion between the length of the longest natatory bristles and that of the exopodite
is about 7 : 5. The first joint is in most cases quite bare, at least as far as I could decide with

Reichert's ocular 4, Leitz's immersion V12; sometimes, however, it is furnished proximo-

dorsally with more or less abundant weak spines. Endopodite: First joint: The processus

mammillaris has no distal verruca. The a-bristle has short, fine hairs, the b-bristle, which also

has short, fine hairs along the greater part of its length, was in all the specimens investigated

by me furnished with two rather long hairs somewhat proximally of the middle; in a number

of specimens there were from about two to four moderately long hairs close to the two long

ones. See pp. 703
—706 below with regard to this character. Second joint: The c- and d-bristles are

in most cases somewhat shorter than this joint and have short, fine hairs, almost bare. The

e-bristle is extremely short (sometimes absent?). The g-bristle is about as long as or rather

slightly shorter than the protopodite; it grows gradually narrower distally and is furnished

with sparse short hairs. The f-bristle is of about the same type as the g-bristle, but is about
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a (luartor or a sixth sliortt-r aiul is hare. 'I'luril joint: 'I'ln' (.•lasping organs arc of alioiit tlu- types

roproiiiiced bv (J. W. MCl.l.KH, 1906 a, pi. XXII, figs. 27 and 28. The li-, i- and j-l)ristlcs are

subequal, about as long as or somewhat shorter or longer than Imll the length ol the g-l)risll(';

along the greater part of their length they are al)()iit as wide as the |)rn.\itn;il jiart
ol the l-hrislle,

only slightly widened proxinially, with rat her distinct shafts and wit h short , iine hairs or almost bare.

M a n (1 i li 1 e: — P r o t o p o d i t e: Coxale: The toothed edge on the pars incisiva

has about ten teetli. The distal tooth-list is of about the same relative size and type as has been

described above for C. oblonga. Proximal tooth-list: This is rather slightly narrower than the

distal one and varies somewhat in type; its teeth, which vary in nund)er between about ten and

eighteen, are sometimes developed in about the same way as is sliowii in fig. 6, i. e. they are

all conical, more or less pointed, smooth, the posterior ones rather large and powerful, the others

decreasing rather evenly in size and strength the more anteriorly they are situated, or else they

are nu)re unequal in strength and shape, the anterior ones being smaller and more numerous.

On the inside this tooth-list is furnished with numerous short, fine spines situated close together.

The masticatory pad is of about the ty]ie that is re])roduoed by ('. Claus, 1891 a, pi. I, fig. 9,

i. e. it is relativelv narrow, being only about half the width of the tooth-lists, and is divided into

about four to six transverse ridges, which are armed with rather small, low, irregular papillae.

In addition there are, close to the side of the masticatory pad that points towards the lancet-

bristles, a couple of low verruciform spines like those in the figure just mentioned. Jiusale:

The six teeth on the distal edge of the endite are furnished with rather fine serrulation. The

single tooth on the outside of this endite is of about the same type and size as in my fig.
19 of

C. symmetrica; its serrulation is very difficult to discover; the shape varies, however, to some

extent. The epipodial appendage consists of an extremely small verruca with or

without a very short and fine bristle. (This appendage is sometimes so small that it is scarcely

perceptible wnth Reicheht's ocular 4, Leitz's immersion Vij.) Endopodite: The first

joint has only two posterior bristles, both of which have short hairs, one situated somewhat

laterally and rather long, about as long as the anterior side of the endopodite, the other, situated

somewhat medially, is only about a third or a half the length of the former one. Pilosity: The

rows of hairs on the posterior side of the basale are represented by only a few hairs.

Maxilla: — Protopodite: Endite on the coxale: On the posterior process

there are only three, not four tube-bristles, as is usual in this genus. Endopodite: The

ventral side of the end joint is about as long as the distal width of the first endopodite joint

(calculating from front to back), its dorsal side is about half as long.

Fifth limb: — Protopodite: The longer of the two tube-bristles on the

second endite has short hairs. Endopodite: Of the three ventral-anterior bristles one is

usually of the same length and type as the long bristle on the first endite and has in most cases

long secondary bristles, one is about as long as or slightly shorter than the former, but has short

hairs, the third is relatively short and weak, often about half or a third the length of the longest

claw on this branch, and has short hairs. The dorsal tube-bristle is relatively short, often only

about half as long as the short claw; the other tube-bristle is also rather short. This branch

has no spines. Exopodite: First joint: This has one or two medio-ventral bristles, in most
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cases subequal, about as long as the proximal height of this joint; both have short hairs or else

one of them has rather long secondary bristles. The proximo-ventral group of bristles has

three or four bristles, which vary in length, the longest being sometimes about as long as or

even somewhat longer than the niedio-ventral bristles, the shortest about half as long; they are

all often furnished with short hairs, sometimes one of them has rather long secondary bristles.

The distal-ventral group of bristles consists of two or three bristles, in most cases with short

hairs; the length of these bristles most frequently varies within the same limits as in the case

of the bristles in the proximo-ventral group. The dorso-lateral bristle is relatively short, often

only about as long as the height of this joint, and is furnished with long hairs. End

joint: The dorsal claw is about a third shorter than the middle claw or even somewhat shorter.

Pilosity: The protopodite and the first exopodite joints are sometimes furnished with sparse

hairs, but in most cases they are bare.

Sixth limb: — The endopodite most frequently has only one bristle, but

I discovered two at least in one case; in this case, however, one was rather short. Exopodite:
The first joint is in most cases quite without bristles; in one case a very short dorso-distal

bristle was observed. The bristle on the second joint is exceedingly short, verruciform, scarcely

perceptible with Reichert's ocular 4, Leitz's immersion Vij. The dorsal bristle on the third

joint is of the usual size a*nd type, the ventral one is like that on the preceding joint.
'

Penis: — This is of about the type reproduced by G. W. Mullef., 1894, pi. 6, fig. 13;

cf. the accompanying fig. 7. At about the middle it is furnished with a series of from four to

eight oblique transverse muscles (the more numerous these are the narrower they are), distally

of which there are no muscles. It has a rather large copulatory appendage of varying shape;

cf. the accompanying figs. 7 and 8.

F u r c a :
— There is no unpaired bristle behind the claws.

Rod -shaped organ: — The shaft reaches to about the proximal boundary

of the third joint of the first antenna or to the point of this limb. The capitulum (cf. the accom-

panying fig. 4) is in most cases somewhat shorter than the second joint of the first antenna and

is of the type described and reproduced by G. W. MULLER.

Upper lip:
— The part between the combs on the posterior ventral edge of this

lip is almost straight or rather weakly concave; it is sometimes of the same type as in my fig. 37

of C. symmetrica, sometimes more notched in the middle. The p a r a g n a t e s are about

the same as in the species just mentioned.

Female: —
Shell: —

Length: The specimens investigated by me measured 1,1
—1,15 mm.;

cf. below. Length : height about 2,1 : 1; length : breadth about 2,5 : 1. Seen from
the side (see the accompanying fig. 3) it is of about the type reproduced by C. Claus and

G. W. MOller. Seen from below it is of about the same type as that of the male,

but, as is seen from the figures given above, it is relatively narrower. Seen from inside:

The selvage on the rostrum has a smooth edge or is rather finely and irregularly serrate and is

furnished with a spine as in pi. 37, fig. U, G. W. MOLLER, 1894. In other respects it

resembles that of the male.
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K i r s t ante n n a: — Tliis is nf tin- type ivjjrodiiccd liy
( '. Cl.Al s, 1891 a. Tlic lir.st

and sormul joints aiv only slightly separatrd. Tlio second joint has no l)ristl('s. The c-bristlc

is oharaotorizt'd liy the fact that it has ratluT numerous nioderatelv hmj,'. line hairs aionu' the

anterior side of it-s proximal tliird; it is not sword-shaped distally. There weie no yellow pi^inenl

corpusoles in liiis liinl) in the specimens investigated by me. Tliis antenna is hare.

Second antenna: — Tlie p r o t o
|i
o d i t e is almost as well developed as

in the male. The proportion between the length ol the protopodite and tliat of the ex o p o-

il i t e is about the same as in the male. Endopodite: This has two joints; I did not

succeed in iliscovering any boundary between the original seooml and third joints. The type
is about the same as in C. Claus's pi. I, fig. 5, 1891 a and G, W. MOlleu's pi. 6, fig. 7,

1894. The a- and b-bristles have short hair . The g-bristle is about half as long as the proto-

])odite, not or only slightly sword -.shaped distally and furnished with .sparse short hairs. The

f-, h-, i- and j-bristles are of somewhat diflterent lengths, about a third or a fifth shorter than

the g-bristle, bare and with scarcely perceptibl shafts; otherwise they are of the same type
as in the male. I was not able to discover any bristle between the h- and i-bristles. Pilosity:

The second endopodite joint is bare.

Sixth limb: — Unlike what is the case in the male this is equipped with the normal

number of bristles for this genus. Exopodite: All the bristles on the first joint are relatively

short and weak; the dorso-lateral one especially is very much shortened; it is about as long as

or even somewhat shorter than the dorso-distal one. Some of the ventral bristles on this joint

often have short hairs; the dorso-lateral one has in most cases rather long hairs.

End joint: The dorsal claw and the ventral claw are often only about half as Igng as the

middle claw.

Rod -shaped organ: (fig. 9)
— This is of the type reproduced by the abov^e-

raentioned writers; it has two fine points distally and is bare; cf. p. 707 below.

Synonyms.
Remarks: — The species C. spinirostris described by C Claus, 1874 a and b is pre-

sumably not a unit, as it is rather probable that the males and females grouped under this name

belong to different species. The descriptions and figures of both sexes are extremely incomplete
and do not permit of a quite certain identification of the sj^ecies. It was also with rather consid-

erable hesitation that I identified the form dealt wuth by me above with the male of this species

of Claus's. This identification is based chiefly on C. Claus's figure of the first antenna, pi. I,

fig. 8. With regard to this figure I wish to point out specially the length of the a-bristle and the

armature of the e-bristle; on the latter bristle we count ten rather strong, closely situated spines

(certainly
=

pairs of spines), proximally of which one considerably weaker spine is found. The

length of the shell stated by C. Claus, namely 1,2
—

1,4 mm., which may seem, of course, to

be evidence against this identification, presumably refers, like other statements in the diagnosis

(scarcely three fines in length!), to the female specimens. A comparison between C. Claus,

pi. I, fig. 1 and the figure 3 inserted here of the female shell should be enough to show with

aU desirable clearness that the females described by this author under this name
in the works mentioned do not belong to the species dealt with by me above; in C. Cl.AUS's
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figure the postero-dorsal corner of the shell is pointed, in mine it is rounded; cf. in addition the

proportions of the lengths of the end claws in C. ClAUS, 1874 b, pi. II, fig. 15 with the infor-

mation given by me above.

It seems to me very probable that G. 0. Saks's species C. peUiicida, 1887, is identical

with the form described by me above. This identification is, however, not quite certain, as the

original description of this species is unfortunately too incomplete to permit of a quite certain

identification*. Among the facts that seem to me specially to support this identification the

following may be mentioned: Length of shell : (^
= 1,15 mm.; $ = 1,25 mm. E-bristle on the

male first antenna: In pi. XIII, fig.
2 a ten pairs of spines are drawn on this bristle. (The

equipment of the b-bristle on the first endopodite joint of the male second antenna is uncertain.)— C. Claus put forward as early as in his treatise of 1888 (p. 153) the assumption that this

species of G. 0. Sars's might possibly prove to be identical with C. sfinirostris. In his work

of 1890 this author writes (p. 7) these two names as certain synonyms; this procedure has since

been followed by almost all subsequent writers.

The certainty of the identification of C. sfinirostris, C. ClaI'S, 1890 and 1891 a with the

species described by me above may be taken as being complete. The following characters may
be specially mentioned: Length of shell: (^

=
,,circa 1,1 mm."; $ = ,, circa 1,25 mm." With

regard to the e-bristle on the male first antenna this author writes, 1891 a, p. 56: ,,mit nur

8 bis 10 Hakchenpaaren besitzt, auf welche noch vereinzelte, unregelmiiBig gestellte Haken-

spitzen in weitem Abstande folgen**". According to pi. I, fig. 6, 1891 a, the b-bristle on the

endopodite of the male second antenna has only two long hairs.

It may also be said that there is full certainty with regard to the identification of C.

Sfinirostris, G. W. Ml'LLER, 1894 with the species dealt with above. The following information

with regard to the characters just mentioned is given in the work quoted: Length of sheU: S =
1,0
—

1,1 mm.; $ = 1,1
—1,18 mm. Male first antenna: We read about the equipment of the

e-bristle: ,,Bis zum 11. oder 12. folgen sich die Haken in kurzer Entfernung, stehen paarweis,

dann rilcken sie weiter und weiter auseinander tmd stehen einzeln, um sich schlieBHch wieder

rascher zu folgen. Nach dem 11. Hakenpaare kommen noch etwa 12 Borstenhaken, die zum
Theil schwer zu erkennen sind." The b-bristle on the first endopodite joint of the male second

antenna is furnished with two long hairs.

I have also included without hesitation C. sfinirostris, G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman,
1896 in the list of synonyms given above. With regard to the e-bristle on the male first antenna

we read as follows in the treatise mentioned: ,,. . . . having only eight or ten pairs of hooked

marginal appendages following which, but separated by wide intervals, are some hook-like

processes of irregular size." The length of the shell and the b-bristle on the endopodite of the

male second antenna are not mentioned in this work.

The synonymization of C. sfinirostris, G. S. Brady, 1902 a with this species is based

on a re-examination of this writer's original material. It is to be noted that this synonymization
*
According to a coiiimunication 1 received from this writer tlic original material of lliis spoeies has unfortunately

been lost.

** In the figure with which C. Ci-.vus illustrates this description, pi. I, fig. 'i, thi-; bristle is. iiowi'Ver, armed
Willi fourteen ,,Hakchenpaaren", proximally of which there are no spines at all.
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onlv applies to tho first d the two finds inciiulcd in tliis work of I?l;\|l^'s. T1h> sju'ciniciis iroin

the Parific have not been invrstifjattHl by nic

The form ('. spiuiro.'^tris tlescribed by I'll. .Ii \<\\. lildO also shows very i'ar-reaching

agreement with the species ilesrribeci by nie above. Witii regard to the above-mentioned cha-

racters this writer states: Length of shell: o — 1"— l-l mni., $ = 1,1
—

1,4 iiini. The (-hristlc on

the male first antenna: ..tlie ilistai clrMn or twelve pairs of liooks large, strong and closely set,

followed proximally bv ten or twelve much smaller ones whieli are tartlier apart." 'J'he b-bristle

on the endopodite of the male .sect)nd antenna is furnished with two long hairs.

Finally the form described by G. H. FOW'LEH, l!»(ti», under tiie name of C. spinirostris,

,,Stage II {spiiiiroatris stage)" is certainly identical with the species dealt with here. The follow-

ing information is given about the above-mentioned characters: Length of shell: S— 0,9 to

1.(1 mm.; $ = 1,0— l.i* mm. E-bristle on the male first antenna: ,,
about 8—11 pairs of saw-

teeth and 8—9 pairs of spine-teeth". The b-bristle on the endopodite of the male second antenna

has two long hairs, ^^'ith regard to the armature of the e-bristle this writer must certainly

have made a mistake; the ..eight or nine pairs of spine-teeth" mentioned certainly represent

a single row of eight or nine spines.

It will be seen form this that the forms included in the list of synonyms given above sliow

very little variation with regard to the three characters in question, the length of the shell, the

armature of the e-bristle on the male first antenna and the b-bristle on the male second antenna.

C. spiiiiroslris C. Claus is also included in G. W. MCLLER's large work of 1906 a. In

this work we find the following information about the three characters just mentioned: Length

of shell: o =0,95—1,4 mm.; $ = 1,1
—

1,6 mm. E-bristle on the male first antenna: ,,die

Zahnchenreihe der Hauptborste beginnt distal mit einer Doppelreihe sehr dicht stehender breiter

Zahne, welche nur wenig Raum zwischen sich lassen. Etwa beim 14. Zahn nahern sich beide

Reihen imd schieben sich zwischeneinander, so daB sie eine einzige, wenn auch nicht ganz gerade

Reihe bilden. Von derselben Stelle an riicken die Ziihne weiter auseinander, werden borsten-

formig. Man sieht im Profil 30—40 Ziihne resp. Borsten (wobei die Doppelreihe einfach gezahlt

ist)". The b-bristle on the endopodite of the male second antenna is furnished with ,,eine kleine

Gruppe von langen Haaren (fehlen ofters, abgebrochen)"; in pi. XXII, fig. 23 there are five

long hairs on this bristle. The difference between these statements and those given above is

not inconsiderable.

Among the material investigated by me there were also two mature males, caught at

S. A. E., PI. station 4 b (lat. 25" 51' N., long. 2P 29' W.; at the surface; 9. XL 1901; temperature,

22, 50" C), to which no attention is paid in the description given above. These individuals

differed in the following respects from those previously described by me.

Shell: — Length, 1,3
—

1,4 mm.; it was thus rather considerably longer than in those descri-

bed by me above, but agreed with that of the longest ones investigated by G. W. MUller, 1906 a.

First antenna: — The armature of the e-bristle agreed with that given by

G. W. MULLER, 1906 a, i. e. the distal spines were situated in pairs to about the fourteenth

spine and one saw in profile about forty spines (the distal double row being counting singly).

The distal ones of these spines had more weakly developed distal plates.
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Second antenna: — The b- bristle on the first joint of the endopodite liad in

one specimen two, in the other three long hairs.

Sixth limb: — The endopodite had two bristles, one of which was rather short.

Exopodite: The first joint had one short dorso-distal bristle and one rathei' short bristle at

about the middle of the ventral side.

Are we concerned here with two closely related forms, which were confused by G. W.

MCller, 1906 a, or is C. spmirostris a species with a relatively great amplitude of variation?

In answering this question the following remark of G. W. Muller, 1906 a, p. 105, has

a certain interest: ,,$ von liber 1,4 und o von iiber 1,3 fanden sich nur in Station 32—55, wo die

Thiere iiberhaupt im Durchschnitt groBer." In the samples investigated by this writer the large

and small specimens were thus not mixed up together quite without any principle; on the

contrary, at the sixteen stations at which large specimens were caught no small specimens were

found, nor were any large specimens found at the 36 stations where the plankton samples con-

tained small specimens. The stations in qviestion, nos. 32—55, are situated in the Atlantic

from lat. 24" N. and lat. 2" N. ; the depths are only known in two cases, 42 S. = 550—250 m. ;

48 S b = 280—130 m. To judge from the latter statements it does not seem probable that this

difference in size between the specimens investigated is due to external conditions. It is also

to be noted that at S. A. E., PI. Station 4 b no small specimens were found, and that no large

specimens were found at those stations of this expedition from which the small specimens de-

scribed by me above came.

G. W. MlJLLER, in his work of 1906 a just mentioned, put forward the assumption that

C. porrecta C. Claus was a synonym of C. spmirostris. ,,Ich halte C. porrecta Claus nur fiir

gestreckte Individuen von C. spinirostris.'' (The identification was not based on a re-examination

of C. Claus's original material, as is shown by a statement on p. 105 in the work quoted.) It

is certain that these two forms are very closely related to each other. According to the descrij)tion

and figures C. porrecta differs from C. spinirostris chiefly in the following characters: Length
of shell: 1,6 mm. (this statement, like, as a matter of fact, the whole description of the shell,

certainly refers to female specimens). Male first antenna: The a-bristle is relatively short,

reaching only to about the boundary between the first and second joints of this limb. E-bristle:

,,.... mit sehr zahlreichen, wohl 40—50 Paaren von Hakchen besetzt, von denen die 14—16

distalen Paare viel dicker und dichter gestellt sind, die nach der Basis zu folgenden in weiteren

Zwischenraumen stehen und zu Stachelborsten werden." (The b-bristle on the first endopodite

joint of the male second antenna is not mentioned or reproduced by this writer.)

If we assume that C. Claus made a mistake in observation (which does not seem to me

improbable on account of the uncertainty that often characterizes the statements as to details

given by this writer) and there was not a double but only a single row of spines on the e-bristle

of the male first antenna proximally of the fourteen to sixteen distal pairs of spines, then the

agreement between the information given by this writer for C. porrecta and G. W. MOller's

description of C. spinirostris, 1906 a, becomes almost complete. The latter writer gives no

information as to the a-bristle on the male first antenna. The specimens investigated bv me
from S. A. E., PI. station 4 b agreed in this respect with C. Clals's statement in the case of

Zooloi;. biilrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I. XO
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( '. ponrcta. (In tin- small spt'cimcns dt'scrilu'd iiy nic nlnixr tins luistlc was al\va\s sonicwliat

lnn>;or; it rearlnnl in most oases to about tlu' luidtlli' ol the liisl joint ol this linili. 'I'lic state-

ments alioMt this fiiaractcr \aiy in the litciatiiir, Init t he ci'itainl \(il I hcsc stalcnimts is donlit I'ul.

so that 1 do not think it convfiiicnt to deal with it at anv haiL'tli in tiiis connect imi.)

Do ( '. spinirostria ami ( '. pnnctid represent two well di ITcreiit iatcd lornis; is the identi-

fication carried ont by (J. W. Ml"l,l.i;i{ nnjustitied"!'

It seems to me not improbable that these questions in\ist be answeied in thi' atlirniative;

if this is the case, then it is clear that niv specimens from S. A. K.. I'l. station 4 1) and the

larger specinn^ns of (J. W. MCl.KRH's species C. spinirostris, 1906 a, belong to C porrecta.

A definite answer to this problem is, however, not possible at present. A renewed investigation

carried out on abnntlant material wouUl be necessary before it could be given.

On account of this state of uncertainty it did not seem to me ]>roper to include, the name

of ('. spinirostris. (i. \V. MriJ.i;i{, liKlO a, nor the same luune in this investigator's works of

1906 b, 1908 and litl-2 m my list of synonyms.

The only one of the other writers who has accepted the .synonymization (L spinirostris

— C. porrecta is Th. Scott, 1912 a.

Ct. S. BitVHY, 1902 a, p. 199 (=^ 1903, pp. 338 and 339) and V. VAm^a, 1906, state that

they have found ('. porrecta, but unfortunately these writers give neither description nor figures.

V. VA\ji.\, who states that he found this species
—

only female specimens
— at no less than

fifteen of the stations of the ,,Plankton Expedition", only writes ,,diese leicht erkenntliche Art",

an expression that is presumably taken direct from C. Claus's original description.

(4. H. FOWLRR, 1909, takes C. porrecta as ,,Stage I" of C. spinirostris. Only two specimens,

two males, of the first-mentioned form were found in the material in question. Both these

specimens had shells 1,3 mm. h)ng. The e-bristle on the first antenna was characterized by

.,16 pairs of saw-like teeth, followed by about 11 pairs of spine-teeth; the latter so

markedly alternate as to suggest a single row unless viewed directly from above"; there were

consequently 16 pairs of ,,saw-like teeth" and a row of 22 ,,spine-teeth", i. e. about the

same number as was found by C. Claus, G. W. MUllei^ and me. For other characters see the

work in question, p. 252. Cf. also in this matter p. 565 above.

The only writer who has followed this procedure of G. H. Fovnleh's is L. Schweigrr,

1912. This writers says (p. 266) that he followed G. H. Fowler and not G. W. MOller „weil

mir vereinzelte Stadium II untergekommen sind, die aber docli im Yerhiiltnis gestreckte Formen

waien, und umgekehrt Formen von I, die aber weniger gestreckt als die vorher erwahnten waren."

No length is given for the ,,porrecta stage"; the males of the ,,spinirostris stage" would have

attained a length of 1,02—1,3 mm. and the females 1,12—1,5 mm. The work, which is character-

ized by a certain amount of uncertainty, has no other information that is of any interest in

connection with this problem.

C. spinirostris, V. VAvra, 1906, has not been included in the above list of synonyms
because this writer states that the females of this species investigated by him had a dorsal bristle

on the second joint of the first antenna: ,,mit sehr feiner, gewohnlich dem Frontalorgan eng

anliegender Dorsalborste, so daB dieselbe von einigen Autoren iibersehen wurde"; in plate I,
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fig. 7 this antenna has a very powerful bristle of this kind. A very eareful investigation of the

specimens at my disposal showed that there was no such bristle in the species dealt with by me
above. Of the other characters only the length of the shell and the rod-shaped organ in the

female are mentioned by V. VAvRA; these statements do not permit of a certain identification.

The name C. spinmistris Claus is also fomad mentioned in the following places in literature:

C. Olai s, 1893, p. 286 and 1894, p. 2; G. VV. MlLLEH, 1893, p. 376; E. Graeffe, 1900,

p. 34; G. S. Brady, 1902 a, p. 199 (= the same author, 1903, pp. 338 and 339 and A. M. NORMAN,
1905, p. 155); S. Lo BUNCO, 1903, pp.120, 122, 124, 125, 128, 148, 150, 199, 235 and

1904, p. 45 (with a very superficial drawing); P. T. Cleve, 1904, p. 370; B. Ka.jdiz, 1912,

pp. 938 and 939 and Th. Scott, 1912 a, p. 587. G. W. MtlLLER, 1893, only deals with larvae,

and it is impossible to decide their identity with certainty by means of the descriptions he gives.

The rest of these statements have neither descriptions nor verificatory figures. Because of this

and of the uncertainty attached to this species it seemed to me best not to include these state-

ments in the list of synonyms given above.

L. SCHWEIGER in his treatise of 1912 points out (p. 267) ,,eine MiBbildung" Hod-shaped organ.

with regard to the rod-shaped organ in foiu- females; this abnormality consisted in the

fact that this organ was furnished with two fine distal points. The females of the

above-mentioned species investigated by me were characterized, as is seen above, by two

similar points on this organ.

Special attention ought perhaps to be drawn to the curious fact that in the plankton .1 quesunn of the

samples brought home by the S. A. E. the males of this species were in an enormous majority.
°'^'^''^"sy <'f repro-

Only four females were found, three at station 19 and one at station 45. At station 33 there

were found no less than 22 males of this species and not a single female ! In other species the

males and females were in most cases almost equally numerous or else the latter predominated.

How are we to explain this curious state of affairs'?

Habitat: — A 1 1 a n t i c (J c e a ii :

S. A. E., PI. station 19, lat. 36" 13' N., long. 17" 16' W.; at the surface; 4. XL 1901;

temperature, 18,5" C: 3 mature females and 3 juvenes; R. M. S. 296. S. A. E., PI. station 23,

lat. 34" 2' N., long. 18" 21' W.; at the surface; 5. XI. 1901; temperature, 20,1" C: 1 mature

male; R. M. S. 297. S. A. E., PI. station 26, lat. 32" 21' N., long. 19" 8' W.; at the surface;

6. XI. 1901; temperature, 20,5" C: 1 mature male; R. M. S. 298. S. A. E., PI. station 33, hit.

280 21' N., long. 200 42' W.; at the surface; 8. XL 1901; temperature, 21,5" C: 22 mature males;

R. M. S. 299. S. A. E., PI. station 45, lat. 22" 8' N., kmg. 22" 52'\V.; at the surface;

11. XL 1901; temperature, 23,3" C. : 6 mature males and 1 mature female; R. M. S.

300. S. A. E., PI. station 53, lat. 18" 10' N., long. 24" 28' \V.; at the surface; 13. XL
1901; temperature, 23,8" C: 1 mature male. S. A. E., PL station 83. lat. 1" 31' N., k)ng. 29" 7' W.;

at the surface; 22. XL 1901; temperature, 26,8" C: 1 mature male; R. M. S. 301. S. A. E.,

PI. station 95, lat. 3" 7' 8., long. 30" 54' W.; at the surface; 25. XL 1901; temperature, 26,3" C:
2 mature males; R. M. S. 302. S. A. E., PI. station 127, lat. 20" 35' S., long. 37" 26' W.;

at the surface; 4. XI L 1901; temperature, about 25" C: 2 mature males; R. M. S. 303,
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S. A. !•:.. IM. stiitinii i;U. hit. --^''-Jl' S.. Ion-;. 41" :.':{' W .; at t licsmlaic; (i. Xl I. I'.Mil ; i.iiipciatuiv,

23.-2" v.: 1 iiiatiuv male; ll. M. S. :{ii4.

Lat. 42"(»J»' N.. I..I1U. 4'J" i:.' W.: 1 mature male; on a slide. I!. M. S. (,,.11. iinkii,i\\ n).

Lilt. -iU" 15' N., lung. 20" iM' W.*: \ II. isitf); colleitor: Cllli. Lkvinslon : (i mature males

(= the speeimens o.xainined l)v (J. S. J>i;a|iV l<((i2 a). Stofed in tlie collections of K. Z. M.

ULstnbiUiou: — Atlantic Ocean lr,>m ali,iut lat. 4.')"X. ((.'. 11. iM)\\i,i:i{, i!)o<i) to lat. 2(5" N.

((-i. S. Bl{.\ll^. l!t((2a). Mediterranean. Pacific Ocean, at about lat. IV.V N. (Cii. ,|i h\^, !!)()«).

Some of the finds of the Swedish „A n t a r c t i c" expedition in the Atlantic are

con.se(|uently situated considerably more to the south than the nicest southern point stated in

the previous treatises.

Mollis group G. W. Muller.

Of the twelve species in this group I have unfortunately been able personally to investigate

so far only C. borealis, which is dealt with below. Because of this it is, of course, impossible
for me to give any opinion as to whether this group is quite natural or not. Apparently, however,

most at least of the species included by G. W. MClleh in this group seem to be very closely

related to one another.

Conchoecia borealis G. 0. Sars.

Conchoecia borealis, G. 0. Sars, 1865, p. 119.

G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman, 1896, p. 685; pi. LXI, figs. 9—19.

C. W. S. AURIVILLIUS, 1899, pp. 62, 66 (= C. b. [part.], P. T. Cleve,

1900, p. 38).

11. H. Gran, 1902, pp. 83, 2lo.

!'. 'I'. Cleve, 1903, p. 23.

P. T. Cle\e and 0. Pettersson, 1903, i)p. 2, 7.

\'. VA\HA, 1906, p. 48; pi. HI, figs. 56—63.

Description:
— See G. O. Sars, 1865, p. 119 and V. VAvra, 1906, p. 48.

Supplementary description:
— Male: —

Shell: —
Length: Of the males investigated by me the specimens from Skager Rak

measured 2,10—^2,20 mm., those from Lofoten 2,15—^2,30 mm. and those from the Arctic Ocean

2,3 mm. Length : height about 2,3 : 1; length : breadth about 2,8 :1. Seen from the
side it was of about the type described and reproduced by G. 0. Sars, 1900, for C. maxima,

* Not 29° 56' W. as is stated by G. S. Brady, 1902 a.
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? (c'f. the appended tip;. 1), Ijut somewhat, though only rather slightly, varying. 8 e e n f r o m
1) e 1 o w (see the appended fig. 2) it has its greatest width at about the middle and the anterior

part in most cases somewhat larger than the posterior part. The side contours are either evenly

curved or else are somewhat undulating posteriorly or slightly concave just in front of the

posterior point. The anterior end is rounded and has a symmetrical rostrum, the posterior end

is more or less pointed. The shoulder vault is powerfully developed; when the shell is seen

from the side it covers a rather long piece of the dorsal margin; it is wing-shaped with a sharp

edge along the greater part of its length. The surface of the shell is bare; it is also,

as G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman state (1896), ,,densely cross-hatched with quadrangular reti-

culations which are arranged diagonally, the edges of the areas overlapping each other in a

squamous fashion". The strength of the sculpture was certainly subject to some variation

in the specimens investigated by me, but this variation was, all the same, not particularly great.

Seen from inside: Selvage: On the rostrum and along the anterior margin of the shell

and the anterior half of the ventral margin it is smooth, at least I did not succeed in establishing

any distinct serrulation even with Reichert's ocular 4 and Leitz's immersion Vi2- There is

no spine-like process on the rostrum. It is finely serrulated along the posterior half of the ventral

margin of the shell; along the ventral half of the posterior margin of the shell it is very narrow

and has small leaf-like appendages of about the same type as in my fig.4 of C. symmetrica. The

glands are as described and reproduced by G. W. MuLLER, 1906 a, for C. antipoda. There is

no distinctly developed hinge-socket or hinge-tooth at the posterior dorsal corner of the shell.

First antenna: — E-bristle: This is about one and a third or one and a half

times as long as this limb and is bent at a distinct angle at about or somewhat distally of two-

thirds of its length. Just proximally of this bend it has along about a third of its length two

rows of very short, closely placed, proximally pointing spines, about 50—55 spines in each row;

cf. the appended fig. 4. Almost all the spines are of the same size (only the distal ones and the

proximal ones are somewhat smaller than the others); they are about as long as the thickness

of the bristle and moderately strong, all of them are pointed and are furnished with a wing-like

appendage of about the same type as in the appended fig.
5. Just distally of these rows of spines

there is in most cases a small chitinous protuberance but, on the other hand, there are no spines

at all. The part of the bristle distally of the bend is widened in the shape of a sword. This

bristle is quite bare proximally of the rows of spines. The d-bristle is a quarter or a third shorter

than the e-bristle. At about the part of this bristle which, when the d- and e-bristles are close

together, is situated against the rows of spines on the latter, there are closely placed (not merely

in a row but a stripe) short, stiff, fine sjiines or hairs. On the proximal half (or some-

what more) of this part these spines point almost at right angles to the bristle, on

the distal half they point more distally; cf. the appended fig.
15. Opposite these spines and

continuing almost out to the point of the bristle there are a moderate number of somewhat

longer and thicker spines, pointing distally. This bristle is not sword-shaped distally.

The b-bristle is in most cases somewhat longer than the d-bristle and. like it, not sword-.shaped

distally. Near the point it has a lather strongly developed pad. which is about half the length

of the rows of spines on the e-bristle; cf. the appended figs. 6 and 7. Distally of this pad there



Fig. CXXXV. — Conchoecia horealis G. O. Saks. — 1. Shell seen from Ihe side, o'; 42 X. 2. Shfll seen from below, J;
40 X. 3. Distal part of the right first antenna and the rod-shaped organ, the bristles of the first antenna are broken,

^: 260 X. 4. Distal part of the e-bristle of this antenna, <J; 360 X. 5. A spine of this bristle; 1084 X. 6. Distal

part of the b-bristle. cj; 360 X. 7. Distal part of the pad of this bristle, <J; 1084 X. 8. Endopndito of the right
second antenna seen from inside, the end bristles are bioken, (J; 260 X. 9. and 10. Clamping organ of the endopoditc
of the left second antenna, cj; 260 X. 11. Distal part of the penis seen from outside; 400 X. 12. Distal part of

the rod-shaped organ -f" a pa''t of ^^>^ ^•'"st antenna, 2; 167 X- 13. and 14. Distal pari of the rod-shaped organ,

2; 167 X. (Figs. 7 and 13 are drawn from specimens from Skager Rak, the others from sperimens from Lofoten.)
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are a few rather short, stiff spines, but otherwise this bristle is bare. The a- and

c-bristles are subequal, about as long as the second joint ot this limb; the a-bristle has an

accessory saccule (see the appended fig. 3) and is more or less irregularly

bent; the c-bristle has no accessory saccule and is more or less straight.

All the joints are quite bare.

Second antenna: — P r o t o p o d i t e: In specimens with

shells about 2,2 mm. long this part measured about 1— 1,1 mm.

Exopodite: The proportion between the length of this branch and

that of the protopodite is about 18—20 : 40. The proportion between

the length of its first joint and the total length of the eight distal joints

is about 10: 4—5. The proportion betw^een the length of the longest

natatory bristles and that of the exopodite is about 15—18 : 10. The

first joint has spines proximo-dorsally, but these form no distinct row

as in my fig. 13 of C. symmetrica^. Endopodite (see my fig. 8):

First joint: The processus mammillaris has a small distal verruca. The

a-bristle is bare; the b-bristle is bare or has only sparse short hairs.

Second joint: The c- and d-bristles are somewhat shorter than this joint

and are bare or almost bare. The e-bristle is short. The g-bristle is

about as long as or in most cases somewhat shorter than the protopodite;

it is rather broadly sword-shaped distally and has sparse short hairs along

one edge. The f-bristle is about a third shorter than the g-bristle and is

also somewhat sword-shaped distally and in most cases bare. Third joint:

The clasping organs are of the types described and reproduced by

V. VA\RA; see the appended figs. 8, 9 and 10. The right clasping organ is

in most cases furnished proximaUy with two verrucae of about the same

types as in the figure just mentioned and, in addition, with small, fine spines

along the concave side; distally it has transverse creases and an exceed-

ingly small hyaline papilla. The left clasping organ is also cross-grooved

distally and has an exceedingly small hyaline papilla; its proximal angle

varies somewhat in type. The h-, i- and
j
-bristles are about half as long

as the g-bristle. The h-bristle has a short but very sharply marked

shaft, the i- and j-bristles have a shaft that is somewhat longer but only

weakly developed. Just distally of the shaft these bristles are somewhat

thicker than the g-bristle. All these three bristles are bare.

Mandible: — Protopodite: Coxale: The toothed edge

on the pars incisiva has from about eight to twelve teeth; this com-

paratively great variation was not due to the specimens investigated being

from different localities, as the extreme numbers could be observed in

specimens from the same locality. The posterior ones of these teeth are

often somewhat more strongly developed than in my fig.
16 of C. symmetrica. Distal tooth-list:

This is of about the same relative size and type as has been described above for (!. ohlonqa.

fig. CXXXVI.
Conckocaa borealis G.

O.Sars.cJ.— 15. Distal

part of llie d-brisllc;

390 X. (From a spe-

cimen from Lofoten.)



' I- rvw-: sKofisHKHC.

Pn»xiin)il tiM)tli-list : This is ratlicrsliiilitK ii;nri>\vci- tliaii I In' dishil (nic ;iii(l \ niicssomcw lul in I \
jn',

soinotiiiK'sappniiifliiui; the tyjU' rcpnuhicfil in my (ig. UolC. Inphura, soiiictiincsiigiooinjf soincw luil

luoro witli my li<;. IS of (\ .•fifvinietrica. Tlic masticati)rv pad is of alxmt the same relative size and

typo as in
jil.

LX\. tig. 7. (J. S. lil;Ali\ and A. M. NoHM.XN, 18!)G; it, is divided into from four

to six transverse ridges, armed with ratlier tine papillae |)laced close together. The part that

is eneUised by the margin of bristles and hairs is raised somewhat like a pad aii<l is furnished

with tine papillae similar to those on the masticatoiy pad. Basale: The si.\ teeth nn the distal

edge of the endite are furnished witii rather fine serrulatiou. The single tooth on the oiiiside

of this process is of about the saine type as is described above lor ('. cirqans. The e
j)

i p o d i a I

appendage consists oi a rather small verruca and a modt'rately long bristle. K n d o-

podite: On the posterior side of the first joint there are four bristles of about the same

relative lengths and positions as in my fig. '22 of ('. symmetrica. Kithei- all these bristles aie

furnished with short hairs or else one or two of the shorter ones have long hairs. I'ilosity:

Thi> basale has rather sparse moderately long hairs ventero-medially.

Maxilla: — Protopodite: Endite on the procoxale: The three antero-inner

bristles have rather long secondary bristles, the outer one of tliem has in most cases, however,

only quite a few (sometimes none at all?). One or two of the three postero-outer tube-bristles

often have a few similar secondary bristles. K n d o
]>

o d i t e: The end joint is rather long,

its ventral side is often somewhat longer than tlie distal width of the liist joint (ealculating

from front to back), its dorsal side about half as long or somewhat longer.

Fifth limb: — Of the same type as in my fig. 27 of C. sywrnetrica. Endopodite:
Sometimes only one of the two shorter of the three antero-ventral bristles has short hairs, the

other having rather long hairs at the middle. This branch is furnished with spines. E x o-

podite: First joint: The ventero-medial group has two bristles, the proximo-ventral group

has four or five and the disto-ventral one three or four. One of the bristles in the proximo-

ventral group is usually furnished with long hairs, the others have short hairs. Pilosity:

The protopodite and the first exopodite joint are partly furnished with rather long hairs.

Sixth limb: — Exopodite: The bristles on the second and third joints are

relatively long, about as long as the height of the corresponding joint at the middle. The bristles

on the first joint are also sometimes relatively long.

Seventh limb: — The end joint has spines.

Penis: — This is of about the same type as in my fig. 32 of C. symmetrica. At the

middle it has from about six to nine oblique transverse muscles, distally of which there are no

muscles. The copulatory appendage is well developed; it varies somewhat in type, being some-

times of about the type shown in my appended fig. 11, sometimes somewhat lobate, about

the same as in my fig. 6 of C Haddoni; in all the specimens investigated by me it was, however,

rather high and moderately wide. This variation was not due to the specimens having been

caught at different localities; a similar variation was found in specimens from the same locality.

F u r c a: — This is of about the type reproduced in pi. XXXVI, fig. 10, G. 0. Sahs,

1900, for C. maxima; behind the claws there is a short-haired unpaired bristle of about the same

length as the fifth claw.
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Ji It cl - s ii a p (. d organ: — The slial't reaches to about llie ihiixl joint ul the lirst

antenna or somewhat farther. The capitulum is about as long as or somewhat shorter than the

second joint of the first antenna and of about the type reproduced by G. S. Bhadv and A. M.

Norman, 1896; see the appended fig. 3.

Upper lip: — This is of about the same type as in my fig. 37 of C. symmetrica; the

part between the combs is sometimes, however, notched somewhat deeper at the middle, about

the same as in my fig. 4 of C. Belgicae. The p a r a g n a t e s are of about the same type as

in my fig. 38 of C. symmetrica.

Female: —
Shell: — Length : Of the specimens investigated by me those from Skager Rak meas-

ured about 2,5—2,7 mm., those from Lofoten about 2,55—2,9 mm. and those from the Arctic Ocean

2,4—2,7 mm. Seen from the s i d e" it is of about the same type as in the male, but is

somewhat higher posteriorly. Seen f r o m below it is also of about the same t^'pe as in the

male, but the posterior part is somewhat larger and the side contours evenly curved. The pro-

portion between length and breadth is about 2,5 : 1. In other respects it is like that of the male.

First antenna: — The division into joints is rather slight. The dorsal bristle on

the second joint is about as long as the total length of the two proximal joints of this limb and

has short hairs. The e-bristle is about twice as long as this limb, not at all or only very slightly

widened and sword-shaped distally; its anterior side is bare. The a-, b-, c- and d-bristles are

subequal, about a third of the length of the e-bristle. The first and second joints are partly

furnished with short hairs. These joints have yellowish-brown corpuscles.

Second ante n n a :
— The p r o t o p o d i t e is rather slightlv weaker than in

the male. E x o p o d i t e : The proportion between the length of this branch and that of the

protopodite is about 21—22 : 40. The proportion between the joints of this branch is about

the same as in the male. E n d o p o d i t e: This has two joints; sometimes, however, the little

third joint is weakly marked off. The f- and g-bristles are of about the same type and relative

size as in the male. The h-, i- and j-bristles, which have no distinctly developed shafts, are

either of about the same relative length as in the male or else rather slightly longer. There is

an extremely small papilla between the h- and i-bristles. The second endopodite joint is bare.

Rod- shaped organ: — Tlie shaft reaches somewhat in fnmt of the point of

the first antenna; see the appended fig. 12. The capituhim is relatively somewhat shorter than in

the male and its shape is about the same as is described and reproduced by V. VA\ ra, but varies to

some extent; see the appended figures 12—14.

Remarks: — It seems to be quite certain that the form dealt witli above is identical with s,i„„,iiims.

C. borealis, G. 0. Sars, 1865. The supplementary description worked out by me is based on

• material from the type-locality of this species
— Lofoten — and this material was defined by

G. 0. Sars himself as C. borealis.

Because of tlie uucertaintv with regard In the relation of tlii.s species to the lorm ('.

tnaxirrm established l)y G. S. Bhadv and A. M. Norman (cf. below) it is impossible- at

present to give a complete list of synonyms of this species of (i. <). SAliS'.

JJw)!"'.'- biilras:, Uppsahi. Suppl.-llil. 1. J"



It scMiis to 111.- liilli.T |irolial>l.'
that ('. Inimtli.s. (i.S. I'.l;\h^ and A. M. N"i;\l\\, IH'.Mi

is a sviionvm of tliis form; tlio siu'cinions doscrilicd and iviiKiducnl liy these writers wore

nrosumablv caujiht olT tlie west const of Norway. The (h'seriptmn and hunres are. imwever,

oxcoodin^lv iiieoiiiiih'te
and uncertain; it Wdidd l>e .su|ieilhiiins

tn eiitei
\i|)iin

a (h'taih'd criticism

of them; I sliall onlv
|iiiint

out here as an ilhi>t rat inn that (Mi t he en(hi|iiidil<'
nl the h'niah' seennd

aiitonna the iMid joint is fiiriiisheil with six
lonjj; bristh's, a immherthat is imt Imind in a

sinjilo s])oeies of this genus; two {i-hnslles are drawn instead oi one.

I liave mvself verified the rorrectness of the determination ot ('.hamdis, ('. \\ . S. At i;i-

\ILL1LS. 1899, pp. (>•_' and (Ui; cf. \k 717 t>el(tw.

('. borealis. II. 11. (ii: an. liMi'2 is imluded in the above list of .synonyms because the speci-

mens on which this statement is based were defined by (.'. O. .Saks, wlio distinguished between

C. horeaiis and C. moxima on tliat occasion.

('. borealis, P.T.Cl.HVi:, iyu3 (- C.b., V. T. n.i;\H and (). l'i;TTi:i;ss()N, i<)(i;{) was oidy

included in this Hst after I had myself subjected the original material to a careful verificatory

e.xamination.

It seems to me rather ])rol)a])le that ('.borealis, V. VAM!A, 1906 is also identical with this

species. OnW two specimens were caught l)y the I' 1 a n k t o n K .\ p e d i t i o n, a mature

male and a mature female, both at the .same station, in the Labrador eiUTent. A niunber of

differences can certainly be noted, e. g. the shape of the female shell, the glands along the posterior

margin of the shell (cf. j)l. Ill, fig. 57) and the armature of the d-bristle on the male first antenna.

We should also note this author's statement with regard to the sculpture of the shell: ,,Die

Stniktur der Schale ist ziemlich fein, aber deutlich. in rhombischen Feldern bestehend." This

statement seems to support the idea that in these two specimens the sculpture was more weakly

developed than in the specimens from the west coast of Scandinavia. ^Vhat seems in my opinion

specially to support the idea of identity with the form dealt with above is the information as to

the length of the shell; the male was 2,35 mm., the female 2,9 mm. long, i. e. in this character

they agreed very closely with the specimens from Lofoten. A re-examination of these specimens

is desirable.

The foliowing statements about finds of this species from the west coast of Norway and from

Skager Rak and the North Sea are also presumably to be referred to this species. As, however,

they have no verificatory information and as it is not clear whether a distinction has been

drawn between C. borealis and C. maxima, it seemed to me best not to include them in my list of

synonyms. These finds are as follows: C. borealis, G. 0. Sars, 1869, p. 360, O. Nordgaahd,

1898, p. 17, 1905, p. 40, C. H. OSTENFELD, 1906, p. 96 (part.), C. H. OSTENFELD and C. Wesen-

BERG-LUND, 1909, p. 112 (part), C. APSTEIX, 1911, p. 167 (l)art.) and E. JORGENSEN, 1912,

pp. 14, 16.

The name C. borealis G. 0. Sars is also mentioned in the iulhnving places in the literature:

G. (). Sars, 1886. p. 75, E. Vanhoffex, 1897, p. 285, cf. below, p. 717, C. W. S. Ai i;i\ ii.i-lts,

1898, p. 42, this author 1899, pp. 38, 58 {^ P. T. Cleve, 1900), cf. below

p. 717, G. \V. MULLER, 1901, p. 4. cf. below p. 717, G. H. Fowler, 1903, p. 121; Th. Scott,

1905, p. 228; E. KOEFOKD, 1907, pp. 1.50. 151. 156, 1.57. 160, 161. 163, 164. 165, 167, 170,
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172, 175, ITS. ISO, LS.S, lS(i, IS7. 188, 189, 192, 193, 19.1, 196, 197, 204. 209, 210, 214, 215,

217, 219, 222, 226, 228, 231, 232, 233, 242, 243, 249, 252, 258, 259, 2«56, 269, 270; 1). Damas
niid K. K(>Kl-oi:i). 1907.

1).
381. 0. W. MtlLLER, 1912, p. 87 and K. Si KPHENSEN, 1913, p. 355.

Habitat: — S k a g e r R a k :

North Koster,; 2. II.; depth, 65 m.: 1 mature male and 3 mature females; R. M. S. 357.

.South Koster; 1. II.: Depth, 125 m.: 1 mature male; R. M. S. 358. Depth, 140 m.: 5 mature males,

2 mature females and 1 juvenis; R. M. S. 359. — These three samples were taken by the

Swedish H y d r o g r a p h i c a 1 Biological Commission during a cruise in 1911.

Lat. 580 N_^ long. 9" E. (= S. VIII.); 9. VIII.: At the surface: 1 mature male; R. M. S.

386. Depth, 300—0 m. : 3 mature females; R. M. S. 385. (= A part of the material of P. T.

('LE\R, 1903.)

C o a s t of Nor w a y :

Lofoten Islands; coll. et dct. (J. ( >. Sai!S: 11 mature mal(>s, 78 mature females and

3 juvenes.

Arctic Ocean:
Lat. 76" 36' N., hmg. 12" 13' E.; depth 500—0 m.; 1. VIII. 1898: 1 mature male and

3 mature females; R.M. S. 387 (= C. b., C. W. S. An:i\ lldJUS, 1899, p. 62). Lat. 79" .58' N.*,

long. 9" 35' E.; depth, 400—0 m.; 27. VIII. 1898: 1 mature mali-; R. M. S. 395
(

-
('. b.,

C. \V. S. AlHlxiLLlis, 1899, p. 66).

Distribution: — West coast of Noi-way and Skagei' Rak; Labrador Current, lat. 50" X.,

long. 48" W. (V. \'A\RA, 1906).

Conchoecia borealis G. 0. Sars var. maxima G. S. Brady and A. M. Norman.

Conchoeda maxima, C S. Brady and A. M. Norm \\, 1S9(). p. ()86; pi. LXI, tigs. 1—8.

borealis, E. Vanhoffex, 1897, p. 285.

C. W. S. AURIVILLIUS, 1899. pp. 38. 58.

(])art.). P. T. Cleve, 1900, p. 38.

maxima. 0. 0. Sai:s. 1900.
]>. 127; i)l.

XXXV. XXXVT.

borealis, (i. \V. MtLLEi;, 1901, p. 4. figs. 4—7.

tnaxima. H. H. Gran, 1902, pp. 83, 96. 210.

P. T. CLE^E, 1903, p. 24.

C. H. OSTENFELD, 1906, p. 96.

„ .. K. StEPHENSEN, 1913, p. 356.

7Je.s-mp<«on.-— Sec G.S.BRAliV and A.M. NORAFAN, 1896, ]>.
686 and (J. O. Sars, 1900, j).

127.

Remarks: — Tlie form dealt with here was, as is seen above, established as a special nrlfuinn i,i

species by G. S. BRADY and .\. M. NuRMAN in 1896. According to these wiiters this form is
' • '""'"''

* Not lilt. 78" 58' N., as is stalt-d in tlio Ircati.so iiiiMitiDiii-il.
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very closolv rolati'il to ('. hnroh.-s (i. ( >. SAUS — .,('. burfdlis. wlmli it \ci\' closcK- r('.s('ml)l('s".

The following; differences Ix'twccii these t\v<i forms arc noted m the work just mentioned:

.,C. tiiaxima is rather larijer and tlie sliell is not so densely retK iilated. 'I'lie outline of the sliell.

stHMi dorsally. is dilTereiit. and the spinides of the principal seta of the male atiteuiiule aic con-

siderably more ri)l)ust."

0. 0. S.MiS writi's (1!MM». p. 1-Js) with repaid to ('. iiiii.riiiin: ..This form is verv closel\-

allied to . . . ('. Iiiifi'dlis. It is. howe\ci . of lai^ci' size, and di ITefs. moreovei'. in t he less st fondly

marked seiilpture of the shell, as also somew hat in the huin of the lattcf. ( )n a closer comparison,

some minor differences may also be found to exist in the struiture (d the several appendages."
(J. W. MCl.l.KI! in his work of 11)01 put forward the view that the two forms are (juite

identical; the same view is also taken by this writer in his later works, lUOtia. p. Ill and 1!)12,

p. 87. This view has been adopted by P.T. Clf:ve, 1903 and V. VAm{.\, hmk;. Other writers

have, as we have seen above, accepted the species established hy (I. S. I')i; Ah^ and A. M. NOHMAN.

Which of these opinions is the correct one? Are these two forms (piite identical or not?

It seems to me impossible at present to answer this (piestion with complete certainty.

To do this it would be necessary to carry out renewed and careful investijrations on a considerably

more abundant material than that which was at my disposal. At present it seems to me most

probable that C. maxima is not cjuite identical with C. bnrealis. The differences between the

forms in question are, however, so small that it seemed to me to be best to ])ut the former as a

variety of the latter.

The only rjuite certain difference I was able to find was that of size. Ct. O. Sahs states

that the male of C. maxima had a shell 3,20 mm. long and the female 3,50 mm. G. W. MOllrr's

males from Greenland measured 3,0—3,15 mm. The males of the maxima form investigated

by me had shells 2.95—3,2 mm. long; the females were 3,25—3,5 mm. long. The difference

between these figures and those previously given for ('. horealis is, of course, striking.

The maximum length for the latter species is (J
= 2,35 (W \'A\i;a)^ 9 = 2,9 mm. May this

difference in size be connected with a difference in locality? Is the increase in size not merely

the result of a modification under Arctic conditions? This explanation, which may, of course.

seem a priori exceedingly probable, is very decidedly opposed, however, by the fact that I found

a typical mature C. horealis male as far north as lat. 79" 58' N.; the length of shell of this male

was not greater than that of the specimens from Lofoten; cf. p. 708 above. At lat. 76" 36' one

mature male and three mature females were found, all typical C. horealis; the male

measured, as is seen above, 2,3 mm., the females 2,4—2,7 mm., i. e. the latter were even some-

what smaller than the Lofoten specimens. It was these finds especiallv that caused me not

to follow G. W. MCller's example of uniting these two forms entirely.

The posterior edge of the shell of the mature male is in most cases somewhat less rounded

in the maxima form than in the horealis form; cf. pi. XXXV, fig. 3, G. O. Sars, 1900 and my
appended fig. 1; there is, however, not cjuite complete constancy with regard to this character.

The shoulder vault of the shell is, in both males and females of the maxima, form, somewhat

less developed than in horealis. On account of this the shell, when seen from the side, gets

a straighter dorsal margin in the formei' form; see G. 0. Sar.s's figs., 1900 and (i. W. Mlller's
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fig.,
1901. In a number of the female* specimens of maxima investigated by rne the slioulder

vault was rounded, in others it was more or less distinctly sharp-edged. The sculpture of the

shell in the maxima form is, as G. O. Sars pointed out, weaker than in borealis, but this character

too is subject to some variation. (On the other hand I was unable to discover any difference

in the denseness of the reticulation such as G. S. Bhady and A. M. NoiiMAN pointed out. Nor

was I able, like these writers, to find any distinct difference between the two forms with regard
to the tj'pe of the shell as seen from above.)

An exceedingly minute investigation of the other organs of these two forms did not

confirm G. 0. Sars's supposition that additional differences exist. Thus, unlike G. S. Brady

and A. M. NORMAN, I was unable to find any difference with regard to the strength of the spines

on the e-bristle of the male first antenna. There is, however, possibly a difference in the number

of these spines; in the maxima specimens investigated by me there were only 44—49 s])ines in

each row, while in the borealis specimens, as is seen above, there were 50—55.

That C. borealis, E. Vanhoffen, 1897 (= C. b., G. W. MCu.ler, 1901) is

identical with the maxima form is shown with all desiralilc ch^iirness l)v G. W. Mi'i.LER's

description and figures.

The identity of (J. borealis, ('. \V. S. AUilN ILLU s, 1899, pp. 38 and 58 (= part. P. T. Glh\ E,

1900) was verified by myself on a re-examination of the original material; cf. below. — C. borealis,

C. W. S. AURIVILLIUS, 1899, pp. 62 and 66 proved, on the contrary, after a verificatory investig-

ation carried out by me, to be typical borealis forms; cf. p. 715 above.

Although C. maxitna, H. H. Gran, 1902, P. T. Cleve, 1903 and ('. H. Ostexfeld, 1906

are not accompanied by any verificatory information, it seemed to me justifiable, all the same,

to include them in the list of synonyms given above.

C. maxima, G. S. Brady, 1902 a, p. 199 (= the same aiithor 1903, pi>. 337, 338 and

A. M. NoiJMAN 1905. p. 155) is, on the other hand, not inchulcd in this list, as these autliors

themselves point out the uncertainty of the determinations by adding a (|uery.

C. maxima, G. H. Fowler, 1897, p. 523 and 1903,
]>.

121 are not foHowod by any

descriptions or verificatory drawings; iinder these circumstances it did not seem ((Hivenient

to me to include these names in the list of .synonyms given abov(>.

Habitat: — A r c t i c c e a n:

Lat. 66" 53' N., l<mg. 2" 52' W.; depth, .50(1—0 m.; 5. VI. 1899: 6 s])eciinens; R. M. 8.

388. Lat. 71" 30' N., long. 21" \\\; depth, 200—0 m.; 27. VII. 1899: 1 mature female; R. M.

S. 389. Lat. 77" 39' N., long. 1" 18' E.; depth, .500—0 m.; 26.-27. ML 1898: 15 specimens;

R. M. S. 390. Lat. 77" 52' N., long. 3" 5' \\.\ depth, 500-0 m.; 29. VII. 1898: 14 specimens;

R. M. S. 391. Lat. 78" 13' N., long. 2" 58' W.; 29.—30. VII. 1898: Depth, 100—0 m. : 1 juvenis;

R. M. S. 392. Depth, 500—0 m.: 10 specimens; R. M. S. 393. Depth, 2600-0 ni.: 5(» speci-

mens; R. M. S. 394. (= A part of the material of C. W. S. Ai IM\ ii.i.lts, 1899 ^- P. T. Cleve, 1900.)

The statements as to how many specimens of this form were caught at each of the above-

mentioned stations are taken from an unpublished niaiHiscri])t of Professor J. G. AvmORSSox.

* CI. (1. \V . Miii.i.Kit. I',tl2.
]].

S7.
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tlu' invi'stifjator \\l>o cnllcctftl tlu' iiuilcrial in (|U<'s(i(iii (hiiinji the ..A i\ I ;i ret i c" cxpcditioii

and on whoso di'tt'rniiiiiilions ('. W . S. Al lUMl.l.ll s and I'. T. ('l,i;\l-; liasi'd ihtir inlnrniation.

A larjrt' part of this material has uiil'ortunatcly hecn hist; iIhtc .irc, however, one or nioic s|)e(i-

nu'us preserveil from eaeh of the stations in question, so tliat the statements as to identity

ean be voritieil.

I>i.''liil»(ii(»i: — North Allautie ( )cean and Arctic Ocoan lietween hit. (50" N. (0. R. Bn \ll^

and A. M. \m|;MA\. lsm>) and lal. S-«" N. (C. ( ». S\i;s. l<t(i(»): l'.al'lin lliv (Karajak V]<>u\. hit.

7<»" N.. \\. \Win'M ii:\. ISOT).

Conclioecia borealis G. 0. Sars var. antipoda G. W. MOller.

Couchopcin avtipoila. (i. W. Mn.i.Ki!. liKii; a.
j).

IK); j)l.
XWI . lijis. f)— I(i.

Descripium: See fi. W. Mii.i.Ki;. l!)()(ia.
]).

lio.

Supplementary description:
— aM ale: —

Shell: —
Length: According to G. \\. MLLi.EIi, 2,8—2,95 mm. Both the specimens

investigated bv me measured 2,8 mm. The shape was quite or at any rate almost quite the same

as in C. borealis. Thus the shoulder vault had a sharp edge, contrary to wliat is stated hy

y\. \\. Mt'LLEH, 1906a; males and females are alike in tliis respect (a variable character?).

The posterior margin of the shell too is about the same as in the form just mentioned and,

as is the case in this form, it varies to some extent. The sculpture is of the same type as

in C. borealis, but is rather considerably w^eaker; with suitable manipulation it is visible

on the whole surface of the shell; it varies somewhat in strength. In other respects the

shell is like that of C. borealis.

With regard to o t li e i' <• h a r a c t e r s this form agrees with C. borealis, with the

exception of the d-bristle on the male

first antenna, which is of about the

type reprotkiced in G. W. ML'LLER's pi.

XXVI, fig. 9; on the e-bristle of this limb

there were only 40 to 44 spines in each

row in the specimens investigated by me.

Female: —
Shell: — Length: According to

Fig. CXX.XVII. — r,mrl,oerifi horralis a. O. i^\f\n v.u: nnlarclirn Q_ 'W, MOLLKH, 3,15—3,3 mm. The
(t. \V. MiJLLF.R, 2. — 1. Distal part of thi- rod-shaped orsran . • i- ^ i i i

, . r .. r- . . .-,. .. (n -
r specimens mvestieated bv me measure(l

-(- a part of llif fic^t antenna: 1;0 X. Il'inin a spcnmi'n liniii i ...
station 64 b.) 3,0

—3,2 mm. Seen fnjin the side it is
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relatively somewhat higher posteriorly, but otherwise it is of alioiit the sMtiie type as in tiie

male. Seen from below it is of the same shape as in C. borealts.

In the case of the other organs it agreed with C. hurealis.

Remarks: — As is seen above, tliis tnrni is hooked ii|iiin by <J. \\'. Mi'llKH as a special

species. It seemed to me, on th(> contrary, best to put it as a variety of C. burealia G. O. Sau.s.

The differences that distinguish it from this form — the length and scidpture of the shell,

the number of spines on the e-bristle of the male first antenna and the armature on the d-bristlc

of this limb — are so small that they seem to me to form an adequate argimient in favour of

tliis alteration; cf., for instance, the difference between C obtusata G. 0. Saks and its variety

antarctica.

G. W. MtJLLER puts forward (1906 a, p. Ill) a number of other differences between these

two forms besides those pointed out above. The explanation of this is probably partly that

this writer had only maxima forms of C. borealis at his disposal and partly als(j his somewhat

deficient knowledge of this form.

Habitat: — Antarctic Ocean:
8. A. E., PL station 64 b, lat. 48" 27' 8., long. 42" 36' W.; depth, 250(t— m.; 23. VI. 19(t2:

2 mature males, 16 mature females and 12 juvenes; R. M. S. 305, 30H. S. A. E., PI. station

70 b, lat. 49" 56' S., long. 49" 56' W.; depth, 2700—0 m.; 27. VI. 1902; temperature at 2700 m.

and at the surface, + 1,67" C. and 3,40" C. resp. : 5 mature females and 4 juvenes; R. M. S. 307.

Distribution: — South Atlantic Ocean and Antarctic Ocean between lat. 1" 8. and

lat. 65" S.

The finds of the ,,A n t a r c t i c'' are consequently made within the area of distribution

stated bv G. W. MULi.EH.

Imbricata group G. W. Muller

{Conchoecissa C. Clals)*.

This group, comprising five species, is certainly quite natural. I cannot say with certainty

whether C. prosadene G. ^\'. MULLEli belongs to it; it seems probable that it is not closely related

to these species.

Conchoecia symmetrica G. W. MOller.

Conchoecia symmetrica, G. W. Mullej!, 1906 a. p. J 17: pi. XX\TI, figs. 7, 8, 13. 1"), Ui.

„ ., .. 1908. p. 78.

„ „ „ 1912. p. 9(..

* G. O. Saks suggested as early us 1887 thai ,.l{iil'ic!/pris nuhnrala G. S. Urady" should be broken out as a

special genus, but all the sanu' hi- did nol Tiiake this himself,
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liiscriptinii:
- Si-f C. W . .Mi'i.i.HU, l<iO()ii,

\>.
117.

Sup}>lnncHt(iri/ description:
— .M ale: —

S h oil: —
JA'iigtli: Airording to (J. W. Mni.l.i;i; ,'{,7—4,1 nun.; my .s]ic(iiiiciis

measured

4.0—1,25 mm. Lengtli : height about 2.1 : 1; Icnutli : l)rc;ulth al)()ut 2,4 : 1. Seen iioiii

the side (see fig. 1) it is ol about tl\e same type as in ( '. pliiillniKt (i. \V. Mf^M-liH. It

differs from tliis in the following re.spects. The anterior part of the dorsal margin is partly

Fig. CXX.WIII. — Cunchoecia symmelrica G. VV. Muller, <S.
— 1. Shell seen from the side: 19 X. 2. Shell seen

from below; 16 X. 3. Anterior pari of the left valve seen from inside: H9 X. 4. A part of the selvage just inside

the lateral corner gland; 833 X. 5. A part of the posterior margin of the shell seen from inside: .5fi7 X. (From

specimens from staliim r.'i 1>.)

covered by the shoulder vault. The ventral margin is somewhat, though only rather slightly,

concave. The lateral corner glands have their exits on a large conical peg, which is of about

the same size and type on both valves and which extends rather considerably beyond the margin

of the shell. The processes at the postero-dorsal corner of the shell are somewhat, though only

rather slightly, shorter. Seen from below it has its greatest breadth at about the middle

and the anterior part somewhat larger than the posterior part. The side contours are rather

evenly curved except just behind the middle, where they undulate rather weakly. Both the

back and front ends are pointed; the rostral process on the left valve is only slightly larger than

that on the right valve; see the appended fig. 2. The shoulder vault is well developed and is

rounded. For the sculpture see G. W. Muller. The surface of the shell has a very



Fig. CXXXIX. — Conchoecia syinmelriai (1. W. MOli.kr. — 6. Distal part of the rod-sluipod organ, cj; 99 X. '• Left-

first antenna -f- tlie rod-sliaped organ, J; 58 X. «. A part of the e-brislle of the first antenna, ,J; 'i50 X. 9. Two of

I ho spines of this l)ristle, c impressed; 450 X. 10. Left first antenna -(- the rod-sliaped organ; the e-hristle of Uk; antenna

is l)roken, $; 75 X. 11. Distal part of the protopodite of the second antenna seen from outside, <J; 99 X. 12. Exo-

podite of the right second antenna seen from inside, the long bristles are broken, ?; 99 X. 13. Distal part of the

protopodite -\- the proximal part of the exopodite and the endopodite of the left second antenna seen from inside; the

end bristles of the endopodite an^ broken, cj; 131 X. i'l. Endopodite of the right second antenna seen from inside,

the end bristles arc liroken, q; 1:S1 X- (From specimens from statiori Tii
li.)

Zoloog. bidrag, Uppsala. SuppI.-B<J. I. 91
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few scattorecl miHliTatt'ly long or short hristlcs. 'Plio plands arc as drscriht-d hv (I. W. MVlA.KU

lor ('. pliuthiiKi; just ventrally of tin- rostral incisur thoro is on Uotli valves a jiroup of several

largo lateral glands. Seen from inside: Selvage (see the
a|i|)(Mi(|t(l tigs. 3, 4, 5): This

is of the same type as is described above for ('. Iwrealis. There is n<i distinctly developed hinge-

socket or hinge-tooth at the posterior dorsal corner of the shell.

First antenna (see the aj)pended fig. 7):
— E-bristle: This is somewhat longer than

this limb and is bent at a decided angle at or somewhat proximally of two thirds of its length.

Just proximally of this bend there are two well separated rows of strong, smooth .spines, pointing

somewhat proximally; there are about seventeen or eighteen spines in each row (see the apjxnded

fig. 8). The spines in these rows are either plared in pairs or else there is weak or even complete
alternation. The distance between the distal spines is about as great as or somewhat more than

the width of these spines at the base; the proximal ones are situated somewhat closer together

than the distal ones. All the spines are of the same type; the distal ones are, however, somewhat

larger than the proximal ones; seen from the side they are bent somewhat proximally and are

pointed; if they are strongly compressed they appear to be flattened and somewhat rounded or more

or less abruptly cut off distally; see the appended fig. 9. Otherwise this bristle is quite bare.

Distallv of the rows of spines it is slightly sword-shaped. The b- and d-bristles are subequal,

either about as long as the e-bristlc or somewhat shorter (sometimes somewhat shorter than in

the appended fig. 7). The b-bristle, or else both these bristles, are bent at a distinct angle at

about the corresponding place as the e-bristle. Both have about opposite the spines of the

e-bristle a varying number (from about 5—25 were observed) of short, weak, distally pointing

secondary bristles. Distally these bristles are narrow or at any rate only very slightly sword-

shaped; both of them are without any pad-like appendages. The a- and c-bristles are subequal,

about a quarter of the length of the the e-bristle; the c-bristle is straight, the a-bristle more

or less rolled up; the a-bristle has a more or less weakly developed accessory saccule. All the

joints are quite bare.

Second antenna: — Protopodite (see the appended figs. 11 and 13) :

In specimens with shells 4,0—4,1 mm. long this limb measured 1,6—1,7 mm. E x o p o d i t e

(see the accompanying fig. 12): The proportion between the length of this branch and that of

the protopodite is about 11 : 20. The proportion between the length of the first joint and the

total length of the eight following joints is about 10 : 4—5. The proportion between the length

of the longest natator}^ bristles and that of this branch is about 15—17 : 10. The first joint

is furnished proximo-dorsally with a single dense longitudinal row of short, fine spines along

about a quarter or a third of the length of this joint and close to this row there are a rather

large number of scattered spines of the same kind and size. Endopodite (see the appended

figs. 13 and 14): First joint: The processus mammillaris has a small distal verruca. The a- and

b-bristles are bare. Second joint: The c- and d-bristles are not inconsiderably shorter than this

joint and are bare. The e-bristle is short. The g-bristle is about one and a half times the length

of the protopodite; the f-bristle is about a quarter shorter. Both these bristles are weakly sword-

shaped distally; the g-bristle has short hairs, the f-bristle is often bare. End joint: Clasping

organs: These are of the types reproduced by G. W. MtJLLER. The right organ may sometimes



Fig. CXL.— Conchoecia symmetrica G. W. Mui.ler, ?.
— Mandible. 15. Pars iticisiva of Ihc right coxalcseon from inside;

382 X. 16.—18. Parts of Uiis Cndite, all seen from inside; 638 X. 16. Tlie toothed edge. 17. The distal tooth-list.

18. The proximal tooth-list. 19. Endite of the left basale seen from outside; 292 X. 20. A tooth of this endile;

638 X. 21. The proximo-medial ridge of the basale -(- the epipodial appendage; 472 X. 22. Right mandible (except
the coxale), »<'fu from inside; 82 X. (From specimens from station 64 b.)
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have 11 small vomica soinowhat distally of the basal vcrnua. Rotli tlit' right and tlic left orjiaii

have an oxooi>(iin<ily small papilla distally and aro weakly cross-trnujvcd distally; the riffht

organ is, in addition, fuii\i.slu'd distally with some short spines and hairs. Th(> h-. i- and j-bristles

are most frequently sul)e(|uai, alunit as long as the exopodite and bare; I lie li-hiisllc has a shoit

but sharply niarked shaft: the i- ami j-liristles have a sdiiirwlint Imi^cr shaft, l)ut- (nic (hat is

only very weakly or not at all drlimMl. Just distally of tlie shaft these three bristles are about

as thiek as the g-bristle is pinxiiually.

Fig. CXLI. — Conchoecia symmetrica G. W. Muli-er. — Maxilla. 23. Endite of the left procoxale seen from inside-

behind, $; 567 X. 2'f. Endite of the right coxale seen from outside-behind, <?; 567 X. 25. Left endopodite -|- basale

seen from inside, ^J; 139 X. 26. Distal part of a bristle on the posterior side of the first endopodite joint, ?; 833 X.

(From specimens from station 64 b.)
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Mandible (see the appended fig. 22) :
—-Protopoditc: Coxale (see the appended

fig. 15): The toothed edge of the pars incisiva has about ten teeth (see the apjiended fig. 16).

Distal tooth-list: This is of the same type as is described above for C oblonga and has from

about twelve to sixteen teeth (see the appended fig. 17). Proximal tooth-Ust: This is rather

slightly narrower than

the distal one and varies

somewhat in type. It

consists of about 10 to

25 irregularly arranged

smooth conical teeth

which vary in size and

strength; some of the

posterior ones are al-

most as large as the two

posterior ones on the

distal tooth list; see the

accompanying fig. 18.

On the inside this list

is furnished with fine,

short spines, situated

close together. The

masticatory pad is

rather narrow and high,

somewhatmorethan half

the width of the tooth -

lists, and is divided

into four or five trans-

verse ridges; it is armed

with short, fine papillae,

placed^ close together.

The part that is surrounded by the row of bristles and hairs is raised somewhat like a

pad and is also furnished with short, fine papillae, placed close together. Basale: The six

teeth on the distal edge of the endite are furnished with rather fine serrulation (see the appended

figs. 19 and 20). The single tooth on the outside of this process is of about the type reproduced

in the figiu-e just mentioned. The c p i p o dial a p p e n d a g e consists of a moderately

large verruca with a moderately long bristle; see the appended fig.
21. 1*^ n d o p o d i t e: The

first joint has four bristles on the posterior side; one of these is situated somewhat laterally

and is about as long as this branch. The three others are situated more or less medially and are

about half the length of the former bristle or a little shorter or longer; one of these three bristles

usually has long hairs, the others have short hairs. Pilosity: The basale is furnished medio -

ventraUy with moderately long and rather sparse hairs.

Fig. CXLII.

from outside

— Conchoerta symmetrica G. VV. Mui.ler, cJ.
— 27. Left fifth limb seen

114 X. 28. Distal part of tlic middle end claw of this limb; 938 X.

(From a specimen from station 64 b.)
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M axilla (soo the appt'iKlcd iijfs. 23—26):
— 'I'lic end joint nf (lie

i'i\(l(>])(Klit(' is rda-

tivoly Itnit;. alxnit the saun' liMiiitli as ii\ ('. borca/ifi.

Fifth 1 i in b: —- Tliis is of about tlu' same ty])('
as in ni)- lig. 27. 1' r o t o p o d i 1 c:

The longer of the two tube-bristles on the seiond endite has long secondary bristles. E n d o-

podite: Une of tl\e three ventral anterior bristles is of about the same length and ty|ie as

the long bristle on the first endite. The two others are somewhat shorter; one of them lias short

hairs, the other usually has rather long secondary bristles. On the outside the cndo])odite is

furnished anteriorly with a number of short .spines. E x o p o d i t e: First joint: The ventero-

medial group has two bristles, the proximo-ventral one has four or five bristles and the disto-

ventral one three or four bristles. One or two of the proximo-ventral ones and the same number

of the disto-ventral ones are usually furnished at the middle with long hairs. This limb is some-

times bare, sometimes the protopodite and the first exopodite joint are partly furnished with

moderately long hairs.

Sixth limb (see the appended fig. 29):
— The ventral bristle on the end joint has

short hairs.

Seventh limb: — The end joint has spines; see the appended fig. 31.

Penis: — This is of about the type reproduced in the appended fig. 32. It has about

six to eight oblique transverse muscles at tbe middle, distally of which there are no muscles.

The copulatory appendage is well developed and varies somewhat in type; in most cases it is

rather wide and rounded as in the figure just mentioned.

F u r c a (see the appended figs. 33 and 34) :
— Behind the claws there is an unpaired

short-haired bristle, about as long as the sixth or seventh claw.

Rod-shaped organ: — The shaft reaches to about the distal boundary of the

second joint of the first antenna or to the point of this limb. The capitidum (see the appended

figs. 6 and 7) is of about the type reproduced by G. W. Muller, about as long as or somewhat

shorter than the second joint of the first antenna.

Upper lip (see the appended figs. 35—37) :
— The part between the combs on the

postero-ventral edge of this lip is only sUghtly concave in the middle. The paragnates
are of about the type reproduced in. the appended fig. 38.

Female: —
Shell: —

Length: According to G. W. MtJLLER, 4,1—4,4 mm. Of the specimens

investigated by me one (abnormal) measured 4,0 mm., 32 were 4,4
—

4,6 mm. and one was

4,7 mm. long. Seen from the side it is almost entirely of the same type as the male shell;

it differs by ha\ang the rostrum somewhat longer and perhaps somewhat straighter and by

being in most cases relatively somewhat higher posteriorly. Seen from below it is also

of about the same type as in the male, but the anterior part is not or is at least scarcely percept-

ibly larger than the posterior part and the side contours are more evenly curved.

First antenna (see the appended fig. 10) :
— The division into joints is fairly distinct.

The dorsal bristle on the second joint is about as long as the a—d-bristles and has short hairs.

The e-bristle is about twice as long as this limb; it is only slightly sword-shaped distally and

its anterior side is bare. The a-b-c-d-bristles are subequal, about a third of the length of the



Fii.'. (!.\I,I1[. — Conchnccia symmetrica G. W. Muller. — .29. Right sixUi limb (williout Uic ciii|i(Hlial appendage)
si'L'ii from outsi'lc, cj; 58 X- 30. Left sixth limb (without the cpipodial appendage) seen from outside, ?: 114 X.

31. Seventh limh, ?; 82 X- 32. Penis seen from outside; 150 X. (From spetimens from station 64 b.)



ex/.

Fig. CXLIV. — Conchoecia symmelrica G. W. MiiLtER. — 33. Furca, ?; 84 X. 34. Proximal part of Iho second furcal

claw, $; 638 X- 35. The upper and under lips seen from beneath, ?; 116 X. 3G. The upper lip and the right

paragnate seen from the side, cj; 99 X- 37. The posterior part of the up|)er lip seen from above, ?; 292 X.
38. Paragnate seen from below, cj; 292 X. (From specimens from station 64 b.)
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e-bristle. The first and secotul joints are partly furnished with fine spines. Those joints have

yellowish-brown corpuscles.

Second antenna: — The p r o t o p o d i t c is rather sliglitly weaker than in

the male. The exopodite is relatively somewhat shorter than in the male, but is otherwise

the same. Endopodite: This is rather distinctly three-jointed. The f- and g-bristles

are of about the same type and relative size as in the male or only rather slightly shorter. The

h-. i- and
j
-bristles are in most cases relatively somewhat shorter than in the male; in most cases

they have no distinct shafts and are furnished proximally with short, fine spines. The f-bristle

too is furnished with short hairs more often than in the case of the male. Between the h- and

i-bristles there is sometimes an exceedingly small jjapilla, but in most cases it is quite absent.

The second endopodite joint is bare.

R o d - s h a p e d organ: — The stem extends in most eases about as far as half

the length of the capitulum beyond the point of the first antenna. The capitulum is of the type

described by G. W. MOtJ.ER (see the accompanying fig. 10) and is about one and a half times

or twice as long as the second joint of the first antenna.

Remarks: — The larvae investigated l)y me belonged to Stages 1—III. They measured

3,05—3,3 nun., 2,05—2,2 mm. and 1,3—1,35 mm.

Habitat: — Antarctic Ocean:
S. A. E., PI. station 34 b, lat. 46" 45' S., long. 5^" 2' W.; depth, 700—500 m.; 28. XII.

1901: 1 juvenis of Stage III. S. A. E., PI. station 64 b, lat. 48" 27' S., long. 42" 36' W.; depth,

2500— m.; 23. VI. 1902: 24 mature males, 43 mature females and 54 juvenes; R. M. S.

308—311. S. A. E., PI. station 70 b, lat. 49« 56' S., long. 49" 56' W.; depth, 2700—0 m.;

27. VI. 1902; temperature at 2700 m. and at the surface, + 1,67" f. and 3,40" . resp.: 3 mature

males, 1 mature female and 14 juvenes; R. M. S, 312.

Distribution: — South Atlantic Ocean and Antarctic Ocean between the equator and lat.

54" S. Indian Ocean.

The three stations of the ,,A n t a r c t i c" expedition aic consequently situated within

the area of distribution stated by G. W. MtlLLEU.

Alata group G. W. Muller,

With regard to this group I hold quite the same view as has been piit forward by
G. \\. Ml LLEPv, 1906 a. p. 121. It may l)e taken as quite certain that C. Belgicae belongs to it.

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Iid. I. 92
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Coiichoecia hcttacra G. W. Miu.iCR.

Conchm-cia hvUacrn. C W . Miiiij;, l'.i(Mi;i, y. li'h pi. XXIX. lios. 11—1!).

,, 1900 c,
]i.

4.

1908, p. 7S.

1<)1'2.
i>.

<fJ.

>> >>

)> >>

Description:
— See (J. W. MtJLLEU, l<.»0();i,

\>.
121.

Supflementary description:
— M a 1 o :

—
Shell: —

Length: According to G. W. MCller 1,9 mm. .,Gr6Bo zicmlicli konstant".

Tho spi'oinions investigated by me measured 1,8—1,9 mm. l^ength : height about 2:1; length :

breadth about 2,1 : 1. Seen from t li e side it is of about the type reproduced bv

Vi. \\. MCllkh. Seen from below (see the appended fig. 1) it has its greatest width

at or just in front of the middle and the anterior part rather considerably larger than the posterior

part. The side contours are evenly curved, but liave a rather marked sinuation just behind

the middle. It is broadly rounded anteriorly witli a symmetrical rostrum and is pointed

posteriorly. The shoulder vault is rather well developed, with a somewhat sharp edge or

rounded. The surface of the shell is bare and its sculpture is of the type des(;ribed

by G. W. MUller. Seen from inside: Selvage: This is smooth on the rostrum just

as it is along the anterior margin of the shell and the anterioi- lialf of the ventral margin of the

shell; there is no spine-like process on the rostrum. Along the posterior half of the ventral margin
it is finely serrulated, along the posterior margin of the shell it has coarse, irregular serrulation;

see the appended fig. 5 (c?
=

?). The compound glands are as described by G. W. MdLLER.

The medial glands along the posterior margin of the shell are of about the same type as is de-

scribed for C.oblonga on p. 618 above, but some of them are joined by a rather distinct list. At

the posterior dorsal corner there is a well developed, elongated hinge-socket and hinge-tooth;

see the appended fig. 4 (<j'
=

$).

First antenna: — This is of the type described and reproduced by G. W. MOlXER.

E-bristle: This has a double row of five or six ,,stempelartigen Zapfen"; these ,,Zapfen" are

of about the same type as is shown on p. 699 above for C.spinirostris; see the appended fig. 6.

Along the proximal half this bristle has on its anterior side a moderate number of rather

short hairs; it is narrow distally. The equipment of the b- and d-bristles agrees with

that stated by G. A\". Mi i.i.ki;
;
these bristles are narrow distally and have no pad-like appendages.

The a -bristle has an accessory saccule. All the joints are quite bare.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: Length about 0,9 mm. Exopodite:
The proportion between the length of this branch and that of the protopodite is about 16—17 : 30.

The proportion between the length of the first joint and the total length of the eight following

joints is about 10 : 4. The proportion between the length of the longest natatory bristles and

that of this branch is about 5 : 3. The armature of the first joint is about the same as in
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C. symmetrica. E n d o p o d i t e: First joint: The processus inaiuiuilliuis Jias no distal papilla.

The a- and b-bristles have short hairs or are almost bare. Second joint: The c- and d-bristles

are not inconsiderably shorter than this joint and are bare. The e-bristle is rather short. The

g-bristle is most frequently somewhat longer, the f-bristle somewhat shorter, than the proto-

podite; neither of them is sword-shaped distally and both have a few short hairs. Third

joint: The clasping organs are as described by G. W. MCLLEr. The h-, i- and j-bristles

are subequal and about as long as or somewhat shorter than the first joint of the exopoditc;

the h-bristle has, at least in some cases, signs of a shaft, the others have no distinct shaft; they

are narrow, almost only half as wide as the proximal width of the g-bristle, and are bare.

Fig. CXIiW — Conr/inrcia /irlhia-'i ('•. \\ . MbLLKK. — I. Slu'U scrii lidiii liiliiw. J: id x. . 2. Slii'll scni Iroiii llii' s'uU;

?; 42 X. ''. Slii'll sirii I'nirii Im'Uiw, $; ll'i X. '». Postero-dorsiil pari ol' llio shell seen I'rom insidi", ?; 'lOO X. •'). A

pari of the selvage inside Uio poslenor margin of the shell, ?; 8:):! X. ti. A pari of Ihe e-bristlo of llie first antenna.

^. 1200 X. 7. Dislal i)arl of the roil-shaped organ seen from below, ^; 1.S7 X. (Knim speeimens frmn

station 5H b.)

Mandible: — This limb agrees almost entirely with th(> same limb in (J. symmetrica.

The toothed edge on the pars incisiva has from about ten to thirteen teeth. In most cases ;ill

the four bristles on the posterior side of the first endopodite joint have short hairs.

Maxilla: — The end joint is comparatively long, about the same type as in

C. borealis.

Fifth limb: — About the same as in C. symmetrica. ( )f the three antero-ventral

bristles on the endopodite both the two shorter ones usually have short hairs. The

endopodite has no spines. There are one or two ventero-medial bristles on the first e x o-

p o d i t e joint.
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S i x t li 1 i 111 li: -
!•] 11 il ()

|i
o (1 i I c: Tins lias (uh' m- l wo linstlcs. u Inch arc soinrt inics

furnishod with short liairs. soiiu'tinios with Ituii; diu's. M x d
|i
o d i l c: I"'iist jdiiit: At alxmt

the middle of tho vi'iitral side there are one or two bristles, one ol which is rather loiij; and has

hmg hairs and the other usually short and with sluirt hairs. Disto-vciitrally there are two or

three bristles, all of which are usually rather short and have short iiairs. The two dorsal bristles

on this joint are also short ami have short hairs. Sometimes all the bristles on this joint have

short hairs. i

1' e n i s: — This is of about the same type as in C. symmetrica, but the eopulatory

appendage is considerably narrower, about as narrow as in ('. Haddoni.

F 11 re a: — Behind the claws there is an unpaired bristle, wliicli is about as long as

the sixth or the seventh claw.

Rod-shaped organ: — The shaft reaches to about the distal boundary of the

second joint of the first antenna or to the point of this limb. The capitulum (see the appended

fig. 7) is about as long as or somewhat shorter than the second joint of the first antenna and is

of about the type reproduced by G. W. MUlleh.

Upper lip: — The part between the combs is of about the same type as in my fig.
4

of C. Belgicae. The p a r a g n a t e s are about the same as in C. symmetrica.

Female: —
Shell: —

Length: According to G. W. MCl.LER 2,35 mm. The specimens investigated

by me measured 2,0—2,25 mm. Length : height about 2:1; length : breadth about 2,8 : 1.

Seen from the side (see the appended fig. 2) it is of about the same type as

the male shell, but is somewhat higher posteriorly. Seen from below it has its

greatest width at about the middle and the anterior part dominates somewhat less over the

posterior part; the side contoiu's are evenly curved; see fig. 3. In other respects it is like

that of the male.

First antenna: — This has rather distinct joints. The bristle on the second

joint is about as long as the capitulum on the rod-shaped organ and has short hairs. The e-bristle

is not quite twice as long as this limb and has on its anterior side a similar equijjment to that of

the male; it is not sword-shaped distally. The a- to the d-bristles are subequal and about a third

of the length of the e-bristle. The first and second joints are partly furnished with short,

fine spines.

Second ante n n a :
— The p r o t (j p o d i t e is somewhat weaker than in the

male; it attains a length of about 0,9 mm. in specimens whose shells are 2,15 mm. long.

Exopodite: The proportion between the length of this branch and that of the protopodite

is about 17:30. Endopodite: This has two joints. The g-bristle is not quite so

long as the protopodite, the f-bristle is about a third or a quarter shorter; otherwise

they are like those of the male. The h-, i- and
j
-bristles are about half as long as the

g-bristle or somewhat shorter or longer; they have sparse short hairs. The second

joint is bare.

Rod-shaped organ: — The shaft extends to about the point of the first antenna.

The capitidum is of the tx'pe reproduced and described by G. W. MClleh.
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Habitat: — AntarcticOcean:
S. A. E., PI. station 34 b, lat. 46° 45' S., long. 58" 2' W.; depth 700—500 m.; 28. XII.

I'JUl: 1 mature male and 1 mature female; R. M. S. 313. S. A. E., PI. station 70 b, lat. 49" 56' S.,

long. 49056' W.; depth 2700—0 m.; 27. VI. 1902; temperature at 2700 m. and at the surface

+ 1,67" C. and 3,40" C. resp.: 1 mature female and 1 juvenis; R. M. S. 319. S. A. E., PI.

station 60 b, lat. 52" 39' S., long. 37" 35' W.; depth 500—0 m.; 17. VI. 1902; temperature at

500 m. and at the surface + 1,35" C. and + 0,50" C: 2 mature females and 4 juvenes; R.

M. S. 317. S. A. E., PI. station 61b, at the same locality; depth 2000—0 m.; 17. VI. 1902;

temperature at 2000 m. + 1,30" C: 1 mature female; R. M. S. 318. S. A. E., PL

stations 318 and 59 b, lat. 53" 0' S., long. 48" 27' W.; depth 500-0 m.; 17. IV. 1902;

temperature at 500 m. and at the surface + 1,50" C. and 3,40" C. resp.: 4 mature males,

8 mature females and 3 juvenes; R. M. S. 316 and 320. S. A. E., PI. station 58 b,

at the same locality; depth 250—0 m.; 17. IV. 1902; temperature at 250 m. + 1,30" C:

3 mature males, 10 mature females and 2 juvenes; R. M. S. 315. S. A. E., PI. station 57 b,

at the same locality; depth 100-0 m.; 17. IV. 1902; temperature at 100 m. + 3" C:

1 mature female; R. M. S. 314. S. A. E., PI. station 44 b, lat. 65" 56' S., long. 54" 35' W.,

depth 700— m.; 22. I. 1902; temperature at the surface —
1,15" C: 1 juvenis;

R. M. S., on a slide.

Distribution: — South part of the Atlantic Ocean and the Antarctic Ocean; between

lat. 43" S. and 70" S.

All the stations of the „A n t a r c t i c" expedition are consequently situated within

the area of distribution stated by G. W. Muller.

Conchoecia Belgicae G. W. MOller.

Cunchoecia Belgicae, G. W. Mullek, 1906 c, p. 4; figs. 1—11.

„ innominata, G. S. BRADY, 1907, p. 1; pi. II, figs. 7—14.

Belgicae, G. W. MiJLLER, 1908, p. 79.

m2 D 92

Description:
— See G. VV. MtlLLER 1906 c, p. 4 and G. S. Bradv 1907, p. 1.

Supplementary description:
— Male: —

Shell: —
Length: According to G. W. MUller 2,4

—2,6 mm. The specimens investig-

ated by me measured 2,5—2,6 mm. Length : height about 1,8 : 1; length : breadth about

2:1. Seen from the side it is of about the type reproduced and described by
G. W. MUller

; see the appended fig. 1. Seen from below it is of about the same type

as in C. hettacra cJ; see the appended fig. 2. The compomid glands are as described by
G. W. MtJLLER. In other respects it is like C. hettacra, but the selvage sometimes has within
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tho postorior marsiin of tlio slu>ll iiinrc or less distinct lcal'-lil<c a|i|iciitlagi'.s
ol llif kind n'luoihu'L'il

in inv tig.
4 of ('. i>ifui»H'trica.

First ftntenna: — K-bristU': Ai'conlinjj: t.t (i. \\'. Mri.i,i;i! tliis luisllc is lurnislicd

with ...Miu' Doppolroilu' von ftwa S(» last sonkivclit ahstflirndcn stabartigon, an dcr Sjjitzc

schwach kolbig (oiler stenipel-

artig?) orwi'itorton Gebilden".

In the specimens investigated

by me there were 27—30 of

these processes in each row;

they were of precisely the same

type as the corresponding pro-

cesses in C. hettacra. In other

respects too tliis antenna agreed

with the corresponding antenna

in the species just mentioned.

Second antenna:
— This is quite like the same

limb in C hettacra. It seems

impossible to find any difference

Fig. c\L\I. — Conchoecia Bdgicae G. w . Mlllek, ^j.
— 1. siidl srcii cven in the shape of the clasp-

from the side; 28 X. 2. Shell seen from below; 28 X. 3. Distal part ol
Jj^g organs of the endopodite;

the rod-shaped organ seen from below; 133 X. 4. Tlie middle pari of lh«- ^, . , u- i. j.

, . 1 . r .1 1- ooo ., IT t their shape is subiect to some,
postero-ventral edge of the upper up; 833 X. (From specimens from

. .

station 42 b.) though only sHght, variation in

this species just as in 6'. hettacra.

Tho m a n d i b 1 e, ni a x i 1 1 a, fifth, s i x t ii anil seventh limbs, furca,

upper lip and paragnates are like those of C. hettacra.

The penis is of about the type reproduced in pi. II, fig. 13, G. S. Bhady, 1907; its

copulatory appendage is like that of C. hettacra.

The rod-shaped organ is the same as is described and reproduced by (J. W. MUller,

Synonyms. Remark: — Although there are a number of small differences between (.'. innominata

as described by G. S. BRADY and the species dealt with above, there seems to be no doubt that

G. W. MCller's identification of these two forms is quite correct.

Habitat: — Antarctic Ocean:
S. A. E., PI. station 42 b, lat. 65" 49' S.. long. 58" 40' W.; depth 250—0 m.; 18. I. 1902;

temperature at 250 m. and at the surface — 1,35" C. and + 1,10" C. resp.: 3 mature males

and 2 juvenes; R. M. S. 322.

Distribution: — Antarctic Ocean south of lat. 64" S.

My specimens were consequently caught within the area of distribution stated before.
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Conchoecia Valdiviae G. W. MCller.

Conchoecia Valdiviae, G. W. MtJLLEH, 1906 a, p. 123; })1. V, fig. 1 ; pi. XXIII, figs. 8, 10—19.

1908, p. 79.

1912, p. 93.

Description:
— See G. W. MiJLLER, 1906 a, p. 123.

Supplementary description:
— Female: —

Shell: —
Length: According to G. W. MUller „ziemlich konstant 5,.5 mm.". The

specimen investigated by me was 5,4 mm. long. Length : height about 1,75 : 1; length : breadth

about 2,3 : 1. Seen from the side it is of about the type described and reproduced

by G. W. MtlLLER; see the appended fig. 1. Seen from below (fig. 2) it is narrowly

oval, with its greatest width at about the middle and the anterior and posterior j^arts of about

('([ual size and of the same type; the side contours are evenly curved, the ends well rounded

and the rostrum symmetrical. The shoulder vault is rather weakly developed and well roimded.

The surface of the shell has a few scattered moderately long or short bristles. The sculpture

and the compound glands are the same as are described by G. W. MULLER. Seen from
i n s i d e: The glands along the posterior margin of the shell are about the same as are described

on p. 618 above for C. oblonga. The selvage is of the same type as is described for C. borealis

p. 709 above. At the posterior dorsal corner of the shell there is a well developed oblong

hinge-socket and hinge-tooth (of about the same type as is reproduced above for C. hettacra).

First antenna (fig. 3):
— This has rather weak division into joints. The bristle

of the second joint is somewhat shorter than the capitulum of the rod-shaped organ and has

short hairs. The e-bristle is not sword-shaped distally; it is almost or quite bare proximally
on the anterior side. All the joints are partly furnished with short, rather fine spines.

Second antenna: — Protopodite: In the specimen investigated by me
this measured 2,2 mm. Exopodite: The proportion between the length of this branch

and that of the protopodite is about 11—12 : 20. The proportion between the length of the

first joint and the total length of the eight distal joints is about 10 : 4. The proportion between

the length of the longest natatory bristles and that of the exopodite is about 3 : 2. The first

joint has rather few spines proximo-dorsally. Endopodite: This has three joints. First

joint: The a- and b-bristles are bare or have only a few short hairs. The processus

mammillaris has a small papilla distally. Second joint: The c- and d-bristles are developed
and are about the same size as is seen in pi. XXIII, fig. 8, G. W. MCller, 1906 a. The g-bristle

is somewhat longer than the protopodite; the f-bristle is about a third shorter than the g-bristle;

both are furnished with short hairs and are not sword-shaped distally. End joint:

The h-, i- and
j
-bristles are subequal, somewhat less than half the length of the g-bristle, and

are about as thick proximally as the f-bristle; all of them have rather slight indications of shafts

and are moderately densely furnished with spines proximally. There is an extremely small

papilla between the h- and i-bristles. The second joint of the endojjodite is bare.
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M ii 11 (1 i 1> 1 <: - 'I'liis Imili agici's aliiicist ((niijili'tcly witli tlic niic dcscrilxMl abovo

ior C. si/mnutricn. Ixit all the ftiur bristlos on the posterior siile nl the lirst ciidopodite joint

have sht>rt hairs.

Maxilla: - Most of the bristles on tlic ciHlitcs of both thr |ir(ico.\ale and the coxalc

are very |>o\v erfally armed. I'Jiditc <in the jirocoxalf: Tln' t lircc antcid-innci' bristles arc furnished

with long seeondary l)ristles and all the iiostcro-outer tiibe-bristles have rather long spines.

On the maxilla of one side there were four postero-outer tube-bristles in tlie speeimcn investi-

gated by n\e; the accessory (abnormal?) bristle was of about the same length as the tliree others

Fig. CXIAII. — ConchoeciaValdiviae G. W. Mulleb, $.
— 1. Shell seen lidrii tli(' sido: Ifi X. 2. Shell seen IVomi

below; IS X. 3. Distal part of the left first antenna (the distal bristles arc brnki'n) -)- the rod-shaped or^'an: U'l X.

(From a specimen from station 64 b.)

but considerably weaker than these. The spines situated distally-medially on tlie first

cndopodite joint are relatively large and powerful. The end joint is about the same as in

C. horealis.

Fifth limb: — This is about the same as in C. symmetrica. The two shorter of

the three antero-ventral bristles on the endopodite have short hairs.

Seventh limb: — The end joint has spines.

The furca, upper lip and paragnates are similar to those of C. symmetrica.

Rod-shaped organ: — The shaft extends somewhat distally of the point of the

first antenna; see the appended fig. 3. The capitulum is of about the type described and repro-

duced by 6. W. Mt'LLER.

Habitat: — Antarctic Ocean:
S. A. E., PI. station 64 b. lat. 48''27'.S., long. 42» 36' W.; depth 2500—0 m.; 23. VI.

1902: 1 mature female and 1 juvenis; R. M. S. 323.
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Distribution: — Atlantic and Antarctic Oceans between lat. 18" N. aiitl hit. 58" -S.

Indian Ocean.

The ,,A n t a r c t i c" specimens were consequently caught within the area of distri-

bution stated bv G. W. MOller.

Genus Euconchoecia G. W. Muller.

Euconchoecia, G. W. Mulleh, 1890 a etc.; this name is also used in the following works:

G. 8. Brady, 1902 a, P. T. Cleve, 1905, Th. Scott, 1909 and 1912 a, V. VAVRA, 1906. Halo-

cypris (part.), Th. Scott. 1894 and Paraamchoecia (on account of a mistake in the determination),

P. T. Cleve, 1900.

Description:
— Shell: — The rostrum is well developed. The ,,unsymmetrical

glands" have their exit symmetrically on the posterior margin of the shell near the posterior

dorsal corner; they are sometimes rather small. Apart from these there are no large groups

of glandular cells at all. The pores of the surface are small and difficult to verify with

certainty. The part of the selvage that runs on the rostrum has no spines.

First antenna: — This shows marked dimorphism.

Male: — This is moderately long and powerful; it grows gently narrower distally.

It has five joints, but the boundary between the third and fourth joints is often rather difficult

to ascertain with certainty. The proportion between the lengths of the joints seems to be subject

to rather slight variation in the species so far known; I may give as an example the result of

measurements made by me on E. Chierchiae:

I: II : III : IV : V :
- about n :

" ' ' '

1 • 4
•

1
•

The second and third joints have no bristles at all. The fourth joint has numerous bristles

ventrally (from close on twenty to a considerably larger number); these are developed as thin-

walled sensorial filaments. AU these bristles are of the same type, moderately long and all of

about the same length, moderately thick or rather narrow, of about equal thickness throughout

their whole length, rounded distaUy, almost straight and bare. The end joint has four or five

bristles, all without spines. Two of these bristles are rather powerful and long, of different

lengths, the longest being rather considerably longer than this antenna, the other about half or

three-quarters of the length of the former one, both rather strongly and evenly bent ventrally.

The two or three remaining bristles on this joint are moderately long or rather short and rather

weak, straight or irregularly bent.

Female: — This is rather considerably shorter and weaker than that of the male,

with a comparatively weakly developed muscular system (cf. p. 580 above) and with rather

indistinct division into joints. The number of joints seems to vary; according to what has been

stated it seems that in most cases only three joints can be distinguished, but sometimes, however,

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsaln. SuppI -Bd. I, ^''
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tho bDundarv bt'twi-cii tlu' oriijinal third iiiul Inurlli joints can he traced (in the species described

bv mo bolciw. E. Cliierckiav, tlie original fmirtli joint is moved liy special muscles); in oxccjit ioiial

cases even the proximal boundary of the original tilth joint is, though only partly, percei)tibl<'.

The proportions between the lengths of the (original) joints are about the same as in the male,

but tho original fifth joint is exceedingly small and weak. The bristles on the original fourth

joint are of about the same type and number as in the male. The original lillli joint has a some-

what fewer number of bristles than in the male (from two to four were observed); these bristles

are about as thick as or somewhat thinner than the sensory bristles on the original fourth

joint; some of them are, however. i)erhaps somewhat stronger than these; the h)ngcst of them

is about as long as or rather slightly longer or shorter than the bristles on the original fourth joint.

Second ante n n a :
—

Male: — The p r o t o p o d i t e has no verrucae (contrary to the genus Conchoecia).

The first joint of the e x o p o d i t e is almost equally thick throughout its length. E n d o-

p o d i t e: The first joint is extensive, more or less conical and has no processus mammillaris.

The second joint has only two bristles, the f- and g-bristles, one of which is very long, sometimes

even as long as or somewhat longer than the shell. On the right endopodite the end joint is

developed as an elongated powerful clasping organ, with long proximal and distal shanks. Its

three bristles are attached at the angle between the proximal and distal shanks and are strikingly

different in length. On the left endopodite this joint has no distal shank; its proximal shank

is of the same type as that on the right side. The three bristles are situated distally on the joint.

F e m ale: — The protopodite is similar to that of the male. Endopodite:
This has two joints. The first joint is like that of the male, but is somewhat weaker. The second

joint has, as in the male, only the f- and g-bristles, the longer of which is somewhat shorter than

in the male. The original third joint is almost completely reduced and has a varying number

(one to three) of bristles; it is joined to the original second joint.

The mandible, maxilla, fifth, s i x t h and seventh limbs, penis,
f u r c a and lips are so incompletely known in the species described by preceding writers

that it did not seem to be convenient to include them in the genus diagnosis. With regard to

these organs I shall only refer to the description of E. Chierchiae given below.

Rod-shaped organ: — This shows no— or at any rate very slight
— dimorphism.

It is narrow, uniformly thick, and unjointed, in most cases slightly arched ventrally or almost

straight. For this organ in Zi\ /acMnosa G. W. Muller, see p. 575 above of the sub-family diagnosis.

Number of species. Remarks: — This genus comprises only four species described so far, namely:

E. Chierchiae, G. W. Ml'ller, 1890 a, p. 277; pi. XXVIII, figs. 1—10.

E. aculeata (Th. Scott, 1894), G. W. MUller, 1906a, p. 129; pi. XXXII, figs. 18—23, 25, 26.

E. lacunosa, G. W. MULLER, 1908, p. 80; pi. X, figs. 1—8.

E. d^Arcy-Thomfsoni, Th. Scott, 1909, p. 128; pi. Ill, fig. 19; pi. IV, figs. 1—12.

As is shown, however, by the remark under E. Chierchiae, p. 753 below, it is not quite

impossible that the first of these four species, in the scope that it is taken by G. W. Mtll.LKR,

1906 a, comprises two very closely-related forms.
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The first two of these species, E. Chierchiae and E. aculeata, are certainly rather closely

connected to each other; on the other hand they show rather far-reaching differences from

E. lacunosa and E. d'Arcy-Thonifsoni. It is rather difficult to say anything certain about the

relation between the two last-mentioned species, partly because the male of E. lacunosa is quite

unknown, and partly because of the incompleteness of the descriptions. But it seems to me
not improbable that they are fairly closely related. These reasons also make it impossible
to decide whether these two species are to be distinguished as the representatives of a

special sub-genus; it seems, however, fairly probable that future investigations will make
this necessary.

First antenna: G. W. MtJLLER, in his work 19()6 a, states that this antenna is five-jointed

in the male, ,,die Grenze zwischen dem 3. and 4. Glied ist schwer zu erkennen". In his work

of 1912 this writer states that this antenna is four-jointed: ,,1. Antenne des ^ mit 3 langeren
Gliedern und einem 4. sehr kurzen Gliede". In the latter work it is obvious that the third and

fourth joints are taken as one joint. As will be seen above, I have adopted the former view in

the genus description, because in the species investigated by me the two last-mentioned joints

were distinctly separated; the fourth joint (sensu meo) was even moved by several special muscles.

This same author writes in his work, 1890 a: ,,die Borste des zweiten Gliedes fehlt iiber-

liaupt; an der Stelle, wo sie beim Weibchen von Conchoecia steht, findet sich eine flache Grube,

welche auf ihre friihere Existenz an dieser Stelle hinzuweisen scheint." It was unable to observe

any such cavity; it seems to me not at all impossible that this is a mistake on the part

of this writer.

In the diagnosis of this genus, 1906 a, p. 127, G. W. MIJLLER states that from the third

joint of the first antenna of the males ,,ragt ein hakenartiger Fortsatz in das 4. hinein; derselbe

liegt medial; ist nicht immer gleich deutlich. Ich habe keine voile Klarheit iiber seine Lage
und Bedeutung gewinnen konnen. Anscheinend liegt er im Innern des Gliedes, dient dem Muskel-

ansatz." — I was not able to observe any such chitinous process on the specimens of this genus
that were investigated by me. It does not seem impossible, however, that this is a mistake

on the part of G. W. MtJLLER. The ventero-medial part of the wall of the fourth joint in the

male first antenna of E. Chierchiae is rather strongly chitinized. The dorsal boundary of this

part is indicated in the adjoining fig. 12 by a fine nmning longitudinally at about half the height

of the joint. Does this part correspond to the process mentioned by G. W. MllLLER? This does

not seem impossible to me; its medial position is in favour of this; as is shown by the above

quotation, G. W. MUller himself was not quite certain whether the process in question was

really situated inside the joint; its medial position, on the other hand, was quite clear. (This

process is not mentioned in this author's' work of 1912.)

Mandible: To judge from pi. X, fig. 7, G. W. MCller, 1908, E. lacunosa shows,

with regard to the structure of the pars incisiva of the coxale, a type quite different not only

from E. Chierchiae, described below, but from all the forms hitherto known in the family Halo-

cypridae. G. W. MOller's reproduction and description of this organ are, however, so incomplete

and indistinct that I did not think it right to j^ay any attention to this information in working

out the genus and sub-family diagnoses.

Relation!: beltveen

the species.

First antenna.

Mandible.



1 ;ini si)nu>\vli;i( (liml)tfiil alxuit llir liiiiniild^izatKHi ul llu' niasl icitmy pad and llic oxal

cavitv on the pars inrisiva on tho coxali- in tliis genus. Does tlic masticatory pad in this j^cnus

correspond to tho niastioatorv pad -\- i\\r part surioundod by tlic hristlcs and hairs or only

to the former in the genus t'ouchoecia': And in the hitter case does tlic part surrounded by the

bristles and hairs in the latter genus correspond to the oval cavity in Euconchoecial It does

n<>t seem possible at j>rcsent to answer these questions with lull certainty.

Euconchoecia Chiercliiae G. W. Muller.

? Euconchoecia Chierchiae, C. W. Mi'LLKl^ 1890a, p. 277;
i)l.

XXVITT. figs. 1—10.

Paracouchoi'cia ohlonga, P. T. C'LE\E, 1900, p. 40.

Euconchoecia Chierchiae, G. S. BRADY, 1902 a, p. 190; pi. XXIV, figs. 9—15.

? ., „ (part.), (J. W. MtlLl.ER, 1912, p. Dti.

Description:
— .M a 1 e: —

Shell: — Length, 1,15—1,25 mm. Length : height about 2:1; length : breadth about

2.;} : 1. Seen f r o in the si il e (fig. 1), it is moderately elongated, with its greatest height

somewhat in front of the middle and the anterior part of the shell somewhat, though rather

slightly, larger than the posterior part. The ventral margin is moderately strongly and imiformly

curved and passes without corners into the anterior and posterior margins. The posterior

margin is also uniformly and moderately curved; it forms an angle of about 90" with the dorsal

margin. At the posterior dorsal corner the right valve is in most cases* armed with a moderately

long, narrow spine, more or less pointed distally. The left valve is more or less rounded here,

armed in most cases with a very small spine (fig. 4) ;
the latter is sometimes quite absent, however

(as in fig. 8 of the female) ;
in exceptional cases (cf . p. 754 below) both valves have a well developed

spine in this corner. The rostrum points almost straight forward; it is rather broad and symmetri-

cal (fig. 5). The shoulder vault is rather small, well rounded, not wing-shaped. Seen
from below (fig. 2), the shell is somewhat lentil-shaped, with its greatest breadth somewhat

in front of the middle and its anterior ])art distinctly larger than the posterior part; it is rather

broadly rounded anteriorly and grows narrow rather rapidly posteriorly, where it becomes

pointed; the side-contours are rather evenly curved. In the specimens investigated by me
the surface of the shell had no perceptible sculpture and no hairs. There are no

signs of a hinge-socket or a hinge-tooth postero-dorsally. Seen from inside: The

selvage* is very narrow and extremely difficult to verify with certainty; as far as I could

observe it had a whole margin throughout its length, even on the rostrum. The lamellae of

the shell are exceedingly thin; the part at which they are joined is narrow.

First antenna (fig. 12):
— The first joint has disto-ventrally a rather large,

verruciform, rounded process. (A process of about the same kind is found in all the males of this

genus in which this antenna is known; is it a generic character?) The fourth joint has ventrally

somewhat more than twenty (21
—24 found) sensory bristles, arranged in three longitudinal

* Cl. Ihe remark on Uiis species, p. 752 below.
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rows situated close together, from seven to nine in each row; in the specimens investigated

by me tlit> number in the inner row was always seven. The length of these bristles is somewhat

less than or equal to the total length of the first and second joints. The longest of the bristles

on the end joint is about twice as long as this limb, the next longest is about a third or somewhat

more shorter than the former one. The middle of the three shorter ones is about as long as the

total length of the two proximal joints of this antenna; The ventral one is about half

this length, the dorsal one still somewhat shorter. The dorsal one of the three shorter

of these bristles has in most cases short, fine hairs, the others are bare or almost bare. For tlio

chitinization of the fourth joint see p. 739 above. AU the joints are quite bare.

Second antenna: — The protopodite is about V2 mm. long. E x o-

p o d i t e : The proportion between the length of the protopodite and that of the exopodite

is about 5 to 3. The proportion between the length of the first joint and the total length of the

eight distal joints is about 2 to 1. The eighth joint is well developed, about as long as the next

preceding joint. The first joint is bare; its ventero-distal bristle is of the ordinary type, more

or less straight, about as long as the total length of the two or three following joints, very weak

and bare. The natatory bristles on the second to the eighth joints are all of about the same

length
— the distal ones are only slightly shorter than the proximal ones — about a quarter

to a third longer than this branch. They agree with each other in their type as well; the distal

part, about a fifth to a seventh of the length of the bristle, is bare and hyaline, but only ver}^ slightly

or not at all lancet-shaped (sensory organ) ; proximally of this part the bristles are furnished

with comparatively long natatory hairs almost right clown to the base. The end joint has only

two bristles. The ventral one of these is about as long as this branch and is of the same type

as the natatory bristles on the preceding joints; the dorsal one is short, about as long as the total

length of the three to five distal joints, and bare. E n d o p o d i t e (figs. 21 and 22): The a-

and b-bristles on the first joint are bare, comparatively short and weak; the longer one is about

as long as or somewhat longer than half the length of the second joint, the other is about half

as long as the longer one or somewhat more. Second joint: This is about half as long as the first

joint, rather powerful and somewhat rounded on the right endopodite, somewhat more oblong

on the left. This joint has a rounded or somewhat broadly conical smooth verruca antero-

distally ;
this verruca is rather powerful on the right, rather small and weak on tlie left endopodite.

Of the f- and g-bristles one is about as long as or somewhat longer than the shell, the other is

about a third of this length or somewhat more; they are both rather powerful proximally and

hyaline distally, narrow and bare or sparsely furnished with short hairs. The end joint on the

right endopodite is rather narrow, and is about equally thick throughout its length; it forms

an acute angle, its proximal shank being more or less straight, its distal shank, which is somewhat

longer than the proximal one, is evenly curved; it is distally rounded and lias a few rather

powerful transverse ridges. Of its three bristles one is short, about as long as the width of the

joint, and bent into a hook; the two others are moderately long, one about as long as the proximal

shank of the joint, the other about twice as long or somewhat more. All these three bristles are

bare and narrow, somewhat flattened distally. On the left endopodite this joint is about as

long as the proximal shank of the end joint on the right endopodite; its bristles too have the



Fig. CXLVIII. — Euconchoecia Chierchiae G. W. MiiLLEn. — 1. Shell seen from the side, (J; 64 X. 2. Shell seen
from below, (J; 54 X. 3. Posterior pari of the shell seen from outside, <^; 134 X. 4. Posterior part of the shell

seen from inside. (J; 260 X. 5. Anterior part of the shell seen from inside, (J; 134 X. 6. Shell seen from the side,

?; 64 X. 7. Shell seen from below, ?: 64 X. 8. Posterior part of the shell seen from inside, $; 260 X. 9. Anterior

part of the shell seen from inside, $; 134 X. 10. Upper lip and the left paragnate seen from the side, ?; 186 X.
11. Postero-ventral part of the upper lip seen from above, 3; 834 X- {Fig. 3 from a specimen from lat. 42 " 9' N., long.

42° 15' \V., the other figures from specimens from Cruz Bay, St. Johns.)
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same proportions. Pilosity: On the anterior side of the first joint of the endopodite there are

exceedingly short hairs more or less abundantly. Otherwise this branch is bare.

Mandible (fig. 20) :
— Protopodite: Coxale: The toothed edge of the pars

incisiva has twelve or thirteen moderately large, simple, smooth, triangular teeth, of which

the two anterior ones are rather considerably larger than the others (fig. 15). The distal tooth-list,

which is only slightly narrower than the toothed edge of the pars incisiva, is furnished with

twelve to fourteen teeth. Of these the two posterior ones are very large, tusk-like and smooth;

of the others, all of which are simple, smooth, triangular and moderately large, the most anterior

one is often the largest (fig. 16). The proximal tooth-list is very narrow, being only about a third of

the width of the distal tooth-list, and is attached at or somewhat behind the middle of this;

it consists of from five to eight moderately large or small, smooth teeth, usually decreasing

in size the more anteriorly they are situated; they vary somewhat in type; cf. figs. 14,16,17.

(It does not seem impossible that the larger of the two posterior teeth on the distal tooth-list

actually belongs to the proximal tooth-list; cf. figs. 14 and 16.) The masticatory pad is very

large, about as wide as or rather slightly narrower than the distal tooth-list, simple, and (when

it is pressed beneath the coverglass) cut off distally about parallel to the toothed edge of the

pars incisiva and armed with very close, short, fine spines. Somewhat proximally of the masti-

catory pad there is a large oval cavity with a sharp, raised edge. This cavity is situated longi-

tudinally on and somewhat in front of the middle of the pars incisiva; it is about as long as the

width of the masticatory pad, is smooth inside and is furnished posteriorly on the outside with

close, short,- fine spines; near the edge of the cavity there are also rather numerous moderately

long, fine spines. In addition this cavity has on the inside of the posterior edge a dense row

of eight to ten smooth, usually simple, lancet-bristles of moderate size (see p. 583 above,

under the special terminology for the genus Halocypris); these lancet-bristles can be opened

out like a fan (see fig. 18 and G. W. MUller, 1890 a, pi. XXVIII, fig. 10); when pressed together

they go down into the cavity (see fig. 14). Basale: The six teeth on the distal edge of the endite

are all of about the same width; most of them are furnished with comparatively strong secondary

teeth; the anterior one or the two anterior ones of these teeth are rather low, with little or even

no difference between the main point and the secondary teeth. The anterior one of the two

processes situated posteriorly on this edge is a very short and bare tube-bristle; the posterior

one is dagger-shaped and furnished in most cases with more or less powerful secondary teeth.

The single tooth on the outside of this endite is situated proximally of distal teeth nos. 2 and 3

(counting from in front), is of about the same size and strength as the distal teeth and is in most

cases serrated on the anterior edge. The bristle on the anterior edge of this endite is about as long

as the distal edge of the endite. The three other bristles on this process are about two or three

times as long as the bristle just mentioned and are situated somewhat proximally of and behind it.

All these four bristles have short, fine hairs, almost bare. Apart from these this joint has no

bristles. The e p i p o d i a 1 a p p e n d a g e is represented by a very long bristle*, which

is about as long as the anterior side of the two proximal endopodite joints and has sparse, long

* Or else it is qnilo absent. In lliis case tin; bristle mentioned above as the remains of the eijipodial appendage

corresponds to the bristle that is sitnated distally on the inside of the basale in Halocypris and Convhuccia.
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Fig. CXLIX. — Euconclioecia Chierchiae G. W". MCi.i.er. — 12. P.ight first antenna -)- the loil-shaped organ, seen IVorn

inside; the long end bristles of the antenna are broken, q: 260 X. 13. The same organs of the female seen from
the same side; 260 X. 14—20 = the mmdible; li = the left one, 15—20 = the right one: 14 and 20 seen from

outside, the rest seen from inside: fig. 19 from a male, the rest from females. 14. Pars iiuisiva of the coxale; 1200 X.
15. The toothed edge of the pars imisiva; 1200 X. 16. The tooth-lists; 1200 X. 17. The proximal tooth-list; 1200 X.
18. The oval cavity; 1200 X. 19. Distal part of the endite of the basale: 1200 X. 20. The basale+lh(> endo]ioditc:

340 X- (From specimens from Cruz Bay, St. Johns.)
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hairs. The e x o p o d i t e is also represented only by a bristle, which is in most cases not

quite so long as the epipodial bristle. Endopodite: First joint: This has antero-distally

a very short and almost bare bristle, which is often even shorter than in the adjoining figure.

It has posteriorly three bristles, which have short, fine hairs, almost bare, and are somewhat

different in length, being about as long as or somewhat shorter than this joint. Second joint:

Of the three bristles situated antero-distally one is about one and a half times or twice as long

as the anterior side of the third joint, one is about as long as the anterior side of the third joint

and the third is very short. The longest of these three bristles is furnished with short, rather

weak spines, the two others have short, fine hairs, almost bare. On the posterior side of this

joint there is only one bristle, which has short, fine hairs and is about the same length as the

end joint. End joint: Of the seven distal bristles on this joint the third (counting from the

front) is very powerful, somewhat longer than the anterior side of the first and second endo-

podite joints and furnished with moderately powerful secondary spines. The most anterior one

is of the same type as the former one, but is only about half as long. The other five bristles are

moderately strong or rather weak, with short, fine hairs or almost bare; the second (counting from

the front) and one of the four posterior ones are slightly shorter than the most anterior one ; the

three others are only about half as long as the latter bristle. Pilosity : Except for the groups of

hairs posteriorly on the endite the basale seems to be quite bare; the first and second endo-

podite joints are bare.

Maxilla: — P r o t o p o d i t e : The endite on the procoxale has seven bristles.

Of these the antero-inner one and the two postero-outer ones are of the tube-bristle type. The

former is moderately long, rather powerful and has two transverse wreaths of long, stiff secondary

bristles. The two others, one of which is attached somewhat proximally of the other bristles, are

rather considerably shorter and weaker and have short, fine hairs or are almost bare. The four

remaining bristles on this endite are rather powerful, pointed, finely pectinated or almost bare,

and are of moderate and somewhat different lengths (the proportions are often the same as in the

adjoining figure 24). The endite on the coxale (fig. 25) is armed with thirteen bristles, seven of which

are situated on the posterior and six on the anterior process. Of the seven former ones the

postero-inner one is moderately long and strong, pointed, moderately strongly pectinated and

is situated somewhat proximally of the others. The one situated next to this is somewhat

shorter, but very powerful and pointed; it is weakly pectinated or almost bare. Two bristles

are of the tube-bristle type, rather short and moderately strong, bare or almost bare. The

three remaining ones are all of the same type, pointed and moderately strongly or rather

weakly pectinated; the most anterior one is moderately long, but rather powerful, the two

others decrease in most cases rather much in length and strength the more posteriorly they
are situated. Of the six bristles on the anterior process on this endite the antero-outer one

is of about the same tj'pe as the postero-inner bristle of the posterior process, but is somewhat

shorter and weaker; three are of about the same type and size as the next posterior bristle

on the posterior process, the two remaining ones are tube-bristles and of about the same type

and size as the tube-bristles on the posterior process of this endite. The basale (fig. 26) has

a single short-haired or almost bare tube-bristle, the point of which almost reaches the distal

Zoolos. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl.-Bd. I. 94



Fig. CL. — Euconchoecia Chierchiae G. W. MtLLER. — 21 and 22. Eiidopudite of the lis^hl and left second antenna

(the three longest bristles are broken) seen from inside, (J; 382 X. 23. Endopodite of the left second antenna {the
two longest bristles are broken) seen from inside, ?; 382 X. 2i. Endite of the procoxale of the right maxilla seen from
inside and behind. ?; 1350 X. 2.5. Endite of the coxale of the right maxilla seen from outside and behind, ?; 1350 X.
26. Basale -(- endopodite of the right maxilla, seen from inside, $: 712 X. (From specimens from Cruz Bay, St. Johns.)
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boundary of the first endopodite joint. E n d o p o d i t o (fig. 2(5): The first joint has along its

anterior edge a sparse row of five long bristles, differing somewhat in length, the longest being

somewhat longer than this joint, the shortest about as long as the width of this joint; they all

have short, fine hairs, almost bare; the distal one is in most cases of the tube-bristle tj^e, the

others are pointed. On the posterior edge of this joint there are three bristles, situated at some

distance from each other somewhat distally of the middle of this joint; they are of somewhat

different lengths, the longest being about as long as the width of this joint, the shortest somewhat

more than half of this length; they all have short, fine hairs, almost bare; they are either all well

pointed or one or two of them are of the tube-bristle type. The inner bristle on this joint is

very much displaced posteriorly, and is situated close to the three posterior bristles; it is about

as long as the shortest of the three just mentioned and has short, fine hairs; it is usually of the

tube-bristle type. The end joint is comparatively short and thick, only about as long as half

the middle breadth of the first endopodite joint. It is provided with six distal bristles; this is

noteworthy, as the other species of this sub-family that are dealt with in this work have only five

bristles on this joint. Of these bristles the anterior and the posterior ones are rather strong, the

others are moderately strong or rather weak; the anterior one is about as long as the anterior

side of this joint, the posterior one is in most cases not quite twice this length. The rest vary

somewhat in length, the longest of them being in most cases about as long as the most posterior

one, the shortest about as long as or somewhat shorter than the anterior one; they are all finely

pectinated or almost bare; some of them are of the tube-bristle type (there is variation in this

last character). Pilosity: A couple of transverse rows of rather long, stiff hairs are found on

the two endites. A collection of similar hairs is also seen on the inside of the first endopodite

joint, anteriorly at about half-way along the joint. In addition the end joint has a transverse

row of similar hairs on the anterior side about half-way along the joint. It is to be noted that

the first endopodite joint has no spines at all distally on the inside.

Fifth limb (fig.27):
— The protopodite is unjointed. On its first endite there are

two bristles, the proximal one of which is a short and short-haired tube-bristle, the other being

about as long as the breadth of this joint (calculating from front to back); it is armed at the

middle with numerous rather long, stiff secondary bristles, has short hairs distally and is pointed.

On the second endite there are three bristles, two of which are of the same type and about the

same length as the short tube-bristle on the first endite, the remaining one being of the same

type and about the same length as the long bristle on the first endite. The e p i p o d i a 1

plate has only four bristles in the middle group. Endopodite: This has constantly

eight bristles. Two of these, one situated proximally on the anterior side of the process close

to the protopodite and one situated ventrally near the exopodite, are of the same type and about

the same length as the long bristles on the endites of the protopodite. The others have short,

fine hairs, almost bare, and are of different lengths; one of these, situated disto-ventrally on the

process, is somewhat shorter than the two former, and rather powerful, the one situated close

to this is of the same type but only about half as long, one is about as long as the longer of the

two powerful ones, but is weak, the others are more or less short and often of the tube-bristle

type. Exopodite: First joint: Tliis lias usually five, in exceptional cases four, short-



Fig. CLI. — Euconchoeeia Chierchiae G. W. Muller. — 27. Left fifth limb (except the epipodial appendage) seen

from inside, <J; 337 X. 28. Right sixth limb (except the epipodial appendage) seen from outside, -(?; 292 X.
29. Right sixth limb (except the epipodial appendage) seen from inside, ?; 450 X. 30. Furca, cj; 225 X. 31. Penis,
seen from inside; 210 X. 32. Distal part of the penis, seen from outside: 555 X. (From specimens from Cruz Bay, St. Johns.)
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haired bristles ventmlly. Most of these are usually of the tul)e-bristle type and are about as

long as the proximal height of this joint; three (two) of these are situated about half-way along

the joint, the two others are placed distally. Laterally at about the middle of this joint there

are two bristles, of about the same length as the former ones, but with long, soft hairs, and short

hairs distally; they are pointed. The bristle situated dorso-distally on this joint is very long,

being about as long as the total length of the first and second exopodite joints; it has short,

fine hairs and is pointed. The three bristles on the second joint have short, fine hairs. The two

ventral ones are subec[ual, somewhat more than half the length of this joint. The dorsal one is

about as long as this joint. The dorsal one is usually pointed, the ventral ones usually of the

tube-bristle type. End joint: The middle one of the three bristles is rather powerful and about

as long as the total length of the two distal exopodite joints; it is finely pectinated; its point

is in most cases of about the tj'pe reproduced in fig. 28 of Conchoecia symmetrica. The two others

are somewhat shorter and weaker and have short, fine hairs; they are of the tube-bristle type

or are pointed. Pilosity: Proximo-anteriorly on the protopodite there are groups of short, fine

hairs; the first exopodite joint has groups of soft hairs, principally proximo-ventrally and dor-

sally, but sometimes medio-distally as well.

Sixth limb (fig. 28): — This is large and powerful and has a very powerfully developed

musculature; it is used as an auxiliary organ in swimming: The protopodite is unjointed.

Endopodite: This is quite joined to the protopodite; its special miisculature has quite

disappeared. It has two short-haired, pointed bristles, one of which is about as long as the

width of the protopodite (calculating from front to back), the other is often only aboiit half

as long; both are attached antero-ventrally on this part. Exopodite: First joint: Scattered

along the ventral side, somewhat medially, there are five bristles of the same type as the two

just mentioned, about as long as or rather slightly shorter or longer than the proximal height

of this joint. Laterally at about the middle of this joint there is a single bristle of the same

type and about the same length as the ventral bristles. The dorso-distal bristle on this joint

is bare or almost bare, pointed, and about as long as or somewhat shorter than half the length

of the second exopodite joint. Second joint: Ventrally at or soraewhat in front of the middle

there are (contrary to all the other species of this sub-family known to me) two subecpal, bare or

almost bare, pointed bristles, one situated somewhat distally of the other, in most cases not

quite half the length of this joint. Third joint: The two bristles are bare or almost bare, pointed

and subec{ual, almost as long as this joint; they are situated somewhat in front of the middle

of the joint. The three bristles of the fourth joint are subequal and all of the same type; they

are about as long as or even somewhat longer than the exopodite; along the distal two-thirds

of their length they are furnished with rather long natatory hairs, and are evenly and rather

strongly curved ventrally (when in a state of rest these three bristles point dorso-posteriorly;

their points are often visible at the postero-dorsal corner of the shell; it ought perhaps to be

pointed out that these three bristles do not change into sensory organs distally). Pilosity:

Anteriorly on the protopodite and the endopodite there are a rather sparse number of rather

short, soft hairs. On the first exopodite joint there is a group of similar hairs proximo-laterally,

somewhat ventrally.
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S t> V »• 11 t h 1 i 111 h: — Tlu' longest vnd l)ii.stlc is about a (|Uaili'r ol' llic Ifii^'th of llii'

shell. The ond joint is furnisluHl with short, fine liairs.

I'tMiis: — This has a inarkod ^--sliapc Tin' |)ait ])ni.\imally of tlic (oiilractioii is

almost as large as the ilistal part. It is niuiuh'd distally. There is no coinilatory a|)|)eii(la^M'.

For further details see figures 31 and 32.

F u r (• a (fig. 30):
— This has .seven claws; the armature of the claws is very weak,

lietween the first and second claw a rounded, \erruciforni process seems always to be developed.

Behind the claws there is always an unpaired bristle, about as long as or somewhat shorter than

the posterior claw. Tlie lainella(> are furnished witli i^inujis of rather short, stiff liairs, in most

cases on both the meiiial and the lateral sides.

The r o d - s h a p e d organ is pointed distally (sometimes it has two points) and reaches

about as far as the dorso-distal boundary of the third joint of the first antenna (fig. 12).

IT p p e r lip:
— This projects rather decidedly and is rounded anteriorly. It is pro-

vided anteriorly with two low, rounded protuberances, one on each side, at some distance

from the middle line (one of these protuberances is indicated in the adjoining figure 10), but

apart from these it is smooth. The glands of the upper lij) open out on two moderately large

and somewhat rounded fields, one on each side, at some distance from the middle line and from

the posterior ventral edge of this lip (one of these fields is shown by a weakly undulating line

on the adjoining fig. 10). The posterior ventral edge of the upper lip is rounded (see fig. 11);

its combs project rather decidedly and are furnished with numerous rather fine hairs. No

glands have their exits on these combs. The part between these combs is about as broad as

each of the latter and is weakly and uniformly convex.

The paragnates are of about the type reproduced by me for Conchoecia rotundata,

p. 650 above. Thechitinous lists behind the lower lip are of quite the same type as is reproduced

for Conchoecia symmetrica.

Female: —
Shell: — This differs rather considerably from that of the male. Length, 1,10 to

1.3 mm. Length : height about 2,3 : 1; length : breadth about 2,75 :1. Seen from the

side (fig. 6), it is elongated, with its greatest height at about the middle and the anterior

and posterior parts of about the same size or the posterior part slightly larger than the anterior

part. The ventral margin is like that of the male; the posterior margin, which is somewhat

more weakly curved than in the male, forms, together with the dorsal margin, an angle that

is rather considerably less than 90". The posterior dorsal corner is of the same type as in the

male, i. e. the right valve is always furnished with a spine, the left valve has in most cases an

extremely small spine, which is sometimes quite absent (cf. fig. 8). The rostrum is bent some-

what more ventraUy than in the male, and is rather narrow and unsymmetrical ;
the left rostral

process is longer than the other and is drawn out distally in a more or less long point; asym-

metry varies somewhat; it is seldom more distinct than in the adjoining figure 9, sometimes

it is rather weak. The shoulder vaiilt is not distinct. Seen from below (fig. 7)

the shell is lentil-shaped, with its greatest breadth at or just behind the middle, the posterior

part slightly or not at all larger than the anterior part, with pointed anterior and posterior
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ends and weakly irregularly ciu-ved sides. The surface of the shell, liinge of the shell, selvage

and lamellae of the shell are similar to those of the male.

First antenna (fig. 13): — The boundaries between the original first and second, second

and third, and third and fourth joints are developed rather distinctly, and, at least sometimes,

traces of the boimdary between the original fourth and fifth joints can be found. The bristles

on the original fo'irth joint are almost as long as the total length of the three proximal joints

(only slightly shorter than in the male); the number found was 21—23. The original fifth joint

has four bristles of different lengths; the longest one is in most cases somewhat shorter than the

sensory bristles of the fourth joint, the shortest is about a third of the length of the longest one;

there are sometimes a few short hairs distally on the longest one, the others are most frequently

bare; the longest one is perhaps somewhat more powerful than the bristles of the original fourth

joint, the others are weak. All the joints are quite bare.

Second a n t e n n a (fig. 23) :
— The proportion between the protopodite

and the e x o p o d i t e is about the same as in the male, but they are somewhat smaller, the

protopodite being only about 0,4 mm. long. Endopodite: This is also somewhat smaller

than in the male. The bristles of the first joint are of the same type and relative length as in

the male. Second joint: This is somewhat less than half the length of the first joint. The distal

verruca that is characteristic for the male is absent. The longest of the f- and g-bristles is about

half as long as the shell or somewhat more (it measured 0,55—0,7 mm.), the other is about

a third or somewhat more of this length; both are narrow and have short, fine hairs, almost

bare. To the original third joint corresponds an exceedingly small verruca, situated at the

place corresponding to that of this joint in the male; it is not bounded off from the original

joint. It has only one bristle, which is of about the same type and relative length as the longest

bristle on the end joint of this branch in the male. The endopodite is bare.

Mandible: — This is quite similar in males and females or at any rate dimorphism

is scarcely perceptible. The only difference I could observe in the specimens investigated by

me was that the four bristles on the endite of the second protopodite joint were perhaps somewhat

longer in the males than in the females.

Sixth 1 i m b
(fig. 29):

— This is rather considerably smaller and weaker than that

of the male; the musculature especially is considerably more weakly developed. In order to

show the state of affairs with regard to size it may be pointed out that the male exopodite

of this limb is about twice as long as the female one (excluding, of course, the end bristles).

The endopodite is rather well marked off from the protopodite. (I cannot say anything

about the musculature because of the bad state of preservation of the material.) The bristles

are similar to those of the male. E x o
])

o d i t e: This has the same number of bristles as in

the male. First joint: The five ventral bristles are in most cases subecjual and relatively about

as long as or somewhat longer than the corresponding bristles in the male; their length varies,

however, to some extent. Three of them are in most cases of the same type as those of the male,

two (in most cases nos. 3 and 5, counting proximally distally) have long hairs at the

middle. The bristle at the middle of the outside of this joint is of about the same type and

length as the two bristles just mentioned. The dorso-distal bristle, which has short, fine hairs,
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is about as long as the second exopotiite joint. Scroncl joint: Tlic two ventral bristles have

short, tine hairs and are in most oases soniewliat loiiijer relatively tliiiii those of the male. Third

joint: The bristles are like those of the male, with short, hue hairs. End joint: The dorsal

one of the three bristles is in most cases about as long as the total length of the three distal

joints; the middle bristle is somewiiat shorter, the ventral one is the shortest, being about

a third shorter than the dorsal one; these three bristles are of the same types as the corresponding

bristles on the fifth limb. Pilosity: Hairs are developed at the same places as in the male sixth

limb, but are in most cases somewhat more abundant.

The r o d - s h a p e d o r g a n (fig. 13) is of the same type as in the male and reaches

to about the point of the first antenna.

Eggs: — A particularly interesting point about this species is that the female carries

her eggs for a time between the back of the body and the shell; as has already been pointed out

(p. 561 above), this is the only case of care of the brood that has been found so far. (Curiously

enough, it is not mentioned by preceding authors, although they investigated females; this

fact has helped to prevent £. Chierchiae, G. W. Mt^LLKH, 1906 a and 1908, from being included

in the list of s\Tionyms given above; there were no females in the material of this species

investigated by G. W. MCller, 1890 a.) Some of the females investigated by me had no eggs

in their brood-chambers; in others two to seven or even eight eggs were found; the eggs

in the brood-chamber were comparatively large; cf. the adjoining figures 6 and 7.

Synonyms. Remarks: — The form described b}' me above is either very closely related to the E.

Chierchiae from the coast of Brazil described by 6. W. MUller, 1890 a, or else it is identical

with this form. In spite of a number of differences between the original description of this

species of G. W. MtJLLER's and the specimens on which the description worked out by me above

is founded I decided in favour of the latter alternative. This was due, first, to the fact that

a number of the specimens investigated by me were caught not far from the type-locality of

the species just mentioned, and, secondly, to the superficial nature of G. W. MOller's original

description, which makes it not improbable that these differences are due to mistakes on the

part of this writer.

The following are the main difierences between the original description of E. Chierchiae

worked out by G. W. Mt'LLER and the specimens investigated by me:

Shell: The right valve always had a moderately long spine postero-dorsally in the

specimens investigated by me. In G. \V. Muller's original description it is stated that

a spine of this sort was only found sometimes (five mature males were investigated by this

author): ,,Bisweilen ist der rechte A'orsprung in eine Spitze ausgezogen"; pi. XXVIII, fig. 8

in this work of G. W. Mt'LLER's represents a shell with such a spine; in the explanation of the

figure this type is described as an ,,abweichende Form". According to this writer's exposition

the left valve is never provided with a spine dorso-posteriorly in this species; in addition this

species has no selvage: ,,Saum scheint iiberhaupt zu fehlen."

First antenna: \Miile the specimens described by me above had somewhat more

than twenty sensory bristles on the fourth joint, arranged in three almost parallel rows.
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according to G. W. MiiLLER's original description this joint has a somewhat smaller number

of these bristles (on p. 259 he says ,,gegen20" and, according to pi. XXVIII, fig. 1, there are only

fifteen), aU arranged in one row. (It is to be noted that in this author's figures of the first

antennae of both E. CMerchiae and E. aculeata, 1906 a, pi. XXXII, these sensory bristles are

also placed in one row.)

Cf. also the remark under the genus on p. 739 above for the cavity on the second joint

of this antenna.

Mandible: According to G. W. Muller's statement of 1894, p. 49, the genus

Euconchoecia is characterized by ,,eine fast voUstandige Riickbildung des Zahnes" on the pars

incisiva of the coxale. This statement clearly refers to E. Chierchiae. The figure of the pars

incisiva of this joint given by this writer (1890 a, pi. XXVIII, fig. 10) is unfortunately too

incomplete and uncertain to allow of a comparison of the development of the masticatory pad

in this species. To judge from (1. W. Muller's original description, the development and the

number of the bristles are different in E. Chierchiae and in the specimens investigated by me.

I need only mention here that in U. W. Muller's fig. 1, pi. XXVIII, the first endopodite joint

has only one bristle on the posterior side and the end joint is armed with five bristles, of which

the two longest are subequal and about as long as the total length of the two distal joints.

Maxilla: According to pi. XXVIII, fig. 6, G. W. MULLER, 1890 a, the end joint

on this limb in E. Chierchiae either has five bristles, three of which are rather long and the two

others very short and fine, or else it has only three bristles, in which case the short, fine ,,bristles"

represent a couple of long, stiff hairs of the kind reproduced above for the form described by

me. According to fig.
1 of the same plate, however, this joint has five well-developed bristles

in E. Chierchiae. (No better illustration of the uncertainty in this writer's information could

be desired.) Other differences in the numbers of the bristles can be found in these figures of

E. Chierchiae given by G. W. Muller and the specimens examined by me. For these I merely

refer to a comparison between these figures and those given by me above.

A number of differences can be found in the following limbs as well.

It is natural that, under these circumstances, the identification was a matter of grave

doubt; I even thought it best to add a c|uery.

On the other hand I decided — though only after rather serious doubt — not to include

E. Chierchiae, G. W. MtJLLER, 1906 a, in the above list of synonyms of the form described by

me. This was due especially to the fact that in the above-mentioned work G. W. MULLER

himself expressed a supposition that in this case he had been guilty of combining two very closely

related forms; he writes as follows, p. 128: „Ich habe geglaubt, die verschiedenen Forraen,

welche sich durch die Ausbildung der Spitze der rechten Schale unterscheiden, als verschiedene

Arten unterscheiden zu konnen, zumal mit der verschiedenen Gestaltung der Spitze Unter-

schiede in der GroBe Hand in Hand gehen (diejenigen mit abgestutzter Spitze sind kleiner),

dochhabe ich inErmangelungdurchgreifenderUnterschiede von der Aufstellung besonderer Arten

abgesehen." It is, of course, impossible for me to decide whether this suspicion is justified or not,

as I have not investigated this material, but it does not seem impossible that it is well grounded;

this idea is supported, among other things, by the great variation in the length of thesliell:

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppaiila. SuppI.-B<I. I.
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1,1."> l,r)3. J 1,1.")— l,4."i iiiiu. 'riific is, in atlditiini. the i'act tlial tliis d('sci'i|it inn nf

(;. \\ . .Mi'Ll.liK's is too incoiiipli'to to permit of a quito tH'itaiii itU-ntilii ation of the species and

alsd tliat there are a nuinher of difierences between tliis description and tlie specimens investip-

atetl by me. This is shown by a comparison between (f. \\ . MOlleu's pi. XXXil, ii^'. it, the

slioU of the female seen from the side, and my fiR.6.

Fur tlu\se reasons I also thought it best imt tn imliulc in tins list A'. Chierchiae, (J. W.

MCU-KH. liiOS. p. 80. No information at all is given in ti\c latter work as tn llir lengths and types

of the specimens that were caught.

The identification of Parocnnchoecia nhlotiga, V. T. ("LKVi;, 1900, as determined by J, (!.

AM'KUSsON, is based on a re-examination of the original specimens. (J. G. ANJ>i'>l{.s,suN does

not seem to have been quite certain about the correctness of this identification of his, as he had

added a query on the label; this was not included, however, by P. T. Cl.KVE.) (Inly two males

were found in the two samples. Of these the specimen from lat. 33" 17' N., long. 74" 2' W.

had a shell 1,17 mm. long, the specimen from lat. 42" 9' N., long. 42" 15' W. was 1,23 mm. long.

The latter specimen was characterized by the fact that the two valves were furnished postero-

dorsally with a moderately long spine; cf. fig. 3. Otherwise they agreed with the other

specimens of this species investigated by me.

I'lider these circumstances it did not seem convenient to nie to include E. Chierchiae,

]\ T. Cleve, 1904. p. 370 in the list of synonyms given above; this form has no description

or verificator}' figures.

The inclusion of E. Chierchiae. G. S. BRADY, 1902 a as a synonym of the form described

above is due not to any far-reaching resemblance between G. S. Bhai>y's description and figures

and the specimens investigated by me, but to the fact that the description worked out by me

above is based on the same material as formed the basis of this writer's description. (I cannot

understand how V. VA\ra was able to identify this species of G. S. Brady's with E. Chierchiae,

(t. W. Mt'LLER, 1890 a without a re-examination of the original material.) The following

differences are noteworthy: Length of the shell in the female = 0,85 mm. The first antenna

of the male has a very long bristle (about as long as the whole antenna) dorso-distally on the

second joint; the female first antenna also has a bristle dorsally, but this is much shorter than

that of the male. (Does this
, .bristle" correspond to the rod-shaped organ?) The end joint of

the endopodite of the second antenna has only two bristles in the female. The mandible has

a longitudinal row of hairs on the first and second endojjodite joints (= the exopodite bristle?).

The furca has only five claws. (This is a good ilhistration of the iincertaintv in this writei's

method of description!)

V. \'A\'RA's form E. Chierchiae, 1906, p. 29, has not been included as a synonym, first

because the description given by this writer is too uncertain to permit of certain species identi-

fication, and secondly because there are a number of differences between this description and

the specimens examined by me.

P. T. Cleve, in his work of 1905, p. 131, synonymizes Haloct/pris aculeata, Th. ScO'J'T,

1894, with Euconchoecia Chierchiae; no rea.sons are given for this. This synonymization was

accepted by Tif. Scott himself in two later works, 1909, p. 129 and 1912 a, p. 588; this author
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did not give any reason for tliis procedure, either. Without attaching too great importance

to these statements — the writers in question obviously did not possess any very profound

knowledge of the systematic value of the different characters in tliis genus
— I wish to point

out that the length of the frontal organ in the above-mentioned species of Th. Scott's,

especially in the female, (cf. loc. cit. pi. XV, fig. 33) agrees very much better with the

corres])onding organ in E. Chierchiae, re-described by me above, than with E. aculeata,

G. \V. MlJLLEK, 19U6a. The shape of the shell, too, (see Th. ScOTT, 1894, pi. XV,

figs. 5 and 6), seems to favour the view of the two first-mentioned writers more than that of

G. W. MtJLLER. But on account of the incompleteness in the description given by Th. Scott

it did not seem convenient to include the name Halocyfris aculeata in the list of synonyms
worked out above.

Habitat: — Atlantic (_) c e a n:

S. A. E., PI. station 23 b, lat. 19" 19' S., long. 36" 9' W.; at the surface; 3. XII. 1901;

temperature, 25,2" C: 2 mature males; R. M. S. 204. S. A. E.,, PI. station 127, lat. 20" 35' S.,

hmg. 37" 26' W.; at the surface; 4. XII. 1901: 1 mature female; R. M. S. 205.

St. Johns (Lesser Antilles), Cruz Bay; 10. I. 1896; collector: Chr. Levinsen : 19 mature

males, 18 mature females and 47 larvae (= the material examined by G. S. Brady, 1902a).

Stored in the collections of K. Z. M.

= the material of P. T.

Cleve's Paraconchoecia

oblonga, 1900.

These two specimens are to be found in the collections of R. M. S., on slides. It is to

be noted that these two stations are situated within the region of the Gulf Stream.

Lat. 33" 17' N.,* long. 74" 2' W.; 27. VII. 1898: 1 mature male

„ 42" 9' „ ,, 42" 15' „ 17. III. 1898: 1

-o'

Distribution: — Coast of Brazil (G. W. MULLEIt, 1890 a).

List of the Tow Net Gatherings of the Swedish „Antarctic" Expedition 1901—03,

with the Species of Halocyprids found in each,

Stati(m 19. Lat. 36" 13' N., long. 17" 16' W.

At the surface. 4. XI. 1901. Temperature 18,5" C.

Conchoecia curta J. LuBliOCK 3 specimens.

„ subarcuata C. Claus 3 „

,, spinirostris ,, ., 6 ,,

* Not :?8" \., as is slalril liv P. T, Clkve. I'.iiki.
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Station •_»:{. L.il. ;!4"-J' N.. I. mi-. iS'iM' \V.

At tin- surl;u'c. .'>. XI. I'.ldl. I'liupi'niluri'
i.'<i,l" ( '.

Cimclnwcid oblonga (V. Cl.Als) 4 s|ir(iiiiciis.

ccliiuulald II ,,

suharcuatii ('. (.'lAUS 1 siiccinicii.

npinirostris ., ,
1 •,

spccios indct. jiiv
T) spcciinciis.

Station -Jt). Lat. :{J"'21' N., lonu;. I'.i'S' \V.

At the surface, (i. Xl. liiul. Tcniiiciatiiiv, 20,r)" (".

Conchoecia obloiiga {V. Ci.als) 1 specimen.

degans G. (). Sars 1

„ curta J. Lubbock 2 specimens.

spinirostris C. Claus 1 specimen.

Station :i(i. Lat. 29" 52' N., long. 200 14' \\.

At the surface. 7. XI. 1901. Temperature. 21.1" ('.

Haloci/pris brevirostris (J. D. Dana) 1 specimen.

Conchoecia echinulata (C. Claus) 8 specimens.

bispinosa C. Claus 1 specimen.

Station 33. Lat. 28" 21' N., long. 200 42' \V.

At the surface. 8. XL UHil. Temperature, 21,5" C.

Conchoecia spinirostris C. Claus 22 specimens.

Station 34. Lat. 27" 49' N., long. 20" 51' W.

At the surface. 8. XL 1901. Temperature, 21,4" C.

Conclwecia degans G. 0. Sars 1 specimen.

curta J. Lubbock 22 specimens.

echimdata (C. Claus) 1 specimen.

Station 4 b. Lat. 25" 51' X.. long. 21" 29' W.

At the surface. 9. XL 1901. Temperature, 22,50" C.

Halocypris brevirostris (J. D. Dana) 10 specimens.

Conchoecia curta J. Lubbock 1 specimen.

,, bispinosa C. CLAUS 2 specimens.

,, spinirostris ,, ,,
2 ,,

Station 38. Lat. 25" 46' N., long. 21" 31' \V.

At the surface; 9. XL 1901. Temperature, 22,5" C.

Conchoecia echinulata (C. Claus) 1 specimen.
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Station 6 b. Lat. 23" 35' N., long. 22" iiC W.

At the surface. 10. XI. 1901. Temperature, 23" C.

Halocypris brevirostris (J. i). Dana) 1 specimen.

Conchoecia oblonga (C. Claus) 1 ,,

,, bispinosa C. Claus 1 ,,

Station 7 b. Lat. 22" 26' N., long. 22" 45' W.

At the surface. 11. XI. 1901. Temperature, 23,6" C.

Halocypris brevirostris (J. D. Dana) 1 specimen.

Station 45. Lat. 22" 8' N., long. 22" 52' W.

At the sm-face. 11. XL 1901. Temperature, 23,3" C.

Halocypris brevirostris (J. D. Dana) 1 specimen.

Conchoecia elegans G. 0. Sars 1 ,,

,, spinirostris C. Claus 7 specimens.

Station 8 b (and 46). Lat. 21" 51' N., long. 23" 0' W.

At the surface. 11. XI. 1901. Temperature, 23,20" C.

Halocypris brevirostris (J. D. Dana) 8 specimens.

Conchoecia oblonga (C. Claus) 1 specimen.

,, curta J. Lubbock 2 specimens.

„ bispinosa C. Claus 1 specimen.

Station 53. Lat. 18" 10' N., long. 24" 28' W.

At the surface. 13. XL 1901. Temperature, 23,8" C.

Halocypris brevirostris (J. D. Dana) 2 siDecimens.

Conchoecia spinirostris C. Claus 1 specimen.

Station Tib. Lat. 14" 28' N.. long. 26" 1' W.

At the surface. 15. XL 1901. Temperature, 25,5" C.

Halocypris brevirostris (J. D. Dana) 32 specimens.

Station 14 b. Lat. 12" 21' N., long. 26" 49' \V.

At the surface. 16. XL 1901. Temperature, 26" C.

Halocypris brevirostris (J. D. Dana) 11 specimens.

Station 18 b (and 83). Lat. 1" 31' N., long. 29" 7' W.

At the surface. 22. XL 1901. Temperature, 26,8" C.

Halocypris brevirostris (J. D. Dana) 2 specimens.

Conchoecia spinirostris C. Claus 1 specimen.

Station 95. Lat. 3" 7' S., long. 30" 54' W.

At the surface. 25. XL 1901. Temperatiuc, 26.3" C.

Conchoecia spinirostris C. Claus 2 specimens.
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StiititMi -Jtt 1>. L.ii. II"!"' S., |,,nu'. ;{•_'";")")' W.

At till' surfac-i'. •-';•. XI. iMnl. Trni|iirat um', •2U,4" C.

Coiu'hoecia ublmiga (C. Clals) 5 siJi-ciiiicns.

hi^pinosa C. t'l.AUS 5 ,,

Stiitioii IKi. J.iit. l')"4(i' S.. long. :U"S' W.

At tilt- suifaco. 1. XII. I'.titl. Tempciatuic. 2(i,2" ('.

Haldci/prii! brcrirostn^ (J. J). 1)A\ \) ] spcciiucii.

Couc/ioi'cia curia J. Li liiioc;i\ i ,,

StJition 23 1). Lat. 19" 1!)' .S., long. 3«" <)' W-

.\t tlic .sulfa I'o. 3. XII. 1901. Temperature, 25,2" V.

Ilaloci/pris brerirostris (J. D. Dana) ;{ specimens.

VoHchoecia curta J. Ll bbock 39 ,,

echimdata (C. Claus) 2

Euconchuecia Chierchiae G. W. Mt'LLEU 2
,,

Station 127. Lat. 20" 35' S., long. 37" 26' W.

At the surface. 4. XII. 1901. Temperature unknown.

Conchoecia spinirostris C. Claus, 2 specimens.

Euconchoecia Chierchiae G. W. ML'LLEK 1 specimen.

Station 134. Lat. 24" 21' S., long. 41" 23' W.

At the surface. 6. XII. 1901. Temperature, 23,2" C.

Conchoecia elegans G. 0. Sars 4 .specimens.

curta J. Lubbock 13

spinirostris C. Claus l specimen.

Station 28 b. Lat. 26" 58' S., long. 44" 57' W.

At the surface. 8. XII. 1901. Temperature, 22",9 C.

Conchoecia curta J. Llbbock 2 specimens.

Station 34 b. Lat. 46" 45' S., long. 58" 2' W-

Depth, 700—500 m. 28. XII. 1901. Temperature unknown.

Conchoecia elegans G. 0. SarS S specimens.

,, symmetrica G. W. MtJLLEii 1 specimen.

„ hettacra G. W. MlIller 2 specimens.

Station 64 b. Lat. 48" 27' S.. long. 42" 36' W.

Depth, 2500—0 m. 23. \'I. 1902. Temperature at the surface, 7,9" C.

Conchoecia elegans G. 0. Sars 63 specimens.

Chuni G. W. Mi)l.LER 2

,, obtmata G. 0. Sars var. antarctica G. W. MtlLLER 96 „

„ rolundata G. \\. MlJLLEU 16
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Conchoecia Haddoni G. S. Brady and A. M. Nohman 40 specimens.

serrulata C. Claus 345

lofhura G. W. MUllek 1 specimen.

farvidentata G. W. Mulleh 6 specimens.

hyalophyllum G. Glaus 1 specimen.

horealis G. O. Sars var. antipoda G. W. Muller 30 specimens.

symmetrica G. W. MtlLLER 121

Valdiviae ,, ,, „ 2 ,,

species indet., juvenes 5 ,,

Station 65 b. Lat. 48" 27' S., long. 420 36' W.

Depth, 400—0 m. 23. VI. 1902. Temperature at 400 m., 3,95" C.

Conchoecia obiusata G. 0. Sars var. antarctica G. W. Mt'iLLER 7 specimens.

rotundata G. W. MtJLLER 1 specimen.

,, serrulata C. Claus 11 specimens.

Station 66 b. Lat." 48" 27' S., long. 42" 36' W.

Depth, 200—0 m. 23. VI. 1902. Temperature at 200 m., 5,25" G.

Conchoecia elegans G. 0. SARS 4 specimens.

,, obtusata ,, ,, ,, var. antarctica G. W. MiJLl^ER .3 ,,

,, rotundata G. W. MUller 1 specimen.

,, serrulata C. Claus 15 specimens.

Station 67 b. Lat. 48" 27' S., long. 42" 36' W.

Depth, 100—0 m. 23. VI. 1902. Temperature at 100 m., 8,3" C.

Conchoecia serrulata C. Claus 27 specimens.

Station 68 b. Lat. 48" 27' S., long. 42" 36' W.

Depth, 50—Om. 23. VI. 1902. Temperature at 50 m., 7,55" C.

Conchoecia serrulata C. Claus 5 specmneiis.

Station 345. Lat. 48" 32' S., long. 44" 28' W.

.\t the surface. 24. VI. 1902. Temperatiu'e, 7,9" C.

Conchoecia obtusata G. 0. Sars var. antarctiai G. W. Mt'iLLEi; 1 specimen.

,, serrulata C. Claus 1 „

Station 347. Lat. 49" 3' S., long. 46" 54' W.

At the surface. 25. \\. 1902. Temperature, 4,5" C,

Conchoecia elegans G. 0. Sars 1 specimen.

obtusata G. 0. Sars var. antarctica G. \V. Mi'LLicH 2 specimens.

serrulata C. Claus 6

Station 70 b. Lat. 49" 56' S., long. 49" 56' W.

Depth, 2700— m. 27. VI. 1902. Temperature at 270(1 m. ajid at the surface,

+ 1,67" C. and 3,40" C. resp.
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i'lnichocria chyau.s (!. ( ». SAlts 21 s|)((iimiis.

Chuni V,. \\ . .Ml'l.l.l'.l; I spcciiucii.

()/>/H.v«/<j (i. (•. SAKS var. a/(/<»/-<7/r(M!. W. Mfiii-.K . (i s|i('(iiiicns.

rotitmlald i\. \\. yiVUA'M G

,. Ihiuxsi Ci. W. Ml'i.LKR 1 spocimon.

serrulala C. ClAUS 2 spcciinciis.

horealis r,. (>. Saks var. (wti/xxld <;. W. MMl-l.Ki; <t

symmetrica (i. W. Ml'i.l.Ki! 18

heltacra „ „ „ 2

Station To li. Dopth, .")(i(i—(i m.

Conchoecia elegans G. (). Sars 15 specimens.

obtusata G. O. SAliS var. antarctica G. \\'. MtilJ.El^ 2 ,,

serndata C. Claus 5

„ species indet., a few juvenes.

Station 357. hat. 51" 31' S.. long. 540 39' W.

At the surface. 1. MI. 1902. Temperature, 5" C.

Conchoecia serrvlata C. Claus 3 specimens.

Station 355. Lat. 51" 34' 8., long. 53" 18' W.

At the surface. 30. VI. 1902. Temperature, 4,5° C.

Conchoecia serrvlata C. Claus 8 specimens.

Station 302. Lat. 52" 6' S., long. 55" 32' W.

Depth, 500— m. 12. IV. 1902. Temperature at 500 m. and at the surface,

3,78" C. and 6,28" C. resp.

Conchoecia obtusata G. 0. Sars var. antarctica G. W. MCller ... 2 specimens.

serrrdata C. Claus 11

Station 301. Lat. 52" 6' S., long. 55" 32' W.

Depth, 100—0 m. 12. IV. 1902. Temperature at 100 m., 5,78" C.

Conchoecia serrvlata C. Claus 31 specimens.

Station 300. Lat. .52" 6' S., long. 55" 32' W.

Depth, 50—0 m. 12. IV. 1902. Temperature at 50 m.. 6,21" C.

Conchoecia serrvlata C. ClaUs 12 specimens.

Station 298. Lat. 52" 6' S., kmg. .55" 32' W.

At the surface. 12. IV. 1902. Temperature, 6,3" C.

Conchoeda serrvlata C. Claus 15 specimens.
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Station <ii»l). Lat. ")2" :W S.. long. 87" 3.5' W.

Depth, 5UU—(I in. 17. \l. 1902. Temperature at 500 ni. and at the surface,

+ 1,35" C. and + o,5o" ('. resp.

Cvnchoecia serrulula C. CLALS 1 specimen.

,, hettacra G. W. MOllku 6 specimens.

Station 61b. l.at. .52" 39' S., long. 37" 35' \V.

Depth, 2000—U m. 17. M. 1902. Temperature at 2000 m., + 1,30" C.

Conchoecia hettacra G. W. Mt'LLER 1 specimen.

Station 307. Lat. .52" 55' S., long. 53" 12' W.

At the surface. 14. IV. 1902. Temperature, (5.1" C.

Conchoecia nerrulata C. Claus 6 specimens.

Station 59 b (and 318). Lat. 53" 0' S., long. 48" 27' W.

Depth, 500— m. 17. IV. 1902. Temperature at 500 m. and at the surface,

+ 1,50" C. and 3,40" C. resp.

Conchoecia elegans H. (). Sahs 9 specimens.

,, isocheira G. W. MULLER 1 specimen.

,, serrulata C. Claus 74 sj^ecimens.

hettacra G. W. MtiLLEli 15

Station 58 b (and 317). Lat. 53" 0' S., long. 48" 27' W.

Depth, 250—0 m. 17. IV. 1902. Temperature at 2.50 m., + 1.30" V.

Conchoecia elegans G. O. Sars 1 specimen.

,, Chuni G. \\'. MULLER 5 specimens.

,, obtusata G. 0. Sars var. antarctica G. W. Mieeek 1 specimen.

imcheira G. W. Mi'LEER I

„ serrulata V. Ceaus 273 specimens.

hettacra G. W. MOeeer 15

Station 57 b (and 316). Lat. 53" 0' S., long. 48" 27' W.

Depth, loo—o m. 17. I\'. 1902. Temperature at 100 m., 3" C.

Conchoecia obtumta (}. G. Sars var. antarctica G. \\. Mt'EEER 1 specimen.

,, serrulata C. Claus 132 specimens.

,, hettacra G. W. MULLER 1 specimen.

Station 56 b (and 315). Lat. 53" 0' S.. long. 48" 27' W.

Depth, 50—0 m. 17. IV. 1902. Temperature at 50 m., 3,35" C.

Conchoecia serrulata C. Ceai s 190 specimens.

Station 314. Lat. 53" o' S., hmg. 48" 27' W.

At the surface. 17. IV. 1902. Temperature, 3,38" C.

Conchoecia serrulata C. Claus ,
246 specimens.

'ifiQo\og. bidraa, Upps.ila. Suppi.-iiJ. J. ? '
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Stati«m :U-J. L;it. r>:i" \' S., Inii-i. .-.I'T):}' W.

I>i-|>tli.
L'txi—u 111. l."i. IW I'.iHL'. 'r<'m|icraturc :il •Jmi m. ;iii(l ;il tlir Mirl'.icc,

:{.r.O" ('. and r».48" ('. iv^ji.

Conclmriti Chinii (i. \\. .Mi'l.l.KK I spciiiiicn.

,. i)/)^H,srt/rt (.1. (). Sahs var. ((/'/(//•(//«((:. W. .Ml II. i;i: . (>
.spcciiiicii,'^.

srrriilala V. ("I.MS S
,,

Shition ;iil. Lai. :,:\" \' s.. Ion-, .-.i".-).•{' W.

L)oi)tli. 70—0 111. l."i. I\. liiUL'. Tciuiicraturc al Til in. .1.2.")" ('.

Conchoecia serrulald V. ('i,.\LS 4 .speciniciis.

Station 3H). l.at. oS" 13' S., long. 47" 0' A\'.

At the surfaiv. is. 1\'. IDifi. Temperatmv, l^/M" V.

Comhoecia scrndalu C. C'i,AUS 2 spcciiiiciis.

Station 291. Lat. 53" 15' S., long. 60" 53' \\'.

At the surface. 25. III. 19(i2. T(Mii])("nituiv. 7.3" ('.

Conchoecia serrulatn ('. ('i..\i s 4 spciiiiicns.

Station 320. Lat. 53" 29' 8., long. 45" 23' AV.

At the surface. 18. IV. 1902. Temperature, 3,(57" I'.

Conchoecia serrulaia C. Clal.^ 2
.speciiueii,'>.

Station 279. Lat. 55" 15' S., long. 65" 17' W.

At the surface. 3. III. 1902. Temperature, 8,6" l .

Conchoecia serrulaia C. Claus 7 spceiiiieiis.

Station 214. Lat. 57" 9' S., long. 60" 28' W.

At the surface. 7. I. 1902. Temperature, 6" ('.

Conchoecia serrulaia C. Claus 3 speciiiieiis.

Station 42 Ij. Lat. 65" 49' 8., long. 58" 40' \\.

Depth, 250—0 m. 18. I. 1902. Temperature at 250 ni. and at the surface,
— 1,35" C.

and +1,10" C. resp.

Conchoecia Bdgicae (i. W. MtJLLER 5 specinu'ns.

St^ntion 44 b. Lat. 6.5" .56' S., long. 54" 35' W.

Depth, 700—0 m. 22. 1. 1902. Temperature at the surface, — L15" C.

Conchoecia isocheira (i. \\'. Mri.LKl! S specimens.

,, hetiacra .. .. .,
1 specimen.



Sub=Order 111. Polycopiformes,

Sectio Clruhmrpa. (\. O. RA]iS, ISfif).
]).

121.

Fam. Pnli/copidar. (I. W. MULLEl!, 1S(»4, p. 231.

Sectio ('ladocopu, (I. S. BltADY and A. M. Nohmax, iHlXi, p. 705.
.

Fam. Polijcofidae, G. W. Muller, 1912, p. 97.

Diagnosis:
— Soe 0. O. Sars W. cit. and U. W. Mri.i.i:!;. 1894. p. 231.

Historical: — See (J. \V. MillkI!, 1S94. n. 232.

Family Polycopidae.

Family Polycofidae, (}.(). Sars 1865.
]>. 121; (1. \\. Mn.I.Ri; 1894, p. 231. 1912. p. 97

(!. 8. Brady and A. M. Nohmax I89(i. p. 7*)5.

Diagnnsis:
— See sub-oixlo Po/i/copiformes.

Genus Polycope G. 0. Sars.

For synonymy s(m> (I. W. Ml'MJCi!, 1S94. p. 233.

Diagnosis:
— See 0. W. .Mii.i.Ki; loc. cit.

Remarks: — As I had only a single species of this genus at my disposal and as most ol'

the other species are described in an incomplete and uncertain manner, it did not seem to me

convenient to work out a detailed description such as is given in the case ol' other genera. For

the same reason 1 have not worked out a description of this familv.
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Polycopc setijjcra n. sp.

Ih'.scrifttinn:
— S li c 1 1: Lcnylli: o.TO mm. S c c n I r n m the s i d c it is iilmost

riri'uliir (sec the apjUMuUHl tig. 1) and has an cxtK'mcly small vt iitrally pointinii s|iiiic at about

tlu' niiddlf itf the antorior sido. Seen I r <> m li r I o w it is l('nti!-sba|)c(l, ahont tlic same as

ii\ pi. S. lis.'. -''. <i. \V. \Iilli:i;, lst>4. Tlif s u r f a c c of the slu'll has small lo\i'olac sit iiatcd

('lo.so to_i;t*thi'i' and has a scarcclv
|h'|(c'|iI

ililr irt iciilat ion.

F i r .>< t a n t I' u n a (see the appeniUnl lij;. 'i):
— Thi.s lias four joints; the first and the

serond joints are rather clo.sely joined to each other, the former, as(i. W. INU'l.l^KlH pointed out, 1804,

p. ;233. being situated laterally of the latter. The proportion between the joints is about as follows:

I :ll :II1 :iV=:::^:: ?-
: !.

The first joint has no bristles. .\t the middle of the dorsal side of the second joint there is a

short-haired or almost bare bristle, which is about half as long as the dorsal side of this joint.

The third joint has dorsally a plumous bristle, which is somewhat longer than this joint. The

end joint has five narrow natatory bristles, the four longest of which are about twice as long as

this limb, the remaining one about a third shorter; they are all furnished proximally with rather

short natatory hairs and are bare distally. The wall of the second joint grows very nuich thicker

dorsally, distally of the bristle. Pilosity: The first joint has some oblique longitudinal rows

of short, fine hairs on the inside. Second joint: Proximally of the bristle this joint is furnished

dorsally with a dense mass of rather long hairs and has moderately long hairs scattered medially.

Distally of the bristle this joint is furnished with short, stiff hairs, placed close together dorsally;

similar hairs are also found along the distal edge of this joint. There is a collection of rather

long hairs ventrally on this joint just in front of the point where the biistle is fixed. The third

joint has short, fine hairs ventrally.

Second antenna: — P r o t o
])

o d i t e: This is about a (juarter of the length

of the shell and is of the type reproduced by (i. \V. Muller, 1894, pi. 7, fig. 5; it has no

bristles or appendages. Exopodite (see the appended fig. 3) : This is somewhat more than

half the length of the protopodite and is of about the same type as in the figure of G. W. MUlleh's

just mentioned. It has nine joints; the first joint is not quite so long as the total length of the

eight following joints. Unlike in the Cypridinids and Halocyprids, there is a long natatory

bristle ventero-medially on each of the first eight joints (the branch in thought of as pointing

forward as in fig, 6, pi. 7, G. W. MCLler, 1894); these bristles are furnished with more or less

long natators' hairs along the greater part of their length (they have no spines, unlike in

a number of Cypridinids); the distal part of these bristles is not widened or specifically

differentiated in any other way. The bristles on the fir.st to the eighth joints are subequal,

about as long as or even somewhat more than twice the length of the protopodite. The end

joint has three bristles. The ventral one of these three is about two and a half times the length

of the exopodite; one of the two others is about as long as this branch, the other is about as long

as the total length of the 3—5 distal joints. The shortest of these three bristles is almost bare,

the two others are furnished with rather short natatorv hairs. At the middle of the inside there
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is a spine on the distal edge of tlic first to tlie seventh joints; on tlie first joint tliis spine is

moderately large, on tiie following ones it decreases gradually in strength the more distally it

is situated. All the joints are bare. Endopodite (see the appended fig. 4) : This is somewhat

more than half the length of the exopodite; it has three joints, all of which are distinctly

developed. The first joint is from three to four times as long as the second joint, which is some-

Fig. CLII. — Pulycope seiigern n. sp.. ',\
— ' Li'fl valvp seen from the siili'; 105 >'. '>. Ritjht fii'sl aiilernia seen

from inside: the long end bristles are broken: 'iR'i X. '^. Exopodite of the left serond antenna seen from inside: Ihi-

long bristles are broken, thosf^ of the 1st— 8th joints are drawn as if they were transparent: 8''i8 X. '> Endopodite nt

the left seeond anirnna seen fi'om ont^iile: the lona: bristles are broken: 8i8 X. •'). Abuidible; 'i()8 y.



wliat loiiL'*'!" tli;tn tlic ciitl joint. Tin- lirst jtiint liiis no liristlcs. 'llir second joint liiis ;il llic

initltlli' a sin>;li' luMstlc. whicli is soincwluit lonjitT tlumtliis hriincli; this luistlc has sonic lathcr

loiij; hairs proximalU' of tin- niiiUMc luit a|iart Ironi tlicsc it is almost of
i|iiilc liaic DistalK

oil this joint there are live natatory Itristles. whicli arc ol alioul the same icniith and t\|)cas the

King iiatatorv bristh's on tlie e\(i|iiulite. 'I'hc end joint lias loui' luisth's distallv. tlirci' of which

are of ahovit tho same U'n<;th and type as tliose on the |ii'ccedini: joint, the fmnili somewhat

sliorter. All t\w joints are hare.

M a n d i h I e (soo tl\e a|)peniled lie.
;">):
— This is of alioiit tin' same t\|>c as in I'n/f/cnpc

frequcHs (J. W . Mii.i.kk; soo this author, 1894, pi. 7. liy. 7. I* ro to pod it c: This has

three rather distinct joints. The procoxalc has no bristle or eiiditc. The coxah' is devclo))ed

ventrallv as a long, powerful enditc which is furnished distally witli three powerful ])ointcd teeth.

with a smaller t(H)th of the .same kind between the two anterior ones, and tw'o siiort-haircd

liristles, one of which is about as h)n<i; as the large teeth, the other exceedingly short. .\t tin'

miiUlle of the posterior side of this endite there is, in addition, a latlici' short bristhMvith short

hairs. Basale: This is somewhat .swollen ventrallv and is ther(> fnrnished with four stilie(|iial

bristles, which are plumous at the middle and have short hairs distally; these bristles are about

as long as the height of this joint. Somewhat in front of and dorsallv of the middle this joint

has on one side a rather short plumous bristle as well. E x o p o d i t e: There are indications

of a ilivision into two joint.s. The proximal joint has a single bare bristle dorso-distallv, which

is about as long as this joint. The distal joint is narrow and cylindi'ieal and has no bristles.

Kntlopodite: This has two joints. The first joint has ventralK' at and somewhat piox-

imally of the middle three subeijnal l)]istles of about the same type as the ventral bristles

on the basale and about as long as or rather .slightly longer than these. l)or.so-distal1v on this

joint there are two .subecjual bristles of about the same length as the whole of this limb; these

bristles are furnished proximally with rather long hairs (these hairs aie uuinerous, especially

on the anterior side of the anterior one of these two bristles) and have short hairs distally. The

end joint is extremely small and is furnished with tw^o subecpial bristles of about the same tyj)e

and length as the ventral bristles on the first endopodite joint. Pilosity: On the posterior side

and distally on the endite of the coxale there are short, stiff hairs, situated rather close together.

Dorsallv on the distal joint of the exopodite there is a collection of rather long, fine hairs. The

first endopodite joint is also furnished \vith hairs, some on the side and some ventrally-proximall}-.

-Maxilla (see the appended fig. 6) :
— This is of about the same type as in Polycope

frequ^ns (i. \V. MClleR; see this writer, 1894, pi. 7, fig. 14. P r o t o p o d i t e: This is

distinctly three-jointed; all the joints are strong and of about the same length. Procoxalc:

Ventrally-medially-distally this has a rather weak endite, armed with five bristles of somewhat

different lengths, the longest one being somewhat shorter than the height of this joint, the

shortest about a third of this length; they are all furnished with fine and rather long secondary

bristles, situated close together. Ventero-distally on this joint there are also three bristles of

about the same type and length as the longest ones on the above-mentioned endite. Apart
from these tbis joint has no bristles. Coxale: This has two very weak endites ventero-medially.

t)n the proximal endite there are four long-haired bristles; the two proximal ones of these bri.stles
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are somewhat longer than lht> height of this joint,, the two others are only about half as long.

On the distal endite there are only two bristles of about the same type and length as the two

distal bristles on the preceding endite. In addition there are on this joint, ventrally of the distal

endite, two long-haired subequal bristles, which are about as long as the total length of the coxale

antl the basale. Basale: This has only two bristles, both with long hairs and situated ventrally-

distally; one is about as long as or somewhat longer than the two bristles just mentioned, the

other is about a third or a half of this length. Exopodite: About as long as the coxale,

rather narrow and unjointed. It has nine bristles distally, of different lengths, the longest one

being about as long as this limb, the shortest about half as long. A number of these bristles

have rather sparse moderately long secondary bristles, others are more or less comjiletely bare.

E n d o p o d i t e: This has three joints; the first joint is about as long as the basale, the second

joint is about half as long, the end joint is very small. The first joint has at about the midale

of the ventral side a long-haired bristle which is about as long as the total length of the basale

and this joint. Second joint: This has two bristles dorso-distally, which have long hairs at thv,

middle. One of these bristles is about as long as the basale and the endopodite together, the

other is about a quarter of this length. Ventero-distally this joint has three long-haired bristles

of different lengths; the longest one is almost as long as this limb, the shortest one is only about

half this length. The end joint has four bristles; two of these are about as long as the total

length of the basale and the endopodite, the two others are somewhat longer; these four bristles

are furnished with a few long secondary bristles at the middle but are otherwise bare. Pilosity:

The basale is somewhat hairy ventrally. The exopodite has two transverse rows of rather long

hairs dorsally. The first endopodite joint has three similar rows dorsally.

Fifth limb (see the accompanying fig. 7) :
— This is of about the same type as in I'oli/arpe

frequens G. W. Muller; see this author, 1894. pi. 7, fig. 15. The protopodite is very large

and foliaceous; it consistsof two joints, the proximal one of which, (the procoxale +) the coxale,

is about square and is somewhat larger than the triangular basale. The coxale has no endites.

Somewhat distally of the middle it has two short bristles with long hairs. Distally-medially

there are two short bristles, one of which has short hairs, the other being bare. Apart from these

this joint has no bristles. Basale: Just proximally of the exopodite there are on the outside

edge three long-haired bristles, one of which is about as long as this joint, the two others somewhat

shorter. On the inner edge of this joint there are four bristles, three in a group somewhat

distaUy of the middle and one distally. The distal one of
.
these and one of the three others

have long hairs and are about as long as the two shorter ones on the outer edge of this joint,

the other two are short, one bare, the other plumous. The e p i p o d i a 1 appendage,
which is attached along the whole coxale, is furnished with eleven or twelve marginal bristles,

all of which have long hairs, placed close together in the shape of a feather. The e x o p o d i t e

is somewhat displaced proximally, rather small, unjointed, and has five distal long-hairetl

bristles of different lengths; the shortest one is almost as long as the basale, the longest one

is about twice as long as the shortest one. The e n d o p o d i t e is somewhat smaller than the

exopodite and has signs of two joints. It has only one bristle, which is situated distally and is

of about the same length and type as the shortest bristle on the exopodite. Pilosity: On the



Kig. CLIII. — Polycope seligera n. jp., O. .— fi. liiglit maxilla sefii ficriii inside; ItlJ X. ". Fifth liiiili; iimsl <il Ihc

bristles of the epifjodial appendage are broken; 408 X. 8. Furca; 408.x. 9. I'pini- lip and the nakfd jdints of the

first antenna; 192 X.
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inner edge of the coxale there are three groups of stiff hairs, Distally on this joint there is, in

addition, an oblique transverse row of fine hairs. On the inner edge of the basale there are stiff

liairs, situated close together. Apart from these tliere are rather numerous hairs scattered

on this joint. The exopodite is bare, the endopodite is hairy.

F u r c a (see the appended fig. 8) :
— This is almost exactly of the same type as in the

species just mentioned; see G. W. MtlLLER, 1894, pi. 7. fig. 24. It has consequently seven

moderately long and strong claws, which decrease uniformly in size the more posteriorly they
are situated and are all well marked off from each other. The pectination of the claws is uniform.

Between all the claws there is a triangular process, the one between claws no. 1 and 2 being
rather large, the others decreasing in size and strength posteriorly; the posterior one is quite

small. There is also a little spine behind the posterior claw. The larger ones of these processes

are furnished distally with a collection of fine hairs. In front of claw no. 1 there is a triangular

pointed process, about as large as or somewhat larger than the process between claws nos. 1

and 2. On this spine there is a series of rather strong small spines, which continue some distance

up on the lateral side of the lamella. On the inner side the lamella is partly furnished with

short hairs. Just behind the claws there is an unpaired process (the end of the body) with a

single bare bristle, somewhat shorter than the posterior furcal claw.

Dorsally of the furca there are on the back some transverse folds furnished with a series

of fine, stiff hairs.

On the front at the same place as the rod-shaped organ in Cypridifiiformes and Halo-

cypriformes there is a low swelling, furnished with two long-haired subequal bristles about as

long as the dorsal side of the second joint of the first antenna; see the appended fig. 9 (a character

from which this species is named).

The upper lip is rather helmet-shaped (fig. 9) and has some groups of fine, stiff hairs.

Remarks: — On account of the incompleteness and uncertainty of the descriptions of Relation to ot.

most species belonging to this genus it is exceedingly difficult to decide with certainty the

systematic position of the form described above. It is certainly very closely related to the

species P. frequens G. W. MOller which has been mentioned on several occasions above.

The most curious thing about this species of mine seems to be the two bristles on the The

front at the place where the rod-shaped organ is found in C y p r i d i n i d s and H a 1 o -

c y p r i d s. As there are a couple of bristles at about the corresponding place in both Cope-

poda and Cladocera it seems to me not improbable that we are concerned here with a very old

character; cf. p. 96 above and C. Claus, 1891 a, p. 18.

forms.

bristles on

forehead.

Habitat: — Monaco, just off the harbour; depth 200 m.; fine clay; 27. III. 1916: 1 mature

female; K. M. S., on slides (auctor coll.).

Zoolog. bidrag, Uppsala. Suppl Bd. 1, 97
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Expeditions:

S. A. E. = Swedish ..AnlarcUc" Expedition, lyoi—03.

S. G. E. = Swedish Greenland Expedition.

S. M. E. = Swedish Magellan (Tierra del Fuego) Expe-
ditio.'.

S. S. E. = Swedish Spilzbergen E.xpedition.

Museums:

B. Z. M. = Bergens Zoolog. Museum.

Chr. Z. M. = Chrisliania Zoolog. Museum.

K. Z. M. = Kjobenhavns Zoolog. Museum.

R. M. S. = Hiksmuseum Stockholm (Swedish Stale Museum)
U. M. = Uppsala Zoolog. Mcs^um.

SheU:

e. = edge.

i. 1. = inner line.

j. I. = joining line.

1. = list.

s. =
selvage.

s. s. = secondary selvage.

l-imbs:

Ba. = basale.

Co. = coxale.

E. = endite.

Ep. = epipodial appendage.

Pc. or Pco. = proLoxale.

Pr. = prolopodite.

Re. = exopodite.

Ri. = endopodite.

Other abbreviations:

ant. = anterior,

ch. 1. = chitinous list,

dist. = distal.

dors. = dorsal.

ext. = exterior,

int. = interior,

ni. = muscle,

post. = posterior,

ventr. = ventral.
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Cypridininae 179

Gigantocypris 198

Mnlleri 202

„ ., var. minor 219

Cypridina, genus 222

Doloria 223

Cypridina (Doloria) levis 225

pectinata 237

\'argula 245

Cypridina (Vargula) norvegica 248

,, antarctica 26fi

,, megalops 269

Macroeypridina 280

Cypridina (.Macroeypridina) castanea 281

Siphonostra 298

Cypridina (Siphonostra) spinifera 300

Cypridina, sub-genus 313

Cyridina (Cypridina) serrata G. W. Muller,
var. affirmans n. var. ... 317

Monopia 331

Cypridinodes 331

.Monof)ia (Cypridinodes) acuminata 334

Philoniedlnae 348

PhiloDiedes, genus 368

Phj'uedes, sub-genus 381

Philomcdes (Philomedes) globosa 381

I-^illjeborgi 402

Bugeniae ',in

„ „ rotunda ', i ',

Scleroeonclia ily

Philomedes (Seleroeom ha) Apiielliifi 419

Asteropidae 430

.A.sterope 44.5

ipiinquesetae 470

spinifera 47c,

., .
Miilleri 483

var. longisela 491

Oliliiii 493

curta 498

,, aberrata 504

,, Grinialdi 510

var. vicina 518

oiulala .' 523

norvegica '. 527

,, abyssicola 535

Cyclasterope . 540

,, fascigera 542

Halocypriformes 555

Halocypridac 555

Conchoecinae 568

Halocypris 581

,, brevirnstris .584

Conchoecia 601

Spinifera-group 614

Conchoecia oblonga 617

Klegans-group 624

Conchoecia elegans 624

Daphnoides-gi'oup 636

Conchoecia Chuni 636

Obtusata-group 640

Conchoecia obtusata 640

„ ,, var. antarctica 647

Rotundata-group 648

Conchoecia rotundata 649

,, isocheira 658

Curta-group 661
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Corrigenda.

p. I'i7: 2:i. ..importance the abundance, of nourishment" — ,,importanr(' of Ihr aluinilanri' of ikhu ishincnt."

P. 151: :?0. ^tonorulus lenticularis is probably not an Ostracod Iml iili'iiliial with Uir Phyllopoil-spi'iics Limnodin

lenticularis (L.).

P. 225: 13. „C. (Doloria) levis n. p."
—

,.C. (Doloria) levis n. .sp."

P. 300: 32. „Siphonostra spinifera n. sp."
—

,,C. (Siphonostra) .spinifera n. sp."

P. 317: 35. ..Cypridina serrata (G. W. Miiller) var. affirmans n. var." — ,,C. (Cypridina) serrata (G. VV. Miiller)

var. affirmans n. var."

P. 532: 31. ..about Y3 times" — „aboul 1
'/^ times."
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